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HOME USE RULES.

_

   

Books not needed

for instruction or re

search are returnable

within 4 weeks.

Volumes of periodi

cals and of porn hleta

are held in the library

as much as possible.

For special purposes

they are given out for

a limited time.

Borrowers should

not use their library

privileges for the bene

fit of other persons.

Books not needed

durin recess periods

shoulg be returned to

the library, or arrange

ments made for their

return during borrow

er's absence, if wanted.

' ‘ Books needed by

more than one person

are held on the reserve

list.

.' ‘ Books of special

value and gift books,

when the giver wishes

it, are not allowed to

circulate.
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l0 Cents a Copy

$2.00 a Year

  

New York, N. Y., U. S. A., September 28, I905.

ELECTle

Town

Carriages

  

NEW MODELS NOW READY

  

_ The cut shows the new Columbia Electric Brougham, Mark LXVIII, with i-%

Lightened Construction, Pneumatic Tires, 5-Speed Control, Special Exide Batterv and l%

other Improvements. ._%
  

 

._
\

_-§
. . . . . xWith same Chasms we supply Landaulet, Hansom and Victoria Bodies. ' I~§

X

i_I x.
\Send for Bulletin No. 75. §

§

§

-§
%

§
§__ ELECTDI€ VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn. %
x

x
smv YORK BRANCH: 134, no, 138 West 39m $1. CHICAGO BRANCH: uu Miami!!! in. §

5 BOSTON: Columbia Motor Vehicle 00., 74, 76, 1! Stanhope 8!. §

2 ~ %
-\_- PHILADELPHIA: Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle 00.. :50 North Bio.“- 51. §

WASHINGTON: Washington E. V. Transportation (10.. lfilh SL & Ohio Ave. ~ §

PARIS: A, Blanch]. 194 Boulonra Mlle-herbal. %

:\___L— Member Assoc/nth“: o! Llcenud Automoblla Manufacturers. %

x

__ x



The Hartford Perfected Dunlob Tire.

  

Paris, July 28l '05.

Dear Sirs:- Postal N0 3

We have arrived in Paris coming over

the Route Nationale from Aix les Bains via Lyons

and Nevers. The roads were exceedingly trying, very

hard and a lot of "pave" or cobblestones. I had

two punctures. These were the only mishaps in 2156

  

 
 

miles and the tires have stood the hard work Without \NQMch

showing any other signs of wear and tear. People

here consider this a Very good record as many of the fln-Others u)

best foreign tires blow out from the heat.

Yours truly,

we:We

fiflloun

L_woowwrrl v._».le___.__________.

Made by THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS COMPANY, Hartford, Connecticut.
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A stock 16 H.P.

Modeleade232L6

miles in the six day.

  

The performance

of the Corbin 16 H.

1’. Air cooled motor

 
 

  

  

non-stop contest at

Long Branch, N. _l.

Duplicates of this

car can be delivered

promptly.

in the non-stop con

test has forever si
  

lenced the oppo

nents of practical

Aeroollng.

  

 
 

THE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE CORPORATION, NCW Britain, Conn.

BOSTON 163 Columbus AVE. PHILADELPHIA (-29 No llroml ISL  

NE\V YORK, 4 “7:5! 38th St.

  



hat YOU Get

    

For Your Money

is more important than the price you pay.

That is one reason why our cars are so

often referred to as

“Those Remarkable Mitchells”
l

  

fllTCl'lBLL LIGHT GAR, 5750. MITCHELL 'IOURINO CAR. “500

’ They set up a new standard in price values.

At $750 and $1200 there is nothing that even begins to approach them.

‘H‘

Have you ever taken the trouble to “look into ” the matter?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

RACINE, WIS.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturer; Association, Chicago.
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Qualifying for the

VANDERBILT RACE

equipped with
  

umllllllullll

 

WRAPPED TR AD TIRES
a, Not one of these tires was touched in any way!

5

The tire records of all cars using Diamonds, (8 0f the r0) were the same

NOT A PUNCTURE! SCARCELY A SCRATCH !

Diamond was the only make of Tires which gave no trouble.

:1 -    
Like the unequalled performance of Diamond Wrapped Tread Tires in

the Gordon-Bennett race it points infalliably to__the popular conclusion

THE WORLD'S BEST CON’JRUCTION! THE WORLD’S BEST TIRES!

'THE DIAMOND RUBBFD COMPANY, - Akron, Ohio   

HP“Wmmulvnllllllllfillm

  

Depot Garriaqe,

The Mom E'egnnt 0' all Electric...

 

1‘ L50

RUNHBDUTS. STHNHQPES,

SURREYS, ETQ" ETQ.

 

WE KRE READY TO TALK BUSINESS.

THE BAKER MGTGR VEHIQLE QGMPHNY, GLEVELHND, 6H16.

@- B. RIC'BE, Broadway and 58th Street, New York Agents.
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A Frank Talk With Auto Owners?

Every automobilist has a right to be a crank about

his tires.

There is no more reason why he should accept any

make of tire than that he should buy the first (lg-Te.

sees.

The price of a whistle always carries with it the

privilege of selecting your whistle.

Ditto auto tires.
—

You know and we know that tires have a heap to

do with making an_y automobile as serviceable as it

should be. _

Put indifferent tires on the best car made and the

chances are that farmers will tow you farther than

your motors will propel you, and that the repair man

Good tires are the real secret back of most of the

megs-[u] trips you have made. _

A really good tire is not only an economy in itself

but does m-oz-to neutralize the wear on other parts

of the machine than is generally supposed.

Take care in selecting your tires and your tires
will help you take care ofiyour car.

Morgan 8; Wright tires are good tires for the auto

mobilist, because they give an exceptional amount of

sustained service.
 

As one user puts it: “They don’t chum much

with the repair shop.”

They are long-lived, ultra-serviceable tires, and

are known to be such by those who use them.

 

will be as much in demand as your chauffeur. (Be a crank.) Insist upon Morgan & Wright tires,

MORGAN 8:. WRIGHT, Chicago.

DETROIT—265 Jefl'ersbn Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—1067 M15810]! 8!.

NEW YORK—214 W. 47th St. DENVER—151?: Broadway.

SYRACUSE—ZIZ—ZH S. Clinton St. ST. DOUIHBR Vandevc-nlel' AVG.

MINNEAPOLIS—~70?! Hennepin Ave. DOS ANGELES—DQO S. Main St.

ATLANTA—35 Edgewoud Ave.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine Sts.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave.

CLEVELAND—34'! Huron St.

DAYTON—411 E. 5th St.

 

 

Satisfaction and the OLDSMOBILE

We have been telling you why the Oldsmobile is always safe under all circumstances

and for any member of your family.

The same features have to do with the complete satisfaction every Oldsmobile owner

gets from his machine—which having been bought in the first place at a reasonable price,

is found to be economical to maintain and thoroughly dependable in every part. Let us

repeat the features:

Two Brakes.

Large Parts.

Strong Springs.

Heavy Spindles and Wheels.

We want especially to emphasize simplicity of operation. There are more ladies driving

the Oldsmobile in this country than any other make of automobile. The clutches are

easily handled. The control is free from complication. and the brakes are strongly con

nected and easily operated. If you will write us we will gladly set before you more of the

convincing reasons as to the desirablity of these cars. If your will call on our nearest sales

agent, you can arrange for a demonstration. Send for Catalogue 53.

OLDS l'lOTOR WORKS, Lansing, i'lich., U. S. A

Member A. L. A. M.

Analyzed Material.

Severe Construction Tests.

Unbreakable Steering Connections.

Simple Operation.
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2A Few Words to the Automobilt Agent

(L If your Agency arrangements during the past year have

been satisfactory, do not make any change.

 

 

(L We don’t believe in changing Agencies unless there is

a good reason. Naturally, we desire to get in touch with

the_best men in the business as we want the strongest

sales organization we can get for the WAYNE cars.

(L There are two ways for a manufacturer to obtain his Agents.

One is to have a high-priced sales manager—an entertain

ing gentleman of fine address who can go out and make

contracts irrespective of the actual merits of the car. The

other method is the “show me"' method, where the manu

facturer gets down to “brass tacks" and makes his Agency

arrangements based upon the actual merits of his car and

by giving the Agent a fair and square deal all around.

The Wayne cars have won a foremost place among Amer

ican Automobiles by actual merit, and the Wayne Auto

mobile Company has made rapid strides to the front.

(L Last year we spent upwards of $50,000 in judiciously

advertising our Cars. This year we are going to do even

more advertising and the Agent who takes the Wayne car

now is going to get the benefit from this publicity and is.

going to get the hearty co-operation of the factory as well.

(L We have perfected arrangements for early and 'prompt

delivery of our 1906 models because we want to be in a

position to carry out the “show me" policy and to live up

to our Agency arrangements.

(L We have the cars, gentlemen, we have the facilities for man

ufacturing and for making deliveries, and we are going to

do our full share in thoroughly advertising the Wayne cars.

Now, we want to get our 1906 Agency arrangements closed

and then we are all in shape to make money. Will you write

us about the Wayne representation in your territory today?

  

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE co., Dept. Q, DETROIT, MICH.
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DON’T EXPERIMENT

Just §e_ll

THE FORD
Mr. Agentz—Over 2,000 Automobile buyers decided during the past season not to experiment. They all bought

"Fords." It is even more important for the retailer to sell a car of known merit than it is for the purchaser to buy one. The

buyer only loses his money, but the agent who sells a car not up to standard loses both prestige and reputation.

The success of the Ford Motor Co. is built on the success of the Ford Cars, and you know how great our success

has been. Remember that people liketo do business with successful firms, and a car with a reputation is eaaier to sell than

an unknown.

You know the general rush to the Ford exhibit at the shows, and how they all ask, “What has Ford this year?” plainly

indicating that automobile men look to Henry Ford for new ideas and originality of design.

We have a surprise or two up our sleeve this year—particulars about October l5th-—nothing before, except that there

is certainly good business ahead for the Ford agent in 1906, and it might be well to write us and see if we can give you the

proposition and the territory you require.

FORD MOTOR GOMPHNY, - I - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBER AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURER? ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO.

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR CO., of Canada, Ltd., \Valkerville, Ont.

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

SIMPLY

?/ PERFECT
16 H. P. Touring Car

$1,400 $750

THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles without a single adjust

ment. No car at less than twice the price made AS GOOD 3 record. No car AT ANY PRICE

did better.

THE CAR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

“Climb to the Clouds" at Mt. Washington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get one up, but sent the SAME car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Runabout type won the race at Long Branch August 19,

making four miles in 5 min. 33 see, and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of your consideration. Look at

as many cars as you please, but don't buy before seeing the Maxwell.

  

The agency field is filling fast. If you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

“~13— TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Central Western Representative; Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association. New York Agents:

A. F. CHASE. Agents in principal cities. MAXWELL-BRISCOE, INC.
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TANNER 8: COMPANY,

Au-rououn.r-:s, Moron Cvcuzs, BICYCLES AND

SEWING MACHINES.

NEW BEDFORD. MASS, September 2, 1906.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR (30..

Buffalo. N. Y.

Gentlemenz—Last October I purchasEd a 24 horse

power Thomas Flyer from a Boston owner. who

told me that it had been driven 10,000 miles during

1904. Since owning this car I have covered 21,000

miles in it personally, getting over 81700.00 from

renting the same. and the machine seems smoother

running to-day than ever.

I have carried six and seven people in it many

times on trips forty and fifty miles. Better service

could not be asked or given.

Your; very truly,

WM. E. TANNER.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASS.

New Bcdford.

Bristol, 5!.

Personally appeared the said Wm. E.

Tanner and made oath that the above

statement is true. Swurn to before me this

lecond day of September, 1905.

CHARLES T. HERON.

Justice of the Peace.

 

 

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,

Makers of Thomas "Flyer" Automobile.

[210 NIAGARA STREET, - BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members A. L. A. M.
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Find an Elmore agent or user and you’ll find a two-cycle engine enthusiast.

I. The lame of the two-cycle idea has spread this season from ocean to ocean.

-9 Its principle—a continuous application of power—is irresistible and indisput

able; and that principle is put into practice with absolutely perfect success in

TH $3313; ELMORE

Pictnre to yourself two men—one trying to cover the ground in

long, hard jumps, the other forging ahead in quick, short steps. The

first is the four-cycle—and bound to lose against the two~cycle with its

even steady gait. We have a book called “A Long Jump or Two Short

Steps,” which explains this in A B C style.

  

 

Better still, we have a record of victories in every test worthy of the

name. Better still, we have the every-day testimony of thousands of

users to which you can easily refer.

  

The Elmore two-cycle engine is no longer the “coming” engine—it is here. You’d better join the army of

enthusiastic Converts. Ask your agent or write to us.

THE ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, 2304 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO

Representatives: A. E. RANNEY Q 00., New York; GAWTHROP & WIBTER, Philadelphia: SENECA AUTO. 00., Rochester: YOUNG l I11:

IJLl-Puroit; HEIN & CASPER. Milwaukee; W. W. LEATHERS 00.. 8t. bull; IDWRY MFG. 00.. San Antonio; 3. L BOSE-STEEL. Ml
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Haynes Quality Qualified in

the Vanderbilt Cup

Trials.

The HAYNES 1956 four cylinder REGULAR STOCK

TOURING CAR qualified for the Vanderbilt Cup Race in compe

tition with a long list of the most powerful specially-constructed racing

cars ever built in America.

Compare the cylinder capacity of the engine in the HAYNES car

(5-inch bore x 6-inch stroke) with that of all other entrants. Nutt had

been around the course in this car only three times prior to the race and

was the only contestant who had never before driven in a race. The only

stop he made with the HAYNES car was necessitated by an oil can

bouncing into the fly wheel and spilling oil on the master clutch, causing

it to slip.

Just think what it means for a stock touring car to win honors from

specially built monster racing cars. That is what THE HAYNES

STOCK CAR did. IF YOU ORDER A HAYNES 1906

TOURING CAR, YOU GET AN EXACT DUPLICATE OF

THE CAR DRIVEN IN THIS CONTEST.

\Ne are now booking orders and closing agencies for 1906

HAYNES CARS. Write to-day.

HaynesAutomobile Company,

Kokomo, Ind.

Member A. L. A. I.

New York Chicago
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NOISE
BUNE-RAUKIIIG an

iiilis
PULLEYS W'T"

BASKETS THE
muss RODS J

- smur nous

Detachable

Side Entrance

Tonneaus

Supplied if

Desired. K

ITS SILENCE AND SIMPLICITY ARE ON A PAR WITH ITS EASY RIDING QUALITIES. IT IS

A COMFORTABLE CAR AS WELL AS A DEPENDABLE ONE.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Member A. L. A. M.

PETER EOGARTY, New York Agent, 142 West Thirty-eighth Street.

TIIEIiN

  

 

 

No Delays.

Immediate

Deliveries

Guaranteed.

  

 

AMONG THE LEADERS IN

ELIMINATIN’ RACE.

Our regular stock model finishes third in Vanderbilt Cup Race

trials. Just think what we are offering you this year. It is like

this. You sit behind the wheel of a ROYAL TOURIST with one

hand on the throttle lever. Move the lever an inch or so and you

have an ideal vehicle, under perfect control, for city use or country

touring. Move the lever a little more and you have a motor car fit

to cc mpete with the speed machines especially built for the VANDER

BILT CUP RACE. Please bear in mind that the famous Royal that

did so well in the race last Saturday is the same as the one you buy

from us in every particular except, of course, you get a luxurious and

handsome body, instead of a coupie of tin seats.

' ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO” Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO, 58th St.& Broadway, New York; G ]. DUN

HAM, r8: Columbus Ave., Bolton: THE McDUFFI-IE AUTOMOBILE

CO., 1449 Michiian Ave.. Chicago; G. W. CAPLIN, 434 South Filth St.

'Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO., I,im.. 24 Temperance SL,

I‘oronto; MOTOR SHOP, 3|7 N. Broad St., Philadelphia; WESTMIN

STER AUI‘OMOBILE C0., 4396 Olive St., St. Louis.

  

 

“QUEN”
The name stands for a line of cars that has

  

no equal, either as a selling proposition for the

dealer, or an investment for the individual

buyer.

  

Staunch in construction, powerful in action,

  

reliable in operation, and simple in control,

  

Queen Automobiles best meet every require

  

ment of automobile worth.

  

    

Queen Runabouts. Queen Det. Tonneaus.

Queen Touring Cars.

  

Made right and sold right by

  

C. H. BLOMST ROM MOTOR COMPANY,

Detroit, Mich.

  

C. A. DUBRR 6t 00.. Inc. 1781 Broadway, New York City Agents.
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Pope-Toledo

Victorious.

wms FIRST PLACE uvn TEN UUMPETITURS.
The wonderful performance of our four-cylinder double, outside, chain~driven car in the

  

Vanderbilt Elimination Trials

of September 23d demonstrated anew the sterling qualities of this “ mile-a-minute” machine.

It takes a car of great reliability to cover 113 1-5 miles, exclusive of stops, at the average rate of over 58 miles

an hour—traveling mile after mile at an unvarying speed.

We have the new Type X just finished and ready for delivery. It is a dependable car like all Pope-Toledos.

Write for full information.

  

POPE-TOLEDO, TYPE X, 20 HP.

$2800.

Be Sure the Name “ POPE ” is on Your Automobile.

POPE MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Toledo,
A. L. A. M.
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The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 

  

   

 

THE WHITE LIMOUSINE

The quality of absolute noiseless

ness of operation is particularly desir

able in a limousine, because in any

car with a closed body the noise

made by the mechanism is much

more noticeable and annoying than

in an open vehicle. '

Another desirable feature of a

limousine is that its speeds respond

instantly to the throttle, in order that

it may be guided safely and speedily

through the crowded city streets.

Both these qualities (inherent in the

use of steam power) the White limcu

sine possesses in unique degree. As

regards the graceful lines and luxur

iousness of equipment and finish, the

White limousine must be seen to be

appreciated.

Write for further details, regarding price, etc.

  

WHITE 553.13% COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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PACKARD MOTORCAR Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Enter order three additional

trucks for Larkin with throttle

as recently specified. Telegraph

. delivery dates quick; will mail

deposits today.

Centaur Motor Co.

There can be only one argument in

favor of the Packard Truck more con

vincing than the above repeat order of

the Larkin Co.—that is the money it will

save for you in your own business.

These trucks are being operated in a great many

different lines of business in various parts of the

country. Each one is fulfilling its mission. It is

giving satisfaction to its owner. Tell us what your

business is and we will show you some records, in

your line of work indicating the saving it can

make for you.

Normal Load Capacity 1% tons.

Speed Range I to 15 miles per hour.

Price of Chassis, complete, ready for body 82,500 i. o. b.

factory. _ '

Body designs and quotations submitted upon application.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co,

DEPT. 8, DETROIT, MICH.

New YORK BRANCH, 1540 BROADWAY.

Member A. L. A M.

Buffalo, N. Y., July 8, ’05

  

‘g;
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLE EQUIPMENT.

Diamond

DE WIRE ENDLESS SIIiII] TIRES

  

 

They add a “talking point” which helps the sale of cars.

The satisfied customers are constantly stimulating the demand.

Dealers should get our literature, “How to Order Solid Tires."

THE DlAl‘iOND RUBBER COI'iPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.
BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—310 Woodward Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—608 Mission St.

PHILADELPHIA—3044306 N0. Broad St. ST. LOUIS—3960 Olive St. DENVER—322 Boston Building.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CHICAGO—107469 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 Fit-at Ave. 8.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. CLEVELAND—223 Huron St.

 

  

GOODRICH AGAIN!
Another remarkable record made on

GOODRICH TIRES
San Francisco to Los Angeles in 21 hours and the return trip in 20 hours.

No occasion to touch the tires—and the treads looking just like new. 'I he advan

tages of the integral Construction and Goodrich rubber on the treads are in evidence

everywhere.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

Orrtcl: 1878 Manx“- S'nzu'r.

San Francisco, Cal., Augult 16, 1905.

Gotham Rubber Co , San Francilco, Cal.

Gentlemen z—Replyin to your letter making inquiry with reference tofthe tires tuned by Mr. Geo. A. Henlley when he broke the San Francino-Imu Angelea recordn two

weeks a,o, beg to state that t ey were the regular stock Goodrich then 34 X4 inches and had been and before thn trip [or sixty days by Mr. Hensley as they were the original one.

that were on in: car when he bought it With the exce tion 0! one tire, winch wan changed beiore the atart a: a matter ot precaution and a new Goodrich rating put on.

Mr. Hensley made tlte run in the remarkable apse of time oi 2| hours and r: minutel from ban Fl'inCllCO to Lot Angeles, and ll] the return trip hrs running time was an hours.

_ Since that time Mr. Hensley has run his car two weekl and up to date hae never had occasion to uae a pump on any oi hie tires, and the tread shows hardly a scratch. '1 hi. is

certainly remarkably good work [or tires, and l tongratulate both yourselves and the B. I“. Goodrich Co. upon the unttorm quality oi the Goodrich tirn we have received on the

coast this year. Yours very truly, (Signed) C. H. HAWKINS, Mgr.

THE BAILEY “WON‘T SLIP" TIRE. Regular Goodrich construction, but provided with the

Bailey "Won't Slip" Tread. Prevents slipping, slewing or skidding.

THE B. F. GOODRICI‘I COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK, oe-os Reade u. nosrou, 161 Columbue Ave. hR'm'I bflndfli In "I!

and 1025 Broadway. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. c “me, “Rh this cony‘

BUFFALO. 731 Main St CLEVELAND. 420 Superior sr. "Irma mlrk 11-" been In

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mlseion St, PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St. “peel-*0 and Pronounced

CHICAGO, 14; Lake 5L DENVER 14“ Cum, 5L perfect. We guarantee our

LONDON, E. c., 7 snow nut. ""8 ""1! on "ml '0

branded.
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T0 SEIIERSOFANIJ USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorouslylprosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

 

 

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

  

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

  

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

  

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

  

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

  

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

  

G & .1 Tire G0. GoodyearTire&Rubber ('20.

Hartford Rubber Works Q0. Fisk Rubber (~20,

Morgan & Wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich (‘20. Vehicle Tire 620.
  

Diamond Rubber 80. Gontinentaleaoutchouc Go.

. 0&JIran Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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STANDARD

ROLLER BEARING

COMPANY,
48th & Girard Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

V/

CAGE o}. mom Largest Plant In the World tor Exoluslvu Manufactun of mm m».

Anti-Friction Bearings and Automobile Axles.

  

TONI Space occupied, 145,090 square Nfl- Steeleonvertlng and Tampering Plant, 50 It. x no It.

Mall! Machine Show. 150 It- Wide X 506 It- l0"! Power Plant, Engines and Generators. 800 II. P.

Steel Ball Factory. 70 ft. wide X 360 "- long. "If" Steel Ball Output, 2.ooo,ooo ball! daily.

WE MAKE ANNIILAII

BALI. BEARINGS.

We will Positively Guaran

tee Prompt Deliveries.

  

SEND FIIII ANNULAII BEARING CATALOG.

  

FLANGED BEARING.

(Either Full or Silent.)
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RIDE ON AIR I

KilgoreAutomobileAirCushion
I (PATENT ALLOWED)

THE ONLY DEVICE fzrimsetfztzdi‘ 21:?

4--._‘4_

le Easy Springs on your car

over roads as they come.

,4.m,»--u. ~... ~“"'""“"--._.. .. >--
I"' ' n

,.

NO # ‘ ~ ; s i SAVES

Bumping Axles, l Iv ' _ I ‘ v Tires,

Broken Springs, ' I Springs,

' I. _ - _ . Motor and
Disarranged ; r I» t ; ' ‘ l T . -

a -‘ .3 . \ ransmissron

Motor and <' ' 1 . ' .
. . i. , 4 . 1 .. - Repairs,

Machinery Y ‘ v f . . ‘ -'

f" d j ' t ' Oil,

Telescoped _ 3" Y » _ 211,2; , _j - Gasoline

Perspiration.
Spines.

AN INVESTMENT paying 50% to 50007. and large dividends in comfort.

A MONEY MAKER for the Live Agent. Good Agents Wanted Everywhere.

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.
S. F. HEATH, Manager.

46 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mass.

NEW‘ YORI-ii CITY, E. J'. Edmond. 52 W. 43rd St. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. Barclay Auto. C0. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. Goo. T. Moore (‘0.

CHICAGO, lI.L., W. R. Johnston. 1328 Michigan Ave.
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Resilient—Speedy

Economical—SafeMotor Qar Tires
EASY TO HANDLE

Get Our New Tire Manuel.

'GaJIrmaCo.
Indianapolis,

Boston Buffalo elevelnnd Detroit ehiengo Denver San Francisco

 

 

 

 

  

  

SIDE-WIRE TIRES
are used on nine-tenths oi the American made commercial vehicles. Why? Because manufacturers

of commercial automobiles have learned by hard experience that the “Firestone” is the only tire that

will withstand the hard knocks that are inseparable from commercial machines.

Firestone Tires wear like iron. They hold to the Rim—they give satisfaction.

Then why not “Firestone”?

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

  

Akron, Ohio

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boelon St. Louis

San Francisco Los Angeles
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BRINGS

lrc613-5

  

 

 

The great problem of the hour for the automobile manufacturer is to develop

the details of his engine. This study is so absorbing and important

that the duty of producing axles and other parts has

been left to other specialists.

Our specialty is the manufacture of parts for the very highest class of cars——

parts that are as good as life insurance. We make:

REAR AXLE, Independent Shaft Drive. Ball or Plain Bearing, Weight Carried Entirely on Axle Tube

FRONT AXLE, l-Beam Sectlon Nickel Steel Bed, Ball or Plain Bearing

CHANGE GEAR STEERING GEAR CLUTCH

DISTANCE ROD AND BRACKET _ PROPELLER SHAFT LEVERS FOR EMERGENCY-BRAKE AND CHANGE-GEAR

Parts of one size are suitable for cars weighing up to 2400 lbs. and of 30 H. P.

Parts of the other size are suitable for cars weighing up to 2800 lbs. and of 50 H. P.

Write for Clrcular No. l2.

THE GARFORD COMPANY. - - -

Sales Manager: Hayden Eames, Cleveland, Ohio.

Elyria, Ohio.
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This Car Finished Third.

., THE _ __‘

. : iu!

Vanderbilt Cup Car

' is an exact duplicate of the

1906 Royal Chassis

and has no specially strengthened or forged parts of any kind. For

$3,500 you can buy just such a “ RQYAL" Car, including body

and touring equipment. '

Others are buying them every day.

Why don’t, you P * '

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR co., Cleveland, Ohio. "

 

  

A G E N T S :

C. A. DUE'RR & CO.I 68th Street& Broadway, New York. G. W. CAPIJN, 414 South Fifth Street, Minneapolis.

G. I. DUNH AM I82 Columbus Avenue. Boston. AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO., l.im., 14 Temperance Street, Toronto.

THE MCDUFFEE AYTOMOBH.E CO., I449 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. MOTOR SHOP, p7 N. Broad Street, Philldelphil.

\VISTMINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO., 4396 Olive Street, St. Louis.
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Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE CAR

IN THE WORLD

“Marks a New Era in Automobile Constructlon.”

40 45 Horse-Power $5,000.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody. Mass., U. S. A.

CORWlN

both as to constructitm and control and the easiest to operate and maintain_

 

 
  

MIDGLEY

Artillery Pressman Steel Whael

THE STRONGEST AUTOMOBILE WHEEL MADE.

 
 

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will always re

main absolutely true.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that doe; not require

care an:l attention.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will withstand

hard usagqeven abuse.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will not shrink,

warp or swell, there

by eliminating reset

ting rims and other

annoyances.

 

  

Write for Catalogue.
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AUTOCAR c. l
Simple As a Pair 0t Reins

The control of Type Xl Autoear brt a automohtle drlvtng to the almrllclty of

horse ("17"le In the rim ot the steer rig wheel and TOHIIIIII parta ot' hare not

two It'll“ one at the riuht hand. one at the toll. Theoe two ll'l'lpl control the

throttle and the a ark. regulnttng the a need of the ear from 8 w 85 nttlea an hour.

This arrangement nun the ateertmt ant the l d revulatmx wiretherao that lnall

ordinary mnnlntt the only poattton neeeaaary or the handa ta on the ateerlng wheel.

To be lure thtl car ha: a gear nhttt lever and an t‘lllfl'fi'llt'y hmlte lever at tho

rlght ot the driver. The gear shift lever. however. la ed only on parttcularl

hard ntlla or veryhatl lulu of road. The car loaned wlth tour paaaengera wt

climb nearly nll Ill! on the high gear. The toot brake: ta-tng ample [or all ordi

nary use. the emergency brake ll rarely required. llence we ea that extent in

extreme rules only one poatttnn ta required of the hands in drtvtntt' ")9 Xl Automr.

Thla var haa tout cylinder verttcle motor at 1&1) hone power. double aide

entrance tonneau.and the rmarteat llnea of any car. It tn extremely quiet and

vlhrattonleaa tn runntmr while havtn great power In proportion to its wettrht.

Type Xl Autocar ll the tdenl l'nt' for t in man who want; an n v-to-date. powerful.

tong-{manner car without excenalve wehtht. The price 0 Type Xl ll 8m.

Ca oane Ilvlnl lull description 0! It and also of Ty re. X ltnnahout Unmantl

  

Typo \‘lll Touueau Slum, together will! name of due. er nearest yout-nt Irv; .

npou requeat.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, Ardmore, Pa.

Member Auocmlton Licenled Automobile Jltmu/urturerl.
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PARABOLENS

HEADLIGHT
throws most owerlnl beam of any lamn madeI yet

burns cool. ‘imple, sale and sure. no better lamp can

he built. The moat your dealer will aay about the next

best is that it ll " juat aa good an a SOLAR "—butvvhy

not buy the ltlndard and dodge the second but _

We stand back of every SOLA R lamp wtth a

guarantee to you—a warrantv that leave; no room for

risk on the buyer‘s part. You can't buy better lamps

—whether oil or acetylene.

Write lor booklet—or ask your aupply man.

BADGER BRASS MFG.CO., 7/,

Kenosha, Wls.

Naw Vonx OFIlCl 11 Warren Ftreet.
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MICHELIN TIRES

SIMPLY CAN’T HELP WINNING

THE FOLLOWING LETTER FROM MICHELIN ET CIE IS

REPRODUCED FROM L’AUTO OF PARIS, FRANCE.

 

 

PYRENEES CUP.

Finding that the winning of this cup would not be of great

importance for a tire (1,423 kilometres at touring speed with controls,

hills and various coefficients), I made no effort to achieve it. They tell

me, nevertheless, that I am the true winner: Sorel in the DeDietrich

took the cup.

I also won the prize of the city of Toulouse (La Diane, of Falguiere)

and the Dunlop Trophy (La Renommee, a brass by Barras).

No one even pretends that according to the strict interpretation of the

rules (page 45), I could have gained the Dunlop Trophy.

I take pleasure in giving my friends and acquaintances their dues, but

without taking to myself any great amount of glory.

(Signed) MICHELIN.

N. B.—l read in an advertisement that in winning the 6th class, Baron

Henri de*Rothschild (Mercedes) used tires of a rival make.

I inisist upon correcting this assertion: The car started equipped with

tires of another‘make, but finished with a pair of Michelin’s on the rear

wheels which had been purchased at Saint-Gaudens.

OTHERS CLAIM. ' MICHELIN DOES.
   

Michelin is Truly the Tire of Achievement.

 

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

6 West 29th Street, New York

Telephone—4657 Madison E. D. Wrruns, General Manager

8 RANCHKS

Chicago, r46| Michigan Boulevard. Rochester, ai-zo Plymouth Avenue. St. Paul, C. P. 0y Auto Co. Ponlhlteepeie, "-10 Catherine Street.

Horton, 7 Boyleton Street. Baltimore, :0 Morton Street. Clncinnlti.904 roadway. Albany, >t0l Central Avert .

Pliiladelp ' . 3:: No. Broad Street. Minueapo ' , 70.; llennepin Avenue. Buflalo, 369 Purl Street. Newark, . ', j., .36 "all" at

Washington, lggo New York Ave., N. W. St. Louie, 393? Olive Street. Pituburg, 5003 Centre Avenue. Albury Perk, \'. J Mann St. and Seal! Wen—

ben Frucilco. 307 Larkln Street. Indianapolis. ndiana Automobile Co. Utlcn, n-rlt Lehyette Street. Morriltmrn N J. 1 South Stunt.
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For the Theatre or Night Use.

The roomy, highly finished Surrey, Type Two. complete with

lamps, horn, tools, etc.

vsiaso.

Seats five people. Entrance to the tonneau at either side. Occupants

thoroughly protected from storms by full canopy top with glass front and

side and back waterproof curtains which roll down and fasten securely

together to the body of the car.

Built for comfort—not for speed. \Vill surmount ordinary grades with

out use of secondary gear. _

Prospective purchasers may have a practical road demonstration of this

car by calling at any of our branches.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha. Wis.

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE,

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA.

New York Agency,

I34 W. 38th St.
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A. C. A. SHAW IS SANCTIONED

Club Takes Action to Relieve the Situation—

Funny Statement of Reason

 

Sanction for the so-cailed "independent"

show, the one promoted by the Automobile

Club of America, and which will be held in

the Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory, New

York, finally has been issued by the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufact

urers. The Motor World last week indi

cated that such a state of affairs would come

to pass and a disturbing factor in the show

situation be thereby eliminated.

Without a sanction, all who exhibited at the

A. C. of A. show would have been placed

in the attitude of "outlaws," and thereby

made ineligible to exhibit at the Chicago

show or any of the local functions sanctioned

by the N. A. A. M. The clubmen did not

relish applying for a sanction, but the press

ure brought to bear on them by intending

exhibitors was too strong to he resisted.

Accordingly, the club applied for a sanc

tion, and on Monday officially announced

that one had been obtained. The announce

ment explained that the sanction was secured

“in order to avoid embarrassment to several

prominent exhibitors in relation to shows in

other cities," and as “the sanction does not

interfere is any manner with the open charac

ter of the Automobile Club show, its exhibi

tion committee, having in view the general

good of the industry, decided that it would

be unfair to N. A. A. M. members to ask them

to place themselves in bad standing with

their own organization."

Black Diamond Officials in Trouble.

The troubles of the embarrassed Black Dia

mond Automobile Co., Utica, N. Y., are fol

lowing its sponsors. Transcript of a judg

ment for $36,201 from Oneida County was

filed in New York City on Monday, 25th inst,

against Charles E. Turner, a promoter, of 27

William street, and A. Vedder Brower, of

Utim. The Sheriff received recently two

executions against them aggregating $15,513

in favor of the Utica City National Bank,

but could find no property to levy upon.

Turner was vice-president and general man

ager of the Black Diamond Co. and Brower

was treasurer. This company was incor

porated on April 10, 1903, with a capital

stock of $500,000, and a petition in bank

ruptcy was filed 'agalnst itoil July 25 last at

Utica.

Stoddard-Dayton to Enter New York.

The Stoddard-Dayton agency, which was

incorporated last week with a capital of

$10,000, will open a New York office and gar

age at 1853 Broadway. They are already

showing the new 1906 four-cylinder 35 H. P.

toddard-Dayton, which is listed at $2,250.

C. H. Hill, who is the general manager, has

had considerable experience in the handling

of motors and accessories throughout the

East. He is assisted by James McIivrid. The

agency controls the territory included in the

metropolitan district and New York State as

far north as Poughkeepsie; also all of Long

Island and New Jersey, and Falrtield and

New Haven counties, Conn.

 

Olds Changes New York Agency.

The Olds agency in New York City, here

tofore possessed by the Harrolds Motor Car

Co., has been taken over by the Oldsmobile

Co., of New York, a new company formed by

General J. T. Cutting, formerly the head of

the Cadillac Co., of New York. The new

concern has established itself at 1653 Broad

way in the store formerly occupied by F. A.

Sanford, the Yale agent, who has retired

from business.

Omaha Building a Factory.

The Karbach Automobile Co., which was

organized recently in Omaha, Neb., for the

express purpose of manufacturing motor

cars, Is erecting a three story brick build

ing, 22 by 60 feet, at Thirteenth and Howard

streets, to cost about $10,000. The new com

pany expects to have its cars, which “will

embody new features," on the market by

spring.

Baker Treblcs its Capital.‘

The Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland,

has again increased its capital stock—this

time from $400,000 to $1,250,000.

INCREASING THE MEMBERSHIP

Motor and Accessory Manufacturers Add to

Their List—Preparing to Aliot Show Space.

 

Every director save one was present at the

meeting of the Motor and Accessory Manu

facturers, which occurred in Syracuse, N. Y.,

on Friday last, 22d Inst. Nothing of moment

transpired, however. the appointment of a

committee to allot show space and the elec

tion of nine new members constituting the

chief proceedings. The additions to the roll.

which brings up the total membership to 116.

are as follows:

Motor Car Specialty Co., Trenton, N. J.:

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich;

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass; Bryant

Steel Wheel and Rim 00., Columbus, Ohio;

the Garford Co., Elyrla, Ohio; W. K. Prud

den, Lansing, Mich.; Eastern Carbon Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.; Schwarz Wheel Co., Phila

delphia, Penn, and Connecticut Telephone

and Electric Co., Meriden, Conn.

After the business meeting the directors

were entertained by the Brown-Lipe Gear

Co. at a luncheon at the Yates Hotel, follow

ing which was an automobile drive to South

Bay, Oneida Lake. The visitors remained at

the Sagamore Inn over night. It was

planned to have a shore dinner on French

man's Island, but owing to a gale of wind

which made the lake too rough for comfort.

the trip was abandoned and the dinner was

held at the hotel. The members then re

turned to Syracuse in automobiles. The next

meeting is to be held in Boston during the

second week of November.

Midgiey in Hartford Rubber.

At a meeting of the directors of the Hart

ford Rubbcr Works Co. last week, Thomas

Midgley was elected tirst vice-president, and

will henceforth take an active part in the

company‘s affairs. Mr. Mldgley, who has

been supplying steel rims to the Hartford

people. took up his residence in that city sev

eral months since, whilst still retaining his

stch wheel and steel rim business in Colum

bus. Ohio.
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FOREIGN METHODS INFERIOR

Bearings Made in Europe Not as Good as the

American—An Expert’s Opinion.

 

 

R. H. Grant, superintendent of the Stand

ard Roller Bearing Company, Philadelphia,

has just returned from an extensive tour of

England, France and Germany, where he

visited all the principal factories devoted to

making automobiles, automobile axles, steel

balls and ball bearings. He delved deeply into

their methods of making automobile axles,

devoting special attention to the Lamoine

factory in Paris, the most notable in Europe.

A thorough examination was made of their

systems of forging, welding asd hardening,

the latter being very different from anything

used in the United States.

The use of annular ball bearings is very e!

tensive on many makes of foreign automo

biles, and Mr. Grant interested himself in

thesteels used and the processes of harden

ing and grinding the bearings. As a result

he gives -as hi opinion that the foreign

methods of manufacture are much inferior

to those used in the United States, both in

making and in finishing the hearings, al

though the Standard Roller Bearing Com

pany will arrange to continue to use much

foreign steel for making annular bearings

and other products. For a short time, the

foreign companies used springs between the

balls, to produce a silent type of annular

hearing, but this has been disearded, as it

proved weak and defective in actual opera

tion. In addition to the full type of annular

bearing, consisting of rings filled with balls,

a bronZe cage or spacer has been used to

contain the balls, similar to that made by the

Standard Roller Bearing Company for this

purpose. The use of a small section of the

ring, set in place, and held by a screw, to

permit insertion of the balls, allowing the

head of the screw to project, has also been

discarded, as the loose section, or screw, falls

out of place, asd breaks the hearing,

The Standard Roller Bearing Company has

secured several large contracts for shipment

to European concerns, which shows that the

foreign trade is open to the American prod

uct, when they are shown that the work

manship is equal if not superior to that which

they themselves are making.

 

Coey Plans Model Garage.

In the new garage which C. A. Coey & 00..

the Thomas agents in Chicago, are erecting

on Indiana avenue, near Sixteenth street,

some new ideas will be installed. The build

ing will be 114 by 170 feet, which Mr. Coey

thinks will make it rank as the largest gar

age in America. There will be a washer for

and a wash rack under each car, so that

when a car is driven into its locker at night

there will be no necessity for moving it until

the owner desires again to use it. Only the

washer, poiisher and chauffeur will bava

keys to the locker, and the time'of each ar

rival and departure will be recorded. In

addition to this garage, Coey & Co. are erect

ing a two~story salesroom, 50 by 170 feet, at

Michigan avenue and Fourteenth street. This

firm sold 103 Thomas cars this season, and

have placed an order for 200 of them for

1906.

Haynes Starts on Tour of States.

What should prove a profitable form of

publicity is now being undertaken by the

builders of the Haynes. With J. W. Haynes

at the wheel of one of their regular 50-horse

power touring cars, of the type which quali

fied in the Vanderbilt eliminating trial, a

start was made from Kokomo, Ind., the home

town, on the 19th inst.

With at least one full day’s stop in each

city in which to visit the Haynes agency and

make the acquaintance of prospective buyers

by putting the car through its paces for their

benefit, the route will follow the compara

tively straight line marked out by the New

York Central Railroad, stopping at Cleve

land, Butfalo, Roehestcr, Syracuse and A1

bany, then into Massachusetts, with stops

at Springfield, Worcester and Boston, and

from there to New York by way of Provi

dence, Hartford, New Haven and Bridge

port. A strike south will be made after

leaving New York, in order to take in Phila

delphia, Baltimore and Washington. From

there a return will be made direct to New

York in order to take in the Vanderbilt race,

after which the publicity tour will be ex

tended to the Pacific Coast, probably ending

up in San Francisco.

The entire trip is being undertaken purely

for business, and no attempt at speed or

record making will be tried on the way to

the coast. Progress will, in fact, depend

upon the state of the weather as much as

anything else.

In the Retail World.

Work has been begun on the new garage

for the Letcher Automobile C0., in San Jose,

Ca]. It will cost about $10,000.

Pearl S. Bradford, the Newburyport

(Mass) dealer, intends to expand before

stocking his 1906 models. Accordingly, an

other story will be added to his Liberty

street garage.

The Curtain-Williams Automobile Co., of

Columbus, Ohio, has purchased two lots on

Parsons avenue, opposite its present garage.

It is proposed to build on the plot a larger

station in the spring.

F. K. Mcars, of Philadelphia, Penn., has

been granted a permit for the erection of a

one story garage, 55 by 256 feet, to cost

$5,000. It will be located at 220-222 South

Forticth street, that city.

The Great Western Cycle and Auto 00.,

Minneapolis, Minn, is building a three story

gray brick garage on Sixth street, between

First and Second avenues, South, to cost

$20,000. rt will have a frontage of 50 feet

and depth of 150 feet.

Prince Wells, of Louisville, Ky., is having

plans drawn for the erection of a garage on

 

the Ralph property on Fourth avenue, which

has just been acquired at a purchase price

of $15,000. The garage will be three stories

high and will cost approximately $35,000.

The T. C. Whltcomb Automobile 00., of

Cleveland, Ohio, has increased its capital

to $10,000. They will rebuild their garage

and go more extensively into the agency field

for 1906. They have adopted the Rambler

as their leader for next year, and will prob

ably add one or two other well known cars

to their line.

Although their present garage was built

only a short time ago, F. E. Lookwood &

(30., the Norwalk (Conn.) dealers, have found'

it inadequate to meet their growing needs,

and, accordingly, will build an addition to

the north side of their Water street estab

lishment. To make this possible a plot of

ground with forty feet frontage has been

purchased. '

The Week's Incorporation

New York City, N. Y.—The Newcomb Mo

tor Co., under New York laws, widi $400,000

capital. Corporators—VV. A. Newman, J. A.

Mooney and T. H. Ferry.

Nichols, Ct.——The Nichols Auto Transit 00.,

under Connecticut laws, with $5,000 capital.

Corporators—Erwin S. Fairchild, Nathan B.

Curtis, Edward Nothnagle and -Augustus

Murr.

New York City, 1'. Y.—L0ng-Turney Mfg.

Co., under New York laws, with $50,000 capi

tal; to make motors, engines, etc. Corpo

rators—W. L. Kingsley, T. H. Stryker and

G. W. Turney.

New York City, N. Y.—Stoddard-Dayton

Agency of New York, under New York laws.

with $15,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—C. H. HillI C. E. Zimmerman

and James McIlvrid.

Hartford, Conn—Miner Garage 00., under

Connecticut laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in, store and rent automobiles. Corpo

rators—Edward Y. Judd, Samuel A. Miner

and Arthur L. Shipman.

New York City, 1‘. Y.—-The Mercedes Im‘

port 00., under New York laws, with $100.

000 capital; to manufacture and deal in auto

mobiles. (‘orporators—E. C. DeWitt, M.

Winebnrgh and Arthur Braun.

Sprague Making Large Additions.

The Sprague Umbrella Co., of NorwalkI

Ohio, is adding several new buildings to its

extensive plant, which, when finished, will

make it the largest canopy and top factory

in this country.

The growth of the company‘s automobile

trade requires increased space and facilities.

and Colonel Sprague states that he is antici

pating the additional demands and buildings

accordingly.

The new additions are being constructed in

the most substantial manner. Some years

ago this plant was wrecked by a tornado,

was rebuilt, and then wiped out by fire.

But the new parts now being erected can be

affected, the Colonel says. by nothing ex

cept an earthquake.
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LEAVITT SiiUTS UP SHOP

lies a Fire and then Pressure of His Victims

Causes Him to "Retire"

 

So far as active participation in business is

concerned the Leavitt Motor Car Exchange

of perfumed reputation is no more. One

after another its victims turned upon it. un

til taking to the woods must have appeared

far preferable to facing a dozen or more

irate victims, each bent on having his pound

of flesh—at least that it what has happened,

and there are a number of individuals who

would be glad to' pay tor information of the

whereabouts of Leavltt.

Despite the 'fact that he was out under

$10,000 bail in a civil arrest case, instituted'

by Gerald Gerome, and has anywhere from

six to a dozen actions of one kind or another

pending against him, Leavitt continued to do

business until Charles Steuerwald, who hails

from across the border in Jersey, got after

him. Mr. Steuerwald had a Pope<Toledo

touring car of last year's model which he was

anxious to dispose of, and Leavitt made him

such an alluring offer—$2,400—that he was

induced to take a thirty-day note for lt—the

usual procedure. When the note became due

and remained unpaid an action was brought,

and, although Leavitt's attorney filed an an

swer to the complaint, no order was obtained

from the court for permission to sue, this be

ing necessary,'as the defendant was a cor

poration,_and Judgment was taken by de

fault. In the mean time the car was sold to

T. B. Ackerson, a real estate broker, and

Leavltt decalnped, a fire a few weeks pre

vious having conveniently occurred in his ot

iice and damaged nothing but his books and

records.

The Leavitt Motor Car EXchange thus stiii

remains a legal entity upon the books of the

State which gave. it being as a corporation

“to deal in, buy, sell and repair motor cars

for profit." but it is doubtful if airy more

tangible trace of it will henceforth be found

elsewhere. l

in consequence the runny who have paid

their good money in one form or another,

whether for cars that they could not use to

Leavitt, or to their lawyers for prosecuting

him, will be equally well off—they will have

the experience, but little else.

So far as Mr. Steuerwald is concerned, he

has a worthless judgment for $2,434 and

some cents, representing the amount of the

note and costs, and another man has his car.

Among other expedients, that of calling a

meeting of the creditors with a view to put

ting the concern in bankruptcy was tried, but

as the available assets were insuiilcient to

pay the referee it was abandoned.

 

Fischer Sale Attacked in Court.

Argument was heard before United States

‘Dlstrlct Court Judge Cross, sitting in New

ark, N. J., on Wednesday, on the return of

rule to show cause why the sale by J. W.

Bellis, of IIoboken, receiver for the Fischer

Motor Vehicle (‘0.. of the assets of that corn

haily at private sale for $8,000, made pur

suant to an order of the court, should not be

set aside. The order to sell was secured by

Otto Horwitz, of New York, a creditor oi'

the insolvent company. The receiver was

appointed July 29, and the sale was made

September IN. The receiver insisted that

the sale was advantageous to the company,

and should be allowed to stand, and that it

should be confirmed without delay. Mr. Iior

witz opposed the sale on the ground that the

price was inadequate. Attorney General

Robert McCarter, E, Q. Keasbey and James

F. Minturn, the latter of Jersey City, repre

senting the greater part of the creditors, in

sisted that the sale should be coniirmed.

 

Sueleitto for a Loan.

A civil action which has been brought

against William H. Kitto, president of the

Simplicities Auto 00., of Middletown, Conu.,

has interfered with the purpose to wind up

the affairs of the concern. The Warwick

('ycle and Automobile Company, of Spring

field, has brought proceedings against Kitto

to recover $1,000 loaned to him, and the

Simpliciiies Company, which Kitto claims is

indebted to hitn, has been garnisheed for the

amount. As a result of these proceedings

the special meeting of the stockholders which

was called to act on a vote of the directors

to wind up the concern has been p0stponed.

 

Kruger Organizes in Milwaukee.

The Kruger Mfg. C0., of Milwaukee, Wis.

has been organized with a paid up capital

stock of $15,000. A four-story building will

be erected near the foot of Biddle street, in

which, it is said, the new company will build

automobiles and conduct a general garage

business. The ottlcers arc: President, Julius

liochr; vice-president, .lolm McCoy; secre

tary, lioss .\ic(.‘o_\', and treasurer, Henry

Kruger. '
 

Declares insurance Rates Off.

Advices from Boston state that the New

England insurance Exchange has declared

oil nil.ratcs on automobiles, permitting each

company to change what it pleases. Hitherto

the rate was 3 per cent, and the marine coni

pnnies were enabled to corral the business by

getting under that figure.

Worcester Garage in Trouble.

John A. Dean, the Worcester, Mass, gar

age man, has filed an involuntary petition in

bankruptcy. ills debts amount to $3,830.28,

of which $400 is secured. There are about

one hundred unsecured creditors. Dean's

assets amount to $287. .

 

Bates to Lease Lansing.

According to advices from Madison, Wis,

the Bates Automobile (_‘o., of Lansing, .\iich.,

purposes moving from the Michigan city to

Madison. A deal for the large building for

merly used by the Schredder Mfg. Co. has

practically becu closed.

“(in

LICENSED MAKERS’ BUSY SESSION

Nothing Made Public but Chance Remarks

Indicate Some Important Happ nings.

From the attitude of those who attended

the meetings of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers in New York on

'i‘ucsday and Wednesday of this week, it

was made plain that matters of unusual mo

ment had been considered.

it was admitted that the drawing for

space in the Madison Square Garden Show

had occurred, and that every one is not only

satisfied but immensely pleased with the

nrangcrueuts that have been made. Practi

cuiiy all the exhibitors will have to do will

be to deliver their cars at the door of the

building. From a chance remark, it is

known also that heaven, or, at any rate, a

broad expanse of delicately painted blue

sky, will cover the exhibits. The sky. with

its twinkling stars, will completely hide the.

roof of the big garden.

Aside from admitting the allotment of

spaces, none of the licensees would talk of

what occurred at the meeting. Indeed, it

was plainly stated that “nothing for publica

tion will be given out." Remarks let tall,

however. indicate that prices and discounts

were the subjects of discussion, and that the

engineers, or mechanical branch, presented

a report of some sort, Henry Souther and one

or two other engineers being in actual at

teudance.

There is good reason for stating, also, that:

the A. L. A. M. and the tire manufacturers

have come to an agreement respecting tire

weights and sizes for next year.

"Well, the tire matter has been settled,”

one of those present at the meeting was

heard to remark, in a tone of undlsgulsed

elation.

"Yes, I know it," responded the party ad

dressed. “The settlement. will save me till

on every one.”

Will Make Radiators in Rome.

l'upcrs were taken out last week for the

incorporation of the. Long-Turney Mfg. (‘o..

of Rome. N. Y.. with a capital stock of $50.

000. all of which, it is stated, has been paid

in. Tire corupany, which is an offshoot of the

Long Mfg. 00.. of Chicago, will manufacture

automobile radiators, spiral tithing and

other metal specialties. spiral tubing and

the three story brick building in Rome, Just

vacated by the Utica industrial CO. Dr. W.

L. Kingsley, who will be president of the

new company; Thomas H. Stryker. G. W:

'l‘urney and J. S. iiasleton. of Rome, and J.

ii. Long, of Chicago, are named as incorpo

i'atol's.

 

Unwin Out of the itarrolds.

linrry i‘nwin, manager of the iiarrolds

.\lotor t‘nr (‘o., the Pierce agents in New

York, has resigned his otiice and severed ail

connection with the company, of which he

was the organizer,
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The Constructive Principle of Fisk Tires Involves

ATechnique So Simple in Manipulation

So Positively Accident=Proof

that it should readily appeal to any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied to a flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone we'lge, with the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim Incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintainance to an Economic Basis.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chimp... mam”,

BRANCHES :—New York, 754-756 5evenih Ave. Chicago, i251 Michigan Ave

BOSTON. B6 Columbus Ave. SYRACUSE. 628 80. Clinton St. ST. LOUIS 8908 Olive St. DENVER, 1534 Gienarm St,

SPRINGFIELD, ‘0 Dwight 8L BUFFALO. 898 Main St. OMAHA. 11m Funum St. SAN FRANl‘ISCO, 114 Second 81,

PHILADELPHIA. 828 Arch 8!. CLEVELAND. 818 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St. L08 ANGELES, 1084 80. Main St.

ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor lit. DETROIT, 2M Jei'tenon Ave. MINNEAPOLIS_ 704 Hennepin Ave.

 

HERE’S ANOTHER HOT ONE
from a Western Dealer who. Ior obvious reasons, wishes his name wilhheld.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., f

Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen:-

We have noted with interest your fable on "Tale of Twisted

Prices" in the current issue of Motor Age. We were in a position

to see the point without the use of a microscope. In fact, we

got stung a little ourselves; but that was a trivial matter in our

estimation as compared with the effect on some of our good custom

ers. Now, we do not feel that it will be a good thing for us to

walk up to the stinger again, and we are seriously considering the

advisability of making some other line our leader for 1906, and

the particular object we have in writing this letter is to inquire

whether you would, under any cincumstances, consider a pro

position to cut out a certain amount of territory now handled out

of ---- —- and ---- -- and make a direct contract at this place.

The above dealer is a good one and has sold a large number of can, has taken good care of his trade. maintained the

prices which the maker had. fixed for him. but. with whit result ? Can any honest dealer square himself with his trade when

placed in a like position? We doubt it. Cadillac dealers can face everyone of the 3,700 owners of 1905 ling‘e cylinder Cadillacs

and honestly say:--“The Cadillac prices were right at the beginning, they are right now and will be next year."

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO. - - Detroit, Mich.
Members of Association 0'. Licenced Automobile Manufacturer;
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The Tinktring with the American Team.

Whether or not the Vanderbilt Cup Com

mission reverses itself—0f which them ap

pears to be small likelihood—one thing is

beyond the shadow of doubt—the elimination

race enhanced the reputation of the Ameri

can stock car in no small measure.

For that rcnsou, it was worth all it cost.

and more. It is the stock car in which the

man in the street is interested when it comes

to making a purchase. Though the pill ad

ministered to the Haynes and Royal entrants

may appear a bittcr one, it is not as bitter as

it seems.

There is glory enough for all, and their

shares of it are too great and too brilliant

to he icsscncd or dimmed by anything that

may have been done or that may be done.

Not to credit the members of the Cup Com

mission with honorable and patriotic motchs

is churiish and despicable to a degree. They

are serving the cause unseliishiy, and have

Their situation was not an

It is plain to see that they

naught to gain.

envlnbic onc.

thougiii not of lucu nor of machines, but of

the glory of all America. But their rejection

of the Thomas car is the one weak point in

It is an action which not even

But

their own statements leave them bereft of'

The Thomas car is a spe~

tlicir armor.

their friends can successfully defend.

sound argument.

ciai racer, designed and built for the event.

It is the product of a known and established

Its mismanufacturcr. It performed well.

lisp was a trivial one.

If, as appears to be the case, horsepower

was the deciding element in the judgment

of the commission, then the Thomas is equal

with the car that finished first. Save for its

rated horsepower, the Christie car had not

and has not a solitary attribute that entitled

it to superior favor. Practically everything

about it is an unknown and untried quantity.

it is not the product of an established auto

It has shown no speed

marblelikc

lilObilc manufacturer.

save for short distances on

beachcs. Its time for one good circuit of the

Long Island course is not comparable with

the speed attained by the Thomas. It is the

testimony of all whose business it was to ob

serve the action of the cars, that the Christie

acted like a rubber bull—that its forward half

is not on the road more than half the time.

There is not a single redeeming thing that

can be said in defence of the Commission's

action in this regard, and it deserves the con

demnation it has received, separate and

apart from the other cars concerned. If the

Commission has the courage that inspired its

initial action, it should explain its action or

manfuily admit that it crrcd on one point at

least, and, having erred, corcrct it.

 
 

Foreshadows oi the New Models.

Now that the 1906 models are being an

nounced in rapid succession, their specifi

cations are such as utterly to refute the

prophecies of those iii infornml niarmists

who have been predicting radical changes

for next year’s cars of a nature that would

cause those turned out in 1905 to appear an

tiquated. _

Take any of the new cars of which next

year’s features have already been made pub—

lic, and, without cchption, they will be

found to difl‘er so slightly that to the or

dinary observer it will be difficult to distin

guish the 1906 car from its successor of the

same make when on the road. Perhaps the

chief characteristic noticeable, particularly

in the case of those makers who have

hitherto confined their efforts to touring cars

of not greater than 24 to 30 horsepower. is an

increase in size and power. Corrcspouding

increases in the size and capacities of the

other essentials have naturally been neces

sary to conform to the larger motors, and

it is in this respect mainly that most of the

changes, where there are any, will be found.

Larger carburetters, pumps and transmis

sions, heavier gears for the change speed

gear box, thcse with whatever other refine

ments that may have suggested themscives

to the maker, constitute the points in which

probably the great majority of the 1906 cars

will differ from their predecessors of tho

prcscnt year. which in many cases have been

their prototypes.

Dcspitc all that was said at the opening

of the present your regarding the danger '

limit having been reached and in some cases

cxcccdcd where the length of the wheel base

was concerned. the new comers in many

instances will show still further increases.

although these, in the main, will be small;

nothing like the jump from the short, dumpy

car to the long, low and cosy running ma

chine that has been the rule rather than the

exception since the shortcomings of the for

mer were recognized.

As already pointed out in these columns.

there will be more or less change where the

ignition is concerned, but it will be a shift

ing process more than anything else. From

accumulators to magneto, and vice versa,

will be one of its characteristics. though in

the case of the more expensive cars the

equipment will include both these forms.

The light car will remain loyal to thc dry

cell. and, on the whole, little or nothing new

is looked for in this department.

The car with 30 to .70 horsepower Will.

doubtless, hccoiuc the accepted standard for

touring purposes, and anything between that

and thc runabout will be generally cinssod

as a “light touring" car, a classification that

will, in consequence, include close to 70 per

cent of all the cars turned out for next sca

son’s selling.

The time to look for radical changes that.

will shelva each year's cnr upon the appear

ance of Its successor passed with the adop<

tion of the present type.

There always will be those who question

the influence of sport on trade, and particu

larly such sport as automobile road racing.

But its good intiucnce was never made so

plain as by our Paris letter, published in nu

othcr column. llow it practically ONIliLiiisIh-ti

the industry in Italy and mndc that country

world i'nmcd in n nu-cimnlcni art is sci out

so cit-nrly tiint nonc cull misuiuii-rsiuiul.
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THE REAL ELIMINATING TRIAL
 

Arranged in Advance and Consummated in a

Clubroom—Three Cars Loses Places on

American Team and a Fury Ensues.

Without warning, or with small warning.

the Vanderbilt Cup (‘onnnission hurled a

late Monday Inst.

forogathcrod at the

thunderbolt nftornoon

Those members lmd

rooms of the Automobile 'Club of America:

Robert Lee Morrcll, W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr..

R. R. Thomas. '1‘. H. Hilliard. E. T. BirtISilII

and S. M. Butler, of New York; E. H. R.

Green. of Dallas. Tore; (icorgo L. Weiss, of

(‘lcvoiond; I": (‘. Donald. of t‘hicago; A. 7..

ltikcr. of Bridgoport, (‘onn.. and .i. L. Brecse

and Sccrotnry Batchcidcr of tho A. A. A.

Bcforo the bolt wns Intrch in formal slmpo

Messrs. Bret-so und ltikor retired. tho formcr

because of bolng tho nominator of the Chris

tie car, and the latter because he was inter

ested in the Locomobile rncer.

Some three weeks ago (‘halrmun Morrell

had caused it to be known that the commit

tee reserved the right to select the five cars

which in its judgment were deemed most cu

pnble of capturing the cup. The announcer

meut caused some mild comment at the mo

ment; but its full significance was not fully

grasped.

Thht some inkling had escaped that the

commission purposed bringing the ruling to

hear at the meeting on Monday was evident.

Newspupcrmen and either the competitors

themselves or representatives of nearly- all

of the cars that had competed were on hand.

They all knew what was to be done—that tor

the Royal, Haynes and Thomas cars that had

qualified in the race on Saturday were to be

substituted the White, the Lytle Pope-Toledo

and the Christie, each of which had met with

accident and tailed to finish the contest. It

was discussed freely, and when James L.

Brccse. who was supposed to have retired

from the conference before action was

taken, appeared in the ante-room, he was

promptly at apronched by the reporters.

“What reason will the committee give for

its action?" he was asked.

"Reason?" he jerked out grandiloquently

through his prominent lips which a beard

fails to hide. "We give no reason; we Just

did it."

The representatiws of the Thomas. Haynes

and Royal entries sent in their cards and

asked for a hearing, but none was granted.

No really formal announcement of the de

cision was made. As has been made evident.

none was necessary. When Secretary B...ch

elder came out or the room he was promptly

surrounded. Every one was seeking reasons.

Batchcldcr was diplomatic. He did not say

a great dcnl. The two bits of news brought

out were that the Christie car had been ne

coptcd conditional on its being driven by Mr,

Christie himself, and that the reason no hear

ing was accorded when it was asked for was

because the vote already had been taken. it

was left for (fhnirnmn Morroll to give the

explanation. it was short and to the point.

"'l'ho fact of it is we wore up ngoinst :t

hard proposition. 'l‘hc committoo felt it rop

rosontod tho Amcricnn pooplc in on cndon'.‘or

to koop the Vanderbilt (‘np in this country.

and we picde the cars we bclicvod to be the

fastest to moot tho. powcrful foreign mn

chinos." was all he soil.

“It must be rcmomborcd that tho monu

l’zlctlii'ci's of tlic l'opc-'I'olodo_ \\'Iiito IllliI

(‘hristio machincs lmvc gonc to grout ox

pcnsc in dovcloping high spood cars. and

therefore dcsorvod considorzition." was the

suggestion of a member of the cup commis

sion that scomod to throw some light on the

decision.

'I‘hon tho storm burst. “'ords—thnt Is.

printed wordsenro not cquol to the task of

expressing tho indigrmtion nnd denunciation

"llohbcrs!" wns tho Inihlcst of thc tcrins ap

plicd to tho cup colnlnissioncrs.

"I'sc tho vcr_v strongcst hrngungc tho law

will pormit you to print. and put it in our

mouths. Nothing you or any onc olsc can

say will cxprcss our ioclings too strongly or

too bitterly. 'l‘ho whole thing is a most

damnnble outrogc.“ This was what one of

those ut‘l'octod by the docision had to say

when :ippronchcd by :1 Motor “'orld man.

"It wo were to be robbed of the fruits of

our victory," said V. E. Minich, of the

Haynes Automobile C0., who voiced the sen

timents of the others. "why was our monev

taken? If the team was to be selected re

gardless of rosults. why \vns on eliminating

rate held? Was this dono simply to make us

feel we had obinincd vnIllo rcccived? We

entered this contest in goo] faith. We. pni/i

an entry too of $500. and we directed the

host offorts of the factory to tho construc

tion of one of our itioii stock cars at a timo

when we wore busily engaged in completing

our 1905 output.

"It cost, in addition, several thousand doi

lnrs to send the car and a force of men to

Long Island to prepare for tho race. In rc

turn for this. after fairly winning a place in

the team, we are told by the commission that

' they have thrown out our car and two other

cars that tinishcdtho trial rnco so that their

places may be taken by machines that Wer-l

disabled in that rncc. What kind of a deal

is that ‘3" ,

'l‘wenty-t'our hours had the effect of slightlr

lessening the bitterness of the situation

'l‘hcro was tolk of applying for an injunction

restraining tho cop commission from alter

ing the result of the race. and later of suing

for the return of the entry fees, but as yot

nothing or the sort has been done.

“The brutality of the whole nfl'alr is what

makes it hurt so much. It was bad enough

to have .lze verdict prearranged and so gen.

erally known that it was discussed even

before it was rendered, but to be do

niod a hearing is to bo dcnicd the corn

mon courtcsy that is :iccordod to every

thing short of a dog," is the way one inter

ested but impartial man vicwcd tho situation.

"Iiow such :1 lot of men ilS compose the corn

mlssion could be so lacking in tact and diplo

macy in handling such a delicate matter -s

beyond my understanding. Their treatment

was positivcly brutal. The men they had ro

deal with nrc not fools; I honestly believe

if thcy luld hccn npproncln-d in the propor

spirit that thcy would have mot tho connnit

tco half way. and what has bocn mode '1

misty moss would hnvc ondcd in it love t'onst.“

Accepting as final the ro-climinotlon by the

cup commission of thc team to represent

America in tho \‘nndorbilt (‘up nice on Long

island on Saturday. October 14. the teams

will be constituted as follows:

A III e r l c n n 'I' 0 am.

Bert Dingley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..oo l‘opo~'l‘olwio

.Tosoph 'I‘rncy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . titi Locomobile

Ilorhort Ii. Lytlc . . . . . . . . . . . .To Pope-Toledo

Woltor Wlu'tc . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..4o White

Wnltcr (‘hristio . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘M (‘hristic

F r c u c It '1‘ o a m.

lnn'ny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l'_'o ln- IIit'il'IcIl

SIsZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Itlll “tumult

annor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. so lnrrracq

ticorge lloath . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i'_’o l'nnhnrd

IIcmcry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 linrrncq

German Team.

Bnron dc Caters . . . . . . . . . . . .120 Merci-dos

John B. Werden . . . . . . . . . . ..120 Mercedes

Foxhnll lieono . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120 Mercedes

(‘ninllle Jcnntzy . . . . . . . . . .. 120 Moi-codes

Werner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 Mercedes

Italian Team

Vinccnzo Lanciu. . . . . . . . . . . .110 F. I. A. '1‘.

Felice Nuzznro . . . . . . . . . . .. 110 F. I. A. 'l‘.

Emmanuel Cedrino . . . . . . . ..110 F. I. A. '1‘.

Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . . . .. 110 F. I. A. '1‘.

Paul Surtori . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 90 F. l. A. '1'.

Vincenzo Lanciu and Felice Nazzarro, ot

the Italian team, arrived in New York this

week, and the other three F. I. A. '1‘. drIVers

—-Chevrolet, Uedrino and Surtori-are resid

ing here. Camille Jenntzy, one of the Mer

cedes drivers of the German team, also set

foot on American soil this week, and the re

maining Germans and Frenchmen are daily

expected.

Dayton Club to Disbend.

Dayton, Ohio, will soon be minus an auto

mobile club. At the Soptcmber meeting of

the Dayton Automobile Club, because oi.’ tit.

laxity of lntercst and non—support by the

members of the club, and because expenses

exceed the revenues, it was resolved to c.0se

the clubrooms at Nos. l4 and 16 South Jeffer

son street and eliminate expenses. It was

further resolved to soil the property at pub

lic auction on the second Friday In October

and to disbond the club not later than No

vombor 1.

 

Bennett Cup to Go to Italy.

it is rcportcd that the future of the Bennett

(.‘np is at last about to be dotinitcly settled.

The donor liinrscli' is said to Inch signified

his intcntion oi' dcvoting the trophy to u

contcsi for touring cars. and it is thought to

he prolmblc that the custody of the cup wiii

bc ciltrusicd to the Automobile Club of

Milan. ltzrly. 'l‘ho hittcr country will. i | cou

sc pit-lice, be the scene of tilt:- iil'fii "Misfit.
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The Tale of the First Eliminating Trial

 

How the Race was Run and Won that Did Not Decide the Make-up of the American

Team—Stock Cars Make a Superb Showing—Two Big

Favorites Bowled Out Early.

 

 

Entrant.

  

Car.

Albert L. Pope. . . .‘. . . . . . . . . . . .50 h. p. Pope-Toledo.Dr. H. E. Thomas. h. p. Locomohile......

E. D. Sherman. . . . . .50 h. p. Royal Tourist. . .

Elwood Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .150 h. p. Haynes . . . . . . . . ..

H. S Houpt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..tit) h. p. Thomas..

James L. Breese .60 h. p. Christie

Colonel A. A. Pope .75 h. p. Pope-Tole

E H. R. Green .60 h. p. Franklin.

Rollin H. White . . .40 h. p. \Vhlic. . . .

L. M. Palmer, jr . . . . . . . . . . . . ..40 h. p. Mntheson . . . . . ..

..Joseph 'l‘rncy . . . . . . . . . ..

. . .Robert Jardine. . . .. . .

...Frnnk Nuti. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

. v.itiontague Robertl. . . . .
  

..\\"aiter c.

 

V.\Nlilll{lillr'l' RACE TRIAL SUMMARY.

Second

  

Driver.

.13. F. Dingley. . . .

George Robertson

“" F:

Third

lup. inp. trip.

1 56.6 miles. 84.9 miles. 113.2 miles.

H M .M.S.  

. .1.

Brokc universal joint.

Broke universal Joint and fuel tank_

Broke universal joint and water tank.

"seized" in cylinder.

Fourth Time by laps

Second Third Fourth

lap .

34.8.

81 :07

31:15

  

 

Quite unexpectedly, two trials were neces

sary to decide the make-up of the team that

shall represent America in the race for the

Vanderbilt Cup on October 14.

As per programme, the first trial occurred

on the Long island course on Saturday morn

:13d inst. The second trial took

place on Monday night, 25th inst, in the

rooms of the Automobile Club of America.

in New York City. W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr..

the donor of the cup, was referee of the road

trial. He also was present at the meeting

of the Vanderbilt Cup commission, which

sat in judgment and rendered the verdict in

the second trial—n verdict that onloosed a

hell of contention and denunciation.

In Monday's trial on the road these

men and these cars qualified: 1, Bert F. Ding

ley, 60 horsepower Pope~Toledo; 2, Joseph

Tracy, 90 horsepower Locomoblle; 3, Robert

Jnrdine, 40 horsepower Royal; 4, Frank Nutt,

50 horsepower Haynes; 5, Mortimer Roberts,

60 horsepower Thomas. '

’ In the clubroom trial on Monday the qualiti

catlon of Dingley and Tracy passed unchal

lenged, but for Jul-dine, Nutt and Roberts

there were substituted 1!. H. Lytle, 75 horse

power Pope-Toledo; Walter C. White, 40

horsepower White, and Walter Christie, 120

horsepower Christie, each of whom in the.

ing lust,

rond trial suffered an accident that prevented

him from completing the full distance of

113.2 miles, made up of four circuits of 28.3

Despite the storm thatis blowing

there is small reason to believe that the re

miles.

suit of the second trial will be altered.

 

This story has to do only with the first trial

—the race over the pipe shaped course laid

out in the most picturesque, rolling portion of

Nassau County, N. Y., a portion in which

  

DINGLEY.

houses are few and far between, and in

which for the amount of travel to which they

urc subjected. much of thc roazl is ununder

stnndnbiy good. Perhaps it is due to the fact

that “'culth has not at fcw estiitcs in the

vicinity.

His victory has been heralded in so many

places in such big. black type that he‘s a

queer sort of individual who does not know

that very. very early in the morning of Sep

tember 23 licrt Ilingicy, driving A. L. PODP's

on horsepower Pope-Toledo, "skiddooed" over

that 113.2 miles of Nassau i‘ouuty highway

at n clinkiug pace—2 hours and 50 seconds,

equal to 56% miles an hour, beating the sec

in Dr. H. ii.

'l‘hoiuus‘s 90 horsepower Locomobilc, by :t

oml mun, Joseph Tracy,

scant 59 seconds.

in their settings these big road races differ

little one from the other. The men, the cars.

the incidents, the sidcllghts only—or chiefly—

are diti'crcut. The night before men in motor

can! and men not in motor curs gather in

lurgcuiumlwm iii the hostclrics near to the

sturting‘point. Some of the men sleep; sonic

drink themselves to sleep; some sleep not at

‘ull. All these races start at about the time

the hens are leaving their roosts, and long be

fore the first cock has crowed or the sun has

lifted the mantle of night all men, bright

eyed and heavy eyed, native and visitor, are

nstir. Motor curs, their big, bright orbs pierc

ing the gloom, fill the roads, and there are

horse drawn wagons and bicycles and lnotor

bicycles and men, women and children ufoot

—ull, all trending toward that long. unpainted

pine structure denominated a grandstand.

There they stop; there they scatter—cat's

are parked, runny men and a few women scat

themselves in the stand; more of them range

themselves on either side of the road. Men

with broad ribbons on their left ill'lllS dart

hither and thither or loll in waiting idleness.

They are the officials. Native yokcls with u

fluttering ribbon pinned on their t‘Oilitl sirldc

up and down. They are the special cot-

stables, full of their brief authority.

are other natives—they bear a red or n yel

Thcrc

low flag, or both. They are the sigimhncn —

the men who give the signs of safety or of

Like the

constables. the race is placing an honest dol

dnugcr. to which few give heed.

IMF in their pockets that otherwise Would not

be there.

The first iuiut streaks of dawn iind eight
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1. HOMEWARD BOUND. 2. REFEREE VANDERBILT, ASSISTANT REFEREE PARDINGTON AND THE VANDERBILT PARTY.

s. iNTERESTED SPECTATORS. 4. TRACY AND \VHITE AWAITING THE WORD. 5. EXAMINING THE ROYAL. 6. THE

TELEPHONE BOOTH. 7. ON THE HOMEWARD WAY.
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DINGLEY, VICTORIOUS, DASHING DOWN THE HOMESTRETCH.

or ten or a dozen big belching motor cars

containing each two men in more or less

fantastic dress, near or nearing the grand

stand—the starting point. They are the con

tenders—the centres of interest. Gaping

crowds stare at them or gather round. Most

of the men are white faced—their skins are

suggestive of paste. Obviously they are

nervous and are seeking not to show it.

Carry this picture in your mind‘s eye and

you have a picture of the setting of all these

great races—a picture of the setting ot the

race of Saturday last. In small wise does

this setting differ here or abroad. The

strengthening day may disclose a background

of hill or plain that is unlike, but all else—

nearly all else—is the same. The day dis

closes that group of throbbing giants, com

pactly welded of steel and iron, awaiting the

time and word that will cause them to bound

forward on the long. black ribbon—the

stretch of oiled road that narrows to nothing

ness in the far distance.

There were ten of them gathered there at

Mineola at dawn on Saturday last. There

should have been twelve. Carl Fisher, with

his big Premier—No. 11—and Tom Cooper,

with his well tuned Matheson—No. lO—were

the absent ones. The .Premier could not

“make the weight”—2,20~i pounds—and to

make it the Cooper car had been fitted with

a lightened lubricating system; it failed to

scrva; the engine overheated and "seized"

the day betore, and damage enough was done

to keep it out or the fray.

The ten that lined up for the honor of en

tering the race of October 14 and seeking to

wrest from France the massive silver trophy

carried from these shores a year ago were:

No. Car. Driver.

1. .5011. p. Haynes . . . . . . . . . . Frank Nutt

2. .60 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . .Bert Dingley

3. .40 h. p. Matheson . . . . . .Ralph Mongini

4. .4011. p. White . . . . . . . . . .Walter White

5. .90 h. p. Locomobile . . . . . .JOseph Tracy

6. .60 h. p. Christie . . . . . . Geo. Robertson

7. .40 h. p. Royal Tourist. . . .Bobt. Jardine

S. .00 h. p. Thomas . . . . . . . . . . .M. Roberts

9. .00 h. p. Franklin . . . W. F. Winchester

1'2. .75 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . .H. H. Lytle

WATCH TICKS AND TENSION.

They started in this order at two minute in

tervals. Each car bore on its front and on its

sides the number that accorded with the

order of its starting. Each was in readiness.

Daylight—soft daylight—flooded the coun

try. It was nearing 5:32 o'clock.

“Get ready, Nutt. You’ve got exactly five

minutes,” remarked Starter Wagner, watch

in hand.

The influence of the remark swept the

crowd. It buzzed with quickened interest,

then quieted, while necks were craned and

constables “got busy.”

"Four minutes!" came from the starter;

then “Three minutes!" “Two minutes!"

"Unc minutel" Then the seconds were count

cd in tons to ten seconds. “Five. four, three,

two one!" Then "Go!" was fairly shrieked

into Nutt’s car. He went with a roar of ex

plosive energy and a great put! of snmkc

from his heaven pointed exhaust.

Ten times did the starter repeat these

words. Dingley, looking like a night gowned

monk, was the next to hear them; then were

they tolled of! to Mongini, the one foreign

driver in the race. Walter White, soft

skinned and never more truly named, in his

low shoe shaped craft of white went next-

or perhaps "went" is not the best word. The

day before he and his car had had a nasty

spill in trying the course. Some damage had

been done, but it had been repaired; it was

not an auspicious prelude for the man and

the car on which high hopes had been set.

White heard the “Go!” An instant before a

Motor World man had glanced at his steam

dial; the hand was dancing at the extreme.

pressure, 1,200 pounds. When at the word

this tremendous force was applied something

went. It was not the car. There came a

plume of white smoke, a dull thud, and the

great white shoe simply coasted away from

the line. It stopped a hundred yards beyond

and was instantly surrounded by a curious

crowd. The toggle joint of the universal

shaft had broken. it was a bitter portion.

But the crowd had no eyes for the unfortu

nate. Tracy, with his thundering Locomo

bile, was on the line belching blue tire. The
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unassuming Tracy, a veteran of last year's

race and of the race for the Bennett cup in

France, was also much fancied. Populariy

the victory was conceded to lie between

Tracy, White and Lytle. While Tracy waited

a man cranked and cranked and again

cranked the car that was next to start, the.

direct drive Christie. It refused to respond.

Willing hands laid hold of it. Once, twice,

thrice it was pushed first backward, then

    

)frisur it?

./~/

 

 

\ygmwtli

f >

forward, while Driver Robertson performed

some deft. manipulations. Then of a sudden

it voileyed like a battery of great guns, the

roar mingling with that of the swiftly de

parting Locomobile, the white handkerchief

that plumellke floated from the driver' skull

cap discernable through the smoke. The

Royal. the elongated Thomas, the high built,

inn-kimardish Franklin (each in order) got

off without incident. tiniy Lytle, another

veteran and another prime favorite, re

mained. What were his thoughts? The ques

tion was quickly fillSWUl‘td.

LYTLE GETS HIS GUM.

“Gum? Gum? Who has any gum?"

It was the alert l’ardington, assistant ref

eree by title, almost referee in fact, who

spoke. There was no response.

“lam? Gum? Mr. Lytle wants gum," he.

repeated through the short megaphone he

carried and directing it in several directions.

Several hands dived in several pockets.

One of them fished out a packet of the chew

ing inatetinl, and Lytle was made happy. 1!

moment later the little man in the big car

heard "Go!" yelled into his car. For a brief

moment his car refused to budge. He had

not released the brake. Another moment

and he was off. The struggle was fairly on.

 

At eleven points on the course telephones

had been placed, each connecting directly

with a ‘phone at the starting point. The lat

ii
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new
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Q‘FFH‘IAL MAP OF THE COURSE.

ter “phones were ranged in a row in the “tint

story” of the double decked press stand, situ

ated exactly opposite. the grandstand. At

each 'phom- thcro was an attendant, who

kept his car glued to the recechr. There

was an official at each of the other telephones

on the route, and a lineman with his kit

strapped on a motor bicycle ready for in

stant duty in case of interruption. As was

the case during the race last October, this

telephone service kept the grandstand aml

vicinity well informed of all that was oc

curring. The information that came OVcl'

the wires was promptly shared with the pub

lic. The official announcer repeated all mes

sages through his megaphone.

"No. l (Nutti passed Jericho at 3:37,"

his first announcement.

".\'o. 2 burst his tire at Jericho," which

came a few minutes later, caused the first

ripple. It marked the undoing of the un

fortunate Christie car, and also, remarkable

to relate, the only tire trouble of the race.

The (‘hristie driver later telephoned for per

mission to change a wheel, and the permis

sion was granted with reservations. The

change was made. but an hour was lost in do

ing so and the car, of course, was never a

real factor in the contest.

Before he had started the message, “No. 2

passed the Guinea woods at 5:47," conveyed

to Lytic—and to the crowd—that his stable

mate, Iiingiey, had passed Nutt and was in

the lead—a lead that he never lost save for

“‘11‘4

0‘b

“Yll

'‘i.

/,

.,

/

pj/ Jericho
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a few brief seconds on llle third round, when

Tracy, in point of time, was clocked four

seconds to the good.

The. nu-ssagc also excited the curiosity 01‘

Referee Vandcrbilt. When he heard it he

approached a man who held a map of the

course.

“Where are the Guinea woods?" he in

quired. and this depsite. the fact that his

country estate is little more than five miles

removed from them. The location of the

woods was pointed out to hlln.

DINGLEY LEADS ON FIRST ROUND.

Possibly because the. well informed Pard

lugton was at his elbow Mr. Vanderbilt was

less in the public on- than was the case last

tlctolicl‘. lie mingch less and did not even

look so chipper, but he wore the same Old

black satin smoking jacket with quilted

lapcls that he wore a year ago, and appal"

ently the same riding breaches and puttees.
lie shuttled between the telephone booth and I

the box in the. grandstand, in which were

seated Mrs. Vanderbilt and a party of her

friends. In the adjoining box were Albert L.

l‘opc, whose car liingley was driving; Arthur

l‘ope, Charles E. Walker, H. A. Lienhardt

and other of the Pope officials and lieuten

nuts.

The message from the Guinea woods had

quickcned their interest, and when the first

cry or “(‘ar coming!" reached their cars, and

a few moments later the Pope-Toledo, with
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1. “CAR COMING!"
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the big number “2" painted on its radiator,

could be plainly discerned, the smile that

followed lit up the surrounding boxcs. When

Dinglcy dashed past there was a hearty hur

rah. thn the megaphone announced 25:58

“away inside a mile a minute—as the time

A. L. Pope was so unoxpressibly happy that

he shouted:

“How is that for California?"

Dingley, be it understood, is a Californian.

Men who held stop watches glanced at

their pieces again and again, and shook their

heads as the announced time dawned on

them. Several made their way to the otii

cials, but it was quite a while before the cor

rection was announced. There had been a

mistake made of two minutes. The correct

time was 27:58—and, notwithstanding, better

than sixty miles an hour.

EXPANDING SMILE ON I’OI’E FACES.

Willi each succeeding message—save one“

and each succeeding appearance of Dingley

the Pope smile became more expansive until

at last faces became too small properly to

contain it. The one shadow fell on it when

the message came from East Norwich that

Lyttle, on the second lap, was down and out

with a broken sub-frame. The first story

had it that he had run into a tree; but this

proved not to be the case. By the irony of

fate the mishap occurred when he was mov

ing not at hurricane speed, but at a crawl of

not exceeding three miles an hour. He had

slowed for oil, and an error of judgment in

the manipulation of his clutch had caused the

irrcpuruble damage.

If Lytle caused the Pope staff a pang, be

fore he did so he gave the grandstand its

first and indeed its only real thrill. It was

on what proved his first and last lap. Thc

monotonous cry, “Car coming!" was unex

pectedly varied by a cry of "Two cars com

ing!" And they certainly were coming, the

hinderinost gaining on the leader at any

revolution. They could be seen a mile away.

It was a pretty sight, and the crowd fairly

throbbed with excitement. As they came

nearer it was seen that cherubic Lytlc was

coming hotfoot after the bearded Jardine. In

the twenty-eight miles ho had made up the

six minutes that had separated them. It

Jar-dine knew that Lytle was so close on

his heels he gave no evidence of it. He held

the centre of the road. Fifty yards from the

grandstand the big Pope-Toledo swung sharp

ly to the left; it cut deeply into the softer

going, and the next instant flashed past the

ltoyal, gained the centre of the road and,

while the crowd cheered, opened wider the

gap with every bound.

The long, red Thomas, with its boyish

driver, had passed but a short time, and as

it passed it shed fragments of something.

E. R. Thomas, of Buffalo, its builder, and

H. S. Houpt, its entrant, were there, but if

they discerned trouble their faces did not

show it—not even when some of the "wise

ones” who had picked up the fragments and

called out, “His battery box is broken.” The

car was running well and had made a fast

lap, but it made no more of the same kind.

'i‘hc huttcry hox had, indeed, given away,

and to own finish the plucky follows inthc.

car had rccourse to carrying the battery in

their laps~that is, in the chaut‘lcur's lap.

Matters went from bad to worse. The coil

also was injured, and the big car simply

limped around the last lap. But two of the

six cylinders were working, and instead of

the deep base note that betokened full vigor

there was but a weak irregular sound as of

a giant eeking to stifle its sobs at its own

helplessness.

E. H. R. Green, the great big, good natured

Texan, was there, too, to see his big wheeled,

high bodied, cight cylinder Franklin per

form. He saw it once, and then it was seen

no more. But that. once was enough to show

that its speed was not sufficient for such a

battle. It was moving well, but it lacked thc

  

JOSEPH TRACY.

dash of the others. It cast a shoe, or rather

a bolt, on the second round, the bolt pene

trated its big stomach—its gasolcne tank—

and through the big hole its life blood ebbed

and then it stopped, not to go again until

tied to the tail of a cur with a good stomach.

For nearly two hours it was lost. The tele

phone brought no word of it, and after all

was over its big owncr went scouring the

country for trace of it.

SOME EARLY ELIMINATIONS.

The White, a favorite though it was, had

been wellnigh forgotten. Not until 6:14,

when Jericho reported that it had just passed

that point, was it recalled to mind. The

toggle joint of a White touring car had been

borrowed and a repair edected, but fate was

against that car, for it had hardly got into its

pace again when its water tank burst. With

the water splashing out it sought to live up

to its proud reputation, but the last hurt

was fatal, and it crawled silently past the

grandstand and became an elimination.

One car alone was not seen after it left

with its flourishing roar—the Matheson,

driven by Monginl. Some ten miles away

its oxtemporized lubricating system failed of

Its purpose. The piston “seized” and it drew

to the side of the road, to be numbered with

the “also runs."

The second lap was the cliniluating one.

it was on that round that White, Lytle and

\Vinchcster went down and out, and though

he came around long after, Robertson, in the

Christie, might well have been out. He cer

tainly was out of the reckoning. These four

cars were all special creations built for this

event. “'hen account was taken of the sur

vivors there was cause for amazement. Five

cars remained—one, the Thomas, also a spe

cial racer, had been wounded and was limp

ing, and of the other four, two were

sffit‘k cars, the Haynes and the Royal—stock

cars tuned to concert pitch', it is true, but

stock curs. nevertheless. They were stand

ing the gulf bravely, and it was plain would

do what none would have dared prophesy-—

they were practically assured of third and

fourth places. thn the fact dawned on the

thinking men it proved more than awakening

Alt was a revelation. Come what may in tin

big race of October 14, the American stock

car was doing itself uncommonly proud.

TRACY'S HOT PURSUIT 0F DINGLI'JY.

Dingley wore a broad grin and waved at

hand gayly‘when he passed on the third lap.

He had no cause for great concern. He had

reason to feel chipper. He was in front and

none had passed him. He might have felt

a mite less larky in less than three minutes

had he heard what the grandstand heard

through the megaphone, just after Tracy flew

by, i. e., that the man in the big Locomobile

had gained four seconds on him. Dingley had

had a bad minute or two on that third lap.

but he made amends for it in the next and

last one. He ran like a scared deer, and

though Tracy also quickened his running

Dingley regained those four seconds and

fifty-nine others for “good measure." While

the crowd cheered lustily and the Pope smiles

in the grandstand reached behind the ears,

the man from California dashed over the line

the victor in a good race well run. He was

acclaimed as u victor, though it was not until

two minutes later that it was known that

the victor’s plume really belonged to him.

Those two minutes were tense minutes. They

ticked on? slowly. Would Tracy come? He

did come, and in dashing style. When as

sixty seconds lengthened to one hundred and

no speck or sound bctokened his coming

down the long straight road, in which direc

tion all eyes were strained, it was seen that

first place was not for him and feelings then

relaxed. It was 2 minutes and 59 seconds

after Dingley had crossed that Tracy come.

He was cheered heartily, as he deserved to

be cheered. He had driven as he had been

ordered to drive—with caution, not too fast,

not too slow, but fast enough to qualify. Ho

did that very thing. There were cheers, too,

for Jardine and for Nutt, and no men merited

them more warmly. They had done what

appeared impossible.

Then the crowd broke for home, and, as one

of the natives expressed it, the travel on the

roads became more dangerous than. while

the race was on. But there. were no acci
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dents. The calamity bowlers had not one

peg on which to hang a bowl. There was

but one victim—a horse. In the darkness

of the early morning he had been run into

and killed by a car in no wise' concerned

with the race.

 

How They Passed Jericho.

 

Jericho, the first turn on the course, was a

splendid vantage point. It permitted a view

of the approach from afar of the contenders.

Their growth from a tiny speck to a ripping,

roaring, gigantic motor car could be plainly

seen as they dipped now up, now down the

gentle grades of the long, straight road. But

Jericho was favored as a viewpoint rather

because of its right angled turn, which gave

promise of "happenings." The cars shot

up a short, slight grade. turned abruptly to

the left up a steeper grade, and made of!

toward East Norwich.

Frank Nutt, in the Haynes, was first to

reach the point. He made the turn deftly.

Dingicy a minute later essayed it, and gave

the little crowd a chill. He skids trightt'nliy,

and the wonder is that he does not upset.

But be is away before thoughts have time to

collect themselves. 'After Diugley there is a

longer wait. Cars No. 3 and N0. 4—the

Matbeson and the \Vhite—are already miss

ing, and no news comes of the reason why.

But Tracy—No. 5—he comes in dashing style,

sweeps 'round the turn like a giant bird, and

so prettily that there is a mild burst of

praise. Next comes that Christie car, its

forward wheels bounding from the road like

a rubber ball. Watches show that it has

gained on Tracy. The next instant, like a

wounded beast, it staggers from side to side.

limps of! slowly, and then stops.

At Jericho, the turnpike forms a Y, one

arm branches otf ‘to East Norwich, the other

to llicksville. In the triangle formed by the

Y is a small grass plot, a tree and a post. To

the onlookers, it appeared as if the driVer of
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the Christie was suddenly seized with an at»

tack of "rattles." He swerved dangerously

toward the grass plot. ran over an iron pipe,

narrowly missed the post, and while a

shower of dirt was thrown over the specta

tors, he skidded fearfully around the uphill

turn, almost crashed into a telegraph pole,

and then straightened out. Its front tires

had been literally torn from the rims. The

car ambled down the road a short distance

to a tire control and there it stopped. There

followed some telephonic talk with the grand

stand, and about an hour afterward the car

restarted. When it came around again, the

crowd scampered for cover. It: arrived a

third time about 8:20, when the race was

over, and efforts were made to intercept it,

but the driver seemed deaf to all shouts and

blind to all signals.

()n his second appearance, Dingley skid

(led worse than the first time, and came near

to going to wreck against a telegraph pole.

The others made the turn without incident.

The Franklin took the curve very slowly, as

did the belated White, when it finally ar

rived. Though they stepped ol! lively

enough, both drivers appeared imbued with

the lt-is-better~to-be-sure-than - to - be - sorry

spirit.

 

DINGLEY AFTER ROUNDING THE "S" TURN NEAR ALBERTSON.

NU'l‘T ON THE APPROACH TO LAKEVILLE.

TRACY SKILLFULLY NEGOTIATING THE "S" CURVE.

 

East Norwich and its Angle.

  

 

At East Norwich, which as far as the

course itself is concerned consists of a right

angled bend in the road, with the village

pestotfice for a turning point and a quartcr~

Iniie stretch of elm~shaded street, broad and

picturesque in its setting of painted wooden

houses, an even hundred people bad fore

Ratbered when the otflcial at the telephone

announced that the race had commenced.

At 5:40 came the first cry, “(‘ar coming!"

and the next instant, from over the brow of

the long grade on the Jericho and Oyster

Bay road, there came into view a flying

speck of black, which took shape like the

image on a screen, and with wondrous haste

assumed the form of a car in full flight.

There was heard the roar of an open ex

haust, and the crowd pressed forward, only

to be crowded back by the police, threaten

ing. cajoling, urging as the thing came on.

“Number Two!" was the cry, and sure

enough, it was the Pope-Toledo, with Dina"

icy at the wheel. Already bad he passed

.\'utt, “the man before." Sixty or seventy

feet from the turn be cut out his motor and
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coasted up. making a slight outward swing'

and then, with a straight shot, out the inner

curb with but a couple of feet to spare, open

ing up the engine as be straightened out.

The gravel laid diagonally outward from the

corner gave out a great crunch, there was a ,

shower of fine stones thrown up by the

wheels, and he was gone!

The people rushed out to the course to

watch the retreating form of the machine, as

it swept from view down the street,‘but

were crushed back by the guards as the

warning, “Car coming!” swelled forth a sec—

ond time. More slowly came,this.car, and

seemed about to stop as the turn was

reached. No. 1, Frank Nutt in the Haynes,

driving with great caution, Was sure' of

making no mistakes at that pace, and well

he need be, for he had been over the tortuous

course but three times before. At the corner,

he was going scarcely faster than eight miles

an hour, it seemed, where Dingley had been

travelling fully twelve or fourteen. He re

covered quickly, though, and slipped out of

sight almost as soon as the other had done.

At 5:48 came the big Locomobile, fifth to

start, roaring right up to within sixty feet

of the corner, and then cutting out. with a

mighty display of pyrotechnics, as the big

engine fired a couple of extra blasts and then

quieted down. The turn was made nicely.

and not until the car was full on the stretch

was the ignition cut in again with a burst of

willing energy that made the spectators gasp

and “Ah!” in wonderment at the pent-up

wrath of the monster.

PANICKY TIMES FOR \VOMEN.

Interest Was at a high pitch. Two girls at

a window over a porch had come down on

the roof, and stuck their feet' in the guttcr

to keep from coasting off into a wondrous

little bed of flowers in the yard below. They

were mightily interested, and converscd in

shrill tones with a couple of lads on the side.

walk. A man in brown overalls removed his

languid hulk from the trce which had been

supporting him since dawn, and discIOsed a

sign painted crudely on a bit of shingle,

which read, “Stoop to let for the Auto Race."

“Car coming!" and with nttle yips of tcr

ror, three girls and two lads who had was

dered on the road sought cover in the yard.

It was No. 7—the Royal—this time, cuttingr

close in to the corner and skidding to the

grass on the recover, but without other re

sult than a mighty panic on the part of some

womenfolk on the sidewalk, who skeddadlcd

out of range with ridiculous celcrity. Three

minutes later, came the Thomas car, making

a fast turn, but skidding slightly on the

gravel. In a second more, it seemed, came

Lytle, in the big Pope-Toledo, making the

fastest turn of all. He drove splendidly,

throttling his engine at the corner, but not

cutting it out altogether, as had most of the

others. Following directly behind him was

the only air-cooled car, the long, high-built

Franklin sputtering like a masked battery,

and smoking like a blast furnace. This car

made the slowest turn of all, but sprinted

bravely into the stretch. only to slacken an

instant latcr as the ignition failed.

At clcvcn minutes after six came the small

er of the two Pope cars. on its second round.

'l‘ln- crowd gave a murmur of delight as

the number was recognized, and drew back

of its own accord as the machine hustled up

to the turn at a much faster pace than be

fore. The mechanician swung far out on the

inside, as the machine slowed perceptibly,

and then, as he caught a line on the curb,

called “Right!” in sharp assurance as the

driver, with hardly an instant's panse.

dragged open the throttle and sent the ma

chine whizzing around the corner amid a

stinging showm- of gravel, which pelted the

crowd ten feet or so away.

(in its first appearance the

machinc rnn- but indifl’crcntly.

“ \Vhitc "

The drivcr

  

 

NUT NIGHT GOVVNED MONKS, BUT LYTLE

AND HIS CHAUFFEUR.

seemed equally doubtful of the turn and of

his car, for be shut off away back on the

grade, and wavered perceptibly as be ap

proachctl the corner, only giving steam as

he made the turn. As he straightened out.

however, the blower was opened, and the car

shot away out of sight with a rapidity that

spoke of wonderful accelerative power, and

as the wall of the escaping steam rose to a

shrick in the distance, of speed capabilities

that placed it in the forefront. of the fast

machines.

Throughout the race the handling of Ding

lcy and Tracy far outshone that of any 0f

the others; the former in dash and vigor,

and the latter in caution and supreme con

fidence. Lytlc drove magnificently during

the first round, and then, here at East Nor

wich. he fell miscrab‘iy through an error in

judgment. (in the first round he had called

out to his supply station for oil, but had not

stopped for it. On the second, however, be

slowed down, evidently with the intention of

coming to a full stop, but as he swung to

the side of the course, the attendant handed

up u can of oil before the machine had come

to rest, and Lytle—fatal err0r~let in the

clutch without changing gear. There was a

groan of strained metal for an instant. and

then a crash as the universal joint gave way.

and the car was out of the game.

l'rcsently those at the corner were treated

to a sight of a very little man clad all in

leather, who wore an exceedingly worried air

and asked for the use of the ‘phone. After a

moment's delay, a connection was made and

the little man was heard calling for "Mr.

iieating."

“Mr. Keating,” he said, “this is Lytle. I—

i've broken my sub-frame. Yes, I‘m out of

it."

And with something like a groan he hung

up the receiver and turned away. Pursued

and questioned by two or three newspaper

men, he was silent at first, but on being

asked directly what had been the cause of

the accident, he said simply, "Too much

power," and turned away. Later, as he

was leaning against a fence and sadly con

templating the result of a moment‘s excite

ment, he remarked in wonderment, as if he

hardly could comprehend the cause, "Who

would have thought that would have hap

pelted?"

On inspection, the car was seen to be bad

l_v injured. The universal joint in the driving

shaft, between the engine and transmission,

was broken, both members being minus one

of the jaws. The crank-case was split open

on the right hand side as far as the second

cylinder, and the gear case was cracked

acress the top, showing the gears within.

The side members of the frame were sag

ging fully two inches at the centrc, and this

allowed the rear portion of the engine to

settle toward the road. The pedal control

shaft was adrift at the outer end, and sag

ging badly.

LYTLE'S CHAUFFEUR GROWS ABUSIVE.

As Lytle returned from the telephone his

mechanic, who had a moment before been

blubbering out his chagrin to the tire men

in a nearby tent, rushed up to him and as

sailed him with all manner of stinging re

proachcs.

“You're a ——- of a fellow to be put. in

charge of a car. iou‘rc not fit to drive a

runabout." This aml very much more did

the chauffeur spit out to relieve himself of

the ungracious splccn of an under-ling whose

champion has lost. Lytle bore the abuse

without remonstrance. I-Ie accepted it in

silence as if no word of it reached his ears.

Thereafter, the time dragged till the finish.

Some little interest was aroused when, at

7:10, just before Dingley appeared on his

fourth round, the Christie car made its first

appearance. The speed was but indifferent

at the turn, and the engine was skipping

slightly as the machine rounded into the

stretch and accelerated. Moreover, the front

end, weighted down by the concentrated load

of the engine, was pounding badly at every

bump in the course, and made the car seem

ill-lmlanccd. Dingley was received with a

round of chccrs as he passed his stalled and

disabled stabiemate for the last time, and
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the two men riding to victory waved a reply

as theansheddown the slight decline at

that point. The mechanician was pumping

oil vigorously, and the engine worked so

smoothly that none could doubt. the car

would win.

At 7:15 the familiar cry was raised again,

but this time no car swung into sight around

the turn. Instead, came a wan little fox

terrier, running wild in doggish terror, with

stubby little tail hugged tight as if urging

hls hindermost parts to equal exertion with

the two little front feet, which pattered so

briskly on the hard oiled surface of the read.

From either side came catcalls and howls.

while now and then a bit of a stone would

skip along in his wake, carrying a new fear

to the canine heart. As he disappeared

around the bend below the tire-camp, more

calls were heard, and a big negro boy stand

ing by cried, “Ma Gawd, he done runnin’

yit!" .

About the time the news was heard that

the Franklin had turned off the course for

the last time, the Royal passed on its fourth

round, with the cap missing from the radia

tor top, and a cloud of steam floating back

into the driver's bearded face. The radiator

showed a bad dent, too, but it was not

known until some time later just. what had

been the cause. On the previous lap Jar

dlne, in negotiating the tlcklish double 8

curve near Albertson, had spilled. As his

car fell on its side, he and his chauffeur were

thrown out, but quickly realizing that no

serious injury had been done, the car was

righted, and in less than three minutes the

plucky fellows Were under way again. Car

.\'0. 8, on its last round, was barely creeping

along on two cylinders, aided spasrnodically

by one or two more, when it came to the

turn. The recover into the stretch was

made badly, with the result of a skid to the

grass, but the speed was not great enough

to cause damage. At 7:40 came the Christie

once more, lazily drawing_up to the turn

ing point and coasting until the stretch had

been made. Then it accelerated slowly, the

clutch walling pitifully the whole.

TOY CAR CAUSES COMMOTION.

Fifteen minutes later, a little toy car crept

out into the road from some hiding place or

other, and began to meander along, evident

ly in the direction of home. Unfortunately

for the intentions of the driver, however,

something went amiss, and the contraption

came to a halt after a couple of erratic

spasms which convulsed the bystanders.

"Car coming!" cried a wicked one, and thereL

upon the driver jumped down and began to

labor to shove it off the course. He was a.

tall, anaemic looking individual, clad in pale

trousers distinguished by their length of leg,

and a cute little black cutaway coat, which

reminded one of Sunday and the collection

box. Aided by several of the kindhearted

ones, he at length succeeded in getting his

little "ship" out of harm‘s-way, and then,

taking from under the front seat a formid

able crank fully two feet in length, began to

labor with the disorganiZed _vitals of the

thing. Six or seven turns of the crank,

given with great vigor, brought forth unex

pected results in the shape of a snappy back

kick which kept the flywheel turning for sev

eral seconds.

Meanwhile his women folk, two in number,

not counting a little girl, were scrambling

out in panic stricken haste, with many ejac

ulations of "Mercy me!" and the like. Gain

ing the sidewalk, they congratulated them

selves on their narrow escape from a horrible

death, and were still much perturbed when

the wee little cylinder once more began to

chug forth its merry note. They all had

piled in am] started off amid a most marvel

lous howling of the gears, when there came

from the direction of the telephone the news

that the race was off, and that the last car

had passed.

 

At .lakeville’s Mean Turns.

 

 

.-'\t Lakeville, where because of two mean

turns it was thought there would be “some

thing dolng," disappointment was the lot of

the watchers for the significant “something.”

Excepting a few bad skids, which for the

time being appeared dangerous, nothing of

moment occurred. The Diamond and Good

rich tlre controls were there, but the men

had nothing to do but “look pretty." The

Goodrich tent was pitched in the field oppo

site the Vauderbllt country house, and the

Diamond camp was further down the road

on the bank of Success Lake. The Diamond

men did “look pretty," too. All were attired

in white duck suits, and, though tires and

supplies were stacked on the platform in

front of the tent, for instant use, they were

unnecessary.

Lakevllle was, perhaps, one of the most in

teresting points on the course. A mile or so

below the crossroads the road was particu

~ larly crooked, and great possibilities seemed

to lurk. The oil and rain of Thursday night

had made the surface somewhat slippery,

and none of the drivers took chances—all

secemiug content to cover this part of the

course at slow speed. Further on the road

formed the first bend of the so-called "hair

pin curve." This curve was banked—a

rather wise precaution—for, had the drivers

attempted to! negotiate it at full speed, they

and their cars would have gone off at a

tangent over the bluff and would doubtless

have been dashed to eternity in the woods

below. From the first curve to the cross

roads at Lakeville the road was practically

straight. Here the course turned at right

angles to the left, and, continuing, described

a wide sweeping curve around Sllcccss Lake

at the Vanderbilt farm, and thence straight

on to Hyde Park, when it again bore to the

left toward Mineola.

Quite a crowd collected at the crossroads.

and it was early made evident that the

White and Locomohilc cars ,with White and

Tracy, were favorites with the Lakeville

contingent. Their camps were established in

this vicinity. At the crossroads the course

was roped off, and the special officers had

no trouble in keeping the several hundred

spectators back of the lines.

The cry, “Here comes the Haynes, No. 1,"

shouted by an official with a megaphone.

was the first signal that the watchers and

waiters had that the race was on.

The cry went up again, and the spectators

pressed closer to the guard ropes that held

them off the course. And "she" certainly did

cover the straight road which led up to the

turn In an amazingly short length at time.

but "she" did not happen to be. the Haynes.

“No. 2” was painted on her radiator, and a

hurried glance at the programme showed

that “No. 2" was the 50 horsepower Pope

Toledo, with Bert liingley at the wheel.

Iilngley took the right angled turn in fine

style, grasped the lever on the side of his

car, threw it into high speed, and before one

could say “Jack Robinson" was lost to sight

in the distance. It was then lacking ten min

utes of 6 o'clock.

Just five minutes later Frank Nutt, in the

Haynes car, appeared. Nutt was plainly ner

vous. He did not turn soon enough, and at

tempted to take the sharp curve at full speed.

aml the little ear slewed over to the right

side of the road. while the right wheels went

up the bank. The crowd held its breath in

suspense, but Mitt was soon on the level

again and away up the road. Joseph Tracy.

in the 90 horsepower Locomobile, was the

next, and the big car skidded Very little as

be rounded the curve. The crowd recognized

the intrepid "Loco" man, for they yelled

"Tracy!" “Tracy!” The driver acknowledged

the acclamation by smiling and nodding his

head.

"\VHERE IS THE WHITE?"

"Where is the White steamer?" someble

anxiously cried, and immediately the entire.

crowd was aroused. The steam car was

scheduled to start before the Locomobile.

and the latter had reached linkevilie first.

There must have been an accident. The man

who had charge of the telephone booth had

been resting on the hotel porch and watch

ing the cars go by, the unobserved of all ob<

servers. Now, however, he was the most im

portant personage at the turn. He rushed to

the telephone.

“Hello!”

is 0

“Where is the White steamer?"

.. ,, , .

“Has it met'with an accident?

in n

 

 

 

The crowd pressed closer to hear the one

sided conversation.

“You don‘t know?"

With a mingled sigh of regret and disap

‘ pointment the crowd melted away. No one

knew what had become of the favorite, and

the telephone man hung up the receiver. As

"No. 8," the new 60 horsepower Thomas,

driven by Montague Roberts, the youngest

chauffeur in the race, arrived next, the spec

tators felt sure that an accident had put_

Walter White in the steam car out of the
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DINGLEY AND THE TRIUMPHANT POPE -TOLEDO.

running. Roberts handled his car well, and

negotiated the turn in clever style. It was

then 605 a. In.

Two minutes later the crowd had another

mild attack of heart trouble. Robert Jar

dinc, at the wheel of the Royal, tried the

trick Nutt had tried—that of taking the turn

without shutting off power. That he did not

come to grief was due to a kind Providence

and his own nerve. The car siewed around

and ran up the bank, missing a telegraph

pole by only a few inches. Jardinc’s face

was deathly pale. but he kept a cool head

and followed his predecessors toward Hyde

Park. Only ten seconds elapsed before the

big Pope-Toledo, driven by "Midget" Herbert

Lytie. came thundering up the road. The

car was running beautifully, and Lytie took

the curve easily.

Two little girls, who had been standing on

the steps, apparently daughters of the pro

prietor of the corner hotel, went inside and

started a hymn, accompanied by a squeaky

melodeon. Only two or three strains of "He

ieadeth me“ were wafted through the parlor

window, when a cloud of dense blue smoke

was noticed down the road.

liere comes a car aflre," remarked some

one, as a cloud of smoke was s n approach

ing. immediately the remark was icpeated.

but when the smoke took form it proved to

he the eighta-ylinder Franklin, and it cer

tainly was sputtering and smoking like a fur

nace. Indeed, the eight cylinders, placed tan

dem, with dense clouds of smoke pourng

from each, gave the car an unnatural appear

ance. It was missing badly.

"Why do they have so many cylinders?"

asked the Seekerforinformation of an a|ipar~

ently intelligent automobiiist standing near

a car parked by the roadside.

SKONDLAP

TMRDLAP

©
gar-"MAP

THE POPE SMILE.

“Why, you see, it is an air cooled car, and

the driver uses the first four cylinders until

they get hot. and then he shuts them oil’ and

uses the rear four. By doing this the cylin

ders do not get hot all at once, and‘so he is

able to run well all the time."

One thing is certain. \Vinchcstcr never apv

pcared in Lakcviiic again with the Franklin

car during the race. After the race a touring

car dashed up to the Diamond tire control

above Lakeville. and in it reposed the corpu—

lent, albeit jovial, Texas colonel—E. II. R.

Green—who owns the Franklin. He really

looked worried something unusual, by the

way.

“Have any of you boys seen my Franklin

car?" he inquired. “I have been all around

the course, but I’ll be doggoncd if I can

discover hide nor hair of it." Not a soul

knew the sad fate of the Syracuse car.

At 6:21 a. 1n. Dingley, in the smaller Popc

Toiedo, again came around. A glance at the

watches showed that he was holding his own

splendidly. He was driving a consistent

race, and when he turned at Lakeville thc

spectators cheered iustliy. Then followed

the Locomobiie. ten minutes later. it. too.

on its second lap. Still no sign of the “flute.

The. crowd did not have long to wait. how

ever, for at (3:33 the big steam car crawled

up the oiicd stretch and limped around the

turn. going less than ten miles an hour.

Water splashed from its tanks in front. and

the watchers realized full well that an acci

dcnt of some kind had bet'allcn it. for th-

“Pride Of them all" seemed, so to speak. on

its last legs. The average raccgocr is. to .l

hiah degree, extremely sympathciic. and, ai»

though the “'hiic car was virtually out of

the running, its driver, Walter \\'hile, “'ils

given an ovation that must have caused his
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"FILLING UP."
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1

JARDINE AFTER “'ElGI-IING IN THE ROYAL.

Sl’l-lt‘llt‘lt‘A'l‘IONS OF CARS.

3!

"5.1g?

“'EIGHERS KIMBALL AND BIKER.

r_--——I'1nglne—-—_——t Transmission. r—Tircs i~iiw ..

o. Tvpe No. “'hccl ,——Sizo——\ “’gt. r-Tank can.“

NO. Make. H.P. Type. Cyls. Position, Gears. Drive. specds. base. Tread. Make. Front Rear. pounds. gas. water.

2..Pope-Toledo 50 Gasolcne 4 Longitudinal Sliding ("hain 3 and rev. 100 54 Di \mond 34x31§ .14le; 2.198 18 6

:1..I.ocomohile . . . . .. 90 Gasolone 4 Longitu (llnal Sliding (‘haln 3 and rev. 109 54 Diamond 34x31»: 34x04, 2.196 37 9%

7..R0yal . . . . . . . . . . .. 38 Gasolene 4 Longitu dlnal Sliding Shaft 3 and rev. 110 56 Diamond 34x4“, 34x41~g 2.190 40 6

1..Haynes _ , _ , _ _ , . 50 Gasoline 4 Longitudinal Sliding Shaft 3 and rev. 106 56 Diamond 34xl 34x15 2.198 28 6

8..'l‘homas . . . . .. 60 Gasolcne 6 Longitudinal Sliding (‘nain 2 and rev. 122 56 Goodrich . 2.180 30 7

6..Christlc 60 Gasolenc 4 Transverse Sliding Gear 2 and rev. 96 57% Goodrich 2.000 18 12

12..Popc-'l‘olcdo 75 Gasolene 6 Longitudinal Sliding (‘haln 3 and rev. 103 54 Diamond 2.204 30 6

9..F‘I'aukliu .. 60 Gasolene 8 Longitudinal Sliding Shaft 2 and rev. 128 56 Diamond 2.182 26 0

4..\‘l'hlte ~10 Steam 2 Longitudinal -—- Shaft 1 and rev. 111 52 Diamond 2.184 I!)

3..Mathcsou 40 Gasolenc 4 Longitudinal Special (‘haln 3 and rev. 108 18 D‘amond 2188 12 6

  

   

heart to warm, notwithstanding he was bc~

set with ditticultles. A sad smile flitted

across his countenance.

One minute later Nutt‘s car, the Haynes,

was sighted, and it was followed by the

Royal Tourist and the Thomas. All were

running smoothly.

When. at a few minutes before 'i', Ding

ley reached Lakeville, thrice around, every

body knew that, barring unforeseen acci

dents, the little Pope-Toledo would score a

victory. The Thomas, Haynes, Royal and

(‘hristle cars followed at intervals of about

six minutes. It was the first circuit for the

last named, the direct drive car, but at Lake

ville it was exploding regularly.

At 7:..5 Dingley, in the Pope, reached the

Lakeville deviation on his last lap, and a

cheer went up from the multitude. When the

Thomas car reached Lakevhle in the last

lap it was running on two cylinders, and it

could be plainly seen that Roberts was hav

ing his troubles. His mechanician was hold

ing the battery box in his hands, while the

driver himscit was steering with one hand

and tinkering with the engine with the other.

About a mile and a halt below Lakeville,

where the course takes a serpentine reverse

crook through a deep cut, a rather amusing

incident happened. Just where the road cuts

through a lull a small byioad Joins the pike.

bit the top of the fifteen-foot bank which

guards the course, and at the very point.

made by the junction of the branch road,

stands a well developed locust tree. To this

Unite a photographer when the rate was half

ruu, looking for a vantage poiut from which

to snap the passing contestants. Being of

an original turn of mind. he was in search of

a unique point of view. in order that his

pictures might hear the stamp of his genius.

'l‘herefore the tree was just to his liking.

Accordingly. by dint of much scrambling.

and notwithstanding many pricks from the

  

THE ONLY VICTIM.

protesting thorns. he shinned up the trunk.

with the carrying strap of the camera firmly

gripped in his teeth. \Vith intinite pains. and

not without one or two narrow escapes from

a i'all this worthy at length reached the st0'it

limbs half way up the trce. Balancing him

self with great care upon his swinging perch.

he poised his picture box for a shot as the

  

  

approaching roar of a car was heard coming

up fast. And then. just as the car swung into

view with a swish and a roar. the limb

broke. and in less time. than it takes to tell

it the terror stricken man lay prone on the

ground, with his head and shoulders project

ing over the edge of the bank, more scared

than hurt and more scratched than bruised.

What his thought were when the car flashed

by underneath him and he nearly ready to

fall down on it he never told. The oily smoke

waftcd up to his nostrils no doubt gave him

a grim foresight of the hereafter.

City Can't Stop Track Racing.

Replying to the councilmanic resolution re

questing the preparation of an ordinance to

stop automobile racing on circular tracks,

City Solicitor Baker of Cleveland, Ohio, has

formally decided that the City Council has no

power. He says the council can only regulate

automobiles on public streets.

 

Where Travel is a Delight.

Many men of many minds are all agreed

upon one point: The service of The Lake

Shore Railway is as near perfection as it is

possible for brains and money to produce.

Safety, comfort and speed are the keynotes

of the road, and safety, comfort and speed

have bcen attained to a degree never before

reached in all the history of railroading.

Wise travelers know this to be so and take

particular care that their tickets read "Via

the Lake shore!“ "'
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HENRY'S CAR TURNS TURTLE

One Accident Mars New Jersey Racemeet—

Good Attendance and Good Contests.

Success from a competitive standpoint

marked the second annual race meet of the

New Jersey Automobile and Motor'Ciub, of

Newark, N. J., at the Waverly track last

Saturday afternoon. Delightful

weather, clear and cool, made it perfectly

pleasant, and a large crowd turned out to

witness the sport.

The only occurrence to mar the pleasure of

the meet was the accident that happened at

the start of the second event. Chester C.

Henry, City Clerk of Summit, was pinned

beneath his car, which turned turtle, and he

was severely injured. The mishap occurred

when the contestants were getting under

way in the five-mile race for members only.

Henry was driving a new Cadillac,-and he

came up the stretch with the other contest

ants, when the signal was given for a re

start. The other drivers turned around, but

Henry elected to go around the track. Enter

ing the backstretch, he threw on full speed,

and his car swerved and turned completely

over. The driver had no chance to escape,

and was pinned down underneath the ma

chine. Dr. James R. English, the president

of the club, attended the injured man, and

found that he had sustained a broken nose

and three fractured ribs, besides injuring his

spine. '

it is not known Just exactly how the acci

dent happened, but it is thought that one of

the front tires became loose or went flat.

the car was badly wrecked. Bernard M.

Shanley's 40-45-horsepower Mercedes crossed

the tape‘flrst in the five-mile event for mem

bers. H. C. Hennit, 12 horsepower Franklin,

was second. Time, 8.03%.

J. W. Ward, driving a 22 horsepower

Buick, scored a decisive victory over S. D.

Atkinson, in a Franklin, in the fivemile

event for cars from 10 to 20 horsepower.

Time, 7:58. Two Pope-Hartford cars lined

up for the three-mile race for single cylin

der machines, and it went to C. S. Howard

in 514%.

-B. iii. Shauiey's Mercedes won the ten

mile frec-for-aii, and S. l). Atkinson, in a

Franklin, was second.

horsepower Jackson, driven by Charles W.

Cathout, finished first in the five-mile event

for regularly equipped touring cars carrying

four passengers. Dr. James B. English, 24

horsepower Winton, was second. Time,

0:005/4. With one minute handicap, J. W.

Wilkinson, driving a 10 horsepower Autocar,

crossed the tape first in the three-mile handi

cup, with H. Belden, 19 horsepower Ford

(9:45) second. H. J. Koehler, in a 22 horse

power Buick, started from scratch and

scored third. Time, 4:17. The summaries:

Five miles, open, for motorcycles—P. H.

Johnson, 1% h. p. lndian, first; Aaron Reid,

second. Time, 7:19. '

autumn

Time, 15:261/2. A 22_

Five miles, for members only—B. M. Shan

ley, 40-45 ll. p. Mercedes, first; H. C. Hennlt,

12 h. p. Franklin, second. Time, 8:03%.

Five miles, for cars from 10 to 20 horse—

power—J. W. Vi'ard. 22 h. p. Buick, first: S.

D. Atkinson, 12 h. p. Franklin, second. Time.

7:58.

Three miles for single cylinder cars-C. 8.

Howard, 10 h. p. Pope-Hartford, first;

George Robison, 10 h. p. Pope-Hartford, sec—

ond. Time, 5:471/1.

Ten miles, vifree-for-all_E. H. Fredericks,

40-45 h. p. Mercedes, first; S. D. Atkinson, 12

h. p. Franklin, second. Time, 15:26%.

Five miles, for touring cars, regularly

equipped, carrying four passengers—Charles

\V. Cathout, 22 h. p. Jackson, first; Dr.

James B. English, 24 h. p. Winton, second.

Time, 990%.

Three miles, handicap—J. W. Wilkinson, 10

h. p. Aubucar (1:00), first; J. H. Belden, 10

h. p. Ford (0:45), second; H. J. Koehler, 22

h. p. Buick (scratch), third. Time, 4:17.

Only Five of fifteen Surviwd.

Fifteen members of the Kansas City Auto

mobile Club started forth on the morning 0!:

September 10 on- a hundred-mile road tour.

That night, when the straggiers had gathered

about the banquet prepared in their honor,

there were found to be exactly five survivors

of the mud and rain which had turned the

race into an endurance contest of the pro

verbial order. Of these, three had driven

White steamers, one a Cadillac and one a

Rambler. The remainder of the party was

either marooned on the road or laid up in

convenient barns along the way.

The course was laid out to Oak Grove and

return by way of Hickman's Mills, Lee‘s

Summit and Lavasy. The outward trip had

been uneventful for the moat part, and all

the cars had arrived in season for the lunch

eon which had been set out for the occupants.

On the return, however, the rain began to

fall with most dubious effect on the clay

roads, and before long the highways were

scarcely passable.

H. C. Merrill, last to start, was the first to

finish, having made the trip nicely carrying

three passengers. Of the others who finished,

Wilkins Taylor, carrying four passengers in

his White, came in second, and S. T. Stin

son, with four up in his Rambler, was third.

Seventeen persons in all sat down to the ban

quet which had been laid for thirty-three,

out most of them reported their cars as laid

away in the wilderness awaiting fair weather

and a few repairs as well.

Dewar Cup Trial Course Selected.

Quite a master stroke was made this week

by the sponsors for the Dewar Cup when

they secured permission to hold the second

annual mile trials on the Coney Island Boule

vard. in Brooklyn. Although probably not

so fast as the Florida beach. fast time ought

to be made on the broad, straight boulevard.

and its accessibility will, no doubt, attract

thousands to the course. The date has been

set for October 18. and as all the crack con

testants for the Vanderbilt Cup will be here

and will likely compete, the trials ought to

prove well Worth while.

PLANS FOR ECONOMY TEST

Dates, Distances and Conditions for New York

Motor Club's Six-days Competition.

Announcement is made of the conditions

to' govern the six-day economy test for auto

mobiles to be promoted by the New York

Motor Club on October 23 to 28. The objects

of the test are plainly set forth to demon

strate bow economically persons may be

transported between given points in motor

vehicles.

There are to be five classes in the competi

tion, arranged according to selling prices of

contesting machines, as follows: Class A, for

cars not exceeding $750; Class B, for cars

in exeess of $750 and not exceeding $1,500;

Class C, for cars from $1,500 to $2,250; Class

1), for cars from $2,250 to $3,500; Class E,

for cars exceeding $3,500 in selling price.

To insure the proper classification of en

trants, manufacturers will be required to ac

cept orders for duplicate cars at the entered

prices.

The dates and distances of the daily runs

are given as follows: October 23, New York

to Philadelphia, 90 miles; October 24, Phila

delphia to New York, 90 miles; October 25,

New York to Albany, 150 miles; October 26.

Albany to New York, 150 miles; October 27,

New York to Southampton, L. I., 101 miles;

October 28, Southampton to New York, 101

miles. Total distance, 682 miles.

The basis of the charges for purposes of

comparison and award are to be made on

the following railroad fares per passenger:

New York to Philadelphia and return, $4;

New York to Albany and return, $6; New

York to Southampton and return, $4.53. Total

per passenger, $14.53.

Gasoiene and lubricants are to be charged

for at current rates, and supplies may be

taken on. only in the presence of official ob

servers. Repairs are to be charged for at a

rate per hour to be determined. Heavier

charges will be made if repairs and adjust

ments be made by any one other than the

driver of a competing car.

The route to Philadelphia and return will

be via Staten Island, Perth Amboy, New

Brunswick and Trenton; that to Albany and

back will be along the regular Hudson River

roads through Peekskill and Poughkeepsie;

a south shore route will be followed to South

ampton, and a north shore route in returning

from Southampton.

An unusual rule, the operation of which

will be watched with interest, Is that no com

peting car may pass another on the road

without the consent of the observers on both

machines. The object of this is to prevent

speeding.

Automobile School for Californians.

On November 1 the Y. M. C. A. of Los

Angeles, Cal., will open an automobile school,

which will be conducted jointly under its

own auspices and those of the Automobile

t‘lub of Southern California, the latter organ

ization recently appropriating the sum of

$1,000 for the purpose.
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TO TEST COMMERCIAL CARS

Germany to Have a Series of Practical Trials-—

Ten Classes Provided for.

Commercial vehicle and automobile omni

bus trials will be held in Berlin, October 9

to 14, under the auspices of the German Au

tomobile Club. The vehicles will be divided

In the first will be

otnnibuses built to carry ten passengers each,

besides the driver, and 55 pounds of luggage

per passenger. In the second class will be

vehicles the same as those in the first class.

but which have been in use at least three

months, and which must be entered by the

owners. In the third class will be commer

cial cars able to, carry a load of 2,200 pounds.

In clatss four will be cars of the same capac

ity, but which have been in use at least three

months and are entered by their owners. In

class five will be trucks, vans and other Ve

hicles of a capacity of 6,600 pounds. In class

six will be vehicles of the same capacity, but

which have been in use at least three months

and are entered by their owners. In class

seven will be vehicles of a capacity of 13,200

pounds. In class eight will be vehicles of the

same capacity, which have been in use at

least three months and are entered by their

owners. In claSs nine will be trucks, vans

and other vehicles with trailers, able to carry

a load of at least 6,600 pounds. In class ten

will be vehicles of the same kind, but which

have been in use at least three months and

are entered by the owners.

The competition will consist in daily runs,

the vehicles carrying full loads. Those in the

six first classes will have to cover 100 kilo

metres—62 miles—daily for six days; those in

the other four classes will cover only 70

kilometres—43.5 miles-daily for six days.

The trials will be held upon roads which

would ordinarily be covered by the vehicles

in service. Manufacturers or owners may

enter as many vehicles as they wish, but not

more than two of the same class.

In the awarding of prizes, the following

points will be taken into consideration: Ease

of operation and safety; speed and smooth

ness of running; construction and durability

of tires; constructional execution and dura

bility; degree of annoyance through odor and

noise; relation between weight of the vehicle

and its load; regularity of operation; con

sumption; repairs; ease of making immediate

repairs and changing parts liable to wear

and tear; arrangements to overcome ice and

snow; time required to start the vehicle and

manipulation in general; value or vehicle; col

lective results in comparison with horse

drawn vehicles.

into various classes.

Missouri Motorphobes Get Together.

Missouri has stepped into line with New

Jersey in forming a refuge for disgruntled

motorphobes. A motorphobic convention

was held in Mexico, that State, on Saturday,

23d lust, and was attended by one thousand

I

men and women. A number of talks were

made, all derogatory to the machines. Some

of the white headed citizens present threat

ened to use powder and ball or pitchforks in

fighting the automobile. These “citizens”

also threatened to boycott the county papers,

should they support automobile owners too

strongly. All the talks were full of redhot

phrases against the machines and their own

ers. The resolutions adopted called for reg

ulation of speed and to have owners bonded

so they could be made to pay for all dam

ages. Naturally, a committee was appointed

to present these resolutions at the next ses

sion of the legislature.

 

Leicester's Constable Again on Warpath.

Massachusetts and her little blue law town

lets are becoming positively rabid on the

speed question, and it speaks well for the

general good behavior of the inhabitants

that there is no outbreak of crime while the

police are so actively engaged in attempting

to prevent the greatest crime of the calendar,

speeding a car above the funereal pace set by

the petty municipalities.

The Leicester constable who achieved con

siderable notoriety at the expense of the

Glidden tourists, and has been endeavoring

to maintain his reputation ever since, has

now pressed the town fire hydrants to his old

and has armed himself with a long hose.

Should the driver of the car give the police

man the “laugh” when called upon to pull up

and pay “toll” to the town of Leicester, he

turns the hose on the car and its occupants.

According to the view of a prominent Boston

lawyer, “it would look as it the town wanted

to collect a good deal of money in fines and

was afraid the speeders would get away into

another town, which would reap the harvest."

As soon as some of the individuals who hap

pen to be treated to a douche of cold water

bring actions of assault against the perpetra

tor of this “new method" he will find it

cheaper to revert to old ways.

 

Iowa Finds a New Bugaboo.

Iowa farmers have a new cause of com

plaint against the automobile, but it is now

directed merely against a class and not

against the car generally. White automobiles

are now the bete heir of the rural agricul

turist of that Western State, because they

assert that a horse that will pay not the

slightest heed to any other kind of car will

immediately begin to do “circus stunts" on

the approach of the light colored machine.

The farmers in certain sections of that State

are agreed that black machines scare horses

lent, but it does not appear that a petition

has been circulated asking owners to con

fine themselves to that color.

Seorche'rs Misuse “Ambulance Sign."

Those who belong to the healing profession

in Chicago, and are at the same time Owners

of automobiles, have been quick to take ad

vantage of the fact by aflixing a red cross

sign prominently to their cars, which means

immunity from arrest for overspeeding, re,

gardles's of the errand on which they happen

to be bent at the time, for the policeman has

unbounded respect for the “doc.” But others

have been quick to take advantage of the

protection oflered by the same magic sign,

and have aflixed it to their cars, whether

physicians or not. Knowledge of this has

come to the "force," and it will go hard with

the first one caught speeding under cover of

an “ambulance sign.”

 

This Farmer’s Rage Was Costly.

There is one sadder but wiser man in Cale

donia, Wis, to-day. He is Ernest Keli, the

motorphobic farmer who brutally assaulted

Samuel Hansen, chautTeur for Dr. C. Q.

Shoop, of Racine, simply because he imagined

"them pesky machines were getting to be a

nuisance to farmers hereabouts." Kell was

arrested and fined $25 and costs by a local

justice, and later made the defendant in a

$1,000 damage suit brought by the injured

man. Realizing the error of his ways Kell

effected a compromise out of court by pay

ing $100 in cash in addition to all the costs.

The assault Keli committed was one of the

most cowardly and uncalled for that has been

brought before the attention of the authori

ties. The farmer gets out of his scrape pretty

luckily, as he would probably have fared

much worse had the case come up as per

schedule in the November court. The medi

cine served to Kell has had a remarkable

effect upon men and boys who heretofore

have been a terror to motorists, as there has

not been any trouble since Keil's arrest and

punishment.

Two Claimants Sue for Reward.

As an interesting sequel to the somewhat

startling case of the Pittsburg chauffeur who

ruthlessly ran down a small boy some time

since and for whose arrest and subsequent

conviction a joint reward was offered comes

the story of a series of legal proceedings

against the Pittsburg Automobile Club to re

cover the amount of the reward. Theodore

M. Jones, of N0. 32 North Fifth street, and

Mrs. Sadie Thome each have entered suit

for the $250 reward offered by J. K. Mitchell.

the employer of Myers, the convicted driver.

and the sum of $100 offered by the club.

Jones insists that he gave the information

which led to the arrest and conviction, while

Mrs. Thome, with whom Myers lived at No.

112 North Seventeenth street, make a similar

claim. John J. Keefe, of No. 2.225 Van Pelt

street, is also a claimant for the pot, and is

likely to enter a third suit against the much

besuited club.

Winning Over the Gamim.

Chicago has undertaken a campaign of edu

cation, with the stone and mud slinging

gamin of the. streets as the pupil. At pres

ent the propaganda is confined to one of the

Windy City’s citizens, Charles A. Cocy, who

has been devoting at least one day a week

to giving a treat to as many street Arabs

from the tenement districts as the tonneau of

his Thomas car will hold. To each outing

has been added a lecturette to the partici

pants on the evils of stone throwing at cars,

from which Chicago has been suffering late

ly, and a promise of immunity has been or

acted from each recipient of a ride.
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PROS AND CONS OF RACING

How the Sport Has Benefitted the Industry—

The Florio Cup Contest.

 

Paris, Sept. 15.—The racing season has ter

minated with the contest for the Florio Cup

over the Brescia Circuit, in Italy. It must be

admitted that the season has been a disap

pointing one, partly through international

Jealousies, but more especially because we

seem to have reached a period when racing

can no longer be carried out except at an ex

pense that no club feels itself justified in

incurring.

This at least was the feeling before the

Florio Cup showed that there was still some

hope for the sport in a country where private

generosity supplies What is wanting in club

funds. ‘So far as France is concerned. the in

creasingly huge expense of organizing races

is making such contests impossible, and the

club has been happy to see this financial

spectre rise up at a time when it was trying

to find an excuse for suppressing races. Great

Britain found that the honor of organizing a

Bennett race in Ireland was too costly to be

repeated, and Germany was crippled for some

time by the necessity of making up a heavy

deficit for the Taunus race. One of the lead

ing members of the German club said that

they would have been bankrupted if they had

been required to promote another such event.

\Vhen, therefore, France would no longer pay

the piper, and left other countries to do what

they liked with the‘Bennett Cup, both Britain

and Germany said UNay" to a. proposition to

organize a race next year, and the agitation

in favor of continuing the great classic event

suddenly fizzled out. What is more, it was

discovered that racing, after all, was no

longer needed, and that, having learned all

they could from speed contests, manufactur

ers could not afford to pay heavily for what

had merely become a trade advertisement.

All these changes of opinion show that the

public are still very much in the dark as to

the conditions under which the motor'indus

try is carried on. They have always been

arguing on the principle that racing is a

sport, whereas it is nothing of the kind, and

can never be a sport so long as it is left en

tirely in the hands of manufacturers. In the

old days, when private owners bought high

powered cars and drove them in races, we

had sport in the best sense of the word. The

racing machines were often built to order; or,

if makers ran cars themselves, they were

always sure of the vehicles, if victorious, find

ing buyers at fancy prices. Racing cost noth

ing, and often brought the makers consider

able profit, as well as honor and celebrity to

the private gentlemen who drove the cars.

The increasing speed of the cars and the

necessity of a costly organization changed all

this. With entrance fees raised to $2.500,

there is no hope for the private owner, and

none but rich firms who think they have a

good chance will care to stake go much on

the hazard of a race. For it is a hazard when

so much depends upon such a fragile material

as the pneumatic tire, and when the element

of luck enters so much into a race, how can

it be said to prove the comparative merits of

a car? No one can say that the best car wins,

for cars equally good or even better may be

put out of the race by tire punctures, and

makers who have a reputation to uphold

hardly like to risk everything upon such a

precarious accessory as the pneumatic tire.

If the luck of racing is regarded unfavor

ably by the manufacturer, it is by no means

inconsistent with the sport; and if racing

were carried on for the fun of the thing, the

incidents would merely add that element of

uncertainty that gives so much zest to the

struggle between amateur competitors. The

sport would offer plenty of interest if it

could be pursued on such lines as to bring in

private owners, for if they were not stopped

by the prohibitive entrance fees there are

many sportsmen who would buy high pow

ered cars and run them in races. This would

be an excellent thing for the maker, who

would find a demand for experimental cars

that he is at present unable to get rid of, be

cause they are far too powerful for ordinary

use. Others besides Heath, Burton and W.

K. Vanderbilt, Jr., would run cars in races

if the expenses did not make too great an

inroad on their pockets.

That motor car racing is still capable of

being carried on as a sport is seen in the.

success of the Brescia contest for the Florio

Cup. This was entirely due to the generosity

of a wealthy Genoese gentleman, Chevalier

Florio, who is at the head of one of the

Italian steamship companies; and as his sole

object was to develop the sport in Italy,

there were no restrictions placed by heavy

entrance fees and other means upon the num

ber and character of the contestants. Profes

sional drivers thus competed with private

owners, and the competitors formed the most

interesting and varied lot brought together

for a long while past. Another thing that

contributed to the success of the race was the

fact of its being held in a part of the country

where a triangular circuit of 103.76 miles was

mapped out without touching any towns or

villages, the corners of the triangles being

formed by the towns of Brescia, Cremona

and Mantua. The circuit had to be covered

three times to bring up the distance to 811.3

miles. The route is perfectly flat, except a

few miles from the start, where there are

some undulating stretches, but there are

several sharp bends, though none of them of

a particularly dangerous character. It was

at first intended to run the race without com

pulsory stoppages, but if the great plain on

which the Brescia circuit is mapped out is

specially suitable for racing it suffers, like

all the Italian roads, from the thick, impene

trable dust. Something was done to alleviate

this trouble, though it could not be got rid

of altogether, and the organizers had to

establish two neutralizations, or spacing con

trols as they are called, to prevent the cars

from overlapping each other. The method

adopted is to trace two lines across the road

about twelve yards apart, between which

each car has to stop, and is sent off again

when the vehicle preceding it is far enough

ahead. Thus the stopping times may vary

with each car, and this collection of times is

one of the most annoying things in calculat

ing the positions. Besides, it seriously min

lmizes the interest of the race.

According to the arrangements the spacing

times should have been telegraphed or tele

phoned to the timekeeper‘s shed immediately

the cars had passed, whereby it would have

been possible to put up the net racing times

on the board. In this way the public would

have been able to see exactly the positions

of the cars as they passed the stands. But

these arrangements, however carefully they

may be made, never seem to work out satis

factorin in practise. They failed in the

Auvergne, and they failed again at Brescia,

where the timekeeper did not get the com

plete spacing times until five hours after the

race had terminated. Under these circum

stances it is easy to see how the race can

lose its interest. After seeing the cars travel

the first round there is nothing particularly

exhilarating in watching the vehicles flash

past the stands one after the other without

being able to get the faintest idea as to

whether one is gaining on the other. It

seemed to be anybody’s race. This bewild

ering uncertainty told sadly upon the pa

tience of the foreign visitors, who found that

with the lack of interest and the tropical

heat the race was becoming terribly monoto

nous, but if the foreigners retired in search

of cooling drinks, and left the race to look

after itself, the Italians kept themselves in a

high state of enthusiasm as they cheered the

passing drivers.

There is no people more strongly attracted

to motor racing than the Italians, and what

is more, their sense of patriotism was stim

ulated by the belief that the Italian cars

were having things all their own way. At

first Hemery on his Darracq and Rougier on

his De Dietrich aroused the hopes of the

French visitors, but it soon became evident

that some of the Italian cars were traveling

faster, Ceirano on his Itnlu going remarka

bly strong and covering the first 300 kilo

metres at an average of a shade over 70

miles an hour, thereby winning the Italian

cup. Soon afterwards Ceirano punctured a

tire and ran for a considerable distance on

the rim, when the wheel -broke. Notwith

standing the high speeds at which the cars

were driven there were no serious accidents,

the only sensational incident being the over

turning of the Mercedes of Mariaux, but the

driver righted the car again, which was not

in the least damaged, and continued the

race.

This freedom from accident shows that on

a suitable course there is little danger in rac

ing, even when some of the cars are piloted

by amateurs. All the Mercedes, for instance,

were driven by their owners. 0f the twenty

one cars starting only twelve finished, all the

others being put out by tire punctures. It

was not until late in the afternoon that the

results could be declared, when it was found
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that Raggio had won on his Itala, his time

for the 311.3 miles being 4 h. 46 m. 47 s.

Raggio is a wealthy gentleman from Genoa

who took part in the race as an amateur, and

until he had possession of his racing machine

he had never driven anything speedier than

a 24 hp. touring car. His victory was sensa

. tional, for until the resu‘lts were declared

late in the afternoon no one had suspected

that he was anywhere near the first, and if

Raggio secured the victory for Italy the

Italian triumph was still more complete by

the fact that all the three trophies offered

were carried off by the Itala cars. They

secured the Florio Cup and the Italian Cup.

as well as the Salemi Cup for regularity.

The following are the results: 1, Ragglo

(Itala), 4:46:47; 2, Duray (De Dietrich).

4:56:20: 3, Lancia (Fiat), 4:57 :04: 4, Hem

ery (Darracq), 4:48:12; 5, Rougier (De

Dietrich), 5:12:50; 6, Nazzaro (Fiat),

5:12:52; 7, Fabry (Itala), 5:18:10; 8, Wag

ner (Darracq), 5:19:02; 9, Florio (Mer

cedes), 5:29:11; 10, Gabriel (De Dietrich).

5:33:44; 11, Terry (Mercedes), 6:21:45.

This success of the Itala, following upon

the admirable running of the Fiats in the

Auvergne, has enormously raised the pres

tige of the Italian industry which, having

been created more recently than in other

countries, has already taken its position in

the first rank. The manufacture of cars is

not new in Italy, for it has been carried on

for many years past, but the beginnings of

the industry were so unsatisfactory that

nearly all the firms dropped out or went into

liquidation or were amalgamated, 'the only

survivor being the F. I. A. T. of Turin. which

is now one of the most flourishing motor

manufacturing concerns in the world. The

success of the F. I. A. T. is encouraging other

capitalists to go into the industry, with the

result that several new marks have lately

been created, and how promising they are is

shown by the sensational triumph of the

Itala. All these vehicles run something upon

the same lines. Taking first of all the Mer

cedes as a model they have been refined and

modified until they have developed into an

essentially national type of car, in which it

must be admitted that not the least inter

esting feature is the excellent workmanship

and finish. The Italians are good at this

kind of work, and there is no doubt that the

industry will develop rapidly in the early

future.

As Italy ha made her reputation on racing

so she seems determined to carry it on in

spite of the partial suppression of long dis

tance speed contests in other countries. The

Florio Cup race is to be run upon a much

more ambitious scale next year, with prizes

of something like $30,000, and it is hoped

that the decline of racing elsewhere will

have the effect of diverting the attention of

makers to the Italian meetings. There is also

to be a meeting in Sicily, the home of Cheva

lier Florio, for which big prizes will be of

fered, and altogether it seems as if Italy will

be making considerable efforts to develop the

industry and public interest in the motor car

during the next few years.

HONORS WERE DIVIDED

Oldfield and Cedrino " Star " at Rhode Island

Rammed—Barney Wins a " Championship "

Nearly 15,000 peoplchin fact, the largest

crowd that has attended an automobile race

meet this season—gathered last Saturday af

ternoon at the Narragansett Park track,

Providence, to witness the deferred race

meet of the Rhode Island Automobile Club.

Weather conditions were ideal, and the huge

grandstands were filled to overflowing, late

comers being obliged to stand. The parking

spaces along the guard rail were thickly

fringed with automobiles and spectators,

while all along the fence enclosing the track

a dense mass of happy humanity had congre

gated. The trnck was in fine shape, hard and

with very little surface dust, and good time

was made in all the events. The best time

of the afternoon was made by Oldfield, who

covered five laps in 4:41 1-5. George G. Reed,

driving a 40-horsepower Stearns, also showed

to advantage in the touring class. He went

the five miles in 5:53 2-5, defeating E. C.

Bald, in the Columbia.

The first event was a five-mile invitation

affair, for three Stanley steam cars, driven,

respectively, by F. F. Ladd, W. W. Little

and William R. Files. The car operated by

Files drew a lead in the first lap, and came

steaming across the tape far ahead. Time,

9:13 2-5. Ladd was second.

E. C. Bald, driving a Columbia, could not

get away from the tape quick enough'in the

stock car event for machines listing at from

$1,000 to $1,800, and H. A. Capron, in an air

cooled car, showed the, Columbia man the

way to the tape. Bald also fared poorly in

the event for cars selling at less than $5,000.

There were only two starters—Bald in a 40

horsepower Columbia and George G. Reed,

who drove a Stearns car of the same power.

In this event occurred the only hitch during

the afternoon. On the programme it was

worded: "Five miles; stock cars, catalogue

equipment, selling $5,000 or under." Joseph

Crowell and L. F. N. Baldwin had entered

tw<> Stanley steam cars, and as they had not

been notified that these cars were ineligible

naturally breasted the tape for the start.

Bald and Reed refused to start if the steam

cars were allowed to go, so the judges

scratched the event. Later Bald and Reed

drove the race, the latter winning out handily

in 5:53 2-5. His time for each mile was

1:15, 1:08 2-5, 11084-5, 1:10 3-5 and 1:10 3-5.

Naturally the most interest centred on Bar

ney Oldfield, in the Peerless, and Emanuel

Cedrino, the F. I. A. T. driver, who, for some

inexplicable reason, has been dubbed the

"Terrible Dago." Cedrino is a very docile

individual, so the pseudonym seems mal

apropos. in the first heat of a five-mile free

for-all Oldfield and II, D. Church, the latter

in a stripped stock Peerless, were the start

The redoubtable Barney was worsted

The judges declared it a tie,

ers.

in this heat.

but, as the cars came under the wire Oldfield

was a bonnet behind. Time, 6:09. Cedrino,

in the Junior Fiat, easily captured the sec

ond heat, leading \Villiam Hilliard, 90-horse

power Napier, across the tape by over 50

yards. Time, 5.09. Oldfield‘s refusal to start

in the final heat was a keen disappointment

to the spectators, and they gave vent to their

feelings in an impressive manner. At the

finish Cedrino was three-cighths of a mile

ahead of Hilliard, with Church trailing the

Napier car by seven-elghths of a mile. The

time was 5:02 2-5.

After this Oldfield went against his own

record of 4:29 for five miles, but was unable

to make any impression upon it. He made

an excellent showing, though, doing thedls

tance in 4:41 1-5 '

The so-called “five-mile national champion

ship” was the most exciting event in the pro

gramme, although there were only two start

ers—Oldfield and Cedrino. The latter se

cured the lcad and pole at the gun and was

not headed until the two-mile post. Then

Oldfield wont past the little Italian car with

a roar, and the erstwhile “Terrible Doga‘"

had to eat dust the rest of the distance. At

the finish the Peerless driver led by one

fourth mile. Time, 4:47. The other events

were more or less interesting, and each re

ceived the applause it deserved. The sum

maries: '

Five miles, for Stanley steam cursTWm.

R. Files, first; F. F. Ladd, second. Time by

miles, 2:031-5, 1:43 2-5, 1:551-5, 1:48, 1:38;

total, 9:12 .--'|.

Five miles, for stock cars listing at $1,000

to $1,800—H. A. (iapron, 12-horsepower

Franklin, first; E. C. Bald, Columbia, second:

E, Danes, 12-horsepower Franklin, third.

Time, 7:45 2-5. ~

Five miles, for stock cars selling for $5,000

or less—Geo. G. Reed, 40-horscpower

Stcarns, first; E. C. Bald, 40-horsepower (Jo

lnmhia, second. Time, 5:53 2-5.

Five miles, iree-for-all—First heat—Barney

Oldfield, (iU-UOI‘SQPOVVGI‘ Peerless, and H. I).

Church, 24-horsepower Peerless, tie. Time,

6:09. Second—Emmanuel Cedrino, 24-horse

power F. I. A. T., first; William Hilliard, 90

horsepower Napier, second. Time, 5:09.

Final heat—E. Cedrino, 24-horsepower

F. I. A. T., first; William Hilliard, 90-horse

power Napier, second; II. D. Church, 2-}

horscpoww Peerless, third. Time, 5:02 3-5,

5:28.

Five miles, against time, by Barney Old

field. 60-horsepower Peerless—Time of miles,

0:56. 0:562-5, 0:56, 0:561-5, 0:56 3-5. Total,

4:41 1-5.

Five miles, “national championship"—Bar

ney Oldfield, 60-horsepower Peerless, first;

Emanuel Cedrino, 24-horsepdwer F. I. A. T.,

second. Times, 4:47, 5:013-5.

Special match race, five miles, for $500

purse—Edw. Shay, (SO-horsepower F. I. A. T.,

first; R. N. Judd, (SO-horsepower Mercedes.

second. Times, 6:113-5, 6:45 4-5.

Five miles, for stock cars listed at $1.800 to

$2,800—C. D. Snow, 24-horsepower Stevens

Duryea, first: (‘iiiTord Edwards, 20-horse

power Ford, second; D. 0. Black, 15-horse

power White, third. Times, 7:19 4-5, 8:51.
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PACKARD’S I906 MODEL

Specifications of the

 

Improved Car—New

Features Include Increased Size and Power.

 

“'hilc rctainiug all of Its distinctive

"Packard" lines that havc made the cars of

that company readily rccognizable wherever

seen, the 1906 moch will embody numerous

ncw featurcs, chief among which will be a

considerable Increase in size and power. It

will otiiclaily be known as the "l‘ackard 24,"

and will hava a much longer wheel base, as

well as 35 to 40 pcr cent more power than

the Model .\'—in fact, a much larger and

stronger car throughout.

The cylinder castings, in pairs with Inte

gral water jackets and valve chambers, are

PACKARD 24, FRONT VIEW.

Imported from France in the rough. Their

dimensions are Mil-inch bore by 5%lnch

stroke, the pistons having four rings. These.

figures represent an increase of 20 per cent in

piston area over thc Model X, and fully

double that in increased power, as already

rcfcrrcd to, though the additional weight en

tailcd is said not to exceed 5 per cent over

that of last year's smaller engine. Instead

of being all on one side, the valves have becn

separated. the intake being placed on the

right and the exhaust on the left hand side

ol.I the cylinder. While this permits of in

creased sizc, it also ncccssitatcs the use of

two cam shafts, which arc. enclosed in the

crank case to insure lubrication. The size

of the flywheel has been increased in pro

portion, as has also that of the crank shaft,

which is of nickel stccl.

'l‘hc substitution or IIcss-Bright ball bear

ings in place of the usual cane forms In the

transmission, with a slight lengthening of

the lattcr to providc additional gear facc,

marks the only change is this csscntial.

Probably the greatest dcparturc to be

found In the new moch is that of thc adop

tion of thc Elsemann high tension magneto

for ignition, although the Packard builders

have bcen studying this system and consider

  

ing the advisability of adopting it ever since

its introduction In this country. The genera

tor ls bolted to the front arm of the motor

support, and is operated by chain from a

sprocket on a small Countcrshaft geared to

the left cam shaft. The currcnt is carried

through the usual single hiin tension, VI

bratorlcss coll on the dash to the commuta

tor. Both as a rcscrvc anti for the purpose of

starting from the scat the accumulators are

rctaincd, a single vibrator coil being housed

in the same casc with the magneto coil. One

switch located In the coil box gives either

the magneto or battery or neutral. Individual

switches connct'tlllg with the plug stems are

further provldcd In order to facilitate the

location of faults.

Slightly increased size distinguishes the

carburettor of the new model, though the

rcgular Packard dcsign has been adhered to

with the exception of the addition of a new

X Y

.\ -\\~

front souls, and a brass foot rail for the rear

scat passengers that may be folded out of

the way when not wantcd represent con

venient-cs that will be appreciated.

A summary of the remaining features of

the car, which either do not dificr from last

year‘s moch or so slightly as not to call for

special mention, is as follows: Transmission,

three spccds forward—10. 25 and 40 miles

an hour—and reverse. Shaft drive, direct on

high speed, with Packard universal joint;

transmission and ditYercntlal housed in single

unit casing on rear axle. Splash lubrication.

crank case divided laterally to secure con~

stant level; supply by force feed through

single plunger pump, and two sight feeds on

dash. Leather faced conc clutch of Packard

type, operated by foot pedal and intercon

nected with emergency brake, locking it in

discngagod position when brakes are on.

Cooling by tubular radiator and fan driven

  

PACKARD 24, SIDE VIEW.

poppet auxiliary air valve, this supplement

ing the regular air control by lever on the

dash.

The counterweight form of governor has

been discarded in favor of a water governor

operated by the pump—a form that has been

used more or less by other makers, with con

sldcrable satisfaction. The pump being

gcurcd direct to the cam shaft. its speed Ii

always in definite relation to that of the

motor, and any change is immediately com

municated to the diaphragm of tlic govcrnor,

which automatically adjusts the throttle. .\

departure has also bccn made in the crank

case. the upper half of which Is cast with

a solid web between the arms. affording com

plete protection and constituting an improvc

mcnt over the usual sheet metal pans. A

change has likewise been made in the sus

pension, which now consists of four semi

ciliptic springs, Instead of thc former three

polnt suspension, with a single transvcrsc

spring forward. The front springs arc now

40 inches long and the rear 36 inches, both

bcing 2 inches wide ami having six lcavcs.

The lines of tinl body remain practically

the same, the long whch busc. pcrmittlng of

a very roomy touncau. .-\ Iockcr with an up

bolstered cover placed against the rear of the

by widc, flat belt; supply by gcar driven ro

tary pump. Thirty-four inch artillery wheels

with cast steel hubs. twelve sposz front.

foartccn rcar, shod with 4-inch tlrcs on front

and 4% on rear. l'rcsscd steel frame of

channcl scction, 4% inches deep by five-six

tccntlis of an inch thick, reinforced by cross

members of same material. Length over all,

151 inches by 28 inchcs wide forward anti

33% Inches wide In the roar. Front axle, cold

drawn stch tubing, dropped at center; rear

axle, same material, carried on double and

triplc ball bearings. Brakes, four in num

ber, intcrnal expanding. operated by foot

pedal and external clamping on each roar

whch by hand lcvcr. Gasolcne tank under

front seat, capacity 20 gallons. Oil cups on

steering knuckles ami stccring cross tubc

joints; grcasc cups on rear axlc.

Name Denotes Speed Capacity.

"Logalhnit" is to be the cxprcsdvc cogno

inch of a car shortly to bc placcd on that

market by a London iirm. lts namc is far

thcr intcndcd to bc significant of its capa

billtics, for It is to bc ticsigncd not to cxcccd

tltc lcgal limit, but to bc capablc of an avcr

"gr- spt-cd of twcnty milcs up hill or down

“illicut changing gcar,
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Whitney’s Chain Repair Outfit.

Repairing a chain on the road is not only

a dirty job, but a more or less difficult one

even for those skilled in the use of tools, but.

due to the Whitney Mfg. (30., Hartford.

Conn., it is to be made a much easier opera

tion. All of the “Whitney detachable chains

contain one connecting link fitting loosely on

the rivets and readily removable by hand

without any trouble. This link i distin

guished from the others by having nOtches

in its top surface. All of the other detach

able llnks on these chains are, however, pur—

poser forced tightly onto the rivets, and as

lhe latter are made very hard, the ends will

sometimes crack through the cotter pin hole

but that particular owner will be able to read

between the lines, and there is little doubt

but what that particular hood will remain

the property of the peaceful hamlet until

the next auction sale of unclaimed effects is

held.

The marshal of Euclid is conducting the

anti-speed crusade usual in such villages,

and, other methods failing, he has adopted

one familiar to the small boy on Halloween.

This is nothing more than a rope stretched

across the highway, with the marshal in the

bushes at one end of it. Up the road about

two hundred yards is a trusty assistant with

a red flag and a gun. The assistant waves

his flag at every one of the visiting cars to

slow down, and every one of them pays n-it

  
  

  

 

 

  

CHAIN REPAIR OUTFIT, READY TO

when their removal is undertaken with the

aid of a hammer or a wrench.

In order to obviate this as well as to elim

inate other difficulties in removing links, the

“'hiiney company will place the new repair

outtit pictured in the accompanying illustra

tions on the market shortly after October 1.

One of. the cuts shows the device ready for

operation, and the other, with the handle de

tached so that it occupies but a small amount

of space in the tool box. With the aid of

this the links may he removed with ease and

without danger of damaging any of the parts.

It will be made for all sizes of Whitney de

tachable roller chains.

How a flood Was Confiscatcd.

“Any automobile driver who is shy the

hood of his White touring car may have same

by applying to the marshal of Euclid (Ohio)."

Thus runs the tenor of an advertisement is

sued from the executive headquarters of that

little suburb of Cleveland. The announce

ment does not say that upon presenting him

self the owner will promptly be fined twice

as much as it would cost him for a new hood,

FOLDED TO CARRY.

USE.

the slightest attention, so runs the story. He

then fires the gun and his chief does the

stop watch trick. making rapid mental math

ematical calculations meanwhile, fer the ac

curacy of which policemen are noted. The

answer is always the same; he wins and

stretches the rope taut. all this in the inter

val of time that it takes a speeding car to

cover two hundred yards of road. And the

victims all stopped when they saw the rope.

until the owner of a White was willing to

back his car against it, and opened up, with

the result that the ring to which it was made

fast was forcibly pulled from the telegraph

pole, and the car went by so fast that the

marshal could not even see its number. But

the car lost its hood in the operation, hence

the ad.

Where Travel is a Delight.

Many men of many minds are all agreed

upon one point: The service of The Lake

Shore Railway is as near perfection as it is

possible for brains and money to produce.

Safety, comfort and speed are the keynotes

of the road, and safety, comfort and speed

have been attained to a degree never before

reached in all the history of railroading.

Wise travelers know this to be so and take

particular care that their tickets read “Via

the Lake Shore." -"

Combines Volt and Ammetcr.

“Two meters in one" is the chief character

istic of the new battery testing instrument

placed on the market by the Connecticut

'l‘e‘ephone & Electric 00., of Meriden, Conn.

It is a combined volt and ammeter, designed

for testing the voltage of accumulators or

the amount of current in dry cells, and ac

cordingly has a double scale and three con

nections. The scales are graduated from

zero to 6 volts, and zero to M or 30 amperes.

It is also made in a single reading style for

dry batteries only, and is graduated to 30

mnperes. Both are carefully calibrated, and

the needle supports are arranged for delicate

and accurate readings.

An exclusive feature of the instruments

made by this company is a ground connec

tion to the case by means of which a cell

may be tested without the necessity of using

  

“TWO METERS IN ONE."

the flexible cord. To do this the metal case

is pressed against one terminal and the

pointer for volts or amperes, as desired,

against the other. The instruments are guar

anteed to be accurate, durable and tree from

mechanical defects, and are sold at prices

that should add to their popularity.

Montclalr Plans Passenger Service.

An automobile passenger service is planned

for Montclair, N. J., according to an applica

tion made at the meeting of the council last

Monday sight. An exclusive license will be

asked to operate the line over the streets not

now occupied by trolley lines for a period of

fifty years, subject to cancellations of charges

at any time after the first ten years have

expired, on a majority vote of the people.

The petitioners are said to be responsible

business men of New York and Montclair,

and include Daniel B. Ely, director of the In

terstate Securities (30., of New York, and C.

II. Silliman. a retired banker. In the pe

tition it is stated that the maximum rate of

fare will be two cents per mile, and the

minimum charge will be five cents. The

service will consist of a coach each way over

the route adopted every fifteen minutes from

T a. m. to 9 p. m.; every half hour from 9

p. m. to 11 p. m.. and every hour from 11 p.

m. to 1 a. m. The license is to be revoked

unless service is inaugurated within six

months from the date it is granted.
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QUALIFIED! ,

Of course, it did so.

THE THOMAS

is qualified to go anywhere

    

at any time in any company.

Neither Rules nor Red Tape

can disguise the fact.

The thousands who know the Thomas

best are those who admire it most.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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FUEL GAUGE ON THE DASH

New Device Which Shows the Contents of

the Guolene Tank at a Glance.

 

 

Despite the hundred and one different de

vices in the form of gauges for determining

the amount of fuel in the tank of a car, none

of them appears to be more than an approach

to what represents the height of conven;

ience in this respect. In none of them, so

far as known, is it possible to know how

much there may be remaining in the tank

without leaving the car.

Where the tank happens to be under a

seat, a location no longer usual in up to date

models, and when it is at the rear and under

the end of the tonneau with only the filler

c c
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FUEL GAUGE, FIG. 1.

nozzle protruding, practically the same thing

applies. What has been wanted all along is

a means of immediately ascertaining the

exact amount of fuel in the tank without

leaving the wheel and it has apparently re

mained for an Irishman to provide the means

for doing this, while on the other hand he

apparently had to apply to a Teuton to make

it for him, as it is termed the Murphy gauge

and is made by Schaeifer & Budenberg, Lon

don.

The indicating portion of the gauge is

secured to the dashboard within easy reach

and plain sight of the chauffeur. The regis

tration is not constant, but when it is de

sired to learn the depth of fuel in the tank

it is only necessary to raise a small lever

and depress it again, when a column of liquid

will rise in the gauge glass to a height equiv

alent to that in the tank. Regardless of how

many times this operation is repeated the

indication shown will always represent the

amount in the tank. An idea of the mechan

ism used in the gauge, as well as the man

net of operating it, may be had from the

accompanying illustrations. In Figure 1.

showing the gauge itself, will be noted the

detail of the latter. As a preliminary, kero

sene is poured in at D until it becomes level

with the zero mark on the gauge glass. When

it is desired to register the height of water

in a tank water is used in place of kero

sene. This is done before the gauge is con

nected up. A special connection G is neces

sary on the tank itself, this holding a pipe

dipping close to the bottom, as shown at F.
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the chamber holding N, produced by the

bellows B, it must also raise the level of the

liquid in the gauge glass to a height corre

sponding to H. Kerosene being slightly

heavier than gasolene will show a discrep

ancy by recording a fraction less than the

actual amount, but the difference is 0 small

as not to be discerned in practise. Where

the tank' is under pressure the second line

is required in order to transmit this to the

gauge glass, and since there is an equiva

lent pressure below it by reason of the con

  

  

   

FUEL GAUGE, FIG. 2.

This communicates with the opening E in the

instrument itself, and when this connection

is complete the gauge is ready for use. The

level of the tank in relation to the gauge, nor

the fact that it is open to atmospheric press~

ure, has no effect on the operation of the

gauge, but the tubing and connections must

be tight, as any leakage would cause inaccu

rate readings. Fnrther, the tank may be un

der additional pressure,' as is the case in

many instances on modern cars, in which

case the gauge will still operate as accurately

as where this does not exist, but an extra

  

I drive.

nection of the other tube with )1 its eifect

is neutralized.

New Axle for Garden Drive.

When first advocated, the problem of car

dan shaft drive was somewhat Complicated

by the necessity of supporting a large frac

tion of the weight at the same points as the.

The usual tubular construction so

g'enemlly adopted for this purpose has, how

ever, proven how well founded were the

ideas of its first proponents, and it is safe to

say that few. if any, of the many evil results

prophesied by the adherents of the chain

 

‘ REAR AXLE WITH CARDAN DRIVE.

line ending at C must be provided, in order

that the pressure in the tank and in the

gauge may be equalized.

The action of the instrument is as follows:

\Vhen the let‘cr A is slowly raISed and low

ered the bellows B is compressed by the

crank P, raising the pressure in the sys

tem. As this pressure rises the gasolene

is driven down the pipe dipping into the tank

F until it reaches the bottom, when no

further increase is obtained. it will readily

be apparent that the pressure thus induced in

the system and required to force the liquid

down the pipe F to the bottom is exactly

equivalent to the head indicated by II. How

ever, since the line tube and the bottom of

the gauge glass M are under exactly the

same pressure, by reason of the hole R in

drive for all weights have been materialized

in the last two years' practice where the axle

has been properly built. Since its introduc

tion there have been scarcely any changes

of moment to record in the design of this

part of the car, so that the departure of a -

foreign built our in this respect is of interest.

This is the Diamant car, which, apart from

its rear axle, does not embody any unusual

features. The construction of the latter as

well as its radical divergence from the type

common in practice will be noticeable at a

glance from the illustration. The driving

shaft is not surrounded or encased by a hol

low axle, as is customary. but is supported by

a trusslike construction carrying the 'weight

of the body and relieving the live axle of this

strain. The differential gear case is entirely

supported by the tubular construction, to

which it is made fast top and bottom, both

of these tubes ending in a universal or car~

dan Joint supported by the brake drums.
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There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years’ experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacture"

Manufacturers 0! Pierce Cycles. 43
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How to Preserve Rubber Goods.

Many of the peculiarities of rubber have

not been recognized by those whose business

includes the handling of a greater or less

quantity of tires, inner tubes and the like.

despite the fact that a large number of the

dealers and garage keepers in the business

are graduates of bicycle days. Only too few

appear to realize that it is above alla ma

terial that is subject to more or less rapid

and serious deterioration unless properly

handled.

Frequent complaints are made by garage

keepers and car owners that tubes and tires

which they have had but a comparatively

short time have begun to show signs of sur

face cracks. Usually the claim is that the

rubber has “perished” where the complain

ant stoops to gramatical form, or has become

“dead” where he does not regard the formali

ties. But more often the complainant is

quite indignant and descends to the vernacu

lar to the extent of telling the manufacturer

that the tires he sent out were “rotten.”

One of the commonest sights in the “auto

mobile row" of any large city, is the stack or

festoon of tires that adorns the windows of

the supply shops. In such a position they

get the full benefit or the direct rays of the

sun. N0 rubber of whatever quality will

stand continued exposure to the light and

particularly to the baking eflect of direct

sunlight, but there are men who have been'

in the trade for years who have never learned

this simple fact.

Where the garage is conterned it is noth

ing unusual to see tires allowed to come in

(outact with gasolene and oil, than which

few things are better calculated to destroy

the value of the rubber. It is certainly to

the interest of the dealer to see that his

stock of tires is not displayed in the store

window, nor hung up under the glass root of

the garage. A high temperature and expos

ure to light are alike detrimental to the rub

ber and nothing but proper storage will suf

tice to preserve it in the best condition,

either for sale or for use.
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MadefromSelf-HardenlmrSteel.

NewYork.

r

#96ReadeStr.,

ran-0.ll.Miller,

"um

newv...mum",mm“.

’INAYI.flill‘Y0

CNICAOOANDIILWAUIII

DearSir:-

u-m"neovu(sen-es
as.vol!ceuullCNAllOl.

Queuesenseoruse;

lsulnollcnnlluoven-anon

rnsvumusasssaoso

THEOELEBRATEOBRAMPTONOHAINS

IwishtowriteyouregardingtheBramptonchainswhichI

more NI clzuaavo

THINK IT OVER

Alloventhemountains ".butIhavenevermets

No.lIhaveusedallthetimeandhavegivenitabout.sshardit ThelongchainontheFranklinisa.prettystiffpropositionand

lie.2isinthepaperinwhichyoursalesmanwrappeditforus,

ofOrangeCounty,liesYork,andbetweenNewYork,Philadelphiaand
my,infact,mostofmyfriendsstatethat.theirfirsttroubleon.

pulluitispossibleforachair.toreceive.

LakewooduntilIamtiredoftheroad

thatcaristhatchainbreaksandIhavenotpeoplewhohaveworked

forhourstogettheirchainfixedonthere'

Bramptonintroubleandminesoforhasnotascratchonit.

andisrestinginthebottomofthecarwaitingforNo.1tobreak.

purchasedforWFranklincar.

15'partner,Ir.Iilmsrth,President.ortheL.I.AutomobileClub.

SEIZIS 11V

405Iris8!.

Cleveland.Oil.

MANUFACTURER,JOBBER
EXPORTERANDIMPORTER

202&204ColumbusAve..

Boston.Msss

Verytrulyyours,

BRANCHESs

HegotmeinlinefortheBramptonandthereIstay.

Ii!Q320NBroadSt,

Phllsdelphis,Pl.

HomoOffice,97,90,101M81.,NewYorkCity.

hasaBramptononhis'intonandhashadpracticallythesameresult

asmyself.

H.8.ll.-6.

Diet.

NewYork.

CHARLESE.MILLER

Broadway8:38thSt"

Oru-No.7Catalogisheldsssbookofreferencebyantomobillstsandwillbemailedonrequest.

 

 

  

 

HILL PREOISION OILERS.

THE SUOOESS

OF THE YEAR.

SEE THIS SPAOE

NEXT WEEK.

The Steel Ball Company,

No. 832 Austin ‘Avsnue,

Chicago, Illinois.

108 Pages.

 
 

 

he A. B. 6. of Electricity

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard oi understanding.

50 Cents Per Copy.

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

'54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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The Week’s Patents.

799,368. Electrical Sparking Ignition sys

tem for Gas Engines and Starting Switches

Therefor. Vincent G. Apple, Dayton, Ohio.

Filed November 9, 1903. Serial No. 180,464.

Claim—1. In combination with an engine

igniter, a dynamo arranged to operate con

sistently with the engine, a battery, a mag

netically responsive switch member adapted

to complete a circuit connecting the igniter

with either the dynamo or the battery, an'

electro-magnet included in a constantly

closed circuit with the dynamo arranged

when energized to attract the switch mem

ber to close the circuit connecting the dyna

mo and igniter, and suitable circuit connec

tions for the parts specified. '

799,374. Rubber Fabric. Christian H.

Gray, Sliverton, and Thomas Sloper, Devizes,

England; said Sloper assignor to said Gray.

Filed October 5, 1903. Serial‘ No. 175,881.

Claim—1. A new article of manufacture,

consisting in a tire fabric composed of approx

imately parallel cords crossing the tread from

the edge of the tire and so arranged that the

longer circumferential o'utline at the tread

formed by the curve is completely filled by

the cords which lie substantially as close to

gether at that line as they do at the smaller

circumferential outline at the edges of the

cover, substantially as set forth.

799,388. Transmitting Mechanism. Fred

erick S. Keyes, Warren, Mass. Filed March

29, 1905. Serial No. 252,680.

Claim—1. The combination with a driving

member and a driven member, of a plurality

of circularly arranged springs for transmit:

ting power between the members, each of

said springs comprising a plurality of inde

pendent sections.

799,393. Circuit Breaker for Explosive En

gines. Ralph M. Lovejoy, Meredith, N. H.

Filed January 30, 1905. Serial No. 243,268

Claim—1. In a device of the character de

scribed, the combination of a contact lever

studded with contact points, some of which

are insulated from said lever and others in

electrical communication therewith, a part

engaging with and disengaging from said

contact points, and electrical connections for

said lever and said part.

799,459. Speed Regulator for EXplOBlOlI

Engines. Georg Dufilng, Miilheim-on-the

Rhine, Germany. Filed June 1, 1903. Serial

No. 159,700.

Claim—1. In a gas engine, the combination,

with means for varying the mean speed of

the engine, of means for maintaining a sub

stantiaily uniform velocity of inflow of the

explosive gases to the cylinder under differ

ent mean speeds.

799,471. Shaft Sleeve for Roller Bearings.

John Kincaid, Vancouver, Canada. Filed De

cember 4, 1903. Rencwed August 10, 1905.

Serial No. 273,676.

Claim—1. An axially divided sleeve for

roller bearings, provided with a series of V

shaped external grooves adapted to receive

reverser cone shaped rollers, lugs carried on

each end of the divided sleeve and projecting

parallel to and in the same direction as the

shaft, said lugs adapted to grip the shaft.

and bolts passing through the said lugs to

hold them in their shaft gripping position for

the purposes specified.

799,537. Explosive Engine. William E.

Collier, Muskegon, Mich., assignor to Racine

Boat Mfg Co., Muskegon, Mich, a corpora

tion of Michigan. Filed September 16, 1904.

Serial No. 224,686.

Claim—1. In an explosive engine. the com

bination with the crank shaft of the engine,

 
the inlet valve mechanism for the explosive

mixture and the ignition mechanism, of a

sleeve slidable on the said crank shaft. a love?

pivoted to the engine frame for sliding said

sleeve and operative connections between

said sliding sleeve and the valve and ignition

mechanisms. constructed to operate in unison

said mechanisms to control the supply of ex

plosive admixtures to the engine cylinder,

and to regulate the sparking period of the

ignition device relative to the stroke of the.

piston.

799,551. Antl-Skidding Device for Vehicles

and Cycles. Henry S. Eyre, St. Leonards-on

Sca, England. Filed February 23, 1901.

Serial No. 194,940..

Claim—1. An anti-skidding device for appli

cation to the wheels of vehicles and cycles,

consisting of flexible members mounted upon

the wheel laterally of the tire and in proxim

ity thereto and protruding beyond the tire of

the wheel to such an extent as to be capable

of passing completely under the tread or outer

peripheral surface of the tire, substantially

as described.

799,638. Resilient Tire for Road Wheels.

Alfred Ducasble, Neuilly, France. Filed Sep

tember 8, 190-1. Serial No. 223,757.

Claim—1. A tire for the wheels of road

vehicles, consisting of a rubber body part

having separate chambers formed therein

and continuously open air ducts leading from

said chambers directly to the atmosphere,

substantially as described.

799,662. Covering for Automobile Tires.

Benjamin Nathan, New York, N. Y. Filed

December 20, 1904. Serial No. 237,598.

Claim—1. A cover adapted, when closed

about a tire, to form an annular tube, the

opening to receive the tire being from the

front and all exposed edges of the cover in

its closed or tubular form being overlapped

in the same general direction, to shed rain

when the cover and its inclosed tire are hung

up.

799,690. Vehicle Brake. Thomas L. Sturte

vant, Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturtevant,

Wellesley, Mass, assignors to Sturtevant

Mill Company, Portland, Me., a corporation

of Maine. Filed January 10, 1905. Serial

No. 210,424.

Claim—1. The combination with a station

ary casing and a driven part or shaft. of a

 

Get the “ Good News Book."

Free if you address Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., Grove St., Akron, 0.

GOWYEAL

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

Our positive over will interest you.

driven night cod 0 I l- E R Write for description.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flint. Iioh.

We Undersell Everybody

Only ‘10 for new zflnlé tires fresh from tac

$1 0 tory. Other styles and sizes in proportion.

We Do first Class Repairing

Pay irright on all tires sent us, examine and and estimate at

cost of r: airs before doing any work. We vulcanize, fill,
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$5 (or 18x1” tire. '

(D) iiilAiiAI CYCLE 90.. 601-605 Madison St, Chicago
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15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.‘
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SPARK COILS, ‘4. Differential Gears, 39

r-: xi inch roller chain 50 cts. per foot.

Lowest prices on lamps and tires. Send for

bargain sheet. DETROIT CYCLE 8: MOTOR

CO., Detroit, Mich.

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car;

r905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

ANTED—A SALES AGENT with exten

sive acquaintance amongst automobile

manufacturers, jobbers and dealers, now covering

the large trade in the Eastern, Middle and West

ern States, desires to add several saleable motor

accessories or parts to his lines. Address.

ENERGETIC, care of Motor World.

OR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 np-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

nrposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

CORY & CO., 13234325 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

 

New York School of Automobile Eoginoors
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of instruction for

Chauffeurs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, 4314 Columbus.

  

 

 

  

 

In Police Circles
The method of timing the speeding automobilist

is by the use of a. stop-wat&. There are some

good atop-watches and the less we say of the

other kind the better. But whatever grade is

used the “method” is inaccurate.

The Jones Speedometer is accepted as

tatimony in court and its occurs is never

questioned. The Speedometer Protection Tag

is sent tree to each Speedometer our.

)0NE S SPEEDOMETER
.‘llanufizdurrd by jar. 1". firm:

125 West 32d Street, - New You
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multiple disk brake comprising a series of

disks or rings, a portion of which are con

nected with said driven part or shaft, to 1'0

tate therewith, and a portion of which are.

engaged with said casing so as to be re

strained from rotation, combined with a

pressure cylinder attached to said casing,

and a piston in said cylinder for forcing the

said disks or rings into fractional contact

with each other when a braking force is to be

applied.

799,691. Vehicle Brake. Thomas L. Sturte

vant, Quincy, and ThOmas J. Sturtevant.

\Vellesley, Mass, assignors to Sturtevant Mill

Company, Portland, Me, a corporation of

Maine. Filed April 24, 1905. Serial No. 257,

102.

Claim—l. The combination with a station

ary part or casing and a driven part or shaft,

of a multiple disk brake, comprising disks or

rings, a portion of which are connected with

said stationary part or casing, so as to he re

strained from rotation, and a portion of

which rotate with said shaft, a pressure cyl

inder, a piston therein, and levers interposed

between said piston and said disks.

799,703. Steering Mechanism for Automo

biles. Charles 0. Barnes, Oswego, N. Y..

assignor to Marcia I. Barnes, Oswego, N. Y.

Filed June 8, 1905. Serial No. 204,278.

Claim—1. In a steering gear for automo

biles the combination with a steering post

and a screw therein, of a two part nut engag

ing the screw, a pitman and adjustable

means connecting the pitman and both sec

tions of the nut.

799,720. Electromagnetic Clutch. Henry H.

Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis, assignor to the Ar

nold Magnetic Clutch Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. a corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Sep

tember 22, 1902. Serial No. 124,354.

Claim—1. A clutch having a magnet mem

ber and an armature member. of means for

reversing the current through the coil or coils

of said magnet member when it is desired to

dc-energize the same, means for resiliently

pressing said armature member away from

said magnet member, whereby the armature

is freed from the magnet when the latter is

de-energized, substantially as described.

799,778. Equalizing Gear for Vehicles. Otto

Culllnan, Chicago, Ill. Filed June 27, 1904.

Serial No. 214,425.

Claim—1. In an equalizing gear the com

bination of a two part casing, such parts pro

vided, respectively, with annular recesses on

the inner faces thereof, and one of such

parts provided with an external annular

flange on the edge thereof adjacent to the

other part., with an annular rabbct on such

flange, a sprocket rim fitting the rabbet, bolts

extending through one part of the casing and

through the annular flange on the other part.

bolts extending through the sprocket rim and

through the annular flange, axle gear wheels

respectively journalcd in the parts of the cus

ing, and pinions journaled in the annular re

cesses to intermesh with the axle gear

wheels, substantially as described.

799,780. Self~Propelled Vehicle. Joseph Le

(ionte Davis, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

lencral Electric Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed April 9, 1904. Serial N0.

202,413.

Claim—1. In a power transmission mech

anism, a driving member. a differential gear

having its ccutrai‘member connected there

to, a driven member connected to one outer

member of said gear. a dynamo electric ma

chine connected to and adapted to assist in

driving the driven member, and a second

dynamo electric machine connected to the.

other member of said gear.

799,791. Vaporizer for Hydrocarbon En

gines. Frank I. Hitchcock, Bridgeport. Conn.

Filed August 21, 1903. Serial No. 170,256.

Claim—1. The combination in a vaporizer

having a body portion, a caporizing chamber,

an air inlet port and a fluid supply valve, of

a weighted valve for said port, an adjustable

stop set to limit the upward movement of the

valve to represent a full open port at high

speed, a piston plunger operating between

the air chamber and the vaporizing chamber

to actuate the fluid supply valve, an adjusta

ble stop to limit the upward movement of

the plunger, tor the purpose set forth.

799,805. ' Power Transmission Mechanism.

Charles G. Simonds, Schenectady, N. Y., as

signor to General Electric Company, a cor

poration of New York. Filed April 8, 1904.

Serial No. 202,144.

("laim—l. In a power transmission device,

a driving member, a driven member. a series

of rotatable members, two rigidly connecth

gears rotatably mounted on each of said ro

tatable members. a series of pinions engaging

said gears and connecting said rotatable

members to each other and to the (lriviufl

and driven members, and means for holding

an yor all of said rotatable members sta

tlonary and for locking any of them to a

pinion.

790,836.

Charles Lemale, Paris, France.

or 21, 190}. Serial No. 229,381.

Claim—1. A combined atomizer and igniter

forming a lighting candle and designed espe

Intcrnal Combustion Turbo-Motor.

Filed Octob~

cially for the feeding and igniting of c0ntin

nous combustion turbo-motors, comprising a

tubular device adapted to he introduced into

the air tube and to receive combustible liquid'

at its outer end and to discharge the same at

its inner end in atomized form into the sur

rounding air channel, and having at its ex

treme inner end an exposed wire adapted to

be maintained incandescent so as to ignite

continuously the combustible mixture formed

in the space around the tubular device.

799,839. Vehicle Tire. Frank A. Magowan.

Trenton, N. J. ‘Filcd June 0, 1905. Serial No.

27mm.

(‘laim—l. A tire comprising a flexible tube

filled with a mass of hollow soft rubber bul

lets. each containing gas in a state of high

compression, whereby each bullet is dis

tended to such an extent that it conforms

throughout to the adjoining bullets or wall

of the tube. the gas in each bullet being capa

ble of expanding the bullet far beyond its

normal capacity when the bullet is released

from confinement.

799,940. Power Transmitting Mechanism.

Fitzroy M. Slocum, Erie, Penu., assignor of

one—half to Harry V. Ashby. Erie, Penn. Filed

December 27, 1901. Serial No. 238,399.

(‘laim—l. in a power transmitting mechan

ism. the combination of oppositely faced

gears (‘ (H the pinion D mounted between

them and in mesh therewith; the rock lever

(i mounted concentrically with the gears C C

and between said gears; the dogs H pivotaliy

mounted on the rock lever between said

gears, said dogs extending outwardly from

their pivots and adapted to engage said gears

alternately at points more. remote from the

axes of the gear than the axes of the dog

pivots; springs for forcing said dogs into en

gagement; and means for reversing the posi

tion of the dogs to reverse the direction of

movement of the gears,

800,010. Speed Indicator. Nathaniel Young.

Newmarkct, N. II. Filed January 28, 1905.

Serial No. 243.070. '

(‘laim—l. in a speed indicator, a rotary

shaft. a fixed sleeve. 11 second sleeve s‘ida

ble thereon. a stud provided on the. fixed

slcevc, a barrel housed in the latter and con

nected for movement with the slidable sleeve.

said barrel having a spiral groove engaged

by the stud for rotating the barrel during

longitudinal movement of the same, governor

weights connected with the slidable sleeve

and shaft and operable by the latter for mov

ing the sleeve and barrel. :1 pointed opcra

tivcly engaged with and movable by the bar

rel, and a dial over which the pointer moves.

800,112. Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Joshua
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AUTOMOBILE TUPS
should be just as carefully designed and fitted as any Othfl‘ parts

“Any Old TOP" won't do.

LONDON TOP and secure the best that skilled lop makers

and the best of ma'eriais can prcduce.

LONDON TOPS, made to fit any car, fit guaranteed. Prices,

of materials and full

promptly mailed on reql e~t.

Lamp covers.

"re 00vers

l233 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Equip with the

description of construction

Slip novel's

Engine Aprons.

 

 



PENNSYLVANIA CLINCHER

The value of a Tire is measured not by dollars,

but by the Odometer.

 

 

The Tire which travels furthest without repairs is

the most valuable to ylu.

The Tire which carries your Car softly over the

road is the most valuable to your Motor.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO.

JEANNETTEPA. ‘

 

  

 

"It's Nice to Know

How Far You Go."

Vecder Odometers.

Every Veeder Odometer we send out is

designed for the particular make and model car

for which it is ordered. That insures accuracy.

You will want an Odometer when you go

touring this summer. Ask your dealer or send to

us for catalog.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO.,

26 Sergeant Street, Hartford, Conn.

  

Cyclometers Odometers, Tachometera, Counters and Fine Castings.
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OLDEST AND LARGEST

MAKERS OF

AIITIIMIIBILE

RADIATURS
During the past season we sold

12,945 radiators to 54 bona fide motor

car manufacturers, among whom are

nearly all of those who have produced

high grade and successful cars.

Over 30,000 of our radiators are now

cooling automobile engines.

Our standard honeycomb radiators

are of true cellular construction, allow

ing cross circulation, which accounts

for their high cooling efliciency per

pound of weight of cooler.

The hit of the year 1905 in radiator

design has been our flat tube construc

tion, with gang fins.

We make special designs for every

class of car, from the light runabout

to the heaviest truck or omnibus.

The finish on Briscoe fenders is un

excelled. 1906 styles on metal dashes,

hoods and runabout boxes are pre

pared, and we are daily booking con

 

tracts for next season’s business.

 

 

FENOEHS.

  

COOLERS

L . v

' H0005 - “arm "no". ~(VIAIK, n.1, TANKS

W. Jones, Harrisburg, Penn. Filed December

30, 1904. Serial No. 238,948.

Claim—1. A vehicle tire embodying a

tread surface formed of metal strip or wire

extending around the tire, with projections

thereon, the projections on adjacent sections

being out of line longitudinally of the tire;

substantially as described.

800,118. Control of Automobiles. Hermann

Lemp, Lynn, Mass, assignor to General Elec

tric Company, a corporation of New York.

Original application filed January 14, 1904.

Serial No. 188,958. Divided and this appli

cation flied January 13, 1905. Serial No. 240,

870.

Claim—1. The method of stopping a self

propelled vehicle deriving its motive power

from an electric generator driven by a prime

mover, which consists in reducing the speed

of the prime mover below the critical speed

of the generator without stopping the prime

mover.

800,128. Gridor Element for Secondary

Batteries. William Gardiner, Chicago, 111.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Univer

sal Electric Storage Battery Company, a cor

poration of Delaware. Filed August 22, 1904.

Serial No. 221,644.

Claim—1. An electrode for accumulators

comprising a thin sheet of relatively pure

lead provided with a plurality of closely ar

ranged apertures extending therethrough,

said sheet being folded transversely thereof

into a plurality of folds, the walls of which

are curVed oppositely, forming single pockets,

and the adjacent edges thereof being forced

into close contact and integrally connected

at a plurality of points intermediate the lat

eral edges of the sheet. I

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau street. New York. '”

 

 

By dealing with us you get the bene

fit of our long experience and the pro

tection of the many patents we own

covering our methods of corwiruction.

The Pierce Great Arrow car, which

won the Glidden trophy, was equipped

with a Briscoe radiator.

Of the 12 American water cooled

gasoline cars which received first car

tiiicates at the end of the tour 5 of the

radiators were made in our sheps, 4

were made by the car builders and

only 3 were made by other radiator

manufacturers. These facts are typi

cal of our prestige.

Our two large plants are ready to

take care of our rapidly increasing bus

iness. We can not only promise, but

make deliveries. '

Write to our nearest office for esti

 

mates and get in line for 1906.

 

 

@RISCOE MFG CO.
DETROIT, MICK. AND NEWARK, N. J.

 

How Are Your Batteries?

THE GUNNEGTIGUT VOLT AMMETEII

will readily tell you.

Two instruments in one adapta

ble for storage batteries or dry

cells.

Full descriptive information on

request.

Bunnoclicul Telephone & Electric Company

M ERIDEN. CONN.

GILBERT

Aulc Fabric Supplies

LOOK FOR THE NAME

 

For sale at leading

supply houses

Catalogue tent on request' p I THE GILBERT MFG. c0.

New Haven, Conn.

  

   

lIFTEN ATTEMPTED
it remained for the

Wilhcrbcc

  

scivi THE

lGNITlllN vacuum.
Not our claims but!

TESTS

and

TESTIMONY

such as this prove how

thorough is the solution:
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Sand for Descriptive Pamphlet and

Discount Sheet for l906

Equipment.

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.

27 THAMES 8T., NEW YORK.

MI
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivery.

STEEL STAMPlNGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

  

No More Borrowing Cars

Without Owner’s Permission

The Hill Lock Valve

(here shown), is a new device and a

good one. It is connected at any

convenient place in the gasolene

pipe and when locked and the key

withdrawn prevents the gasolene

from flowing to the carburettor and

consequently the engine cannot be

started. The key cannot be taken

from the lock until the gasolene

, supply is entirely shut off—when shut

v' '| off keep the key in your pocket. Im

Hn'" "Fun FOR' possible for anyone to steal your car.

Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It is asmall device

made entirely of brass and turned with a “ special key”—no two keys

are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

cannot be picked or opened without the “ right ” key. Three keys are

furnished with each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor-cycle or launch to the most

powerful touring car. Price, 55,00. Special price to Supply

Houses and Automobile Manufacturers. Apply to your

supplyman or garage. If not found in stock, address

13. HILL, Jr.,

Norwulk iron Works co, sormr NORWALK, corrrr.
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STANDARD

WHITLUBK BUDLERS

ANI] RADIATURS

Will be the best made.

HIGHEST QUALITY.

MOST DURABLE.

MOST EFFICIENT,

LIOHTEST.

 

\

Past experience in supplying leading manufacturers with

90 per cent. of the cellular coolers used on American cars to date,

enables us to guarantee the superiority of our 1906 product.

 

OUR RECORD

"3,000 Whitlock Coolers in Daily

Use on Leading Cars.

All l905 deliveries made as promised.

 

Our now No. 4 factory with 20,000 square feet floor space,

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of radiators, gives us

unequalled facilities for their production.

 

Gellular coolers and radiators of every desorlptlon made to order.

 

TI'IE WHITLUGK (FOIL PIPE 00.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Engineers, Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Finishers, Pipe Benders,
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TIiIIFFAIILT-IIAIITFIIRI] SIISPENSIUN

  

'7 LAXLE, '

Curl Under 1500 lbl. $40 (4 Snlpenllom)

Care Over 1500 IN. 860 (4 Sulpenllone)

HE first four cars in the International race for the

Gordon Bennett cup at Auvergne were ALL equipped

with the Hartford Suspension, and only 24 minutes

separated them at the finish. The fifth car was one hour

behind the leader and was NOT equipped with the Hartford

Suspension. This victory over the picked cars of every

nation, and run over the most difficult course in the world,

is only one more proof of the practical qualities of this

wonderful invention.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION co.

69 Vestry Street, New York City
Emvltln V. Han-norm, President

  

 

NO HITTING AND MISSING

when

SPLITDORF COILS

are used.

   

 

They’re Champions everv time and

in all classes.

0. F. SPLITDORF,

l7-27 Vandewater St reet.

  

 

 

 

 

BRUWN-LIPE GEARS

Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and Chain llrive

llitlereniial.

-' J I; Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding Bear Trans

mission.

PETERSOII & DRAPER, 166 Lake Street. Chicago, Ill. £13m“ Factory

THUS. l. WETZEL, ll Warren Street, Ilevr Yorlr. S‘Iesm'“

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reade Street, New York, i

318-320 It. Broad St., Philadelphia, I Sales Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, I Carrying Stoek.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. J

  

POST 8r LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn. Ewem Sales Agents.

BROWN-LIFE GEAR 00., 200 S. Gedrles St, Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

 

The Michigan

Central
is well named The Niagara Falls Route

No other road gives its passengers such a perfect op

portunity to view the mighty HORSE-SHOE and the

wonderful AMERICAN FALLS. All trains on this line,

via Niagara, stop at Falls View station for five minutes.

Fall stop-over privileges granted on request. Direct Com

munication and Magnificent Through Trains between

New York

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Detroi

THE ROAD TO MICHIGAN

Tell your agent to have your ticket read via this route. For full informatiou

regarding rates, routel and connections, addreu

J. W. DALY

Chlef Aas’t 0. P. A.

 
 

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

a
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NEW YORK. Broadway and 76th St. BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St.

1300111061170
The fimmoiile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

filember Auoriali'on a/ Licensed Autamabile [Manufacturer-J

PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 Miclmran Ave.

 

 

YOU CAN SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

Pi§K’SAUTO-CAR'SOAP
an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keep

ing clean. Fisk‘s Auto-Car Soap does it.

Cleans a. dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the

finish and keeps it looking new with all its original lustre.

Re-orders from those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express

prepaid to points as tar West as and including Chicago. Ill.)

Also put up in barrels and halt barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all jobbers.

garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

dealer! and

 

 

ASIIIE MIITIIII BARS
POSITIVE CONTROL—STARTING AIIII STUPPIIIG

ABSIILUTELY RELIABLE—GOING AIIII CUIIIIS.

Without flourishes or fads Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily accessible at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION IN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

J. W. HEARS. Brooklyn; ENSIGN dz MOORE. Binghsmton. N. Y.

DEVLIN & CO.. Chicago; SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE, Atlanta. Ga.

. BOSTON MOTOR CO.. Boston;

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE (30., Pituburg; ACME MOTOR CAR CO.

T C. BRADFORD, Wilmington, Del;

Philadelphia: ACME MOTOR CAR CO.. 01" N. Y., New York City.

 
 

 

  

LIGHT, HANDY.sraonc,
The only proper equipment for your auto.

Ask for our new machine wrench catalog.

THE BILLINCS & SPENCER COMPANY

nanrrono, comm.

 

 

The Right Sort

  

IVII

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

IIIIIIT MFG. AIII] FUUIIIIIIY III]. Puiisiuvm, Pa.

“Automobile Brand”

Aluminum

Hastings.

at the Rich! Price.

 

 

 
 

TRY N0 EXPERIMENTS

WHEN YOU 'rnv our:

YOU

PllESSEIJ STEEL FRAMES.
The Loading flake" of the Industry Have Long Ago Proved Their Worth.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel

under Perfect Conditions of Manufacture.

Aoour'aoz and Qualltz Guaranteed.

SEND DRAWINGS AND GET OUR PRICES.

CLEVELAND OAR SPECIALTY CO.

CAOB AVENUE llld LAKE STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

 

 

We are prepared in estimate on your 1906 Forgings. .
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile manufac

tuners.

  

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWAIID SUNS COMPANY,

  

Nam Haven, Conn
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That

0ar

We knew something oi especral interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

togan (Zonsiruction (Zompanv,

Chilllcothe, Ohio.

LEON. RUBAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

“0 West 38th Street,

TOURING OAII

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A.

MOO;

 lii
““-‘m

vvvvvvvv

 

“‘

Y

 

 

National Motor liars
“ Watch for the Round Radiator.”

  

MODEL 0—24-30 H P.

Powerful, easy running, simply controlled. All

parts readily acce>sible. More features of real

merit than any other touring car at any price.

Our catalogue is instructive.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE Oil.

1007 East Twaniy-Saoond 8L, INDIANAPOLIS, IIIIi.

filembrr A mericrnr

.‘IIotor Car rllanufarturer: Arsariatian, CIris-ago.

%anll oiéuality 7 SpringiioIdTop
(Pat. :89!)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Natal

Body 00.,

306 Birnle Avs..

Sprlngfleld, Mass.

  

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transwrtation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great arkets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAH-WAY

Traverse: Sections of the South which are growing [aster than

any other rt of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, an Broadway, ew York ity.

 

To Operators oi Sloan Bars:

Write us for printed matter on the IELSO"

arias warm PUNP, the only mm high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

[OJ-I I0 Centre St., New York.

TNE NABION NOTOII OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

Pmcs, sisoo.

Air cooled. :6 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR OAR 00., IIIOIAIAPOLIS. Ill)

Our interesting catalogue yours [or the asking.

  

 

 

 

 

Tho Baldwin Chain Company

— NARI —

Automobile Challis.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Clears

Baldwin onni & Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mass , U.S A.

SPRAOIIE OANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Semi for Catalogue

SPRAOUE UMBRELLA OO.. Iiomii, Ohio

  

 

 

Address—II

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(The (Iboth "(Morita

for one year, commencing with the issue of? if L_v,—

Name#—,in , vIf

 

 

   

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES.

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads:

Nevar wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lights as 6%

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

Tho Ooncentraied Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.
Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

Troubled with Faulty Ignition?

We are ignition specialists. Our

APPLE

Automatic Sparker

is a portable stora e battery

charger that cures al ignition

faults. All owners of launches,

automobiles or gas engines should

write to~day.

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. 00.I

or nnven ILDG., oar'rora, omo

S'fi'iRrrE

"on" IIIIIY nu min-r“

  

 

 
Our new

MICA PLUGS
have largest air space, are practically puncture-prooi

and are guaranteed to stay right longer than any other

mica plugs rnade. Price, ’ I ‘15,

Now a total of 26 sizes.

Plugs sent post-paid with handy wrench.

Motor AccessorleI.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 Watt lrosdny I!!! Will CITY

OIAMONO OI'IAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

OIANIONO OHAIN 8r NIFO. OO.. lNOIANAPOllS

  

 

 

 

How’s

that Pulse?

Not so vigourous—eh? Winter's

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Do Nothing for just two weeks at

French Lick

West Baden Springs
Simply rest and drink the world-tamed waters.

They clear away the impurities from the system

—- cure kidney, liver and stomach troubles.

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern lntilana. on the

Write for Illustrated Booklet, glvin in" par

ticulars. liotol rates. etc.. maile tree.

FRANK ’- REED

Gen’l Pasa- Agent.

ORA i. ll. BO0KWELL

Traflc Manager

198 011811“! HOUSE PLACE, CHICAGO
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' WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE .......

TRANSMISSION GEARS? '

What is more important than selecting the right one P

We 'are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR C0., - Syracuse, N. Y,

Kinzslnn Oarhurelor.
OVER 29,000 Ill USE.

__\\

Pattntedtuyunoos
‘ TRADI GRADOMETER MAIL

Other Patent:

Pending.

  

 

 

Put. In. no, 190:.
  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent ponpaid on receipt oi price, “50.

grade per cent. you are mending or descending. THB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa

 

  

 

  

A R -= L - A a L E g MOONLIGHT ON

"I .

‘ - M ‘3 5° 1‘. LAKE ERIE
e 8"" W cm“ I: PASSENGERS ON I). a 8. LINE

T WITN SS A O IOUKINGSTON . MORE-POWER 00. g E Sign? R 5

Carburetors, Hume", SPBI'K'COIIQ- ~ R Lowell, Mass. R

Spark-Plugs, Steerlng Wheels, A mownlight scene on Lake Erie is
 

Pumpe,0lllng Devlcee, etc. sublime At twilight as the sun, like a

HIGH-GRADE ums °‘
from view in the western horimn. the

Acetylene Gas and Oil

moon rises in its atateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

  

 

. COI’ P323312;

mus. Kllesrou a co. totem». Ind. v. s. A. Amespu'y' "as" Wm. ?;<.&w‘i;,.sg‘.3i““3.325% Mrcrr.
  

  

 

 
 

GRAY? DAVI5
"Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS

You Will Not Miss itby Adopting Our Bevel Gear

Drive Rear Axle or Our Transmission Gear.

ASK us ABOUT THEM.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING 60., Columbus. Ohio.

We Also Do Special Machine Work.

  

 

  

 

LONGEST LIFE.

OOLIIMBIA DRY BELLS
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

 

Send

for

  

 

  

Catalogue.
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wATel-l THE EFFICIET

DOUBLE CHAIN DRIVE

On I906 Model Cars with “WHITNEY” Chains.

,Y— — i 7, ~ 7

\fi— ,7 ~ ~ - c

“- ’4‘ r ' t-T'AAL'? \

e I" v, “\ r V

' mun "W

up i3 i m 1 h

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

    

» The “wuunurri,

\ Patent System of Keyng
and

“WHITNEY” UHAINS
have been adopted by most of

the leading manufacturers of

AUTUMUBILES, MABHINERY,

.THE

WHITNEY MFG. 60.

Hartford, Conn, U.S.A.
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MORGAN aWRlGHTTlRES  

   

ARE GOOD TIRES

    

 

(L The strongest argument that was ever put up for a good tire has been puttlinto

Morgan 8.: Wright tires, namely, the material they are made of and the way they

are made.
 

(L It is easy to say that a thing is better than good, or “the best thing that ever

happened along this line,” but we are content to put the emphasis in the tires

rather than on the claims for them.

IE? And users of the tires are mighty 'well satisfied with this method of procedure.

(L Morgan & Wright tires are known the world over as tires that give a big backi g

to a modest claim. .

MORGAN 8:. WRIGHT, Chicago.

DETROIT—265 Jefferson Ave.

NEW YORK—214 W. 47th St.

SYRACUSE—212-2l4 S. Clinton St.

MINNEAPOLIS—708 Hennepln Ave.

ATLANTA—35 Edgewom} Ave.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vlne Sta.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave.

CLEVELAND—347 Huron St.

DAYTON—417 E. 5th St.

ENVER—lotiz Broadway.

81‘. LOUIS—638 Vandeventer Ave.

L08 ANGELES—MO S. Mala St.

IS)AN FRANCISCO—1061 Mlulon Bl.

 

 

  

 

 

OLDSMOBILE

If so, you must have been impressed

Satisfaction and the

Have you ever talked with an Oldsmobile owner?

with the satisfaction he expressed with his machine. Users of Oldsmobiles are our best

advertisers. You naturally grow to like a machine that gives you satisfactory service, and you

are glad to tell your friends about it.

At one time and another we have had a good deal to say about the Oldsmobile for

doctors' use. Here’s what one doctor says:

“My runabout has attracted Considerable attention. It always goes .and I am

never delayed except occasionally on account of tires. I live on the top of a

high hill, and cannot go anywhere without going up and down some long steep

hills. I am out in all kinds of weather. My car is practically as good as the

day I bought it and it has had hard usage. The expense of keeping it in order

has been very small."

We have hundreds of letters along the same line and names and other information

will gladly be sent on request. If you are interested in a machine for business or family

use write us for further information. By calling on our nearest agent. you can easily arrange

for a demonstration, which is the most convincing argument we can present.

Send for Catalogue 53.

OLDS HOTOR WORKS, Lansing, flich., U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.
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T0 SELLERSOFAND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and 'are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

G & .1 Tire Go. GoodyearTire&Rubber Qo.‘

Hartford Rubber Works (~30. Fisk Rubber 60,

Morgan & Wright. _ International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich Go. - ‘ Vehicle Tire Q0.

Diamond Rubber (20. ' Qontinentaleaoutchouc Go.

0&Jhm:Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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DON’T EXPERIMENT

Just Sell

THE FORD
Mr. Agent:——Over L2,000 Automobile buyers decided during the past season not to experiment. They all bought~

"Fords." It is even more important for the retailer to sell a car of known merit than it is for the purchaser to buy one. The

buyer only loses his money, but the agent who sells a car not up to standard loses both prestige and reputation.

The success of the Ford Motor Co. is built on the success of the Ford Cars, and you know how great our success

has been. Remember that people liketo do business with successful firms, and a car with a reputation is easier to sell than

an unknown.

You know the general rush to the Ford exhibit at the shows, and how they all ask, “What has Ford this year?" plainly

indicating that automobile men look to Henry Ford for new ideas and originality of design.

We_have a surprise or two up our sleeve this year—particulars about October lfith—nothing before, except that there

is certainly good business ahead for the Ford agent in 1906, and it might be well to write us and see if we can give you the

proposition and the territory you require.

FORD MOTOR GOMPHNY, = = - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBER AMERICAN MOTOR CAR IANUFAC'I'URERS' ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO.

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR CO., of Canada, Ltd, \Valkcrville, Ont.

 

 

TANNER & COMPANY,

Auromosntras, Moron Cvcucs, BICYCLBS AND

SEWING Macnmss.

NEW BEDFORD, MASS, September 1, 1906.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO..

Buffalo, N. Y.

Gentlemenz—Last October I purchased a 24 horse

power Thomas Flyer from a Boston owner. who

told me that it had been driven 101110 miles during

1904. Since owning this car I have covered 21.000

miles in it personally, getting over $1700.00 from

renting the same. and the machine seems smoother

running to-day than ever.

I have carried six and seven people in it many

times on trips forty and fifty miles. Better service

could not be asked or given.

Yours very truly.

WI. E. TANNER.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASS.

New Bedtord.

Bristol. ss.

Personally appeared the said Wm. B.

Tanner and made oath that the above

statement is true. Sworn to before me this

second day of September, 1905.

CHARLES T. HERON.

Justice of the Peace.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,
Makers of Thomas "Flyer" Automobile.

1210 NIAGARA STREET, - BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members A. L. A. M.
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_

The NEW TyPe XII, 35-40

OPE
P RIC E $3,500,

Some advance and interesting data on the LATEST and GREATEST achievement of the “'ORLD'S LARGEST AUTOMOBILE

PLANT.

  

MORE POWER, MORE SPEED, MORE ROOM, MORE STYLE, MORE STRENGTH—LESS WEIGHT.

Every one in' the trade the world over is now familiar with the unparalleled and unapproached record of the justly renowned Pope- \

Toledo. A few months ago we could not ourselves see that it was possible to produce a better car than that with which we have won every

notable speed, endurance and hill climbing contest. But our wide experience, new methods. new and improved machinery, large quantities.

and above all the highly successful culmination of experiments in specially treated steels which have been in progress for the past four years.

have enabled us to produce in Type XlI a car that is a long step in advance of our fondost wishes or expectations.

 

Four Individual, Twin Head, Cylinders, 4-cycle Copper Jacketed, developing under brake test 43 to 44 H. P. Water Cooled

by the matchless Pope-Toledo Radiator. All gears encased.

in this space it is impossible for us to go into any deep exposition of the many points to be considered in producing the highest

efficiency for the least weight in gas engine design. What has been accomplished in the Pope-Toledo in this respect might be terser stated

in the claim that in this now highly efficient motor the very remarkable result has been attained of SECURING ONE H. P. FOR EVERY

TEN AND EIGHT-TENTHS POUNDS OF WEIGHT, and this, too, without in any sense sacrificing the strength or wearing parts. This l

proportion of weight to horsepower has not been achieved by any mere laboratory test, by running the engine at an impractical speed, but

under the ordinary conditions which prevail.

I Jump Spark, Coils and Batteries. Provision made {or Magnetto: Control is simple, flexible and positive. The. car can

g be driven on high speed behind a team walking or up to its maximum speed, simply by the use of throttle and spark, both

located on the Steering Wheel.

The Pope-Toledo Engine has been developed to such a. point of efficiency that we are now able to run it from 200 R. P. M.

to 1200 R. P. M., at which point it delivers its greatest efliciency. It is not only exceedingly quiet under all conditions, but

the use of a. scientifically constructed Carburetor gives great latitude of power to the engine at varying speeds. Heretofore Carburetors haw

been generally adapted to deliver their greatest efficiency to the engine at a maximum speed. The Pope—Toledo Carburetor is developed to

such a point or fineness that it is self-adjusting to all conditions of speed, so that with the Spark and Throttle alone, and always on the high

gear, you can drive a Pope-Toledo anywhere, taking all ordinary hills without rushing them and without shifting gears. .

Transmission is of the Sliding Gear type, three speeds forward and reverse, being absolutely direct drive on

the high gear, with no idle gears in mesh. Ball bearings at all important points. The Transmission on Type

XII is one of our great forward steps, mentioned above. The steel we use in this transmission, of 210,000 pounds tensile strength, will play a

most important part in the future development 0! the Pope-Toledo. True, it is very expensive to make and still more expensive to work. By

its use we are enabled to produce not only the lightest, but the strongest and most efficient transmission ever placed in any automobile. This

steel is of the finest quality, more expensive and harder to work than any used by any maker in Europe. While it is true that some of the

European makers use some very fine steels, we do not hesitate to say tlmt the steel herein mentioned is superior from every standpoint, which

we have proven to our own satisfaction by every known test and by actual experience from using it in the cars themselves under the most
severe and arduous road conditions. I

All steel Frame of few parts, tested to a Sate load away above what is required. All steel, light, flexible and strong, making

the car very easy to ride in, and easy on both tires and engine.

At this stage of automobile development but few arguments need be advanced to show that on the score of

efficiency, which means reduced friction, weight and durability, the chain system 0! power transmission, AS

APPLIED TO LARGE AND POWERFUL TOURING CARS, is a long way ahead of the Cardan Shaft from

I I every standpoint. \Ve give herewith a table of exhaustive tests conducted in France in the past year to deter

Cha|n Dflye mine this point.

It has been thoroughly demonstrated, and engineers are agreed, that bevel gears are not as high in

efl‘iciency as Spur Gears, and that Chain Drive shows greater efficiency, longer life and less loss of power than either Spur or Bevel gear.

Recent French experiments on the eliiciency of Bevel gears, Spur gears and pitch chains, as applied to motor cars, prove beyond question that

the chain drive is decidedly superior. The results 0! these experiments are as follows:

NEW WORN

Roller Chain, Lubricated and exposed to dust 94% 92%

Bevel Gear, Steel on Steel, Running in Oil Bath 88% 82%

Spur Gear, Steel on Steel, Running in Oil Bath 92% 90%

Spur Gearing, Leather Pinion, Cast Iron Wheel 88% 80%

Spur Gearing, Steel Pinion and Fiber Wheel 83% 80%

Spur Gearing, Steel on Steel, greased and exposed to dust 90% 80%
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=ULLY EOUIPPED.
Chain drive is decidedly more flexible and efficient, requires less care, and on account of its flexibility, the motor and transmission and

chassis are not subjected to violent shock. The matter of repair and replacement is infinitesimal as compared with bevel gears. You can tow

a car with a broken chain, but you cannot do so with a broken bevel gear; and the Older and more worn the gear the more power it consumes.

Isn't it significant that in the elimination trials for the Gordon-Bennett Race. in which out of 70 or 80 cars the best three from each country

were to quality, that, notwithstanding over 50% of the entries were shaft driven, out of the entire lot only one shaft-driven car was able to

qualify. In the race. this car was not able to even make a showing against all the chain-driven cars.

Brakes
The Pope-Toledo system of Brakes is incomparable. Both foot and emergency brake act on the hubs of rear wheels, which

are very efficient and easily adjusted to wear.

17 gallons, sufficient for 270 miles—from 1A, to 15 more mileage for the same quantity of gasoline than

any car in the world. Gravity feed to Carburetor.
Gasoline Capacity

The Axles on Type XII. are of the I Beam Type, FORGED IN OUR OWN PLANT of the best steel obtainable, being tested

to 110,000 pounds tensile strength.

104 in.—Standard tread, 54 in.

Wheel Base

34 x 4, front and rear. We make all of our wheels here in our own plant. All wheels spoked and assembled by hand. Bali

bearings of large dimensions.

Bodv Design
Entirely new and original, along beautiful lines, distinguished and distinct. Double side entrance. Very large

and roomy tonneau, especially easy of access.

Of Mirror- Finished Steel, large and comfortable front seat divided. Deep and heavy up

bolstering.
Front Seat and Tonneau

Hood and Guards

\i’e shall adopt for regular equipment the best tire on the market, determined by observation and our wide range of experi

ence. Rims also of standard sizes, admitting the use of any Foreign or Domestic tire.

Equipment

Proportion of

Improved Hood, opening from either side. Guards oval shaped. made of aluminum, following curve of

wheels. Front guards large and flaring.

Tires

Full set of lamps, horn, tools, iloor mats, tire pump and jack. A very complete outfit of the highest quality.

Not further back than a year ago it was considered good practice to have 100 pounds of car weight to one

horsepower. How much has been accomplished, not only without the sacrifice of strength, but by actually in

creasing strength and durability, can be best understood by stating that the new model Pope-Toledo has ONE

_ H. P. FOR EVERY 54 POUNDS OF WEIGHT. It seems unnecessary to produce any arguments as to what

to this means. Certain it is that one of the chief points must be in durability not only to tires (which, of course, is

. a most important factor), but also to all moving and wearing parts. Experience and deep study of the entire

subject of automobile building have demonstrated that to attempt to make a car strong by merely increasing the size. and consequently the

Weight of the parts, not only does not constitute strength, but is actually a source of weakness, for the larger and heavier car is sure to con

tain within its weight the germs of its own destruction. We have aimed, therefore, to keep the horsepower up and the weight down, without

for a moment losing sight of the importance of strength and safety.

With the weight more evenly distributed in this new model than ever before, it must become evident to any one

g posted in the art that a great deal has been accomplished, not only for the durability of the machine. but for the

tires themselves. The even distribution of weight and strength, aside from motor design, has probably received

more careful study from us this year than ever before, and has only been possible through the wide knowledge we

have gained from the thousands of our cars in use, and from whose performance we haVe been able to apply the proper result in the increase

of power and reduction of weight, with increased durability and strength.

We also build Landaulettes, Limousines, and a. Gentleman's Roadster 0t 20 H. P., four cylinders. Special cars built to order of 20, 30.

35, 40, 50 and 60 H. P. Further details given upon request.

20-25 H. P. DOUBLE SIDE ENTRANCE, - - - $2.800

H... . . . . . 3,... Pope Motor Car Co.
35-40 H. P. DOUBLE SIDE ENTRANCE, - - - 3,500

50-60 H. P., - - - - - - - - 6,000

TOLEDO, ol-llo.
And upwards, according to specifications.
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AMONG THE LEADERS IN

ELIMINATIN’ RACE.I5\
\

Our regular stock model finishes third in Vanderbilt Cup Race

trials. Just think what we are offering you this year. It is like

this. You sit behind the wheel of a ROYAL TOURIST with ole

hand on the throttle lever. Move the lever an inch or so and you

have an ideal vehicle, under perfect control, for city use or country

touring. Move the lever a little more and you have a motor car fit

to compete with the speed machines especially built for the YANDER

BILT CUP RACE. Please bear in mind that the famous Royal that

did so well in the race last Saturday is the same as the one you buy

from us in every particular except, of course, you get a luxurious and

handsome body, instead of a coupie of tin seats.

RDYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO., 58th St. & Broadway, New York; G J. DUN

HAM,181 Columbus Ave., Botton: THE MCDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE

CO., 1449 Michiitan Ave.. Chicago; G. W. CAPLIN, 434 South Fifth St.,

Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO.. lim.. :4 Temperance St.,

Toronto; MOTOR SHOP. 317 N. Broad St., Philadelph ‘; WEn'TMIN

STER AUTOMOBILE CO., 4396 Olive St., St. Louis.

  

Elegant in Finish. -

Luxurious in Appointments

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASULENE GAR IN THE WORLD
both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and mainta n.

" Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

l CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

} Peabody, Mass.,up

-

Q0

__ THE smocus _,

 

 

  

J. Jr.»

”

The name stands for a line of cars that has

no equal, either as a selling proposition for the

dealer, or an investment for the individual

_.v 1: buyer. "ti
‘ I \t :

Staunch in construction, powerful in action,

reliable in operation, and simple in control,

Queen Automobiles best meet every require

ment of automobile worth.

Queen Runabouts. Queen Det. Tonneaus.

Queen Touring Cars.

Made right and sold right by

C. H. BLOMS] ROM MOTOR COMPANY,

Detroit, Mich.

C. A. DUERR 5: CO., Inc. 1787 Broadway New York Clty Agenta.

  

 
 

TheSUSYALE
  

Our contention is simple, pram, and easy of demonstration. We

maintain that the 16 H.P. YALE at 51,000 and $1400 and the 24 HP. at

$2,500 will deliver more power than you can secure from any other two‘

cars in America, unless you are willing to spend $500 more.

  

Fit for a king's pleasure in beauty and luxuriousness with smooth,

still engines whose loudest sound is a subdued hum—all we ask is that

you submit them to to the most severe and trying tests.

You will, of course, want the catalogue as a preliminary, but we

would suggest that you get in touch with our agent at once.

THE KIRK MFG. COMPANY,

950 Oakwood Ave., TOLEDO. OHIO.

Members A. L. A. M.
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We are ready to furnish 1906

models of our improved

Whiilook Coolers

and Radiators

These embody all that is new

and practical, combined with the

greatest Durability, Efficiency and

best Quality.

'OUR RECORD

I0,000 Coolers in Daily Use on

Leading Oars.

Adopted in 1905 by' the makers

of the

Columbia, Thomas,

Napier, National,

Locomobile, Ford,

Pope, Royal,

Autocar, Packard,

Stevens-Duryea, Auto Vehicle,

Pierce

and many others.
If - 1905 deliveries have all been made“.

promptly, as agreed.

We malro Radiators and Coolers ot Every Description.

TIIE WIIITLOBK GUIL PIPE 00., , -

Hartford, Conn., U. 8. A.

 

Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Finishers.

 

 

The lncomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

The splendid reputation of the

White steam car is based on a record

of five years of successful perform

ance in all reliability and endurance

contests and of unequaled service in

the hands of a host of private owners.

The new Model “F” White has

met with the enthusiastic praise of

all discriminating motorists. The

new features include:

Graceful side-entrance body.

Long wheel-base.

Improved burner, giving added

power.

Compensating brakes.

Invorder to appreciate its luxurious

appearance and its unique smooth

'running'q'ualities, you should arrange

for a demonstration. Write to us and

we will put you in touch with our

nearest agent.

 

SEWING

MACHINE
WHITE COMPANY

1 CLEVELAND, orrro.
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damn nerve Wins enoWN-LIPE ornns
VANDERBILT cup TRIALS _ I

, it ~ Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and Chain Drive

llitiereniial.

Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding Gear Trans

mission.

PETERSON & DRAPER. 186 Lake Street. Chloago,lll. tDirect Factory

THUS. I. WETZEL, II Warren Street, New York. Silesm‘m'

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reade Street, New York, 1

318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, I Sale-e Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, I Carrying Stock.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. j

 
 

" DIAMOND ” Chains were on the winning car in the

eliminating trials for the Vanderbilt Cup. The second car

to finish was also driven by “ DIAMOND ” Chains.

Both covered the course in

about 22 minutes less time

than the third car, which was

gear driven.

Judicious selection of materials and accuracy of

manufacture account for the successful performance of

“DIAMOND” Chains.

rnaoe<>minvn

When your old c/zain is worn out try a “DIAMOND.”

[I fit: any standard sprocket.

IIIAMONI] CHAIN MANUFACTURING CUMPANY,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

PCST & LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn.. Eastern Sales Agents

BRCWN-LIPE GEAR 00., 200 S. Ceddes St, Syracuse, N. Y.

  

 

The Exoeoied Revolution Has Come! AUTOMOBILE

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found the only

good reason why you should not buy an

NEW PLANT. NEW EQUIPMENT.

LARGER FACILITIES.

We are prepared to make estimates from

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will drawings or models, _and guarantee fll‘flt'

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre- class WOl'k and (IGIIVGI‘IBB aOCOrding to con

cisely the extraordinary efiiciency furnished by the two cycle two tract

cylindor Elmore engine. . . _ .

Understand—the 1W0 cycle two cylinder Elmore engine: pm- special and dlfficult drop forg'ngs a spe

duces two Impulses every time the fly-wheel turns. cialty.

As you know. the two cylinder tour cycle furnishes only one

impulse every lourth time the fly-wheel turns. , f ' seiz- - v.In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting ' " "' '

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You'll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time in finding out all about this '

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical .

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached -' ea , t
its climax this season after five years of steady improvement. I -

THE ELMORE MFG. 00,1104 Amanda St.,Clyde,0.
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Glad to Get Back to Goodrich

Tires.

Mr. H. C. Baxter, of Walpole, N. H., in a letter of Sept. 12, 1905, writes as follows:

“I am glad to get back to the use of your tires, after having satisfied my desire to test a foreign m-ke, which I have

found did not give me an good service on our country roads as yours. which I have used for years, have given me. I shall

use your make in the future. At present I have a 24 h.p. Peerless, which I am using to make business trips between our

canneries in New Hampshire and Vermont."

Yours truly, H. C. BAXTER.

THE BAILEY “WON’T SLIP" TIRE. Regular Goodrich construction, but provided with the Bailey

“Won’t Slip Tread. Prevents slipping, slewing or skidding.

it I g Rims branded in the channel with this c0pyrlghted mark have been inspected and pronounced perfect. We guarantee our tires only on rims so

branded.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, - - Akron, Ohio

NEW YORK. 86-68 Roads 8!. BOSTON, 181 Columbus Ave.

and 1625 Broadway. DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St.

BUFFALO. 731 Main St. CLEVELAND, 420 Superior st.

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St. PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

CHICAGO. 141 Lake St. DENVER. 1444 Curtis St.

LONDON, E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

 
 

 

 

Diamond

SIDE WIIIE SIIIIII IIIIE i“,“,33“liil.i'l§
The rubber combines extraordinary durability and great resiliency, great toughness and elasticity.

The tires stay on.

They are made upon correct scientific principles. The rubber is practically impervious to wear.

The method of application is simple, safe, sure.

These tires are made in both endless and butt-end patterns.

Price lists with complete information pertaining to sizes for vehicles of different weights, channels,

etc... will go forward the same day your letter reaches us.

THE DIAI‘lOND RUBBER COI‘IPANY',

AKRON, orno.
BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—310 Woodward Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—MB Mission St.

PHILADELPHIAM No. Broad 8!. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER—322 Boston Bullrlinar.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CHICAGO—IOT—IOQ “RC St. MINNEAPOLIS—(Ill First Ave. 3.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. CLEVELAND—223 Huron St.
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ALLSIZESGARRIEDINSTOCK

MadefromSelf-HardenlmzSteel.
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MIR-C.E.Miller,

#946ReadeStr.,

NewYork.

DearSir:

IwishtowriteyouregardingtheBramptonchainswhichI

purchasedformyFranklincar.

No.1Ihaveusedallthetimeandhavegivenitaboutasharda

pullonitispossibleforachair.toreceive.Alloventhemountain

ofOrangeCounty,NewYork,andbetweenNewYork,Philadelphiaand

LakewooduntilIamtiredoftheroad.

ThelongchainontheFranklinisa.prettystiffpropositionand many,infact,mostofm'triendestatethattheirfirsttroubleon thatcaristhatchainbreaksandIhavemetpeoplewhohaveworked

forhourstogettheirchain1’1eronthe1'0"".butIhavenevermeta

HEIAO.Ll>lN|H_L

Bramptonintroubleandminesofarhasnot‘4Bcratchonit.

No.2isinthepaperinwhichyoursalesmanwrappeditforme,

andisrentinginthebottomofthecarwaitingforNo.ltobreaz.
lLypartner,Ir.Iilxr-arth,PresidentoftheL.1.AutomobileClub.

hasaBramptononhisWintonandhashadpracticallythesameresult

HegotmeinlinefortheBramptonandthereIstay.

asmyself.

Verytruiyyc-vrs,

/

OurNo.7CatalogInheldasabookofreferencebyautomobllletsandwlllbemulledonn-mwtl

CHARLESE.MILLER

13er“&KithBL.

MANUFACTURER,JOBBER
EXPORTERANDIMPORTER

llnmeOlfice,07,99.101ReadeSt,NewYorkCity.

 

BRANCHES:

ml"0N~BroadS!»202a204ColumbusAve..

PhlladelphlmPg.Boston.Mule.

405ErieSL.

NewYorkCleveland.Ohio
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Much of the satisfactiontresulting from the use of Timken Roller Bearings is

due to the simplicity of construction,—few parts and every part a special feature.

We think this explains why it is easy to sell so many of them and why owners

of machines demand them.

A good automobile is no stronger than its weakest part. Can you afford to

have anything but Timken bearings?

Positive adjustment. No loose parts. Perfect end thrust and you can take up

the wear.

All types front and rear axles, Lemoine or Elliott knuckles, direct and chain

drive rear axles, truck axles, wheels, channel rims.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.

Main Office and Works; CANTON. ONIO.

  

 

  

 

 

GARFORD

TOURING OAR
d ‘ PARTS

The great problem of the hour for the automobile manufacturer is to develop

the details of his engine. This study is so absorbing and important

that the duty of producing axles and other parts has

been left to other specialists.

a Our specialty is the manufacture of parts for the very highest class of cars-—

parts that are as good as life insurance. We make:

REAR AXLE, Independent Snail Drive. Ball or Plain Bearing, Weight Carried Entirely on Axle Tube

FRONT AXLE, l-Beam Section Nickel Steel Bed, Ball or Plain Bearing

CHANGE GEAR STEERING GEAR CLUTCH

DISTANCE ROD AND BRACKET PROPELLER SHAFT LEVERS FOR EMERGENCY-BRAKE AND CHANGE-GEAR

Parts of one size are suitable for cars weighing up to 2400 lbs. and of 30 H. I'.

Parts of the other size are suitable for cars weighing up to 2800 lbs. and of 50 H. I’.

Write for Circular No. l2.

THE CARFORD COMPANY. - ' - - Elyria, Ohio.

Sales Manatzer: Hayden Eamee, Cleveland, Ohio.

Ii]-

l

'|IIf

{III}II

‘
|
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:
No More Borrowing Cars

For the convenience and assistance of au

. , Q Q I

tomobile builders we have prepared corn- - I about 0 I er s permISSIonplete drawings of our 1906 model pressed ' I

steel frames and frame members, and other The "11! Leek vélve

parts, which will be mailed upon application. (2:: ihniwnktlsi: 31:63:21“;nfna

we are 9“?“56 to band Pressed Steel Eonvenienlt place in the gasolen:

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

 

A..._..L-~1

 
  

  

 

pipe and when locked and the keyand other parts in any quantity for early

consequently the engine cannot be

WC make a specialty of StQCl stamping: Of supply is entirely shut off—when shut

Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

withdrawn prevents the gasolene

delivcry‘ from flowing to the carburettor and

o started. The key cannot be taken

. from the lock until the gasolene

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake Hm" "I," Fm 0“ keep the key in your Pocket Im

drums’ ctc. posstble for anyone to steal your car.

. stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It is asmall device

. made entirely of brass and turned with a “ special key "—no two keys

AflOthC! specialty Of ours—~we make the are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

best stating whee] “In on th; market, and cannot be picked or opened without the “right” key. Three keys are

a large varicty of spiders {or application to furnished With each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor—cycle or launch to the most >

Send for our Steering Wheel circa“, powerful touring car. PriceI $5.00. Spoclal prlco to Supply

House: and Automoblle Manufacturers. Apply to your

A 0 supplyman or garage. If not found in stock, address

. .

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. E- HILL, Jr”

Norwalk Iron Works (10., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

any steering column.
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Artlllery Pressed Steel WheelTlIE STRONGEST AUTOMOBILE WHEEL MADE. ‘ % i

THE ONLY WHEEL I

that will always re
v ’ '

main absolutely true. //////////////;77 1» . ' 5f ‘ 'th t d t ' 2 19/517”. {anew ,

THE ONLY WHEEL . ' / ‘

that will withstand /

hard usage,even abuse.

- PARABOLENS
Tffifllililfififi HEADLIGHT

warp OI SWC", th¢f¢- throws most powerful beam of any lamp made, yetI
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

  

b h , burn! 1200'}: Simple, niedanld Sul’lii no beater‘la‘rppntiar;

I ' m - Debuilt. he meet your ea erwi saya ou e x

.Y e mlnatmg ' ' t beetis that it is " 'ustdis ggpjdgs a EOLARA'B—butwhy

I n the th ltln If an a get esecnn es.._

ting rims and other -, ° W1 mm back of every :‘oriAR lamp With‘ a

688 arantee to our—a warraniyt at eaves no room 0

- I annoyan . / 0n the bri'yer’s part. You can't buy better lamp:

'7 ' -whether oil or acetylene.

Write tor booklet—or ask your supply man.

We for Catalogue. , , BADGER BRASS MFG-120., /

Kenosha, Wis. I

e O' a War n Street.THE MIDCLEY MFG. co., Columbus, omo N" You " Ye

WWWWWWMWWWWWW
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Exceptional Opportunity to

Purchase a BARGAIN.

Several cars used for demonstrating purposes at our factory, branches and agencies,

are offered at alluring prices—if sold—quick. Choice of our different models is

given.

These cars are perfect in every respect, but cannot truthfully be called brand new

cars. Quick action on the part of an intending purchaser will result in a big

bargain, coupled with the lasting satisfaction for which the “ Haynes" is famous.

Write us at once.

Haynes Automobile Company,

Kokomo, ind. ,

Member A. L. A. I.

New York Chicago

  

 

 

Watch the representation of

MICHELIN TIRES

in the real

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

MICHELIN

builds tires for men who

 

 

know.

Race drivers ought to know something about tires.

Most of them use MICHELIN.

The world’s greatest races have all been won on

MICHELIN Tires.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

6 West 29th Street, New York

Telephone—4657 Madison E. l). WINANS, General Manager

BRANCHES.

Chicago, 1401 Michigan Boulevard. Rochester. 21~29 Plymouth Avenue. St. Paul. C. P. Joy Auto Co. Poughkeeprie. 14—!) Catherine Street.

Boston. 75! yhmm Street. Baltimore. 10% Morton Street. l'iminmui. 904 Broadway. Albany, 97~101 Ct- ral Annug

Philadelphia. 22 No. Broad Street. Minneapolis. 709 Bennepin Avenufl- Buffalo. :me Poul Sli'Bct. Newan, N. J.. 2 lsey street.

St. Louis. was biive Street. I'ittsburg. 6903 Centre Avenue.Wuehin ton. 1330 New York Ave.. N. W.x Ins-kin Stree Utica. 12-18 motto Street...
Aabu l’ul' , N. J. nln 5t. and Suwail Avenue.
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10 the motor Worm.

The comfortable Surrey, Type Two,

for those who ride at night

The long, wide body, with extra large tonneau, contributes greatly to

the ease and enjoyment of the evening drive or theatre party.

The canopy top, with swinging glass front and water-proof side and

back curtains that can be rolled down and fastened to the car, afiords

perfect protection to the occupants in cold or stormy weather.

Any speed desired from three to thirty miles per hour can be made

with sufficient power always at command for ascending ordinary grades,

with full load, on the high gear.

We are now demonstrating these cars for the benefit of prospective

buyers, and practical road tests will be made for those who call at any of

our branches.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha. Wis.

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE, New York Agency,

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA. 134 W. 38th St

RBPRBSBNTATIVBS IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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POPE’S LINES FOR I906

Two Sirikingly New Cars Included, One of

Them Amazing Value for the Price.

 

The Pope announcement for 1904‘», which

was made this week, uncovered two strik

ingly new models—a Pope-l-lartford with a

four-cylinder vertical motor of 2. -30 horse

power, listing at -.~2,500, and a Pope-Tribune

with a two-cylinder vertical engine, iit $900.

Both cars have double side entrance bodies.

and the Tribune, one of which is already on

exhibition at the New York branch, is by

long odds the biggest and most pretentious

car that has yet appeared at such a low

price.

The Pope-Hartfords of this year, the hori

zontal single cylinder at $750, and the two

cylinder horizontal, at $1,600, will be retained

in the line, as also will be the Pope-Tribune

single cylinder vertical runabou at $500.

The Pope-Tolixlo line will include one new

model, Type XII, of 35-40 horsepower, at

$3,500. It will be lighter, stronger, roomier

and more powerful than any oi! this year‘s

cars. The remainder of the line will be

made up as follows: 20-25 horsepower, double

side entrance, $2,800; 30-35 horsepower, front

entrance, $3,200; 35-40-h0rsepower, double

side entrance, $3,500; 50-60-horsepowcr,

double side entrance, $6.000. The $3,500 car

previously was of 30-35-horsepowci'.

 

Rambler Branch in ’Frlsco.

Hereafter Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. will

themselves handle the Pacific (Ions-t. They

have discontinued their agency arrangement

and are about to establish their own branch

in San Francisco, which will have charge of

the States of California, Oregon, Washing

ton, Nevada and Arizona. The branch will

be in charge of 1,. 11. Bill, of L. H. & B. 1.

Bill, The firm will be continued as before,

and will remain distributors of Kokomo tires,

Solar himps and Vecdcr udouieters.

Supply Concern is in Straits.

William Ewig, the Hell Ball Joint Welding

('0.. and the Western Malleabie and (lroy

iron Mfg. 0).. all of Milwaukee, Wis" have

filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy

 

New York, U. S. A.. Thursday, October 5. [905.

against the Western Auto Supply (10., also

of Milwaukee. The amount of the claims filed

by the petitioners is $559 75. No receiver has

been appointed. The Western Auto Supply

Co. is located at 285 Virginia street. The

petition recites that the company admitted in

writing on September 23, 1903, that it was

nimble to pay its debts.

 

Royal to Get Scldcn License.

The Royal Motor Car 00., CleVeland, is

about to enter the Selden fold, that is, the

Association of Licensed automobile Manu

facturcrs. All the preliminaries have been

arranged, and only signatures and payment

(if-tile iniiiatlon i'ee remain to complete the

it is understood that provision

has been made whereby unlicensed dealers

who have closed Royal contracts for 1906 will

be protected. ' ‘

Btports Top Two Million lsrk.

With the eight months ending with August

last export returns have topped the two

mlllion mark, or an increase of fully 100 per

cent since 1903. The total for the period in

question in the latter year was $1,049,311;

for 1904, $1,322,499, and for the present year.

$2,041,134. For the month of August alone

the difference is not so great, being $168,303.

and $260,853 for 1904 and 1905, respectively.

Massachusetts Dealer's Fatal Accldrnt

W. E. Tanner, of W. E. Tanner & 00.,

New Bedford, Mass, was killed near Syra

cuse, N. Y., on Friday night last, while

returning from a'vlsit to the Thomas factory.

He failed to see a double turn in the road.

with the result that his car upset and he was

thrown against a big rock and his skull

, crushed.

White to Open in Philadelphia.

The White Sewing Machine Co. is prepar

ing to establish a branch in Philadelphia.

under the management of E. C. Johnson. As

he has been for some time connected with

the Quaker City Automobile 00., the former

agents for the White, Johnson will not be a

stranger to his surroundings.

negotiations.

 

 

 

 

Jess Draper, formerly or Peterson & Dra

per, Chicago, and one of the best known men

in the trade, has become sales lllllllllgflr or

the Wayne Automobile Company, Detroit.

RADICAL SHOW REFORMS

A. L. A M. Eliminates Some Eye Sores and

Nuisanus—Tradchickctt Also Abolishcd,

 

There will be no horn tooting, no souvenirs

and no “Price, $1,000" or “Sold to Mr. Tier

pont Vanastorbilt" tags at thin-“Sixth Na

tional Automobile Show at Madison Square

Garden," which, by the way, is the manner

in which the Association of Licensed Autu

mobile Manufacturers dcsignate their show

in the first piece of their printed matter that

has seen the light. ,

These rather radical decisions are laid

down in the rules and regulations that- will

govern the exhibition which wei'c issued this

week. They are not, however, the only de

partures from established customs that will

prevail. The abolishrnent of “trade tickets"

and coupon admission booksjtli'e shortening

of the hours oi.‘ free morning iiiiiiiission to

dealers and requiring that they shall first ob

tain a special card, good for one morning.

only. are all in the nature of ne‘VIanvi-‘S that

are as of prime interest as are thmw relating

to horns and souvenirs. '

The language of the altered regulations

that have been promulgated is as follows:

“No exhibitor shall‘assign, suhlct- or appor

tion the whole or any part of the spaces!

lotted to hlin, nor exhibit therein any other

goods than those of his can manufacture or

that he sells ll],,ul8,,h9glliilr“mllll‘80 of busi

uess.

“No decorations, furniture or drapery will

be permitted in any exhibition space, cXi-ept

such as is provided by the show committee.

"No counters, fixtures or other structure

will be permitted in any‘i-xiiibit unless it

shall be sanctioned by the show committee

in accordance with the general scheme of

decoration and use of space. _ ~

"The Garden will be open from 11 a. m. to

ii p. in. to the general publicl”

"All coverings of exhibits iiiiist_l)e removed

by 10 o'clock a. in. each uni-1‘“

“Badges will he proviilcii by the manner

mcnt for each exhibitor and a reasouiibli

iiuuibci' of ciiiploycs necessary for the proper

conduct of the busiiicsa connected with ilu

cxhibit, which will admit tbciii to the Garden



72 the, motor worn.

building at all times during the week of ex

hibition. These badges will be furnished or

written application to the show committee,

giving in detail names and duties of the

persons for whom application is made. Each

badge will be numbered and registered, and

in case of loss a new badge will be issued

only on payment of $5.

"In case of transfer of badge, the same will

be taken up and considered forfeited.

"The price of admission tickets will be 50

cents each; no trade or other under-price

tickets will be sold to any one. nor will any

coupon admission books be issued.

"Before 11 a. m. the ball will be open only

for exhibitors, employcs and dealers. Special

cards of admission, however, will be issued

to dealers. in automobiles, tires and acces

sories on application for same at the public

bureau of information in main lobby (good

for one day only! for admission before 11

a. m. oniy.

"All horns exhibited, whether as the equip

ment of an automobile or as an accessory,

must have the reeds removed therefrom.

.“No advertisements, cards or signs of any

character, other than those otficially provided

by the show committee, will be permitted in

any exhibit. No ‘prlce' or ‘sold‘ card can

be displayed on any automobile or other arti

cle exhibited.

“No advertising .or printed matter, which,

in the opinion-of the show committee, is un

dignified or otherwise objectionable, shall be

distributed.

"The distribution of souvenirs of any kind

by exhibitors is prohibited." '

 

Big Detii'a'nrl For Tops.

The demand for tops was one of the re

markable developments of the last season

which promises to be exceeded only by the

call for them for 1906 use. Practically all

of the top manufacturers report a rushing

state of affairs, the London Auto Supply 00.,

of Chicago, stating that the early orders for

their styles have attained such surprising

proportions- that it appears not wholly im

possible that despite their facilities a “wall;

lng list" may have to be established.

 

Hinton Admits flill Oiler.

v One of the earliest of the 1906 surprises to

he uncovered is the adoption of the Hill pre

cision oiler by the Winton Motor Carriage

00. It is a big feather in the cap of the

Steel Ball 00., of Chicago, who market the

Hill device, as it signifies that for it the

“'i'nt'o'n people have discarded and swept

aside the results of all of their expensive ex

geritncnts with iiib'rlcatlon systems, which

are extended over a long period of years.

 

Blriiii have up a Peg.

Claire E. Barnes has been eleciel secre

tary of the Detroit Steel Products 00., of

which he previously was sales manager. He.

will, however, continue to fill the latter po

sition.

The Wuk's Incorporation.

Klttery, Lie—Atwood Mfg. 00., under

Maine laws. with $40.00" capital; to manu

facture lamps. President and treasurer, i“.

Q. Atwood. '

Quincy. Mass—The Griswold Mfg. 00., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $230)!) capital;

to deal in automobiles. President and treas

urer, Robert G. Griswold.

New York City. N. Y.—\Villiam Itoehe Dry

Battery (‘0., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital. Corporators—E: A. Lowe,

Conrad Milliken and F. W. Conger.

Two Rivers. \Vis.—\\‘isconsin Automobile

Supply 00., under Wisconsin laws. with

5,000 capital. Corporators—.~\. M. Farrell.

Joseph Koenig and W. S. Bremer.

Passaic. N. J.—Grcene Motor. Car C0.. 1m

der New Jersey laws, with $100,000 capital:

20,000 paid in. (‘orporators—Raymond A.

Greene, Edward A. Greene and William L.

Clark. - '

Los Angeles, Cal.—'l‘he Golden State Motor

Car 00., under California laws, with $500,000

capital. Corporators—J. Hanerwaas, 0. F.

A. Last, J. Singer, R. M. G. Phillips and F.

M. Townsend. .

St. Joseph, Mo.—St.. Joseph Automobile

00., under Missouri laws. with $2,000 capital,

all paid in. Corporators—W. P. Fulkerson,

E. A. King, E. P. Snowdcn. B. J. McGuire

and F. F. Fulkerson. .'

Schenectady, N. Y.-—American Locomotive

Automobile 00., under New York laws, with

$300,000 capital; to manufacture automobiles.

Corporators—W. A. Parker, G. H. Montague

and G. H. Tower. ‘ ,

New York City, N. Y.—Bcncdict, Mfg. 00..

under New York laws, with $00,000 capital;

to make gasoiene engines. (,‘orporntors—

Paul C. Benedict, Maud E. Benedict and

Mary J. Benedict.

Augusta. “Me—(leafless Transmission 00..

under Maine laws, with. $300,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles. Cor

porators and officers—President and treas

urer, Q. L. Fairbanks.

Boston. Mass~Mills-Kennedy .C0., undcr

Massachusetts laws, with $25.1“! capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators and oth

cers—President, Edward 1’. Kennedy; treas

urer, A. Ernest Mills.

Knoxville, Team—The Scarborough 00..

under Tennessee laws, with $20,000 capital;

to sell automobiles, supplies, etc. Corpora

tors—W. \V. Scarborough, Charles E. Shultz,

0. W. Henderson and Cowan Rodgers.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Buffalo Automobile Body &

Trimming 00., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital; to make automobile bodies,

seats, etc. Corporators—Louis C. Beesing,

John A. Heslop and William 1“. Bet-sing.

Seattle. Wash—The Puget Sound Auto Co,

'undcr Washington laws, with $fli,000 capital.

‘.orporators—'l‘. F. Ryan, George B. Kittenger,

Williatn Gottstcin, G. H. Bartel], Ferdinand

Schmitz. George Z. liantz, A. W. 'and \V.

H. Heinzerling.

New York City, N. Y.—The Hudson Auto

mobile 00., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in automo

biles. (.‘orporators—Ferdinand Schusslcr,

Harold A. Wright, Estelle Schussler and

Moses G. \Vright.

()swcgo. N. Y.—Barnes Gear 00., under

New York laws, with $50,000 capital; to

nmnut'acture steering gears and appliauCes

for automobiles. Corporators: Charles 0.

Barnes, Marcia Q. Barnes, Thomas Moore.

Charles A. Bentley and Fred. V. Murdock.

 

Roche Becomes a Corporation.

William Roche. the veteran dry battery

manufacturer, has converted his business

into a stock company, which was last week

incorporated under New York laws as the

“'illiam Roche Dry Battery (‘0., capital $25,

000. Mr. Roche is the president of the new

corporation. 0. Laton Ford, formerly first

vicepresident (‘eladon Rooting Tile (‘0., New

York. is treasurer; Ernest A. Lowe, presi

dent the I.owe Electric 00., is vice-president,

and William C. Hubbard, for a number of

years with the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg

00., is secretary. The business will be con

tinued at the old address, Nos. 52 and 54

Park Place, New York.

 

Imports Show Big Increase.

According to the figures of the Appraiser

for the Port of New York, 110 automobiles

were imported into this country during last

month, as compared with only 72 in Septem

ber. 1904. The total importation for the nine

months ended with September was 772 cars,

as against 435 during the corresponding

period of last year.

 

Baldwin Experimenting with Motors.

Experiments are now being carried for

ward with gasolcne engines in the oldest

home of the steam engine in this country

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. They are.

being made with the purpose of designing

cars for Western railroads similar to those

now in use by the Union Pacific.

 

Tire Cover: in All Colors.

The Gilbert Mtg. (70., New Haven. Conn..

who were among the very first to maxkct

dust. sun ami waterproof tire covers, have

made a move that will still further enhance

the Sillt‘tlllllliy of their product. They are

now making the covers in colors to matc'i

the finish of practically any car.

 

To Remove the Springfield Plant.

Columbus (Ohio) capitalists have purchased

the title, goodwill and business of the Spring

field Automobilc 00.. Springfield, Ohio, and

will move the equipment to the former city.

C. C. Bramwcll will remain with the com

‘ [may in the capacity of superintendent.

 

Hathaway gets Lowe's Place.

Josiah Hathaway has succeeded to man

agement of the White Sewing Machine Com~

pauy's branch in Boston, mat‘e vacant by the

resignation of the veteran George E. Lowe.
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HERE'S A NICE LITTLE LEAGUE

5"“ ca"- R¢pairs Tires. Gives Advice wand,

Docs Every Other Old Thing for “ 25 mice"

 

Quite the roomicst' thing that has come to

life in New York during recent months recent

ly established its “main office" on Thirty

third street. It styles itself the Auto Pro

tective League—“auto,” by the way, signi

fies “self“—and it is so roomy that if it does

one-half of what its printed matter says it

will do, or can do, most of the legitimate and

illegitimate dealers in America und'ai of

the automobile associations may as well put .

up their shutters.

Although the league, which holds a New

York charter, says “the corporation has estab

lished many stations in many parts of the

country," only the address of its “ina'in'of:

flee" is given. This “main office" Comprises

two rooms in a dwelling house, and the

“headquarters stafl’" at the tilne of the Motor

World man’s visit was composed of one man

and a boy. Despite the fact, the “league” is

well departmentlzed. Here are some of

them: ’ '

“Discount department," “garage depart— -

ment," “help department," “legal depart

ment," “license department," “transportation

department," “insurance department," “tour

ing department,” “renting department," “au

diting department,” “sales department."

‘ “novelty department," “tire repair depart—

ment," “technical department," “foreign de

partment" and “publishing department." >

For a modest $25 per year any one may

obtain a “certificate” entitling him to the

services of any or all of these departments.

There was nothing to indicate of which par

ticular departments the man or the boy has

charge. But the “technical department," for

instance, will “examine cars, free of charge.

and give mechanical advice." while the “tire

repair department" has “made special ar

rangements for the repairing of tires by a

new and economical vulcanizing system."

The “sales department” will “sail and dis

pose of member's cars without charge," and

the "publishing department" will supply any

of the automobile papers at out rates—exact

ly how it is to be done is not stated. The

Motor World, for one, has no arrangement

with the “league.”

Ambitious as are these plans, they do not

tell the whole story of the aims of the

“league.” The man at the “main office" lot

full that “when they have their clubhouse

they will probably have a permanent inter

national exhibition of all the prominent

makes of accessories."

So far as is ascertainable. the “league” con"

sists of R. E. Jarrige, president, and Stephan

Kjeidsen, secretary and treasurer. Mr. Jar

rige has figured in the‘incorporatlon of sev

eral other automobile ventures. Mr. Kjeldsen

|figured in the newspapers only last week to?

being arrested twice in the same day for al

'11-~ ' ' -

!

ieged scorching. His "league‘s" "legal de

‘ partmeiit," (which 21"extends revisonable pro

tection. aid. assistance and advice," was evi

deuttiy not it) full working order at the time.

as‘xon‘ theflhrst occasion he was compelled to

deposit his watch as bail and for the second

alleged offence '90 leave the car itself as

security. ,r'.\ ‘

in as Retail World.

J. W. Wilcox has embarked in business at

No. 116 East Ninth street, Los Angeles, Cal.

He will handle the Maxwell cars.

IfrederickPZoll :has purchased a ,half inter

est in_‘the‘"automobile business of Homer

‘ Kelley, 'Findlay, Ohio, and will take an active

part, in looking after the‘atfairs of the firm.

TheButier Motor Car C0., of Boston, Mass.

has taken the agency for Eastern Massa

chusetts for the line of commercial vehicles

made by the Rapid Motor Vehicle Co. Pon

~ tiac, Mich. * . ..

._.-._ , ,. .1,

The Palace Automobile Gar: ge'has opened

for business at Seventh avenue and One

hundred-and-twenty-fourth street, New York.

The building is' 6! two “stores 'and basement,

50 by 100 feet.

The Big Thunder Mtg. 00., of Beividere,

lll., , whq manufacture

fittings and other specialties, are installing a_

department for the care and repair of auto

-mobiies. They. will also carxys .line of ac-.

cessories.

The Frayer-Milior Motor Car 00. is the.

title of}; distributing _agency_ for that car

which has just been established in New York

in charge of H. H.. Knepper; it will take care

of the States ofNew York, New Jersey and

Connecticut.

Glens Falls, N. Y., will now have an auto

mobile garage, Miller-"Bros, the Monumental

Square dealers, having decided to build one

on the land they have leased at No. 16 Maple

street. It will be a fireproof building, one

story high, 50x50 feet.

Herbert Austin has purchased the business

of L. J. \Vyckoff, at 484 Broad street, New

ark. N. J., and will open a garage. AssocL

ated with him will be Charles Krebs. Both

Austin and Krebs have been in the bicycle

business a number of years.

The DecauviileHAutomobile Co, New York,

which heretofore has devoted itself to im

ported cars, has‘fouud it expedient to take

on an American line. Accordingly it has so

cured the agcncy-for the Franklin in Greater

New. York,>Long Island and Fairficld Coun~

ty,C-onn. I. “I ‘ V

The_Vau Dosinjfotor Car (30., of Birming

ham. Ala, which has illkt a over the business

of tile.S\Zhite-Bhikeslce Co.,.l~‘irst avenue and

'l‘wentietli' street, will erect a garage on

Fourth ii'ventie,’ rbetween Twentieth and

Twentyifirs'i'iI cit-ooh! Its dimensions will be

100x50 feet and its cost $10,000. ~

.v I _, W'- .

George H. Cox, formerly; tii‘ the Pope

mg. 06., has named" with'T omas B. :Ier

tery & CO. He will cover the Central West.

sewing _ machine

I the exhibitors.
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WILL sucr cam/mos "MELON"

N. A. A. a. Votes to Share Profit With Exhibit

ors and Stiflcs Endurance Run Rumors.

 

 

All those exhibitors at the (‘hicago show of

. cbruary next who have exhibith at at

least one previous N. A. A. M. show will

have returned to them a pro rata share of

the net profits of the function.

The Motor World's urging that some such

distribution of the “melon” was desirable. in

view of the fact that both of the New York

shows are to be conductedon the profit shar

ing plan, and particularly as the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers bad

no use for its share of the proceeds, bore

fruit at the meeting of (the. executhe com

mittee of that organization in New York yes

terday. George W. Bennett, of T. B. Jeffery

& 00., took the initiative in the matter by

introducing the following resolution:

“Be it resolved, That as soon after as» pos

sible in the forthcoming Chicago show the

association shall rebate to all those exhibi

tors who hhail have exhibited at a previous

show held under the auspices of the N. A.

_A. M. one-half of the net profits of the asso—

ciation of the February, 1006. show. Such

rebates shall be pro rata t0 the'space occu

pied and the amount paid~fiir‘tt."

-.-.The resolution was proihiitiy seconded by

Charles Clifton, of Georgi-'N. Pierce (30., and

was carried without opposition. It means

that a substantial sum will be__r,eturned to

Last year the net profits of

the Chicago show approximated $30,000, of

which the manager received one-thirdvsand

the N. A. A. M. the remainder. It is the

N. A. A. M.’s share that will be distributed

among the exhibitors.

At yesterday‘s meeting it also was formally

decided that there will be no endurance cou

tcst this year, which disposes of rumors of

an event to occur in November.

The New York School of Automobile Engl

necrs asked for the loan of parts for use in

instructing its pupils, but no action was

taken on the application.

Mr.‘ ('iifton reported that he appeared be

fore the Freight Classification Committee and

asked for .more favorable rates on automo

biles.

Oil on GangrSidewalk Leads to Law.

The Palace Automobile Station, Hartford.

(loan., has been made the defendant in a

rather unusual suit. A dressmaker in pass

ing the station slipped and fell, sustaining a

fractured knee-pan. She charges that her

fall was due to slipperincss of the sidewalk.

caused by oil drippings, and believes that

$1,000 will be about the proper balm for her

wounds.

Garden Ends his Long Exile.

R. D. Garden, than whom few men in the

retail world-are- better known, is coming

back to sew Yerk. He has resigned tin.

niana'gcment of the Quaker City Automobile

C0,, Philadelphia, to become manager of the

Harrolds Motor (‘ur (70., which latter concern

will hereafter devote itself exclusively to

the Pierce lice in New York.
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CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE ECO.

  

 

 

The Constructive Principle" Tires 'liivolves

  

  

~» “somethan...»
{- ... So PositivelyAccident=PmOf

that it should readily appeal to-any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied'to a flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone we'lge,‘vvith the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim Incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintainance to an Economic Basis.
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l-flERE’S ANOTHER HOT 0N]:
~ - [mm a Western Dealer-whaior obvious reason-si'wishcs his name withheld.

 

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen:-- . . .

We have noted with interest your fable on "Tale of TWisted

Prices" in the current issue of Motor Age. We were in a position

to see the point without the_use_of a microscope. In fact, we

got stung a little ourselves; but that was a trivial matter in our

estimation as compared with the effect on some of our good custom

ers. Now, we do not feel that it will be a good thing for us to

walk up to the stinger again, and we are seriously considering the

‘“""" advisability of making some other line our leader for 1906, and

'” "‘”" the particular object we have in writing this letter is to inquire

.flmnu; whether you would, under any.circumstances, consider a pro;

" -¥ position to cut out a certain amount of territory now handled out

of ---- -- and ---- -- and make a direct contract at this place.

The above dealer is a good one and has lold a large number of care, has taken good care of his trade, maintained the

prices which the maker had fixed fit» him. but, with what result 3 Can any honest dealer square himself With hi8 Hide when

placed in a like position? We doubt it. Cadillac dealers can face everyone of the 3.700 owners of 1905 single cylinder Cadillacs

and honestly sayz—“The Cadillac price! were right at the beginning, they are right now and will be next year." '

. ~ .191;

Detroit, Mich.

Member: at We” 0‘ Hoe-cad Autnmnhllo Manufacturera
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Manipulation of the Clutch.

In the handling of a motor car, aside from

the function of steering, which at all times

is in the hands of the gods, the most sensi

tive and delicate skill is required in the ma

nipulation of the friction clutch. Whether

it be of the common variety of leather faced

cone or of the newer type of multiple disk.

there is in its use a demand for a nlcety“ of

skill and tr precision which alone may well

be tukcn us a measure of a driver's ability.

Among the abuses of the friction clutch.

the most common is that of engaging it too

suddenly, and if is one to which all drivers

are liable at one time or another. Its direct

effect, supposing that there is no mechrrnicai

provision to insure gradual engagement be

tween the working surfaces, is that of strik

ing a heavy blow which penetrates to every

portion of the machine, racking it as can

  

and information of our of-.,.

nothing else, and straining it as can no other“

action, not even excepting the effect of run-7

hing into a stone wall.

I “'hen the clutch is let in too quickly one

of two things usually happens, either the en-’

gliie stalls at once and without a whimper.

or else somethingdb'reaks; some-times very

many things break.» It may be argued that

when under such circumstances any part or

parts fall, it is ‘the fault of the designer, since

no matter what occurs thefe cannot originu c

more than ’a certain amount of force in the

engine, a. .force which is known to the de

signer, ‘if not‘to"the public—namely, the max

imum-power or the ,engi'ne.. But the de

signer is not of necessity at fault in such a

case, since the force is applied so suddenly

that it partnke's of the nature of an abrupt

shock, and hence parts which are amply

strollg._Ill_ withstanding a steady pull of the

maximum amount may yield tolmpuct.

in the case of touring cars, it usually hap

Ipcns that when the clutch is let in suddenly

the motor stalls without doing any injury to

ltsclf or to any of the mechanism, but in thc

case of ll racing machine, in which the factor

of safety has” been effaced from the calculat

ing sheet and all parts are lined down to the

limit of essential strength, the effect is quite

up! to bemore destructiveur

Whein the driver of a’po'werful car which

had been-picked to finish in the recent

clirninsting‘it‘f'ials on Iiongrlisinnd attempted

to start by letting in. hls_£lutch too fiercely

he was but following an illustrious prece

dent, ri'nrl‘his accident was one' the like of

whichluis marred nearly, eyery competition

in tbs? history of *the sport in which high

powered cars have participated. The Be

nri'tiu niiiehiiie, of which so much had been

expected in the Bennett race this year, was

similarly "tuition? 'of the fiinnlng of the

Ardennes Circuit, and numerous other ex

nmples of a similar nature have occurred.

Whether in that particular case the driver

made an error in judgment in attempting to

start too quickly and to accelerate at a rate

which :was beyond the capacity of the mu

chlnc, or whether the car itself was struct

trrully wcttk, matters little; the result rc

muin's unchanged. The accident in itself,

however, may well be uscd as a lcsson to all

drivers, and from it may be drawn to moral

worth hiking to heart—namely, that the ac

celeration of a moving body require. time.

and that the force required to accelerate is

in dircct proportion to the time, and, con

vcrsciy, that to attempt to force matters in

vo'lvcsithc penalty set forth in the oft provcn

uddagc,. "Haste makes waste.”

:.

. . .

Roads than; Commercial Vehicle.

Despite the great flow of the good roads en

thusiasm and the innuense amount of mis

sionary work which is being done at the

present time through the press and by actual

4‘ 75

canvass from house to house, dne' might al

most say, the fact remains that this country

is not now equipped with a rightful measure

of passable highways, and that it is t

likely to become so equipped to any greattent within the space of many years.

The growth of the motor our movement,

wholly apart from this fact, though corelatbd

with it basically, comes on space, and is

rapidly assuming gigantic proportions, and

the most pertinent question of the dsyéln

this connection is, How can the automobile

movement continue its progress, particularity

in its commercial branch, while iramperetl'fus

it is by the thousands of miles of poor dint

mediocre roads over which :1" traffic exnftpt

that which is distinctly urhnn must pass'ntfit

is a question that not all of those vitally (ill

cerned have put squarely to themselves.

From the standpoint of its present state'of

dcvelopmcnt. and taking into consideration

thtI rate at which the motor truck and the

motor ’bus are coming into prominence, i't~ is

evident that before many years the limif'of

its applicability will have bccn reached, in

less some system can pdfltlifirgoped‘ whereby

it will be possible for \{ingiitsniiru'rylng heKvy

loads to get from one town to another with

out serious loss of 'ruiibffim without any

possible danger of delay ore-account of mis—

ilup due to adverse highwfay conditions.

By this is meant, not that within'a few

years, other things belng.ei1uai, on heavy

motor- vehicles will have heefialisposed'of in

the urban communities which are ever to be

so placed, nor that the market will have been

clogged within so short a time, but simply

that the greater proportion of possible buy

-cl‘s will have been supplied. and that on that

account the market will have ceased to in

crease at its former uncertain rate, and will

have scttlcd down into a sort of rut,_ the bulk

of the industry being devoted to the main

tcnunce of existing types of vehicle and to

supplying those buyers who are increasing

their rolling stock. That is to say, the num

ber of new buyers will in time ccnse'to m

r-rcnsc, and will after a further time com

rrrcnce to diminish, without the industry suf

fcr'ing any material loss—u phenomenon

which is to-dny being exhibited in the tour

ing car market. After that tlrne'thc incl-cased

use of motor vehicles for heavy duty, and for

light pleasure duty us well, will be more

rational, and will follow directly along the

litres of the achlcvcmcnts of thoch which are

ulrcndy in service.

When that time shall have come, ’nhd postd

lug the millennium of good roads. there will

he nu eddy in tho current of progress, unless
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it bqewfouud possible to circumvent the dith

culty _of getting from centre to_ centre by ma

('lllilé$._.,,At _present,o_ver the greater portion

of the countryfrelght which is to be trans

ported adistance upward of one hundred to

one hundred and fifty miles is given over to

the tender mercies of the railroads. It is safe

to that ,never will they be supplanted

where, greater distances are involved. But

when it becomes possiblev to transport mer

chandise by motor car in comparatively small

amounts. carrying it with dispatch and surety

over-distances within that ,limit, and when

this_haulage can be performed at a cost less

than that charged by the railroad corpora.

tions, then will the motor car come into its

own.,

In the mean time practical usage is demon

strating beyond a doubt in every city in the

land that the motor vehicle i adapted to all

.It is be

ing embraced with increasing enthusiasm by

of man’s uses for transportation.

nearly all who have the enterprise to give it

a trial, and still it is practically confined to

town' and suburban uses. ‘What is to be done

pending the 'development of the highway? is

the great quesdbn',‘ahd What is to be the ef

fect of the heavy motor vehicle on the exist

ing roads which are called "good," according

to the present standards of judgment? For

there be those who say that even the best of

roads cannot withstand the tremendous loads

'which are destined to come with the develop

ment of mechanical traction. The assertion in

itself is, however, but a shift at a science

which dates back to the time of Caesar, and

is unworthy of consideration. A good road,

rightly made, will carry any load which is

likely to be put upon wheels, at least until

times have changed greatly.

It has been suggested that all roads which

are likely to be subjected to heavy tratiic of

the sort referred to be equipped with steel

wheelways of the nature of flat rails with

ridges at the sides to prevent the wheels

from running off, and that the cost of laying

them would soon be returned in benefits do

rived-from the system. Another suggestion

is that, instead of steel, cement ways, or

rails. be used, the great durability and low

cost of. the latter material arguing well for

its utility in this connection. And in this

comm-tie]! also has come a proposition to

construct such roads under regular railway

franachises, the. term "rail" not being defined

by law in such a manner as to preclude the

possibilitymf forcing a right of way over

property not willingly ceded for the purpose,

and beacontrol and concede the right of use

:v; t
'1. r ' v

< .

according to a‘"systeth' analogous to that of

the toll road. .

At the present time a movement is on- foot

to organize a corporation with this in view.

the proposal being to construct a broad road

way with a pair of concrete rails or depres

' sions on either side for the use of heavy ve

hicles, and to include between them a strip

of smooth concrete pavement which shall be

for the use of the lighter tratilc.

t0 the scheme, the company owning and con

According

trolling the right of‘way Would also own and

operate a line ot.freigbt and pascsnger ve

hicles over it, letting out the privilege of use

to other parties according to a fixed schedule

Notwithstanding the fact that the toll road

pure and simple is a relic of barbarism, and

that its existence to-day is a disgrace to those

parts where it still is to be found, there is lit

tle room for doubt that a roadway construct

ed for a specific purpose in the manner sug

gested, wholly apart from the regular high

ways of the community and exclusive of the

xvays used for’ purposes of animal traction.

might prove of great advantage to all users

of mechanically propelled vehicles, as well

as a sourceof considerable revenue' to the

promoters. And that it might serve the end

of aiding in the development of the commcr~

cial motor car, not by way of a finality, but

rather as a means of tiding over the period

' which must elapse before the common high

way will be adapted to the needs and uses

of all, seems a rational conclusion.

Rules of the Wrong Sort.

\Vhy is it that the automobile enthusiast.

the man who has the best interest of the car

and its owner as well as its builder at heart,

who, on the whole is a most conservative in

dividual brimful of common sense under

ordinary circumstances, becomes little short

of idiotic when entrusted withqthe formulat<

ing of rules for a contest? It is a query, that

must remain unanswered. but the. fact re.

malns, nevertheless. ,The latest event to

suffer at the handset such temporary ir

responsibles is the Tourists’ Tr0phy, an in

ternational event organized'in England in

token of British depreciation of'roadtacing

and primarily ton the‘heuefit. of the. public.

and the maker. ,Lt, was expresslystipulated

that every entrant should be autouring car

pure and simple, but- .the ,very- precautions

taken to prevent the—runaai-ag of racing

freaks were. prodm-Xlwmfrwhat' was sought

to be guarded againsti p. -,~

The regulation-limitinglithe‘fnel: supply to

one gallon for every twenty'five miles was

sound, but that limiting the we‘ght proved

to be.far from it: The fact that the car capa

ble of propelling the greatest weight over

that distance on a single gallon of fuel would

be making an unusually favorable showing

was seemingly never considered. The ab

surdity ofspme of the eXpedicnts resorted to

may beapalized from the following excerpts _

from an account of the start: “Thus there

was Frederick Coleman, who had practically

ruined two White steam cars to get them

down to weight in a competition he could

not hope to win, because it was common

knowledge that the allowance. was insuttl‘

cicnt for a steam car. A 1906 . model

(‘lement came up to the line with a frame

drilled to the semblance of a sieve. The 18

horsepower Siddcly, now fitted with racing

wheels, shod with tires that put the 0b

scrver in mind of cycling. Two competitors?

appcaned,.each at-tlle wheel of a--Thornycrof t.

with a papier mache bonnet and pedals that

had been peeled till they looked like mere

pimples. A cardboard covered Dixi," is the

description accorded the latter competitorf

(‘omment upon the idiocy of compelling th'c

entrants to resort to such expedients in a

contest held primarily for the purpose of en

listing public “confidence in the capabilities

of the “stock touring car" the quotations are

ours, would be supernuous.

The recent contest ms the ilerkomer

trophy held in Germany aifords another in

stance of the abortiveness of such perform

ances when common sense rules are not ad

hered to. The prime was to be awarded to

the "best touring car," plainly an arbitrary

classification extremely (litiicult to make an i

apt to differ in the case of each individual

owner. in order to comply with this condi

tion it was necessary to award the prize to

the most luxuriously titted car that attainei

a perfect score in OtlIPl‘ respects, a result that

means about as much to the average man

wishingto buy a car as does that of the

shorn and cardboard covered entrants in the

English affair. ‘

gratulate themselves on having such a coin-__

American makers may con

mon sense event as the Glidden Tour in

which to participate.

 

Evidently the American Automobile Asso

ciation is “waiting for something to happen"

before prohibiting the appearance of women

After one of them has

been killed or maimed, the resulting public

in speed contests.

outcry probably will awaken the organization

a to a sense of duty.
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GERMANY DRAWS No. i

Gets Choice of Starts in Cup Race—Nearly

All Contestants Now on the Course—Two

oi Them Arc “Pinched” and

Chevrolet Wrecks liis Car.

Camille .ieuatzy. one of the German team.

will be the first driver to have the word "Gol"

shrieked into his ear on the morning of the

Vanderbilt race. This was decided at the

drawing for positions to determine the order

0! starting in the Vanderbilt Cup race on

October 14, which took place at the rooms of

the Automobile Club of America, New York

City, Monday night, 2d inst. The order will

be Germany, France, America and Italy.

Naturally, this important detail attracted a

large and representative attendance of men

interested in the trade and directly and indi

rectly interested in the race.

The allotment of team places was decided

by a double drawing, the representatives hav

ing the first honor. Itobert GraVes, repre

senting the German team, drew first and got

.\'o. 1. Next Baron Adrian de 'I‘urckheim

pulled out .\‘o. 2 for the French team; E. It.

“oilender, for Italy, drew No. 4, and last A.

l.. Itiker drew No. 3, for America. In the

second drawing, by which it was determined

in what order the teams should start, Robert

Graves again drew No. 1 and De TurckheiJn

secured No. 2, Mr. Rikcr drew No. 3 and Mr.

Hollender the last. It was left to the teams

themselves to deci.lc in which order the cars

would start, and after some little consulta

tion it was announced that .leuatzy, the only

real German on the. team, would start first;

Duray, for the French tcam, followed by

Dingley for America and then Lancia of the

Italians. The full table of the positions in

which the cars will be sent off on the morn

ing of the 14th is given below.

At the meeting it was given out that Baron

de Caters, who entered a Mercedes as one at

the German five, had cabled his withdrawal.

S. B. Stevens, of Rome, N. Y., who holds a

membership in the German club and owns a

tit) horsepower Mercedes, offered to take De

Cater's place on the German team, and he

was accepted by the commission. Campbell

will drive the car.

One of the F. l. A. T. cars entered for the

Italian team was put out of the race early

Monday morning by Louis Chevrolet, its

driver. The accident happened at 7 o’clock

in the morning on the road between Lakevillc

and Hyde Park, about a quarter of a mile

south of the Vanderbilt estate at Lake Suc

cess. Chevrolet was gi\lng his car an early

morning try-out over the course. A heavy

mist hung over the road, making it impos

sible to see any great distance. Chevrolet

was going at hiin speed, and where the road

bears to the right failed to keep his car in

the road and crashed into a telegraph pole.

He was thrown out uninjured, but his me

 
THE ORDER OF S'l‘AR'IlNG

 

Start. Driver. Car.‘

1. Camille Jcnatzy . . . . . . . . Mercedes

2. G. Duray . . . . . . . . . . . . .. De Dietrich

3. Bart Ilingley . . . . . . . . . . . Pope-Toledo

4. \‘incenZo Lam-la . . . . . . . . I“. I. A. T.

' 5. John B. “'erden . . . . . . .. Mercedes

ti. Louis Wagner . . . . . . . . .. liarracq

7. Joseph Tracy . . . . . . . . . . . Locomoblle

S. Felice Nazzarro . . . . . . . ..i~‘. I. A. T.

9. A. L. Campbell . . . . . . . . . Mercedes

10. Francois Szisz . . . . . . . . . . Renault

11. Walter Christie . . . . . . . . Christie

‘2. Emanuel Cedrino . . . . . .. F. I. A. T.

13. Foxball Keene . . . . . . . .. Mercedes

14. George Heath . . . . . . . . .. Panhard

15. Herbert II. Lytle . . . . . .. Pope-Toledo

16. Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . ..l“. I. A. T.

17. ~— (To be named). . -_-—

18. M. I-Iémery . . . . . . . . . . . ..Darrncq

19. “'aiter \Vhite . . . . . . . . . . “'hite

:0. Paid Sartori . . . . . . . . . . ..F. l. A. T.

H. 1’. Team.

120 _ Germany

120 France

60 America

110 Italy

120 Germany

80 France

90 America

110 Italy

90 Germany

100 France

60 America

110 Italy

120 Germany

120 France

7 America

90 Italy

Germany

80 France

40 America

90 Italy
 

canicien, Henry Schutting, sustained three

broken ribs. The 110 horsepower car was

completely demolished, necessitating a change

in the make-up of the Italian team. Major

C. .i. S. Miller offered his 90 horsepower F. I.

A. 'l‘., which Chevrolet used on the track this

season, and it also was accepted by the rac

ing board. ,Chcvrolct will drive.

There is still another vacancy to be filled,

and it occurs in the German team. Ularenc-e

Gray Dinsmorc, the American who prefers

Paris to New York. arrived’in this city this

week, and stated that he had not been able to

get his Mercedes from the factory, and conse- a

qncntly he had withdrawn from the contest.

It is likely that H. LTBowden's 90 horse

power Mercedes, with (‘harles Basie at the

wheel. will be substituted. '

All the foreign "cracks" are now in this

country, and most of them are on Long Isi

and training. Hémery and Wagner, the Dar

i‘acq drivers of the French team, are quar

tered at Glen Head, having engaged the

Glenwood in its entirety. Hollender d:

'I‘augeman have leased I'onrrier‘s establish

ment, including the hotel, garage and out

buildings. tor Lancla, Nazzaro, Cedrino, Chev

rolet and Sartori, the F. I. A. T. drivers. It

is situated midway between Garden City

and Hempstead. Heath (Panhard). Szisz

titeuault) and Duray (lie Dietrich), the other

members of the French team, are quartered

at Mineola. ‘

“'orkiug in conjunction iwith the Nassau

County authorities, Chairman Robert Lee

Morrell ot the A. A. A. racing board has de

cided to discipline all the driVers who are

caught eat-ceding the speed limit over the

course utter working out hours, which are

supposed to be before breakfast in the morn

ing. A trap was set on the Mlneola straight

this week. It is a measured eighth mile, [in

ishlng directly in front of the grandstand,

and Justice George C. 'I‘atem has been hold~

ing court all week. Many tourists who were

tempted to "let ’cr out" a little on the oiled

course were nabbed. Joseph Tracy, the L0

comobile driver, was the first of the "cracks"

to be nabbed. He fell into the clutches of

Patrolman August Soigcrt, who swore he

was going forty miles an hour. Tracy, who

. was en route to Bridgeport, (.‘onn., was taken

to Jamaica and lined $-3. Dmay, the De

Dietrich, driver, was also “pincher,” and

Baron de Truckheim went his ba.l at Minc

ola. The otiicials‘expect to reap a harvest

before the day of the race.

Much speculation is being indulged in re

- garding the outcome of the cup rm, and just

who are the favorites would be ditiicult to

determine. Many think the Italian team will

be in front at the‘ finish, some are lnclinei

_ toward the German and French teams, while

others are certain one of the Aiuericau big

trio—White, Lytlc or ’l‘racy—-\\'ili win.

Lancia, the Italian, is a daring drivor, in

clincd to the spectacular and willing to take

all kinds of risks, while his team mate and

close friend, Nazzaro, is dignified and super

careful, very much like Tracy, the American.

Lancia will start fourth, and his headstrong

lmpctuousness may carry him to victory.

.ienatzy, ot the German Mercedes team, re~

sclnbles Mephlstopheles, and is absolutely

without tear. Wlthal he is careful, and even

'warns the sparrows from the road while

practising on the course. Chevrolet, Ccdrlnn

and Sartorl, the three F. I. A. T. drivers, are

well known to Americans by their perform

ances on the tracks. Chevrolet and Cedrlno

drive with ease, quite the reverse of SHHOI'.,

who is not expected to make a good showing.

Hémery, 'who is to drive one of the 80

horsepower Darracqs, has been in the racing

game Several years, his most notable per

formance being his victory in the classic Ar

dennes circuit at Belgium in August last.

His team mate; Wagner (Darracql, also has

a good record. Duray is a blond young man.

and looks more Gallic than Saxon. He tin

ished sixth in the international cup race, sec

ond In the Florlo, third in the French trials

and seventh in the Ardenues circuit. Sziaz,

the Renault crack, handles his car perha'tly.

ieorge Heath, the remaining member of

France's picked team. is best known as the

winner of last year‘s Vanderbilt contest. lie

is an American by birth. but has taken up

residence in France. A 12" horscpowcr I‘an

hard is his car.

Besides .lenatzy, on the (lemon team are

Campbell, “'erdcn, Keene and Basin, the lat
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Iij'l-h li‘-’,“E*"',“¥"r {Wt .mivmg MPH decided, upon“ mile circuit in something like 32 minutes. As

jis‘ryiit. liquigpbf-ll is scarcely known, although '1

lPoints;paii‘firipniod inn few _tra_ck races.__i{e

i»: ll}! élwlrli'aw.‘ on iv!" drive 8- B. Stevens?“

Ali‘l:('9(!v§- :7 Fokhnll .Kocnc, rho woll_ known

turlmzni. .flisl nuturully‘ superstitious, and

wzints 'tln'; raping boardioi'lia‘nge‘ his nu_m~

v_bcr,:‘l_3,' Worden has some reputation abroad

5"": ii.-(i!'iY9i'r' >. i ' v.1 . . '. . ..

.Sihcc then-mini; board enercisedits prerog

ariiro nnd substituted the White,‘ Pope-Toledo

nod Christie cars in- placo;-of _the"_lfhon1n.3.

Haynes and Royal,_ the American team is

_i:ecoiring Sii‘olig support. .B'crytqungley‘ (60

horsepower Pope-Toledo), who won thc'elimi

inniion trial, will start, thirdr Jaseph Tracy,

bribe 90 horsepowerLocomoblle, will be the

sci-mid o£.,thc American team to start, and

_,\\'U1 he sent 063 seventh. Naturally Tracy

_h;lp.~ll large following. L. It is expected that

Lytlc‘s experience in the elimination trial.

'ueheuhc put his rflr out of the running by

vichanglng gear Lpo.(_]llickly, will be a lesson to

.bim. in. tho big,,rnce. The big Pope-Toledo

,nght ,toLbe wellnnp. at the finish. Notwith

,§,tan_ding itslmisforiune in the trials, the ~10

horsepower White is gaining backers every

day. Walter \Vhite goes over the i-oursc

.cgu'gwmm'ning; and prefers not to take

,rhpnposl before the race andis driving Very

carefully. At that he is covering the 28.2

the lllll'illlitednsllt’eii capabilities of "Whist

' lilig_Biily‘s"_ sister cur are well known. slu

Anny well be counted as a potent tin-tor; 'l‘ln

._\\'hite_\vlll_be next to the lost our to st n't.

leii‘itjs n‘long‘und‘ good chase from the rcu r.

instead of Robertson, Walter Christie- will

liniidlcythe (‘hristie car. I _

The 'cars will .be started from Mineoln as

hour- 6 o‘clock as possible, Saturday morning,

tutu-inst... at" intervols of one minute.

H _-Nsw Jersey Club: Get Together.

New Jersey :uitomobilists have followed the

example set nccessively by New York. Mas

sachusetts : Id Illinois, and is the fourth

State in the;lfiiion to form a State Automo

bilc Associzitlon, organization having;r been

perfected last Week. The object of the new

State association, which will be known as the

Associated Automobile Clubs of New Jersey,

be embodied in the constitution, set forth :\

desire to conduct a social and protective or

ganization of all persons in New Jersey in—

terested in motor pleasure Vehicles; to nnitc

against unjust and unreasonable legislation,

'and to maintain the rights and privileges of

'automobilists generally. Frederick R. Prntt,

of the New Jersey Automobile and Motor

(‘lub, of Newark, was elected president, but

no other officers were elected until all the

'donbicdly

clubs in the organization van be canvassed.

Eight i-lubs'. with n incinlmrship of aboutv

1,200, are included in the organization no fol

lows: Ncw .Iorscy Automobile and Motor

Club. Newark; Automobile ('lub of New Jer

=scy, East ()rnnirc; Hudson County Automo

‘bile (.‘lub, Jcl'soy (‘it_r; North Jersey Automo

bile Club, l‘ntcrson; Monmouth (‘ounty Auto

'mobile (‘lub, Asbbury Park: Mercer County

Automobile Club. Trenton; (“ape May Auto

mobile Club. (‘npo May. and Atlantic Cit)

Automobile (‘lub. Atlantic City.

Squire chm Catches Willie at Lasi.

“’illinm .\I(:Ni('il0| and the touring car he

longing.r to his father. James P. McNichol. of

Philadelphia, are in trouble at Magnolia, X.

J.. thanks .to an all summer campaign of

'Squiro C. I". Klein, of that burg, who has

been keeping tabs on Willie and the car for

many weeks. Willie has the high gear habit.

and though Squire Klein could'not get him

cvcry timo he overspvd the limit. he kept

faithful oount. with the result that when,at

length the lad did fall into his clutches he

owed the town just $250. thn arrested on

October 1 William was in a hurry to make

on cngmnoni in Atlantic City. and would un

inisscd it had not his brother

Charles boon right behind in another car.

who, lifter a brin and stormy scene. posted

book to Philadelphia to see the old man and

get the dollars. All Magnolia is going to see

the trial.
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OLDFIELD PLUNGES INTO A FENCE
 

lie and a "Heroine" the Centers of Pho.

tography at the Poughltecpaie Meet.

Burney Oldfield, in his 60 horsepower Peer

less, fondly named by himself the “Green

Dragon,” dashed into n fence at the Rough

keepsie (N. Y.) meet on Saturday last, 30th

ult. The fence was demolished, and Oldfield

was carried 08 in an ambulance, which had

been held In waiting for that very Occasion.

they will not be offended If their names are

not mentionedethrllling feats by a pair of”

diving equian and n 'fcmalo acronaut. the

aforementioned “accident,” the "ten, twent',.

thirt"’ shows on the pike, with numerous

counter attractions thrown In, served to maki

thls Inst day of thejscventicth annual fair :1

rod letter one in its nnnnls.

'l‘hc meet was sanctioned by the American

Automobile Association, and one of those

peculiar championship races was not the least

of its features.‘ The "championship" event

was at, five miles, and Qldfield, in his 1‘“)

OLDFIELD IN I-IIS FENCE SMASHING ACT.

  

Neither Oldfield nor his car was injured, how

ever. The fence was constructed of card

board, the. whole “accident” having been pre

arranged for the immediate benefit of the

moving picture machine man and for the

ultimate profit of,0ldfleld and his thcntricni

managers.

Oldfield Is out to corral the largest amount

of negotiable coin he can—he himself long

ago acknowledged it—and some time back

his manager hit;upon the happy scheme of

having his “star‘flcorpejdgre the limelight

0n a real stage ddrln'g‘ the long winter

months. < So Barney is to run his Peerless

cur on a treadmill arrangement and run

thrilling races with himself for the benefit of

those who never have had the opportunity of

seeing the automobile “crack” whirl around

the track In clouds of dust. To make the act

in which Barney is to star seem more rul

Istlc it is planned to have the clncmetogroph

reproduce on the screen pictures of ()ldflclrl

plunging through a fence. So this, the Pough

keepsic meet. was the chance for the photog

rapher to execute his little part.

It was the last day of the Dutchess County

Agricultural Society's fair. and. as last year.

It was designated “automobile dny." Perfect

Indian summer) weather, littlc dust on the

track. the presence of nearly twenty thousnn-l

spectators and such stars as Oldfield. Ced

rino. Wurzls. Wridgway, Mrs. Joan Newton

Cuneo—there were a few more, but perhaps

LOADING THE "VICTIM"

horsepower Peerless. won out handily, al

though to all nppcurnnccs Ihm \Vurgis, 32

horsepower Rco. gave him a hard tussle for

the honors. (‘hurlcs G. '\Vridgway, former

LOOOAmilc record holder. lln il 33 horsepower

Peerless. finished third. ‘Oldiield‘s time was

5503-5. 'I‘hcn Oldfield thrilled the crowd by

driving a five-mile exhibition In the fast time

of 4:47 3-5, after which he took his car around

the one-mile oval in 57 seconds. Then fol

lowed Oldficlti's fence smashing and prop

erty blood shedding act, aftcr the sucoessful

culmination of which his day’s work was

o‘er. - .

For the occasion a section of the post and

rail fence that inclose the infield had been

  

lfvplzlct‘d by n pnstchourd structure. The

moving picture machine and its operator oc

cupied another car, from which the tonncnu

had been removed. This cm- ran along the

trait-kin front of and a little. to the outside.

while Oldfield in his Green Dragon, the habit

ruil clg-rlr stump In his mouth, crime scorch—

ing down the course, with C. (i. \Vridgwny

lira Peerless running just_ a length behind.

to represent his competitor. Just before the

place for the accident wnsren‘ched Oldfield

wobbled his car skilfully a couple of times.

Following the suggestion of the photographer

the crowd. or that part of It which under

stood, waved hats and haudkerchlefs, and

nearly every one of the spectators was grin

hing as Oldtlcld crushed throttin the pnpcr

l‘cru-c. As the cur went through the fence

Burnt-y threw up his lice-Is and rolled back

ward from hrs our in a lull realistic enough

to gunrnntcc his stage career.

Just their the pliotogrnpln-,‘s assistant

rushed lip and dauberl ()ldlield's face with a

sponge tlmt lnrd becn sorrkcd in red ink. Evi

dently Brtrncy lmrl not countcd on such :1

“bloody” :lt'r-irlcllt, for ho was heard to ejac

ulnte:

“What t‘cll!" _

But he had no time to make further cursory

remarks. for by this time the hlrcd-for-tln

 

INTO THE AMBIT I.A.\'(T‘YT.

occftrlioii nmhulnncc came bounding up the

track. its gong pounding as If the drivar

wanted its noise to get into the picture, and

Oldilcld was placed on the stretcher, which

was included with the ambulance. Ono of

the "cops" was so anxious about how ho

would appear on the scrccn of the thcatrc

that he kept his face turned toward the cum

cru and did not look whither he went. 'l‘lris

cnuscd him to stumble and nearly drop the

grinning corpsc. Arrlvcd at tho “IllhIIIlIIIt't'

there was a hitch. The cops at the Ilt'lltI of

the stretcher wanted Barncy put in foot first.

while those at the feet cnd did not want

to turn nhout. 'l‘hcrc wits rt iii-let pause for

an argument. Finally Bnrnoy was pushed ln
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head first. Then the ambulance went away

at a gallop. the picture machine ceased its

labors with a click, the crowd cheered and

the best show of the meet was at an end.

A “star” is not necessarily a person who

accomplishes some great tent—not at all.

Notoriety and photographs make a “star.”

That is how Mrs. John Newton Cupco,‘ 'of

Richmond Hill, Long Island, “heroine of

the Glidden tour and the Atlantic'City sand

fcst," comes to be included in the category.

Mrs. Cuneo ought to be a happy woman, for

was she not allowed to enter a handicap ruce

  

  

ONE OF THE STARTS.

(whichh'by'tnc Witynfllic did not finish be

cause of thd‘lig)rrjh%j\fl;pit) and drive at mile

cxhibition? ‘Biii‘ _,__k'c' her -~hnppiness

more complete. slid} __ photon-“pun soma

thlng less than one hundredttmcs. in ,‘dll con:

ceivable poses. ‘In‘ one silo-hold 'liel"1)i)!4(§

long 0001121th0 'bcrsnuppcd in the act of

drinking at l19flle-‘rvf—it_\wzls either snrsn

  

  

pnriiln/To-r ginger ule. ' While she lmbibel‘

one of her attendants held aloft two other

bottles. 01’ course, she was heartily cheered.

The public usually welcomes 'n'ny rndicnl dc-'

parture from the (ronventional, and it cer

tainly was an innovation to have a driver in

skirts participate in afi’toriiohile’track races.

Apart from these features, nothing start

ling happened. The closest race was the five

mile pursuit between Emanuel (‘cdrino, 24—

horsepower Fitment] Dun “'urgis, 32-horsc

power- Itco. Neither cur had an advantage

mitil the last lap, when the Italian forgcd

slowly ahead and won by thirty yards, Time.

5:08 4-5. Later, Ccdrino,dr_ovc. a mile. exhibi<

tion in 1:00 2-5. The other events deyelopell

into the usual runabouts, except ..thc one

mile open for runnhouts. ..~Thls,. was won by

Charles Flcming in an til-horsepower Maxwell

by about a.-ienp.'th.trom R. E. Randolph, also

in a Maxwell. Time, 1:52 2-5. _ .

At the. tape-in the two mile invitation .t'or

Stoddard-Dayton cars,_ncarly half a mile of

daylight separated the cars ofeJulIlcs Mclivill

and E. A. Shotwell, the former lending. H.

E. Randolph won the three mile event for

Maxwell touring curs, after a running tight

with (‘hurlcs Fleming. H. A. Grant trailed

third. Mrs. (‘unco was entered in the five

mile open handicap, but withdrew after the

third mile. She drove a \Vhite stcnm car.

(‘hurlcs Fleming received a generous timc al

lowance 0t 3 minutes, and led by seven

cighths of a mile at the finish. 1‘}. (‘cdrino.

ill-horsepower Fiat, the lone scratch mun,

finished second. Sunnnaries:

One mile open. for StOck. runabouts—Chnrles

 
  

Gil-horsepower Peerless, first; Dan ji'urgis,

Ii'l-horscpowcr ltco, second; C. (1.'\Vridgway, " "

third.‘ Times, 31503-71, 6:02.! 3-5, 6:153-5. ‘ _

l“l\'c-milc hamiicup—t‘hnrles‘ ii‘icmihg, S

horscpowcr Maxwell (3:01)), first: E. Cedrino,

24-horscpowcr Fiat (scratch), second; Dan

\\'urgis, 32-horscpowcr Reo (0:05), third;- C.

(i. “'ridgway. Iii-horsepower, Peerless (0:50),

fourth. Time, 7:15 2-5. .

'l‘inlc trials—One mile: Barney Oldfield, 60

horscpowcr Pccrlcss, 0:57; 16., Cedrino,l2i

llorscpower Flat, 1:002-3; three miles, Mrs.

John N. Cunco, IS-Buliorsepower White,

4:37 1-5; five miles, Barney Oldfield, 60-horse

power Pccrlcss, by miles, 0:57 2-5, 1:53 4-5,

2:51, 31.10, 4:47 3'5.

 

France’s Substitute for bennett Race.

Like 'a shift of the wind sentiment in

France has veered front the racing game, and

now blows with full force. in favor of tour

ing competitions. There is an annual tiXt

ure of this class in practically every country

prominently idcntiiied “with manufacturing; ,

but France is lotll to s'ééner ‘wafimfgfifilpenrf

u'cy dwindle any more“solitgisjirhmgédljljfit

the Front-ll. Automobiievdh'ih ‘fi't'tltigtl event

of cvpntn in this category—ii!“ cbn‘co'tii's'du'

com-ours. so to speak. The suggestion (‘0sz

from the bend of the De Dion house that 'a

.' "I

 

 

 

  

 

THE STARTER AND THE

Fleming, S-horscpowcr .\quwcll. first; R. E.

ltnndolph. N-horscpowcr Maxwell, sccond.
Times, 1:32, 1:52 2-5. I

Two miles, for ~StodduI'd-Dayton cars

.Tnmcs Mcllvid, first; E. A. Sliotwcli, second.

Time, 3:28. ,

Fivc-milc pursuit bctwccn Emanuel Ced

rino, 24-horscpowcr Flat, and Dan \thl'gis.

. 2-lmrscpower itco—\\'on by Ccdrino. Times,

ROS-15,314.

,Thrcc milcs, for Muxwoil cnrs~H. E. Rau

dolph, first; (‘hnrlcs li‘lcminu. sccond; H. A.

(irnnt, third. Time, .‘ileIi-S.

li‘ivc miics. frcc-for-nll, for points in nn~

iional circuit ,chumpi[airship—Barney Oldfield.

“HEROINEJ’

Shoo-mile contth be inaugurated through

France, italy. Austria, Germany, Holland and

Belgium. with the start and finish in France.

it is said that the German club has signi

ficd its approval of the project, but has 1‘02

istcrcd- u pi'otcst rcgurdiug the distance.

which is considered excessive. “But 5,000

kilomctrcs is a small matter to the modern

car, and in consequence a maximum must

bc tixod." This Stilik‘lllfl.t is attributed to

thc Marquis lie Dion, who is also reported

as saying that "the conicst will not be a

touring compctitiou in the strict sense of tin

word, but an industrial struggle between

makers of cvcry country. i

y
\
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COMING OF COLD WEATHEIK

Some of the Things it Should Suggest 'o

Motorists—Precautions That Pay.

 

 

Although there is as yet little indication of

the approach of the cold weather, either in

the quality or temperature of the air, still the

tourist and he who rides afield at the week

end sees in the foliage the unmistakable hull

mark of the full, and now and then in the

hollows receives a blast of chilling damp

ness which tells in unmistakable language

whnt perhapshis instinct and the calendar

have not-‘fthnt the whiter, i_s but-ta few paces

off. as it' were; and that its forenmners, thel

frost and the cold ru,iu,'are to be expected

within ayery brief time: Thurbelng the

case, it bohooves the motorist to hethink him

self of certain very essential provisions which

are to be made bcfore the advent of that un

welcomc- season. ' ‘

The ep_0ch has well passed whenthecar

owner uses his machine up to'the time when

the temperature becomes inwnveniently low,

and then sets it aside to wait for the com;

ing of the spring. Instead, with few and rarc2

exceptions, he goes on driving throughout the

your, only taking to the older and less at»

proved modcs of conveyance when the com

bincd efficiency of the weather man and in

efficiency of the highway rcpnir man have

made the ways he is used to travelling well

nlgh lmpussabie. or when the exr-cssch cold

overcomes his hardlhood and (leres him to

cover. .

Although the motor car has been eVolveli.

or developed, or simply grown to a point

where it is to be relied upon to go its pace.

under all circumstances except the very

worst. and nithough,lt bus provcu itself to

be a faithful servant to the needs of man.

and more to be trusted under stress of mi

rcrslty than its predecessor, the horse druwn

vehicle, there are yet certain lcoudltlons

which mustof necessity be observed in order

to get from it the full measure of its work.

These conditions in which the running of :1

car in the winter differ from those which ob

tain at any other season relate chiefly to two

matters—namely, to the effect of cold (mum,

the lubricants and upon'tlu- cooling water. .

As to the effect of cold upon tire lubricants.

it is evident that the lower tireltempernturc

the more viscose becomes the oil _and grease

which is applied to. the bearings,_nn'd that on

this account when a car has been allowed to

stand for any lengthof time in a_cooi.plucc

all hearings will exhibit a greater amount
of friction than is theifiwont, und .wlll con-r

tinue to do so until they havenbecom'c;heated

or until they are supplied‘with a thinner oil.

On this account it is quite essential to keep

track of the oil which is suppllcdto the more

delicate parts of the machine, changing it

as occasion seems to dcmnnd,_r_ind making

sure from‘tlme to time that all ducts and

pussnges are perfectly free from deposits of

. come out strong fol; good roads.

any sort which might tend to hinder the flow

of the feed.

It is us yet ruthcr curly to take up the

mutter of the prevention of freezing of the

cooling watcr. but it is wcll to hour in mint

that some provision will bccomc. u necessity

before many weeks if the machine is to ll-l

left out of doors of night for any lcngth of

time, and flint careful experiment both in

thc laboratory and on the road has shown

flint a mixture of alcohol and glycerine, with

the water, in a proportion varying with the

temperament of the cur. is to be relied upon

at all times, and that by altering its strength

as the colder wcnthcr comes on it may be

mudc to serve ciiicicnfly throughout the sen

,son, with absolutely no dungcr to the cur

either from freezing or from the after cichts

' which render the use. of some of the nos

_trums which are pint-ed upon the market

prohibitive to the man who has any amount

of regard for the welfare of his machine.

 

- 'What Happened to Rockeftllcr.

John D.‘Rockcfclicr, Jr., who is touring

Europe in on automobile, was rcccntly 0r

,dered to ‘tgct n horsc," but found it neces

sary to get eight of them and to cnlist the

'_scrvlces of twelve men in addition to pull

“his car and party, consisting of his wife and

two friends. the chauffeur and gcndnrmc.

The. party lcft (‘humounix for Martigny over

the 'l‘cte Noir puss. not knowing that nuto

mobiles are not permitted in the pass.

arrest was nmdc at the village of t‘lintehird.

where the gcndurme capturcd the party and

refused to allow anybody to drive the car.

John 1)., Jr., cvidcutly did not cure if he

never got there, and pcrmittcd the all im

portant French constable to huvc his own

way, with the result that the strangc proccs

sion already dcscribcd iinully Ill'l‘lVOtl at

Murtigny, whcrc thc usuul hcnvy iincs were

collcctcd. Just to show thcrc was no hard

fccliug Mr. ltockcfcllcr trcntcd thc gcndnrme

and the twelve two legged horscs to it good

dinner.

And Now a Speedometer Contest!

, There have bccn contests for this, that and

‘lic'othcr thing. but the list is apparently

"ll" from being exhausted. fol' hill the acces

-‘sories of the car have not bccn made the

subject of a public contest as yct. Thc. Ger—

man Automobile ('lub will innugurntc this

cud of it by holding it spccdomctcr contest

next spring—not to scc just how much thcsc

_lnstruménts will stand 'without puttingiup a

protest, bid to nrrivc-nt the most rcliuble

und ,t-ouvenicnt form, which, having cstub

lishcd its supremacy undcr an elaborate sct

i’of rutgs, and i'cgulntions,‘ will doubtlcss re

ceive official sonction-,fliprcuftcr.

This Citib Giv s'Cuhfur Good Roads

W “le'pérnoini ((lro.) Automobile (‘lub has

At tlltl Inst

mcctlug of the club it was votcil to cxpcnd

5,000 to imprch the highways in tho vicin

_ ity of Portland; $2300 wns ruiscd bcforc thc

. meeting adjourncd‘forthc olling of the mods.

'l‘llc .

BAY STATE "SYSTEM " FAILS

Elaborate Police Trap ithcn Tried in New York

Catches No Victims and is Rejected.

New York's Police Commissioner decided

that things were propitious to give his im

por'cd-from-Massachusetts_systcm of appre

hending scorchcrs a trial lust week, and a

gathering of the department‘s stop watch

cxpcrts was stationed at I)yckmnn street and

Broadway, near the entrance to the Boule

vurd Lafayette. Three telephone signul

booths were established, each a quarter mili

from the next, and extra sleuths with mo

tor bicyclcs were on reserve duty at these

points.

The system, according to the imported "cx

pcrt," is as follows: Immediately an over

speeding cur passed station N0. 1 u tclcphonc

message would be sent to .\'o. 2. If the car ha i

not already reached or pussed that station,

thc expert on duty thcrc would start and

stop his watch before it (lid so—lf he could.

_ Having taken the time observation and rc'

duccd it to in miles pcr hour basis by mathe

nmtlcnl calculation, und iikcwisc having dc~

tcrmincd that the legal limit had been ex

cccdod. he would then proceed to signal the

third station, and an urn-st would follow.

But more than one thing interfered with

tho smooth pluying of the game. First and

foremost, fhc stop watch experts proved

bunglcrs with the ‘phoncs and experienced

considerable difficulty in munaging them as

pcr schcdulc. Then, again, the victims would

not oblige, either by running over the marked

course, or by cxcccdlng the limit when they

did so. Public kuowlcdgc of tllc cslnbiish

mcnf of the stations cuuscd (ll'th‘l‘l-l to amid

the course, whilc those who did not "spotu-d"

the booths by their signs and gave the ex

ports plcnty of opportunity to calculate their

cxnct rate of' travel by slowing down to a

point that made figuring it out an easy mat~

tcl'.

l'lvcn where an arrest is mudc, thcrc are

sonic lurgc holcs in the system through which

thc victim may escape. In the first place, an

arrest suspcnds operations until the three

cxpcrts ncccssury to make u complaint can

lcturn and got busy :lgnin. Bccnnsc of the

lupsc of time in making tclcphonc connec

tions bctwccn stations, stop watch records

cnnnot bc nccurutc, and in thc interim thc

drivcr may chnngi- plnccs with u pnsiongcr.

tints innking spcchic nrrcsts impossible. Bl

cyclo l'olici-nmn (lust-y nml h's ionl'rcrcs

wcrc unanimously ngrci-d that the formcr

mcfhoil of catching thc oi'fcnilcr by chasing

him on n motor blcyclc lmd tlic new system

"l‘ndcd." whilc thc cost of nmlntnining tin

"systcin" rcmovcd nny lingering doubts lhc

(‘ommlssioncr hinlsclf may lmvo hnd. \\'h.-it

tho young mnn who iii-viscd tho sysii-ni ninl

was brought from .\f:|.~'snclnisi-lts to UIN'I‘II'G'

it thinks is not it muttcr of rccord or of gl‘i-nt

t‘tlllt't'l‘ll.
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Beauty Spots Almost in Sight of New York.

  

ONE OF THE WOODLAND BYWAYS IN THE ORANGE MOUNTAINS.

Within fifteen miles of New York, perhaps

it ls‘twenty miles by way of Newark, may be

found touring as delightful as may be found

in the Mt. \Vashington district, roads as fair

as any in Europe, hills, valleys and wild

wood scenery in plenty.

The New York automobilist who wends his

way to Newark via the Plank Road, which is

horrible, or via the Turnpike from Jersey

City, a road now rapidly beinguiade a boule

vard through improvements, will be wise to

go out Springfield avenue straight. to. Maple

wood, to Chatham and Morristown. Just be

fore_reachlng the heart of Morristown a turn

will be encountered, rounding which a bean

tiful road will be found leading in a

winding way into the Orange Mountains.

One mile from the turn there will be an

folded a view as grand as any to be found in

Europe, a road which goes gradually down

and down and then up and up, and which

may be seen for miles. Along this road will

he encountered countless cross roads, any of

which may be followed, and all of which will

yield beautiful scenery.

But one there is which is hidden in a way

by weeds, and a turn to the right into this

will lead into what is knovvn as the Essex

County Park Reservation, but the term park

is a misfit, as the country is wild and inter

esting, while the roads are of the country

variety, but grand in the extreme. A straight

stretch is followed by a long letter “S” curve.

and then comes a glimpse of a brook, and

,theroad follows along this brook for miles,

as pretty driving as any one could wish.

The outlet is at Millburn, but the driver

should retrace the route to South Orange

avenue and go up the steep grade which he

left. This road will wind up and up to the

top of the mountain, and from the summit

will be gained a grand view of South Orange

and other of the Oranges,

Once down the steep hill to South Oranirv

the trip may be extended. following the car

trucks where the curve to the right to Maple

wood and thence to Short Hills and down the

beautiful hills which give the territory the

name. This will again lead the tourist into

South Orange avenue after many miles of

lsnlntiful road, and then the trip may be

taken again through the district in almost

any direction am] out from South Orange

toward Llewellyn Park and thence up St.

Cloud hill to the top of the mountains, along

‘which a road winds which ultimately car

.ries the tourist down the famous liaglc Rock

Hill, the scene of so many great hill climbs.

The views from the heights are glorious.

In uencral. the tourist shoniii merely dc

ciilc to tour through the Orange Mountains

and then follow any old roml. for all lead to

somewhere, and all hold iii-iizllii'ul \'lt‘\\.s‘

and beautiful romls such as may lie louml no

where else so near to New York,
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Pope Turns to Wagomttu.

For use in Nevada to convey prospectors

back and forth from the mines, the Pope

Motor Car ('0. has turned out an entirely new

type of vehicle. with a high powered engine,

and will lnake them on orders in future,

 
 

POPE'S NEW

This new Pope-Toledo is known as a three

seated wagonette; the first one, made for

Charles Christmas, is shown by the accom

panying illustration. It has a four cylinder

engine, supplying 45 horsepower. The cylin

ders are 5x531 inches. It has jump spark

ignition. the usual Pope carburetter, a rotary

and gear driven water pump and an external

cone clutch of new design. The new system

of cooling known as the. Pope-Toledo planet

ic, an entirely new principle, is incorporated

in this wagonette.

The frame is of wood, re-entorced with steel

plates. It. has a gasolene capacity of thirty

gallons, sufficient for 450 miles. The wheel

base is 114% inches, and three persons can

be seated comfortably on each seat.

 

Logan's Latest Truck.

One of the marks of the rapidly increasing

importance of the commercial motor car is

the fact that the crop of 1906 models is being

placed on the market nmch earlier than has

ever been done with touring cars, and that

many of the makers of other types of car, as

well as the commercial vehicle, are striving

to get out their tl'ilck models in advance of

the others. 01? these, the Logan Construc

tion Co., of Chillicothe, Ohio, is just announc

ing a new 30 horsepower one and one-halt

ton truck, which it is building for the forth

coming season.

In so far as the general layout of the ma

chine is concerned, this model is not unlike

the former commercial vehicle put out dur_

in_-_r the present year, and as to chassis and

power plant it also resembles the Logan tour

ing car. That is to say. it is equipped with a

double opposed motor set longitudinally

under the body, with automatic inlet valves

of liberal lee, and designed for a speed vari

ation of 150 to 1,400 r. p. m., has a two-speed

sliding gear transmission and

band clutch.

contracting

The chief points of difference between this

and the older models lie, first of all, in the

cylinder dimensions, which are fiygxtflnches;

then the transmission is fitted with an addi

  

“'AGONE'I‘TE.

tional brake, and the carrying space is much

greater than that in the lighter ‘powercd

wagon, there being eight feet in the clear he

hind the'driver's seat. in the later cars the "

body equipment will. of course, be at the op

tion of the purchaser. '

  

The. illustration shows the first machine of

its class, which has been constructed for the

Depot Carriage & Baggage (‘o., of Kansas

(‘ity, Mo.
 

On October 17:, the new Absecon, Port lie

public and 'l‘uckerton automobile stage line,

in New Jersey. will begin operations. Two

cars. making two round trips daily, will be

used. The round trip fare will be one dollar.

mitt uni" "frown;

1'; \--’,:.:~_

LOGAN TRUCK DOING HEAVY DUTY.

Rugglcs Tries His Wagon on Ware.

1“. A. Rnggles. the Ware (Masai man who,

some time ago, "received valuable patents

on automobile construction," is now endeav

orng to interest the Ware Business Men‘s

Association sufficiently to aid him in launclr

ing a stock company. \Vhile waiting for his

stock company to materialize, liuggles has

leased the old electric light building in Ware

and has already began operations.

Little is known of Mr. Ituggles’ “valuable

patents on automobile construction," but the

Ware correspondent of a Springfield paper

states that “The vehicles manufactured will

be laundry aml grocery wagons. and later on

heavy tracks. Mr. Ruggles‘ patent does

away with chains and gearing, .the wheels

working by friction. A small engine on one

-of‘tiievltuggics automobiles will do the work

of an engine oi? several more horsepower on

the old style automobile. A ITOti-pound truck

wagon was on exhibition to-day, Mr. Rug

gles taking it about town and showing the

Workings to the merchants amt business men.

The truck was run by an engine of small

horsepower. but bowled along Main street as

easily as though run by an engine of 40-horse

power. There is considerable enthusiasm

overtime prospect of the several new indus

tries in Ware.“

May Establish Parcel Express.

As a :rcsnlt ot- the refusal of the city of

Q~llolyoke, Mass, to grant the petition of a

Alums: bliitiialli' u '

  

was f i~;~

,. filial tees
, 0 _,.

l; alum ., it. ~ 1,

’ _ ‘QENE- E- V
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in,» mamamm' Len-u H

a "i .7- ‘

  

railway (‘Ollllllllly for a parcel express privi

lege, there is every probability that an an

tomobile parcel 'ekpress will be established

within a short time. Alderman George Ben

net is quoted as having said at a recent meet

ing of the aidermanic body that a group of

capitalists stood ready to back such an enter

prise, and there is every reason to suppose

that there is something of the sort in the

wind.
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GLIDDEN GOING AGAIN

Wlll Begin in ladla Another Installment of tits

Globe Girdling Tour.

Charles J. Glidden will leave Boston on the

24th inst.. to undertake another chapter of

his around the world in instalments tour,

which many erroneously thought he had con—

cluded upon his return to this country last

spring.

“Whtn I first contemplated touring the

globe in a car a journey but once around ap

peared necessary to enable me to make

drives in. all desirable countries," said Mr.

(Hidden. "Climatic conditions are such, how

ever. that to insure health and comfort an

other circling of the globe is advisable. as

litany of the countries on the itinerary are

within the tropical regions and should be

visited only in our winter months."

It will be recalled that Mr. Giidden has

been engaged in globe girdlillg ever since

1901. In that year and the three following

be devoted himself to visiting the Northern

European countries, and ill the latter part

of 1904 crossed America and, after having

driven through such far southern countries as

Tasmania, Fiji, Neaw Zeainnd, Australia and

Java, presumably concluded his tour by re

turning to Boston in June of the present

year. This gave him a record of 25,100 miles

in twenty-four countries, which he expects to

make 30,000 miles in thirty-one countries be

fore returning to Boston in June, 1001.

The route of the present trip will be by

steamer to Bombay, India, via Plymouth,

England, and Marseilles. December and Jan

uarywill be devoted to India, February for

Burmah and Ceylon, March for Siam and

China, April for tile Philippines and May for

Japan, returning via the Pacific. Most com

plete preparations have been made in ad

vance. Agents in all the principal cities

have been informed as to the probable time

of arrival, and will be given exact dates as

the tourists approach them. Interpreters and

servants have been engaged where necessary;

gasolcne and lubricating oil provided for at

necessary points; hotel accommodations have

been secured and military protection ar

ranged for where thought advisable by the

authorities. Steamship sailings and accom

modations for the car have all been prepared

ill advance, as well as facilities for passing

through the customs at the various ports. In

addition to the complete equipment carried.

extra parts and tires will be forwarded to

Calcutta, Colombo, Singapore and Yokohama.

The specially constructed wheels used in run

ning on the tracks of the Canadian Pacific

Railroad last year will also be sent ahead to

muntries where there are no available roads.

Not content with this achievement, Mr.

Glidden‘ figures that Algeria, Tunis, Sicily.

Tripoli, Turkey, Egypt. Spain, Portugal, Itus

sin and the South American republics arc

countries that will still remain to be visited.

extending the drives into 1911, or ten years

from the beginning of the undertaking. This

would increase the mileage to approximately

50,000 and the number of countries visited

iifty.

“ Big Liz" Absent from Baltimore.

At Electric l’ark, Baltimore. Md, last

Thursday night, 28th ult., an electric light

automobile race lncct furnished entertain

ment for more than 2,000 spectators. One of

the notable absentecs was Howard Gill and

“Big Liz,” ills specially built steam car. This

was somewhat disappointing as “Big Liz"

was entered in the five-mile open for the

“Championship of Maryland." As every

meet held in Baltimore this season has con

tained at "State Championship" event, Mr.

Gill may yet have a chalice to win the honor, '

if such it be.

In the five-mile evr-nt Edward Buchanon,

in a stripped Ztti-llol'sepowcr Pope-Toledo, won

the first heat from Clyde Lozier, who drove

a 20-horsepower car. The second heat was

taken by Albert Wagner. The final between

Buchanon and “'agner was the most excit—

ing event of the evening. Wagner jumped

illto the lead at the start and succeeded 'in

Shilling oi'i' Buchanon's most persistent ef

forts to go past until the last lap. Then

Buchanon, ill the Pope-Toledo, went ahead

and won out in a driving finish. Time, 8:39.

In the mile judgment race, the driver eov- _

crlng the distance nearest to t\vo minutes to

be adjudgedthe winner, Thomas Goodwin

was awarded the prize, his time being 1:51;.

Edward Buchanon was second, in 1:46, and

Clyde Lozler third, in 1:45.

Raymond Thomas, on a one and three

quarter-horsepower Indian started from the

scratch in the five-mile motorcycle handicap

and at the tape was nearly half a mile ahead .

of L. J. Hayden, one and three-quarter Ramb

ler, with one-quarter of a mile handicap.

Time, 8:29. Summaries:

One-mile judgment, one driving nearest to

two minutes—Thomas Goodwin, 35 h. p. Co

lulnbia, first. Time, 1:50.

Five-mile handicap, motorcycle-—Raymond

Thomas (scratch), 1% ii. p. Indian, first; L. J.

Hayden (one-fourth mile). 1% h. p. Rambler,

second; Ilerbert Webber (one-eighth mile),

1% h. p. lndian, third. Time, 8:20.

Two-mile handicap—Albert \Vagner (100

yards», first; Clyde Lozier (scratch), second:

Thomas Goodwin, 35 h. p. Columbia (200

yards), third. Time, 3:05. '

Five-mile free-for-all—li‘irst lieat—I-Illwa'lrd

Bucllanoll, 30 h. p. I'ope Toledo, first; Clyde

Lozier, second. Time, 8:40. Second heat—

Albcrt Wagner, by default. li‘ina'l heat—Ed

ward Buchanon, first; Albert \Vagner, sec

ond. Time, 8:39.

 

Following the route taken by his brother.

J. \V.. ltllwood llayncs yesterday left the

Hayncs Automobile Company‘s factory ill

KUnOlllO, lnd., for a tour of the East, stop

ping to do business at all of the larger cities

en route. lie is using the other four-cylinder

car that is included in the Haynes 1000 line.

WORM BEGINS TO TURN

iLongrsuiicring Massachusetts Animal Fights

! . Back—'th to Fool the Graitm.

 

 

Conditionsv in the Bay State have reached

a stage—where autonlobilists generally are of

the opinion that it is high time for persecu

tioll at the hands of rural constables to be

The Massachusetts Automobile As

sociation, comprising seven clubs located in

ended.

various parts of the State, has accordingly

issued a circular-letter requesting financial

assistance and co-operntion in a campaign to

prevent'the passage of advorse legislation

and to‘further that of any favorable laws

'that may be proposed. ' '

The recent arrest of E. A. Gilmore, man

ager ot’ the Rambler branch‘ln Boston. proved

the last straw. Accompanied by a friend

and a representative of one of the tire com

panies, he left Boston on Saturday morning

for a trip to Providence ill order to attend

the races there. A start was made in am

ple time, and the fifteen-mile an hour limit

was being carefully observed alld checked by

the speedometer in order to be immune from

the attentions of thc' overzealous constable.

But the party was held up near the Rhode

Island line, nevertheless. and accused of

speeding, to their great surprise. Asked what

‘he made it, the all important oti'iclal an

nounced with a cocksnreness that took away

the breath of his hearers that the car had

been running at 10.67 miles an hour exactly.

The testimony of an accurate speedometer

supplemented by the two witnesses was not

sufficient to counteract that of the “corn

stubble's‘-' stop clirononieter, and a‘fiue of

$10 was imposed. An appeal was taken, and

the case will be carried through to the high

est court, if necessary.

The Worcester Automobile Club has also

undertaken a campaign of its own with the

same object in view. It has circulated a let

ter strolleg advising all members that, in

stead of meekly giving up when filled by

some roadside Justice of the peace on the na

> supported testimony of a constable, to ap

peal the case in every instance and without

fail. . It is said to be a matter of common

knowledge that the great majority of arrests

ill that State, which total hundreds monthly,

are made solely for the graft accruing to the

.local hamlet and the constable. Accordingly

ill appealing every unwarranted arrest two

thingsare accomplished. in the first place,

it. will cost the county ~t'ar more. than the

amount of the fine. and if it] the end the fine

be imposed it will revert to the county in~

stead of the town.

-_

An automobile pascngcr alld freight line

froln Stroudsburg. l'a.. to the Forest Park, a

resort sixteen miles out. is being planned by

Arthur Lederer, the proprietor. This lili.‘

will be in diect opposition to the Delaware

Valley Railway, alid will probably embarrass

it not a little. This corlmratloll came into

prominence some little time ago by Its clust

cscape. from going to the wall as a result of

a scrub woman‘s appeal for a debt of $1.
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The New Jersey Automobile and Motor

(‘lub is already planning for the Eagle Rock

hill climbing contest. As usual, it will be

held on Thanksgiving Day.

Elkliart, Iud., now has an automobile club,

taking the name of the town. Organization

was perfected last week, when these officers

were chosen: President, C. G. Conn; vice

president, G. A. Briggs; secretary, R. C.

Barney; treasurer, J. A. Cook.

 

A Kansa rural editor, commenting on the

rumored $400 automobile, has this to say of

a brother quill driver: "This announcement

causes us to remark that when they cut of!

two ciphers more from the cost that we know

where one more machine can be sold."

 

Buffalo is said to be suffering from a fam

ine. There are not enough men to drive all

the cars that are owned in the Lake City.

The combined output of the Pierce and

Thomas factories and the Y. M. C. A. train

ing school is reported to have fallen far short

of meeting the demand. -

 

it is not a new twist to the venerable

mother-in-law joke, but a fact, sans Veneer,

that a wealthy Jerseyman traded in his tour

ing car and bought a runabout, givnig as the

reason that his mother-in-iaw always thought

then: was room enough for her so long as

he had the touring car.

 

A bi-daily automobile touring car service

between Philadelphia, Pa., and Atlantic City,

N. J., has been inaugurated. Regular trips

will be made on Tuesdays, Thursdays and

Saturdays, starting from the Bellevue-Strat

ford Hotel, in Philadelphia, at 2 p. m., and

troin the Chalfonte, Atlantic City, at that

hour on Mondays, Wednesdays llIlJ Fridays.

 

Automobile owners in Centre County.

Pennsylvania, have orgaancd the Automobile

Association of Centre County, with head

quarters at Bellet‘onte. These otiicers were

elected: President, George C. Watson; vice

president, A. C. Mingle; secretary-treasurer,

itobert 1". Hunter; directors, George C. Wat

son, C. I). Febr,_John Porter and R. F. Hunt

er.

Not to be outshone by the greater. Eastern

cities whose capacity for orphans was so

nine-bin excess of their own that they outdid

them in point of parade front on “Orphans‘

Day." the members of the Minneapolis Aute

mobile Club went a step and a half further

the other day and gave an outing to the

nurses and nuns who care for the poor little

orphans.

 

“Gasolene lid" is the most recent addition

to the vernacular. Like the majority of terse

and expressive bits that go to'make up Amer

ican slang, its meaning has but more or less

remote connection with its apparent import,

for it is merely the official slang appellation

for automobile cap, and has no connection

whatever with any part of the machinery or

the car.

 

The Automobile Club of Washington (D. 0.)

completed its organization by the election of

the following officers on Friday last: Presi

dent, W. S. Duvall; vice-president, C. S.

Wood; secretary Leitoy Mark; treasurer, H.

B. Wilson; captain. R. B. Caverly; lieuten

ant, Frank '11. Edmonds; board of governors,

Burr N. Edmunds, F. B. Pyle. Fulton it. Gor

don and Frank H. Edmonds.

 

Virtually excluded from the streetcar lines

of the City of Nashville, 'l‘ennf, by a recent

municipal enactment, the negroes of that

burg have organized for themselves and on

their own responsibility :1 Jim Crow motor

car line. Whether or not it will be a suc

cess, of course, remains to be seen, but the

action of the city has caused a loss of some

thing like $700 a week to the railroad com

pany at all events.

 

According to the latest statistics issued by

the Contributions Directes department, the

number of automobiles in France registered

for taxation purposes is 17.107. 0! these,

12,713 can seat more than two persons. Paris

is represented by 3,146 automobiles. 2.1513 of

which have more than two seats. The num

ber of horse carriages in France ls 14337.56}.

and that of cycles 1,150,098, including 16,118

with motors. '
 

The Windy City's latest claim to fame, the

reputation of her holding the "only national

show” being ignored for the present, is that

she holds the record for the youngest “chat

for,“ this being one of the many Cliicagoese

variations of the word. He is Harold Gour

daln, twelve years of age, and is reputed to

basic mastered a 40-horsepower Thomas car

to a degree that puts the average hired man

in the leather suit to the blush.

 

Wth the aid of an automobile General A. R.

Chalice, commander in chief of the United

States Army, is said to have recently fought

the battle of Waterloo out for the satisfaction

of himself and a party of American Congress

men by running over that historic field in a

car. Beginning just as Napoleon and Well

ington did, the car coursed back and forth.

as did the opposing armies almost a century

ago, and, needless to add, showed how Na—

poleon could have won it.

 

The automobile is now proving itself a fac

tor in the settlement of the labor problem, at

least as a means of enticing strike bonkers

to printing shops where labor troubles are in

progress. Three autobuses provided the

means of recruiting, and after h0urs the non

_imion force wastreated to a three hour “see

ing Chicago" ride, which an ofllcer of‘the Chl

cago Typotheta: ls of the opinion is the best

means ever discovered of preventing deser

tions.

 

An occasional vein of humor is apt to cr0p

out even in that most serious of affairs, a

prosecution for exceeding the legal limit. It

is a matter of record that the prosecuting at

torncy in a recent case so shuffled the papers

of the numerous petty cases summoned for

trial that day that the over-the-legal-limlt of

fender was seriously accused of selling adni

teratcd milk. But the fates were kind, for

the error brought forth so much merriment

that the motorist subsequently got off scot

frcc. '

 

A car for the “advance man“ is heralded as

the latest development in the use of the au

tomoblle tor business purposes. The first one

to take the road left New York on Sunday

afternoon last bound for Plttburg, with

Maynard Waite, who is the advance repre

sentative of Robert Edeson‘s company, at

the wheel. From Pittsburg the route will

be through Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Milwaukee, St. Louis

and Kansas City, proceeding as far West as

Denver.

 

“Any American who motors on the other

side cannot help looking forward eagerly to

the time when his own country will afford

such splendid sport," said one of the many

returning tourists who have spent the sum

mer speeding over the endless smooth

stretches aflorded by the Continent. “That

is why it is a good thing that thousands of

devotees of the car go abroad each season.

They come back each one determined to fur

ther the campaign for better built highways

at home."

 

There is one man in the employ of the New

- York City Street BailWay Co. whose duties

might seem a round of pleasure to some an

tomobile enthusiasts.

It is his business, whenever word is re—

ceived of a collision of one of the company’s

cars with an automobile, to jump into the

machine provided for him,» hasten to the

scene of the accident and inform himself as

to the extent of the damages suffered by the

injured automobile, so as to be able to testify

in the company's behalf it suit is brought by

the owner. Motormen must have the auto

mobile habit, for he is kept pretty busy.

though he exercises other and subsidiary

functions in the company‘s service.
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l00 MILES PER HOUR

Almost, but Not Quite Attained. and Why—Big

Road Ram Practically Abandoned.

 

 

Paris, Sept. ill—The events of the past

season have given astonishing proof of the

progress that continues to be made in the

construction of motor car. The long dis

tance races over the Ardennes and the Bres

cia Circuit have shown higher speeds than

have ever been attained over courses of this

description, and yet it is admitted that the

cars did not travel so fast as they ought to

have done, in view of the fact that the en

gine powers and gears have in many cases'

been calculated for speeds of 11K] miles an

hour. This limit is, of course, a purely arbi

trary one, for the makers obviously cannot

take. into account the varying resistances of

road surface, which differ considerably on

every course, and is always a fluctuating

factor; but nevertheless it is fairly cer.ain

that many of the big cars competing this

year would have very nearly reached the

100-mile limit had the drivers deemed it pru

dent to let the vehicles run all out.

As a matter of fact, there are several

things that are constantly fighting against

these exceptionally high speeds. The course

is never straight, and as the cars have to be

repeatedly slowed down to a safe speed

when taking bends the average falls consid

erably in a long distance race, while the pro

fessional driver has had so much experience

of the limitations of the pneumatic tire that

he finds it better for his chances to keep

down the speed so as not to heat-his tires

unduly, rather than to wear out several sets

of tires and lose a quarter of an hour each

time in replacing them. Thery attributes his

success largely to the fact that he never

allows himself to be hurried by competitors

who are going faster on the first round or

so. He knows the speed at wh.ch he can

drive with a minimum risk of tire troubles,

and if he takes five minutes more than an

other car on a round, and this car loses a

quarter of an hour with the tires, he still

has ten minutes to the good. This is the

principle that guides most successful racing

men, and explains why the times are not

usually so good as might be supposed from

the good character of the course.

That the loo-mile average is not a myth

is shown by the recent performance of the

new Mors car at the Provence- meeting,

where the vehicles competed over a straight

stretch of five kilometers for the Itothschial

cup. The car has a 120-horsepower engine

and was piloted by a professional who has

not yet made any name for himself in speed

contests. He covered the five kilometers in

2:00 1-5, which is equal to an average of 90.3

miles an hour. This performance seems to

suggest that there are other cars capable of

doing the even 100 miles. The Moi-s beat the

Mercedes, driven by Stead, by 62-?» seconds.

The progress of car construction is, how

ever, particulariy remarked in the hill climb

ing trials, where the engines have to work

to their fullest capacity, and the cars are

subjected to the severest possible test. As

the engine is constantly running under full

load, it will very soon reveal any defect in

the cooling arrangements or lubrication, and

an increase of speed depends largely upon

the economy of transmission, while every

part of the vehicle is submitted to the maxi

mum strains. It is, therefore, a real test of

efficiency, and the times made every year are

very valuable as a means of showing the lm

provements-cnrried out in motor cars. .\'0

gradient offers a more searching test than

the thirteen mile road up the Mont Yentour,

where the incline increases from 6 per cent

at the start to 13 per cent at the top. The

rise is maintained steadily the whole way

without the slightest drop, and the load.

therefore, increases just at the moment when

a badly designed motor is the least able to

support it. To add to the difficulties, the

road is constantly winding, and needs very

skilful driving to get to the top at high

speeds without accident.

Among the touring cars very few big firms

were represented, but it is interesting to see

the success of those makers who have al

ways made a special feature of the hill

climbing capabilities of their cars, the Chan

tiers de la Buirc winning in both categories

in which they took part. The Chantiers de la

Buire are a big engineering concern in the

Loire, who make a side line of motor cars,

and the feat of one of these vehicles in

climbing the Mont Ventoux in full touring

trim in 24:19 is a very meritorious one. in

both cases the Bulre cars beat the Berliets,

which have also a high reputation as h.li

climbers. It was, however, among the rac

ing cars that the records went by the board,

and the Fiat again covered itself with honor.

(.‘agno driving up his vehicle in 19:30,' heat

ing last year's record by nearly tWO minutes.

liougier, on his De Dietrich, was only 15

seconds behind, and a itoehet-Schneider and

the More of Collomb, which a few days be

fore won the Rothschild cup, were beaten by

three and four minutes, respectively. The

barracq voiturette got to the top in 23:39 4-5,

thus beating the previous record by 4:19.

Such figures are eloquent of the higher effi

ciency of this year's cars, and show that they

have undergone an ail-round improvement.

It is perhaps a little too early to say that

racing has seen its day, and that the present

year, which the Auvergne, Ardennes and

Florio cup races, marks the end of long dis

tance speed contests, but for the moment

everything points to the fact that the or

ganization of races in EnrOpe will hence- '

forth be entirely abandoned. Nothing more

is said about the Grand Prix which France

was to inaugurate next year to take the piece

of the Bennett contest, and there is no doubt

that the idea has been definitely abandoned

and include the punctuation as well.

in favor of the great trial of touring vehicle-i

which is to take'place around Europe. in

Germany there was some talk of promoting a

race between Berlin and Vienna, but al

though there may be‘one or two isolated

events of this kind, it may be said, in a gen

eral way, that motor car racing is dead, and

will be replaced by big touring tests, in which

an elTort will be made to work up a uni

versal interest in motoring.

The only country in which there seemed a

possibility of racing being carried on was in

italy, but even here it seems as "the present

racing enthusiasm is merely a flash in the

pan, for the president of the A. C. of Milan,

which is the most powerful and influential

body in ltaly, has announced that the club

will no longer patronize racing in any shape

or form. The president states that the ten

dency at the moment is in tavor of touring

trials. and this is the direction in which the

movement is to be carried on in Italy.

The A. P. of Milan intends next year to

promote a big touring trial, and for this pur

pose the president has interviewed James

Gordon Bennett with the idea of inducing

him to hand over his cup for that event. Mr.

Bennett has agreed to this proposal, subject

to an understanding being come to with the

A. C. of France.

A meeting' of representatives of the French

and Italian clubs is to be held shortly to dis

cuss the expediency of handing over the cup

to the A. (J. of Milan for its touring car trial,

for which money prizes to the value of $30,000

have already been offered. Thus there is

every prospect of the Bennett cup becoming

a prize for touring cars, a fate that cannot

but be regretted by all automobillsts who

think that. having done so much for the in

ternational industry, the glorious trophy

should be allowed to remain, with the laurels

it has gathered, in the motoring archives.

There is nothing to prevent Mr. Bennett

from presenting another cup for a touring

competition.

Drawing the Law Fine.

Those English hobbies haVe a most cles

pcrating way of seeking to enforce their laws

clear down to the very last letter, and fre

quently in their effort they go a bit further

For in

stance, not long ago, a man was summoned

for driving a car to which “a second was at

tached by a rope," as the complaint qualntly

worded it, the second being an unfinished

chassis. The dealer’s identification mark was

attached to each of the cars, but some watch

fui minion of the law deemed this to be in

some way irregular, and accordingly haled

the driver into court. There it was shown

that while the second machine was undergo

ing a species of testing process, the first was

neither “on trial after completion nor on trial

by an intending purchaser." Undoubtedly

the driver would have been fined for a viola

tion of the law had it not been for the fact

that the indictment failed to show which of

the two machines was complained of, and on

that ground the case was dismissed.
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Biggest oi Ball-Bearing Plants.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company,

Philadelphia, has during the last year pur

chased a large amount of machinery especial

ly designed for producing annular ball bear

ings, and now claims the largest capacity for

making such bearings of any concern in

either Europe or America. A special build

ing, 70 feet by 125 feet, devoted exclusively

to a department for hardening ,and temper

ing ball and roller bearings, has been com

pleted, enabling deliveries to be made with

dispatch. The furnaces are equipped with a

special apparatus which tells the exact de

gree of heat in each furnace, so that the

foreman at all times can tell the heat of the

steel that is being treated, so that accurate

results are always secured, which is not pos

sible when the eye alone is trusted for de—

tcrmining the temperature.

The recent purchase by the Standard Roller

Bearing Company of the Federal Manufac

turing Company’s ball business resulted in

giving a capacity of two million completely

finished balls daily. In order to take care

of this branch of the business, a new 500

horsepower Brown engine and 300 K. W.

Cracker Wheeler generator have just been

installed.

The plant, which is claimed to be the larg

est in the world devoted exclusively to the

manufacture of anti-friction bearings, steel

balls, ball and roller bearings, is of colossal

proportions. The main factory is nearly 600

feet long, and the ball plant 300 feet long,

three stories in height, the total giving 145,

000 square feet, in addition to which there is

a large power plant, with about 1,000 horse

power in engines; also brass and iron foun

dries, tempering rooms, etc. The Standard

people have a standing invitation to any one

interested to inspect the entire place.

 

, Departure in Insulated Wire.

A Berlin firm is making an insulated wire

which is claimed to be far superior to any

hitherto put on the market. For a long time

past silk and cotton have been almost ex

clusively employed for insulating wires in

electric machines and apparatus, but the

fibrous nature of these materials renders

them liable to absorb moisture, and thus -

necessitates the use of a varnih-like insula

tor as well to impart to them their requisite

hydroscopic character. As it is impossible

to reuuce thread beyond a certain thickness,

the varnish causes the insulating material to

swell more than is desirable in cases where

the winding space is so limited. The double

silk wire is only one millimetre thick. In the

main it consists of cellulose—tetra acetate. A

special machine puts the insulator on the

copper wire in layers. The acetate is insus

ceptible to temperatures up to 150 degrees

centigrade, and capable—at the above-men

tioned thickness~—of resisting high potentials.

A municipal watering cart which has re

cently been put into service in the city of

Turin, Italy, is equipped with a 16 horse

power motor, and has the distributing nozzles

located in front, where they are fed by a

couple of pumps, which supply the water at

a pressure of 30 pounds per square inch.

Making the Motor Car Movable.

A convenient little accessory for the pri

vate garage, and one which the motorist can

have made by the local blacksmith in case

he is not able to secure the somewhat simi

lar patented article from a dealer, is the port

able truck for handling the car while it is

being shifted about on the floor. Such an

one is made up of four sets of castor trucks,

one of which is placed under each of the

wheels of the car, raising it slightly from the.

floor and permitting it to be turned in any

direction at the will of the operator.

  

As shown in the cut, the device is con

structed entirely of strap and sheet iron.

roughly shaped up and bolted together, the

castors being the only part which cannot

readily be made in the shop. A set of trucks

made in this way will be found to be a great

saving, particularly in a garage where space

is at a premium, serving at once the purpose

of a turntable and a transfer truck, while

when not in use the four little carriers may

be stored under the bench or in any con

venient place, where they will take but little

room and will be ready for instant use when

needed.

For Testing the Spark Plug.

Some time since much was said of a cer

tain invention which was to lessen the cares

of the motor car driver many told, by pro

viding him with a method of holding a spark

 

  

plug which was to be tested and insuring its

good contact with the ground. The inven

tion consisted of a casting which was thread

ed to fit the hole in the cylinder into which

the plug was screwed in its normal capacity,

and which had at its upper extremity a hole

also threaded and adapted to receive the

plug. In use the device was to be screwed

into the cylinder in place of the plug, and

the latter inserted in it, where it would be

firmly held while under test and inspection.

The great disadvantages of this and all of

the similar devices which might be con

trived. is that in order to use them it is

necessary first to screw the arrangement

into the cylinder and then to screw the plug

into the device. A far simpler scheme and

one which involves little or no expense is to

permanently aflix to the motor a little clip

made of sheet metal, into which the plug

may be set when it is desired to test it, and

which does not interfere in any way with

any of the mechanism of the machine.

In case the plug is set'in a collar which is

screwed into the head a strip of thin metal

may be cut in the form of a gasket, :1 tag

being left at one side which is bent upward,

and to which a couple of thin strips of metal,

bent to form a suitable clip, are afterward

riveted in the manner shown in the sketch.

When the collar is screwed in place it holds

the clip firmly in place and i sufficiently

rigid for all practical purposes.

In case the plug is screwed into the head

in the more ordinary manner it is possible

to fix the clip under one of the studs which

hold the couplings of the water connections

or to some other part in the manner indi

cated.  

One Cause of Clutch Slipping.

In the common type of leather faced cone

clutch. it is not at all uncommon when the

facing has become well worn for a ridge to

be formed in the leather at the back end.

This is caused by the action of engagement,

which tends to force the upper surface of the

leather backward, thus creating a little bead

at the face of the flywheel. In the course of

time this becomes so great that it prevents

the clutch from being fully seated, and-is

responsible for a great deal of slipping. To

obviate the difficulty it is only necessary to

cut of! the ridge, either by paring it away

with a sharp knife or by filing it down with

a rasp. Care should be exercised in doing

this, to see that the surface is left parallel

with the outer face of the flywheel, and

not simply in line with the surface of the

cone, as in this way all future trouble from

the same source is done away with.

Mexico as a Market.

According to a recent consular report, Mex

ico presents an unusually good field for the

sale of automobiles of moderate price. It

is conservatively estimated that there are at

present fully five hundred cars of different

kinds in the Mexican capital, the majority

being of American make. The cars in great

est demand are those which do not exceed

$1,500 in price at retail. The import duty

varies with the weight. Up to 550 pounds

the rate is 12 cents per kilo (2 1_-5 pounds);

between the latter figure and 1,650 pounds

the rate is 10 cents, while for anything over

this limit it is 8 cents. As these figures are

calculated in Mexican silver, which at the

present rate of exchange is not worth quite

50 cents on the dollar as compared with

American money, the import duty on cars

not exceeding 2,000 pounds is less than $50.
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DOUBLE PISTONS UP AGAIN

Attention Attraeted to Old Principle by Un

expected Performance in a Public Test.

it is, to say the least, somewhat of an

anomaly that a car fitted with a type of en

gine generally looked upon as little better

than a “freak” should carry ed the honors

in a race for touring cars, under the strict

fuel limitation of which many cars of stand

ard makes went down. This is the Arm]

.iohnston, made in Scotland, one of whidl

took first place in the recent English tour

ists' trophy competition held in the Isle of

Man. and another gained fourth place out

of something like fifty contestants, eighteen
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of whom qualified. This is not its only

achievement, for in the Scottish reliability

trials held same months ago it established

the unprecedented record of 39 car miles and

43 ton miles per gallon of gasolene, in spite

of being handicapped by small solid tires

and a short wheel base on the type of car

then built.

Concerning the cars entered in the last

event, they do not, apart from the engine,

differ much from current types. The motor

is one' that, possibly with a single excep

tion, has never before been applied to cars

regularly put on the market. Its principle is

not new, as it was experimented with almost

half a century ago, though not at that time

developed beyond the experimental stage, so

far as known. This was the Atkinson en

gine. Numerous experimenters have made

use of the same principle with more or less

modification since then, but it is not such as

would appeal either to the average engineer

or layman as possessing any decided advan

tage over the simpler and universally used

single piston type. The only other car upon

  

which it is known to have been used on a

commercial scale is the Gobron-Brille, a

French production, in which the engine is

vertical. It is a type of which very little is

known outside of engineering circles, so that

a description of it will be found of interest.

In the ease of the Arrol-Johnston car, the

engine is set horizontally across the frame

under the bonnet, with the four throw crank

shaft directly beneath the two cylinders, the

bore of which is 4% inches and the stroke til/'2.

There are two pistons in each cylinder, work

ing in opposite directions, and, as will be

noted from the accompanying sectional view.

the explosion takes place between them,

driving them apart, their movement being

communicated by short rods to heavy rock

ers, which in turn, through the medium of

connecting rods and cranks. convert it into

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

  

a rotary motion at the shaft. The view in

question is taken right from the end of the

engine as it appears when mounted on the

chassis, and thus only shows half of it, the

entire mechanism shown being duplicated

just behind it. Thus the engine has four

pistons with but two cylinders, this arrange

~ment with the cranks set at 180 degrees giv

ing four impulses per revolution to the shaft.

The pump shown in section in the lower

right hand corner supplies the force feed in

brication. -

Two cam shafts are employed, the gears

for driving them being housed in the engine

casing. Make and break ignition supplied

by low tension magneto supplies this essen

tial with the somewhat unusual feature of

platinum tipped plugs and strikers. The in

let valves are automatic, and are placed di

rectly over the exhaust valvas, upon which

a governor of the familiar hit and _miss type

long since discarded by designers of auto

mobile motors acts by preventing it from

opening. With a governor of this kind there

is no graduation of speed, as once the limit

I is exceeded the tappet misses the exhaust

valve stem and the latter remains closed.

The cylinder being full of the burned gases

of the last charge, there is but a weak ten

dency on the part of the inlet valve to open

and no explosion follows. It is an economi

cal method, and though coarse in its action.

it can he set by hand to permit the engine

not to exceed any speed from 200 to 1.100

r. p. m. At 800 revolutions the engine is

rated at 18 horsepower. A gear driven pump

supplemented by a fan formed of the fly

wheel spokes, which with the aid of a casing

under the engine forces all ,the incoming air

through the radiator, constitutes the cooling

equipment.

A multiple disk clutch is employed, and,

contrary to usual practice abroad, is not in

terconnected with the pedal or side brakes

or with the engine control. Four speeds

ahead controlled by a single short lever are

provided, the range being 10 to 45 miles an

hour. Transmission is by means of a pro

peller shaft, and in order to reduce the shock

of the explosions a form of spring drive is

  

fitted close to the differential. The car

buretter is also of special design, although

embodying the principles recognized as being

best fitted to give the result aimed at. The

matter of their application will be clear from

the sectional view given. It consists of the

usual nozzle, the spray from which impinges

against a cone, its chief feature lying in the

method of supplying air. The main intake

is at C, with an auxiliary at F, the relation

between the two being governed by the

rotary throttle G. When starting the en~

gine the extra air port in the latter communi

cating with F is opposite the main port, so

that a rich mixture is supplied. Rotation of

this valve in the direction indicated by the

arrow causes the amount taken by the en

gine to be decreased. At the same time the

extra port opens and admits additional air

until the maximum is reached, after which

any further movement causes the extra air

port and the main mixture port opening to

he reduced, thus throttling the engine. When

both ports in the valve pass the openings in

the. case there is a complete cut off, corre

sponding to the closed throttle on other car

buretters. In the mention shown, the throt

tle is fully open, so that the engine is not

only receiving all the mixture the carburettor

can deliver, but the latter is receiving the

maximum supply of air. Further rotation in

the same direction causes A to pass B. when

pure. air passes into the mixture chamber

and so on to the engine from the extra air

inlet. The ports are staggered with rclntion

to the vertical. and one mlgc of the extra port

is in the nature of a flap, thus insuring more

gradual action and finer adjustment.
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WHY FEW AIR SHIPS FLY

Design and Construction of This Motor Supplies

One of the Reasons.

When every element that tends toward

safety and reliabilitly in an engine is sacri

ficed for light weight, the result is not apt

to be sound mechanically nor in any other

sense of the word. But this is in,et'fect what

the average designer of a motor for aerial

navigation does, particularly when he hap

pens to be an individual to whom the at

tainment of aerial navigation is everything

and the motor merely an incident. But for

all that, he is neither content to acquire a

flanges cast on the usual air cooler cylinder,

but are closed at both ends in a manner very

similar to a steam engine. To insure sum

cient cooling surface the smooth cylinders

are tightly wound with a mass of woven

wire, which gives them much the appear

ance of being sections of a nnlttress out of

place. The combustion chamber is formed

by the outer end of the cylinder, the pistons

having a stroke of 31/; inches. Each pair of

cylinders is mounted on a common base, the

latter in turn being tied together by tubing

at eight different points, these tubes also pro

viding a support for the bearings.

The mixture is admitted to the inner end

of the cylinder, where it is compressed by

the outward stroke of the piston and is sent

around to the combustion chamber through
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motor to suit his purposes by buying it of

some accredited maker. by far the most eco

nomical method in the end, nor, on the other

hand, to take advantage of the principles

evolved by gasolene engine designers after

many years' study and practice. and must

needs bring forth a genesis of internal com

bustion engine from the depths of his own

inner consciousness.

Such is the creation illustrated by the ac

companying photograph. which, while not so

heavy that a boy of sixteen Would have any

trouble in lifting it, is rated at 20 horse

power. In appearance it differs about as rad

ically from the general conception-of what a

gasoiene motor should look like as it does

in its other essentials. In none of the latter,

except those moving parts common to all re

ciprocating engines, does it resemble any

thing usual in current practice. It is, in

brief, a four cylinder horizontal opposed, two

cycle, air cooled motor without any crank

case. The cylinders, which are 31/4 inches in

ternal diameter, are not only turned smooth

on the outside in contrast with the ribs or

the by-pnss when the port in the s'de of the

cylinder is uncovered at the end of the

stroke. These by-passes are aluminum tube

of rectangular section, and will lie noticezl

on the inside face of the cylinders, almOst

covered by the woven wire. In order to

maintain the compression in the dead end of

the cylinder, to which the mixture is first ad

mitted, without the necesity of adding

cross heads and guides, the connecting rods

are inclosed in aluminum cases. which move

back and forth with them. Ignition is by

means of jump spark, supplied by dry bat

teries and vibrator coil, the secondary cur

rent from which is led to the concealed pings

through the distributor shown on the main

shaft. The flywheel, which does not appear

in the illustration. consists of a discarded

pulley, such as are employed in numbers for

transmitting power by means of belts in

shops. It is about twenty inches in diam

eter and weighs in the neighborhood of fit

teen pounds. The total weight of the engine

,ln running order is 125 pounds, and it is de~

signed to run at the rate of 2,000 r. p. m.

DESLGNED FOR DESERT use

Features of a Car Built Specially for Travel in

the Sand of Soudan.

As the'rcsult of extensive experiments in

the use of an automobile on the desert, a

novel car has just been completed for the use

of the Sirdar of Egypt, who will use it on

the vast sandy stretches of the Soudan. The

motive power consists of a 20 horsepower

three cylinder vertical engine, with a Renold

silent chain transmission. The wheels are

entirely inclOsed by light metal side plates,

leaving nothing but the broad. solid rubber

tires exposed, and it is thought that the lat

ter will remove the difficulty of getting over

the surface of loose. shitting sand without be

coming embedded so deeply as to impede

progress. To prevent the tine grit working

into any part of the mechanism the entire

nnderbody is protected by an ingeniously dc

rised apron.

Either kerosene or gasolene suits the engine

equally well. and owing to the character of

the country to be traversed provision has

specially been made for a three days‘ supply

of cooling and drinking water, as well as

fuel. The change speed gear gives a'rangc

of from three to twenty miles an hour. Thc

car will in addition haul a two wheel trailer

very similar to a gun carriage, upon which

will be mounted a dynamo and searchltght

to be run from the car engine. This will be

used for night observations in the desert.

Without the searchlight carriage, the weight

of the car is close to five thousand pounds.

 

_ Night Test of Agricultural Motor.

Just by way of demonstration an English

agricultural motor was recently put to work

at night in a field brilliantly lighted by acety

lene gas. and, drawing two six-toot mowers,

cut tiftecn acres in three hours and thirty-flVe

minutes. The object was to show that the

motor driven agricultural machine is as efli

cicnt and satisfactory at night as (tilting the

daytime—a fact which should be of consider

able importance to the larger farmer in the

harvesting season, when frequently there is

the utmost need of haste, and when the get

ting in of the crops is often delayed by the

limited endurance of the horse.

Misco Evolves a Wonder-Worker.

Another motive power revolutionizer in

the shape of a gas engine, which isto develop

an efficiency thrice that of the motors in

common use, is the recent product of the

brain of a Buffalo mechanical and metalurgl

cal engineer, Joseph Misco by name. “These

are days of mergers in the financial world,"

says a daily paper in laudation ot the atfair.

"but a merger of the steam engine and the

gas engine is a merger of physical forces

which is typical of this age of combinations

in the interest of economy.” It ought to run

after all that!
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The Week's Patents.

800,151. Running Gear for Vehicles. Will

iam T. Hanna, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to

Martha A. Hanna, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

February 11, 1905. Serial No. 245,177.

Claim.—1. In a running gear for vehicles

the combination of a frame consisting of

longitudinal and transverse arms pivoted to

gcther at the corners, rigid frames swiveled

to the ends of the movable frame, wheels

journaled in the rigid frames, and means for

changing the angles between the sides of the

movable frame, substantially as shown and

described.

- 800,164. Means for Loading and Unloading

Motor Trucks. Thomas E. Morford and Will

iam V. Lowe, Worcester, Mass, assignors to

Morgan Motor Co., Worcester, Mass., a cor

poration of Massachusetts. Filed March 8,

1902. Renewed April 14, 1905. Serial No.

255,654.

Claim—1. In an apparatuslof the class de

scribed, the combination of a motor truck.

a crate or body therefor, a slip or way into

which the truck may be run, and supports at

the sides of the slip for engaging the crate

or body, said supports and the surface on

which the truck moves as it passes into said

slip being relatively inclined to each other,

whereby us the truck moves into position in

said slip a crate or body will be unloaded

therefrom.

800,165. Motor Truck and Means for Load

ing and Unloading the Same. Ralph L. Mor

gan, \Vorcester, Mass. Filed January 18.

1902. Renewed February 25, 1905. Serial

No. 247,248.

Claim—1. in an apparatus of the class dc

scribcd. the combination of a truck. a motor

or engine for operating the same, loading

and unloading tixtures mounted in position

so that the truck may he run into place to

co-operate therewith, and means for operat

ing the loading and unloading devices front

said motor or engine.

800,166. Motor Track. Ralph l.. Morgan,

Worcester, Mass. Filed January 18, 191B.

Renewed April 1:), 1905. Serial No. 236.410

(‘lalm.—ln an automobile truck, adapted

for carrying loads along ordinary streets or

highways, the combination of a truck plat

form, the wheels supporting said platform,

operating connections for the truck located

beneath said platform and comprising an en»

gine, a running gear and a shiftable connec

tion for driving the running gearing at differ

ent speeds, a shaft turning with said engine,

and having capstans at its ends at. the sde

of the truck, and a jib-crane pirated at the

side of the truck-platform and arranged to

swing over the truck platform to place loads

thereon or remove them therefrom, and ar

ranged to be operated front one of the cap

stans.

WNHGT. Motor Truck and Means for Load

ing and l'nloading Same. Ralph 1.. Morgan.

Worcester, Mass. Filed March 3, 1903. Re'

newed April 14, 1905. Serial No. 253.633.

'(‘laim.—1. In an apparatus of the class de'

scribed, the combination of a motor truck, a

crate or body therefor, a lifting frame for

supporting the crate or body so that the

truck may be run into place beneath the

same. with connections for the lifting frame

operated by power from the motor truck.

soo.1m. tiraphite-Lubricator. Carl W.

Weiss, New York. N. Y.

1904. Serial No. 236.438.

('laim.—1. A lubricating device adapted for

use in connection with a chamber containing

air or gas under prcssurc. in which the pres

sure of the air or gas is varied, comprising a

receptacle for the dry graphite. connected

with the interior of the chamber by a duct,

the duct leading from the chamber to a point

in the upper end of the receptacle, and ter

minating in a downwardly directed orifice

through which orltice. on increase of pressure

in the chamber, the air or gas currents enter

the receptacle. and discharge downward on

the graphite to cause it to float, and through

which oritice, upon a decrease of pressure.

the air or gas carrying floating graphite

passes into the chamber.

800,268. Speed-Changing Mechanism. (‘on‘

rad M. Ponratlson, Warren, Pa. Filed Feb

ruary 29, 1904. Serial No. 195.707.

Claim.—1. A speed-changing mechanism

comprising in (annbination a gear-carrier; a

driving and a driven shaft projecting there

from; a gear upon each shaft; gearing car~

ried by the gear-carrier and in mesh with the

gears upon the shafts coupling the two shafts

together and within said carrier; clutch

mechanism betwccn one of the shafts and

the carrier; and cam and plunger actuated

mechanism for actuating said clutch for bold

ing the axis of rotation of such gearing and

for changing the same from a tixed axis of

rotation to a translationally-movable axis.

and vice versa. and in both of which axial

conditions all the gearing is at work.

800,273. Transmisston-Gearing. Orson W.

Davis. Adrian. Mich. Filed Jilly 19, 1903.

Serial No. 2'0,Ii13.

l‘laim.—l. In a

Filed December 1‘.',

frictional transmission

 

PENNSYLVANIAWCLINCHER

  

 

The value of a Tire is measured not by dollars,

but by the Odometer.

The Tire which travels furthest without repairs is

the most valuable to )Lu.

The Tire which carries your Car softly over the

road is the most valuable to your Motor.
 

 

PENNSYINANIA RUBBER CO.

J EANN ETTE, PA. ‘
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gearing. the combination of the engine shaft,

a flywheel fixed thereon, having a straight

face, the driven shaft in line with and rotat

able independently of the engine shaft, :1

band clutch to directly connect the driven

shaft with the engine shaft, a friction disk

slidable on the driven shaft and rotatable

therewith, opposed friction wheels having

straight faces adapted to engage the peri

phery of the friction disk, and having

straight peripheries adapted to engage the

straight face of the flywheel.

800,281. Automobile Ice Harvester. Wil

ii'illl Esch, sr., Chicago. 111. Filed January 16,

1905. Serial No. 241,398.

Claim—1. In a machine of the class de

scribed, a suitable frame, two propelling

wheels mounted on a propelling shaft near

one end of said frame, steering wheels

mounted near the other'end of said frame,

a motor mounted on said frame, arranged to

rotate a drive shaft mounted on said frame,

a gear controlled by a friction clutch mount

ed on said drive shaft meshing with a gear

secured to a counter shaft mounted on said

frame. a vertically swinging frame pivoted

on said counter shaft, a cutter rotatably

mounted on the free end of said swing

ing frame, a sprocket secured to said cut

ter, a sprocket secured to said counter

shaft and a chain connecting said two

sprockets, two bevel gears controlled by

independent friction clutches mounted on

said drive shaft, meshing with a bevel gear

connected by chain and sprockets to said pro

pelling shaft, means for raising and lower

ing the free end of said swinging frame and

means for controlling the steering wheels.

800,290. Explosive Engine Starter. Eman

uel J. Grace, Erie. Pa. Filed May 2, 190i.

Serial No. 205,940.

Claim—1. In a device for preventing buck

firing action in explosive engine starters, the

combination with the engine shaft and start

ing lever; of a clutch mechanism comprising

a key sleeve connected with the starting

lever and having a key pocket therein; a

key in said pocket; a retaining sleeve adapt

ed to normally hold said key in a position

protruding from the opposite surface of the

key sleeve, and being provided with a recess

into which said key may move when a back

ward movement of the shaft occurs; and a

shaft part having a recess into which said

key is normally forced by the retaining

sleeve.

800,307. Vehicle Tire. Albert de Lasxi

and Peter D. Thropp, Trenton. N. J. Filed

July 11, 1903. Serial No. 165,097.

Claim—1. A tire consisting of a circular

woven tubular fabric having its ends suita

ably secured together, threads applied to the

exterior of the circular woven tubular fabric.

a tread exterior to the threads, an interior in

flatable tube and an anti-elongating strip

within the circular woven tubular fabric.

800,308. Vehicle Tire. Albert de Laski,

Peter D. Thropp and Henry Deck, Trenton,

N. J. Filed December 18, 1903. Serial No.

185,629.

Claim—1. The combination with a clinch

er tire having the opposite faces of its base

portion inclined and soft-rubber ring applied

to said inclined surfaces of a wedge-shaped

annular ring of harder rubber engaged with

the soft rubber annular ring for holding the

latter in snug contact with the inclined faces

of the base portion of the tire and means for

holding the tire in position. -

34X).357. Vehicle Tire. Floyd Burnham.

Fresno. Pal. Filed December 20, 1904. Serial

No. 237,040.

 

L4,.

SUSPENSIONS, whzch enibleti them to win.

 

Eon-urn V. Hanrronn, President

TlllliFAllLT-HARTFUR‘ SUENSIUN

  

RESULTS OF VANDERBILT ELIMINATlllN GDNTEST
0n Long Island Course. Sat. Sept 23, Average lime,

Almist 57 Miles per Hour, 1

The cars of these two leaders were cquipp:d with the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORI)

Only 59 seconds separated them.

1st. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 ll.P.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds.

2d. TRAGY, (Locomohlla. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Minute, 49 Seconds.

The third car ran If) minutes behind the leader

AND WAS Wll‘HOUi' THE TRUFFAULT-HARTPORD SUSPENSIONS.

Racing or Touring, if you want to Finish Among the Leaders

TllE TRUFFAllLT-HARTFURD SllilGK ABSORBER.

Hartford Suspensions Were on All the Winning

Cars in These Prominent Coutests Recently Held.

(illdden Tour; French Eliminating Trials; Gordon Bennett Rare; Ardenms

Circuit Race, French; 1,000 Milo i‘rnck Record. Guy Vaughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

69 Vestry Street, New York City

HEALTH FilR Yllll
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENUH LIBK-WEST BAllEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations in Plenty—Golf Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

Claim—1. An improved tire composed of

an outer tubular casing having relatively thin

walls of substantially uniform thickness and

forming an inner chamber which is concen

tric with the exterior of the tube, and a

multistrand rope filling said inner chamber

and supporting the walls at the casing.

800,366. Vehicle Tire. Charles W. Fai

toute, Summit, N. J. Filed August 11, 1904.

Serial No. 220,324.

Claim.-—1. The combination with a vehicle

tire, a band of flexible gripping material ex

tending around the circumference of the

wheel rim between the rim and tire forming

a cushion for said fire, a cup shaped washer

\having a continuous lower edge and held by

a suitable fastening clamping said band be

tween said washer and rim, substantially as

described.

800,372. Sparking-Igniter-Starting Mechan

ism for Gasolene Engines. Andrew J. Has

kell, West Bethe], Me. Filed November 25,

1003. Serial No. 182,571.

Claim—1. In an igniter starting attach

ment for gas or gasolcne engines, the com

bination of a hammer blow igniting me

chanism, a lay-shaft actuated by the engine.

a cam on said lay shaft adapted to operate

the inlet valve of said engine, a latching

member pivoted at one end and adapted to

he engaged by said cam and to engage with

the hammer-blow ignitlng mechanism and

hold it so that when released it will act to

create a spark, and means carried by the

latching member for varying the time of ac

tion of said member.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

“0
00., 154 Nassau Street, New York.

  

   . ‘.‘  

nun i
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H otel R ates

Equip Your Car with

FRANK H. REED,

 

 

 

week, including free use of

Booklet tolling all about the waters and giving Ill! 0| Hotels and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, can! free.

Gan. Pass. Agl., Chicago.

'Y‘

  

range from $8 to $35 per

all the waters.

 

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Traffic Ilan.  
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. 1,000M1les

' ., a

0/Single 'Acljustmen

kwon the Glidden Trophy for the

  

  

  

There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

li a purposes: An American car for American '

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of,six years’ experience with the finest

§ materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

 

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

' Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of Assoc ation of I lcrns d Automobile Manuht'tuuers

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles.
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SPLITDORF RELIABILITY

OF THE FOUR CARS EQUIPPED WITH JUMP

SPARK IGNITION WHICH QUALIFIED IN THE

VANDERBILT ELIMINATION RACE

Three Used Splitdorf Coils

   

 

Pope-Toledo 1st Royal 3rd Thomas 5th

used used used

Splitdorf Coil Splitdorf Coil Splitclorf Coil

SPLITDORF COILS ARE STANDARD

  

4-CYLINDER SEPARATE UNITS

If your Car has a Splitdorf Coil It has the Best

C. F. SPLITDORF, 17—27 Vandewater Street, - New York

THE LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL COIL MAKER IN THE WORLD

______J
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The

Persuasive

Instrument

(L The average person who drives a motor car

has s desire to speed—to “ let ’er out."

(T. But we have yet to find the man who has an

insane desire to get within the clutches of the

law

(L The Jones Speedometer has that peculiar in

fluence over the speeding motorist—-if he is beyond

the limit—there is that “arrow"—a constant re

minder. lt nuades him to go slower. Thus it

accomplishes a great service.

(L And to each user oi The Jones Speedometer

we present our brass Protection Tag which warns

the officer of the law, not to arrest on guess work.

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Mang/aclurzd by for. W. jams

125' West 32d Street, - New YORK

TRADE

  

 

 

 

Steel Balls

Roller Bearings

Ball Bearings

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING CO.

48th St & Girard Ave.. Philadelphia. Pl.

 

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.
15 cents per line or seven words, cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

SPARK COILS, $4. Differential Gears. $9

r-2 1 1 inch roller chain 50 cts. per foot.

Lowest prices on lamps and tires. Send for

bargain sheet. DE l‘ROiT CYCLE 8: MOTOR

CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car.

1905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

ANTED—A SALES AGENT with exten

sive acquaintance amongst automobile

manufacturers, jobbers and dealers, now covering

the large trade in the Eastern, Midt’le and West

ern States, desires to add several saleable motor

accessories or parts to his lines. Addrrss

ENERGETIC, care of Motor World.
 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, r905 “pro-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstratirg

purposes. Very best condition A bargain. C. A.

COEY 8! (:0, 1323-13“ Michigan Ave , Chicago.
 

WE will build an Automobile Garage at r05th

St. and Columbus Ave. on 2% city lots and

rease same tor a term of years to desirable party

For further particulars inquire of SOBEL' & KEAN

CO., 109th St. and Manhattan Ave.

FOR SALE—Two Knox Observation Cars;

fourteen passengers; cars used three months

on Paul Revere Route, are in perfect running

order. Business requires larger autos. Apply to

LEXINGTON & CONCORD SIGHT SEEING

C0,, Lexington, Mass.
 

 

New York School of Automobile Engineors
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of instruction for

Chaufieurs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, 4314 Columbus.

GILBERT

lulo Fabric Supplies

LOOK FOR THI NAME

For sale at: leading

supply houses

  

 

 

  

Catalogue sent on request

.‘ rrrr GILBERT mo. co.
New Haven, Corn.

 

 

Tho Ball Improved Transmission

and REVERSE one

—~FOR——-—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 01" BPUR GEARS

Patented April 19. 1901; Nova 3, 1903; Jan. 12, 1904:

Feb. 23, 1304.

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

156 Greenpoint Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Western Agts.: J. H. Neustrsdt Co. St. Louis, Mo.

  

  

[IFTEN ATTEMPTED
it remained for the

Wilherheo

Battery
  

' solvi rur

IGNITION PlillBlEM.
Not our claims but:

TESTS

and

TESTIMONY

such as this prove how

thorough is the solution:

__ - . an ___-~_
_ _-~—__ m-ss

  

c/Qwfivlarqfihn/i‘ m a. nus.

Itthorlos rpuu cm. ‘

n n... s as“

n- Vorl 0H7.

kill-Is.

r u "use u mu- m an ll m sis-w, “a”

rent"! held so _ ms in: an as is nus 1 am. a pass.

is rr.r., la“! n ear, is." m and sass m Ins-non \I'I

um win-4 pesto-H in mm "as an", nrhfll'

n- arm‘s the Mr Le a. s 00an o -m- s mine at."

u- slut.- .r n- “sleet. r Mve (an t in

rim is. "u "r I.

  

t ms) nu nun Ls Ill

smut on BILI an the us as s “r of nuns aru

stsss \nat tins. sis-ent, am use an is a nu or taste

lill‘ a! use Jul-r1 an on please! so

Is tn

'1

\lf'lel In! w lottery .ve — than

:- sstnhnt- It! your

an In!) you-I.

rf/ 1.11

Send for Descriptlvo Pamphlet and

Discount Sheet for |906

Equlpment.

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.

27 THAMES 8T-, NEW YORK.

LI.
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The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

Il'fittmeriuln Ball-Bearinq 00.

L. S. 8'. NI. 8. Ry. & Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, Ol-llO, U.S.A.

 

 

The Right Sort

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

"Automobile Brand”

Aluminum

Castings.

at the erzht Price.

LIGHT MFO. Mill FOUNDRY OO. Pnttstown, Pa.
 

 

 

  

LIGHT, STRONG,

The only proper equipment for your auto.

Ask for our new machine wrench catalog.

THE BILLINCS 8. SPENCER COMPANY

HARTFORD, comm.

 

HANDY.

 

 

 

“The A. B.t}. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard ofunderstanding.

108 Pages.

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

NEW YORK54 Nassau Street,

50 Cents Per Copy.

 

 

The Michigan

Central
is well named The Niagara Falls Route

No other road gives its passengers such a perfect op

portunity to view the mighty HORSE-SHOE and the

wonderful AMERICAN FALLS. All trains on this line,

via Niagara, stop at Falls View station for five minutes.

Fall stop~over privileges granted on request. Direct Com

munication and Magnificent Through Trains between

New York

Boston

Dutian

Chicago

Detroi

THE ROAD TO MICHIGAN
 

Tell your agent to have your ticket read via this route. For fullintormaltou

regarding rates, routes and connections, address

J. 'w. DALY
Chief Ass't G. P. A. BUFFALO, N. Y.

 
 

 

 

“MOTORGYGLESANDHOW

TO MANAGE THEM"

REVISED EDITION BOUND IN CLOTH

The Only Book of the Sort in Existence

CONTAINS A MINE OF VALUABLE

INFORMATION

PRICE, FIFTY GENTS.

rm: BIOYGLING woan GOMFANY

I54 Nassau Street, New York City
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.[Zmllmli/e
The MMIYe Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

illnnbcr Arrocr'atl'on 0/ Lian-tn! Automoéz'le Manufacturer:

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th Bt_ BOSTON, l5 Berkeley St, PHILADELPHIA, 249 N Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 “WILKID Ave.

PI§K’S Aiimiiiiéiili' SOAP _ Rs

an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keep

 

 

 

 

 

ing clean Fisk's Autmc," soap does 1L _ Without flourishes or fads Acme Motor Cars are the most

1 Cleans a. dirty ca:- as nothing else does, preserves the Widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

fin sh and keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. - ' ' - . -

Re-orders from those who have tried it prove its worth. . Are .mmpleat m conmrucnon and eully “cesmble at any

P53 up inlBtl‘b. ailé-tigl‘itr tin pails.d 1Pf{0%l $1.05)“.hi (Expreilss “'kmg P°""

prep to pon as in est as an ncu n ca 0, I .)
Also put up in barrels and half barrels. g 8 DEMONSTRAT|°N 'N TEN CITIES

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers, dealers and ACME MOTOR CAR 60., Reading, Pa.
garages.

~_ J. W. MEARS, Brooklyn; ENSIGN & MOORE. Blnghamton. N. Y.:OUR Pnosiggrfgog taillfg‘ggfimnbi“ DEVLIN a co.. Chicago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE, Atlanta. 01.;

Fl.BCéngléAfgggfibnvgglaniggtonhPeg; BOS'léON MOTOR 00., Boston:

. . . . ., t ; A ME MOTOR AB C ..MFG. 00., Springfield, M358. Philadelphia: scam mo'ron csngc‘gf OF N. Y., New Yorck Clty.o

 
 

 

HILL PREBISIUN OILERS. “:Tl N E N TA L”
means all that is best when

applied to motors, clutches

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. —

Avoid imitations. Our r906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars Ask for

catalogue.

September 14, 1905.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

840 Austin Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemenz—Iu reply to your favor of the nth inst., would say that

Mr. Alexander Winton has always recognized lubrication as one of the

most important problems to be solved by automobile manuiacturera.

It is sale to assume that the Wintou Motor Carriage Company has

chotrd more time and experimenting to this feature than any other

automobile manufacturing company in the country

For more than a year the Hill Precision ()iler has been subjected by

Mr. Winton to the most exhaustive tests, both in our experimental depart~

meat and also in exceedingly severe and prolonged road work. The most

satisfactory results have been obtained, and as a result, believing it to be the

most perfectly developed lubricating device yet roduced. Winton cars

will be equipped during the coming season with I re Hill Precision Oiler.

Yours very truly,

  

 

THE WINTON moron calersGE co. Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

CHAS. B. Slunxs, General Sales Managrr. 240-244 w. LAKE STREET. _ - CHICAGO, 'LL'

THE STEEL BALL GUMPANY, 832 Ausiln Am, Chicago, U. S. A. \ PE'I‘ERSON & DRAPER. mm mm Reprmnmlvet
 

 

 

 

 

 

SQI-IRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE AND ABSGLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

[7 shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 

4'

'l ,
  

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRADER'S SQN, lnc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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That

Car Ingram
We know something 0! especmi interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Logan (Zonstruttion (Zompanv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

i” WM”;

TOURING OAR;

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A.

“00mmme

 

III) West 38th Street,

 

 

National Molar Bars
“ Watch for the Round Radiator."

  

MODEL (2—24-30 H P.

Powerful, easy running, simply controlled. All

parts readily accessible. More features of real

merit than any other touring car at any price.

Our catalogue is instructive.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE GO.

1007 East Tnoniy-Saoond 8L. INDIANAPOLIS, liill.

liltmber A merinm

.llalar Car rllanufarlurtrr Auacialiorl, Chicago.

 

SnringiialdTop
(Pat. i391)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Iaiai

Body 00.,

366 Blrnle Ave..

Springiield, Mass.

  

 

CHEAP MATERIALS.

_ In the South, Manufacturers oi all kinds are in position to

Assenible their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections oi the South which are growing faster than

any other rt of the United States, ‘

Ii looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent. rn Broadway, ew York iiy.

To OliiililiiIS ui Sloan Oars:

Write us for rinted matter on the IELSOI

STEA- IATER "up, the only positive high

pressure boiler teed,

JOHN SIMMONS CO.,

l04-l IO Centre 8t., New York.

TIIE MARION IOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, O I 500.

Air cooled. to horse power developed. Beautiful in

.Iesigu and finish. Buy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO., INDIANAPOLIS. Illl

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

Tia Baldwin Chain company

—- mu:- —

Automobile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevei

Gears.

 

 

Baillln Chain & Mig. OIL,

Worcester. Mass , U.S A.

SPRAOUE OANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Sand for Catalogue

SPRAOUE UMBRELLA OO., NMIIII, Ollit

  

 

 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(line (")0th 'iililorib

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 Addrm

 

  

 

   

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many light! as de

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The Concentrated Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

Troubled with Faulty Ignition?

We are ignition specialists. Our

APPLE

Automatic Sparker

is a portable stora e battery

charger that cures al ignition

faults. All owners of launchea,

automobiles or gas engines should

write to-dav.

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

or luvra noon DAYTON, omo

S'EA-RI'TE
: __

"Irava III!" VII Lnllssr."

  

 
Our new

MICA PLUGS
have largest air space, are practically puncture-prod

and are guaranteed to stay right longer than any other

mica plugs made. Price, ‘ | .75.

Now a total of 26 sizes.

Plugs sent post»paid with handy wrench.

Motor Aooeseorlec.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 that lmltllly IEVI YORK CITY

 

  

 

 

COOLERS

  

Dn'norr. Mrcnll .

(ASYIII FACYDIV, IFWAII I J. TANKS

  

"ODDS
 

 

How’s

that Pulse?

Not so vigourons—eh? Winter's

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Da Nothing for just two weeks at

French Lick

W'est Baden Springs
Simply rest and drink the world-fumed waters.

They clear away the impurities from the system

-— cure kidney, liver and stomach troubles.

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated In Southern Indiana on the

MONON ROUTE i

Write for Illustrated Book] .t, ~
ticuluru. hotel rates, etci nflilgggggp.“

ORA 8. ll. ROCKWELL FRANK J. REED

T o Mlnl‘er Gen'l Pau- Ann

198 CUSTOM HOUSE PLACE, CHICAGO
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Rrverne.

  WHAT IS mnnr mmnum mu THE

TRANSMISSION OEAIIS 5'

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Togelher?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y

SLIDE GEAR.

Dlrect Drive. Three Speeds and Reverie.

  

 

 

Kinzslon Barhuretor.
OVER 29,000 Ill USE.

. Patented Mayra, 1903.

Other Patent!

Pending.

  

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils.

Spark-Plugs, Stoorlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlcos, etc

uM-saoo Y r
O. MHFFLERsour-our

_ v use and.

  

 

BTIIIE, KINGSTON I 00., Koiomo, Ind., U. S. A.

GRAY? DAVI5

Per. Jan. so, Igor.

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ucendkg or descending.

TRADI ORADOMETER MARK.

 
 

Sent pollplld on receIpt of price, $1.50.

THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dllbli‘lt, lm.

 

We Makeinnd Tops.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY OIL,

I233 Michigan Ave., Chlcago.

 

 

 

  

Amesbury, Mass.

  

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS 0N D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A OLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the son, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon, the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and, grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet. '

Address

D. & B. STEAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE S'r. WIIARF. DETROIT, MIC".

 

  

“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equlpped Wlth Them.
AMESBURY, MASS

 

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
 

 
  

 

OOLIIMBIA ORY OELLS
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

Send

for

  

Catalogue.

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

'tiv ower w.ll interest vou.Marisa-i5“ eed o I L E R Write [or descripliun.

Auto Brass 8: Aluminum (0., film. Niall.

More Motor Luxury. Write for

“ Good News Book." Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., Grove St.,

Akron, 0.

 

6000 3 "ii—AK

We UnderseII Everybody

Only 3:0 for new 28x25 tires fresh from far

sl 0 tory, Other styles and sizes in proporiiun.

_ - o -

We Do first Class Repairing

Pay height on all lire: lent LII, ermine and lend enimne oI

cm! of repairs before doing any wuvk, We “Hum”, fillI

retread 1an recover old tires. Price forlor Newman! c I' illin .

$5 for firm” lire.

(DI SRAIIAI OYOLE 00.. 601-605 Madison St, Chicago
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WATCH THE EFFICIENT

DOUBLE CHAIN DRIVE

On I906 Model Cars with “WHITNEY” Chains.

,T V _' if ,v E , it?

\ V Hm ._
h * 'qv - ,ru ‘

/ ‘ “ v '
J -.-~»v' m p,“

I " .

‘\

nuuulh v y m 

 

* The “wag RUFF;
I Patent System of Keying

and

“WHITNEY” CHAINS
have'been adopted by most of

the leading manufacturers of

AUTUMUBILES, MABHINERY,

etc.

THE

WHITNEY MFG. 00.

Hartford, Conn-, U. S. A.
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There are reasons why

 

MORGAN IkWRlGHTTIRES  
 

 
 

 

 

ARE 600D TIRES

 
  

Reason I

TOUGHNESS.

(L MORGAN & WRIGHT cover stock is made from a compound which twenty

years of tire-making has proven beyond any question to be as near invulrerable

as rubber can be made and retain its rubber efficiency.

(L it has been cut by glass, and nails have gotten thru it, but week in and week out

the remarkably small number of such injuries is conclusive evidence that this stock
 

possesses an almost incredible amount of toughness.

. (L All of which is buto_ne good feature in a thoroly good tire.

  

 

MORGAN &. WRIGHT, Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine St... DETROIT—285 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISC0_1087 Mullah 5L

BOSTON—228 Columbul Ave. NEW YORK—214 W. 47!)! St. DENVER—1562 Broadway.

CLEVELAND—347 Huron St. SYRACUSE—212414 S. Clinton St. ST. LOUIS—638 Vandeventer Ave.

DAYTON—417 15. Mb 81. MINNEAPOLIS—708 Hennepln Ave. Los ANGELES-—940 8. mm St.

ATLANTA—35 Ed‘ewood Ave.

 

 

 

 

 

Business and the OLDSMOBILE

As a business man, when you decide to buy an automobile, you naturally turn to the

trim, ever-ready runabont, whose popularity among business men has won it the title of “An

Office on Wheels.”

It has been found that for daily use about town or even for runs into the country, the

standard runabout, with its 7 h. p. single cylinder motor is the most economical to operate

and gives the most efficient service.

Traveling men have adopted it both for city service and, in a number of instances, for covering

territory made up of small towns in well settled sections. For example, in Southern Michigan

and Northern Ohio one man has used an Oldsmobile runabout for the past three seasons in

visiting 225 towns, driving in so doing 8000 miles each season.

Others have had equally satisfactory experience.

Send for Catalogue 53, giving complete particulars of our line.

OLDS noToR WORKS, Lansing, rum, 0. s. A.

Member A. L. A. M.
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T0 SELLERSOFANIJ USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

F We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

  

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & 1 Tires:

G & J Tire (‘30. Goodyear'l'ire& Rubber (20.

Hartford Rubber Works 80. Fisk Rubber 80.

Morgan & Wright International Automobile 8:

B. F. Goodrich (20. Vehicle Tire (~30.

Diamond Rubber ('30. @ontinental @aoutchouc Go.

0&Jlnuz Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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DON’T EXPERIMENT

Just _S_ell

THE FORD
Mr. Agent—Over 2,000 Automobile buyers decided during the past season not to experiment. They all bought

"Fords." It is even more important for the retailer to sell a car of known merit than it is for the purchaser to buy one. The

buyer only loses his money, but the agent who sells a car not up to standard loses both prestige and reputation.

The success of the Ford Motor Co. is built on the success of the Ford Cars, and you know how great our success

has been. Remember that people lika do business with successful firms, and a car with o reputation is easier to sell than

an unknown.

You know the general rush to the Ford exhibit at the shows, and how they all ask, "What has Ford this year?" plainly

indicating that automobile men look to Henry Ford for new ideas and originality of design. _

We have a surprise or two up our sleeve this year—particulars about October l5th———nothing before, except that there

is certainly good business ahead for the Ford agent in 1906, and it might be well to write us and see if we can give you the

proposition and the territory you require.

FORD MOTOR @OMPHNY, - I - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBER AMERICAN uo'ron. CAR MANUFACTURER? ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO.

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR CO., of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

 

  

 

TANNER & COMPANY,

AUTOMOBILES, Moron CYCLES, BICYCLES AND

SEWING MACHINES.

NEW BEDFORD, MASS., September 3, INS.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO..

Buffalo, N. Y.

Gentlemenz—Last October I purchased a 24 horse

power Thomas Fler from a Boston owner. who

told me that it had been driven 10.000 miles during

1904. Since owning this car I have covered 21,010

miles in it personally, getting over $1700.00 from

reminz the same, and the machine seems smoother

running to-day than ever.

I have carried six and seven people in it many

times on trips forty and fifty miles. Better aervhe

could not be asked or given.

Your; very truly,

WM. E. TANNER.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASS.

  

New Bedtord.

Bristol, as.

w Personally appeared the said Wm. E.

Tanner and made oath that the above

L 5 statement is true. Sworn to before me this

second day of September, i906.

M CHARLES '1'. HERON.

Justice of the Peace.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,
Makers of Thomas “Flyer" Automobile.

l2l0 NIAGARA STREET, - BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members A. L. A. M.
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Member Associliinn

Licensed Automobile Manufacturer:

  

 

The car that has been consistently success

ful in the past can be depended upon to be

more successful in the future,

Each successive model has added to the Packard record for

endurance and reliability and that unequaled smoothness of running.

The latest model, the New Packard 24, upon which will be concentrated every thought and every

facility of the Packard factory during the coming season, has already proven itself to be the best

thing we have ever turned out. On June 8th, the first car of this model made the run of three

hundred miles from Detroit to Chicago in the total elapsed time of [2% hours, running time ll hours,

carrying five to s'u passengers. Afler a night's rest in Chicago the car made the return journey on

the following day, June 9th. This severe test of six hundred miles was made without repairs or

replacement except to tires.

Price with Standard Equipment. S4,oco.oo, f. 0. b. Detroit. For oar catalog and name of nearest

Packard dealer, address

Packard Motor Car (30., Dept. S

  

Detroit, hiioll.
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Last Spring Mr. Henry A. Lorenz

of Buffalo, N. Y., purchased a model

F Cadillac of the Centaur Motor Co.

of that city.

some months, he decided to make a

run to New York City, and as a

matter of precaution, took the car to

the Centaur C0. to have it “gone

over.”

These reproductions of the repair

order and the postal card sent by

Mr. Lorenz on his arrival in New

York,

result.
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CADILLAC

Economy
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show the expense and the "w
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(wax,

7&974

%0M /vZ,-’_

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit, Mich.

I Gil-idl

.‘CIIVIO Ann A? IOVID
  

  

There may not be much

in theCadillac for the re

pair shop end of your

business, but Cadillac

dealers say there’s a

whole lot of satisfaction

for their selling depart

ments.
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WHITE RELIABILITY.

Did you read in the Motor World of September 14th the account of the trip of Ezra H.

Fitch and his party in three White steamers through the forests of Maine and Quebec?

II a White car can be depended upon to traverse forest trails, to ford streams, to

travel through a desolate region hundreds of miles from any base of supplies, can itonot be

relied on implicitly for such service a: you require from a car?

Write [or Literature.

'ITE 5° cii'fiflw'ifiiihwfiMACHINE __ 0111010361); jrs

‘i-L'u" ' .

 

 

“ Garages and Individual Owners

UEEN who have had most experience

use exclusively

I I

The name stands for a line of cars that hasno equal, either as a selling proposition for the

dealer, or an investment for the individual

FOR CLEANING CARS.

There are mighty good reasons for it, too.

buyer.

Staunch in construction, powerful in action,

reliable in operation, and simple in control, _ 0

Queen Automobiles best meet every require They Will readily suggest themselves to any

ment of automobile worth. one interested.

We make

Rome Linseed-Oil Soap,

put it up in barrels, half-barrels and pails, and

Queen Runabouts. Queen Det. Tonneaus.

Queen Touring Cars.

Made ri bt and sold ri ht b . -g g y sell it cheaper than ordinary soaps.

C. H. BLOMS] ROM MOTOR COMPANY, Send us a trial order—if not satisfactory you

Detroit, Mldl- get your money back.

c. A. DUBRR a co.. Inc. nu Broadway, New York cm Agentl. Rome, N. Y.
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AMONG THE LEADERS IN

ELIMINATIN’ RACE.

Our regular stock model finishes third in Vanderbilt Cup Race

trials. Just think what we are offering you this year. It is like

this. You sit behind the wheel of a ROYAL TOURIST with one

hand on the throttle lever. Move the lever an inch or so and you

have an ideal vehicle, under perfect control, for city use or country

touring. Move the lever a little more and you have a motor car fit

to compete with the speed machines especially built for the VANDER

BTLT CUP RACE. Please bear in mind that the famous Royal that

did so well in the race last Saturday is the same as the one you buy

from us in every particular except, of course, you get a luxurious and

handsome body, instead of a couple of tin seats.

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO , 58th St. & Broadway. New York; G J. DUN

HAM, I8: Columbus Ave., Boston; THE MCDUFFEE AU OMOBILE

CO., I449 Michigan Ave.. Chica o; G. W. CAPLIN, 434 S th Fifth St.,

Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE UPPLY CO., I.im.. 24 tm erance St.,

Toronto; MOTOR SHOPI 317 N. Broad St., Philadelph 1; \SESTMIN

STER AUTOMOBILE CO., 4396 Olive St., St. Louis.

  

 

 

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Best Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE

CAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to

operate and maintain

“ Marks a New Era In Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mass., U. S. A.

  

  

You See Them Everywhere

The cut below shows our Pope-Waverly,

Model 30. It is by far the smartest station and

general utility wagon yet produced. '1 he front

seat is finely upholstered, the interior of dark

green broadcloth. Gearing noiseless, “herring

bone "- type, running in oil, and protected in

dust-proof cases. Motor equipment consists of

two 3 h. p. motors of improved design, each

capable of an overload of an additional 3 h. p.

We make also

Surreys, Chelseas, Runa

bouts, Delivery Wagons

and other model;

  

Station Wagon, Model 30, $2250

POPE MOTOR CAR CO.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

NEW YORK CITY 1733 Broadway

BOSTON, MASS- 223 Columbus sznuc

PROVIDENCE. R. l 15 Snow Street

WASHINGTON. D. C 819 14th Szrut

SAN FRANCTSCO, CAL 451 Minion Street
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F Will you write us about the

1906 Agency for the WAYNE?
 

   

'QDNAYNE AUTOHOB

The Wayne Agency for 1‘106 is a good thing. The Wayne cars were

extensively advertised last year in all the leading magazines and trade papers.

For 1906 we have made arrangements for a campaign of co-operation with our

local Agents which will mean practical assistance in selling Wayne cars. We

realize that to get good Agents it is necessary for the Agent to have a

proposition on which he can make money, and the Wayne agency proposition is

one which it will pay you to investigate.

The Wayne line for 1906 is comprised of cars that have proved their ability

to stand hard usage by three years road service.

We have not changed the Wayne principle of construction because nobody

has yet been able to show us anything better tho' our cars contain all new

improvements and are strictly up-to-date (no old models built over.)

Write us and find out what we have to offer, before you forget.

    
m
m

ILE COMPANY, Dept. Q. Detroit, Mich.

 

‘M   

 

 

Central Western Representative:

 

16 II. P. Touring Car

$1,400 $750

THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles without a single adjust—

ment. No car at less than tWice the price made AS GOOD a record. No car AT ANY PRICE

did better.

THE CAR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

“Climb to the Clouds” at Mt. Washington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get one up, but sent the SAME car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Runabout type won the race at Long Branch August r9,

making four miles in 5 min. 33 sec, and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of your consideration. Look at

as many cars as you please, but don’t buy before seeing the Maxwell.

The agency field is filling fast. If you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.

Agents in principal cities.

New York Agents:

A. F. CHASE.

  

MAXWELL-BRISCOE, INC.
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Regular Goodrich construction, but provided

with the Bailey “WON’T SLIP" Tread.

Prevents

NEW YORK. 66—68 Reade St. and 1626 Broadway.

BUFFALO. 731 Mill! S

SAN FRANCISCO. 892

Glad to Get Back

To GOODRICH TIRES
Mr. H. C. Baxter of Walpole, N. H., in a letter of September 12, 1905,

writes as follows:

“ I am glad to get back to the use of your tires, after having satis

fied my desire to test a foreign make, which I have found did not give

me as good service on our country roads as yours, which I have used

for years, have given me. I shall use your make in the future. At

present I have a 24 h p. Peerless, which I am using to make business

trips between our canneries in New Hampshire and Vermont."

Yours truly, H C BAXTFR

“WON’T SLIP"

Ah
The B. F. Goodrich Company

Akron, Ohio
CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

BOSTON_ 161 Columbus Ave.

DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St.

LONDON, E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

THE BAILEY TIR'E.

Rims branded in the channel with this topyrighted mark

have been inspected and pronounced perfect.

tee our tires only on rims w branded.

We guaran

slipping. slewing or skidding.

I'LEVELAND, (20 Superior St.

PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

DENVER. 1444 Curtll St.

I.

Mlulon St.

 

 

  

_ Diamond

ENDLESS suun SIDE WIRE TIRES
Are the equipment on leading makes of commercial motor vehicles—

trucks, wagonettes, omnibus cars, and others.

Their quality is shown by their device.

We shall be glad to write you fully concerning tires of this type for

any purpose for which you may contemplate using them.

THE DIAHOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

HOST N-17 bug Ave, DETROIT—310 Woodward Ave.I'H1L21)ELP4}{(I:RI:M N0. Brood 8!. ST. lDUlS—Sflfifi Olive 8!. l'lCNVER—S'Z‘Z Boston Bulldmg.

BUFFALO-7lb Maln St. ('IIICAGO—HWJGD Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 I‘lrlt A\O. s

NE\V YORK—7S Reade Sl. CLEVELAND—223 Huron St.

 

SAN FRANCISCO—“)8 Million 5!.
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6&J I rs
THE STRQNGEST TIRES MADE—because only the best of mate

 

 

 

 

[0]]1r constructthe

THE MSST QSMFQRTHBLE TIRES—because most resilient

in

THE MSST EGQNSMIQHL TIRES—because, be

Is are usedria

t, they ''liening res:

crease the power of the engine, and reduce the consumption of fuel

THE EHSIEST TIRES T6 HANDLE—because no tire clamps are used

Write for eatalog and Tire Manual

6&JllRli Co.
Indianapolis,

San FranclscoBullalo eleveland Detrolt ehlcago DenverBoston
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SIDE-WIRE TIRES

are used on nine-tenths of the American made commercial vehicles. Why? Because manufacturers

of commercial automobiles have learned by hard' experience that the “Firestone” is the only tire that

will withstand the hard knocks that are inseparable from commercial machines.

Firestone Tires wear like iron. They hold to the Rim—they give satisfaction.

Then why not “ Firestone ” ?

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Akron, Ohio

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston St. Louis

San Francisco Los Angeles

  

  

 

  

 

 

  

GARFORD

The great problem of the hour for the automobile manufacturer is to develop

the details of his engine. This study is so absorbing and important

that the duty of producing axles and other parts has

been left to other specialists.

()ur specialty is the manufacture of parts for the very highest class of cars—

parts that are as good as life insurance. We make:

REAR AXLE, Independent Shaft Drive. Ball or Plain Bearing, Weight Carried Entirely on Axle Tube

FRONT AXLE, I-Beam Section Nickel Steel Bed, Ball or Plain Bearing

CHANGE GEAR STEERING GEAR CLUTCH

DISTANCE ROD AND BRACKET PROPELLER SHAFT LEVERS FOR EMERGENCY-BRAKE AND CHANGE-GEAR

Parts of one size are suitable for cars weighing up to 2400 lbs. and of 30 II. P.

Parts of the other size are suitable for cars weighing up to 2800 lbs. and of 50 II. P.

Write for Circular No. l2.

THE GARFORD COMPANY. - - - Elyria, Ohio.

Sales Manager: Hayden Eames, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Exceptional Opportunity to

Purchase a BARGAIN.

Several cars used for demonstrating purposes at our factory, branches and agencies,

are offered at alluring prices—if sold—quick. Choice of our different models is

given.

These cars are perfect in every respect, but cannot truthfully be called brand new

cars. Quick action on the part of an intending purchaser will result in a big

bargain, coupled with the lasting satisfaction for which the “ Haynes ” is famous.
 

Write us at once.

Haynes Automobile Company, '

Kokomo, lnd.

Member A. L. A. M.

New York Chicago

 
 

 

 

  

MICI- :LIN

 

 

 
 

 

Ninety per cent. of the world’s best

cars are equipped with Michelin tires.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc,

6 West 29th Street, New York

Telephone—4657 Madison E. l). \VmAns, General Manag r

BRANCHES.

Chicago, 1461 Michigan Boulevard. Rochester. 21—29 Plymouth Avenue. St. Paul. C. P. Joy Auto Co. l'ouuhkeepsle. 14-20 Catherine Street.

Boston. 751 Boylston Street. Baltimore. 1020 Morton Street. l‘ini'innuil, 904 Broadway. Albany. 07—101 Central Avenue. .

l hilldelphla. 322 N0. Broad Street. Minneapolis. 709 Hennepin Avenue. Butlaln_ 3439 Pearl Sill-vi Ni-wurk. N. J.. 286 Hals.y Strut

Wasnington, 133" New York Ave. N. W. St. Louis. 3936 Olive street. I’iltsbul‘g. 5:903 (ti-i il't- Avenue_ Aalvul'y Park. N. J.. Main St. and Sevi'all Avenue.

5“ Francisco, 301 lArkln Street. Indianapolis. Indiana Automobile Co. Utiua. 12'18 Lurayelte Sti'eet_ Morrlatown. N- 1.. 1 South Street.
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STANDARD

'- ROLLER BEARING

COMPANY,
48th & Girard‘Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

  

mm 5.. SPACER. Largest Plant in the World for Exclusive Manuiaotlm of SILENT TYPE.

Anti-Friction Bearings and Automobile Axles.

 
 

Total space occupied, “5,000 Square '0". Steel eonvertlng and Temperlng Plant, 50 It. x no It.

MM" machine Shop, 15° "- “we X 50° "~ long Power Plant, Engines and Generators, 800 H. P.

Steel Ball Factory, 76 ft. wide X 300 ft. long, three Ste“ B." Qu‘put, g-°°°,°°Q ha". da||y_

WE MAKE ANNULAR

BALL BEARINGS.

We will Positively Guaran

tee Prompt Deliveries.

  

SEND FUR ANNULAR BEARING CATALOG.
FLANGED BEARING.

(Either Full or Silent.)
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NOIS

BELTS >

GA

8 UT

ITS SILENCE AND SIMPLICITY ARE ON A PAR WITH ITS EASY RIDING QUALITIES. IT IS

A COMFORTABLE CAR AS WELL AS A DEPENDABLE ONE.

      

Detachable _. _ N0 Delays.

Slde Entrance gt Immediate

Tonneaus _ _

Suppned if Deliveries

Desired. Guaranteed.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Member A. L. A. M.

PETER EOGARTY, New York Agent, 142 West Thirty-eighth Street.

 

“It's Nice to Know

How Far You Go."

Veeder Odometers.

Every Veeder Odometer we send out is

designed for the particular make and model car ’

for which it is ordered. That insures accuracy.

You will want an Odometer when you go

touring this summer. Ask your dealer or send to

us for catalog.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO.,

26 Sergeant Street, Hartford, Gonn

Cyclometers Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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SOLARS

SHOW THE WAY

Don't fail to see the

1906 MODEL

Solar Motor Lamps

and Generators

Qur Parabolens Projector is the most

powerful and steady light producer made,

and is the only one manufactured with

optically correct focus of lens, light and

reflectors.

We absolutely guarantee these lights

perfect.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO.

KENOSHA - - - WISCONSIN
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CKoaddev’

  

 

Low Cost of Maintenance, Reliability

and Splendid Appearance Makes This

The Favorite Car—The All Around Car.

When it is considered that the Rambler has, in contests with other cars,

demonstrated its ability to travel the same distance in equal time, consuming

40 to 50070 less fuel and half as much lubricant without injury to the engine

nor special effort on the part of the operator, it is not to be wondered at that

so many of these cars were sold during the past‘season.

The sale of Surrey, Type One, will be continued in 1906 and with the

improvements and refinements that have been made in this model, the

demand for it at the reduced price will probably exceed the supply.

A number of these cars are ready for prompt delivery with complete

equipment of lamps, horn, tools, etc., at

$1200

Cape Top, $100 extra

Canopy Top with glass front, $l00 extra

We have representatives in all leading cities. Better call; and ask for a copy of the

Rambler magazine and a practical road test of Surrey, Type One. They are both free.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha. Wis.

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE,

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.

S \N FRA NCISCO.

New York Agency,

134 W. 38th St.
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WHY NO TRADE TICKETS

 

Reasons That Induced the License Association's

Surprising Reform in Show Affairs.

 

0f the several radical reforms in show

practices which will be brought to bear by

the Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers at the Madison Square Garden

exhibition in January, none has caused more

comment and head shaking than the abolish

ment of the so-called “trade tickets"

coupon books of admission.

The ban placed on horn tooting, souvenir

distributing and “sold” signs appear to have

met with fairly general approbation, but the

elimination of the reduced price “trade

ticket” has excited universal wonder; proph

ecies that it will prove to be “a big mistake”

are not lacking. However that may be, it is

certain that none identified with the A. L.

A. M. is greatly concerned over any possible

or probable effects of their action.

“When our show committee recommended

the abolishment of trade tickets," said a

"man in the know' when :1 Motor World rep

resentative sought for the reasons that in

spired such a far reaching reform, "there

was as much surprise expressed and as much

dubious eye lifting inside the assoelation as

is now in evidence outside of it. But when

the committee gave the reasons for its pro

posal, 1 don't mind telling you that it was

heartily and unanimously indorsed.

“i‘he fact of the matter is—aud nearly

every one knows it—these trade tickets are

simply thrown around. They are given to

every Tom, Dick and Harry, and their sisters

and their aunts. They are passed over the

bar, they are handed to the barbers, the man

icure and massage artists, the hotel bellhops

and a lot more of such people who have no

more interest in automobiles than they have

in the creed 0f Confucius. It is of no benefit

to the show or to automobiling to have them

there.

“There was one other very good and suffi

cient reason that actuated the decision to

a. olish that form of admission: For the last

show in the Garden there were sold some

thirty thousand ‘trade tickets.’ of which num

ber it was_found that eight thousand were

and

never used—in other words, the trade paid

-out $2,000 which might as well haVe been

thrown into the gutter. When these facts

were presented to the members the action 0'.

the show committee was, as i have said, im

mediately and heartily indorsed.”

 

Foss and Hughes Join Forces.

\V. J. Foss and Archie Hughes, managers;

respectively, of the Pope Mfg. Co.’s branches

in Boston and Providence, have resigned

their poeitions, and, joining hands, are mak

ing ready to enter the business on their own

account in Philadelphia. They already may

be said to have made a good start, having

secured the representation of two splendid

lines—the Pierce and the Cadillac.

 

Accessory Men Appoint Allotment Committee.

The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers

‘ have constituted H. \V. Chapin, H. E. Ray

mond, J. W. Gilson, D. J. Post and Peter

Steenstrup their committee on allotment of

show space. They will meet the manage

, ments of the New York and Chicago shows

in this city on Thursday and Friday of this

week, and will make the actual allotments

early next month.

 

Shiland Becomls Sales Manager.

H. C. Shiland, former manager of the Chi

cago branch of the Buick Automobile Co.,

has been transferred to the main oflice at

Jackson, Mich, where he will enter upon his

new duties as general sales manager. \V. J.

Mead, formerly identified with the Monarch

Cycle Mfg. 00., succeeds Mr. Shiland in Chi

cago. Shiland succeeds Charles Van Horne.

 

Randolph Takes on Lamps.

In addition to the Autocar, S. F. Randolph,

who now has the new Autocar Co. of New

York in going order at Broadway and Sixty

third street, has secured another good an

- count—the Eastern agency for the Neverout

lamps. A full stock of the lamps will be

carried, as the Neverout people will discon

tinue their New York branch.

 

Kaestner in Financial Straits.

The Charles Kaestner Mfg. 00., South

Bend, Ind., makers of several automobile ac

cessories. are in trouble. A receiver has

been applied for as the best way to get them

out of it.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday. October l2, [905.

TO LESSEN TIRE UP-KEEP

How, if Manufacturers Won't Use Larger Wheels.

Owners May Help Themselves.

 

 

"If automobile manufacturers would use

larger wheels on their cars and automo

bile users would kccp their tires fully in—

flatcd, very much less would be heard of tire

troubles and tire maintenance," ventured an

old tire man a day or tWo since. “Even the

same diameter of tire on a wheel of greater

size makes a big difference, but as nothing

of the sort is on the immediate horizon,

‘kcep your tires well lnfiated’ should be

dinned into the ears of automoblllsts until

there is no escaping it.

“The use of a soft tire is simply a pre

mium on its disintegration. Compression it

self implies friction, and when compressed

air is kept circulating in a tire it means more

friction. Friction means heat, and heat is

destructive to both rubber and fabric, and

there you are! When a tire is not well in

flated, every bump—in fact, every revolu

tion of the wheel that depresses the tire—

sends the air shooting more or less violently

around in its lnclosing envelop of rubber,

thereby greatly increasing the friction and

the heat.

“If any one doubts the destructive effects

of this sort of thing, let him experiment with

a tire that is deflated to just such an extent

that the inner tube will not be ‘chewed

up’ by the abuse to which it is to be sub

jected. After such a tire has been given

bard use, it will be found that the friction

and heat generated is sufficient actually to

melt the rubber; the inner tube will be found

sticking together.

“‘Let automobilists keep their tires well in

flated, and they will save quite a few dollars

in the course of a season. There‘s nothing so

cheap as air."  

Plumb Succumbs to Pneumonia.

Theodore W. Plumb, the general travelling

representative of the Parrish & Blngham

Company, Cleveland, and who enjoyed a

wide acquaintance in the trade, died of pncu

monia in that city on Monday last. Ills re

mains will be interred to-dny at his old

home, Mei-idea. Conn.
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Falcon Swoops Down on Bay City.

W. F. Flynn is a young man who firmly

believes in judicious advertising. Flynn is

the Michigan lad who invented the “Falcon

motor car, simple in construction, silent and

marvelloust swift In operation. The motor

indicates a power heretofore believed impos

sible of attainment in an engine of this size

and weight, which permits the running gear

of the machine to be constructed on heavier

lines in order to overcome the severe shook

incidental to fast driving. In addition to this

feature there are a number of special features

found in no other machine.” Flynn wants

to locate in Bay City, Mich., and as paid ad

vertising requires considerable outlay, Flynn

decided to take a lot of newspaper reporters

for an outing. The result is very apparent,

for in commenting editorially on Mr. Flynn‘s

intended stock company a Bay City paper

says: “Any one having money to invest In a

legitimate industry which promises reason

ably large returns from the outset will cer

tainly find it to their advantage to confer

with the secretary of the Board of Trade.

Bay City should certainly leave no stone un

turned to secure this industry."

 

To Make Tops and Bodies.

The Barndt-Johnson Automobile Supply Co.

is the style of a new industry at Columbus.

Ohio, which has just been incorporated with

a capital of $25,000. The company has leased

a disused plant on Eat Donaldson street,

where, as soon, as necessary alterations are

made, it will begin the manufacture of auto

mobile bodies and tops. The company thinks

it will have business enough to start with, as

it has already contracted to furnish the Oscar

Lear Automobile Co. with all its bodies for

one year. These officers have been chosen:

President, C. Chris. Born; vice—president, W.

E. Johnson; treasurer, Lewis Ph. Hostcr;

secretary and general manager, Charles

Barndt; directors, the officers and Thomas E.

Curtin. Johnson was for years foreman of

the body department of the Columbus Buggy

Co., and Barndt was chief draughtsman for

the same company.

 

Suits Follow Order for Special Car.

Frank C. Goddard and Henry W. Howe

have filed answers in the Court of Common

Pleas to the suit brought against them by

the Williams Foundry & Machine Co., Akron,

Ohio. The suit is to compel Goddard to pay

for an automobile which the company claims

It built for him under contract. Goddard al

leges that the company In May, 1903, under~

took to construct a car for him, representing

that it would be completed within three

months, the cost of which was to have been

between $500 and $000. He claims that the

machine was not completed by May 1, 1901.

and is practically useless. In a cross peti

tion Goddard alleges that he paid the Will

iams company $407.02, and that because of

its failure to complete the car within the

stated time he has been damaged to the ex.

tent of $500.

Will Sell Cars and Make Tops.

The King Mfg. & Garage Co., Springfield,

Ohio, which has been incorporated with $20,

000 capital, succeeds the King Mfg. Co.,

which concern made automobile tops exclu

sively. The new company will conduct a

general agency and garage business, having

taken the agency in Clark, Champaign and

Green for the PopeToledo, Packard, Cadil

lac, Autocar and others. A garage is being

fitted up on Main street.

Morrison Gets the Ranier.

The Ranier car is about to make its debut

in Boston. The agcncy for it has been ob

taincd by the Morrison-Tyler Motor Co., the

now concern which A. It]. Morrison, former

manager of the Peerless branch, has organ

ized in that city. It had been reported that

the Harry It‘osrlit'k Co. had secured the Bos

ion agency for tho anicr, but this has

proved to be not the case.

 

New Managers for Locomobilc Branches.

The Locomobile branches in Chicago and

Philadelphia are in charge of new managers

A. J. Bantu and Irving J. Morse, respectively.

They succeed B. G. Sykes and \Vllliam Mor

gah. Bunta was one of tht Locomobile Com

pany‘s most energetic travellers, while Morse

has long been identified with the company,

at one time having been connected with

their London depot.

French Finally Locates in Clifton.

At last has the French Automobile Co., the

$100,000 Maine corporation, located itself. It

will begin the manufacture of "runabouts,

touring cars, jobblng truoks and marine gas

engines" in Clinton, Mass, in the factory

builomg on Main street owned by Drs. W. P.

Bowcrs and C. L. French.

Covert May Move to Rochester.

Indications are that the Covert Motor Ve

hicle Co., of Lockport, N. Y., will remove to

Rochcstcr soon. Most of the stcokholders of

the firm live in the latter city, and for some

time have been desirous of bringing the plant

there.
 

Hinclilcy Gets Foss’s Place.

Freeman Ilinckley has succeeded to the

manngemcnt of the Pope Mfg. Co.'s Boston

branch left vacant by the resignation of W.

J. Foss. liincklcy was previously assistant

manager of the place.

 

Phelps Out. Name Changed.

The withdrawal of Mr. Phelps from the

I‘hclps Motor Vehicle Co., Stoncham, Mass,

has led to a change of name. It is now the

Courier Motor Co.

 

Upton Becomes the Beverly.

The Upton Machine Co., Beverly, Mass"

who manufacture the Beverly car and the

Upton gear. have changed their name to the

Beverly Mfg. Co.

Stanley Would Appeal to the Poor.

Many statesmen, orators, playwrights, au

thors and other classes of men prominent in

the public eye have come from Indiana, but

until lately no record of an Indiana philan

thropist has been kcpt. Now, however, that

State claims to possess a man who is a phi

lanthropist and inuventor as well. He is

James Stanley, of Mooreland, who “has per

fcctcd an automobile which, Mr. Stanley is

firmly convinced, will prove a boon to the

poorer classes.” Quite unselfish in his am

bitions. Mr. Stanley is cndeavoring to form

a stock company to supply the poorer people

with automobiles at $350 per—or less. No

doubt the most worthy of the poor will be

allowed to purchase a block of the stock.

Big Garage for Baltimore.

Howard W. Gill and Stanley chl, as the

Motor Car Co., of Baltimore, Md., have pur

chased the lot at the northeast corner of

Mount Royal and Maryland avenues,and upon

it will erect a garage, which, when completed,

will be the largest in the Monumental City.

The estimated cost is $100,000. The build

ing will be of concrete and brick, two stories

high, with 150 foot frontage on Mount Royal

avenue and 100 feet on Maryland ayenue.

There will be four entrances. The machine

shop and storcroom will be on the first floor.

the latter witha capacity for 150 cars. The

Automobile Club of Maryland will have its

quarters on the second floor, and on which

also dormitories for chauffeurs will be pro

vldcd.

Bates's Offer to Madison.

Apparently the report that the Bates Auto

mobile Co., of Lansing, Mich, would remove

its plant to Madison, “’is., was too previous.

It appears that the matter has not passed be

yond J. S. Crosby, a professional promoter.

who is still in communication with the “~10,

000 Club" of Madison. All the Madisonians

will have to do to secure the Bates industry

is to subscribe for $161,000 worth of the

capital stock of $250,000.

 

Kilgore Removes to Boston.

The Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion Co.

has removed its office from Buffalo, N. Y., to

No. 40 Columbus avenue, Boston, Mass. The

dcvicc was being manufactured in the latter

city, and the removal is therefore a natural

onc. S. I“. Ilcath, former sales manager of

the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., who was inter

cstcd in the Kilgore company, has taken di

rccting charge of its afl'airs.

Treasurer Goes to Factory.

The auditing department of the Locomoblle

Company of America has been transferred

from the New York branch to the factory at

Bridgcport. The move, of course, carries with

it 'l‘honms M. Thomas, the treasurer of the

company.

J. D. Anderson, vice-president of the Hart

ford Rubber Works Co., left last week on a

flying visit to the Pacific Coast.
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'ABOUT THE NEW APPERSONS

First of them Reaches New York and Discl. m

a Number of New Features.

 

Long, graceful and easy lines characterize

the 1900 model of the Apperson car, which

is further made particularly distincthe in

appearance by the addition of an attractive

maroon finish, well set off by faint shading

in the striping. The first of the new cars

rcnchcd the New York branch on Saturday

last. Three models will be listed for 1006.

and, apart from the difference in power,

which will be 40, 50 and 60 horsepower, they

will be practically replicas of one another.

so that a description of the "fifty" will suf

fice to give an idea of the features that will

be uppermost in the product of this concern

for the coming year.

The wheel base has been lengthened to 116

inches, making particularly easy rlding.

while roller bearings are now used on all

wheels. Four-inch tires are used on the

front and till-Inch on the rear wheels. Spring

dimensions have been increased in propor

tion. Coming to the engine itself, this in

the new model is characterized by the addi~

tion of an exhaust mode of telescoping joints

and unions to permit of expansion as the pip

ing grows hot and rcndcrs dismantling of

the exhaust of one cylindcr easy without

disturbing that of all the rest. Apart

from this and the adoption of the La

(“ostc magneto driven from the cam shaft

by chain and sprocket, last year’s engine

was found to be so satisfactory in service

that few changes wcrc considered necessary.

The cylinder dimensions of the "fifty" are

7.1.; inchel ‘isqua_re"—t_hnt is, both bore and

stroke are the snmc—nnd the ratcd output is

developed at a moderate speed. N0 modifica

tions were deemed necessary to the auto

matic carburettor adopted last year, flexibil

ity of engine speed being attained to a de

gree that renders gear changing rare, the

direct drive bcing used even in heavy traffic.

Considerable attention has hccn centred upon

making (Wei-y part of the mechanism easy

to get at, and the majority of the few changes

in the matter of detail that have been car

ried out in the power plant of the new model

have been with a view to greater accessibil

 
 

hrator coils are added as a rcservc to the

ignition, the distributor for this end of the

system, driven by chain and sprocket, be

ing located on the dash. The wiring of the

two systems is so arranged that either or

both may be uscd at once. Ordinarily the

car is started from the seat on the battery

and then switched over to the high tension

magneto.

Ample seating capacity for five persons.

with plenty of leg room for all, is provided in

thc tonncau, the lines of which are in keep

 

 

 

APPERSON TEIZESCOPIC EXHAUST JOINTS.

ity. The pump is now located directly on the

cud of the cum shaft, instcad of being genr

drivcn, as in last ycnr‘s model, and the crank

case is so arranged that an inspection of tho

cranks and shaft is but the work of a mo

ment. A set of accumulators with four vi

' “forty” at

ing with tho sightly and soon-what rakiin cf

fcct given the cur by tho usc of n lmnnct

lungcr than usually clnploycd. “'ith top iii-

fifty horscpowcr Inodcl lists at $5.50). p'l‘hc -

$4,500, and thc sixty lictwl‘cu

Simon and $7.00).
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The Constructive Principle of Fisk Tires Involves

ATechnique So Simple in ManipulatiOn

So Positively Accident=Prooi

that it should readin appeal to any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied to a flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone wedge, with the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintainance to an Economic Basis.

Chicopoe Falls, Mass,

BRANCH882—Now York, 154-156 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 125! Mlchlnn Ave

mm _ no Oolumbnl Ave. smcuan. 0: Bo. Clinton 8t. 51!. LOUIS zoos on" St. mauvan. 1534 Glenn-m St.
_ nun-am. an m It. oma. mu Furnum St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second se

PHILADELPHIA. saa Arch St. curvnumn. us we Ave. nuns cut. mm Main St. nos momma. 1034 30. man at.

ATLANTA. 10! n. Pryor lit. Dm'morr, m an“. Ave. IIN‘NIAPOLIS. m Honnepln Ave.

A CADlLLAC Dealer
Mr. C. C. Henry of Summit, N. 1., who has sold over 40 Single Cylinder Cadillacs since June

15, 1905. recently placed the following four-inch double column “ad.” in the two largest local

papers published in his locality : —

  

 

    

  

WANTED WANTED

Second-Hand Model F Cadillac Second-Hand Model F Cadillac

at once. State Price. at once. State Price.

C. C. HENRY, C. C. HENRY,

Cadillac Factory Agent, Cadillac Factory Agent,

SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY. SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY.

Tlu jerseynmn, Sept. 22, 1905. (Madison Eng/r Sept. :2, I905.

 

WANTED.—A Second-Hand Model F Cadillac,

at once. State Price.

C- C- HENRY. Cadillac Factory Agent,

Hrrnld, Summit, N. 1.

Mr. Henry, writing under date of October 3rd, 1905.

“ I did not get a single reply. No one in this country wants to dispose of their Single

Cylinder Cadillacs.”

The above ought to convince most any level-headed dealer that the Cadillac agency is a

valuable asset.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Detroit, nigh;
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Parody on Patriotism.

Apart from all other considerations, and

although the “man in the street" may never

give it a thought, there is one side of the

Vanderbilt Cup race that cannot but at least

mildly agitate the blood of the thinking

American possessed of a spark of national

pride—the appearance of four Americans as

representatives of other nations.

For one of them there is some excuse—he

is hired to drive—but for the other three—

well, they may be good sportsmen, but they

are mighty poor Americans.

of these three rich mcnéFoxhnll Keene, John

B. Warden and George Heath—risking life

and limb in order that an American trophy

may not be won by America, and that Ger

many or France may be able to gloat at the

The spectacle

expense of their own country is not one that

teachers will hold up to the “young idea"

as an inspiring example of patriotism.

The only satisfaction that is to be derived

is from the discomilture of that other pecul

iarly constituted American, Clarence Gray

Dlnsmore. Only those who have seen this

oflicially credited representative of the Auto

nvobile Club of America fairly throwing

spasms of joy because a hired German driv

ing his (Dlnsmorc's) German car had de

feated Americans driving American cars in

the contest for the Bennett Cup can even

mildly appreciate the depth of his present

disappointment caused by the failure of his

German vehicle to appear on American soil

in time to assist the other rich American

her-rs and monsieurs in the endeavor to carry

the Vanderbilt Cup from these shores.

The deeds of gift of these two famous

trophies are quite explicit in requiring that

the cars snail be, from rivets to engines, the

production of the countries which they repre

sent, but they are in fault in not requiring

that their owners and drivers also shall be

of their respective soils. Such deeds may

stimulate commercialism, but they make a

parody of patriotism.

Possibilities of Cement.

A factor of great and increasing importance

in the fine arts, and one the value of which

is increasing at a most astonishingly rapid

rate, is the use of cement in construction

work of all sorts. Prophets who are appar

ently well posted on their subject predict the

approach of a “Cement Age," in which this

wonderfully plastic substance is to be used

in place of the older forms of building ma

terial almost to the exclusion of the natural

elements. Whether or not this dream is ever

to have an actual realization, or

whether the use of cement and concrete in

various ways is to have an unlooked for set

back, either through the development of a

worthier successor or through the develop

ment of some at present unknown fault, rc

literal

mains to be seen, but it is apparent that at

the present time its utility is undisputed.

Wherever brick and stone can be used in

any combination with mortar or with the

metals, cement and its solid derivative can

be used with greater facility at less expense,

all things taken into account, and with re

sults which are fully as lasting. Wherever

the masons of the olden time laid stone

upon stone to form their bridges and their

buildings, the constructors of a later age put

together their molds and into them dump an

unsightly mass of pebbles and pasty looking

dough, which after an interval reveals 0n

the removal of the fulsework a solid form

like that of the stone or brick, only without

scam or joint, and solid as the everlasting

hills. Into it may be woven a fabric of

metal for added strength, and the very pres

ence of the cement covering it protects it

from the deterioration which shortens the

life of exposed metal. Its exterior surface

may be dressed into the semblance of stone

or brick or wood, and it will take and hold

any sort of pigment or ornamentation which

may be put upon it.

In its marvellous adaptability concrete con

struction is lending itself to all sorts of uses.

and in this way it has come to have a sig

nificance to the motorist and to the automo

bile manufacturer which is by no means to

be ignored. There is scarcely a garage but

has its cement flooring, partial or entire;

many small stables are built from it, and

even its utility has appealed to the maker

and he has constructed his factory of the

new material. 0n the road, sidewalks and

crossings are largely made of cement, gut

ters and cross drains are also frequently con

structed in this way, and the suggestion has

even been made that it is adaptable for the

construction of highways which are not to

be broken up by the hoof beats of horses and

that will settle the ever growing dust evil.

In all this there is much which contributes

largely to the convenience of the motorist.

It cannot be said that the prevalent use of

cement and concrete can in any way foster

the automobile movement, nor is the motor

car an essential in the development of the

use of cement, yet it is evident that the two

industries, both young in years and each pos

sessed of wonderfully brilliant prospects for

the future, are corelated in a measure and

that each must play a part in the growth

of the other.

 

Role of the Parts Maker.

Just how important a role the parts maker

has played in the development of the indus

try in this country is probably far from be

ing generally recognized or appreciated.

Being a specialist, the manufacturer who

devotes his entire time and attention to the

production of comparatively few of the cs

scntials of the car is in a very much better

position to simplify censtruction and reduce

And

by the installation of a great deal of auto

cost than Is the average car builder.

matlc machinery, such as the average manu

facturer would not be justified in using the

parts maker has brought about this result.

There are, it is true, some concerns who

come as near to turning out the complete car

from tires to top as it is possible for any

single manufacturer to approach. but there

are, on the whole, mighty few who are not
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dependent in some way or other on the

“parts man.”

The advantage of this system of specializ

ing on a few parts is the natural outgrowth

of American machine shop tendencies in prac

tically every line, and the assistance that it

proves to the automobile builder is difficult

to estimate. Therein lies one of the many

points of superiority enjoyed by the latter

over his European competitor, who must

perforce turn out in his own works a very -

much larger proportion, if not all, of the

constituent parts of his product, for it is im

possible to buy them. . ' .

There is, of course, another side to the

question, and that is the ease with which

concerns of small capital and large preten

sions can set up in the business of "building"

automobiles in this country. However, while

this has made such a state of affairs possi

ble, it has not contributed to it unduly.

Granted this, it must; be conceded that the

manufacturer of parts has done a great deal

to advance the industry in this country, and

will doubtless do more.

The Searchlight and the Horn.

Not once, but several times, has the Mo—

tor World condemned the use of powerful

searchlights on the car, whether on the coun

try road or not, and as much on the latter as

elsewhere. The necessity for a light that

would not look out of place gracing the fight

ing top of a cruiser certainly does not. appear

to be pressing, regardless of the nature of

the roads to be covered.

The use of such a powerful light has more

than once shown itself to be far from form

ing a guarantee of safety in speeding over

dark and unfamiliar roads, and there are few

places where it is safe to drive at all where

the acetylene headlights of normal power will

not suffice. 0n the other hand, the glare of

the huge searchlights employed constitutes a

menace to other users of the road. But all

this has been gone over time and again, so

that a repetition of the many reasons why

such lights should not be used is hardly nec

essary. A great many of them will suggest

themselves to the average observer who will

give the subject a moment's consideration.

President Morris of the Automobile Club

of America has now placed himself on record

as being of this opinion, and advocates a law

prohibiting their use on city streets, where

the only possible result of their presence is

to blind and confuse pedestrians. To this

he registers .an equally. sirens complaint

against the growing use of loud sirens on the

car, but, instead of advocating their ab01i

tion, is of the opinion that they should not

be permitted unless musical, something in

which he is joined by an ex-holder of the

same oflice. Instead of the time honored

“honk, honk” that has won a place for itself

in the vernacular, we may be greeted with

an obligate in B minor on the approach of

a car. Truly, the aesthetic side of motoring

is not languishing for want of attention.

 

Closed Cars vs. Furs.

In the early stages of the sport, only the

most hardy and enthusiastic pioneers found

it worth while to keep their cars out of the

storage room during the winter months, and

their appearance on the road approximated

that of Esquimaux more closely than any

thing else. But winter driving has been

steadily on the increase since then, and with

each passing year there has been a corre

sponding jump in the demand for heavy

furs and similar coverings sufficient to with

stand the penetrating icy blasts that are felt

_ more on the car than at any other time.

Now with one accord even the pioneers who

got as much glory aspossible out of braving

the elements at their worst have come

around to the closed car, and those who

would not drive formerly have found the

means of making the car an all the year con

veyance. The business of the furrier has

suffered in consequence, and that of the car

riage builder and body maker has increased

correspondingly; there Will be considerable

difference both in the appearance and amount

of comfort to be derived from the old order

of covering and the new.

 
 

The Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers has forbidden horn tooting at

the Madison Square Garden show, which will

move most men who may or must attend

that function to exclaim fervently, “For this

relief much thanks." It is to be hoped that

show promoters generally will go and do

likewise; for of all the unmitigated and un

necessary nuisances that have been permit

ted to exist at the annual exhibitions none

has been worse than the horn squawking

nuisance.
  

Taking chances in an automobile usually

amounts to betting a casual opinion against

destiny, but when a man in a racing car

makes a stab at a turn when the mist blows

wet against his face, the odds are long and

luck is generally with the “Imp of the Per

verse."

The Week’s lncorpontions.

.lorcestcr, Mass.—~W0rcester Automobile

00., under Massachusetts laws, with $1,000

capital; to sell automobiles. President—J. A.

Dean.

New York City, N. Y.-The Brewster Auto

mobile Co., under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital. Corporators—C. C. Downey, H.

M. Duncan and G. M. White.

Waco, Tex.—Waco Auto & Electric Co.,

under Texas laws, with $5,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—M. T.

Bell, S. M. Seal and B. P. Phillips.

St. Louis, Lia—Automobile Supply Co., un

der Missouri law, with $4,000 capital; to

make, deal in and repair automobiles. Cor

porators—William Multord, E. A. Siuder and

Freeman Wright.

Grand Rapids, Mich—Auto Lorgnette Co..

under Michigan laws, with $3,000 capital; to

manufacture and sell automobile goggles.

Corporators—John M. llimes, Augustin Hen

dricks and Gertrude Hendricks.

Springfield, Ohio—King Mfg. & Garage C0..

under Ohio laws, with $20,000 capital; to sell

automobiles and make tops. Corporators—D.

K. Gotwald, Charles Klobensetter, John '1‘.

Ricks, A. F. Sparks and J. K. Williams.

Omaha, Neb.—Derlght Automobile Co., un

der Nebraska laws, with $50,000 capital, $10,

paid up; to buy, sell and make automobiles.

Corporators—J. J. Deright, T. M. Bromwell.

Max lieichenberg and L. L. Reichenberg.

Columbus, Ohio—Barndt-Johnson Auto Sup- -

ply Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capi

tal: to make automobile bodies and tops

Corporators—Charles Barndt, W. E. Johnson,

C. Chris. Born, Lewis 1’. Heater and Thos.

id. Curtin.

New York City, N. Y.— Central Park Auto

mobile Storage Co., under New York laws,

with $40,000 capital; to conduct a general

garage business. Corporators-Alfred C.

Rader, August C. Rader, Ralph A. Martin

and Lester G. Bruggemann.

Musillon Resists Great Temptation!

Evidently the good citizens of Masillon,

Ohio, have little faith in a new and approved

gasolene buggy to sell for the small sum of

$400. Perhaps they like their hard-earned

money better. Anyway, W. E. Stone, 0. 11.

Taylor and U. G. Smith, of Cleveland, have

returned to their city after an' unsuccessful

effort to induce Massilloniaus to" part with

$30,000. What a pity, too, for the automo

bile was “a light runabout of eight and one

half horsepower, a gasolene motor, solid

wooden wheels of the carriage type, with

solid rubber tires, the box being set upon four

springs not unlike a buggy, and would have

been sold for $400 at a profit.

 

Trickle“ Trolley Man In Michigan.

F. W. Oliver, representing the F. W. Oliver

Trackless Trolley Co., is in Commerce, Mich.

looking into the proposition of establishing

an automobile route between Pontiac and

Lansing to pass through that city, Milford

and Holly. He plans an hourly service. The

l’ontiac Board of Trade is considering his

application for a franchise there.
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READY FOR BIG RAGE

All Arrangements Complete and Enormous

 

THE ORDER OF STARTING. '

Start, 6 a. m., at one minute intervals.

Distance, B3 miles; per lap, 28.3 miles._

 

 

have not placed any startling performances

to their credit. The general impression is

that they stand small chance of victory.

 

ou‘pouring lndicatcd_Kum Dodges Start. Driver. Car Walter White, in the powerful White

No '3 but "I Luck Pursues German 1. Camille Jenatzy . . . . . . . . . .Mcrcedes steamer. who appeared the most likely one to

- 2. G. Duray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. De Dietrich

_ _ i turn the trick, has been doing a lot of dawd

Tnm_prad|ce work prom,“ 3. Bert Dingley . . . . . . . . . . . . .Iope-Toledo

4_ Vincenzo Lancia _ _ _ . _ _ R L A_ T ling on the course, but seems too cautious

Fish" R1“ EV" Rim- 5. Foxhall Keene ........ . :..\lc1'cedes to do the turnins- As one or his adherents

' 6. Louis a ner . . . . . . . . . . .. - , H ‘Given dry roads, it is evident that the man 7 J h“; g thrmc‘l _] elpregsed it, I am afraid Walter is too

. . . ' oscp racy ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ‘ " comm“ e much of a gentleman for this sort of thing."

and car that Win the Vandcl'bllt ,Cup 111 the 8. Felice Nazzarro . . . . . . . . ..F. I. A. T. s . .

9 J h B w d by d Walter Christie has offered the one ray of
283 mile race over Long Island roads on ' 0 n ' er en ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ " lerce '35 h 1

10. Francois Szlsz . . . . . . . . . . ..Renault Ope' “ “I one or his four cylinders 0‘“ "f

Saturday He“: the 14th inSt" Wm have 11. Walter Christie . . . . . . . . . ..Christie commission, he trailed Wagner, in the big

averaged very much better than 60 milés an 12- Emanuel CBdl'lllO - - - - - - - --F- I. A- T- Darracq for three laps, covered in 1:18:36,

X. A. L. Campbell . . . . . . . . .. Mercedes - - . .
- _ or at the rate of 6'.) miles icr hour. Christie shour. This fact is made plain by the per 14_ George Heath _ _ _ ‘ . _ _ I _ ' __ Panhard ‘- v v l '

[01111811008 of the men who have deported 15‘ Herbert H_ Lyfle ‘ . _ . _ ‘ ‘ “Pope/roledo 0111 18. llmiBiel‘. a terror on tires, and even it

themselves on the course during the past 16. Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . . .. F. I. A. T. It has the speed the tumbles 0" "5 rubber

week The“. work is “mlted to the early 18. M. Hémery . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l)arracq ball action is expected to give him his

morning hours, previous to 7:30 o’clock, and 19' “ alter Wm_tc ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "“ [me quietlls

20. Paul Sarton . . . . . . . . . . . . ..F. I. A. T. ,,

“holding watches" on them has been the The (.erman team has already been badly

'- No. ' xTrans. Wheel Tires.

No. Driver. Make. 11.? Cyl. Bore. Stroke. Ignition No. spds. Drive. Base. Tread. Make

THE GERMAN TEAM.

1 Jenatzy Mercedes 120 4 185 L§0 L. T. Magneto 4 Chain 115 54 Continental

5 Keene Mercedes 120 4 185 1.30 L. T. Magneto 4 Chain 1.15 54 Continental

9 Worden Mercedes 120 4 185 139 L. ’1‘. Magneto 4 (‘hain 115 54 Continental

X Campbell Mercedes 90 4 168 Ms L. T. Magneto 4 Chain 107 54 Continental

THE FRENCH TEAM. '

2 Duray De Dietrich 130 4 190 150 H. 'I‘. Magneto 4 Chain 112 53 Michelin

6 Wagner Darracq 80 4 6 in. 9 in. H. T. Jump Spark 4 Shaft 106 53 xlechelin

10 Szisz Renault 90 4 150 160 H. T. Magneto 3 Shaft 112 50 Michelin

14 Heath Panhard 120 4 6%in. 6.8_1n. H. T. Magneto 3 Shaft 100 54 Michelin

18 Hemt ry Darracq 4 6 in. 6 In. H. T. Jump Spark 4 Shaft 106 53 xlechelin

THE AMERICAN TEAM.

3 Dingley Pope-Toledo 50 4 6 1n- 6 111- Jump Spark 2 Chain 100 54 Diamond

7 Trac Locomoblle 90 4 7 in. 'l_ in. L. T. Magneto 3 Chain 109 54 Diamond

11 Christie Christie 60 '4 6% ln- 6% "1- Jump Spark 2 Spur gear 96 57% Diamond

15 Lytle Pope-Toledo 76 6 6 111- 6 "1- Jump Spark 3 Chain 103 54 Diamond

19 White White Steam 40 "2 1 Shaft 111 52 Diamond

THE ITALIAN TEAM. -

4 Lancla F. I. A. T. 120 4 180 160 L. T- Magneto 4 Chain 112 56 Michelin

8 Nazzaro F. 1. A. T. 120 4 18¢} 16‘} L- T- Magneto 4 Chain 110 56 Michelin

12 Cedrino F. I. A. ’1‘. 90 4 1% 1&9 L. T. Magneto 4 (‘hain 110 56 Michelin

16 Chevrolet F. I. A. T. 90 -1 lbs lbg L. T. Magneto 4 Chain 110 56 Michelin

20 Sartorl F. I. A. T. 90 4 165 160 L- 'I‘_ Magneto 4 -Chain 110 56 Michelin
 

xAll cars are provided with reverse.

xxHas wire wheels

favorite pastime of all who are most vitally

concerned in the result.

These "railbirds" have clocked 60 miles an

hour or over so often that it is too common

to excite remark. There are tales of one

round of the pipe-shaped circuit of 283-10

miles in slightly more than 21 minutes, or

about 80 miles an hour, by Hemery, of the

French team. This speed, howev‘cr, seems

impossible and is generally doubted. Ap

parently the best authenticated lap was nego

tiated by Szisz 1pronounced “Cease"), also

or France, who is credited with 23 minutes”

30 seconds. Three watches are said to have

recorded this performance. Szisz has also

been timed four circuits, 113.2 miles, in 106

minutes. Nearly all of the other foreigners

have also made some remarkable flights.

They are a skilful, daredevil lot.

Only the Americans appear not to ban let

themselves out, or at any rate the “railbirds”

'Transverseiy placed at front of car,

"Compound engine.

  

 

AN AMERICAN AMUSES JENATZY.

‘ Strokf-s and bores of forcign engines expressed

in millimeters.

crippled, making it appear that if the red

naired Jenatzy does not show prominently I.

victory for either France or Italy is practi

cally certain. Germany has indeed been in

hard luck. Of the four Americans and one

Belgian who comprise its team, two of the

former are already out of it, and owing to

the non-arrival of Clarence Gray Dinsmore's

Mercedes it was necessary to impress a sub

stitute. the power of which is in no way

equal to that of its mates.

When Baron, do (‘atcr‘s withdrawal from

the team was announced, S. B. Stevens, of

Rome. N. Y., promptly filled the breach. He

ofi’crcd his Mercedes and his driver, A. L.'

Campbell, and they were accepted. Thou

Ilinslnorc's car was reported not rcady, and

11. 1.. Bowdcn, of Boston, presented his car

as a substitute. But it has bccn altered since

it came from Germany and now incorporates

some Ann-rlcan parts. Accordingly it was re
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THE AMERICAN TEAM.‘

  

DINGLEY, 50 H. P. POPE-TOLEDO.

jeeted. On Tuesday, while practising 0n the

course, John B. Worden, that other Ameri

can millionaire whose patriotism is so great

that he would assist Germany to win the cup.

cracked two cylinders, and there seems small

chance of his obtaining another pair in time

to permit him to start. Foxhall Keene, the

other of the unpatriotic American coterie.

has also had his troubles. But they were

mental, not machine troubles. The great big

strapping American proved that he is satur

ated with superstition. He was alloted No.

13 in the order of starting and set up such

a wall that it was silenced only when a re

drawing oi! the team‘s positions was held for

his benefit.

0n the redrawing, Jenatzy again drew No.

1, while Keene was made happy when N0. 5

fell to his lot. Warden, who previously held

No. 5. got No.9, and the Keene dreaded No.

13 fell to Campbell. -The latter, however.

was evidently possessed of those forebodings

of ill luck which are supposed to follow that

number, as it was finally eliminated alto

gether, and instead his car will bear the let

  

WHITE, 40 H. P. WHITE.

  

TRACY. 90 H. P. LOCOMOBILE.

ter X, which sometimes stands for nothing.

in this instance, it will stand for the myste

rious fear of men who nevertheless do not

hesitate to flirt with death at the wheels of

the monster racing cars.

Although the Italians have not performed

spectacularly, they have kept consistently at

their work. and if Laneia and Nazzaro fail

to finish well up in the running it will be a

matter for considerable surprise. Lancia.

who, until his car went wrong, was leading

in the last Bennett Cup race, is most fancied.

He is a rotund, moon-faced, good-natured fel

low, who looks as if he hailed from the land

of sauerkraut and frankturters rather than

the country where the garlic comes from.

Yesterday Sartori ripped out his gears in the

usual fashion—applying his clutch too quick

ly after making a turn—but it is expected

that the damage will be repaired in season.

Several of the intending contenders have

their wives with them. but none of the wom

en appear to be so thoroughly interested as

Mrs. Cedrino. The sight of that matron with

rag and brush in hand, busily assisting her
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THE FRENCH TEAM.

 

 

WAGNER, 80 H. P. DARRACQ.

husband in cleaning his car, is one of the

sights of the Italian "settlement." These

"settlements" are, of course, a feature of the

preliminary arrangements. Each team has

with them a rctinue of trained helpers, and

the babel of French, German and Italian

which is heard when they mingle 'makes

strange music to Long Island ears. Few of

the men speak English, and the sight of

Jenatzy, who is one of these, reading a red

headed “yellow extra" to the less fortunate

foreigners, is one to be remembered. They

appear to extract as much real enjoyment

from the lurid stories of the sensational press

as from anything else.

The Frenchmen and Italians had additional

cause for smiles yesterday when Monsieur

Michelin made it worth while to finish the

race regardless of position. He cabled a

prize offer of 5,000 francs for first prize, 3,000

  

HEMERY, so H. P. DARRACQ.

  

sarsz. 96H. P. RENAULT.

  

 

HEATH, 120 H. P. PANHARD.

for second, 1,500 for third, 1.000 for fourth

and 750 for fifth places, while for all those

who drive cars fitted with Michelin tires

which finish after the fifth man there will be

an award of 500 francs.

The arrest of several of the drivers for

over-speeding after the early morning hours

Set aside for practice work has made them

cautious, if it has not wholly checked their

scorching. The joke of the week, however,

the point 0! which, every one, including the

victim, has shared, was the arrest of Robert

Lee Morrell, chairman of the Vanderbilt Cup

Commission, and temporary Poo Bah of that

section of Long Island bounded by the

course. It was at Morrell's instigation that

traps were set to catch the scorchers, not

merely the cup contenders, but the many

visitors who have labored under the delusion

that they were free to “cut loose." and it was

  

DURAY, 18) H. P. DE DIETRICH.
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THE lTALlAN TEAM.

 

  

LANCIA, 120 H. P. F.I.A.T.

into one of his own traps that Morrell tell.

A chauffeur who had been arrested tele

phoned to Morrell for bail, and the latter

made haste ,to answer the call. He went so

fast that he was stopped by _ three stop

watch deputies, who did not recognize him.

and who haled him before the Justice who is

holding court on the spot. The result was a

fine of $25. .

Portions of the course are being reoiled, all

bad spots repaired and the worst turns,

which have been badly ploughed up by the

practice work of the men, are being banked.

In order to prevent the dangerous stampede

on the course which marked last year's race

after the first two men finished, a wire fence

will be erected for a mile on both sides of the

grandstand.

That the race will prove the biggest thing

CEDRINO. 90 H. P. F.T.A.T.

     

NAZZARO, 120 H. P. F.I.A.T.

that ever occurred on Long Island there is

every evidence. Within the past week unex- '

pected interest in it has developed, and there

is promise of a tremendous outpouring. Every

sent in the grandstand has been sold, and an

addition will be built in order to meet the

demand. Every bed and cot in every house

for miles in the vicinity of the grandstand

at Mineola has been bespoken, and at prices

which a month ago would have seemed fabu

lous to many of the more or less gentle Long

Islanders, who now name their figures as

though they had been accustomed to obtain

ing it all their lives. That many late comers

will be required to sleep standing up goes

without saying. The fact that the race will

not start until 6 o’clock, and that the Long

Island Railroad will run early morning

trains at 3:35, 4 and 5 o‘clock, and boats
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REMAth OF THE GERMAN TEAM.

  

 

  

JlleATZY, 120 H. P. MERCEDES.

every fifteen minutes, are the relieving teat

ures of the situation. It will enable many

of the New Yorkers to snatch forty winks

before departing for the scene of the contest.

But only the clubmen, and those who are so

fortunate as to be acquainted with them, will

be in clover. The Automobile Club of Amer

ica and the Long Island Automobile Club

will have tents erected in which breakfast

will be served, while the New York Motor

Club has leased a cottage for the night and

will do likewise. ‘

 

A casual study of the specifications of the

machines which have been declared for the

race reveals the interesting fact that among

the twenty cars on the list but ten different

makers are represented, the German and Ital

ian teams being made up in each case of the

cars of a single manufacturer, the Mercedes.

in the first instance, and the Fiat in the sec

ond. The French and American teams have

each two cars of a single make, the Darracq.

in the first instance, and the Pope-Toledo, in

the second, thus leaving but a single repre

sentative ot the ancient and honorable house

of Panhard; the Renault and the De Dietrich,

for France, and on the American: team only

the Locomobile and the White,t1$:l‘epl‘esentll~

tives of well known houses.

In point of design the two makes of car

which are best shown are quite alike down

to the last detail, the Fiat being a Mercedes

copy and in many ways a betterment of its

prototype. In horsepower they are all rated

at either 120 or 90; all are equipped with four

cylinder motors, cylinder volume being

slightly in favor of the Mercedes in the

120 horsepower, and the Fiat in the case of

the 90 horsepower cars. Both are equipped

with the low tension system of ignition, with

make and break lgniters, and both are chain

driven. The Mercedes ears, however, have

the longer wheel base in each case.

“As to the salient features of the other cars,

thehorsepower varies from the 120 Panhard,

which Heath is to drive, down to the 40

horsepower White, unique in more ways

than one. Apparently among the French and

American designers there is a leaning tow

ard the jump spark method of ignition, for

with the exception of the Loconiobiie all the

cars on the two teams have one of the two

high tension systems, the Frenchmen inclin

‘ing toward the magneto and the Americans

toward the accumulator. France exhibits

but a single car having the chain drive, the

De Dietrich, and America but one equipped

with the shaft transmission. the method of

double chain transmission holding in favor

with the builders of thirteen out or the total

of twenty machines. As to wheel base, the

German cars have the greater length, with

the Italians second, the shortest cars of all

being on the American team.

KEENE, 12) H. P. MERCEDES.

In appearance the Christie, the White.

Lytie's Pope-Toledo, with its long bonnet;

the beetlelike Renault and the Darracqs, with

their wire wheels, are the only machines

which are easily to be distinguished when

running at speed. Heath's Panhard has a

square bonnet, to be sure, but so have the

l)arracqs, and when coating head on there

is but little to show the difference between

them, unless it be the heavy diapason of the

l‘anhard motor.

Certain of the specifications of the compet

ing cars will not be made public until the

weighing in on Friday, notably the weights

and tank capacities.

 

The following will be the oflicials of the

contest:

Robert Lee Morrell, chairman. Referees—

\\'illiam K. Vanderbilt, Jr., A. R. Pardington,

associate.

   

HOW MRS. CEDRXNO HELPS HER HUSBAND.
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UFFICIAL MAP OF THE COURSE

Distance 28.3 miles.

Ten laps make up total distance of race.

“1‘n r.WW" """

"" ‘- ~1/

/\

Judges of start and finish—Dave Hennen

Morris, president A. C. A.; Albert C. Bost

wick, A. C. A.; Alfred Wilmarth, president

L. I. A. C.; F. H. Elliot, secretary N. Y., S.

A. A.; L. R. Spear, president Bay State A. C.

Judges of weighing in—A. L. Riker, E. T.

Blrdsall, R. H. ‘Vhite and S. A. Miles.

Timers—The Chronograph Club, of Boston;

J. C. Kerrison, president; George II. Lowe,

T. A. Ross, C. E. Fay, Harry McKnight and

James McKnight. The Tlmers' Club of New

York; S. M. Butler, president; C. J. Dieges,

A. G. Harvey and J. P. Boyle.

Starter—F. J. Wagner, Chicago A. Q. As

sistants to starter and clerk—C. H. Gillette,

Hartford A. C.; Emerson Brooks, A. C. A.:

G. C. Farrington, A. C. of N. J., and A. J.

Picard.

Judges at turns-Brooklyn Motorcycle Club.

Announcer—Peter Brunty. I Engineer of

course—Lieutenant Commander W. G. FOrd,

C. E. Special motorcycle patrol—Brooklyn

Motorcycle Club. Secretary of grandstand—

Alfred Reeves. Superintendent of telephone

system—R. II. Burcher, N. Y.-N. J. Tel. 00.

 

While most of those who will reach the

course per automobile will follow the crowd

and go via the_ Thirty-fourth street ferry,

Long Island City and the Hoffman Boule

' vard, to those who would avoid the scramble

and some of the dust the Motor World recom

mends the route via Astoria, which is but six

  

Wheeliy Sl

ikVaMI I‘ll

minutes from New York by ferry from East

Ninety-second street. Follow the asphalt

past the Astoria cemetery, thence the road is

direct to Flushing, and, via Main street and

Jamaica avenue, to the wide Highland ave

nuc in Jamaica, where turn left and “follow

the dust." The via Long Island City crowd

will be encountered at this point.

The course itself will be closed to traffic

from 5:30 a. m. to 2 p. m.

 

The New Game in Wisconsin.

A new game, not of the parlor variety like

“Flinch,” "Pit," “Sherlock Holmes" and the

like, but one which is guaranteed to cause

more excitement than any of these, has

originated in Wisconsin. It is called “Catch

the Motorist,” and is played by one or more

farmers with motorphobic tendencies. The

game is simple, all that is required being a

piece of barbed wire stretched across the

road at a sufficient height to catch the auto

mobilist who attempts to pass under the

chin. If the motorist is pulled from the car

one point is scored; if he is cut by the sharp

barbs as well, two points are tallied.

A. A. A. Receives Big Accession.

Several new clubs, as follows, were admit

ted to membership in the American Automo

bile Association at the meeting of the board

of directors held in the rooms of the Auto

 
 

Z'Ia IILll

mobile Club of America, New York City, on

Thursday of last week: The Associated Au<

tomobile Clubs of New Jersey, comprising

the North Jersey Automobile Club, of Pater

son; the Atlantic City Automobile Club, the

Automobile and Motor Club, of Newark; the

Mercer County Automobile Club, of Trenton;

the Monmouth County Automobile Club. of

Asbury Park, and the Hudson County Auto—

mobile Club of New Jersey. The Huge-rs

town Automobile Club, of Hagerstown. Md..

was also admitted to membership. It was

also announced that what might be termed

a reciprocal automobile treaty for the inter

change of club courtesies, whereby members

of this and foreign clubs will be brought into

more friendly and helpful relations, particu

lnrly when touring abroad, was authorized

with the Touring Club of France, the Auto

mobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland and

the Motor Club of Belgium.

 

Springfield Club Elects New Officers.

At the annual meeting of the Springfield

(Mass) Automobile Club, held last week, the

following oiiicers for the ensuing club year

were elected: President. Stanford L. Haynes:

first vice-president, Dr. H. C. Medcrnft; sec

ond vice-president, I. H. Page; third vice

president, George H. Bausch; fourth vice

president, Frank E. Bocorselskl; secretary,

J. W. Norcross; treasurer, W. L. Bunker; di~

rectors, H. G. Farr, H. C. Martin, F. S. Carr,

Mark Aitkin, W. A. Ford, Dr. .V. J. Irwin

and M. T. White.
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SMALL ROW AT ROCHESTER

Soulcs Makes Fastest Time in Hill Climb, but

His Amateur Standing is Questioned.

Approximately one thousand people, a small

crowd, perhaps, but not the less enthusiastic,

witnessed the first hill climbing contest ever

held in Rochester, N. Y., which was pro

moted by the Rochester Automobile Club last

Saturday afternoon, 7th inst. The event was

held on the Dugway hill, half a mile long,

with a grade of 8 per cent. The fastest time

of the afternoon was made by one of the

Soules brothers, who drove F. E. Wood

worth's 30 horsepower Pope-Toledo. He cov

ered the distance in 48 seconds, which is ex

cellent time, considering there are several

turns in the road. It is likely, however, that

\Voodworth's car will be disqualified, as the

events were supposed to be open to amateurs

only, and it is well known that Sonles,

whether he be George or Charles, belongs in

the professional class. '

The next best time in Class A, for cars be

tween 32 and 50 horsepower, was also cov

ered by a 30 horsepower Pope-Toledo, driven

by Stoneburn. He made the ascent in 052%.

Hart, driving a 28 horepower Pierce, won

the cup ofl'ered in Class B, for cars of 22 to

30 horsepower, making the climb in 1:00 flat.

F. E. Mason, 20 horsepower Premier, was

second, in LOW/1.

Ten cars were sent on! in the event for ma

chines rated from 16 to 20 horsepower, and

a “Sixteen” Premier, with Hart at the

wheel, took the honors, making the climb

In 196, although he was hard pressed b E. 1.

Taylor, who drove a 16 horsepower Ford.

Taylor‘s time was 1:081-5. R. Roberts, 16

horsepower Reo, finished third. In the class

for cars up to 12 horsepower, the Ford run

about, drlven by E. 1. Taylor, scored a vic

tory, making the ascent in 1:14. Peter Hauck.

12 horsepower Franklin, was second. In all

there were twenty-seven starters, and as

each car was sent up the incline just as its

predecessor finished, and as no accidents oc

curred io mar the meet, it may he said to

have been highly successful. The summary

follows:

Class A—32 to 50 Horsepower.

Soules, 30 h. p. P0pe-Toledo. . . . . . . . .038

Stoneburn, 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo. . . . . .01521/1

W. F. Schafer, 50 h. p. Thomas. .. . . . .0:58%

B. M. Richards, 30 h. p. Thomas. .. . .1:02 4-5

G. W. Hirkover. 32 h. p. Royal. .1:11%

J. Moynihan. 32 h. p. Pierce . . . . . . . . .126 4-5

Class B—22 to 30 Horsepower.

L. J. Hart, 28 h. p. Pierce . . . . . . . . . . . .1:00

F. E. Mason, 20 h. p. Premier..

H. K. Elston, 24 h. p. Pope-Toledo. . .l:07 3-5

Class (5—16 to 20 Horsepower.

F. E. Mason, 16 h. p. Premier . . . . . . . .1:06

B. I. Taylor, 16 h. p. Ford . . . . . . . . . . .1:08 1-5

R. Roberts, 16 h. p. Reo.... ......1:13

F. Dalzell, 16 h. p. Elmore . . . . . . . . ..1:181-5

R. T. Snapp, 16 h. p. Beo. ., . ., . ,....1:192-5

F. Dalzell, 16 h. p. Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1:24 4-5

W. Williams, 16 h. p. Jackson . . . . . ..1:27 4-5

J. s. Bingman, 16 n. p. Marion......1:33 2-5

G. B. Selden, 16 h. p. Columbia . . . . ..1:37

A. L. Becker, 18 h. p. Wayne . . . . . . . .2:07 3-5

Class D—8 to 12 Horsepower.

E. L Taylor, 12 h. p. Ford . . . . . . . . . ..1:14

Peter Hauck, 12 h. p. Franklin . . . . . . .1:16

R. Gorsline, 12 h. p. Franklin . . . . . . . .1:19

Dr. Graham, 12 h. p. Ford . . . . . . . . . .1:20%

R. T. Ford, 12 h. p. Franklin . . . . . . . . .121

F. Dalzell, 8 h. p. Cadillac. . . . . . . . . . .1:25 4-5

H. G: Strong, 10 h. p. Franklin. . . .2:52

Wackerman, 61/2 h. p. Pierce Stanhope.3:56

Atlanta Now Has a Club

Fifty-two automobile owners in Atlanta,

Ga., have formed the Atlanta Autotmobiie

Association, with these officers: President, J.

P. Stevens; vice-president, J. H. Nunnally;

secretary-treasurer, Charles Elyea; directors,

E. H. Inman, W. H. Kiser, H. M. Ashe, Reu

ben Arnold, R. L. Cooney, C. H. Johnson and

Dr. F. W. McRae. The work of forming a

constitution and bylaws, making application

for a charter and applying for membership

in the American Automobile Association was

left to these officers

Three Tickets in Chicago.

Chicago’s fight for municipal ownership

does not interest members of the Chicago Au

tomobile Club half as much as the coming

club election. There are three factions, and

there will be three tickets in the field next

week, when nominations are made. The fac

tions are called, first, the Peacemaker-s, now

in office; second, the Anti-Commercialfsts,

who would oust every member 'connected

with the trade from the club‘s roster, and

lastly, the Radicals, who‘will fight unjust

legislation.

’Ftisco Women Form a Club.

San Francisco, Cal., now has a woman‘s

automobile club, organization having been

perfected last week. One of the alleged by

laws of the Woman‘s A. C. of San Francisco

succinctly states that no men will be al

lowed to accompany the members on club

runs. Mrs. A. J. Marsh is president, Mrs. F.

Linz vice-president and Mrs. J. Gabriel sec

retary and custodian of funds.

 

Circus Stunt New Style.

While \V. F. Norwoldt, F. W. Winnett and

some one connected with the Southwestern

Garage 00., of Los Angeles, Cal., were laugh

‘ ing at the antics of a clown, their cars, which

had been left outside the circus tent, mys

teriously disappeared. According to late re

ports, neither the culprits nor the stolen cars

have yet been discovered.

Economy Tut Postponed One Week.

Announcement has been made by the New

York Motor Club that its first economy test

has been postponed from the week beginning

October 23 to the week of October 30. Up to

Tuesday night eight cars had been entered,

six of which are air cooled.

DEFEATING POLICE lNDUSTRY

London's Story of Scout: Employed to Locate

Traps and to Warn Motorists.

 

"Bobby" and his backer, “the J. P.," have

overdone the thing, and as relief is appar

ently not forthcoming through the regular

channels, though Parliament has been peti

tioned ad libitum, English automobllisis have

reached the limit of endurance and are hand

ing together to fight their persecutors on the

ground and in their own way, with results

that are, to say the least. amusing. Accord

ing to a cable from London, there has been

appointed a committee, comprising a num

ber of prominent automobillsts, and the lat

ter has in turn organized a campaign against

the police and their underhand methods, and,

incidentally, to hold up the police trap to

ridicule. several complete routs of the blue

coats on Brighton and Plymouth roads have

already taken place. The automobilists'

force is divided into scouts and patrols. The

duties of patrols include the observance and

report of any incident of interest, the offer

of assistance to automobilists who have.

broken down, the warning of all drivers who

' may be travelling too fast, and the collection

of numbers of cars and names of witnesses in

the event of collisions with the police.

The scouts are professional racing cyclists,

whose business is to find the police traps,

keep in touch with the patrols, and convey

warnings and information to drivers with

all speed. They will make a full report to

the committee of the association, so that the,

latter can survey traps with a view of ex

posing their futility before the coming royal

commission' on automobiles.

The methods pursued by the scouts in cir

cumventing the police are as follows: imme<

diately the news of a police trap is brought

in by the patrol a pair of scouts are sent out.

They approach the spot and by carefully

searching for footprints are enabled to locate

the probable position of the trap. They then

make a detour and get behind the p0sltion,

and more than likely will then be rewarded

by the sight of two bulky policemen crouch

ing in undignified attitudes at the distance

of a furlong from each other.

A plain clothes man will probably be seen

on the road wearing a pantomime beard.

smock frock and regulation boots, which he

struggles to hide. Then the scouts dart away

and warn all cars as they come along the

road.

The scouts do not give the plain c10thes

man on a bicycle a chance. They easily

pierce his disguise and cling to his heels to

watch his every movement.

The great objection of automobilists to

these traps is that they are, in nine cases

out of ten, worked in places where there

could be no possible danger to any living

creature from automobiles. They are sel'

dom placed in dangerous parts of the road

or in villages.
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' How the Winton Will Cross the Continent.

  

"Winton's Own Automobile Show" came to

New York on Thursday of last week and re

mained for three days, when it took wheels

for Philadelphia. While in New York it held

its doors open in the railroad yard at One

Hundred and Twenty-ninth Street and North

River. The accompanying illustration gives

an idea of the striking structure in which the

“show” was housed. Within it were dis

l‘lcre's a Sweet Story.

In these days of rapid construction, says

United States Consul Atwell, Roubaix,

France, it will he reassuring to learn that

extended time is no longer required to place

well seasoned wood on the market. It is

claimed that the process invented by Mr.

Powell, an Englishman, gives artificial age

to wood. He replaces the sap of trees by

heet sugar or saccharine, which acts as a

preservative 0f the wood by driving the nat

ural humidity from the fibres.

The following is the method employed;

Newly felled wood is laid on a wagonette,

which is rolled into a huge cylinder, the in

terior of which is provided with pipes. Either

hot or cold water, as occason requires, may

he introduced into these pipes. The wood

having been placed in the cylinder, the lat

ter is supplied with sugar or saccharine. Hot

water is then forced through the pipes. The

 

played a highly polished chassis and a com

plete touring model of the 1906 \Vinton—

Model K, as it will be styled. The interior

of the “show building” was handsomely fin

ished in white and gold and was illuminated

with 200 incandescent lights. In one end of

the car a well appointed office is laid out,

which is presided over by C. B. Shanks, sales

manager of the Winton Motor Carriage Com

contact of the heat hoils the sugar, which

penetrates the pores of the wood. The cool

ing process is accomplished by a current of

cold water forced through the pipes. The

cylinder is emptied of the sugar or saccha

rine, and the wagonctte, with its burden of

wood, is rolled into a special room, where it

is dried by currents of hot air. After being

cooled again, the wood, properly seasoned by

the sugar, is ready for use. It is said not to

spring or gather dampness, and to be proot

against destruction by insects.

 

The Great Western Railway C0. of Em,

land now has in its service no less than eighty

motor omnibuscs running in various sections

of its system, and they have given such great

satisfaction during the period of their use

that the company has made them a fixture in

the feeder service which is essential to the

proper working of a great railway. And yet

the territory covered by the road is no larger

than that of the average railroad of the

I'nited States. ,

‘its travels across the continent.

I

Lamas,

pany, who will accompany the “show” on

The novel

"show" had already visited Detroit, Buflalo,

Rochester, Boston, and from Philadelphia

will go to Pittsburg, Columbus, Cincinnati,

Indianapolis, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul, Minneapolis, Umaha, Kansas City,

Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.

Welding Steel to iron.

In welding steel to iron, fork the iron and

insert the steel. As the iron requires to he

at a higher heat than the steel, insert it in

the fire earlier. in very particular work

some smiths use separate tires, charcoal for

the steel and coke tor the iron.

Borax, to he used for welding, should first

be melted and then ground up. The follow

ing compound makes an excellent flux and is

readily prepared: Borax, 8 pounds; sal am

moniac, 1 pound; yellow prussiate of potash

1 pound. Dissolve all together in water, and

then evaporate them to dryness at a gentle

heat, stirring constantly.

in general, the forms of iron may be

grouped by the amount of carbon contained.

Wrought iron and machine steel have from

1-10oth to 1/: per cent of carbon, the two

differing in grain and method of manufact

ure. Tool steel has from 1/; to 1% per cent.

and cast iron' from 21,5 to 4% per cent of

carbon.
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ANNOUNCEMEQ]

The 1906

 

 

30-35 H. P.

has arrived. Come and inspect, ye automobile experts—you who really

appreciate beautiful workmanship and design and you will admit that at

last THE American automobile has come. Look over the following

specifications, then call and try the car.

Engine. 30-35 H. P., 4 cylinders, water Cooled.

Ignition. Sims-Bosch Magneto—make and break spark.

Transmission, Sliding train. 3 speeds forward and one reverse.

Rear Axle. Bevel gear drive, clutch driven hub. Ball bearings.

Front Axle, I Beam section. Ball bearings.

frame. Cold rolled pres>ed steel, aluminum under bonnet Covering entire

engine and transmis~10n.

Wheel Base. 104 inches.

Wheels, Imperial whalebone, grade A 2nd growth hickory.

Tires, Continental 34 x 4.

Valves, Mechanically operated, inlet and exhaust interchangeable.

Carburetter, Float feed, requiring no adjustment.

Brakes, Two internal expansion, dust protected, operating on rear hubs

through emergency lever, holding either forward or backward.

Foot brake operates on propeller shaft. Both brakes bronze

against steel.

Body. Full aluminum, double side entrance.

Equipment, Two head lights, 2 side lights, 1 rear light, 1 horn.

Price, $4,000.

The 22-28 H. P. will be continued as heretofore,lwithout any changes.

4 cylinder—98 inch wheel base—La Coste coil. French battery. Continental Tires. Aluminum side door body.

Price, $3,500.

BOTH MODELS GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

The world’s broadest and most liberal automobile guarantee. Landaulet bodies for immediate delivery.

Limousines for October and November delivery.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents. MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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Papers of incorporation have been taken out

by the Granite State Attomobile Club, of

Manchester, Vt.

 

A rusty place on the rim of a wheel is

likely to cause a cut in the tire. Rims should

be kept covered with paint or enamel.

 

Lowell has another claim to being the

model city in Massachusetts. Thus far this

season not an automobilist has been arrested

for excessive speeding within the confines of

that city.

 

Before starting on the next instalment of

his “round the globe, to be continued" tour

C. J. Glidden will deliver a lecture before the

Boston Y. M. C. A. automobile school on his

exploits to date.

 

The Minneapolis Automobile Club has an

nounced its intention of “spreading itself” by

putting up a cup, surpassing the Vanderbilt

and Glidden trophies in design and cost, to

be contested for annually at the Florida tour

nament. it will be called the Minneapolis

Cup.

 

“Wonders will never cease!" Glencoe Vil

lage has passed an ordinance extending the

speed limit for automobiles from eight to

fifteen miles an hour. Hostiilties between

the Chicago Automobile Club and the village

authorities will probably now be brought to

an end.

 

Dr. A. A. Sidler wants the city of Milwau

kee, Wis, to pay for his automobile. He al

leges that on September 22 he ran into a

manhole on Trowbridge street, which was

twenty inches above the street level. Dr.

Sidier claims his car was totally ruined, and

therefore demands $975 for damages.

 

Rapid transit will be a certainty in Nyack,

N. Y., and its environs if the promoters of

the Rocklnnd County Stage Motor Co. meet

with sufficient encouragement from the busi

ness men of the place. It is pr0posed to

establish a line of motor cars on the route

between Upper Nyack and Sparkiil and to

West Nyack.

 

Hereafter Amesbury (Mass) merchants will

have to open their boxes some place other

than on the sidewalks. Automobilists have

complained to the police department that the

merchants open the boxes and then throw the

nails into the street, wreaking damage to

tires. Officer Moison has been detailed on

the case.

 

“Automobile Day" was the feature of the

Brockton (Mass) fair last Wednesday, and

a conservative estimate placed the number

of cars in the inclosure at three hundred.

For having come the longest distance R. P.

Hazzard, of Halloweii, Me., was awarded the

silver loving cup, while T. G. Cunningham, of

Springfield, Mass, won the cup for the best

decorated car.

 

Great Britain has two automobilists who

probably hold the age record. Their car will

run a good race, in point of antiquity, with

any other motor vehicle still in active service.

The couple are Mr. and Mrs. Wood. of

iierts, whose combined age is 163 years.

Mrs. Wood is eighty-two, while her husband

is younger by a single year. Their car is :1

31,4, horsepower Benz, which was built in

the last century, 1898.

 

The pioneer Haynes car of 1893 is to find

a last and honored resting place in the Na

tional Museum at Washington, D. C. The

authorities recently made application to the

IInynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind., ask

ing that Elwood Haynes’s first horsclcss car

riage be given a permanent home in the mu

scum. The machine was unfortunately in a

freight wreck when returning from the 308

ton show and some of the parts need replac

ing. As soon as this is done it will be

shipped to Washington.

 

As the nights grow colder the automobile

driver will do well to remember the oft told

injunction to squirt a few drops of kerOsene

into the cylinders of his machine whenever

he brings it in from the road, and to give

the crank a few turns. It will free the walls

from any accumulation of heavy oil, which

under the influence of the cold tends to con

geal, and render starting more difficult when

the motor has had time to cool, and also

tends’ to clog the packing rings in their

grooves and render them liable to breakage.

 

The solitudes of Mount St. Bernard, wherc

dwell the celebrated monks and their no less

celebrated dogs, are being invaded by the

rhythmic throb of the motor truck. A ma

chine of this description, capable of dealing

with a load of five tons, is being introduced

for the purpose of transporting supplies from

Martigny up to the famous hospice. The first

climb of the truck was made recently. it

presented a somewhat entertaining appear

ance, for, with a view to convincing the

horses of the district that the machine was

harmless, a representative of Dobbin coni

munis was harnessed in front of it, forming

a sort of animal figurehead. The tremendous

climb was successfully accomplished in a

single day.

 

Gasolene is a substance that is not to be

treated lightly wherever it may happen to be

found, as witness the experience of some

young Englishmen in a boat recently. Some

automobilists that were about to embark on

the boat from New Haven to Dieppe emptied

the contents of the tanks of their cars pr0~

miscuously, most of the fuel finding its way

into the river, where it floated off down

stream. One of the aforesaid young men

out of curiosity lighted a match and threw

it on the surface to see if the gasoiene would

burn. Instantly a fierce flame is said to

have shot into the air, setting fire to the

boat and the man's clothes. He immediately

jumped overboard to extinguish the flames,

and was severely burned before being res

cued. His companions escaped without in

jury.

 

The old “Cannon Bali" road, or at least

that part of it running through the property

of Howard P. Frothingham, at Wanaque,

N. J., is no more. That was settled at a

hearing held last Saturday afternoon at

Pompton by the commission named recently

by the court to examine into the road and its

condition, in accordance with a petition ask

ing for the abandonment of the road. The

famous old road began near Hilltown. N. Y..

where there was at one time an old forge.

Here the Tories made cannon and shipped

them by team to Lord Howe‘s army during

Revolutionary times. Although practically

impassable for years, the historic highway

has been an objective point for automobile

tourists.

 

The Tale of the Tailor.

Not even the most imaginative of press

agents was keen enough to discover “auto

mobile chest" as another and most convinc

ing argument why the public should buy

the particular car he was paid to dream

about, but the new recommendation belongs

equally to all kinds of cars except those that

do not go, so probably there may be some

bright mixcr of automobile stories and adver

tising that knew of this all along, but did not

think it worth while.

The story came out in this way: While in

the throes of being measured for a suit or

clothes the tailor suggests to his customer:

"Been taking a lot of exercise, Mr. Blank?"

“\Vhy, no,” replies the customer. “What

makes you think so?"

“Because your chest is fully two inches

larger round than it was last year," remarks

the tailor, again asking if he had not changed

his habits in some way or other.

Again the reply was in the negative, but

the customer admits to having done consider

able uutomobiling, adding: “But there‘s no

exercise in that, and particularly nothing

to expand the chest."

Then the tailor speaks his little piece and

announces the discovery up to which he has

been leading.

“Automobiling,” he declares. “is exercisr

and its effects are particularly noticeable in

increasing chest measurements. I’ve seen it

in a number of my customers, who don't in

dulge in athletics as ordinarily understood,

but who do a great deal of automobiling.

And it isn’t the steering either, for the in

crease of chest comes whether they act as

their own chauffeurs or sit on the back seat

and do nothing. Apparently it‘s the effort

required to breathe rapidly moving air, and

the purity of the air may have something to

do with it.”
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TOURING TRIALS TOO COMPLEX?

That Belief “ Gives Pause " to French "Sports

mcn"—Odd Origin of Bennett Cup Story.

Paris, Sept. 26.—After the disappointing re

sults of racing this season, when the exist

ence of the sport seemed to be threatened by

the abstention of makers and the strange at—

titude of the French Automobile Club, there

was every reason for concluding that long

distance racing had had its day. The French

manufacturer would not look upon racing as

a sport, but sitnply as a costly advertise

ment, and so long as these big events were

regarded as a criterion of International su

premacy in the motor car industry he re—

fused to take part in them, unless the differ

ent countries were represented In proportion

to the extent of their respectiVe industries -

that is to say, France was to have a much

larger number of cars running than her for

eign competitors.

There was, of course, not the slightest hope

that other countries would fall In with these

singular views. [they could not he expected

to support races in which the numerical odds

would be enormously in favor of the French.

Under these circumstances the French'Clnb

withdrew into its shell and waited to see how

things would develop. As they expected, the

Bennett (‘np event pctered out when other

countries found that there Would he no honor.

and perhaps little protit, In competing for a

trophy from which the leading competitor

held aloof. and perhaps also these countries

had little desire to take upon themselves the.

heavy financial burden of organizing such a

race. The French club made a pretence of

dissociating itself from races In any shape

or form, and began to work out the proposal

for holding a vast trial of touring cars which

is to constitute the principal event for 1906.

For the moment, we heard of nothing but

touring trials, which seemed to have already

taken a definite and all important standing

with the Pyrenees Cup, the Herkomer Cup,

the Tourist Trophy in the Isle of Man and

the Glidden Cup. The motor car industry was

to deveIOp in future with the aid of touring

trials carried out upon such lines as to inter

est the mass of the public, and, by showing

what practical types of Vehicles could do.

bring in plenty of orders to makers of the

successful cars.

This vogue of touring trials has been car

ried so far that the trade Is now pausing to

THE FLORIO TROPHY.

consider whether they are, after all, the best

means of improving the car and awakening

an interest in the automobile for the benefit

of the motor car industry generally. Tour

ing trials are not objected to in principle, but

with their positive minds the French like

simple, clear and definite results, without any

of the complication usually adopted in tests

of touring vehicles. They do not approve of

trials In which dozens of factors are worked

out to a mathematical formula, because, with

such a machine as the automobile, they do

not think that any juggling with figures will

give convincing and satisfactory results. The

factors of speed, price, consumption, efll

cicncy, comfort and the rest of It are often

so much at variance with each other that It

is very difficult, If not impossible, to work

out a formula that will result in the best car

winning—that is to say, the car that is the

best suited for all classes of automobilists.

This difficulty was observable In the Pyre

nées (‘in trials. and In the Tourist Trophy

competition In the Isle of Man the cars com

peting were were apologies for touring ve

liiclcs. scarcely one of them being presented

as it would be if sold to customers. The

French fear that with these complicated

formula? the way will be laid open for all

sorts of trickery, when the trials will be

worse than useless.

As touring trials have certainly come to

stay, it is proposed to find a way out of the

difficulty by organizing a reliability test to

be based upon points in the usual way, and

then running the successful cars in a purer

speed and consumption test similar to the

Tourist Trophy competition in the Isle of

Man. The reliability test would simply be

a qualifying competition to insure that the

vehicles are of a really practical touring

type, and the final results would be based

  

mainly on speed and economy. This, how

ever, is only one of the numerous sug

gestions that will have to be thoroughly

threshed out during the next three months

so that the club will be able to settle upon a

form of touring competition that will give

satisfaction to all concerned.

It is fairly certain that touring trials will

constitute one of the principal features of

next year‘s programme. But It is too early

yet to say whether racing will he altogether

abandoned. The difficulties referred to with

touring trials have led several firms to come

round to a more favorable opinion of racing

as being the only clear and positive way of

testing the qualities of vehicles, and if it be

found that manufan-turcrs would like to see

racing resumed the club will be obliged to

do something on these lines, in the way, it

may be, of a Grand Prix, about which so

much was said at the beginning of the year,

Although nothing can he said definitely until

the club terminates Its |n‘o-_'ra|ntnc, It is.

nevertheless. possible that we shall be hav

ing one big race and a big European demon
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stration of touring cars, as well as a num

ber of touring trials organized by different

provincial clubs. The hill climbing tests will,

of course, continue as heretofore.

In Italy also the outlook is a little more en

couraging, and the sport is not likely to be

suppressed in the way that was threatened

by the recent manifesto of the president or

the Automobile Club of Milan, who said that

henceforth races were to be replaced by tour

ing trials. A good deal of prominence was at

first given to this manifesto, because it was

thought that it voiced the opinions of the

club generally, but it seems now that the

president of the club is only representing a

small group who are trying to make political

capital out of this question of racing. The

majority of the members strongly object to

the way in which the club has been drawn

into the discussion, while the Automobile

Club of Italy has officially announced that

it has nothing to do with the manifesto of

the president of the Milan club, nor is it dis

posed to take any stand one way or another.

The national club will do what is best for

the interests of the industry, and it will cer

tainly authorize the holding of the Brescia

race next year, for which Chevalier Florio

will offer a prize of $60,000, as well as the

big touring trial if the Milan club deems it

advisable to carry it out. A similar prize

has been promised for the touring trial, and

the Milan club is said to be doing thing on

a big scale so as to cut out the Florio Cup,

though for what reason it is difficult to say.

Obviously there is a good deal of jealousy

and political influence at work on the other

side of the Alps.

The president of the Milan club has made

himself something of a laughing stock by the

way in which he hastened to inform the

world that Mr. James Gordon Bennett had

handed over his trophy to be competed for

in the touring trial. Mr. Bennett was dining

at his hotel when he was informed that a

deputation of the Automobile Club of Milan

was waiting to see him. On asking what

they wanted, he was told that the deputation

wished to ask him if he would allow his cup

to be put up for their touring competition.

He replied: “They can do what they like

with it; it doesn’t belong to me." They took

the first part of the answer as a consent,

and thus for some days it was understood

that the Bennett Cup would be competed for

by touring cars in Italy.

Although the president of the Milan club

may feel himself very disappointed, it does

not follow that the Bennett Cup will not

have a new destination. There is an influ

ential section in the French club, with the

Marquis De Dion at its head, who would like.

to see the cup devoted to a big endurance ‘

test of touring cars, and this question will

certainly be discussed at the conference to

be held in Paris during December, when we

shall doubtless be fixed upon the various

questions affecting the future of the sport.

This conference will divert a good deal of

attention to Paris during the show, as also _

will the congress on international touring.

which it is hoped will do a good deal in the

way of facilitating the travels of motorists,

as well as in securing a uniformity in regu

lations and in other ways looking after the

requirements of motor car owners. So far

as France is concerned, there is a threat of

much more stringent regulations as the re

sult of the fatal accident which recently hap

pened to a high government official whose

cab came into collision with a motor car.

Had it been Mr. Jones or Mr. Smith no no

tice would have been taken of it, but the

death of a big official is a handy peg upon

wl-.ch to hang an anti-motoring crusade by

those members of Parliament who can find

no other means of making themselves heard.

Fortunately, those who are responsible for

the regulations are too level headed to do

anything that may interfere with such a

flourishing industry as the manufacture of

motor cars, and the Prefect of Police in

Paris therefore simply proposes to enforce

some of the regulations with more strin

gency, especially in the granting of driving

certificates. It is argued that there is some

thing absurd in allowing any man to drive

a high powered car simply because he is

able to show an inspector that he can steer

and brake and reverse and knows the rules

of the road. Therefore, a man who aspires

to the honor of driving a powerful car will

have to pass through a very severe examina

tion to prove his aptitude, at the same time

that an inquiry will be made into his ante

cedents to see if he is a person capable of be

ing intrusted with a car, and he will also

have to undergo a medical examination to

prove his physical fitnes. If this he done,

the ranks of drivers who show ofl on power

ful cars will be considerably thinned.

 

To Tour into Turkey.

By express permission of his Sultanic maj

esty the automobile will shortly invade the

realm of the Turk. R. L. Jefferson, an Eng

lishman, recently started in an 8 horsepower

single cylinder Rover car on a journey across

Europe to Constantinople. The only feature

in which the engine differs from others of

its type is in being fitted with an inlet valve

lifter, which permits of its being used as a

brake in running downhill. Owing to the

nature of the country to be traversed the en

tire tonneau has been transformed into a

multum in parvo of supplies and replacement

parts.

Buy 'Buses to Meet Strikes.

Automobiles have been found so service

able in times of strikes that the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes voted in convention yes

terday that the executive board he author

ized to invest $20,000 in automobile buses,

to be held as the property of the union.

During a recent strike of streetcar men at

Saginaw, Mich., the association bought three

automobile buses and shipped them to Sagi

naw, where the strikers put them in opera

tion to accommodate the public while the

streetcars were tied up. They were shipped

to Detroit, where they are in reach of any

local union that has a strike and wishes to

operate the machines in opposition to street

car companies employing non-union men.

 

New Jersey Clubs Nominate Scarritt.

The nominating committee of the recently

organized Associated Automobile Clubs of

New Jersey has made up the following ticket,

which will be voted upon at a special meet

ing this week: For first vice-president, Win

throp E. Scarritt, of East Orange, a member

of the Automobile Club of New Jersey; sec

oud vice-president, George A. Post, of Pater

son, representing the North Jersey Automo

bile Club; secretary, W. F. Sadler, Jr., of

Trenton, of the Mercer County Automobile

Club; treasurer, Frank M. Eveland, of Jer

sey City, of the Hudson County Automobile

Club. The nominations for trustees are W.

B. Hunter, of East Orange, Automobile Club

. of New Jersey; W. J. Morgan and J. H.

Wood, Newark, New Jersey Automobile ane

Motor Club; W. G. Norwood, Paterson, North

Jersey Automobile Club; J. H. Edwards, Jer

scy City, Hudson County Automobile Club;

Walter E. Edge, Atlantic City, Atlantic City

Automobile Club; F. G. Roebling, Trenton,

Mercer County Automobile Club; W. N. G.

Clark, Asbury Park, Monmouth Automobile

Club, and Senator Lewis M. Cresse, Cape

May, Cape May Automobile Club.

 

How He Fooled the Farmer.

According to a tale that comes from the

Badger State, :1 Racine motorist neatly pun

ished a granger for his ill will. The road

was narrow, and the farmer refused to let

the chauffeur pass, the farmer walking his

horses for several miles. Finally the car got

by, but stopped short in front of the farmer

and his team.

“Get out of the way and let me pass!"

yelled the granger.

“Sorry I can't oblige you," replied the chauf

four, “but the machine has broken down."

After fuming and swearing for half an

hour the farmer volunteered to help push the

car out of the way. He pushed and persplred,

grunted and swore, but could not budge the

machine an inch. When the driver ,consid

ered the farmer well punished he released the

brake and was soon out of sight up the road.

Massachusetts Has a Nut to Crack.

Though the seiectmen have closed certain

streets in South Framingham, Mass., and

their ruling has been upheld by the Massa

chusetts State Highway Commission, there is

one man who has yet not been molested. He

is W. R. Hurlbutt, a rural free delivery car

rier, who uses an automobile to deliver the

mail. The local authorities are now claiming

that Hurlbutt also should be prohibited from

using the forbidden streets, but as he ques

tions their authority to stop a carrier em

ployed by Uncle Sam, they hesitate to stop

him. In the mean time, while waiting for an

opinion from a higher source, Hurlbutt is still

delivering the mail by automobile.
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LEAKS IN COOLING SYSTEM

Some of the Things that Cause Them and

How Repairs May be Effccied

 

 

()ne of the weak points in the water cool

ing system for gasolene motors is the dan

ger of leakage and the difficulty of locating

and repairing such faults. The impossibility

of preventing a certain amount of working

of the parts when the machine is on the

road is largely responsible for this, and it is

a flaw which is not easily to be eradicated.

To get rid of the difficulties which arise from

this source it is customary to use flexible con

nections between the radiator and the motor

and between the motor and the tank, where

that is not incorporated in the former. These,

being commonly of ordinary rubber tubing.

are a source of frequent trouble from their

own tendency to rot under the action of oils

and grease which are continually flying about

when the motor is in action.

When it becomes necessary to break such

a joint for any reason, it is found to be al

most impossible to make it tight again with

out putting considerable tension on the grips

which hold it in place, and even after taking

the greatest pains to secure a perfect union

there Will often be a slight leak for a time

until the fill her has settled into shape. After

rubber has been in service for a time it be

comes hard and stiff and loses its flexibility

to a certain extent, thus failing of its pur

pose, and the result is that the piping is

racked at every turn of the motor almost as

much as it would be were there no provision

made to avoid the effect.

A very good substitute for the simple rub

ber, which happily is finding its way into

more and more common use, is the flexible

metallic tubing, which has the advantage of

making a perfect union possible as well as

being water tight and strong at all times.

It cannot readily be substituted for the plain

tubing on a machine, since it requires flanged

connections, but even although rather expen

sive in point of the cost of installation, it

frequently pays well to effect the change and

set it up on a car which has not been

equipped with it in the first place.

Aside from the leakages which occur from

the straining oi’ the joints due to the imper

fect action of the flexible joints, a rather

common source of trouble is from stones

which are thrown up from the wheels on the.

road. Accidents from this source, however.

cannot be forestalled, and must be treated as

occasion demands. Frequently the radiator

suffers considerably from this cause, a very

considerable leak being caused by a small

pebble cast up on a turn.

The location of small leaks is very dlfll

cult, especially when they are so small that

they only permit a slight seepage of water

which flows along the outside of the pipe or

radiator to its lowest point where it forms

In drops. A very good method of detecting

such leaks is to fill the system with low pres

sure steam, first having drained off all the

water and plugged up the overflow, the faulty

points then being readin distinguished by

a tiny jet of escaping vapor. To apply this

test it is only necessary to make a tem

porary connection with a steam radiator or

with a pipe fitted with a reducing valve.

Another method which is sometimes recom

mended is to blow smoke through the system,

the result being the same.

The repair of small leaks depends, of

course, upon the location and nature of the

trouble. A leaky joint comes often enough

from a bent or cracked flange in some cOup

llng, and is only to be permanently repaired

by rcflanging the faulty part. Piping which

is c1 acked may be repaired by brazing or by

soldering with a blow torch, and, of course,

leaks in the radiator are to be repaired by

soldering, but the work is ticklish, owing to

the nature of the structure, and should not

be undertaken by one who is not expert in

the use of the torch and the soldering iron.

It is generally possible to repair small leaks

on the road by means of tire tape, in con

nection with that nauseous plastic substance

chewing gum, but it is not wise to depend

too strongly upon a repair so made as it is

not trustworthy. It is far better to insert a

handful of bran or even common sawdust

into the filling tube, whence it will seek out

the leak and plug it with astonishing rapid

ity, and form a solid repair which will last

for weeks and even for a whole season under

some conditions.

It is well to flush out the cooling system ‘

once in every three or four hundred miles on

the road, thus ridding it of any accumulated

silt, and at the time it is being done it is well

to look over the connections to see that they

are not leaking and that the pump is in

order. On a well arranged car it is a com

paratively simple matter to keep ihe cooling

system in perfect order, repairing small

leaks as fast as they develop and taking

care to do a permanent job in every case.

Unless this is done, however, there is every

likelihood that trouble will come when least

expected, and that it wil be of a serious nat

ure, for when the piping is partially stopped

up with sediment and the joints are not per

fectly tight, even a slight amount of dam

age may seriously interfere with its work.

It is probably needless to suggest, too, that

after a season's running, and before the ma

chine is prepared for the winter, it is essen

tial that all leaks be gotten rid of so that

there shall be no loss of the precious anti

freezing solution which is to be put into it

later on, and probably, too, at a time when

to lay up the machine for a day or so to go

over it would be a serious loss of the glorious

riding weather of the late fall.

A brilliant Englishman has devised a sys

tem of mirrors, by means of wuich the driver

of a car has a beam of light reflected into

his eye from the tail light at all times, there

by enabling him to make certain that the

flame has not been snuffed out. Incidentally.

the beam is made to cover the section over

which the gear shifting lever works, thus

enabling him to see clearly in what position

the gears are placed before making a change.

ABOUT THE MOTOR OMNIBUS

What it Costs to Operate it and Wherein it

Surpasses the Street Car.

As a result of the intense rivalry which has

been engendered in England over the adop

tion of the motor ’bus in localities which Up

to the present time have been mouopolized

by the electric tram lines, a considerable con

troversy has arisen over the respective costs

of operation of the two modes of transporta

tion, and a battle of statistics is in prog

ress. United States Consul Mahln, of Not

tingham, in a recent report to Washington.

takes up the matter for a second time, anl

corrects certain assumptions which he had

formerly made, in consequence of a storm of

protest which the first text had created, at

the same time admitting that he had drawn

his conclusions from the somewhat unsatis

factory basis of newspaper statements.

The costs of operating vehicles of the two

classes, which had been given as 24 cents per

ton mile in the case of the trams and 80 cents

per tone mile in the case of the motor ’buses,

are recognized as being totally incomparable,

because of the difference in the seating ca

pacity of the two, the tram cars carrying

from flfty to seventy passengers, and the

‘buses taking from twelve to thirty-six, and

even forty in the very latest types.

Comparing the analagous costs of tire up

keep and maintenance of way in the two

cases, he gives the former as something like

16.10 cents per mile, including all contingent

expenses, while the latter amounts to 14.56

cents per mile, or a trifle less. The diiIer

ence in cost should, however, decrease, as

time goes on, as “improvements, organization

and increased knowledge" are reducing the

factors which now create the chief points of

divergence.

Discussing the general advantages of the

motor omnibus as compared with the tram

line, he says:

“If every pertinent consideration is given

fair weight, it is but little more expensive

to operate at the present moment than the

tram car, and its comparative newness leaves

room for improvements which will sensibly

reduce its working expense. It is practical

ly unassailable in congested city streets. In

towns having a population of below 150.000

the motor omnibus can, generally speaking,

be operated more profitably than a tramway,

because the size of the population will not

warrant the running of a sufficient number

of tram car miles per mile of track to yield

a return on the heavy capital investment. it

can change its route at will to accommodate

passing demands. It serves as traction for

perishable market supplies. It iills gaps on

rural routes or it extends facilities similar

to those of steam railways. In these various

respects the motor omnibus is unique."

 

C. L. Scrivens, the Ashtabnla (Ohio) dealer,

has leased the old armory bulldhig in that

city and will convert it into a garage. Scriv

ens expects to move from his present Main

street location before January 1_
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There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years’ experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Manufacturers 0! Pierce Cycles.
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SURFACE CARBURETTERS AGAIN ?

Advent of Mechanical Valves Suggests They

Were Discarded Without Sufficient Trial.

During the trials of carburetters, held in

the early part of the year by the Automo

bile Club of France, many experiments were

made which point to the fact that some for

eign engineers do not seem to be satisfied

with the modern spray carburetter, even

when fitted with automatic devices for con

trolling the mixture and making it of uni

form strength, however much the engine

speed may vary.

According to M. Lumet, the engineer in

charge of the laboratory of the Automobile

Club of France: “In order to obtain a homo

geneous carburetted mixture. long lengths of

induction pipe imVe been used In connectIOn

with wick carburetters, but it is found that

the friction of the mixture in passing along

the pipe causes the motor to lose power. Ex‘

periments showed that a 10 horsepower mo

tor lost 10 per cent in power when a heated

pipe four inches in length was added to an

induction pipe already of a fair length.

"The old type of carburetter was of the

wick variety. This was superseded by the

float feed jet type, where a spray of gaso

lene is sucked up and carried into the cyl

inder in the form of vapor.

“The partiai vacuum caused by the suc

tion of the piston causes a spray of gasoiene

to rise from the jet. The more violent the

suction the larger is the volume of the spray

induced. For this reason a motor turning

quickly induces a spray or jet of large vol

ume and the mixture delivered to it is conse

quently much richer in gasolen'e than when

the motor turns slowly. There is, therefore.

no constancy in the mixture, as the motor

is always varying in speed. In order to ob

tain the best results in a motor the contrary

should obtain, and the slower the speed the

richer should the mixture be in order to

make up by richness for the lack of compres

sion. .‘ (

“With the introduction of mechanically 0p

erated inlet valves comes the necessity of

providing a constant mixture, and construc

tors are already returning to the old type of

wick 'carburetters, which expose to the in

rushing air a surface saturated with liquid

gasoleue in place of the jet."

One of the few firms abroad that have re

malned steadfast to the surface carburetter.

after all other builders had discarded it in

hum of the float feed automatic type, are

the constructors of the Delahaye cars, and

now that, as in the case of the low tension

magneto, some engineers have come to the

conclusion that the surface carburetter was

dropped without sutlicient trial, a description

of this will be of interest.

It consists of a chamber or receptacle for

the fuel, and is, of course, considerably more

bulky in all its parts than the float food type,

this being considered one of the great advan

miles of the latter. Warm air is led from a

space in the cylinder jacket through a pipe

terminating below the gasolene level in this

rcceptable, the latter end of it being pierced

with a number of holes. Surrounding the in

take pipe is a funnel shaped device and a

number of baffle plates to prevent the liquid

from splashing about. The entire upper part

of the chamber constitutes a reservoir for

the storage of the explosive mixture, from

which it is drawn into the cylinder.

This type of carburetter was used steadily

for several years on the Delahaye two cylin

der cars, but when its adoption for four cyl

inder motors was attempted it was found

that its size would be prohibitive, in addi

tion to which it is not so well adapted to the

needs of the multiple cylinder motor, as the

latter requires a constant stream of fuel,

 

Axle that Permits of Staggered Wheels.

Despite the existence of the thousand and

one more or less complicated devices for pre

venting a car skidding on the road, some of

_
‘.

ing line drawing. A represents the custom

ary tube. or casing, which constitutes the

support and container for the moving axle.

This is formed of two pieces, terminating in

the differential casing, and carries at its outer

extremities the parts an, slightly inclined

relatively to A, in such a manner that the

axes, Y, of these blocks make a slight angle

with the. axis of the live axle itself. Upon

these inclined extremities are mounted the

road wheels. running on ball or roller bear

ings in the usual manner. The two portions

of the live axle, EE, are slightly longer than

the tube A, and extend beyond it without

making contact at any point and without the.

use of bearing rings. The ends of the live

axle are connected to the road wheels by

means of a Cardan joint or similar articu

lated device that permits of the angular con

nection. In the drawing the connection con

sists of the spherical segment F centred in

the cap C and having upon its bases two

slots, or notches, at right angles to one an‘

other. With one of the latter there engages

 

 

 

 

  

which are on the market and more are not. '

nothing has been found so effective as giv

ing the wheels a bit of stagger—that is, set

ting their axes so that they run slightly out

of the perpendicular, with the inclination in

ward. This permits the tire. to grip the road

when the ear tends to slide sidewise from

whatever cause. and has been proved to con

stitute a better preventive than anything yet

devised.

No difficulty presents itself in the applica

tion of this form in mounting the front

wheels. but in the case of live axle drive it

is a different matter with the rear wheels.

In many it is impossible to obtain this flare

because the two parts of the real liVe axle

which extend from each side of the differen

tial are journalled or provided with hearings

in the cylindrical casing, which is fast to

the gear box and rigidly sprung. This con

struction renders impossible the obtaining of

even a slight amount of flare or stagger, in

asmuch as the wheel is fixed to the Jour

nailed axle and can only be at right angles

thereto.

A form of rear axle construction designed

to overcome this and permit of the rear wheel

being given the same or almost as much stag

ger as the front. ones has been devised, it

is illustrated sectionaily in the accompany

the T shaped head or end of the axle, and

with the other there engages a web belong

ing to the cap of the wheel hub.

What the Bukwoodsman Wanted.

A prominent automobile manufacturer is

alleged to have received the following com

munication from a Canadian backwoodsman

who wanted to open an agency:

“l vont fayndaut but dis passingcr (‘oach

and bat touring (‘ar 1 gon hay von ovdis

kayn i layk deln val befor nckst spring i

vond von auuvey, and nadr man her vond

von cip con chip az ken acid or some sckind

hend.

“ve vond picen avdovet and prais-iist.“

Which is supposed to mean:

"I want to find out about passenger coaches

and touring cars. I am going to buy one of

this kind. I like them well. before next

spring; I want one anyway, and another man

here wants one cheap, as cheap as can be

sold, or second-hand. We want pictures and

price-list."_
 

it is said that a blacksmith in Winnipeg

(‘anada, has dlscovcrcd a process of welding

copper which is as successful as it is simple

and inexpensive. The report Slates that by

fills process copper may be wcidcd to copper

or to any other metal without injuring its

“pa-trlcill conductivity or in any way impair

ing its other propcrlics. It is 1| grcat pl“

tluii Winnipeg is so far away,
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivery.

STEEL STAMPlNGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Artillery Presrsed Steel Wheel

    

‘ THE STRONGEST AUTOMOBILE WHEEL MAOE.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will always re

i

5

main absolutely true. \

 

THE ONLY WHEEL

that does not require

care and attention.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will withstand

hard usage,even abuse.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will not shrink,

warp or swell, there

by eliminating reset—

ting rims and other

annoyances.

 

Write for Catalogue.

 

 

  

 

 

No More Borrowing Cars

Without Owner’s Permission

The rrru Lock Valve

(here shown), is a new device and a

good one. It is connected at any

convenient place in the gasolene

pipe and when locked and the key

withdrawn prevents the gasolenc

from flowing to the carburettor and

consequently the engine cannot be

started. The key cannot be taken

from the lock until the gasolene

supply is entirely shut off—when shut

off keep the key in your pocket. Im

possible for anyone to steal your car.

Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It isasmall device

made entirely of brass and tumed with a “special key "—no two keys

are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

cannot be picked or opened without the “ right " key. Three keys are

furnished with each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor-cycle or launch to the most

powerful touring car. Price, $5.00. Special prlco to Supply

Houses and Automoblle Manufacturers. Apply to your

supplyman or garage. If not found in stock, address

E. IIILL, Jr.,

Norwulk Iron Works (20., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN

  

FATINT APPLIED FOR.

  

 

 

 

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a. good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expmse for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duces two impulses every time the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You'll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive teats, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

its climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

THE ELMORE MFG. 00., l 1 O4 Amanda Si. Clyde, 0.
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New Idea in Spring Damping.

An English inventor has approached the

spring damping problem from a new stand

point in contriving an arrangement by means

of which the suspension is divided between

two sets of springs, the one carrying the load

ordinarily and the other opposing the up

ward motion of the body on the rebound fol

lowing a shock. The arrangement is that of

two axles, one carrying the wheels, and hav

ing the main springs mounted upon it, and

the other being supplied with a set of supple

mentary springs, so constructed that they do

not synchronize with the first. Besides these,

there is a set of secondary springs mounted

in such a manner as to counteract the ten

dency to upward motion. The effect of the

combination is to neutralize all shoeks, the

vibrations of the different springs being ab

sorbed in one another in such a way as to

have but little eiIect upon the occupants of

the machine.

Using the Teeth to Locate Knocks.

When it is desired to locate a knock in the

mechanism which is not readily distinguish

able to the car, it is frequently advisable to

use a sounding rod, a piece of stiff wire, as.

for instance, a bicycle spoke serving to best

advantage, one end of it being pressed

against some accessible stationary part and

the other held between the teeth, the ears

being stopped up with the fingers at the same

time. In this way the vibrations which take

place within are communicated to the rod,

and through it to the teeth and the ear

 

drums, while all external sounds which tend

to confuse the listener are excluded. By this

method it is often possible to locate with

absolute precision a loose part the sound 0!

which otherwise so blends with the other

noises ot the machine that it is only signifi

cant that something is amiss, but is capable

of no further interpretation.

 

Concerning Cars that Smoke.

A great hue and cry is being raised in Eng

land and on the Continent over the prevail

ing tendency of gasolene motors to emit con

siderable volumes of thick noxious smoke.

In this country the trouble is less noticeable

because of the fact that many of the cars in

use will not run well under conditions of ex

cessive lubrication, but it is a fact that the

number of smoky cars seen on the streets is

daily increasing. In many such cases the

smoke is quite inexcusable, the action of the

motor being fully as good with a less amount

of oil than when the cylinders are flooded.

In others, where the best results are obtained

by flooding the mechanism, it is to be ex

pected, but it is by no means necessary.

The excuse often given that the method of

throttle control, by increasing the vacuum

in the cylinder sucks the oil up by the pis

ton, seems hardly rational, as the joint be

tween the cylinders and pistons is so tight

that there is little or no opportunity for the

lubricant to actually flow through it, that

which actually reaches the combustion cham

ber being in the form of a film on the walls,

which is partially scraped ofl by the rings

on the downward stroke. This amount is not

at all likely to be affected in any way by the

method of control.

The Grafter In New Guise.

Chicago has a new kind or grafter, says the

Inter Ocean, and advises garage keepers to

“look out for the man representing himself

as proprietor of a country hotel who is ap

parently anxious to purchase an automobile.

lie is out to see the city at the expense of

the agent under the guise or being a pros

[l((‘l.iVe customer. Last week this individual

visited the Hayden Automobile Co., and,

after talking figures and looking over specifi

cations with Thomas llay, the local agent,

stated that he would like to have a demon

stration. Mr. Hay drove him out to Wash

ington Park, explaining the mechanism en

route and also showing him how to operate

the machine.

“ ‘This car is perfectly satisfactory,’ stated

the prospective buyer. ‘It will fully answer

the purpose for which I wish to buy it. i

shall use it to take my guests to and from

the railroad station to the hotel, and will

also rent it for pleasure purposes. It you

will take a pencil I will dictate a telegram

to my brother.’

“The telegram instructed the alleged

brother to send the amount necessary to

cover the cost of the car. It was sent coi

leet and returned, as the brother proved to

be a myth. Mr. Hay is now looking for the

man, although he is thankful that he did not

take his gold watch or diamond scartpin."

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor \Vorld Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York. “'

 

HEALTH FOR YOU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENOH LlOK-WEST BAOEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana.

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations in Plenty—Bolt Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

 

This

 
 

nunnnrr
 

excepting tires.”
 

E)[nmalnmnmnoug§|9|Jisvuit meav
 

va

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling all about the waters and giving list of Hotels and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, lent lree.

FRANK ii. REED,

Gan. Pass. Alt, Chicago.

  

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Trattio Man.

 

 

PREMIER CARS

Appeal to All Classes.

TO THE PROFESSIONAL MAN—Because

of its simplicity.

TO THE BUSINESS MAN—Because of its

readiness to go at all times.

TO THE REPAIR MAN—Because of its per

fect accessibility to working parts.

TO ALL MEN—Because of its low cost of fuel

and maintenance.

\Ve have much data from drivers on this latter point; for instance.

one writes us: “ The total cost of my running this season—5000

recorded miles—is only a trifle over one cent per mile for the car—or

r~5th to 1-4 cent per mile per passenger—total for repairs, fuel, etc.,

These are points to remember when purchasing a car.

“ The air cooled season never ends."

Side Entrance Model -

Ourncw (i906) Doctor‘s Special, Q I425 Light Truck, $1400

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. 00.,
Member; American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.

WHY

 

SIBOO Runabout - $l250

 

No. 2l2 Shelby Street,

Indianapolis, Ind.
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I 906

STANDARD

WHITLUBK BUULERS

ANll RABIATURS

Will be the best made.

HIGHEST QUALITY.

rvrosr DURABLE.

mos-r EFFICIENT.

LIGHTEST.

 

Past experience in supplying leading manufacturers with

90 per cent. of the cellular coolers used on American cars to date,

nables us to guarantee the superiority of our 1906 product.

 

OUR RECORD

I0,000 Whitlock Coolers in Daily

Use on Leading Cars.

All l905 deliveries made as promised.

 

Our new No.4 factory with 20,000 square feet floor space.

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of radiators, gives us

unequalled facilities for their production.

 

Geiluiar coolers and radiaiors of even description mode to order.

 

THE WIIITLIIBKIBIIIL PIPE 00.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Engineers, Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Finishers, Pipe Benders,

  

You're always sure of

A FINE FAT SPARK

with

 
  

 

c. F. SPLITDORF,

l7-27 Vandewater Street.

New York.

  

 

 
 

RIDE ON AIR!

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion
(PATENT ALLOWED)

THE Permitting the use of Flexi

ble Easy Springs on your

car and a Good Steady Speed over roads as they come.

 

  

NO S AV E S

Bumping Tires,

Axles,

Broken Spfings’

spring“ . Motor and

Diaarranged _ T'mmimon

Motor and ‘ Repal“?

Machinery. 0“,

Telescoped Gasoline

Spines Penpiration.

AN INVESTMENT paying 50 to 500 r cent. and

large dividends in comfort. A MONE MAKER

for the Live Agent. Good Agents Wanted Everywhere.

KILGQRE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION C0.

S. I". HEATH, Manager.

46 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mas.

NEW YORK CITY. E J. Edmund, 52 W. 43rd St.

MINNEAPOLIS. Ml NN., Barclay Auto. Co.

SAN FRANCISCO. Geo. T. Moore Co.

CHICAGO, ILL, W. R. julrnston, r326 Michigan Ave.
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The Week's Patents.

800,418. Circuit Controller for Explosion

Engines. Richard Varley, Englcwood, N. J.,

assignor to The Autocoil Company, a corpor

ation of New Jersey. Filed February 8, 1905.

Serial No. 244,719.

Claim.—1. A circuit controller for explosive

engines, comprising a circuit cl0ser and a

circuit opener, with means for simultaneous

ly shifting both of them so that the instant

at which they shall be actuated in the cycle

of the engine may be altered, in combination

with means for shifting the circuit opener

independently of the circuit closer, and slm- I

ultaneously altering the speed of the engine.

800,497. Fly Wheel and Crank Shaft

Structure. Stanley W. Shaw, Galesburg,

Kan. Filed March 30, 1904. Serial No.

200.668.

Claim.—1. The combination of alined crank

shaft sections, disks carried at the contigu

ous ends thereof, the disks being concentric

to the shaft sections, a wrist pin extending

between the disks eccentrically to the crank

shaft sections, said shaft sections, disks and

wrist pins being integral, and two annular

flywheel sections fastened respectively to the

peripheral portions of the disks and spaced

from each other to permit a connecting rod

passing between the flywheel sections.

800,564. Clutch. Linzy E. Gibson, Ko

komo, Ind. Filed March 18, 1905. Serial No.

250,848.

Claim—1. A clutch, including a siidable

clutch member, a toggle lever having one

end fixed and its other end connected to the

slidabie clutch member, a controlling slide

working in frictional engagement with the

toggle lever to move the clutch member for

wardly, and a spring operating upon the tog

gle lever in opposition to the slide.

800,572. Automatic backstop for Motor

Cars. William B. Hayden, New York, N. Y.

Filed May 31, 1905. Serial No. 263,067.

Claim-1. An automatic backst0p for ve

hicles, comprising a band having one inner

face provided with a plurality of grooves, a

stationary support, an eccentrically mounted

toggle on said support, provided with a plu

rality of teeth corresponding to the grooves

in said band, a spring connection between

the toggle and the support for retaining the

toggle against the band, and means f0r shift~

ing the toggle from its engagement with the

hand.

800,603. Magnetic Clutch Mechanism.

Harry A. Williams, Akron, Ohio, assignor

to The Williams Electric Machine Company.

Akron, Ohio. Filed February 14, 1905.

Serial No. 245,577.

CIalm.-—1. A shaft, in loose pulley thereon,

a driving member rotatable with the shaft, a

fixed support for the shaft, a loosely support

ed rotatable member, means for frictional

engagement between said loosely-supported

member and pulley, combined with a mag

netic clutch, and electrical connections

whereby said clutch is energized to actuate

the frictional means for driving the pulley.

800,014. Governing Device for Explosive

Motors. James R. Hubbard, Chicago, Ill.

Filed June 20, 1904. Serial No. 213,248.

Claim—1. In an explosive motor, in com

bination with the gas inlet valve, an auxil

iary cylinder and piston therein connected

with the gas Inlet valve, the connections be

ing proportioned for multiplying the move

ment with the inlet valve, in opening, trans

mits to the auxiliary piston, said auxiliary

cylinder having beyond the piston a restrict

ed air inlet, and a check valve opening out

ward for free outlet.

800,625. Induction Coil for Igniting Explo

sion Motors. Jules Carpenuer, Paris, France.

Filed February 8, 1905. Serial No. 244,757.

Claim—1. In an induction coil, the com

bination with the armature of the interrupter

of an eiectromagnet having two windings

serving to operate the armature. the one

winding being of thick wire and bani-I

adapted to have the main current pass

through it, while the other winding is of thin

wire and has a shunt of the main current

passed through it, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

800,638. Storage Battery. William Gardin

er, Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, of one hundred and fifty-two two

thousandths to Universal Electric Storage

Battery Company, Chicago, Ill., a corporation

of Delaware. Filed June 11, 1904. Serial No.

212,135.

Claim.—1. A storage battery plate compris

ing a lead grid having cross p.eces each

formed with longitudinally extending top

and bottom oifsets facing in opposite direc

tions, and suitable material to become active

held in the recesses formed between the said

cross pieces, the t0p and bottom surfaces of

said cross piece extending horizontally from

one face of the plate to the other, the said

offset surfaces being vertical and at right

angles to said horizontal surfaces, said hori

zontal portions of the grid having compara

tively thin and straight unbroken outer edges,

whereby the opposite surfaces of the plate,

when in use, present a maximum of active

surface and a minimum of' inactive surface.

800,640. Elastic Tire for Veliicie,Wheeis.

Henri Giiardonl and Henri Le Riche, Paris,

France. Filed March 16, 1905. Serial No.

250,459.

Claim—1. A wheel tire with a warp of

textile threads and a weft of elastic elements

the ends of which are heat back in order that

they may hook into the edges of the wheel

rim, in combination with a ring within the

tire at the periphery of the wheel to serve

as a st0p for limiting the flattening of the

tire when submitted to undue exterior press

ure, the said stop constituting the rim itself,

and a counter rim serving in combination

with the other rim to retain the hooked edges.

800,647. Carbureter. William A. Hatcher,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Brew

Hatcher Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corpo

ration of Ohio. Filed February 23, 1905.

Serial No. 246,934.

Claim—1. In a carbureter, the combina

tion, with a passageway for feeding a com

bustible aeriform mixture into the cylinder

of an internal combustion engine, of an air

chamber having an air inlet and arranged :1

suitable distance below the aforesaid pass

ageway; a mixing chamber located between

the air chamber and the said passageway

and arranged to discharge into the said pass

ageway; means for controlling the discharge

of the combustible mixture from the mixing

chamber to the said passageway; an oil con

ducting pipe arranged centrally of the air

chamber and discharging into the mixing

chamber, which pipe is externally screw

thrcaded at its lower end and screwed into

the bottom of the air chamber; means for

supplying oil to the last mentioned passage

way; a valve for regulating the discharge of

oil from the said pipe, and several suitably

supported flap valves normally covering the

air chamber and arranged to he swung into

the mixing chamber by suction created with

in the mixing chamber.

800,659. Gas or Gasolcne Engine. Ernest

II. Korsmeyer, Rosedale, Kans. Filed July

20, 1903. Serial No. 166,274.

blflilll.—1. In a motor. the combination

with a cylinder and a piston therein, of a cas

ing secured thereto and provided with an

open end half Journals located at the open

end of the casing. a second casing, half jour

nals located on the second casing and adapted

to register with the journals at the open end

of the first named casing, the last named

casing secured to and closing the open end

of the first named casing, shafts received in

the journals formed by the juncture of the

casings, gearings secured upon the shaft

within the casings and means connecting the

piston and gearings to actuate the former.

800,684. Rotary Hydrocarbon Engine. Will

iam E. Schneider, Washington, D. C. Filed

October 12, 1903. Serial .\‘0. 176,720.

Claim—1. A motor having a casing, a

cylindrical piston mounted to revolve therein

and provided with a tangential chamber open

at the periphery, means for introducing an

explosive charge into said chamber at one

point of the revolution of the piston, and

means for exploding the charge at another

point of said revolution, substantially as set

forth.

800,732. Power Transmission Mechanism.

Christian Forthun, Oak Dale, iowa, and Mar

tin Forthun, Leroy, Minn. Filed June 1.

1905. Serial No. 263,303.

Claim—The combination with a reciprocat

ing rod 1, of a shaft 3, a wide faced ratchet

wheel 5 on said shaft, a pair of bifurcated

levers 12 pivoted on said shaft 3 and embrac

ing said ratchet wheel, a pair of spring

pressed driving pawls 16 pivoted to the outer

portion of said levers 12 and engaging the

teeth of said ratchet wheel 5, one member

of each pair of pawls being longer than the

other, and the_links 17 pivotally connecting

the outer portion of said levers 12 to the said

reciprocating rod 1, substantially as de

scribed.

800,770. Gas Engine. Alfred Steinbart,

Carlstadt, N. J. Filed February 20, 190-1.

Serial No. 194,514.

Ciaim.—1. A gas engine constructed with

two cylinders having direct end communica

tion at both ends of the cylinders, of a piston

in each cylinder, a piston rod on each piston

permanently at right angles thereto, a con

necting rod connected with each piston rod.

a cross head for each piston rod. 11 main

shaft having a crank, with which crank the

connecting rod of both piston rods are con

nected, substantially as set forth.

800,777. Carbureter and Vaporizer for Ex

plosion Engines. Alfred Westmacott, St.

Helena. Isle of Wight, England. Filed May

8, 1005. Serial No. 25.1351.

Claim—1. In a carbureter and vaporizer,

the combination of a case or chamber, a

group of tubes mounted in removable tube

plates'made tight with said casing, an inlet

in the side of the casing between the tube

plates adapted to be connected with the ex

haust port of a motor, an outlet from the

casing between said tube plates, an oil and

air freed device beneath the lower tube plate,

an outlet from the. casing above the upper

tube plate adapted to be connected with the

induction port of the motor, a corresponding

inlet fitted with an inwardly opening spring

valve at the opposite side of the casing, an

opening in the casing between the tube plates

titted with a shutter and designed for the

introduction of the flame of a blow lamp

and a platinum plate or shield within said
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opening substantially as herein shown and

described and for the purpose stated.

900.784. Cushioned Tire. Edv'vard C.

Bailey, (‘romwell, Conn. Filed March 23.

1905. Serial No. 251,619.

Claim._A cushioned tire comprising an

inner hoop which is convexed upon its inner

surface and flat upon its outer face, the

ends of said hoOp overlapping and beveled

and adapted to slide one over the other, an

outer hoop with its outer face convexed and

inner face flat, the ends of said outer hoop

overlapping each other and fixed together.

a series of cushions which are rectangular

outlined in Section, against which the inner

flat faces of said hoops bear, and a covering

surrounding the hoops and cushions, as set

forth.

800,809.

H. Ilindley, Cedar Rapids, Ia.

uary 3, 10%. Serial No. 239,514.

Claim.*1. A guard for pneumatic tires.

comprising a continuous metal band closely

encircling the tire centrally, and keepers

recessed outwardly to take said band, and

inwardly conforming to the periphery of the

tire in cross~sccti0n.

800,835. Vehicle Wheel. Frank A. Seiber

erling, Akron, Ohio. Filed March 9, 1905.

Serial No. 249.242.

Claim.—l. In a vehicle wheel, the com

bination with a rim and a tire holder lock

ing device, of a tire holder adapted to be

engaged by said locking device, said tire

holder consisting of an endless ring provid

ed with a bearing surface to engage said

rim, and with two outwardly inclined bev

elcd bearing surfaces, both of which beveled

surfaces conform in inclination to said lock

ing device.

Pneumatic Tire Guard. Thomas

Filed Jan

Silt-S43. (‘onirolling Device for Motor Ve

hicles. Victor E. (.Yliamhtu'lin. lndianapolis.

lml., :issignor to Pope Manufacturing Com

pany. Jersey City, N. .I.. a ('orporation of

New Jersey. Filed March 17, 1905. Serial

No. 250.520.

Claim.—1. In a motor vehicle. the com

bination of a motor, a controller therefor

comprising a plurality of groups of contacts

and connections to determine the speed and

direction of movement of the motor, a con

troller handle movable laterally and for

ward and backward, and a spring bearing

upon said handle to retain it in a line for

movement in a fore and aft direction and

yielding to permit lateral movement, sub

stantially as described.

800,864. Tire Armor. John C. Moore, New

York, N. Y. Filed October 28, 1904. Serial

No. 230,364.

Claim.——l. A pneumatic tire, comprising

an inner tube. a hollow outer tire having a

flat, ungroovcd tread, a protecting armor

consisting of a thin, flat, endless flexible

band of resilient metal extending about said

tread, and means for securing said band in

place, said means consisting of screw fast

ening devices which extend through the said

outer tire to the hollow therein and are dis

posed along the middle of the width of the

tire.

800,915. Mounting for Power Apparattu

for Self-Propelled Vehicles. Edward R. Hew

itt, New York, N. Y. Filed April 8, 1904.

Serial No. 202,275.

Claim—1. In a self—propelling vehicle, the

combination with a main frame supported

upon the axles, of a supplemental frame

carrying substantially all of the power ap

paratus and pivoted to the main frame upon

an axis approximately coincident with its

centre of motion upon the main frame.

$10,996. Internal Combustion Engine.

(‘harles S. Drummond, London, England.

Filed November 6, 1903. Serial No. 180.011.

Claim—1. In an explosion engine the com

bination of a working cylinder and piston.

and three compressing chambers with pis

tons operated by the engine, one of said

chambers compressing air for the working

clindcr, and two being in series for compress

ing fuel for said cylinder, said three cham

bers having pistons, two of which have com

pressing strokes on the working stroke of

the working piston.

801,000. Automobile Steering Gear; \Vill

lam Y. Gambee, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb

ruary 4, 1905. Serial No. 244,121.

Claim—1. In a vehicle steering gear, tWo

armed levers secured to the wheel spindles.

a four armed lever pivoted intermediate said

spindle levers, a connection between each

end of said spindle levers and corresponding

ends of two arms of said intermediate lever,

and steering gear for turning said interme

diate lever connected to the other two arms

thereof. ‘

801,044. Carbureter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. Charles W. Parsons, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed February 4, 1905. Serial No. 244,095.

Claim—1. In a carburetor, a reservoir foi

hydrocarbon liquid, an air inlet at one end

thereof. a vapor outlet at the other end, a

plurality of transverse partitions of absorb

ent material partially submerged in the

liquid in the reservoir, and a curved parti~

tion of absorbent material adjacent to the

vapor outlet, substantially as described.

sol,097. Variable Speed Gear. Charles M.

 

  

 

,PENNSYLVAN[Ag CLINCHER'

The value of a Tire is measured not by dollars,

but by the Odometer.

The Tire which travels furthest without repairs is

the most valuable to w

The Tire which carries your Car softly over the

road is the most valuable to your Motor.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO.

  

 

 

JEANNETTE, PA. '
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o-only, Washington. D. 0. Filed March 17,

1904. Serial .\‘0. 195,616.

_ Claim—1. A variable S|lt'i‘(I goin- r-ompriw

ing a driving elemenr, consisting of multiplo

stationary cylinders, r-o-opr-r‘ating pistons and

a crank acting as a pump. a driven element

consisting of multiple stationary cylinders,

co-operating pistons and a crank acting as a

motor, a fluid connection between the pump

and motor, and means for altering the rela

tive capacities of the pump and motor. sub

stantially as described.

801.115. Anti-Slipping lll‘t'lt‘t‘

\Villiain J. Smith. (Tanastnta. .\'. Y.

May 15, 1005. Serial No. “.ilil.4s'l.

(‘laim.—l. An anti-slipping device for tires

comprising, in combination with a vehicle

rim, clips engaging said rim. snap hooks dc

tachabiy held to the ends of said c.ips upon

opposite sides of the rim, :1 chan having a

zigzag course in contact with the trend of

the tire and engaging said snap hooks al<

ternately upon opposite sides of the rim, as

set forth.

801,124. Friction Clutch. Fred S. Williams.

Rome, N. Y. Filed December 12, 10» i. Serial

No. 184,960.

CIaim.—1. In combination. a shaft, a loose

sleeve mounted thereon and provich with

screw threads, or clutching member carried

by said sleeve, a fixed sleeve carried by the

shaft, :1 flanged disk carried thorchy nn-I

forming a second clutching member, a spring

pressed disk carried by one of the members

and movable into engagement with the other

in advance of contact or the two members.

radially movable nuts carried by said second

clutching member, cam-levvrs engaging at

one end with the said nuts, and a longitude

inally movable cam-collar mounted on tin

tixed sleeve and operatively engaging said

cam levers.

801,169. Speed Regulator for Explosion

Engines. David F. Williams. Granvil‘e. N.

Y., Assignor to Buggies Machine (14).. I‘oult—

for ’I‘ircs.

Filed

ney, Vt. Filed March 9, 1904. Serial No.

197,383.

Claim.—1. The combination in an explo

sion engine, of an exhaust valve. an exhaust

valve rod, a guiding means for the crank

shaft end of the rod, a crank shaft. or

grooved cam carried by the crank shaft. a

cam rod. a bracket adjustany secured to

the exhaust valve rod and having an Open

ing for the reception of the cam rod, :1 corri

pression spring for forcing said cam rod

against the cam, a balance wheel carried by

the crank shaft, :1 grooved non-revoluble rol

lar carried by the shaft at a point between

the cam and balance wheel. brackets car—

ried by the shaft at a point between the cam

and balance wheel, brackets carried by the

balance wheel, weighted governor arms hav

ing one end extending into the groove of

the collar, to pair of ears projecting from the

side of the collar at a point beyond the

groove, a lever pivoted at a point interme<

diate of its length to the frame of the en

gine and having one end bifurcated and

connected to the ears, said lever serving as

a means for preventing rotative movement

of the collar and receiving rocking move

ment from said collar, the opposite end of

the lever being disposed in the path of

movement of the crank shaft end of the e.\'

haust valve rod, a leaf spring rigidly se

cured at one end to the engine frame and

having its opposite end bearing against the

lever, and an adjusting screw extending

through a threaded opening in the frame

and bearing on said spring to adjust the

sonsitiveness of the governor.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding inunythings about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

00., 15: Nassau Street, New Iork. ’“

 

THE IOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL'KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50" below

zero Fahr. Putu in lO-lb.cans.m k 32 allo sof solution readypfor use. a e g n

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses

[IAIIBDIIIIALE CHEMICAL CO, - Garbondalo. Pa
 

THE

WllHEllBEE BATTERY

Solves Ibo Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION 00.,

27 Thames St'oot, New York.

DIAMOND DI'IAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out - hain with

a “ puuronp," which fits

any standard sprocket.

DIAMOND OHAIN & MFG. 60.. INDIANAPOLIS

CILBERT

1, Auto Fabric Supplies
‘ LOOK FOR THE NA\IK

 

 

  

,' For sale at leading

supply houses

Catalogue rent on request

, , Y.

THE GILBERT MFG. on.
New Haven, Conn.

 

 

  

ACCURACY!

The accuracy oI the Speedometer is attained by

the mechanically pcrlcct application of an abso

lutely unchangzable law. The standard of per

icction oI this instrument will never be equaled by

devices based on theories, the practical application

of which is so impossible that Ihcy were dircarded

in the development oI the Jones Spudometer.

Do you know of our Protection Tag? Write for

information.

JONES SPEEDOMETER,

125 West 32d Street, - - NEW YORK

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

. in capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

SPARK COILS. ,4. Differential Gears. $9

rvzxr inch roller chain 50 cos. per loot.

Lowest prices on lamps and tires. Send tor

bargain sheet. DE i'ROIT CYCLE M
CO., I) troir, Mich. & OTUR

ihN PASiENGER wagonette; sample car.

‘ r905 r906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on_ application. TIIUWPSUN AUTO CU .

Olneyvtile Sq, Providence, It. I.

I-r OR SALE—4o horse power. 1905 np-to-date

Thonias Fl‘iyer. Uled for denonstratirg

p_urpo.<es. 'ery est condition Abargain. C.A.

(.OEY & CO., i323-r3z< Michigm Ave, Chicago.

E will build an Automobile Gara e at l '
St. and Columbus Ave. on 2% cgitv Iotsoajriil

lease same for a term of" years to desirable party

For further particulars inquire of sonar. & KEA N.

CO., 109th St. and Manhattan Ave., New York.

FOR SALE—Two Knox Observation Cars;

fourteen pas-engers; cars used three months

on Paul R~vere Route, are in perfect running

order. Business requires larger autos. Apply to

LEXINGTON & CONCORD SIGHT-SEEING

CO, Lexington, Mass.

 

OR SALE—One I6 h p. “ Rambler" 8600.00;

one 12 h. p. uFord" $400.00. Both r904

Mo’els and in Al condition. Address F. T

EVANS, Connellsville. Pa. '
 

’1 O .TRADE~Guarantced 8% preferred stock

in a $roo.ooo.oo manufacturing corporation

for [905 touring car. steam or gasolene. Investi

gation solicited. What have you? Address L. B.

97 ;. Waterloo, Iowa.

 

7NOX for sale. 3600; nearly g\od as new.

jOHN W. HIGGINS, 228 West Street.

Worcester, Mass.

 

ON SALE. for account of customers ordering

1906 models—Two 4-cylinder Locomobiles.

guaranteed by us. A good chance to secure a

standard car at a reasonable figure. 'I‘IIE LOCO.

MOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Broadway

cor. 76m Street, New York.

 

(JROUT 1904 steamer, 1905 improvements, to

movable rear seat; just. from factory; per

fect condition; cost $850: sell for $500. 'or ex

change for gasoline car of equal value; sold for

no fault. Dr. S. F. HASKINS, Cotuit, Masl.

 

 

Now York School at Automobile Enginoors
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of Instruction for

Chauffeur: and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students

Wnle, Call or Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, 43" Columbus.

 

 

 

HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES?

The Connecticut Volt Ammeter

will readily tell you.

Two instruments in one adaptable for storage batteries or dry cells.

Full descriptive information on request.

Connecticut Telephone 8. Electric Company, Merlden. Conn
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Automobile Tops’,.“'~~-""'
should be just as carefully designed and fitted, as any other parts

of the car. “Any Old TOp " won't do. Equip with the

LONDON TOP and secure the best that skilled top makers

and the best of materi llS can produce.

LONDON TOPS, made to fit any car, fit guaranteed.

Prices, samples of materials and full description of

construction promptly mailed on request.

Lamp Dover's. Sllp covers.

Tire flavors. Engine Aprons.

 

 

  
  

#ik/ ‘ -17 if,

n Avenue, Chicago.33" Mic

  

 

 

 

 
 

The Michigan

Central
is well named The Niagara Falls ROHIO

No other road gives its passengers such a pertect op

portunity to view the mighty HORSESHOE and the

wonderful AMERICAN FALLS. All trains on this line,

via Niagara, stop at Falls View station for five minutes.

Fall stop-over privileges granted on request. Direct Com

munication and Magnificent Through Trains between

0n Long Island Coarse. Sat. Sept. 23, Average Home,

  

  

Almost 57 Miles per "our, New York

“Etié‘p‘it‘lfiéi it"s“, flitti‘it'tiiifihpff .322.“ 335535.535'JJEQS‘TEQ‘Q Boston

1st. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 H.P.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds. BRUNO}

2d. TRABY, (Locomoolle. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Mlnuto, 49 Seconds. Chicago

The third car no i9 minutes behind the leader Detroi

AND WAS WITHOUI‘ TrIB TRUFF\ULT-HARTPORD SUSPENSIONS.

Racing or Touring, if you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car with.THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFDRD SHOCK ABSORBER. *———
 

Tell your agent to have your ticket read via this route. For full information

 

Hartlord S 5 mi 11 Wer o All the Winnin - . I
Cars in Thegepi’rolginsent Ctjutersts Recently Helms. regarding an" mu es and connecnon" address

Olldden Tour; French Bllmlnatlnz Trlals; Gordon Bennett Rate; Ardeunca

Clrcult Race, French; 1.000 Vllle frack Record. (luy Vaughn. J. w.HARTFORD SUSPENSION 00. Chief Ass’tc. P. A. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Enwaan V. HARTFORD, President 69 Vestry SUCCt, “CW York Clty

 

 

 

  

 

 

“Automobile Brand”

Aluminum

l EQEFFHES

  

LIGHT, STRONG, HANDY.
at the Rtszht Price.

The only proper equipment for your auto.

Ask for our new machine wrench catalog. PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

THE BILLINcs & SPENCER “MANY LIGHT MFG. Alli] FOUNDRY fill. Pottstown, Pa.
HARTFORD, CONN
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NEW YORK, Broadway and 78th St, BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St.

firmlalile
The firm/106% Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

filembrr Anact'atiots 0/ Lt'u’u'ni Automfit'k Manufacturer:

PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. I354 “icingan Ave.

 

YOU GA” SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

FISK’S AUTO-CAR SOAP
11' an automobile b worth anything at all, it's worth keep

ing clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soap does it.

Cleans a. dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the

finish and keeps it looking new with all its original lustre.

Re-orders from those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price 81.00. (Express

prepaid to points as far West as and including Chicago, Ill.)

Also put. up in barrels and halt barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers, dealers and

garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order. ‘

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

ACME MUTIlli BARS
POSITIVE OIIIITIIIIL—STAIITIIIS AIIII STOPPING

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—GOING AIIII COMING.

Without flourishes or fads Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily accessible at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION iN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

J. W. HEARS, Brooklyn; ENSIGN a MOORE. Binghamton. Nv Y;

DEVLIN & CO.. Chicago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE. Atlanta. (1a.:

1‘. C. BRADFORD. Wilmington. Del.; BOSTON MOTOR CO.. Boston;

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE co.. Pittsburg: ACME MOTOR CAR (‘0..

Philadelphia; ACME MOTOR CAR CO., OF N. Y.. New York City.

 

 

 
  

 

HILL PREGISIIIN OILERS.
September 14, 1905.

THE STEEL BALI. COMPANY,

840 Math Avenue, Chicano, ill.

Gentlemen :—In reply to Your iavor oi the nth insi., would sav that

M-. Alexmder Wintun has always recognized lubrication as one of the

most important problems to be solved by automobile marttfacturers

It is safe to assume that the Winton Mrrlorl'arringe Company has

devot d nto-e time and experimenting to this feature than any other

automobile manuiaeturing company in the country

For more than a year the Hill P ecrsion ()iler has been subjected by

Mr. Winton to the most exhaustive trsts, both in our experimental depart

ment and a'so in exceedingly severe and prolonged road work. The most

aatisiactor resulis have been obtained, and as a result. believing it to be the

most perfectly developed lubricating device yet roductd. Wintnn cars

vrill be equipped during the coming season with I re Hill Precision Oiler.

Yours very truly.

THE WINTUN MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

CHAS. B. SHANKS, General Sales Managt r.

THE STEEL BALI. BUMPINY, 832 Austin MIL, Chicago, U. 8. II.

 

“CTINENTAL”
means all that is best when

applied to motors, clutches

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. _

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars. Ask for

catalogue.

i

\

  

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-245 W. LAKE STREET, ~ ' CHIClGO, ILL.

PETERSON & DRAPER, Dirert Factory Reprcrentrtives.

 

 

 

YOU TRY N0 EXPERIMENTS

wnsu YOU TRY our!

PRESSEI] STEEL FRAMES.
The Leading Halters oi the Industry Have Long Ago Proved Their Worth.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel

under Perfect Conditions of Manufacture.

Accurao! and Qualitz Guaranteed.

SEND DRAWINGS AND GET OUR PRICES.

CLEVELAND CAR specmu'v co.

CAEB A\BI\UB and LAKE STREET, MVBLANDJII‘IIO.

 

 

 

We are prepared to estimate on your 1906 Furg ngs
Sat sfscrion Guaranteed.

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading nutr

rnobile manufac

  

turers.

Have you secured our pricey,

THE ill. SEWARD SUNS CUMPANY, Nut Haven, Conn
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That

Car iLogan
We know something or especial interest to

dealers and users.

IIOQOII ¢°II$IYIICIIOII “OIIIDOIIV,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

Write us, and we will tell you

 

N0 West 38th Street, New York

 

000 00000000000000.0000.”

‘rounmo on
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

0 CLEVELAND, omo, u. a. A. .3

t..»»....»...»..»»».
 

 

MOTOR CARS

In two new models, improved and

better than ever, Will be ready very

shortly We have a surprise to offer

which will make everybody

“WATCH FOR THE ROUND

RADIATOR.”

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIOLE 00.,

IOO7 East Twenty-Second St.,

INDIAN ' POLIS, IND.

' .tl-m’rrr (Iflllfrirrln

 

IIInIr/r‘ Cur lllltrr'n/ll lurr'rs Asnut‘l'rrtl'v n, (ll/(alga.

 

 

Springiiald Top
(Pat. digs)

, ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

366 Birnis Ave,

Sringfiold, Mass.

  

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position In

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transfirtation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great~ arkets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

'I‘raverses Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looltrng for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Wuhin on, D. C.

W. A. MOVER, Agent, :11 Broadway, ew York lly.

 

To Operators oi Steam liars:

Write us for printed matter on the “ELSON

STEAM mm PUMP, the only Posm‘"? high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

IO4-l l0 Centre St., New York.

TIIE MARION MOTOR OAR
5IMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, 8 I 500.

Air cooled. 16 horse power_ developed. Beautiiul -in

 

 

 

design and finish. Elly riding. Speedy. Dun-bio and

dependable. Wehuild it.

MARION MOTOR OAR CO., isommous. ill)

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Chain (‘ompany

— MAKI —

Automobile Chains

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Ours

Baldwin Ohilil & Mfg. Co.,

Worcestrr, Mass , U.S A.

SPRAOIIE OAIIOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Send for Catalogue

SPRAGUE UMBRELLA CO., Nomiirifllio

  

 

  

Nam.- , e

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

fine motor "(illlorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of e e

 

 

 

 

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads:

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lights is de

sired from one tank; No waste; Salk—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

Tho Concentrated Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.
\thel'flling under exclusive license from The

(‘ommercial Acetylene Co., 0! New York.

Troubled with Faulty Ignition?

We are ignition specialists. Our

APPLE

Automatic Operker

is a portable storafie battery

charger that cures l ignition

laults. All owners of launcheS.

automobiles or gas engines should

write to-dav.

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

or ncsvca nae, osv'ron. omo

sT—A-Rmi Manufacturers
"um "I “m of :3! engines for automo

biles, boats tr stationary work tl’Otild send at once for

samples of “ Sta-Rite ignition plugs, ndaflad to

thtir needs. It's our business 47 sizes and styles.

Porcelain, §|_5°; Mica, sl, 75, Spark coIls, etc,

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 Vlul Irosdny III "II om

  

 

   

 

 

 

FENDERS

  

Dn-norr. Mrcn EM.

(051!“ ucrolv, liWAIK, I. LHOODS TANKS

 

 

that Pulse?

Not so vlgonrous-eh? Winter's

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Do Nothing for just two weeks at

French Lick

West Baden Springs
Simply rest and drink the world-tamed waters

They clear away the impurities from the system

-—curo kidney, liver and stomach troubles

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern Indiana on the

MONOII ROUTEI
Write for Illustrated Booklet, gIvIn full por

tlt'ulnrn. hotel rattan. et<-., mailedzlree.

CHAS. ll. HOOKIVELL FRANK I. REED

Trollo Manager Gen'l Plll- Ago-s

O in onsrox noose PLACE. omcsoo 0
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WHAT IS MUHE IMPUHTAHT THAN THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS?
What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in thatline. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the p'i'icesf ~ " '

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?"

SYRACUSE GEAR 00., - Syracuse,'N. v.

Kinzslon Garhurelur.
OVER 29,000 Ill USE.

mm“"W", "m- ' ~ Truwl ORADOMETER MARK.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

 

 

Par. Jan. In, Igor.
  

 

 

AB Instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent polrpaid on receipt 6! price, Inga

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque. low

MOONLIGHT 0N

LAKE ERIE
PASSENGFRS ON I), 6: I3. LINE

WITNESS A OLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

RELIABLE

$3.50

Send for Circulars

MORE-POWER 00.

Lowell, Mass.

KINGSTIIN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng DeVIcee, ate.

win-ling!)

wm4m34r0<

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire. gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two~cent stamp for illustrated

 

f“; MUFFLER$CUT-DUT l
  

Acetylene Gas and Oil

  

   

 

ATWOOD MFG. 60., pamggiet.
Amesbury Mass. A I“ ..

BYHIE, KINGSTITIL‘_00.,_KBIomo, In, u. s. A. ' wim 2.1.8‘w1ilfi'?‘“"“iirfigil. 1w..
 

_ GRAY? DAVA5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR Ie Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS

  

 

 

Send

for

MOST RELIABLE

GLUMBIA um! BELLS
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

 

  

 

Catalogue.

  

SPEC|AL AUTO PARTS 7 Tire troubled? Write for “Good “HES we Underse" [vérybody

BOOk.” 0 Only fro lur new zKuH (in 5 fresh from he

 

WC make parts from your own design toryo Other styles and all." in proportion.

 

from either brass or aluminum Tire & Rubber C0-, GIOVC SL, We Do first Class Repairing

witP'Lf‘gw‘gRem“. Mm,"- ‘driven eight eed Write [or description. k h, ’31,“ mt

Auto Brass 8‘ Aluminum (10., FIIIII, Mich. W)“ - I]. GRAHAM CYCLE CU..60I-505 Madison SI , IIIliclgO
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WATCH THE EFFICIENT

DOUBLE GHAIN DRIVE

On l906 Model Cars with “WHITNEY” Chains.

  

film—CZOZ I'lr-WCOW-IOZ

  

Every “ WHITNEY " Detach—

able L hain contains one Connecting

Link distinguished from the others

by notches in the top surface. This

Connecting Link fits loosely ( n the

rivets and may be removed by hand.

The other Detachable Links are

purposely forced tightly on

lO the rivets but can be easily

detached by means of the

New Repair ()utfit.

  

    

12% ,_ ,

Side Link with Rivets Assembled.

  

Xe“. "Whitney" Chain Rapnlr Outfit ready for op- A boy can repair IOO“WHITNEya,

era on.

Detachable Chains in less time than

it would take an expert, with the

assistance of a complete machine

shop, to repair one damaged direct

gear drive.

  

L I - . 7

Repair Outfit with handle detached for tool box. Connecting Link.

PATENTED PATENTED

  

“WHITNEY” DETAOHABLE ROLLER CHAIN.

SPROBKETS must be machined BORREBTLY if best resulls are desired.

  

THE WHITNEY MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.
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There are reasons why

 

MORGAN aWRlGHTTIRES  

  

ARE 600D TIRES

  

  

 

Reason 2

FABRIC.

(L The several layers of Fabric 'are to a tire what steel girders are to a building—they give the tire

its stability and resisting power.

(1 Morgan & Wright Tires contain only the highest grade of Sea Island cotton—a product that is

known to possess extraordinary tensile strength.

I]? By a special method of incorporating this cott0n fabric into the manufacture of our tires

we gieatlv enhance its normal strenjfih—a fact that partially explains the tremendous amount of

hard usage MORGAN 8e WRIGHT tires are known to stand.

(L High-grade fabric, properly used, also renders a tough cover stock doubly effective.

(L All of which is but another good point in a thoroly good tire.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Chicago.

DETROIT—285 Jetferlon Ave.

NEW YORK—2H W. 47th St.

SYRACUSE—.212—214 . Clinton .

MINNEAPOLIS—7174 Henne] Av.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine Ste.

BOSTON—228 Columbul Ave.

CLEVELAND—347 Huron St.

DAYTON—411 E. 5th St.

SAN FRANCISCO—1087 Mtuton 8t.

DENVER—1662 Broadway.

ST. LOUIS—688 Vundevcntsr Ave.

L08 ANGELES—MO 8. Main St.

 

ATLANTA—36 Edzevvoud Ave.

 

 

  

 

 

Business and the OLDSMOBILE

The development of the Oldsmobile as a public utility has been

steady and uninterrupted.

'l he Qldsmobile Standard Runabout meets the requirements of the

business and professional man, the rural delivery carrier, the commercial

traveler, and is an indispensable adjunct to modern life.

The Commercial Vehicle has reached the highest development in

the Oldsmobile.

You will find in our line the vehicle which most fully meets your

requirements, whether for city or country delivery, light trucking, city or

rural transportation, depot or park service. '

Write us for full information and details. There is big money to

be made with our commercial cars and it will pay you to get in the

game early. Ask for Circular 53.'

OLDS noroR WORKS, Lansing, Hich., u. s. A.

Member A. L. A. M.
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T0 SELLERSOFANIJ usrns

CLINCHER. TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

G 8: J Tire ('30. GoodyearTire& Rubber 80.

Hartford Rubber Works ('20. Fisk Rubber (20,

Morgan 13¢ Wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich Q0. Vehicle Tire (‘30.

Diamond Rubber (20. Gontinental Gaoutchouc Go.

6&JIlRli Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Are Yo_u a Ford Aqent

for 1966?

If not, get the Agency for your territory. It will be worth your while. We do

not care to announce particulars about our new models at this early date.

There’s enough people copying Ford ideas and we want Ford Agents to have an

exclusive snap next season. We can promise you, however, that the Ford proposition

for next year will be the biggest money and reputation maker ever offered to an Auto

mobile Agent.

You have heard the rumors about a “Ford runabout," but the most glowing

accounts of our car will fall far short of the actual car we have for next year.

Write and get in touch with us.

Form moron eeMimNY, - - - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBER AMERICAN no'ron can MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. cmcaoo.

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR 00., of Canada, Ltd, Walkervillc, Ont.

e BAKER ELEQTIQ

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriaqe,

The Moat Elegant 0! all Bloch-lea.

  

 

  

 
 

 

ano

RUNHBQUTS, STHNI-IQPES,

SURREYS, BT€., are.

 

WE ARE RBH‘DY TO THLK BUSINESS.

THE BAKER MOTQR YEHIGLE ('ZQMPHNY, eLEYELHND, OHIO.

e. B. RIGB, Broadway and 58th Strut, New York Bganta.
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Pope Manuiac
- HARTFO

1906 AN_l_\i_(

Pope-Hartford, Model F

Four Cylinder 20-25 H. P., Price $2500.00

It is conceded by every one that the POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY has never had the reputation of making extravagant clai

for its product. Generations of special training in the famous Factories of Hartford have developed mechanics who are masters of every few

of fine machine work and with the world's best mechanics and the best talent it is possible to procure we have by experimenting, trying, tes:

and improving, counting nothing too small to receive attention and nothing too great to be attempted, produced our new MODEL F which q

not be excelled at anywhere near the price for quietness, speed and hill-climbing qualities. i

M t jackets, developing under brake test 28-30 H. P. Valves 1 encased, the cylinders cast in pairs with integral heads and w:

0 or. Four-cylinder vertical water cooled engine with all gearsocated in the head all mechanically operated and interchangeable. C31

tiers and pistons made of special stock and ground to a mirror finish thus insuring perfect compression. Crank shafts of special treated ni

steel with liberal bearings. Crank case supplied with two large hand holes on the right. hand side of the case through which every bearing

the crank shaft is accessible.

[ nition Jump spark, combined commutator and secondary distributor located between the second and third cylinders and driven fr

g ' the cam shaft through a pair of spiral gears with a single coil controlled by a. lever located on top of the steering wheel‘

not revolving with the wheel. -

L b i The lubrication of the engine- bearings and cylinders is from a special oiler located on the dash driven by a belt from

u l' ca on. cam shaft. The bearings of the transmission are provided with ring oilers running in individual wells at the ends of

shaft, and the transmission gears, bevel gears and differentials run in oil. (The oiling of these parts is referred to more particularly on

their special headings.) All parts of the car not lubricated in this way or by splash are provided with oil or grease cups wherever necessar:

Transmission The transmission is of the sliding gear type having three speeds ahead and reverse and is enclosed in an alumin

' case with an aluminum cover which is readily removed for inspection purposes. The gears are all made of spa

steel hardened. The countershaft has three large bearings substantially bolted into the case and without any opening through the ends of

case. All bearings are of special grade phosphor bronze and the gears and bearings with the exception of the front and rear main bearings

I immersed in oil, the front and rear bearings being lubricated from two oil wells in the bearing case, the 011 being carried by a ring to

shaft. The gears shift by a hand lever located on the right hand side of the seat, operating through a. sector and pinions, a. rack on the in:

of the gear case being directly connected with the sliding gears, the thrust at this point being taken up by a substantial ball thrust bearing.

carburettow The carburettor is of special design and of our own manufacture, very flexible and efficient running from 150 R. P. M

' " 1600 R. P. M. and unrivalled in economy of fuel consumption. Carburettor throttle is controlled by a lever located on

of steering wheel and not revolving with it.

Control Controlling levers for ignition and throttle are located on top of the steering wheel engaging with a single sector arranged

' as not to revolve with the steering wheel. All gears changed by one lever located within easy access of the driver.

Drive A compensating joint is located between the engine and transmission, and the drive from the transmission is through 8. ion

0 tudinal or propellor shaft having universal joints at either end through a. pinion and bevel gear to the rear axle. These joi

are so arranged that all bearing surfaces are thoroughly lubricated at all times. All parts of the joints and shafts are made of special h:

carbon steel with liberal pins- which work in removable phosphor bronZe bearings.

Front Ax], The front axle is a solid forging of special steel having forked ends to receive the pivots. The axle is of exceptio

" strength and extremely graceful in design.

Rear Axle The bevel gears driving the rear axle consist of a. pinion meshing with a gear, both gear and pinion being made fr

' special steel, the pinion shaft being made integral with the pinion and runs in two Tlmkln roller bearings. The r.

axles proper or driving shafts have squared ends which fit square holes in the differential gears, insuring strong and durable constructi

The shafts are securely keyed and locked at their outer ends in the wheel hubs and do not carry the Weight of the car, but are solely po‘

transmitters, the case and outer tube of the axle carrying the weight of the car. The thrust of the bevel driving gear is taken up by a la:

ball thrust bearing suitably backed up by hardened steel washers and supported by the main bearing of the case.

Steering Steering mechanism consists of worm and sector enclosed in a case packed with graphite grease and is strictly lrreversii

' Steering joints provided with spring butTers to relieve road shocks.

  

 

B k The par is provided with two sets of brakes, one an external clamping band brake faced with camel's hair belting and acting or

ra es. drum attached to transmission shaft directly at the rear of the transmission case. The other set consists of two interr

band brakes. which are also faced with camel's hair belting and act in drums which are bolted to each rear wheel hub. The brakes are

of amplehprpportlion and of strong and powerful construction, either one of them being capable of locking the wheels with a very slight you

sure on t e not evers.

Frame The frame is composed of armoured ash side pieces 1 5-16 by 4 inches at the centre. The armour consists of steel plates 3

' inch thick securely bolted to the side pieces after all the riveting, which is done hot, is completed. The sub-frame whi

carries the engine is made of channel steel securely riveted to steel cross members at either end.

Hood & Guards. Hood of improved design opening from both sides. Guards of special design, front guard large and flaring.

B d The bfldy is of new and graceful design seating five people, with non-removable dust-proof tonncau with double side entrar:

o y. especially easy of access.

Dash. This is of curved sheet steel reinforced with wood, finished in natural color and surmounted by a. brass rail.
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lring Company
, CONN.

INCEMENT

’hee] Base, Wheel base is 98 inches and the tread 56 inches.

 

 

 

 

,heels. 84 x4 front and rear, with ball bearings of large dimensions.

re “'e will adopt for our regular equipment what we determine to be the best tire on the market from actual tests we are now

‘ 5' making.

asoline Capacity. 15 gallons.

r
rater 0 gallons. __

quipment Full set of lamps, horn, tools and floor mats. .

I

Pope-Hartford, Model G

Two Cylinder l8 H. R, Price $l600.00

tor Two-cylinder horizontal opposed. located cross-wise under the hood with integral heads and water jackets, developing under

0 ' brake test 20-22 H. P. Automatic admission valve and mechanical exhaust. Cylinders and pistons made of special stock and

lund to a mirror finish as in the Model F. Crank shaft of special treated nickel steel with bearings of liberal size.

 

.ition Jump spark fronl two sets of dry cell batteries carried under front seat.

Engine bearings ""10 cylinders are lubricated by a special oiler located on dash driven by a belt from the cam shaft.

lbrication. The bearings of the transmission are provided with ring oilers running in individual wells at the ends of the shafts.

e transmission gears. bevel gears and differentials run in oil. In addition to this there are oil and grease cups provided wherever necessary.

.ansmission. The transmission is of the sliding gear type and identical with the transmission used on our Model F.

Lrburettor. The carburettor 18 01' enm‘ely new deSiEn of the float feed type, very simple, very efficient and flexible.

Spark and throttle levers located on top of steering wheel. All gears changed by one leVer located within easy access of the

'ntrOI- driver.

The drive is through a longitudinal or propeller shaft having universal Joints at either end through pinion and bevel gears to

five. the rear axle. -

The front axle is a solid forging of special design with forged yokes and exceptionally strong in all its Darts.

'ont Axle.

The rear wheel axle is of solid steel running on ball bearings in a tubular sleeve and of same style and construction as

at Axle. Model F.

. Wheel operating through worm and sector. Strictly irreversible. joints provided with spring buffers to relieve road

eerlng. shocks.

Two sets of brakes, one an external band brake acting on a drum attatllcd to transmission shaft at rear of transmission case;

akes, the other set consists of two internal band brakes acting on drums bolted to each of the rear wheels.

The frame is composed of ash. armored with steel plates securely bolted after all riveting, which is done hot, is completed.

ame- The sub-frames and cross members are of steel, making a very strong and flexible frame.

,Od & Guards. Of improved design constructed of steel, front guard large and flaring.

()f graceful design seating five people, double side entrance type with non-detachable tonneau.

-dy.

heel Base.

30x31/5, front and rear, with ball bearings of large dimension.

heels.
W'e will adopt for our regular equipment what we determine to be the best tire on the market from actual tests we are now

‘es. making.

soline Capacity. 11% gallons. _

4 ll .

ater Supply. 8“ ("‘8

Two side oil lam s. two head li'ht brackets, full set of tools and floor mats.ulpment. p B

88 inch, tread 56 inch.
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The Power oi

 

 

and reverse, and shalt drive.

with dealer's name, sent tree upon request.

The Autocar Runabout has a motor of 10 mechanical horse-power, which is about equivalent to 15 animal horse-power.

The horses, however, could furnish this power for only 8 hours a

it will be seen that it both power and endurance are considered this car

This tremendous power, coupled to a car weighing only 1200 lbs.,

and is one of the things that make it the most remarkable small car built.

The motor in the Autocar Runabout is oi the two-cylinder horizontal opposed type.

it is instantly accessible. The transmission case may be reached by lifting the floor in iront

Catalogue descriptive of Type X. $900, Type VIII Tonneau Car, $1400, and Type XI four Cylinder, Side Entrance Tonneau Car, $2000,

THE AUTQCAR COMPANY, Ardmorc, P8” Member Association Licensed flutamobila Manufactunn.

Ruiocox »‘Y\ut\olo0o.
(Type X)

$ 900

this Runabout

day. As the Autocar Runabout can be run for 24 hours I day,

is equal to 45 horses.

gives the Autocar Runabout great speed and hill~climbing ability

It is located in front under the hood, where

of the seat. This car has three forward speed:

 

“QUEEN”
The name stands for a line of cars that has

  

no equal, either as a selling proposition for the

dealer, or an investment for the individual

buyer.

Staunch in construction, powerful in action,

reliable in operation, and simple in control,

Queen Automobiles best meet every require

ment of automobile worth.

Queen Runabouts. Queen Det. Tonneaus.

Queen Touring Cars.

Made right and sold right by

C. H. BLOMS] ROM MOTOR COMPANY,

Detroit, Mich.

C. A. DUBRR R CO., Inc. 1781 Broadway, New York Clty Agentl.

    

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duces two impulses every time the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You’ll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

its climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

THE ELlMlllE MFG. 00,1104 Amanda Sl. Blydo, 0.
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THIRD IN ELIMINATION

RACE, SEPTEMBER 23rd.

IF YOU BUILD A RACING CAR,

to run 60, 70, or even 80 miles an hour, you won‘t need any extraor

dinary mechanical ability. You won’t produce much that is of value

if you succeed.

BUT

if you become the owner of a ROYAL TOURIST, you have a car that

can go fast enough to qualify in the VANDERBILT CUP TRIALS, and

make the round of the course any number of times without the troubles

the racing cars had, and one that will stay on the road, can'y its passen

gers with comfort and safety. do its work quietly, and without strain on

the motor or running gear.

REMEMBER

The Royal proved itself faster than the racers, and any owner will tell

you about its reliability and comfort.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR (10., Cleveland, Ohio.

ROlAL
AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO , 58th St. & Broadway, New York; G J. DUN

HAM, IS: Columbus Ave., Bolton: THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE

CO., I449 Michigan Ave.. Chica o; G. W. CAPLIN, 432 South Fifth St.,

Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE UPPLY C0,, Lim.. a4 Tern erance St.,

Toronto: MOTOR SHOP, 317 N. Broad St., Philadelphia; ESTMIN

STER AUTOMOBILE CO., 4396 Olive St.. St. Louis.

   

 

MI"
. "'5 SIMPLEcan”

  

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE CAR

IN THE WORLD

both as to conltruction and control and the easiest to operate and maintain,

“Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mam, U. S. A.

 

  

The Car thatWon

Honors.

THE HAYNES Car that won honors

from America’s best and most powerful

special racing cars, in the VANDERBILT

Trials, was simply a duplicate. of our 1906

Touring Cars now going through the fac

tory.

n THE HAYNES stock car defeats

racers, what will it do to other stock cars?

 

We are booking orders and contracting

agencies NO\V for these cars.

Write us to-day.

The Haynes Automobile (10.,

Members A. L. A. M.

Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago
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A PERSONAL STATEMENT FROM

MR. E. R. THOMAS.

“Hitch Your Wagon to a Star.”

My friends have long known that it has been my

cherished ambition to build the best car in the world,

or at the very least, one of the greatest.

I do not mean the fleeting reputation gained by enor

mous outlays for advertising and the performance of

road and racing stunts by highly paid employees with

special cars or well groomed individuals of social and

business prominence always accompanied by factory ex

perts. But I do mean the ermanent reputation founded

by actual performance in t e hands of the general public

which comes solely from intrinsic merit.

Years ago—surrounded by noted mechanical talent—

we built one of the greatest bicycles of the world, which

was better than any foreign continental production. The

principles of automobile construction are the same, ex

cept that mechanical power is substituted for human.

Since 1897 I have been building vertical gas engines by

the thousands. Then, why not, at least one of the best

automobiles ?

I knew that with us it was only a question of design,

material and time. It was not a question of experience

in fine workmanship. We had that. Nor was it a ques

tion of profit, for that would surely follow.

In 1904 daylight began to appear. Two cylinder

vertical motors were the vogue. I went one better and

built three at the same price. It was far superior to

any two cylinder proposition on this side of the world

or the other.

Design was greatly improved, crude and accessory

manufacturers improved their material, the car proved

highly efficient, and the star we had “hitched to” seemed

nearer and brighter. It was in this year that I designed

the safety device which has saved lives—also the curved

dash with small tool lockers and the chain pull that

equalizes the strain on the main bearings. We also

used chain oilers on the crank and transmission shafts.

In 1905 we built a four cylinder car which, with

nominal advertising, no traveling agents, and no per

formance of road or racing stunts, requiring special cars

and highly paid factory experts, we again caught the

public favor and quickly sold four hundred big touring

cars—n0 more and no less. We were compelled to refuse

many additional orders, some with bonuses above the

price, of from Two Hundred and Fifty to $750.00.
  

It was in this year I patented the now famous dust

proof body and introduced lockers and rails for wraps

and many other features of comfort and efficiency.

The result inlcvery way exceeded my most sanguine

expectations, and the star shone still brighter and was

much nearer.

Our success was so great I have about completed a

new model fire proof factory constructed entirely of con

crete, steel reinforced. The mechanical equipment has

been greatly increased. The capacity is one thousand

fifty horse power automobiles.

I have the same superb mechanical force who are in

spired by the same ambition and who are co-operating

with me loyally and energetically to realize our high

ideals, and which we believe will be fully realized in the

1906 Thomas Flyer, which has been greatly improved in

every detail of workmanship, material and design—

notably :—

Forged I beam axles—great, strong steering knuckles

—steering apparatus all forged. No brazed joints.

Cross steering rod behind front axle. Large separate

motors. Mechanically operated valves, opposite sides.

Improved radiator fan and pumps. A disc clutch that

will not slip under any condition when engaged. Four

forward speeds—with one Hyatt roller and five Hess

Bright bearings. Altogether, fifteen Hess-Bright ball

bearings, one Hyatt roller and two ordinary ball bear

ings—twenty-onc anti-friction bearings in all. A beau

tiful new dash and body seating five or eight, as desired.

Four great big wide brakes—the foot alone will stop a

loaded car on a twenty-five per cent. down grade.

I am very proud of the new 1906 Thomas Flycr, and

I believe the American public will be proud of it. The

best foreign cats may have some few unimportant de

tails that we haven’t got—and we have some important

ones they do not possess.

But we have put the design, material, workmanship

and money into this car to make it at least equal to the

highest priced car in the world, and I believe that the

verdict of a just people will, based upon intrinsic merit

solely, place the 1906 Thomas among the world‘s greatest

and best, and as such I present it.

E. R. THOMAS,

For The E. R. Thomas Motor Company.
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rGlad to Get Back

To GOODRICH TIRES
Mr. H. C. Baxter of Walpole, N. H., in a letter of September 12, r905,

writes as follows :

“ I am glad to get back to the use of your tires, after having satis

fied my desire to test a foreign make, which I have found did not give

me as good service on our country roads as yours, which I have used

for years, have given me. I shall use your make in the future. At

present I have a 24. h. p. Peerless, which I am using to make business

trips between our canneries in New Hampshire and Vermont."

Yours truly. H c BAX'I‘ER

THE BAILEY “WON’T SLIP" TIRE.

Regular Goodrich construction, but provided Rims branded in the channel with this copyrighted may

with the Bailey “ W O N’T 5 LI P" Tread. have been inspected and pronounced perfect. We may“.

Prevents slipping, slewing or skidding. M 0‘" ll"! only 0“ rim! '0 blinded

The B. F. Goodrich Company

Akron, Ohio
NEW YORK. M Reade St. and 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St. (‘LEVELAND, 420 Superior St

BUFFALO. 131 Maln sr. BOSTON_ 101 ColumbUI Ava. PIIILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Million St. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. DLNVER, 14“ Curti- St,

LONDON, E. C.. 7 Snow HllL
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" suun SIDE WIRE TIRES
Are the equipment on leading makes of commercial motor vehicles—

trucks, wagonettes, omnibus cars, and others.

Their quality is shown by their device.

We shall be glad to write you fully concerning tires of this type for

any purpose for which you may contemplate using them.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—410 Woodward Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—608 Mllllon Bl.

PHILADELPHIA—304m No. Broud 8!. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER-522 Boston Bulldlng.

BUFFALO—7|“ Mlll‘ St. f‘HIPAHO—lfl'l-lfi!) 14k. 5!. MlNNEAPOLIS—Gll Flrll A". s.

N15“:Y YORK—1S Reade Bl. CLEVELAND—Jamil Huron St.
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6&J l ES
THE STRENGEST TIRES MADE—because only the best of mate

 

 

 

  

lOl‘l1r construct'the

THE MQST (‘ZSMFQRTHBLE TIRES—because most resilient

1nls are used 'ria

THE MOST EQQNGMIGHL TIRES—because, being resilient, they in

crease the power of the engine, and reduce the consumption of fuel

THE EHSIEST TIRES T0 HANDLE—because no tire clamps are used

Write [or eatalog and Tire Manual

6&JIna:Co.
Indianapolis,

San FranciscoBuffalo eleveland Detroit ehlcago DenverBoston
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CADILLAC
  

Exrnaoa or GERMANY Owns 3

Mnacnnas, 1 Fur

  

time or ENGLAND Owns 1 DAIM- I

LEE, 1 DABRACQ, 1 Mnacnnas The cars 0’ the CZ“ or iiifiiéqow“ 1

  

l‘iuzswr-zx'r ROOSEVELT Hits

[51's or: A CADILLAC

CARS OWNED BY MONARCHS

Paris. A'ug. 12—M. Loubet. president of France. is now up

with the times, having, after much persuasion, ordered his first

automobile—n 25-h0rsepower C. G. V. with limousine body

This fact has led to the compiling of a list 0! monarchs and

rulers of states who possess automobiles. it is as follows:

King of England, a Daimler. a Darran and a Mercedes: em

peror of Germany, three Mercedes and a Flat: czar of Russia,

a Dnrracq; king of Italy. a i‘anhard and a Flat; king of Spain.

a Panhard; king of Portugal, a l‘anhard; Queen Wilhelmina of

Holland, 8. Mercedes; shah of i'ersia. several Gardner-Serpol

lets: king of the Belgians, two Mercedes and a Mora: prince of

Monaco, :1 Mercedes and a motor cycle; queen of Italy, a

\Voleiey.

  

Euro or SPAIN Owns 1 PANHARD "
1 mtg-uni) Bus!" ' KING or Inn; gwrra 1 Purdue,

The Choice of American Men “’

A recent canvass of ten Eastern States showed

1131 Cadillacs owned therein—the other makes

ranged from 750 down to 5 or less.

WHY DO YOU SUPPOSB TI‘IIS WA5?

  

Kmo or Banornsr was 2 Men

CEDES, 1 Mons

Bean on- Pans“ Owns Savmur.

GARDNER-SERPOLLETS

  

Knm or I'orr'ruou. OWN! 1

Vacuum

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., - - - Detroit, Mich.

Member Association of Licunscd Automobile Muriufuclurerl.
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U I w

J

Grout Bros.

Automobile

Company

 

The New

Grout Gasoline

Light Touring Car
Orange, Mass.

Price $1,800.

one coil with distributing commutator. Armored frame.

Forced ventilation by fan. Steering by irreversible worm and sector, duet proof and oil tight.

Mechanically operated valves. ‘ 1 Lub ication; mechanically operated oiler. a definite amount of oil to

Inlet valves interchangeable with exhaust valves. , all cylinders. crank bearings, connecting rod bearings, etc.

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion transmitted Lubricating system has received great attention and is particularly

to these levers by movement of steering vvheel. l thorough. It is non adjustable, that is, set at the factory and

Gear, three speeds and reverse actuated by single lever. , needs only to be supplied with oil.

2830 H. P., 4 cylinder, balanced motor, high tension ignition using ‘ Wheels, 30 inch artillery, wood, ball bearings, 3% inch tires.

  

 

    

 MIer a:th
 

  

Fifty per cent. of the four cars finishing in

The Vanderbilt Cup Race were equipped with

_MICHELIN TIRES.

All cars in the contest, equipped with

Michelin Tires, experienced no trouble from

punctures, or other sources.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

6 West 29th Street, New York

Telephone—4657 Madison E. D. WiNANs, General Manager

BRANCHES.

Chicago, 1461 Michigan Boulevard. Rochester, 21-29 Plymouth Avenue. St. Paul. C. P. Joy Auto Co. Poughkeepeie. 14—2) Catherine Street.

Bolton. 151 Boylston Street. Baltimore. 1020 Morton Street. Cincinnati, 904 Broadway. Albany. 97-101 Central Avenue

Philodeiphla, 322 No. Broad Street. Minneapolis. 709 Hennepin Avenue. Buffalo, 369 Pearl Street. Newark, N. J.. 286 Halsey Street.

Walhinkton, 1830 New York Ave., N. W. St. Louis, 3935 Olive Street. Pittsburg, 5903 Centre Avenue. Asbury Park. N. J.. Main St. and Sewall Avenue.

San Fmoileo, 807 Lerkin Street. Indianapolis, Indiana Automobile Co. Utlca, 12-18 Lamyette Street, Morristuwn. N. J.. 1 South Street.
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Taken fen day: 6zjore t/re Eliminating Trials.

The Premier Vanderbilt Cup Racer

will not compete in the finals

for the simple reason that the Racing Board—as their chairman admits—refused to consider it in selecting the

team to represent America.

This car was finished and subjected to more than 500 miles of road and speed tests before the date of the

eliminating trials. However, it was overweight by about 100 pounds. We inquired if we could enter the

eliminating trials, agreeing to reduce the weight later in such a way as would satisfy the committee that we

had not sacrificed the reilability of the car, and agreed that we would abide by their decision. We were advised

that we could not do this, and accepted the decision without a murmur, but immediately set about to reduce

the car to the proper weight.

Monday, after the eliminating trials, we were advised that three of the only five cars which finished in

the trials, would be dropped out, which would necessitate filling the created vacancies with cars which for some

reason had failed to qualify in the elimination trials. If the eliminating trials meant anything, we consider

that the five cars which finished should be allowed to compete in the finals. Since the failure of the com

mittee to take this view (as evidenced by their decision) created three vacancies, which, if filled, must of neces

sity include three cars which for some reason failed to quality, we could not see that only a failure on our part

to weigh in originally, should eliminate us from further consideration, any more than the failure of other cars

to finish after they had started in the contest. I‘ ' '

On Monday following the Elimination Trials, we wired the committee that our car could weigh in, and

offered it subject to any tests they might designate. We were advised by the chairman that “We were compelled

to select the team without reference to your car.” IS THIS AMERICAN SPORTSMANSHIP?

 

PREMIER MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO.,

No. 212 SHELBY STREET, - - - - - - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.
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16 6 2 BROADWAY

NEWYORK CITY

  

  

 

B have in stock the best and

most complete line of up-to

date automobile supplies.

Our prices are right, and quality

always exactly as represented.

 

 

  

\\ The Auto Supply Company,

1662 Broadway
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Timken=Lemoine Front Axle.

Much of the satisfaction resulting from the use of Timken Roller Bearings is

due to the simplicity of construction,—few parts and every part a special feature.

We think this explains why it is easy to sell so many of them and why owners

of machines demand them.

A good automobile is no stronger than its weakest part. Can you afford to

have anything but Timken bearings?

Positive adiustment. Noloose parts. Perfect end thrust and you can take up

the wear.

All types front and rear axles, Lemoine or Elliott knuckles. direct and chain

drive rear axles, truck axles, wheels, channel rims.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.

Main Office and Works: CANTON, OHIO.

  

 

 

Branches in following cities: Boston. 6 Morrimae Ht.

This AUTO TIRE has no
It won’t creep—it won’t rim-cut—it

Won’t come off the rim when run deflated

no tire bolts required to hold it on the

rim—and you can take it off and- put it

back in 60 seconds, using nothing but

the hands. And it‘s a Tire, besides,

that's as resilient as a “soft” tire, and

will outwear most “hard” tires.

Sounds like a. fish story, doesn't it?

But it's a fart, nevertheless.

Barney Oldfield didn‘t believe it,

either, but he does now.

We showed him—he saw with his own

eyes——and now he uses the Goodyear

Detachable Auto Tire with the Univer

sal Rim in all his races.

He used this tire at the Boston meet

on Se t. 9th, where he made five miles

in 4:5 and a mile in :55 l-S—breaking

the track record.

You ought to hear Barney's chaffeur

sound the praises of the Goodyear De

tachable to all who will listen to him—

hear him tell how reliable it is<—how it

saves him time, trouble and worry and

makes his position easy. He says he

never thought it possibletbefore using the

Goodyear) to embody all the good points

a tire ought to have in one single tire.

We wish you could come with us to the

factory or to one of our branch stores.

Then you could see in no time for your

Self just why and how these things are

true. You can “see through" it all in

stantly when the tire is before you.

We'll try, however, to explain just one

point, here.

Why the Goodyear Detachable Auto

Tire is_ Durable and Resilient at the

same time.

Donna. Tough loll $an

an»: inner"
  

 

Look at the section of the Goodyear

Tire in the center column. Notice the

crescent shaped portion in SOlld blaCk

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY,

BAD HABIT?
where the wear of the road comes. That‘s

dense, firm rubber, as tough as rawhide

— ractieally no wear out to it.

ow right underneath this is the re

mainder of the outer casing (shown in

grey) which is made from pure para

rubber, as resilient and springy as it is

possible for rubber to be.

These two different kinds of rubber—

the dense, tough composition, to take the

wear, and the Soft, elastic rubber, to

make you ride easy—are made into one

SOlltI piece by a special process. You

can’t skin the two kinds of rubber apart

with a knife. Try it if you doubt.

The soft rubber portion is strengthen

ed by having our sperial fabric vulcan

izcd into it. This fabric is not the hard,

inflexible sail cloth used in ordinary tires,

but is woven like basket Work, or an

open-work stocking, and gives back and

forth under pressure, and allows the

elasticity of the rubber full play.

The dense rubber, the soft rubber and the

special fabric together make a tire that‘s

almost as durable as a .tolid tire,a tire

difficult to puncture yet one which is as

rrsilienl as a man could reasonably ask.

Our “Goud News Book" tells more about

the good points of this trouble-savingr tire,

You ought to get it now, for the (limdyenr

Detachable Auto Tire with Universal Rim

will be “the only tire" next season.

Grove Street, Akron, Ohio.
- New York. ‘1'“ West 47th Rn; Chicago, 110 Lake BL: Glnelnnntl. 202 Eli-at Fifth Rt; Rt. Louis, 1119 N. Broadway; (‘lawlant‘L

Q Frankfort St"; Philadelphia. 1521 Spring 5L; Denver. 2) Sixteenth BL. and Detroit, 242 Joflaruon Ava.
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CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE,

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA.

SAN FRANCISCO.

OQMQV ‘

The Deacon’s One Hoss Shay became famous not for its complicated

“frills,” but because it ran and kept on running.

This story is repeated in the Rambler. Every complication of

questionable value is omitted and every effort has been devoted to service

ability, power, utility and the utmost simplicity of design and operation.

The result is a car of unfailing dependability that will travel day after

day without tinkering and adjustment.

Surrey Type One, shown above, with full equipment of lamps, horn,

tools, etc., $1200. Cape top $100 extra; canopy top with glass front $100

extra.

A practical road demonstration at any of our branches or agencies,

will convince you of its merits.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

BRA1VCHES :

New York Agency,

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

 

I34 W. 38th St.
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NEW 0 & .l TIRE COMING

The Indianapolis Company Has a Big Surprise

in Store—An Inliling of Its Nature.

 

There‘s a t;

tire on the way; in fact, it is almost ripe for

marketing.

& .l mechanically fastened

This rather surprising news leaked out

early this week, and when it becomes more

generally known it will cause something of a

sensation. so long and so tirinly have the G

8:. J Tire (.‘0. been wedded to the clincher

type of tire.

There is no reason to believe that the lat

ter will lack for attention—such a state of

affairs seem-i improbable—but the mere state

ment that the G 6': J people are making

ready a tire of the other sort will cause all

who have to do with tires to set up and take

notice and to. await developments with eager

ness.

No F. l. A. T. Factory for America.

Up Binghamton way—Binghamton, in New

York—they‘ve had visions of a factory pro

ducing Italy‘s renowned F. I. A. T. car right

here in America. The public prints in that

part of the state are talking about it at

length, and in big black headlines. Where

the report originated is not known. but at

any rate Hollander & Taiigcman, the Ameri

can representatives of the F. l. A. T., say

there is not a word of truth in it. The

establishment of a factory in this country,

they say, is not contemplated, has never been

discussed and nothing is more unlikely.

 

Smith and Barnes Sever Contract.

On October 15 the contract between the

A. O. Smith (‘o., Milwaukee, Wis. and Hay

den Eaiiies, Cleveland, Ohio, was terminated.

Hencefortli the Smith company will them

selves handle the sale of their products.

 

Fosdlck Gets the Studebaker

The Harry Fosdick (‘0., Boston, have ac

quired the New England agency for the

Studebaker lliie, both gasoleiie and clcctrie

Vehicles. The Fosdlck store at full Staiihope

‘ strcct will be formally opened November 1.

 

hPrest-o-lite Factory for Pacific Coast.

There is to be a I‘restolite gas

charging factory on the Pacific

either San Franclsr-o or Oakland, Cal. The

demand west of the Rockies for that new

means of illumination is deemed sutlicicnt to

justify it. The call has been met with rea

sonable satisfaction, but the items of time

and freight rates have hindered proper de

velopment, and these questions the factory

in California will solve quickly and for all

time. F. E. Avery, of the Concentrated Ace

tylene t‘o., left Indianapolis on Tuesday to

prepare the way and complete the necessary

arrangements.

Brady On His Own Account.

Jackson ("Jack") Brady, formerly con

nected with William E. Metzgcr, and for the

last your retail sales manager of the Packard

Motor t‘ar Company, at Detroit. has gone

into business for himself in that city. and

will erect a large and pretentious garage.

He has secured the Michigan State agency

of the Peerless, and the local agency ‘bf the

Packard Car. “ "

tank and

coast, in

 

 

Firestone to Open in Detroit.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber (30., Akron,

Ohio, are making ready to establish a branch

in Detroit. and already have chosen the man

to manage it. He is E. E. McMasters, for a

number of years manager of the Hartford

lliibbcr Works (‘o.'s depot in that city. Mc

Mastcrs has resigned the latter office in

order to accept the new one.

 

Foss-Hughes Will be Their Style.

l~‘oss‘Huglu-s Motor (‘ar (‘0. will be the

'stylc under which those two former l‘ope

managers Will operate when they begin busi

ness in Philadelphia on the first prox. In

addition to the (‘adillac and Pierce lines they

have secured the agency for the Baker elec

trics.  

Dowling Gets Pierce Territory.

Iii the readjustment ot‘ atYairs following

the dissolution of the Firm of Mctlulre &

howling, Boston, .\i:tss.. J. A. howling, of

that city. has obtained the l’ig-i'cc agency for

Maine. .\'cw llainpshirc and Ycrinont. He

will liaiidlc the business from cithcr l'oi't

land. .\lc., or Portsmouth, .\'. ll.

THOMAS BUYS $350,000 SITE

And Will Build a Palatial Garage on Broad

way—Location is a Choice One.

 

 

E. R. Thomas, of Buffalo, this week per

t'ectcd arrangements that will cause the

Thomas banner to iiutter in the breezvs of

the metropolis in an impressive fashion.

which is to say that acting as an individual

he paid $3.7M“) for a parcel of real estate

at the southeast corner of Broadway and

Sixty-third street. on which he will erect

what is planned to be the most commodious

and palatial four-story salesi'ooin and garage

in all New York.

The site measures 114 by 145 feet and

practically abuts on (‘cntral l‘ark. Although

in the immediate vicinity of the congested

automobile "colony" on Seventh avenue and

lower Broadway, it is removed from them,

being on that portion of Broadway which

formerly was styled the Boulevard—a wide

asphalted thoroughfare bisected by a neutral

ground. It will give the garage a “pride of

place" that Is undeniable. When completed.

the structure will be leased to Harry S.

Houpt. the New York agent for the Thomas

cars. who but four or five months since re

moved to a new garage on Seventh avenue

that was also built specially for him.

 

Elmore to Launch Four Cylinder Car.

When the Elmore line for 1906 is uncov

cred it will disclose at Icast one line largo

surprise—a Til-horsepower, foiir~cyliiider car

equipped with the Eiinoi'c two-cycle‘cngiiie,

which will list at $3.00". There is believed

to be but one other four-cylinder, l\\'i)-t'_\'t'lt‘

car in existence, so the new Elmore will

have rare distinction. One of those favored

with an advance view describes it as “Silliilh

tiions." in addition the Elmore Manufac

turing (‘ompany will market a 2i~liorsc|mwcr

inoch at Milli-also a now coincl'.

 

Cadillac Abandon: Three Cylinders.

After all. the (‘iiilillac .\titoiiiol|ilc (‘om

puny will not iii:ii'kct a tiii'<-c-c_\‘liiitli-i' iiiodcl.

'l‘liat iilcti has liccii ainiiiiluiicd illltl man-mp

ll" of tho big iic\\' ('aililluc cars will lm "f

t'oiir cyliiuli-i's, rated at rcspcctivi-iy 23, r,"

and 41! horsepower.
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ill the Retail World.

Abram B. Meyer is building a 50x83-foot

garage at Nos. 9 and 11 Hill street, Newark,

N. J. The cost will be $4,803.

Robbins Bros, who have the Lynn (Mass)

agency for the Waltham-Orlent, will open a

tranch at Columbus avenue and Elliot street,

Boston, on December 1.

E. G. Mooney and Edward Sccly, as the

Central Automobile Co., Pittsburg, Pa., are

building a one story brick garage. 50x115

feet. It will be located in the East End, on

Broud street, near Euclid avenue.

John Besley and Nick Nelson have joincd

hands and capital and will endeavor to sell

automobiles to the residents of \Vaukcgnn,

iii. A plot of ground on Madison street,

on which a garage will be crcctcd, has been

purchased for $8,000.

The W. F. Embrcc Co., Lynn, Muss, has

moved from its old plant on Willow street to

more spacious quarters in the new McGnrry

Building, at Union and Washington streets.

In connection with their regular machine

work, they will conduct a garage.

Parkersburg, W. Va., and Chillicothe, Ohio,

are said to have made flattering inducements

to the Oscar Lear Automobile Co. to move

its plant from Columbus, Ohio. Meanwhile

the local business men are endcnvoring to

keep the industry in Columbus.

The Atlas Autoruoblle Co.. Pittsburg. will

build a two story and bnscmcnt garage of

concrctc cormtrnction, 85x120 feet, to cost

231.000. The building will contain solos

rooms, repair shop, clcctric charging plant

and storage room for thrcc hundrcd cars.

i‘luns bnvc bccn drawn for the now build

ing to be erected for tho Ilctroit Auto 8pc»

cinlty Co., in the city from which the com‘

pany derives its name. Specifications call for

a two story building-solid brick in construe

tion. 45x133 feet. The cstimuted cost is

$10.000. '

'l‘-homns S. Morse, who started in business

at Pittsficld, Muss, last spring, has found

his prcscnt garage insufficient to accommo

date the needs of summcr tourists. Hc ac

cordingly will raze the small adjoining build

ings and extend the garage to Church sirect,

doubling its capacity.

S. A. Minor, the Hartford, Ct., agent for the

Knox and Pierce-Arrow curs, who took out

papers lust week as the Minor Garage C0m~

puny, is building a two-story fireproof brick

garage at High and Allyn streets, that city.

The building will be 110x80 t’cct, and have a

floor space of 15.000 fect. The salesrooms.

otiiccs and waiting rooms will occupy the

first floor, willie on the second will be the

storcroom and repair shop. It will be corn

plctcd by January.

Somebody of the name Nelson wanted to

build :1 one story frame garage, 40 by 70

fer-t. on the west side of the Boulevard, bc

twrcn Cottage street and West Newark ave

nue. Jcrscy City, N. J. He accordingly so.

cured a permit, but now propcrty owncrs in

that vicinity have asked the Board of Alder

men to revoke the permit, giving as their

reason that the use of gnsolcne in the build

ing would be conducive to iirc. The protest

has been referred to the Aldcrnmnic Com

mittee on Laws and Ordinances for adjudi

cation.
 

De Tureltheim Disappears; Charges Follow.

Judge iiolt. in thc l'nitcd Stutcs District

Court, has nppointcd Lindsay Russell rc

ccivcr to struightcn out thc affairs of Fred

crick dc 'l‘urckbcim, who was in busincss at

215-217 \Vcst Forty-cighth strcct, New York

City. but who. it is nllegcd in the petition,

has “skippcd” thc country, touring debts

amounting to $2.240. Port of this amount Is

a dcbt of thc Amcricnn brunch, lic ltlctr'ich

Motor Car Company. which do Turckhcim as

sumed. and the balnncc for goods sold to do

'l'urckhcim on Ii‘obrum-y 18, 1005. The (‘on—

tincntnl Couutchouc . ornpnny is thc pctition

ing crcditor. It is char-god in t..c pctition

that the allcgcd bankrupt has drawn his

cash balance from the banks wherein they

wore dcpositcd and that thc. large stock of

cars which he had on hand October 5 have

also disnppcnrcd as mystnrionsly as he. De

'l‘urckhcim was formerly known as president

of the American De Dietrich Motor ("or Com

pany when that concern was at 11/; “'cst

'l'hirty-t'onrth strcet, Ncw York City.

Woods Gets a New Location.

.\ dcnl has just bccn closcl whcrcby the

Woods Motor Vchicle Co., of Chicago. Ili..

sccnrcs n ncw building on the west side of

(‘ottago Grove avcnuc, nincty-t'our feet south

of '1‘wcnty-liftb strcct. The building will

have n frontage on ('ottnge (trove avenue of

115 frct, and cxtcnd through to (‘alnmct ave

nue. 'l‘be lcnsc runs for ten years from May

1, 1005, nt a rental of $9,000 a your, the

owncr paying tnxcs and insurance.

Receiver for Detroit Concern.

l'cnding the hearing of foreclosure proceed

lugs instituted by him as trustcc under a

mortgage, Frank N. (.‘rosby, a receiver has

been appointed for the Commercial Motor

Vehicle Co., No. 237 Franklin strcet, Detroit,

Mich., of which J. B. Book is president and

li‘rcdcrick S. Evans secretary and manager.

Crosby alleges that default has been made

in rbc mortgage agreement.

Kennedy with a Million in Cortland.

t‘ortlund, N. Y., is on the ore of securing a

now industry, and a big one, as some figures

go. On the strength of claims mndc for a

now :rlliolliobilc, which Thomas J. Kennedy

is said to bnvc invcntcd, the Cortland Auto

mobile ('0. 1will be incorporated, with capital

of $1,000,000. 'l‘hc disnsql plant of a wagon

mnnufactory has bcon optioned.

 

The Windsor Motor Car (‘0. has born or

ganizcd nt Evansville, Ind. to manufacture

:lutomobilcs. (‘bicngo and Evansville capital

is intcrcstcd in the projch

The Week's lncorporattons.

Milwaukee. Wis.--E. W. Arbogast Motor

('o.. under Wisconsin laws, has filed a notice

of dissolution.

~Iictroit, Mich.—Fce-Bock Auto Co., under

Michigan ans, with $2 500 capital; to make

automobiles. (‘orporntors not named.

Albany, N. Y.—Auto Exchange Co., under

Now YOl‘h laws, with $500 capital. Corpora

tors—Willinm ii. Dcnnin, Charles C. Kelley

nnll 'l‘. .l. Quillinan.

Bufl'nlo, N. Y.—Munzel Bros. Co., under

Now York laws, with $30,000 capital; to make

lubricants. Corporators~Adolph., Herman J.

and li‘rcdcricka Mnnzel.

itctroit, Mich—Detroit Auto Specialty Co.,

undcr Michigan laws, with $3,500 capital.

t'orporutors—John A. Wilson, Hyman T4.

Goldman and J. L. Manlere.

Aurora, lll.—Practical Automobile Co., un

dcr illinois laws, with $100,000 capital; to

Il‘rllit‘ nutomobilcs. CorporatorS-D. D. Cul

vcr. 'l'bonms W. Green and Merrick Ed

wards.

Quincy, ill.—Qutncy Automobile Co., under

lllinois laws, with $501100 capital; to manu

l'ncturo‘iutoinobilcs and parts. Corporators

—J. W. (.‘nssidy, H. Chatten and W. H. Gov

cl't.

("lcvclnnd Ohio—The Standard Automobile

('o., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital.

(‘orpol‘ntol'S—l“. B. Williams, T. H. Hoggsett,

M. (t. .\icAlccnun, Gcorge H. Smith and

(tcorgc ll. liclly.

Boston, Muns.~Antom0bllc Sales Co., un

dcr Massachusetts laws, with $10,000 capital:

to dual in :tutornobilcs. Corporntors and offi

ccrs ~1’rcsidont, Lorenzo D. Bates; treasurer,

.l"rcd S. Mncalastcr.

'l‘roy, N. ,Y.-—Troy Automobile Exehange,

under New York laws, increases capital stock

from $75.00 to $50000, par value $100. Cor

porntors—W'illiaui H. Dcnnin1 Charles C.

Kcllcy and E. Airgustus Dennih.

New York City, N. Y.—Autornoblle Buyers“

Association, under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital; to manufacture and deal in au

tomobilcs. (forporators—Samuel C. Meer. Eu

gcnc (‘. Harding and Clarence E. Mandy.

Summit, N. J.~Summit Garage Co., under

.\'c\v Jcrscy laws, with $23,000 capital; to

dcul in automobiles. Corporators—Walter C.

Sampson, W. C. Johnson, Charles A. Grant.

William L. anpson, Charles S. Hardy, Ed~

ward Benedict and B. (7. Wilson.

New York City, N. Y.-.\Ianufacturers’ Mo

tor (‘nr (‘o., under New York laws, with $50,

000 capital; to manufacture engines, tools.

llltt('lllll0l‘)', ctc. Corporators—F. C. Henser,

Dana T. Ackerly and William H. Morgan.

New York City, N. Y.—Austin-Cormack En

ginc Co., under New—York laws, with $5.000

capital; to rnnke engines, motors, etc. Cor

porntors—Frederick Cor-mack, William K.

Austin. Maurice ii. Cormack and ticorgc M.

Hormoch.
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POPE’S new HARTFORD
 

Features of the New Four Cylinder Member

of that Branch of the Family.

of the totally new model'- whieh the Pope

Mfg. Co. will market for 1906, most interest

probably will centre in the four cylinder

Pope-Hartford, shown by the accompanying

illustration. It is of the style that has com

monly come to be accepted as representing

the. highest degree of convenience and cfii

ciency—that is, the four cylinder vertical

shaft is readily accessible. A compensating

joint is pluccd between the engine and the

change speed gcnr box, which is of the stand

ard sliding gear type inclosed in nu alumi

num case, and gives tin-co spcods forward and

rcvcrse. 'i‘he spccinlly hardened steel gears

are mounted on large shafts, the counter

shaft being provided with three substantial

bearings solidly bolted into the case, which

has no end openings, as is customary in

many. All bearings are of high grade phos

phor bronze, and the gears and bearings,

with the exception of the front nnd reur

untin bearings, are immersed ill oil, these

being lubricated from two oil wells in the

  

typc. with the engine located under the hou

nct. in the present instnncc nil the improve

ments that have by long experience demon

atrutcd thcir iitln-ss hnve bccn incorporated,

together with a number of novel features

evolved in the Pope drnughting rooms and

perfected by the cnginecrs of the cotlip:t|t_\"s

staff.

The cyllndcrs are cast in pairs, with iir

tegi-nl heads and water jackets, and while

their dimensions are not given, the engine is

said to show 28-30 1). h. p. under test, ni

tliongh the car is nominally rated at 20:15

horscpowcr. The valves are located in the

Ilt'iliIS, arc ull lnochnnicnlly operated and in

terchangeable, and all gcurs of the time

shafts are incnscd. ’i‘hc crnnk case is pro

vided with two generous sized hnnd holes,

through which every bearing of the crank

bouring case by ntcnns of ring oiicrs. IThe

gcnrs are shifted by at single bond lever at

IIIL' right of the driver ln'ough the medium

of :l scctor und pinions, a rock on the inside

of thc gcnr case being directly connectcd

with gcnl's, while the thrust at this point is

taken up by a substantial bull thrust bcnring.

'i‘runsmission is by propeller shaft, which is

equipped with :1 universal joint at each end,

these joints being so arranged that all heur

ing sill'i'nccs are kept well lubricated. .\i|

parts of the joints and shnft are mode of a

special high carbon steci, with liberal sized

pills working in removable phosphor bronze

bcnrings. 'i‘hc pinion shaft of the bevel gear

is mad" integral with the pinion itself, and

runs on two 'l‘imkcn rollcr bearings. The

split rear axle propcr, or driving shafts,

have squared ends fitting in holes in the dif

fer-cutie]. insuring n strong connection nnd

(IIII'ilIIIt' construction. These shafts are se

curely keyed and locked at their outer ends

in the wheel hubs. ’l‘hc thrust of the bevel

driving gear is taken up by at large bnli thrust

bearing, supplemented by hardened steel

washers nud supported by the main bearing

of the case.

Ignition is by jump spark, a Combined

conmuttntor and secondary distributor being

located between the second and third cylin

ders. and is driven from the cum shnft

through 21 pair of spiral gcnrs, willie the

single coil is placed on the dash, which also

ncconnnodntes a belt driven lubricntor sup

plying the cylinders and engine bearings.

The carburettor is a special Pope design

made by the company, and has been found

to combine great flexibility with a high de

gree of efficiency. Throttle control is by the

usual sunlil lever rising out of the centre of

the steering wheel, as docs also the ignition

ndvnncc lever, neither, however, revolving

with the wheel.

External clamping band brakes faced with

camel‘s hnir belting and acting on a drum ut

tnched directly to the transmission shaft at

the rear of the change speed gear case, and

internal expanding brakes on the some kind

on drums bolted to each rcnr hub, constitute

the stopping power, either branch of which

is sold to be capable of locking the wheels

with slight effort. A summary of its remain

ing spcciiicutions is as follows: \Vheel base,

US inches; trend, stnndnrd; gasoiene capacity,

15 gallons; wnter, 5 gallons; double side en

trance, non-removable tonnenu; the equip

ment colnpriscs the regulation set of live

lamps and generator. horn and tools. With

out top this ncw tnodcl lists at $2,301), and,

us will he noted from the accompanying lu-ud

on view, the iorm of radiator employed gives

it it distinctch uppeurnncc.

 

Cars i.r itusmn Uie.

(‘. S. Binith, Great Britain's consul gent-rill

zit Udcssn, ltussin, in his report to the For

cign ()llicc, states that “motor cars are coin

ing largely into use for communication be

tween country houscs and the nearest town

or railway, and also for inspection of estates.

At prcscnt tnoior cars are supplied to Odessa

by the l'nitcd States, France and Germany.

For long runs the 12 horsepower machine is

bought; for cstntc inspection, etc, the S

horsepower engine. Any one who wishes to

try his luck in South Russia should remem

hcr that the roads are bad and repair shopi

may Ilt' far away, so that strength and sim

|licl'_\' ill't' more than ever desirable. Water

is oftcn ditiicult to obtain, so that steam ino

tors should have water spncc sutiicient for

long runs without nccd of replcnishmcnt.”

 

Datumore Joins Centaur Stai‘.

\\'_ it, ln-nsmori-_ long connccted with tin»

l'ucknril .\iotor (‘nr t‘o., lictroit, hus l‘csigm-d

his office with that company to cngugc with

"m ('Mmmr Motor Vchicic t‘o., Iiufl'nlo, N.

Y, 'l‘hc (‘cntnur colnpnny, incldcntuiiy, INH‘c

rcct'llily socnrcd the I'ccl'lcss agency for Buf

tulo nnd vicinity.
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The Constructive Principle of Fisk Tires involves

ATechnique So Simple in Manipulation

So Positively Accident=Pr00i

that it should readily appeal to any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied to a flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone wedge, with the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintenance to an Economic Basis.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

{BRANCHES:—New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, l25l Michigan Ave

BOSTON, 226 Columbia Ave. SYRACUSE, 428 80. Clinton St. ST. LOUIS 8908 Olive St. DENVER, 1534 Gienarm $1,

sPRlNGFlELD. 40 Dwtlht 8t.- RUFl-‘ALO. 898 Main 5!. OMAHA. 1116 Farnurn St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St

PHILADELPHXA. 828 Arch St. CLEVELAND. 818 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St. L08 ANGELES. 10M 80. Main 51

DETROIT. 2M Jeiforeon Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Hennepin Ave.ATLANTA, 10' N. Pryor Ft.

AM CADILLAC Dealer
r. C. C. Henry of Summit, N. 1., who has sold over 40 Single Cylinder Cadillacs since June

15, 1905. recently placed the following four-inch double column " ad." in the two largest local

papers published in his locality : —

 

  

WANTED WANTED

Second-Hand Model F Cadillac Second-Hand Model F Cadillac

at once. State Price. _ at once. State Price.

C. C. HENRY, C. C. HENRY,

Cadillac Factory Agent, Cadillac Factory Agent,

summ'r, NEW JERSEY_ SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY.

 

 

 

 

Tlu jerrrjmmn, Sept. 21, I905. illadimn Eng/1', Sept. 2:, 1905

 

WANTED—A SeconcH'iand Model F Cadillac,

at once. State Price.

C- C- HENRY, Cadillac Factory Agent.

‘ lirra/d', \ummit, N. J.

Mr. Henry, writing under date of October 3rd, 1905.

“ I did not get a single reply. No one in this country wants to dispose of their Single

Cylinder Cadillacs."

The above ought to convince most any level-headed dealer that the. Cadillac agency is a

valuable asset.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, . Detroit, Mich.
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The Contest for the Cup.

If it is possible for the glory of Tracy‘s

pcrformnnce in the Vanderbilt Cup race to

blind one. to the pitiful shortcomings of the

other American contenders, that event must

be written It mngniticcnt achievement—an

cvcnt that compares with the periodical

struggles for the America Cup'emblcnmtic

of international yachting supremacy.

There are those—there always will be those

who wear their whlskcrs in knots or whose

blood runs cold who find no fascination in

speed—in contests of skill and during in

which the clement of danger exists. Thcy

will condemn and decry. but the world—the

grcnt, big world—will laugh as it has laughed

at them. The world loves spccd, loves skill,

ndmlrcs during, it matters not what form it

may nssumc. Such lovc, such admiration,

is inhcrcnt. Mun wnnis no horse drawn car

whcn an express train is uvnilnbic.

The man who will not, on occasion, "take

a chanw" and brave a bit of danger, or thrill

wllcn othcrs do so, docs not really llvv—is not

fit to live. And though for the momcnt he

may shuddcr when he sees such amazing

spccd, soch marvclous skill, such magnificent

daring to: is cxhihiti-d in such cvcnts as tho

I'ucc for tlu- \':Indcrbilt cup. thc man in him

must comc to thc suri‘occ and in- Illila‘t ho

glad that he is thI-I-c to scc it—thcrc to cx

pcricncc the thrill.

'l‘hc mcmory of that mun Lancin—thc real

ization that human hands can safely guide a

pondcrous wheeled vchlclo IIt seventy-live

milcs per lmur, or eighty milcs, for hour nftcr

hour on nnruiled mirth-earth none too

smooth and replete with twists and turn

ings—it is :1 memory worth retaining. It

points the way, :Is the Motor World said

long ago, to that day when men may brcuk

first in New York, lunch in Buflnlo, and dine

in t‘hicngo. It points the way to that era

of real rapid transit. For if men may trnrcl

scvcnty milcs per hour on unrailcd cnrth

what may they not do when the sum.- ve

hiclc. thc sunn- t‘orm of powcr, is ndnptcd to

Hand on tho smoothest of prcparcd stccl

I'uils': . .

it was tho sngc Mucuulcy who told us

that ncxt to the olplmhct thc grcutcst hcnclit

to man were those inventions that :Ibridgcd

disuncc. By this standard who will mens

Who will

deride such as the Vanderbilt cup event that

ure thc bum-fit of the motor cur?

helps open the eyes of the world to such I

grcnt :Ind limitless henctits?

it was at great race—n splendid spectnclc.

The trcmcndons and unprccmlcntcd and un

expected outpouring of the IIIIIltitlIIlc<-too

great to he Istiinnted in nuInbers-provcl the

public intcrcst—prchd how kccn is thc relish

of spccd and skill and during. Thc fact that

ill] critics save the prot’cssional critics and

the men with tangled boards and disordered

livers hnvc liccn silenced—the fact that those

people on whose hcnrthstonos the race was

held urc most cngcr for the next one, is

strong tcstiIIIoIIy—cloqucnt, cxprcssivc tcsti

mouy. Danger? Why, the disregard of it

was greater by the Inultitudcs than by the

sikllt'ul contcmlcrs thcmsclvcs. it was the

one discomtiting feature.

if the rncc was a good thing for France

and for ltuly—and it was—it was a better

thing for Amcricn. it taught us many things

that will bc turncd to profit.

(‘hristic and Whitc and say that America did

Misfortnnc

Let us forgot

no worsc than (icrmnny or ltnly.

is the hazard in all sports. it fcll to .\lllt'l'

iI-II ill inl'gc portion, hut wlII-n :Ill lH said and

donc Tracy's pcrt‘ornmnco provcd tlmt

Ann-ricn asks no odds. and requircs few. of

the foreign constructors of automobilth or of

tit-cs. ()f tircs nonc gave so good an ac

count of thcmsclvcs its the American article,

and if Alncricun curs och'lu-ntcd or suti’crcd

hrcnkugcs. to, too. did thc i‘orcign curs t|\'\‘l'<

hcnt and break.

'l‘hcrc was glory cnough for all in the I‘uct‘.

 
 

lflvcry lll‘OliiOit‘l' of n contcst looks to tho

tl'ndc to make it n succcss. that is to say,

thcy cxpcct tlIc trade to supply the cIItI'ics.

cvcry contcst~ of course. bciug supposcd to

rcdound to “thc good of the industry." It is

rare, howcvcr. that thc trade is consultcd or

its wishes rcgnl'tling time or place sought or

rcspcctctl. It now nppcurs that the recent

resolution of the N. A. A. M. not to engage

in any further contests this year was dc

signcd to check this tendency and to dis

courage the holding of contests at this

season of each year. The Innnufucturcrs are

too busily engaged with the scrions work

of producing the new modcls to have time or

mcn to spin-c for anything clsc. 'l‘hc rcusou

:Ind jIIstiI-c of tho sitlhliinll should bc :Ip<

pnrcnt to nil.
 

lrt't

the Vnnch-bilt Cup commission, which in de

(‘tIIII'ity covcrs a multitude of sins.

iinncc of justice, of dcccncy and of protcst

and criticism pcrmittcd such as the Clll'istit‘

car to battle for the honor of America to tho

cxclusion of tried and bcttcr cars—ict the

mcmbcrs of (hot commission hide thcir di<

minished heads and bc glad that the mnntlc

of American charity is so big and so brood.

If their fcclings arc kccn they must, whcn

thcy now tmnk of that disgraceful episode.

fch like \‘Pl'y much less than the proverbial

thirty cents. It is well to close the chnptcr

with ‘ i0 and sin no more."

 

Two shows running concurrently in New

York alrcndy have scttlcd the “show ("It's

tiou“ for a numbcr of manufacturcI-s. 'l‘hcy

will not cxhlhit at cithcr onc. Thcy are thc

InnIuIt‘nI-tuI-crs of ccrtnin mntcristis or fit

Thcy with

t'othcr dcnr

tings. could “be happy eillII-r

were charmer away.“ au-l

though they wish to bc idcntilicd with tho

automobilc industry they have not two scts

of men that they can spare to ho in iliit‘lltl'

uncc at cxhihits at both shows.

 
 

(Inc of thc numcrons glliIlcs for tho motor

ist, ndviscs tho “so of n coliiliinulion nf

gusolcnc and alcohol to iIIcI-caw thi- glow“;

of :1 col“. l'I'I-sIIIImbly tho intculion is to

usc tlIc t'ormcr in thc cur :Iml tlu- lath-r in

Tim I‘t-slllt is usually rcI-y or
thc drlrcr.

t'cctivc IIIIIlcr such (‘ll‘l'llillsilllll't'5_
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FRANCE DEBATES WITH ITSELF

Selfisth Seeking to Kill Cup Races. a Secret

Session Strives to Turn Effort to Tires.

Paris, Oct. 6.—The Sporting Commission

of the Automobile Club of France has be

gun its sittings for the discussion of the 1906

program. As this amounts to nothing less

than a revolution in automobile events the

commission finds it necessary to thOroughly

thrash out the whole matter before coming

to a final decision. and it is probable that it

will take some weeks to elaborate a program

which is intended to develop the automobile

trovement upon entirely new lines.

At the first meeting it was only possible

to settle some questions of principle. One

of these was the organizing of a race for

pneumatic tires which has been approved of

by the commission, but owing to the numer

ous side issues that are opened up by a

contest of this kind the pros and cons will

have to be carefully considered before de

ciding upon the way in which the race will

be promoted. So far as can be ascertained

at present the pneumatic tire race will be

the only long distance speed centest organ

ized in France during 1906. Apart from this

the Automobile Club will have nothing to

do with racing in any shape or form. It

has completely disassoclated itself from the

Bennett cup contest which has also been

dropped by the other countries, and at the

meeting held this week the sporting commis

sion decided that the forthcoming race for

the Vanderbilt cup will be the only one in

which France will be officially represented,

that is to say, in future contests for the

Vanderbilt cup. French makers, if they com

pcte at all. will do so upon their own initia

tive. Supposing the cup to be won by a

French car in the coming race the Automo

bile Clubof France would have been re

quired, under the ordinary condition of

things. to organize a race next year in this

country, for it' we remember rightly the

deed of gift stipulated that the race was to

IN: run off in America for the first two years.

even if the cup were won by foreign built

cars, but if the trophy is again carried off

by a French car this year it will presumably

mean that the race will again have to take

place in the United States in 1906.

Although the deliberations of the Sportln'.r

(“‘ommission are kept secret, except so far

as concerns the decisions arrived at, I liflVc

rtason for believing that the majority of

the members are not in favdr of organizing

r. Grand Prix race which was to have taken

the place of the Bennett Cup. So far there

has been no decision upon this matter, but

there seems to be a decided understanding

to let the Grand Prix drop, at least for the

coming year, the explanation being that mo

tor car construction has so far reached a

stage of perfection that nothing can be learn

ed now from races. The true reason is prob

ably to be found in the fact that French

makers find the races are profiting their for

eign competitors more than themselves, since

foreign motor car builders are learning les

sons from races which the French have prof

ited from in the past, and the. recent suc

cesses of the Italian cars are impressing upon

manufacturers in this country the necessity

of; maintaining the statu qno so far as the

industry is concerned. It remains to be seen

whether the foreign makers will accept this

condition of things, or whether the American.

English and Italian trades will continue to

try to develop the automobile from racing

experience in their respective countries.

If French manufacturers consider that they

have done as much as they can to perfect

the motor car, and that there is nothing more

to be gained mechanically from organizing

long distance races, they think that some

thing should be done to encourage manufac

tiners of pneumatic tires to keep pace with

tbtmselves in automobile development. The

progress of construction in pneumatic tires

has been far less noteworthy than in any

other branch of the automobile industry, and

where such a perishable material as rubber

has to be used it is difficult to see how

much more can be done in the way of in

creasing the durability of tires. The manu

facturer of motor cars who suffers most from

the frailty of the tire thinks that the tire

manufacturer would be able to considerath

improve his product if he were encouraged

to do so by the competition and experience

of racing events, and for this reason racing

interest during 1906 is to be centered en

tirely in a race of tires, the. expense of which

will fall upon the shoulders of the tire

manufacturers. Each firm will have to run

a car of a stipulated weight and certain load

and will be required to run it under condi

tions that will test the qualities of the tires

and at the same time show up their defects.

All sorts of proposals have been put forward

fol the carrying out of such a rach, such as

restricting each maker to one set of covers

and a limited number of air tubes, and com

polling him to run his car at speeds that will

put the greatest amount of work on the tires.

But each of these proposals opens up dif

ficulties and objections, so that on the whole

it will be a no easy matter to fix upon a

set of rules that will prove entirely satisfac

tory to all concerned.

It must be. admittcdthat the tire firms seem

by no means so enthusiastic over the pros

pect of a race as they were when it was

first mooted. It was obvious that they could

hardly have refused this ordeal for fear that

motor car users might have put an unchar

itable construction upon their attitude, but

at the same time they must feel they are

being placed in an awkward position through

being obliged to take part in races where

lIlt weakness of their tires will be revealed

more strongly than their good qualities, and

they could besides very well have done with

out this shifting of the heavy expense and

responsibility of racing from the shoulders

or the motor car manufacturers on to their

own. After all, the tire race is not intended

so much to advertise the manufacturer as to

benefit users by compelling the tire firms

to improve their products. These latter have

for many years been reaping the profits of

what is almost a monopoly, and they can

very well afford now to do something to

reduce as much as possible the cost and

trouble incidental to the use of tires.

The Sporting Commission has also decided

upon organizing a huge touring competition

upon the lines suggested by the Marquis De

Dion when the vehicles will be required to

prove their endurance and reliability by

travelling about 3.000 miles round Europe un‘

der certain stipulated conditions of load and

speed. The touring tests carried out during

' the present year have given rise to a good

deal of discussion as to the conditions under

which they should he organized, for the

methods of classification adopted have by

no means given satisfaction to competitors

who feel that the results are neither prac

tical nor conclusive, and it will therefore be

ntcessary for the great tour next year to

fir upon a simple and effective classification

which will be based probably upon the fac

tors of speed and regularity.

Thomas to Offer $2,000 Trophy.

E. R. Thomas—not the New York banker,

but the Buffalo manufacturer—means to give

a cup—a cup of not less value than the Van

He witnessed Saturday's race,

and it fired his blood. In fancy he saw the

trophy leaving these shores, and he then and

there determined to endeavor to bring it back

again as the America Cup was brought back

derbilt Cup.

and kept here by American yachts.

Mr. Thomas bolleVes it is in the American

motor car to accomplish that very purpose.

it is his .wish to encourage that aim and to

hasten its consummation. Ilis cup will be

offered with that end in view.

Ills plans are not yet settled, but soon will

be. He has decided only that he will present

the trophy, that the contests for it shall be

open only to American cars, and that E. It.

Thomas himself shall not be known in the

matter. save by those who perchance may

hold him in appreciative remembrance. He

is not seeking glory or advertising or pa

sonal publicity of any kind.

llis cup will not be styled the Thomas Cup.

lle inclines rather to Home Industry Trophy

as the fitting title, but neither the title nor

any other *letails are yet formulated. Mr.

Thomas only wants Americans to bring back

that Vanderbilt cup and to seek other cups

emblematic of supremacy, and his offering

is merely a spur to that ambition and a stim

ulant that will redound to the great good and

credit of the American industry.
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Hemery the Victor; Lancia the Lion

How the Frenchman Quietly “Lifted the Cup” in 276 Minutes While

the Cheers Were All for the Dashing ltalian—Lancia Averages 73

Miles per hour for [98 Miles—Tracy Drives a Superb and

Surprising Race—Crowd Too Great for Estimate.

 

youthful siunalulan two hundred yards re

moved from the tape held aloft his yellow

tiaa'.

nahnan beyond him did likewise, and the

in quick succession every other sig

spectators on that part of the course prompt

ly swept aside the strand of heavy wire

that had held them back and intruded on the

road.

it was a scene that struck terror to the

heart oi' the officials.

'l‘hose yellow flags signified that something

  
    

  

 
 

  

  

like sticks.

The officials of the race threw themselves

into the breach. They stopped the rush for

a few minutes, if they did not entirely clear

the course.

Lancia and Tracy Were due at any mo

1.ancia came first.mcnt. He was signalled

to stop before he reached the tape. He came

almost to a halt and then slowly drove to

the finish line, where he stopped and waited.

it was known that he had been in collision

  

 

lst lap. 26 lap. 3d lap. 4th lap. 5th lap. 6th lap. 7th lap. 8th lap. 9th lap. 10th lap.

_ _ 233.3 m. 56.6 m. 84.9 m. 113.2 in. 11.5111. 169.8 m. 198.1 m. 226.4 m. 254.7 in.

F1: ish, (far Driver NLS. H.M.S. H.M.S. 14.5 S. H S. H.M.S. H.M.S. H.M.S. H.M.S

1—Darracq, 80 h. p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .." :2; 0J '24 1:" '20 1:' :38 2 27 2:48:55 3:14:20 3: "9 4:08:33

Z—Panhard, 120 h. p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8: 0.5 U3 1 .56 1:48:51 2.1 21 2:41:54 3:10:59 3 1 4:11:41

3—LLCOmObllB, 1%) h. p... , _ _ _ _ __ 0:56.51 1 :27 1:57:38 2:25.18 2:58:11 3:26:04 3 >6 4:28:53

i—Flat, 120 h. p . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 0:47:20 1: 2-15 1:3 :03 2:02:05 2:25:50 2:49:52 4. .09 4:25:00

Renault. 90 h, p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:49:24 1: :45 1: :27 2122.45 2:56:09 3:24:46 3: :41 4:34:00

Fiat, 120 h, p . . . . .. , _ , _ , _ , _, 1:18:42 1: :17 2:4 :52 2:37:56 3:04:03 3:28:40 3: :2) R‘ng

Fiat. 90 h. . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:55:11 1: ")0 1:49:53 2:21:06 3:02:38 3:56:27 , 4:. :10 R'ng when std

Mercedes, 120 h, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:55:07 1: . 0 1:49:45 2:25:46 3:05:19 4:11:18 4:51:23 R'n -

De Dietrich. 130 h. p. . . . . . . . . . .. 0:56:17 ‘ 1. :57 2:07:43 2:33:12 2:59:27 3:35:55 Running when stopped

Flat, 90 h. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:56:57 1: :32 2:07:25 2:38:41 3:09:25 Broke an axle.

Mercedes, 120 h. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:54:24 1: :05 1:54:10 2:20:33 Wheels smashed in crash with pole.

Pope-Toledo. 60 h. p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:00:55 3:42:33 4:21:35 4:57 20 Running when race stopped.

White. 40 h. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:36:23 2:18:54 3:09:14 Running when race stopped.

Pope-Toledo, 90 h . . . . . . . .. 2:00:17 2:35:49 3:15:52 Broke distance rod.

Darrscq, 80 h. p 0:49:49 1:30:38 Tire and engine trouble. \

Mercedes, 120 h p 0-49:25 1:22:06 Cracked a. cylinder.

Christie, 60 h p 1...8:20 2:44:13 \Vheels smashed in collision with Luncla_

Fiat. 120 h. p. 0:53:54 Broke wrist pin at Bulls Head.

Mercedes. 120 h. .. .. Broke gasolene tank. .

Distance of each is , . D stance of race, "It was a frantic waving of the green—a had happened. Immediately yellow tiags with Christie, and word passed that he was

green flag—that signalled victory to August

Hemery, the sour~visaged citizen of France,

who, driving a Darraeq car of 80 horsepower

and weighing 2,000 pounds, won the Vander

bilt Cup on Saturday last, 14th inst.

it was a yellow flag, or rather a succession

of yellow flags, that brought dismay to nearly

all who finished after him, or would have

finished after him.

The green flag was employed to convey to

each contestant the message that he had

completed the ten circuits of Long Isi

and road fliat comprised the 283 miles

that The green

had been waved to Hema'y and to Heath,

made up the course.

also representative of France, and, although

the crowd knew full well that llancia, of

Italy, and Tracy, of America, were in full

cry, the stupidity of a few Americans and

the thoughtless inconsiderateness of thou~

sands of others caused that flutter of yellow

which ofllciaily spelled danger.

After the first twu men had finished a

were ordered vheld aloft everywhere, while a

courier on .1 motor bicycle Was dispatched to

learn what was the dreaded “something.”

The crowd opened for him, but he found no

sign of disaster.

"What in — are you holding up those

flags for?" he demanded.

"To show that the race is over," blandly

replied one of the country yokels who was

holding a yellow fiag.

"Put it down and keep it (“‘11.

is not over until the last than has finished."

The yellow flags were lowered. But the

courier had hardly returned and made his

The race

relieving report when a crowd of fifty men

jumped the barrier near the approach to the

Fifty

more and a humlred more followed in their

wake. The handful of uniformed rural po

licemen and the scores of special constables,

dressed in their Sunday clothes and who

were paid $3 each to meet just such an emer

Most of them stood

tape and make a rush for that mark.

gency, were helpless.

entering a protest of some sort. The rumor

spread like wildfire.

The crowd leaped the barriers, reporters

leaped out of the press box. The road was

black with seurrying humanity, all heading

tor Lancia.

this time.

The oiiicials rushed for the telephone booth.

There was no stopping the mob

Threats and appeals were vain.

"Order the race stopped!" was the burden

of their instruction.

Eleven telephones at eleven corners ot the

course repeated the order. It was respected,

but it brought dismay to five men who,

though beaten, were yet intent on earning

the credit of having completed the full dis

tanec.

Meanwhile a bugle call a half mile away,

which was repeated by the bugier posted on

the root‘ of the two story press stand, had

given warning that Tracy was in sight, The

crowd afar down the road could be seen

opening to give him passage. The mm, mm

had stormed the stands scattered tummr.
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HEATH FINISHING. H EM ERY FINISHING.

TIME BY LAPS AND AVERAGE SPEED.

 

   

 

1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th lillh Best Avr. Avr.

Fin Driver. Lap. Lap. Lap. Lap. Lap. Lop. Lap. Lap. Lop. an. Lap. Lap.m.p.h

. . . m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. . . m. s.

: 25:56 38:18 24:49 25:28 25:25 25:39 32:34

: 26:53 2625-» 26:30 29:05 33:32 27:10

: 28:36 32:11 27:40 32:53 37:53 30:52 31:57

: 23:25 23:18 28:02 21:45 24 :02 71:17 23:51

: 25:21 38:42 29:18 33:24 23:37 28:55 40:26

: 25 :35 24:35 29 :04 26:07 24 :37 34 :40 . . . . .

': 27:09 27:33 31:13 41:32 43:49 27:43 .

: 27:23' 27:15 36:01 39:33 65:59 40:05

: 25 :40 45:46 25 :29 26:15 .36 :28 . . . . . . . . ..

: 31:35 38:53 31:16 80:44 .....

: 28:41 31:05 26:23 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

: 161:38 49:02 35:45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

: 42:31 502%) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

: 35:32 40:03 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“'agner : 40:39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Jenatzy : 32:41 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Christie . . . . . .. 30:12 '75:53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Cedrino : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Campbell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

arily. Tracy thundered past and was swal- race won “hands down" when fate in thc

lowed in the human vortex that was swirling

on the road as for as cycs could see.

Then the tens of thousands who had been

held in at least partial restraint for five

hours spread all over the highway. Touring

curs, runabouts, bicycles, motor bicycles,

even an occasional horscdrnwn rig came from

out of the fields and cross roads—men,

women and vehicles sccmcd hopelessly inter

mingled. It was a scene that defies descrip

tion. Viewed front aloft. it was in itself a

sight worth going miles to scc. On occasions

largo cities have hold such surging mobs.

but scldom, indeed, is it given man to wit

ncss- such a picture on the quiet highways of

a pastoral country. It was on hour before a

scinbluncc of order came out of the chuos. ,

Long Ishtnd may have had some great

days. but in the memory of man there was

none. so great its this, Saturday, October 14,

1005.

 

Though ilcmcry won and the Vanderbilt

(‘up and the honors remain with France, the

glory of the rut-c bclongs to Vinccnzo Lam-in.

of thc ltztliitn team.

Lanciu was thc favorite before the race.

~ out] long IN'fOl‘P it was half over he proved

himsclf' Worthy of the favoritism. He fairly

drovc himself into the :tfit‘cction of every man,

woman and child on the course. He had the

form of the cranky Christie cur crossed his

path, and. so to speak, cut him down and

was cut down at the same moment. Christie.

who was hopelessly out of the contest even

before he started and who, so for us he him

self and the country he so poorly represented

were. concerned. would better have been off

the road than on it. was spilled with his me‘

clianlc and stopped right there.

Laue-la. not so badly damaged, was able to

effect repairs. but in effecting them he lost

his long lead, and although he drovc like a

demon. was not able to regain it. But his

demeanor and his conduct uftcr all was over

served only to add to his popularity. lie. itc

ccptcd defeat with rare good sportsmanship

and proved himself as courteous and consid

erate as he is skilful and courageous. He is

big, broad and swat-thy, with a full face, cure

free. He. might readily pass as busso pro

fundo of grand opera. save that he does not

reflect the sclf-importmu-c of that ilk. He.

has a pair of laughing black eyes, a merry

smilc that lights up his entire countenance

and an easy, dobonuir. devil-may-curc air

that rcflccts at light hcnrt and an ability to

toss trouble. Ilis driving accorded with his

fllllltl‘ill‘dllt't'. This country never had wit

ncsscd anything like it.

it was known that the F. I. A. 'I‘. rcpre—

sentutives in America had left nothing un

  

donc that would contribute to the success

of the dashing drivcr and his mates. They

even had hud erected a private telephonc

linc around the course to better keep in

touch with their men. So thorough werc

thcir arrangements flint they had in readi

ness spare radiators on which the competi

tors' numbers art-re already pointed. And

then that (‘hristic cur, doubted by every

American siivc fllosc officials whose fuvor

hud kissed it into the. contest. should come.

along and prove the. undoing of all, and most

of all, of Lulu-in! It was almost the irony of

fate.

 

The start of the race was quite like the

starts of other races of the sort.

Before the. purple of the down that fol

lowed u glorious moonlit night had entirely

lifted. eighteen of the twenty cars that had

engaged for the long struggle over 283 miles

of undulating and oil soaked Long Island

road were, like huge, impatient beasts,

“straining at their bonds" at the starting

point at Mincola. Two unpainted pine struct

ures. one the grandstand, peopled largely by

wealth and fashion unaccustomed to such

early hours, the other the double decked ofii

cial stand, in which are housed timers, scor

crs. telephone attendants. reporters, and at0p

of which is u huge blackboard. a bugler in

soldier clothes and a hall'score of photogra

phers. Both stands are festooned with the

national colors of. America, of France, of

Germany and of Italy, the four nations about

to contend for supremacy and the Vanderbilt

(‘up.

The ncur approach of 0 o'clock causes a

hurry and a scurry.

An official approaches the telephone booth.

“How's the fog in Guinea Woods?" he in

quires.

.\ man at one of the many telephones re

pcuts the. inquiry. The answer is reassuring.

It may be that the official breathed easier.

Guinea Woods stands for a dark, deserted

wooded stretch of country on the Glen Cove

road near Albertson. It is not a pleasant place
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OFFICIAL MAP UF THE COURSE

Distance 28.3 miles.

Ten laps made up total distarice of race.

La ‘
 

Sucre.”

In which to encounter a fog at any time. The

man with the big megaphone shouts far-car

ried messages designed to clear the course of

men and cars that have no business there.

Other men with broad bands of ribbon on

their arms—the officials—and others with

badges on their chests and obviously country

men—the special constables, seek also to re

lieve the congestion. They have not entirely

succeeded, whenaman in what is plainly a

brand new suit of russet leather—the starter

—and another in corduroy—the clerk-becOme

all animation. There is a plentltude of shout

ed orders. Then a hooded individual with

a high checked face, like a Mongolian, and

a funny corkscrew heard of auburn hue, who

had been walking around it, eyeing it crit—

ically, climbs into the big white car bear

ing the No. 1. He is Jenatzy, the Belgian,

representing Germany, who is to drive the

German car owned and nominated by an

American of wealth—Robert Graves. Graves

is on the spot, and exchanges a few words

with Jenatzy, as does W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr..

the donor of the cup and the referee of the

race. Vanderbilt is wearing his familiar

black satin coat, and beneath it a gray

sweater, the better to keep out the early

morning chill.

The starter tolls off the minutes, then the

seconds; '

“Three! Two! Onc!"-—Mrs. Vanderbilt, in

a box OVerlooking the scene, animatedly

beats time in imlson with the starter‘s count

  

 

_then a pump handle motion of the arm, a

shricked “Gui”, a big put! of smoke, a fairly

hearty cheer and Jenatzy slips easily away

and is lost in the distance even before the

sixty seconds have elapsed when “Go” is

shouted into the ear of Duray in the big blue

De Dietrich. Dlngley, attired in khaki and

driving the "little" Pope-Toledo—the 50

horsepower car that won the American elimi

nating trial—is No. 3. A really hearty cheer

rewards him as he starts. It was his only

cheer. Silence was his portion when next he

passed.

N0. 4—ahi Lancia, the dashing, smiling

Lancia. If he is concerned or nervous ever

so slightly there is no sign of it. There is no

smoke pouring from his car. It is thundering

and belching fire, but the flame is blue and

bright, but, strange to say, one tongue of it

actually is licking his left front tire. It

seems odd that this should be the case, but

Lancia, he must know and must have

weighed the chances. Keene, Wagner, Tracy

—looking like a. wax figure, so pale is he,

and with an orange hued ken-chief about his

neck—Tracy who had cracked a cylinder only

the day before and who had worked the live

long night that he might be here—Nazzaro.

Warden-another victim of cracked cylin

dcrs—Szlsz, and then No. 11-—Christle—but

Christie is missing, yet scareer is missed

so quickly do the minutes tiy.

Cedrino, another swarthy citizen of Italy,

he is there; so is his wife. She is nervous,

1ch
est No

2'!- Mlkll

very. She pinches her lower lip. She makes

to speak to her husband, but he is oi! and

away before she can edge close to him.

Campbell, with an X on his radiator to dodge

the superstition saturated No. 13—Heath.

who waves a goodby_Lytle, Chevrolet—

then another break. No. 17. Clarence Grey

Dismore’s German entry, which failed to

reach these shores—Hemery, White, Sartori—

they are all away.

The spectators settle back. Some of the

officials speak in half whispers of Christie’s

absentation. He has sent no message of ex

planation. None knows where he is—not

even the bearded “Jimmy” Breeze. who is

supposed to own the Christie car and in

whose name it was nominated. Breese is on

the spot, wearing a badge and a buttouaire

and other indications that he had surveyed

himself full in the mirror despite the early

morning hour. There is talk that eleVenth

hour family objections had prevailed. and

that Christie has flunked. There also are

some stronger expressions—much stronger

ones. The man puts his megaphone to his

lips, and Christie is forgotten.

"No. 1 has passed Willctts avenue." he an

uounces.

It is the first of very many messages that

the splendid telephone service delivered and

that kept the spectators so well informed

throughout the whole forenoou. It was a

busy forenoon for the megaphone man. He

earned every cent of his fee.
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First—AUGUST HEMERY, FRANCE.

The sun has dissipated the slight morning

mist. The sky is fleckless blue. It is a glori

ous day—one of those rare days in October.

Already is the chill of early morning well re

moved. “Society,” in the cars and the stand,

has removed or is removing her expensive

furs or other wraps; it reveals equally ex

pensive morning toilets. Common democ

racy, not in cars and not on the stand, is re

moving top coats and sweaters. The

bugle blows a-down the road. The call is

echoed by the bugle outlined against the sky

atop't-he press stand. “Car coming!”

It is Jenatzy. He tears past at a

terrific pace. Again the bugle. Again

the echo. A wave of comment sweeps

the crowd. It is No. 4. No. 4 is Lan

cia. Already he has passed Dnray and Ding

ley, two of the three men who were in front

of him. He has made big gains in the first

  

 

  

twenty-eight miles. He hurls by like

a thunderbolt. He knows that he has done

good work. for his face is wreathed in smiles.

The crowd, too, knows it without awaiting '

the megaphone announcement. It cheers—

cheers heartily. Lancia hears it. His smile

appears to widen and he waves his hand.

The megaphone gives out that Lancia‘s time

for the 28.3 miles is $31), and again that

wave of admiration stirs the multitude. It

is sustained speed such as Americans have

never witnessed since their nation first estab

lished a highway; and these roads are not

the best that America now holds. Seventy

one miles per hour! It is speed that staggers

belief. Keene thunders by.

Mrs. Vanderbilt leans far over the rail and

follows him with her eyes until he is a mere

speck in the distance. Keene is of

the “Vanderbilt set,” you know. But

THE SCORE BOARD.

Second—GEORGE HEATH. FRANCE.

the little lady in white with a green feather

stuck in her hat assumes so many attitudes

during the forenoon and holds some 0! them

so long that there is ground for suspicion

that she likes the click oi! the cameras cen

tred on her, or poses merely because she

fancies posing is becoming. . . .

At 6:38 comes the cry “Here‘s Christie!"

and, sure enough, it is the forgotten and

derelict American. His low hung car is

sounding its deep, sonorous rattatoo, but

there are false notes—missed notes—disconti

ble. He approaches slowly and makes us

if to stop. “Jimmy” Brecse is all exritement.

Referee Vanderbilt seems to share it. Be

fore Christie halts, and although a moving

start is contrary to the rules, the referee

runs out into the centre of the road and

waves him on. Christie goes; but not fast

enough to exeite comment and with not one
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Third—JOSEPH TRACY, AME-RICA.

hand of encouragement. His engine appears

to labor. There is a report that it also had

suffered in the epidemic of cracked cylinders.

. . It is nearly an hour before the Breese

with whiskers sets eyes on his car again.

Few others take notice of its passing.

i * i l t

The tory of the first passing of the cars

as seen from the official stand is practically

the story of each successive period marked

by that point.

(in the second lap Jeuatzy was still in

front, but Lancia was pulling him down

rapidly. The ltalian had gained 63 seconds

on the German in the first lap, and be gained

62 seconds on the next round, although Jen

 

atzy had quickened his pace some 20 seconds.

Lancia did the two rounds in 23:49 and 23:31,

respectively; Jenatzy in 24:52 and 24:33.

Laucin had come to America with a great

reputation. He was living up to it, and the

spectators were not slow to realize the fact.

They warmed up to him quickly, and at the

end of another lap they had eyes and interest

only for him. All others were practically

lost sight of.

It was “all Lancia."

He passed Jcnatzy on the third approach

to Bull’s Head—which is the right angled

turn near Wheuiley Station—but he never let

up. He kept crowding the pace, which

reached its climax on the fourth round, which

  

Fourth—V] NCENZO LANCIA. ITALY.

was negotiated in 23:18, or seventy-three

miles an hour. That was the fastest lap of

the race, and of the nineteen contenders Lau

cia alone got under 24 minutes; and he did

so no ler'is than six times. Szisz, in the

beetle shaped Renault, did 24:29, which was

the next best performance. For seven laps,

or 195 miles, when uccidcnt betel] him. the

Italian averaged 69.9 miles an hour.

'Is it any wonder that, though he failed to

lift the cup, his glory is so great?

Apart from the hurricane speed that was

so terrific as to stagger comprehension, the

grandstand received its first real thrill on the

second lap. Au instant before Wagner (Dar

racqi, moving at a pace of sixty-eight miles

  

TRACY (LOCOMOBILE) CROWDING "ALL ON" ON A STRAIGHT
STRETCH OF THE GLEN COVE ROAD.
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an hour, crossed the line, his right rear tire

,pxploded with a tremendous report. \Vhole

sections of his inner tube flew high into the

air and were picked up iifty yards apart.

The explosion brought the dense and curious

crowd beyond the barrier onto the road, and

the officials watching his flight shuddered at

the prospect. But Wagner was equal to the

emergency. He wavered from his course

scarcely a hair’s breadth, the crowd parted,

and when he had slackened pace he threw

up one hand as if to let the officials know

that he had full control of the car and that

all was well.

“Fine work, that," commented one of them.

And it was fine work.

It was but a few minutes later that the

officials had a scare of which the spectators

knew nothing. Word came over the tele

phone of an accident on the Willetts road.

had passed Hyde Park together, and the

American public then saw a running fight

between their sole remaining “hopes.” After

a fashion, they "had it out” all the way up

the Jericho turnpike. Passing the grand

stand Dingley was leading by thirty yards.

Tracy seemed cautious about attempting to

pass, and they passed out of sight in this

order at a pace which all could see was not

comparable with that of the foreigners. It

was nearly tWo hours before Dingley was

seen again. An inlet valve broke and, drop

ping into the cylinder, played havoc with

it. He was announced as out of the race,

but by heroic work a repair was effected and

Dingley restarted with the hope of finishing

“no matter how." He kept going until the

contest was ordered stopped.

After striking the dog at Mineola Lytie dis

covered the buckled distance rod, but believ

away in Mr. Vanderbilt‘s own racing car.

They were absent some time, but when they

returned “nobody hurt" was announced. All

the while Tattersall, about whose supposed

death all were so greatly concerned, was foot

ing it lackadaisically along the roadside.

Lytle picked up another man, and after

changing wheels covered one fairly fast lap

and a rather slow one, each time passing the

stand with a plume of steam flying from his

radiator chimney and with water spouting

from it like a fountain, his chauffeur making

frantic efforts to protect himself from the hot

fluid that was dashed into his face at every

pound.

The behavior of White, the only American

to suffer much tire trouble—he shed two tires

—was past understanding. He made a holiday

of the race. He went “into the barn at Bull's

  

"LANCIA MAKLNG UP LOST TIME—A STRIKING ILLUSTRATION OF HIS DARING AND OF THE HEEDLESSNESS OF SPECTATORS.

None knew what it was, and no particulars

were forthcoming. The operator was seek

ing information in rather a loud voice.

“Easy, there, easy—speak softly," cautioned

the alert associate referee, A. R. Pardington.

His caution proved wise on an occasion

when rumors were travelling fast and assum

ing exaggerated form in no time at all. Word

soon came that the accident, whatever it

was, had been righted.

 

It was a bad day for the American team.

Christie had started a full lap behind and

was not a serious factor; White, on the first

round, had “run into the barn at Bull's

Head"—the report became frequent during

the forenoon—for water or something else

and was also out of the reckoning; Lytle had

smashed into a big dog near Mineola, on

the second round, and buckled his distance

rod and stood no show, and on the third

round there remained only Tracy, in the

Locomobile, and Diuglcy, in the "little" Pope

Toledo. as it was generally termed.

Word came on the third round that they

ing it to be strong enough to hold together

he proceeded slowly on his low gear. The

accident had thrown his wheels out of whack.

In the Guinea Woods, on the Glen Cove road,

one of them began acting so dangerously that

his chauffeur, Tattersall, was dispatched

afoot to find a substitute.

This gave rise to a series of the most con

fllcting rumors it is possible to conceive.

Without awaiting the return of Tattersall

Lytle elected to “take chances.”

“Lytle has dropped his mechanic and is

driving alone," was the first report that came

over the telephone.

“Lytle does not know where he lost his

man, but says the fall won‘t hurt him, as he

is a football player." “Lytle is lost: his man

is driving the car." "Lytle‘s man landed on

his head in the ditch." “Lytle's man is

reported lying in a ditch in the Guinea

\Voods." “Lytle‘s chauffeur broke his neck.“

These and other alarming reports of the

sort were received in response to every ef

fort to obtain definite information. Finally

Referee Vanderbilt and a physician hurried

Head" regularly each lap—apparently for

water, but as the door of the barn was closed

in the faces of the curious none can say with

certainty that these excursions were for

water. At about the time he had been for

gotten would come the report, “\Vhite is go

ing again"; then he. would alternately speed

and lolter over the course, only to again dis

appear .in the. barn. Although about 140

miles behind the leader. he was still mean

dering toward the barn when the crowd

stampedcd and forced the stoppage of the

race. His performance was one of the bit
terest disappointments of the day. I

There was once that White varied the

monotony of “going into the barn at Bull's

Head." it was on his fourth lap—it is nec

essary to emphasize the “his”_that for a

change be literally “took to the woods." in

rounding the Guinea YVOOds turn on the Glen

(“ove road he miscaleulated his speed and

to avoid striking a telegraph pole he ran full

into the bushes and undergrowth and then

emerged on the other side of the pole.

White's ill luck pursued him every foot of
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2. SARTURI ON THE GLEN COVE ROAD. 3. W'ARDEN PASSES DURAY

TUE DE.\D— 4. CHEVROLET'S DISABLED F. I. A. T. AT ALBERTSON.

'l‘lIE QlIlCK— 1. HEATH IN THE GUINEA “'OODS.

ON THE INSIDE AT THE GUINEA \VOODS TURN.

5. LY'I‘LE'S POPE-TOLEDO AFTER CRASHING INTO THE FENCE NEAR LAKEVILLE.
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1. TRACY S\VINGING INTO THE JERICHO RON) A'I‘ HYDE PARK.

2. LANCIA "CUTTING A CORNER" TO A HAI R'S BREADTII.
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TRACY FINISHING, WITH LANCIA LOOKING ON.

the way. On one of his very many stop

pages be borrowed a bicycle to go to the fa

mous barn for some needed part, and en

route even the chain of the bicycle broke.

Christie, the fifth member of the American

team, stood no earthly show at any stage.

Its performance after-the substitution of his

cranky car after its failure in the elimination

trials amply justified all the hard things that

were said of the car and of the Cup Com

missioners, who threw out the Thomas racer

that the Christie might compete in the can

race itself. Christie‘s family strenuously ob

jected to his driving, he himself tried to beg

off. and he even deVeloped rheumatism and

carried his arm in a sling. At the eleventh

hour a cylinder is supposed to have cracked,

and it would have redoundcd to the credit of

America, if not to himself, had he never re

paired it. Before he and Lancla collided he

had torn off a tire, of course, and at Bull’s

Head he stalled his engine. The crowd there

gave him a hand, and, after he had been

pushed off. the car waltzed all over the road.

it would have been a mercy had he and

White run into some barn and locked the

door so tightly that they could not get out

again that day.

 

Lytle's damaged distance rod held together

until on the fifth round. when, with the

strained steering socket, it gave way near

Lakeville. He. of course. lost control of the

car, and. with few to see it, it spectacularly

ran ofi' the road, demolished a rail fence and

t hargcd into a potato patch. There it halted,

right side up and with no injury done save

to the fence.

Tracy, the one remaining' hope of America,

ran like a clock. He stopped only to replen

ish supplies and to scrape a slippery clutch.

Otherwise. as the figures by laps serve to

show, he ran steadily and surely, it' not spec

tacularly and metwrically. The statistics

show that the men who finished one, two,

three were. the steady goers. Tracy finished

 
  

WHITE STOPS TO TINKER.

third by virtue of his steadiness. Few of

those who saw him perform and place the

Stars and Stripes higher even than most

men had dared hope knew the odds under

which he had labored. The day before he had

cracked a cylinder and done some other dam

age. \Vord was quickly sent to the Locomo

bile. factory at Bridgeport. There was no

train due. so the needed parts were loaded

into a Locomobile touring, car and rushed to

Long Island. It was midnight before the dam

age was remedied; it was after midnight

before the car was weighed in; it was 4

o‘clock Saturday morning before the canine

was turned over. It worked at the first tank

but there was no chance for “tuning up"—

no chance for a “try out." It all adds to the

wonder that Tracy and his car pcrforincd so

erandly, so greatly to the glory of America.

After the fourth lap his countrymcn awoke

to the merit of the splendid work he was

doing, and thereafter cheered biln heartily.

 

If the American team was all but clitni

natcd, so, too, was the Italian team, while

the German representation was completely

wiped out. 'l‘l'ue, Nazzaro and Sartori. of

Italy. and \‘i'ardeu, for. if not of Germany,

were still circling the course when the race

was ordered stopped, but so, too. were \Vhitc

and Dinglcy of America. but all were from

t\vciity-ci;:lit to lift_r or more miles behind

the leaders and stood no earthly show

“llcrr” (Elinpiicil, who fell heir to No. ll;
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KEENE A MOMENT BEFORE CRASHING

TELEGRAPH POLE.

after "Herr" Keene had wailed so loudly

that it was removed from him. was the very

first man to be bowled out. As salve for his

superstitiousness Campbell was permitted to

display an X instead of the figure 13, but it

did not save him. On the second rotmd a

hole. was punched in his gasolene tank, and

that was the end of him.

On the third lap .lenatzy, chlef hope of

the German team. and Warden were reported

stopped at Bull's Head. Both got going

again, but on the very next lap, at the same

place, Jenatzy went down and out with a

cracked cylinder. \Vardcn then had more

than his share of tire trouble. One tire went

flat and compelled a stop at Lakeville. Then

another flew off in the Guinea Woods. and

the wealthy American who was playing Ger

man for the day went on without it. it was

replaced, but another one was lost at Hyde

Park, and Warden limped by the grandstand

far to the side of the road, bumping on one

rim. Keene, though successful in escaping

No. 13, did not escape accident, and came.

close to serious injury. He. was performing

well, when on the sixth lap he sought to ne

gotiate the “S” turn at Albertson. There are

several so-called "J" turns. but this on: is

rightly so styled. "Ticklish" enough at best.

there are three telegraph poles set not fifty

feet apart in the very belly of the The

men swung to the right entering the “S‘

and to the left in leaving it. The tlnee poles

are all on the left side of the rotd.

“'hen Keene, too contident or slightly mi :

Judglng his speed. swung to the right, his car

skidded straight for the first pole. He saw

his danger and quickly shifted his steering

wheel. His chauffeur, nearest the. pole, saw

the danger, too, and, half rising. leanel fa.

over Keene to avoid the impact. He avoided

it, but the left front wheel of the car struck

the pole with such force that the chauffeur

was pitched headlong out of it, and, strange

ly enough, fell directly in front of the. right

rear wheel, which partly passed over his

chest. The front wheel was wrecked and

the axle bent, but Keene kept his seat. The

chauffeur was stunned and lay where he fell,

INTO THE

partly unzlu‘ the car. but happily he was not

seriously llljlll'i d. Heath was tlailiug Keene.

and, seeing the accident. brought up quickly

to avoid running over the prostrate man.

He stopped on his high gear, which stalled

his engine and lost him some valuable mo

trcuts before he could again get going.

Health, the American representing France.

was afterward credited with great gallantry

and self-sacrifice—even at the cost of the

trophy—in stopping to lend assistance to the

American thus disabled while in the service

of Germany. but he was quick to repudiate

the credit.

“I stopped solely to avoid running over Mr.

Keene‘s cbaut’t'eur." a Motor \‘Vorld man

heard him disclaim. “There were two hun~

dred other men on the spot to render assist

“ ‘fvrr‘w‘l'T‘ '

.L _

KEENE \VALKlNG T0

  

Pl'SHthl KEIINE'S CAR OUT QF +HE WAY.

once, if assistance was needed.”

After his car had been pushed off the road

Keene, wearing a rather shabby gray over

coat. made his way to the grandstand, where

he remained until the end of the. race. He

told his story to the Vanderbilts and the. Bel

monts and to a perfectly lovely man wearing

an English hunting costume topped by a

pancake hat with a green ribbon hand. He

remained standing directly under the Van

derbilt box for an hour or so. Several times

be wiped his watery eyes with a handker

chief. Some of those whofancy that all is

tears that flows from the eye saw that Keene

was weeping for disappointment.

Of the Italians. Cedrino was the first to he

bowled out. A broken wristpln at the Bull‘s

w-EI'T';?-""""‘7 1’- *- mew—W]

' A
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Tle GRANDS’FANDWA’l-‘iil‘fik Hts ACCIDENT.
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DURAY S\VEEPING 'ROL‘ND THE BL'LL‘S HEAD

Head turn. on the third lap, gave him his

quletus. Chevrolet ran with steadiness, it“

not with dash, until 011 the seventh round.

when, swinging round the "S" turn at Albert

son, his left front wheel collapsed gradually

under the strain. He must have felt some

thing wrong, for with skill and dexterity

that brought a cheer from the crowd he

steered clear of the dangerous poles and

brought up in the. field, where the car came to

earth with comparative gentleness. While

Ls‘artori was pegging away with a steadiness

that surprised his friends, Nazzaro was re

ported down with a puncture at Lakeviiie,

on the second round, and the time of his

eighth lap, 34:40, bears witness of mischief

on that circuit.

But the story of the italian team and of

the race is written around Lancia.

Although his lifth lap was nearly five min

utes slower than his preceding circuits, when

Lancia passed the stand his smile had spread

into a broad grin. He was going the greatest

kind of great guns. but the grin was unmis

takable. He had cause for it. He was not

only in front, but in point of time he was

thirteen minutes ahead of the next fastest

man—Heath. On the next lap the thirteen

minutes had been lengthened to sixteen, and

on the seventh round, when Heath stopped

for supplies. Lancia increased his lead to

twenty-one minutcs—practically a full lap.

It all seemed over but theshouting.

ently Lancia himself and his advisers

thought so, too. ()nthe next lap, the eighth,

he stopped at the Michelin tirc'platform on

the \Villett's road near A\ll)(*l'l-s‘tlll to take on

supplies and to make assurance sure. to

  
   

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE RACE HAD ENDED.

Appar- >

CURVE.

(hange his tires. The work had been coni

plcted and Lancia was making ready to

start when there came the warning cry. “Car

coining!" Laucia had already turned on his

power and under impetus the car shot for~

ward from the. platform at the right hand

side of the road. As the forward wheels of

his Fiat struck the oiled surface Lancia gave

a quick glance over his left shoulder. Christie

was at that instant less than fifty feet be

hind the ltalian. He had shut off his power

and applied his brake. but the impetus was

too great to be checked instantly.

Lancia had thrown over for full speed.

evidently hoping to draw away from the

Christie car in time. Whether his action was

due to a lnlscalculation of time and dis'

tanee, or whether, as many of the spectators

declared afterward, he was displaying char

acteristic recklessness, is not clear. The

Christie car “side swiped" the Fiat, crushing

both the forward aml rear wheels of the

American machine, which slid for a distant-e

of 200 feet. and then making a complete turn

stifle}; the soft embankment at the left of the

course with tremendous force. Both Mr.

Christie and Nicholas Leightner. his mechan

lcian, were shot from the machine as from a

catapult. Leightner was hurled through the

branches of a small maple tree and fell in a

dense growth of bushes fully twenty feet

from the wrecked car. (‘hristie_ who was

not thrown quite so far. was tossed head

and shoulders in the soft earth. The driver

arose almost innncdiatcly unhurt, but his

nn-chanician lay motionless. lie was pickcrl

up and later carried to a hospital. where it

was found that bruises and shock constitut

cd his chief injury.

Meanwhile. Lancia had sped onward for

an eighth of a mile. The crash, howcvm'.

had buckled his sprocket. and a few seconds

later his left hand chain rmle the spl‘m-k'i

and ran off. He was compelled to stop for

repairs. of course. Those took time—valu

able time. so much of it. that whcn‘the

Jaunty Italian again got going he was no
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THE CROWD SURROUNDING LANCIA WHEN HE STOPPED AT

longer the leader. He had been nearly half

an hour ahead. He was now nearly half an

hour behind. He drove with the reckless

ness and dash born of desperation.

While all this was happening, the tens of

thousands, possibly the hundred thousand,

congregated on or in the vicinity of the

grandstand, were Wondering what had be

come of their dashing hero. They knew that

something had happened, but there was no

telephone at the point where the accident

occurred and information was not easy to

obtain. Referee Vanderbilt himself came

over to the telephone booth and inquired.

"Where’s Lancia?" It was some time be

fore the query was answered.

"No. 4 has burst a tire at Lakeville,” the

megaphone announced.

A great buzz of sympathy swept the large

crowd.

[low the report arose is not known, but it

was succeeded by one even more dumbfound

mg:

"Lancia is out."

The crowd was aghast. Few even knew

who was the second man, now that the pop

ular idol had fallen. They were still won

dering and figuring when there came word of

the collision.

“Leaving the gasolene station at Willetts,

Christie ran into Lancla. Both cars are dis

abled. but no one is hurt,” is the way the an

nouncement ran.

There were some strong things said about

Christie, his car and every one connected

with them.

Then, and not until then, it was that the

spectators who had not been “keeping tabs“

awoke to the realization that there was such

a man as Hemery in the race. They were

amazed to find that he had crawled past

Heath, and, with Laneia out, had a safe lead

in the short distance to go.

But Lancia was not out.

the megaphone said so.

The man with

"No. 4 has passed Lakevilie," he an

nounced.

All knew for whom No. 4 stood. It was

the first that had been heard of him since

the collision. None even suspected that he

was again in the fight. “'hen the truth

dawned on them, a mighty shout went up—

the mightiest of the whole day. When but

a few minutes later Lancia, no longer smil

ing, but with a deadly earnest face, dashed

past at lightning speed. there was another

acclaiming roar. But Ilemery. llcath, 'l‘racy.

Szisz and Nazzaro all had passed him while

he chafed in enforced idleness. and each was

now a long way ahead. Szisz and Xazzaro

tell on evil times in those closing rounds.

however. and though in the final lap all was

THE GRANDSTAND.

not well with Lancia himself—he had to again

stop to have tires and chain readjusted—he

passed those two and pushed ahead of Tracy

also.

When he halted at the grandstand he sup

posed that he had beaten the American also.

llnt there lmd been three minutes diifcrence

in the times of their starts, and while Lancia

waited, with the stampeded crowd surround

ing him, Tracy came with a roar long before

three minutes had expired. He beat the

ltalian for third place by two minutes and

five seconds.

There was no smile on Lancia‘s face. The

lower lip had dropped and it seemed as if

the big, brave son of ltaiy might blubber

were he much provoked. The bitter in his

cup of sweet had come to the top. The man

with the megaphone had to climb into Lan

cia‘s car and shout loudly that a path might

be cleared for him that he might reach the

weighing station at Albertson.

The French team repeated its performance

of last year. It again secured first and sec

ond places, but this time a genuine blown-in

thc-bottie it‘renchman won and not the make

believe American article of the previous

race. Health, the victor in 1904, was the

runner-up on this occasion. Ilemery and

Heath finished in front by virtue of consist
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HEATH OVERTAKING WHITE AT HYDE PARK.

ent performance. They kept going all the

time. Their stops were few and short. On

the fourth lap and again on the ninth Hem

ery had tire trouble, while Heath had his

portion on the eighth round. Both were

careful drivers. and Heath especially took no

chances on the turns. Hemery rarely looked

up. but it was Heath's practice to salute the

grand stand on almost every occasion. His

wife was there. Perhaps that's the reason.

Oucc passing the stand Hemery‘s chauffeur

lost his goggles. and until the eighth lap

this was absolutely the only incident that

served to draw attention to them. It was

only those who were keeping close record of

the times who realized that Hemery was

likely to have a “look in." At the end of the

fourth lap Heath. Warden, Snrtori. Szisz.

Keene. Tracy and Lancia. of course. were

leading him easily. but in the next round he

began to move up. Some of them fell on evil

times. and he passed Warden and Tracy,

moving from eighth to sixth place. On the

next lap he went by all save Lancia and

Heatll.

Then on the momentous eighth lap Lancia

had his accident and Heath also had some

minor trouble. and the sulky Frenchman in

the black sweater. with “l'iarracq” spelled

across ills chest. went to the front and

stayed there, though small woes delayed him

on the last circuit and enabled Heath to cut

down his lead from nearly five minutes to

a scant 31; seconds. When they finished both

men were acclaimed. but rather mildly. The

crowd seemed too absorbed to cheer real

instily or in accord. Not one of the finishers

—not even Tracy—received what may right

ly be termed a real hearty cheer.

Wagner, Hemery's running mate, was in

hard luck. On the second lap one of his

French Dunlop tires exploded—the Darracq

(‘ompany had some difference with the Mi

chelin house abroad and changed their tire

equipment at the eleventh hour—and on the

third. when near Albertson. he lost his gear

case. the grease was thrown out. and in no

time at all the overheated gears locked fast

and Wagner‘s long trip across the Atlantic

was set at naught.

Szlsz. in the Renault, did some really re

markable work. His first three laps aver

aged faster than all the others save Lancia,

and on the fifth round he gave the grand

stand a taste of his real speed. He and

Keene came down the long. straight stretch

together, “Herr” Keene in front, but with the

Frenchman footing faster and gaining with

every boului. Keene held the centre of the

road. but almost in front of the stand the

little red car swung sharpiy to the left. scat—

tering dirt over the officials. For fifty yards

they raced side by side; then the little red

car fairly leaped in front of the big white

one and drew away with every revolution.

But Szisz had had his troubles and was

doomed to have more of them. Ills cooling

system had become deranged and time and

again he was forced to stop and cool his en

glue and replenish his water supply. and

twice. according to reports. to extinguish

tire. How he ever did so well in the face of

such difficulties is remarkable. Four of the

five l~‘|'enchmen wore running when the race

was called off, Duray, in the big blue Diet

rich, being the remaining survivor. who,

though troubled. was “still in the ring."

 

it may well be supposed that after win

ning such a race the victor would be brim:

ming over with good nature. and there are

those who claim to haVe seen Hemery all

agrin and with an overjoyed retinue of

l<‘rench|nen kissing the grime off his face.

But certainly when he appeared at the Al

bertson to “weigh out" be exhibited some of

the sour snrliness that his face reflects.

When he dismounted he was given a glass

of stimulant. Then seeing a score of cam

eras levelled at him he made an angry rush

at them. while one of his following actually

did- strike the photographer of (‘olller's

\Veekly.

“'hen they dismounted froln the l'anhard.

Heath and his mechanician were all a-trenl

ble; if anything. the man was worse off than

the master. and seemed sadly in need of the

drink and raw eggs that were quickly handed

him.

When he came on the scene Lancia had re.

covered his smile. and after shaking hand~l

with Heath coolly took out a cigarette and

puffed it as unconwrnmlly as if he had but

just returned from a pleasure jaunt of is»

miles instead of a punishing drive of nearly

300 miles. most of it covered at a pace faster

than any living man ever before had trav

eled on unrailcd earth.
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\VHEN THE CROWD TOOK POSSESSION OF THE ROAD, REQUIRING THAT THE RACE BE STOPPED.

Only ltazzio's average of 64.8 miles per

hour in the 311 miles race for the Florio

(‘up. in Italy. is comparable with Lancia’s

'tiight of the, first 198 miles in the first 170

minutes of Saturday‘s race.

While at Alhertson Lancia heard the story

started by some idiot that he purposely had

fouled Christie to put him out of the run

ning. That he had no earthly reason to en

danger his own life and his own chances.

particularly with such driftwoud as the

Christie car. was patent; but the report

greatly exercised the ltalian, and later he

tank a touring car and drove to the Christie

quarters to set himself right and to inquire

soiieitousiy about the injured chauffeur.

Heath rather bitterly denounced the incon

siderate crowd that not only intruded on the

toad but stood in the zones of danger at the

corners and kept the drivers' nerves on edge.

When Tracy. obviously very tired. ap

peared at the scales he was cheered in a

fashion by the crowd gathered there that

made his dra wu face light up; and the crowd

did not overlook A. L. Riker, the man who

designed and superintended the building of

the Locomo'uiie that Tracy drove so Well and

that was the first American car to finish well

up in a speed contest with the best that Eu

lope holds. leer was also one of the official

\u-iginuasters, and the cheer given him

caused the big fellow to blush like a school

girl.

Some Things Happen to Homer).

Hemery's good fortune ended with the race

on Saturday.

(in Sunday, while his car was being viewed

by a number of spectators, one of them,

after lighting a cigar, threw the unextln

guished match on the. oil soaked ground out

side. the garage. A blaze instantly followed.

The car was somewhat damaged in its more

vulnerable parts, not not enough to affect its

operation, as it was in use the following day.

On Monday the. surly young Frenchman

learned that he could do no more racing for

a full year. (in that day the cable brought

word that for insulence. to the officials during

‘the recent Florio Cup race in Italy he had

been suspended for twelve months by the

Automobile Club of Italy. On Tuesday the

cable added that the Automobile Club of

France would recognize and respect the ac

iicn of the Italian organization.

lIenn-ry. who is in no danger of ever he

coining popular wherever he. may go, is thus

barred from all the big events of 1906.

When asked of what his insuie-nce had cou~

sisted, he blithely stated that he had bluntly

requested the Italian officials to go to hell—a

blatherskite expression or desire which be

repeated several times over.

The foreign drivers are not strong on re

ceptions-~11 fact which is not ditiicult of

understanding after one has encountered

most of them. Pounding anvils or handling

troweis would seem more in their lines. The

Automobile Club of America, however, ten

dered them a reception on Monday night, and

exactly three of them attended—Heath, a

man of means, Duray and Tracy.

0n “'ednesday afternoon a professional

promoter "tendered" them a dinner in the

New York Press Club‘s aerial restaurant,

at uhich only Szisz, Lancia and Nazaro put

in an appearance. There were present. how

ever, a score of newspaper men and other:

who had received invitations to come and

pay $5 each, and several of them.made

speeches. The omnipresent Winthrop E.

Scarritt was there, of course. and for a

change read a poem. The most interesting

things were said by Lancia and A. ’R. Pard

iugton. Iiancia said be appreciated the cor

diniity of his treatment and promised to tell

“his King" about it. Pardington said that

the Long Island authorities had already ten

dered the use of the course for a race next

year.

Nearly all of the members of the French

and Italian teams will sail for home to-day.

Before leaving, Lancia and Nazzaro made a

flying trip 1'0 view Niagara Falls.
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*The Race as Viewed at Lakeville Where Gore was Spilled.

Again was Lakeville, with its so-called

“hairpin” turn. “double S" and v“curves of

death," a disappointment, at least to the eight

or. nine hundral people who had assembled

at this, the worst. angle of the course in the

vain hope that the significant "something"

would happen.

pointnient, for, as in the elimination race,

They were doomed to disap

things persistently refused to happen. Only

when Lytle, the American. and his Pope-To"

ledo plunged through the fence half a mile

below the crossroads turn was blood drawn,

and not a dozen of the watchers were there

to see it or were aware of the occurrence. If

in that

there were D0 killings at Lakeville, those who

could appreciate skillful and daring driving

were well rewarded; for here it was that

some of the most reckless performances that

occurred during the entire race were wit;

nessed.

The scene or peaceful serenity of dawn sud

denly was placated by one totally different.

A sleepy guard who had been idling on the

hank further down the road pufling a corn

cob pipe jumped to his feet, frantically

waved a red flag, and a man with a mega

phone in stentorian tones yelled:

"Car coming!"

There was no time to observe the beauties

of nature or comment on the radiance and

glory of a Long Island sunrise. The great

race was on, and keen expectancy was pict

ured on every face, for each wondered which

the spectators were disappointed

driver would he the first to appear. Sudden

ly a car came into view around a bend in the

road, preceded by the steady s-p-p-p-p-p-i-t

t7i-n-g of the engine. The figure “1" was

painted on its radiator. and there was no

need to consult programmesaavery one knew

it was Jenatzy, the Belgian driver of the 120

horsepower Mercedes and the first of the con

' tenders to be started frothitiineola.

"He looks like the devil, for sure," observed

one of the spectators close to the guard

rope, and the remark seemed not malapropos.

Gompletely enveloped in a long rubber cloak,

his head covered by a hood and the entire

upper part of his face hidden by a pair of

.huge goggles and only his moustache and

pointed beard unprotected, Jeaatzy certainly

presented a Mephistophelian aspeet. It did

not require much strain on one‘s imaginative

faculties to believe the Belgian anything but

human. Scarcely shutting ofl? power, the

crack member of the German team whirled

around the turn and was soon lost to view

'up the winding oiled road which leads to

Hyde Park. The surprise came when Lan

cia was next sighted. ‘The crowd gave him

a cheer. It realized that thus early he had

passed Duray (De Dietrich), France, and

.Hingley (Pope-Toledo), America.

The men all took the turns in fearless

style, and nothing happened until on the sec

ond round, when a puncture to one of Naz

zaro's tires caused a thrill and a rush when

he stopped for repair.

The first genuine excitement the crowd dis

played was when Warden and Tracy came

around on the third lap. The American

_ . . L
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driver of the German car was leading by a

few yards, and shouts of “Go, on Tracy! Go

on! l‘ass him i" resounded in the air. But it

Tracy heard he gave no outward Sign, and

continued to trail the German. Another time

when a mild thrill passed through the spec

tators was when Lancia appeared on his

fourth round.

Just before reaching the turn Christie, who

was on his first lap, by the way. hove in

sight, with Lancia coming up from behind

almost three times as fast. A collision seemed

unavoidable, but without shutting of! power

the daring italian swung his car to the left

up a slight bank, passed the American, was

back on the oiled surface and around the

turn before the crowd realized the skill re

quired to perform the teat. When they did

realize it their throats attested the fact.

J‘ m "

" M. ‘ .u-n:

  

WHITE EMERGING FROM nus FAMOUS BARN AT BULL'S HEAD
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THE SPECIFICATIONS AND WEIGHTS OF THE

 

  

  

  

  

Driver. Make. H.P.

;

Jenntzy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mercedes .

Keene Mercedes ..

\Varden .. Mercedcs

Campbell . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Dumy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Dc Dietrich . . . . . . . . . . .. 1210

Wagner .. . . . . Dnrracq ....‘ . . . . . . . . . . .. 80

Szlsz .......chault.. . . . . . . . . . .. 90

Heath .. Panhurd . . . . . . . . . .. 120

Hémery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80

.

Dinglcy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . . .. 50

Tracy . . . . . . . . .. Locomobile . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90

(‘hristle (‘hristle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Lytlc . . . . . . . .. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. White Steum . . . . . . . . . .. 4o

Lancla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. F. I A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120

Nazzaro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. F. 1. A. '1‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17.0

Cedrino . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12o

Chevrolet . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '11

Sartorl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. F. I A. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90

  

  

CONTENDING CARS.

  

  

No, I xTr ans, Vi'hcel Tires \Veizht

Cyl. Bnrc. Stroke. ignition. N0. spds. Drive. Base. Tread. Make. Pounds.

THE GERMAN TEAM.

4 185 150 L.‘ T. Mngncto . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 (‘hain 115 54 Continental . . . . .. 2.202

4 18_5 1530 L. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Chain 115 54 Continental . . . . .. 2.3M

4 18.1 int) 1.. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 (‘hain 115 54 Continental . . . . .. 2.204

4 168 1-15 1,. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Chain 107 M tContinental 2.219

THE FRENCH TEAM.

4 190 150 H. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .- 1 Chain 112 51 tMichelin . . . . . . . .. 2.3)6

4 61_n. 9in. H. '1‘. Jump Spark.. 4 Shaft 106 53 xxFrench Dunlop. 2,208

4 .190 160 H. T, Magneto . . . . .. 3 Shaft 112 50 Michelin . . . . . . . . .. 202

4 6-16. in 6.8111 H. '1‘. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .- 3 Shaft 100 M tMichelln . . . . . . . .. 2.219

4 61h. Gin. H. '1‘. Jump Spark . . . . . .. 4 Shaft 106 5'3 xxFrench Dunlop 2,118

THE AMERICAN TEAM. ‘

4 6 in. 6 in. Jump Spark . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 9 5- Chain 100 54 Diamo d ........ .. 2

4 7 in. 7 in. L. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Chain 109 Dinmogd 2:20‘'

'4 6% in. 6% in. Jump Spark . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Spur gear 96 57% Diamond

6 6 in. 6 in. Jump Spark . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 (‘haln 103 Diamond

"2 -— . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 Shaft 111 52 Diamond

THE ITALIAN TEAM.

4 180 160 In T. Magneto . . . . . . ‘ (‘hain 112 5“- Michelin

4 180 160 L. '1'. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Chain 110 56 Michelin

4 1Q) 1641) l, T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Chain 110 56 Michelin .

4 16:) 16;; L. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .. -i C.th 110 56 Michelin -.

4 165 165 L. T. Magneto . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Chain 110 56 Michelin . . . . . . . . .. 2.192
 

xAll cars are provided with revcrsc.

XXHflS wire wheel.

Dinglcy was scored soon nfter (‘hristie dis

appeared. and that was the last heard of him

until after Lunch] had passed on his eighth

hip. The telephone man could not learn the

whereabouts of the little I’opc, but heard it

lliitI cracked two cylinders somewhere be

tween Lukeville and Mineola.

Lytle‘s car was missing badly when be up

pcurcd on his third lap and his mechanician

was working the pump for dear life. lIurd

ly had the. American skidded around the

curve than appeared “Herr” Foxhull Keene.

"Monsieu" Heath, Szisz and Trucy, all com

pleting the fourth lap. Luncin then fol

lowed on his fifth lap, and he 'was given a

hearty ovation, for. barring accidents. it

lookednn easy victory for the during Ital

ian. The joviu'. son. from the land of spa

ghetti and garlic reached Lakevillc at 8:26

on his sixth circuit, and exactly twenty-four

minutes later had. completed another round.

That was the last seen of him for nearly two

hours, and anxiety increased when stzaro,

the former‘s team mate appeared.

17p to this time Nazzuro had been driving

very conservatively. but now he urged his

car forward with an abandon and reckless

ness that was murvellous to behold. Reports

that llnucln had met with n fatal accident

reached the now excited spectators and n

groan went up. No otficiul information could

be obtained. The first news of Lancia was

brought by himself when he reached the right

angled turn at 10:02. driving even more

superbly than before.

0f the American cars. the Locomobilc was

easily the favorite of the. crowd at Lnkeville

—thc twa Pope cars, the White and the

Christie were never considered serious fac

tors. The White made. three slow rounds.

and when it reached Lnltcvillc on the fourth

the left front tire was missing. Walter White

pulled up on the platform of the Diamond

tire control at Lake Success, and lost twelve

minutes while the crow fitted a new tire.

White did not seem to care whether “school

kept or not." When the tire men had com

‘Transvcrsely placed at front of car.

"Compound engine.

  

THE MESSAGE TO THE GRANDSTAXD.-

pletcd their work White turned to his me

chnnic and said: “Well, Johnny, jumpln; we ‘

lnight as \vcll try to keep going." Whitq

said he, had lost the. tire at the Guinea Woods

turn and had come slowly from there. R)

Lakevllle on the rim. That Walter White

was unpopular with the foreign drivers—at

least some of them—was proved by an inci

dent that happened while the tire was being

put on at Lake Success. Nuzzatro was com

ing up the bill when he cspied White laid up

at the control. He nudged his mechaniciun.

and the latter grinned. gave a triumphant

Italian chuckle and yelled:

‘ “Stiu bcne! (‘uttivo cano Americuno!"

“Do you know what he means?" inquired

the Motor World man of White.

"Yes," he replied, nonchalantly. “Just be

cause I wouldn‘t run my car off into the

ditch during practice trials throughout the

t\\'cighed_with mugncto on.

foreign engines expressed in millimeters.

Strokes and bores of

Week and let them puss me they take pleas

ure in calling me a miserable American dog."

“'hite made one. more round. reaching

Lakcvillc at 11:33. That was the last seen or

heard of him.

Hcrbcrt l.;~.'tlc. the American driver of the

75': horsepmvcr Pope-Toledo. caused the only

blood to be shed in the race. At Mineola, on

his second round, he run into a big New

foundland dog. to the total demolition of the

latter, and he and his mechanic were be

sputtcrcd with blood. The collision with the

(10;: caused the casting in the steering box.

.where. the distance rods are connected to

break. Lytlc continued in the race. but

drove very slowly. He stopped at Lukeviile,

on the second'round, to “line up" his steer

ing wheels. 'liingley was also laid up here

by an intake valve breaking and dropping

into the cylinder. liingley helped Lytlc

straighten the tension rod, and then both

drivers paused long enough for a little girl to

take a "shop" of them.

When Lyric. stopped at the Diamond sta

tion on the fourth round to take. on water and

cool his cylinders he seemed very nervous.

\It was on the ncxt lap that he came to grief.

Aboutv half a mile before the first crook in

the "hairpin" turn is reached the cracked

casting guvc way. breaking the distance rod.

The car plunged through the rail fence, da

scrihcd a semi-circle and finally came to a

standstill. Lyilc and his mechanic jumped

from their seats after the. cur stopped un

hurt. Neither had received a scratch. The

only dunmzc the cur received was a bent

radiator and u pierced tire.

The flmznum who was stationed at this part

of the mod had a narrow escape, however.

Thinking.' the car was just skidding when it

first began to run nmuck, he climbed to what

he considered a point of safety—on the top

bar of the five rail fence. The big Pope

ploughed through the fence as easily as if it

had becn so much cardboard and came with

in two fcet of hitting the guard. As it was,

he was buried headforcmost to the road and
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WARDEN (GERMANY) 1N

escaped with a few bruises, tnore frightened

than hurt. but hnrt enough to draw blood

from a few scratches on his cheek.

Of all the drivers who passed Lakeville

none took the curves with more grace or

during than did Lancie. although Sartori

drove a much better race than even his em

ployer had calculated upon. Szisz, the dap

per little Hungarian with the totally uncalled

for name, nearly came to grief on one lap.

Just past the right angled turn the road de

scribes the contour of a double "S." skirting

the Vanderbilt estate. Sz'tsz attempted to

negotiate each of the small curves at full

speed. and at one of the bends his car

skidded badly. He missed a telegraph pole

by less than six inches. "Monsieur" Heath

took the curves beautifully. as did Durny

and nearly all the other drivers.

Very little attention was paid to Hémery,

the Frenchman. who ultimately. won the

race. until the. ninth lap. when he passed

Heath just before reaching the second Lake

ville turn. 'l‘hen followed Laneia. Tracy and

Szisz. also on the ninth. Hémery was the

first to come around on the. last lap, and

Heath was only a few seconds behind. Then

came Lancin. going like the wind. followed

by Tracy. running better than ever. These

four were the only cars to pass Lakeville on

the last circuit. Both American and Italian

were given a cheer that most have been

burn! a little away.

Then the flagmen bcld aloft their yellow

banners, the crowd swarmed over the course.

and those who Were fortunate enough to pos

sess a motor car, cycle or a horse. or knew

some one who did, "hiked" toward Mineola

'to learn the result.

1.a' > "- -

' 1- 35.41.“. er gm

FULL CRY; DIAMOND TIRE CONTROL

Some Sidelights on the Race.

When the White and the Christie cars were

performing sq sadly E. R. Thomas, the Buf

falo manufacturer who built the six cylinder

Thomas racer that qualified in the elimiua

tion trial and was then cast out by the cup

commission to make room for the more fa

vored cars, was asked what he thought of

the situation. He smiled a sad sort of smile.

“There are some things that speak louder

than words." he said. “It is unnecessary—

it would be almost sat-religious for me to

express an opinion. There are some sins

of commission the weight of which. the. sin

ners cannot escape. The load which the sin

ners in this case are bearing is already so

heavy that they must feel it keenly. I pre

fer to be charitable and not add to the

weight of their burden."

 

If there is any man of consequence in the

trade who was not present, it requires hard

thinking to name him. ' Practically every

man who did not avowcdly come to New

York to see the race discovered on Friday

that business called him there. One traveller

who arrived on that day expressed the sitti

ation very tritely.

"There‘s no use trying to do business." he

said. “ Every dealer and manufacturer with

lu one thousand miles of New York is either

here or is on the way."

There was not a little betting on the result

of the race. Most of the wagers had to do

with the relative positions of the American

cars. but two well known tire nn-n picked

Lancia against the field and put $.10 against

  

IN BACKGROUND.

$400. On the seventh round, when the ital

ian was nearly a lap ahead, they were ex‘

tending invitations to their friends to join

them in spending the $400. At the end of

the tenth tap their hands were in their

pockets. An equally well known accessory

nmnufactnrer wagered $300 to $100 against

Szisz, and won, of course. Tracy against

Lytie. at even money, was a popular bet, and

caused much money to change hands. An

even more popular wager was that no Amer—

ican would finish within the first live po~

sitions—a wager which Tracy‘s splendid per

formance upset badly.

 

Between noon and 7 o‘clock Friday even

ing more than eighteen hundred automobiles

were carried by the Thirty-fourth street

ferry plying between New York and Long

Island City. The boats were run under live

tninute headway, and each carried from

twenty-six to fifteen curs. How many were

carried by the uptown ferries and how many

crossed the riVer via the two bridges there

is no means of estimating. There must

have been all of five thousand cars parked

around the course. -

 

The joke of the occasion was the Long Isl

and Railroad‘s "special train service." The

regular train which left Long Island (‘ity

at 5 arrived at .\Iincola before the "specials,"

which departed at 55:37: and 4 a. ill. The lat

ter were so heavily overlomled that the

switch engines were not equal to the mo.

of pulling tia-|n_ and both worQ 51.1"qu an

route and did not reach their destinatiom

nntil long after the race had been started~
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GRAND RAPIDS IS I'IOAXED.

" Undefeated Frenchman " (Never Raced Before)

Meets OIdfield—Scheuifler Win Thrice.

 

Not until Barney ()ldtield and his preten

tious retinue had departed for other fields

to conquer did the good people of Grand

ltupids, Mir-11., awake to a full realization

that they had been hoaxcd, and that right

badly, too. it all happened on Saturday af

ternoon. 7th inst.. and the occasion was the

third annual race meet of the Grand Rapids

"Auto" Racing Association, held on the one

milc track at Comstock Park. For months

previous the daily newspapers had been full

of Pickens's advance reports to the effect

that "at great expense the racing association

had secured Le Fevre, the daring and as yet

undefeated Frenchman, to race against Old

field."

\Vhen the "as yet undefeated"-—probably

because he never had a chance to be—Le

Fevre drove on the. track with a stripped 3-5

horsepower Peerless, then the crowd of a

st ore or turn more than two thousand people

began to do some rapid thinking. And the

more they thought the madder they became.

llow they discovered that Le Fevre is the

young man with the French name who some

timcs assists ()ldfield in getting his car into

shape is still a mystery; but they did dis

cover it. and then followed some pretty sul

phuric remarks which would not look well in

a missionary tract.

There is not much to he said about the so

cclicd rive-mile match "race," except that

the ubiquitous Barney gave the "snail eater"

ihrw-quartcrs of a lap handicap, overhauled

him at the four-mile post and then beat him

to the tape by an eighth. The time of the

first heat was 5:31 2-5. The secoan heat \\ as

“ten still more easily.

Beyond this farcical featurethe other events

were interesting to local motorists, most of

them being stock car events and comprising

the. usual runaways. One thing, however,

the little 18 horsepower Jackson performed

beautifully and “copped” nearly all the

i‘onors. Oldfield appeared once more in a

tiree-mile exhibition, and circled the oval

three times in 3:00 fiat. His best mile—the

last—was the fastest time clocked during the

day. The watches gave 59 seconds.

Six cars started in the first event, a five

lnile open for cars listing under $1,7rln). E.

F. Schenfiicr. driving a stripped 18 horse

power Jackson, took the lead at the first turn.

with Hills, in a 12 horsepower Franklin, fol

lowing. The little Jackson car ran away

from the field, and at the end of the first

mile had gained a lead of a quarter over

Ellis. Scheutiier increased his advantage

each lap, aml lapped the field before the flu

ish. Time. 7:10 2-5. Schcutiier‘s car also won

the fivc~mile “i'ret- for all“ and finished a

y
 

THE

112 inch wheel base.

Individually cast cylinders.

magneto ignition.

Individually designed bodies.

102-inch wheel base.

Bodies to your own taste.

‘Modern Car.
40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

Battery and low tension

PR ICE , $7,500.00.

28-32 I1. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive.

Battery and low tension magneto ignition.

P RICE . $4,000.00.

1r U. 8. sale representatives of Societe L'Olco plugs [or

battery and magneto ignition. Absolutely soot-proof.

THE VIEQUEST COMPANY,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

HEALTH FUR Yilll
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENCH LICK-WEST BAUEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana.

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will'restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Ouirioor and indoor Recreailms in Plenty—Golf Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

good two seconds ahead of G. W. Hart's

Franklin.

Summaries:

Five miles, for cars listing under $1,500"

E. F. Scheutiier, 18 h. p. .iackson, first; J.

Ellis. 1‘2,h. p. Franklin, second. Time, 7:10.

Also ran—J. H. Poisson, 18 h. 1). Mitchell; .I.

E. Thomas, 16 h. p. Rambler; Charles Boy

den, 18 h. p. Rambler, and E. \V. Nowstine,

1‘.’ h. p. Franklin.

Five-mile match between Barney Oldfield,

60 h. p. Peerless, and Le Fevre, 25 h. p.

Peerless—First heat—\Von by Oldfield. Time,

5:31 2-5. Fastest mile—Second, 1:00 2-5. Sec

ond heat—Won by Oldfield. Time, 5:28 2-5.

Five-mile exhibition—E. H. Scheufller, 18

b. p. Jackson. Time, 6:18 1-5.

Five miles, free-for-all—E. H. Scheufller,

10' h. 1). Jackson, first; J. Ellis, 12 h. p. Frank—

lin, second. Time, 7:21. Also ran—Poisson.

Thoma, Boyden and Morse.

Dewar Cup Race Declared Off.

Because it has been announced, several of

the cat's participating in the Vanderbilt race

had been damaged, the race for the Dewar

(‘up. which was scheduled to have taken

place on the Coney Island Boulevard, Long

island yesterday (Wednesday) has been de

clared off. The second race for the trophy,

vdesi;_'nated by some as emblematic of the

mile championship, by others fondly recalled

as the time when joyful exuberance was

rampant. will therefore be held in connection

with the forthcoming Florida beach carnival.
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Hotel Rates

FRANK H. REED,

 

 

  

 

 

week, including free use of

Booklet telling all about the- waters and giving list oi Hotels and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, rent tree.

Gan. Pass. Agi., Ghicago.

IY' v

  

range from $8 to $35 per

all the waters.

 

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Traffic Man.
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"'3 DARRACU
THE PRIDE OF EUROPE

  

  

Made more ‘

GLORIOUS IbN AMERICA

HEMERY’S VICTORY
in the

VANDEDBILT CUP RACE.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE (10.,

Controlled by r. A. LA 120an 00.,

652-64 Hudson Street 147 West 38th Street, NEW YORK.
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The incomparable Ahnul

WHITE Every Auinmnhilisi

of Experience

Has His liar Equipped *

With a

run WHITE RUNABOUT ’
Ir» a

If seating capacity for two is sui

‘Ihe Car for Service.

  

ficient for your needs, you would

do well to insp:ct critically the White

runabout. It, of course, possesses _

all those qualities of simplicity, dur

ability and reliability which have I

made the White the favorite tour

ing car oi this country. In addition,

is the increased speed which results

from the lessened weight. The

price, furthermore, is less than that

of our touring car. The White

runabout should certainly appeal

strongly to those who wish a stylish,

speedy and silent car. T Y.

 

  

  

Write for further details regarding price, weight, etc.

wnrre pimp; COMPANY THE PREST-ti-LITE 00.,

CLEVELAND, onlo. |ND|ANAPOLIS, IND.
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TO SEE THE INSIDE WORKINGS

Marvelous Instrument that Either Minors or Pho

tographs the Engine's Internal Operations.

 

It is little short of a miracle that the mod

ern internal combustion motor operates as it

does, for it is almost inconceivable that each

of the four strokes constituting the complete

cycle of operations can be performed in less

than one-forticth of a second—acting per

fectly 36,000 times, hour after hour—particu

larly when it is considered that a flame fills

the cylinder during the exhaust strokes and

that its place is taken immediately afterward

by an unignited explosive mixture, says the

Automotor Journal as an introductory to a

sures vary over such an extremely wide

range, and many of the functions are of such

a very complex character, that, even if the

engine were intended to run always at a cer

tain constant speed. the correct setting of the

valves and the adjustment of the carburet

tor, not to mention the hundred and one

other minor matters, would be little more

than guesswork, unless some direct means

were available for ascertaining what was

actually taking place within the cylinder.

Much of the data at present available has

been obtained gradually by experimenting

on the principle of “trial and error," and for

tunately there is usually no lack of visible

and audible symptoms which are fairly easy

to diagnose. Unless, however, some accu

rate records are available from which can

be seen separately what has occurred dur

ing each portion of the cycle of operations, it
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description of the Carpentier-Hospitaiier

Manograph, a totally new form of instru

ment for taking internal combustion motor

indicator diagrams.

That this fact is far from being appreciated

by the average owner 01' a car and probably

by not a few manufacturers as well, forms

an eloquent testimonial to the extraordinary

success of such engines in practice, and sug

gests, moreover, an explanation as to why

some engines work very much better at

times than others, as well as why some en

gines give very much better results than

others of the same size. It is almost beyond

the power of the human mind to clearly

grasp the order and rapidity of the opera

tions that actually take place within the

cylinder when running at the speed referred

to above; that is, about 1,200 revolutions per

minute, but it is easy to realize that a minute

inspection of every part, coupled with the

exercise of a vigorous imagination, is nec

essary in order to study out ways and means

of securing better results. Endless and com

plicated calculations have been found neces

sary to determine by theory the correct di-.

mensions and "set" of the various parts, so

that the liability to error may be appreciated.

Everything occurs in such an extremely

short period of time, temperatures and pres

 

 

 

 

  

would be impossible to know whether fur

ther improvement might reasonably be

looked for or not. Mechanical records show

ing precisely what has been going on inside

the cylinder while the engine is in Operation

are naturally the only sure method of ascer

taining the cause of faulty action and the

means of remedying it. But it has been

found extremely difficult to make accurate

indicator diagrams from engines running at

such high speed. Indicators made for steam

engine use, however delicately constructed

and adjusted, have fallen short of fulfilling

the required conditions in that their moving

parts are too heavy to act properly at such

speeds, both because their inertia has pre

vented them from getting under way suf

ficiently fast and because their momentum

has caused them to travel too far. Distorted

and misleading diagrams have consequently

been the result, so that the value of such ob

servations has been very small, if, indeed,

they have not been worse than useless.

Although it gives a diagram of exactly the

same nature, the Monograph forms a radical

departure from the stereotyped instruments

generally employed for this purpose. Both

the weight of the moving parts as well as

their range of travel has been reduced to a

minimum. The pencil and paper of the or—

 

  

dluary indicator are equally conspicuous by

their absence, while a further diiterence lies

in the replacement of the usual piston and

cylinder by a diaphragm. instead of the

pencil a beam of light is employed, and in

place of the paper there is a ground glass

screen or sensitized plate, such as is used for

photography. The light is obtained from a

stationary lamp forming part of the appa

ratus, and the screen upon which it is thrown

does not move. These obvious advantages

are all obtained by the simple expedient of

using a small circular convex mirror, little

more than half an inch in diameter, to re

fleet the beam of light on to the screen. Nor

mally this reflector is in a vertical position

in the instrument, but it is arranged so that

it may be tilted about its pivot longitudinally

or latitudinally by different portions of the

mechanism. The lateral movement is trans

mitted to it by the crank shaft of the engine

undergoing the test through the agency of a

flexible shaft, and is so arranged that the

horizontal beam of light which it causes to

traverse the screen corresponds with the

forward and backward movements of the

piston in the engine cylinder. This beam of

light consequently follows the movement of

the piston in the manner that the paper does

beneath the pencil of an ordinary indicator.

The pressure in the combustion chamber

serves to give the mirror its longitudinal

movement through the mechanism in the.

instrument which forms part of the appa

ratus. For this purpose it is piped to the

engine, and variations of the pressure cause

the mirror to move the beam of light in a

vertical path up and down the screen; hence

the position of the latter corresponds to the

pressure in the cylinder, in the same manner

that the vertical position of the pencil does

in the ordinary indicator. From this it will

of course be plain that the mirror moves in

both planes simultaneously and the beam of

light accordingly "draws" a diagram of the

usual type on the screen.

‘Vhen the engine attains sufficient speed

the complete diagram is reproduced so

quickly on the ground glass screen that it is

rendered visible in its entirety, sad the re
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tina receives a complete image—the diagram

standing out as though formed by lines of

light. it is thus possible to watch all the

changes that may be taking place in the

cylinder as they actually occur, although

of course by this method no permanent rec

ord is produced and the memory must be

relied upon to preserve the result. However,

by substituting a photographic plate for the

ground glass, which is subsequently devel

oped by the usual process, the records may

be perpetuated. Photography is also resort

ed to where the speed of the engine is not

sufficiently great to permit of an accurate

conception of the diagram being formed by

the unaided eye.

The complete instrument, mounted on its

tripod, is shown in Fig. 1, and resembles a

camera somewhat in appearance. The body

consists of a light rectangular box, all mov

ing parts of the mechanism being centred in

the attachment A. At the other end of the

box is the ground glass screen partly with

drawn in order to be visible. This also

forms a holder for photographic plates as in

an ordinary camera. The instrument is self

contained and may be set up near the engine

to be tested, the necessary connections being

shown at B, which is a small tube to be con

nected to the combustion chamber of the

cylinder, the flexible shaft 0 terminating in

a taper plug for coupling to the end of the

crank shaft, and the rubber tube E con

necting the generator to the acetylene burner

in the lamp shown just a short distance in

front of the screen.

An idea of the working of the instrument

may be obtained by reference to the sectional

drawings shown. The light of the acetylene

flame is immediately opposite a minute hole

in the centre of a disc which would other

wise completely close the telescopic tube

connecting the lamp to the case of the instru

ment. Only a thin thread of light is there

fore admitted into the case, and this is di

rected upon the prism E. The position of the

latter is adjustable and its function is to

concentrate the shaft of light on the mirror

D, from which it is reflected on to the

screen, the convex surface causing the rays

to converge to a point. Normally the posi—

tion of the mirrOr is such that the beam of

light is thrown on the screen about three

quarters of an inch above its lower edge, the

two movements which the mirror undergoes

causing the point on the screen to travel

back and forth and up and down anywhere

within the range afforded by the area of the

ground glass.

The functioning of the entire instrument

centres in the mirror, so an idea of the work

ing of the latter is necessary to an under

standing of the use of the Manograph. D,

the mirror. is balanced on a small station

ary pin. The bracket in which the latter is

formed is triangular and rigid with the mir

ror. The two projecting arms of this bracket

rest upon movable pins which are normally

prevented from tipping the mirror about its

tixed fulcrum by means of springs pressing

down upon them. These pins may both slide

longitudinally in the holes through which they

pass in the casting A1 (fig. 2), and they are

specially shaped and carefully placed with re

' iation to the shape and position of the arms,

so that the movements of the mirror shall

_ correspond to their own backward and for

ward travel. One pin controlled by the

pressure in the engine cylinder causes the

up and down movement of the mirror, and

the other is given a reciprocating motion ex

actly following that of the piston in the‘

cylinder. A diaphragm, the outside face of

which is in direct communication with the

combustion chamber of the cylinder and its

variations of movement corresponding to the

rise and fall of pressure are communicated

to the mirror by a pin, B3. The movements

of the diaphragm are naturally not exactly

proportional to the pressure, a correction be—

ing made for this by shaping the inner end

of the pin so that it varies the effective

length of the lever arm.

The pin (39 moves back and forth against

the spring 010 by the crank and connecting

' rod 08. The crank pin has but a very short

throw, and the length of the conecting link

bears the same relation to the throw of the

crank pin that the length of an ordinary

connecting rod does to the throw of the crank

shaft on the average gasoiene engine. As a

result, the pin 09 is compelled to reciprocate

in synchronism with the engine piston, caus

ing the beam of light to do likewise on the

screen. It is obviously necessary that the

beam of light should arrive at each end of its

range of travel across the screen at exactly

the same instant that the piston completes

its inward and outward strokes. Accord

ingly, in order to insure means of bringing

the movement of the mirror into synchronism

with that of the engine piston without dis

turbing the connection of the flexible shaft

and the crank shaft, means are provided for

throwing the pin actuating mechanism of

this part of the apparatus out of action

through the agency of a small clutch. Syn

chronism of the two is then obtained by

using the hand adjusting screw 012. This is

readily done accurately in practice by re

tarding the ignition and watching the shape

of the diagram; the completion of the com

pl'essioii stroke can be recognized on the

screen and it can be made to occur in the

proper place with reference to the working

of the instrument.

Compiled data is supplied by the makers

of the instrument, showing the relation be

tween vertical deflectiOns of the beam of

light and pressures on the diaphragm, thus

enabling any diagrams that are obtained to

be redrawn accurately for the purpose of cal

culating indicated horsepower when re

quired. The data are, however, primarily in

tended for the purpose of permitting the rec

ords to be measured for pressure.

 

Steels for Motor Car Usage.

At the annual meeting of the iron and

Steel Institute, held in Sheffield recently, Dr.

Leon Guillet, of Paris, contributed a paper

on the steel used for motor-car construction

in France. He omitted the subject of tool

teels, and dealt only with that used in the

actual construction of motor cars.

He recognized the fact that this indus

try has during the last few years had most

influence on the metallurg' of the special

steels. He did not regard this as surpris

ing. The wide scope of the industry, the

marked difference between the cost price and

the selling price of its products, the heavy

responsibilities which surround it, the ab

normal working to which it subjects metals,

the lightness, which is an essential quality,

were all circumstances, he said, which had

rendered the industry most exacting as to

the quality and the property of the metals

of which it makes use. Nor did Dr. Guillet

think it surprising that the leading firms

should have decided to surround themselves

with all the most modern scientific precau

tions as to the acceptance of materials, to

study the products most recently laundied

on the market, and even to inspire the cre

ation of new products that may be adequate

to its requirements. He treated, in consid

erable detail, with the chief special steels

employed, of which there are two principal

groups—ternary steels (alloys of iron, car

bon, and a third substance) and quaternary

steels (alloys of iron, carbon, and two other

substances).

 

Innovations in Ignition Devices.

"Dry" is only a relative term as applied to

the dry cell, for unless the electrolyte in the

cell is moist there is no chemical action set

up, and as soon as the latter does become

actually dry the cell is dead. Two new cells

recently placed on the market, and shown

for the first time at an electrical exhibition

now in progress in London, take advantage

of this principle by sending the cell out en

tirely dry. When wanted for use it is only

necessary to use a little water in the case of

one. the “Reepien,” while the "Latent" con

tains a capsule filled with water, and this

is broken when the cell i needed. This ob

viates the somewhat aggravating experience

of finding the "spare" cells, it anything, a

little “deader” than those that have just

failed and also permits dealers to carry a

stock without fear of deterioration.

Among other things of interest to the mo

torist at the same exhibition were numerous

coils and improved tremblers, the Marconi

trembler marking quite a departure from cur

rent practice. It is pith and counterbal

anced, the spring being at the armature end,

although there is also a small auxiliary spring

at the counterweighted end, which strikes

against an adjusting screw. The Walker

dynamometer was also of interest. This is

designed particularly for use with small in

ternal combustion motors, its range being 34

to 26 brake horsepower. The power is'ab

sorbed by the revolution of air vanes, and

the speed, being known, the results can be

read almost at a glance from the position of

the vanes by means of calibrated data sup

plied with the instrument.
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Single Adjustment '

won the Glidden Trophy for the

There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years’ experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

zTHE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of Association Of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
 

 

The 1906

30-35 H. P.

has arrived. Come and inspect, ye automobile experts—you who really

appreciate beautiful workmanship and design and you will admit that at

last THE American automobile has come. Look over the following

specifications, then call and try the car.

Engine.

Ignition.

Transmission.

Rear Axle.

Front Axle.

Erame.

Wheel Base.

Wheels.

Tires.

Valves.

Carburetter.

Brakes.

Body.

Equipment.

30-35 H. P., 4 cylinders, water cooled.

Sims-Bosch Magneto—make and break spark.

Sliding train. 3 speeds forward and one reverse.

Bevel gear drive, clutch driven hub. Ball bearings.

I Beam section. Ball bearings.

Cold rolled preSsed steel, aluminum under bonnet covering entire

engine and transmission.

104 inches. _

Imperial whalebone, grade A 2nd growth hickory.

Continental 34 x 4.

Mechanically operated, inlet and exhaust interchangeable.

Float feed, requiring no adjustment.

Two internal expansion, dust protected, operating on rear hubs

through emergency lever, holding either forward or backward.

Foot brake operates on propeller shaft. Both brakes bronze

against steel.

Full aluminum, double side entrance.

Two head lights, 2 side lights, 1 rear light, 1 horn.

Price, $4,000.
 

The 22-28 H. P. will be continued as heretofore, without any changes.

4 cylinder—98 inch wheel base—La Coste coil. French battery. Continental Tires. Aluminum side door body.

Price, $3,500.

BOTI‘I MODELS GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

The world’s broadest and most liberal automobile guarantee. Landaulet bodies for immediate delivery.

Limousines for October and November delivery.

 

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.
 

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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Campbell's Front Wheel Transmission.

Various forms of four wheel drive have

been made the subjects of patents during the

last few years, attention being in the main

directed to the perfection of a drive of this

kind for heavy commercial vehicle work in

which maximum traction is essential. This

can, of course, only be obtained by driving

all four wheels. But for the necessity of so

mounting at least one pair of the wheels

that the vehicle may be directed this would

involve no difficulties. The problem natural

ly centers in this feature.

face meshing therewith. Normally the axis

of the pinion and that of the driving gear are

parallel, but owing to its form, which close

l_\' approximates that of a sphere rather than

an ellipse, the angular relation of the axis

of the pinion to that of the large gear may

be varied at will in order to steer without

disturbing the efficiency of the drive, as alter

ing this relation does not change that which

the. teeth of the two gears bear to one an

other. This always remains constant, and

the full face of the pinion is engaged whether

the wheel is hard over or running straight

  

 

  

U

The universal or Cardan joint was natural

ly first rcsorted to for this purpose, but ow~

ing to its construction is said to cause dith

culty in steering. A recent invention de

signed with a view to overcoming this feat

ure. as well as others inherent in that form,

is the device upon which patents were grant

ed during the first part of the present year to

1.. \V. Campbell, “’oonsocket, R. I.

Its appearance. as applied to,a Marion air

cooled car. is shown by the accompanying

photograph, but a view of the mechanism lt

sclf is necessary in order to form an idea of

the manner of its operation.

had by reference to the line sketch. It con—

sists of a gear in the form of an ellipse made

fast to the shaft and pinion with curved

 

  

This may be '

 

  

V

The inVentor claims that the uncerahead.

tnin steer found in the universal joint is thus

eliminated.

 

Vaglrics of Steel.

Very often new steel will not pass tests

that it should pass, but after a few weeks it

is found to haveIundergonc a change and

passes the tests right up to the. mark. Then,

again, steel that was perfect when it was

tested often gets “sick.” It cracks or be

comes brittle, although other stch made at

the same time in the same. way remains per

fcctly sound. .\'0 man knows today why

these things happen. but lots of people are

trying to find out and are not having an (lglgy

time doing so.

"insides" of the Kilgore Cushion.

Few things are attracting more deserved

attention than those means that will reduce

or eliminate the heavy shocks that contrib

ute much undesirable discomfort to automo

bile travei. While the air tire takes care of

the vibration, it is becoming generally recog

nized that the ordinary spring suspension of

general usage leaves much to be desired. It

follows that such devices as the Kllgore air

cushion are receiving and in increasing meas

ure will continue to receive attention.

  

 

While the Kilgore, which is now being

made by the Kiigore Autotmohile Air Cush<

ion (‘o.. in Boston. is not exactly strange to

the motoring world, its "insides" never have

been laid bare. The accompanying illustra

tion now performs that service. The prin

ciple of the cushion is simplicity itself—two

telescoping cylinders compressing a volume

of air, one cylinder having a by-pass, or es

cape, to give gradual release to the air, To

rcnder the piston dust proof a distended “um

hrella" of Chamois skin is suspended in the

app" cylinder by a coil spring.

The device has hccn subjected to some ex.

tended tests and has undoubted claims to

general attention.

“'l‘llc .\. Ii. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in undcrsianding many things about motors

that may now Sl'l‘lil hard of understanding.

Price 30 ccnls. The Motor \\'orlil l'lliillflllilli:

(30., 1.31 Nassau Street, New lurk. ‘°'
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THE STANDARD AMERICAN CCCLER.

THE

IIIII IIIII IIII
used on Locomobiles, was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

 

 

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR CCCLERS MAIIE IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races,

also the 1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized

this fact by adopting

THE WHITLIICK CUIILERS,
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906.

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO., Hartford, Conn.
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The Week's Patents.

801,150. Pneumatic Tire. James A.

Murphy and William S. Manning, Holyoke,

Mass. Assignors to Manning Manufacturing

Company. Springfield, Mass.,a Corporation.

Filed December 5, 1904. Serial No. 235,000.

Claim—1. The combination with the cas

ing of a pneumatic tire of the clincher type,

of a shoe located in the casing between the

latter and the inner tube, the circumference

of the shoe being greater than the normal

internal circumference of the casing, at the

point of the greatest diameter of the latter.

801.155. Folding Hood for: Automobiles.

Harry Raphael and Emory D. Toops, Ind

ianapolis, Ind. Filed June 21, 1905. Serial

No. 266,203.

Claim—1. An automobile provided with

a foldinghood comprising two principal

parts secured at opposite sides of the engine

machinery thereof, each part composed of a

plurality of sections hinged together and

folding down one upon another, and latch

ing devices connected to the terminal sec

tions of the two principal parts of the hood

for connecting the two parts of the hood to

gether over the engine machinery.

801,209. Pneumatic-Tire Valve. Littleton

K. Buck, Freehold, N. J. Filed December

12, 1904. Serial No. 236,473.

Claim-1. In a pneumatic valve, a coun

terbored valve-tube, inclosing an operative

valve mechanism, and provided with an in

tegral flange at its lower end to impinge

upon the exterior surface of the tire or other

object to be inflated, in combination with an

integral button-headed tubular securing-stud

adapted to be, by suitable appliances. en

tered directly through the tire or other ob—

ject to be inflated. and firmly secured in the

reduced bore of the flanged lower end of the

valve-tube, and witn its button-head to firm

ly impinge the interior surface of the tire or

other object to be inflated.

801,323. Reversing-Gear for Motor-Driven

Vehicles. Hilbert A. Kiser and Christian I'.

Anders, Westover, S. D. Filed September

12. 1904. Serial No. 224,122.

Clairn.—-1. The combination with the trac

tion-wheel of a motor-driven vehicle. of a

driving-shaft; a driving gear-wheel fast

thereon; a ratchet-wheel loose on the shaft

an internal gear carried by said wheel; a pin

ion fast on the traction-wheel; a rotary gear

earrler loose on the shaft an intermediate

pinion carried by said carrier in mesh with

the driving gear-wheel and the internal gear

of the ratchet-wheel; means for both lock

ing said carrier against movement in one

direction; and against relative movement on

the ratchet-wheel in the other direction.

801,334. Wheel. Petr I‘arik, Mistek, Aus

tria-Hungary, Assignor of two-thirds to An

tonin I'arik and Jan Geisier, Moravska, 0s

trava, Antsria-Hungary. Filed December

20, 1904. Serial No. 237,699.

Claim._1. In a spoke-wheel the combina

tion of spokes having wedge-shaped inner

ends and tenons formed on their outer ends.

of a center nave having two flanges there

on between which the inner ends of the

spokes fit, a wheel-ring having outwardly

cxtending flanges, said ring having openings

therein adapted to receive the tenons on

the outer ends of the spokes, filling-pieces

fitting between the flanges of the wheel

ring and between the said tenons, cape cov

ering the tenons and holding the filling

pieces in position and a tire fitting over the

caps and filling-pieces, substantially as de—

scribed.

$01,355. Self-Prppelled Vehicle and Meth

 

WANTS llill Hill SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals. 2.5 cents per line.

 

PARK COILS, I4. Differential Gears, 59

1-2 XI inch roller chain 50 cts. per foot.

Lowest prices on lamps and tires. Send for

bargain sheet. DETROIT CYCLE & MOTOR

CO., Detroit, Mich.

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip~

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, I905 up-tcr-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY & CO., r323~r3z< Michigan Ave, Chicago.

WE will build an Automobile Garage at rosth

St. and Columbus Ave. on 2% city lots and

lease same for a term of years to desirable party.

For further particulars inquire of SOBEL & KEAN

CO., 109th St. and Manhattan Ave., New York.
 

OR SALE—One 16 h p. “Rambler” $600.00:

one 12 h. p. “Ford” 8400.00. Both roo4

Vlodels and in At condition. Address F. T.

EVANS, Connellsville, Pa.

ON SALE, for account of customers ordering

1906 models—Two 4-cylinder Locomobiles.

guaranteed by us. A good chance to secure a

standard car at a reasonable figure. THE LOCO

MOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Broadway

cor. 76th Street, New York.

ON SALE, for account of customer ordering

1906 model, one four-cylinder Locomobile,

guaranteed by us. A good chance to secure a

standard car at a reasonable figure. THE

LOCOMOHILE COMPANY OF AMERICA,

Broadway, corner 76th Street, New York.

OR SALE—I904 Winton touring-car, $750;

1904 Franklin with detachable tonneau, 87

Both cars in perfect condition. A.

GRANGER, Grand Hotel, Cincinnati.

50;

W.

HAVE FOR SALE one Oids runabout; one

four-cylinder. 20 H. P. gasoline car; eight

steam cars, including runabouta and touring cars,

also steam delivery wagons, all in first—class run

ning order. Write for particulars, if interested.

K. A GROUT, Orange, Mass

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Steam racing
car, 40 hrrsrpower; 36inch wheels in per

fect condition; speed, mile in less than a minute

on straight away. He‘d world's record for nine

months, making a mile in r:oo on mile track.

Can use small car. JOHN HOWARD, log N.

Broad St.. Trenton. N. J.

HAUFFEUR—Experit-nced, reliable man,

wishes position; best referenczs. HOWELL,

309 West 50th Street, New York.

FOR SALE—1903 Winton, oil and gas lamps.

side baskets; [904 style crsnk shaft, in best

cond tion; I903 two cylinder Pope-Toledo, oil and

ass lamps, in perfect running order; 1904 two

cy‘inder, l0 horsepower Ford, with lonueau, used

five months: 1904 Model H Rambler. with ton

nesu; r904 Duryoa, tiller steer; all in fine running

order; make your best offer on any of them.

EASTON AUTOMOBILE CO., Easton. Pa.

ETTER FINISHES P—Thst's what many

automobile manufacturers desire or require

and wthout egotism,l know I can supply it.

Have had 25 years' experience with high-class

carriages and wish to connect as foreman of paint

ing department in automobile factory. Am com~

patent to mix own colors snd have executive

ability. Best of references. G. F. M.. care

Motor World, New Y0rk.

 

I O ~32-3S horsepower Royal Tourist car;

9 5 first class conditiori; equipped with

Spragus top, glars front, acetylene lamps, odom

eter. extra tire; owner to go abroad reason for

selling; $2,600. GEORGE S LA RRABEE.

Syracuse, N. Y.
 

 

 

  

The

Persuasive

Instrument !

(L The average person who drives a motor car

has a desire to speed—to “ let ’cr out."

(L But we have yet to find the man who has an

insane desire to get within the clutches of the

law.

(L The Jones Speedometer has that peculiar in

fluence over the speeding motorist—4f he is beyond

the limit—there is that "arrow"——a constant rc

mindcr. It persuades him to go slower. Thus it

accomplishes a great service.

(L And to each user of The Jones Speedometer

we present our brass Protection Tag which warns

the officer of the law, not to arrest on guess work.

lONES SPEEDOMETER

fllrmrI/ni/nrnl by jar. 1". fan .1

125 West 326 Street, - New YORK

‘I'IAOI
  

 

 

 
 

New York School of Automoblla Engineers
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of Instruction for

Chauffeurs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enroll'ng Students

Write, Call ll' Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, 41" Columbus.

Steel Balls

Roller Bearings

Ball Bearings

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING CO.

48th St. & Olrsrd Av:., Phllsdclphis, Ps.
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od of Controlling the Same. Ernst J. Berg,

Schenectady, N. Y., Assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New

York. Filed April 20, 1904. Serial No. 204.

052.

Ciaim.—1. The method of controlling over

wide ranges the speed of a self-propelled

vehicle deriving its motive power from an

electric geenrator driven by a prime mover.

which consists in varying over wide ranges

the speed of the prime mover.

801,359. Pneumatic Tire. Henry W. C.

B. Cave, London, England. Filed October

1, 1904. Serial No. 226,876.

Claim—1. A pneumatic-tire cover com

posed of strips that are so interlaced with

one another as to lie obliquely with respect

to the periphery of said cover; and that

have their breadths so increased at inter

vals dependent to the transverse section of

said cover, as, when the cover is in position

on the. tire to cause the said strips to form

at their crossings a close mesh.

801,390. Hydrocarbon-Motor. Abbot A.

Low, Horseshoe, N. Y. Filed December 2.

1904. Serial No. 235,138.

Claim.—1. In combination with the com

bustion-chamber of a hydrocarbon-motor, a

mixing-chamber of elongated form provided

with a vertical extension at each extremity.

a horizontal screen in each of said vertical

extensions, means for injecting alcohol

against the screen in one vertical extension

and means for injecting ekrosene against the

screen in the other extension, and an induc

tion-valve interposed between said mixing

chamber and the said colnbustion-chamber,

for the purpose and substantially in the man

ner set forth.

801,425. Vehicle-Wheel. Robert Weide

man, Hawkeye, Iowa. Filed, January 21.

1905. Serial No. 242,175.

Claim-A wheel of the class described, the

same comprising a springy folly and spokes

secured thereto, a hub having radial sockets

for the inner ends of the spokes to slide

in, and springs secured to the spokes and to

the hub to resist the inward sliding of the

spokes, and springs engaging the spokes and

the feiiy intermediate the spokes.

801,452. Sparking Device. Benjamin G.

Gilbough, Chicago, Ill. Filed December 30,

1904. Serial No. 238,927.

Claim.—1. The combination with an en

gine-cylinder ofan ignition device connect—

ed therewith, comprising a fluid-actuated ro

tary wheel, an electrode actuated by said

wheel, a coaching electrode, an electric cir

cuit completed through said electrodes, and

means for making the external portion of

the circuit at proper intervals, for the pur

pose set forth.

801,481. Canopy-Frame for Automobiles.

Lewis G. Shipley, New York, N. Y. Filed

January 18, 1905. Serial No. 241,587.

Claim—1. in an automobile—canopy frame,

a dashboard, frames pivoted to said dash

board, a pane of glass between said frames.

said frames adapted to support the said

glass, and between which said glass may

slide. the said frames being pivoted so that

when folded one will lie over the other. a

board extending' across the upper ends of the

frame, and catches adapted to secure the

frames of the board together.

801,517.

Gear. JOSt‘iill S. Fairfax, London, England.

Filed May ll, 1904. Serial No. 207,434.

Ulaim.— i. .\ s]wed-reduction and driving

gear combining a cover, having a bearing,

with a shaft rcvoluble in and projecting.

Speed-Reduction and Driving'

from said bearing; a sun-wheel secured to

the shaft in close proximity to the hear

ing; a wheel having internal teeth secured

to said cover so as to surround and be con

centric with said sult-wheel; a planet sys

tem of wheels rotatable on pins and revol

uble between the said sun and stationary

wheels; a disk carrying the said pins and

having a hub rotatable upon the outer end

of the shaft, and a power-transmitting mem

ber formed on or secured to the said hub.

substantially as and for the purpose herein

ibefore described and shown in the draw

ngs.

801,521.

Jackson 0. Haas, Pottsville, Pa.

tober 21, 1904. Serial No. 229,481.

Claim._1. In a device of the class de

scribed. a frame structure including lon

gitudinal side bars of Z-iron and cross-bars

connecting the same; two of said cross-bars,

disposed at and near the rear ends of the

structure, being extendedbeyond the side

bars of the latter; in combination with

springs connected with the extended ends of

said cross-bars, and a rear axle supporting

said springs.

801,539. Carbureting Apparatus and Feed

'i'herefor for Internal-Combustion Engines.

Joseph S. Moreland, Rochester, N. Y., As

signor of One-Half to Moss Mosely, Roches

ter, N. Y. Filed April 21, 1904. Serial No.

204,222.

t‘laim.—1. In an explosive-engine, a car

bureter comprising a supply-tube for sup—

plying combustible fluid under suction, and

controllable means for admitting air under

pressure to said supply-tube for forciva

spraying combustible fluid therefrom, sub

stantially as described.

801.580. Attaching-Collar for Pneumatic

Tires. Jules C. Fouilloy, Paris, France.

Filed February 20, 1905. Serial No. 246,

588.

('lalm._1. The attaching-collar for non

splitting protecting devices of pneumatic

tires of any not-cemented systems, compris

ing a leather piece having in its center an

opening corresponding to the spoke of the

wheel, such leather piece being strength

cncd by a metallic part. and carrying books

with spring-fastenings, intended for holding

the attaching-rings of the non-slipping pro

tecting device, substantially as above de

scribed.

801,605. Speed-Indicating and Alarm De

vice for Vehicles. John E. Parrish and Rich

ard 11. Smith, Springfield, Mass. Filed 0c

tobcr 31. 1904. Serial No. 230,830.

Claim.—1. In a speed-indicating device.

the combination with a casing, having a cen

trifugal governor, therein, provided with a

hollow, upwardly-open, spindle, and having

at its top a supplemental indicator-casing

having a slot through the wall thereof, and

which casing is also constructed for the re

ception of interchangeable cards, of a stem

within the hollow spindle, subject to ver

tical movement on the operation of the gov

crnor, and having its upper end located in

the indicator-casing and having a part mov

able closeiy to, and registering on, the in

dicator, and means connected with the gov

ernor for imparting its rotation thereto.

801,006. Carbureted-Air Machine. Firmin

I'icard, Montreal, Canada. Filed December

3. 1904. Serial No. 235,327.

(‘laim.-_1. A carburetcal-air machine com

prising a casing, separated rotatable sup

ports mounted within the casing and each

having projections extending toward the

companion support, a-strip of fabric mount

ed upon each of the sets of projections, and

Running-Gear for .mtomobiies.

Filed Oc

a blast-conduit situated between the sup—

ports and opening within both of the strips.

801,632. Vehicle-Wheel. Thomas Apple

ton, New York, N. Y. Filed January 25,

1905. Serial No. 242,587.

Claim—1. In vehicle-wheels, a rim, a sol

id-rubber tire secured to rim, having trans

verse slots therein extending through from

side to side, metal braces at the sides of

the tire. and pins secured to the said braces

and passed through the said slots, normally

engaging their outer end walls.

801.645. Internal-Combustion Engine. Al

mon B. Calklns, Belleville, N. J. Filed Oc

tober 24, 1904. Serial No. 229,707.

'Claim.1. In an internal-combustion en

gine, the combination with stationary pis

tons arranged axlally in line with each other.

and means supporting their inner ends, of

reciprocating cylinders surrounding said pis

tons, means connecting the cylinders togeth

er, a crank-shaft, and means connecting said

cylinders in driving relation with said crank—

shaft.

801,674. Change-Gearing. Joseph S. More

land, Rochester, N. Y., Assignor of One-Half

to Moss Mosely, Rochester, N. Y. Filed May

10, 1904. Serial No. 207,266.

Claim—1. In a change-gearing, the com

bination of a main shaft, a secondary shaft,

means constructed to drive said secondary

shaft by said main shaft, gears mounted on

said shafts, means for securing said gears

to their respective shafts, means for shifting

said gears into and out of mesh. and a com

mon operating means constructed to actuate

said gear-securing and gear-shifting means.

substantially as described.

801,712.’ Gearing. George P. Dorris, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed October 12, 1904. Serial

No. 228,238.

Claim—1. The combination with a cyl—

inder of a motor-vehicle vapor-engine hav

ing an extension, the engine crank-shaft

mounted therein. a clutch and transmission

gearing associated with said crank-shaft and

clutch, of a housing attached to said engine

extension and serving in its association

therewith to incase said clutch, crank-shaft

and transmission-gearlng, substantially as

set forth.

$01,720.

.ir., Litchtield, Conn.

Serial No. 216,857.

Claim-1. An inflation-valve including an

externally-screw-threaded tubular stem for

insertion through a rim and provided with

an external longitudinal fiat portion, valve

mechanism within the stem, a nut fitted

upon the stem for engagement with the rim,

locking-washers embracing the stem at op

posite sides of the nut and provided with

flattened portions engaging the flat portion

of the stem to prevent rotation of the wash

ers, and a dust-cap fitted to the outer end

of the stem and engaging the outer washer

to prevent looseness thereof.

801, 726. Coll Friction~Clutch. William H.

Lindsay and R. Iiaden Couper, Johnstone,

Scotland. Filed August 26, 1904. Serial No.

222,322.

Claim—1. In a friction-clutch, the combi

nation with shafting, of a pair of clutch

members carried thereby, one of said mem

bers comprising a coil composed of a pin

rality of convolutions encircling said other

member and having its central convolutions

of a greater bore than the end convolutions.

and means for throwing said clutch members

into clutch.

801,727. (:oii Friction-Clutch. William II.

Lindsay and linden R. Couper, Johnstone.

Inflation-Valve. John E. Keller,

Filed July 16, 1904.
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Scotland. Filed August 26. 1904. Serial No.

222.323.

Clnlm.--1. In a friction-clutch, the com

binatlon with shutting, of a rotary support

loosely mounted thereon, a clutch member

keyed to said shai’ting adjacent said rotary

support, a second clutch member comprising

a coil encircling said first clutch member

and having

8A)1,T%. Coil Ii‘riction-Ciuteh. William H.

Lindsay, Johnstone, Scotland. Filed August

26, 1904. Serial No. 222,324.

Claim—1. In a friction-clutch, the com~

bination with shafting. of a frictiotleum

carried thereby, a coil member, comprising

a plurality of convolutions, operatively con

nected at one end to said shafting and loose

ly encircling said drum, and means for ex

erting a positive local winding pressure sue

cessively on separate convolutions of said

coil member at distant points longitudinally

thereof.

801,804. Axle-End. Hiram P. Maxim.

I‘lttsburg, Pa., and Herbert \V. Alden, Hart

ford, ('onn., Assignors to The Electric Vehicle

(fompany, Jersey City, N. J., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed January 15, 1902. Se

ral No. 89,828.

Claim._l. As an article of manufacturev

an axle-end comprising in one integral piece

a substantially vertical body portion. stub

axle~supporting jaws projecting from one

side of the body portion and an axle attach

ment and an upwardly and inwardly ex

tending load or strain supporting tang pro

jecting from the. opposite side of the body

portion, substantially as shown and de

scribed.

801.823. Automobile. Ernst J. Berg.

Schenectady, N. Y., Assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New

York. Original Application Filed April 20.

1901. Serial No. 204.052. Divided and thi<

Application Filed May 22, 1905. Serial No.

261,498.

(iiaim.—1. in combination, an internal

combustion engine an electric generator

driven thereby. an electrical ignition device

for the engine, and means for connecting

said ignition device to points on the gen

erator-commutator having a. difference of

potention equal to only a traction of the ter

minal voltage or the generator.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity“ will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. Tile Motor World Publishing

(70.. 154 Nassau Street, New York. “'

 

PENNSYLVANIAW CLINCHER

  

 

The value of a Tire is measured not by dollars,

but by the Odometer.

The Tire which travels furthest without repairs is

the most valuable to 292:

The Tire which carries your Car softly over the

road is the most valuable to your Motor.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER (I).

 

 

J EANN ETTE, PA.

  

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

DLEAmerican Ball-Bearinq to.

L. 8. 8‘ M. S. Ry. 8t Edgwator Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.8.A.
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GILBERT

._ Into Fahrio Supplies

LOOK FOR THE NAME

For sale at leading

supply houses

Catalogue sent on request

THE GILBERT MFG. GO.
New Haven, Coon.

  

THE

WITHEIIBEE BATTERY

Solves the ignition Problem

WITI-IERBEE IGNITION .60.,

27 Themes Street, New York.

DIAMOND OIIAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTVIIEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

DIAMOND OHAIN & MFG. OO.. INDIANAPOLIS

 

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

Are the only nuts that can forever withstand the shakes and strains t' which

an automot ile is subjected. locks automatically and absolute 1y Made two

units, it combines the three forces Of wedge, screw and lever, forming a com

bination lock of immen‘e power.

Marie in all sizes. and of univerral application. Write for catalogue.

COLUMBIA LOCK & BOLT CO., BridgepOrt, Conn.

  

 

Atlas Extractor of Brolxen Taps.

A strong and simple device for removing taps broken

off in a tapped hole. \‘Vcrks quickly and easily, and

will not injure the work. A time- and moneysaver;

=- ' Tvvs MADLLXLPRML H;

In! rim-He“ anniv- .

always ready for instant use. _L1] 1:: .rrrm'ynu Circulars ner Prri': List. T.“ ' "'—

Also makera of the Atlas Swivel Vile and Atlas Teolmakns' Vise.

A’l‘LAS MACHINE CO., 12 Beverly St., Pr0\'idenoe, R. I.

  

Ii

 

  

 

 

The Ball improved Transmission

and REVERSE GEAR

——FOR-—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 0F SPUR GEARS

Patented April 19, 1901; Nov. 3, 1903; Jan. 12. 1904:

Feb. 23, 1904.

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

56 Greenpolnt Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Western Agts.: J. H. Noustedt Co., St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

 

AUTOMOBILE

FORGINGS
NEW EOIIIPMENT.

LARGER FAOIIITIES.

We are prepared to make estimates from

drawings or models, and guarantee first

class work and deliveries according to con

NEW PLANT.

tract.

Special and difficult drop-forging; a spa.

cialty.

HONEST

WORK

AT

HONEST

PRIOES

 

  

THE M. SEWARD & SON COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

—

FEW SECOND=HAND GOOD TOPS

STANLEYS

FOR SALE CHEAP.

CENTRAL AUTOMOEILE EXCHANGE,

O7 FOUNTAIN ST" PROVIDENCE, R. I.

  

    

There is

all
glib DOUBLE MEANING

in that good Old term

“TRIED AND TRUE”

as it applies to

“SWEDOH”

SPRING STEEL RIMS.
They are not only true when they leave

our hands, but they have been thoroughly

tried by all sorts and conditions and this use

  

proves that they stay true, which means a

lessening of tire troubles.

  

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers,

Lamps and Engineers Sets.

THE AMERICAN TUBE 8: STAMPING CO.,

Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A.

  

 

I THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In lO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

OARBOliilALE OIIEMIOAL 00., - Garbonrlale, Pa.

We make them.

LONDON tops iit any

car. GUARANTEED all

Styles. Prices, sam

plea and descrip—

tirn oi construc

tion mailed on ~

request.

LONDON AU IO SUPPLY 00.,1229 Michigan Ava., Ghioago.
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivery.

STEEL STAMPINGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

No More Borrowing Cars

Without Owner’s Permission

The Hill Lock Valve

(here shown), is a new device and a

good one. It is connected at any

convenient place in the gasolene

pipe and when locked and the key

withdrawn prevents the gasolene

from flowing to the carburettor and

consequently the engine cannot be

started. The key cannot be taken

from the lock until the gasoiene

supply is entirely shut off—when shut

‘off keep the key in your pocket. lm

possible for anyone to steal your car.

Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It isasmall device

made entirely of brass and turned with a “ special key "—no two keys

are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

cannot be picked or opened without the “ right ” key. Three keys are

furnished with each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor-cycle or launch to the most

powerful touring car. Price, $5.00. Special price to Supply

Houses and Automobile Manufacturers. Apply to your

supplyman or garage. If not found in stock, address

E HILL, Jr.,

Norwalk Iron Works (20., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

 
  

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

  

 
 

 

 

 

//

// ///.

//7 m S

’

SOLAR /

PARABOLENS /

HEADLIGHT
ernt beam of any lamp made, yet

2:31:23)?! gizple, sale and sure no better lamp can

be built. The most your dealer mil say about the next

best is that it In “ “on as good as a SOLAR -—butwhy

not buy the stall ard and dodge the second best.

We stand back of every SOLAR lamp with a

guarantee to you—a warranty that leaves no room for

THIS

  
  

  

/

/

% risk on the buyer’s part. You can’t buy better lamps

% -whether oil or acetylene.

/ Write for booklet—or ask your supply man.

BADGER BRASS MFC. 60.,

Konosha, Wis.

le Yomr Orncl rr Warren Street.

  

 

 

 
W

MIDCLEY

Artillery Presssetl Steel Wheel

THE STRONGEST AUTOMOBILE WHEEL MADE.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will always re

main absolutely true.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that does not require

care and attention.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will withstand

hard usage,even abuse.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will not shrink,

warp or swell, there~

by eliminating reset

ting rims and other

annoyances.

  
   

- S

 

 

Write for Catalogue.

 
 

  

 

THE MIDOLEY MFG. CO., Columbus, Ohio

l
l

E
1

t W
WWW/WWWMMMMM/WW
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SELF-STARTING FROM THE SEAT.

Mathesorrn”

“America’s Finest Motor Car.”

1900 MODELS—40 and 60 H. P.

OUR NEW FACTORY, new building in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., will be one of the

largest and most modern automobile plants in existence. We will move

into this new plant about Jan. xst, 1906. Address until then . . . . MATHESOHZYnnggsFAR co"

nvFTm'EE'“ BROWN-LIFE GEARS

Irreversible Steering.

Bovel and chain Drive

llittorential.

Many Sizes and Models.

  

 

 

 

  

RESULTS OF VANDERBILT ELIMINATlllN CONTEST
0n Long Island Course. in , Sept 23, Average 'lme.

Sliding ticar Trans

illlSSlllll.
Thesflagspriélt‘hgtlvagwso leader? wirledcqluippfd with tae‘yTgUFFAdELZ-legTEORD- -w w = um cm H R rtnsorr & DRAPER.166Lalo sum. Chicago, ru. Direct Factory

lst. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 HP.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds. runs. 1. WETZEL, 1r Warren Street, new York. l salesmen

2d. TRACY, (Locomobtlc. 90 H.P.)2 Hours,l Minot, 49 Seconds. ms E mle 97 Ram mm mm 1

The third car ran rq minutes behind the leader .

AND WAS wrrnour TriB TRUFF\ULT-HARTFORD susmauslous 318'320 ll- Email 3L. Phllatllilllllllt l Sales Age“

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, | Carrying Stock
Racing or Touring. if you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car w'th

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. J

THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFURD SHllllK ABSORBER.

Hartiord Suspensions “'ere I," All the Winning 9081’ & LESTER c0" Hartfordl 00"" Eastern Sales Agents.

Cars in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

Gildden Tour: French Eliminating Trials; Gordon Bennett Rare; Ardenml

Circuit Race. French; 1,000 Ville i'rack Record. Guy Vaughn. '

HARTFORD SUSPENSION co. BROWN-LIFE GEAR 00., 200 S. Geddos St., Syracuse, N. Y

EDWARD V. Ham-roan, President 69 Vestry Street, "CW York Uty

  

 

  

 
 

“Automobile Brand”

" I Aluminum

1.2:: 1:] Bastrngs.
HANDY. r The Right 8...

at the Ritzht Price.

The only proper equipment for your auto. 2 FOR EA

Ask for our new machine wrench catalog. PHOSPHOR BRO“ E c R“ AND BEARINGS.

1n: arttmcs a set-:NcER cOMPANY llliHT MFG. Mil] FUUNBRY Bl]. Pottstovn, P3.

HARTFORD, CON N.
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NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th Bt_ BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St,

ficamalile
The .ficamodlle Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

[Ilrmbrr Association a/ Lirnurd Automobile Manufacturer:

PHILADELPHIA, "—49 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 Mich.gan Ave.

 

 
 

YOU OAK SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keep

ing clean. Fisk‘s Auto-Car Soap does it.

Cleans a. dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the

finish and keeps it looking new with all its original lustre.

Re—orders from those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express

prepaid to points as far West as and including Chicago, Ill.)

Also put up in barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all jobbers, dealers and

garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order. >

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

FISK’S AUTO-CARSOAP
AOIIIE MOTOR OAIIS

POSITIVE CONTROL—STARTING ANO STOPPING

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—GOING ANO COMING.

Without flourishes or fads Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily accessible at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION iN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

J. W. MEARS, Brooklyn; ENBIGN a MOORE. Blngharnton. N. Y.;

DEVLIN & CO., Chicago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE, Atlanta. 6a.;

'1‘. C. BRADFORD. Wilmington, Dal.; BOSTON MOTOR CO., Boston:

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsburg; ACME MOTOR CAR 00..

Philadelphia; ACME MOTOR CAR CO., OF N. Y.. New York City.
 

 

 

READ THIS !
TH E OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

AuToMoanas,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets,

Columbus, Ohio, September 5, r905.

THE STEEL BALL (0., Chicago, Ill.

Genllcmen :—We desire to express our sense of the great assistance

your Oiler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and u C'lloli'ly run at

Long Branch In a run of 320: miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

used 10 gallons of oil and your oilcr delivered the oil in an uniailing

measure as set. It: operation was periect at all times. 'i he importance of

this we fully realize and its help in getting it 15 record ior our PRAYER

MILLER car.

Yours truly,

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.

HILL PRECISION OILERS
MANUFACTURED ll\'

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY, 832 Austin Ave, Chicago, U. S. A.

 

 
 

 

“CTINENTAL”
means all that is best when

applied to motors, clutches

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. _

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars. Ask for

catalogue.

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE 8TREET, ' ' CHICAGO, ILL.

PETERSON & DRAI’ER, Direct Factory Representatives.

i

  

 

 

SQI—IRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

  

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

v.' 5, shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRADER’S SON, lnc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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That

Car iLogan
We know something ot especial interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Bogart zonstruction Oompanv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

 

“0 West 38th Street, New York.

NOWW

iroumrro con

i

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, cum, 0. s. A.

"00000000000000.0000..."

 

1

MOTOR CARS

F In two new models, improved and

better than ever, will be ready very

shortly. We have a surprise to ofler

which will make everybody

“WATOH FOR THE ROUNO

RAOIATOR.”

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIOLE 00.,

I007 East Twenty-Second 8t.,

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Member Aurerr'ran

Molar Car filanu/rnturzr: Association, Chicago.

 

 

 

l SPRAGUE UMBRELLA oo.
 

Springfield Top
(Pat. r89s)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield lelal

Body 00.,

388 Iirnis Are"

Sringiisld, last.

  

CHBAP MATERIALD~

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, NorthI East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United Stake. _

It looking for a location, or An investment. smte

M. V. RICHARDS‘I Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, an Broadway, ew York tty.

 

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES.

No cleaning 0! generators: No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough ;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lights on de

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze: No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The concentrated Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York. 

To Operators of Sloan liars:

Write us for printed matter on the IELSOI

STEAII WATER PUNP, the only Pom" blah

pressure boiler feed.

, JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

l04-i to Centre 8t., New York.

TIIE IIARIOII IIOTOR OAR
QIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, O l 500.

Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. Webuild it.

MARION MOTOR OAR (30-, llllllllPOI-IS. In

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Chain Company

~— MAKI -—

Autornobile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

Baldwin our] & Mfg. 00.,
Worcester. Mass . U.S A.

SPRAOIIE OAIIOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Send for Catalogue

Nomalk. Ohio

  

 

 

  

 

  

Names, .a__ can

Address  

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (lbotot Worth

for one year, commencing with the issue oil/i, i

 

 

 

 

Troubled with Faulty Ignition?

We are ignition specialists. Our

APPLE

Automatic Sparkor

is a portable stora battery

charger that cures al ignition

faults. All owners of launches.

Automobiles or gas engines should

write today.

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

or nnvrn ILDG.. DAYTON. omo

SWRrT-E DEALERS
"any srssv "I new a your cragr'

and buy “ Sta-Rite " ignition plugs. We have plugs

for every possible need. 47 sins. Porcelain,

‘|.5°; Mica,‘l,75, Advise name of car and

secure style best adapted. It makes a great differ

e V .N THE R. e. HARDY co.

215 I." 'IOOIIIY IE' YORK CITY

 

   

 

 

COOLERS

  

Der-Iron: Krcu. ll

(AOTIIN 'ACTOI', IEIAII, I. J. TANKS

 
 

HOODS 

 

that Pulse?

Not so vigourons—eh? Winter's

ems and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Da Nothing for just two weeks at

French Lick

W'est Baden Springs
Simply rest and drink the world-tamed waters.

They clear away the impurities from the system

— cure kidney. liver and stomach troubles.

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern Indiana on the

MOIIOII ROUTE
Write for Illustrated Booklet. glvln full per

ticuinru. hotel rates. etc.. mnilofhee.

CHAS. ll. ROCKWELL FRANK J-Bl-JED

T 0 Manager Gen'l Pass. Agent

198 GUSTO! HOUSE PLAULCHIOAQO
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“DIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speed. and Hover-Ia.

  
WHAT ls MiiilE lMPllilTIlli THAN THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS?

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR co., - Syracuse, N. Y.

SLIDE om.

Direct Drive. Three Speed! and Raver"

  

 

 

Kinrsiun llarhurelnr.
OVER 30,000 I” USE.

Patented Mayra, £903.

Other Patents

Pending.

 

 

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cole,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olilng Devlcee, etc.

i s i
limit

I BYBIE, KIIBSTIII I 00., Kotomo. lnd., U. 8. A.

 

MUFFLER ’B_ '6‘" l

 

 

 

Pat. Jan. so, less.  

mus GRADOMETER 11411:.

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, l1.§o.

THE ADAM! COMPANY, Dubnque, Iowa

 

RELIABLE

$3.50

Send for Circulars

MORE-POWER C0.

Lowell, Mass.

  

wm-trn;i>
wm4m34r0<

 

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. 00.,

Amesbury, Mass.

    

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: 8. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moanlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and grow

ing bolder. bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. S'I‘EAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE Wm RF Dn'rnorr, MICH

 

  

RAY?“ DAV]5 '
"Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR le Equlpped With Them. AM ESBURY, MASS

 

GREATEST RECUPERATION
 

  

COLUMBIA IIIIY CELLS

Send

for

 

  
 

 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

Catalogue.

 

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

() 't‘ e ' Ii ' r t .“Lafi‘é‘imlfii” 0 l l- E R wzltefltilriir::cny|;itiilon.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flint, Mich.

’S*P'L1 'TiD-O-R1F4

-G—O-I=-I:-S
C. F. SPLIYDORF

\r-zr vanocnnrcn s'rslzzr. NCW VOII.

  

We Undersell Everybody

Only ho for new 281036 m- a fresh from fac

$1 0 toryv Other styles and sizes in proportion.

_ We Do First Class Repairing

I’ay freight on all tires sent us, examine and send estimate ol

cost of repairs before doing any work. We vt'lcanuie. fill,

retread and recover old tires. Price lur Newmlalic Filling.

$5 for 181136 tire.

I]. GIIAHAII CYCLE C0.. SUI-605 Madison St, Chicago
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WATOH THE EFFICIENT

DOUBLE OHAIN DRIVE

On l906 Model Cars with ‘fWHITNEY” Chains.

l'lIm-OZOZ I'll-WCOFU-lOZ

  

  

Every “WHITNEY ” Detach

able Chain contains one Connecting

Link distinguished from the others

by notches in the top surface. This

Connecting Link fits loosely on the

rivets and may be removed by hand.

Tfhe other [)etachaide IaHlkS are

purposebrfinced fighdy on

to the rivets but can be easily

detached by means of the

New Repair Outfit.

New ..“v-h|tney" Chalxgritalgzlir Outfit ready for op- A boy can repair [00“WHITNEyn

Detachable Chains in less time than

  

" assistance of a complete machine

shop, to repair one damaged direct

. gear drive.
Repair Outfit with handle detached for tool box. Connecting Link.

  

7; PATENTED

  

"WHITNEY" DETAOHABLE ROLLER CHAIN.

SFROGKETS must be machined GORREGTLY it best results are desired.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., -

  

Hartford, Conn.
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There are reasons why

 

MORGAN thRIGHTTIRES  

  

 

 

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

 

Reason 3

AMALGAMATION o|- FABRIC AND eovsn.

(L The difficulty arising from the separation of fabric layers and rubber cover is chiefly attributable to either

a soft,easily-chipped cover stock, which permits dirt and pebbles to get under it, or to inadequate vulcanization.

(L MORGAN & WRIGHT tires are made on the theory that the only satisfactory way to remedy this is

in the making of the tire.

@By a series of exhaustive tests we have proven that it is impossible to so thoroly amalgamate

these parts as to make separation practically impossible; and every Morgan 8: Wright tire MUST

STAND THE TEST before it leaves the factory.

(L This is demanded quite as much for 22 protection as for yours. It is (E: of the essential requirements

in the making of a thoroly good tire.

 

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Chicago.

 

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine Sta. DETROIT—265 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—IN? Mission St.

BOSTON—22.8 Columbul A . NEW YORK—214 W. 47th st. DENVER—1562 Broadway.

CLEVELANHT Huron SYRACUSE—212,214 S. Clinton st. ST. LOUIS—638 deeventer Ave.

DAYTON—417 E. 6th St. MINNEAPOLIS—717419 Henneptn Av. LOS ANGELES—M 8. Man: St.

ATLANTA—35 Edgewood Ave.

 

 
 

 

Business and the OLDSMOBILE

The development of the Oldsmobile as a public utility has been

steady and uninterrupted. -

The Oldsmobile Standard Runabout meets the requirements of the

business and professional man, the rural delivery carrier, the commercial

traveler, and is an indispensable adjunct to modern life.

The Commercial Vehicle has reached the highest development in

the Oldsmobile. '

You will find in our line the vehicle which most fully meets your

requirements, whether for city or country delivery, light trucking, city or

rural transportation, depot or park service.

Write us for full information and details. 'There is big money to

be made with our commercial cars and it will pay you to get in the

game early. Ask for Circular 53.

OLDS HOTOR WORKS, Lansing, l‘lich., U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.
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T0 SELLERSOFANII USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

F We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

  

suits'for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

the manufacturers of such tires.

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G 81 J Tires:

G & .1 Tire e0.

Hartford Rubber Works ('30.

Morgan & Wright.

B. F. Goodrich 80.

Diamond Rubber (20.

GoodyearTire& Rubber (20.

Fisk Rubber ('30.

International Automobile &

Vehicle Tire Go.

eontinental @aoutchouc ('20.

GaJhm:Co.
Indianapolis, Ind. -
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Are Yo_u a Ford Aqent

for 1966?

If not, get the Agency for your territory. It will be worth your while. We do

not care to announce particulars about our new models at this early date.

There’s enough people copying Ford ideas and we want Ford Agents to have an

exclusive snap next season. We can promise you, however, that the Ford proposition

for next year will be the biggest money and reputation maker ever offered to an Auto

mobile Agent.

You have heard the rumors about a “Ford runabout,” but the most glowing

accounts of our car will fall far short of the actual car we have for next year.

Write and get in touch with us.

FQRD MGTGR QGMPHNY, = ' - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBER AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO.

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR CO., of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

  

 

The BAKER ELEele

The Baker ElectricDepot Qarriaqe, -

The Most Elegant of all Electrics.

 

 

  

 

aLso

RUNHBQUTS, STHNHDPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETe.

 

WE BBB READY TO TALK BUSINESS.

THE BAKER MOTQR VEHIGLE GOMPHNY, @LEVELHND, OHIO.

G. B. RleB, Broadway and 58th Street, New York Agents.
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I6 11. P. Touring Car

$1,400 $750

THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles without a single adjust

ment. No car at less than twice the price made AS 6000 a record. No car AT ANY PRICE

did better. I

THE CAR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

“Climb to the Clouds" at Mt. Washington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get one up, but sent the SRNE car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Runabout type won the race at Long Branch August 19,

making four miles in 5 min. 33 sec., and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of y0ur consideration.

as many cars as you please, but don't buy before seeing the Maxwell.

The agency field is filling fast. ‘i you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Central Western Representative; Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association. New York Agents:

A. F. CHASE. Agents in principal cities. h'lAXVVELL-BRISCOE, INC.

Foreign Reproaentntlves (except Canada. and Mexico), RICHARD KEVIN & 00., 25 Broad BL, New York City.

  

Look at

  

 

  

"lt's Nice to Know

How Far You Go."

Veeder Odometers.

Every 'Veeder Odometer we send out is

designed for the particular make and model car

for which it is ordered. That insures accuracy.

You will want an Odometer when you go

touring this summer. Ask your dealer or send to

us for catalog.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO.,

26 Sargoant Street, Hartford, 0mm.

Cyclometers Odometers, Tachometers, counters and Plus Castlngs.
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NUISE
BONE-RACKING an

EfiiiisPULLEYS W'T“

GASKETS THE
muss nous J _
STRUT nous

ITS SILENCE AND SIMPLICITY ARE ON A PAR WITH ITS EASY RIDING QUALITIES. IT IS

A COMFORTABLE CAR AS WELL AS A DEPENDABLE ONE.

  

Detachable

  

. No Delays.

Side Entrance _
- Immediate

Tonneaus _ .

Supplied if ;/ Deliverles

Desired. Guaranteed.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Member A. L. A. M.

PETER fOGARTY, New York Agent, 142 West Thirty-eighth Street.

 

 

 

Wear=Resisting Construction.
That’s the secret of the unparalleled success of the

  

SIDE WIRE TIRES.
These tires have proved adequate to the demands of heavy commercial use when the others have

failed; not in one case, but in thousands. We have the evidence to support this statement‘we are

prepared to back up every fact by the supreme test of proo .

Then why not “Firestone”?

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.,

AKRON, OHIO.

New York Chicago mum Boston sc. Louis s" chim 1.“ Ange!"
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The dull season made profitable for the agent by

the sale of Pope-Waverley Electrics.
 

DO YbU realize how much extra money you can make by pushing the

sale of Electric Automobiles? The Pope-Waverley Station Wagon and

the Coupe-Top Chelsea are so particularly adapted for fall and winter use that

it is only necessary to bring their good points to the attention of the people

to secure profitable customers.

We can make prompt deliveries on these models

and will be glad to have you visit our Indianapolis

factory and see the reason for our enthusiasm on the

future of the Electric carriage.

We make 15 distinct models, $850 to $2250.

NEW YORK CITY, 1733 Broadway

BOSTON, MASS.

 

POPE MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind.

PROVIDENCE. R. 1.. 15 Snow Street

223 Columbus Avenue WASHINGTON, D. C., 819 14th Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. 451 Mlsslon Street

  

Coupe-Top Chelsea, Prlce $I450.

 

 

 

v

The name stands for a line of cars that has

 

 

no equal, either as a selling proposition for the

dealer, or an investment for the individual

buyer.

Staunch in construction, powerful in action,

reliable in operation, and simple in control,

Queen Automobiles best meet every require

ment (f automobile worth.

  

Queen Runabouts. Queen Det. Tonneaus.

  

Queen Touring Cars.

Made right and sold right by

C. H. BLOMSl ROM MOTOR COMPANY,

Detroit, Mich.

C. A. DUERR 6: CO., Inc. I781 Broadway, New York Clty Agents.

 

 

 

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the {W0 cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duces two Impulses every tlme the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in autom' bile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You'll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

descriptionI stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

its climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

THE ELM ORE MFG. 00.,1104 Amanda Sl. Clyde, 0.
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TALKIN’ OF THE

COST OF UP-KEEP

The Royal Tourist cars are run by their owners at less repair

expense than any other motor cars built. You simply do not have

repairs. Ask an owner of a Royal how much it costs him to main

tain it. Then compare his figures with any other car, big or littlo'

touring car or runabout. Royal owners everywhere. Ask one.

Why is this? Every part is made and put together with proper

care. Money is freely spent for best materials. That's why!

That is also the reason why we were ab e to roll our car over in the

Vanderbilt Trials and then finish among the first.

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO., 58th St. & Broadway, New York; G. J. DUN

HAM, r82 Columbus Ave., Boston; THE MCDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE

CO., r449 Michixan Ave.. Chica o; G. W. CAPLIN, 432 South Fifth St.I

Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE UPPl,Y CO., l.im., 24 Tern erance St.,

Toronto; MOTOR SHOP, 3r7 N. Broad St., Philadelphia: ESTMIN

STER AUTOMOBILE CO., 4396 Olive St.. St. Louis.

 

 

 

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE OAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and mainta‘n.

“ Marks a New Era in Automobile C0115ll'llCllOll-"

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Denbody, Mus., U. S. A.

 

  
 

  

Here’s a Record

for You!

A 1906—4 cylinder—HAYNES, stock Touring Car,

stripped, with a racing seat on it, proved it’s utility by

it’s remarkable performance in the elimination trials for

the Vanderbilt cup.

Especially constructed racing monsters were com—

pletely outdistanced by the HAYNES.

But one stop was made during the entire race, and

this through no defect in the mechanism of the machine.

Isn’t this a wonderful record?

Isn’t this pretty good evidence in support of our

claims?

And—better still, isn't the HAYNES a good car to

sell because of this evidence of endurance, speed and
 

simplicity.

Agencies are now being contracted. Send in your

application at once.

Orders for exact duplicates of this car are being

booked in the order of their receipt, Write at once.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,

Members A L. A. M.

Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago
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In spite of the fact that we are completing

the finest fire-proof factory in the world, with a

capacity of one thousand high powered auto

mobiles per annum, it looks very much as

though last year’s scramble for Thomas Cars

was going to be repeated.

Last year, premiums of all the way from

$150 to $750 were refused for Thomas cars.

We were likewise compelled to refuse orders

for 50% of our capacity.

The only sales we lost were those of a few

unposted persons here and there, who couldn’t

see how so much value could be sold at so rea

_ sonable a price.

That idea was demolished last season, and

the fact that the 1906 Thomas is far costlier

than the 1905 model without a change in price

makes it unquestionably the greatest automo

bile value in the world to-day.

In brief, what you have to consider is a car

which demonstrated last year its superiority to

cars costing from $1,500 to $4,000 more money.

A car with 50 H. P. (actual), which is

quieter than it was last year; smoother than it

was last year; has larger motors; is far more

beautiful; far more comfortable, seating five

or eight, all fronting forward; with perfect

clutch; perfect control; four-speed Hess

Bright ball bearing transmission; four power

ful brakes; forgings throughout; material

guaranteed to be the costliest made; fifteen

Hess-Bright bearings and one roller.

Analysing this 1906 offering of power,

beauty and the highest degree of construction,

and bearing in mind what I have said to you

about the probability of a greater demand than

we can supply even with our increased capacity

of 1,000 high powered automobiles per annum

—do you not think it advisable for you to in

vestigate the Thomas without delay by con

sulting our nearest representative?

E. R. THOMAS,

for The E. R. Thomas Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Members Asaociatlon of Licenan Automobile Manufutnrorl
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Traction Companies Find

Diamond

SDLII] SIDE WIIIE

TRUCK TIRES
The Most Economical, Becauseiihey Not Only Resist Wear hut They STAY (IN.

Let us send you some useful information about sizes and weights of solid Tires.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

   

 

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—310 Woodward Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—US Million 5!.

PHILADELPHIA—3044306 No. Broad St. ST. LOUIS—3966 OIIve St. DENVER—322 Boston BulldIng.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. (‘HICAGO—IGT—IGD Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 Fl"! Ave. 5.

NEW YORK—7B Reade SI. CLEVELAND—223 Huron St.

 

 

 

WHYMODERNGMETHUII PREMIER cARs

wading by Appeal to All Classes.

TO THE PROFESSIONAL MAN—Because

E L E T R I I T Y of its simplicity.

TO THE BUSINESS MAN—Because of its

readiness to go at all times.

TO THE REPAIR MAN—Because of its per

fect accessibility to working parts.

TO ALL MEN—Because of its low cost of fuel

and maintenance.

We have much data from drivers on this latter point; for instance.

one writes on: “ The total cost of my running this season—5000

recorded miIes—is only a trifle over one cent per mile for the car—or

l-5th to I-4 cent per mile per passenger—total for repairs, fuel. etc.,

excepting tires."

These are points to remember when purchasing a car.

  

  

 

  

 

Makes impossible special shaped forgings a possibility.

 

Saves hours of machining. Should put manufacturers “The aircoolcd season never ends."

in a position that would enable them to make our —_

thoroughly equipped welding plant profitable. 9"" Em'm‘c. M°d°l ' "500 mumbou' ' "25°

Ourn=w(l906‘ Doctor's Speclal, t l 425 nght Truck, S I 400

STANDARD WELDING COMPANY, - Glevaland, ll. m .

McCLERNAND & ORR, Chicago CO., “initial-mini "iii..."

Western Repruentarives. Member! American Motor Car Mlmrhcturen Apodation.

  

 

  

 

own”...1 , wyw_.____~$
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' Congratulations

from a dealer in a rough

road country on the

service obtained from

GOODRICH

TIRES

WITH THE BAILEY TREAD.

“We wish to congratulate you because

of the splendid way your Goodrich-Bailey

tires have given satisfaction and service to

us and our customers. They not only wear

longest with the least show of use, but

seem to be free from weak spots, such as

fabric breaks and rubber and fabric part

ing company on the Tread, the latter seems

to be a sure thing on some tires that we

know of.
 

We are looking to 1906 Goodrich and

expect to be partial to them, because we

believe they deserve it if their previous

reputation is any criterion to go by.”

~AMu2u'l/r CJ't'lfi and Aum Co., Sept. 23, r905

Rims branded in the

channel with this copy

right mark have been

ispecled and pro

nounced perfect. We

J guarantee our tires

soonly on rims

Lrandtd.

THE B AILEY

“WON’T SLIP

Tl RE." Regular Gond

iich construction. but

provided with the Bailey

"Won’t Sl p" '1‘ re a d.

Prevents slipping, slew

ing or skidding.

The B. F. Goodrich Company

Ak r on, Ohio.

 

LEW YORK. 86—68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway“

BUFFALO. 731 Main St.

sAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St.

BOSTON. ‘ltii Co'umbus Ave. CHICAGO. Hi Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

CLEVELAND, 420 sum-nor St. DENVER. 1444 Curtis St.

LONDON, E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

 

 

 

  

 

Motor Qar

Tires

THE MOST SERVIGEHBLE TIRES

MADE

No Internal Heating

The thread iabric construction makes the

tire so pliable that it changes position in service

with the least possible resistance, which means

that the tires are very resilient, fast, and tree

lrom Internal heating.

No Pinched Tubes

The tire is iitted with a flap, which prevents

the tube from coming in contact with the rim,

or from getting under the edges 0! the case, pre

venting pinched tubes.

- No @reeping

The flap lorms a strong lrictionai contact

with the edges 0! the clinches. holding the edges

Iirmly to the rim for its entire circumterence, so

that it is impossible for the tire to creep.

6&JIna:Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Detroit

San Francisco

Bullalo eleveland

Ghicago

Boston

ehicago
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THE STANDARD

AMERICAN COOLER.

THE

WHITLlICK

CUULER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that

finished THIRD in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE UNLY CELLULAR CIIlILEIiS

MAIIE IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup

Races, also the 1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this

importance.

We make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this

fact by adopting

THE WHITLOCK
, A COOLERS,

continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906.

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

 

 

 
 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

THE. WHITE RUNABOUT

If seating capacity for two is suf

ficient for your needs, you would

do well to inspzct critically the White

runabout—our regular chassis fitted

with runabout body. It, of course,

possesses all those qualities of sim

plicity, durability and reliability

which have made the White the

favorite touring car of this country,

In addition, is the increased speed

which results from the lessened

weight. The price, furthermore, is

less than that of our touring car.

The White runabout should certainly

appeal strongly to those who wish a

stylish, speedy and silent car.

 

Write for further details regarding price, weight, etc.

WHITE AEZVJI‘N‘L COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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MadefromSelf-HardeningSteel.
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ten-C.E.Miller,

#96ReadsStr.,

NewYork.

DearSir:

IwishtowriteyouregardingtheBramptonchainswhichI

purchasedforwFranklincar.

No.lIhaveusedallthetimeandhavegivenitabout.asharda

pullasitispossibleforachair.toreceive.Allover:themountain;

ofOrangeCounty,NewYork,andbetweenNewYerk,Philadelphiaand

LakewooduntilIamtiredoftheroad.

ThelongchainontheFranklinisaprettystaffpropositionand many,infact,mostofmyfriendsstatethattheirfirsttroubleon thatcaristhatchainbreaksandIhavemetpeoplewhohaveworked

forhourstogettheirchainfixedontherev“.butIhavenevermeta

HEIAO.Ll>IN|H_L

Bramptonintroubleandminesofarhasnot4scratchonit.

No.2isinthepaperinwhichyoursalesmanwrappeditforme,

andisrestinginthebottomofthecarwaitingforNo.1tobreak.
lLvpartner,llr.Iilmarth,PresicentoftheL.1.AutomobileClub,

hasaBramptononhisIintonandhashadpracticallythesameresult

HegotmeinlinefortheBrariptonandthereIstay.,

asnr/self.

Diet.Verytrulyyours,

ALLSIZESCARRIEDINSTOCK

H.S.IL—G

OurNo.7CataloglsholdIIIbookofreferencebyautomoblllstsandwlllbemailedonrequest

CHARLEsE°MILLER:XAPNOURFTAEiT:II:5I:IIIJPOOBRBTEERR

HomeOMce,97,99,101ReadsSt.,NewYorkCity.

 

BRANCHES:

'13531°N-Broad81-.202.s204ColumbusAve.

Philadelphia,Pa.Boston.Mass.

Broadway188thSt..

NewYork.

405ErieBL.

Cleveland.Ohio
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the converience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames. change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

' delivery.

STEEL STAMPINGS}

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

rue

UTILITY AND PRACTICABILITY

o! the

HILL .

LOCK

VALVE
has induced the

 
  

 

FATE NT lPPLIED FOR.

 

 

Leading Foreign and Domestic

Manuiacturers

to supply it as it part 0! ' '

THEIR REGULAR EQUIPMENT

'l‘hcy appreciate that such a device that locks

the gasolene supply against thieves and metltllets

is insurance of a sort worth providing.

E. IiILL, Jr.,

Norvnllr Iron Works 60., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN

  

 

'/ /’ //

  

*/////////.
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HEADLIGHT
throws moat powerlnl beam of any lamp made, yet

burns cool. simple, sate an d sure, no better lamp can

De built. The meet your dealer will say about the next

best is that It in “ just as good as a SOLAR "—butwhy

not buy Ih standard and dodge the second best_

\\ e "and back 01 every SULA R lamp with a

guarantee to you—a warran .y that leaves no room Iur

risk on the buyer's part. You can't buy better lamps

—whether oil or acetylene.

Write tor booklet—or ask your supply man.

BADGER BRASS "ll-12.00., I

Kenosha, Wls.le Vorur 0"th u Warren Street./

  

 

  

 

 
W

5 mman

  
   

Artillery Prestsed Steel Wheel

THE STRIINGEST AUTOMOBILE WHEEL MADE.

 

THE ONLY WHEEL I

that will always re

main absolutely true.

THE ONLY_WHEEL

that does not require

care and attention.

THE ONLY WHEEL

that will withstand

hard usage,even abuse.

THE ONLY WHEEL

/ that will not shrink,

'\ warp or swell, there

by eliminating reset

ting rims and other

annoyances.

 

Write for Catalogue.
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‘

Self-starting from the Seat

“Mathesom”

“America’s Finest Motor Car”

1906 Models—4o and 60 HP.

now building, in WILKES-HARRIS. PA., “ill be one of the . I

our New raCtory largest and most modern automobile plants in uxistence. M‘THESON MOTOR c, R co.

We will move into this new plant about January I. 1906. Address until then . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holyolte' Mass,

 

 

 

THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING CO.

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

CopperiZed and Nickel Plated Oilurs, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

TRUFFAT-HARTFUII SUSPENSION
  

 
 

,. ‘II General Electric Welding under Thompson

RESULTS OF VANDERBILT ELIMINATION CONTEST E'w'“ “'e‘di'fpa‘em“

04: Long laland Courae. Sat, Sept 23, Average time,

Almult 57 Mllea per Hour,

The can of these two leaders were equipped with the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

SUSPENSIONS, which enabled them to win. Only 59 seconds leparated them.

1st. liliiiiLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 H.P.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds.

211. TRACY, (Lucomoblle. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Minute, 49 Seconds.

The third car ran it; minutes behind the leader

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUFPAULT-HARTFORD SUSPENSIONS

Racing or Touring, f you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car w 111

THE TRUFEAULT-HARTFORO SHOCK ABSORBER.

Harilord Suspensions Were on All the Winning

Care in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

(liidden Tour: French Eliminating Trials; Gordon Bennett Rare; Ardennll

Circuit Race. French; [.000 Ville l‘rack Record. Guy Vaughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

69 Vesrry Street, New York fity

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

Small Angles.and Cyc'cs. Tees and Channels

SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRI'ISSES and DROPS MAPE TO ORDER. WELDING

ANI) BRAZING,’ NICKEL, BRASS and COPPER

PLATING. TINNING. GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

 
 

Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Euwann V. HARTFORD, President

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

should be just as carefully designed and fitted as any other parts

of the car. “Any our Top" won’t do. Equip with the

LONDON TOP and secure the best that skilled top makers

and the best of materials can prcduce.

LONDON TO PS, made to fit any car, fit guaranteed. Prices'

sampks of materials and full description of construction

promptly mailed on request.

Lamp Covers. Slip 00vers

Tlre covers. Engine Aprons

l233 Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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Change Tires

30 Seconds

UPPOSING you were 25 miles from home. and

your tire exploded. And you hadn't another

with you. And when you stopped at the gar

age. the man said: “l'm sorry. but I haven‘t a

single tire of that make."

Wouldn’t it make you mad?

Of course it would. if you had an ordinary rim.

But if you had a Goodyear Universal Rim. you

would smile and say: "Bring on any old tire. as long

as it's a clincher. my rim will take it." And in less

than three minutes you would be enjoying the scen

ery once more.

Because it isn't an all day job to take ofi’ and put on

a tire when your car has Goodyear Universal Rims.

Just jack up the wheel and in 30 seconds the old tire

is otl’. and in another 30 seconds

the new tire. ANY kind. is on.

You need no tools but the hands.

And are “fixed up" and on the

road while the. man with ordinary

rims is hunting for his erowbars

and levers.

You see the flange com o s

right off on Goodyear Universal

Rims like Fig. I.

And then a 26-inch tire (for

example) slides right onto the

26-inch rim like Fig. 2. as

easy as you would put on your

hat. On an ordinary rim. you

would have to pry that 26-inch

tire over a 27-inch flange. You

know what a profanity inspir

ingjob that is. and it doesn‘t

do the tire any good either.

Now this is all there is to

  

Figure l.

  

taking off and putting on a tire when you have Good

year Universal Rims. See how simple and easy it is.

The rim is made up of four parts, like Fig. 3.

l 2 3 4

  

Figure 3.

Nos. 1 and 3 are the removable flanges (rings)

which can be adjusted to any clincher tire.

No. 2 is the base of the rim attached to the feline

of the wheel. It can be used without fitting on any

standard wheel built for standard clincher rim s.

.\'o. 4 is the binding ring which holds the flanges

in place. ~

If you have decided to re

lieve yourself of all tire troubles

and in consequence ride Good

year Detachable .Auto Tires. a

section of the rim when put to

gether. would be like Fig. 4.

()r. if you ride an ordinary

clinchertite. the rim section

L4

would look like Pig. 5.

Figure 5.

  

Figure 4.

The ring which holds the

flanges in place is split at a point

alongside the valve stem. like

Fig. 6.

It can't be removed (and, of

course, the tire can't come off) while the flange

THE GOODYEAR TIRE o RUBBER COMPANY,

Branches in following: cities: Boston, 6 Merrinmc St: New York. 253 West filh St.: Chicago, "0 Lake St; Cluclnnatl, 242 East Fifth St: St. Louis, [219 N.

  

Goodyear Universal Rim
presses against

it. This flange

is kept tight

Rg'nllhi titt‘ r lit!

by a pl.t't~ which

slips over the

valve stem like

Fig. 7.

W hen you

wish to remove

[llt‘ tire, liltisell

the nut which

holds 'ilt' valve

stem down. and

push the stem up thrt ugh the rim.

'l‘his pushes up the plan- and lets the

-flttnge ring slide inward like Fifi- U.

'l‘hen lift out the birding-ring, slip

off the flange. and pull oil the tire.

Time. 15 seconds.

Notoolshutthehands.

Those who are

weary of tire troubles

are specifying.r Good

year Auto ’l‘ires on

Universal Rims. This

equipment rM/s nu

"Ir/rr’tllflfl the ordinary

kind.antlmultiplicsthe

pleasures of motoring mnnv times.

Ask ffil' our u(itiml News Hook" and tit‘ti- out

all the good points of the Goodyear Auto Tire and

Universal Rim. It's of vital interest to the Mann

facturer. Dealer or User who is satisfied with noth

ing,' but Mr first.

Figure. 6.

  

Figure 7.

Grove Street, Akron, O.

Broadway: Cleveland.

69 Frankfort St..; Philadelphia, l.’r.'l Spring St. :Denver, tmblxteeuth 5L, and Detroit, 213 Jefferson Ave.

 
 

NO HITTING AND MISSING

when

~ SPLITDORF COILS

are used.

Thev’re Champions every time and

In all classes.

C. F. SPLITDORF,

I 7-27 Vandewater Street.

  

Axles,

Broken

Sptin gs,

Disarranged

Motor and

I Machinery.

Telescooccl

Spinrs

 

New York.

 

THE ONLY DEVICE

err and a Good Steady Speed over roads as they come.

Bumping .

  

W'/

RIDE ON AIR!

(PATENT Attcwuo)

Permitting the use oi Flexi

ble Easy Sprirgs on your

Tires,

Springs,

Motor and

Repairs,

Oil),

Gasoline

AN INVESTMENT paying 50 to 500 per cent. :nd

large dividends in comfort. A MONEY MAKER

tor the Live Agent. Good Agents Wanted Everywhere.

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

S. F. HEATH, Manager.

46 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Bostcn, Mass.

NEW YORK CITY, E. ]. Edmond. 52 W. 43rd St. _

CHICAGO. ILl... W. R johnston, tjzo‘hlitlitgan \vc

BOSTON. Jacobs 8; King. 4!) t'o.umt.us A\C_

 

MINNEAPULM, Min-N. 1m. .4y Aui _(‘.~_

 

 

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

SAVES
 

Transmission

Puspiration.

SAN FRANVL‘UU. Geo. 'l'. .‘III'IC t‘o.

.

WWWVMw‘W‘\A“W\
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Your car

should be your servant

not your master

  

(Unnecessary complication even though of apparant benefit when in

perfect order, reverses this condition.

(LThe RAMBLER works for you all the time and everywhere.

(th is a car of absolute simplicin and constant service and is adapted to

all conditions of road and weather. .

(LHappy owners will verify these statements and you can convince yourself

by obtaining a practical road demonstration of this car.

(Koytdw
Surrey Type One, illustrated above, (without top), complete with

lamps, horn, tools, etc., $1200. Cape top $100 extra; canopy top with

glass front $100 extra. Ask for a copy of the Ramb'er Magazine.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, BOSTON,

MILWAUKEE, PHILADELPHIA,

SAN FRANCISCO.

New York Agency,

I34 West 38th St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.
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RECEIVER FOR DE DIETRICII

Affairs of American Branch Are Much Involved

—Ownership of ii Cars in Dispute.

 

The De Dietrich American lranch is the

first of the concerns handling imported cars

to fall on evil times. It is now in the hands

of a receiver, Lindsay Russell, his appoint

ment following the filing of petition inIbank

ruptcy by Baron Adrian De Turckhelm, the

Garvin Machine Co. and the National Sure

ty Co. The petition alleged that the corpo

ration was involved and had transferred

property-to creditors wl.-se names were un

known to the petitioners. The liabilities are

estimated at $8,000 and the assets at the

same figure.

The receivership proceedings are said to

be an effort to untangle the owuership of

11 cars now at the De Deitrich branch, 215

West Forty-eighth street, New York. These

cars were transferrec by bill of sale on

May 29 to the branch by Frederick De Turck

helm, as owner, after performing this ser

vice and also personally assuming a De Del

trich debt, Frederick, who had been head of

the De Deitrich interests here, drew his

balance from the banks, so it is alleged, and,

without heralding the fact from the house

tops, took passage for Europe. Some two

weeks since, Mr. Russel. was appointed re

ceiver of his affairs. Then up spake his

brother, the Baron, who claims to be the

rightful owner of some of the transferred

cars. The receiver is expected to discover

"who's who."

The De Dietrich interests first established

themselves here in pretentious quarters di

rectly facing the Waldorf-Astoria and inter

opened a branch in Boston. Afterward they

removed to Forty-eighth street and about

two months since closed the Boston estab

lishment.

Cadillac 0 Build on Broadway.

The Cadillac Automobile Co., of New York,

also is to leave the congested automobile

"colony" and seek the broader portion of

Broadway on the other side of Columbus

Circle. The fact was made known this

week, when Walter C. Martin, president at

 

the company. let the contract for the erec

tion of a fine fireproof building on the corner

of Broadway and Sixty-second street, fifty

two feet on the former thoroughfare and

seventy-two feet on the latter. It will com

prise four stories and basement and will

incorporate every modern convenience, in

cluding steel elevators. It is expected to

be ready for Occupancy about February 1

next.
 

Manufacturer Steam: Seriome Injured.

Frank B. Stearns, president of the F. B.

Stenrns (10., of Cleveland, Ohio, lies at his

home, No. 2,198 Euclid avenue, that city, in

a serious condition as the result of a col

lision with a farm wagon near \Vilioughby

on Wednesday morning of last week. Mr.

Stearns and J. G. Sterling, the company's

chief mechanic, started from Cleveland Tucs

day at midnight for Buffalo, N. Y. Ncar

Willoughhy there is a sharp turn in the road,

and it was there that the collision occurred.

Steal-us was thrown out and his spine in

jured. Dr. L. B. Truslee, who is in attend

ance, states that although the manufacturer

has an exvcilent chance to pull through, he

will be bedridden for two months or more.

 

Chicago Royal in Trouble.

Involuntary bankruptcy proceedings have

been begun against the Royal Automobile

Co., 144 Green street. Chicago, Ill. William

I). Rockwell, former manager of the com

pany, Algernon R. Rockwell and the Ex

celsior Supply (30., are the petitioning cred

itors. Needless to add this Royal concern

is in no way related to me well-known Roy

al Motor (far Co., of Cleveland.

No Receiver for Kautner.

There will be no receiver appointed for

the Charles Kaestner Mtg. 00., South Bend,

Ind. The Kaestner people write that the

application for one grew out of a disputed

account and was made with a view of forc

ing them into'a settlement. When the effort

failed they say that the proceedings were

discontinued.

Prestolite Interests Change Hands.

The Concentrated Acetylene Co., has been

taken over by a new corporation. the Pres

tolite Company. The business will be con.

tinued in Indianapolis.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, October 26, l905.

 

THE “CORPSE” iN THE CAFE

Or How Seiden Sleuths Found a Man Moore

Alive Than Dead and Turned a Laugh.

 

 

If ever he was dead, W. . Moore has

come to life again. The reports of his

death that were printed in very many pa

pers some two months igo apparently were

to his liking and must have caused him

some quiet chuckles; at any rate. Moore

did not take the trouble to deny them. It

is even alleged that he so thoroughly en

joyed the distinction of being a dead one"

that on the occasion of his periodical ex

cursions to New York he masqueraded un

der an assumed name.

Moore is the wealthy young New Yorker

given to money ignition against whom the

sponsors for the Seiden patent secured an

injunction for violation of their rights in

that he had purchased and used an unli

censed imported car. When the news of the

injunction was made public, the agents for

the car involved promptly gave out that

Moore literally was a dead one—that he had

become a cold, ciammy corpse while visiting

in Texas. ‘

The idea of obtaining an injunction against

a corpse was so rich that a great laugh

went up and a deal of fun and derision, if

not contempt. was leveled at the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

They did not join in the laugh, in fact, it

“rubbed them the wrong way" and rousei

their “dander.” They refused to believe

that Moore was “beneath the Texas dais

lea."

Sleuths. minus gum shoes, were engaged

and without a very extensive search of

gravestones, they soon learned that the

young man was very much Moore alive

than dead. But there was something of the

flea in his make up. He hopped about in

lively fashion but it is officially announced

that on Thursday night last in Albany, N.

Y., the supposed corpse was uncovered and

the Seiden injunction thrust into his hand

by a United States deputy marshal of the

name W. C. Irving.

The announcement II very circulaltantial.

It gives the exact hour and PM?! at m'
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vice. It was 10.40 p. m. by the clock and

Moore at the time was in a place of the

kind for which he is alleged to have a fond

ness-the thirst parlor of the Ten Eyck

hotel. It is added that although “taken com

pletely aback," he accepted the situation

“with the best face possible.” The sort of

face a man who had been content to be

considered a stiff corpse can present under

such circumstances is not easily pictured.

However that may be, the A. L. A. M. be

lieve that it is now their turn to laugh.

 

in the Retail World.

M. B. Ring is building a garage on Chest

nut street, Norwalk, Conn.

Horace Sngue & Son will start in business

on Church street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on

January 1. They have taken the agency for

u foreign cur, .

Eichorn & Black, who have conducted a

garage at No. 5 Marshall street. Newark, N.

.i., this week moved into their new quarters

at Nos. 0 and 11 Hill street.

Having observed the direction of the wind,

the Antler Stables Co., of Toledo, Ohio., has

changed its name to the Antler Stable & Ga

rage Co. and doubled its capital stock, from

$25,000 to $50,000.

W. W. Osborn has been elected president

of the Zent Automobile Co., of Bellfontainc,

Ohio, to succeed O. E. Yoder, who resigned.

The Zent company is expecting to move to

Graft or Lancaster, Ohio.

The Automobile Co., La Porto, Ind., through

its president, William N. Rumcl, has sold its

plant at Michigan avenue and Washington

street. W. N.' Rumley and Charles N. W.

Walsh are the purchasers.

The Quincy Automobile Co., of Quincy, ill.,

which was recently organized to conduct a

general garage business, is erecting a two

story brick building on Fourth street. The

White steam car will be exploited by the

company.

Amandec V. Reyburn, Jr., has purchased a

lot in Delmar avenue, St. Louis, Mo., 100x

150 feet, upon which he will erect a two

story brick garage to surpass any in the

Missouri city. It will cost, approximately,

$35,000.

The Southern Automobile Co., of Nashville,

Tenn., has closed a deal whereby it acquires

the spacious building on Broad street for

merly used as an amusement hall. Exten

sive repairs will be made before the company

moves into its new garage.

J. Arthur Ketchum will erect a $25,000 ga

rage on the sosculled Bockes lot, South Broad

way, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. The building

will be of brick and concrete construction,

fireproof throughout, 100x150 feet in dimen

sions, and will have an entire plate glass

front.

The H. T. Hearsey Vehicle Co., Indian

apolis, Ind., expect to take possession of

their new garage on the 1st inst. The build

ing, which adjoins the Hearsey salesrooms,

is 50 by 150 feet, is equipped with the most

modern facilities and will be kept open night

and day.

The Week's lncorporations.

Jackson, Mich—E. 0. Clark Motor Co., un~

der Michigan laws, with $15,000 capital.

Corporators not named.

Augusta, Me.—Diezeman Shock Absorber

Co., under Maine laws, with $200,000 capitnl.

President and treasurer, I. L. Fairbanks.

luthrie. Okla—Automobile Tire Repair

Co., under Oklahoma laws, with $10,000 cap>

ital. Corporators—William F. Maloney and

Robert A. Wells.

Kansas City. .\io.—l\'ausas City Motor Car

t‘o., uiuler Misriuri laws, with $150,000 capi

tal. all paid. Corporators—J. E. Caps, F. E.

\\'our and George K. Wheeler.

New York City, N. Y.—Columbus Auto Ex

t-hnugo & Storage Co., under New York laws,

with $1,000 capital. Corporators— Max

Brown, Louis Brown and S. Brown.

Guthrie, Okin.—Southwestern Transit 00..

under Oklahoma laws, with $35,000 capital;

to operate automobile stage line. Corpora

tors—Ernest R. Ames and Shirley A. Brad

ish.

.\'0r\\':ill\', Conn—Tim Norwalk Touring (70..

under (‘onnectlcui laws, with $21000 capital.

$5.100 paid in. (‘orporntors—itichard H.

Golden. Edward F. Smith and Ellis E. How

:ird.

Boston, Mass—Tudor Farm Motor Car

(‘luh Co., under Massachusetts laws. with

$15,000 capital. Corporntors and officers—

Dorsey L. Greene, president: Emil Eames,

treasurer.

Newark, N. J.—Turbine Locomotive & Car

(“on under New Jersey laws, with $500000

capital; to manufacture motor vehicles. Cor

porators—Staccy Wilson, Robert J. Keith and

Albert G. Mabee.

Boston. Mass—Technical Automobile School

of New England, Inc., under Massachusetts

laws, with $5,000 capital. Corporators

Charles M. Parker, Harry M. Huse and

George M. Faulkner.

Boston, Mass—The Gregory-Waite Co., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $5.000 capital:

to deal in oils, lubricants, etc. Corporators—

George William Waite, Frederick W. Greg

ory and Frank B. Walsh.

Dowagiac, Mich—The Lee & Porter Mfg.

Co., under Michigan laws, with $200,000 cap

ital, $175,000 paid in; to make automobiles.

Corporators—S. E. Lee. H. H. Porter, J. S.

McCleary, J. 0. Beecraft and W. 0. Porter.

Atlantic City, N. J.—Autom0bile Speedway

Co. of New Jersey, under New Jersey laws,

with $100.000 capital. Corporators—George

Mason Waters. George P. Rogers, A.M. Bowl

ing. William Pinkney Whyte, Jr.. and Louis

B. Dailey.

Kansas City, lilo—Strong Electric-Gaso

iene Car Co., under Missouri laws, with $100,

000 capital; to manufacture automobiles.

Corporators—Albert F. Hurt, Jr., Stephen J.

Hayde, Frederick O’Flsherty and Hilda B.

Holmgren.

New York, City, N. Y.—Thlrty-Flve Per

Cent Automobile Supply Co., under New

York laws, with $40,000 capital; to manu

facture automobile supplies. Corporators—

James C. Nichols, Harry K. Nichols and Ale

bert B. Norwalk.

New York City, N. Y.—'1‘he Reyal But

tery Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to manufacture storage and dry

batteries. Corporators—Emii Grossman, Carl

Kaufman. Alfred Lowenstetn, Julius Silver

mnn and Hugo Grensback.

San Francisco, Ca1.-—San Francisco Auto

mobile (10., under California laws, with $100,

000 capital. Corporators—Charles A. D'Arcy,

Henry E. Schariach, William S. Hackett,

.Iulinn H. Voorsnnger, Arthur A. Swan. E.

.\. Shut-inch and Charles C. Grotheer.

New York City, N. Y.—Hutchlnson Electric

iiorn Co., under New York laws, with $20.

000 capital; to make electric horns for an

tomobiles and to make horseless vehicles.

(‘orporators—Pau] M. Pierson, Miller Reese

liutcbinson and “’llliam M. Williams.

iii-troll. Mich—Tho Maxwell-Briscoe-Mc

Lood' (‘o.. under Michigan laws, with $10,

001‘ capital; to make automobiles. Corpora

torsticxnnde-r i. McLeod, Benjamin Bris

coo. Jnmcs Danaher, E. J. Corbett, Frank

Filor. James E. Dnnnhcr and George F. Mon

:iglmu.

Detroit. Mich—Motorcnr 00., under Michi

gan laws. with $150,000 capital; to make fric

tion driven automobiles. Corporators and

officers—Frank Cnughcy, president; Fred.

Postas. first vice-president; Byron J. Carter.

second vice-president; Randall A. Palmer.

secretary; Henry A. Radford, treasurer.

 

Disputing Dealers 00 to Law.

Differences of opinion concerning the man

:uzement of the business of a Sacramento

((‘nlJ firm have led the three members into

the courts for settlement. W. C. Wing has

brought suit against his partners, L. E. Moei

ier and J. G. Patterson, for an accounting

and has applied for a receiver.

Wing alleges that the firm was formed

with the understanding that it should con

tinue until the partners should disagree.

The defendant, Patterson. he affirms, was

taken into partnership in June, 1905, and it

was understood that the three were to share

alike in the profits and losses. Wing at

firms that be invested $3.250 and that Pat

terson put up $2.000, while Moeiier con

tributed his experience. It is complained

that Moeiler failed to abide by the terms of

the agreement: that he failed to account to

his partners for money received and collect

ed, and that he used the property of the

concern for his own pleasure and benefit

without recompense to the company.

 

Co-operative Garage in Texas.

Down at Fort Worth, in the Lone Star

State, a co-operative club and garage will

soon be incorporated by automobile owners

in that city. As yet no name has been se_

lected for the club-garage, but these 0111

cers were chosen: President. M. R. San

:uinet: vice-president. A. B. Wharton: secre

tary, C. D. Reimers; treasurer, F. R. Hod;

rick.
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JUDGE REVERSES HIMSELF

Wgs in a Hurry to Leave Town and as a Result

Winton Gets a Retrial.

 

Supreme Court Justice Keogh in a memo

randum handed down last week reversed

himself in the suit of Junie] B. Onichester

against the Winton Mo.or Carriage Co. and

the latter will now have an opportunity to

again present their case to the New York

tribunal.

This suit involved the ownership of three

automobiles and it came on for trial before

Justice Keogh on March 2", the jury return

ing a verdict for the plaintifl. On the

ground that neither the justice nor the jury

were present when the verdict was opened -

and read, although it is claimed counsel

for both sides had agracd to their absence;

Charles Thaddeus Terry, of 167 Broadway.

New York City, moved that the verdict be

set aside and a new trial granted.

The suit in itself is an interesting one.

Chichcster, the plaintiff, entered into a con

tract with the “'inton Motor Carriage Co..

by which, In consideration of receiving

three of the company’s four-cylinder cars.

he agreed to give said company $8,500 worth

of advertising in newspapers, passenger cars

and magazines.

rertislng had been supplied by Chichester.

the defendant company deposed “that the

defendant being urged thereto by the plain

tiii.’ and having at that time not yet begun

to distrust him, allowed plaintiff to take

away and use or dispose of as he saw fit

two of the said automobnes. 'rhen Chiches

ter brought suit to get possession of the

third machine which defendant declared

plaintiff was not entitled to. inasmuch as

he had not given the full quota of the agreed

upon advertising and the machine was still

in their garage.

The suit came up for trial before Justice

Keogh and was completed Friday afternoon.

March 27. Justice Keogh told the counsel

on both sides that he was very anxious to

take a train out of town and asaed if they

would agree to the sealed verdict to be

opened by the clerk of the court without

the presence of the justice and jury. It is

said counsel agreed and-on the following

morning a sealed verdict for the plaintiff

was opened by the clerk in the presence of

the counsel and entered on the minutes of ~

the court.

In his memorandum setting aside the ver

dict and granting a new trial, Justice Keogh

says: “Defendant asks to set aside the

verdict on the ground that, notwithstanding

stipulation of counsel, the clerk had no

power to receive and record the verdict in

the absence of the presiding justice and

jury. i am compelled by a decision of the

Appellate Division in .--orris vs. Harberger,

91. N. Y. Supp. 409, to grant this motion.

1 will sign :in order putting the case at the

head of the calendar for the first Monday

in November."

After $1,460 worth of ud-'

Old: Interests In Boston Change Hands.

The Olds interests in Boston have been

taken over by a new organization, the

Adams-Sutton Motor Co., incorporated with

u capital stock of $40,000.

The president and manager of the com

pany is Walter 0. Adams, the former gen

eral manager of the Crest Mfg. Co., of Cam

bridge, Mass., later assistant sales manager

of the Ford Motor Co., of Detroit. In taking

up the new connection he resigns his position

with the Olds Motor Works, of Lansing, as

their foreign agency director. David Sutton,

the secretary-treasurer, comes from a respon

sible position with the Canadian Bridge Co.,

of Walkerville, Ont, returning to Boston,

where he resided a number of years. The

company will occupy spacious quarters in the

new Motor Mart in Park Square, and will

be ready to show the new Oldsmobile cars

during the latter part of November. The ex

ploitations of the Oldsmobile commercial

cars will be given special attention, Mr.

Adams having this department under his

personal direction.

 

More Room for Marmons.

The Nordkye & Marmon Co., Indianapolis

Ind, manufacturers of the Mormon car, have

nearing completion an immense steel frame

building to provide facilities for the increas

ing demands of its automobile department.

This structure is 104x340 feet, and while

designed for a foundry. is to be used at first

exclusively for automobile work. It is of

sawtooth roof, 62 feet high, and well lighted

on all sides. .

The principal business of the Nordyke 8r.

Mormon C0. is the manufacture of mill ma

chinery, of which it is one of the largest in

this country, but increasing attention is be

ing paid to the construction of its Mormon

car, which pessesses a number of distinct

and advanced features and the demand for '

which is in keeping with the times. The car

is built complete in the company‘s factory,

cylinders and engines being cast and ground

In its shops. The upper part of the tonnenu

is made of aluminum in one piece. and is

one of the largest single castings of alumi

num made for any purpose.

Buchanan to Have a Rotary.

The Lee 8: Porter Mfg. Co. has been in

corporated at Dowaginc, Mich, with $200.

000 capital. to manufacture automobiles. and,

although the business office of the company

will be at Dowagiac. a plant will be erected

at Buchanan. The oflicers of the new con

cern are: President, 8. E. Lee; vice-presi

dent, H. H. Porter; directors, the officers, J.

S. McCleary, J. 0. Beecraft and W. 0. Por

ter.

Buick Files Million Dollar Certificate.

The Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mlch.. has

doubled its capital—from $500,000 to $1,000.

000. The necessary certificate has been filed

with the,Michlgan authorities.

TO MAKE CHROME STEEL FRAMES

Parish to Re-enter the Trade with the Backing

of Powerful Steel Interests.

 

 

What probably will be styled the N. E.

Parish Mfg. Co. is now in process of or

gnni'mflon. It is definitely known that

Nci'f E. Parish, organizer and former head

of the Parish & Bingrhm Co., of Cleveland.

will be its general manager and that in all

probability the company will take his name.

0f even more significant interest is the

fact that R. E. Jennings, president of the

powerful Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pa..

will be president also of the Parish 00.

Their immediate purpose is the manufac

ture automobile frames of the new pressed

nickel chrome, oil tempered steel developed

by the Carpenter Co., and which in other

parts is so emphatically answering the try

ing demands of automobile use. This steel,

It is asserted, affords a saving of almost one

half of the present weight, and increases

the strength about three times over the

frames now being used in even the very best

cars. It is claimed that tuese frames can

be produced in a manner so that they will

show practically 200,000 lbs tensile strength

per square inch as compared with 50,000

to 60,000 lbs. per square inch, which is

being reached in steel LOW being used.

Mr. Parish is, of course, well-known to

the trade and knows the business from the

ground up. He will have as superintendent

of the new company, - r. Gartshore. former

superintendent of the Parish & Bingham

Co.. and several other of his old associates.

Mr. Jennings is such a commanding figure In

the steel industry that his identification with

the new concern will give it immediate and

general recognition. It Is probable that the

frame plant will be located in close prox

imity to the Carpenter reel 00.

 

One More In Detroit.

Detroit’s numerousv colony Is to have still

another addition—the American Electro-Mo

bile Co.. in which Eastern capital is said

to be involved. W. .1. Woodrow. presi

dent of the Old Dominion Steamship 00..

holds a similar position in the Electro-Mo

bile 00.: Frank P. Rae. formerly associated

with Edison, is its engineer, and C. W. Beau

mont is secretary-treasurer. The exact lo

cation of the plant has not yet been de

cided upon. The Electra-Mobile company

asserts that its car will be operated with

storage batteries which will enable It to run

125 miles without recharge.

 

Crawford Increases Ills Capital.

To give a larger working fund. the capital

stock of the Crawford Automobile Co.. of

Hagerstown. Md. has been increased from

$30000 to $100,000. With the fresh capital

the company will erect a three story addition

to its plant.
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The Constructive Principle of Fisk Tires Involves

ATechnique So Simple in Manipulation

So Positively Accident=Prooi

that it should readily appeal to any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied to a flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone wedge, with the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintenance to an Economic Basis.
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DEALERS
During 1905, we built and sold more than - Y. x .

4,000 Cadillac Cars. Not one purchaser of .W‘ -

these cars is now willing to let his “bargain”

go at less than the price he paid for it.

FOR I906 THE NAME

DILLAC_|
will possess more than ever before a magic mean

ing to live dealers.

There are hundreds of towns in the United

States where Cadillac Cars have never been sold.

We want an agent in each of these localities and

if Lou are a good business E you will at once

get in touch with us. No line was ever so attrac

tive as ours will be for I906.

  

 

 
 

  

Write us to-day

“BILLIE AUTOMOBILE 00., Detroit, lich
Iemim' o! the Mloeletlou o! Nomad Automobile Manufacturers
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I\'lw YORK, Ocroner :6, 1905.

The Vote for Road improvement.

In all the heat and finbdub preceding the

clcction in New York which occurs on No

vcmlicr 7, next, little or nothing is being

said of the proposal that the State shall

bond itself for $50,000,000, at the rate of

$5,(I).’l.0000 for ten years, for the construc

tion -of improved highways. That proposal

will, however. come up tor the approval or

rejection of the voters and no man who has

to do with automobiles in any way, shape

or form should permit it to escape his fav

It is difficult to see how any

of them can do so.

The health and future of the automobile

industry and the improvement of the com

mon roads are so very intimately related

orublc. action.

that none who looks far bcyond his nose

and who is possessed of a spark of real in

tcrest will stop at v0t.ng for the much-de—

sircd amendment; he will go out of his way

to urge nil with whom he nmy come in con

tactrto do likewise. It is the duty of all

nntomobliists to do flo—n duty that is made

imperative in the case of those engaged In

the trade. Those In authority should take

sufficient interest in tie mutter to lend a

hand in this direction. Every mile of im

proved road means the sale of more automo

biles and the increased comfort and pleasure

of those who use them.

New York State already has bonded Itself

for more than twice tiny millions for the im

provement of the canals—nu improvement

of direct benefit to a comparatively few per

sons. The matter of road reform is one

that comes straight home and Is actually felt

and shared by every man, woman and child

personally.

The defeat of the amendment will be in

the nature of a calamity—of a stay to prog

rcss.

Reducing the Shoclu.

It would appear that some designers hare

come to the conclusion that the millennium,

in the form of n perfected suspension, is not

to be reached by working on and improving

the present devices, nor, on the other hand,

in discarding them altogether in favor of

something entirely different, but in retain

ing the current system just as it is and add

ing 0 device Iicrc, another there and still

others in various parts of the car until there

is danger of the original suspension being

lost sight of under" its burden of auxiliary

dcviccs. Not that they are uncalled for—

piite the reverse is the case—were the sus

pension of the car equal to the demands upon

it as originally designed no need of adding

to it would be felt. Much of the success of

the many auxiliary spring devices is to be

accounted for from this circumstance—their

presence is a necessity on a large number of

curs on the market.

Before the present recognized standards of

power and speed were reached suspension

was a matter of subordinate importance for

more than one reason. In the first place, the

designer was for too busy with the motive

power of the cars to pay much attention to

it, and second, with the low powers, and con

sequently low speeds then general, stock

springs from miinufilcturers whose specialty

was supplying the suspension needs of

wagons and carriages sufficed. No shortcom

ings were apparent in the capacity of the

suspension, for the load imposed upon it; its

limit had not yet been reached or exceeded,

and the springs accordingly showed no signs

of \vcakncss. Moreover, great reliance was

placed on the springing effect of the tires,

and bctwccn the two thch was little fault

to find with the result. But neithcr springs

nor tire sizes have kept pace with increasing

weight mid power, so that in many instances

a point has been reached where the load ini

posed on both has been echssive, whether

standing or running.

the shape of an auxiliary made Its need felt,

and as the car was In the owner‘s hands by

this time this had to take the form of some

thing, not alone readily applicable without

modifying the construction, but also reason

ably low in price—a state of affairs that has

made the marketing of several devices to

fill this need an easy matter. That their ad

vent upon the market was most opportune is

patent from the Vwidcsprcnd demand that

has sprung up. ‘ Their success has been

merited, and the favorable reception they

have been accorded thus far will probably

Hence something in

continue for some time to come—at Iciist

until something better appears, of which

there is at prcscut slight prospect on the

horizon.
 

Refinement: of Driving.

Driving has become more of a science in

the last few years than who possible lict'oro

the introduction of refinements that have

come during that time. With the brake and

clutch interconnected car that was also minus

a throttle, there was nothing to do but re

lease the clutch and apply the brake when

ever It was necessary to slow up, regard

lcss of the slight measure of retardation that

might be desired, such as for rounding cor

ners \Vliile there was no throttle as now un

derstood, it was. of course, possible to switch

off the current and so retard the speed,

but this was more than likely to result in an

explosion In the muffler, to the detriment of

the latter as well us other parts of the ex

ilflllrli piping when the motor was restarted

with the spark. It, moreover, started the

engine with a more or less severe jolt that

was trnnsnntted to every part of the nicchiin

ism.

But since the addition of n throttle similar

in many respects to timt common in steam

practice, and which may bc uscd In nmch

the some manner, togcthcr with the discard

ing of the old method of interconnecting the

clutch and pedal briikc, a much bcttcr form

of control is possible, which, when skilfully

used, results In extremely smooth running,

boh on the lcvci and downhill. This is (“Milk

monly tcrlncd “broking with the cngiiic,"

and simply consists In shutting oiT tho fin-l

supply temporarily and pcriiiilting tilt“ coni

pressini] to act ns n rciurding :igi-iit ill\'lt':|ll

of tlic lililk“. It is it particularly I‘liil'ili'iilllS
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method of keeping the speed within bounds

when descending hills withcut having to re

sort to the intermittent use of the pedal

brake, which i destructive of tires, not to

speak of the strain imposed upon other parts

of the car. The spark may also be used to

effect the same purpose, but it is still open

to the objections that made its use inadvis

able in earlier days. This methodis not sus

ceptible of variation, as is possible with the

throttle; the spark is either on or off, it is all

one or the other; there is no gradual opening

up, which results in the engine picking up

again smoothly instead of restarting its

power strokes with a jerk.

Of course, there is more to it than simply

shutting and opening the throttle; there is

that indeflnable something so aptly termed

the “knack” or “hang of the thing" that must

be mastered, and doubtless this in turn

means something a little difl'erent in the

case of each particular car; like locomotives,

no two are exactly the same. Probably a

little practice is the only essential required

to acquire this, and the chief thing to be

guarded against is too great a drop in the

speed before reapplylng the power. For in

stance, if in descending a hill this is not done

until after the car has passed off the down

grade and began to slow up on the other side,

there will be more or less of a jerk, which

will be directly proportionate to the dif

ference between the speed of the car and that

at which the engine is restarted. If, on the

other hand, before the end of the grade is

reached, and while the engine is still maln

talning a good rate of speed, the throttle is

opened gently, the cylinders will begin to fire

at a rate somewhat slower, or at most only

slightly in excess of that at which the engine

is then turning, and the transition_from

coasting to running will be so gradual as to

be scarcely noticeable. This method is nat

urally not intended to be used in bringing the

car to a stop; in such cases the clutch should

invariably be withdrawn, but it will be found

conducive to smooth running on give and

take roads, as well as in traffic and for

rounding corners, while the effect of the en

forced rest given the pedal brake will be

noticeable on the life of the tires.

There has been a question raised as to the

effect on the motor from long continued fol

lowing of this practice, but a little consider

ation of the subject will Make it apparent

even to the veriest tyro that under such con

ditions the cylinders are not being subjected

to the ame strain that is present when they

are firing. It is not the same thing as re

verslng a steam engine and opening the

throttle while still at speed, a trick that oc

casionally results in the loss of a cylinder

head. Nothing opposes the travel of the

piston but the air in the cylinder, which

proves a further benefit by scavenging it

clear 01‘ all burned gases.

The Matter of Bodies.

To the casual observer, the manner in

which history is constantly repeating itself

in the matter of body design cannot but

prove a matter of interest.

the older and more common forms of body

which have served their purpose in the era

of animal traction still used as they have

been used ever since the horselcss carriage

Not simply are

came to be a factor of interest in the world,

but. seemingly, they are growing more and

Instead of

the body builders of the day branching out

more common as time goes on.

into new and untried fields, they are sticking

to the forms which have already proven their

worth. and are confining their efforts toward

perfecting of details

and the addition of new and luxurious com

advancclncnt to the

fort—giving dcviccs to tho types which are n

fixture.

For instance, the tonneuu body, which was

decidedly an innovation in its way, is inst

becoming extinct. while its place is being

taken by the side entrance type, with its

rear portion partaking somewhat of the ton

neau shape. and still yclept “tonneau,” but

yet in reality having about it far more of the

old time surrey than tonncau. So, too, it is

with the closed cars.

with its rear door and herdicklike appear

ance, is yielding its place to the brougham

The true limousine,

and iandaulet, while the limousines, so-called.

are more of the nature of extension broug

hams, with the extension behind instead of

in front of the donr, than the limousines as

they were known a year or two ago.

'In small car design the same thing is to

be seen. The runabout still looks more or

less like a buggy minus the horse; or else, in

the newer form of touring runabout, its sem

blance is that of the large car, and the

similarity to the surrey of old is even more

noticeable than in its prototype. The detach

able tonneau has departed—it was not quite

to the purpose—and in its place has come

the interchangeable body for the large car

and the folding seat for the runabout. And

this latter, which is to be something of an

innovation with certain of the 1906 cars,

which has always held its place in certain

others and which seems likely always to re—

0

main, is nothing more than the old jump-seat

buggy idea brought up to date.

To some this is a source of untold anguish.

They want to forget the horse and all things

which remind one of the horse. Others bow

to the inevitable. It is not a matter for de

signers and engineers to decide, this ques

tion of body design, after all; it is to them to

furnish the power plant and the chassis and

the charm .which makes them "go." But

when it comes to the body milord the buyer

knows what he wants, and milady his wife

knows, too, what 'is required; and, after all.

the engineer must give up his pet idea and

slow away the old body, be it patterned after

a tub or fashioned on the lines of a sea shell.

and give the people what they want and

what they have become accustomed to see

inu. ‘

 

Akin to a Resurrection Day.

What has become of the thousands of rear

entrance cars of all kinds of shapes that

were turned out previous to the year 1904?

The question is one that is frequently asked.

but seldom has it received a better answer

than a sight of the practically endless line

of cars that strung out from the Long Isl

and Railroad ferry at Thirty-fourth street.

New York, all the way to the grandstand

at Mlneola in an unbroken file before sun

up on the morning of the Vanderbilt Cup

race.

None but those who had watched the evo

lution of the car during the metamorphosis

through which body design has passed in

half a decade were competent to identity

many of the archaic specimens that were be

lieved to have long since found a quiet rest

ing place in the far beyond of all good an

tomoblles, or had been banished to the depth

of the rural districts. The “heavy coughers"

of the vintage of 1901 and 1902 ran side by

side with the silent running, high powered

models of the present year-that so com

pletely overshadowed their predecessors, but

it was a noticeable fact that the-oldtimers

got along under their own power without

any difliculty, and, while they were lacking

in speed, they “got there just the same," and

few were left stranded by the wayside. The

seven ages of the automobile were promi

nently in evidence wherever one looked—

from the little “teakettle” of 1900 to the

latest 60 horsepower 1906 model touring

car, all degrees of age, size and length of

servitude were well represented, and to

gether formed a sight long to be remem‘

bered.
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FIRST want TRUCK

Tarrytown’s Big Concerns Begins the Building

of Business Vehicles—Features of Them.

 

 

The Maxwell truck has entered the realm

of commercial vehicles. The first that was

known of it, or at any rate, the first that

was seen of it, was on the occasion of the

Vanderbilt Cup race, when the truck ap

peared on the Long Island course carrying a

' tion.

The transmission is of the sliding gear

type, employing three speeds forward and

one reverse, with a maximum speed of eight

een miles per hour. All gears are drop forg

ings, after which they are cut and hardened.

The hearings in the engine case are bronze

shelled, babbit lined. Those in the transmis

sion case are of the plain babbited construc

A feature in connection with the en

gine is that any wear occurring on the en

gine bearings can be taken up and bearings

adjusted without removing either the trans

fui spring. The construction of this clutch

makes it impossible to strain the mechanism

by too sudden engagement. The gears are

also provided with a suitable lock, making

stripping due to carelessness of operation

practically impossible.

The body is of wood provided with suitable

sides. The springs have been carefully de

signed and are amply proportioned. The

wheels are 32x4 rear. and 32x3% front, Fire

stone solid tires being used.

The floor space is 10% feet by 6 feet wide.
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number of the employes of the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Company, Tarrytown, N. Y..

by whom, of course, it was designed and

built. The truck is of 18 horsepower and as

far as possible incorporates the same feat

ures as the Maxwell touring car, thus ren

dering it possible to readily obtain parts for

replacement. '

it is built veryhigh in front, giving a great

deal of space for cargo, and with all tanks

full weighs 2,600 pounds. The company will

engage extensively in the construction and

sale of these tracks.

The gasolene motor is of the double op

posed type, 5x5rinches and is rated at 18

horsepower at 1,000 revolutions per minute.

Both inlet and exhaust valves are mechan

ically operated. A special feature of the en

gine is that by loosening six bolts, the valve

motion case can be lifted from the engine

case on which it rests, thus rendering access

sible the connecting rods and the wrist pin.

The crank and transmission case is hung at

three points, following the principle of Max

well three-point suspension.

The engine and transmission case are of

aluminum casting, insuring a rigid construc

tion and making it impossible for the gears

or shafts to get out of alignment.

  

mission or the engine case covers, the ad

justments being controlled by set screws lo

cated at the bottom of the engine case. The

adjustment of main bearings has heretofore

been regarded as a laborious undertaking.

but by this arrangement it is possible to

readily compensate for wear, making it a

particularly desirable acquisition in a truck.

The ignition is by jump-spark, the source

of current being two sets of dry batteries.

The rear axle and drive shaft have been

thoroughly tested out and have proven their

ctiiciency on the Maxwell touring cars and

tourabouts, though the axles on the truck

are made proportionately heavier.

The drive shaft employs two universal

joints. having ample facilities for holding

grease. The rear axle is provided with the

llyatt roller bearing, no balls being used in

the construction. The side thrust inherent to

the bevel gear construction is taken up by a

blank roller of the same size of drive pinion.

This being fitted against the smooth bevel

surface of drive gear, holds the latter up to

its work, making it impOssible for it to get '

out of alignment. All metal parts are posi

tively oiled by sight feed compression oiiers.

The clutch is of the multiple disc type.

these being held in engagement by a power

  

The normal working load is one and one-half

tons, with a maximum of two tons.

 

To Make Fire Engines.

The international Power Company has

taken over the .inioskoag Fire Engine Co.,

111' Manchester. N. H., and it is stated will

use the plant for the manufacture of auto

mobile fire engines, a number of which al—

ready had been produced. D. A. Burt, for

nn-i-Lv manager of the La France Fire En

:ini- Co., has been made manager of the

i’owor company.

To introduce a Dutch Car.

Sidney 5. Dixon. representing the Dutch

firm of Spylua- Brothers. is en route to this

country with a view of seeking an Amer

ican connection for the Spykcr car, the dust

ics~ncss of which is a conspicuous feature.

Mr, Dixon will stop at the St. Ito-iris while

in New York.

Doris Will Begin Nov. 2|.

The Dorris Motor Car Co., who succeeded

to the plant in St. Louis left vacant by the

St. Louis Motor Car Co., when the latter re

moved to Peoria, Ill, eXpect to begin oper

ations on November 1. The Dorris lease of

the factory is for a period of five years.
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LOOKING DOWN ON THE RACE

How the Contest for the Vanderbilt Cup Im

pressed and Affected the Man “ Up Aloft."

 

 

It does not seem possible that a few feet—

and those few, vertically in ’the‘ air—could

make such a difference, but, looking down

from the roof of the press stand upon a fly

ing streak of dun colored noise that flashed

between two lanes of eager faces was to ex

perience a totally different sensation than

that felt by seeing the same machine and the

same men hurlie by when on the ground. It

to the difference in

looking at people from the street level and

was something akin

gazing down upon them from the top of a

tall building, except that the shorter distance

made possible the observance of every detail.

Add to this the fact that the observer was

at the same time the photographer, and a

further distinction must be made for the

keenness of the professional picture-taking

eye for pose and detail, which must also be

taken into consideration. Then, again, it was

a point of vantage that offered a view of the

car from within a moment or two of the

time the bugler sounded his warning of its

coming, until growing larger with each frac

tion of a second it had breasted the grand

stand. shot past and almost in the same

breath disappeared down the seemineg end—

less line of human faces that stretched out

in a well defined lane of humanity-inclosed,

oiled road toward the Jericho turn.

But it was the sight of the cars as they

passed through the walled-in stretch repre—

sented by the press and grandstand that was

well worth the climb to the height afforded V

by the roof of the former. Once the busy

spell occasioned by trying to record the spec

tacle occasioned by the smoke and tire belch

ing cars as they started off one after another

out of the cloud of vapor—the sun as yet

scarcely above tne horizon and the all per

vading October morning mist making things

doubly difficult—there was nothing to do but

to await the coming of the competitors on

the first round; the passing of several rounds

in idleness, in fact, for the light before 7

a. m. at this time of the year is not con

ducive to the accurate recording of the im

age of a flying apparition at nearly eighty

miles an hour. Nor of anything else moving

for that matter; lenses, shutters and plates,

photography in general, has its limitations.

Within a second or two of the time that the

bugler sounded his monotonous call—fre

quently before he finished it—a black speck

would appear a mile or more down the road

toward Hyde Park, as yet invisible to the oc

cupants of the stands below, and, growing

momentarily, would flash by in a roar, with

every part rocking and swaying, the steering

wheel joltlng in the driVer‘s hand at every

inequality of the road and with both occu

pants of what appeared to be little less than

a flying shell swaying and bending in unison

with the movement of the car. Those on

the ground described the sight as thrilling,

but to the photographer on'the roof, who

could gaze directly down upon it, there was

something more than 'that to it; the passage

of the first few cars occasioned a feeling at

the pit of the stomach much akin to that

produced by the sudden dropping of an ele

vator; every instant it seemed certain that

both occupants were about to be buried into

something, or as if the car itself was doomed

to spontaneous destruction, leaving them dis

tributed promiscuoust in gory pieces over

the road and adjacent scenery. This was

the consensus' of opinion of those who

watched the cars go by from the roof, and,

although one become somewhat accustomed

to the sight, even the photographer, there

remained that feeling that something was

about to happen to the car.

 

Gasolene Delivered Milkmen Fashion.

A rather good suggestion for the local deal

er comes from across the pond in the shape

of an item to the effect that a firm has lately

taken up the. practice of delivering gasolene

at the private stables of its clients every

morning, thus following the milkman about

with the day’s supply of fuel for the machine.

At the same time the machine, which is spe

cially constructed for the purpose, takes or

delivers, as the case may be, tires or small

parts, which the house in question repairs

and subsequently returns to the owner with

out extra charge.

 

Horse Oddly Kills a Motorist.

When the automobile meets its forerunner

the horse on the highway the latter is us

ually the sufferer in case of a disagreement

as to the right of way, but a Massachu

setts equine recently took it into its head

to set up a new precedent and when run

into by a party in a car from Holyoke,

promptly proceeded to climb into the auto

mobile. in so doingi the owner of the car.

a Dr. Menard, was jammed between the

steering wheel and the seat, injuring him

so seriously that he (lied a few hours later.

 

Thomas Will Await France's Decision.

Pending the receipt of conclusive advices

from the Automobile Club of France defining

its attitude toward the Vanderbilt Clip races

of the future, E. R. Thomas, of Buffalo, will

permit his cup plans ‘to rest. He states

that the interest displayed in his proposal

to offer a trophy for competition between

American cars was very gratifying, several

prominent manufactulers having assured

him of their willingness to build special cars

to compete for his trophy.

 

So successful was the race meet held by

the New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club

at the Waverly track last month that the

club has another meet on the tapis for Elec

tion Day,'November-7. A good field of local

stock cars is assured.‘ '

FOR SPECIAL MOTOR ROADWAYS

Old Proposal in New Guise Crops up Abroad

—Surveys Said to Have Been Made.

 

 

Cables from London state that a bill has

been prepared and will be introduced into

Parliament, which, if passed, will enable its

promoters to construct a system of roads

which will be especially reserved for the

purpose of motor traffic, it much mooted sub

ject. A decision will be rendered at the forth

coming session. Sir Douglas Fox, an emi—

nent engineer, has been retained as consult

ant, and his sponsorship of the scheme seems

to lend credence to the statement that the

organization is complete and able.

It is proposed to construct as a begin

ning, a system of roads leading from Lon

don to Southampton, Portsmouth, Brighton

and Dover. The main road, which will lead

to Brighton, will be Joined near Coulsdon

and Merstham by the branches to Southamp

ton, Portsmouth and Dover, the total length

of the right of way aggregating something

like 166 miles.

01! the manner of constructing and main

taining the highway nothing has yet been

given out, but it is known that the pro

moters will seek Parliamentary powers to

forcibly take up the necessary lands “for

a railless road." Short leading in roads from

the ordinary highways will be built, and the

entrances to these will be guarded by toll‘

keepers, who will be responsible for the ad

mission of suitable traflic only, and the clear

ing of the way of children and animals. It is

also proposed to divide the road by a walk,

thus keeping the traffic going in opposite

directions effectually separated.

Although the project is of but recent

growth, it is stated that surveyors are al

ready at work upon the route, and that there

is every indication that it will be carried

through to a successful issue. Apparently

the movement is quite independent of either

the Roads Improvement Association or the

automobile club.

Two Clubs Clioue Officials.

W. S. Beiding was unanimously re-elected

president of the Automobile Club of Mary

land at the annual meeting. Other officers

chosen were: Vice-president, R. J. Leupold;

secretary, George 8. Dickey; treasurer.

Ernest J. Knabe, Jr. Messrs. Yellott, Keyser

and Reese were appointed a committee to

secure favorable legislation at the next Gen

eral Assembly.

 

 

At the first meeting of the Milwaukee

(Wis) Automobile Club since its organiza

tion as a corporation, held last week, the

following officers for the ensuing club year

were elected: President, Sherburn M. Beck

er; first vice-president. Dr. Louis Fuldner;

second vice-president, F. G. Curtis; secretary,

James '1‘. Drought; treasurer, William H

Pipkorn.
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ABOUT VULCANIZATION

Features of that All-Important Tire Process that

are not Generally Understood

 

To the average individual who is com

pelled upon occasion to do his own tire re

pairing, vulcanization means “healing the

rubber" until the patch or particular repair

under consideration becomes incorporated

with the shoe or \\'liate\‘e|"tlie foundation

may happen to be. Ordinarily of course.

the tire goes to the professional repairer

and the owner's only connection with the

job is paying for it. llut it is just as well

to know a little mote definitely just what

vulcanization docs imply. particularly as the

day of the "do it at home" portable appa

- rains for this purpose is not far away. Snell

things are in tact already on the market

on the other side. one style being recom

mended for cult-yin: on the car so that the

repair may be vulcanized “while you wait."

.\s a preliminary it is just as well to bear

in mind some of the stages the crude rubber

passes through before it becomes a tire.

So far as its use for everyday purposes is

concerned. raw tubber is of small value.

It must first be relieved of all foreign inat

lcr such as dirt and chips that adhere to

it and becoine incorporated in the mass of

sticky. vile smelling substance that coustl»

tutes the product as it comes to the llillltla

ol‘ the Illilllllftl('illl‘t r. 'lo do this it is pass

cd through tremendous rolls washed. rolled

and washed again. unto entirely clean and

then hung up.in huge white sheets to dry,

It is then ready for the curing a process

which difi'ers more or less in chry factory,

for from the earliest days of the rubber in~

dustry. this question of how best to prepare

and cure it has absolved. and still is for

that matter; taking most of the time atnl

attention of a number cf experts. Various

chemical agents are employed. chief among

them being sulphur. owing to its cheapness

and ease of working. But it would be im

possible to go into detail on this branch of

the subject for therein lie the carefully

guarded secrets ol' the business that are

hatnled down from father to son. What

may be best for the purpose and how to

employ it to the greatest advantage can

hardly be termed settled questions for chem

istry “'iilluilt number are constantly experi

menting with an eye toward improvement

in this direction. However that may be.

the materials are specially blended and com

pounded under the eye of the expert chem

ist well versed in the peculiarities of the

substance. so that this is hardly a matter

with which the amateur will ever have to

deal. There is also'considerable difference

of opinion as to the length of time required

to properly cure the crude rubber and bring

it to a state where it is ready for vulcani

zation. this varying from days to months.

In the conversion of the cured rubber into

what is known as vulcanized rubber, a cer

tain degree 01‘ heat applied for a stated

length of time is necessary to bring about

the chemical change. the duration of the

process varying according to the nature of

the chemical compound employed, but in all

cases vulcanization is arrested at the mo

ment that the rubber has reached the stage

at which it is in its most elastic and durable

form suited to commercial application: for

instance in the manufacture of inner tubes

and shoes. the process is brought to an end

at the point where the conversion is deemed

to be complete for the purpose to which it

is to be used. Beyond .his any furtltcr appli

cation of heat has an injurious effect on the

rubber and if permitted to coutllute stif

iiciently long it would finally arrive at a

stage where it would become hard and brit

tlc forming the material commonly known

as vulcanite and totally unsuited for tire

tiscs.

From this it will be apparent that it is

impossible to vulcanize a patch or other re

pair without also continuing the process of

vulcanization to those parts of the tube or

shoe again brought in contact with the heat

cd surface that surrounds the spot being

worked. _'i'hus in producing materials for

what may aptly be termed local repairs, the

rubber chemist has it anything. a more dif

ticult task than at the outset. for he must

prepare compounds which will in the course.

of periods necessarily bitt a fraction ot‘ those

oriuinally devoted to the operation. often 20

to tilt itiiitiitcs. vulcaniZe and amalgamate

with the foundations which may have been.

as in the case of a shoe. hours under treat‘

ment. 'lht- object in view is naturally to

subject the already vulcanizcd portion to

the shortest possible heating while effect

ing the repair. It must be borne in mind

that this cannot be accomplished without

carrying the vulcanlzing process a step fur

thcr toward the hard or z'itlcaulte stage al

rtady referred to. This will doubtless ex

'plaiu to the novice who has tried his hand

at it. why after failing to make a satisfac'

tory job of placing a patch or closing a

had cut at the first application. aml the at

tctnpt has been repeated a few times, the

rubber adjacent to the spot worked on is

found to have assumed different characteris

tics from the remainder of the tire. Such

ticatmcnt of an inner tube would doubtless

result in the repair giving way upon in

tlatien or not long after. and upon exami

nation the material would be found to have

become either a mass of cracks or porous

atid tiabby. '

It will readily be seen from the foregoing

that failure to efl’ect a clean and sound, as

well as rapid repair at the first trial can

only result in deteriorating the article un

der repair by repeating the attempt, which.

it' carried for enough will end in its ruin

by fatally changing its qualities. such as

forming a resilient into a hard and brittle

substance.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York. ‘“

KEEPS LABORERS AWAKE

How the Motor Car Accomplishcs that Useful

Service in the Far East.

 

Its adaptability to both passenger and

freight service about town and in schedule

rural work, the motor car has already demon—

strated to the satisfaction of those who have

given it anything like a fair trial. Its im

perative need of good road conditions has.

however, seemed to bar it from service in

any sort of pioneer work up to the present

The following glowing testimonial

from the correspondent of a contemporary

time.

who has used a touring car to great advan

tage in railway construction work, where the

scope of his labors has been greatly en

hauted by its adoption, is very significant.

He says:

"It is almost impossible to calculate the

great value of a motor car during railway

construction. more especially in India. The

usual routine of a gang is to work hard dur

ing the presence of an official, and on his dc

parture to spend a greater portion of the

remainder of the working day in sleep. If

far away from headquarters it was only now

and then that the chief engineer could visit

each individual work when horses were used;

with a motor car every part of thework on

a short line can be inspected daily, and no

one can say when the dreaded chief will put

in an appearance. I am also convinced that

long before the construction is finished the

cost of my car will have been saved by the

reduction in the number of subordinate of

ticials made possible by rapid locomotion.“

 

lnducemcnts to Chauffeurs.

A firm of London manufacturers has of

fered a very handsome inducement to chauf~

t’eurs who handle the machines under their

care in an economical manner by putting up

prizes of $5, together with a certificate of

excellence, which will be given to all drivers

of their cars who cover a total distance of

five thousand miles at a total cost of $90

for the 10-12 horsepower model to $310 for

the 24-30 type. This works out at some

thing like .018 to .062 cent per mile, and is to

Include all items of expense, including tires

and supplies.
 

Why London's Cops are so Active.

An explanation that sheds a flood of light

upon the intense zeal displayed by the Eng

lish “bobby” in apprehending the motorist

who is so lndiscreet as to exceed the legai

limit by n hundredth of a mile is to be found

in the fact that “Robert” is working for

his own pocket all the time. The fines go

to the. police pension fund, and. judging

from the amount collected in the last twelve.

months—something like $1,500,000-the super

nnnuated "peelers" of the “tight little isle"

should have nothing to fear for some time

to come.
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The Lady in thezLandaulet.

i-"

  

 

 

  

  

There can be little doubt that the increase

in the use of the various forms of closed

body will be marked even more during the

coming winter than it has been during the

current year, for the art of body building

has reached such a fine point. and the crea

tions along this line are so appealing to all

the senses of the user that even setting

Women Who Would be Chauffeurs.

According to the manager of a Chicago

automobile school, .there are quite a few

women in the Windy City who have the

“chautteur bug"; they think they want to

become professional drivers. These women

applicants find it plain enough sailing un

til they come to the question of about crawl

ing under the car. on a muddy street to

repair something wrong with the mechan

ism, at which most of them balk. Some

are even willing to assert that this is not too
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aside the dictates of fashion, the closed car

is likeiy to prove quite irresistible to eVery

buyer who "has the price."

Anticipating a greater demand this year

than ever before for these types of “carros

serie." the makers are one and all getting

out their “de luxe editions" as early as possi

ble. several magnificent specimens of the

much for their ambition to overcome, but

their determination must wilt upon more

mature deliberation for few of them ever

call more than once.‘

A retail dealer, who is not an American,

having just installed a motor delivery, has

adopted the catch phrase, “Buy a piano and

have it delivered at your door before you

get home." His faith in the speed of the

commercial motor Vehicle is delightful to

contemplate.

  

    

  

 

:
1906 models already being in evidence.

The accompanying illustration is of one of

the number—the new White Landauict.

mounted on the 1906 chassis, which is dis

tinctly different from the elder models in

appearance as well as in point of design.

That the car is an impressive one a glance

will suffice to show.

Vutnm of Second-Hand Sales.

Some idea of the vastness of the second

hand automobile trade in London may be

gained from the summary of the business of

a large exchange house there which has just

closed its books for the fiscal year. The total

volume of business done represents some

thing like $1.309,0001n round numbers, which

amounts to $20,200 in weekly receipts. This

has come from the sale of 1.879 cars and

539 motorcycles in all, or an average of 47

vehicles disposed of during each week.
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Fifth Avenue Stage Line Fallen.

From the fryingpan into the fire, would

seem to represent the present status of New

York‘s Fifth avenue stage line. For a num

ber of years the company has been issuing

periodical promises as to the abandonment

of the generation old plugs and “deadwood”

coaches that have been an eyesore for so

long. With equal regularity it has kept on

promising and neglecting to “make good."

The solitary electric 'bus which was so ex

clusive and apparently considered such a

luxury that double fare was charged on it

was discarded as being too small to pay.

But in accordance with the latest promise

another sample is being tried; it is said

to be a monstrosity of over 30 feet in

length and so broad that it takes up more

than lialf of Fifth avenue.

“Back to the old time nags rather than

this," is the Fifth avenue consensus of opin

ion as the result of a few trial trips of the

new ark, which in addition to being so cum

bersome that it leaves no room for any

thing else, is so slow and underpowered that

it cannot get out of its own way. On one

of its trips last week it stalled on the grade

above Thirty-Fourth street and afforded

ten minutes‘ amusement for an interested

crowd that watched its vain attempts to ne

gotiate the slippery asphalt until relief

came in the shape of a sprinkling of sand.

loach men and even caobies gave the mons~

ter ’bus a wide berth, and its great size

and the manner in which it monopolizeil

the road in its immediate neighborhood as

it went along led many to wonder what

Fifth avenue would be like with a hundred

such vehicles on it.

 

For Those with Cold Feat.

Those motorists who suffer from cold feet

and ankles during the winter months should

have their machines equipped with doors to

the footboards, such as are fitted regularly to

one or two of the foreign cars. If not con

venient to have these made of wood or

metal and fitted permanently, a very good

thing to do is to have them made of dash

board leather, such as is used in buggies,

strengthened with a wire framework, which

need not be heavily made, and fastened in

place by means of swivel buttons like those

used in fastening the boots and cheeks of

carriages. The door which is to go on the

driver’s side need not be as readily detach

able as the other, and may be as high as is

possible without interfering with the hand

ling of the levers. The other should be

readily demountuble, and should not be too

high to prevent one's stepping over it in case

of need.

Long lsiend Line That Paid.

In an open letter to the public recently sent

out, the management of the Long Island Au

tomobile Observation (30., which has been

operating a single machine on the route be

tween Huntlngton and Amityville, Long Isl

and, during the present season, reports a

daily income varying from $35.30 on good

days to $1.60 in bad weather, which averages

something like $18.60 for the period during

the month of August, which is quoted. Dur

ing this time the daily expenses ranged from

$7 to $8, including running repairs.

It is proposed to reorganize before the

beginning of the year, with sufficient capital

so that three more machines may be pur

chased. The plan is to operate two machines

regularly on the Huntington-Amityville

route, each making at least two round trips

11 day, and to use a third for tripper service

to Huntington Harbor on boat days and for

general livery service. The fourth car is in

tended to be held in reserve at all times for

emergency work in relieving the machines

which are on schedule in case they break

down.
 

This Tire ls Insect Proof.

“Water, rot, insect and puncture proof" is

the modest recommendation outlining but a

few of the many advantages of the Very

latest revolutionizer that is to make the pneu

matic tire a back number. It comes from

Minneapolis, and is a variation of the old,

old story of the spring wheel, with just

sufiicicnt flavor of novelty about it to make

it worth while recording.

It is terlned the Hodgson tire, and gets its

resilience from a series of helical springs

placed around the rim and compressed to

a point where their resistance is sufficient

to carry the weight of the car without fur

ther compression. Steel wire cable is then

wound round the outer face of the series of

springs to form an outer rim or tread to

the wheel, and also to keep the springs in

a state of compression. Over this is wound

a chemically prepared textile fabric which

is the foundation of the “water, rot and in

sect proof" recommendation. The whole

rim is then covered with a rubber case that

comes down over the sides of the springs

and is clamped to the wooden rim in much

the same manner as the ordinary pneumatic

tire. Modifications of this part of the con

struction call for a rim of several layers of

leather armed with brass or steel studs, or

a steel rim of the regulation type for heavy

trucks.

Winter Proteet'on of Steering Gm.

Protection for the joints of the steering

gear is a necessity at all times, but never

more necessary than when mud and ice are

most prevalent, as in cold weather. For

this purpose many cars are provided with

leather coverings on the joints when sent

out from the factory. This is a desirable

provision, and if not already made on the

car as received it will prove a wise piece

of forethought to supply it, regardless of the

weather. The joints should first be well

washed with kerosene or gasoiene, and then

covered with heavy grease, after which the

whole should be inclosed in a flexible leather

casing, neatly sewn around the joint. If a

 

, well fitting and neat appearing job is wanted

the services of a harness or shoe maker will

be desirable.

Worcester Sees Some Slildding Stunts.

Part of the population of Worcester,

Mass, was recently treated to an impromptu

exhibition of "skidding." which left behind

an impression of what the automobile is ca

pable of in this direction when it starts in

to perform. Nothing ever happen off Main

street in a small city, so, of course, this

street was the scene of action.

The actors were one laundry wagon in mo

tion down the centre of the aforesaid Main

street at the peaceful and law-abiding limit

of six miles per; one other wagon, classifi

cation not given, lawfully standing still at

the curb. and one automobile, which, of

course, came “tearing down" the same Main

street and tried to pass between the two

wagons in order to “cut in” ahead of the

laundry delivery. Everything proceeded as

planned until the rear wheel of the car

struck the front leg of the clothes horse. and

then things began to happen. The car did

the “circle, face your partner and salute"

act in great style, while a number of local

citizens looked on in open mouthed aston

ishment. Then it kept right on sliding side

wise down the street until it ended up diag

onally across the car tracks a few lengths

away, heading back in the direction from

which it had originally come. Local opinion

was divided as to the cause of the remark

able stunt, but finally attributed it to the

uncertainty of automobile management.

Strange to relate, no damage was done to

the horse, car or the occupants of either ve

hicle, although both did some powerful think

ing for a moment or two, especially the

chauffeur. The animal did not even lose its

footing.

x

Old Yarn in English Dress

The motor car had just reached a nice level

stretch of road, and the man in goggles was

preparing for a scorch, when an honest eyed

old countryman stepped from the hedgeside

and held up his hand.

"iteckon you was jes’ goin’ to slip along

tidy fast," he observed when the motor was

brought to a standstill. ' -

The motorist guve'no denial to the state

~ ment. “What made you ask '3" he inquired.

The'bucolic one produced a pair-of battered

field glasses. " ' ‘ ' - -

“Clap your eyes to these'ere," he remarked,

"and look up that there tree along the road.

Happen you'll see something asTl'make you

change your mind. . . - -

“Great Scot! A police' trap!" exclaimed the

motorist as be discerned a blue trousercd

figure perched on a branch. “Thanks, old

friend,” and the clink 0f coins was heard.

A minute later a motor car was crawling

past the tree at six miles an hour, while its

driver wat'ed his hand airiiy to the figure“

above. Two hundred yards back an lnno-_ _

cent looking old countryman was counting__

his wealth and smiling. ‘ “ '

"That there'ideu of cartin' that scarecrowfrom the pea field and Mirror 'it to the h'e‘efjhe chuckled, “worn‘t ’arf bad.”—(Tit Bits;
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THE TALE OF A SECOND-HAND

Being the Not Unfamiliar Narrative of the

Unconduded Tour of a Bargain Hunter.

They were all devotees of the car and the

post prandlal interchange of experiences had

covered every topic imaginable, from the

massacre of poultry at eighty miles an hour

up to wayside carburrettcr adjustment, each

giving way as the next narrator took the

floor after a short period of silence when all

would cast about half sheepishly to see who

the next Munchausen would be. From tires

to gears, gears to clutches, all over the motor

and back again went the contributions of

personal experiences in trouble hunting and

conquering, until the range of possible me

chanical defection to which steel and copper

could be subject seemed to have been thor

oughly covered.

It was the monthly club dinner, or had

been. for the gathering had progressed to the

coffee and cigar story telling stage, and

every one was vieing with his neighbor and

the assemblage at large to add something to

the general fund of information without get

ting on to the tacitly forbidden subject of

speeding, and particularly night violations of

common sense. Every one had had occasion

to meet and conquer more or less minor ail

ments to his car during the past thirty days,

but somehow or other they didn‘t make the

interesting telling that a night ride that had

all past performances for speed faded. Rec

ords were the thing, and what more exciting

than rushing along under the trees with that

dazzling white twin shaft piercing the dark

ness, hand and foot tense, every nerve ready

for what might be around the corner. But

what was the use; every new silence brought

apprehensive glances at the first speaker

with the expectation that he at least might

be the one to break the taboo.

"Yes, same old story; two hours looking

over everything but the inside of the tank.

We lent them a few pints of gasoiene, didn’t

have overmuch ourselves,” concluded the last

speaker dejectedly when a new arrival si

lently came in, helped himself to a cigar and

tried to fade into the smoke of the smoke

unnoticed. But .l" to no purpose.

“There‘s Ollie," chirped one, and in a mo

ment there was a general acclaim. “It's 01

iie‘s turn. He hasn't told a story in three

months. ' How about that car you bought at

the beginning of the season to go on a tour

and came back' without? Yes, how about

that car? Give us a change of subject. Why

did 'you come back on the train? Where’s

the car?" ' ‘

“i suppose I may as well make a clean

breast of it, and there couldn't be a more ap

preciative audience," said the victim. “My

entrance into this charmed circle did not

happen until some time after that affair, and

I kept the secret so well I had come to re

gard it as what the diplomats are fond of

terming a ‘closed incident,’ but as long as

i'm cornered I'll come up to the scratch.

“First, let me make my confession of

crime. That was a second-hand car," an an~ ‘

nouncement that called forth a collective

groan. “It may be just as well to explain

that I was about as raw a specimen where.

automobile knowledge is concerned as ever

happened on this planet. Carnegie‘s book

handouts, all of them, would fall short of

holding what I didn‘t know about cars in

'generul and about that particular make or

any other. I was so ignorant that I fully

realized my lack of knowledge, but I was a

subscriber to almost every automobile maga

zine published. Technical matters always

bored me. I had a supreme contempt of the

greasy mechanic, so I invariably passed over

explanations and descriptions of the inside

of the car and concentrated my attention on

the touring department. Reading the de

lightful experiences of Tom. -lick and Harry.

roiling along through beautiful country, cov

ering a hundred to two hundred miles a day

without the faintest trouble, and all for the

price of a few gallons of gasolene. It wasn’t

long before I was on fire to do the same

thing. I saw myself holding the wheel of a

big touring car and dashing along at thirty

an hour in my dreams every night for

months. Then a brilliant idea struck me. I

would buy a car and take a run out home. I

hadn't been homei in eight years; had been

going back to see the folks every summer,

but put it off just as regularly as it came

around. I felt like a two-yearold when I

conceived the scheme of spending my vaca

tion on a tour and a visit to the 01d people.

The trip couldn't take more than a week at

the most, according to the rate at which the

touring parties in the magazines got around.

There would be plenty of time to give every

body of my acquaintance a ride. My, how

important I felt; if the Street had gone my

way on a big deal I couldn’t have been

puffed up more. In my imagination every

one of the boys that had stayed home in the

village was bursting with jealousy. I was

made. But the car hadn't been acquired

yet; it was all in my imagination.

“It was a natural step from the touring de

partment to the ads, and the way I studied

them was a credit to their compilers. But

every car was the best one ever made. There

wasn‘t anything on i: to get out of order.

nothing short of breaking it up with an ax

would ever cause it to stop or bulk. Some

of those ads. were like schoolboy exercises

to me. I could repeat them backward or

start in the middle and say them both ways

without missing a recommendation.

“ ‘Four cylinder vertical motor of most ap

proved type, constructed of extra special

material throughout. Rated at 24 horsepower

but has shown 40 on the brake. Automatic

carburretters, sliding gear, three speeds and

reverse, direct on high gear, no danger of

stripping.‘ but you all know the rest, so

there‘s no necessity of going any further

with that speech."

“Huh. I gulped down the first one I read.”

grumbled one of the audience. sotto voce.

"While i was reciting advertising back

wards and forwards to make up my mind

whether what I needed was a two-cylinder

or four-cylinder, or whether it should have

20 or 60 horsepower. or which particular al

lurcment I should go down beforeI the cause

of my undoing appeared in the shape of a

seductive article written by some one with a

fancy nom de plume. 1 think I would have

risked hearing a sentence of $10 or ten days

if i could only have got my hands on that

follow at the right time. His contribution

was on ‘Ilow to buy a second-hand car.’ "

" Now he's getting warm," came from no

where in particular. “I thought that would

be a good way to save a few centuries my

self, but I was flagged in time and put my

money in a new car."

“It isn't my set purpose and intention to

discourage the sale of second-hand cars. I

am about to unburden my soul though, and

any one who has a hand-me-down in mind

better make up his mind it’s time to go home

unless he thinks of going around first thing

in the morning to call the deal off. The ar

ticle that led me to ruin took up three or

four pages of that issue of the magazine.

Full of illustrations, p..otographs. every one

of them, so far as I could see, those second

hand cars looked just the same as any one of

the best evers in the advertising—a little

better, I thought. More business like; looked

as if they were useful as well as ornamental.

Well, to cut that part of it short, the article

was to the effect, ‘Why buy a new car when

you can’t afford the price, and can get one

that is just as well if not better for half the

price?’ Why, indeed, thought I to myself.

Two thou' hadn‘t looked such a great deal

when I was in the first hot flush of enthusi

asm to pay a visit to the old home at the

wheel of a big yellow touring car, but some

how or other it looked bigger and bigger

every time I thought of it from then on.

“What was the use of putting out all that

when possibly I could pick up something

rare in the shape of a bargain for half? Or

maybe even as low as eight hundred. The

article said the market was flooded with

them of all kinds, and said, by the way that

many a four-cylinder vertical, you know the

rest. had been knocked down at that. Own

er needed the money, and all that. I forgot

all those best ever ads asif they had never

been written. Nothing but a second-hand

for mine from then on. But there was a part

of the article that worried me a good bit.

Down about the last paragraph it said the

second-hand car was not always what it

seemed—beware of the dealer and his bland

ishments, and then it cut 01! short with ‘To

be continued in our next.’ I did nothing but

study second-hand dealers’ ads. for a week

while waiting for the next issue. \olumcs

of them. Cars from $125 up. All in abso—

lutely perfect condition. I was in almost as

much of a quandary as I had been about the

best ever ads. That wees finally came to an

end and with it came the next issue of the

paper with the second installment of the ar

ticle. The minute I attempted it I began

to realize there were a few things about as
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automobile I wasn't familiar with. I won’t

bore you with detail, but it was Greek to me.

Told how to examine clutches, bearings.

valves, steering head and what not: accord

ing to it there could be more things wrong

with a second-hand car than were ever in

cluded in my philosophy. But there was a

ray of hope in it after all. Get an expert to

look over a car for you before buying it.

Any good mechanic can detect its weak

points at first sight.

“I put a want ad. in the paper that very

night for a good mechanic who knew how to

run an automobile. It Would be easy to kill

two birds with one shot by hiring a me

chanic to help buy the car and keep him to

drive it. or rather to attend to the dirty work

on the trip, for I never imagined any one

but yours truly behind the wheel. Heaps of

applications, of course. Stack of letters a

yard high. To make a long story short, I

took one of them who struck me as being

wise to all the wrinkles of the game. He

was. but not the way I anticipated. Never

was confiding faith in human nature more

rudely shaken.

“I stuffed my pocket full of newspaper

clippings of bargains and we set forth. But

he knew just where to find want I was look

ing for. and steered he to a place uptown.

How I could have been so pig headed as not

to notice that my new man and the salesman

I was dickering with had some trade tele

pathic system of communication, and used it

right under my nose. gets my gall. But to

cut it short, after the two had arranged it to

suit themselves and my man had settled the

size of his rakeoff. they sold me the car.

'l‘welve hundred was more than I had decid

ed to pay for a second-hand car. The ads.

were so alluringly worded about the big

cars that were to be had for a song that I

thought it would only be necessary for me to

pick what I wanted at any old price. But

she looked worth the price. every inch. She

was a monster and heavy as a freight mogul

as I learned later to my cost.

“They fooled around a bit filling up tanks

and ‘what not and after a seance with the

crank. which I noticed my man delegated to

the salesman. the motor buzzed and all three

of us climbed in, the salesman at the wheel.

Up Fifth avenue and through the park big

as life. I could hardly sit still so anxious

was I to hold on to that wheel. The fearful

racket the motor made in a vain attempt to

shake things to pieces every time we were

held up was disconcerting. but that and

many another thing not half as plain did not

exist for me then. I found them out soon

enough, however. I’ll pass over the next

two weeks of my motoring career: the sub

ject is a painful one. The car was demon

strated daily for my iwnvfli. I neglected

business and everything else, and in the

quiet stretches of the park I finally mastered

the hang of that wheel and those pedals. In

the mean time I simply fed that man with

coin. According to him. that machine needed

enough replacements and odds and ends in

the mechanical line to fit up the engine room

of a first class battleship.

Finally everything was ready for the 1,500—

mile trip. A century and a half—twice as

much as it would have cost to have made the

round trip on the train in bang-up style—

would hardly cover the cost of the clothes

and stufi! I bought myself. But a ten-dollar

leather cap, a five-dollar pair of goggles and

thirty-five more for a coat made me feel as I

owned a whole automobile stud of imported

cars. For safety sake I resigned the wheel

to my man in the traffic, but got hold of it

after we got out of the city and was sure

the day of my dreams had at last come.

Within less than a week I would be surpris

ing all my old cronies with my style. We

hadn‘t gone more than five miles when

something went. off under the bonnet like a

two-dollar cannon cracker, and blue black

smoke poured out from under the bonnet.

How we stopped is a mystery. but I did it.

that's certain. I grabbed for everything in

sight, and if we hadn’t stopped right then

and there it would have been a case for the

coroner, for when we did bring up we were

headed dead at a telegraph pole and within

two feet of it. I had twisted the wheel in

my excitement, as well as everything else I

could lay hold of.

My may Friday nosed around gingerly, for

everything was red hot, cursing like a troop

er. Funny I had never watched him closely

before, but now I was out driving my own

car I was going to learn the ins and outs,

and I was onto every move he made. I be—

gan to have misgivings at the first glance.

but it was too late to turn back. He fussed

and fumed around, covering himself with

grease and sweat ,and with every oath he let

out my soul sunk further. It was plain his

profanity was a screen for his ignorance.

He didn’t know the commutator from the

carburetter, but finally in desperation said

he had “fixed it" and got at the crank. She

started right ofi' and brought my spirits up

again. We got about five miles further along

—twelve was her top notch—everything se

rene and peaceful. when the firecracker per

formance was repeated. but nothing gave

way and we kept on. All was calm again

for another half hour or so, when she ex

ploded three times in succession in less than

a mile. That last was too much for my

nerves, and I again pulled everything handy

and stopped her. We were about ready for

a fight to a finish as we climbed out oppo

site sides of the car glaring at each other.

The only visible derangement was a loose end

of wire dangling around, and after making a

great bluff at fixing this Friday announced

another start. and, sure enough, the first turn

started her hammering away. I felt better

again.

\Veil to summarize our stops for the day,

and l speak now in the light of a vast store

of sincc acquired wisdom, we were held up

twice by the explosions, which were caused

by a broken inlet valve on the third cylinder.

There was a ragged pece chipped off it

amounting to a third of the valve. I found

out that the cylinder had never been firing

since the car had come into my possession

up to that morning, and the last repairman

who had honestly fixed the wiring was the

cause of it.

"The compression stroke forced the gas

out as quickly as it came in, and so there

was no explosion, but about every once in so

often the mixture would become just right

and the explosion would shoot out that hole

in the valve. The third time was too much

for the plug, and that was why it didn‘t

trouble us any more after that. How that

ramshackle affair was ;ept going the two

weeks I was practising with it home is a

deep and dark mystery to me, for we made

four stops more to adjust the tremblers,

which kept sticking. Once just in time to

prevent everything going heavenward, for

half the water was gone and the rest boiling

furiously. She actually blew oi! when the

tank was opened. Only the trouble Friday

had in finding water saved us walking ten

miles to the nearest town, for everything was

simply sizzling and cold water in the jack

cts then would have split everything to

pieces. Ten hours on the road, eight stops

and the odometer recorded forty-five miles

since early noon. It was discouraging, but

there was still some hope left and I wanted

to get as far ‘as possible so we determined

to make a town eighteen miles away be

fore putting up for the night.

Pitch blackness settled over the wooded

road before we made half the distance and

hungry. dirty and sore all over the slow

plugging along behind those two feeble

yellow shafts from the oil lamps was mad

dening. Friday was almost asleep and I

Was pretty nearly as bad when I began to

realize that something must be on fire.

Paint was burning somewhere and even

where I was sitting was becoming uncom

fortably warm. Before I made up my mind

to do anything the motor gave a final sickly

wheeze and died. standing there all aquiver

with the heat and nauseating smell 0!!

burning paint and grease. Friday was

through with trouble hunting and made

straight for the crank. but he might just

as well have tried to put the car in his

pocket. He hauled until I thought he

would burst a blood vessel but didn’t suc

ceed in moving it more than an eighth of

a turn. I took pity on him and we got

hold of it together and with a mighty heave

gave her almost a full revolution when

there was an ear splitting roar followed by

a flash of fire from under the bonnet. In

less time than it takes to tell it she was

afire fore and aft and amidships. Like Na

poleon watching Moscow go up in flames,

I stood there after the first shock was

over. folded my arms in utter resignation

and watched my twelve hundred vanish

until with the last splutter I was again in

darkness. Then I looked for Friday and

I'm looking yet. I hoofed it to the town

still a good five miles and finished the trip

in a sleeper. I hope the mystery of the

strange disappearance of my first car is

llu longer such.
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Putting a Safety Device to the Test.

One of the striking features of the latter

models of cars which is coming more and

more into Prominence is the facility with

which they can be handled on grades. Not

simply an ample surplus store of power is

necessary for this, but as well, the finest

of braking equipments. Besides the regu

lar brakes, many of the machines are now

  

  

fitted with some sort of safety devices which

prevent their rolling backward without the

volition of the operator.

The illustration shows one such device

being “put to the test"—the Thomas safety

device as applied to the 1906 Thomas Flyer.

fitted with a testing body, in which E. B.

Thomas himself and the various depart

M‘s

Jae

ment heads of the factory are caught in the

act of trying out the Thomas invention on

a twenty per cent grade. By the aid of

this device the machine is enabled to stop

and start again on even so steep a grade

as this without using the brakes at all, and

without straining the engine beyondlts

limit.

 

" Beating the Time Clock."

Time recording clocks have in the past

year or so become a feature of most large

garages and a prominent establishment in

the Windy City recently added one of these

“tab keepers” on the movements of its em

ployees and cars and placed it in charge of

the watchman, whereby hangs a tale. The

watchman is well past his prime and for

the first few days he was as tickled with

it as a child with a new toy; he took par

ticular delight in dropping the little cards

into the slot. pushing the lever and ringing

the hell.

But one of the chauffeurs looked upon

the innovation with suspicion and finally

became convinced that it was a snare to

record his comings and goings and thereby

bring him into disrepute with his employer,

so he undertook to “beat the machine" and

his performance gave the watchman a mild

attack of heart disease. Starting at nine in

the. morning he took the car out and was

of course, promptly “rung up." At 9.05 he

returned and was marked in. At 9.20 he

went out again and from then on continued

an intermittent series of trips round the

block and in and out of the garage, which

made a line of “ins and outs" on the card

that almost filled it and kept the watchman

busy until the middle of theafternoon. The

gray haired timekeeper smiled grimly but

kept right on punching. Then the “hired

man in the leather suit" rested a while

but soon restarted the engine and stood

by as if ready to leave at any moment. He.

let it run for an hour, the timekeeper wait

ing with the card in his hand ready to punch

it. A short time after that a telephone mes

sage came from the owner and the car went

out on its only legitimate exit that day.

Half an hour later an urgent appeal that

:1 supply of gasolene be sent to a point in

the suburbs came over the telephone.

“Let him come and git it." was the al

timatum of the watchman to whom the re

quest was referred. It was a crestfailen

young man who climbed off a street car

half an hour later and lugging a can of

gasoiene departed in the same manner. He

has not tried to beat the machine since. A

study of the day's cards showed that he had

worked the clock to the extent of sixty-four

"ins and outs."

 

Paris is to have a motor police brigade [Wu

hundred strong. Their duties should not

prove burdensome under the extremely iih

eral policy of enforcing the law followed in

the French capital, but they will he there to

catch the occasional on'ender, nevertheless.

and in order to demonstrate their fitness to

know when he is violating the law the_

will he put through a rigorous examination.
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FRANCE'S FAMOUS ROADS

How They Are Departmentized and Built—

The Sand Surface that Prevents Mud.

 

So much has been written of the excellence

of the roads to be found in all parts of

France, and such a constantly increasing

number of tourists go abroad each year to

enjoy motoring over them that it will be of

interest to learn how the country came to

enjoy the advantages of such a perfect sys

tem of roads. As in England, the roads in

France were for several centuries after the

decline of the Roman Empire in a state of

dilapidation owing to long continued neglect.

In the latter part of the seventeenth century

Louis XIV. had some good roads built in the

vicinity of Paris, but it was not until near

the end of the eighteenth century, or about

1775 that the real work of roadmaking, the

result of which is now so prominently in evi

dence throughout the country, was under

taken. It was in the time of Napoleon I.

that most of the great national roads which

run through the country in various directions

were built. These were constructed prin

cipally for military purposes and connected

Paris with the French frontiers.

There are roads of varying degrees of im

portance in the system, all being classified

according to who is responsible for their

maintenance. First comes the Routes Na

tionales, which are constructed and main

tained by the national government. Next to

these in the order of importance come the

Routes Departmentales, that are maintained

by the several departments: or provinces at

the national expense. Next are “Chemlns

viclnaux de Grande Communication.” and

“de moyenne communication," the first being

roads that pass through and connect two or

more communes, and the second are of the

same class, though of lesser importance.

Both are maintained by the communes inter

ested and served by them, aided by govern-‘

ment grant in the case of the more important

ones, while the others are under the control

of the departments in which they are located.

Still lower in the scale come the “Chemins

dc petite communication,” maintained by the

communes separately, under the supervision

of government engineers. Last are the

“Chemins ruraux,” which may best be de

scribed as “parish” or local roads, and are

maintained and wholly controlled by the

commune in which they are situated.

For the most part the roads are flat, par

ticularly between Boulogne and Paris. The

standard of grade adopted is 3 in 100 for na

tional roads, 4 in 100 for departmental roads,

and for those of lesser importance 5 in 100.

Except in very hilly districts or where traf

fic is too light to warrant the extra expendi

lture to keep down the grade. these stand

ards have been adopted. This. taken to

gether with the good 0 imnte, had been the

reason why it has been IO popular to; unto

mobiling right from the first, when powers

were low. ‘ _

The national road. of course, represents

the best type, of which that leading from

Paris through Fontalnbleau to Lyons is a

good example. This portion was originally

paved, but the paving has since been lifted

and six inches of macauam on a nine-inch

foundation substituted. Curbs with drain

channels three feet in width and of paving

blocks flank it on both sides. This was done

six years ago, and despite the fact that com

paratively few repairs nave been made in

the mean time, the surface is said to be in

excellent condition. Behind the curbs are

lines of trees planted fully half a century

ago and now in excellent condition. Beyond

these trees are nine-foot equestrian paths, the

curb being lowered or a grass verge being

substituted at short intervals to allow of

easy access to and from the paths. A special

feature of this stretch of road is its straight

line with slightly undulating gradient. Such

a great length of straight road, however.

makes rather 'monotonous travelling.

Some of these national roads which at an

earlier period in their history were used for

military purposes were originally paved with

stone blocks. Some Oi. this is still in exist

ence, such as that near Versailles, but most

of the “pavé,” which is the execration 0f

the motorist, has now been “ted, the stones

used for a foundation and the surface macad

amized.

In the early period of the construction of

these roads, the earth formation was made

horizontal and the bottoming eighteen inches

thick in the middle and twelve inches at the

sides, the convexity of the surface being

formed with the materials, but one of the

French engineers considered this excessive

and introduced the rounded form of earth

formation, with only ten inches of bottom

ing from side to side, and this is the method

now generally adopted, coth in France and

England. But only about 9,000 miles out of

the 22.000 miles of national roads in France

are built in this manner with a hand-set

foundation, the others being what are termed

"‘broken stone" roads, ~tlie- material being

broken stone laid on promiscuously after the

system introduced by Macadam. Some of

the lower class roads are constructed of

gravel and others of earth.

The materials used in the construction and

maintenance of the roads vary according to

the kind of stone found locally in the various

provinces of the country. Some of the most

common are millstone grit, white fiint'and

flinty sandstone. The millstone grit is dug

out of the ground, being found at a depth of

three or four feet under the surface, while

the sandstone is taken from such quarries

as that of Marechaux. A standard quality of

road materials has been adopted in France

in order to determine the relative qualities

of the various kinds of stone found in the

country. The scale ranges from zero to 20,

porphyry being the best, with a range of

from 10 to 20, and pudding stone the lowest,

from 4 to 8. Compared with this standard

much of the material used 18 of medium qual

ity, ranging from 8 to 13 in the scale, but it

is evidently considered better economy to

use‘tiie lower grade of stone found in the dis

trict than the better quality brought from a

distance at a cost three times as great as

that of the local stone.

These flinty freestones which, as already

mentioned, comprise the bulk of material.

wear fairly well under ordinary conditions.

but gradually grind down under the weight

of traffic into a fine white sand, and it is

that which causes such an news of dust on

French roads in dry weather. On the sur

face of the majority of the roads in the

country will be found this layer of sand of

varying thickness. When it becomes exces~

slve it is removed and left in heaps along the

side of the road. Although this sand is a

great nuisance on account of the clouds of

dust it causes, its presence on the surface is

rather an advantage than otherwise, as it

tends to some extent to prevent the breaking

up of the macadam in time of drought, and

it does not cause mud in wet weather, as the

sandy particles dry quickly after a rain, so

there is not the evil of unlimited mud to

deal with that prevails in this country.

 

Fire Extinguishing. Fort Wayne Style.

Here is the very latest in the automobile

fire story line. Explosions of the gasolene

tank have become such an utterly common

rhetorical commodity that it really behooved

the daily scribe to cast about for something

new and here it is, fresh from Ft. Wayne,

in the state of poets and authors, Indiana:

“Leaping into an automobile, with flames

surrounding it on all sides from the burning

gasoleno in the tank, Will Peltier, of the

Ft. Wayne garage started the machine

against the wind and ran it' so rapidly that

the flames streamed out behind, only scorch

ing the paint. When the fire had burned

out he returned and found the owner of the

machine, who had supposed it doomed and

had accordingly desertui it.”

 

Rochester's Appearing Prosperous Students.

From Rochester comes the news that the

assembly of the class in gas engineering at

the opening of the Mechanics Institute look

ed more like a meeting of the board of di

rectors of the school than otherwise for the

class includes some of the most prominent

ment of that city, many of them have been

operating their own cars for several sea

sons and others who have recently joined

the ranks, but all of whom are at the mercy

of hired men and repairers because of their

ignorance of the principles and construction

of the mechanim. .

 

Purdue's Plant Nearly Completed.

Purdue University’s automobile testing

plant is now nearing completion in Lafay

ette, Ind. Tests for fuel consumption, horse

power and general efficiency will be made,

the plant being one of the most complete

of its kind in the country. Some of the

leading makers have promised to place cars

at the disposal Of the WW"? for this pur

pose,
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TAKING THE CURVES

The Swan! Ways of Doing so at Speed—

American vs. Foreign Methods.

"How shall curves be taken?" is a ques

tion for the chauffeur that is asked and an

swered by the otiicial representative of all

the German and Austrian automobile clubs,

besides a few others, the Allgemeine Auto

mobile Ze‘tung. It ls a question that must:

be answered from two points of view: How

the curves shall be taken when racing and

when touring. There is probably more to be

said on the former score than on the latter,

and in view of the widely varying methods

adopted by the American and the foreign

drivers in the Vanderbilt Cup race the sub

ject is one of considerable interest.

 

Under such circumstances the driver can

rest assured that the way is clear; he need

have no lurking fear that hidden by a house

or a clump of trees at the corner which shuts

out the view there is some unseen obstacle

that means disaster unless avoided. Where

the tourist is concerned, safety lies in a mod

erate speed when the road cannot be plainly

seen ahead for some distance, and in a close

compliance with the rules of the road, which

would mean taking all right angled turns as

indicated in the sketch at Fig. 2, and pro

ceeding similarly in every other case, regard

less of the nature of the curve—that is. keep

ing well over to the right, under the Ameri

can system, or to the left, under the English.

So far as the tourist is concerned, there is

very little to be said; it is merely a matter

of common sense, and it is only when the

dictates of the latter are utterly disregarded

that the more or less frequent accidents that

are given so much prominence occur. With

racing it is a totally different proposition; it

is a matter of speed at any cost short of

annihilation, and there are scientific princi

ples involved that the foreign drivers have

apparently taken into consideration, but

which the Americans apparently ignored.

These principles have been st closely studied

and so well established in years of railroad

ing experience that curves are now laid out

on which it is possible to speed heavy

trains at a rate that would justifiable have

  

been denounced as suicidal not many years

ago. But much of the data evolved in rail

roading practice does not apply to the auto

mobile. for in the latter there is no limitation

similar to that imposed by the rigid wheel

base of the car trucks, which must always

be considered in plotting a curve. The auto

mobile is capable of turning in little more

than its own length, and practically its only

limitation is that of centrifugal force and the

capability of the tires to withstand the strain

imposed upon them. There is one principle,

however. that should be so apparent to any

one who has considered the subject at all as

to searcer call for comment, and that is that

the length of its radius determines the char

acteristic of the curve; if it be short, the

turn will be correspondingly abrupt and diffi

cult to negotiate; in other words, the longer

its radius the easier will be the turn.

That this was well recognized by the ma

jority of the foreign dl‘iVei'S was obvious

 

from the manner in which they “shaved” the

inside of the turn instead of following the

centre line of the road. When some distance

from the turn such drivers as Lancia, whose

control of the steering wheel aroused uni

versal admiration during the Vanderbilt Cup

race. kept over to the extreme right hand

from which they headed past the corner,

passing whatever obstruction happened to be

situated on the latter by such a small margin

that the spectators could readily have touched

the driver without much efi‘ort in the way of

stretching out the hand. After rounding the

corner, leaving it was but a duplication of

taking it; the course followed took the car

to a point on the opposite side of the road a

hundred yards or more away, and not until

this had been gained was any attempt made

to bring the car back to the crown of the

road. This resulted in a long sweep of more

than double the radius of the curve as laid

by the road surveyor originally, as the latter

based his calculations on the centre line of

the road.

This manner of taking the curve is well

illustrated by the sketch at Fig. l, and its

adaptation to the "S" and "hairpin" turns is

shown in Figs. 3 and ii. while the practice

adhered to by a number of the American

drivers. although the turns taken were not

quite as abrupt, as this would be impossible

~at high speed, is shown in Fig. 2. Their ideas

with one or two exceptions seemed to be very

much the same, and they were to keep as

far away from obstacles as possible. which

naturally meant as near the centre of the

road as was practical under the circum

stances.

English as it is Writ in India.

Automobiling apparently offers a stumbling

block of serious dimensions to the Babu re

porter, says the London Globe, as witness

the appended gem culled from a Poona paper

anent the recent East indian reliability trials

in which a number of cars participated:

“Captain Naylon and Mr. Swifte were the

only ones to requisition the patrol supply at

Shirwal fully laden and going strong. Mr.

Lee cammie I‘anhard was next seen, and

then followed The De Dion running the pe

culiar drive akin to this running Car. Silent

ly Captain Evans and Colonel Russell's car

approachwl. He seemed quite satisfied with

his runs, more engine and passing Shirwal

competitors. Mr. Harwood De Dietrlck was.

as it seems, but this sportsman did not deign

to stop at Shirwai, which was a matter of

comment by many. Mr. Lamb‘s Orleans

came up and the owner did not understand

the officials to running and required what it

was meant for evidently not recognizing the

fact that the Mr. Swifte‘s De Dion's tire futes

with a Anti-skin looked a little bit groggy,

but he was not abashed at this."

 

Home Doctors Discuss Automobiles.

Veterinaries are beginning to fear that

their occupation is fast disappearing.

more than is thc_h0rse himself. With the

latter it is probably not a matter of much

concern. The president of the Royal College

of Veterinary Surgeons recently thought it

necessary to cheer up his fellow practition

ers. and accordingly handed out the follow

ing convincing arguments to show that there

was nothing for them to fear:

“Automobiles have displaced a few ani

mals, but in many cases the owners have

returned to horses. The first six months'

work of an automobile, when everything is

new and taut in the way of machinery, has

deceived people into believing that it was

its permanent condition. Owners, how

ever, would have a rude awakening and be

glad to resume horse haulage; in fact, he

knew many who had done so already." a

statement that brought forth a sickly smile

on the part of his assembled confreers.

 

How the Swiss Cops Swell their Salaries.

Switzerland supplies the very latest

“stunt” in police hold-ups. The local speed

limit in one o! the cantons is three and one

quartcr miles an hour, for every violation of

which the miulon of the law demands blood

money, cash on the spot. This is tire francs,

about $1, so that, compared with the farce

conducted before a justice of the peace or

ningistrate which ends in a fine many times

ilmt amount, the prm-cilure is quick and to

the point, and on the whole economical, Tim

Swiss pollcenmn is a slate pensioner, and

is allowed to collect his own salary a, la

Dick Turpin.
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HEATING THE MOTOR HOUSE

Pcrplcxities that it involves and Precautions

that are Advlsable or Ntccssary.

 

At this time of the year the problem of

garage and stable heating and its probable

or possible effect on the ever menacing fire

risk comes up for consideration to the owner

and the garage‘keeper as well. To some it

causes little or no annoyance, for it has al

ready been solved in past seasons, and the

solution has proved to be so satisfactory that

there seems to be no need for a change at

the present time. To others it is a source

of considerable worry, for it is by no means

as simple as it at first may seem.

Not to go into details which have already

been thrashed out over and over again in

other years, it is sufficient to sum up the

needs of a garage heating system very brief

ly. First, it should be so constructed that

the unavoidable fumes of gasolene shall not

in any way come into contact with flame or

with metallic surfaces which are heated to

any considerable degree. Second, the sources

of heat on the various floors and rooms of

the building should be so well diffused that

there will he no intensely hot or intensely"

cold spots at any time, even during the very

coldest winter weather. Third, the system

should be both economical_and flexible, so

that it can be regulated to suit the conditions

of a day which is extreme for the season

without undue effort on the part of the oper

ator, and should be capable of supplying

just sufficient heat to maintain a uniform

temperature at all times. Fourth, it should

be so contrived as not to interfere in any way

with the full amount of ventilation, which

is essential to any building where inflamma

ble materials are handled. -

The rigorous application of the tests for all

these conditions, of course, bars for all time

the use of stoves and furnaces, either in

rooms where cars are handled or stored, or

in rooms which communicate directly with

them; and also precludes the use of ill con

structed and poorly insulated radiating sys<

terns. Also these considerations make nec

essary an added amount of care in the mat

ter of the disposal of oily waste and refuse,

which is likely to accumulate at all times,

but which is far more dangerous during the

time that the heating system is in use than in

the warm weather. Then, too, it involves the

careful disposition of all stores of supplies

so that they shall not be subjected to a dan

gerous amount of heat.

Before the heating system of any garage is

put into service for the first time in the fall

it is most essential that it be gone over with

great care to see that it has not suffered

from rust or other injury during its period

of idleness, and that the spaces behind radia

tors and heaters have not been used as con

venient hiding places for old parts and dirty

waste. In the tour of inspection all joints

should be tested and connections made per

fect, and all points where'there is any dan

ger that leakage or the high temperature

which may he expected later on are doubly

guarded from the peril of fire. At the same

time it is well to look into the ventilating

system, which, unfortunately, is totally in

adequate if not wholly useless in most build

ings which are used for garage purposes, to

see that it is capable of‘ taking care of the

added amount of waste which the winter sea

son is to put upon it and that it is in work

ing order.

in this connection, too, it is well to sound

a note of warning against the danger of over

heating. It is not necessary to heat any ga

rage or storcroom where cars are to be kept

to a temperature greater than 55 to 70 de

grees at any time. Not to exceed the maxi

mum is to effect a considerable saving over

the usual cost of operation of the average

building. Yet in the cold weather there is

a great tendency to raise the temperature to

a point considerably above it, even to a point

which is dangerous, all things considered.

To Make the Pit Sate.

An inspection pit which is properly con

structed, is always provided with a ventilat

ing flue which leads from the lowest point

in its floor to an'uptake preferably one of

the main ventilators of the building, which

has a strong draught; but even this pre

caution is not sufficient to guarantee the

removal of all the gas which is likely to

accumulate under a car when it is under

going repairs, and therefore it is of the ut

most importance that the repair man avoided

the use of naked lights of any sort when

at work. When a pit is not provided with

any means of ventilation whatever, the can

tion becomes even more imperative. Re

cently, an English coroner and his jury were

called to sit upon the case of a man who

attempted to locate a nut which had been

lost in such a pit, by the aid of a lighted

match.

When Lighting the Lamps.

When lighting the lamps, it is well to re

mcmber that they will he less apt to smoke

it turned very low, than if they are adjusted

to thohcight at which they would be used

were the machine not in motion/They should

be allowed to burn for several minutes before

the car is taken out on a run in order that

they may have time to adjust themselves

before the tremendous draught of the road

is encountered.

New Use for the Torpedo. ‘

As a dog and small boy prchntive some

motorists have adopted one of the latter's

own weapons—the paper torpedo. it has the

desired cii‘ect in every instance, and, more

over, has the saving advantage of being

harmless, though somewhat startling,

USES OF THE WATER GAUGE

How it Serves to More than Tell the Tale of

Water Circulation.

 

 

Though not of great importance, appar

ently, the use of a gauge connected with the

water circulating system of the car yet

proves itself of considerable benefit at one

time and another, and is an accessory which

the motorist can well afford to add to his

machine. Its normal function of showing

whether or not the cooling water is being

properly circulated, though by no means

vital, yet serves as a convenience in time of

mishap, since it reveals a disordered condi

tion of the system before the motor has time

to heat, and in this way frequently saves a

bad case of overheating when on the road.

Another use of the water gauge, in which

service it proves to he a great convenience

frequently, is in enabling the operator to

judge of the speed of the motor without

listening to it. This use is not to be appreci<

ated until one has driven through heavy

traffic a few times and had the roar of the

streets so drown out the sound of the exhaust

and the rattle of the valves that he is all at

sea as to the manner in which his engine is

performing and knows only by the “feel” of

'the clutch whether it is pulling properly and

whether or not he is running on too high a

gear.

Also, after a little practice, the driver

learns to judge of the speed at which he is

running by the position of the needle and the

notch in which the gear lever is set the

mnnher of turns of the motor, of course.

bearing a definite relation to the speed of the

machine when the clutch is fully seated.

Indeed, by careful calibration it would be

perfectly possible to use the gauge as a

speedometer by graduating it in accordance

with a series of observations. But, at all

events, in whatever capacity it be used, the

observation of the water gauge soon becomes

second nature to the driver. and its indica

tions furnish a supply of information as to

the performance of the motor which is only

equalled by that furnished by the sense of

hearing, and has the advantage of being

readin interpreted. an advantage which mere

sound alone does not always possess.

Use of Separate Cells.

Although the makers of the numerous elec

trical attachments which have been devised

to he added to the car to increase its COUI‘

fort and convenience, agree one and all that

they can be connected with the batteries

which are used for ignition, it is better for

the motorist who has need of one or all of

them to provide himself with a separate

set 'of cells for their use. Those which serve

the other purpose are far too important to

have their servictmhility in any way jeopard

ized. '
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THE ENGINE AS A BRAKE

Advantages that Come of Such Availability and

Means of Obtaining Them

 

 

A matter which has been a ground for con

troversy among automobile drivers ever since

automobiles came to be, is the question as

to the correct method of arranging the brake

and clutch control of a car which is equipped

with sliding gear transmission. With some

it is considered of the greatest importance

that the clutch pedal be interconnected with

the brake pedal and lever, so that the for

mer is withdrawn on the application of the

With others. it is thought to be of

equal importance that the two functions be

kept separate from one another so that the

compression of the engine may be used for

the purpose of a brake under certain condi

tions.

In tier.

Whatever may be the common practice of

skilled drivers in this respect, the fact re

mains that it is a great convenience to be

able to out OK the motor and use its compres

sion as a brake when descending long hills,

and that in those machines which are fitted

with a variable inlet which can be wholly

shut off at will a very powerful brake is thus

obtained without any danger of heating or

the failure which menaces the ordinary type

of brake at all times, no matter how well it

may be constructed. One of the English

builders has gone a step further than most

of his fellows, and arranged the valve

mechanism of his motor in such a way that

moving the accelerator up to a certain point

simply throttles the inlet. while a further m0

tlon in the same direction serves to open the

exhaust valves during each down stroke of

the piston, the inlets remaining closed, thus

transforming the engine into an effective air

compressor.

By this means the work of the motor may

be modulated at the will of the driver from

its maximum to nothln. and it may then be

used as a powerful and even brake without

any of the jerky or spasmodic action which

occurs when the ignition is cut out for the

same purpose. Moreover, there is no danger

of injuring the mutiier, as may sometimes be

done with a motor not equipped in this way,

from the accumulation of unburned gases

which have been exhausted by the inactive

cylinders. When it is desired to use the

power again it is applied evenly and in as

gradual degrees as is desired, so that the

control of a machine thus fitted is said to he

more nearly like that of an electric than of

any other form of gasolene machine.

Fully aware of the claims of advantage

which the users of the principle make for

any system in which the almost entire con

trol of the car is vested in a single lever, but

somewhat doubtful of its reception should be

attempt to use this system on his own cars,

that indefatigable enthusiast, Cecil Edge,

of the British Napier company, put the ques

tion to the court of public appeal recently

and wrote a circular to his clients asking for

their opinion on the matter of clutch and

brake interconnections and the use of the

engine as a brake. 0f the replies which he

received 6 percent of his correspondents

were in favor of interconnection, 35 prefer

red to have the emergency brake connected

with the clutch as a safeguard, and 59 fa

vored the independent arrangement.

If put to the same test in this country it

is hard to tell just what verdict would be

given. A number of tne manufacturers of

standard machines here still adhere to the

interconnection and to the interlocker upon

the gear changing mechanism as well, and it

is quite likely that among the users of those

machines the consensus of opinion would not

favor the arrangement. With other drivers,

however, the other method has already found

favor. and, although so far as is_ known, no

machines of American manufacture are ar

ranged to compress at every stroke, still by

the manipulation of the spark the same gen

eral result can be obtained, but with a lesser

degree of retarding reflect upon the car.

Certainly, as saving on the wear and tear

of brake surfaces and as 1 convenience, some

such arrangement should orove of great bene

fit as applied to any machine. As to the

matter of interconnection. with this, as wtih

the gear interlocker, the time of its need

seems to be passing away Time was when

the “fool pr00fing" devices on the machine

were of almost as great importance as the

organs of transmission and power, but with

the simplification of design, and still more

with the general education of the public to a

point where frenzied and hysterical manipu

lation of everything within reach on the

slightest provocation is no longer to be ex

pected that importance is seemingly on the

wane.

Moreover, as the motion which converts the

motor into a brake would he learned by the

novice almost as soon as the motion of ap

plying the brake, and would soon become

second nature; and as, were the engine so

governed, the non-removal of the clutch at

the time of the application of the brakes

themselves could effect nothing more than

the stopping of the motor at the same time

that the car was stopped; there would seem

to be no further .need for the interconnection

once such a device as would effect this were

brought to perfection.

 

Pillows lor the Tonnnu.

The. latest luxury for the tonneau is the

pillow. Now when my lady goes out to ride

in her motor car she reclincs not only on the

soft leather cushions with which the seats are

upholstered, but also on the soft silk downy

affairs which have hitherto been part of the

cosey corner, but which now may be obsel‘Ved

In the up to datest of motor can.

MAKING MORE MlSCHlEF

Tinkcrlng with Carburcttm a Prolific Source of

it—thrc Troubles More Likely Exist.

 

 

Some motorists have a fancy for taking

the carburretter apart on the slightest provo

cation and are never satisfied that it is not

the source of trouble unless they have it re

duced to its lowest terms and promiscuously

distributed over the scenery. But the car

burretter is not the prolific source of trouble

that some accuse it of being.

When an involuntary stOp makes an inves~

tigation necessary and the bewildered one

has carefully gone over every other possible

cause—in his own estimation—and found

them apparently in good working order, it

is as well to think twice before dismantling

thecarburetter. It is a delicate piece of

apparatus at best, and when taken to pieces

by one whom: understanding of its principles

is none too good, its adjustment is liable to

become deranged, thus adding to the original

trouble.

Books and articles galore have been writ

tea as to just what to do when the motor

refuses to start, and until experience has su

perseded such primary directions, it is not a

bad idea to paste them in oue‘s hat. They

all differ more or less, but are of necessity

so similar in their essential elements that a

composite may readily be made. It would

be something like the following: First, see

if there is anything in the tank; if it con

tains plenty of gasolene, do not take it for

granted that it is reaching the carburetter,

but look for stoppages in the piping; see that

air inlet on tank, if of gravity type, is not

clogged; next inspect all parts of ignition

system if a test of battery or other source of

current reveals no defect there. For myste

rious and puzzling aberrations the ignition

doubtless takes the palm, so it is well to

make this inspection a careful one. Valves

and valve springs, whether of the automatic

or mechanically operated type, are likewise

prone to get out of adjustment, and it is re

markable what a slight derangement in them

will give rise to an alarming decrease of

power. These directions would seem to in~

dlcate a lengthy process of inspection, but it

will be considerably less than that required

to dismantle the carburettor and reassemble

it properly, particularly when the latter

proves not to be the root of the trouble.

 

'l'hnt ingenious inhabitant of the Windy

(Yity, one i’unl l‘icurd, who suggested that

all careless pedestrians who got in front of

automobiles should be arrested, recently fell

into the clutches of the law himself. He was,

however, given the benelit of a (‘lilcago mug

istrute‘s bargain (lay, and got oil for $25 am]

a hand of $2M) not to do it again, instead of

being lined a “ccntnry”—llie usual "price."
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CASTING THE PISTON HEAD

Several Ways that Several Men Went About It

and the Several Results.

 

 

A gas engine piston seems to he a very sini

ple thing—that is, one of the trunk type that

is a little more than twice as long as the

diameter, says the American machinist. Who

did the planning of the first ones that the

foundry made does not appear to be on rec

ord, but they were made with the open end

down. This was a very easy way to make

them, as the pattern could be drawn out and

the core stood down into a taper print that

guided it right to place.

There is no reason to suppose that this

method would ever have been changed if

time had not revealed some defects arising

from this way of doing things. If there was

any dirt of any kind in the mold, of course

it could always be found in the top end of

the head as cast, and unfortunately this end

was alsothe end that had to stand the heat

and the effect of the explosion, and so could

least afl'ord to be defective in any way. It

also seemed as if blow holes had a special

liking for the space that should be occupied

by spaces for the rings, when it was most de

sirable to have perfect sides on these same

grooves. If the defects in these heads could

have been always discovered before any

work was done on them it would not have

been quite so bad, but it was very seldom

that any defect showed up until the grooves

were being finished, and by that time nearly

all the work was done on the head, and,

worse than that, was the occurrence of dirt

in the end of the head, as it might not show

up until the engine was on the testing block

and subjected to the heat.

Consideration of these things led the foun

dry foreman (he was not the one who was

in charge when the first heads had been

made) to change to way of making them.

He did them the other way up. Instead of

setting the core down in the mold he hung it

up, and if there was any dirt in the head it

was in the open end.

This was an improvement in many ways,

but it still had some drawbacks, for while

there were not so many bad heads in the

machine shop. neither was it possible for a

man to make one in the foundry in the same

time that he could in the old way. In making

them in the improved way it was necessary

to use a three-part flask with one of the part

ings at each end of the head. This brought

the core print in the cope, and it was neces

sary to tie the core up in .it with wires.

After it was made secure the cope was put

onto the cheek, and then a man got down in

under with :1 pair of calipers and prooeedcd

to centre the core. This he did by, pushing

in one or other of the several wedges that

went through loops in the various wires that

were bedded into the print end of the core.

After he had the core Centred to his satis

faction, the cope and cheek were lifted onto

the drag. If the core did not move during

this last operation he might get a casting

that was all right, but it was soon found that

if the centring and wedging were not care

fully done the core would be lopsided and

would have to be thrown away. If there

were any bad spots in the head they would

usually be found at the open end, and they

could often be gotten rid of by cutting bac‘:

a little; but if they ran in too far to be cut

out the head would have to be thrown away.

for while they might not do any harm they

wore in the place in the head where they

were the most conspicuous when the head

was in use.

Owing to the fact that it was a job of con

siderable skill to centre and secure the core

in a reasonable time and with certainty, the

work on these heads had to be given to a

good man, and good men come high; so, all

things considered, the bend were an expen

sive job, and also one that was not liked by

the men. Because of the known difficulty of

ccntring the core accurately the machinists

had to centre the beads by the core instead

of by the outside: and so an extra amount

of finish had to be on the pattern so as to

have enough to allow them- to true up. An

extra eighth of an inch all around on a head

as long as these means quite a lot of iron,

and it takes an extra cut to get it off, or if it

is taken off at one cut the feed will be finer

but above all of these things was the ncccs-'

sity of getting good heads, and this method

seemed to be the best way to get them.

After it while there was a new man in charge

of the foundry, and while he was a modest

man and did not put up any claim of being

smarter than his predecessors, he had differ;

ent ideas on some things, and was willing to

try to live up to his previous experiences

and knowledge; and in trying to make things

go as well as he could in his end of the estab

lishment this head job was one of the things

that struck him as having in it all the ele

ments for improvement on some of the sizes.

After looking at the matter from various

sides, a pattern was made that would do for

two heads. A iong piece was turned up that

was the size of a head at each end, and a

liberal space was left between them for core

print. This pattern was parted lengthwnys

through the centre. The core box was made

so as to make the core for both heads in

one piece.

With this arrangement it was thought that

two heads could be molded almost as quick

ly as one, and much more .quickly than one

could be in the old way. After a few heads

had been made it was found that the new

way had some drawbacks.

long print between the two heads, it was

found that the core would rise, and it was

apt to rise more on one end than on the

other, although the mold was poured from

both ends at the some time. To counteract

the tendency to 'tip the print was made

longer, and chaplets were used to hold the

core down so as to offset the desire it had

to float.

This being a new way to do this job, it was

In spite of a

watched closely for a time, and everything

seemed to be all right and so easy that it

seemed as though almost any molder could

he sure of good heads, and, as is usual, the

attention was shifted to some other part of

the foundry work.

About this time the man in the machine

shop thought his method of centring the

heads could be bettered, and he changed it so

that he was sure when he got through that

they were really centred by the core; and

about the time he had his change finished

it was found that more heads were being

thrown out because of the core not being cen

tred properly than was pleasant. In mak

ing the pattern for the new way of doing

heads the finish had been reduced so that

it was not much more than it would have

been if it had not been necessary to pay any

attention to the core. This had been done

because the boss molder said that it was as

much as he would need, but it did look almost

as though he had been mistaken; however.

he did not lose his nerve and give up, but

he had a little gauge made so that the moldcr

could try it and make sure he had the core

clear down in the print before. putting on the

cope. He also had one made so that the ends

of the core could be tried to see that it was

not nearer to one end than the other. By

these means he has succeeded in getting good

heads without having excessive finish on

them. '  

Care of the Brass“.

When a car is brought in from the road

it is a very good plan to dust ofl the brass

parts and coat them with polish, leaving it

there until the machine is about to go out

again, thus keeping all water from coming

into contact with the bright surfaces and

tending to tarnish them, and also protecting

them from any moisture which may be in

the air, and from the action of any vapors

which may be injurious to their appearance.

If the car is to be taken out on a rainy day.

it is well to leave the coating in place and

not to attempt to polish the parts as the ac

tion of the rain is apt to tarnish them. It

liquid polish is used, it cannot be left on

in this way as it is likely to cut the finish

and do a good deal of harm, but with most

of the preparations which are put up in the

form of paste, and with plain tallow, the

coating may be left-on indefinitely without

doing any injury whatever.

 

“by the Mulllu Cut-out!

As the result of experience gained in the re

cent tourist trophy contest held in the Isle

of Man, one observer predicts that mumer

cut outs. or as they are termed by the Brit

isher, “exhaust ports." will figure more prom

inently on 1906 models than they have on

their' predecessors. Among the advantages

cited for this feature, which has been dis

carded on American cars so long since that

new recruits to the sport do not know what

it is, the observer in question mentions that

“it is useful to restrain the suicidal tender»

cies of dogs when the horn is ineflective."
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MAKING THE ENGINE ELASTIC

Some Novel Ideas to that End that are in Evi

dence in the Bruckert Motor.

 

Lack of constant torque or pull was a draw

back recognlzed at an ‘early stage in the use

ot‘ the single cylinder engine for automo

bile ‘ purposes, and two, three, four and

six cylinders were the steps taken in bring

ing about the solution of the problem. Two
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Fig 4.

were better than a single cylinder and three

were better still, but it was not until the

four cylinder motor was settled upon that

smooth easy running, tree from vibration,

and with a constant pull on the crank shaft

was obtained.

There are many who believe that this re

sult is not attainable short of the employ

meat at six cylinders, but going beyond tour

has been found to mean added complication

 

 

  

\~\

Fig. 2. .

out of proportion to the benefit to be gained,

so that the four cylinder motor is now the

accepted standard. But despite this

there are many who have looked for a solu

tion of the problem in directions other than

in the multiplication of the number of cylin

ders. Many more or less ingenious devices

have resulted from these attempts and in

some instances have been attended with fair

ly satisfactory results, notably by insuring

a constant compression at whatever speed

the engine may be running. In the majority

of such cases, however, it has only been ob

tained at the expense of added complica

tion or increased weight-items of greater

importance than the slightly added flexibili

ty brought about.

Nevertheless the problem is interesting in

that its final solution augurs tor the future

an internal combustion motor having an

 
 

  

 

steam engine, so that the diilerent devices

introduced for overcoming the drawbacks of

the present type are well worth considera

tion.

In the Bruckert motor, a French product,

for instance, the expansion principle has been

introduced with apparently satisfactory re

sults, the makers claiming that constant

daily use extending over a period 01’ a year

has shown their motor to he possessed of a

degree of elasticity that permits 01! the elimi

nation of the change speed gear. But then,

of course. this is only one of many that

have put forth identical claims to suprem

acy without in the end having come into

general use. '

However there are several novel features

on the Bruckert that make it particularly

interesting. The basic principle of its oper

ation is the maintenance of a constant quan

  

 

amount of elasticity equal to that of the tity 0t gas. The mixture admitted during
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the first part of the lift is very weak and

when the valve is fully opened a'rich mix

ture is then admitted and is compressed in

the'combustion chamber and exploded. The

weak mixture then burns with an expansive

action. It is evident therefore that the valve

mechanism must admit the rich aml weak

gases in variable proportions according to

the speed of the engine and the load, and

this is done in a very ingenious manner,

which may he followed by a reference to

the drawings. Figure 1 shows a sectional

elevation of the induction valve. Into the

casting 1 which forms the holy is screwed

the ring 8 which receives a form of rotary

throttle 2, actuated by the lever 9. This

throttle has a number of ports coinciding

with similar openings in the piston fixed to

the valve stem 5. When the valve is ac

tuated by the cam the piston slides up anl

down, thus admitting the required quantity

of explosive mixture from the chamber 2

which is in direct communication with the

carburetcr. The lower part of the piston

covers and uncovers the ports 3 communi

cating with the atmosphere. The proportions

of explosive mixture and air are regulated

from the maximum in one case to the

minimum in the other by the lever 9. It wilt

thus be seen that by varying the quantity

of explosive gas, which naturally has not

time to mix with the air, the force of the

explosion also varies, and when running

under a light load the charge has an ex

pansive-action. The principle is not new,

since there is something similar to it in a

Swedish motor, which runs under constant

compression by maintaining the air and gas

separate in the cylinder, but it is worked

out in a _manner somewhat different from

that of the Bruckcrt engine and should ap

parently be more effective.

Like its induction valves the Bruckert eu

gine is also of novel design. The cylinders

are horizontal and opposed, but the pistons

do not drive directly on the crankshaft. In

stead there is a vertical shaft running in

guides, the. upper part revolving on a crank

with hearings in the engine chamber and

the lower extremity on the crank shaft, the

throw in both cases being the same. This

shaft is held between rollers on the ends of

the pistons, so that as the vertical shaft is

pushed back and forth it rotates around the

cranks. If required, the quadrangular shaft,

as it is termed on account of its travel, may

drive two crankshafts. It is further claimed

for this method of CJDVel‘tll'lg the recipro

cating into rotating motion that it obviates

the sldewise strain or thrust on the cylin

der from the ordinary form of crank shaft,

and the transmission effort is reduced to a

minimum. Figure 2 which is a transverse

section illustrates the arrangement of the

cylinders and the valve mechanism, and the

longitudinal section, figure 3, makes clear

the method of transmission employed with

the vertical shaft running between the guides

ll. Figure 4 gives a section of the carbu

rotor with automatic provision for admit

ting fuel and air, the gas circulating around

a spiral chamber where it is warmed by the

exhaust when necessary.

 

Causes of Crystallization.

Generally accepted theories of the cause of

crystallization will have to undergo a re

vision it‘ the recent discovery of Sir I‘urccli

Taylor proves to be of the degree of impor

tance of which it now holds forth promise.

lie has made it plain that the agencies which

cause the formation of crystals are twofold.

In the first place, it was supposed that '

crystals were only formed when liquids were

at rest and in a state of perfect quiet; but

it has now been discovered that crystals are

the result of a rhythmic motion taking place

among the ultimate molecules of the sub

stance, and that crystals may be formed

under these circumstances in liquids, solids

and gases.

This discovery explains the crystallization

of metal in engineering structures, and which

frequently results in the breaking of bridges,

locomotive axles and the tunnel and propeller

shafts of steamers. In the latter connection

it is curious to note that the same discoverer

should have been the inventor, some 'twenty

five years ago, of the built up crank shaft

for steamers, which has almost entirely done

away with the constant breakage at that

point, and should now have discovered in

directly the cause of the continual breakage

of propeller shafting. The discovery points

also to the existence of a fourth state of mat!

ter beyond that of gas.

Automobile axles are but replicas of those

on locomotives, although of a totally different

design, and are subject to strains entirely

out of proportion to their size as compared

to those of their vastly heavier compel-e,

which always runs on a smooth way, while

' the crank and propeller shafts are but. minia

ture reproductions of those used on the larg

cst steamers. Weight and size considered,

add to which engine and rear axle are not

in the same plane, so that the shaft works at

an angle, and it will be evident that these

also are subjected to proportionately greater

strains.
 

Dc Dion's Electrical Governor.

Considerable difference of opinion exists

as to the necessity for governing the motor

of the car, and as things are at present,

there are probably quite a majority of design

ers on the pro side of the question, but from

time to time there are defections from the

ranks. In addition to that old standby—

centrifngal force, which according to the

ideas of the builder is caused to act upon

the throttle or ignition; air and water pres

sure are also relied upon for this purpose.

A patent, however, has recently been

granted to the makers of the De Dion cars

for a purely electrical system of governing.

As already referred to, more or less resort

has been made to retarding the time of ig

nition by means of the customary centri

fugal governor, which may be termed a me

chanically actuated electrical governor, but

in the system under consideration the cur

rent itself supplies the moving force. The

principle is a familiar one in electrical en

gineering usually being incorporated in a

number of safety and ov'erioad devices in

connection with generators such as circult

breakers and voltage regulators.

The source of current is a continuoUs cur

rent magneto primarily installed for ignition.

As this is geared direct to the motor or oth

erwise connected so that it maintains a rate

of speed relative to that of the motor, the

voltage of its output will vary as the speed

changes. Only a part of the current gener

ated by the magneto is necessary for ignition

purposes, the remainder acting on an electro

magnetic regulator of the usual solenoid and

plunger type, connected in shunt across the

ignition mains. The soft iron core or plunger

of the solenoid is controlled by a spring

against the pull of which the current must '

act. Its motion is in turn transmitted to a

device for advancing or retarding the igni

tion, though it may also be employed to act

upon the throttle or as an exhaust valve

lifter. '

It is obvious that the apparatus being once

adjusted for a voltage corresponding to a

definite speed, the motor cannot exceed this

speed because as the voltage tends to in

crease, the regulator begins to act and tends

to prevent the speed rising. In order that

the regulator may be adjusted for different

speeds, varying the tension of the counter

acting spring may be resorted to, or the

solenoid may be provided with several in

dependent windings, both methods being cov

ered by the patent. The latter is naturally

the more positive and has the further ad

vantage of being capable of control from

a ditance as from the steering wheel. This

is effected by the use of a commutator witch

enabling the current to be diverted through

any number of the windings or all. The

strength of the pull or attraction exerted

by each of these windings is of course, accu

rately calculated to effect a corresponding

movement of the device controlling the ig

nition or throttle as the case may be. For

instance, with the speed allowed by sending

the current through the first section of the

coil represented by one, the retardation and

accompanying drop in speed may be one

half, one-third and one-quarter or in any

other gradation of steps desired.

 

For Illumination of Closed Cars

One of the most recent developments that

owes its inception to the widespread use of

lnclosed bodies is the provision of an extra

accumulator for lighting the interior. In its

latest bulletin the National Battery CO., of

Buffalo, N. Y., calls attention to a special set

of their "Unit" accumulators, which they are

putting out especially for this purpose. it

is composed of four cells in hard rubber con

taining jars, specially adapted to withstand

breakage, a hard rubber bridge in the bot

tom being provided with a soft rubber lip

that acts as a cushion on which the plates

rest. They are intended for use with 8 volt

lamps.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The New Model 1906
 
 

30-35 H. P.

has arrived. Note specifications below, then inspect it and try it. Experts

who know Auto-cars from A to Z will be forced to admit that in beauty,

wo-rkmanship,enduring strength and every other requisite ofa perfect tour

ing car, this magnificent new Rainier is THE American Automobile.

Engine. 30-35 H. P., 4 cylinders, water cooled.

Ignition, Sims-Bosch Magneto-make and break spark.

Transmission, Sliding train. 3 speeds forward and one reverse.

Rear Axle. Bevel gear drive, clutch driven hub. Ball bearings.

Front Axle, I Beam section. Ball bearings. -

frame, Cold rolled pres>ed steel, aluminum under bonnet covering entire

engine and transmission.

Wheel Base. 104 inches.

Wheels, Imperial whalebone, grade A 2nd growth hickory.

Tires. Continental 34 x 4.

Valves, Mechanically operated, inlet and exhaust interchangeable.

Carburetler, Float feed, requiring no adjustment.

Brakes, Two internal expansion, dust protected, operating on rear hubs

through emergency lever, holding either forward or backward.

Foot brake operates on propeller shaft. Both brakes bronze

against steel.

Body, Full aluminum, double side entrance.

Equipment, Two head lights, 2 side lights, 1 rear light, 1 horn.

Price, $4,000.

The 22-28 H. P. will be continued as heretofore, without any changes.

4 cylinder—98 inch wheel base—La Coste coil. French battery. Continental Tires. Aluminum side door body.

Price, $3,500.

BOTH MODELS GUARANTEED EREE OE REPAIRS EOR ONE YEAR.

The world’s broadest and most liberal automobile guarantee. Landaulet bodies for immediate delivery.

Limousines for October and November delivery.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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0 Without a

Single Adjustment

won the Glidden Trophy for the

There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

ity of the Pierce ,Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years’ experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of Association Of chensed Automobile Manufacturers

Manufacturers 0! Pierce Cycles.
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MERCEDES CARBURETTER

Famous German Concern Makes a Significant

Change—How the New Device Operatrs

 

 

One of the most notable features of the

1906 model of the Mercedes cars which has

recently been completed will be found in

the carburetter, and the principles upon

which it is based are indicative of the

marked eflect that French initiative has on

the design of the German car. It will be re

called that French experimenters have been

studying the use of the multiple jet and mul

tiple air inlet type for some time past, and

many of the leading builders in that country

have placed patents to their credit on the

particular forms evolved by them, principally

since the opening of the present year. It is

accordingly not surprising that the carburet

ter of the new 70 horsepower Mercedes

should be of this type.

 
 

  

B18. 1.

The carburetter complete, with its branched

feed pipe ready to be fitted to the engine, is

pictured in Fig. 1. The usual float feed

chamber will be recognized by its form at

the left hand side, but in connection with

this a somewhat novel departure has been

made. Protruding above the centre of this

chamber appears the end of the usual central

needle for automatically regulating the flow

of liquid. This is indicated by No. 1. Just

to the right of it will be noticed another

needle somewhat similar in form, which is

normally held up by a weak helical spring;

this controls the flow of fuel to the jets fur

ther to the right and lower down. Between

these two needles there is a pillar support

ing a cam disk, 2, which simultaneously

presses both needles down upon their seats.

This disk is connected to a small lever on the

dashboard, so that the flow of fuel to and

from the carburetter is entirely under the

control of the driver.

The tour jets are so arranged as to receive

an equal feed of liquid, but the size and num

ber of outlets in each vary considerably.

For instance, the first jet, or the one nearest

the float teed chamber, is perforated by but

two small holes, while the last, or fourth jet,

at the right hand end of the group, is pierced

by four openings of much greater diameter.

The two intermediate jets have the same

number and size openings, two in each case.

The upper ends of the jets are entirely closed,

the holes bclng drilled in the walls close to

the top so that the fuel is sprayed out ra

dially. '

The mixing chamber, which is directly

above the jets, is solid with the branched in

duction pipe, and its upper end is widened

and made circular in order to house the ro

tary throttle valve. It is divided vertically

into four distinct compartments, one above

each jet, and each compartment terminates

at its upper extremity in the cylindrical

throttle valve casing. The entire mixing

chamber is water jacketed, ted by pipes con

like, port at the left of the series of openings

corresponding to the jets beneath before any

of the others are opened. With the engine

running light, the required-volume of mixt

ure can then be obtained to a nicety by alter

ing the relative position of the port and the

slit, this being accomplished from the steer—

ing wheel by means of a lever connected to

the crank operating the throttle valve and

shown hanging down from the centre of the

casing in Fig. 1. To obtain more power, the

valve is moved further to the left, when the

V shaped edge, 13, of the moving member

begins to uncover the largest port, 10, at the

same time as the port, 12, gradually reduces

the feed through the slit or first port at the

left of the series. Further movement opens

the large port fully, and then uncovers the re

maining ports, 9 and 8, consecutively. The

jets, one after the other, are thus successive

  

  
 

nccted at the unions shown at 5 and 6, Fig.

2, and the four compartments are entirely

open to the atmosphere beneath, as shown in

both illustrations. At their upper ends the

four compartments form ports 7, 8, 9 and 10,

varying very greatly in size, and which are

covered and uncovered by the rocking inner

member of the throttle valve, a separate view

of which, No. 11, is given at the right of Fig.

2. The extreme left hand opening. N0. 7,

which corresponds to the smallest jet of the

four, is but a mere slit, the others increasing

in size by about 50 per cent until the largest,

likewise corresponding to the largest jet, is

reached. Surrounding the smallest jet the

mixing passage is small in section, but

around the other three jets the chambers are

of considerable area. A powerful injective

action is accordingly obtained when the first

and smallest jet is in operation alone, and

ample carburetion can thus be maintained

even though the amount or air admitted be

reduced to the minimum.

In action the operation of the throttle valve

brings the curiously shaped port, 12, of the

moving member, 11, around to the left, so

that it communicates with the first, or slit

..amltlilli". ,
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ly brought 'uto action, until whereas at first

only the smallest was in operation, all three

large jets, d, l) and 10, are supplying fuel to

the engine. All the air required for the mixt

ure enters at the open ends of the mixing

chambers, coming up around the metal dish

likc fitting placed beneath the trunk from

which 'the jets spring.

Care in the Paint Shop.

In the paint shop, as in the other factory

departments, the much preached but little

practised rule, “A place for everything, and

everything in its place," should be lnvlolate.

Sponges and chamois should be kept in dry

places. Drop cloths should be numbered and

size given in each corner. Shellac brushes

should be washed after being used, and kept

in a drawer or box, and if needed you will

simply have to place them in alcohol or

shellac a day before. New or partly used

brushes should never be placed in water; the

only proper way to keep them in good condi

tion for any length of time. is to place them

in a large pot or keg of mixed color, just

enough paint so that the bristles will not

touch the bottom. Varnish, enamellng and

staining brushes are best kept clean and

straight by suspending them in oil, either

with the patent brush holder or by boring

holes through the handle and held with a

wire.
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How the Sultan Was Converted.

How the Sultan was converted to automo

biling makes a diverting tale, and shows

that this more or less well known individual

adds to his many other bizarre qualities that

of the canny Scot. He was willing to take

a car as a present; he would not look a gift

automobile in the gasolene tank, but paying

for one was another story entirely—that was

where his enthusiasm dwindled to the van

isning point. The Sultan is always reported

to have had the greatest horror of automo

biles of every kind.

According to a cable from Paris, the Khe

dlve of Egypt is responsible for the conver

sion. The latter dignitary while recently in

the French capital purchased two high pow

ered. luxurious touring cars, and the manu

facturer promised him a third as a gift if

he could induce the Sultan to become the

purchaer of a car of the same make. Some

time after his return the Khedive wired back

that he was unsuccessful in persuading his

Turkish highness to buy a car, but that he

would take one as a gift. The manufacturer

cabled his acceptance or the arrangement,

considering it as first rate advertising. Be

fore he could be induced to enter the car,

however, the ruler of all the Turks had every

part of the car dismantled and its use ex

plained to him, with a view to proving its

solidity as well as the absence of anarchistic

or other mysterious and noxious devices.

“Seventy miles in 3 hours ~12 minutes—from

Springfield (111.) to Peoria (Ill.)—raced the big

racing autos of Pete Wenst and Alderman

Simmons and Simmons won by the bare

margin of two minutes." This, in itself quite

enough, is the interesting dispatch from Pe

or'ln of a “remarkable” feat.

The Undertaker’s Little Joke.

Many are the queer advertising methods

employed, but the most incongruous has been

perpetrated by a Maine undertaker. To each

automobile owner whose name he was able

to secure he sent the following card, with

the admonition that it be tacked on the dash:

“Take position on seat, turn on steam, open

gauge wide. See that safety valve is set at

1,000 pounds and then notify (over)

The other side read:

“J. A. Ferris & Sons, undertakers and man

ufacturers of coffins and caskets. This side

up!"

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York. '“

 

 

PENNSYLVANlAirs CLINCHER'

 
 

 

There are no perfect Motor-Cars, nor any perfect

tires—as yet.

But if you have a car which you consider almost

perfect perhaps you would like a til fit to

associate with it.

PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER CO.

 

 

JEANNETTE, PA. '

 
 

 

 

YOU TRY N0 EXPERIMENTS

 

We are prepared to slimaie on your 1906 Forgings.
Satisfactlon Guaranteed.

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto- H ’

mobile manufac

  

turers.

Have vou secured our prices?

THE M. SEWAlll] SONS COMPANY, Now Haven Conn

 

 

 

 

WHEN YOU TRY OUR

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
The Leading l'hkerl of the lndultry l‘llve Long Ago Proved Their Worth.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel

under Perfect Conditions of Manufacture.

Aoournoz and Qualltz Guaranteed.

SEND DRAWINGS AND GET OUR PRICES.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.

CAIB AVENUE Ind [AXE STREET. QEVBLANDJDI‘IIO
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The Week’s Patents.

801,730. Lubricator. Herbert M. Lofton,

Atlanta, Ga., Assignor to National Invest~

ment Company, Savannah, Ga., a Corpora

tion of Georgia. Filed October 29, 1904. Se

rial No. 230,503.

Claim.-1. The combination with the

drive-shaft, and the axle shafts geared to

gether, of the casing inclosing said parts

and provided with lateral tubular portions

encircling the axle-shafts and with inner

bearings for the said axle-shafts, the outer

bearings for the axle-shafts provided at

their lower sides with reservoirs for the

oil, and with ports leading from the bear

ings to said reservoirs, sleeves encircling the

axle-shafts and extending between the inner

bearings and forming conduits through

which the oil may pass from the inner bear

ings to the outer bearings, return-channels

for the oil being provided between the res

ervolrs at the out bearings and the casing,

the inner and outer bearings for the drive

shaft, a sleeve extending between said bear

ings tor the drive-shaft, a sleeve extending

between said bearings, and a return-chau'

nel between the outer and inner bearings

for the return of the oil supplied to the

outer bearings, substantially as set forth.

801835. Ball-Bearing. Rudolph H. Apelt.

Boxbury, Mass. Filed February 25, 1905.

Serial No. 247,318.

Claim—1. In a ball-bearing, the combina

tion, with an outer bush provided with ball

races at its end portions, of two inner sleeves

provided with ball-races at their outer end

portions and screw-threaded portions at their

adjacent ends which engage with each other

said sleeves having also central holes pro

vided with serrations, balls arranged be

tween the opposed ball-races of the said

sleeves and the said bush, and a shaft which

engages with the said serrated holes of the

sleeves.

801,850. Electrical Distributer for Gas

Engines. Lee S. Chadwick, Ridley Park,

I’a. Filed March 26, 1903. Serial No. 149,

637.

Claim.—1. In an electrical distributer for

gas-engines, in combination, a dlstributer

body having a periphery comprising a con

tact-segment of conducting material connect

ed with one pole of the circuit, a segment

of conducting material beyond the con

tact~segment and insulated from the circuit,

a narrow strip of insulation between the

segments of less Width than the width of the

contact-face of the brush, the distance be

tween the contacting ends of the brushes

being greater than the length of either of

said segments, thereby presenting a substan

tially continuous periphery of conducting

material. while excluding a path for the

current from one brush to another while

either brush is simultaneously in contact

with the contact-segment and the adjacent

segment.

Vehicle-Wheel. Alfred Cousen.

Detroit, Mich. Filed April 4, 1904. Serial

No. 201,608.

Claim—1. In a wheel, the combination

with an inner and an outer rim, of springs

forming the sole connection between said

runs and consisting of a flat strip of spring

metal bent to form S-shaped portions to re

sist the radial movement of one rim toward

the other and intermediate portions each

composed of a flat strip 01' spring metal hav

ing double bends intermediate its ends and

connecting the inner end of one S-shaped

portion with the outer end or the next S

shaped portion, and means for securing the

springs to the inner and outer rims at the

inner and outer ends of the S-shaped por

tions.

801,898. Electric Power-Transmission De

vice. Herbert McNulta, Anaconda, Mont.

Filed December 10, 1904. Serial No. 236,

369.

Claim—1. A motor-vehicle consisting of

the combinations of a prime mover, run

 

 

 

  

ACCURACY!

The accuracv oi the Speedometer is attained by

the mechanically perfect ap Iication of an abso

lutely unchangeable law. The standard of per

fection of this instrument will nevrr be cqualed by

devices based on theories, the practical application

of which is so impossible that they were discarded

in the development of the lone: Speedometer.

Do you know of our Protection Tag? Write for

information.

JONES SPEEDOIWETER,

125 West 32d Street, - - NEW YORK

 

How

I.

Are Your Batteries?

A Connecticut

Volt Ammeter

    

will tell you.

Guaranteed, and the

price is right. Send

1 for catalogue, and trade
c .

Volt Ammeter $5 00- '

Ammeter $3.50. discounts'

lionnooiioui Telephone 8: Electric 00., Inn,

NI ERIDEN, CONN.

 

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY’S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In IO-Ib. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

liAROOiOALE OHEIAIOAL OO.. - Barbondale. 73.

G R O U T

New liasolene light Touring Gar

PRICE, $l.800.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE OO.,

ORANGE, MASS.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 2‘5 cents per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip~

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY & CO., 1323-13“ Michigan Ave , Chicago.
 

WE will build an Automobile Garage at 105th

St. and Columbus Ave. on 2% city lots and

lease same fora term of years to desirable party.

For further particulars inquire of SOBEL & KEAN

CO., 109th St. and Manhattan Ave, New York.
 

ON SALE, for account of customer ordering

1906 model, one four-cylinder Locomobile,

guaranteed by us. A good chance to secure a

standard car at a reasonable figure. THE

LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA,

Broadway, corner 76th Street, New York.

HAVE FOR SALE one ()Ids runabout; one

four-cylinder. 20 H. P. gasoline car; eight

steam cars, including runabouls and touring cars,

also steam delivery wagons, all in first-class run

ning order. Write for particulars, if interested.

K. A. GROUT, Orange, Mass.

FOR SALE—1903 Winton, oil and gas lamps,

side baskets; 1904 style crank shaft, in best

condition; 1903 two cylinder Pope-Toledo, oil and

gas lamps, in perfect running order; 1904 two

cylinder, 10 horsepower Ford, with tonueau, used

five months; 1904 Model H Rambler, with ton

neau; 1904Duryea, tiller steer; all in fine running

order; make your best offer on any of them.

EASTON AUTOMOBILE CO., Easton, Pa.

Touring Car—1905 Limousine, only sho 1

wom, at bargain, to make room foIr

new stock. WHITE SEWING MACHINE

CO., 42-44 W. 62d St., New York City.

W'hite Touring Car, Fisk tires, Cape
I Top, in perfect condition; demonstra

tion given. A. C. KEENE, 128 Lexington Ave.,

New York City.

Model I. Rambler, 16-18 h. p., stationa
I top glass, curtains; newly painted arid

shoes this season; one Kingston Carburettor; hand

spark; just overhauled, all new wearing parts; con

dition first-class, 5675. E. B. REYNOLDS,

GILBERT

' 4 Auto Fabric Supplies
LOOK FOR THE NAME

  

up) For sale at leading

supply houses

Catalogue lent on request

THE GILBERT MFG. CO.

New Haven, Conn.
 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING 60.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Stool Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings,

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

 

 

Now Your School of Automobile Engineers
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York Clty

A High Grade ScIiouI oI Insirutlion [or

Cliaufleun and Automobile Owns“.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students

Wrilc, Call or Phone for PIIIICUIIII,

Telephone, 4314 Columbun.
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ning at approximately constant speed, an

alternating-current generator, one element

of which is driven by said prime mover me

chanically, a shaft to be driven, carrying the

other element of said generatOr, an alter

nating-current motor whose one element is

fixed to said shaft, and whose other element

is stationary, and a transformer electrically

connected between said generator and said

motor, for varying the electromotive force

supplied by said generator to said motor.

801,927. Fuel-Mixing Device for Gas-En

gines. Harry J. Smith, Buffalo, N. Y., As

signor to the Alberger Company, Buffalo, N.

Y. Filed October 11, 1901. Serial No. 78,

342.

Claim—1. A fuel-mixing device, compris

ing an air-supply, a gas-supply, two cooper

ating volume-controlling members, one of

which is movable-relatively to the other and

one of which has a port, and a separating

member arranged between the air-supply

and the gas-supply and entering said port

and having its edge flush with the joint

between the last-named members, said sep

arating member and the cooperating volumes

controlling member being movable one rela

tively to the other for varying the propor

tion of .air and gas, substantially as set

forth. I

801,934. Universal Joint. George W.

Toney, Waltham, Mass, Assignor to Frank

Burgess, Quincy, Mass. Filed February 27,

1905. Serial No. 247,407.

Claim—1. A universal joint comprising

in its construction a ball provided in its

periphery with an annular groove, a yoke

consisting of an annular ring portion located

in said groove and a flat shank portion, said

shank portion divided in two parts, and a

sleeve fast to said yoke.

802,005. Metallic Tread for Resilient Tires.

Wallace C. Lyon, Hyattsville, Md. Filed De

cember 16, 1904. Serial No. 237,173.

Claim.—1. A tire-protecting device com

prising a series of interchangeable links,

each having a hook at one end and a pin

at the opposite end with an indenture ad

jacent to said pin, the inner face of each

link being concaved, said links adapted to

be interlocked and form an endless chain, as

set forth.

802,009. Spring-Wheel for Vehicles. Dig

by C. Master. Helouan, near Cairo, Egypt.

Filed February 9, 1905. Serial No. 244,935.

Claim.—ln a spring-wheel for a vehicle the

combination of a hub, a number of sleeves

radiating from the hub, a rim, and: flexible

spring-spokes bent at the outer end which

-can move slightly in the rim and placed

back to back in pairs at the inner ends which

fit into the sleeves.

802,029. Die for Forming Radiator-Disks.

Benjamin uriscoe, Detroit, Mich. Filed Oc

tober 17, 1904. Serial No. 228,868.

Claim.—1. The combination with cooper

ating punch and die members for cutting a

sheet-metal disk, of a stationary punch ar

ranged centrally within the die member hav

ing its upper end of pyramidal form, with

its apex below the plane of the cutting edge

of said die, said movable punch being pro

vided with a recess for receiving said sta

tionary punch, a member complementary in

form to said movable punch and surrounding

said stationary punch and movable thereon,

and a yielding support for said member.

802,038. Carbureter for Hydrocarbon-En

gines. Franklin W. Hagar, Nashville, Tenn.

Filed April 19, 1904. Serial No. 203,863.

Claim—1. In a carbureter, a mixing

chamber having an open end, a main air-inlet

port, means for controlling the latter, a

suction-chamber arranged within the end of

the mixing-chamber, contracting the area of

the latter, and having ports discharging

transversely of the contracted portion there

of, a sleeve disposed axially of the mixing

chamher with its bore communicating at one

end with the suction-chamber and at its

opposite end with the exterior of the carbu

reter, a valve for controlling the communica

tion between said bore and the suction

chamber, and a feed-duct in communication

with the suction-chamber, substantially as

described.

802,050. Elastic Wheel. Carl M. P. G.

Lungwitz, Cassel, Germany. Filed Septem

ber 3, 1904. Serial No. 223,193.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a

wheel having a felly consisting of two con

centric rings arranged with an interposed

space, ring-like disks arranged on opposite

sides of the wheel, said disks being secured

to the outermost ring and having portions

arranged on opposite sides of the innermost

ring and bridging said space between the

two rings, a floating ring arranged in said

space having its opposite edges coacting with

said disks, whereby it is prevented from

lateral displacement, and springs interposed

between the folly-rings and said floating ring

substantially as described.

802,118. Vehicle-Wheel. Gustav A.

Scboche, Dresden, Germany. Filed June 26,

1905. Serial No. 266,987.

Claim.—-1. A vehicle—wheel comprising in

combination with the axle and ball—bearings,

the hub-sleeve, al trough-like annular exten

sion on either end of said sleeve with al

ternately-spaced perforations for the spokes,

a two-part, slantingly-bored clamping-ring

in said hub-sleeve extensions, means to tem

porarily clamp these two parts together, a

wedge-ring in said hub-sleeve extension, fiat

tenned seat portions on said wedge-ring,

means for tightening said wedge-ring with

in said extension, and shoes or sockets

on the telly to receive the outer ends of

the spokes, substantially as described.

302,125. Valve Gear for Explosive Engines.

Ernest R. Uhlin, McDonald, Pa., assignor of

one-half to Barrett D. Tillinghast, McDonald,

Pa. Filed December 15, 1903. Serial No.

185,251.

Claim—1. The combination, with an explo

sive engine, 0f means for controlling the ad

mission of an explosive mixture and the es

cape of spent gases to and from the cylinder,

comprising a casing in communication with

the cylinder, having a gas inlet port, an air

inlet port and an exhaust port, a single tubu

lar valve closed at its outer end and located

within the casing controlling said ports and

the communication between the casing and

cylinder, and means for operating the valve.

2,146. Changeable Speed Gearing. Oliver

W. Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 29,

1904. Serial No 214,666.

Claim—1. In changeable speed gearing, the

combination of a power driven shaft, a sec

ond shaft coaxial with the power driven shaft

and adapted to have the power taken there

from for operating the machine or part to be

driven, a series of power transmitting shafts

grouped about the power driven shaft, speed

gear trains between the power driven shaft

and the series of power transmitting shafts,

. a master wheel connected with the aforemen

tioned second shaft for rotation therewith,

gear wheels loose upon the respective power

transmitting shafts and in mesh with the

master wheel, and means for connecting the

loose gear wheels with their supporting

shafts to impart the required speed to the

master wheel. substantially as described.

802,159. Apparatus for Molding Rubber

Tires and the Like. John L. G. Dykes, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed September 6, 1904. Serial

No. 223,473.

Claim—1. In an apparatus for molding rub

ber tires and the like, the combination with a

mold having a laterally apertured delivery

nozzle and means for forcing plastic material

therethrough, of means for guiding and di

recting a covering strip of non-plastic ma

terial drawn through said aperture by fric

tional contact with the surface of said plastic

material as the latter is expressed through

saidb dieiivery nozzle, substantially as de

scri e .

802,175. Clutch and Changeable Speed and

Reversing Gear Mechanism. Frederic G.

Seeley and Leopold Tolch, London, England.

Filed May 2, 1904. Serial No. 206,095.

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the class de

scribed, a stationary casing, a driving shaft

passing into one end thereof, a driven shaft

passing into the other end thereof, a gear box

loosely mounted on the inner ends of said

shafts, a gear wheel secured to the inner end

of each of said shafts within the said box,

other gearing in said box and supported

thereby and by which the last named wheels

are connected, an annular clutch member se

cured to said casing at the end through which

the driven shaft passes, a circular clutch

member secured to the driven shaft within

said casing, an annular member mounted be

tween said ciutch members and adapted to

operate in connection with both, and means

for moving the annular brake member tow

ard and from the gear box and securing it

thereto, substantially as shown and de—

scribed.

802,216. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. John H. Johnston, Paris, France.

Filed September 14, 1903. Serial No. 173,102.

Claim—1. in a carburettor for explosion

motors, means for regulating each of the

fluids of the combustible mixture, operated

directly by the suction of the motor, each

means comprising vessels communicating

with each other and containing a mass of

mercury, a communication between one of

the said vessels and the suction tube, and a

passage for one of the said fluids regulated

by the displacement of the mercury which

oscillates in the vessel in concordance with

the greater or less suction of the motor.

802,259. Changeable Gearing. John M.

Billingsley, Billingsiey, Tenn. Filed Decem

ber 18, 1903. Serial No. 185,653.

Claim—.1. A variable speed mechanism.

comprising a driving shaft having oppositely

disposed grooves arranged therein through

out a portion of its length, a driven shaft

having grooves arranged therein throughout

a portion of its length, gear wheels loosely

mounted upon each shaft, and means operat

ing simultaneously within said grooves for

interchangeably keying oppositely disposed

wheels to their respective shafts.

802,299. Universal Joint. Vladimir Lo

rene and Victor Lorene, Berlin, Germany.

Filed November 30, 1904. Serial No. 234,927.

Claim—1. In a universal joint, the combina

tion, with a movable element having bifur

cated ends, of a ball pin arranged to be em

braced by the bifurcated ends and provided

with ribs, and means for adjusting said ribs

radially of the ball pin.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York. '“
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ficamaii/e
The fimmohfe Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Mzméer Assacnztrbn a/ Licmed Automobile Manufacturer:

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th Bt_ BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St_
PHILADELPHIA. 249 N. Broad St. CHICAGO, 1354 Mich-gun Ave. 

 

  

YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

PISK’S AUTO-CARSOAP
It an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keep

ing clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soap does it.

Cleans a. dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the

finish and keeps it looking new with all its original lustre.

Re-ordere from those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 6 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express

prepaid to points as tar West as and including Chicago, Ill.)

Also put up in barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all jobbers. dealers and

garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

ACME MIITIIB BARS
POSITIVE CONTROL—STARTING AIIII STUPPIIIG

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—GOING AIIII COIIIIG.

Without flourishes or fade Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily accessible at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION IN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

J. W. HEARS, Brooklyn; ENSIGN & MOORE, Blnghsrnton. N. Y.;

DEVLIN & CO., Chlcago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE, Atlanta. 01.;

'l‘. C. BRADFORD, Wilmington, Det; BOSTON MOTOR CO., Boston;

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsburg; ACME MOTOR CAR CO.,

Philadelphia; ACME MOTOR CAR CO., 01" N. Y.. New Yuk City.

 

 

 

READ THIS 2
THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

AurouosrLss,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets,

Columbus, Ohio, September 5, 1905.

THE STEEL BALL CO., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen t—We desire to express our sense of the great assistance

your Oiler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and rc'momy run at

Long Branch In a run of 3201 miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

used ro gallons of oil and your oiler delivered the oil in an unfailing

measure as set. Its operation was perfect at all times. '1 he importance of

this we iully realize and its help in getting ll 15 record [or our FR AYER

MILLER car.

Yours truly,

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.

HILL PRECISION OILERS
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STEEL BALI. COMPANY, 832 Austin Am, Chlngo, II. S. A.

 

“ NTINENTAL”
means all that is best when

applied to motors, clutches

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. _

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars. Ask for

catalogue.

  

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - - OHICAOO, ILL.

PETERSOV & DRAI’ER, Direct Factory Representatives. 

 

 

 

  

5"“...‘3 _ ' "f I .

WiQfl“

UGHT, STRON .-HANDY.

The only proper equipment for your auto.

Ask for our new machine wrench catalog.

THE BILLINCS 8r. SPENCER COMPANY

HARTFORD. CON N.

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Automobile Brand”

Aluminum

Gasfings.
The Right Sort

at the Ritzht Price.

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

IIGHT MFG. AIIIJ FOUNDRY Bl]. Potlsluwn, Pa.
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That

Car iLogan
We know something oi especral interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

1:096“ “OOSlI'IICIlOII ¢°iiipailv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

 

IIO West 38th Street, New York.

i“Taumrr'iiiiiii't

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.

iOQWMMOQi

 

 

 

MOTOR CARS

In two new models, improved and

better than ever, will be ready very

shortly. We have a surprise to offer

which will make everybody

“WATCH FOR THE ROUND

RADIATOR."

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIOLE 00.,

I007 East Twenty-Second 8t.,

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Member ziluerr'mn

Motor Car lilmm/nctun'rs A ssanafnm, C/urag'a.

w;

Spri ngliald Top
(Pat. r89<)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

386 Birnis Ave.

Sringiield, Mass.

  

w l n

#36???”

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

AIselnhle their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Tnvenes Sections of the South which are growing inter than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compatg', WuhinEon, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, :11 Broadway, ew York itY

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators: No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many light! In de

sired from one tank; No wute; Bate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze: No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The Ooncentraled Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Opera-ting under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene CO., of New York. 

To Oparaiors of Steam Oars:

Write us for printed matter On the IELSUI

STEAM WATER PUMP. the °n1Y Po‘iit'we high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

i04-i to Centre St., New York.

TIIE IIARIOII IIOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRIOE, sleoo.
Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiiul in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. Webuild it.

MARION MOTOR OAR CO., lllllllllPl-IUI. ll"

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Ohaln Company

— mun —

Automoblle Chains.

Sprocketl, Spur and Bevel

Ocarl.

Baldwin Chain & Mtg. 00.,

Worcester. Moss , U.S A.

SPRAOIIE OANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Sand for Catalogue

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
SPRAGUE UMBRELLA OO.. Niimll, Olliii

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed iincl $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor "(Marlo

ior one year, commencing with the issue of

Name. .m)4 . . ism

 

 

 

 

 

vv vv ‘7

 

WEAK BATTERIES

never bother the owner oi an

Apple Automatic Sparker. It

, is a perfect storage battery charger.

Easily applied to any automobile,

launch or stationary engine. Write

‘ for information. Dayton Electrical

Ill. 00., 91 Ram lliim. Dayton, 0

  

  

 
   

Storage Bails!)

.thargrr~

EALERS
‘ Your Orders

and buy “Sta-Rite" ignition plugs. We haVe plugs

for every possible need. 47 sizes. Porcelain.

§|_5°; Mica,‘|,75, Advise name of car and

secure style best adapted. It makes a great differ

ence.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

115 "Iii INIII" IE“ Tull CITY

 

 

SIT-R
"nnvo IIIII’ III Lon-Inc“

I'T‘ED

  

 

 

 

  

Drrnorr. man. [15.4.

IAQYIRII IACYOIV, IIEIAIK. I. J.HOODS ' TANKS

 
 

 

 

How’s,

that Pulse?

Not so vizourous—eh? Winter‘s

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Do Nothing [at just two weeks at

French Lick

W‘est Baden S rings
Simply rest and drink the world- amed waters.

They clear away the impurities from the system

—— cure kidney, liver and stomach troubles.

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern Indiana on the

Write for Illustrated Booklet, glvin hill par
ticulars, hotel rates. eta, mniledgfree.

CHAS. ll. ROCKWELL FRANK J. REED

Tulle Mon-gar Gen'l Poll- ‘0'“

198 GUSTO! HOUSE PLACE'OBIan
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WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE

TIIANSIIIISSION GEARS 5'

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line.‘ We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?"

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y.

IlinzsIon Barhuretor.
OVER-30,000 I” USE

Pntented Mayra, £903.

Other Paten

Pending.

INDIVIDUAL CLONE.

‘l‘wo Bpeedl and Reverse.
SLIDE GEAR.

Direct Drive. Three Speeds and Revere

  

;...-»:;§|O. ‘11;
. r4311“;.- ii v I‘ Ininfini. '

I ‘ fi“ Illlllll

_‘_- I‘llgfllfl“ I if

  

  

I'IIIITIIIIIIHII‘

Wnllimm ‘I

  

 

Pet. Inn. 29, [Ni-7

  

  

"run! ORADOMETER mum.

An Inltrument that will enable you to determine the

Sent ponpald on receipt 0! price, $1.50.

grade per cent. you are mending or deleendlng.

THE ADAMS COMPANY. Dubuqne, lowl

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

RELIABLE

$3.50

Send [or Circulars

MORE-POWER OD.

Lowell, Mass.

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlcee. etc.

. mi. l
I!

  

III-Illlg-H'°<

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon, the

moon rises in its stateliness, at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. 8: B. S'l‘I-IAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE S’r. WHARF, DETROIT, MICH.

G ItAYrét5 DAVA5
I“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR Ia Equlpped Wlth Them.

 

_...,' .vt.

 

'DYIIIE, KIIDSTOI I 00., Kokomo, llld., II. S. A.

 
 

 

  

AMESBURY, MASS
 

LONGEST LIFE

,DDLIINIBIA RY DEALS
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS

 

 

Send

for

Catalogue.

   
 

 

 

THE

We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

01.52523. .22" 0 | I. E R w"

Auto Brass & Aluminum CO., FIInI, Mich. & MFG. 00

Write for description.

DIAMOND DI'IAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

.. INDIANAPOLIS 27 Themee Street,

WITHIRBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

New York
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\Vatch the efficient double chain drive. It gives greater strength with less weight and has

many other advantages.

The New 1906 Model “Whitney” Chains on certain cars with double chain drive are abso

lutely noiseless and are breaking all previous records for efficiency.

If spockets are correct the results will surprise you. '

 

No Noise 7 r l - F 5 = = ‘ y ‘ No Trouble

  

l906 Model “ Whitney " Detachable RollerChalns—Patented.

“Whitney” Standards for dimensions of Roller Chains have been adopted by most of the

Leading American Car Builders and we are pleased to announce they have at last been accepted by

other Chain Manufacturers at home and abroad. For years we have recommended our efficient and

uniform Standards for pitch sizes and diameters of rolls, and although these Standards have hereto

fore been strongly opposed by certain Chain and Automobile Makers, we believe the ideal condition

is now near at hand. For 1906 Model Cars of all styles and weights, six sizes of chain can take the

place of over thirty sizes used in the past.

New

I Inch Pitch Full Size

 

The Woodruff Patent

System of Keying las

b:en adopted by m0$t of t

l the Leading Automobile

l Makers.
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There are reasons why

 

MORGAN aWRlGHTTIRES  
 

 

  

ARE 600D TIRES

  

 

Reason 4

RESILIENCY.

(L First, last and all the time an auto tire must be resilient—springy—Iull of hie.

(L A good tire must, together with its toughness, strength and proper fabric-construction, be sufiiciently

pliable to give comfort to its user over all kinds of roads.
 

if? Two causes tend to produce resiliency in Morgan & Wright tires: an uncommon amount of pure

rubber stock and a fine element of elasticity that is contributed by our special fabric-construction.

(L Users of these tires say they are a “ happy medium ” between tires that are two hard for_comfort and

those that are too soft for service. _

(L They are goitires because they meet every requirement of glad tires.

 

MORGAN 8:. WRIGHT, Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA. CLEVELAND. DETROIT. SYR,\(‘I‘SE. ATLANTA. DENVER. LOS ANGELES.

BOSTON. DAYTON. NE‘V YORK. MINNEAPOLIS. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. PORTLANDv ORE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

FALL AND WINTER PROFITS INCREASED.
 

  

AGENTS who handle both gasoline and electric cars find the fall and winter

season, when trade is quiet in gasoline automobiles, just the season for

pushing the sale of Waverley Electrics, especially the Station Wagons and Coupe

Top Chelseas—the electric business supplements so nicely the gasoline trade that

the wise ones reap the profit and keep their force busy throughout the year in

stead of passing through a dull season, when the demand

for gasoline cars slackens. ‘

We have the convertible Coupe-Top Chelsea rtady for

delivery. The top removed makes it a stylish Electric

runabout

Catalogues on request.

POPE MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind.

NEW YORK CITY, 1733 Broadway PROVIDENCE. R. I.. 15 Snow Street A

BOSTON. MASS. 223 Columbus Avenue \VASI-IINGTON. D. C., 819 14th Street coupprop Cb.lnl' price ‘IL‘o.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL, 451 Mission Street
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To SELLEHSOFAND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

 

 

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G 81 J 'l'ires:

G & J Tire ('20. GoodyearTire&Rubber (‘30.

Hartford Rubber Works ('20. Fisk Rubber ('20.

Morgan & Wright. International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich 80. Vehicle Tire ('20.

Diamond Rubber 80. €0ntinental @aoutchouc 80.

0&JIIRE Co,
Indianapolis, Ind.
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DON’T EXPERIMENT

Just S_e_l_l

THE FORD
Mr. Agent:~Over 2,000 Automobile buyers decided during the past season not to experiment. They all bought

“ Fords.” It is even more important for the retailer to sell a car of known merit than it is for the purchaser to ézlyone.‘ The

buyer only loses his money, but the agent who sells a car not up to standard loses both prestige and rzpu/n/ion.

The success of the Ford Motor Co. is built on the success of the Ford Cars, and you know how great our success

has been. Remember that people like to do business with successful firms, and a rar will: a repu/alr'on is easierplo sell Man

an unknown.

You know the general rush to the Ford exhibit at the shows, and how they all ask, “ W/lal lmx Fon/ Mi: year?"

plainly indicating that automobile men look to Henry Ford for new ideas and originality of design.

We have a surprise or two up our sleeve this year—particulars about October 15th—nothing before, except that

there is certainly good business ahead for the Ford agent in 1906, and it might be well to write us and see if we can give

you the proposition and the territory you require.

FORD MOTOR @OMPZINY, - - - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBERS AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURIRS' ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO.

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR CO., of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont

  

 

The BAKER ELele

The Baker ElectricDepot Qarriaqe. "

The Moat Elegant 0! all Electrics.

    

 

BLSO

RUNHBOUTS, STHNHOPES,

SURRBYS, Ere” BT3

 

we mm manor 'ro Tau: ausmess. ‘ -- I “1' “I

THE BHKER MOTOR YBHIGLE @OMPHNY, @LEYELHND, OHIO.

G. 8. RICE, Broadway and 58th Street, New York Agents.
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. ‘ v‘ _- i?“

ADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wls. ,
WRITE fOR BOOKLET or ASK YOUR SUPPLY MAN NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 WARREN ST.
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TO BE UNCRATED NEXT WEEK.

The Announcement

of our

1906 Models ,

will be

Sensational.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

Lansing. Mich, u s.}\.

Member A. L. A. M.
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TALKIN’ OF THE

COST OF UP-KIEEP

 

The Royal Tourist cars are run by their owners at less repair

expense than any other motor can built. You simply do not have

repairs. Ask an owner of a Royal how much it costs him to main,

rain it. Then compare his figures with any other car, big or little

touring car or runabout. Royal owners everywhere. Ask one.

Why is this? Every part is made and put together with proper

care. Money is freely spent for best materials. That’s why!

That is also the reason why we were able to roll our car over in the

Vanderbilt Trials and then finish among the first.

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO , 58th St. & Broadway, New York; G. J. DUN

HAM, r8: Columbus Ave., Borton; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE

CO., 1449 Michigan Ave.. Chico o; G. W. CAPLIN, 43: South Fifth St.,

Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE UPPLY CO., Lim.. :4 Tem crance St.,

Toronto; MOTOR SHOP, 3r7 N. Brand St., Philadelphia: E5TMIN

STER AUTOMOBILE CO., 4396 Olive St.. St. Louis.

      

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workman from the

Best Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE

CAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to

operate and maint rin.

" Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mass, U S. A.

 

 

THE ,

Modern Car.

40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

1 r2 inch wheel base.

Individually cast cylinders. Battery and high tension

magneto ignition.

Individually designed bodies.

PRICE, $1,500.00. '

28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive.

roz—inch wheel base.

Battery and low tension magneto ignition.

Bodies to your own taste.

P RIO E . $4,000.00.

5? U. S. sole representatives of Societe L'Oleo plugs for

battery and magneto Ignition. Absolutely soot-proof.

TI‘IE VI QUEOT COMPANY,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

 

 

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice lhc

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cy inders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle rwo

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duces two impulses every time the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

In other wards, the revolution which you have been expecting

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You’ll realize quick as a. flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

its climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

TIIE ELM (IRE MFG. 00,1104 Amanda SI. Clyde, 0.
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QUEENS

  

  

ONE OE OUR THREE NEW MODELS

Motor. 4 cylinder—26-28 h. p.

Drive. - Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32X4.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. Allcylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder touring car with detachable side door tonneau

list at $1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it’s

interesting.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICI‘I.
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T H0 M AS

In spite of the fact that we are completing

the finest fire-proof factory in the world, with a

capacity of one thousand high powered auto

mobiles per annum, it looks very much as

though last year’s scramble for Thomas Cars

was going to be repeated.

Last year, premiums of all the way from

$150 to $750 were refused for_Thomas cars.

We were likewise compelled to refuse orders

for 50% of our_capacity.~

The only sales we lost were those of a few

unposted persons here and there, who couldn’t

see how so much value could be sold at so rea

sonable a price.

That idea was demolished last season, and

the fact that the 1906 Thomas is far costlier

than the 1905 model without a change in price

makes it unquestionably the greatest automo

bile value in the world to-day.

In brief, what you have to consider is a car

which demonstrated last year its superiority to

cars costing from $1,500 to $4,000 more money.

I

  

A car with 50 H. P. (actual), which is

quieter than it was last year; smoother than it

was last year; has larger motors; is far more

beautiful; far more comfortable, seating five

or eight, all fronting forward; with perfect

clutch; perfect control; four-speed Hess

Bright ball bearing transmission; four power

ful brakes; forgings throughout; material

guaranteed to be the costliest made; fifteen

Hess-Bright bearings and one roller.

Analysing this 1906 offering of power,

beauty and the highest degree of construction,

' and bearing in mind what I have said to you

about the probability of a greater demand than

we can supply even with our increased capacity

of 1,000 high powered automobiles per annum

—do you not think it advisable for you to in

vestigate the Thomas without delay by con

sulting our nearest representative?

E. R. THOMAS,

for The E. R. Thomas Co., 1,416 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Members Association or Linen zed Automobile Manufncmrorc
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FOR COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES

Diamond

svnE WIRE sour) TIRES

THEV STAY ON._

The rubber is strictly our own stock.

It combines remarkable resiliency and the finest wearing qualities.

These tires are made in both butt-end and endless patterns.

Our literature concerning sizes, weights, prices, etc., will interest you if motor trucks or

other commercial vehicles appeal to you in any way.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON. orno.

  

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—310 Woodward Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—608 MISIIOI: St.

PHILADELPHIA—3044306 No. Broad St. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. T'ENVER—m Boston Building.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CHICAGO—167—189 IAke S! MINNEAPOLIS—811 First Avl. S.

  

NEW YORK—TB Reade St. CLEVELAND—223 Huron St.
  

 

 

 

AUTOMOBILE _

FORGINGS?
NEW PLANT. NEW EOUIPMENI.

llllOEIl FIOIIIIIES.

BROWN-LIFE GEARS

inovorsiivie Steering.

Bovol Mano iilvain Drive

iiiiiereniiai.

'- iiany Sizes anoiioriois.

Sliding iioar Trans

" mission. '

PETERSON & ORAPEII, 186 Lilo Sivoai, Ohioagogiii. % Dirgct Factory

runs. 1. VIETZEL, ii Warron Siroai, iiovv vim;v Salesm- '

CHAS E. MILLER, 97 Reads Siroai, Navv fort, . . l

318320 ii. Broad St, Phl'adolphll, I Sales Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Carrying StOck~

406 Erie Sirooi, Cleveland, 0. J .

 

   

We are prepared to make estimates from

drawings or models, and guarantee first

class work and deliveries accOrding to con.

tract.

special and difficult drop-forgings a spe

cialty.

HONEST

WORK

AT

HONESI

PRICES

THE M. SEWAllD 8r SON COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

POST & [ESTER 00., Hartford, Oonn.. Eastern Sales AgenlS

  

 

  

BROWN-LIFE GEAR 00., 200 S. Oiiildiis St, SYIIOIISO, N. Y.
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Congratulations

from a dealer in a rough

road country on the

service obtained from

GOODRICH

TIRES

WITH THE BAILEY TREAD.

“We wish to congratulate you because

of the splendid way your Goodrich-Bailey

tires have given satisfaction and service to

us and our customers. They not only wear

longest with the least show of use, but

seem to be free from weak spots, such as

fabric breaks and rubber and fabric part

ing company on the Tread, the latter seems

to be a sure thing on some tires that we
 

know of.
 

We are looking to 1906 Goodrich and

expect to be partial to them, because we.

believe they deserve it if their previous

reputation is any criterion to go by.”

—As/lcvill: Cyr/e all/{A1110 02., Sept. 23, 1905.

THE BAILEY

“WON‘T SLIP

TLRE." Regular Good

rich construction, but

provided with the Barley

“\Von’t Slip" T r e a d.

Prevents slipping, slea

ing or skidding.

Rims branded in the

channel with this copy‘

right mark have been

ispected a n d p ro -

nounéed perl ett. We

guarantee our tires

only on rims so

lirandt d.

The B. E. Goodrich Company

Akron, Ohio.

 

hEW YORK. 66—68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

HUFFAUJ, 731 Milli St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 892 Mission Str

BOSTON, 161 Co'umbus Ave.

P

CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

HILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St, DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St. DENVER. 1444 Curtis St.

LONDON, E. -. 7 Snow Hill.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Motor Qar

Tires

THE MSST SERVIQEHBLE TIRES

MADE

N0 Internal Heating

The thread fabric construction makes the

tire so pliable that it changes position in service

with the least possible resistance, which means

that the tires are very resilient, lust, and tree

trom internal heating.

N0 Pinched Tubes

The tire is fitted with a flap, which prevents

the tube from coming in contact with the rim,

or lrom getting under the edges of the case, pre

venting pinched tubes.

No Greeping

The ilap forms a strong frictional contact

with the edges 0! the clinches. holding the edges

firmly to the rim for its entire clrcumterence, so

that it is impossible for the tire to creep.

6&Jhm:Co.

lndianapolis, Ind.

@leveland Detroit

San Francisco

Bullalo

Ghicago

Boston

thcago
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A RECORD OF

RECORDS.

We entered the Vanderbilt Cup Elimination Race for

only one purpose. We wanted to demonstrate what a

HAYNES touring car could—and \Eu—ld do, in compe

tion with racing monsters.

We had been making whit some people called extran

gant .C_lails for the HAYNES—and we wanted to pime

them.

They-age proven.

The HAYNES finished as neat a race as was ever

witnessed, and won a place entitling it to representation

on the American Team.

The Haynes Car will be the selling car of next season_

This evidence is conclusive evidence to the intending

purchaser.

We want a few go_od agents. Write quick for

particulars.

Orders for this car are booked in the order of their

receipt.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,

Members A L. A. M.

Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago

 
  

 

The lncomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

MODEL “F” SIDE-ENTRANCE WHITE

This is the sixth model of the

incomparable White steam car to be

offered to the public. In our judgment,

and in that of the many automobilists

who have seen the car, the Model “F”

leaves nothing to be desired.

There is something more than

the luxurious appearance of the car,

its speed and noiselessness of running,

to influence your judgment in favor

of our car. That “something more”

is the uniform and unbroken success

of White cars in all reliability and

endurance contests, starting in I901,

and an unequaled record of accom

plishment by a host of private owners.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

WHITE £53m“. CONPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Tl-lEGELEBRATEDBRAMPTIIIIGRAINS

MadefromSelf-HardenlnaSteel.
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#96ReadeStr.,

NewYork.

DearSir:

IwishtowriteyouregardingtheBramptonchainswhichI

purchasedforwFranklincar.

No.lIhaveusedallthetimeandhavegivenitaboutasharda

pullasitispossibleforachair-toreceive.Alloventhemountain;

ofOrangeCounty,NewYork,andbetweenNewYork,Philadelphiaand

LakewooduntilIantiredoftheroad.

ThelongchainontheFranklinisaprettystiffpropositionand many,infact,mostofmyfriendsstatethattheirfirsttroubleon‘ thatcaristhatchainbreaksandIhavemetpeoplewhohaveworked

  

forhourstogettheirchainfixedOnthere‘-.butIhavenevermeta

HEIAO.Ll>lNlH_L

Bramptonintroubleandminesofarhasnotascratchonit.

No.2isinthepaperinwhichyoursalesmanwrappeditforme,

andisrestinginthebottomofthecarwaitingforNo.ltobreak.
lLypartner,llr.Iilmarth,PresicentoftheL.1.AutomobileClub.

has'a.BramptononhisIintonandhashadpracticallythesameresult

asmyself.HegotmeinlinefortheBramptonandthereIstay.‘

Diet.Verytrulyyours,

ALLSIZESCARRIEDlNSTO

H.5.ll--G

'peugqtuoouomiedwoo

“eloKigoedeosq;speeoxeiue|d

suni0'5quo|gqowoinvmagpue

iuoadeio|dwoo40indinoGILL

UurNo.7Cataloglsheldasabookofreferencebyautomoblllltsandwillbemilledonrequest.

MANUFACTURERJOBBER
EsEXPORTERANDI'MPORTER

HomeOflice,97,on.101mSt.,NewYorkCity.

'V'6'“‘OIHO‘GNV13A31O

‘nwdloaomfipaw'Ku's-w“'8'8'1

 

BRANCHES:

Broadway&filthSL:118A320N.BroadSt.,202&204ColumbusAws.,40‘ErieSt.,

NewYorkPhiladelphia,Pa.Boston.Mass.Cleveland.Ohio
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and 0th r

parts, which will be mailed upon application .

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivtry.

STEEL STAMPINGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Garages and Individual Owners

who have had most experience

use exclusively

Rome Linseed-Oil Snap

FOR CLEANING CARS.

There are mighty good reasons for it, too.

They will readily suggest themselves to any

one interested.

nd

We make

Rome Linseed-Oil Soap,

put it up in barrels, half-barrels and pails, a

sell it cheaper than ordinary soaps.

Send us a trial order—if not satisfactory you

get your money back.

ROME SOAP MFG. 00., Rome, N. Y.

WWO”...

i

l

   

No More Borrowing Cars

Without Owner’s Permission

The mu Lock Valve

(here shown), is a new device and a

good one. It is connected at any

convenient place in the gasolene

pipe and when locked and the key

withdrawn prevents the gasolene

from flowing to the carburettor and

consequently the engine cannot be

started. The key cannot be taken

from the lock until the gasolene

supply is entirely shut off—when shut

off keep the key inyour pocket. Im

‘ possible for anyone to steal your car.

Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It isasmall device

made entirely of brass and turned with a “ special key ”—no two keys

are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

cannot be picked or opened without the “ right " key. Three keys are

furnished with each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor-cycle or launch to the most

powerful touring car. Price, $5.00. Spoclal prlco to lupply

Houses and Automoblle Manufacturers. Apply to your

supplyman or garage. If not found in stock, address

E IIILL, Jr.,

Norwalk Iron Works ($0., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

 
  

FiTINT APPLIED FOR.
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A DOCTOR’S OPINION

MILWAUKEE, Wis.

“I am so well pleased with the tubular steel wheels

made by you for my old Winton that I feel under obliga

tion to express to you my satisfaction with them, and I

desire further to compliment

your machining of the hubs

to fit the new steering

knuckles furnished by The

Winton Manufacturing Com

pany.

“ My machine is now

thoroughly over-hauled and

repainted, and I was so sur»

prised to see how much the

gene al appearance of the

car was improved by your

artillery wheels that I

thought I would throw you

a bouquet and let you join

with me in a feeling of com

plete satisfaction."

     

 

Very truly yours,

C/ms. ll. Lei/1M.

THE MIDCLEY MFG. ‘20., Columbus, Ohio

3
~1me
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Self-starting from the Seat

 

“Mattheson”

“America’s Finest Motor Car”

1906 Models—4o and 60 H.P.

 

now building, in WILKES-BARR E, PA., will be one of the .
our New raCtory lame:l and most modern automobile plants in existence. MATHE so" MOTOR c‘R co

L We will move into this new plant about January I, 1906. Address until then . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . Holyoke, M888.

 

 

 

,, i; . TUBE & STAMPING co.
I OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

TRUEEULW SUSPEQSIUN THE AMERICAN

    

 
 

Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

  

\\ ‘ Coppcrized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers' Sets

‘ ' ‘Y ‘ ‘ r

" '3 ' mill: ‘ General Electric Welding under Thompson

RESULTS OF VANDERBILT ELIMINATION CONTEST We‘d“

o I C . ., , II , l ' '

“ "°"‘ "'"f.|..;‘2‘.'.“’s1‘?vt‘n.i°3§.itflm" "" Tubing and leS for Automobiles

The can of these two leaders were e nipped with the TRUFFAULT-I-IARTFORI) L

5U$PENS|ON$. which enabled t tern to win- Only 59 second” 'cparaled mm" and Cyc'es. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

1st DINGLEY (Pope-Toledo 60 H P) 2 Hours 50 Seconds.' y , n u I I a

2d. TRAGY, tLocomohlle. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Mlnuta, 49 Seconds. 5 H EU _ ST E E l S AM P | No 5

. , . Specta‘ Drawn and Rolled Shapes
The third car ran I9 minutes be! me! the leader

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUFPAilLT-NARTFORD SUSPENSIONS DIES TOOLS and AUTOhiATIC MACHINERY‘

Racing or Touring, f you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car wth PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFURD SHOCK ABSORBER. AND BRAZING. NICKEL. muss and covrm

Hamord suspensions we" on A“ me Winning PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZIKG and JAPANNING

Cars in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

(llldden Tour: French Ellmlnltlnz Trials; (Jordon Bennett Rare; Ardcnml

CIrcult Race. French; l.000 Ville Iruk Record. Olly Vaughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

EDWAID V. I-Ilm-rrolw, President 69 VCSII'Y SITCCI, Few York (Hy ?

SQHRHDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE ZIND HBSQLUTELY HIR TIGHT.

moron TIRE VALVES, as shown in out, are made in four lengths as

5* shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 
 

Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRHDER'S SQN, Inc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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Brnnchu in following cities:

 

WhyGoodyearDctachabchutoTircsWon’tRimCut
H EN an Auto Tire gets rim-cut,

it’s time to feel for your pocket—

book and ask yourself, “What

tire shall I get and time?"

For a rim-cut tire is

pretty near its finish.

And the chances are

ten to one that if you

are forced to ride

around the block on

an ordinary tire with

ordinary rims your

tire will be rim-cut

before you get there.

Because ordinary rims

are just like a dull jack-knife. Now if

. you wished

to cut a

strap with

that dull

‘ knife, and

the strap

was held

like Fig, I you couldn’t do it. because

your strength would not be

great enough.

But if you take

the strap like C.

Fig. 2, with a

little sawing you ' I

can cut it. FILJ

  

Fig. I

  

  

I

1-1;. 3

THE GOODYEAR TIRE ('3 RUBBER COMPANY, Grove Street, AKRON, 0.

Boston, 6 Morrirnuc St.; New York. Z’t'l \\'. tirh St..:

That's exactly the way the ordinary

rim cuts the ordinary tire. When the

tire is inflated, like Fig. 3, even the

tremendous weight of the car is not

sufi‘icient to cause the rim to cut the tire.

665g;iiiAn

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

Univenal

  

But just as soon as it gets flat, like Fig. 4.

then the rim begins to cut it, just as the

knife did the strap in Fig. 2.

Now look at the picture of the Good

year Auto Tire on the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim (Fig. 5.) The portion of the

 

rim against which the tire rests forms

the arc of a large circle. That rim can

, \ no more cut the

1’ ‘_ tire than you could

have cut the strap

a by using the han

dle of the knife in

.7 ' _ stead of the blade.

l-Tr-b Notice the

edge ol the ordinary rim used with ordi

nary tires (made into a circle). in Fig. 6,

and compare with the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim. used with Goodyear Auto

Tires (Fig. 7.) ix

Then you can see 1’

more clearly what :'

we mean. t

We (and others) \_ _,

have ridden the _"

Goodyear Auto Flt-7

Tire on Universal Rims absolutely flat

for 25 mlles on rough roads without

the least injury to the tire. IWe have

the evidence if you would like to see it.

This is only one reason why wise riders

are specifying Goodyear Auto Tires on

Universal Rims for their new cars. Our

“Good News Book” gives ALL the rea

sons. It is intensely interesting to

Manusacturers, Dealers and Riders seek

ing relief from tire troubles.

  

  

_ V I ('hicupo. 110 Lake FL; (‘lncinnuti.‘24'.‘ FIN-I Fifth St; St. Louis. 1219 N. Broadway; Cleveland,

GI l‘rnnktort St..; Philadelphia. 152] Spring St..; Denver. 'L’Ub‘inceuth St..; and Detroit. 242 Jcflenaon Ave.

 

 

 

THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER

 

RIDE ON AIR I

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

“ SHOCK ELIMINATOR."

'Y‘ATI'NT AI.IO\\‘FI>)

ON GOOD ROADS—

They Allow you to use and

enjoy the full elasticity of

EASY FLEXIBLE

SPRINGS, OBSERVE we

say “ full elasticity.”

ON BAD. LANCER

OUS ROADS—They con

trol the too violent spring

lay BOTH UP AND

DOWN, OBSERVE we

say “ both up and down.”

They Transfer the load

and strain from the springs

to the axles.

They prevent spring dire

tortion and breakage

They lessen the wear and

tear on tires.

. THERE ARE NO ADJUSTMENTS.

This should Interest you because.—

It adds to your comfort and safety,

It effects a direct saving in “upkeep.”

Write tor full particulars.

KILGCRE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

49 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Bcstcn, Mass.

was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

TH E ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS

IN AM E R ICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1900 Vanierbilt Cup Races. also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

TIIE WI'II'ILIIIIK IIIIOLEIIS
continuoust for the seasons of 1903. l904. l905. [906.

—

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, cons.

MADE
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Many automobiles will. when in perfect condition

an .qipnder control of an expert demonstrator. sur/

-1:"-,_mount extreme road conditions with apparent ease.

  

'1] Experienced users will tell you this is not enough.

The practical motor car should have reserve power

sufficient to meet all road requirements under adverse

motor conditions and in the hands of the ordinary

non/professional operator. -

‘ll The has this surplus power. It is a

matter of paramount importance.

 

 

J

SURREY, TYPE ONE, a five-passenger, medium-weight touring car, ready for the road,

with lamps, horn and full equipment of tools, etc; $1200. Cape top or canopy top,

with glass front, $100 extra,

SURREY, TYPE TWO, a five-psssenger touring car, of more elaborate design, with

double chain drive, full canopy top and glass front, $1650.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

BRANCHES: New York Agency,

CHICAGO, BOSTON, I34 West 38!!! St.

MILWAUKEE, PHILADELPHIAI

. REPRESENTATIVES IN

SAN FRANCISCO' ALL LEADING CITIES.

Ask for catalogue and a copy of the Rambler Magazine.
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TO WHOM COMMISSIONS BELONG

Imedutsetts Supreme Court Settles a Vexed

Question—Dismisses Maker’s Appeal.

That much mooted question as to whether

an agent in one town is entitled to commis

sions on sales made by an agent in other

territory to residents in the territory of the

party of the first part has been again de-

cided, this time by the full bench of the Sn

preme Court of Massachusetts in the case of

Dr. Roy M. Garfield, of Worcester, against

the Peerless Motor Car C0.

As the agent of the company, Garfield

claimed to have had exclusive sale of its

motor cars in Worcester and vicinity, and

asserted that he was entitled to the com

missions for the two cars sold at the Bos

ton agency of the company to persons who

resided within his territory. At the trial he

introduced evidence to show that, although

the contract did not especially provide for

such conditions, he was entitled to the com

mission by the usage of the trade. To the

admission of this evidence and t0 the refusal

of the presiding judge to give certain rulings,

the company excepted.

'I‘he.verdict was for the plaintiff for $840

and interest, the full amount of the commis

sion claimed by Garfield on both sales. It

was the contention of the company that the

place where the sale was made, and not the

residence of the buyer, governed the pay

ment of commissions.

Thomas Plans Paris Excursion.

If the plans of E. 11. Thomas, of the E. R.

Thomas Motor Co., do not go awry, there

will be a considerable delegation of Ameri

cans present at the Parts show, which opens

December 8.

Mr. Thomas himself had decided to go

when the idea of making up a. party suggest

ed itself. Accordingly he obtained steamship

and hotel rates, and found that the trip on

an excursion basis can be made at a won

rierfully low rate. not to exceed $225, which

includes the best of accommodations. He

has suggested to all of the Thomas agents

the desirability of visiting the show, and

has extended the invitation to join the party

to Americans generally. He believes that

they have nothing to fear or to lose, and that

there may be something to gain by view

ing the best and latest, that Europe holds.

The plans as outlined will bring the party

home in ample time for Christmas. ,

New Foundry in Hartford.

The Capitol Foundry (30., recently organ

ized by Waterburg (Conn) men, has secured

the old plant of the standard Foundry'Co"

in Hartford, and is making ready to bid for

the trade in automobile castings. The 0111

cers of the Capitol Foundry Co. are: Presi

dent and general manager, F. W. Stickle;

vice-president, A. A. Tanner; secretary, Will

iam B. Judd'; treasurer, ’Frank S. Wilmot.

They are alt Waterbury men. 'Mr. Stickle

was lately with the Manufacturers‘ Foundry

C0., of that city.

~ EXport Trade Maintains Strength.

During the month of September, 1905, the

value of.automobiles exported was $194,499,

as against $123,487 for the same month of

the previous year. an increase of $71,012. _ For

the nine months ending September, 1905, the

total value of exports amounted to $2,235,

033, as compared with $1,445,986 for_ the

same period of the preceding year, a gain of

$789,047. ' "

Fire Destroys I500 Automobiles.

One of the biggest fires in the history of the

automobile industry occurred at Chicago, 11].,

on last Friday, 27th ult., when 1,500 cars

were destroyed at the factory at No. 914 West

Lake street, but, strange to relate, the pe

cuniary loss was small—$1,000. The building

was occupied by the Acme Toy Automobile

Co.  

Pope Dispose: of Providence Branch.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have discontinued their

branch in Providence; R. I., and disposed of

its effects. The garage and the accessories

were sold to the Shepard 00., agents for the

Pierce cars, while the Pope agency was placed

with the Rhode Island Motor Car Co.

Body Plant Goes Up in Flames.

Fire on Friday morning last. 27th ult., dc»

strnycd the plant of the Central Mtg. 00.,

makers of automobile bodies, at Connersville,

Ind, entailing a' loss of $100,000: 'The insur-'

ance is $28,340.

CADILLAC CONSOLIDATION

Formally Perfected, it Entails Slight Change

of Name—Capital Increased Fivelold.

 

What was the Cadillac Automobile Co., of

Detroit, capital $300,000, is now the Cadillac

Motor Car Co., capital $1,500,000.

The change was made on Friday last, 27th

ult., when the new-old company filed lts

papers with the Michigan authorities.

It marked the formal amalgamation of the

Cadillac Automobile C0. and the Leland &

Fault-oiler Mfg. C0,, which have been closely

allicd for a considerable time. The latter

concern at all times made_the Cadilac en

gines, and virtually Joined interests with the

Cadillac Automobile Co. several months since.

Following the tiling of the certificate Dew W.

Bowen, A. E. F. White, Clarence A. Black,

William H. Murphy, Henry M. Leland, Will

iam E. Metzger and Wilfred C. Leland were

elected directors of the new company.

The capital stock of $1,500,000 ls divided

into 15,000 shares of $100 each, the stockhold

ers named being Clarence A. Black, Lem W,

Bowen and Henry M. Leland, 5,000 shares

each. Portions of their allotments are held

as trustees. The objects of the association

stated, are to manufacture, buy and sell

“cars, carriages, wagons, boats and vehicles of

all kinds: to manufacture, buy and sell cast

ings, 1001s, machinery, motors and engines.

None of the capital stock is paid in in

cash. The total net assets of the Cadillac

Automobile '(‘o. are given as $1,000,000, of

which $200,000 is business and goodwill.

Buildings and land at Cass and Amsterdam

avenues are valued at $418.118.26; cash, $39,

416.81; merchandise (finished product and

raw material), $358,783.21; machinery, tools.

patterns, models, fixtures. supplies, etc., mak

ing up the total.

The Leland 8: Faulconer Mfg. Co. puts in:

Cash, $123,249.34; outstanding accounts, $40,

340.87; machinery and foundry equipment.

$104,059.34: merchandise and supplies, $93.

$66.15; business and goodwill, $75,000, with

indebtedness, $31,000, making the total net

asets SWDOO.

The stock has been to a great extent in the
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same hands. and a co-relation has existed

among the officers of the two concerns. Those

of the Cadillac Automobile Co. were: Presi

dent C. A. Black; vice-president, A. E. F.

White; secretary, Lem W. Bowen; treasurer,

William H. Murphy; assistant treasurer, Wil

fred C. Leland; general manager, Henry M.

Leland and those of the Leland & Faulconer

Mfg. 00.: President, Lem W. Bowen; vice

president, A. E. F. White; secretary, William

H. Murphy; treasurer, W. C. Leland; gener

al manager: Henry M. Leland.

“The business of both concerns has shown

a remarkable growth," said Henry M. Leland.

“While the original companies were organized

with a capital stock of $300,000 and $175,000,

respectively, I can say that every dollar of

the present capitalization is represented by

something tangible. The Cadillac Automobile

Co. did a larger business last year than any

other automobile company in the world, its

output being 4,000 machines. We do not be

lieve in declaring dividends before they are

made or counting our chickens before they

are hatched: but we think we are safe in ex

pecting a still larger business next year.”

Kansas City to Have Big Plant.

Before January 1 the Kansas City Motor

Car 00., which was recently incorporated

with a capital of $150,000, and which ab- '

sorbed the business of the Caps Bros. Mfg.

Co., of Kansas City, expects to have its first

cars on the market. The Caps brothers have

been making cars in a modest way for sev

eral years—probably a dozen or so having

been turned out—but the new company will,

it is declared, build at least one car a day.

The product will consist of light gasolene

propelled touring cars and delivery wagons.

Each car will bear the name “The Kansas

City Car,” which has been copyrighted.

The company has purchased a thirty acre

tract of land on Independence road, in the

east bottom district of Kansas City, and the

factory buildings are already under way.

Two of them are 50x150 feet in dimensions,

two stories high, and the blacksmith shop

50x50 feet. All are of brick. The officers

are: President, Frank E. Wear; vice-presi

dent, J. E. Caps; secretary treasurer, R. Caps;

general manager, George K. Wheeler, and

superintendent, John C. Caps. Mr. Wear,

Mr. Wheeler and J. E. taps are directors.

De Dietrich Sold Out at Auction.

Short work was made of the effects of the

De Dietrich American branch. They were

ordered sold by the receiver. and were dis—

posed of under the hammer on Thursday

last at the New lork garage of the embar

rassed concern. Fifteen cars and one motor

boat were sold, netting a little more than

$38,000. The car which Gabriel drove in the

Vanderbilt race last fall, which was valued

at $15,000, brought a beggerly $1,950. It

was purchased by Walter Allen, of the for

mer firm of Allen, Halle & Co., who has ac

quired the De Dietrich rights for this coun

try. A tie-called “Pullman” car. worth $16,

000, was bid in for $3,500, while most of

the touring cars brought but one-half of their

listed price.

The Week's lncorporatiom.

New Orleans, La.—The Independent Auto

Co., Ltd., under Louisiana laws, with $15,000

capital. Corporators not named.

Detroit, Mich—The Modern Motor & Ma

chine Co., under Michigan laws, with $15,000

capital. Corporators not named.

Portland, Me.—-H. J. Willard Co., under

Maine laws, with $100,000 capital; to make

automobiles. President and treasurer, H. J.

Willard.

Cincinnati, Ohio—The Auto Car Co., under

Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital: to conduct a

garage. Corporators—Herbert Van Ness and

James Ratllfle.

St. Joseph, Mo.—-The Wyeth Automobile &

Supply Co., under Missouri laws, with $5.000

capital. Corporators—Huston Wyeth and J.

Edgar Eberly.

New York City, N. Y.-—-The Alborak Auto

Co., under New York laws, with $3.000 cap

ital. Corporators—J. T. Finn, E. F. Sullivan

and G. E. Welsh.

Hornellsvtlle, N. Y.-—Archer & 00., under

New York laws, with $10,000 capital: to

manufacture motors. Corporators—A. M.

Archer, L. M. Archer and E. G. Stanley.

Cleveland, Ohio—Paxton Motor Co., under

Ohio laws, with $10.000 capital. Corporators

—Calvin D. Paxton. Robert Dash. Charles

B. Solders. Otto T. Lelsy and Alvin D. Pax

ton. ' ‘ ‘ ‘

Indianapolis. Ind—The Muncie Auto Parts

00.. under Indiana laws. with $15,000 capital.

Corporators—Hugh L. Warner. Charles T.

Quale, C. Roy Hathaway and Harvey L.

Hooke.

Cleveland, Ohio—Glenville Garage & Ma

chine C0., under Ohio laws. with $5.000 cani

tai. Corporators—Jay L. Lewis. J. F. K'rit

land. C. F. R. Phillips, 0. M. Phillips and

Oak McCray.

New Brunswick. N”. J.—Middlesex Motor

(‘0.. under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital: to deal in automobiles. Corporators

——H. Clark Saunders, Louis A. Voorhees and

Charles A. White.

Toledo, Ohio—Commercial Motor Truck

Co., under Ohio laws, with $20,000 capital;

to manufacture gasolenc commercial vehiy

cles. '

E. Moran, H. W. Hoover, Gus Hans and

Otto Kreiger. '

Albany, N. Y.—Albany Garage.Co., under

New York laws, with $50,000 capital; to

make. sell and store horseless vehicles. Cor-4

porators—E. Palmer Gavit, Matthew Van Al

styne, W. L. L. Peltz, Wm. A. Visscher and

Frederick \V. Rockwell.

Matheson's New Factory at Wilkes-Barre.

According to present indications, the Mathe

son Motor Car Co., of Holyoke. Mass, will

be installed in its new home in Wilkes-Barre.

Corporators—(‘harles S. Keller, John _,

Pa., long before January 1, as progress in

the building of the factory has surpassed ex

pectation. Some parts of the plant will be

in operation within six weeks, as the work of

construction will permit, the first hundred

feet of the main building being completed

and the workmen are now putting up the

second section.

The plans call for one main building one

story high, 600x80 feet, to be constructed of

concrete, fireproof throughout. In connection

with the main structure there will be a

blacksmith shop, the latter being 80 feet in

length and 60 feet in width. The boiler

house will also be separate from the others,

and that will be 30x40 feet. Only a short

distance from it the engine house will be

located, and it will be the same size as the

boiler room. There will be a number of of

fices, and room will be allowed on either

' side of the building for any additions that

might want to be made. The general loca

tion of the building could not be surpassed,

as it is situated on a farm, around which

there are acres of untouched land, all of

which will be utilized for the erection of

dwelling houses for the company's employes.

Last week at Wilkes-Barre the directors

met and elected all the officers but a treas

urer, this vacancy to be filled later. The oili

cers elected were: President, Charles W.

Matheson; vice-president, Henry W. Palmer;

secretary, F. F. Matheson; directors, Lowell

M. Palmer, Henry U. Palmer and Henry M.

Brigham, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Charles W.

Matheson, F. F. Matheson and Charles R.

Greuter, of Holyoke, Mass; J. Fred Mueller,

of Grand Rapids, Mich.; F. M. Kirby, T. L.

Newell, W. C. Sheperd and R. Nelson Ben

nett, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Armory Will Be Ready,

Reports that have been afloat that the 69th

Regiment‘s Armory in New York would not

he completed in time to permit of the holding

of the A. C. A. or “Independent” show in

January, were given their quietus this week.

The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers

made inquiry on the point and were given

the fullet and most convincing assurances

that the structure will be finished in ample

season.

Orange County’s First Car.

The first automobile ever constructed in

Orange County, N. Y., is awaiting its finish

ing touch—namely, a coat of paint—at the

Miller cart factory in Goshen. It is a 30

horsepower gasolene car, built as an experi

ment. If it goes, the cart company will

doubtless change its name, '

 

M. &-W. Opens in Portland.

Morgan & Wright have established a branch

at No. 86 Sixth street, Portland, 'Ore. It

will be conducted in connection with the

Ballou & Wright business at that address.

 

The Auto & Power Appliance Co., of Cleve

land, Ohio, has increased its capit .1 from

$25,000 to $200,000.
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TWEED HAS A SECRET

it Makes Steam and Gasolene Unnecessary and—

But Read the Wondrous Tale Yourself.

Perpetual motion has broken loose again,

this time in Minnesota, and, judging from all

appearances, the attack is one of the worst

on record. Of course, the automobile is the

immediate cause of the outbreak, and, though

the malady has thus asumed one of the most

virulent forms imaginable, but a single vic

tim has succumbed to it up to the present,

so far as it known.

The particular manner in which the much

desired phenomenon is to be accomplished in

this case is by the use of a new combination

of metals (blended secretiy by the inventor),

which acts on steel in such a way as to over

come the eflect of the action of gravitation

temporarily, and at the will of the master

hand. The following enthusiastic descrip

tion, which is preceded by the statement that

the inventor, Thomas Tweed, of Wheatly,

Minn, is even now on his way to St. Paul

to exhibit there his wonderful contrivance,

speaks for itself.

“The motive principle is entirely new and

is certainly the greatest thing on record. It

looks much like any other autombile except

that, standing erect at the back of it are two

cylinders of solid steel, nickel plated and

weighing five hundred pounds each. They

are attached by levers and wheels to the

running gear of the machine, and as they al

ternately move up and down they propel the

vehicle at any required speed along the

road, without any expenditure of steam or

gas or anything else that costs anything for

motive power.

"The wonderful principle of the invention

is this: that Mr. Tweed has discovered a com

bination of metals, a secret with him, of

course, that possesses the marvellous power

of insulating the attraction of gravitation.

“The metal in the discs is alternately

placed by automatic machinery first under

one of the steel cylinders and then under the

other, the one under which it is placed im

mediately losing all its weight and being

raised by the other, which in descending

turns the machinery if the automobile. When

the descending cylinder has reached its low

est point the insulating disc is moved be

neath it and away from below the other, and

the weight is instantly changed to the upper

cylinder, which in its turn moves the run

ning gear as it comes down. Each cylinder

has its separate disc, and the power can be

regulated with far greater accuracy than is

possible with any other means of propulsion.

it can be made to run up a steep hill at the

rate of twenty miles an hour, or to creep

along :1 hard, level pavement at a speed not

exceeding two miles per hour.

“Mr. Tweed in his first public test of the

machine, ran it thirty miles an hour for

forty-eight consecutive hours, a distance of

1,440 miles, without a second’s stop and at a

total cost of only 17 cents, which was for

oil. He and a friend took on a load of pro

visions and lived in the car for the two

days."

For a Factory in Mexico.

A syndicate of St. Louis, Me., capitalists,

in which H. L. Hull seems to be the lead

ing spirit, has made application to the Mexi

can government for a concession to establish

a factory for making automobiles and loco

motives. The petition states that the com

pany is willing to invest $1,000,000 near the

City of Mexico or in one of the States bor

dering upon the federal district. It also

binds itself to commence constructing the

buildings within a year after the granting

of the concession. The petition asks for the

free importation for ten years of all the

material used; all models for engines, boll

ers, iron work, etc. It also asks for exemp

tion from taxation for ten years on all the

capital put into the business, with the ex

ception of the stamp tax, which is never re

mitted.

Biomstrom Adding Two Big Buildings

When the two new additions to the C. H.

Biomstrom Motor Co.’s plant, Detroit, Mich.,

are complete, the capacity of the concern

will be trebled. Two brick buildings, one

290x50 feet, and the other 150x50, will be

ready for occupancy in a fortnight. Each

building is two stories high, and will be

used for assembling and finishing purposes.

The machine shop will remain in the old

building.

Continental Increasing Its Facilities.

The Continental Motor Co., of Muskegon,

Mich., has contracted for a new factory

building at the corner of Market and Water

streets. It will be 120 feet long and 65 feet

wide, two stories high, with a wing 30 by 60

feet for the boilers, storage, storeroom and

vault for tools and patterns. It will have a

concrete foundation, with walls of solid brick.

The contract price is $10,000.

Oxford to Move to Fostoria.

By subscribing 'for $50,000 of the capital

of $300,000 of the Detroit-Oxford Automobile

Co., now located at Oxford, the Board of

Trade has induced the concern to move to

l'ostoria, Ohio. The company contracts to

build and sell two hundred cars at $1,500

each during the first year.

Mak ng Headway in Pittsburg,

The recently incorporated Pittsburg Motor

Vehicle Co., of the city from which it takes

its name, is erecting a one story frame fac

tory building at Summerlea and Georgia

streets. The estimated cost is $0,000.

Ford Opens in Detrot.

The Ford Motor Car Co., of Detroit, has

opened a branch in Buffalo, N. Y., at 727

Main street. A. M. nobbins will be man

agar.

CLIFTON CHOSEN AGAIN

A. L. A. M. Re-elects iiim President—All Other

Old Officers Also Retained.

The members of the Association of Li

('cnsed Automobile Manufacturers think a

lot of the men who have served their official

interests during the year, and not without

They had an opportunity to demon

strate the fact yesterday and they did so in

It was then that the

annual meeting of the association occurred

at the New York offices. It was a very full

meeting and it lost no time in re-electlng

each and every one of the old ofliclals, as

follows:

President—Charles Clifton,

Pierce Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

VicePresident—William E. Metzger, Cad

illac Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.

Secretary—L. H. Kittredge, Peerless Motor

Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Treasurer—H. H. Franklin, H. H. Franklin

Manufacturing Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

Executive Committee—Chas. Clifton, F. L.

Smith, Olds Motor Works; E. H. Cutler,

Knox Automobile Company; M. J. Budlong,

Electric Vehicle Company, and S. T. Davis,

Jr., Locomobile Company of America.

And, as a matter of course,

General Manager—George H. Day.

l'GBSOll.

convincing fashion.

George N.

Allotting the Show Space.

H. W. Chapin, D. J. Post, H. E. Raymond,

J. W. Gllson and Peter Steenstrup, who con

stitute the Allotment Committee of the Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers, are in session

this week at the Hotel Astor, New York, ap

portioning the space set aside for them at

the several shows. Yesterday they finished

with Madison Square Garden and to-day will

take up the A. C. A. show at the 09th “0;..

iment Armory. To-morrow will be devoted

to the Chicago exhibition. The committee's

task is not proving an easy one, as there are

about 130 of their members to be provided

for, and considerable pruning and squeezing

have been found necessary to make room for

all of them.

Whitney Buys a Factory Site.

The Whitney Mfg. CO., the well known

chain makers, of Hartford, Conn., last week

purchased a factory site on Hamilton street,

in that city, on which ultimately they will

erect a big plant. It is not likely, however,

that building operations will commence for a

year or so, as the Whitney lease of their

present quarters has still a considerable

period to run. The new site is adjacent to

the plants of the Hartford Rubber Works

C0. and the Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

New One in Chicago.

The Charter Mfg. Co. is the style of the

new concern that has taken over the busi

noss of the Lubricator Mfg. Co. In addititm

to the iubrlcators, it will handle a general

line of automobiles and railway supplies.
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The Constructive Principle of Fisk Tires Involves h v ~

ATechnique So Simple in Manipiiia‘tion

.n. So Positively Accident=Pr00i

that it should readily appeal to any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied to a flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone wedge, with the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintenance to an Economic Basis.‘

THE FlSK RUBBER COMPANY, cm... F....,,.....,
BRANCHES:—New York, 754-756 seventh Ave. Chlcogo, I251 Michigan Ave

BOSTON. ms Columbus Ave. SYRACUSE. 423 50. Clinton St. ST. LOUIS 8908 Olive St. DENVER, 1534 Gienarm St.

Syllilxfil-‘IELD, 40 leih'. 8L BUFFALO. 89! Main St. OMAHA. 1110 Funum St. SAN FRANCISCO. in Second St.

PHILADELPHIA. 828 Arch St. CLEVELAND. 318 Euclid Ave. KANSAS (.iTY. 1880 Main St. LOS ANGELES. 1034 50. Main St. .

ATLANTA, 10: N. Pryor Rt. DETROIT, 2M Jen'erson Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Hennepln Ave.

  

 

CADILLAC

CONFIDENCE
During October we have booked orders from dealers for just 1120

Cadillacs for 1906 delivery—only a starter. - > ‘

Every one of these dealers has ordered at least as many cars _as he had

in 1905, in some cases twice the quantity. But not one of them has even

seen a sample of the cars he’s bought. '

Taking Chances?

Not a bit. They know that Cadillacs have always been right, and as

the Cadillac Company has never led them astray, they have confidence that

they will continue to be right. No freaks, no experiments to be tried on the

public—iust Cadillacs. ' __

They know that Cadillacs are the kind that give satiSiaction, the kind

that sell and stay sold and don’t worry them to death afterward. ' They

know, too, that most buyers know it and that the others are learning it fast.

We’re talking 1906 business.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR C0. - - - - Delroil,»Mich.
Members Association or Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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For 7000 Miles of Good Roads.

Don't orculook that ballot for fifty million

dollars' worth of good roads—Amendment No.

5, as it will be. ofl‘icialiy styled.

Only New Yorkers can cast the ballot, but

the automobilists of many other States will

"root" for it, and right vigorously, too.

The very prospect of seven thousand miles

of additional good roads in the Empire State

is enough to make the automobilists of every

other State open wide their eycs. The bare

Suggestion of a hard, smooth, macadam high

way from New York to Bufl'alo should be

sufficient to bring pleasant dreams to the

owners of every vehicle of whatever nature in

New York, and their families and friends.

The opportunity to obtain it is worth consid

erable self-sacrifice.

That opportunity will be forthcoming on

Tuesday next. Don’t neglect it.

‘ Clutch Tendencies.

Clutches have come and gone, most of

them on paper to be sure, but some in prac

tise, in spite of which it was not until the

advent of the present year bringing with it

the‘ multiple disc type that the supremacy

of the. old leatherfaced cone was at all threat

ened. One of the most peculiar features of

'the adoption of the latter form is the fact

that despite its much greater cost and com

plication it has been taken by builders of the

highest priced and cherjest cars simultane

ously. It was a feature on at least a few

of the line of one foreign maker of high

repute as early as the fall of 1004, on which

it was adopted as a standard part of the

equipment a few months later, but of these

cars the price of the cheapest ran well into

the thousands. At the same time it became

a feature of the 1905 line of a domestic build

cr, whose most ambitious effort does not list

at much over the four figure mark. And it

has also been adopted by some whose pro

duct is at neither one of these extremes—

the middle class that constitutes such a very

large part of the annual total output.

Not that the multiple disc is the only com

petitor in the field against the simple cone.

type. There are others, but with the excep

tion of the growing use of the planetary

change speed gear, winch does away with

a main clutch, and must now be reckoned

with as a factor on cars of greater power

than ever before, the adoption of these rivals

has been in such scattering instances as to

make but faint impression on the whole.

They have their advantages no doubt, but

believers are few, and, as goes without say

ing, they likewise have their disadvantages,

and when weighed in the balance appear to

have been found wanting in the majority of

instances. To return to the multiple disc

type, many reasons will be apparent upon

observation as to why i. is superior in some

respects to other forms and why on the other

hand it has drawbacks which make some

designers chary of placing faith in it.

In the first place, to take its bad points

before its good ones, it is a vastly more ('OilJ

plicated piece of mcchanicism than the

leather faced cone, for example, and further.

its initial 00st is correspondingly greater.

In other words, it costs the maker consid

erably more to make it a feature of his car

than the installation of the cone would.

Should it happen to go wrong on the road

there are many chances that its repair will

prove a hopeless job for the average chauf

fcur, where the latter would under circum

stances no more serious be capable of put

ting the cone clutch in conduion to get home

with. Further than that, repairs are apt to

cost more, for it is not such a simple mat

But.

coming round to its good points, it is not apt

to require the repairs so often. Metal is op

posed to metal instcad of to leather, and,

more than that, the area of the opposing

surfaces is far greater and they run in oil.

Despite the very lightest form that can be

given to the cone clutch, this must be made

of rather large diameter, usualy that of the

tcr to dismount and reassemble it.

interior of the fly-wheel, and its inertia and

moment are on this account found to be

unduly great. Owing to the number of discs

or plates it is possible to employ it becomes

as well as feasible to make

these very small comparatively, with good

practical

results. The use of lubricating oil between

the plates renders it necessary to squeeze

out the film thus formed before they take

hold positively, so that it is not as easy, if

possible, to engage this form with the same

unpleasant suddenness that has usually char

acterized the use of the simple form at the

hands of the inexperienced driver. In short.

with the multiple disc type a "fierce" clutch

should not be possible, and this means as

well that it is not given to sticking to the

same extent, for there is nothing to "freeze"

it together.

Taken all in all. the advantages of this

type appear to appeal to designers favor

ably, as is indicated by its increasing adop

tion, some additions to the ranks for 1906

having already announced the fact of their

conversion. it would thus seem to be grad

ually getting a firmer hon by retaining those

adherents already acquired and constantly

augmenting the number, for, so far as

known, none who have once made it a part

of the standard equipment of their cars have

discarded it, either for a return to older

forms or in favor of something new. Despite

this, so far as numbers are concerned. the

internal cone still reigns supreme, and prob

ably will ncver disappear altogether.

 

No Trade Control of Spoltl

It is right and proper that the trade should

seek to discourage attempts to hold contests

hold at manifestly unwisc and unfavorable

seasons of the year, but it is wholly im~

proper [but any trade should sock practically

to arrogatc to liwif the control of any sport

by virtually adopting n sanction systcin. it

is a dangerous procedure.

Sport and trade cannot be made to com
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, mingle, and in every effort to force such a

state of affairs there lurks the germ of un

limited mischief and turmoil which can ben

efit neither department.

The National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers should have a care in at

tempting anything of the sort. it is the

privilege of every one to stay out of a con

test lt he chooses to do so. To employ a club

to force him to do so ire—well, it is very un

wise, and likely to prove a boomerang.

wan Constitutes l‘inality.

Finality is a word seldom used in its strict

significance in speaking of engineering design

to whatever applied. Locomotive design fol

lowed the same lines for such a number of

.years consecutively, with no change other

than that brought about by increased demands

for power necessitating correspondingly larger

parts, that the statement of its having

reached finality was apparently well founded,

and held good for such a period that its dis

Then

experiments with compounding demonstrated

the elliciency of the latter, and to a small

extent at least the compound has displaced

the single acting locomotive. b

There are those who stand ready to pre

dict that the motor car, in so far as its basic

design is concerned, has approached very

close to what may be termed finality. And

this is probably as true of the car of to-day

as it ever will be of the motor driven vehicle

of the future. Given the dimensions and de

sign or the essentials of a score of the cars

now turned out by representative builders,

there would not be the slightest difficulty in

tabulating them and with the result bring

forth a composite by equalizing the small

differences apparent. And this car that rep

resented the maker of each of the twenty

from which it had betn evolved could be

adopted by any of them as his own as a

model for duplication without diverging ma

terially from the design he previously fol

lowed.

So much for the small difl'erences extant

among the great number of cars now on the

market. Has this close approach to uniform

ity been the result of slavish copying or of

a general recognition of the fact, tardy in

some cases to he sure, that the specifications

embodied in the present day type were those

best adapted in every way for the end in

view? Observation of the trend .of develop

ment in the past few years indicates that

both were factors of powerful influence in

the matter. With the . ppearance of what

turbance appeared extremely remote.

is now the accepted standard, some makers

immediately discarded the results of several

year‘s study and experiment and copied the

new form; others were firm in the belief

that they were on the right track and ad

hered to their original u nceptions, even after

the widespread adoption of the new form

had demonstrated not alone its far greater

superiority from an engineering standpoint,

but likewise its universal popularity. This,

of course, has reference to the gradual dis

placement of the horizontal engine under

the body by the vertical motor under the

bonnet for all except light cars. And the

same holds true with regard to many details

of design not calling ior such a sweeping

change.

For example, take the case of valve opera

tion; the automatic valve . as been dying a

lingering death for two or three years past,

and is still on the scene, though its represen

tation is so greatly diminished that it may

well be said to be at its last gasp. The same

applies to the armored wood frame, though

possibly not to an equal degree. It in turn

has gradually been displaced by steel. Bat

teries are slowly giving way to mechanin

forms of ignition, and the accumulator is

taking the place of the dry cells, but here

the transition is much more gradual, for

various reasons. But probably in none of

the instances cited, and they represent but

a fraction of those that might be brought

forward, will the form that has had to give

way before an improvement that has ousted

it as standard construction disappear entire

ly. Nevertheless, the improvements, after

having stood the test of several years“ use,

may properly be said to represent finality of

design of the element they represent.

Once an industry has successfully emerged

from the chrysalis stage, revolutionizing

changes are about as improbable as they

were frequent when in the throes of transi

With a generaly recognized starting

point of conceded high efliciency, further

development must in the very nature of

things be gradual. Thus in one sense, the

car of today may well be said to represent

finality of basic design as much as did the

locomotive of a quarter of a century ago.

But it will mean little, for while the car of

1906 will be practically indistinguishable in

the majority of instances fron. its immediate

predecessor, and the same will hold good in

the case of those of each succeeding year

as far in the future as it is desired to look

ahead, the car of a quarter century hence, it

compared with that of to-day, may make

tion.

the latter appear archaic, though each of the

steps in the process that brought this about

occurred so imperceptibly that it could read

ily be said of any one of them that it marked

finality of design where it was concerned.

Motor Cars for Candidates.

What would the politician of to-day do

without the motor car? is a question that is

hardly more answerable than the other,

What did the politician of yesterday do with

out it?

To-day, the political aspirant makes his

bow to the populace of one borough, says his

little say, bows again, and in twenty mln~

utes is making the same bow and saying the

same say to the bowling accompaniment of

the enthusiasts of the next borough, twenty

miles or so away. -ln another half hour he

will be fifteen or twenty miles further on.

and enthusiasm will still be making men’s

throats raw and thirsty. Wherever he goes

he is followed by a group of reporters, who

count the crowd and listen to the band at

each stopping place, and then follow on to

the next. They also are in motor cars.

in the old days it was all done, but in long

delayed fashion, through the medium of that

well known institution, the "Back." Some

times it took all of two days to do it. Some

times lt took two hacks, a railway train and

a horsecar, and then the meeting had to ad

journ because the candidate had been delayed

in transit. it is all very wonderful, and one

or the wonders that is yet not at all wonder

ful is how the politicians set at defiance the

speed laws of their enactment, and with not

a cop to say them nay.

The electioneering nutomobllist is of neces

sity a scorcher, but woe betide the “cop” who

has the hardihood to attempt checking the

speed.
 

According to a tale from the West, a man

in Milwaukee had a cook who, when he pur

chased a motor car manifested so much inter

est in it that he allowed her to learn to oper

ate it. Now she is a full fledged chaufieuse.

goes on long runs, cares for the machine and

even does a bit of repairing now and then.

When the coachman-chauifeur began to crowd

out the machinest-chaudeur there was a deal

of walling from the latter fraternity, but the

sequence was inevitable, as the occupation of

the former was being supplanted. But when

the chook-chautfeuse begins to gather up her

apron and prepare to manipulate the tire

iron and the monkey wrench, what will the

chauifeurs’ union have to say and who will

get dinner? _ fl
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WHEN BUYERS COME TO BUY

Here’s the Line of Talk the "Association" Hands

Out—“Just-As-Good" a Leading Card.

If industry, assisted by “just-as-good" ar

gument, counts for aught, it is reasonably

certain that the “Automobile Buyers' Asso

ciation," which recently took up its abode in

the Metropolis, will not lack that quality

which is supposed to contribute so largely to

business success. When the buyer of a sec

ond-hand car in search of equipment located

the association on the second floor of a down

town building, he found one man in blue

Jeans, shirt sleeves, under a paint hesmeared

automobile cap, assiduously applying kalso

mine to the walls of the office where the Au

tomobile Buyers’ Association has located

itself. One desk occupied a railed oi! por

tion of the room, and the varnish on the

panels was still damp. There was ample

room for stock, but none was in sight.

“Yes, this is the 'Auto' Buyers’ Associa

tion," vouchsafed the individual on the step

l dder with the paint brush in one hand, as

he critically _inspected his visitor. “What

can I do for you?"

“Well, I wanted to see the manager con

cerning the purchase of some supplies," re

plied the visitor, “but there does not seem to

be any one about."

“Yes, yes,” hastily interposed the man upon

the ladder as he scrambled down and took a

seat at the aforementioned desk. “l’m your

man. You see, we have Just moved in and I

am getting the office ready for our large

stock.

"Tires? Oh, that’s easy—can quote you

prices far below anybody else. What size?

301355. Any particular make? The X—?

Let's see." '

Then he hastily figured on an envelope

which bore the business card of the associa

tion in one corner.

“I can give you a set of four, all complete

-—inner tubes, lugs and all—for —- each, but

why don't you take the Z tire? It is Just

as good, if not better, and I can give it to

you for less money. Why, certainly, they’re

brand new; no madeover tires in ours. Give

you makers’ guarantee beside our own guar—

nntee, and it they are not as represented,

why—‘Money Cheerfuily Refunded’——that’s

our rule.

“But hold on! 1-’ve-e got an i-d-e-a— Just

the thing!

I did not think of it sooner! Why not.;|oin

our association and derive all..._the benefits?"

Then he launched off into the abstract and

began to unfold the plans and objects of the

Automobile Buyers’ Association—"the pio~

neers in the field of cooperative purchase of

supplies.” I ,

“We intend to get out a mammoth cat

alogue—sorry I haven’t one to give you now.

but the printers are so slow—that will em

brace everything ever made for the auto, and

what is more to the point, we'll list every

Save you'lots oi.’ m'oney. Funny"

article cheaper than any other house. Now,

of course, anyone is privileged to buy from

us at catalogue prices, but by enrolling with

the association a person is entitled to an ad

ditional 5 per cent oi't catalogue prices. The

cost for membership is only $1—a mere mat

ter of form to pay for the extra work of the

secretary in keeping accounts. We expect to

get 20,000 members, so we will make a little

something, although we have to cut margins

so close.

“Every member of the association will re

ceive an additional 5 per cent when his pur

chase amounts to $100. Oh, no! You don't

have to buy that amount all at once. We

will open a ledger account with each mem

ber, and in addition to his 5 per cent oil on

every purchase, when the purchases amount

to $100 he will be credited with $5—take it

out in trade or cash-doesn’t make any dif

ference to us."

"Better try the Z— tires, though; you‘d

save $8 on the set. Same thing, same price,

same service, same profit to us, and in every

way just as good and we can quote you bet

ter figures. isn’t that a splendid investment

for a dollar, though? Better let me put your

name down as ‘Member No. 1.’

“Lamps? Certainly; all kinds. Why, we

handle everything but the automobile itself.

Well, for your car you wou..l want tWo side

lamps. Acetylene; they're the only reliable

kind. Have to have a generator, but that

does not cost much. The S— and the R—

lamps are very good, but they are controlled

by the trusts. (Sic!) You see, the manu

facturers would not sell me any goods if i

cut prices on them. Of course, you would

get your membership discount of 10 per cent.

Those S— or R— lamps would cost you in the

neighborhood of $70 complete, but we are

having a lamp made evpressly for us—just

as good, never blows out, our written guar

autee goes with each set. I can give you a

pair of side lamps, complete with generator

and save you good money. You’d better

join.

"How are we able to quote such prices?

Oh, we divide our discount with you.

"What do I know about the Blank Storage

Company, on — street? You had better

keep away from them. We have to be

straight—working under a charter of the

State of New York, capital $10,000. See,

here is our seal and our stock blanks."

He produced a book of highly lithographed

stock certificates, the only noteworthy teat

ure of which was the noticeable lack of any

names being inscribed to the shares. He did

not condescend to explain why none had

been sold. Then he produced a typewritten

list of names.

"These are all owners, 20,000 of them. We

will send them our catalogue as soon as it

is off the press, and expect to have them en

roll. We belong to an association that fur

nishes us the names of all automobile own

ers in the country—they are genuine—every

one of them. That is how we can get the

business."

The details of his business—the business of

the Automobile Buyers‘ Association—having

been fully explained, he let fall some inter

esting remarks anent the business methods

of the so-called storage company.

“I‘ll tell you why you should keep away

from them. 1 worked for them several years

as salesman. When a man comes in to buy

anything the clerk sizes him up pretty accu

rately. If he looks prosperous and ‘easy’ he

gets ‘stuck,’ that's all. Suppose, now you

came in the store to buy a second-hand lamp

and I waited on you. If you looked ‘easy‘ it

would be to my advantage to ‘do' you. I

would trot out a lamp that we usually sell

for $5, but it we were beaten down long

enough would probably let go for $3.

“ ‘How much?’ you ask.

“ ‘Twelve dolars,’ I reply.

“If you haggied over the price I might let

you have it for $10. If I beat you out of $5

the company gives me $1 for my shrewdness.

It is Just that way all along.

“But we—the Auto Buyers’ Association—

are doing a legitimate business. The char

ter you, know. We have to.

"Sorry you won’t enroll to-day; it would

be to your everlasting advantage. However,

any time will do. Come in again," concluded

the "Automobile Buyers Association," as he

vacated the revolving chair at the desk to

resume his work with the paint and brush.

Stage Lines Formed and Forming.

Press dispatches for the week ending No

vember 2 announce the inauguration of the

following motor stage lines:

Emery, S. D.—G. A. Tusla, a liveryman, has

purchased a motor car for use in his business

and will replace his stagecoach with it.

Nyack, N. Y.—Stockholders of the Rock

land County Motor Stage Co. voted at a reg

ular meeting to purchase a trial vehicle at

once and put it into experimental service over

the proposed route without delay.

Cambridge, Ohio—A line of fifteen passen

ger coaches, to run between Cambridge and

Wheeling, W. Va., over the old National Pike.

Two coaches will start simultaneously from

Fairview, located about midway between the

two points, and will proceed in either direc

tion. Through pasengers will be transferred

at this point. Two round trips will be made

daily.

The following proposed motor stage routes

are also recorded:

Versailles, Ind—L. H. Hotchkiss, of Day

ton, Ohio, ls urging the installation of a line

tween Osgood and Vevay.

Xenia, Ohio—J. S. Harshman, of Spring

field, and George and William Smith, of

Cedarville, are promoting a line between

Xenia and Cedarville.

Urbana, Ohio—John Jenkins, of Urbana, is

about to inaugurate a trial line between Ur

bana and Mechanicsburg. A single machine

will be used as a feeler.

Plano, lll.——M. Fisher. of the Jollet and

Aurora Electric Railway, 01' Jollet, and ex

Mayor John Raymond. of Aurora, are plan

ning a line between Yorkville, Piano and

Sandwich. Two fourteen-passenger ‘buscs

will be put on experimentally.
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in the Retail World.

The Rec Automobile Co. has opened a new

garage at 283 Halsey street, Newark, N. J.

William Brennan is preparing to build a

garage on Church street, Long Branch, N. J.

Frank A. Miller purposes building :1 g8r~

age on Seventh street, near the Southern Pa

cific Railroad property at Riverside, Cal.

Don P. McClure, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, is en

larging his garage in that city. A complete

repair shop, of course, figures in the plans.

Thomns Doinn is preparing to erect a gar

age. at Torresdale, Pa. The building will be

of stone, two stories and measure 53x88

feet. .

Lane 8: Parsons, of Hartford, Conn, will

establish a machine tool manufacturing and

automobile repair shop at Sodus, N. Y. Oper

ations will not begin, however, until next

year.

Ground has been broken in Atlantic City

for the erection of a garage for Andrew P,

Johnston, which, he claims, will be the larg

est in the State. It will be finished by spring

and is to cost $125,000. '

Herbert Austin has assumed control of the

Acme Automobile CO., at 484 Broad street,

Newark, N. J., formerly run by L. J. Wyck

off. Mr. Austin has not yet decided what

machines he will carry.

C. R. Deuch, the Erie, Pa., dealer, has

moved into his new two story fireproof gar

age.- 8235118215 feet, at. i'welfth and State

streets. A new feature is the use of steam

pressure for cleaning cars. '

A force of men are ruzlng a number of old

frame buildings on the property of the Lock

Haven Knitting CO., on Cornlsn street, Lock

HnVen, Pa. Calvin R. Armstrong will erect

a large garage on the site.

The Auto Car (30., which has just been in

corporated at Cincinnati, Ohio, with $25,000

capital, intends to build agarnge at Eighth

and Sycamore streets, that city. The truct

ure will be of concrete—that is, fireproof.

The Rockford (111.), Tack & Nail Co. has

decided to discontinue the tack business and

dcvote their. energies toward the business of

selling and. repairing motor cars. The agency

for several well known cars has been_se

cured. I

The Essex Automobile Co., Newark, N. J..

is constructing a new building, 50x60 feet in

dimensions, one story high, adjoining their

present location in Lombardy street. The

building will be one story high, and will

have a cement floor.

The Autocar agency in Providence, R. I.,

which for the last two years has been con

ducted by Thomas & Lowe, with A. S. Hitch

cock as manager, has been taken over by A.

S. Hitchcock and G. H. Brown. They will

occupy a store at 13- Dorrance street, and

will operate as Hitchcock & Brown.

A. E. Morrison, ferlncr manager of the

Peerless branch in Boston, who recently

formed the Morrison—Tyler Motor CO., in that

city, has finally located at 121 Masachusetts

avenue, opposite Boyleston street. In addi

tion 'to the Rainier, he will also handle the

Maxwell-Briscoe line.

Homan & Schultz are the latest New York

dealers to make ready to move northward of

Columbus Circle. They have leased a portion

of the four story garage which is to bc erect

ed at the southwest corner of Broadway and

62d street.

The Auto Supply and Storage CO., of Bal

timore, Md, which for the past six_months

has leased the building at 1,416 Madison

avenue, has purchased the property and will

make a number of improvements. A two

story addition to the rear, 28x60 feet, is

among the projections. _

A new garage has been opened in Little

Washington, Pn., by Swart 8:. Bailey, which

will in all probability be operated as a sub

agcncy of the Standard Automobile Co., of

Pittsburg. An extensive line of cars will be

carried, including the Pope-Toledo, Pope-Wov

crly, Winton, Packard and Olds.

A five story fireproof, brick, stone, concrete

and steel garage will be erected by'the Al

bany Garage CO., of Albany, N. Y., on Chapel

street. Its dimensions will be 66x72 feet. The

salesrooms will occupy the entire first floor,

' and the remaining stores will be utilized for

storerooms, repair shop, offices and waiting

rooms. The building will- be equipped with

electric elevators, turntables, etc. C. Suther

land Ransom will be general manager of'the

company. '

H. Clarke Sounders, the veteran bicycle

dealer of New Brunswick, N. J., has incor

porated as the Middloscx Motor CO., of which

he is the president. Charles A. White is vice

prcsident, and Louis A. Voorhies secretary

treasurer. ‘The company has secured options

on a large tract of ground at Carroll place,

corner of George and New streets, in the heart

of the city, and will shortly build a large one

story stone garage. The White steam car

will be the leader.

General .1. T. Cutting, the head of the new

Oldsmobile Co. of New. York, is to celebrate

the fifth anniversary of the entry of the Olds

mobile lnto this city by a reunion of Oldsmo

bile owners. He has engaged the Empire

City track for Election Day,' November 7,

and invited all owners of Olds cars to par

ticipate in the reunion. Following luncheon

and a drawing for a 1J06 Olds runabout, a

number of short races and gymkhana events

will be run on the track.

 

Edward Talcott Moore, of N'twburg, N. Y..

is a born inventor, according to a local news

paper. He began inventing at the early age

of ten years, and has continued the'practicc

at intervals up to the present time. Now, at

the age of twenty, be is inventing his way

through Syracuse University, having just on

tered the freshman class. After having per

fected an electric clock, and an electric mas

sage machine, he turned his attention to an

tomobiles, and has lately received $5,000

royalty on an automatic switch for shifting

the ignition current from the battery to the

magneto.

"1an Storage Catches a Tartar.

For at least' once in their rather interest

ing and more recent career the Manhattan

Storage 00., which is the title under which

the New York flrni of Grinburg' & Morris

prefer to trade, have paid the price of one

of their ways of doing business.

Several months since a man witha used

Indian motor bicycle entered their establish

ment and offered it for sale. The price was

low enough to induce them to purchase it

without even asking to see the bill of sale.

In due course they sold the machine at a

considerable advance, of course. Also in due

course F. A. Baker, :1 Brooklyn dealer.

sought the purchaser of an Indian motor bi

cycle which he had sold on the installment

plan, only to discover that he had defaulted

his payments and skipped the country. after

having become embroiled in some trouble

and after disposing of the machine to Grin

burg & Morris. Several months later the

missing Indian was discovered in Long

Branch, N. J. The owner of it readily told

where he had bought it in good faith.

Baker promptly called on Grinbu-rg & Mor

ris to settle. They indignantly told him that

he would have to fight for his money. He

immediately accepted the challenge and, in

stituted suit in the Brooklyn civil court.

Twice was the trial postponed. It was due

to come up again on iuesday last. But on

Monday both Grinburg and Morris, who are

said to have retentive memories, thought of

the past, and a great white light dawned on

them; with the dawning disappeared all de‘

sire for “tight” and the publicity which it

would entail. They had recourse to their

checkbook and wrote out a check for what

probably is the most expensive motor hi

cycle they ever handled. The amount in

cluded even the fees of Baker’s lawyers.

How Dealrrs Will be Admitted.

The show committee of the Association of

icensed Automobile Manufacturers has indi

cated the exact procedure that will govern

“trade admissions" to the Madison Square

Garden Show. As was already known, these

admissions will be limited to the morning

hours previous to 11 o'clock, but to prevent

the abuse of the privilege that has existed in

the past, the visiting dealer, on entering the

building on the firstday will be required to

sign the registry book, and also sign his

name on the back of his curd. To obtain ad

_1nittance on the remaining days he must

prove his identity by again signing his name,

which signature must correspond with that

on the back of the card.

 

"Possible," not “lmposiblc.” "

In the Morgan & Wright advertisement of

last week it was stated that “by a series of

exhaustive tests we have proven that it is

impossible to so thoroughly amalgamate

these parts as to make. separation practically

impossible; and every Morgan & Wright tire

must stand the test before it leaves the fac

tory." The use of the word “impossible” was

a clerical error. It should have read “pos

siblc," a distinction with a mighty difference.
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i...;,.v Economy “Test Shows Effects of Solar Plexus Punch.
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When a man or event receives a powerful

punch in the solar plexus, it he or it pre

sents a limp appearance there is ample ex

cuse for It.

This is the case with the so-called national

economy test promoted by the New York

Motor Club, which was inaugurated on

Monday last, 30th ult. It is national in

name only; and it the blunt truth be told, is

of merely passing importance. The club,

however, is in no wise responsible for this

state of affairs. It undertook the task in

 
 

 

  

\l

good faith. but without regard to season. At

this time at the yearuutomoblle manufact

urers are bending everyenergy to producing

models for the succeeding season. They have

thought and time for little else: least of all

have they a desire to exploit their old curs.

The New York Motor Club tookno vog

nlznnee of these conditions, and went ahead

with the promotion of its economy test as

it all was easy sailing. Then it was that u

solar plexus punch was delivered by the Na

tlonal Association of Automobile Manufact

  

urers. “'lllt'll “whet-eased and resolved" that.

as this is no time of the your for contests

of any nature, members should hold aloof

therefrom. The resolution was not binding.

but it was generally respected. It was the

punch that doubled up the “economy test"

and left it limp and gromzy. The club Ilt‘lll

onto the ropes. however. and tried hard to

smile. As the blow did not wholly knock

the contest down and out. the promoters

tried to put on as bruve a face as possible,

and, although every move since the blow
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was administered has brought a wince, they

are “going through the motions" as originally

outlined.

The motions began on Monday, when nine

cars set out from the starting point in New

York. Of the nine but one is representative

of the older and more conspicuous makers.

As five classes had been provided for and a

gold and silver medal "hung up" for each

class. it is evident that honors will be easy.

The starters were as follows:

No. 1—2-1 H. P. It‘raycr-Miller, Lee Frayer.

driver. Total weight required, 750 pounds.

Passengers, Lee Frayer, driver, 155 pounds;

E. S. Williams, 1791/1; H. H. Knepper, 145:

It. Atkinson, 149; J. P. Walker, 134:. Total

live weight, 7621,42 pounds. Left at 8:38 a. 111.

No. 2—20 H. P. Marmon, A. Largensen,

driver. Total weight required, 600 pounds.

Passengers, A. Largensen, 183 pounds; 0. H.

Slacer, 137%; Theo. Schulz, 149; C. Levine,

161. Total live weight, 630% pounds. Left

at 9:19 a. In.

No. 3—16 H. P. Reo omnibus, R. L. Lock

wood, driver. Total weight required, 1,500

pounds. Passengers, R. L. Lockwood, 129

pounds; 0. H. Craft, 149; Duncan Curry, 198;

Mrs. Duncan Curry, 138; W. A. Enders, 175;

Mrs. W. A. Enders, 172; R. H. Montgomery,

188; Mrs. Leary, 159; John C. Wetmore, 157;

Mrs. Hodgdon, 127. Total live weight, 1,692

pounds. Left at 8:50 a. m.

No. 4—8 H. P. Beo runabout, C. 0. Singer,

driver. Total weight required, 600 pounds.

Passengers, (J. C. Singer, 134 pounds; J. C.

Cochrane, 196; F. 0. Edwards. 152; R. M.

Owen, 140. Total live weight, 622 pounds.

Left at 8:48 a. m.

No. 5—15 H. P. Compound, D. F. Graham,

driver. Weight required, 750 pounds. Pas

sengers, D. F. Graham, 217 pounds; A. E.

Schwartz, 165; A. Lazzaro, 127; J. L. Alex

ander, 178; F. X. Brown, 1701,42. Total live

weight, 857% pounds. Left at 9:01 a. in.

No. 6—15 H. 1’. Compound, F. C. Carter,

driver. Total weight required, 750 pounds.

Passengers, F. C. Carter, 144 pounds; R. D.

Palmer. 1791/2; S. F. (iailnlier. 174; V. M.

Coyne, 164; H. Kelly, 78. Total live weight,

739% pounds. Ballast, 10% pounds. Total

weight, 750 pounds. Left at 8:44 a. In.

No. 7—15 H. P. Compound, C. P. Hatch,

driver. Total weight required, 600 pounds.

Passengers, C. P. Hatch, 127% pounds:

George A. Banker, 170; Mrs. C. P. Hatch.

1411/5; J. W. Hatch, 167%. Total live weight,

606% pounds. Left at 8:55 a. in.

No. 8—8 H. P. Oldsmobile. Total weight

required, 600 pounds. F. Munroe, driver.

Passengers, F. Munroe, 149 pounds; W. 0.

Hancock, 176; W. H. Harrison, 1233; T. Glea

son, 166. Total live weight, 605 pounds. Left

at 8:43 a. in.

No. 9—20 H. P. Wayne, A. L. Kull, driver.

Total weight required, 750 pounds. Passen

gers, A. L. Kull, 210 pounds; E. L. Fergu

son, 1451/2; F. Gremmell, 145; J. G. Moore,

l65; A. F. Comancho, 140. sow] live weight,

8051/, pounds. Left at 9:07 a. in.

There was no crash at the starting point.

There was none there whose business did

not require lt——the few officials, a hand

ful of newspaper men and - photographers,

with a few disinterested plasterers who were

working on the Smith & Malby garage. Had

it not been for the placards on the competing

cars the few passcrsby would not have turned

:in eyelash.

The cars had been filed with gasolene and

oil and the tanks sealed the night before and

left where they were until between the hours

of 8 and 10 o‘clock. The first to get away

was the Frazer-Miller. It left at 8:38 a. m.

Each car carried an observer and its quota of

passengers, the former to keep detailed rec

ords of all repairs, adjustments and replace

ments, oil and gnsolene used and all expendi

tures.

Monday’s objective point was Philadelphia,

and with the exception of N0. 5, the 12-15

horsepower compound driven by D. F. Gra

ham, which stripped its gears near New

Brunswick, N. J., all the cars arrived at the

City of Brotherly Love in good shape. The

little Olds runabout lost one of its passengers

at New Brunswick. He had arisen to stretch

himself, when the car swung around a curve

and pitched him out. He was rendered un

conscious, but was not seriously hurt. The

record of the day was made by the 16 horse

power Reo omnibus driven by It. L. L0ck-_

wood. The expenditure for gasolene was

$21801, figured at 25 cents per gallon; 25

cents for oil; 93% cents for time consumed

putting in a chain link and $2.21 for ferry

charges, making a total of $5.581/2 for ten

passengers, or 55 4-5 cents per capita.

As the gasolene tank of the air-cooled

Frazer-Miller had not been opened on Mon

day. its consumption could not be obtained.

Its only expenditure was for ferry toll, which

amounted to $1.69. Excepting the Frazer-Mil

lor, the Boo runabout had the lowest expense

account of any car—$1.07 for fuel and $2,621/a

for total expenses. The Oldsmobile spent

$1.65% for gasolene and 3% cents for oil. Its

total expense was $4.38, averaging $1.09 per

passenger.

As none of the minor expenses, such as

charges for repairs on machinery and tires,

are yet forthcoming, it is difficult to sum

marize the performance of each car.

Tuesday‘s run was back to New York. One

accident caused the only excitement during

the day, and, fortunately, it was not serious.

A. L. Kull, in the Wayne, met with four

runaway mules near Merchantville, and

rather than “buck” against the obstinacy of

the oncoming quadrupeds he decided quickly

and ditched the car. Only two spokes in one

of the rear wheels were broken, and as the

committee concluded the accident was una

voidable the Wayne car will be allowed to

mntlnue the contest on a new wheel, no

charge being made against it.

As several of the passengers liked the

fraternal atmosphere of the Quaker City,

three of the contesting cars were shy ballast

when the start was about to be made for

New York. The Rec ’bus took on three high

school boys. who were glad to play "hockey"

for one day, and the Olds runabout and the

Wayne each brought a Philadelphian to Man

button.

The Compound, driven by C. P. Hatch.

blew out a tire near Hightstown and had to

replace a shoe at a cost of $28.50. The Mar

mon was the only other machine to encounter

trouble, having 18% cents for mechanical and

$1.121/2 for tire troubles chargod'agalnst it.

As the tanks had not been opened the average

expense for the return trip from Philadelphia

could not be figured. ' '

However small the operating expense may

be the test so far has brought to light the

great cost of ferriage. 0n the trip to and

from Philadelphia the cars were required to

use the ferry no less than six times, and

this will increase the expense to a remark

able degree. For instance, the ferrlage of

the Rec ’bus for two days amounted to $5.72.

Before even leaving New York on the third

day‘s run to Albany the Frayer-Miller No. 1

came to grief. At Central Bridge it stripped

its gears, and finally started for the capital

after a delay of thirteen hours. Of the sur

vivors the Mormon car No. 2, which led the

contestant from Philadelphia Tuesday, was

the first to finish at Albany ‘Wednesday

night, having covered the 150 miles in 9 hours
1r: minutes. i '

Quite a sensation was sprung in Albany

when one of the observers reported to the

committee that six passengers in the Rec

'bus left the car at one point and gave it a

boost over a hill. The referee added to the

cost $2.25 for labor, making its total cost

$717315; for the day’s run to Albany, or 77.3

cents per passenger. Lockwood, the driver,

has filed a protest.

Six runs, one each day, constitute the

economy test, as follows: New York to Phil

adelphia, Pa., 90 miles; Philadelphia to New

York, 90 miles; New York to Albany, N. Y.,

150 miles; Albany to New York, 150 miles;

New York to Southampton, L. 1., 101 miles;

Southampton to New York, 101 miles. Total

distance, 682 miles.

The basis of comparative charge as against

railway transportation for the entire test

shall be as follows: New York to Philadel

phia and return, per passenger, $4.00; New

York to Albany and return, per passenger,

$6.00; New York to Southampton and return,

pcr passenger, $4.53,

The basis of charge will be as follows:

Gasolene, 25 cents per gallon; machine oil,

40 cents per gallon; cylinder oil, 80 cents per

gallon; time of engine or general repairs, 75

conts per hour; new parts, catalogue price;

chain repairs, 50 cents per hour and cata

logue price of new links; all moneys paid

for any purpose, such as legal fines, bridge

tolls, ferry charges and necessary fees of all

tlcscription.

The charges will be: Time of tire repairs.

50 cents an hour, charges to be assessed in

respect to any occupant of the car who as

sists or any repair man on route; punctures

of inner tubes, 75 cents each; blow-outs of

inner tubes, 75 cents each; time to inflate

inner tubes or replace same, 50 cents per

hour.

 

MONDAY—NEW YORK TO

  

PHILADELPHIA—90 MILES.

Passen- Total Av. fuel, Total Av.

No. Car. gets. Gas. Oil. fuel. cents. expense. expense.

1. Prayer-Miller .............. .. 6 —— _- —— —-- 1.68 -—

2. Marmon . 4 2.00 .20 2.20 54.0 4. 1.24

a. Bee .10 2.18% .25 2.43% 24.7 5. .598

4. Eco . 4 1.00 .071/2 1.07% 26.9 2. .606

6. Compound . 5 1.50 .85 2.35 45.7 4. $85

7. Compoubrfii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : 1.%%8. Oldsmo e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

9. Wayne ...................... .. a 2.00 60 2.60 52.4 4.61% -905 
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ROCKFORD, ITS RACEMEET

Not What Was Originally Planned, but Honors

Were Easy and Well Distributed.

 

About October 1, when the leaves began

to turn, the Rockford (111.) Automobile Club

issued a "defi" to Fate. They were going to

break the bonds of superstition and hold a

race meet on the 13th of the month, and,

furthermore, there were going to be just

thirteen events, and in one of the events thir

teen cars would start. Well, the meet “came

off," but not at the time intended, nor were

there thirteen events or thirteen cars in any

one of them. The hoodoo could not be broken,

“bad cess to it 1” On the 13th nit. it rained.

Jupiter Pluvius opened the fioodgate with a

vengeance. Evidently frightened at their te

merity in defying superstition, the officials

of the Rockford Automobile Club, who had

the affair in charge, decided to postpone the

meet until Wednesday of last week, the 25th

ult. To further guard against a repetition of

the weather on the 13th, the number of events

was scratched.

It worked like a charm, and although the

races were few, with fewer entries, the five

or six hundred spectators who had assem

bled at the Driving Club track seemed to get

keen enjoyment from the sport. The fastest

time of the day was made by L. Gordon Har

rison, in a Stevens-Duryea, who drove a mile

exhibition in 1:15 fiat. What was expected

to be the biggest event of the day proved a

fizzle. Harrison’s Stevens-Duryea lined up

against Shoemaker's Searchmout, and the re

sult can easily be imagined. The inevitable

something or other happened to one of the

few cars of this latter make in existence, and

it went down and out before the three-mile

post. Harrison finished the five miles in his

own dust in 6:50. The two-mile event, for

runabouts, was closely contested, and resulted

in a victory for J. E. Miller's Maxwell. In

the threemile event, for fully equipped tour

ing cars, Harry Owens, driving a 22 horse

power Buick, crossed the tape first. Another

Buick, with Havens at the wheel, finished sec

ond. Time, 5:05. In the three times around

race, for air-cooled cars, James Rogers, in a

Premier, finished first. Strachan, in a Marion,

was second. Time, 437%». The summaries:

Two miles, special—J. E. Miller, 8 h. p.

Maxwell, first; William McPherson, 9 h. p.

Cadillac, second; Carpenter, 8 h. p. Rambler,

third; Dwight Cutler, 7 h. p. Oldsmobile,

fourth. Time, 4:08%,.

Three miles, for touring cars, fully equip

ped ani carrying four passengers—Harry

Owens, 22 h. p. Buick, first; Havens, 22 h. p.

Buick, second; Bennett, 16 h. p. Rambler,

third. Time, 5:05.

Three miles, for air-cooled cars—James

Rogers, 16 h. p. Premier, first; Strachan, 16

h. p. Marion, second; Rex Savage, 14 h. p.

Franklin, third. Time, 4 :37 1-5.

Five. miles, for cars over 20 h. p.—L. G.

Harrison, 22 h. p. Stavens-Duryea, first; Shoe

maker, 30 h. p. Searchmont, broke down.

Time, 6:50.

One mile against time—L. G. Harrison,

Stevens-Duryea. Time, 1:15.

 

What Minneapolis Will Teach Them.

The young Men's Christian Association of

Minneapolis, Minn., is one of the most re

cent branches of this organization to take up

the study of the motor car in detail. The cur

riculum provides a series of ten lessons, as

follows: Lesson 1, Four cycle gasolene en

gines—its history; ignition, exhaust, suction

and compression; 2, valves, exhaust inlet,

automatic and machine worked; 3, spark sys

tem, coils, vibrators, commutators, advance

ment and time of spark; 4, carburetters,

needle, pin and flat variety; 5, oiling and

cooling systems: 6, bearings and vibrations,

including the principle of mufiiing and smell

and “soft coal smoke"; 7, transmissions and

clutches; 8, chains and shaft and the steer

ing gear and batteries; 9, rear axle and

springs, including general method of attach~

ment and repairing; 10, setting and tighten

ing wheel bearings, and removing and re

pairing tires.

 

Tag Test Case Up for Hearing.

The Unwin test case, which is an attack

on the validity of all laws imposing a license

or registration fee, and which is backed up

by the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, was yesterday given a hear

ing in the Court of Common Pleas for Hud

son County, New Jersey. Counsellor Terry,

for the defendant, filed a vigorous brief of

some thirty-four typewritten pages, in which

he aggressively attacked the legality of the

New Jersey law. He handled the whole tag

and numbering system without gloves and

maintained that it “violates those clauses of

the Federal Constitution which prohibit

double taxation and which guarantee th..t

every citizen shall have equal protection, and

that no citizen shall be deprived of his liberty

or property without due process of law.”

“.lu tice” in GM Folk’s Slate. '

Loaded shotguns are now used to punctu

ate the ethics of the police trap in St. Louis.

Mo., the masked battery being considered a

necessary adjunct to the usual stopwatch and

handkerchief equipment. On Sunday, Oc

tober 29, no less than four parties of prom

inent motorists were held up peremptorily

and bade to “stand and deliver" in the most

modern and approved fashion. One of them

was halted and ordered to show his receipt for

his license fee. Although be displayed the

number. when he failed to produce the re

ceipt he was taken into a barn, “tried” and

“relieved” of $19.50.

 

Why Wicks Favors Cup Races.

At least one man has given ample proof

that the Vanderbilt Cup race pays. He is J.

Wicks, who owned the farm land on which

the grandstand was erected and who let the

parking, tenting and other privileges. He

this week placed an order for a 30 horse

power Pope-Toledo.

ORMOND, ITS PROGRAMME
 

Championships f r Everyone and a Large Bid

for a Record and Press Notices.

The programme for the Ormond-Daytona

Carnival, which will occur during the week

of January 22, made its appearance this

week. With it came out what was a matter

of fairly general knowledge, i. e., that the

two Florida towns and several hotels having

buried their rivalries and other differences

W. J. Morgan would again manage the car

nival for the Florida East Coast Automobile

Association. In the events scheduled, which

are as follows, a bid will be made for two

miles a minute, in an event of that distance

which requires that the winner shall attain

that pace, which will supply good material

for press notices if it serves no other pur

pose:

One-mile middleweight championship (gas

olene).

One-mile heavyweight championship (gaso

leue).

One-mile championship (steam).

One~miie world's championship, free for all.

for Dewar Cup.

One-kilometre record trials for each Weight

and power class.

One-mile record trials for each weight and

power class.

Two-miles-a-minute record, free for all.

(The winner must equal or exceed 120 miles

an hour.)

Five-mile middleweight championship (gas

olene).

Fivemile heavyweight championship (gaso~

lone).

Five-mile championship (steam).

Five-mile freefor-all championship.

Ten-mile middleweight championship (all

powers).

Ten-mile heavyweight championship (all

‘ powers).

'i‘en~mile free-for-all championship.

Ten-mile handicap—Open to contestants

\‘.'n0 start in previous events.

Fifteen-mile freelor-all championship.

Fifteen-mile pace handicap for American

touring cars fully equipped.

Thirty-mile free-for-all championship for

American-built cars.

()ne-hundred-mile

ship.

free-for-all champion

 

Senstor's Drastic Cure for Drunks.

State Senator McKee, of Paterson, N. J.,

has announced to his constituents that he will

'introduce at the coming session of the legis

lature an amendment to the State automo

bile law. It provides a penalty of three

years in prison and a fine of $1,000, without

the alternative of either, for any person

caught driving an automobile in the State

while intoxicated.
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Neiwflorlt Association Adopts _Signbosrd.

At the quarterly meeting of the board of

directors 'of the New York State Automo

bile Association, held at Rochester, Satur

day, 21st ult., it was naturally decided to

fayor the_proposed amendment to the con

; stitution providing for the issuance of bonds

by tiie State'for the sum of $50,000,000 for

good roads..' A signboard of metal, a blue

background with white block letters four

inches high, was adopted as the official sign

' board of the association, and will be placed

at intersecting roads throughout the State,

and it was voted to have headquarters of the

association at the two shows to be held in

New York City during the week of January

13 to 20. The admission of three new clubs—

the Water-town automobile Club, the Cata

raugus County A. C. and the Richmond

County Cliib»~t0 membership completed the

business, when the directors were enter

tained at luncheon by the Rochester organ

ization.

Dayton not Dead but Disrupted.

Apparently the report that the Dayton

.(Ohio) Automobile Club had decided to "shut

up shop" because 0! a lack of interest was a

little previous. It was simply a factional

tight that caused the old otiicers to resign,

but new ones were immediately elected, as

follows: President, Bert Wolf; vice-prest

dent, J. J. Cooper; secretary-treasurer, W. J.

Lukaswitz; directors, 'John Rock, \V. J.

Lukaswltz, Louis J. \Vehner, Adolph Latin

and Joseph L. Schenck. A committee was

appointed to secure new club quarters.

 

Scranton Motorists Get Together.

Preliminary formation of an automobile

club took place at Scranton, Pa., last Week.

These officers and committees were chosen:

President, M. B. Fuller;

Thomas Sprague; secretary, Robert Peck:

treasurer, A. 1’. Bedford; executive commit

tee, Valentine Bliss, G. A. Singer and G. B.

Jermyer; committee on roads, A. B. Dun

ning and G. A. Singer; committee on consti

tution and bylaws, F. M. Vandling, M. L.

Smith and Alfred lIarvey.

Vermont Club Elects Oiiicers.

At the annual meeting of the Vermont

Automobile Club, the following otiicers were

elected for the ensuing year: President, H.

W. Hall, Burlington; first vice-president, J.

M. Boutwell, Montpelier; second vice~presi

dent, J. B. Manley, Brattleboro; secretary

treasurer, John W. Gordon, Barre. The re

port of the secretary-treasurer showed the

finances of the club to be in a healthy condi

tion and gave the membership as 108.

Shoies is Cleveland's President.

F. T. Shoies was elected president of the

Cleveland (Ohio) Automobile Club at the

annual election held last week. The other

otiicers chosen were: Vice-President, A. Ward

Foote; secretary, George Coliister; treasurer,

Windsor '1‘. White.

vice-president, '

Again Attacking Pennsylvania's Law.

Argument on the validity of the act of

April 23, 1903, General Assembly, State of

Pennsylvania, governing suits for damages

arising from the use of motor vehicles, was

heard in the Court of Common Pleas, Phila

delphia, last week on a motion to strike of!

a non-suit in the case of Frank J. Floyd

against Albert H. Chandler.

In January last a valuable trotting mare

owned by Floyd ran away on Montgomery

Pike on account of the alleged carelessness

of Chandler. who was driving an automobile

and did not stop when requested. The mare

fell and was badly injured. Floyd brought

suit for $1.200 against Chandler, but Judge

Audenried entered a non-suit, ruling that the

suit should have been brought in Montgomery

County, where the accident occurred, accord

ing to the terms of the act of April. 1903.

Attorney Robert P. Kelly, in his motion to

strike oi! the non-suit, declared that the act

was unconstitutional under previous acts. He

argued that the legislature has the right to

make an act regulating the use of automo~

biles as a police regulation, but that when it

attempted to determine the jurisdiction in

which suits for damages should be tried it.

went beyond its limits. The court reserved

decision.
 

Ohio Women Make at Discovery.

According to Ohioians the Woman's Club

of Canton, is one of tar “brainlest” organi

zatious in the country. They have discov

ered a new proof that the prophets of the

Old Testament days were divinely inspired

and that they were given a long look into

the future. Not only did they foretell the

destruction of the city of Jerusalem, the

coming of the Christ and other historical

events, but the ladies have discovered that

the prophet Nahum stood in spirit at the

threshold of the Twentieth century and saw

the automobiles gliding over the asphalt

ayennes and boulevards, or saw the devil

wagon racers touring the country roads and

leaving ,in their: wake the maimed apd the

dead. This fact was' demonstrated by pas—

sages of the Old Testament quoted and read

at a meeting of the club.

 

Farson Again Named for President.

By placing John Farson at the head of the

regular ticket of officers for the Chicago Au

tomobile Club, to be voted on at the annual

election next week, the nominating committee

sprung a coup on the three rival factions.

Instead of three tickets and a warm cam

paign, the annual election is likely to be the

quietest in the history of the club, with little,

if any, opposition to any member of the regu

lar ticket. The ticket follows: For presi

dent. John Farson; first vicepresident, Allen

S. Ray; second vice-president, B. H. Mar

shall; secretary’. Sidney S. Gorham; treas

urer, T. J. Hyman; directors, Ira M. Cobc,

Robert Tarrant, Jr., F. C. Donald, N. H. Van

Sicklen, Jerome Ellis and Charles Gregory.

Long Swamp Road is Opened.

When the widening ct- what is known as

the Long SWamp road, near Scranton, Pa., is

completed automobilists will have at least

one highway in the muntry where they can

open the throttle without fear of being haled

into court. The road is the private property

of the Scranton Gas & Water 00., and until

now automobiles have been prohibited from

using it. The work of widening will be com

pleted by November 15, and will be made so

that two automobiles can pass with safety at

any point. This will complete the system of

roads that the Scranton Ga & Water 00..

through the eiforts of its president, W. W.

Scranton, has constructed at great expense

around Lake Scranton and in that vicinity.

Wording 0“ Winter Weather Efleets.

Now that the promise of cold weather is

growing more assertive, all the motorists'

kind friends are offering advice as to the

best methods of caring for the machine dur

ing the winter months. Generally they advise

the use of a calcium chloride solution on the

cooling system. They tell how to mix it and

how to put it in the tanks, but they never

stop to give directions for removing the crys

tals which are certain to accumulate before

the opening of spring. It should be remem

bered in this connection that glycerine and

alcohol, when properly blended in solution.

give absolutely no trouble on this score, and.

besides. serve to absolute advantage in ward

ing off the effects of the cold.

Levi Spins a Golden Yarn.

Gold mining by automobile has now come

into vogue, say the daily paragraphers, and

cite the case of J. E. Levi, of somewhere in

the East, who claims to have a gold nugget

three inches in diameter mined a in motor

car. The story told is that Levi stopped in

Denver to have his touring car overhauled

after a tour through Southern Colorado.

Willie wiping off some of the machinery the

gold nugget: dropped to the floor. The ex

planation seems to be that the gold was

caught by a wheel, thrown up and lodged

securely in the mechanism at the bottom of

the car. while travelling the rough country

near La Junta.

" See France" by Motor Bus.

A new phase of the commercial motor car

proposition has been opened up by the recent

announcement of the London Motor Omnibus

00.. which has been running ’bnases 'in the

great metropolis for several months to'good

advantage. that on November 18 a special

motor coach will leave London, provided a

sufficient number of seats have been taken. '

for a thirty days’ tour through France. The

route will include a circuit taking in Nice.

Monte Carlo and Mentone, returning by a dif

ferent way. and the fare of 50 guineas will

include first class accommodations for pas~

sengers and baggage throughout, the tour be

ing personally conducted.
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WHAT PARIS TALKS ABOUT

Last of Season's Contests and Outlook for those

of Future—Basis for Touring Trials.

 

Paris. Oct. 20.—0t' the three automobile

meetings which terminate the season, the

final one at Gaillon on Sunday helped to re

trieve the partial failures of the previous

contests at Cbateau-Thierry and Dourdan.

As a popular spectacle the classic Gaillon

hill climb was a decided success, for there

could certainly'have been not less than

10,000 people crowding on each side of the

famous bill that is known to every one who

travels by road between Paris and Rouen.

This gradient has always been a favorite one

If the experience of Sunday goes for any

thing we [nay-expect- to see Gaiilon main

tained as a classic event, even if it be

found necessary to suppress the other meet

ings at Chateau-Thierry and Dourdan. The.

prominence being given to touring trials and

industrial vehicles at these meetings empha

sizes once again the change which has come

over the French trade. As the Automobile

Club has decided that itwi - authorize no

more racing in' this country makers have no

inducement to build speed machines. and in

the absence of such vehicles it follows that

the speed categories in the different tests

will undergo a natural extinction. It has

however yet to be seen how far the French

Automobile Club will be. able to'carry out

its policy of suppressing long distance races.

In England the club has officially decided to

hi:- i
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up Germany in the agitation for an interna

tional race. Therefore, the only strong sup

port that country is likely to receive will be

from Italy. and in a smaller measure, per

haps from Belgium, because the holding of

one big race would imply the suppression of

the Ardennes contest. On the whole, I do

not think that Germany will succeed in its

attempt to revive a race on the Bcunctt lines.

and that the status q'uo‘wil-l He maintained

with the races in the Ardemies and over the

iircssia circuit. in which French and other

ninkcrs'wili lie‘at liberty to compete if they

l'ct‘l n to Ult'll‘ utter-est. to do so. ' "

Meanwhile France is ,entirely occupied

with the development of its industry upon

a purely practical basis. The two-great

events for next year are to be the competi

tion of touring cars around Europe and'thc

\i»

 

ONE OF‘THE BUSSES THAT COMPETED IN THE FRENCH HILL CLIMBING CONTESTS.

with makers because, being absolutely

straight, it allows the cars giving their max

imum effort. and for this reason there was

quite a large number of entries for Sunday's

contest, mostly, however, consisting of tour

ing cars.

The experience of Gailion has in fact

shown'once more that the leasing firms are

determined to hold aloof from the fail meet

ings, since there was only one French maker

competing in the class of big speed vehicles.

0n the other hand, the foreign makers were

in very strong force, and the Mercedes espe

cially were making desperate efforts to ef

face the bad impression created by their

failures during the past season. They en

tered no fewer than five cars, including three

of the new type of 120 h. p. The only other

big competitor was the six cylinder Napier,

driven by Clifford Earp, which found its

victorious career brought to an end by the

victory of Baron dc Caters, whose car beat

the big Clement-Bayard by a second. with

the Napier tying with one'of the light cars

for third place. A feature of Gaillon was

again the excellent showing of industrial

vchicles and motor bicycles and tricars

which seem likely in the future to be a

special feature of the fall meeting, in the

event, that is, or its being kept on the pro

gramme. ‘

follow the French lead because. apparently

it is unable to see what other course is open

to it. and more especially no doubt because

it finds that the tourist trials in the Isle of

Man are a very good substitute for racing.

, while froln a manufacturing point of view

the results are likely to be far superior.

Germany and Italy are not of the same

opinion, for while the latter country has

benefited enormoust by the success of Ital

inn cars in the races held during the past

season, Germany has retrograded on account

of its consistent failures, and, therefore,

while the one country wishes to continue its

successful racing career the other means to

do everything in its power to revive racing

and thus retrieve its somewhat tarnished

reputation.

For this reason the proposal of Germany

to convene an international conference to

discuss the advisability of holding one big

international race a year must be taken scri

mlsly. (‘ertainiy it is causing a good deal

of embarrassment to the French Club. This

body has requested the German (‘lub to post

pone its proposed conference until after the

annual international conference, which is

held in Paris during the show in December.

Seeing that England is already sufficiently

served with its tourist trials I do not think

that it will be particularly anxious to back

race for pneumatic tires, both of which ()f'

fer so many difficulties in organization that

it will probably take a considerable time be

fore all the details are satisfactorily worked

out. The task of providing a basis for the

touring trials is being left to the manufact

urers. who are considering various proposals

for classifying the vehicles. They have at

present three formulae under consideration.

one in which the power varies proportion~

ately to the bore of the engine, another in

which the power varics according to the

cylinder capacity, and the third in which thc

power varies proportionately to the surface

of the piston and the square root of the

stroke. So far as the carriage bodies are

concerned, it has already been decided to

adopt the spider body With hood for the first

category, the double phaeton with canopy

for the second category, and the limousine

for the third category. Each passenger must

carry thirty kilos of baggage. which, how

ever, may be made up of tools and acces

Sol'ies if preferred.

Another instance of the effort being inudc

to develop the practical character of auto

lnobiling is seen in the number of competi~

tions and demonstrations that are being or

ganized for the forthcoming show. Therc

is to be a competition of motor cabs and

other motor vehicles for town use which
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TYPES OF COMMERCIAL VEHICLES IN THE FRENCH HILL CLIMBING CONTESTS.

will have to cover a course of sixty miles

in Paris accompanied by official observers.

A big demonstration is also to be made with

industrial vehicles, when all the different

firms will assemble their ’buses and trucks

outside the Grand Palais and then go in pro

cession all over Paris. Seeing that there

may be some hundreds of such vehicles it is

obvious that such a demonstration must

have excellent results in impressing the pub

lic with the importance of this new and

promising branch of the industry.

Among other competitions is one for self

starters, for which a prize of $2,000 is being

offered. This competition is the outcome of

the recently formed Academy of Sports.

Possibly you may not have heard of this

Academy of Sports, and even in Paris there

are not many people who know of the ex

istence of this body, although the forty “Im

mortals” who compose the Academy would

probably be greatly aggrieved if they were

told that they were not such an important

factor in the automobile movement as they

believe themselves to be.

It occurred one day to a well known motor

journalist to create this body on the lines

of the French Academy, with the same num

ber of forty life members and empowered

with the same autocratic judgment on every

thing connected with the sports it is sup

posed to represent. Cine promoter of this

new academy did not have any dimculty in

getting around him thirty-nine spirits having

the same magnificent ideas of their own im

portance as himself, and while some of the

appointments are certainly justified it is dif

iicllit to see by what claims others can have

found a way into this august body except

on the assumption that the academy is a

sort of friendly mutual admiration society.

One of the most distinguished members is

M. Henri Deutsch de la Meurthe, the well

known gusolcnc millionaire, who has offered

the prize of $2,000 for the best device allow~

ing of the motor being started from the sent.

01‘ this sum one half will be offered for the

best device presented at the show in Decem.

her next, and the remainder for a similar

competition in December, 1906. The device

must be of a mechanical character, and will

be tested on cars wit motors of at least

20 horsepower.

 

As They do it in Japan.

As in everything else the Japanese have

adopted Occidental standards in compiling

their patent legislation and the Japanese

law in addition to providing for the issue of

patents also“ protects patterns against imi

tation and infringement. The law is simi

lar to the German "Gebrauchsmuster-Schutz

Gesetz" which boiled down simply means

"design patent law" or literally “usual sam

ple protection law." This extends protection

for three years and may be renewed at the

expiration of that period; its enforcement is

said to have had a very beneficial effect upon

the makers of things “made in Germany"

who pirate their competitors designs, but am

fortunately it does prevent stealing that of

outsiders.

According to the Japanese law no article

can be protected, a description of which has

been published in the Japanese papers, or

that has been used in the country before ap

plication. The latter must be made through

accredited patent agents and the article un

dergoes a careful examination by the Pat

cnt Office. Protection is only extended to

new ideas but adaptations or combinations

of existing articles are admissible. In fact

it must not have an original basis which

should be made the subject of a patent prop-"

cr. lnfringcrs are severely dealt with, not ‘

only by fines but also by imprisonment.

Sweden In (icrman Hands.

In Sweden the automobile business is slid

to be almost entirely in' the hands of the

Germans, although several local firms have

begun the manufacture of low priced ma

chines, and not a few American runabonts

arc to be seen in use. The Swedish users.

having had but little experience with the

more expensive types of machine. have come

to the conclusion that $600 is about the limit

ing price for a motor car. Consular reports

are authority for the statement, however, that

as the members of the wealthier classes are

beginning to take an interest in the move

ment, there is ample opportunity for a good

business in high grade cars, provided it be

carried on liberally, allowing plenty of lati

tude for demonstrations and instructions to

intending purchasers, and arranged so that

there should be little or no delay in the sup

bly of spare parts. Stockholm, Gothemburg

and Maimo are said to be the most likely

towns, while Norrkiiplng is a rich industrial

centre which offers good facilities alike to

the maker and dealer.

 

Here’s the Automobile Skate.

According to a recent cable report, a young

Swiss engineer is said to have successfully

evolved the "automobile skate," or “motor

boot.” it consists of a pair of stout boots.

weight not given, each of which is mounted

on a miniature. automobile running on four

wheels of about a foot in diameter. The two

work independently of one another, and

should one break, the other is said to be cas

pable of carrying the traveller along without

any difliculty. It is claimed for the new in

vention that an average speed of twelve

miles an hour is possible over country roads

all day long without undue fatigue on the

part of the operator.

 

Oiisetting of Cylinders.

Speaking of the growing practice of off

setting cylinders in motor car construction. a

foreign print is authority for the statement

that the following ratios have been adopted

by the leading Continental makers: Length

of piston 1.1 bore: length of connecting rod.

2 stroke; amount of offset, .6 stroke. This

enables the designer to use a connecting rod

somewhat shorter than is common practice,

thereby reducing the height of the motor.

without losing anything from the increased

:lngulnrlty of the rod.

The “'illiun Motor Carriage Co, is prepar

ing to erect a one story frame building, 85x

45 feet. at its plant on Berea Road, Cleve

land. Ohio. It will be used as a restaurant

for the company's employes.
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FOR THE MOTOR POLICE

New York to Purchase Twenty More Machines

and not Solcly to Chase Scorchers.

In his budget for the coming year, Police

Commissioner McAdoo, of New York, has

included a sum to be expended in the pur

chase of twenty motor bicycles for the use

of a detail of the men of his force. This

comes as a result or a considerable experi

ment which he has already carried out in the

department, and from which he has come to

the conclusion that certain of the work of

the police can only be accomplished by

means of a motorcycle squad.

Primarily, the work of the motor police is

in checking overspeeding on the part of reck

less and incompetent automobllists, and for

this work the equipment is absolutely essen

tial. Also, for the more general work of the

traffic squad in the boulevard and suburban

d:stricts the motor bicycle patrol is placed

at a great advantage over the ordinary cav

elry police. That there is also a growing

need of a motor police for the pursuit and

arrest of those of the criminal classes who

are availing themselves of the motor car as

a means of carrying out their evil designs is

perhaps a new idea, but one which is never

theless perfectly patent. Says one of the

great dailies in discussmg the subject: ,

“There is much startling evidence to prove

that an entirely new class of criminals,

quick to appreciate the possibilities of the

automobile, is making of them a very dan

gerous weapon. Already autos have been

held up by up-to-date highwaymen skilled

in the use of the machines who are capable

of carrying oi! their booty. To the burglar,

again, the automobile otters a most efiective

means of escape. A thief running through

the streets at once attracts a crowd; the

same man comfortably seated in an automo

bile, may escape at much greater speed, safe

from suspicion or pursuit in the most crowd

ed streets. As the mechanism and control of

automobiles becomes more familiar the num

ber of thefts of these machines is certain to

increase. Any criminal who can control

such speed as the automoble affords sudden

ly gains a dangerous advantage in carrying

ing out a great variety of crime.

“The considerations of the advantage that

the control of this dangerous weapon lends

to criminals have led many thoughtful peo

ple both automobilists and others, to favor

an increase of the automobile police squad.

The means of rapid locomotion obviously

should be in the hands of the police as well

as of the citizens, whether they be honest 0r

dishonest. The fact that there are some

twenty-three thousand automobiles in New

York State alone at the present time renders

such considerations of the greatest impor

tance."

Certainly the methods of the detection of

crime and the arrest and conviction of the

arm lhofld keep M with the native

and method of the offence, and, granted the

use of the motor car to those whose inten—

tions are illegal, then the police should as

well be provided with an equaly advanta

geous means of following up the evildoers

and bringing them to the bar of justice. Up

to the present time the only apparent use

and need of a “motor police" has been in the

checking of the unlawful speeeding of auto

mobiles. For this purpose there is doubt

less a considerable need of men who are

equipped suitably, but the matter or exces

sive and unlawful speeding seems to be one

which will take care of itself in the course

of time, and, with the education of the mo

torists to a realization of what constitutes

careful driving, and with the education of the

lawmakers to an understanding of the statu

tory needs in this respect.

In the matter of street patrolling and the

overtaking of escaping criminals who are

thoroughly up to date in every respect, there

is and ever wil be an imperative need of a

good and efficient patrol, which is equipped

in such a manner as to enable it to cope with

any emergency which may arise, and to cope

with it forcibly and effectually.

 

Tudor Farm as a Rendezvous.

To meet the needs of automobilists of Prov

idence, R. 1., and Boston, Mass, who desire

an objective point on their runs through that

section of New England, the Tudor Farm

Motor Car Club has been formed, with 150

charter members. The clubhouse, which is

ideally located on the shores of Lake Wal

ourslopoag, in West Sharon, two miles from

Sharon, is the first of its kind to be estab

lished in Southeastern Massachusetts. It is

situated midway between Boston and Provi

dence, on the straight road between those

cities. Ninety acres of land surround the

clubhouse. Dorsey L. Greene, of Boston, has

been elected president; Amos H. Whipple, of

Boston, vice-president, and Emil Camus, of

the same city, treasurer.

New York Central’s Automobile Cars.

The New York Central Railroad is build

ing two cars expressly to transport automo

biles, and to be attached to passenger trains

only. Considerable demand has arisen for

such equipment when persons going to and

from country places wish to take their auto

mobiles on the same train with them. The

cars for automobiles will be of the general

design of the roads baggage cars, except that

a round top roof will be used and a door

seven feet wide and eight feet high will be

placed at one end of the car.

 

How It helped the Hunters.

instead of waiting for a train which usual

ly arrives at a time the shooters do not want

it. members of the Kubier Gun Club, of

Mount Eden, Cal., have decided to use the air

tomobile hereafter on hunting expeditions.

The experiment was tried last week with a

steam car, and whether the car causvd luck

is not said, but the seven hunters returned at

night with 350 duckl

MOTORPHOBES IN SESSION

The New Jersey Brand Hears a Truckling Motor

ist Favor Higher Fees and Large Numbers.

 

Another step was taken last Friday night

in the movement inaugurated by the Anti

Automobile Association, at North Branch.

N. J., for the purpose of curbing automobil

reckless or otherwise. When Colonel

of Rarltan, who

owns an automobile, was nominated by the

Republicans for State Senator, and Senator

Samuel S. Childs, of Bernardsville, was re

nominatedhy the Democrats; there came the

rub, as the association had previously deter

mined not to support any candidate who

istS.

Joseph S. Freliughusen,

owned an automobile.

determined to hear just where each candidate

stood on the automobile question and invited

them to address the association. Senator

Childs will be given his opportunity at a later

meeting, but last Friday night Ruppel's Hall,

the headquarters of the motorphobes, was

filled to hear Colonel Frelinghuysen.

He declared he owned an automobile, but

favored any reasonable means to prevent

However, the members

careless automobilists from reckless speed

ing. He said he believed it would be a good

plan to have automobllists when they take

out a license to pay a much higher fee than

at present; that the number should be on

the back, higher up and in larger figures, as

well as on the front of the machne.

Irving Hoagland, of Franklin Park, the

Republican candidate for member of Assem

bly, also spoke. He said he thought that be

fore it new automobile law was made the

present one should be enforced. He believed

It would be a good plan to place officers at

certain limits, let them have signals and take

out their watches and time the antomohilists.

If the drivers exceeded the rate of speed

permitted by law, let the signal officers have

the power to arrest them without a war

rant.  

Would liavc Banners, Not Tags.

Out of the Middle West, Indiana, the State

that is noted for its authors and poets as

well as other products of the soil to be par

ticular, comes the suggestion that the usual

number-bearing placard should be done away

with, and in its place a “banner with strange

device" substituted. To quote the sponsor o.‘ .

the scheme, who is hopeful that the next sit

ting or the assemblage of State Solons may

consider his system favorably and enact a

law accordingly, “:1 red flag or banner, square.

diamond. round or triangular for each auto<

mobile—to stand up three or four feet above

top—different automobiles to have dim-rent

colors or combinations of colors and different

shapes." The reason given is that such adorn

ments could be seen much further than the

numbers, "which are hung so low on the ma

chine as to be wellnigh out of light."
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THE INDUSTRIOUS CHAUFFEUR

The Shattering of His Dream that Came in

Sudden and Saddening Fashion.

 

 

By the explosion in Chicago one day last

week of an apparatus designed to revolution

ize the running of automobiles, Henry

Brown's hopes, his body, his apparatus and a

valuable touring car were rudely shattered.

Incidentally, another man was kiied.

Long ago, twenty-four months. in fact,

Brown entered the service of J. Finlay Bar

reil, a Chicago stock broker, to act as his

chauffeur. When Henry was a little chap in

knee breeches attending school he always had

a knack for inventing things, and his doting

teacher prophesied for him a brilliant career.

Naturally such a plebeian occupation as a

mere driver of an automobile did not satisfy

Henry's lofty ambitions. He would yet be a

great man, and some day, perhaps, posterity

might gaze upon Henry Brown's picture in

the Hall of Fame. Such is the ambition of

every inventor.

Henry’s invention was one designed to re

duce the cost of motive power for self-pro

pelled vehicles to the minimum, and by the

use of acetylene gas in a little machine, of

which he alone knew the secret, speed could

be increased 100 per cent. As Mr. Barrel]

did not keep Henry busy as a chauffeur he

had lots of time to apply to the perfection of

his invention. His plan promised much; it

was just the thing. Thus said a few fellow

drivers to whom he unbosomed himself.

In the arrival of a special car and the plans

for a final test Brown saw emancipation from

his “dog‘s life." as he expresesd it, and sev

eral friends visited him in the morning and

congratulated him upon his success, for had

not “Henry Brown, inventor," said it could

not possibly fail?

Brown’s employer had not, however, been

so sanguine of his employe‘s success; in fact.

he considered the contraption dangerous, and

had forbidden experiments in the garage, but.

as all the world knows. a mere rebuke or the

like will not-deter or dissuade an inventor

from his purpose. Somehow or other the

cruel world never seems to take the ma

jority of revolutionists seriously. It is the

latter‘s misfortune. perhaps.

'I‘hehioinentuous .day had at last arrived

when Henry Brown would prove to the doubt

ing Thomas—otherwise his employer—that

he had a “good thing” and would not here

after be dependent upon .I. Finlay Barrel] for

a living. Brown had set the machine up with

the aid of an aged negro named Powell, and

was just screwing the last nut on when a

loud explosion shook the building. When the

smoke had cleared away Powell was found

outside the garage with one leg completely

severed from his body. and Brown lay still

by the debris, clutching in his hand a wrench

with which helhad' turned the last screw

which marked the completion of his work.

His left eye had been blown out, his right

leg was broken and his side was iacerated and

bleeding where a piece of splintered steel

from the cylinder had entered his side. Bar

reil’s car was blow to atoms. Powell, the

negro helper, died a few minutes later.

In view of this, it is not likely that the

wonderful invention will be placed on the

market except through the columns of some

joke purveyor.

 

Motor Cars in Greece.

United States Consul Horton, of Athens,

Greece, has the following to say concerning

the demand for self-propelled vehicles in

that part of the world: “There are twelve

automobiles in this consular district, or, to

speak more definitely, in me city of Athens.

Three of these belong to the King and the

princes. His Majesty’s automobile is quite

a luxurious affair, and is said to have cost

some 20,000 francs ($3,860). That owned by

Prince Andreas was presented to him by the

('zar of Russia. Most of the automobiles in

use here were bought in France at a cost of

from 4.000 to 10,000 francs ($772 to $1,930).

Three new ones are now on their way to this

country.

“Automobiles are classed by the tariff

law as four-wheeled carriages, which, up~

bolstered or not, used or unused, pay a duty

of 300 francs ($57.90) each, besides octroi,

etc. In the case of a high-priced carriage,

with sumptuous furnishings, duty is assessed

on value declared in invoice and bill of

iading. and importers are advised to obtain

an invoice from the Greek Consul in the

country from which the shipment is made.

in this latter case the duties are 20 per cent

of the assessed value, s25 octroi, and 5 per

cont on the 20 per cent. Parts or accessories

to autos pay according to their assessed

value. Automobiles are classed as carriages

for the reason that machinery is admitted

into Greece free of duty.”

 

Akin to " Rocking the Boat."

Always it is wise to take the advice of the

looker-on with the proverbial'grain of alt.

as witness the recent incident at a London

garage in which a friend of a chauffeur in

sisted in pouring gasolene over the mechan

ism of a car which he was cleaning with

kerosene "because it was quicker." The

chauffeur was working in a pit under the

machine at the time, and before he could get

out of his trying position the whole outfit

was a mass ofiiames, and the man was so

badly burned as a result that he died within

a short time. At the inquest the friendly

chauffeur, whose name was Smeltz, said that

he had not thought of the possible danger.

That, however, did not in the least atfect the

result.
 

Greasing the Steering Gear.

Although it is not readily accessible in

most cars, and although it requires but little

attention. the driver should not neglect to

force a syringe full of grease into the steer

ing box once'in "about so often”; it insures

the proper and suflicient lubrication of that

most important organ.

IN FAVOR OF MOTOR BUSSES

London’s Traffic Commission Sees Good in

Them but has to Resort to an "Ii."

 

In the report of the advisory board of en

gineers to the London Traffic Commission,

which has just been made public, several in

teresting points are brought out. The action

of the committee in net more favorably re

porting ou the motor ’bus question, which is

“agitating Great Britain at the present time,

has been widely censured, but it appears that,

although the report of the commission did not

bring it out clearly, the engineers were fa

vorably impressed with the performance of

the mechanically propelled ’bus in contradis

tinction to that drawn by horses. 7

In fact, they even went so far as to point

out that in practice the speed attainable by

the motor ’bus exceeded that of the older

types and approximated that of the tram

lines. The following figures were quoted in

proof of the assertion:

Rush Slack

Speed in miles per hr. hours. hours.

llorse omnibus. . . 31/2—6 5%—- 8

Electric tramway. . . 51/1—7 81/2—1155

Motor omnibus. . . . . . 0%,—8% 8175—111/2

The committee also framed the conserva

tive opinion that should it be found that ve~

liicles of this sort could be worked and main

tained at the speeds quoted, it thought that

they would come to have an important bear

ing upon the transport of passengers in Lon

don, and might effect the consideration of

railway and tramway policy.

In regard to the real work of the commis

sion in seeking some means of relieving traffic

congestion. some very pertinent suggestions

were brought out, particularly with regard to

the municipal policy which chooses wide

junctions and “circuses” for the erection of

various obstacles to traffic such as the en

trances to underground lavatories, statues

and lampposts of unnecessary size. Also the

policy of splitting up the highway into two

narrow lanes by the erection of trolley posts

and lamp poles, as well as cab ranks was

heavily scored.

There is meat for reflection in the two

points here brought out, and room for its ap

plication here as well as in thefipglish me

tropolis. The motor ’bus must, sooner or

later, make its appearance here as a success

ful institution, but the streets must be cleared

of traffic in order to make room for it. '

 

Improving the Hammer Handle.

Cut a three-quarter-inch piece out of the

handle two inches from the hammer head.

Slot each end of the cut to receive a piece of

spring steel three-thirty-seconds-inch thick

and as wide as the handle. Fasten the steel

with, rivets. The extra work requires but a

few minutes ,longer and well pays for the

trouble.
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“INSIDES” OF THE MAGNETO

Not the Puzzle that Many Persons Fancy it

to be—Just How it Operates.

 

Reams of paper and barrels of ink have

been expended on explanations of the work

ings of the magneto, and the end is not yet

in sight. Despite it all, the first question of

the novice is, How does it work? and What

are you going to do with it if it breaks down

It is not too much to say that

to the majority of motorists, many of them

on the road?

otherwise well versed in the principles of

  

high tension ignition, the magneto is a deep

and unfathomable mystery, and doubtless

will remain so in the case of those who are

willing to let it go at that.

The subject is of particular interest at the

present time owing to the increasing adop—

tion of the magneto; such, for instance, as

the installation of the Eiseman high tension

system as a standard feature of all 1906

i‘uckard cars; and those who are anxious to

know what sort of mysterious "innards" are

concealed .by the compact looking arrange

ment alongside the engine that seldom comes

in for much attention, so long as it continues

to operate as it should, will be surprised to

learn how simple it is in reality. Doubtless

the man who confesses to such a depth of

ignorance on this point is equally dark as to

what happened when he turned the crank

on one of the old style telephones. (.‘on

cealed within the box was nothing more or

less than a small magneto of identically the

same construction as those employed for ig

nition purposes. The crank turned a large

gear, which meshed with a much smaller

pinion on the armature shaft of the magneto,

and the current generated by the rapid turn

ing of the latter rang the bell at the other

end of the line.

()wing to no attempt being made to centre

the entire ignition system at one point by

placing both primary and secondary windings

on the armature, the Eisemann is consider

ably less complicated than other high tension

systems which incorporate synchronous gen

eration and distribution. As its groundwork

it embodies a replica of the small telephone

magneto just referred to, but in a somewhat

larger and more powerful size. This is, in

short, the simplest type of electrical genera

tor ever invented, and its design dates back

to the very dawn of the discovery of the gen

eration of electricity by mechanical means.

it consists of the permanent magnetic field

composed of three compound magnets which

are but enlarged copies of the horseshoe mag

  

These are madenets familiar to schoolboys.

of a special quality of Tungsten steel, which

possesses the peculiar property of retaining

magnetism to a greater degree and for a

lunch longer time than almost any other steel

known. Heat and vibration both affect the

retention of this peculiar force in the steel,

and unless the latter be of the. proper quality

the strength of the field will diminish percep~

tibly, often within a few months. This was

one of the great drawbacks present in the

low priced magnetos turned out in this coun

try a few years ago for automobile use. They

started off first rate, but in some mysterious

manner—that is, to the uninitiated user—they

seemed to “die,” and sooner or later became

utterly useless. They were accordingly dis

carded in disgust in favor of a return to the

battery, whereas the only thing needed was

remagnetizatlon of the field; but owing to

the material used the process would have to

be repeated once or twice a year to insure

constant operation.

Experience with this type of machine.

which was placed on the market at a price

far below that at which a magneto suitable

for ignition purposes can be turned out,‘madc

builders sceptical as to the value of the mug

ucto. it is not too much_ to say that the

power of: the. Eiscmaun machine took Amer

ican designers by surprise upon its advent in

this country in 1902, and the majority were

frank to express their disbelief in its lasting

qualities. The magnets were “supercharged

for exhibition purposes," according to many,

while some were of the opinion that the gen

erator of its size that would produce such a

current at such slow speed had never been

built. and that it was in some unseen manner

connected up with the electric light mains, a

la Keeley motor.

The next essential of the machine is the

armature, which is shown complete at Fig. 2.

This consists of a single winding of coarse

wire on a soft iron core of the Siemens H or

shuttle type, the first of its kind invented.

  

Fig. 3.

As illustrated, this also includes the pinion 3

for driving the secondary distributor 15, as

well as the device for advancing and retard

ing the time for ignition, consisting of a key

or block travelling in a spiral on the inside

of the sleeve, 5, from which the drive is

taken either by gearing direct or through

sprocket and chain from the cam shaft. The

forked end, 4, of this arrangement takes the

end of a rod leading to the ignition lever on

the steering wheel. Moving this causes the

key to shift. back and forth in its spiral path,

thus rotating the sleeve and giving the anna

ture a fraction of a turn ahead or backward,

thereby changing its position with regard to

the time of occurrence of the spark. The

current generated by the armature is col

lected at the point, 6, which is a copper disc

terminating an insulated wire that is led out

it through the hollow shaft. A small cylin

drical carbon brush, about half an inch long

and the diameter of a lead pencil, slides in

the yoke, 9. Figs. 3 and 4, which is insulated

from the rest of the frame and is held in place

by the spring, 7. The left side of the yoke, 9. is

continued upward and carries an extension,
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10, provided with a screw and heavy plat

inum point; against this bears a similar point

carried on a rocker arm, 12, also shown sep

arately, pivoted at its centre and actuated by

the cam, 11, Fig. 5, shown also on the end of

the armature shaft in Fig. 3. The rocker has

  

' ' ' Fig. 4.

a roller on its lower end, which is struck by

the cam as it turns. In order to insure a good

connection the small piece, 8, Fig. 6, carrying

two platinum points, presses against the

inner face of the cam. Thus the armature is

said to be "short circuited,” or closed, except

when the cam depresses the rocker end, sep

arates the platinum points and permits the

current to flow through the primary winding

of the induction coll. '

This occurs at what is known as the point

of “maximum inductive effect," that is.

when the current induced in the armature

winding by passing it before the strong

magnetic poles of the field is greatest. This

happens twice in each revolution, or as the

metal faces of the armature as shown in Fig.

2, enter and leave the embrace of the recessed

pole pieces shown in Fig. 1, which is termed

"cutting the lines of force of the magnetic

field.” Accordingly, the cam opens the cir

cuit twice per revolution. This is done in

order to obtain a self-inductive eifect, which

is the surging flow of current occasioned by

suddenly breaking a highly magnetic circuit;

the same thing that is guarded against at the

trembler of a vibrator coil by the use of a

condenser, as it tends to reduce the speed of

the latter as well as to burn the platinum

points.

The current generated is alternating, and

accordingly the single coil used is of the non

trembler type, and may be placed in any con

veniently-out-of-the-way location on the car.

as it is not necessary to get. at it. One ter

minal of the secondary winding of the coil

is grounded on the engine frame, as is cus

tomary in all high tension systems, and the

other is led to the distributor, which in the

Eisemann is located directly above the con

tact breaker, Fig. 3. This wtre is carried to

the binding post, 13, which is a hollow brass

cylinder containing a cylindrical carbon

brush pressed against a metal ring on the

disc of the distributor, 15. The latter is keyed

to the secondary shaft of the magneto, and is

made of solid vulcanlte. with the exception

of a brass sector, 16, which opens a path to

the plug of each cylinder in the proper order

as it passes under the four steel fingers

shown bearing on it, in Fig. 3. The latter

connect with the four binding posts shown in.

a line acros the top of the insulating panel

which carries this part of the mechanism,

Fig. 5.

and from which the wiring is taken direct to

the plugs.

The simplicity of the wiring is one of ihc

chief advantages of the system, and while, as

described. it may be difficult for the novice
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to follow, this will be easy in the appended

outline sketch of the connections. (See Fig. 7.)

For the sake of clearness, the grounded ter

minal of the secondary winding of the coil. S.

is shown leading to each cylinder, though in

practice this is grounded at but one place on

the frame or engine. The drawing shows the

  

Fig. 'I.

system reduced to its lowest terms, in order

to make it easily comprehended. The arma

ture and its connections, as already ex'

plained, are represented by A, while the ct"

cuit breaker mechanism and connection with

the primary, 1', of the induction coil is

‘rLik
Fig. 6.

shown by the can), C. In practice there is

but one wire leading to the primary of the

coil, the return being effected through the

grounding of the armature winding on the

machine and the bolting of the latter to the

--_____‘

'-w--——----’

_--|

Grounded 0|) Frame.

(_—————ag

engine. It will be seen that the setting of

the cam on the armature shaft is made with

relation to the position of the brass sector

on the secondary distributor disc above it. so

that just as the latter is passing under one of

the fingers communicating with a plug of the

cylinder, the cam is opening the circuit and
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sending the current through the primary

winding of the col]. As there are two high

points on the cam, this is done twice for

every revolution of the armature, which gives

but one secondary impulse per turn as the

distributor is geared to run at half the speed.

The magneto itself must accordingly run

synchronously with the engine, and as it is

timed with the latter a direct form of drive,

such as gearing or sprocket and chain, is im

pcratlve.

A word as to the most likely places to

look for trouble should the machine appar

ently refuse to work will not be amiss. It

must be borne in mind that two of the chief

connections, that at 6 and 7 in the primary

and at 13, Fig. 3, on the secondary distributor

disc, are made through the medium of small

carbon brushes. While this is a practical

method for the purpose, these small pieces of

carbon are apt to wear; cylindrical carbon

sticks are an extremely common article with

the electrician, and it is not difiicult, with

the aid of a file or emery, to replace these

brushes from a stock piece of material, but it

is advisable for convenience sake to carry

spares, which cost but a few cents. When

worn down far, these brushes will not

make contact and need renewing, but they

may sometimes give trouble; this on the

primary, through being doused with oil

and forming a glaze over the end of the

brush, or again at the latter place, dirt or

other foreign matter may find its way be

tween the brush and its contact, although

this is well guarded against.

Such things are not apt to disturb the sec

ondary owing to its high tension. Permit

ting moisture to get on the distributor disc,

16, or its support carrying the terminals, is

apt to cause the current to leak or jump

from one to another. The result of long

wear on the large platinum points of the

circuit breaker, or of the derangement of

the cam and rocker, may cause a cessation

of operations at this point, which is, how- >

ever, very unlikely. As the machine is made

with ample sized bearings, and has liberal

provision for lubrication, besides being very

substantially put up in every particular, the

foregoing practically sums up the ills to

which it may be subject, and of these none

but the first should happen, and that not

more than once in a season. It goes with

out saylng that a little intelligent super

vision should prove an ample preventive for

any, as inspection will show when the

brushes have worn down and need replace

ment. The armature is solidly encloned in

what is practically a hermetically sealed

case, so it is immune from harm. The parts

shown in Fig. 2, not already mentioned in

detail, are 17, which is the end plate carry

ing bearings for both shafts, with a grease

box and wick lubricator on the armature

shaft, and 18, which is a backing of heavy

fibre placed behind the panel, carrying the

c. llector fingers and terminals to insulate it.

 

Diflerences between union conductors and

motormen of the street railway line in Pa

ducnh, Ky., and the company, because of the

employment of non-union men, have led to a

general strike. The union men will start an

automobile service in opposition.

REDUCING SHAFT STRAINS

How De Dion-Bouton Have Answered Some of

the Demands of the Bevel Drive.

It is a recognized principle in the design of

cardan drive mechanism that the alignment

of the various parts shall be such that under

conditions of normal spring deflection the

driving shaft shall be as nearly as possible in

a straight line, so that the frictional resist

ance which comes with the working of the

elements of the joints may be reduced to its

lowest possible amount. Ordinarily there are

but two methods of approximating the desired

result, the first being to arrange the entire

 

 

  

 

the cardan shaft, C, culminating with the

coupling of the sliding member with B, for

the direct drive. The bevel gear, E, fast to

shaft, 0, meshes with another, F, of sensibly

equal pitch, which is keyed to a short trans

verse shaft G. Upon the same shaft is also

mounted the pinion, I, which meshes with the

gear, H, surrounding the differential casing.

The gears, E, F, I and H. are all inclosed in

a casing made integral with the rear axle

construction.

In this way the ratio of the gears, I, H. be

ing varied to suit the taste of the designer,

and their size determining the height of the

driving shaft. the direct drive is proportioned

to suit the power of the. engine, the cardan

joints are relieved of all work under ordinary

conditions, and the side thrusts of the bevel

  

 

power plant on an incline plane running from

the transverse centre of the motor to the cen

tre of the rear axle, and the second being to

keep the engine and transmission gearing

level, but to lower it so that the angle of

the drive shall be reduced as much as pos

sible.

To reach the desired end by the latter

means, which is the more commonly employed

of the two, involves lowering the motor until

its crank axis coincides with the axis of the

rear wheels. This, however, though practi

cally achieved in certain machines, so re

duces the road clearance of the car that it is

rendered of little use for touring purposes in

many localities, and for this reason many de

signers are content simply to approach the

desired end without actually attaining it.

A method of overcoming the difficulty of

combining a motor which is rationally high

up in the frame, and at the same time secur

ing a driving shaft which is in concentric

action under normal conditions, has just been

perfected by the French house of De Dion

Bouton. This, though introducing an extra

gear shaft and pair of gears, nicely accom

plishes the desired result, and at the same

time does'away with the inordinate strains

which are usually put upon the live axle

through the side thrust of the bevel driving

gears by using a spur gear drive for the

differential.

The system, which is here shown dia

grammatically, utilizes n three forward speed

transmission, direct connected on the high

gear, which has the lay shaft placed beneath

the driving member. As shown in the cut,

successive positions of the sliding member

upon the shaft, A, give the various speed

ratios through the lay shaft, D, with its

gears, and the pinion. B, which is fast upon

gearing are transferred from the differential

mechanism to that of the smaller shaft,

which is especially adapted to withstand it.

 

To Keep Tools in Order.

One of the greatest perils of motoring

Within city limits is that from skidding on

wet and greasy pavements. Frequently :

machine which will answer true to the steer

ing wheel on perfectly dry or. perfectly wet

streets develops most erratic tendencies nil

the same turns and when driven at the same

rate of speed on a slightly wet surface. in

this connection, it is well for the driver '0

bear in mind that no matter how great the

virtue of this or that anti-skidding device, the

only sure preventive is slow speed.

One of the commonest habits of the care

less or indifferent driver is to jumble his

heterogeneous collection of tools and repair

parts in a box or roll-up case, and let them

rattle as they will. Apart from the risk of

damaging such parts as extra valves and’

spark plugs when carried in this haphazard

manner, there is always more or less trouble

experienced in finding the particular tool

needed when occasion arises.

If a proper box w.th partitions for the dif

ferent tools is not fitted. the extra parts

should be wrapped in cotton waste or rags

and carried in separate receptacles such as

cigar boxes. Washers and nuts may be

strung on copper wire, while the larger tools,

such as spanners. wrenches, files, hammer.

screwdriver and the use, are best carried

when rolled up in a stout piece of cloth

which should preferably be fitted with pock

ets for each article so that they cannot shake

loOsc.

Complete outfits of tools for this purpose

are now put on the market in cotton lined

leather rollers of this kind, but in the ab

scence of such an aid. if the cloth be tightly

wound over and over so that no twr» tools

touch, the package can be completed by

strapping or tying. and it may then be placed

anywhere without danger of rattling. or it

may be placed in the tool box on some waste

without the preliminary of fastening.
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MAKING GEAR SHIFTING SURE

British Device that Automatically Controls the

Lever and Prevents Slipping.

 

One of the

which the beginner has to overcome in learn

ing the operation of a car which is fitted with

a sliding gear transmission, in which the

changes are effected by means of a lever slid

ing over a notched segment, is that of over

reaching the proper positions of the lever in

making the changes so that when the clutch

is let in the gears are found to but partially

in mesh. Frequently when the tyro is nerv

ous the lever is carried beyond the proper

point to such an extent that the gears reach

the neutral point, and under such circum

stances the result is exceedingly trying both

to the ears and t0 the mechanism as well.

With the sdcalled selective system there can

be no danger of doing this, as the movement

of changing the gears is absolutely regulated

by the gridiron.

in order to secure the positive action of the

selective system without the added complica

tion which it entails, an English inventor has

recently perfected a mechanism by means of

which the gear shifting lever is automatically

stopped when the gears are in proper relation

for each drive, and which will not permit of

its being again moved until the pawl handle

has been dropped and again raised, thus do

ing away with all pessibiiity of slipping

through the gears into neutral inadvertently.

In this mechanism, which is outlined in

Fig. 1, the latch, B, instead of being perma

nently attached to the pawl rod, A, is shaped

at its upper end to engage the catch, (3. which

is hinged to the lower end of the rod. Nor

mally this catch is held in line with the rod

by means of the flat spring, D, which is fixed

to the lever, but upon its being pushed to the

right it releases the latch, allowing it to be

drawn downward by the spring, E, Fig. 2. A

short lever, F, pivoted in the main lever has

a projection at one end, while at the other is

an adjustable screw adapted to press against

the catch and release it when the part is

moved. These parts are all attached to the

main lever and move with it, except that the

latch, B, is released by the lever, F, when the

latter is moved and thereby freed from it.

The segment used is like that used ordinarily,

except for a set of supplemental notches cut“

into the side to correspond with the regular

notches on the top. Into these supplementary

notches the lower end of the lever, F, drops

as the latch is seated, and by this means al

lows the catch, 0, to grasp the latch. As the

main lever is moved toward its next position

the lower end of the small lever, l", is pushed

outward by the segment, which is shaped for

the purpose and acts as a sort of cam, until it

releases the catch, (3, by pushing it to the

right, and thus allows the latch, B, to be

drawn down upon the top of the segment by

most persistent difficulties

the spring, E. As the lever reaches the first

notch in order it drops into it, locking the

gears in position. In order to again alter the

position of the lever it is necessary to release

  

  

Fig. 1.

the pawl handle, when the spring, G, Fig. 2,

draws it down and allows the catch, C, again

to engage the latch.

By this means the choice of position for

the lever is taken entirely out of the hands

 

  

 
  

 

Fig. 2.

of the operator, and all that is required of

him is to move it until the latch brings up in

the notch, when he must release the pawl

handle in order to further change its position.

The device is ingenious, and should be of

especial value to beginners, while it may also

serve to remove a considerable source of

worry from the mind of many an older and

more experienced driver. That it will work

to advantage there can be little doubt, since

it is in principle the exact counterpart of a

scheme which was used for several years upon

an American car which has since become ob~

solete.

 

Hindley’s Steering Gear.

Although now generally accepted as the

standard mechanism for automobile steering

gears, the worm and segment as generally

constructed is open to several objections,

chief among which is the tendency to inor

dinate wear with its attendant backlash.

This is in a measure due to the materials

used in the gears, but is perhaps equally as

much the fault of the design. In the Hind

lcy steering gears, which are made by Morse,

Williams & 00., of Philadelphia, Pa., all like

lihood of trouble from either of these sources

is avoided, first, by the use of “forty-carbon"

forged steel stock in the gears and Parson’s

manganese bronze in the casing, and, sec

ond, by using the Hindley spirals. In con

tradistinctlon to the ordinary straight cut

spirals, the Hindley gears have concave

faces, flat contact surfaces, and have also

three times the actual wearing surface and

have, absolutely no backlash. These gears

have also been used to advantage in driving

the two-to-one shafts of gasoiene engines.

 

Pittsburg's Non-Puncturable Tire.

Another “absolutely punctureless“ automo

bile tire has been presented to the public

with the best wishes of the inventor. This

one comes from Pittsburg, and is the produc

tion of one James H. Swain. It is technical

ly known as an armored tire, and is made by

the H. M. S. Armored Tire 00., of Pittsburg.

in general construction it is not unlike most

of the tires already on the market, with the

exception of a layer of impervious material

which, is interposed between the tread and

the inner fabric, and constitutes the feature

of the invention. This layer is made up of

a series of strips of vulcanized iibre, each

wound with a wrap or cotton braid and im

bedded in the casing. The extraordinary

toughness of the fibre is supposed to furnish

complete insulation for the inner tube, while

its flexibility when taken in thin strips is

claimed to he so great that no appreciable

loss in resiliency will be experienced from

 

Tightening the Babbitting.

Every now and then an inquiry is made as

to the best method of tightening babbitt in a

journal box. There have been ways and

means exploited of doing such work, but the

only best way is to run a new box and have

the box hot when the metal is poured. To

do a job of babbitting and have it theoreti

cally and practically correct would call for

having the box as hot as the metal, so that

both might cool and shrink together. That

is naturally out of the question in ordinary

practice, but by keeping this fact in mind,

the box should he as hot as possible when

the metal is poured.

 

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

00., 154 Nassau Street, New York. ”'
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THE LADY AND THE FLY

Which Illustrates One of Those Troubled Occa

sions When the Sweet Thing Proiim Advice.

“Have you ever gone over the car from

the rear tire to the water plug in the hon

net while the particular fair charmer who

was your companion stoo.. by and made idi

otic suggestions as to what the trouble was

until you felt that if you did finally get

the car going the first place you would head

forI would be the funny house? No? Well

you have something yet to live for. Either

your women friends are not of that type or

ymir luck in avoiding breakdowns must be

phenomenal when you have them along-t

There have been times when I was as cer

tain as I’m standing here now that if Alice

didn't stop telling me to look into that

thing there, I think it's twisted” or some

thing similar, I would eat her head off.

Strike me fiat if we haven‘t come as near

to ibreaking it off half a hundred times

as any engaged couple ever does without

slipping over the line, just over some road

side derangement.

“Take Women generally and they're con

tent to sit in the tonneau and look placid

while you grovel around and get yourself

iilthy with your temper on a raw edge. I

suppose a man looks so all-fired business

like when he gets himself covered with

sweat and grease—sleeves rolled up, 0. mon

key wrench in one hand and something

equally. xicious looking in theother that

the dear things think you could run a whole

machine shop single handed. They‘re an

noyed at the delay, of course, but it’s all

in the day’s outing according to their reck

oning. Certain that they’ll get home all

right, and have a good time at that, for

even if the machine noes stall so that you

can’t get another kick out of her, why you‘re

good for the car fares home no matter where

it is—and if it‘s late, so much the better, for

that means a dinner on vou in the bar

gain.

"It's truly marvellous what a surpassing

confidence they have in your ability to get

there at all times. That is the placid, take

it: easy kind that I’ve just been telling you

about, but every once in so often you strike

a tartar; one of the ilk that you couldn’t

chain into the tonneau when you‘re stopped

on the road. Down on the ground with a

wise air, almost as fast as you are with

a ‘now I wonder what‘s the matter?‘ air in

every move. It does beat the Dutch, some

of the suggestions they will make to at tel

low. They do It just about the way they

back a horse—like the j"ci.ey's looks, or his

colors happen to match their hats or some

other equally certain way of picking the

favorite every time. If I were given to

losing my temper readily, I certainly would

he apt to lay violent hands on a woman

when she daintily holds her dress away from

the wheel with one hand and with the other

points to the flywheel or something else

that happens to strike her fancy and tells

me ‘look at that thing, I’m sure there’s some

thing the matter with it.’ You’re trying to

make up your mind whether to dismantle

the carburetter or to recollect whether you

filled the gasolene tank or not before start

ing and you don't like to go back to look

at it for fear of getting the laugh. Under

such circumstances the imperious command

to ‘look at that thing’ disturbs your train of

thought and almost lncites you to deeds of

violence.

“I have had lots of experience with trouble

and trouble hunting and I flatter myself 1

know about where to look! for it generally,

but in spite of that I always believe in the

crankas a sovereign remedy and I don't

give up winding until she refuses to cough

absolutely and I'm done up. Yes, I know

it’s foolish, but in spite of all the advice

to the contrary and the information handed

out by the technical wise ones in the papers,

to always look for the cause of the trouble

if the motor doesn’t respond after half a doz

en turns. There are occasions when I'm ob

stinate enough to take another whack at

the crank as soon as I get my second wind

and that without having tinkered with any

thing in the meantime. What is more, I

have had the motor start when I was about

ready to drop from exhaustion—such is the

perversity of some of them.

“But to get back to the eternal feminine,

I‘ll tell you the way one girl at least got

the reputation of being a wise one and the

joke is on me too. You remember about two

month's back. we had the usual annual visi

tation of country cousins up at the house.

Twogirls—stunnlng lookers, both of them

“and their young brother. We ma.-e it a point

to put in about three or four weeks up at

their place in the country every summer, so

its our time to look pleasant when they de

scend on us in the winter and of course.

it's up to me to show them the. sights and

do things generally. Of course, the old lady

comes along with them, but she doesn‘t

count except on the theatre tickets. I had

become the proud owner of a car between

visits, and they were crazy to ride in an

automobile. One or two of them owned up

in the hamlet they hail from, but I never

found out until afterward that one of them

—not automobiles—but the sisters, the elder

one, was crazy on the subject and had been

studying and reading up everything connect

ed with cars that she could possibly lay her

hands on.

“They weren't in the house twenty-four

hours before I found out my life would be a

burden until I put my car through its pacer

for them. Took them all over the city and

then the elder one got tired of ‘city riding‘

on she put it; she wanted a long spin in the

country—wanted to see what the car could

do in the way 0" speed.

"There was no way out of it. so I mapped

out a trip to cover about a century aml n

half—at least they did and I had to kowtow

and keep them from making it five hundred

miles. Distance looks insignificant as the

map grows smaller an then what does a

woman care for a few inches more or less

on a map. ‘Wc might just take a run ofl

here,‘ one would suggest, pointing out some

spot only a finger's breadth out of the line

of the circle they were trying to figure out.

That's me, of course, I put up a holler first

thing; began to tell them how far it was.

poor roads and all that. but it didn’t do me

a bit of good for before I was half way

through my little kick they'd have forgotten

all about the place I was jawing against

and have found another twice as bad. Too

far, I'd start oiI. ‘Too far, they’d all echo;

just that little bit from . .ere to there.’ But

I finally got them to leave it all to me and

hid the map.

“With enough lunch stowed away in the

tonneau to feed a. man 0' war‘s crew, we

got away bright and early next morning and

everything went just as smoothly as the

“they lived happily ever after" end of a

novel, until with a good century between

us and home and only a few hours of day

light left we started back. Hadn't got ten

miles before she began to miss. The motor

would run smoothly for a few minutes and

then begin to tire spasmodically and slow

down and just as I won (I be quite sure she

was going to die for good, each time she

would pick up again ans race off._ The way

I had to manipulate that clutch, 'spark and

' throttle all at once to keep her from laying

down altogether was a caution. Once or

twice I was sure she was stopped for good,

but got the clutch out. in time and with one

or two preliminary coung just on the last

turn, of! she‘d start again. But there had to

be an end of it and finally I didn't manipu

late things just right and that was where

I gave up. Tell the truth, I was glad of

it for I was downright weary of fussing

along at eight miles an hour by dint of work

ing the clutch in and out to keep her going.

I seldom come to earth to investigate as

long as the motor will run and turn the

drivers, but that was where l was glad to

get down.

"Stretched around a bit without even look

ing at the engine, just as if I knew all about

the trouble and didn‘t give a hang, sort of

a confidence inspiring dodge and it worked.

'1 hen I got at the bonnet and lifted up one

side. Nothing wrong in sight and not over

but so I started for the crank without touch

ing anything. A turn and a half and it start

ed off at eight hundred a minute just as nice

as you please, and I straightened up and

looked the part. I felt like the real thing,

but before I could climb back in the seat

there was a sickening halt in the regular

hum, followed by spasmodic coughing uml

iinally another lay down. We had two sets

of batteries and as a preliminary I shifted

the switch on the dash. although I did not

know which point represented the freshest

set by this time because I had shifted tin

switch back and forth a dozen times when

lllt' trouble first appeared and lwfnrc wc Ililll

to act down to look for it. Hill it looked

business like and I clutched it by priminu

the curburettcr before taking another shift
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Blazing a Way Through a Canadian Forest.

  

AN lN(‘ll)Ei\"l‘ ()I“ A TOUR IN QUEBEC.

 

at the crank. This time the first turn over

compression set her going with a roar and

I thought it must have been the battery

after all.

"I won’t weary you with repetition, but

take my word for it we didn‘t get half a

mile before going through the same perform

ance and we repeated it every half mile

for about the next live it seems to me, until

I was desperate and finally resolved to fix

things right if I had to dismantle the whole

car. It was getting dark and at the rate

we were going we were due home some

time the next day so something had to be

done. The spark was K. on either set

of cells. She would invariably start with

very little cranking so I uidn‘t bother to

look at the plugs, although my instructress

had her eye on them. She had just got

down out of the tonneau to stretch a bit and

had assumed command. Have you looked

on the inside of that thing—the what you

call it—pointing an im'crious finger to the

junction of the four exhaust pipes. That

thing, I echoed. putting my finger on the hot

pipe unconsciously, int taking it away

quickly enough you can be sure. No silly,

that thing on the other side, the earb—what

ever you call it. Oh. the carburetter. I

almost groaned. I had had it all down only

ten minutes before—the tank was half full

and I had crawled on my back the full

length of the car to see that there were

no breaks or kinks in the pipe.

“The moment she saw me burn my hand

on the exhaust pipe, she knew she was

wrong and shifted her ground. While I had

only had the earhuretter down a few min

utes before I didn‘t like to say so, because

I hadn't located the trouble and the engine

didn‘t perform much better, although I

couldn't for the life of me see what was

stopping the gas for I had sucked my mouth

half full of gasolene in testing the spray

nozzle. First I blew down into it a couple

of times, but wasn‘t sure of it,, so like the

boy with the soapy water and clay pipe, I

tried drawing in for a change and the re

sult didn‘t sweeten my temper any I can tell

you. “hen the dear young thing told me

to take that thing apart and clean it, just

as if she were ordering a maid to wash

the dishes, I was about ready to boil over.

But I didn’t. Never mentioned a word

about having been all through it not fifteen

minutes before, but set about it as if I had

never thought of such a thing. Had it well

down when she grabs one of these fine little

hair pins out of her hair and says, ‘here.

take this and mm it turough that atomizer

thing.“ i did just as I was told and may

the drinks be on me for the next year to

come if jobbing that hair pin through there

didn't bring out a .y. Just a common, or

dinary, everyday fly. Don‘t ask me how it

got there. That's too lunch for me, you're

entitled to as many guesses as I had and

welcome to them. But it’s easy to see how

it caused all the trouble. Worked up and

down the tube and got caught in the spray

hole every new and again. Then the liquid

dropped back and Mr. Fly with it and let

some more come out.

“Didn’t have a bit of trouble after that:

came home on the high all the way at bet

ter than forty per. Made the girl’s ever

lasting reputation for a wise one about a

car, but save me from ne woman who likes

to direct operations while you do the work.

for all that," concluded the motorist with

the reminiscent look in his eye.

 

Stockholm, Sweden, now boasts the grand

total of 151 motor cars, including those owned

by members of the royal family, and the num

ber is said to be increasing. The. fact that

nearly all the towns and villages of the coun

try are equipped with electric lighting plants

would seem to indicate that there is a good

opening for electric vehicles.
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The New Model 1906

30-35 H. P.

What is the automobile buyer going to do when he is strenuost told that each and every one of the 1900 cars ls

THE BEST CAR IN THE WORLD? ‘

He is going to do a little investigating.

He is not going to be attracted nor distracted by the whirlwind of words with which one car after another comes

before the public on paper. ‘

When he gets down to business, he will find the ItAlNlrJlt in the front rank of ears that have wan renown and made

fast friends by actual achievement. He will find that in every inch of metal and wood, in every working part. in every

line, the Rainier as it will take the road in 1.004; is the very embodiment olj strength. uonipaetness, hghtness and beauty

—now more than ever before “The Pullmanof Automobiles."

We want good Rainier agents in all unassigned territory. We can give them it ear I) sell that “'iLL sell. and that

will make a new salesman of every purchaser. We stand back of the Raini -r with the broadest and most liberal guar

antee ever given.

Correspondence invited.

30-35 H. l’., 4 cylinders. water cooled. VALVES.

Sims-Bosch Magneto—make and break spark.

Sliding train. 3 speeds forward and one reverse.

Bevel gear drive, clutch driven hub. Ball bearings.

I Beam section. Ball hearings.

Cold rolled pressed steel. aluminum under bonnet

covering entire engine and transmission.

104 inches.

Imperial whalebone. grade A 2nd growth hickory.

Price, $4,000.

The 22-28 H. P. will be continued as heretofore, without any changes.

4 cylinder—98 inch wheel base—La Coste COII. French battery. Continental Tires.

Price, $3,500. ‘

BOTH MODELS GUARANTEED EREE OE REPAIRS EOR ONE YEAR.

The world’s broadest and most liberal automobile guarantee. Landaulet bodies for immediate delivery.

Limousines for November and December delivery.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

Mvi‘hanically

changeable.

Float teed, requiring no adjustment.

Two internal expansion, dust protected. operntlnil

on rear hubs through emergency lever. holding

either forward or backward. Foot brake oper

ates on propeller shaft. Both brakes bronze

against steel.

Full aluminum. double side entrance.

'l‘wo head lights. 2 side lights, 1 .rear llzht, 1 horn.

ESGINE. operated,

IGNITION.

TRANSMISSION.

REAR AXLE.

FRONT AXLE.

FRAME.

inlet and exhaust inter

CARBURE'I'TER.

BRAKES.

BODY.

EQl‘I PRIEST.

\"IIEEL BASE.

\I'II EELS.

TlRES.

Aluminum side door body
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There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior
iI I

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of sift years’ experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

 

,THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. v.

Members of Association 0f I warned Automobile Manuhulmevs

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles
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RENAULTS’ SHOCK ABSORBER

 

Those Veteran Manufacturers Use Olycerine and

Water in their Device- flow it Is Done.

 

Following the general trend noticeable in

the employment of auxiliary spring devices

on the part of car owners who have general

ly taken to supplementing the suspension

0"iglually supplied by the designer by the

addition of various forms of shock absorbers

to be had in the open market, the designers_

themselves have begun to do likewise. One

Fig.1.
  

ing screw K, is for the same purpose. These

permit the device to oppose much or little re

sistance to the shocks received by the axle,

and to absorb them slowly or otherwise, ac

cording to the needs of the car to which It is

attached, and much after the fashion of the

common door check, which works on very

much the same principle and can be set to

close the door slowly or quickly. An opening

is provided at M through which to replenish

the liquid.

The action of the device in operation may

readily be understood from the sectional

sketch shown in Fig. 1_. Upon the road wheels

violently striking an obstruction or dropping
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or the first investigators in this field is the

house of Renault lt‘reres, of Paris, to which

a patent has recently been granted on a de

vice for this purpose.

it is termed a shock absorber, and consists

of a small sylinder atflxed to the frame of

the chassis at a convenient point. This is

partially filled with a mixture of water and

glycerine or heavy oil, and is fitted with a

Fig.2.
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into a hollow, the excess force that is not ab

sorbed by the tire' is transmitted to the

spring, which is usually connected directly

to the axle. This causes the latter to rise,

 

1 1
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piston A, Fig. 1, the normal position of which

is central, as shown. The movement of the

latter is transmitted through a series of

levers to the axle of the car, H, or it would

be more accurate to state that the brunt of

the shock received by the latter are trans

mitted to the glycerine cylinder and there

absorbed in much the same manner as that

commonly employed in taking up the recoil

of modern high powered guns. The cham

bers, b’ and h", before and behind the piston,

are connected by a groove, or depression, In

the wall of the underside of the cylinder, 1,

the depth of which is greatest at the centre

and gradually decreases as it approaches

each end. This permits of a small portion .of

the liquid passing from one end to the other

reciprocally, and the canal, J, which may be

closed more or less as desired by the adjust

   

U
and it in turn transmits its movement to the

lever F, keyed upon it, and so on until it

reaches the piston, where it is absorbed by

the latter compressing the liquid, against

which it must act. The depression, or groove.

1, being largest at the centre, it permits of

a more or less rapid escape of the liquid at

first, so that for the moment the movement

of the piston is rapid, but once past the cen

tre it closes this outlet and moves more slow

ly. as the only escape is then through the

channel, J, and past the regulating screw at

the end of it. Thus it provides sutficient mo

bility to take up slight shocks, and at the

same time offers a great deal of resistance

to more powerful blows, its braking efl'ect

preventing the springs from coming together.

3y means of the regulating screw it may be

adjusted in accordance with the load imposed

upon it. Its location upon the car is shown

in. Fl; 2

WEISS'S NOVEL MUFFLER

Employes 1 Valve to Obtain Free Exhaust and

Make: Some Strong Claims for It.

Among the various problems which have

taken up their full share of the gas engine

designer‘s time from the beginning of the

automobile movement up to the present, that

of suitably muttiing the eXllttUst gases so that

the noise of the wasting energy should be

abated, and at the same time there should be

no back pressure to detract from the effec

tive power of the motor, has obtained its

full measure. The idea of giving the gases

an opportunity to expend during the mutiiiug

process was early gotten hold of, but the

usual application of it in the use of a series

of chambers through which the gas had to

pass on its way to the outer air. and which

_ were connected by means of a great number

of tiny holes, caused a considerable loss of

power.

A new device which is intended to do away

with the greater part of the noise of the ox

hallst, and at the same time not to inter

fere with the freedom of the gases' exit from

the cylinders, is the invention of L. 'i‘.

Weiss, of No. 266 Graham street, Brooklyn,

N. Y. In this nmtiier, which is constructed

upon rather novel lilies, the gases from the

cylinders are discharged into a closed recep

tacle which has a volume nearly or quite

five times the cubic contents of the cylinders.

Directly after the exhaust valve has opened,

but before the pressure within the mutiicr

,has had opportunity to rise to a point any

thing like that within the engine, a valve

which communicates directly with the at

mosphere is opened, and the discharge takes

place through this until the main valve has

closed and the pressure has been reduced to

that of the atmosphere.

Thus, at the time of release, when the

greatest amount of noise is generated owing

to the impact of the high tension gases upon

those which are at rest in the mutiier or in

the air, in case no muti'icr is used, the disc

charge being into a closed chamber, is ab

solutely silenced, while immediately there

after, when the pressure has fallen to a point

considerably below its maximum, the ills

charge to the atmosphere commences, but.

being carried on through an ample expan

sion chamber, the products of combustion

are deprived of the greater part of their en

ergy, and hence the sound is not at all of

fensive.

The particular advantagcs claimed for a

muffler of this type are, first of all. that the

free exhaust which is obtained in this way

insures a frt~edom from soot upon valves and

cylinder walls which is not to be obtained in

any other way, and, second, that by i’rccly cx

hausting the products of combustion the in

coming mixture will be frccr than it other

wise would be, and that on this account the

charge will be much lcsa diluted and will to

rrolwrtionatcly more pchrfui.
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Dangers of Driving in India.

“Anyone able to get over a hundred miles

of main Indian road without accident

should be able to drive anywhere" is the

opinion of an East Indian devotee of the

car, expressed in the course of an article

on the delights of automobiling in that

far off country in the Motor Car Journal.

“In a distance of thirty miles," he contin

ues, “generally between 400 and 500 carts

are passed, all drawn by bullocks, assured

ly the most stupid animals in existence.

Perhaps, though, I should give their drivers

the palm in this respect, as it is absolutely

impossible to guess what they will do.

“As a rule, these men are lying sound

asleep on the top of the load, with a huge

fold of cotton over their heads; it can there

fore, be guessed what chance there is of

even the most powerful horn reaching their

ears. Probably after slowing down and

tooting continuously the sound finds its

way to the brain, and in another minute

or two they begin to realize that there is

something desirous of passing them. The

result, if annoying, is certainly indicrous,

and can be compared to nothing so much as

the sudden disturbance of an anthill. Doz

ens of naked legs are seen leaping to the

ground, the cattle‘s heads are seized and

the poor beasts are pulled this side or that,

as the whim seizes their masters. The re

sult is, of course, a general block, only

dispersed by the use of some strong lan

guage on the part of the motorist. At

times, but not too often the string of carts

is on one side of the road so that the car

can be driven by without disturbing the

sleeping Jellus. The outcome, however, is

generally disastrous, as the cattle in their

terror rush off the road, perhaps down a

10-foot bank, and over go carts and con

tents. The drivers are always shot clear

and I never heard of one being hurt, nor

does the upsetting of the cart appear to

worry the hullocks, as the peculiar mode

of tethering enables them as a rule to keep

their feet.

"To overtake a solitary cart is particular

ly dangerous, as you can never be sure that

the man in charge will not pull right across

in front of the car, as has indeed, happened

to me more than once. Another curious

coincidence is especially remarkable here

in India; every woman and every chicken,

no matter if well on one side of the road,

feels impelled on the appearance of the car

to cross over, quite 'heedless of the danger.

Except on the main high roads it is very

difficult to run along a. any speed in this

country. For the sake of economy streams

and water courses are left unbridged, and

many a broken spring is due to suddenly

coming .on a harmless looking depression

without slowing up. The only close shave I

have ever experienced was due to this cause,

as the spring in breaking prevented the

steering gear from turning and the car was

oi! the road before I could pull up; fortu

nately no harm resulted._"

The Canine of Center Square.

As a rule the roadside dog that takes it

into his head that it is his bounden duty

to scare away all passers by, seldom does

anything more harmful than a little raucous

vocalizing, but according to a story that

comes from up the state, Center Square, a

village near Gloversville, New York, has a

dog that takes himself seriously in this role.

That seething center of activity is some

what off the beaten track and automobiles

are far from being a common sight there,

so that when a family party bowled through

in a car, the. dog immediately ran out and

gave battle to the strange looking monster.

He seized one of the front tires in his teeth

and was soon surprised to find himself for

cibly revolving with the wheel. No one

could exactly figure out the following se

quence of events, but the result of the

driver's concentration of attention on the

dog caused a collision with another vehicle

and the car took a ditch, sprung the front

axle and dumped t_e passengers uncere

moniously. What happened to the dog does

not appear.

“Swift, Model 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904 and

19(15”—it is all the same car, that has taken

four years to build. Its creator, a bicycle re

pairer and general machinist in a little D0wn

East town, started in four years ago to build

an automobile. The result is the “Swift run

about, one speed forward, fifteen miles an

hour downhill.'

 

l“

PENNSYLVANIA at CLINCHER
 

q

  

There are no perfect Motor-Cars, nor any perfect

tires—as yet.

But if you have a car which you consider almost

perfect perhaps you would like a tile fit to

associate with jit.

'PENNSYLVANIA’RUBBER CD.

(k
s

 

 

JEANNETTE, PA. '
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The Week's Patents.

$2.282. Speed Controlling and Reversing

Mechanism. Fred A. Get-ling, Portland, Ore.

Filed June 7, 1904. Serial No. 211,519.

Claim—1. in a speed controlling and revers

ing mechanism, a driving and a driven shaft,

a fixed gear on the driven shaft, a gear and

pinion feathered on the driving shaft and ad

justable longitudinally of said shaft, a coun

ter shaft, a tixed gear and a longitudinally

adjustable pinion on the counter shaft, a pair

of parallel rack hars connected, respectively,

to the gear of the driving shaft and to the

pinion on the counter shaft, :1 gear connect

ing the two racks, and an adjusting means

connected to one of the racks.

802,284. Starting Device for Explosion Mo

tors. Wilhelm Hagspiel, Ludwigsburg, (jer

G R O U T

New Gasolene light Touring liar

PRICE. $I,BOO.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE OO.,

ORANGE, MASS.

 

 

  

GOOD TOPS

We make them

LONDON tops fit any

car. GUARANTIUD all

styles. Prices, sam

pies and descrip

ll' n ot construc.

tion mailed on '

request.

LONOON AUTO iUPPLY OO-,1229 Michigan AIo., Ohlccgo.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING 00.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel-Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings,

Automobile Axles.

Send tor Cata'ogue.

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY’b

“ KAL-KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

socurrou FOR AUTOMOBILE use.

nd Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° belowzerlig‘gdfilr.a Put up In IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use. _

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

OARBO'IOALE ONEIAIOAL OO , - OarlicnIialc. T's.

  

an automouile is subjected.

  

  

ACCURACY!

The accuracy of the Speedometer is attained by

the mechanically erlcct a lication of an abso

lutely unchangeabe law. be standard of per

fection of this Instrument will never be equaled by

devices based on theories, the practical application

of which is so impossible that they were discarded

in the development of the Jones Speedometer.

Do you know of our Protection Tag? Write for

information.

JONES SPEEDOMETER,

125 West 32d Street, - - NEW YORK

 

How Are Your Batteries?

y “l - _ A Connecticut

Volt Ammeter

  

will tell you.

the

Send

for catalogue, and trade

Guaranteed, and

price is right

g .

Volt Ammeter $5 00

Ammeter $3 50.

Connecticut Tolophono 8r Electric Co., Inc,

M ERIDEN, CONN.

GILBERT

j‘ Auto Fabric Supplies

discounts.

 

L"OK FOR THE NAME

V”) For sale at leading

supply houses

Catalogue sent on request

TllE GILBERT MFG. CO.

New Haven, Conn.

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

Are the only nuts that can forev.r withstand the shakes and strains to which

Locks automaticall) and absolut Iy Made in two

pieces, it combines the three torces of “edge, screw and lever, forming a com

bination lock of immen=e power. ,

Made in all sizes, and of universal application.

COLUMBIA NUT 8t BOLT CO., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Write for catalogue.

   

Tho Ball Improved Transmission

and REVERSE cum

—FOR-—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 0F SPUR GEARS

Patented April 19, 1901; Nov. 3.

Feb. 23. 1304.

NEW YORK CEAR WORKS

Ml Grocnpolnt Ave.

Western Agts.: J. H..Neuatadt Co., St. Louis, Mo.

1903; Jan. 12, 1904:

  

Brooklyn, N. I.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with ordr-r.

In capitals. 26 cents per line.
 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19051906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CU.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

FOR SALE—~40 horse power, I905 up-to-date

'l homas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

pu'noses. Very best condition A bargain. C. A.

COEV & CO., I323-t32< Michigtn Ave,( hicago.
 

HAVE FOR SALE one Olds runabout; one

four-cylinder. :0 H. P. gasoline car; eight

steam cars, including runabouts and touring cars,

also steam delivery wagons, all in firsttlass run

ning ortlcr. Write for particulars, if interested.

K. A GROUT, Orange, Mass
 

FOR SALE—193 Winton, oil and gas lamps,

side baskets; 1904 style crank shaft, in best

condition; 1903 two cylinder Pope-Toledo, oil and

gas lamps, in perfect running order; 1904 two

cylinder, to horsepower Ford, with Ionuean, used

five months; 1904 Model H Ramb‘er. with ton

neau; 1904 Duryea, tiller steer; all In fine running

order; make your best offer on any of them.

EASTON AUTOMOBILE CO.. Easton. l’a.
 

Model L Rambler, tors h. ., stationar

I top glass, curtains; neu'lpraintc-d and

shoes this season; one Kingston Carburettor; hand

spark; just overhauled, all new wearing parts; con

dition first-class, 8675. E. B. REYNOLDS,

Chatham, N. Y.
 

Haynes-Appean runabout, with full

I leather top, extra surrey seat and full

equipment of lamps, Rushmore Searchlight, tools

and extra tire; all in perfect condition; guaranteed

so; owner wishes to purchase larger machine of

same make; first check for 5760 takes it. A. ll.

ANGER, 3t6 Third Street, Milwaukee, \\'is.

 

Orient Buckboard Runabout, with body;
I centre steer; fine condition; $185.00;

reason for selling, am getting large delivery machine.

J. E. B. WRIGHT, Amarillo, Texas.
 

ONE 1905, 40 H. P. Thomas, A-r condition;

looks like new; cost $3175 this spring; will

sell for $1975; with canopy top, glass front.

W. M. MEAD, 22 E. 42d St., New York.

 

OR SALE—Model F Cadillac; 4 in. tires on

rear and 3% in front; in first-class shape; 2

extra tubes; 2 0i lamps; 2 7-in. mirror lens headv

lights, with double generator, all solars. Machine

in firstclass condition. Demonstration at any time.

Address JOHN A. DEIGNAN, Genoa Junction,

Wisconsin.

 

‘oa SALE-4o H. P., 1905 UP-tO-(lale Thomas

Flyer; used for demonstrating purposes;

very best condition; a bargain. C. A. COEY &

CO., I323-I325 Michigan .~\ve., Chicago, Ill.
 

 

Now Your School of Automobile Engineers
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High tirade bCllOuI oi instruction [or

Cliautieurs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Student:

Write, Call ll' l'hone lot Particulars,

Telephone, “'4 Columbus.

 

 

-—S*P'L1 -T1B-®-R*F* ,

-€—~G-I=-L-S*—

Ir-ar vauocvv/rrn srltuvi "1W
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many. Serial No. 166,

909.

Claim—1. A starting mechanism for mo

tors, comprising a shaft having projections, a

pair of relatively rotatable elements loosely

mounted on the shaft, one of said elements

having helical clutch pieces and the other

having slots to permit of said clutch pieces

engaging the projections on the shaft, said

slotted member adapted to cause said clutch

pieces to disengage from the. shaft when the

shaft rotates in an opposite direction.

802,291. Magneto-Electric ignition Appa

ratus for Explosion Engines. Gottlob Hon

old. Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch, Stuttgart, Germany. Filed April 30,

1902. Serial No. 105,380.

Claim—In an ignition device for explosion

engines, the combination, with a generator

having a revoluble armature provided with

two windings in inductive relation to each

other, of a pair of spark electrodes, a circuit

in which said electrodes and one of the arma

ture windings are included, a short circuit in

which the other armature winding is includ

ed. a condenser connected to said short cir

cuit, and means operating synchronously

with the. revoluble armature 0f the genera

tor and serving to open and close the short

circuit.

$02,321. Valve gear for Internal Combus

tion Engines. Francis M. Rites, Ithaca, N.

Y. Filed January 8,1904. Serial No. 188,

170. '

Claim—1. In an internal combustion engine,

the combination with an engine cylinder, and

a valve therefor provided with means nor

mally holding the valve closed, of two valve

actuating devices driven at different speeds,

means for operating said valve comprising a

shaft mounted in a fixed bearing and pro

vided with an eccentric fulcrum, a valve op

erating member movany mounted upon said

eccentric fulcrum, and means, comprising

links, connecting said shaft and valve oper

ating member to said valve actuating de

vices.

802.356. Steering Gear. Fred A. Law,

Hartford. Conn.. assignor to Electric Vehicle

Co., Jersey City, N. J., and Hartford. Conn.,

a corporation of New Jersey. Original appli

cation filed April 3. 1902. Serial No. 101,290.

Divided and this application filed July 19,

1904. Serial No. 217.156.

‘laim—l. in combination in a steering

mechanism, a body or frame base plate, a

bearing therein for a rotating steering shaft,

a rotating steering shaft, a screw on the

lower end thereof, a second hearing in said

base plate, a transverse shaft therein, a de~

pending oscillating arm supported on said

shaft, intcrcounections between the lower

threaded end of the steering shaft and the

oscillating arm including link connections

located and moving substantially in the same

vertical plane of the steering shaft, as and

for the purpose described.

802,362. Anti-Friction Gearing. John M.

Green, David E. Lyons and Andrew '1‘. Garey,

Los Angeles. Cal. Filed March 22, 1905.

Serial No. 251,499.

Claim—1. In ananti-frlction bearing, the

combination of a sleeve provided with a pin

rality of peripheral annular flanges near the

ends thereof, there being two of such flanges

near each end, the outer flanges being higher

than the intermediate flanges; bearing rollers

intermediate said outer flanges, said bearing

rollers having grooves near the ends thereof

which straddle the lower flanges or interme

diate flanges of the sleeve without being sup

ported by said flanges, and spacing rollers in

termediate of said bearing rollers, said spac

Filed July 24, 1mm. ing rollers extending over the flanges without

touching the intermediate flanges and having

grooves fitting over the outer flanges and

being supported by said flanges.

802,386. Automobile-Horn and Means for

Operating the same. Claud H. Foster,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed December 16, 1904.

Serial No. 237,059.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the ex

haust of an engine, of a horn provided with

means for operating the same with fluid un

der low pressure and means for maintain

ing a constant pitch irrespective of a varia

tion of several pounds to the. square inch

in the pressure of the operating fluid. sub

stantially as specified.

802,389. The Ernest Gregg and Thomas

II. Hirst, Birmingham, England, Assignors

to William Knox D’Arcy. Stamnore Hall,

Stanmore, England. Filed December 22,

1904. Serial No. 237,941.

Claim—1. A vehicle-tire comm-lsing a

strong steel band, an outer arch-shaped

cover surrounding the same, the cover being

strengthened so as to be capable of resist

ing strong radial tension. and having wired

edges. and eyebolts on the wires, substan

tially as and for the purposes hereinbefore

set forth.

802,416. Manufacture of Vehicles, &c. Ja

cobus Spyker, 'l‘rompenburg, near Amster

dam, Netherlands. Filed October 21, 1904.

Serial No. 229.507.

Claim.—1. The method of manufacturing

vehicle bodies and the like consisting of first

' constructing a core of any desired contour.

perforating the same, and providing the

core by electrolytic means, with metallic

connecting portions within the perforations

and a metallic cover formed with said por

tions.

802,442. Motor-Vehicle. John A. Carr,

Denver, Colo., Assignor of one~half to Chas.

J. Koehler, Denver, Colo. Filed November

22, 1904. Serial No. 233,877.

Claim—1. In a device of the class de

scribed, the combination with front and rear

axles and a framing carried thereby. of a

shaft journaled in said framing. a bearing

block incloslng said shaft, a pivot bloek pi

votally engaging said bearing block, rigid

connections between said pivot block and

the front axle, means carried by the pivot

block for effecting movement of said shaft

corresponding to pivotal movement of the

front axle, a joint interposed in the length

of said shaft for accommodating such move

ment, and intermcshing gearing carried by

said axle and shaft.

802,474. Nut-Loekiug Device for Vehicles.

Abe L. Ilenwick, Elmwood. ill. Filed Aug.

15, 1904. Serial No. 220,700.

(‘laim.—1. In combination with an axle

nut of a vehicle, a spring arm pivoted in

the nut. there being a recess in the nut for

receiving and holding the said arm when

locked in place to secure the nut, and a

member at the opposite end of the pivoted

arm for engaging the axle. there being a

notch in the said axle for receiving said

member substantially a: described.

802,489. Speed Changing Device. Hans

Baerbalck, Hamilton, Ollie, Assignor to

Hamilton Machine Tool Company, Hamil

ton. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed No

vcmbcr 30. 1904. Serial No. 234.845.

(‘laim.—1. The combination of a rotatlve.

shaft, two series of loose gears thereon, and

a hand actuated mechanism arranged to

independently lock any gear of either series

to the shaft.

802,540. Speed Regulator for Explosion

Engines. George A. West, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Assignor of one-half to Austin M. West.

Buffalo, N. Y. Filed November 24, 1903. Se

rial No. 182.550.

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, an exhaust valve, an exhaust valve

stem, a cam for actuating the valve stem.

a spring pressed catch normally riding

against one side of the crank shaft end of

the stem and movable each time the valve

is opened to a position in allnement with

the stem tJ prevent closing movement of

the valve, a governor arranged within and

movable with the actuating cam, the gov

ernor including a two-armed lever, one arm

of which is weighted, an auxiliary cam ad

]acent to the active face of the exhaust

cam and serving to engage the catch and

move the same to release position, and a

stud connecting the auxiliary cam to the

unweighted arm of the governor, the wall

of the actuating cam being provided with

a curved slot for the passage of said stud.

substantially as specified.

802,500. Rotary Engine. James H. Gam

ble, Colorado Springs. Colo. Filed June 9.

1904. Renewed August 29, 1905. Serial No.

276.329.

Claim—1. in a rotary engine, a cylinder

having an abutment, a revoluble piston hav

ing end flanges. and a reduced intermediate

portion, the periphery of such intermediate

portion being provided with pockets, and

the opposing side walls of the flanges being

recessed, plvotally mounted piston wings ex

tending within the pockets and recesses.

the walls of the recesses forming supports

for the opposite ends of the wings when

the latter are exposed to the action of steam.

and auxiliary ports extending through the

periphery of the piston and opening into

said pockets, thereby to permit outward

movement of the wings under steam pres

sure.

802,574. Top for Vehicles. William Lind

say, Pittsburg, Kansas, Assignor of one

half to J. B. Mantonya, Pittsburg. Kansas.

Filed March 21, 1905. Serial No. 251,305.

Claim—1. A collapsible top comprising

side frames. top bows permanently con

nected to the same and hinged thereto, front

and rear bows hinged to the frames, top

bows hinged to and connecting the front

and rear bows respectively. and links con

necting the frames with the front and rear

bowa, one of said frames and its front and

rear bows being adapted to fold between

the top bows and the other frame and its

front and rear bows.

842,581.

Delphos, Ohio.

rial No. 243,295. _

Claim—1. In a lubricator, the combina

tion of a cylinder having a. tube extending

therethrough from one head to the other.

and secured at both ends to said heads, and

a follower slidable on the tube and divid

ing the cylinder into oil and steam cham

bers, the tube having an inlet from the

oil chamber at one end and an outlet to the

exterior at the other.

802.600. Tire. David R. Salisbury and

Oliver I). Salisbury. Owosso. Mich. Filed

January 4, 1905. Serial No. 239,546.

(‘laim.—1. A tire comprising an inner

tube. a flexible outer casing inclosing said

inner tube upon the sides and adjacent the

trend and having outwardly-turned edges.

:1 base band connecting and having its edges

secured to said outturned edges and means

for securing said edges rigidly to the rim

of a wheel.

Iiubricator. David Morehouse.

Filed January 30, 1905. Se
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camalile
The ficamlde Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Member Anam'afian 0/ Liam‘rd' Automobile Manufnrturrr:

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St, BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St. PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. 135-1 Mich.;:an Ave.

 

  

YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

PISK’S AUTO-CARSOAP
It an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keep

ing clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soap does it.

Cleans a dirty ca; as nothing else does, preserves the

finish and keeps it looking new with all its original lustre.

Re-orders from those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express

prepaid to points as far West as and including Chicago. Ill.)

Also put up in barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all jobbers, dealers and

garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. CO., Springfield, M888.

MIME IIIIITIIII BARS
POSITIVE CONTROL—STARTING AIIII STOPPING

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—GOING All) OOIIIG.

Without flourishes or fade Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily uccessib‘e at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION IN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

J. W. HEARS, Brooklyn; ENSIGN & MOORE. Binghumton. N. Y.;

DEVLTN & CO., Chicago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE. Atlanta. 0a.:

T. C. BRADFORD, Wilmington. D?I.; BOSTON MOTOR CO.. Boston;

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE CO., Plttwburz; ACME MOTOR CAR CO.,

Philadelphia; ACME MOTOR CAR CO., OF N. Y.. New York City.

 

 

 

READ THIS 2
THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Au'romoeluts,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets,

Columbus, Ohio, September 5, loo5.

THE STEEL BALL CO., Chicano, III. ‘

Gentlemen :—We desire to t-xpr:ss our sense of the great lssistance

your Oiler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and nc'momy run at

Long Branch In a run of 10: miles made in a IillIB over 6 days, we only

used to gallons of oil and3 your oiler delivered the oil in an unfailing

mealu'e as set. Its operation was perfect it all times. 'I he importance of

this we fully realise and its help in getting ti lS record for our FRAYER

MILLER car.

Yours truly,

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.

HILL PRECISION OILERS
MANUFACTURED HV

THE STEEL BIILL CUMPIINY, 832 Austin The, Uhlttgn, U. S. A.

 

“CTINENTAL”
means all that is best when

  

.‘
.\\ .

v Md"), applied to motors, clutche;

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. _

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars. Ask for

catalogue.

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - ' CHICAGO, ILL.

PETERSON & DRAPETI, Direct Factory Reprcientatives.

 

 

 

 

  

\~.-vr

LIGHT, STRONG. HANDY.

The only proper equipment for your auto.

Ask for our new machine wrench catalog.

THE BILLINCS & SPENCER COMPANY

HARTFORD. con".

 

 

 
 

“Automobile Brand"|

Aluminum

Basflngs.
The Right Sort

at the Rlzht Prlce.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

LIGHT MFG. AIIII FUUNIIRY III]. PDIISIUWH, Pa.
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legato
We know something or esp=cral interest to

That

Car

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Eogan zonstructioo (Zomtianv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCI‘I AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

 

IIO West 38th Street, New Yorlt.

 

000%MM

irounmo on
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

, anszAnn, OHIO, u. a. A.

In W»!
 

 

 

MOTOR CARS

In two new models, improved and

better than ever, will be ready very

shortly. We have a surprise to offer

which will make everybody

“WATCH FOR THE ROUND

RADIATOR.”

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIGLE 66.,

I007 East Twenty-Second St.,

INDIAN: POLIS, IND.

Mnulrer A urn-mm

lilo/or Car III/um/rr Iurrrs “no in?! II. ' lunrgu.

 

Springfield Top

(Pat. r89=)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body Co.,

366 Iimia Ave.

Srinliisld. Mass.

  

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Ammble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

It looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, an Broadway, ew York itv.

 

To Oporators oi Steam 6ars:

Write us for printed matter On the NELSON

STEAI WATER PUIP, the only P°Sitiv= high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

IOA-I to Centre 8t., New York.

 

  

  

Pitsf-o-Lne »,

cAs TANK ,2 7»

AND Avoro ALL LAMP TROUBLES.

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough midi;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lightl la de

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No uttentton; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The concentrated Aoeiyleno 60., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from. The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. of New York.

WE ARE lGlll lOll IPEOIALISTS

 

 

  If you hive any trouble with

youriguitron, write us about our

apple Automatic Battery

Charger. No trouble to put on

any car or engine. For full in

formation write. Dayton Electrical

Mtg. 60.. 91 Beaver Bldg" Dayton. 0.

  
  

. I ‘ \

_ Autonaatic

’ Sparker  

 

TIIE IIARIOII IIOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, $ t 500.

Air cooled. r6 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Elly riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION NIOTOR OAR 00., INDIANAPOLIS, IIIIJ

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

Tho Baldwin Chain Company

'— MAKE —

Automobile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

(Iran.

Baldwin can] & Mtg. 60.,

Worcester. Mass , U.S A.

SPRAOIIE OANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Send for Catalogue

l SPRAGUE UMBRELLA on, NorwalkLflrio

  

 

 

   

Name, ._

Address_

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to ,

One (Iboth Worth

"or one year, commencing with the issue of a a ,7 a e e kg 

 

e . _

 

 

$m' ""' '“ "T"? Condense Your Orders

and buy “ Fta'Rite" ignition plugs. We have plugs

for evzry possible need. 47 siz's. Porcelain.

‘I 50; Mica,‘| 75, Advise name ti car and

secure style best adapted. It makes a grea difitr

Cl’lCe.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 West llmdny NEW YORK 6i"

   

 

 

  

Danton. Mrcn. a .

EASTIIN l‘ll‘YfllV, III‘VIIRI, I. J.HOODS TANKS

  

 

 

How’s

that Pulse?

Not so vlgonrous—eh? Winter's

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Do 'an‘ifng for just two weeks at

French Lick

West Baden S rings
Simply rest and drink the world- amed waters

They clear away the Impurities from the system

-— cure kidney, liver and stomach troubles

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern Indiana on the

vMOllOll ROUTE

Write for Illustrated Booklet. glvin i‘nll pur

ticulana. hotel rates, elm, mail from

Oil/Ii. II. RO0KWBLL FRANK .i RBI-lit

Trafllo Manager Gon'l Pitu- Agent

[98 CUSTOM HOUSE PLACE CHICAGO
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

l‘wn Speeds and Reverse.

  won ls moor IMPORTANT mm THE

TRANSMISSION
What is more important than selecting the right one P

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR (.30.. -

OEAIIS?

Syracuse, N. Y.

SLIDE GEAR.

DIFQ'CI Drive. Three Speed! and Reverse

  

 

 

Kintston carburetor.
OVER 30,000 I” USE.

Patented Mayra, 1903.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Colts,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces, etc.

N. STD,I"! Murrtt "s'i'tuii-our '

  

  

BYRIE, manor 5 co. Koltomo, lnd., u. s. A. '

 

 

Put. In. no, reel
 
 

nutnl GRADOMETER MARK.

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grids per cant. you are ascending or demanding.

Sent ponpald on receipt of price, 11.50.

THB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa

 

RELIABLE

$3.50

Send for Circulars

MORE-POWER OO.

Lowell, Mass.

amdmgqro<

  

winding!)

 

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire. gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. S'nmsmon'r Co.,

WAYNE S'r WHARF Dirrxolr. MICH.
 

  

GRAY.” DAV]

  

5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR Is Equlpped Wlth Them.
AMESBURY, M ASS 

 

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
 

 
 

Send

for

 

  

Catalogue.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

()ur positive ower w ll interest you.

driven light eed O I I- E R Write (or description.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flint. Mich.

DIAMOND OIIAINS
OUR-CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ D|AMQND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

DIAMOND OHAIN & MFG. OO.. INDIANAPOLIS

—_

THE

WIlHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

27 Thames Street, New York.
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Investigate “ Whitney ” Standards for dimensions of Roller Chains.

'They have been adopted by most of the Leading American Automobile

Builders and have been recognized by other chain makers at Home and

Abroad. If they are made universal six sizes of chain can take the place

of over thirty sizes used in the past.

 

  

  

Now 1906 Model “Whitney” Chains are absolutely noisless on

certain cars where sprocket conditions are most favorable and they are

breaking all previous records for efficiency.

We urge manufacturers in the future to machine sprockets correctly

and to allow sufficient spaceer chain clearance. We believe, at least,

40 per cent. of the chains used in the past have been damaged by interfer

ence and an incorrect sprocktt can ruin the best chain made.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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There- are reasons why

 

MORGAN IkWRIGHTTIRl-IS 

 

  

  

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

  

Reason 5

DURABILITY.

(L Lastly, a good tire is necessarily a durable tire—capable of withstanding all sorts of rough usage

without making any ado about it.

(1 Durableness is dependent—absolutely dependent-~upon the construction of the tire as a whole—there

can be no weak spots.

@ Toughness, superior fabric, adequate amalgamation and a proper degree of pliableness are the

essential features in a durable tire, and we claim and know and havegproy’eg that these are the

paramourg elements in Morgan & Wright tires.

(L And because they are the paramount elements, MORGAN 8: WRIGHT TIRES ARE GOOD TIRES.

MORGAN &. WRIGHT, Chicago.

NEW YORK BRANCH (Uptown)—214 W. 47th St.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine su. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—265 Jefferson Ave.

CLEVELAND—347 Huron St. SYRACUSlfl—212—2l4 S. Clinton St.

 

 

NEW YORK BRANCH (D0wntown)—17 Warren St.

MINNEAPOLIS—717419 Hennepln Avo.DENVER—!l$62 Broadway.

A'lI..~\N'1‘A—35 Edgewood Ave. S51“, LOUIS~638 Vandeventer Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO—1067 Mission St. LOS ANGELES—MO S. Main St.

 

 

 

 

NOTHING APPROACHING IT IN QUALITY

FOR THE PRICE.
 

OUR NEW POPE-HARTFORD MODEL F

will give you style, elegance and comfort; it cannot be excelled at anywhere near the price for

quietness, speed and hill-climbing qualities. Motor: a fur cylinder, vertictl, ther cooled engine

with cylindns cut in ptirs, all gears encased, developing under brake test 28-30 H. P. Transmission;

of th: sliding gaar type, three speeds forward and reverse. Bgvgl Gear Drive; through a propeller

shaft to the rear axle. The Body; is of new and graceful design, comfortably seats five people,

non-removable dust-proof tonneau.

Pope-Hartford Model D

A two cylinder opposed, r8 H.P. touring car, wieldy

and reliable. The machine that did the 1000 miles

of the Glidden Tour with only a ten cent repair.

  

Address Dept. A for catalogue.

Pope Manufacturing Company

Hartford, Conn.

NEW YORK 61",?!” Broadway PROVIDENCE. R. 1.. lb Snow Street

BOSTON. unsam Columbus Avenue WASHINGTON. D. 0.819 14th street

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. ‘51 Mlslton Street

Member A. L. A. MI

  

\

 

m

 

Model F, Price $2500. (Top $125 extra.)
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T0 S'ELLERSOFANIJ USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

' We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

  

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

' liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

l enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

i the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

l

l G 8: .1 Tire Go. GoodyearTire&Rubber Go.

I Hartford Rubber Works ('20. Fisk Rubber 80.

i Morgan & Wright ' International Automobile &

; B. F. Goodrich Go. Vehicle Tire ('20.

; Diamond Rubber (20. eontinental @aoutchouc (‘30.,

6&J IIRI: 60.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Are You a Ford Aqent

for 1966?

If not, get the Agency for your territory.‘ It will be worth your while. We do

not care to announce particulars about our new models at this early date.

 

 

There’s enough people copying Ford ideas and we want Fordv Agents to have an
  

exclusive snap next season. We can promise you, however, that the Ford proposition
  

 

  

for next year will be the biggest money and reputation maker ever offered to an Auto

mobile Agent.

You have heard the rumors about a “Ford runabout," but the most glowing

accounts of our car will fall far short of the actual car we have for next year.

Write and get in touch with us.

FORD MOTOR @OMPHNY, - ' - Detroit, Mich.

MEMBER AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO.

  

  

Canadian Trade supplied by THE FORD MOTOR CO., of Canada, Ltd., \Valkerville, Ont.

  

 

e BAKERELQTIQ

The Baker Electric Tip?

' Del")! Qarriaqe, - ,_ ‘

The Moat Elegant 0! all Bleetrlea.

 

  

 

ALSO

RUNHBOUTS, STHNI-IOPES,

SURREYS, BTC‘L, ETG.

 

WE ARE RBHDY TO TKLK BUSINESS.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHIC‘ZLE @OMPRNY, ('ZLEVELHND, OHIO.

C. B. RIGB. Broadway and 58th Street, New York Rgenta.
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Congratulations

from a dealer in a rough

road country on the

service obtained from

GOODRICH

TIRES

WITH THE BAILEY TREAD.

“We wish to congratulate you because

of the splendid way your Goodrich-Bailey

tires have given satisfaction and service to

us and our customers. They not only wear

longest with the least show of use, but

seem to be free from weak spots, such as

fabric breaks and rubber and fabric part

ing company on the Tread, the latter seems

to be a sure thing on some tires that we

know of.

We are looking to 1906 Goodrich and

expect to be partial to them, because we

believe they deserve it if their previous

reputation is any criterion to go by.”

—A:lzez/ille Cycle and/41110 01., Sept. 23, 1905.

THE B A I LE Y Rims branded in the

“ W U N ’ T S L l i' __ . channel with this Copy

TlRE." Regular Uood- tight mark have been

rich construction, but ispected and pro

provided with the Ua-ley nounced perfect. We

"Won’t Sl~p" Tread. guarantee our tires

Prevents rhpping, slew- only on rims so

ing or skidding. branded.

I

The B. F. GOOdI‘ICh Company

Akron, Ohio.

 

NEW YORK. 66—88 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

UUFFALA). 781 Main St.

SAN FRANCXSCO. 892 Mission St.

BOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave. CHICAGO. 14! Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St, DETROIT. 80 E. Consreu Bl.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St. DENVER. 1444 Curttn 5t.

LONDON, E. 0., 7 Snow Hill.

 

 

ml

  

More Evidence

 
 

Mgit

World’s

Record

For 100 miles on Track

by

.Iap. Glemens, driving a National flat, at

the Indianapolis meet.

Time, 1 h. 53 m. 212-5 5.

Not one moment’s delay due to tires.

Every Event

at this meet was won on

Grants

GaJInna00.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Detroit

San Francisco

Bu"an eleveiand

ehicago

Boston

ehicago
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WON HONORS

A regular “Haynes” stock touring car,

outclassed the especially constructed racing

monsters, in the Vanderbilt Cup Elimination

Trials securing a position that entitled it to

a place on the American Team.

A random comparison of the cylinder cap

acity of the competing cars with the

HAYNES (5 inch bore x 6 inch stroke) is

sufficient to demonstrate what a wonderful

achievement this was.

EXACT DUPLICATES—of the car that

outclassed and outdistanced powerful racing

 

monsters is offered for 1906.

LIVE AGENTS-~are, quick to realize the

advantage of handling a car like this. Get

your application in early.

We are booking orders in their turn for

this car.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,

Members A. L. A. M.

Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago

 

 

 

  

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

    

 

ANNOUNCING BULLETIN N0. II

The most notable victory of the

year scored by a stock car was the

record trip of George A. Hensley in

a White steamer from Sm. Francisco

to Los Angeles—a distance of 470

miles—in 21 hours and 12 minutes.

This record superceded that of a 30

H. P. machine which had previously

negotiated the distance in 24 hours

and 56 minutes.

Three months have elapsed since

Mr. Hensley’s record drive and his

record is still unapproached,

 

FURTHER DETAILS IN BULLETIN NO. 11

WHITE SEEEI‘N‘L COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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COST OF UP-KEEP
7 Q Q SIMPLE CAR”

  

The Royal Tourist cars are [run by their owners at less repair

expense than any other motor car; built. You simply do not have

repairs. Ask an owner of a Royal how much it costs him to main

tain it. Then compare his figures with any other car, big or little

touring car or runabout. Royal owners everywhere. Ask one.

Why is this? Every part is nude and put together with proper

care. Money is freely spent for best materials. That's why!

That is also the reason why we were able to roll our car over in the

Vanderbilt Trials andlthen finish among the first.

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE CAR

[N THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and maintain,

"Marks a New Era In Automobile Construction."

4045 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURlNO COMPAN Y,

Peabody. Mass., U. S. A.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO., 58th St. & Broadway, New York; G I. DUN

HAM, r8: Columbus Ave., Boston: THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE

C0,, i449 Michigan Ave.. Chicago; G. W. CAPLIN, 432 South Fifth St.,

Minneapolis; AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO., l.im.. :4 Tem erance St.,

Toronto; MOTOR SHOP, 3r7 N. Broad St, Philadelphia; \fiESTMIN

STER AUFOMOBlLE C0-, 4396 Olive St., St. Louis.

  

 
 

H": - 4

f i _l ._ , .

' dorm” -I?! . t ., it‘s The Expected Revolution Has Home !
WA u ‘ l . 4 If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

I , p l' machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

Our Parsbolens Projector . '* I, You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

is the most Powerful and steady ‘ - - ‘ ' do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

li ht d d d - h ‘ cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

8 pm “Ger ma 8’“ 18‘ a cylinder Elmore engine.

only one manufacmred With . _ r r Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

optically correct focus of lens, *~ ‘ ~ _ - duces two Impulses every time the fly-wheel_ turns.

light and reflector5_ ,> _ ' A. _. ~ I‘ As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

‘ " impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in autom bile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

Vou’ll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a. giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the tour cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous suceess which has reached

its climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

THE ELMOBE MFG. 00.,1104 Amanda St. Clyde, 0.

\Ve absolutely g u a r a n t e e

these lights perfect.
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ONE OE OUR THREE NEW MODELS

 

Motor. 4 cylinder—26-28 h. p.

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32x4.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear. '

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. Allcylinders,pistons,pist0n rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder touring car with detachable side door tonneau

list at $1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition;interesting.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICI'I.
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l-THE NEW THOMAS—fl

Greatly Exceeds My Most Sanguine Expectations.

EXPERTS SAY IT IS A WONDER.

 

 

  

  

 

No customer is so critical or hard to please as the manufacturer, who, regardless of cost,

absolutely determines to do his utmost to build the best Car in the world.

But, when an ordinary Stock Touring Car, without special preparation or intention, runs

sixty miles an hour on the level and climbs a 10 per cent. grade on the high speed at forty miles

per hour, within an hour after it first leaves the shop, it is something that not one Car in a

thousand will do.

Under favorable conditions, we should do sixty-five miles an hour.

I am more pleased than ever with its speed, hill climbing, quiet operations and mechanical

superiority, and cordially urge disinterested Automobile experts everywhere to rigidly investi

gate our claims and compare our material, workmanship and design with the highest priced

Cars in the world—and we will win the verdict.

E. R. THOMAS,

For the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., 1416 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

c J
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FOR COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES

Diomoncl

SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

THEY STAY ON.

The rubber is strictly our own stock.

It combines remarkable resiliency and the finest wearing qualities.

These tires are made in both butt-end and endless patterns.

Our literature concerning sizes, weights, prices, etc., will interest you if motor trucks or

other commercial vehicles appeal to you in any way.

THE DIAI‘IOND RUBBER COI'IPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—310 Woodward Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—608 Mission St.

PHILADELPHIA—3044308 No. Broad St. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER—322 Boston Building.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CHICAGO—IG'I—169 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 First AVG. 8.

NE\“ YORK—TB Reeds St. CLEVELAND—223 Huron St.

 

"It’s Nice to Know

How Far You Go."

Veeder Odometers.

Every Veeder Odometer we send out is

designed for the particular make and model car

for which it is ordered. That insures accuracy.

You will want an Odometer when you go

touring this summer. Ask your dealer or send to

us for catalog.

THE VEEDER IVIFG. CO.,

26 Sergeant Street, Hartford, Conn.

Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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IT’S OUT
 

The OLDSMOBILE MODEL “S”

A four-cylinder Touring Car of high power, great comfort and most distinctive design, selling

at a reasonable price. A careful study in detail of its features will convince you it is the superior of

any car in this country for equal money. Examine its lines and then its specifications.

If you are skeptical about the sensation in our announcement, our two-cylinder two-cycle car will

convert you-—-it’s up and coming-wit has the style, the power and the "ginger" that wins the man who

knows, and its extreme simplicity and marked freedom from disorders wins the experienced and

inexperienced alike.

OUR PRICES;

Oldsmobile Model S, four cylinder, four-cycle . . $2250

Oldsmobile “ l_, two-cylinder, two cycle . . . 1200

Oldsmobile “ B, Standard Runabout . . . 650

PRICES INCLUDE on. LAMPS, TUBULAR HORN AND COMPLETE TOOL EQUIPMENT. Two ACETYLENE LAMPS

AND GENERATOR WITH FOUR-CYLINDER CAR.

THE LINE T0 TIE TO FOR I906

 
eur coupon mu“ 7 r r e '——-—__°"fc°up°" N“; 'r couvon "III

 CATALOGUE COUPON CALEND‘R COUPON l MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS i QLDS MOTOR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH. g LANSING, MICH. U LANSING.I MICH,

l Kindly sen: mcinlormation regarding cars checked. 5 Enclosed find IO cents. for which send your Art 2 Enclosed find 25 cents, [or which have MOTOR

m interesle . l - . r _ :

M‘lde' B. l I _ De'ivery can. . n g v(,alendar (lrec from advertising and suitable lot fram- g TALK. a magazine dcvmed ‘0 au‘omobiling’ mt ‘0

Modd s v H Passenger 8 mg) for 1906. Design by George (JlbbS. 3 ‘ I

ModclL.... name Cars 5 g m or yea"

u v H

\mm Name “““" NameAddress Address _ Address ______ ..
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()LDSMOBILE
 

 

Ill
Without going into minute details of construction of Model S (which we will gladly

send you upon application), we will mention some of its features which stand out

prominently, giving this machine its marked individuality

The Motor is of the four-cylinder, vertical, water-cooled type,

developing 24 to 26 H. P. The cylinders are cast in pairs and arc

water-jacketed in such a manner that only the cylinders themselves

are cooled, but the valves as well. All material used in the con

struction of the motor, as well as in every part of the machine, is

carefully analyzed and tested, and each cylinder is thoroughly in

spected. In common with the most up-to-date cars the motor may

nearly always be started from the seat, thus doing away with the

necessity of cranking. This is a very attractive feature.

The Crank Shaft is of special carbon steel and runs in long

bearings. An oil pump in constant operation forces oil to all main

bearings.

The Transmission is

of the sliding gear type.

having three speeds for

ward and one reverse.

The Clutch is of the

“dish pan", or cone type,

fitted with leather sur

face, and a simple spring

device which allows the

load to increase gradu

ally, thus doing away

with any jerking in start

ing.

The Control is by

single lever within easy

reach of right hand. The

  

closed in'an oil-tight case

Cross Section of Clutch and runs in oil bath.

The Springs are of flexible, half elliptic type, giving exceedingly

easy riding qualities. Length, 36 inches front, 48 inches rear.

The Ignition consists of four unit coils operated by dry cells,

storage battery or magneto. The commutator is very accurate in its

action and is instantly accessible—accessibility of parts being a feature

of this can The spark plugs are easily examined and connections

quickly and positively made.

The Axles are fitted with Timken Roller Bearings throughout,

and are made sufficiently heavy to withstand hard usage. The rear

axle 's fitted with bevel gear drive, eliminating chain trouble.

  

Oldsmobile Model 5

whole transmission is err

The Wheels are 32 inch, equipped with 3%-inch pneumatic tires.

Four-inch tires for unusual or

extraordinary service can be had

on special order.

The Brakes. Each rear wheel

is fitted with an effective toggle

joint brake, which is absolutely

positive in action, the large friction

surface insuring a brake that

brakes. Transmission brake is

operated by foot lever.

The Steering Gear is of the

“worm and nut" type, controlled

by 16~iuch whcel placed in very

comfortable position. Spark and throttle control levers are located

just below the wheel on right-hand side of the post. In addition to

the regular throttle an accelerator pedal is provided, whereby speed

may be momentarily increased.

The Carburetor is of the most efficient and best type. Particular

attention has been given to this most important part of an automobile

power equipment. Our new and improved carburetor, has several

distinctive features; for instance, the gasoline nozzle instead of being

placed in a mixing chamber by itself, runs up through the center of

the float chamber. An auxiliary air inlet is also provided, which

insures the maintenance

of a perfect mixture. The

result is a large decrease

in fuel consumption and

increased power.

The Water Circulation

is by gear pump driven

from crank shaft. \Vater

is forced around water

jacket and out into the

radiator mounted in front

of car. Sufficient cool

ing surface has been pro

vided, so that the tem

perature of the water is

always kept well below

the boiling point.

  

Cross Section of Rear Huh liratkc

  

Cross Section of Carburetor

(11 Next week we will take up these and other distinguishing

features of the Oldsmobile more in detail and show what

they mean to yc_>_r_r as a dealer or a buyer. Model 'S" has

a well-balanced, rangy exterior, distinctive and irresistably

It has the equally well-balanced internal con

lt's the car that commands your attention on

Orders are

attractive.

struction.

sight and holds your interest on demonstration.

now being entered for these cars.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MlCH, U. S. A.
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivery.

STEEL STAMPINGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

THE

UTILITY AND PRACTICABILITY

ol the

HILL

LOCK

VALVE
has induced the

Leading Foreign and Domestic

Manufacturers

to supply it as a part of

THEIR REGULAR EQUIPMENT

They appreciate that such a device that locks

the gasolene supply against thieves and metldlers

is insurance of a sort worth providing.

E. HILL, Jr.,

Norwalk Iron Works 00., $0an NORWALK, cons.

 
  

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

  

 

 

 

 

% You're always sure of

“a A FINE FAT SPARK

1 Wlth

SPLITDORF COILS
 

  

 

That's why everybody uses them.

C. F. SPLITOORF,

l7-27 Vandewater Street.

New York.

  
 

 

A DOCTOR’S OPINION

MILWAUKEE, Wis.

“I am so well pleased with the tubular steel wheels

made by you for my old Winton that I feel under obliga

tion to express to you my satisfaction with them, and I

desire further to compliment

your machining of the hubs

to fit the new steering

knuckles furnished by The

Winton Manufacturing Com

pany.

“ My machine is now

thoroughly over-hauled and

repainted, and I was so sur

prised to see how much the

general appearance of the

car was improved by your

artillery wheels that I

thought I woukl throw you

a bouquet and let you join

WIIh me in a feeling of corn

plete satislaction.”

  

Very truly yours,

C/mr. 1]. Lemon.

  
 

THE MIDCLEY IVIFC. CO., Columbus, Ohio
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NOISE

BUNE-RAGKING an

ifiilis
PULLEYS W“

GASKETS THE

muss R008

smur nous

ITS SILENCE AND SIMPLICITY ARE ON A PAR WITH ITS EASY RIDING QUALITIES. IT IS

A COMFORTABLE CAR AS WELL AS A DEPENDABLE ONE.

Detachable
No Delays.

Side Entrance

  

Immediate

Tonneaus . .

Supplied if Deliveries

Desired. .. Guaranteed.

'~' “pa-ex; ' '

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Member A. L. A. M.

PETER EOGARTY, New York Agent, 142 West Thirty-eighth Street.

 

 
  

  
  

-.r.

16 H- P- Touring Car 8 II. P. Tourabout ‘3'

$1450 $780

THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles without a single adjust

ment. No car at less than tWiee the price made RS GOOD a record. No car AT ANY PRICE

did better.

THE CAR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

“Climb to the Clouds" at Mt. \Vashington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get one up, but sent the SAME car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Runabout type won the race at Long Branch August 19.

making four miles in 5 min. 33 sec., and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of your consideration. Look at

as many cars as you please, but don’t buy before seeing the Maxwell.

  

The agency field is filling fast. ‘i you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

I Central \Vestern Representative; Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association. New York Agents:

  

A. F. CHASE. Agents in principal cities. MAX\VELL-BRISCOE, INC.

Foreign Representative. (except Canada and Mexlco), RICHARD IRVIN & 00., 25 Broad St... New York G".
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This AUTO TIRE is Bolh DURABLE and LIVELY

“'hen you buy an ordinary Auto Tire, you

have to decide a difficult question.

Is it best to get a hard, inflexible tire, which

will rack your bones and soon put your car out

of business, but which will lam! a reason or more.

Or—

To get a soft, resilient. easy riding tire.

which will go to pieces in a short time be

cause it won’t stand the wear and tear of the

road ?

Momentous question.

And either way you answer it— you lose.

Because if you decide on the bard tire, it

means breakdowns on the road. and conse

quently liberal use of a farmer's team. It

means constant repairs to your engine. a car

always in the shop. Your own aching joints

are throu'iriti for good measure.

And if you select the :q/t tire. it means punc

tures. tire explosions and tire troubles gener

ally. And you have to buy new tires every little

while.

It's Money,—Money—Money, either way.

You‘ll envy Rockefeller before you get

through.

Now you can dodge this momentous question

if you will.

Because the Goodyear Detachable Auto Tire

has all the (EUOI) points of both the lmrd and

the .wfl tire with the bad features of neither.

It's easy for anyone to understand \\'II\'

this is true. Read carefully. and "see for your

self.

Danae Tough

Rubber

 

Soft. 5 rln y

Rugber‘

Wow

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

Univeraal

RIM

  

 

First, look at the section of the Goodyear

Tire in the center column. Notice the crescent

shaped portion in solid black where the wear of

the road comes. That's dense. tirm rubber. as

tough as rawhide—practically no Wear out to

it. It’s what the lmrd tire is made from.

Now right undemeath this is the remainder

of the outer tube (shown in grey) which is made

from pure para rubber. as resilient and springy

as it is possible for rubber to be. It‘s the same

as the seldom-used :q/l tire.

These two different kinds of rubber— the

dense, tough composition, to take the wear. and

the soft, elastic rubber, to make you ride easy-—

are made into one solid piece by a special pro

cess. You can't skin the two kinds of rubber

apart with a knife. Try it, if you doubt.

The soft rubber portion is strengthened by

having our train! fabric vulcanized into it.

This fabric is not the hard, inflexible sail cloth

used in ordinary tires. but is woven like basket

work. or an open work stocking, andgr'r'rs back

and forth under pressure, and allows the elastic

ity of the rubber full play.

The dense rubber, the soft rubber and the

special fabric together make a tire that's almost

as durable as a solid tire. a tire difficult to punc

ture yet one which is as "xi/ian as a map could

reasonably ask.

()ur “Good News Book " tells more about

the good points of this trouble-saving tire. You

ought to get it now, for the Goudyear Detach

able Auto Tire with Unitersal Rim \\ill be “the

only tire " next season.

i

TIIE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

Branches in following cities: Barton, 1» Merrimac St. : New York, 253 Welt 47th St. ;

Cleveland. hq Frankfort St. ; Philadelphia, 15:: Spring St,;

Grove Street, Akron, Ohio.

Chicago, | In Lake 51.; Cincinnati, :42 East Fifth St. : St. Louis. rang N. Broad“ ay ,

Denver, 220 Sixteenth St.; and Detroit. :4: jefferaon Ave.

  

 

THESTAIIDARII AMERIIMN COOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coo'ers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

TIIE WIIITLOIIII GOULEBS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904. 1905. I906.

THE WHITLOOK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, cons.

   

 

 

WHY

PREMIER CARS

Appeal to All Classes.

TO THE PROFESSIONAL MAN—Because

of its simplicity.

TO THE BUSINESS MAN—Because of its

readiness to go at all times.

TO THE REPAIR MAN—Because of its per

fect accessibility to working parts.

TO ALL MEN—Because of its low cost of fuel

and maintenance.

We have much data from drivers on this latter point; for instance.

one writes us: " The total cost of my running this season—5000

recorded miles—is only a trifle over one cent per mile for the car—or

l-5th to 1-4 cent per mile per passenger—total for repairs, fuel. etc.,

excepting tires."

These are points to remember when purchasing a car.

" The air cooled season never ends."

Side Entrance Model - M500 Runabout - “250

(>t-rncwtl906) Doctor’s Spoclal, 8 l 425 Light Truck, 8 l 400

PREMIER moron m. c ., "°.-..’.:3.2’;:i?.'.?:::°"
M embers American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.
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The pleasures of an automobile are in direct ratio to the

serviceability of the car.

This spells RAMBLER to experienced users.

It is a car of steady day after day service that you do not have

to “nurse” over every bit of bad road to prevent break-downs.

It has abundant power and is built to stand the strains of that

power and the hard usage resulting from the operator’s confidence

in its ability to go, and keep on going, to the end of the road—and

then come home again. I

If this, in connection with elegant appearance and a price, low

in proportion to its high qualities, appeals to you, call and ask for a

thorough and convincing demonstration. Representatives in all

leading cities.

Surrey, Type One, a five passenger, medium weight, touring

car, ready for the road with lamps, horn and full equipment of

tools, etc., $1200.

Cape top, or canopy top with glass front, $100 extra.

Surrey, Type Two, a five passenger touring car of more

elaborate design with double chain drive, full canopy top and glass

front, $1650. ‘

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY,

Kenosha. Wi's.

CHICAGO, BOSTON. 134 West 38th St.

MILWAUKEE, PHILADELPHIA,
VSAN FRANCISCO. RBPRBSBNTATI 85 IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

Catalogue and Rambler Magazine sent upon request.
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CONSOLIDATED CRIES QUITS

Finds Bicycles More Profitable than Autos and

Acts Accordingly—Yale Car Abandoned.

The Consolidated Mfg. C0., Toledo, Ohio,

makers of the Yale car, have quit—that is,

quit the business of automobile manufacture.

They will, however, continue the production

of bicycles, which was their original busi

ness.

To the general public this will prove in the

nature of sensational news, although those

“in the know” long have been aware that

the Yale car had not proven a profit payer.

Strcnuous efforts were made by the heads of

the company to turn the tide, but to no pur

pose.

Not even the radical reorganization effected

several months since proved of avail; in fact,

it proved the beginning of the end. Several

big railroad men who bought into the com

pany at the time took the ball by the horns

and had an expert go deep into the concern‘s

affairs. He reported that while the bicycle

department had proved profitable, the auto

mobile end of the business had lost money

from the beginning. To mend matters, the

expert said at least $500,000 would be neces

sary.

The report was sufficient for the inter

ested people. They immediately ordered the

ringing down of the curtain. The automo

bile department was promptly shut down

and has ceased to exist. If the stock and

machinery on hand can be disposed of, it

will be sold to the best advantage, but

whether or no, the Consolidated Mfg. Co. is

through with automobiles. A Buffalo manu

facturer made a bid for the property, but the

seal fell through when it seemed on the

point of consummation. Another manufact

urer also made an offer for the concern’s Sel

den license, but nothing came of it.

Cadillac Buys Metzger's Business.

W. E. Metzger, who in addition to being

general sales manager of the Cadillac Motor

Car 00., has maintained one of the most pros

perous retail establishments in Detroit,

Mich, has disposed of the latter to the Cadil

lac 00.. who will continue it as a branch

store. In addition to the Cadillac line, the

Pope-Waverly electric will be handled.

Apperson Saves His Plant from Fire.

Fire in a wooden structure adjoining the

brick plant of the Apperson Bros. Automo

bile Co., Kokomo, Ind., on Monday night last

caused about $5,000 worth of damage, which

is fully covered by insurance. The building

destroyed was not an essential part of the

Apperson plant and will cause no delay and

small inconvenience. It was due to the quick

‘action of Elmer Apperson, the head of the

tompany, that the fire did not prove serious.

When the flames were at their height he

jumped for the steel door connecting the

frame building and the brick factory, and,

although he was painfully burned about the

hands and arms, he succeeded in closing the

door and thereby saved the plant.

Greater Cadillac Chooses Officers

At the meeting following the formal merger

of the Cadillac Automobile Co. and the Leland

& Faulconer Mfg. Go. into the (‘adiilac Motor

Car 00., these oificers were elected: Presi

dent. Lem W. Bowen; vice-president, Clarence

A. Black; secretary. Wilfred C. Leland; treas

urer, William E. Murphy; general manager,

Henry M. Leland.

Parish Locates in Reading.

The E. Parish Mfg. 00:, which is short

ly to begin the manufacture of nickel chrome

steel frames, has secured a factory in Read

ing, Pa., close by the immense Carpenter

Steel Works, with which it will be more

rather than less intimately related. The nec

essary machinery is now being installed.

Olds Workers to Meet in Lansing.

The Olds branch managers, travelling

salesmen and larger agents are due to gather

and confer at the factory in Lansing, Mich,

0n the 17th and 18th inst. The new Oldsmo

biles will be then uncovered for the first time

and several matters of policy be discussed.

" E. V." Bonds are Extended.

The bonds of the Electric Vehicle 00.,

which matured November 1, have been ex

tended. They are held chiefly by those inti

mately connected with the company.

Weich Adds $50.000 Capital.

An increase of $150,000 has been made in

the capital stock of the Welch Motor Car 00.,

of Pontiac, Mich. Its capital was formerly

$100,000.

No. 7

OLDS TAKES UP TWO-CYCLES

Pioneer Makers Make a Surprising Departure—

Four Cylinder Car also Listed.

What is easily the most surprising an

nouncelnent of the season is the one officially

made this week by the Olds Motor Works-—

that for 1906 they will manufacture and mar

ket an Oldsmobile with a two-cycle engine.

While their announcement of a four cylin

der four-cycle touring car was not unexpect

ed, the Olds people were uncommonly suc

cessful in keeping the two-cycle model under

cover. It was only last week that the first re

ports of it leaked out and got abroad. But

further than that this new car will be of two

cylinders, and that it will list at $1,200, noth

ing more is now known of it. It replaces the

two cylinder four-cycle horizontal Oldsmobile

of this season, and that it will attract a lot of

new interest to the twocycle type goes with

out saying.

The four cylinder Oldsmobile will list at

$2,250. Its engine will be positioned vertical

ly, of course, and will be of 24-26 horsepower.

'l‘hc cylinders will be cast in pairs, and will

be water jacketed even to the valves. Water

circulation will be by gear pump. Cone clutch,

shaft drive and sliding gear transmission,

affording three forwards and one reverse, and

operated by a single lever, will be employed.

Four unit coils, operated by dry cells, storage

battery or magneto, will comprise the ignition

system. The 32-inch wheels. with Timken

roller bearing axles, will be fitted with 8%

inch tires.

In addition to these two brand new models,

the curved dash Oldsmobile runabout, at $650,

will constitute the Olds line for 1906.

 

Nine More Obtain Membership.

By mail vote the following have been elected

to membership in the Motor a Accessory Man

ufacturers: Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleve

land, 0hio.: Gilbert Mfg. 00., New Haven,

Conn.; Holley Bros, Detroit, Mich.; Belden

Automobile Transmission Gear 00., Pittsburg,

Pa.; Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City; Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. Ohio;

Valentine & 00., New York City; McCord &

Co_, Chicago, 111., and the Republic Rubber

00., Youngstown, Ohio.
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The Week’s Incorporations.

Chicago, Ili.—Austin Auto Club, under Illi

nois laws; capital not given. Corporators—

John J. Miller and Fred C. Rounds.

Frankfort, Ind—Automobile Vending Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Thomas E., Owen E. and Mary

E. Brumbaugh.

New York City, N. Y.—Automobiie Realty

00., under New York laws, with $25,000 capi

tal. Corporators—Jacob Reitman, A. Kreit

zel and L. Lewin.

Augusta, hie—Hamilton Automobile Co., un

der Maine laws, with $50,000 capital. Corpo

rat0rs and officers—A. P. Bibber, president;

W. S. Lee, treasurer.

Oswego, N. Y.—New Amsterdam Motor 00..

under New York laws, with $75,000 capital.

Corporators—Charies Morgan, E. F. Terry

and Alfred Brotherhood.

St. Louis, Mo.—Seaton Auto Tire Co., un

der Missouri laws, with $150000 capital;

fully paid up. Corporators-—~Henry Schiel, W.

F. Seaton and A. S. Doxee.

St. Louis, Mo.—Phoenlx Automobile & Sup

ply Co, under Missouri laws, with $4,000

capital. Corporators——W. Muiford, Edward

Holmes and Freeman Wright.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Prospect Construction Co.,

under New York laws, with $6.000 capital; to

conduct garage. Corporators~—W. C. Damron,

H. B. Hill and J. -W. F. Ehlers.

La Crosse, Wis—The Auto Rapid Transit

00., under Wisconsin laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—A. J. Stephenson, W.

J. Brayton and Philip McMahon.

I'tica, N. Y.—Consolidated Motor Car 00.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—F. P.

Miller, H. H. Mandy and G. H. Harris.

Mollne, Iil.—Deere-Clark Motor Car 00.,

under llllnoi laws, with $100,000 capital; to

make motor vehicles. Corporators-C. F.

Drury, R. S. Blakemore and W. E. Clark.

Williamsport, Pa.—Wiiliamsport Automo

bile Exchange, under Pennsylvania laws,

with $10,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—H. A. Bubb and B. Bubb, Jr.

Chicago, Ill.—Keeiey-Hunter Co., under

Illinois laws, with $15,000 capital; to manu

facture automobiles. Corporators—Gordon L.

Gray,jGeorge P. Roweli and Henry A. Ritter.

New York City, N. Y.—Adams Vehicle 00..

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital; to

make and sell all kinds of vehicles. Cor

porators—L. C. Weir, B. W. Rowe and H. H.

Gates.

Chicago, Ill.—Bitldle-Murruy Mfg. Co., un

der Iillinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—

Ralph McShaw, John D. Black and Edward

C. Maher.

Atlantic City, N. J.—The Atlantic Automo

bile Co. and Machine Works, under New Jer

sey laws' With $50,000 caPital. Corporators—

Louis H. Hopper, Frank A. Broadhead and

Clarence L. Cole.

Newark, N. J.—Moto_r Vehicle 00., under

New Jersey laws, with $5,000 capital, all

paid in; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—Alfred A. Walsh, William F. Kimber and

William P. Howe.

Havana, Ill.—McFadden Mfg. Co., to man

ufacture gas engines of every description;

capital, $24,000. Corporators—G. C. and B.

L. McFadden. John W. Watts, J. H. Harvey

and George Fish.

Maiden, Mass—United Automatic Supply

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $40,000

capital: to deal in automobiles. Corporators

and oflicers—H. C. Prescott, president; F. M.

Prescott, treasurer.

Jersey City, N. J.—Bergen and n’est Side

Automobile Club, under New Jersey laws,

with $0,000 capital; to conduct garage. Cor

porators—Walter G. Russell, Albert Leviy

and Winifred Green.

Akron, Ohio—The Andrews Automobile

(‘lutch 00.. under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators: Will Christy, C. B.

Raymond, E. E. Andrews, L. C. Miles and C.

C. Goodrich; $10,000.

Battle Creek, Mich—The American Motor

& Cycle C0., under Michigan laws, with

$10,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—C. G. Currie, F. Jay Rathbnn

and Charles E. Moore.

Boston, Mass—Eco Mfg. Co., under Mas

sachusetts laws, with $10,000 capital; to

make and deal in generators and lamps.

Corporators and officers—R. P. Elliott, presi

dent; J. S. Pishon, treasurer.

Columbus, Ohio—The Ohio Garage & Re

pair Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capi

tal; to conduct general garage business. Cor

porators—G. W. Hale, J. O. Lundy, E. F.

Gibbons, H. D. Merrick and I. D. Hogg.

Grand Rapids, Mich—The Michigan Motor

00., under Michigan laws, with $150,000 cap

ital; to make gasoiene engines, clutches and

accessories. Corporators—Fred L. Perkins.

Harry J. Perkins, Charles E. Perkins and A.

C. Hinchman. '

New York City, N. Y.—Auto Auction Asso

ciation of America, under New York laws,

with $5,000 capital; to auction automobiles.

Corporators—Charles Shongood, Lindsay

Russell, Charles G. Wridgeway, Walter B.

One and Robert J. Mooney.

 

Royal Gets its License.

After the meeting of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers last week,

it was officially announced that a Seitlen li

cense has been granted to the Royal Motor

Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio. The news that

such action was likely was published ex

clusively in the Motorv World several weeks

since, and proved one of the trade surprises

of the time. At the same meeting of the A.

L. A. M. the license of the Worthington Au

tomobile (.‘0. was cancelled.

 

Kelsey Goes to Tarrytown.

C. W. Kelsey, formerly manager of the

Kelsey Motor Co.. of Philadelphia, has been

transferred to Tarrytown, N. Y., as sales

agent of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. Will

iam N. David, of Bridgeport, Pa., has as“

sumed charge of the Philadelphia branch.

In the Retail World.

The Holmes-Schmidt Co., Chicago, Ill., has

taken on the Glide and Maxwell cars for

1906. These will be handled in addition to

the Weich.

Fank Linscott and H. Frederick contem

plate building a garage at Belvidere, Ill. It

wlii be located at the corner ot.’ South Main

and Meadow streets.

The Ford Motor Co. has opened a New

England branch at 147 Columbus avenue,

Boston. Charles E. Fay, former assistant

manager of the Winton Motor Carriage Co.,

is in charge of it.

The Motor Vehicle Co. has been formed at

Newark, N. J., with William F. Kimber

president and Alfred A. Walsh treasurer and

general maanger. They have leased the store

at 518 Broad street, and will handle Maxwell

cars.

The Highland Automobile 00., of Pitts—

burg, Pa., has purchased a lot 100x150 feet

on the north side of Centre avenue, near

South Negley avenue, for $15,500. On it they

will build a two story brick garage, costing

about $30,000.)

The Fisk Rubber Co's Boston branch has

been removed to 239 Columbus avenue, the

store formerly occupied by the Oldsmobile

Co., and almost directly opposite its former

location. Necessity for larger quarters re

quired the removal.

The four story and basement garage at

215-17 West Forty-eighth street, New York

City, has been leased for a term of years by

the Viqueot Co. It will be used as sales

rooms, repair shop and garage for the Vi

queot gasolene car.

The new Foss-Hughes Motor Car 00.. or

ganized to handle the Pierce. Cadillac and

Baker cars in Philadelphia, have located at

201 North Broad street; the store is within

three blocks of the City Hall, and is one of

the most favorably located in the city.

The American Motor and Cycle 00., which

has just incorporated at Battle Creek, Mich.,

has taken over the business of the Currie

Motor and Cycle Co. and the Losey-O‘Reilly

Co.. and will conduct a general sales agency

and garage business in the building hereto

fore occupied by the latter named firm at 35

East Main street. C. G. Currie, of the old

Motor and Cycle 00., is president of the new

concern, F. Jay Rathbnn secretary and

Charles E. Moore treasurer.

As the outgrowth of the Milier-Mundy

Motor Ccar Co., the Consolidated Motor Car

00., of Utica, N. Y., has been organized, to

sell automobiles and accessories and conduct

a general automobile business. A commo

dious garage will be erected next spring, but

the site has not yet been chosen. The cars

handled will include the Pierce, Pope-Toledo,

Stevens-Duryea, Winton, Cadillac and Pope

Waverly. At the election last week these of

ficers were chosen: President, Francis P.

Miller; vice-president, Edward Otis; secre

tary, Harry M. Mundy; fl'easurer, C. Hurri

son Norris. '
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WILL LIMIT LOCAL SHOWS

N. A. A. M. Decides to Restrict Sanctions and

Explains How it Won't “Butt into" Sport.

 

 

During 1906 there will be local shows only

in those cities in which shows were held dur

ing the last year.

This was decided at the meeting of the ex

ecutive committee of the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers at their regu

lar monthly meeting in New York on Thurs

day last, 4th inst.

The association will not grant sanction for

shows to be held in any other cities, and thus

nips in the bud any aims and ambition to

enlarge the annual “circuit.” The N. A. A.

M. considers that there are more than enough

as it is, and that there is no necessity or de

mand, crying or otherwise, for any more. And

such shows as will be sanctioned will obtain

approval only on condition t t the proceeds

shall go to local org ation of dealers. It

is further provided ( that these organiza

tions must not be “close corporations," but

must admit to membership on an equal basis

all reputable dealers who have been engaged

in business for one year or more, and (2) that

manufacturers must not be. called on for

financial assistance in the conduct of their

exhibits.

Although it had been proposed in writing

that a fine or penalty be inflicted on members

of the N. A. A. M. who participated in road

contests not approved by the organization,

after last Thursday’s meeting the manager

gave out that an “erroneous impression" had

been created. The manager makes this adroit

explanation of the association’s position in

the matter: “The association does not ex

pect to sanction such events. it will prob

ably take into consideration the details of

such as may be proposed and make a recom

mendation to its members. It will, or course,

be glad to receIVe details of such contests as

may be proposed.”

 

Devlin Takes Posiession of Acme.

The sale of the Acme Motor Car Co., Read

ing, PIL, to Frank A. Devlin, of Chicago,

which has been pending for several months,

finally has been consummated, and the new

owner is now in full posession of both the

plant and real estate. The purchase price is

said to have been $%0,UOU. While the pro

duction of touring cars will be continued,

much attention will be now centred in deliv

ery wagons and commercial vehicles generally.

1. D. Lengel will remain as manager under

the new ownership.

 

How Chicago is Oversold.

The N. A. A. M. will “have a time of it" in

providing space at the Chicago show for all

who wish to display cars. Up to Thursday

last there were eighty-seven applicants who

desire to exhibit 368 cars, and ask for 224

spaces aggregating 62,845 feet. As the num

ber of paces available is but 131, equal to

39.497 feet. the amount of pruning that will

have to be done is evident. It was hoped to

provide room for the overflow by erecting a

temporary gallery in the Coliseum, but the

Chicago Buildings Department vetoed the

idea.

Preparing to Test Metals.

The experimental and test committee of

the Licensed Association of Automobile

Manufacturers are due to meet in Hartford

/on Friday at the laboratory of Henry

Souther and will also visit the plants of the

Electric Vehicle Co. and the Pope Manufac

turing Co. Besides Mr. Souther the mem

bers of the committee are Messrs. Maxim,

oi’ the Electric Vehicle Co.; Wilkinson, of

the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., of Syracuse,

N. Y.; Huff, of the Packard Motor Car Co.,

of Detriot; Cotiin, of the Olds Motor Works,

of Lansing, Mich., and King, of the North

crn Automobile Co., of Detroit.

The meeting will decide on the equipment

necessary for the physical and chemical

tests which will be conducted by the A. L.

A. M.’s new testing department. In this

connection it is stated that the Bethlehem

Steel Co. has notified the association that

it would send a metallurgist to Europe to

study the material supplied to the construc

tors of the best makes of automobiles

abroad, and would co-operate with the A. L.

A. M. in every way possible.

 

Bankrupt files it: Schedule.

Paul E. Miller has been named as trustee

for the bankrupt Western Auto Supply Co..

of Milwaukee. Wis. His bond is fixed at $3.~

000. In the schedule filed by the bankrupt

concern liabilities were given as $5,071.79.

with assets of $7,163.83. of which $4,000.

however, was the estimated value of the

company's machinery. George E. Fisher.

Henry Pritzlai't and Peter Cooper were ap

pointed to act as appraisers of the property.

 

Parts Company Will Produce Cm.

Although it has been making automobile

parts in a small way for some time, the Mun~

cie Auto Parts Co., of Muncie. Ind., which

was incorporated two weeks since. is ambi

tions, and intends to place a car on the mar

ket as soon as its factory is ready. Hugh L.

Warner, the superintendent or the plant. has

completed a working model oi! the car the

company intends to manufacture.

 

Gayior Back in flames. i

L. It. Gaylor. former manager of the

Walthnm Mfg. ('o., has returned to the ser‘

vice of that company._ Ills long absentation

. was necessitaied by his health, which has

been restored.

Winton Goes Ahmad.

Alexander Winton sailed for Europe this

week for a vacation trip in which will be

included a visit to the Paris show in De

ccmber.
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TACKLES SECOND-HAND PROBLEM

Licensed Manufacturers in a "Touring Company"

Which has Plans for Disposal of Used Cars.

 

 

What appears tangible evidence that the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers has undertaken to grapple serious

ly with the vexing secondhand problem was

unearthed yesterday in the guise of the In

ter-State Automobile Touring Co., of No. 5

East 42d street, New York.

No. 5 is a part of No'. 7 at that address

and No. 7 is the address of the A. L. A. M.

iiseii', in other words, No. 5 and No. 7 East

42d street are one and the same building.

This was clue No. 1. It led directly to

clue l\'o. 2—that the Inter-State Co. is at

present a partnership composed of W. E.

Metzger, G. H. Stilwell and C. A. Wardle.

Later it may become a corporation. It so

happens that Mr. Stilwell is of the II. II.

Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse. N. Y.. and Mr.

Metzger of the Cadillac Motor Car Co., De

triot, Mich. Wardie is the chief "sleuth" or

roving representative of the Licensed Manu

facturers.

Whether or not the “Touring” in the tiiie

of the firm implies developments of which

there are no surface indications. it can be

stated that the principal purpose of the

Interstate Automobile Touring Company is

to provide an outlet for secondhand cars of

any and all makes and with none of the

odium that so often attaches to that class

of trade. It will seek to bring together

those sellers and buyers who are in closest

proximity to each other and to assist dealers

in doing that sort of thing. A registration

fee of $15 will be charged for each car it is

desired to oii’er for sale and the money will

be expended in advertising such cars ex

tensively in trade and country papers, all

such cars to be vouched for by affidavit.

It John Jones of Podunk is known to be in

the market for a car he will be placed in

touch with Sam Smith of Squedunk, who

has one for sale and who is located nearest

to Jones. Similarly dealers with used (‘tll‘s

for sale and those who desire to purchase

such cars will be brought together.

in short, the Inter-State (‘0. appears

to till a bill which the Motor \Vorld itself

long ago suggested—a reputable clearing

house for secondhand cars.

 

Whipple Heads Auction Association.

The Automobile Auction Association of

America, which was incorporated last week

under New York laws, with C. G. Wridgwny.

nmnager of the Peerless branch in New York.

as secretary, will aim to find markets for

secondhand cars and to relieve auction sales

of the odium that usunlly attaches to them—

somcwhat on the order of Friswell‘s. in Lon

don. The fact that Harlan “1 Whipple. for

mer head oi! the American Automobile Asst»

cintion, is president of the new auction (‘iill'

ccrn, will serve to commend it favorably.
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The Constructive Principle of Fisk Tires involves

ATechnique So Simple in Manipulation

So Positively Accident=Prooi

that it should readily appeal to any discriminating purchaser.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied to a. flat rim and held by rings which are rolled

on an angle corresponding to that of the bead, so that when drawn down by clamp

ing bolts, the bead acts as an inside cone wedge, with the result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air pressure or circumferential contraction.

A Tire so Locked to the Rim incorporates a “Life Preserving Principle” and

Reduces Tire Maintenance to an Economic Basis.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHBs:—New York, 754-786 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 1281 Michigan Ave

SNN m Columbul AVO- SYRACUSE. 428 80. (151310]: 81. ST. LOUIS. 8908 Olive St. DENVER, 153-1 Glenann St.

n

80 ,

SPRINGFIELD, 40 Dwilm. 8L BUFFALO. m in: OMAHA, mo Fax-hum s1. SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second St,

PHILADELPHIA. 8% Arch 5'- CLEVELAND. 818 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. 1880 Mlin St. LOB ANGEL-ES. 10M 80. MAUI BL

ATLANTA. 108 N. Pryor Bl. DETROIT. 254 Jeflereon Ave. MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.

CADILLAC

Salability
Here’s the 1905 Sales Record of one of the principal cities of the Central States

  

 

(Population about 300,000):

No.Linea Total

Handled Cars Sold

Dealer No. i two - - - 1:

Dealer No. 2 two - ‘ ~ 1|

Dealer No. 3 four 4

Dealer No. 4 four 1

Dealer N0. 5 two 2

Dealer No. 6v one 6

Dealer No. 7 one 0

Dealer N0. 8 one 4

Dealer No. 9 two 0

Dealer No. 10 one 2

Dealer No. ii - - - two ~ - - I

Total Sales by above Dealers 43_Cars.

THE CADILLAC DEALER SOLD 51 CADILLACS

or about 15 per cent. more Cadillacs than the sales of all the other dealers combined.

There’s a reason for this and it’s not hard to guess it.

We're talking 1906 Business.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO. - - - - Detroit, Mich.

Member-l Annotation of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Suppressing the Drunks.

It does no harm to rail at and to oratorlcal

ly lambast the otfending cliaiiifciir as was

done by President Morris of the Automobile

(‘iub of America in his address to the New

York Y. M. C. A., but it well may be doubted

that it does any good. It will require some

thing more than tongue lashing to bring about

reform in the young man's manners.

That three-fourths of the serious accidents

are due to the antics of the hircd men, and

that their antics are due to wine or women,

usually both, are alike almost beyond doubt.

But, as was the case in the slightly veiled

personal instance recited by Mr. Morris, the

owners of the cars in surreptitious use by re

calcitrant chauffeurs are content merely to

discharge the oifcndcrs, who simply “flit

from job to job,” with apparently no idea of

culpability or responsibility.

The number of accidents growing out of the

midnight carousing 0f chauffeurs has, if

anything, increased rather than diminished

since the law of New York State provided

what was hoped would prove a check on the

(risky young persons. No OWncr has arisen

to invoke the aid of that law, which inflicts

a penalty for the use of a car without the

owner’s permission. Even when a our paid

for by the city of New York and used by a

city oillciai was wrecked by its drunken driver

returning from a midnight sprce with two

women companions he escaped with a $5 tine.

Only last Sunday night we saw one of his

kind guiding a car with one hand while the

other arm was around the waist of a snip of

a girl. The only occasion when a serious ef

fort was made to put one of the most flagrant

of these offenders in jail “influence” was

brought to bear on the court, and the man

was summarily dismissed before the prosecu

tors had opportunity even to otter their evi

dence.

While this sort of thing continues—while

owners remain lenient and courts remain com

plaisunt, there is no hope for a better ordered

state of atTairs. Chauffeurs will continue to

use their employers‘ cars in which to disport

their “lady friends" after dark; whiskey will

continue to go to their heads, and saddening

accidents will continue to occur. It matters

little that most of the chief physical sufferers

have been themselves the offenders, for in

saving the drunken driver from himself the

innocent public also is saved.

Not merely discharge from employment, but

a stifl.‘ dose of jail is the only cure for such

drunks, and until a few owners arise and

make use of the weapon which the law places

in their hands no abatement of accident is

pOSsibie or is to be expected.

 

Concerning Price Cutting.

One of the most vicious practices which is

to be found in any trade is that or miscellane

ous price cutting by the retailers without the

knowledge or express consent of the manu

facturers. To the retailer it may at times

be of greater or less benefit in the way of ad

vertising, or as a means of disposing of the

residue of a season’s stock in trade, to adopt

the bargain counter policy, and, of course,

there are occasions when a special "Job" or

bankrupt stock can best be got rid of by such

a method. In any case the inevitable rc

sult must be that the further salnbiiity of

that line at its former price is put out of

the question for all time.

Despite the most strenuous efforts on the

part of manufacturers' and dealers‘ associa

tions, this practke still continues to a greater

or less extent, and frequently enough the

maker is brought face to face with the ques

tion, “How can it be stopped?” That sum

mary dealing cannot fail to accomplish some

thing in the right direction goes without say

ing, provided, of course, that the penalty be

scvere enough to make its permanent mark

upon the offender.

A single manufacturer of parts in Great

Britain has undertaken something of that

nature by the establishment of a black

list. A retailer of the bastard type

who had been advertising his goods at rates

which did not permit of legitimate profit un

der any circumstances may now seek else

where for his stock, for henceforth he will

gain no recognition from the offended maker.

It is conceivable that, taken in an isolated

case of the sort in question, the maker and

not the dealer might lose in the long run. But

were all allied makers to combine to adopt

the same policy the downfall of the charlatnn

would be quite as speedy as certain.

Eliminating the Clutch.

Alluring as are the possibilities offered by

a generator-motor set as a flexible and in

finitely variable means of transmitting the

power to the rear axle and numerous as the

attempts have been to adopt it to the car,

little or no practical result appears to have

been forthcoming. So far as eiiiciency is

concerned it presents no great disadvantages

as the majority of systems evolved thus far

have all provided a means of direct driving

on what corresponds to the high gear, so

that in this, which is in use nine-tenths of

the time, it is equivalent to the mechanical

form. On intermediate and low speeds its

efficiency is not alone relatively high but,

being infinitely variable as to speed range

the power of the motor may be utilized to

better advantage than when the speed is of

necessity confined to a few changes.

This refers more particularly to those sys

tems of electrical drive, in which the storage

battery does not enter in any way as a com

ponent part. When the current is accumu

lated as energy in chemical form and again

given off as required. the loss is, of course.

grcater, and the percentage of ciiiciency cor

rcspondingly lower than when electricity is

merely depended upon to form a link in the

transmission. In such cases it not only dis

places the change specd gear—a weak spot

in the motive power of the average car—but

eliminates the clutch as well. Many of the

forms proposed have contained most ingeni

ous combinations, and it is noticeable that

a number have been made the subject of

patents, although with probably a single ex

ccpiion, none have ever reached the market.

and doubtless very few have progressed be

yond the draughting board. That the idea
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is one that appeals very strongly to inven

tors on both_sides of the Atlantic is apparent

from its frequent recurrence in some form

or other in the patent records.

Apart from its transmission, cars embody

ing this feature do not differ in any other

way, and, so far as outside appearances go,

look quite the same. The location and de

tail of the motive power are Identical, the

four cylinder vertical engine being given the

preference owing to its even balance. In

place of the clutch a multipolar generator of

practically the same diameter as the part it

displaces is coupled directly to the end of

the main shaft. On this point all the sys

tems thus far prop0sed are in accord; the

source of energy and the manner of its gen

eration vary but little, even in detail. The

next essential is the electric motor. and in the

earliest system of ‘the kind exploited this

was placed directly in line with and but a

few inches behind the generator, but was in

no way mechanically connected with it. The

plan of arrangement adopted in this instance

has been followed in many that have fol

lowed it, and may well be said to offer the

acme of simplicity—the change speed gear

box simply being displaced by an electrical

motor, all other parts of the mechanism re

maining the same.

But later systems have taken account of

the fact that the electric motor may at some

time or other succumb to the force of cir

cumstances, and have accordingly provided

a mechanical means of e_.ecting the drive

with both generator and motor running dead.

Except in such cases 0. emergency the cur

rent is depended upon “tirely, and some of

the combinations upon which patents have

been granted are sufficiently ingenious to

warrant further investigation of their merits

in practise. .

In place of the usual- change gear. levers

and clutch' pedal an electric controller is sub

stituted, supplemented, of course, by the

usual provision in the shape of throttle and

and ignititn levers for controlling the motor.

By means of this, and a bank of resistances,

a wide range of speed is afforded, with, in

some cases, a mechanical direct through

drive on the highest. In addition to providing

a number of stops by means of resistance

the controller also makes it possible to effect

various combinations directly between the

generator and motor, such as throwing their

tilled windings in series or parallel, raising

or lowering the voltage through the filled

resistance of the generator, and similar

means of obtaining reduced speed without

the necessity of dissipating any considerable

percentage of the electrical energy devel

oped. From the motor the transmission is

by means of the regulation cardan shaft and

live axle.

Other systems have been even more am—

bitious in the elimination of the mechanical

devices now commonly used for conveying

the power from the motor to the road

wheels, and have, by the addition of another

motor and a plan of arrangement by which

each is located at and directly coupled to its

driving wheel, succeeded in doing away with

everything from the clutch to the differen

But this,

of course, precludes the possibility of using

tial, even including the live axle.

any mechanical connection in cases of emer

gency, 'as provided for in the system employ

ing a single motor in place of the change

speed gear box. The factor of reliability is,

however, one of the very strong points of

the electric motor, so that the value of the

mechanical standby is somewhat overrated.

But, on the other hand, it provides a through

drive on the high speed, which permits of

attaining a rate of travel far in excess of the

capacity of the generator and motor to stand

'for any length of time, as the latter run idly

under such conditions.

Later developments of this class have usu

ally included a set of accumulators, either

as a reserve or for starting purposes, or, as

a step in the transition or the power from

mechanical to electrical and back again, in

which case they are but replicas of those al

ready in use. - ’

Improvement. of Bodies.
_ i In view of the present luxuriousness of de

sign and finish lavished upon the up-to-date

automobile body, it is interesting to' look

back a few years at the crudity from which

it has been evolved. It was not until the car

riage builder awoke to the possibilities of the

car as a field for future expansion that the

matter of body design came in for any at

tention at the hands Vof those skilled in the

art. In its inception the motor car literally

represented its title of liorseless carriage, for

it was a runabout or buggy sans shafts,

equipped with a gasolene engine carefully

concealed, with a view to disturbing its orig

inal outlines as little as possible.

Two or three years were required in this

country to fully demonstrate the fact that

more than the elimination of the animal pow

er and the substitution of the mechanical

was necessary to arrive at the successful

motor driven vehicle.v 0n the Continent, the

buggy, with its towering wheels, was quickly

discarded. Its total untitncss for the pur

-'York at the present day.

' to begin.

pose and the impossibility of adapting it to

the new means of locomotion were promptly

recognized. Its height, overwide tread and

utterly inadequate wheel base shortly made

themselves felt, and the result has been the

evolution of a type hitherto unknown.

In France, as in other countries, the high

wheeled buggy was the forerunner of the

present day type. But it very soon gave way,

and such builders as the Panhard and sim~

liar concerns early took the lead with the

dogcart type, having the vertical motor lo

cated nuder'the'botinet, and with the driving

wheels considerably larger than the forward

pair. This marked a greatadvance, although

its short wheel base was not recognized as

its greatest drawback at the time; neverthe

less, in‘ its day', this' not only represented the

acme of modern design. but formed the proto

type of its successors which have come down

to the present greatly improved in many

ways' and luxurious; beyond the ~wildest

dreams of a few years ago, but still on ex~

actly the same general lines as the dumpy

little rear entrance dogcart models.

How little this crude original has been de

parted from, however, and how well adapted

were its lines for the unusual exigencies of

the then new art of motor propulsion may be

realized when it is stated that the relegation

of its hearse-like rear entrance to oblivion is

the only fundamental change that has been

wrought in lts'design.

Nor are these dog carts utterly a thing of

the past by any means, for there are several

in continual use about the streets of New

Thcy do not look

modern to the initiated eye by several years,

but to tuose that are unfamiliar with the

course of developmentin that time they are

not such an incongruous sight as‘are some

American models of but a year or two back.

They were of course the product of the

'same factory that built everything pertaining

'to them except the tires, for at first the car

'riage builder was in a quandry as to where

No two cars were alike, and their

dimensions differed as radically as tneir ap

pearance, so that it is hardly to be wondered

at that this field did not appeal very strongly

to the manufacturer who had hitherto devot

ed his entire time and attention to horse

drnwn vehicles. It is hardly necessary to

comment on the revolutionary change that

has been brought about in the mean time;

its efl'ect on the appearance and comfort of

the car are everywhere apparent, the car

riage maker is now very much of a factor in

the constructioii of the completed Vehicle.
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ECONOMY TEST IS ENDED

But Only Approximate Results Are Known—

Thcy Put Railroad Rates to Blush.

 

Although the so-called national economy

test promoted by the New York Motor Club

was completed last Saturday night, detailed

1. THE RED BUS THE VICTIM OF A PHOTOGRAPch ARREST. I 2. AN "EXCITING" INCIDENT OF THE ECONOMY TEST.

4. “FILLING UP" AT SOUTHAMPTON.

figures of the results are still lacking, and

will not be made public until about Saturday

of this week. Such statistics as have been

published are merely “rough figures." It is

safe to say, however, that honors will be

easy and "winners" numerous. Seven out of

nine cars finished the test, and if the orig

inal plan of division into several classes is

adhered to, there should be awards tor prac

tically all contestants.

Not unnaturally, the Iii-horsepower Reo

bus, with its capacity of ten passengers, made

the best per capita showing, completing the

682 miles at a total cost per passenger of

$2.93, as compared with the railroad fare for

the same distance of $14.53 per passenger.

The 20horsepower Marmou, the least eco

nomical of the survivors, made the trip at a

per capita cost of $4.586.

Hatch, driver, had to replace an inner tube,

while the Wayne was charged 121/; cents for

repairing a slight puncture. The cost per

passenger for the day‘s run was announced

as follows: A. L. Kull (Wayne), 30.4 cents;

A. Largensen (Marmon), 35.4 cents; C. C.

Singer (Reo), 41.4 cents; F. Monroe (Olds),

41.4 cents; E. H. Hatch (Compound), 48.5

cents; F. C. Carter (Compound), 59.9 cents,

  

3. “FILLING UP" AT SOUTHAMPTON.

The test started last Monday, 30th ult.,

and, as told in last Week‘s Motor World. the

first three days’ run comprised a round trip

to Philadelphia and to Albany. Thursday‘s

journey, from Albany hack to New York, was

made without incident. The Mormon car

made the 150 miles trip in the best time, 8 :38.

enced tire troubles. The Compound, C. 1'.

time. with 9:35. Two of the cars experi

enced tire troubles. The compound, 0. P.

and R. L, Inckwood (Reo bus), 68.6 cents.

In the total test for five days the standing of

the cars follows: 1, lico runabout; 2, R00

bus; 3. Compound (Carter); 4, Compound

(liatchl; 5, Mormon; 6, Oldsmobile; 7,

Wayne.

0n the trip to Albany the previous day the

hard lurk of I). '1‘. Graham, who drove one

of the Compounds. pursued him. The Come

pound had broken an axle sleeve on the first
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thr

day's run to Philadelphia, but Graham had

repaired it in time to start on the Albany

run. It reached Cold Spring, and in going

down a hill the brake refused to work.

Graham drove into a ditch to avoid a collision

with a team coming uphill. An axle was

bent, and Graham decided to give up the

fight. ' '

Friday’s and Saturday’s runs comprised a

journey to Southampton, L. I., and return,

a total distance of 202 miles. C. P. Hatch, in

the Compound. again experienced minor tire

troubles, otherwise the round trip was ac

complished without mishap. N0 figure of the

cost for the last two days were given out.

The Frayer-Miller car, driven by Lee

Frayer, which stripped its gear at Central

Bridge, in New York, at the start of the Al

bany run, could not repair it in time to figure

in the contest. It, however, completed the

Southampton run and made an excellent

showing for the 480 miles it covered. For the

four days it remained in the contest only $6

worth of gasolene and 55 cents worth of oil

was consumed. As it missed the Albany run

it will not have a finger in the awards.

By the semi—official table reproduced below,

it will- be seen that the best showing was

made by' the 10-passenger Reo. Its total

consumption of gasolene and oil during the

six days cost, respectively, $16 and $3.38%.

The total costs were $20.30, averaging $2.03

per passenger, as against $14.53, the railroad

fare. The Bee runabout used $8 worth of

gasolene and expended 25 cents for oil~—at

least, that is the report—and its per capita

cost was $3.38‘/ .

In the touring car class the 15-h0rsepower

Compound, driven by 14‘. C. Carter, made per- /

haps the best showing. It carried five pas

sengers at an average cost of $3.721/2, while

the Wayne, A. L. Kull drivgr, was a close sec

ond with $3.963. "

The only protest lodged with the referee

was by Alfred Comacho, on behalf of the Reo

Motor Car Co. 0n the third day’s run, to

Albany, the observer on the Boo bus reported

that on a steep hill the engine failed to pull

the car, and that six of the passengers had

gotten out and given it a "boost." The referee

decided that each of the six should be

charged for fifteen minutes’ labor, and that

the total should be doubled to make up for

the weight lessened. This amounted to $2.25

charged against the bus. Mr. Comacho was

very angry indeed, and lodged a written pro

test against the statement of the facts. The

language of the report, he said, he especially

objected to rather than the penalty imposed.

“We were on a steep, sandy hill," said be,

“when our clutch failed and we started to

back. Three of us jumped out, and to save

life I blocked the wheels with a stone. All

this time, though, our engine was running.

We had had no trouble in negotiating any

hill we had encountered. It was the fault of

the clutch and not of the motor.”

He later withdrew the protest when he

   

\

A TRIO OF OFFICIALS.

found the charge of $2.25 would not cause

the bus to lose the trophy.

As said before, each contestant that com

pleted the pleasure trip ought to be well

satisfied. Besides the trophy offered to the

    

ON THE ROAD TO ALBANY.

car, irrespective of class. making the most

economical showing, innumerable medals are

offered for finishers in the various classes, not

including individual prizes and engrossed cer

tificates, of which there are not a few.

The subjoined table is the semi-official

summary for the six days furnished the

press, but in the “cost per mile" the figures

do not work out uniformly:

 

 
 

  Cost Cost

. P. Driver. Gas cost. Oil cost. All. costs. per pas. per mile.

16 R. L. Lockwood 10 $16.00 $3.831? $29.30 $291! 612 9-10

. 12 c. 0. Singer 4 7.99s. 0.215;?I 13.54 313m 049 3-5

. 20 C. Carter 5 10.87% 2.12 18.627 3.72% .054 3-5

8 F' iruifs‘é i iii-32;? in}? i??? 3'32? “8
. . . .. . .058

Compound .... 15 C. P. Hatch 4 10:341/t 2.13 17.185 4.296 .062 9-10

Harmon ..... .. 20 A. Largenson 5 14.82% 1.40 2.91% 4.583 .0671-10 

Morris Discusns Chauffeurs and Speed.

Dave Hennen Morris, president of the

Automobile Club of America, knows of a

chauffeur in New York who receives a sal

ary of $6,000 a year for his services. He

said so before 300 students of the Y. M. C.

A. automobile school on the occasion of the

opening of its second year, on November 1.

when he was called up to make the inaug

ury address. Mr. Morris did not give his

name nor state that jobs of that sort are

readily to be found. In fact, he intimated

that they are not, and instead of holding out

roseate pictures of a life of idleness and

prosperity to the neophytes, proceeded to

score quite roundly the existing type of

chauffeur and the customs which hedge him

about. Finally, he pointed out the fact that

for an honest, sober and trustworthy man,

well schooled in his work, there is an ample

opportunity, but said that a man who in

tended to drive a car must not drink.

“About two years ago," said Mr. Morris,

“I stated that nine-tenths of the automobile

accidents were due to drunken chauffeurs.

I have been called prejudiced because I had

an unfortunate experience myself, as a re

sult of which I had to pay for some expens

ive repair to my machine and now have a

suit of $5,000 damages. But I see no reaon

to change my assertion to-day. . .A man

who is going to drive a car must not drink."

"I believe," he said, “that it is positively

true that drunkennes is at the bottom of

nearly all the automobile accidents." Then.

turning is attention to the existing peed

law, be characterized it as being a bad one

in that it virtually makes every driver of

a car guilty of its violation, inasmuch as no

one can drive a car continuously at the min

imum rate of ten miles an hour.

“The average speed," added Mr. Morris.

“is between fifteen and eighteen miles, and

that is sufficient. That speed corresponds

to ten miles with a horse—that is, an auto

mobile at eighteen miles an hour can be

controlled as readily as a horse going ten

miles. If you are arrested don‘t tell the

policeman he is in error, for the fact of it

is we are all guilty. A law, therefore, that

can't be obeyed is a..bad one, and it is ab

surd to arrest a person for technical viola

tion of the law. I hope to see it changed

very soon."

Mr. Morris also took occasion to score the

use of acetylene lamps in the city, condemn

ing the practice as both dangerous and use

less. Their usefulness in the country in

lighting the road ahead be commended, but

said that in the city where there is but little

danger of running into pitfalls. their blind

ing light tends to bewilder pedestrians and

cause accidents.

By way of conclusion, he attacked the

subject of graft, saying that a few years

ago the worst man he could think of was

the plumber, then the electrician, and final

ly the chauffeur. “But I don't think so

now,” he said, and closed with a little ad

monition against the practice.
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NEWARK l'iAS-A FREE SHOW~

Tremendous Crowd Turn: Out and Sees Old

field and Other Men and Things.

 

 

“Were the devil to say everybody can come

to hell, it’s free, I expect there would be many

persons accept the od’er just for that reason?

was the observation of one onlooker at the

third ruce meet of the New Jersey Automo

bile and Motor Club at Waverly Park, New

urk, N. J., on Tuesday afternoon, 7th inst.

While the remark savored somewhat of rele

vance, it seemed not altogether malnpropos.

Early in the season promoters of tracks in

and around New York City had much diffi

culty in rounding up a crowd of one or two

thousand at race meets, where a small nihilis

sion fee was exacted. but at Waverly on

Election Day afternoon an assemblage of over

12,000 witnessed the contests. In the latter

case the meet was free.

That‘the meet was a success is unquestion

able, und although the open events were con

fined to stock cars they were exciting. The

police arrangements were perfect. Four well

known cracks were there, and treated the

immense crowd to exhibitions. Barney Old

field was resplendent in all his glory, and

blazoned forth in a brand new suit, with hat,

shoes, scarf and gloves to match. The crowd

did not recognize Barney when he drove on

the track, probably due to the fact that the

Green Dragon driver has changed the shape

of the cigar he invariably has stuck in one

corner of his countenance. Instead or the

usual breva-shaped “stump,” Oldfield dry

smoked a cigarette. When the Motor World

man asked the Peerless driver his reason for

the cigar change he replied:

"Oh, you see the little one otTers less wind

resistance.”

It apparently made little diflerence in this

case, for Oldfield drove two miles in 2:24%.

The first mile was made in 1:12%. It was

announced as a new record for a half mile

truck, but when some of the newspaper men

asked W. J. Morgan—he had the programme

privilege and a few others—what the old rec

ord was, the “honorary” member of the N. J.

A. ,& M. 0. did not know. Secretary Batch

elder, of the A. A. A., smiled, but did not

contradict the promoter.

Maurice Bernin, in the inverted boat

shaped Renault, treated the crowd to a four

mile exhibition. Bernln was chary ot the

turns, but showed great speed on the stretch,

which caused some wag to exclnini:

of twice the power, and crossed the tape first

in the handicap. H. Fleming, the driver of

the Maxwell, demonstrated that judgment in

a race is a factor as well as speed. In every

event that the Buick went ahead Fleming

kept his little car so close behind the larger

car as to reduce the wind resistance to the

minimum, enabling him to get placed so many

times.

There were tour starters in the five~mile

handicap for motorcycles, which was won in

runaway fashion by P. Drummond, astrlde a

l%-horsep0wer Indian, with 45 seconds han

dicnp. J. I. Marion, IM-horsepower Indian.

from the same mark, came in second, and C.

II. Lane, 5-horsepower Curtiss, from scratch,

  
  

Sl‘ENES AT NE“'ARK’S FREE RAI‘EMEE'I‘.

“Gee. look at Maurice Bernin up the

track!"

The wag was the fat and jovial Bernard

M, Shnnley, who, notwithstanding that he

never waved the flag in the right lap, always

fired the pistol at the wrong time and dis

played a remarkable degree of omniprescnce

-—1nade an ideal starter.

Montague Roberts, in the rejected Thomas

racer, drove three miles against time in

324614. and C. F. Warren, of Boston, in the

Grout steam car, was carded to go three

miles, but the steam cur refused to do two

miles better than 3 225%,, so it sufiiced.

The real feature of the afternoon's sport

was the surprising work of the 22-horse

power Buick and the Maxwell runabout. The

Buick finished first in three open events, and

second in a handicap, while the Iii-horse

power Mnxwell scored two seconds o‘er cars

finished a close third.

maries:

Five miles, handicap, motorcycles—1’.

Drummond, 1% Indian (0:45), first; J. 1.

Marion, 1% Indian (0:45), second; C. H.

Lane, 5~horsepower Curtiss (scratch), third.

Time, 7:04.

Three miles, for stripped single cylinder

cars—T. M. Upper-cue. 9-horsepower Cadillac,

first; M. Apgar, 9-horsepower Cadillac, sec

ond; F. L. C. Martin, 8-horsepower Oldsmo

bile, third. Time, 4:03.

Five miles, tree for all: First heat (three

mlles)——Stnnley Atkinson, 12-horsepower

Franklin, first; Harry T. Deane, 12~horsc

power Franklin, second; II. Fleming, it»

horsepower Maxwell, third. Time. 4:47.

Second heat (three mllcs)-—Ii. J. Koehler, 2'2

horscpower Buick. first; Q. H. Plank. 16

horscpower Reo, second; Perry E. Hall, 15

Time, 7 :49. The sum
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horsepower White, third. Time, 4:37%.

Final heat—II. J. Kochlcr. 22-horsepower

Buick, first; H. Fleming, 9-hoi-scpower Max

well, second; Stanley Atkinson. 12-horse

power Franklin, third. Time, 7 :37%.

Five miles, for touring cars, regularly

equipped, carrying four passengers—H. J.

Koehicr, 22-horsep0wer Buick. first; C. F.

Warren, 28-30-horsepower Grout, second;

Harry T. Dean, 12-horsepower Franklin,

third. Time, 8:03%.

Five miles, open—ii. J. Koehler, 22-horse

power Buick. first; H. Fleming, 10-horse

power Maxwell, second; Stanley Atkinson,

12-horscpower Franklin, third. ' Time, 7 :38%.

Five miles, handicap, for club cup—H.

Fleming, 10-h0rsep0wer (0:15), first; H. J.

Kochlcr, 22-horsepower Buick (scratch), sec

ond; C. F. Warren, 2&80-horsepower Grout

(0:45), third. Times, 7:46, 7:35 1-5.

Two miles against time—Barney Oldfield,

60-h0rsepower Peerless. Time by miles,

1 :12 V2, 2 :2414. ‘

Three miles against time—Montague Rob

erts, 60~horsepower Thomas. Time by miles,

1 :151/2, 2:31, 3:461/,;.

Four miles against time—Maurice Bernin,

60horsepower Renault. Time by mile,

1 :181A. 236%, 3:521/2, 5 :08%.

Two miles against time—C. F. Warren, 40

horscpower Grout steam car. Time by miles,

1:421/2, 3:25l/2.

 

St. Louis Councilmen Go Daft.

In St. Louis, Mo., hotbed of arrent motor

phobia, the City Fathers have been thrash

ing out a bill which is intended to effectual

ly “do” any and all who have the timerity

to drive a motor car. It is framed with the

intention of changing the present penalty

for violation of the ordinances from a fine

to a term of imprisonment in the workhouse.

In reciting the kinds of vehicles attected

the ordinance names any “automobile, loco

moblle, motor carriage or horse-less carriage,

whether driven by steam or electric power."

The only two delegates in the august body

who own machines combined to oppose the

measure on the ground that it was couched

in terms which would make it include loco

motives. Their motion was, however, de

clnred “out of order," and the bill was

passcd to a second reading.

A. C. A. Renominates Morris.

Dave Hennen Morris has been renominated

for the presidency of the Automobile Club

of America. The other nominations are:

For first vice-president, Colgate Hoyt; for

second vice-president, Frederick G. Bom'ne;

for third vice-president, Clarence Gray Dins

more; for treasurer, W. S. Fanshawe; for

governors to serve three years, Colonel John

Jacob Astor, George F. Chamberlin, Schuy

ler Skaats Wheeler; for governor to serve

two years, William Pierson Hamilton; for

governor to serve one year, John E. Bourne.

 

They have even applied a gasoiene engine

to a road roller.‘ One of the machines is in

use in St. James Park, London.

CLEMENS’S FAST HUNDRED

Sets up New Record after Nip and Tuck Race

at lndianapolis’s Much Postponed Meet.

Full of distinction was the automobile

race meet run of! at the mile Fair Grounds

tract at Indianapolis, Ind, by the racing as

sociation of that city last Saturday, 4th in

stant. Primarily, it was distinctive as the

most deferred race meet ever held—it had

been postponed five times on account of the

sulkiness of one of the motorists' enemies,

Jupiter Piuvius—and also because an Ameri

car, specifically the National, lowered the

record for 100 miles; thirdly, it marked the

first appearance in competition of the 100

horscpower Premier which was built for but

did not compete in the Vanderbilt cup race.

Incidentally a car executed the fence plung

ing act without injury either to itself or the

driver.

In point of competition the meet was one

of, if not the best. held this season, sensa

tional finishes marking most of the events.

The attendance had probably been material

ly diminished by the many postponements,

and not over 1,500 people were assembled

in the grand stands. Small attendance does _

not necessarily denote lack of enthusiasm.

as was well demonstrated throughout the

afternoon.

The surface of the track was in perfect

condition when, shortly before 12 a. m. the.

five drivers—W. F. Clemens (30 horsepower

National), Charles Merz (30 horsepower Na

tional), Fred. Tune (16 horsepower Mario'n).

Frank Moore (16 horsepower Maxwell) and

Ray McNamara (16 horsepower Premier)—

breasted the tape for the 100-mile run, the

feature event of the day. The Marion ear

experienced tire troubles after twelve miles

of the century had been completed and

dropped out of the running. Shortly after

the Maxwell hit for cover, and this left

three cars to fight it out for honors.

This was undoubtedly the closest race that

has ever been witnessed. The phrase,

‘I'They’re all alike," is well applied to the

National ears. For exactly eighty-three

miles they raced hub and hub, neither being

able to gain a yard on the other. At the

end of the eighty—third mile Merz was com

pelled to stop to replace a tire, losing a few

minutes. Merz continued, and it wa in the

ninety-fifth mile that the only accident oc

curred. Whén rounding into the stretch of

this mile one of the rear tires gave way and

both driver and car crashed through the

fence. He pluckin held his seat, and be

fore the crowd realized what had happened

was "booting" it for the judges’ stand,

minus a scratch. That Merz has plenty of

grit was afterwards evidenced. When his

car Was fixed up he entered all the other

events for which it was eligible.

Clemens finished the century in 1 hour 53

minutes 214-5 seconds, thus eclipsing Guy

Vaughn's record of 1:56:39 made on the Em

pire track, New York. early in the summer,

by 3 minutes 171-5 seconds. McNamara, in

the Premier, finished in 2:35:31.

Clemens and Merz had another neck and

neck fight in the five open. In this Merz

took the aggressive and manipulated his

clutch better than his opponent, so that he

drew a lead of ten yards at the start, which

he maintained until the last half of the fifth

mile, when Clemens moved up to his front

axle. The two crossed the tape scarcely

three feet apart, Merz leading. Merz also

came to the fore in the five mile “owners'

race,” and the three mile novelty.

Honors in the other events were equally

distributed between Carl Fisher and Ray

McNamara, both of whom drove Premiers.

The last named driver captured the five

mile handicap and an oven event at the

same distance, and Fisher, in the intended

100 horsepower Vanderbilt car, drove a five

mile exhibition in something approaching a

“mile-a-minute" clip and won a special five

mile handicap from scratch.

Very clever work in the matter of handi

capping was made apparent in this latter

event. Fisher was given the honor mark,

the two Nationals were given 55 seconds

and the stock Premier 1 minute 18 seconds.

The race was gruelling, and Fisher over

hauled all but Merz. He “nailed” him right

at the tape, winning out in a driving finish

by less than a yard. The summaries:

One hundred miles, for stripped tock cars

—W. F. Clemens, 30 h. p. National, first; Ray

McNamara, 16 h. p. Premier, second. Times,

1:53:21 4-5, 2:35:31.

Five miles, handicap—Ray McNamara, 16

h. p. Premier (1:10), first; Fred Tone, 16 h. p.

Marion (0:20), second; W. F. Clemens, 30 h.

p. National (scratch), third. Times, 8:03 4-5,

8:25 35.

Five miles, for owners—Charles Merz, 30

h. p. National, first; J. A. Allison, 20 h. p.

Pope-Toledo, econd. Time, 6:31.

Three miles, novelty for touring cars fully

equipped, carrying three passengers, unload

ing and loading at each quarter-Charles

Merz, 30 h. p. National, first; Dan Teeton, 16

h. p. Marion, second; Harry Hammond, 16

h. p. Premier, third; J. A. Allison, 20 h. p.

Pope-Toledo, fourth. Time, 8:44 1-5.

Five miles, for middle weight stripped

stock cars—Ray McNamara, 16 h. p. Prem

ier, first; Fred Tone, 16 h. p. Marion, second.

Time, 6:47.

Five miles, open—Charles Merz, 30 h. 1).

National, first; W. F. Clemens, 30 h. p. Na

tional, second; Ray McNamara, 16 h. p.

Premier, third. Time, 5:49 3-5.

Five miles, special handicap—Carl Fisher.

100 h. p. Premier (scratch), first; Charles

Merz, 30 h. p. National (0:55), second; Ray

McNamara, 16 h. p. Premier (1:18), third; W.

F. Clemens, 30 h. p. National (0:55), fourth.

Time, 51243-5.

Five miles, against‘time-Cari Fisher, 100

h. p. Premier. Time, 5:05 3-5. Fastest mile,

1:00 4-5.
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How Oldsmobilists Celebrated Election Day.

 

 

  

When General C. T. Cutting, who recently

took over the Hills agency in New York City,

hit upon the idea of a reunion of owners of

Oldsmobiles and engaged the Empire City

track for the occasion, he builded better

than many knew. The outing to-rk place on

Election Day afternoon and nearly seventy

runabouts and half a dozen touring cars

made the start front Broadway and 53d

street. After the uneventful journey up

Fifth, Seventh and Jerome avenues to the

Empire track, the. participants sat down to

luncheon in the club house. Following

luncheon, General Cutting made a brief ad

dress of welcome in which he explained that

THE START FROM NE“? YORK.

it was just five years since the advent of

the first Oldsmobile into the city. Roy D.

(‘hapin, sales manager of the Olds Motor

Works, also made a few remarks. In the

drawing for the 1906 Olds runabout James

Durand of No. 210 West 109th street, picked

N0. 56, which was the last to be drawn from

the box, and won the prize.

Several races furnished sport for the re—

mainder of the afternoon, all of them of

course for Olds owners. H. B. Hutchinson.

of Hempstead, L. 1., won the one mile vent

for runabouts in easy fashion from Freeman

Munroe. F. Holbrook followed. Time, 2:00.

in the event for touring cars, at the same

distance, F. lverson Taylor finished first in

2:40 3-5. C. E. Ross and J. E. Mitchell tin

ished first and, second in the half-mile at

fair and Mitchell crossed the tape first in

the two mile. Time, 5:06 2-5. N. S. Seeley

won the quarter-mile backward and F. Hols

brook showed to the front in the gymkhana,

at one mile.

Mrs. Joan Newton Cuneo, of Richmond

Hills, Staten Island, was allowed to drive an

exhibition in her stripped White steam car.

()n the first trial she completed the circuit

in 1:203-5 and asked permission to make a

Second attempt. The next trial was better.

1:15 being the time.

 

. w
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THE GATHERING AT EMPIRE CITY TRACK.
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QUAKERS SEE THE LADY

And One of Them Was Mean Enough to Beat

Her—Other Features of the Meet.

 

There was enough excitement crowded into

two hours last Saturday, 4th inst. at the fa

mous old Point Breeze driving track at

Philadelphia, Pa., to satisfy anybody look

ing for thrills. It was the occasion of the

first race meet of the Philadelphia Automo

bile Racing Association, nnd there was some—

thing doing every mlnute. One man had his

leg broken; one car went through the fence,

and another machine caught fire just as it

was starting an event; Montague Roberts

broke the five-mile record—for that truck—in

his intended Vanderbilt Cup racer, and Mrs.

Joan Newton Cuneo, of Richmond Hills,

Long Island—whose press agent fondly

styles her the “champion woman driver of

the world,” and whom the A. A. A., in de

fiance of good taste and everything else, per

mits to cavort on the track—won one race

and was defeated in another.

The presence of Mrs. Cuneo, Roberts and

Dixon, the Englishman, who is here exploit

ing a Dutch car, prevented the meet from

having the semblance of a purely local af

fair and made it a banner day for the

Quaker City's automobilists and some four

thousand other spectators, who flocked to the

one-mile oval. When the first event was

called it was estimated that over four hun

dred automobiles were parked in the in

ciosure—in fact, probably the greatest num

ber that has ever gathered on one occasion

in Philadelphia.

Featuring as the chief event of the day, or

the one in which the fastest time was

clocked, was the five-mile exhibition of Mon

tague Roberts, who drove the 60 horsepower

Thomas car which qualified for a position

on the American Vanderbilt Cup team, but

was airlly tossed out by the cup commis

sion. Roberts was sent 001 from a flying

start, and the watches gave 192% for the

first mile; Roberts handled his car well and

completed the five miles in 534%,. When it

was announced that he had beaten Barney

Oldfield’s record for the Point Breeze track,

5:28 3-5, the young New-Yorker was roundly

applauded.

Naturally Mrs. Cuneo came in for a share

of notoriety which, judging from past per

formances, was just to that lady’s liking.

After the usual-number of photographs were

snapped, Mrs. Cuneo started in a special

three-mile event, and lined up against a

Searchmont, a Dutch Spyker and a Win

ton. As usual, the lady from Long Island

drove her White steam car. 0. W. Rowe, in

the 24 horsepower Searchmont, led the pro

cession until rounding the stretch for the

first mile, when Mrs. Cuneo came to the

front. After that the race developed into a

runaway, with the “driverine” miles ahead.

To be explicit, the White crossed the tape a

third of a lap in front. C. W. Rowe finished

second. Time, 4:08. She subsequently com.

peted in another special event of two miles

against a 35 horsepower Apperson, driven

by Philip Kirk, but Mr. Kirk was too ungai

lant to allow her to win. Mrs. Cuneo also

started in a five-mile free-for-all, but was

“obliged” to withdraw.

Max La Roche held a narrow escape when

he plunged over the western bank of the

track and through a board fence. Luckily

neither the driver nor the car was injured.

The accident happened in a three-mile event.

The Studebaker car, with La Roche at the

wheel, finished third, although disqualified

for fouling. He thought he still had another

mile to go, and was making a desperate ef

fort to pass the winner, who was slowing

up on the western side of the track, when

attempting to negotiate the curve at full

speed, the car skidded, and before it could

be stopped plunged through the fence and

disappeared over the embankment.

Spectators and officials rushed to the scene

and found La Roche sitting in his car at

the bottom of the guliey, with the wreckage

of the fence strewn around him. He was

badly frightened, but unhurt. Willing hands

soon pulled his car out of the mud and

water in the ditch, and the driver made a

circuit of the track to show that he was un—

hurt.

Had the course been patrolled as it should

the other accident would not have occurred.

At the finish of the special race for Elmore

cars a crowd of several hundred persons who

had surged through the guidons separated

to lelt the winner, M. J. Swain, pass through

into the paddock. John Danlll, one of the

spectators, missed his calculations and was

knocked down by the moving car. He was

sent to a nearby hospital with a broken leg.

The special race for a purse of $1,000 be

tween Harry Edwards’s 16 horsepower R00

and C. W. Sprague's 22 horsepower Buick

was not run because a connecting rod in the

Rec broke earlier in the afternoon. Edwards

asked to be allowed to substitute another car

or have the event postponed, but his oppo

nent refused to compromise, so Edwards

forfeited the $500.

All the other events were fairly well con

tested. The summary:

Two miles for runabouts—W. David, 8 h. p.

Maxwell, first; F. Smith, 8 h. p. Maxwell,

second; Dr. Ferguson, 8 h. p. Autocar, third.

Time, 426%.

Two miles, for cars costing up to $1,500—

E. Wilkie, 22 h. p. Buick, first; A. C. Har

mar, 16 h. p. Elmore, second; C. B. Cleaver,

18 h. p. Rambler, third. Time, 3:10.

Three miles, for cars costing between $1;

50 and $2,500—Mrs. J. N. Cuneo. 43-20 h. p.

White, first; C. W. Rowe, 24 h. p. Search

mont, second; E. Dixon, 20 h. p. Spyker,

third; Philip Kirk, 24 h. p. Winton, main].

Time, 4:08.

Three miles against time, motorcycle—H.

\Vltham, 4 h. p. Witham. Time, 4:32.

Three miles, for cars costing over $2,500

Philip Kirk, 35 h. p. Apperson, first; S.

Dixon, 20 h. p. Spyker, second; F. Wosten

holm, 21 h. p. Peerless, third. Time, 3:59%.

Max La Roche (Studebaker), disqualified.

Five-mile match between Harry Edwards,

16 h. p. Reo, and C. W. Sprague, 22 h. p.

Buick, for purse of $1,000—Walkover for

Sprague. Time, 7:37.

Two miles for 18 h. p. Rambler cars—P. B.

Huyette, first; L. C. Vogel, second; Thomas

Roberts, third. Time, $3435.

Five-mile exhibition—Montague Roberts, 60

h. p. Thomas. Time by miles, 1:02%, 2:06,

3:08%, 411%, 5:14-34.

Two miles for 16 h. p. Maxwell cars—

Charles Hinze, first; W. Longstreth, second.

Time, 3:35.

Two miles for 16 h. p. Elmore cars—T.

Swain, first; A. C. Harmer, second; H. P.

Stoey, third. Time, 3:481A.

Five miles, free-for-all—Montague Roberts.

60 h. p. Thomas, first; Philip Kirk, 35 h. p.

Apperson, second. Time, 611%.

Three miles, special—Philip Kirk, 35 h. p.

Apperson, first; Mrs. J. N. Cuneo, 15 h. p.

White, second. Time, 3:58.

 

Freeport has 1 "Ladies Race," too.

Probably three hundred people witnessed

the first automobile race meet ever held at

ll‘reeport, 11]., on Friday inst, 8d inst. Ac

cording to advices from the Western town

some or the spectators enjoyed the sport.

while others considered them “beastly dull,"

and this despite the fact that a “ladies'

race" was on the programme. This is prob

ably because most of the competing cars

came from Rockford, a neighboring rival.

The summaries show that no records were

broken:

Three miles—Fred S. Cutler (Knox), first;

James Rogers (Premier), second; R. Savage

(Rambler), third. Time, 6.53.

Two miles, for indies—Miss Levings

(Rambler), first; Mrs. Cole (“Frightened

Rabbit"), second. Time, 438%.

Three miles—Murray Carpenter (Rambler),

first; D. Rogers (Knox), second. Time,

72521742.

Three miles, for stripped cars—B. Cole

(“Frightened Rabbit"), first; F. S. Cuttier

(Knox), second; J. W. Miller (Maxwell).

third; Harry Shoemaker (Cadillac), fourth;

James Rogers (Premier), fifth. Time,

5:13%.

Free for all slow race—Alderman Brok

hnusen first.

Two miles, local cars—Alderman Brok

hausen (Moline), first; Erwin Hoefer (Mo

line), second. Time, 462%.

Two miles, novelty—Fred Jastram, first;

Alderman Brokhausen, second. Time, 10:35.

Balancing see-saw feat—Fred Jastram.

first; Fred S. Cuttler, second. Time no ob

ject.

Good Roads Vote Not yet Known.

Although it is generally supposed that the

amendment creating the $50,000,000 fund

for the improvement of New York’s roads

was passed at the election on Tuesday, the

definite result of the vote has not yet been

made public. The matter of men was of

surpassing importance in the election.
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YOU'RE NOT "IT," SAYS PARIS

Newspaper Juggling with Figures Stirs France

and England—British Bid for Panhard Plant?

Paris, Oct. 24.—The publication of an ar

ticle by a well known Paris journalist, prov

ing by figures that are manifestly false that

England is the world’s biggest market for

automobiles, and should therefore be assidu

ously cultivated by the French trade, has

awakened quite a sensation in that country.

The British Empire Motor Trades’ Alliance

has reprinted the article, which has had the

honor of republication in the different jour

nals, and the statements have been so widely

disseminated that the Britishers have easily

convinced themselves that they are the big

gest consumers of motor cars in the world

and are in a fair way of supplying their own

needs.

This comfortable assurance would have

been modified somewhat had the British

Empire Motor Trades’ Alliance taken the

' trouble to analyze the figures and stick to

facts, when they would have seen that there

has been a hopeless muddle of? returns for

seven months and a year. The facts are suf

ficiently satisfactory as showing that the

British trade is steadily growing, and there

was no necessity to inflate them for the pur

pose of a boom. The British trade has long

shown an inclination to present matters in

the most glowing light, in the hope that the

public will accept this evidence of business

prosperity as proof of the superiority of Brit

ish vehicles, and while this policy may be

justified in a certain measure, there is al

ways a danger of its being overdone. It is

so in the present case. The Frenchman’s fig

ures have been analyzed and found wanting

and the bubble has been pricked. Neverthe

less, more have read the original article and

the editorial comments thereon than the sub

sequent crlticisms, so that there is still a

very large proportion of the population in

the British Isles who believe that Britain

stands first as a motor manufacturing and

motor using country.

So far as concerns the business being done

in motor cars, England certainly takes a

leading position, and it is easy to understand

that home manufacturers should be looking

with some jealousy to the enormous and

growing importation of foreign vehicles and

should be doing everything in their power

to divert the public demand from foreign to

British cars. If they could monopolize the

business the home manufacturing industry

would be in a state of unexampled prosper

ity. This monopoly is worth striving for and

it is occupying the undivided attention of the

whole trade, which is doing everything in its

power to create a popular preference for the

home made article. For a long while they

harped on the patriotic string with no very

' tangible result, for the motor car is not one

of those things that you can label with a

party ticket except at the elections, and tind

ing that the British will buy the best in the

cheapest market, they are trying to show

that there is nothing to touch the British car

on the score of quality and price. It was

with the idea of pushing the home vehicles

right to the front and keeping the foreign

productions in the background that the trade

has been juggling with the show dates and

holding the Olympia show three weeks be

fore the Paris Salon, so as to take the bloom

off the French show, but I do not think that

the Paris event will suffer in the slightest

way from this competition, notwithstand

ing the undoubted success of the Olympia

gathering. London can never become the

motor mart of the Continent.

While the Britishers are'proclaiming the

superiority of their own cars, it is a little cu

rious to see how anxious they are to get con

trol of good business propositions in France.

There are several motor companies in this

country which have been bought up by Eng

lish capital and are now purely English con

cerns, and at least two have been added to

the list during the past few weeks, one of

them a manufacturer of heavy vehicles, and

the other a small firm who have specialized

themselves in low priced cars. Now it is

rumored that negotiations are in progress for

the purchase of the Panhard & Levassor bus

iness by a British syndicate. The price is

stated to be $10,000,000. I have been unable

to ascertain whether this statement is true,

but no official denial has been forthcoming.

if such an offer were made a few years ago

Panhard & Levassor would certainly have re

fused it, but since that time there have been

many changes in the automobile industry

with the coming into existence of a dozen

firms who are turning out vehicles with as

good a reputation as the Panhard, and I

doubt if the firm could refuse such an offer

if it were made now. As to whether it be

equally good business for the buying syndi

cate is another matter, and it would doubt

less require a lot to convince the public that

Panhards are worth such a huge capitaliza

tion. They have swallowed a lot in the past

—but $10,000,000!

Dimmore Succumbs to Pneumonia.

Clarence Gray Dlnsmore, one of the most

widely known motorists in the world, suc~

cumbed yesterday in the Waldorf-Astoria. ~

in New York, to an attack of pneumonia.

Although a New Yorker by birth, he had

spent the greater part of his time abroad,

particularly during the last eighteen years,

when he had divided his time between Paris

and the Riviera. An enthusiastic lover of

the sport, and himself a noted driver, he

was one of the charter members of the Auto

mobile Club of America. and had served as

its foreign represntative. A year ago he

was elected its third vice-president. and

was assigned to its Committee on Foreign

Relations. Besides his American affilia

tions, Mr. Dinsmore had done much to pro

mote the German branch of the industry.

having entered his car repeatedly in the

Bennett and Vanderbilt events as a mem

ber of the German team. Mr. Dinsmore was

59 years of age.

IN FAVOR OF CHAINS

One of Their Advocates Takes Issue With Shaft

Drive Partisam and Outlines Advantages.

“Although a French car equipped with a

shaft drive won the Vanderbilt Cup, it might

be stated that the italian car made by far

the most wonderful exhibition in the cup

race—equipped with a double chain drive,"

remarked a Whitney chain man the other

day when that moot point was under discus

sion. “But this probably would prove noth

ing in favor of the chain transmission, as the

skilful and fearless Lancla would undoubt

ediy have made a similar record with a gear

driven machine if the parts were in good

proportion and backed up by a sufficient

amount of power. Both the chain and bevel

gear methods of transmission have given

our manufacturers and users a lot of trouble,

but step by step the difficulties have been

eliminated until both styles have made rec

ords we may well be proud of.

“I have been told that a certain American

racing car which the makers wished to enter

in the cup race was found before the elimina

tion trials to be considerably overweight, but

they brought the same to a point well under

the stipulated weight by abandoning the

gear drive and replacing it with the double

chain. If this is true, it would indicate that

the double chain transmission gives greater

strength with less weight, and this point

should not be passed unnoticed.

“A number of years ago our automobile

manufacturers equipped their steam cars

with bicycle chains, and then added extra

seats for more passengers without increas

ing the size of the chain. This gave the

chain drive a “black eye" from the very

start, but, notwithstanding the fact, I be

lieve about 80 per cent of the cars are chain

driven at the present date.

“The chain and sprockets used on most all

the earlier model gasolene cars were not cor

rect and suitable for the purpose. and most

of the chains were damaged by interference.

as but few manufacturers allowed sufficient

space for chain clearance. When it was

found that chains were not right for the se

vere duty it was in most cases impossible to

remedy the difficulty by supplying larger or

heavier chains on account of the limited

space provided. When the gear drive was

presented it was welcomed by many who

had been annoyed with chain troubles. but

later on they were equally disgusted with

bevel gear troubles and difficulties with uni~

versai joints. thrust collars, weak rear

axles. limited power, etc. Certain manufact

urers made their own sprockets, and evident

ly assumed it was necessary only to mill in

the same the correct number of teeth. If the

sprocket were not the right width, not cut

to the correct bottom diameter, teeth too

straight on sides and irregularly spaced.

sprockets out of line, etc., it was supposed to

make but little difference.

“When some of the same manufacturers
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commenced to experiment with the gear

drive they were obliged to purchase their

gears from manufacturers who were expert

in this line, and it was necessary to pay a

high price for the quality and accuracy re

quired to insure the gears revolving. If bevel

gears were cut in the manner some sprock

ets have been cut the results would be aston

ishing.

“I believe both the shaft and chain drive

at present on many cars are a success, but

imagine the chain will be by far more popu

lar in the future for the following reasons:

Less weight, less friction, lower cost to

manufacture, lower cost to repair, less time

to repair.

“Ease of changing gear ratios to suit road

conditions for various parts of the country.

“Saving on tires by less weight.

“More reliable rear axles for rough roads

and heavy loads.

“In case of an accident the chain driven

car may be pushed off a railroad track or

from the centre of a roar ."

 

Checking the Price Cutter.

That at least one British manufacturer of

small parts is in no mood to tolerate pro

miscuous cutting down of the listed price of

his goods, and that he intends to deal in a

summary and effective manner with any re

tailer who for the sake of a few sales in a

single line, and the consequent advertisement

to his business. is willing to disregard the

listed price of the goods and dispose of them

at slaughter house rates, is shown by the

following communication which he dispatched

to a house which has risen to a position of no

little importance through the medium of this

very practice:

“Our attention has been called to the fact

that on page — of your motor catalogue you

are listing our sparking plugs at rates that

do not admit of proper profit to yourselves

or anybody else. A plug which costs you

1s. 6d. you are listing at ls. 7d.

“On page —— you are listing our lubricating

oil at cut rates; we have therefore given in

structions to our staff that from this date

they are on no account to supply you with any

goods whatsoever, either for cash or for ac

count, and anybody supplying goods will be

subject to instant dismissal. This rule will

remain in force until such time as your pres

ent prices for our goods are withdrawn and

the proper prices, if any, are inserted. In

addition, we must ask you please to immedi

ately return us the electro of our —— plug,

which is our property and which was not lent

you with the idea of your ruining our trade

in these plugs. UnleSs we receive this electro

within seven days from date we will take

legal proceedings for recovery."

Greue for the Wheels.

it is quite essential to the smooth running

of the car that the hub caps be filled with

grease at not infrequent intervals, so that a

plentiful supply of lubricant for the wheels

is assured. in cars which are fitted with ball

bearings this, of course. is not necessary, but

it is none the less essential that the bearings

be given their proper incentive to good work

mg.

REGARDING THE RANIER

Features of a Car that is Sold with a Most

Unusual Guarantee.

 

 

When in the spring of the current year the

Rainier Company, of New York, which up to

that time had been closely identified with

the electric vehicle business and whose

heavy commercial types of machine already

phad gained considerable distinction, brought

out the first Rainier gasolene car, it was not,

and indeed is not'now, generally known that

the move meant that they would no longer

have to dowith electrics. This is the case,

however, as also is the fact that the car at

()ll(‘e gained the attention of the market not

alone on account of its neat and pleasing

construction, but also on account of the novel

guarantee which accompanied each car sold.

This guarantee, which was in effect an ab

solute agreement on the part of the makers

to replace any part of the chassis which

failed through any reason whatsoever, bar

ring accident, withln one year from date of

delivery, proved a taking advertisement.

So successful was the venture in every re

spect that the intelligence was given out

early in the fall that from that time forth

the firm would abandon the electric vehicle

field and devote itself wholly to the produc

tion of gasoleue machines.

Following close upon the heels of this an

nouncement come the details of the second

type of Rainier, marked “Model B." Con

structed upon the same general lines as its

predecessor, this car is essentially a better

ment of it. and at once a more powerful and

up-to-date type. It is characterized by the

following features: In the engine, four cylin

ders, 30 to 35 horsepower, make and break

ignition, interchangeable valves; transmis

sion. three-speed shaft drive; frame, pressed

steel, enclosed underneath; wheel base, 104

inches. The body is constructed entirely of

aluminum, with liberal side entrances, the

tonneau being large enough to permit of the

addition of a couple of extra seats if neces

sary. There is ample locker room under

the rear seat.

In the ignition system all the vital parts,

including the advancing mechanism, are lo

cated at the tops of the cylinders and are

readily removable or replaceable in case of

derangement. The time shaft is driven in

dependently of the cam shafts. by means of

cnlosed steel gears running in an oil bath,

The Simms-Bosch, low tension magneto is

carried on a boss of the engine base, and is

entirely enclosed. The cam shafts are of

case hardened steel with cams made integral

with them, and are driven by enclosed

bronze gears. Water circulation is accom

plished by means of a p0sitlvely actuated

centrifugal pump, and the radiator fan, in

stead of being mounted on the radiator, is

carried on a bracket affixed to the front

cylinder.

The main bearings of the engine are

_ latter

' forged on one piece.

fastened to the upper half of the case, so

that the base may be removed without dis

turbing their adjustment. The arrangement

of the motor is such that it can be removed

from the chassis without being in any way

dismantled, the exhaust and inlet piping and

the cooling system being the only connec

tions which it is necessary to break in order

to dismount it.

The transmission system is of the ordinary

type, the clutch being of the leather-faced

cone variety, with a universal joint inter

po'sed between it and the gear case. The

contains the usual essentials, the

changes beingaccomplished by the move

ment of av single sliding member, which is

The gears, which are

of 50-carbon steel, are bolted to flanges

which are integral with the shafts. The

case is aluminum.

The propeller shaft is also constructed of

50-carbon steel, with oil-hardened forks at

the joints, and case-hardened pins. The

rear axle construction embodies the excel

lent feature of having'the load supported

entirely upon the axle tube, while the driv

ing shafts are simply called upon to transmit

the driving effort and are free from all other

stresses. The wheels are mounted on ball

bearings, and the construction i such that

the driving shafts may be removed entirely

without disturbing the wheels or removing

them from the car. The differential gear

ing is also mounted on ball bearings.

The front axle is of I-beam section, of

drop forged nickel steel structure, and is

equipped with reversed Elliott steering

knuckles, fitted with ball bearing. The

frame is of cold rolled pressed steel. The

wheels are 34 inches in diameter, taking 4~

inch tires, The braking equipment con

sists of a pair of internally expanding shoes
on the rear wheels actuated by Ian emerg

em-y lever and a foot brake acting on the

propeller shaft. All braking surfaces are

arranged with phosphor bronze against

steel, and all are double acting.

 

When the New Model is Nearly Ripe.

Sometimes the manufacturer who would

have his forthcoming model granted a meas

are of advance publicity, and who is unwill

ing to give out full details, finds himself in

rather a peculiar position when he sees the

effect of his “hand outs” on the trade press.

Thus a foreign print, which has been the

recipient of one of those vague and startling

disclosures which fail to disclose much of

anything except the unbounded faith of the

maker—in himself:

“We hear of a new Blank landaulet. There

is quite an air of mystery about it. From

what we can gather it has no chains—in fact,

no gear at all worth mentioning. Its engine

can neither be seen, felt, smelled nor heard,

and it takes up very little more room than a

cab without a horse, and will turn in the

width of a narrow street. Just how it does

all these things we are not at liberty to men

tion at present, but we hope in a week or two

to say something a little less vague. There

is even a rumor to the effect that there is a

prize to be'given to the first man who finds

the engine, but we give no credence to it.”
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KEROSENE IS FUEL

Twombly Devius a Carburcttcr that Renders it

Possible—Also has Novel Shock Absorber.

 

Probably the two most important problems

which face the motor car designer of the day.

if he be desirous of keeping at the head of

the march of progress, are those of suspen

  

kerosene fuel, meeting the give and take

conditions of city traffic with no more effort

than would be shown by a machine of the

ordinary type, and running on solid rubber

tires, with as little vibration as would be

experienced with pneumatics under the same

conditions.

In the adaptation of the carburetter to the

ordinary motor designed for the lighter oils

it has been found expedient to use gasoiene

T“’OMBIIYIS KEROSENE CARBURETTE R_.

slot] and the carburetion of heavy oils. Of

these two problems the first is occupying the

attention of many a “professional inventor."

as well as those who are working in the in

terests of a single line of machines. and.

though many strange results are being

brought forth, not a few of which prom

ise much toward the future emancipation of

the automobile from the pneumatic tire, still

the universal adoption of the solid tire used

in conjunction with some improved type of

suspension is yet to be accomplished. Simi

larly, although there are not a few carburet

ters which have been designed to vaporize

the heavier oils and carburate them for the

uses of the gas engine, the truly practical

type has yet to he produced in commercial

form.

A machine which embodies among others

the two novel features of a kerosene oil car

burciters and a form of suspension which

permits of the elimination of pneumatic

tires in favor of the ordinary type of solid

tires such as are commonly installed in the

lighter forms of slow going commercial ve

hicles, is the Twombly car, manufactured by

the 'I’wombly Power Company, of New York

City. This interesting machine, which is of

the horsepower order and otherwise

perfectly "regular" in design, recently dem

onstrated to the perfect satisfaction of 0.

Motor World man the somewhat startling

claims of its designer, that he had produced

a car which would run perfectly “musing

—.
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its upon the walls of the inlet passages,

which clog them in the course of time. So

that on this account and for the sake of con

venience in starting without delay and loss

of power before the carburettor has become

heated to its normal temperature, a double

fuel supply is carried, and the carburetter is

provided with two float chambers, the one

for gasolene and the other for kerosene.

Once the machine has become heated, how

ever. and the fuel supply has been shifted

over to the heavy oil side, there is no fur

ther need for the gasolene until after it has

been allowed to cool off again.

The use of kerosene or any of the other

heavier oils involves no new principle in the

matter of vaporization and carburation. The

kerosene carburetter contains the same es

sential elements as that for gasolene, except

that as the boiling point of the liquid is con

siderable higher than that of gasolene, it is

necessary to heat it to a considerable degree

in order to effect the breaking up of the

vapor and its complete admixture with the

air. This is effected in the Twombly carbu

rettor by three several means—that is to

say, by the heating of the oil, the heating of

the incoming air and the subsequent heating
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T‘VOMBLY'S CARBURETTER IN SECTION.

for starting purposes, since. although it is

p-.ssible to put the motor into action using

the heavier oil alone, the use of the heavy

vapor in a cold motor tends to form depos

of the mixture. all of which is nccmnplished

by the use of a portion of the exhanst.

The precise method in which this is accom

plished and the general arrangement of the
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device is here illustrated in exterior and

sectional detail. The two float chamber, A

and B, are placed diametrically opposite one

another. in line with the car. They are pre

cisely alike, having upwardly closing needle

valves and feed into a common pipe, which is

closed by a three-way cock, 0, directly be

neath the jet, D. The third opening in this

valve, which gives to the jet, is wider than

either of the others. and is so proportioned

that when the valve is in an intermediate

position the fuel is supplied from both sides,

thus permitting the temporary use of a

combination of the two fuels, and providing

against a momentary loss of power in the

motor while changing over from one to the

other. This valve has also another special

feature in that it is tapered like an ordinary

stop cock, and is held against its seat by

the action of a spring, by which means it is

rendered self-grinding and bears against its

seat with a constant tension.

The space within the mixing chamber is

similar to that in any carburettor, except

that it is much longer and is intersected by

a series of four brass wire screens of very

fine mesh. Above these the throttle valve,

D, controls the inlet to the engine in the

usual manner. A double jacket snrroundsvthe

mixing chamber, that next the chamber con

taining the hot gasses which are used for

heating, and the outer one containing the in

coming air. This, entering by way of the

annular opening, I, which surrounds the de

vice at the top, goes down to the bottom, on

its way passing through a series of four re

stricted openings which are covered by the

gauze screens, and finally reaching the cham~

ber of the base, whence they are drawn up

through the valve, E, to the mixing chamber.

The valve, E, which is similar in action to

the supplementary inlet common to most car

buretters of current design, is perforated

by four small holes, e, which are of suffi

cient area to give the proper mixture for the

engine when running with the throttle near

ly closed. For any greater speed the in

creased suction causes the valve itself to lift

against the tension of the spring mounted on

the lower end of its stem. The regulation of

the tension of this spring controls the pro

portion of the mixture.

The hot gases which are taken directly

from the exhaust pipe are led into the car

buretter by the pipe, a, and, passing upward

ly through the wire screens, is exhausted

through the pipe, b. In its passage it heats

both the inclosing walls of its jacket and at

the same time heats the wire gauze which,

completely intersecting both the air inlet and

mixing chambers, serves at once to break

up the gases as they are drawn through and

to beat them.

In practice the chamber, A, which con

tains the kerosene feed, is used continuously,

the three-way valve, c, being turned to the

position shown in the sectional view. The

efficiency of the exhaust jacket is so great

that the gas is completely broken up and

mixed, the temperature of the inlet com

monly running as high as 200 degrccs F., and

hence there is absolutely no trouble from

irregular tiring once the right proportion of

gas and air has been determined.

In the Twombly Pneumatic Shock Ab

sorber the pneumatic tire is simply taken

from the wheel and placed on the axle be

neath the spring. The device in actual prac

tice is as simple as the principle upon which

it acts, for it is nothing more nor less than

a resilient pneumatic cushion of a construc

tion identical with that of an ordinary tire,

inflated in the ordinary manner and carrying

common type, those in front being thirty-tWo

inches long and having five leaves, while

those in the rear are thirty-eight inches long

and have seven leaves. The wheels, which

are thirty inches in diameter, are shod with

3%-inch semi-solid clincher tires, which serve

to ease the wheels and axles from the road

shocks and to aid in the cushioning of the

whole car. The general effect of the suspen~

sion is sensibly the same as that obtained

from the ordinary pneumatic tire arrange

   

 

TWOMBLY'S SHOCK ABSORBER.

its load in the same way as a tire. and with

the same effect.

As will be seen from the illustration, it con

sists of a circular cushion, 10 inches in diam

eter, having a convex gun metal base, bolt

ed to the axle by means of clips such as are

used for holding the springs in place ordi

narily. The upper half of the cushion, which

alone is flexible, consists of a compound fab

ric composed of a layer of rubber, a layer

of woven fabric, a second layer of rub

ber, and over all a layer or pigskin which

serves as a protection for the other layers.

A couple of circular bronze plates placed at

the centre of the cushion, one within and

one without, serve as a bed for the spring.

which is bolted to it by means of the usual

lugs. An inflating tube with an ordinary tire

valve is placed in the lower section, and

serves for the occaional imitations of the

cushion which are necessary.

The fabric is held at the Joint with the

metallic base by means of a bull ring bolted

down. To this is also bolted a vertical arm

in the case of the front cushion, to which is

affixed a torsion rod coupled to the front

spring dummy. This serves to guard against

any possible serging action on the part of

the cushions due to side thrusts in taking

corners, and to keep the spring supports in

the centre 0f the cushion. No such provision

has been found to be necessary in the rear.

The car, which weighs about 1,600 pounds,

is mounted on semi-eliptic springs or the

ment, and the unique system promises to

open up an entirely new field in the mat

ter of car mounting.

Tires Did Not Give Trouble.

Although most people had practically for

gotten all about it. the Diamond Rubber Co.

has been industriously running to earth the

report that in the Vanderbilt cup race the

(‘hrlstie car had burst a tire. As it was

the first time that car had employed Dia

mond tires and as owing to its odd con

struction it had the reputation of being a

“terror” on tires, the Diamond people were

unusually concerned. They made extended

inquiry and failed to find any trace of tire

trouble, :1 state of affairs borne out by Mr.

Christie himself. In his statement he not

only says that he had “no tire trouble what

ever," but that if it had not been for the

breaking of a connecting rod the night be

fore the race, “you would have seen the

tires making some fast time on my car."

A firm which' is making several large mo

tors f0r gasolene railway cars has revived

the practice of starting them by means of a

powder discharge. In the present instance.

cordite cartridges are used, three out of six

cylinders being fitted with removable ig

niters, in the place of which are substituted

the cartridges which are removed after the

other cylinders have commenced to fire regu

larly.
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WOOD'S NEW MOTIVE POWER

lie Holds It Close but Produces Impressive

Figures Showing Its Capacity for Heavy Work.

Having long ago convinc‘ed himself that

neither steam nor gasolene was suited to the

best propulsion of heavy road vehicles con

veying heavy loads, J. C. Wood. of N0. 784

truck has climbed an 8 per cent hill two

blocks long. and has attained a speed of ten

miles an hour. Hauling the same load. it has

been propelled through four inches of fresh

sand sprcad on the earth. turned around in

the sand, dumped its load and then with only

an eight-inch piece of timber as a bridge. has

mounted a rise of fourteen inches necessary

to reach the paved portion of the street.

The power of the truck is estimated at 150

   

WOOD'S 150 HORSEPOWER TRUCK .

Madison street, Brooklyn, N. Y., has evolved

what he styles a new power, but for which

he has not yet selected a name. It has re

quired seven long years of experimentation

and labor to perfect it, but Wood believes it

is now right. and that the world will hear

much more of it. He has applied it to two

heavy trucks. and the results have been such

as to meet his fondest hopes. Because of

certain patent protection he is seeking he is

not ready to lay bare the secret of the new

power, which is smokeless, noiseless and odor

less.

While neither steam nor gasoleue, the in

ventor describes it as “embodying elements

of both”; it has “the flexibility and distort of

steam, but does not require a transmission

gear or clutch and is easily controlled by the

throttle."

Coal and a mixture of oil and water con

stitute the fuel and motive power, and ap

plied to a truck experimentally used in haul

ing coal in New York for several months it

carried from 10,000 to 12,000 pounds at an

average of six miles an hour at a cost of 80

cents a day. The truck shown by the accom

panying illustration is Wood’s latest creation.

and has been employed in hauling asphalt

and paving stones. Carrying 14,000 pounds of

the former, it has climbed an 8 per cent grade,

one and one-eighth miles long. in 13 minutes,

and completed the round trip of the six mile

route on which this hill is located in 68 min

utes. The time for a horse drawn track over

the same route with half the load is two and

onequarter hours.

Carrying 350 paving granite stones, the

CLUTCH TENDENCIES

The Varied Efforts to Devise a Satisfactory

Article and the One Deliniie Achievement.

From what has been done in the past nine

months, or since makers generally revealed

the secrets of their present your models at

the shows, it is not a dltiicult matter to di

\‘inc what some of the. detailed features of

next year's cars will be, and distinction in

detail will of course be practically the only

distinguishing feature of cars of the same

price henceforth. It is not too much to say

that by close observation of the general trend

of att'airs. coupled with a little personal ex

perience and a judicious sounding of the

views of others in a position to know where

of they speak. it is not necessary to know

what is going on behind closed doors in the

draughting rooms and laboratories of the

factories to make some prognostlcations that

‘ will in tire l'ullncss of time prorc in he Inorc

than gcncrally correct.

fake the tlt‘illll of clutches. for instance,

and it must be admitted that it is rather an

important detail at that, judging from its

frequent treatment by the. technical press.

A very large part of the contributions are

composed of symposiums 0n the gentle art of

clutch manipulation. “How to use the

    

 

WOOD'S TRUCK

horsepower—it is actual horsepower. too, the

inventor asserts. The tires are of steel. six

inches wide.

Minister Beaupre, at Buenos Ayres, in his

report to the Consular Department. states

that a service of autom \bile cabs has just

begun operations in that city. The cabs are

all supplied with taxometres, and the fare

is 21%, cents for the first 1.0.... metres (3,280

feet), and 4% cents for every 300 metres (984

feet) thereafter. Minister Beaupre believes

that Argentina ofl‘ers a good field for electric

vehicles. '

SHOWING METHOD OF UNLOADING. l

clutch." Likewise just “How not to Use the

clutch." “How to reface a worn clutch."

"What to do when the clutch suddenly and

unexpectedly binds." All these of course rc~

for to the most common type—the leather

t'aced variety of cone clutch, and by the same

token most of them tierote more or less time

to the shortcomings of that same picce of

mechanism. That the passing of this lilll'tit'll

lar form of clutch is a certainty can be

stated without fear of diverging from tin

truth, but that next year‘s shows will not

mark its demise is equally true.

It is of considerable interest to glance back
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upon what the greater part of with has

brought forth in this respect. and from this

retrospection can readily be determined just

why the cone clutch will he a factor next.

ycar, though in considerably diminished

numbers and sans leather in many more in

stances than otherwise. To take them up in

the order of their importance, omitting any

detailed referencc'to the host of experimental

devices that have come and gone in that in

terval, it is probably well to give the prom

inence it deserves to the subject of the metal

to metal clutch regardless of type. It is in

this direction that the greatest amount of

progress away from the 01d leather-faced

cone is evident. First and foremost naturally

comes the multiple disc. The principle of the

device, which is the same in all cases despite

the differing forms of its application, is too

familiar to require comment or explanation,

and it is further well known among those

who have studied the subject that to take

advantage of it requires a mechanism of con

siderable complicatioif that must at once be

capable of delicate adjustment and positive

operation through its comparatively short

range at action. Its greater first cost is di

rcctly proportionate to its added complication

and it surpasses the simple cone about equal

ly in both respects. Yet there exists the

seeming anomaly of some of the highest

priced and some of the most inexpensive cars

on the market figuring it as a standard part

of their equipment. in both extremes it ap

pears to have been productive of equally

satisfactory results, and'these are some of

the instances in which a return to the

leather-faced cone is a very remote possi

bility.

While it is, of course. subject to derange

ment, what mechanism, however perfect and

simple, is not? Its ills differ with its nature

and are in consequence not those to which

its pi'cdm-essor is subject. There is no facing

to strip on“. no binding, or, rather, jamming,

as of the cone into the flywheel, to guard

against, as the friction generated between a

number of plates running in oil from which

the latter must be squeezed out is relied

upon to transmit the power. Its efficiency

when properly designed and correctly con—

structed is,_it' anything. somewhat higher

than that of the form lt_displaces, and on

the whole its general behavior in experienced

hands is such as to not only warrent its con

tinuance by the makers who have already

adopted it. but will doubtless insure for it

new adherents. The fact that certain CODI

binations of circumstances that cannot be

foreseen nor guarded against will occur at

times to dcrange it is not an argument

against it. though the fact that repairs, when

necessary, are of a more complicated and ex

pensive nature, as well as its greater initial

cost, will make it slower of adoption than

did these drawbacks not exist.

But it has been conclusively shown that it

is not absolutely necessary to resort to an

aggregation of metal surfaces in order to

obtain the holding effect requisite to prevent

an undue loss of power, and in the evolution

of a plain metal to metal clutch, not making

any great departure in design from its leath

cr-t'aced forerunner. the past season has been

responsible for considerable development.

.\'ot. that there has been a general adoption

of this type. for the rcVerse is the case, but

in those instances in which it has been em

ployed the results have been such as to jus

tify its continued use and to make its em

ployment in increased number very profit—

able. There remains to be nOticed the indi

vidual clutch, which also comes under this

heading. For one reason or another its use

has not been widespread, although builders

who have adopted it as a standard part of

their equipment have in most instances re

tained it without radical change through two

or three seasons. But as compared with

other systems the number thus using it has

been very small.

in the numerous experiments made with a

view to the evolution of something superior

to the majority of forms now extant, by

which must usually be understood the leather~

faced cone, electricity has, as formerly, played

a prominent part, and will no doubt continue

to do so until inventors generally come to a

realization of the fact that there exists the

same serious drawback to its use as first

made electrical ignition the bets noir of the

builder. it has been shown beyond a shad

ow of a doubt' that there is no inherent de

fect, either mechanical or electrical, that pic

eludes the possibility of making use of the

electro-magnetlc clutch on the car, while that

it is a form very much superior to some now

in common use cannot be disputed. Num

bers are in daily use in shops and factories

where they have been found superior to older

mechanical forms, the necessarily sudden

starting and stopping of which proved detri

mental to many forms of light machinery,

while the current consumption is found to be

so small as to form practically a negligible

quantity. The same holds true of the cur

rent supply for ignition purposes on the car,

but what a stumbling block it has proved to

maintain that “practically negligible" quan

tity of current at all times need hardly be ad

verted upon. If it has proved so difficult to

provide eight to ten amperes at six volts in

order that the very engine itself may be op

erated, how is a source of supply of three

times the output to be obtained without un

duly overburdening the car with an elec

trical system”! This is the shortcoming of

both the electro-magnetic clutch and the

speed change gear of the same nature that

the numerous inventors working along this

line have been blind to. Inability to pro

vide adequate current and the danger of

breakdown through its failure constitute at

present an obstacle that renders further ex

periment in this direction unprofitable.

Recourse has been had to other forces in

the attempt to evolve a positive acting clutch

which would at the same time be susceptible

to immediate and accurate control at the will

of the operator, and of these hydraulic power

has been the favorite. Several clutches of

this kind have been produced, and while ad

mirably simple and theoretically, at least.

easy or maintcuam-c and operation. it is not

certain whether they form an advance over

the simple friction cone. So far as is known

none of them has progressed to a point where

the confidence of a builder has been gained

in their efficiency to an extent that warrant

cd their adoption as a standard feature of his

car's equipment.

Compressed air has likewise been experi

mented with. but strangely enough less has

been done with it so far as regards its appli

cation to the solution of the clutch problem

than any of the other expedients mentioned.

This despite the fact that compression is

most commonly resorted to on a large num

ber of cars, both for the lubricating devices

and the fuel supply.

0n the whole, the multiple disc type of

clutch apparently forms the one definite step

forward that has been taken in this direction

and its presence on at least several more

makes of cars than at present boast it is a

prophecy that will undoubtedly be verified

by an inspection of the exhibits at the com

ing show. The relative importance that this

vital link in the transmission of the power

from the motor to the road wheels bears to

the remainder of the mechanism has fre

quently been underrated with consequent

detriment to other parts of the'car, chiefly

the tires and change speed gears, although

the motor is likewise a sufferer at times from

the effects of improperly designed clutches.

More often. however, the evil results are at

tributable .to improper manipulation rather

than to fault in the mechanism.

What has already been said on the subject

of clutches has been particularly with refer

ence to high powered cars upon which the

use of a cone clutch 01’ some form has usu

ally been regarded as necessary, but it is

ncticeable that the widespread deveIOpment

of the light car has been responsible for a

hitherto unthought of employment of the

planetary type. Primarily this was regard

ed as only adapted for the transmission of

small powers and its use was in consequence

confined principally to the runabout. From

the latter it was a natural step to the car

which. though having not a great deal more

power, was classed as a touring car, and

from this its adoption in suitably enlarged

form on cars having as high as 20 horsepower

has followed. It provides smooth and easy

running on the high gear which with a flex

ible engine can be used for practically every

thing but surmounting steep grades. Its use

has accordingly become general, particularly

with cars using the horizontal opposed motor.

and as the latter has grown in size and

power. the planetary gear has kept pace with

it. so that it would not be surprising to note

its use on cars of higher power next season

than has ever before been deemed prac

ticabie.

in a French theatre recently. where a play

was being shown in which a motor car

played a more or less important role, a real

gasolene machine was installed behind the

scenes to furnish the required noise. Must

haVe been quite a relief to an audience which

had become used to the usual drum and sand

papered stick combination.
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CARS FOR SOUTH AFRICA

Market is Favorable but Present Vehicles are

Unsuitable—What the Country Requires.

“The motor car and the motor lorry are

now established and indispensable factors in

South Africa’s commercial and industrial

economy. but although six years have elapsed

since the introduction of the first car, the sup

ply of mechanically propelled vehicles per

fectly suited to South Africa’s requirements

does not appear to have been realized." ac

cording to A. T. IIenncssy, chairman of the

Automobile Club of South Africa. “but the

manufacture of such a car has never even

yet been attempted by home, European or

American manufacturers, owing apparently to

the fact that the South African demand for

these vehicles, great and growing as it is, is

still insufficient to warrant departures from

standard patterns.”

Passing in review the leading types of cars,

Mr. IIcnnessy dismisses the electric as pos

sessing no claim as yet to adaptability to

South African circumstances, and concen

trates attention on steam and internal com

bustion motors.

The use of steam cars in South Africa was,

it seems. prejudiced in the early days by the

introduction of cheap, light American steam

runabouts, badly designed, constructed of in-

ferlor material and roughly finished, and

with fuel and water capacity not exceeding

twenty-five miles. A much better car has,

however, since been placed upon the market,

in which the boiler is replaced by a steam gen

erator which instantly flashes the water into

steam, while the control of the fire, water and

oil is automatic. Condensers are also fitted

and the mechanism of the car has been

simplified and strengthened. Nevertheless,

according to Mr. Hennessy. the steam car

still falls below South African requirements

for the following reasons: Storage capacity

for water and fuel is too small; the machin

ery occupies more space than that of a gaso

lene car, thus seriously reducing available

room on the car; it is also more complicated

than that of the gasolene car, and is more

likely to get out of order, the pilot light espe

cially giving trouble. Running costs are also

greater than with an equal power gasolene

car. In the steam car’s favor are, however,

its reserve of power. ability to use common

gasolene, etc., which will, Mr. Hennessy al

lows, always insure it a considerable patron

age with motorists acquainted with its merits.

Mr. Hennessy’s comments on internal com

bustion motors relate solely to gasoiene cars,

and they are, like Hume on the steam cars,

dictated solely from the standpoint of South

African requirements. In the main, the de—

fects alleged are less those of construction

and material than of design. While the re

spective merits of low or high speed engines

may remain a debatable point, eXperience

favors the medium for South African condi

tions, as being more economical, giving less

vibration and less wear on the wearing parts

and bearings. combined with greater cili

ciency. In the matter of single or multiple

cylinders, with a car over it brake horsemwer

the multiple cylinder gives the best results,

being better balanced, producing less vibrw

lion, running quieter, yielding bcttcr hill

climbing power and less wear of wearing

parts. These offset the objections of compli

cation of parts and duplication, as increased

reliability and freedom from breakdown are

insured. Separate cylinders, as offering larger

(001ng surfaces, so neednt in a semi-tropical

climate. are likewise preferable; while, on

the other hand, mechanically operated inlet

valves are inferior to the automatic. owing to

difficulty in obtaining spares in the case of a

breakdown. As to cooling arrangements.

those of cars introduced to South Africa

hitherto have, with but few exceptions, proved

totally inadequate. Climate. steepness of

hills, need for constantly pulling up to nego

tiate the innumerable sluice and streams that

cross the country roads-—all combine to over

heat the engines; hence the need for fitting

South African motors with larger water

tanks. more ctiicient radiators, with larger

fans and, in many cases, more powerful

pumps, these last being gear driven in pref

erence to either belt or friction driven.

According to Mr. Hennessy, the parts of

motors which offer the greatest scope for im

provement, so far as South African use is

concerned, are those connected with the trans

mission and running gears. The clutch, in

particular, should be made so as to operate

very gradually, and if capable of sliding in

definitely without undue wear would add im

mensely to the life of the car and the com

fort of the occupants. The cone shaped

leather faced clutch, which is the one most

general in South Africa, is held to be the

most unsuitable that could be devised. 0n

the other hand, the metal-to-nietal internal

expanding clutch, which gives no end thrust,

is held to be the best for the average motor.

Commendation is also accorded to the Hele

Shaw clutch, as it prevents the engine power

being suddenly or fiercely applied to the gear,

and allows of its slipping without injury to

working parts. For the rest, the cog wheel

type of gear will remain superior to the

crypto gears, so long as the latter continue

unimproved. on the score of durability. In

the matter of speeds, all cars over 6 brake

horsepower should be fitted with four, as on

South African roads it is desirable that

change of speed should be as gradual as pos

sible. while a direct drive on the top gear

is not of such paramount importance unless

effected without interfering with the effi

ciency of other gears. In South Africa low

gears are of as great or greater importance

than the high, and the best form of gears is

undoubtedly the cardan shaft bevel gear and

live axle, its advantages being noiselessness,

full protection of working parts and easy

lubrication. In few cases, however, Mr.

Hennessy declares, has this shaft been found

sufficiently strong for South African work,

either the whole shaft twisting or the Jaws

breaking. The design of the live axles also

leaves much to be desired, they being seldom

strong enough for the work. An ideal axle

is one having an ordinary axle to carry the

weight of the car and two cardan ones in

convey the power to the road wheels.

'l‘hc springs titted to motor cars for South

African use. as also the nil-ans of lubrica—

tion, are equally open to exception. On the

latter point is is declared that sufficient at

tention has not been given by manufacturers

to the etllcient lubrication of all bearings

from the dashboard. Sight feed lubrication

is generally fitted to the principal bearings,

with force pump to the cylinders: but. if fit

ted at. all, there should also be a pump ca

pable of forcing oil to all bearings. The best

form of pump is an automatic pressure one,

with a hand pump as a standby. as all other

pumps are too easily affected by changes of

temperature. and gritty matter in the oil. In

the matter of springs, their vital importance.

owing to the state of South African roads. can

hardly, it is afilrmed, be realized by motor

ists or manufacturers at home. Those fitted

by the average maker are sddom strong

enough; and it has been found very difficult

to make them so without seriously interfer

ing with their resilience and the consequent

comfort of the car. But the increased length

of wheel base which has recently become gen

eral leaves the way open to fit longer springs,

with greatly increased comfort in running.

As previously stated. the increased length

of the wheel base is a factor conducive to

effective springing. (lthcr points connected

with the wheel base are that, for comfort, all

seats, back as well as front, should be placed

between and inside the base. as, if they over

hand the back axle discomfort must be felt

by the riders in passing over bad roads. In

creased clearance must also be allowed for

beneath the car. In this particular all Euro

pean models entirely fail to meet. South Afri

can requirements. their bodies not being

raised sufficiently from the ground to clear

road obstacles. Moreover, in many districts

the centre of the highway is from five to

twelve inches higher than the sides, which

makes it impossible for a car with only five

inch clearance—the maximum clearance of

many cars—to proceed on them. For the

same reason it is also a serious error of con

struction to make the flywheel the lowest

point of the machinery. and the minimum

should be the bend of the front axle. The

dust nuisance, as has been previously pointed

out at home, is also mitigated by the in

creased clearance.

Well designed worm and segment wheel

steering gear. which is almost universally fit

ted to 8 horsepower cars and upward. is re

garded as the ~best type of steering gear; but

exception is taken to the otherwise excellent

tiller steering gear of a unique type made by

one well known English firm, because of its

liability to be diverted by road obstacles and

its dangerously ineffective control in deep

sand. Some of the castings which carry the

pillar, worm and segment of gears in many

machines have also exhibited defects in use.

In the matter of size of wheels, uniformity

for all cars constructed for South Africa is

requisite in order to reduce the storage room

needed for spare tires; and with regard to

wheel diameter, forty inches is a satisfactory

size for cars of 10 horsepower and upward.

If smaller they take from the comfort and

smooth running of the car, and if larger they

cannot be made strong enough to stand the

lateral stress. The artillery type of wheel

has proved itself most suitable for South

African roads, while the wooden wheel is

easier to clean and smarter looking than the

wire ones, and is also held by Mr. lichnessy

to be more lasting. In the matter of gearing,

nearly all cars importcd into South Africa

are geared too high for the road conditions,

and many of the smaller cars have not suiil

cient power for their seating accommodation,
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CONTROLLING THE CHAUFFEUR

Regulations that are in Vogue in Francciand

Some of their Shortcomings.

There exists in many quarters a burden of

opinion that the only really successful issue

of the much discussed chauffeur problem lies

in a complete and comprehensive system of

examination and license, whereby only those

who are qualified according to certain well

defined standards shall be permitted to handle

an automobile as professional drivers. The

principle already has been put‘into effect in

the rather lax and weakling regulations of

certain of the American States, and in sev

t!l'f\l\ foreign countries as well, notably in

From-e, where a very complete system has

been worked out.

Undoubtedly the best proof of the pod

ding is in the eating, and no better argument,

pro or con, can be obtained than is given by

the actual way in which an idea works out in

practice. Hence, the following extract from

an article by Louis D'llurcourt in Le Temps,

showing how the typical French chauffeur is

made, is particularly instructive.

"How does a man become a chauffeur to

day?" he says. "Usually in the following

way: A young man out of work or without

any visible means of support says to himself:

'60 to. I will be a chauffeur.’ He has a few

toppers in his pocket, and he buys a cap and

the usual leather toggcry and presents himself

at an automobile garage, where he unbosoms

himself of his intentions. For, and in consid

eration of, $30, the people at the garage un

dertake his professional education. That is

to say, they let him get into an automobile

and go around the fortifications with it. This

they do for several days in succession, and

they teach him the most elementary notions

regarding the trade. After this he hles him

self to the prefecture to pass his examina

tion and obtain his permit to drive a motor

vehicle in the public streets.

"The green cuaufieur addresses to the pre

t'ect a request on printed paper for his cer

tificate of ability. This request must be ac

companied by a statement telling where he

lives, by tWo photographs of himself and by

certain other proofs of his identity. The pre

fecture transmits the request to the Minister

of Public Works (Service des Mines), and an

engineer of the Mines must put the youngster

through his examinations. in the provinces

things go the same way, the prefecture of

police being naturally replaced by the pre

fecture of the department,

"The Service des Mines, having received

the request, must then see that the candidate

passs his examination before the engineer.

in actual practice, the engineer of the Mines,

having almost always something else to do,

delegates his functions to a oontrolleur, or a

vehicle in the public streets. . . .

“.\s lllc administration has no material

vspecllilly reserved for these tests, it is incum

bent upon the candidate lo present himself

with an automobile, either his own or a

rented one. The examiner sits beside him

and makes him drive the motor, meanwhile

telling him where to go and how fast, and as

suring himSelf according to the terms of the

decree that he knows how to steer the ve

hicle, that he understands the mechanism, and

that he possesses the required sang froid to

manage it in the midst of the difficulties of

crowded thoroughfares like those of Paris.

Note this point, which is the weak spot in

these examinations. We shall come back to

It presently.

“This test, necessarily of brief duration

(since, in 1902, for instance, the special in

spector of Mines had to deliver 4,000 per

mits), is finished, and if it ends gloriously for

the candidate, as it almost invariably does,

the Service des Mines presents him with a

conditional certificate of capacity, good for

one month, and giving him the right to drive

a machine in the public highways from that

moment forward till the certificate runs out

of date.

'f'l‘he inspector transmits to the prefecture

a statement of the registration together with

one of the photographs. A month later—and

without any new test—the officers of the pre

fccture of police, after being scrupulously as

sured of the candidate's identity, give him his

official certificate gratuitously. lie is now a

chauffeur.

“Here, again, the inspector of the Mines has

proceeded as seriously as it is possible for

him to do under such trying circumstances.

He even takes the precaution of mentioning

upon the certificate of capacity the species of

vehicle (with the maker's name and horse

power) which the candidate is qualified to

drive. . .

“No inquiry is made into the moral charac

ter of the candidate, nor even into his regis

tration by the police, nor is a medical exami

nation so much as suggested. The candidate

may be a dipsomaniac, for instance, or sub

ject to fits, or he may have some serious

trouble with his eyes, and yet no objection is

raised. Pray note that it is certainly more

difficult to drIVe an automobile through the

traffic of Parisian streets than to run a loco

motive that cannot leave its rails.

“llow, under these conditions, can the ex

uminer really assure himself that the candi

date possesses the sang froid and the intelli

gence necessary to prevent his becoming giddy

when going at high speed, and to prevent his

bringing about a splendid series of accidents?

lie. may appear quite calm during the brief

oiiiciai test; in fact he can hardly do other

wise, however scared he may inwardly be,

when a high official is sitting beside him in

the carriage.

“But, once turned loose and made his own

master, what is going to happen if he has the

drink habit or if he has an exceptionally vio

lent nature? Now, observa that in the pres

ent state of things the certificate of capacity

can be given to a young scapegoat and brawler

or to one of those terrible youngsters who

have already been several times sent to jail

for drunkenness and assault and battery. The

prefecture is not authorized by the term of

lin- decree to examine the police registers ex

rcpt in the case of drivers of automobile cabs.

But the drivers of private automobiles are

hardly less dangerous to the public and to

their masters themselves. ‘We are not an em

ployment agency,’ said one of the officers at

the prefecture when I spoke of these things

‘It rests with the employers of chauffeurs to

assure themselves of the morals and antece

dents of the men they hire. To search the

police register every time a candidate ap

plied would be a vexatious and a humiliating

measure.’

"The lack of information regarding the

chauffeur's morals naturally involves the

gravest embarrassment. It is impossible to

prevent them from taking the machine out of

the garage and going on excursions of their

own with it, unknown to their masters. Those

who are not particularly conscientious and

who have already acquired bad habits spend

the night in rolsterous company, and many

accidents result. The owner can get no rc

dress from a penniless employe; he must pay

for breakage and repairs, and than swear if

he likes to ease his temper. He dismisses the

chauffeur and begins over again.

"There are no effective administrative meas

ures to remedy this state of things. To be

sure, there is an article in the police rules

which says: ‘After two violations of the law

within a year, the certificates of capacity de

livered in virtue of Artcle 2 of the preSoni

rules can be withdrawn by order of the pre

fect and on the advice of the Service des

Mines.’ But in actual practice this article is

almost a dead letter.

"In the early days of automobilism chauf

feurs thus recruited were almost invariably

mechanics who had at least the professional

qualities of the Parisian workingmun and

were capable of quickly deducing the causes

of a breakdown and the means to remedy it.

They had also the defects of the slum popu

lation, its lack of reverence iOl' anything, its

passion for idling and its weakness for the

little glass. Many owners soon wearied of

this sort of chauffeur and had their valets or

their coachmen taught to run the motor. This

was an especially good use to make of the

coaclnnun, who had little or nothing to do

since the motor came into use. From the

moral point of view this type of chaufieur

was generally excellent. It is reasonable

enough that a servant of sound character and

good training should handle the wheel as well

as the‘relns.

“But the remedy worked only in the case

of owners who had already their men ser

vants. A man who has decided all at once in

tousequence of falling heir to a fortune to

buy an automobile cannot think of first taking

a servant and then transforming him 'into a

chaufieur. He prefers to get a qualified auto

mobile driver, and there ore betakes him to

some garage or other where a chauffeur is

given him, good or bad it doesn't much mat

ter, and generaly without any guarantee as

regards his morals." . . Y
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HIS TUNING UP TALE

Which illustrates What Comes of Rash Work

in Factories and Clamor for Cars.

 

 

“There are bunglers in the business of an

tomobile building just as much as in any

other line," vouchsafed the digruntled one.

“and let me tell you," he added confiden

tially, “unless some of them reform there

will be vacancies."

“Are you still feeling put out over your

experience with that car you bought last

spring” asked the recipient of his tale of

woe.

“Wasn’t it enough to make an angel say

things unfit to print? And my case wasn‘t

the only one that happened. Itmight be put

down as due to unavoidable oversight, if it

only happened once in a season. I happened

to be introduced to a new member of the

club a week or two back and over a little

refresher we fell to comparing notes. He

had been taken in just about the same as i

was. It you change the names, his story

would fit my case, with this rather important

difference, how ever. Being endowed with a

somewhat better lined pocket he gave up his

first love in disgust and sold it to a second

hand dealer before the end of two months.

But not before he wrote the maker and told

him what he thought of hiln. You can wager

your last cent at 1.000 to i that that letter

will never be published as an unszilicited tes

timonial. ‘

"Why. you would scarcely believe it pos

sible that a maker that advertises broadcast.

sells his cars all over the country and enters

them in races with more or less credit to

their name. could last more than a single

season if he let all of his product leave the

works in such a condition of untitness."

"Uh, it may have been a .thiug more than

a coim-idence that .wo cars should have been

sent out that \\'a_\ aml be sold in the same

locality." was inte;_ieeted. "Then. again. fac

iory management changes sometinu-s and

you may imve been the victim of some in

competent."

"t‘oineidenee nothing. though there's in

doubt about the victim part of it. if there

were only a few things wrong about the old

wagon it might» be put down to defective

material that will sometimes find its way

into the best piece of machinery made, but

the whole thing is simply thrown together.

Given the materials l'd back my sixteen

year-old boy to make a better job of assem

bling than that car iepresents to-day. and as

for design. well it's all in the looks. i think

a good many of the littings. sir-ll as bolts

and nuts, were never calculated for the pur

pose at. all; y .u could buy them at any cor~

ner hardware store.

"Now you‘re too rough on the ear. :lilu

gether," was eouunented. "You really

haven't had so much trouble with the car

once you got her tuned up. but you can't sel

anything good about it any more. 'l'ake

Robbins, for instance. Could any mortal have

more ill luck with a piece of machinery than

be? You have had a great deal of satis

faction since the process of getting things in

trim was done with. It‘s my opinion the

manufacturers ought to charge you for the

experience; you know how to get a car out

of a tight place better than most of us now.

Probably that‘ was included in the cost of

the car, and if the maker were marketing

them all tried out, he‘d add another five

hundred."

“It cost me all of that. I’ll confess I

have had considerable satisfaction out of

the machine, but you must admit I had no

easy time getting her broken in. Take my

first adventure, for instance. I drove the

car myself as soon as I got it from the agent,

and he told me it had cost him almost a cen

tury to get. her in condition. to deliver. He

must have worn out the clutch facing in

the process and put in a new one which I

don’t beliexg had ever been tried. He spent

three weeks getting her ready, so I suppose

he was more than glad to be rid of the job.

Whatever had been worn out in the process

of breaking in was replaced with new and

then let severely alone for the looks of the

thing.

“The clutch leather was one of the replace

ments. and it was only the allseeing eye of

Providence that guards inebrlatcs and chil

dren from harm that it did not make a sub

ject for a sitting of the coroner of me, leav

ing a suit for damages at the some time.

The maker was way behind on deliveries in

the first place, and with the first balmy

spring weather I pestcred the life out of

the agent to hurry the car along, for I was

a new band at the game and was simply

crazy to get behind the wheel. I thought

of it by day and dreamed of it by night, un

til my wife thought I was going into a de

cline and I all but lost my job through the

asinine mistakes I made. The agent re

ceived the car, but found it needed so much

tuuim: up that: he wouldn‘t deliver it and

didn't let me know he had it. His life was

a burden to him if he had many more like

me after himI for what with letters, tele

phone messages and calls I kept him on the

jump. making exeuses for his principal. who

awording to my reckoning was almost three

months behind his promised date of delivery.

'i‘hcre‘s an end to everything of course, aml

one Saturday the agent ’phoued me that the

car would be ready for delivery that after

noon.

“We started off for a spin in the new ac

quisition—wife. family and all the relatives

the car would hold—immediately after lunch.

That is. one of the agent's men cranked the

car until the engine turned over and then I

tried to exhibit my skill in driving. We cer

tainly made a fine getaway. With the motor

well speeded up I pushed down on the clutch

pedal and tried to shove her into first speed

in good style, and I put plenty of heft into

the lever as I put it forward. With a regu~

Iar rip roaring crash of gears that sounded

ll.\ if the entire inside of the gear box had

L'oIIe to pieces. she jumped ahead as if

struck by lightning. all but distributing the

entire party over the roadway. if it hadn‘t

been for bucket front seats and a high

backed tonneau that is what would have

happened. My wife and mother-in-law were

sour as vinegar the rest of the afternoon

from the terrific bump they got. My word

for it. was a tooth racker. Worse yet. I all

but annihilated a nurse girl with a baby

carriage, but just missed them by giving the

wheel a yank that sent us flying straight

for the opposite curb. With the other hand

I jabbed at the spark and shut her off and

locked the brake with a suddenness that

brought us to dead stop plump across the

car tracks in front of a car going at full

speed. The women all shrieked, men on

the curb yelled and the motorman, after ef

fecting a grand stand finish that brought

the car to a stop within a foot of us, swore

and glared at me. The agent’s whole force

swarmed into the street and pushed the car

back to the curb it had started from. and

the women folks decamped right then and

there, both my wife and mother-in-law vow

lng that they would never go near one of the

things again and were sure that I would be

brought home dead before the afternoon was

over. As things turned out it wasn‘t my

fault the prophecy didn‘t come true.

“Well. after things quieted down a blt'and

the crowd had faded away. the motor was

started again. and the agent. fearful of hav

ing a wreck in front of his place. politely

suggested that he had better give me a

pointer or two. I was actually too fright

ened to resent the inference of my lack of

driving knowledge. and gave up the wheel

without a protest. He handled things very

gingerly. but in spite of that we seemed to

jump a hundred yards the moment he let

the. clutch ill—the way it t00k hold was

something fierce. We seemed to jump a

hundred yards in a bound before settling

down, but then she slid along smooth as you

please, and Mr. Agent thought he had made

good and got out after we had gone a few

blocks up alum: the parkside. My young

boy was still with me. and when I climbed

back behind the wheel he sat down along

side. still pretty well seared. i could see. It

was with mnaidcrahle misgiving that I

went through the motions. but catching a

clear' space in the traffic I put the change

speed lever home and released the glutch

pedal. My heart came into my mouth at

the jump she made. but we managed to get

away without knocking any one down or

smashing everything, and went along on the

slow speed. My experience up to that time

had been such that I would have been only

too willing to let things alone, but it is far

from satisfying to sit in a big car with the

engine speeding and the car making about

ten miles an hour, while everything on the

avenue whizzes by with a bum, so I decided

to try the high. I put my whole weight on

the clutch pedal, and waited till I thought

everything was quiet before shifting. never

noticing iimt the car continued to move

right along in spitQ oi' the I'm-t that i was

pushing tion" on the pedal for all i was

worth. When I thought the p~<_\ehulot{lt‘:ll

moment had arrived. 1 hauled away at the

lever to get past the intermediate onto the
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high. The crash that followed will ring in

my ears till my hundredth birthday. It

certainly speaks well for the quality of those

gears that there was anything left in the

change. speed box after I got through that

day. The new facing on the clutch was

such a good fit that it didn’t allow any

clearance at all, while the pedal was so

poorly adjusted as to allow of considerable

movement that gave the impression that the

clutch was out.

“We hardly got a mile and a half on our

way up the avenue before we met our fate in

the shape of a delivery wagon that cut

across from one side to get into one of the

transverse roads through the park, and the

inevitable, aimlessly wandering nurse girl

and her charge coming out of it. There was

mighty little margin between our speed and

twice the legal limit and things certainly

looked interesting for half a minute. I

stamped on the clutch pedal without the

slightest effect—stood up on it almost, and

jammed on the emergency brake, The motor

was going pretty fast, so there was a fuss

for a few seconds until I shut off the spark.

We didn’t hit anything, but the closeness

of it gave me nervous prostration almost.

Then we were dead in the midst of the

traffic, so the boy jumped out and got her

going again and she did her rearing stunt,

just as a hausom came out of the park in

front of us on the run. I wrenched the

wheel over; we all but annihilated a police

man. lried to climb a lamp post on the cor

uer, and I finally killed the motor again in

time to avert a disaster. That was enough

for me. As soon as I had succeeded in

smoothing down the cop’s ruffled feelings I

made for the nearest drug store, get an am

monia cocktail for my nerves and telephoned

the agent to send a man for the car. And

we didn‘t go back in her either. If he had

sent a man up to run her back I had made

up my mind to give him a cigar and wish

him luck, but he sent another car to tow her

down, and my boy went along to do the

steering while I started for home completely

tuckered out.

“It was nOthiug short of a miracle that we

didn‘t end up either with a fatal accident or

a wrecked car that afternoon. The credit

certainly belongs to my discretion in giving

up so early in the game, for a few more

shys at it such as we had, and things must

surely have been messed up. Well, the agent

put in the better part of the week on that

clutch and pedal and next time it worked all

right. Ilut that was merely one experience

not covering more than an hour from the

time we left the garage until the car was

towed hack in disgrate. My experience with

that car in the first three or four months I

had it would fill a fair sized volume, and I

can't recall one of the instances in which

something went wrong, and several of them

resulted in a tow home. that it wasn't due

to lack of adjustment that could have. been

avoided if it had been properly attended to

at the factory. For instance, the our drive

shaft pulling apart at the sliding joint-—

that was the result of a piece of carelessness

that left us perfectly helpless five miles

from a repair shop with everything else

about the car in perfect running order. Then

another time a toggle bolt dropped out of

the rear off spring on a dark night. and the

way the tonneau listed and banged up and

down on the spring was enough to make you

think the car was falling to pieces. But

then again it shows what good material was

put into the car, for otherwise, the frame

would have been twisted all to pieces with

the strain of a full passenger list in the

tonneau and going full speed over a rough

road. A little straightening and it would

be impossible to tell that anything had ever

happened to the frame. But why bore you

with details, there wasn’t a time we went

out that something didn’t loosen up or drop

off, until we had finally arrived at a stage

where we had secured everything on her.

Never again for me, though. The manufact

urer does the tuning up on the next car I

buy.”

Austria Increases the Limit.

According to the new law promulgated in

Austria and Hungary, all cars must be pub

licly examined before use, and must carry

identification plates. In open country a maxi

mum speed of 45 kilometres (28 miles) an

hour will be permitted. reduced to 15 kilo

metres (9% miles) in towns and villages. it

is further provided that in all thoroughfares

in which there is heavy traffic the speed must

not exceed six kilometres an hour, while on

bridges, in narrow streets, at crossings and in

foggy weather it is forbidden for motor cars

to pass any preceding vehicle. Just how they

are to make progress under such circum

stances is not made plain. '

 

Geneva Advances} Claim.

It is a curious fact that in SwitZerland,

where chauffeurs by no means move in an

odor of sanctity, the greatest number of them

in proportion to the population is to be found.

s'lys La France Automobile. At least, this

is true of the canton of Geneva, where 381

automobiles are registered and 424 motorcy

cles. This represents, then, more than 800

motor vehicles, as against a population of

scarcely more than 100,000 souls. This figure

is not to be surpased anywhere; it is greater

by 50 per cent than that of other localities,

either in Switzerland or elsewhere, where are

found a greater number of chaufleurs.

 

When the Car Ran Away in Cork.

An amusing anecdote of a runaway motor

car is going the rounds, which is attributed

to the city of Cork, whose St. Patrick’s Hill

is called the steepest in all Ireland. It

seems that a local physician left his car, a

light runabout, about half way up this hill

the other day while visiting a patient, and

that as it lay close up to the curb a couple

of lads began to investigate the uses of the

various levers, with the ultimate result that

they let oil! the brake and turned the car

adrift.

Starting on a mad career down the incline,

it first narrowly missed a horse and cart

which were crossing an intersection at right

angles to its course, and then proceeded by

a series of caroms, first striking a railing,

then an electric light pole, and finally a sec

ond pole, which it broke short 0!, overturn

ing at the same time. A “bobby” who at

tempted to do things to it in its flight got a

button of his coat entangled in the bracket

of the tail lamp and went along with the pa

rade, clinging to the seat to avoid being

dragged in the street. The crowd which had

gathered to witness the antics of the owner

was considerably astonished to see him

straighten out a lever or two after they had

helped him to right the machine, adjust the

cushions and ride off as though nothing un

(ommon had happened.

 

The Meeting of the " Graduates."

This is the conversation overheard the

other day at a football game:

First Stranger (to second stranger, beside

him)—Ah, these practice games in the early

fall! How they remind one of his own col

lege days, when he sighed for a position on

the team!

Second Stranger (replying to first stranger)

-Yes, they certainly awaken fond memo

ries. What college do you claim as your

alma mater?

First Stranger—Why, I graduated from the

automobile branch of the evening school of

the Bugsville Y. M. C. A; And what, may I

ask, was your college?

Second Stranger—Oh, 1 received the degree

of B. G.—Bachelor of Gasolene, you know—

from the Correspondence School of Motor

lug—(Ex)

Would Arrest the Car.

At the present time the English motorphobe

is far more virulent than his American con

frcre, though there is -.o telling how long

the supremacy may last. The other day the

town constable of Folkestone suggested to the

watch committee of the Town Council that

“magistrates should have power to suspend

or revoke licenses to drive for any offence

connected with the driving of a motor car;

also, in serious cases, to revoke the registra

tion of the car or to order the car to be im

pounded for a stated period, and to order the

defendant to pay the costs of the car being

stored." Quite an idea, that of arresting the

car!

Special Counsel for St. Louis Motorists

So great has become the activity of the

police of St. Louis, Mo., in the matter of

arresting violators of the speed law, that the

members of the local automobile club, at a

recent meeting. decided to appoint special

counsel to look after members who might fall

into the toils. The action was a reult of the

action of the local authorities in appointing a

number of special deputies to watch the prin

cipal roadways leading out of the city.
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The New Model 1906
  

30-35 H. P.

What is the automobile buyer going to do when he is strenuosly told that each and every one of the 1006 cars is

THE BEST OAR IN THE WORLD?

He is going to do a little investigating.

He is not going to be attracted nor distracted by the whirlwind of words with which one car after another comes

before the public on paper.

When he gets down to business, he will find the RAINIER in the front rank of cars that have won renown and made

fast friends by actual achievement. He will find that in every inch of metal and wood. in every working part. in every

line, the Rainier as it will take the road in 1906 is the very embodiment of strength. compactness, lightness and beauty

—now more titan ever before “The Pullman of Automobiles."

We want good Rainier agents in all unassigned territory. We can give them a car to sell that WILL sell. and that

will make a new salesman of ever y purchaser. We stand back of the Rainier with the broadest and most liberal guar‘

antee ever given.

Correspondence invited.
  

ENGINE. no.3; H. R. 4 cylinders. water cooled. VALVES. Mechanically operated, inlet. and exhaust inter

|(;XIT10X. Sims-Bosch Magneto—make and break spark. . "hamll‘ablc

TRANSMISSION. Sliding train. 3 speeds forward and One reversm (‘ARBURI-ITTER. Float teed. requiring no adjuntnient,

REAR AXLIL gave] gear (“h-(L clutch driven hub_ Ba" bear-“mi BRAKES. Two interuralbexpgnsior'i; dust protected. operatini.’

FRONT AXLE. I Beam section. Ball bearings. oiitifi-urtoriiatdt 01°11skiliiih'ieni-ioiei32k3°itwf

FRAME. Cold rolled pressed steel, aluminum under bonnet. ales on propeller shaft. Both brakes bronze

covering entire engine and transmission. against steel.

‘VHEEL BASE- 104 "Nina!- BODY. Full aluminum, double side entrance.

\VHEELS. Imperial whalebone. grade A 2nd growth hickory. EQUIPMENT. Two head lights. 2 side lights, 1 rear llehl, 1 horn.

TIRFS. Continental 34 x 4.

Price, $4,000.

The 22-28 H. P. will be continued as heretofore, without any changes.

4 cylinder—98 inch wheel base—La Coste coil. French battery. Continental Tires. Aluminum side door body

Price, $3,500.

BOTI1 MODELS GUARANTEED EREE OE REPAIRS EOR ONE YEAR.

The world’s broadest and most liberal automobile guarantee.

Landaulet bodies for immediate delivery. Limousines for November and Decemb:r delivery.

Tl'lE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

 

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes._ An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years’ experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

' Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of Association Of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Manufacturers 0! Pierce Cycles.
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The Week’s Patents.

802.011. Wheel. Charles B. VanHorn,

Philadelphia, Pa., Assignor of one-half to

Elijah B. Cornell, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

May 20, 1904. Renewed March 30, 1905. Se

rial No. 252,920.

Claim.-—-1. The como.nation with an

axle spindle sleeve, of a hub comprising

an axle box mounted to rotate on said

sleeve; conical surfaces at the opposite ends

of said sleeve, conical wedge rings fitted

to said surfaces in said sleeve and arranged

to engage an ordinary vehicle axle spindle

therein, and a nut arranged to shift said

rings relatively to said sleeve and clamp

the latter in stationary relation to said

axle, substantially as set forth.

802,643. Vehicle Wheel. Charles E. Hux

ley, Chicago, Ill. Filed January 6, 1905. Se

rial No. 239,910.

Claim.—1. A vehicle wheel comprising a

hub, a surrounding flexible rim composed

of a plurality of curved jointed sections

formed to provide on their outer sides an

angular seat for a tire, and pneumatic means

connecting the rim With the hub constructed

to normally maintain the rim circular while

permitting said rim to yieldingly flex in

wardly.

802.665. Explosion anglne. Richard H.

Scott, Lansing, Mich., Assignor to The Olds

Gasoline Engine Works, Lansing, Mich., a

Corporation of Michigan. Filed March 28.

1904. Serial No. 200,313.

Claim.—1. In an explosion engine, the

combination with an explosion chamber, of

a water jacket for the chamber, a supply

port means for introducing the explosive

mixture therein, and means within the jack

at for simultaneously injecting water from

said jacket directly into said supply port

in the path of said mixture and adjacent

a heated portion of said explosion cham

ber.

802,703. Tire Fastener. Thomas Midg

ley, Columbus, Ohio. Filed December 22,

1904. Serial No. 237,897.

Claim—1. The combination with a tire,

of a seat for the same having a plurality

of parts adjustable toward each other in

the operation of securnlg the tire to the

wheel, and a. wedging ring adjustable in

length, adapted to force the said parts of

the seat toward each other for securing the

tire in position as set forth.

802,735. Pneumatic Tire Protector. Pierre

0. Casavant, Point St. Charles, Canada.

Filed October 26, 1904. Serial No. 230,007.

Claim.-—1. In a protecting device for pneu

matic tires, a serrated sheathing having ra

dial, integrai, lips, a chain approximately

concentric with the inner ends of said lips,

radial links connected with said chain, and

means for connecting said lips with said

radial links.

802,708. Rotary

Meats, Brookllne, Mass.

1905. Serial No. 245,341.

Cialm.-—~1. A rotary engine comprising a

casing, a cylinder ecceittrically mounted

therein and forming with the inner walls of

said casing a chamber the area of which

gradually increases from the inlet, then re

mains the same for a distance, and then

gradually increases to the point of exhaust,

pistons carried by the cylinder in contact

with the walls of said casing and forming

closed pockets therewith, an admission port

opening into the narrowest part of said

chamber, and an exhaust port opening into

the widest part of said chamber.

Engine. William N.

Filed February 13,

 

802.798. Antlfrictlon Bearing. Henry C.

Burnett, Fort Maginnls, Mont. Filed March

25, 1904. Serial No. 199,933.

Claim—1. In an antifriction bearing, the

combination with a hub having a plurality

of lugs. a spindle mounted within said hub

and bearing elements secured to said hub'

and provided with lugs adapted to register

with the lugs on the hub, said bearing ele

ments each having a ball race, of balls

within said races, flanges carried by the

spindle adapted to engage said balls, one of

said flanges being removable, retaining rings

for said balls provided with a dust guard

adapted to overhand said spindle flanges

and having lugs adapted to register with

the before-mentioned lugs, and bolts engag

ing all of said lugs adapted to hold the

component parts in their relative positions.

802,806. Wheel The. Henry G. Fiske,

New York, N. Y., Assignor, by mesne As

signments to Morton Trust Company, trus

tee, a Corporation of new York. Filed April

24, 1899. Serial No. 714,160.

Ciaim.——1. A single piece inflatable tire

having a tubular fabric substantially con

centric with the circular outside surface of

the tire, and having an inner tubular‘portion

the section of which shows a laterally con

tracted tube, the major axis of which is

arranged transversely of the tire, a body

of flexible, pucture resisting material be

tween the upper part of the tubular por

tion and the tread, and a similar body of

puncture resisting material oppositely dis

posed thereto.

802,828. Rotary Engine. Norman R. Smith,

Seattle, Wash. Filed April 3, 1905. Serial

No. 253,653.

Claim—1. A rotary engine comprising a

cylindrical casing, a rotatory head having

peripheral lobes and mounted to turn in

said casing with its lobes in contact With

the inner periphery thereof and abutments

arranged to swing in pairs upon and at op

posite sides of a. common center and con

tinuously engaging the periphery of said

rotatory head.

802,833. Acetylene Gas Generator. Mar

tin Thayer and Jonathan E. Reynolds, Ware

ham, Mass. Filed Uctober 12, 1904. Serial

No. 228,148.

Claim.—1. In an acetylene gas generator,

a hopper for the carbide, a valve consisting

of a series of substantially parallel fingers

projecting across the outlet from the hop

per, and means ofr producing a longitudinal

movement of said fingers in a direction

transverse to the vertical axis of the hop

per to control the gravity feed of the carbid

from the hopper.

802,843. Rotary Engine. Clarence M.

Corneiison and William B. Matlack, Mahat

ley, Pa. Filed May 10, 1905. Serial No. 259,

745.

Claim.—A rotary engine comprising a cyl

inder having its bore opening through its

ends, said bore being bounded by oppositely

directed concentric arcs of dlfl‘erent radii

the ends of said arcs being connected by

two portions one extending radially of the

arcs and the other extending at obtuse an

gles thereto, said cylinder having an inlet

passage opening through tne first named of

said connecting portions and an outlet pas

sage opening through the other connecting

portion, plates secured against the ends of

the cylinder and having aligning openings

therethrough said openings registering with

the lesser are, said plates having flanges

extending into the openings at the outer

portions thereof, brackets carried by the

plates a shaft journaled in the brackets and

extending through the cylinder, members

mounted upon the shaft and lying in spaced

relation to the inner peripheries of the

flanges and within the inclosures thereof, ex

pansible packing rings engaged with the

members and lying within the inclosures of

the flanges, flanges carried by members at

the inner ends of the latter and lying with

in the openings of the plates and against

the inner faces of the first named flanges.

a piston including spaced sections secured

at their ends to the inner surfaces of the

members said piston lying in engagement

with the inner wall of the cylinder which

follows the lesser arc and lying in spaced

relation to that portion following the greater

arc, and a member slidably engaged between

the sections of the piston and lying with

one of its end portions in the space between

the piston and the portion of the cylinder

following the greatest arc with its extremity

in engagement with said portion, said end

portion of the member being adapted for

engagement of the second named connecting

portion of the bore of the cylinder for move

ment of the member to project its opposite

end portion beyond the piston.

802.860. Vehicle Spring.

Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

1905. Serial No. 255,533.

Claim—1. The combination with a ve

hicle spring of means for retarding the com

pression of the spring with one degree of

friction and another means for retarding the

expansion of the spring under another de

gree of friction.

802,905. Tire Inflatlng means.

A. Bobrick, Los Angeles, Cal.

31, 1904. Serial No. 210,386.

Claim—1. Means for inflating tires com

prising a tank for holding gas under pres

sure, a valve connected thereto, a reducing

valve, a flexible tube~and a coupling adapt»

ed to detachably connect with the valve of

the tire and a valve between the reducing

valve and the tire valve.

802,907. Nut Lock. John T. Boyet, Lewis

burg, Tenn. Filed March 7, 1905. Serial

No. 248,843.

Claim—In a nut lock, a longitudinally

grooved bolt, combined with a nut having a

radial slot in its face extending from the

bolt hole to its periphery, and a hole through

the bolt near said corner, a dog in Bali

slot angularly disposed thereto, and a pin

passing through a hole in the dog and th

hole in the nut, the ends of said pin bent'

to prevent its withdrawal.

803,006. Flexible Coupling. Joseph B.

Meriam, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The

Bruce-Meriam-Ahbott Company, Cleveland.

Ohio, a Corporation. Filed March 6, 190.’-.

Serial No. 248,385.

Claim.—~1. In a flexible coupling, in com

bination, a driving member, a driven mem

her, a series of flat leather links placed in a

circuit with overlapping ends, bolts passin:

through alternate ones of such overlappr

ends into the driving member, and bolts pass-

ing through the remaining ones of such over

lapped ends lnto the driven member.

803.008. Motor-Vehicle. Herman P. Moor

rees, New York, N. Y. Filed October 0, 1902.

Serial No. 227,336.

Claim—l. In a motor-vehicle, the combina

tion of a steering shaft or pillar, steerin

mcehnnism operated thereby. an electricall

controlled friction-cheek cooperating wilh

said shaft or pillar and comprising an ole.

tromagliet and parts directly acted upoi

thereby to vary the frictional contact (her-en",

and means to open and close said friction

check, substantially as described

803,009. Motor-Vehicle. llerman P. Hour

Adolf Herz.

Filed April 14,

Gabriel

Filed May
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rees. New York, N. Y. Filed February 24,

1905. Serial No. 247.084.

t‘lain1.——in a motor-vehicle. the combina

tion of a frame having longitudinal members

and transverse members. bearings carried at

the ends of said frame and by said trans

verse members. means to secure said frame

to the body of the vehicle. independent axles

mounted in said bearings, driving-wheels car

ried by said axles. motors secured to said

transverse members, and transmission-gear

ing between said motors and said axles re

spectively, substantially as described.

803.011. Tire for Vehicle-Wheels. Charles

)Iotz, Akron, Ohio. Filed January 3, 1905.

Serial No. 239,529.

In a vehicle-tire, the combinaClaim.—1.

tion with the undercut channelled rim. of the

elastic tire having projections adapted to fit

said channelled rim. and provided with a

series of transverse bars or stays, alternately

arranged, having one end of said bars ter

minate under the intnrned flanges of the rim.

and the opposite ends thereof terminate above

the inturned flanges ot the rim on opposite

sides; substantially as described.

803,032. Valve-Actuating Mechanism for

Explosive-Engines. Lorenzo D. Toliver, Abi

lene, Kan. Filed December 13, 1904. Serial

No. 236.679.

Claim—1. The combination with the ex

haust-valve, a means for automatically hold

ing it to its closed position, and a reciprocable

plunger-rod actuated from the drive-shaft to

open said valve; of a support adjacent the

outer end of the valve—stem. for the outer end

of the plunger-rod, a deflector device plvotally

mounted on said support automatically held

to its difl'erent adjustments under spring ten

sion. said device having oppositely-disposed

ahntinents arranged to he alternately engaged

by the plunger-rod. whereby to set the de

tlctor device to bring the end of the plunger

rod in and out of alinement with the valve

stem for the purposes described.

803.053. Tire. Henry G. Flske, New York,

N. Y., assignor. by mouse assignments to Mor

ton Trust Company, trustee, a Corporation of

New York. Filed June 17, 1899. Serial No.

720,915.

Claim—4. In combination with a support

 

> A

“PENNSYLVANI/iine CLINCHER

  

 

There are no perfect Motor-Cars, nor any perfect

tires—as yet.

But if you have a car which you consider almost

perfect perhaps you would like a ti_re fit to

associate with it.

"PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER CO.

JEANNETTE, PA. 1

 

 

 

 

0f the car.

and the best of materiils can produce.

materials andPrices, sam ples of

Lamp Gavel-s.

Tire Gavel-s.

 

should be just as carefully designed and fitted, as any other parts

“Any Old Top" won’t do.

LONDON TOP and secure the best that skilled top makers

LONDON TOPS, made to fit any or, fit guaranteed

full

construction promptly mailed on request.

Sllp Covers

Englne Aprons.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY COMPA

  

Equip with the

description of

  

NY.

/'v

Mic
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@RISCOE

MFG CO.

MAKERS OF

Sheet Metal Parts

FOR

Automobiles.

For tbvious reasons we prefer not to in

sert in our advertising matter, at this end of

the season, illustrations if our |9c6 designs

and construction details. 'lhose who are in

correspondence with us, however. know what

is doing. Manuiatturers who want inside in

formation wili rei eive prompt replies to their

letters.

  

Our two large plants are ready to

take care of our rapidly increasing busi

ness. We can not only promise but

make deliveries.

During the past season we sold r2,945

radiators to 54 bona fide motor car

manufacturers, among whom are nearly

all of those who have produced high

grade and successful cars.

Over 30,000

B It IS 6 0 E

RADIATDRS
ARE NOW

Cooling Automobile Engines.

ing-telly. a pneumatic tire comprising a rein

i'orced casing having an air-tight lining, the

two parted clrcumterentially, inexpansible

strips inclosed in fabric extending through

out the casing arranged at either side of the

part presenting a relatively broad seat por

tion opposed to the flat t‘cily periphery, means

for mechanically holding the edges of the

casing to form an air-tight inner cavity.

lateral flanges in continuous engagement with

the sides. and extending beyond the telly and

holding the edges of the casing with the

inextensible strips against lateral displace

ment, whereby the cotnbination of the rela

tively broad base-strips and the lateral

flanges securely holds the seat of the tire

against twisting or lateral movement.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau street. New York. '"

 

 

 

COOLERS FENDERS

  

Dn-rrorr. Hum 05. .

 
H0005 usvrmr nrvmv nu." '- | TANKS

We make

Both Honeycomb and tubular

RADIATORS,

Iron and Alumlnum

H0008 and FENDERS,

Sheet Metal

DASHES and SEATS,

Galvanized Iron and Copper

GASOLINE and WATER TANKS,

Sheet Metal

RU NABOUT BOXES.

Write to our nearest office for estimates and

get in line for 1906,

.BRISCOE MFG co.
DETROIT, MICH . AND NEWARK. N. Jv

 

 

(L T h e Metropolitan

Police Department, at

Washington, D.C., have

used the Jones Speedo

meter as a positive

means for timing the

speeding automobilist, \55

for several years. There isn’t an officer

in this squad who wouldn’t testify as to

the accuracy of the Speedometer.

(L The Judge knows when

the automobilist hasn’t a

Jones Speedometer on his

car—that he hasn’t any

knowledge of his car’s

speed—and promptly says,

“$100 or 30 days,” or both.

(LThe automobilist who to day doesn’t

include a Jones Speedometer in his list

of accessmizs is eliminating two-thirds of

the pleasure of automo- " "

biling—and is encourag

ing the officer of the law

to make his arrest.

(LOur Speedometer Bul

letin has information concerning our

Protection Tag. This is free, if

you'll write.

JONES SPEEDOMETER

125 West 32d Street, - New YORK.

  

  

  

 

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

Tth PASfliNtilik wagonette; sample car.

1905 1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO (10..

(ilneyviile Sq., Providence, R. l.

  

 

OR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to-date

Thomas Ftyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. \‘ery best condition A bargain. C. A.

CORY & CO., 132343“ Michigan Ave , Chicago.

 

HAVE FOR SALE one Olds runabout; one

four-cylinder. 20 H. P. gasoline car; eight

steam cars. including runabouts and touring cars,

also steam dcliVny wagons, all in first-class run

ning or-irr. Write lor particulars, if interested.

K A GROUT, Orange, Mass

 

OR SALE—I973 Winton, oil and gas lamps.

side baskets; 1904 style crank shaft. in bc5l

cond tion; 1903 two cylinder Pope-Toledo, oil and

gas lamps, in pcrtect running order; 1904 two

cylinderI to horsepower Ford, with tonneau, used

five months: 1904 Model H RambYer, with ton

neau; 1904 Duryea, tiller steer; all in fine running

order; make your best offer on any of them.

EASTON AUTOMOBILE CO., Easton, Pa.
 

Model L Rambler, t6-18 h. p., stationary

I top glass. curtains; newly painted and

shoes this season; one Kingston Carburettor; hand

spark; just overhauled, all new wearing partsl; ,Icon

dition first-class, $675. E. B. REYNOLDS,

Chatham. N. Y.
 

WAVERLY electric runabout of the type

styled “Speed \Vagon"; new this season

and in perfect condition; batteries. thirty cells of

t) p. v.: buggy top. Apply to W M. A. TUCKER,

53 State St, Boston, Mass.

 

ANTED— Second-hand Bowser gasolene

tank, complete with measuring pump and

all appliances from two to four barrel capacit .

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE, 7

Fountain St., Providence, R. l. V _

ENLARGE your cizy Would consider propo

sition from Boar of Trade or individual in

city or town for site to manufacture automobiles.

J. C. W001), 784 Madison St., Brooklyn, N. Y
 

 

New York School at Automobile Engineers
mconeonrrzo

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A lligli tirade Schovl ul Instruction for

Clnuii'eurs and nut "Ii-lille tiwners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone in! Particulars.

Telephone. 43'4 Columbus.

 

 

THE soLVAY PROCESS coMPANY'a

“ KAL'KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50” below

zero Fahr. Put up In l0-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

BARBOIDALE CHEMICAL CO , - Carltondale, 7a

You Cannot Get More for Your Money

than by using 5: of it to subscribe to

THE MOTOR WoRLo

In which each week appears a record of all that

is best, brightest and newest in the World of

mechanical tratiic.
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y r\\ THE TEST or TIME

~ - * AND SERVICE

on the heaviest trucks and hardest used

delivery wagons by the best known

and most substantial concerns

in the country, prove

THE TURNER

a w A ENDLESS

(a ' .Y SOLID TIRE

- so. 3L r. 2;; " ' V _ 3‘; to be the only successful tire for

 

 

commercial vehicles.ONCE ON THE RlMiaiTnERE’s N0 comma OEE.

Investigate its merits. It is in universal use throughout the entire country.

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS COMPANY, - Hartford, Conn.
 

 

4

 

  

\l QUER '. PRNS

Sole Mlkers

THE WILLIAM ORAIP Jr. SONS SHIP Jr. ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.

 

UODIJ.‘ \i \“1‘.

 

 
 

“The-A. B. i}. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

w i nde s an in .Think of the reeds! Think of the bulbs! no seem hard 0 u r t d g

Have you even heard of a horn being offered as Pages.

THE POST &. LESTER 00., HARTFORD, Conn THE mm“ WORLD PUBLISHING comm",

IE4 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

 

Sole American Distributors of Volier Horn.
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ficamalile
The flea/milk Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Member Anorl'zrll'vn 0/ Lirnueri' Automaéile filnnu/achrrer:

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St, BOSTON. 15 Berkeley 5!
PHILADELI'HIA, 249 N Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 Michigan Ave.

 

 

We are prepared to estimate on your 1906 Forgings.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having!

been supplied to

the leading auto- H ’

mobile manufac

  

ane vou secured our prices?

THE M. SEWAND SONS COMPANY, Nerrr Haven Conn
 

AOIIIE MOTOR CARS
POSITIVE CONTROL—STARTING AND STOPPING

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—GOING AIIO COIIIIS.

Without flourishes or fads Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily accessible at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION IN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

.1. W. HEARS, Brooklyn; ENSIGN & MOORE. Binghnrnton. N. Y.;

DEVLIN & C0.. Chicago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE. Atlanta. 0a.:

'1‘. C. BRADFORD. Wilmington, Del; BOSTON MOTOR CO. Boston:

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE (30.. Pittsburg; ACME MOTOR CAR CO.,

Philadelphia: ACME MOTOR CAR CO., 0? N. Y., New York City.

 
 

 

READ THIS 2
THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Atrromomuts,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets,

ColumbusI Ohio, September 5, 1905.

THE STEEL BALL CO., Chicano. Ill. . _

Gentlemen z—We desire to express our sense of the great assistance

{our Oiler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and economy run at

on; Branch In a run of 320: miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

used 10 gallons oi oil and your oiler delivered the eel in an unfailing

treasure as set. Its operation was perfect at all times. The importance of

this we fully realize and its help in getting tins record for our PRAYER

MILLER car.

Yours truly,

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.

HILL PRECISION OILERS
MANUFACTURED IIY

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY, 832 Austin Ai., Chloego,U. S. II.

“TINENTAL”
means all that is best when

applied to motors, clutches

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. _

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars. Ask for

catalogue.

  

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 w. LAKE eraser, - - omcaco, ILL.

PETERSON & DRAI’ER, Direct Factory Representatives. 

 

 

gee—'11s B. & S.

\ Steering

Connections

srz: "e,"

r in. b. 8: s.joint

SIZE "C,"

1% in.

  

THEY ARE ALWAYS RELIABLE.

 

 
 

“Automobile Brand”I

Aluminum

Casnngs.
The Right Sort

at the Rlaht Price.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEAR! AND BEARINGS.

LIOIIT MFG. ANO FOUNDRY CO. Poiisiorrrn, Pa.

TI ‘

  

 
THE BILLINGS 8r. SPENCER CO., l-Ieriiord, Conn.

» » '7 -4»~-_s. “he

q} .. ,__.,_,....-,-_.__-...
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That

Car iiogan
We know something or especial interest to

dealers and users.

[OQOII ¢OII$IIIICIIOII Oompdllv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

Write us, and we will tell you

 

IlO West 38th Street, New York.

 

MWWM

*Tounrrre one
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

e CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A. .3

WWW

 

MOTOR CARS

In two new models, improved and

better than ever, will be ready very

shortly We have a surprise to oiier

which will make everybody

“WATOH FOR THE ROUND

RADIATOR.”

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIOLE 00.,

I007 East Twenty-Second St.,

INDIANAPOLIS. le.

Mnubrr A merrrrur

[Valor Car Allilll(/tl(lllr¢'ri Annular/1 u. (lm'uga.

 

 

 

 

Springfield Top ‘

  

"A wep t '4(PM. 189:) p. . / ‘lv

ALUMINUM ~ 17 J0 »

BODIES. ’ - ,

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

368 Rimia Arm.

Sringtield. Mass.

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers oi all kinds are in position to

Aflsemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections 0! the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent. an Broadway, ew York ity.

 

 

To Operators oi Steam Oars:

Write us for printed matter on the IELSOI

STEAM WATER PUMP. the 0111! Positive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.,

l04-l to Centre 8t., New York.

TRE MARION MOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, sleoo.

Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Eaay riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR OAR CO., IIIBIAIAPOUS. llll

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Beldeln Ohaln Company

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

(learn.

  

 

 

 

Baldlln Ohalh & Mtg. 00.,
Worcester. Mass , U.S A.

SPRAOIIE OANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Send for Catalogue

SPRAOUE UMBRELLA 60., Nomali, Ohio

  

 

 

 

Name? . ._>___'W

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(The @0th Worth

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue of ,

 

 

 

 

 

   

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generatora; No water needed;

Light niwnys ready; Light steady on renal: ;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn on many lighta an de- ,

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The Oonoentreted Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. of New York.

THAT WEAK STORAGE BATTERY

  

is apt to cause trouble when you

leaitexpect it. insure ounelt

against all ignition trout es with

an Appla Automatic Battery

I harger. Battery k. pt charged.

For iniormation. Osyton Electrical

Mtg. 60., 91 Beaver BIIII.. Onion, 0.

DEALERS
Condenae Your Orders

and buy " Sta-Rite " ignition plugs We have plugs

for every possible need. 47 sins. Porcelain,

‘I,bo; Mica,$|,75, Advise name ct car and

secure style best adapted. It nukes a great difier

BTICB.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 Well lroldny' I!!! YORK CITY

The Grout Gasoline Car
for l906.

Send for Particulars.

enour BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE on,
ORANGE, MASS.

  

I _—’~’  
.C

Storoigr Britten

.cnsrgtr

 
 

 

  

 

 

that Pulse?

Not so vigourous—eh? Winter's

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Do ’Vnflmrg for just two weeks at

French Lick

W‘est Baden Springs
Simply rest and drink the world medwaters

They clear away the impurities from the system

—- cure kidney, liver and stomach troubles

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern Indiana on the

nouns ROUTE/l
Write for Illustrated Booklet, ivin full r

ticulnrs. hotel rates. etc., mantle:th

CHAS. II. ROOKWELL FRANK i REID

Trailie Manager Gaa'l Paaat All“

198 CUSTOM “DUDE PLAOLOIIIOAGO
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

'l‘wo Speeds and Reverse.

  
WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS?
What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?"

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y,

SLIDE GEAR.

  

 

 

KIIIESIllll Bathuretor.
OVER 30,000 Ill USE.

7 Patented Mlyu, 1003.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, spark-coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces, etc.

T". Mur'FL R8. -6'OT\'

 

BIRNE, KINGSTON O OO., Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

 
 

Pet. Jan. to, loot.

run! ORADOMETER MARK.

Au lnstrnment that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

  

Sent poltpald on receipt oI price, $1.50.

THE ADAMS COMPANY. Dllbuquo, Iowa.

 

STANOARO ROLLER BEARING OO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings.

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

III'OII-ORAIIE “LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

    

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A OLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime.

golden ball of fire. g

from view in the was

At twilight as the sun, like a

radually descends

tern horizon, the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mello

ing bolder. bursts forth

of grandeur.

Send two—cent stam

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. STEAM

“'AYNI'Z S'r. WHARF.

w light and. grow

in one pure sheen

p for illustrated

BUA'I‘ Co.,

Drrnon', M tut.
 

GRAY? DAVA5
“Makers of Smart Auto

Be Sure YOUR CAR Ia Equlpped Wlth Them.

mobllo Lamps."

AMES

  

BURY. MASS 

 

MOST RELIABLE
 

 

  

OOLIINIBIA ORY OELLS

  

 

  
 

 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

 

Send

for

Catalogue.

  

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

Our positive owe! w II interest on.

driven sight feed 0 l l- E R Write‘lor description.

Auto Brass 8: Aluminum Co., rum, Mich. [MMUNU QHMN & MFG‘ no

OIANIONO OIIAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a " DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

THE

WITHERBLE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

.. INDIANAPOLIS 27 Themes Street, New York
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Investigate “ Whitney " Standards for dimensions of Roller Chains.

They have been adopted by most of the Leading American Automobile

_ Builders and have been recognized by other chain makers at Home and

' Abroad. If they are made universal six sizes of chain can eventually take

the place Of over thirty sizes used in the past.

 

 

  

I906 MllllEL

 

We urgently request manufacturers to be careful in machining

sprockets, to select chains of a suitable size and to provide sufficient space

for chain clearance. Thousands of chains used in the past have been

damaged by interference.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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MORGAN arWRIGHTTIRES

ARE 600D TIRES

 
 

 

 

Now it’s a question of proof.

(L During the past five weeks we have set forth in detail in these ads the claim that Morgan & Wright tires

possess in a marked degree the essential qnalities of good, serviceable tires.

(L Unless we have deliberately falsified in the statements made in our reasons why, we think we have for

nished adequate grounds for our claim to tire excellence.

 
(L As to the proof of these claims (and of our honesty) we have the most unassailable evidence from every

day users everywhere that these tires are more than living up to the claims made regarding them.
 

 
(L They have proven repeatedly that the superior method of their manufacture and their tremendous reserve

strength make them the cheapest tires on the market to maintain.
 

(L And because they do prove this, they are mighty safe tires for you to have on your car.

(L Clincher or Perfected Dunlop. _

 

 

 

MORGAN 8r. WRIGHT, Chicago.

' NEW YORK BRANCH (Uptown)-214 W. 47th St. NEW YORK BRANCH (Downtown)—l7 Warren 5L

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vino Sta. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St. MINNEAPOLIS—117419 Henneptn Ave.DENVER—1562 Broadway.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—265 Jefferson Ave. ATLANTA—35 Edgewood Ave. ST. LOUIS—538 Vandeventer Ave,

CLEVELAND—341 Huron St. SYRACUSE—212414 S. Clinton St. BAN FRANCISCO—106'! Mlsslon St. LOS ANGELES—MO S. Main st.

f

 

 

  

BAKER

ELECTRICS
1.1?1/

  

“2.1.1

1.

  

  

  

embody every POSSlblB good feature required to make

them what they are so frequently called,

THE ARISTOCRATS OF MOTORDOM. - i V DEPOT WAGON

Every particle of material used is the best that money can buy. The workmanship is perfect, the upholstery and exterirr finish

superb. All wearing parts are equipped with ball bearings, reducing friction to the minimum and insuring smooth, easy runt-iv‘g cars.

The perfect mechanical construction of BAKER ELECTRICS enab‘es us to use fewer battery cells than any other electric vehicle, at the

same time securing greater efficiency and lowering

the cost of maintenance. Their beauty of finish,

quiet running qualities and simplicity of operation

make BAKER ELECTRICS ideal for town use.

We desire agents in a few important cities not yet

covered. Write for particulars.

  

BTANHOPE.

IMPERIALS, STANHOPES, SURREYS,

DEPOT WAGONS, BROUGHAMS.

 

TI'IE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

22 Jessie Street, CLEVEIAND, O. -

INSIDE DRIVEN BROUGHAM oursrom DRIVEN snouoaax.
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T0 SELLERSOFAND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever
rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously v

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

G & J Tire (‘30. GoodyearTire& Rubber 80.

Hartford Rubber Works (20. Fisk Rubber (20,

Morgan & Wright ~ International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich ('20. Vehicle Tire 630.

Diamond Rubber 80. eontinental Gaoutchouc Go.

6&Jhm:Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Easily the Best Built Car in America

(I_ Our announcement of 1906 models

with specifications, will appear in the

next issue of this publication. An illus

trated folder containing much informa

tion of interest to prospective purchasers

of high-grade four cylinder touring cars

will be mailed on application.

The .[06’0112051'18 Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

filemblr Anotiafl'nn of Linux"! Automobile )llnnu/ndurlrs

NEW YORK. Broadway and 70th St, BOSTON, 15 Berkeley 5!. PHILADELPHIA, 249 N Brold St. CHICAGO. I354 MIMI-gun Ave.
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You cannot hear the sands of time dropping Into space,

Nor the_qulet Pope- Toledo pass at a mile-n-mlnute pace.

More Power,» More Speed, More Room,

More Style, More Strength, Less Weight.

our H, P., “Quiet mile-a-minute Pope-Toledo,” is the

latest and greatest achievement of the world’s largest automobile plant.

MOTOR consists of four individual Twin-head Cylinders, 4-cycle copper Jackcted, developing under

brake test 43-44 H. P. All gears encased. The VERY REMAPKABLE RESULT of securing

ONE H. P. FOR EVERYTEN ANI) EIGHT-TENTHS POUNDS OF ENGINE WEIGHT HAS

BEEN A'l‘TAINED, and this, too, without in any sense sacrificing the strength or wearing parts.

CONTROL is simple, flexible and positive. The car can be driven on HIGH SPEED BEHIND A

TEAM WALKING, or up to its MAXIMUM SPEED, simply by the use of THROTTLE

AND SPARK, both located on the steering wheel.

TRANSMISSION is of the sliding gear type, having three speeds forward and reverse. Ball Hearings

at all important points.

BODY DESIGN entirely new and of distinctive appearance.ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY.

  

In the meantime we have for Immediate dollvery OUR NEW TYPE X FOUR CYLINDER 20 H.P. CAR, one of the most etiicient

cars on the mlrket. It is spezially designed to meet the demand for a light weildy car of great power, which can be easily controlled.

PRICE $2,800.

Be sure the name “POPE” is on Your Automobile

Address Dept. A for catalogues.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW YORK CITY 1733 Broadway

BOSTON. MASS.223 Columbun Avenue

WASHINGTON. D. C..819 ch Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. ‘51 Mission Street

Member A. L- A. M.
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1906 Ford 6 Cylinder Touring Car

Price $2,500

6 cylinders 40 h. p. 4 to 50 miles per hour on high

gear. Perfected magneto ignition—mechanical

oiler, 114 inch wheel base, luxurious body for five

passengers, weight 2000 pounds. ‘

1906 Ford Runabout is as advanced as our touring car
i in design and even more surprising in price——will be fully

illustrated and described early in December.

Both these Cars on exhibition at

the New York Automobile Show.

Ford Motor Company

Detroit, Mich.
Member: American “010! Car Canadian Trade Ill pllnl by lb! v

Hmnlacluren Auociation, Chicqo Ford Molar (,‘g 0! Cum“. Bid" w-llumliu. OnL
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Nothing but the everlasting hammer

ing year after year of an enormous organiza

tion upon one design of car has made pos

sible the present perfection of the Packard.

Packard lVIotor Car (10., Dept. 8,

Member Associ ' New York lunch

limml Mom ‘ llmnmm, I)etroit, Mi011. 1540 llOlllIly
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QUEENS
  

ONE OE OUR THREE NEW MODELS

 

Motor. 4 cylinder—26-28 h. p.

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Erame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. > 32x4.

Wheel Base. IOI inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder touring car with detachable side door tonneau

list at $1100.00, and a runabout .12 h. p. at $800.00.

\IVrite us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

interesting.
 

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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Greatly Exceeds My Most Sanguine Expectations.

EXPERTS SAY IT IS A WONDER.

 

 

 

  

 

No customer is so critical or hard to please as the manufacturer, who, regardless of cost,

absolutely determines to do his utmost to build the best .Car in the world.

But, when an ordinary Stock Touring Car, without special preparation or intention, runs

sixty miles an hour on the level and climbs a 10 per cent. grade on the high speed at forty miles

per hour, within an hour after it first leaves the shop, it is something that not one Car in a

thousand will do.

Under favorable conditions, we should do sixty-five miles an hour.

I am more pleased than ever with its speed, hill climbing, quiet operations and mechanical

superiority, and cordially urge disinterested Automobile experts everywhere to rigidly investi

gate our claims and compare our material, workmanship and design with the highest priced

Cars in the world—and we will win the verdict.

E. R. THOMAS,

For the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., 1416 Niagara St., Bufi'alo, N. Y.

Member A. L A. M.

 

r——THE NEW THOMAS—fl  

  

 

J
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UNUSUAL RESILIENCY

IS JUST ONE OF THE THINGS WHICH MAKE

THEOELEBIIATEOBRAMPTONOIIAIIIS

MadefromSelf-HaraenlnzStool-1

22-7644m'

IIIIIIIIll.DIOADvrAvnew

on-voeewecueweI
u-v“:consul"LII"9M'g./notneuronalsnout.“

"-wallm-souna".Inna-ed.,,l/Mlllf,m/,nono.0".T.'NILA_ppm,_

.t/

d
SOLID SIDE WIRE TRUCK TIRES

Queue“no.-vnuIALWIII{Ill-II"(bl-(Iii.

"Ll'flolllfilIIOAD A”/;fl

rowan...Aéaé/iLr.-c.it.Xiller,‘

SAN FRANCISCO—4108 Mission St.

DENVER—322 Boston Building,

MlNNI-lAI‘OLIS-—fill Firnt Ave. B.

ATLANTA—94 North Prior St.

#96ReadeStru,

, weights, etc.

NewYork.

J.

DearSir:

IwishtowriteyouregardingtheBramptonchainswhichI

mg sizes

THE DIAl‘IOND RUBBER COPIPANY,

purchasedforwFranklincar.

No.l‘Ihaveusedallthetimeandhavegivenitaboutsoharda

pollnoitispossibleforachair.toreceive.Allover:themountain.ofOrangeCounty,NewYork,andbetweenNewYork,PhiladelphiaandLakewooduntilIamtiredoftheroad.‘

Iri'helongchainontheFranklinisaprettystiffpropositionand

0 .LI >iNII-I

many,infact,mostofmyfriendsstatethattheirfirsttroubleon

lflm011

thatcarinthatchainbreaksandIhavemetpeoplewhohaveworked

AKRON, OHIO.

DETROIT—153 .Ie-i’fer: on Ave.

forhourstogettheirchair.fixedontheroT“.butIhavenevermeta

CHII'ZNGOAIGT—IGQ Lake St.

81'. LOUIS—3964‘) Olive St.

CLEVELAND—323 Haron St.

HEM

Bramptonintroubleandminesofarhasnotascratchonit.

No.2isinthepaperinwhichyoursalesmanwrappeditforme,

D

andisrentinginthebottomoftheearwaitingforlie.1tobreak.

lfirpartner,Ir.Iilmnrth,PresicentoftheL.1.AutomobileClub.

hasa.BramptononhisIintonandhashadpracticallythesameresultasmyself.HegotmeinlinefortheBramptonandthereIetny1Diet.Verytrulyyours,

ALL SIZES CARRIED IN STOCK

H.S.lit-G.

Ave.

4106 N. Broad St.

Let us send you some interesting literature concern

BUFFALO—715 Main St.

—78 Reude St.

()STON—I'M Columbus

Our80.7CatalogisholdnoIbookorreferencebynutomobllistsandwillbemilledonrequolk

CHARLESE.MILLER2.1%".111’1’35733.112".I

Home0m“,97.DO,"IM8L,NewYorkm.

J='oE
.9.

:
U.

I-I-I
‘

QUEu‘oEEcU
‘

c
'4

.2.ca
.i:tn

0QHWoEo.:
I

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA—304

R

 

BRANCHES:

Broadway&88":BL.Ill1320N.Bread52-.202i106Columbia.Av...‘0‘Erie81..

NewYork.Phllgdglphl.‘Pg,Boston.III.Cleveland.OH.
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()ldsmobile Model S

‘1] Following our more general announcement of last week, we here set forth in

detail the leading features of our Four-cylinder Touring Car.

(II In general appearance this car is strictly up-to-date. The front axle has been

laced well forward under the radiator, giving a wheel base of l06 inches.
El_'l'le standard tread is 55 inches; but either 52-inch or 58-inch tread will be

iumished to order. The general design of the car is such that the tendency to

stir up dust when running is very small. Weight of car 2200 pounds.

Price $2250.

Motor: The car is equipped with a four-cylinder vertical

water-cooled motor, developing 24 to 26 H. P. Cylinder, 4%

inch bore by 4% inch stroke. Pistons are carefully grounded,

and “run in” with a belt to insure accurate" fit. All the cylin

ders, pistons and rings are made from the best grade of cast iron

from our own foundry. An exceptionally silent muflier is ar

ranged longitudinally beneath the side of the car. \

Valves: The valves are mechanically operated and easily

adjusted. The fly wheel is carefully marked, and an index is

placed on the crank case so that the valves may be quickly and

accurately timed. All bearings are of generous proportion, and

quarter boxes are of babbitt-lined bronze. The cylinders are

cooled'by"means of water circulated by a gear pump‘. The radi

ator used is one of our own design, with a flat tube construc

tion. A fan placed just behind the radiator aids in cooling the

motor when the machine is standing still.

.Crank Case: The crank case is of aluminum. The lower

half may be removed without disturbing the bearings, which are

hung from the upper half of the case. The crank shaft, connect

. ing rods and pistons can, therefore, be very easily examined 01'

Cmss section ofthe Oldsmobile four-cylinder motor _ _ removed without disturbing the hanging of the motor.
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OLDSMOBILE
 

frame: A pressed steel frame of channel section is

used. In addition to the main frame, a sub-frame is pro

vided which supports the motor and radiator. A portion

of the dust pan which runs under the car is riveted between

the outside and inside members, and gives a pronounced

bracing efiect. A portion of the dust pan is removable, so

that the motor may be very easily examined, yet at the

same time it is firmly fastened when in place and abso

lutely prevents the dust, mud and water from reaching the

working parts of the mechanism. Both engine aad trans

mission are aligned upon the sub-frame, and all working

parts may be removed without disturbing the hanging of

the crank, or transmission cases.

Transmission: The transmission is of the sliding

gear type, having three speeds forward and one reverse.

All the gears are made of special high carbon steel, ttm

pered and hardened- The control is of the selective

type, all changes being made with one lever.

The clutch is of the “dish pan " or cone type, and is

provided with a simple spring device whereby the load may

be thrown on the—motor gradually, thus doing away with

any jerking motion when starting. The clutch may be

thrown out by foot lever, and also by emergency brake

lever.

Control: Steering is accomplished through a worm

and nut mechanism. The nut has a large wearing surface

so babbitted that same may be easily replaced at any time.

The spark and throttle levers are placed upon the steering

post, and just beneath and at the right-hand side of a

r6-inch oval~rim steering wheel. An sccellerator pedal is

also arranged in such a way that it may be used with case

when it is desired to instantly increase the speed for a

short interval.

Brake: There are two brakes; one, operated by a

pedal control, acting on the cardon shaft, just. back of the

transmission case; the other, operated by a hand lever,

/

which “ sets up the emergency toggle joint brake upon

the rear wheels. Application of this latter brake throws

out clutch, disconnecting transmission from motor.

Axles: The front axle is our own special design

and is built of 2-inch tubing, having a K-inch wall. The

steering connections have special large bearings, all these

bearings being equipped with “T” handled grease cups,

and protected by leather dust caps. The steering connec

tions and gear links are adjustable so that the wheels

may be easily lined up at any time; Axle is dropped in

center to protect the fly wheel and other parts beneath the

car. The rear axle is equipped with Timlten roller

bearings throughout.

Drive: Bevel-gear drive is used, having a ratio of

3 to 1. Ratio of 3% to r or 4 to x will be furnished on

special order. We do not recommend any lower than

3% to t.

Springs; Large, half-elliptical springs made of the

best stock obtainable are_used, the front being 36 inches

long, and rear 48 inches.

Miscellaneous; The wheels have ten spokes in

front, and 12 in the rear, and are equipped with 32-inch

by 3%-inch tires. Four-inch tires for extraordinary service

can be had on special order. Running board and mud

guard irons, instead of being riveted on are drawn into

taper sockets upon side members of frame and are easily

removable. The lamp brackets are adjustable for difi'erent

sizes of lamps; dash and tail light brackets are supplied.

Luggage rack is equipped at rear on special order. A

tabular horn, two acetylene head lights, generator and two

oil lamps are furnished with each car. A box carried on

running board contains storage and dry cells, tools and

compartment for waste and small repairs.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH., U. S. A.

 

READ AND LET TI

  

 

 
T T COUPON --

CATALOGUE COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked.

CALIIIDAII COUPON

oms moron worms ' a

LANSING, HIGH.

Enclosed find IO cents, for which send your Art

*SE FACTS SOAK IN!

.T

IOTOI TALK

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANlING, mot-L

Enclosed find 25 cents, lolr which have Moron

600""

ii

I

IMZr: interested. E Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for from- TALK. 3 mmuinc devogcd to lugomobiling. sent to

el s.... Delivery Cars...- ° ' t 1905 D ' b C CH:
Model 5.... Passenzcr 3 mg) or ’ “Ian y gorge l " me (or I year. 'I

'l' Model L. . .. Traffic Cars. . .. :5) 5‘

Name H V _ ‘ Name 1 Name

 

".H.-"mus"... "mp-n..." .
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MICHELIN

; .

r “ .

~Y iThe-i net; MICHELIN ANTI-SKID TIRE adoptedby 2.111 as

the most perfected non-slipping, non-skidding

and resilient. _

 

 

  

WHAT .A PLEASED CUSTOMER SAYS:

‘Mr. vE. D. WINANS, 646 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Michelin Tire CO., New York. '

Dear Sirz—The new Michelin Anti-Skid Tires are giving utmost satis

faction._ They possess the resiliency and speed of pneumatics with non

slipping advantage.

  

too

0..

0

lg.

Very truly,

GEO. L. FLEITZ,

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc,

6 West 29th Street, New York

  

a'a,

'3"...

Telephone—4657 Madison E D ,Wirulns, General Manager

B RANCHES

Chicago, I46! Michigan Boulevard. Rochester, ai-aq Plymouth Avenue. St. Raul, P. Joy Auto Co. Poughkeepsie, 14-20 Catherine Street.

Boston, 7 t'Boyleton Street. Baltimore, _|oao Morton Street. Cincinnati, 904 Broadway. Albany, q7-lOI Central Ave“;

Philadelphia, 31: No. Broad Street. Minneapolm 703ijlenn=pm Avynue- 395110, 369 Pelfl 5m“- Newark, N. J .. :86 Halsey Street.

Washington, 1330 New York Ave., N. W. St. Louis, 3935 live Street. _ Pittsburg, 5903 Centre Avenue. Aabury Park, N. 1., Main St. and SeIall Avenue

San Francisco, 307 Larkin Street. Indianapolis, Indiana Automobile C0. Uhca, la-rS Lafayette Street. Morriltown N 1., 1 South Street.

 

i.

Side Wire Tires.

It takes kndwledg'e horn of experience to manufacture a tire that will continue to stand the strain

of use on commercial vehicles.

In mmy instances trouble with tires has made a com nercial vehicle unprofitable until Firestone

Side Wire Tires were adopted.

We have in our office evidence of what Firestone Tires have done after many others had

been tried and found deficient.

5

Then why not “Firestone” ?

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

AKRON, OHIO.

New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Detroit.
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from a dealer in a rough

road country on the

service obtained from

GOODRICH

TIRES ' *

WITH THE BAILEY TREAD.‘

“We wish to congratulate you because

of the splendid way yourGoodrich-Bailey

tires havegiven satisfaction and service to

us and our customers. They not only wear

longest with the least show of use, but

seem to be free from weak spots, such as

fabric breaks and rubber and fabric part

ing company on the Tread, the latter seems

to be a sure thingon some tires that we

know of.
 

expect to be partial to them, because we

reputation is any criterion to. go by.”

—A:)iezu'lle Cyde and Auto C0., Sept. 23, 1905.

THE B AILEY Rims branded in the

“ W O N ’ T S L I 1’ channel with this copy

TJRE." Regular Good- ‘ '- tight mark have been

rich construction, but ispected and pro

provided with the Bailey nounced perfect. We

“Won't Slip“ Tread. guarantee our tires

Prevents slipping, slew o n ly o n rim s s 0

ing or skidding. branded.

The B. F. Goodrich €ompany

Akron, Ohio.

 

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade Bt- nnd 1625 Broadway,

BUFFAID, 731 Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 892 Million St.

BOSTON, 181 Columbul Ave. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch SLDETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St. DENVER. 1m Curtil St.

LONDON, I. C., 7 Snow Hill.

 

Congratulations

  

We are looking to 1906 Goodrich and.

believe they deserve it if their previous}

 

  

 

 

  

 

More Evidence

  

Merit _ -

K Wor!d_?S,;-%.

;_._Ree0rd

j- For 100 miles onfl‘racrit ‘

'bv‘gg-w. fit".

.Iap. Olemens, driving a_ National Oar, at ,.

the indianapoiislmee't. _ ‘

Time, 1 h. 53 m. 212.55.

Not one moment’s delay due‘to tires.

Every LLB-vent

at this meet was won on ,

Oatllglmis “
6am:C0. i;

Indianapolis, Ind.

  

~¢

Boston Buffalo eleveland Detroit

ehicago ehicego San Francisco ‘ ‘  

.-"Fawnh-F’"
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DID ANYONE EVER HEAR

of trouble arising from fouled spark plugs in a Royal

Tourist ? We never did. In fact we have yet to hear of

any owner of a Royal Tourist having any mechanical

troubles with his car.

i

We have a full description of 1906 model ready to

mail to you, if you will send us your address. Will also

mail booklet explaining performance of 1906 model in

Vanderbilt Trial Race. '

THE ROYAL moron CAR c0., Cleveland, Ohio.
Member A. L. A. I.

AOBNT‘: C. A. DUERR & CO., New York, N.Y.; G J. DURHAM, Boston, Mann,

THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago, “L; G. W. CAPLIN,

Mlnnupolia, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO., Lim., Toronto: MOTOR

SHOP, Philadelphia, Pa.:WESTMINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO.,St. Louis,

Mo.; STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsburg, 173.; AMOS PIERCE

Q CO., Syracuse, N. Y.; THOMPSON SLHOEFF L CO., Rothester, N. \ .

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Skilled Workmen from the

Materials Obtainable.

f THE SIMPLEST GASULENE BAR IN THE; WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and maintain.

I h _“ Marks :1 New Era in Automobile Construction."_t __

_ : 40-45 Horse-Power $5,000. -._

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Deabody, Mess.,]U. S. A.

Built by Best

 

 

 

 

Our Parabolens Projector

is the most powerful and steady

light producer made, and is the

only one manufactured with

optically correct focus of lens,

light and reflectors.

We absqlutely guarantee

these lights perfect. '

   

  

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring‘car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the (W0 cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duces two impulses every time the fly-wheel turns. '

As you know, the two cylinder [our cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

ln other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in automv bile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You’ll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

ts climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

 

THE ELllllllE MFG. 60.,1104 Amanda 8t. Clyde, 0.

 

  

'1‘.
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WON HONORS

A regular “Haynes” stock touring car,

outclassed the especially constructed racing

monsters, in the Vanderbilt Cup Elimination

Trials securing a position that entitled it to

a place on the American Team.

Arandom comparison of the cylinder cap

acity of the competing cars with the

HAYNES (5 inch bore x 6 inch stroke) is

sufficient to demonstrate what a wonderful

achievement this was.

EXACT DUPLICATES—of the car that

outclassed and outdistanced powerful racing

 

monsters is offered for 1906.

LIVE AGENTS—are quick to realize the

advantage of handling a car like this. _Get

 

your application in early.

We are booking orders in their turn for

this car.

. The. Haynes “Automobile Co.,

,Members A. L. A. M.)

iKokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago
  

  
  

 

(i RO UT

GASOLINE

4=CYLINDER

CARS
ARE NOT LIKELY to be passed by the agent who

is wise to his own interests -

 

 

  

Price $l,800

Read these specifications—then think it over:

28-30 H. P., 4 cylinder, balanced motor, high tension ignition using

one coil with distributing commutator.

Forced ventilation by fan.

Mechanically operated valves.

Inlet valves interchangeable with exhaust valves. '

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion transmitted

to these levers by movemer t of steering wheel.

Gear, three speeds and reverse actuated by single lever.

Wheels, 30 inch artillery, wood, ball bearings, 3% inch tires.

Armored frame.

Steering by irreversible worm and sector, dust proof and oil tight.

Lubrication ; mechanically operated oiler, a definite amount of oil to

all cylinders, crank bearings, connecting rod bearings, etc.

Lubricating system has received great attention and is particularly

thorough. It is non-adjustable, that is, set at the factory and

needs only to be supplied with oil.

Proved Construction Throughout.

THE GROUT, THE GOOD CAR

is built in the first‘tactory in the United States erected

especially for the manufacture of automobiles and by

graduates of the school of experience.

Write to-day.'

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO"

ORANGE. MASS.
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a 3 5"? “new
Keri—e.“ In the design of the

f the primal object has been constant daily service

/, and to that end has been provided abundant power

J‘ r coupled with extreme simplicity both in construction

and operation.

‘M The result is a car that will travel day after day

//i/// through all conditions of road or weather and you stay in the

{y the car—'-not under it.
~ , // f" x

_ (fl! Our catalog and the Rambler Magazine will give you details. "II/m

A“ \wl' Both are at your service. ’

Ill:

\I: i
N Surrey Type One, shown below, a five passenger, medium weight 2'

' / touring car, ready for the road with lamps, horn and full equipment of ,1

(K 6 tools, etc., $1200. Cape top, or canopy top with glass front, $100 extra.l ' Surrey Type Two, a five passenger touring car of more elaborate l i

l

l

l

\

s design, with double chain drive, full canopy top and glass front, $1650.

THOS. B. JEFFERY (‘3 CO.

‘-\\\\\e.',
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l \ l
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NEW YORK AGENCY. 134 W. 38TH STREET
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MOVING PICTURE SALESMEN

Interesting Experiment to be Tried by Max

well-Briseoe—The Objects to be Served.

 

Moving pictures as an aid to the sale of an

tomobiles are to be tried by the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Car Co. Their idea is that

by such means they will be able to establish

small agencies and introduce their product in

places where it has heretofore been unknown.

The company will send a number of its rep

resentatives in touring cars through sections

of various Eastern States, each salesman

carrying with him a complete moving picture

outfit, including a large screen. On arriving

in a town the salesman will arrange to give

a moving picture exhibition in some public

place. The views shown will include racing

and touring incidents, including the perform

ance of the Maxwell car in its trip up Mount

Washington, and other interesting events.

The travelling representatives will place agen

cies in many of the towns they visit, in addi

tion to generally educating the public regard

ing the Maxwell cars. The first of these mis

sionaries to start will be P. B. Blisdale, who

begins work next Monday, starting over a

route which includes many of the towns in

Northern New Jersey.

Strike Up the Band! Hol-Tan is Coming.

Hollander & Tangeman, the American

agents for the F. I. A. T. car, have leased the

new five story garage on the northwest cor

ner of Broadway and Fifty-sixth street, New

York City, and will take possession about De

cember 1. The building has a frontage of 50

feet on Broadway and a depth of 120 feet on

the cross street. Simultaneously it is an

nounced that the firm will become a stock

company on January 1, taking the comic-opera

title of Hol-Tan Co.

 

Elusive Promoter finally it “ Pinched."

Howard T. Heath, president of the Interna

tional Automobile Co., of Chicago, which ap

parently existed on paper only, and for whom

the police of several cities have been looking

for some time, has at last been found and is

now at Eigin, 111., under $1,800 bail, to await

the action of the Kane County Grand Jury.

Heath was arrested on warrants sworn to by

John Oberst and George Voisch, of Elgln, who

alleged that Iieath had “trimmed” them to

the tune of about $1,400. Two more State

warrants were served on the president of the

automobile company this week through vic

tims who assert they subscribed liberally to

Heath's wonderful company.

Lowe Links with Wayne.

If there is not a substantial increase in

the interest in Wayne cars and the number of

them in use in New England, it will be cause

for remark. George H. Lowe, former man

ager of the White Sewing Machine Co.’s

Boston branch and the dean of the New Eng

land trade, has purchased an interest in the

Wayne Automobile Co. of New England, at

509 Tremont Street, Boston, and, as he is so

well and so widely known and his acquaint

ance is so large, sales are reasonably certain

to follow where he leads.

 

Blackman Becomes a Sales Manager.

C. W. Blackman has engaged with the

Parish & Bingham 00., Cleveland, Ohio, as

manager of sales, and entered upon his new

duties this week. Blackman is well known

to the trade, having .been for several years

connected with a publication noted for its

horselessness.

New Firm Buys Whole Output.

Douglass, Andrews & Co., who recently

established themselves at No. 1,623 Broad

way, New York City, with C. S. Tate as man

ager, have contracted for the entire factory

output of Berkshire cars for next year. This

means, of course, that the appointment of

agents will be in their hands.

 

 

Spiers Leaves the Autocar.

John C. Spiers, general manager of the Au

tocar C0., Ardmore, 1’a., has resigned his of

fice, disposed of his holdings and entirely

severed connection with the company. He has

several irons in the fire. but is not yet ready

to make disclosures.

 

Goes Back to Waltham.

The general oliices of the Waltham Mtg.

Co. have been again returned to the factory

at Waltham, Mass. The transfer from No.

44 Broad street, New York, was made yes

terday.

 

FORD SPRINGS TWO SENSATIONS

Iiis Low Priced Runabout is One of Them

but There's a Surprising Big Car, too.‘

 

 

Ford—that is, the Ford Motor Company of

Detroit, this week uncovered two sensations

—one a big six-cylinder 40 horsepower tour

ing car at $2,500, and the other a four-cylin

der vertical 15-horsepower runabout at a

price between $400 and $500, the exact figure

not having been definitely settled.

While perhaps the idea of a four-cylinder

car at $500 is immensely sensational, and

fraught with enormous significance to the

trade, the runabout is really not so surpris

ing as the touring car. While few, if any

one, expected that the runabout would be

fiitted with a four-cylinder engine, the mat

ter of its low price had so long preceded it

and had been a subject of so much discus

sion that the edge was rather taken off the

sensationality of the official announcement.

Of the big car, little, if anything, had been

said. It had been kept well under cover, and

with practically every other manufacturer

devoting himself to the perfection of his

four-cylinder model, or designing one to be

added to his 1906 line, that Ford was at

work on a slxcylinder car entirely escaped

notice.

In addition to these two new models, the

Ford Motor Company will continue to make

and market its two-cylinder opposed model

at $1,000. '

The picture of the $400$500 Ford makes

it appear not unlike the many two-cylinder,

two passenger runabouts in use this season,

with square bonnet and sloping rear body on

which is mounted two individual seats. The

specifications of this car, which will be

styled Model N, as disclosed by the Ford

advance sheet, are as follows:

Motor, four-cylinder, vertical; cylinders

3%-inch bore by 31,4-inch stroke, 15 horse

power. Speed, forty miles an hour down to

three miles on high gear. Improved pian

etary transmission, with improved clutch.

Seventy-eight-lnch wheel base. Water

cooled. Ignition, two sets of dry cells.

Mechanical oiler. Gasolene tank, under scat.
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containing ten gallons. sufficient for 200

miles. Water contained in radiator. Hub

brakes—internal expansion, with lever con

trol. Emergency brake on driving shaft,

controlled by foot pedal. Springs. full ellip

tic in rear, and half elliptic in front. “Fam

ous Ford” direct drive construction. Roller

hearings on rear axle, with ball-bearing

thrust—special design. Ball bearings on

front wheels. Wheel steering (fitted with

Ford reduction gears) takes all the strain

from steering over the roughest road, an ex

clusive Ford feature. Luxuriou body, car

rying two passengers. Weight, 700 pounds.

Fifty-six-inch tread. Wheels. artillery, 28

inch. Tires, 2% inch. Lubricating oil suffi

cient for 200 miles. Color, maroon. Equip

ment. two side oil lamps, 'tail lamps and

horn. Price $400 to $500—will be definitely

decided shortly.

The specfieations of the six-cylinder car,

Model K. are as follows:

Motor. six-cylinder, vertical. 4%4nch bore

by 414-inch stroke; 40-horsepower. Speed,

fifty miles per hour. down to four miles per

hour. on the high gear. Improved planetary

transmission, with improved clutch. Pressed

steel frame. 114 inch wheel base. Water

cooled: circulation by gear pump. Perfected

magneto ignition. Mechanical oiler. Gaso

iene tank under seat. containing 15 gallons—

good for 250 miles. Water contained in

radiator. Hub brakes—internal expansion.

with lever control. Emergency brake on

driving shaft, controlled by foot lever.

Springs. full elliptic on the rear. and half

I elliptic on the front. “Famous Ford” direct

drive construction. Ample roller hearings

on rear axle, with ball bearing thrust—spe

cial design. Ample ball bearings on front

wheels.

reduction gears) takes all the strain from

steering over the roughest road. an exclusive

Ford feature. Luxurious body, ample for

five passengers. Weight. 2.000 pounds.

Price, $2.500. 56-inch tread. Wheels. artil

lery. 32 inch. Tires. 4 inch. Lubricating oil

sufficient for 250 miles. Color ('0. Equip

ment. two side oil lamps. tall lamp and tubu

lar horn.

To Angie for American Visitors.

According to a French print. two or three

Americans have formed a small company in

Paris for the manufacture of motor cars, un

der the name of the Dolores. Their names

are not given, but it is stated that their idea

is to cater to those Americans who come to

Paris in search of cars.

Verdict for the Dealer.

Because a car in which he was a passen

ger upset and inflicted some injury .Tames

Routledge felt called on to sue the Rambler

Automobile Co., of San Antonio. Tex.. for

$5,000 damages. When the case was tried

last week. however. James was presented

merely with a chunk of wisdom. The verdict

was for the defendants.

Wheel steering (fitted with Ford

The Week's lncorporations.

'Charlotte, Mieh.—Dolson Automobile 00.,

under Michigan laws, with $100,000 capital.

Corporators not named.

Boston, Mass.—Adams-Sutt0n Motor Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $40,000 cap

ital, to deal in automobiles. Corporators,

Nathan Gould and C. I. Foster.

Nyaek, N. Y.-Rockland Motor 00., under

New York laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators, Truman H.

Baldwin and Frederick W. Barker.

Boston, Mass.—Baker-Cormerals Motor Car

00., under Massachusetts laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators.

A. E. Baker and H. D. Cormerais.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Foss Hughes Motor Car

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $5,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators.

H. W. Knight, W. .T. Foss and Archie

Hughes.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Motor Car Supply

Co.. under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators, W. B. Drown, E. G. Guthrie, I.

H. Drown, E. C. Gesoner, A. P. Graves.

New York City. N. Y.—McGIehan Mfg. 00..

under New York laws. with $20000 capital,

to manufacture automobile supplies. Cor

porators, Franklin B. Seidel, Stanley D.

Forbes and D. DaCosta.

New York City. N. Y.—Motor Directories

of New York City. under New York laws,

with $1,000 capital; to publish motor direc

tories. Corporators. J. A. Herren. A. P.

Young and F. J. Pritchard.

Jersey (iity. N. J.—Day Inventions Co., un

der New Jersey laws. with $1 .000 capital:

to make engines of every description. Cor

porators, Joseph Day. Thomas Fleming Day

and Walter E. Torena.

Chicago, TIL—Manufacturers of Auto Parts.

Appliances & Accessories Exhibition. under

Illinois laws. with $2.500 capital: to conduct

trade exhibitions. Corporators, Frank

Schoenfield. Emil X. Link and Russell S.

Clark.

Union. N. .T.—'I‘he Union Automobile 00..

under New Jersey laws, with $10000 capital;

general automobile business. Corporators.

Howard V. Weeks. Frank Hermance, Heber

.T. Ware, H. Joseph Kaiser. and William A.

llaitus.

in the Retail World.

Landis Fberhardt has opened a garage in

'I‘iffln. Ohio. Repairing and storing cars will

be his specialty.

Raymond Perrigo and Wayne Stuch will

start in business at Allegan. Mich. shortly.

A new garage will be built in the spring.

Cole & Son have relinquished the Rock

fordt Ill.) agency for the Rambler ears. They

will be handled next year by the Rockford

Tack & Nail Co.

Grey F. Jansen has acquired the interest of

F. I. Hills in the Davenport Automobile Co..

of Davenport, Iowa. The company has plans

for a new garage at the northwest corner of

Fifth and Perry streets.

The McDulfie Automobile Co, of Chicago,

will open a branch in Milwaukee, Villa. on

January 1. The one story building now being

erected at Nos. 228 and 230 Wisconsin street

ha been leased for the purpose.

Owing to his increasing business, W. B.

Felker, head of the Felker Automobile Co.. of

Denver Col., has purchased the vacant prop

erty adjoining the garage at No. 1,535 Tre

mont street. A big addition will be erected

in the. spring.

What is claimed will be one of the most

complete garages in the West when finished is

to be built at Nos. 1,622-1,626 Broadway, Salt

Lake City, Utah, for the Mathewson Automo

bile Co. The company has signed a lease for

three years.

George Johnston and Frank Ruhl have

taken over the business of the Keller-Need

ham Automobile Co., of Decatur, Ili., which

was the monarch of all it surveyed, conduct

ing the only garage in the city. It was owned

by Johnson 8: Landis, who leased it to the

Keller Needham Go. The new firm acquires

the goodwill and machinery of the lessees and

the property of the Johnson & Landis Co.

A. A. Atwood. Marshall Sheppy. Sinclair

Berdan, A. M. Chesbrough and George Mills,

all prominent business men of Toledo, Ohio,

are behind a project to erect a large garage in

that city. The company will be capitalized

at $50,000, most of which has already been

paid in, and the building will be erected on

Monroe street, in the heart of the wealthy

residential section.

William Dennin and Charles Kelly, com

prising the Albany Automobile & Exchange

and Troy Automobile Storage & Exchange

companies, contemplate the erection of a new

garage in Albany in the vicinity of State and

Willets streets. William G. Reynolds, a local

dealer, will probably consolidate with these

firms and take charge of the new place.

A new garage was opened on November 8

by the Palace Automobile and Machine

Co., of No. 208 West 124th street. A

building of modern and fireproof construc

tion has been built, which is thoroughly

equipped for the work. The establishment

will be under the management of Charle H.

Barmsted.

Pending the completion of their large gar

age and salesroom at 89~90 Washington

Street. the recently incorporated Greene Mo

tor Gar Co.. Newark, N. I, have secured

temporary quarters at 775 Broad Street. The

concern takes its title from R. A. Greene. of

Passaic. N. J., who is its president and who.

notwithstanding retains his long connection

with the Locomobile Co.'s New York branch.

E. A. Greene is treasurer and W. 0. Over

man secretary and manager. The latter was

formerly of the once world famous Overman

Wheel 00., makers of Victor bicycles. T'he

Greene Co. will handle Locomobiles in North

ern New Jersey and also considerable Olds

mobile territory. In addition they will rep

resent several foreign cars.
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NO MOTOR WAGONS ON DOCKS

No One Objects to Them but None is Will

ing to Bear Increased Insurance.

The gasolene commercial vehicle has en

countered a new obstacle which must be over

come. The owners or lesees of a number of

the most important docks on the New York

waterfront have prohibited the use of such ve

hicles on their property.

Where the ban on loose matches carried

even in the pockets of laborers is so rigidly

enforced it is not strange, of course, that such

a situation should arise. But the queer part

of it is that none of those concerned, the city

departments, the dock owners, the steamship

owners nor the insurance companies, have

any real objections to the motor wagons.

It is all a matter of insurance. The insur

ance companies. with the same stubbornness

that characterized their opposition to kero

sene, now rail at even the word gasolene, but

if any one will pay them enough they will

sink their objections. They want some one

to pay them about $1,000 per year for each

dock on which the use of gasolene vehicles

is permitted, and, of course, none is willing

to pay it. Ordinarily the dock people carry

such insurance, but they feel that motor

trucks and wagons are not yet sufficiently

numerous to justify such an outlay, and the

insurance people, for the same reason, main

tain that the risk is not such as is covered by

their policies. There the matter is dead

locked, and although protests are being made,

the question is one of the many which will

be settled only by time and the more extensive

use of such vehicles.

Preparing for the Olds "Circus."

It is late in the season for an outdoor, old

fashioned tent circus, and particularly in

Central Michigan, where just now there are

three inches of snow on the ground, but one

will be held at Lansing on November 17

and 18.

There will he at least one hundred perform

ers, each doing his particular stunt and all

under the direction of the Olds Motor \Vorks.

'l‘hc circus will be the gathering of the Olds~

mobile agents throughout the country, and

provision has already been made for the ac

commodatlou of 108, and even more are ex?

pected.

The invitation to these different agents

was issued in the form of a full sized circus

poster sheet, with all its glaring headlines

and the startling amiounccment: ' ‘

“Come one! (‘omo all! See the Gigantic.

Gorgeous Glimpse of Gyratory Gyroscopic

Go-Devils. Nothing even half so Good.” -

In'the body of the poster is a large siZe

drawing of a circus tent, the centre pole be

ing plentifully topped off with Oldsmobile

flags and the sides of the tent elaborately

decorated with cartoons of the different

agents. beginning with the “Duke of Albany,

the only remaining member of the Swiss

family Robinson," and extending around to

“Monsieur Moriarlté, from Missouri, who is

to be demonstrated,” while the flaps of the

entrance are held open by “Silky Stokes" and

“Little Fredle Smith."

It is intended to entertain the agents at a

banquet and vaudeville show; but there will

also be serious work, for the lines have been

mapped out for an active, bustling campaign,

and the agents will drill to act in unison to

keep the Oldsmobile in the forefront the com

ing season.

Ford in Larger Quarters.

On November as the Ford Motor 0021:

New York branch moved into its new

quarters at Broadway and 55th street.

where are more commodlous accommoda

tions for both salesrooms and garage than

were afforded at its former place of busi

ness in the Old Guard Building. At the

same time the occupation of the old place

was taken up by Douglas. Andrews & 00..

who will use it as the headquarters of the

Berkshire Automobile Co.

Boston Show Set for March.

Boston’s automobile show will next year.

as this. be held during the second week of

March. the 10th and 17th. Mechanics Hall

having been again secured. No date has

been set for the allotment ‘of space, but it is

understood that nearly all the available

room has been spoken for. It is doubtful

if an “Impostors” show in Symphony Hall

will again be attempted. since last March's

“imposition” proved such a miserable fiasco.

Brlscoe Gets More Room.

The Wheeler Mfg. Co.. Detroit. Mich. hav

ing taken possesion of a new plant. the Bris

coe Mfg. Co. have promptly acquired the va'

cant Wheeler factory and added it to their

own extensive plant. It affords an increase of

15.000 square feet. which. with their Eastern

factory in Newark. N. J.. places them in po

sition to promptly meet all calls for their

radiators. fenders and the like.

Cleveland Plates its Show Dates.

Probably to comply with the recent ultima

tum of the National Association of Automo

bile Manufacturers, the Cleveland (Ohio)

licalers’ Automobile (‘0. has announced that

it. and not the Cleveland Automobile Club.

will this year promote the annual show to be

held in the Central Armory. The date has

been set for the week of February 18 to 25.

George Coilister has engaged as manager.

Locomotive Company Imports French Experts.

Tu'n French automobile engineers, Messrs.

Rouset and Plnneau. who arrived in New

York this week. are the forerunners of a

group of experts and mechanics who will

take up the automobile work of the American

Locomotive 00.

HERE'S A CHICAGO HOWD'Y’DO

Partners Fall Out and Charges of Perjury and

Other Things Promptly Follow.

The courts will be called upon to settle the

differences between J. E. Haschke, proprietor

of a local garage, Clair A. Orr, treasurer of

the Marquette Electric Co., and Henry A.

Wehyl, a banker, all of Chicago. The garage

keeper has filed charges of perjury against

the other two men and named them‘as de

fendants in a suit filed in the Superior Court

for $25,000 damages, alleging malicious prose

cution. The suit follows the arrest of Haschke

on a charge of appropriating machinery. The

case was dismissed by Justice Martin upon

the production by Haschke of an agreement

between Orr, Weyl and himself looking to

the formation of a corporation for the manu

facture of an electric battery invented by

Haschke.

The corporation was never legally formed.

because, acording to Orr. Ilaschke failed to

satisfy them of his claims. Mr. Orr declares

that all business relations between the three

then ceased. Haschke says that Orr and

Weyl furnished $1,500 for a garage at No.

8,789 Ashland boulevard. and for a time paid

rent and wages. Recently, he alleges, they

refused to pay rent and were sued by Aldls 8:

Co.. who were given' possession of tlie prop

erty. Haschke says he gave up a part of the

property and arranged with the proprietors

to continue business. Haschke then moved a

part of the machinery from the premises and

was arrested. Haschke charges that Orr and

Weyl denied in court having ever paid rent

or salaries in connection with the garage.

which, he declares, makes them guilty of per

Jury. Warrants have been sworn out for

Orr and Weyi.

tlow Providence Honored Hughes.

Archie Hughes carried with him to his me“

home in Philadelphia a French clock, a gold

matchbox and a silver flask as tangible evi

deuce that the friends he made in the old one.

Providence. R. 1., entertain more than pass

ing regard for him. The clock was a gift

from several intimatcs. the matchbox one

from the employer: of the Pope branch, the

management of which he relinquished last

week. and the flask a memento from a num

ber of Rhode Island Automobile Club men.

Hughes and W. J. Foss constitute the new

Foss-Hughes Motor (‘ar Co.. in Philadelphia.

and. in addition to the gifts. both were the

guests of the Rhode Island club at a compile

mentnry smoker given in their honor.

 

Carrie Returns to I'leynes.

l-‘. (l. ('nrrle. former manager of the Haynes

branch in New York. has returned to his old

post. llis resumption of the duties was al

most concurrent with the arrival of the first

1906 Haynes car in the city.
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.....F]g]( TIRES

Economy of Time, Energy and Money.

Their quality makes them not only comfortable and safe, but durable, and

  

thus inexpensive to maintain.

Quality is the first consideration in every tire that we produce.

  

We urge the comparison of quality elsewhere with Fisk Quality. Look

into the matter and be convinced.

  

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chieopee Fails,Mass.

BRANCHES:—New York, 784456 Seventh Ave. Chicago. 1251 Michigan Ave

  

BomN, as 00in- A”. SYRACUSE. m 50. Clinton St. ST. LOUIS. 8008 Olive BL DENVER, 1534 Glenarm St.

SPRINGFIELD, 10 Mill 8!. BUFFALO. so: Hfln 8t. OMAHA. 1110 Flrnum St. SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second BL

PHILADELPHIA, sas Arch St. CLEVELAND. 818 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St. 1408 ANGELEB, 1084 30. Main St.

ATLANTA. 108 N. Pryor Rt. DETROIT. 254 Jeflereon Ave. _ MINNEAPOLIS, 104 Hennepin Ave.  

 

CADILLAC

UTILITY
THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will climb any hill that any automobile will climb.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel any road that any automobile will travel.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel as fast as anybody ought to ride.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Costs less to operate. Costs less to Maintain.

Requires less attention than any automobile we know of.

Because so many people know these, and some other things, probably accounts for

the iact that more Cadillacs were sold during 1905 than any two other makes com

bined, and won for them the unquestioned distinction of

AMERICA'S LEADING MOTOR CARS.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO." - - - - Detroit, Mich.

E’QPORI Annotation at Licensed Automobile Manufacturer'
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No Gold Dollars for Fifty Cents.

Probably as long as the world remains

round, the human desire will exist to obtain

goods of whatever nature at less than cat

nlogue prices. It follows that during that

eternity of time there will be those who will

endeavor to turn to their advantage this hu

man failing, or inclination or whatever it

 

may be.

always will be with us, and he will continue

to angle for “suckers,” to use an expressive

if inelegant term, with pretty much the same

old baits.

The price-cutter in varying guise

The Motor World's series of articles report

ing the results of its investigations of several

of the institutions professionally anxious to

save the dear public from the payment of

manufacturers' prices on automobile wares

indicate that their wiles and ways are quite

the same that have been practiced in older

industries.

Their heraldings of discounts and cut-prices

are means chiefly to the same old end—to at

tract prospective purchasers to their stores,

and then more or less gently practice the

game of substitution. Usually they are “just

out” of the standard articles the purchaser

most desires, but as always, they have some

thing just as good, and, also as a matter of

course, they are ready and willing and very

anxious to sell it at a lower price than the

article which is a “known quantity," and

which has acquired a proud reputation, gen

erally at the cost of a considerable fortune

and years of effort. To combat this reputa

tion, the price-cutter must needs have a

strong weapon, and at this time none is so

strong as the cry of "Trust." The way it is

wielded by the price-cutters of the automo

bile trade, the unknowing might well sup

pose thut there practically is no reputable

product pertaining to automobiles that is not

in the grasp of a vicious Trust. it is all very

amusing to men who know, but that there

are many persons who gulp down the Trust

morsel without “gagging” is evident. Like

the “come-on" 1n the green goods game, they

are well aware that in buying the Just-as

good stuff that is palmed off on them, they

are “taking chances," but often they take

them for the matter of a mere dollar or two.

The man who would “rather be sure than

be sorry"-and in the use of automobiles

particularly, that policy pays unusually large

dividends 0t satisfaction—knows that it is

impossible to obtain gold dollars for fifty

cents, and that any person who holds out

such an inducement has some ulterior pur

pose to serve, and is therefore to be consid

ered an object for suspicion. The price cut

ter is in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred

in golddollar-for-fifty-cents man. He knows

he has no gold dollars, that is, standard

wares, to sell at that price, but he strives to

make it so appear in order that he may at

tract “comeons,” to whom he schemes to sell

gilt pieces that may look just as good as the

gold dollars. The price-cutter rarely rings

true.

The Punch from the Postoffice.

it will be interesting to discover which

particular red-taped exponent of progress in

the Postofilce Department is responsible for

the order prohibiting the use of motor vehi

cles in the_ rural delivery service. For of all

the assinine, illogical reasons ever advanced

to excuse official action the ones given in

this case by the Fourth Assistant Postmas

ter General are entitled to high rank.

The conditions of roads and bridges vary

and not all of the automobiles with which

carriers have been permitted to experiment

have proved reliable—these are the reasons

given. The crux of it all is, of course, that

on occasion mails have been delayed. It

is easy to imagine that very many of the

rural carriers have used cheap and unreli~

able machines on roads unsuited to them.

but to arbitrarily rule that no carrier shall

employ such means no matter how good his

conveyance or how good the roads or how

many hours he has quickened the delivery

of mail matter, because of such speed

mcans, is the rankcst heresy.

The same species of logic should also rule

out horses because horses also differ and it

is not infrequent that they go lame. And

railway trains—there are some portions of

the country in which nothing is more unre

linblc than the trains. Why then permit

them to carry mall matter?

If the Department set up a standard of

some sort and settled each case on its mer

its. there would be no fault to find. But a

sweeping order that makes no distinctions.

that- rules out the efficient and the inefll

clout alike, is a form of the bureaucracy

that so often uettles and makes officialde

the laughing stock of the world.

Because the carrier in the roadless State

of Mississippi cannot maintain a schedule.

the people in New Jersey or Massachusetts,

where splendid roads abound, must sufler

that their mails be delayed hours beyond

what the motor vehicle possible.

That certainly is a chunk of sand-papered

logic that a man of the Roosevelt type should

readily swallow if it is properly served up

to him. The automobile organizations should

sec to it that it is so placed before him.

For by inference and in effect that order

of Fourth Assistant Postmaster General

Whatshisname is just about as nasty a slap

as ever an industry received from a sup

posed paternal and protective government.

renders

Why the Two-cycle Engine.

Undoubtedly the fact that the makers of

thc Oldsmobile have decided to include in

their line for 1906 a car equipped with a

two-cycle engine, will do much to direct

a very greatly increased volume of attention

to that type.

such size, importance and world-wide repute

is, indeed, the biggest boost the two-cycle

motor ever has received, and eyeliftings will

Its adoption by a concern of

not minimize its import.

Although the records of the Patent Office

abundantly testify that this type of motor

has received generous effort at the hands of

inventors, the fact that the manufacturers

of the Elmore car have long remained as
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its only conspicuous exponent in the auto

mobile field, has served to make the two

cycle of restricted interest.

This state of affairs is largely accounted

for by the fact that although many design

ers have at one time or another turned their

attention to a more or less serious consid

eration of the two-cycle problem, the great

mass of authentic data on the four-cycle

motor which is ready to hand, and the com

parative certainty or success in following a

beaten track, has led most of them to turn

into the well travelled way, and leave the

necessary eXperimentation to others.

Thus the tw0~cycle engine has been large

ly kept confined to the boat industry, and to

some extent to the stationary field, in both

of which the demands 'upon a motor are far

less rigorous than in automobile work. The

Elmore car has, however, valiantly held its

own, and it is a matter of common under

standing that that best of criterions, the

balance sheet, never spoke more eloquently

of success than this year and is such as to

give most emphatic refutation to the idea

that the two-cycle motor is uuiitted for the

Work or propelling road vehicles.

A close study of the principle of the thing

would show this as well, for upon the face

of it, the object of halving the variation in

the turning moment of the common type of

motor, that is to say, making its operation

twice as steady, is what has been gained in

that type only by the introduction or addi

tional cylinders. If the two-cycle motor is

the equivalent of the four-cycle motor of

double the number of cylinders as far as

the number of impulses is concerned, and

nearly its equivalent in point of efficiency

and power, then, granting an equal amount

of flexibility in control, it should be worth

twice as much, for it will weigh only half as

much, and cost hardly more than half as

much to build, and surely these are consid

erations worth a deal of striving for.

 
 

Fashion and Weights.

in any industry, that phenomenon which in

its relation to the design of feminine head

gear is called fashion, and in it relation to

the design of machinery is called common

practice, ebbs and flows like a complex,

swirling tide, turning hither and thither un

der the influence of this condition and that,

but just as surely ebbing and flowing all the

time. Thus in process of time this or that

feature which was sanctioned yesterday meets

with little or no approval to-day, and to

morrow becomes obsolete or else resumes its

former prestige. This phenomenon is as no

ticeable in the automobile industry as it was

in the early days of the bicycle industry. as

it is in every industry.

in the automobile trade the whole trend

for a time was toward an increase in the size

Then the demand for in

creased speeding power and hill climbing ca

pacity called for a greater ratio of engine cap

:icity to weight, and to accomplish this the

first step was to lighten the car. The second

step was to improve the motor, both in minor

and weight of cars.

detail and using an increased number of cyl

inders of smaller contents than had formerly

been done. Thus the industry stands to-day,

the engine of the standard type of car far

more powerful than it need be to propel the

car at rational speed over good roads, the

weight for the most part being fined down to

the limit or safety, yet still in excess of what

should be necessary, considering the carrying

capacity. And still the cry is for less weight

in order that there shall be less strain on

tires!

in many cars already on the market, and

in'nmny which will be sold within a twelve

month, the weight is and will be cut down to

the limit. and below it. There is a certain

ratio between the weight of a car and the

speed at which it can be driven safely on the

road. This ratio has yet to become a recog

nized factor _ln motor car design, but it is

none the less existent and important. To

lighten the machine without decreasing its

highest speed capacity, which is the measure

of its maximum performance, is to produce

a machine which will not stick to the road,

but will bounce about and becomelunmanage

able under certain circumstances. Moreover,

to lighten the weight on the tires does not

necessarily involve a lessening of the wear on

those parts, since practical results have shown

all along that, keeping within a certain range

of tire sizes for a given weight, the life of the

tire depends more upon the driver than upon

anything else.

One of the most significant triumphs in the

bicycle industry came when the manufactur

crs succeeded in getting the public to accept a

heavier machine than had been popular, and

the tide set away from the craze for flimsy

products which rivalled one another in light

ness. It followed a practical avowai on the

part of the makers that they could not wisely

nor safely cut down weight beyond a certain

limit. So, in the automobile business, a

turning point must come, when the limit to

the further reduction in weight will be found

and the maker will dare go no further. To

talk of lightening the car to save the tires is

The tires are all

right as far a they go, but they need a bet

ter supplemental action in the suspension of

the car. The light car is all right. but it can

not safely be made a fast car.

What is most needed in the machine of the

day is stability in every fibre. To a certain

extent this can be secured only by the use of

heavy materials. Certainly the rigidity and

durability in every part, which alone can

make for endurance, can only be secured by

the use of the highest grade of materials.

“(-1100, to lighten the car without decreasing

its power, involves a greater first cost to the

maker and so to the user, which is not what

tither desires. So in working toward the

ideal combination of practical efficiency and

low cost, the reduction of weight must cer

tainly be made an entirely subordinate fac

tor.

but begging the question.

 

Effects of Motor Trucks.

One of the most notable features of the

growth of the commercial vehicle trade is

the vast amount of territory over which the

use of this class of automobile is spreading.

In the beginning of the present industry. the

sale of cars was confined in great measure

to those wealthier communities which lay in

the immediate vicinity of the factories. The

sale of commercial vehicles is not so con~

fined. Rather is the bulk of the business

particularly in trucks and other heavy vehi

cits, coming from some unexpected places

which serve to illustrate vividly the tremen

dons superiority of motor over animal power.

The recent bridging of the desert by a

motor stage line which cut down the former

journey of days to a matter of a few hours,

is a much published example or this. In the

same light is the news printed in another

column of the substitution of a trio of motor

trucks for a string of seventy-odd pack mules

which had been used for the carriage of ore;

for seaboard shipment in Honduras, and

which reduce the travel from six days to one.

All of which furnishes the best possible rec

ommendation for the commercial motor, in

that those who are applying it in frontier

work find it the solution of a troublesome

problem, and that its advertisement is thus

made world-wide and practical rather than

local and dependent on the etforts of the

As its potency becomes better

known the motor truck will carry good roads

into the hearts of benighted countries and

thus add to the enlightment or the world.

For if one such truck will do the work of a

score of mules, even the male countries must

awaken.

press agent.
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SEEKING THE 35 PER CENT

But the Buyer Found it Applied Only to

Juatugoods-Jiis interesting Experiences.

 

Having-visited a “protective league" and a

"buyers’ association,” each of which held out

glowing inducements or supplies at less than

nnmnt'actnrersfl prices, the Motor World's

"owner of a second hand. car in search of

equipment" found it impossible to resist the

magnetism of a New York window on which

“35 per cent" is emblazoned in heroic dimen

sions. He hoped that there he might escape

the cry of “Wolf!"—that is, of “Trust"—and

find instead of substituted just-as-goods the

standard wares which he sought, but a»

which _he was disinclined to pay catalogue

prices, and, incidentally, learn how the less

than-list figures were made possible!

When he entered the establishment of the

mneern the manager, or at least the man in

charge, was busily engaged in decorating the

"33V per cent" window with robes, leggings,

hats and the like. Everybody seemed busy

about nothing in particular. and after wait

ing in vain for some one to wait upon him

tin; buyer timidly approached the managing

window decorator.

“Do you give 35 Her cent?" he asked.

“Why, certainly.” replied he with the artis=

tic proclivities, “Don‘t you see our sign?

What can 'I do for you?"

“I want to get some tires," replied the

Buyer. ' '

“We can give you anything you want cheap

er than any other firm. What kind and what

size of tires do you want?"

“The Blank; 30x355-inch."

“Well, now you’ve got me there. I can give

you any other make, but the truth of the mat

ter is that the Blank people are not. making

any more thirty-three and a half now."

"Why, that is strange; I was just into the

Blank company's place, and they said they

had plenty of tires of that size. but would

not give me a discount on them; so as I saw

your sign of 35 per cent of! I thought I would

see what I could do.with you." _

“I don’t understand it," said the salesman

with a deprecatp'ry wave of the hand just like

in Baxter street dealer in cast-oil's. “We have

not been able to get any of that size. Why

don't you take the Just-as-good tire. I can

let you have them."

“Let's take a look at them," said the Buyer.

)Ir.‘Saiesman rummaged through a pile of

pneumatics of all shapes, sizes and makes,

but apparently was unable to find one of the

Justasgoods. Telling the Buyer to wait a

minute he dashed out of ‘the store and re

turned in a few minutes with one of his pet

ieaders.‘ ’

“The regular list price of this tire is $—,

but I can' let you have it for $—."

The Buyer had purchased tiresbefore, with

and wit-hoot discounts, and a grammar school

boy would not have to rack his brain long to

~

1.

i:

.us," was his explanation.

figure out that the price the salesman named

was less than 15 per cent off.

“I though you gave 35 per cent off," said

he to the salesman.

"Weli"—this is where the discount house,

or at least its representative began to hedge—

"you see we do not guarantee you 35 per cent

ofl on everything." Referring to the cata

logue: “You save an average of 35 per cent

when you buy from us. Of course, there are

some trust goods that we could not allow you

that much——it would be more than we get

ourselves. That would hardly be good busi

ness would it?"

Then he opened a catalogue of the firm and

referred to the paragraph in justification.

“Couldn’t you give me better prices if I

were to buy a set of four, all complete?"

“Well. now. that is difierent,” acknowledged

the salesman, brightening up a bit. “I can

on the Justasgood tires, because, you see, they

are not in the trust. How would an addi

tional 5 per cent strike you?"

“How can you afford to give such discounts

'on tires if the manufacturers don't?" politely

inquired the Buyer:

“If you want to know such things as that

you will have to see the general manager of

our downtown store!" snapped the salesman.

The Buyer really wanted to know so badly

that he called to see the manager. But busi

ness was evidently slack at the downtown

establishment, as the general manager had

gone to shoot ducks at Barnegat Bay. In his

absence, and after varying processes of evolw

tion, however, the Buyer foam] himself in tow

of a salesman. whose curly locks of auburn

hue were his most irresistible characteristic.

Practically the same tactics were assumed as

at the uptown establishment. It was impos

sible to get any of the Blank tires, but they

had Justasgoods in quantity, and also they

recommended highly a German tire which

they could supply. No extra 5 per cent, how

ever, was forthcoming. The curly-haired

salesman was willing to incur the displeasure

of the firm by letting the Buyer “get next" a

money saving proposition.

“You said you wanted some lamps?" in

terrogated the salesman. “Now, I would not

advise you to buy the Douse or the Glimmer;

not that they are not all right, mind you, but

because they are. ina trust and it is impos

sible for us to give you 35 per cent off. If

we did the firm would lose money, and, fur

thermore. the manufacturers would cut oi!

our supply if they discovered we were cut

ting prices. Now, here is a lamp—one of

the French kind that never sells less than a

hundred—we can let you have it for $— for

the pair, without a generator, or $— corn

piete." '

The Buyer examined the glittering array

spread before him. Each headlight had a

little nameplate bearing the name of the firm

in whose store he wail.

“I thought you said these were French

'iamps. Then, how is it you have your name

plate on it?’ he asked.

“They are French lamps—that is, of the

French WINE they are made expressly for

“Now, I'll tell

4

you what I‘ll do. If you'll promise to place

the order for the tires I’ll quote you a price

on the lamps that will make you think you

paid for beer but got champagne instead. ii0w

’bout it?" '

"All right," acquiesced the Buyer.

‘_‘I’li let you have the lamps, complete with

a generator, for $-——," naming a ridiculously

low figure.

The salesman with the twist auburn locks

was evi lentiy pleased with the good sale. His

face bore an unmistakable grin and he whist

led a bar of "Tammany." Visions of a long

looked for “raise” probably flashed through

his brain. Anyway, he was communicative to

a certain degree.

“It’s just this way," he replied in answer

to the questions concerning discounts. “Sup

pose you are in business. You sell three lots

of goods 11 month and you realize a profit of

100 per cent. You sell at net prices, but your

sales are few and far between. I am in the

same business. I buy my stock in larger

quantities and advertise to sell at a big dis

count. My proiit is the same as yours, but I‘

am willing to divide with the buyer. I only

make half as much as you, but instead of

three sales a month I make three hundred.

Now, who is going to make the more money.

you or I? There is only one side to the ques

tion. As I told you before, on account of the

tire trust, the supplies trust and numerous

other trusts, we cannot quote you a straight :

discount of §5 per cent on everything we sell.

but as we can offer a discount of 50 per cent.

or sometimes even 75 per cent on other things,

goods that we have made expresst for us‘

and equal in every respect to the trust prod

uct, why it is obvious that you are going to

save an average of more than 35 per want if

you buy from us all the time."

"But say, old man," exclaimed the sales

man, patting the Buyer on the shoulder—n

familiarity some clerks indulge in when they

have something important to tell you and

whisper so no one will overhear—"your sup

plies are going to cost you quite a sum of

money, and it evident that before you get

through equipping your car you will run up -

something of a bill. Now, if you could get

rid of it, we have a good car here—it belongs

to the manager—that we can let you have at

a figure that will give you another mild case

of iooomotor taxia. It is fully equipped and

you won’t have to spend a cent for that sort '

of thing." '

"i thought you only sold supplies," natural

ly exclaimed the Buyer, kind of surprised.

“So we do! So we do! But this car be

longs to the manager. and as he has no fur

ther use for it he wants to get rid -of it.

Brand new last spring; two cylinder 16 horse

power, but it really develops more than that,

and will take any hill in these parts on the

high. The manager paid something like $1,400

for it. and this year has spent over a thou

sand for improvements. Ah! but say. it is a

beauty. If you can sell your car you can get

this out, all complete, for a mere 'wldder‘s

mite.’

“How much?" asked the Buyer.

“Oh, I do not know: but if you'll come

around Monday morning at. say 10, why the

manager and you can fix it up between your

selves."

The Buyer is still considering the matter!
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FREEZING PROBLEM SOLVED

Results ofSouther’s Experiments with Anti-Free:

lng Mixtures and his thommendations.

 

 

7 (Reprinted by request.)

During the last severe winter I made some

practical experiments in the way or learning

What mixture could be used in the cooling

system of an automobile that would prevent
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freezing and at the same time not be in

any danger of'injuring any‘part of the auto

mobile. 7 _

Various salts, glycerine and wood alcohol

were considered. Wood alcohol was chosen

for the first experiment because there was

not the slightest chance or its injuring the

machine. The success_was such and the

duration of the test was so long that nothing

else was tried.

The character of the experiment conducted

a as this:

First—l—A set of laboratory freezing exper

iments to determine what percentages would

IS

freeze under artificial conditions. This show

ed at once that it was possible to use wood

alcohol and water and resist almost any de—

gree of cold.

Second—The next question to answer was

whether or not the wood alcohol would sep

arate from the water and waste away so

fast that the scheme would be too expensive.

Of course, this possibility amounted to but

l0 5 O 5' to

Fig. 1.

very little in extremely cold weather, but in

mild days it was felt that considerable al

cohol might be lost. H

To demonstrate this point a water cooled

machine was taken, and about 18 per cent.

of wood alcohol was added to the mixture.

The whole system contained about seven gal

Ions.

Various experiments were made by con

necting a' bottle with the top of the radiator

into which a pipe led from above the water

level, the idea being that any vapor formed

would rise into thercold bottle and condense.

it was found that, except under extreme

conditions, no vapor at all arose. By extreme

conditions, I mean any mild day, allowing

the machine to rtm standing still, there being

no fan for cooling.

This immediately led to the thought that it

might be Possible to entirely close the system

in cold weather, thus obviating any chance

of loss by boiling away. This was done and

a pressure gauge put on and connected with

  

i5 20 25 50

Degrees AboVe Zero

the system. The highest pressure obtained

at any time and under very severe conditions

was six pounds.

This means that there are some machines

that can be run with the use of alcohol with»

out any loss whatever, there being a certain

number of makes that run with a closed sys

tem. In. my own case, I added some 30 per

cent. of alcohol and found 20 per cent. ro

inrtining at the end of thirty days.

it is also quite possible that many nin

cliines can be run with a closed system that

now have relict tubes. The safest way to

iind this out in an inexpensive manner is to
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take a small bit of rubber tubing, fitting the

end of the blowoi'f over the tube lightly.

Any pressure that would injure the machine

at all would blow this off and prevent in

Jury.

Later in the season, when the temperature

was as low as 15 degrees F. below zero, 33

per cent. of alcohol resisted freezing perfect

.ly, even when the car was left out of doors

over night.

During October, with the temperature

around 50 degrees I“. and 60 degrees F., I

used 32 per cent. of alcohol, with a result

that the mixture did boil slightly, but not

enough to be dangerous.

This simply shows that at that season of ,

the year it is not necessary, nor is it wise,

to add much alcohol. It is not probable that

the temperature, up to the first of December,

'will drop below 10 degrees F., in which case

.15 per cent. of alcohol is enough.

vAs the season progresses and December is

reached and zero temperatures are possible

at any tlrne, nothing less than 25 per cent.

would be safe.

The question will be asked at once how to

lknow whether or not the per cent. of alcohol

is diminishing in your water system. With

him. laboratory instruments, it has been easy

tor the writer to study this matter, and easy

to tell just how much loss there has been.

For the ordinary operator, it is not easy, as

the specific gravity varies very little from

pure water, and it takes a finer instrument

and better conditions than are likely to be

found under ordinary circumstances. After

all, the best and easiest way is by the odor.

If the operator will mix up, say, a 20 per

cent. and a 10 per cent. solution, put them

in bottles and keep, he can have a standard

of comparison that will really be quite accu

rate, with the assistance Of his nose.

Even with the open system, the circulation

and the cooler becoming quite hot in mild

days, the loss of alcohol by boiling is ex

dremely small. It is apparent that the alco

ihol does not go away by itself, but that the

mixture of alcohol and water goes together,

so that the percentage left remains practi

cally the same.

Simultaneous with this practical using test

another freezing experiment was carried out.

A number of test tubes were made up con

taining varying percentages of alcohol all

the way from 4 per cent. up to 30 per cent.

.in steps of 2 per cent. These were placed in

-a basket outside of a window in a very cold

,place, and in the basket also a maximum

:and minimum thermometer. At 7 o’clock

each morning the tubes were examined and

the highest percentage of alcohol frozen

xioted. The results from slow and natural

freezing like this, and duplicating the condi

tions of actual use, were a little different

from the artificial laboratory freezing exper

lments.

The results obtained are shown on the ac

-companylng diagram, Figure 1. in drawing

rthls curVe I have been conservative, and the

results possible are a little bit better than

shown by the table.

Freezin
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Fig. 2.

By consulting this the operator will be able

to see at a glance about what alcohol is nec

essary to use, the only caution being not to

add any more than is necessary.

The use of glycerine and alcohol solves the

question for both hot and cold days; the boil

ing point of glycerine being considerably

higher than that of water will average the

low boiling point given by the alcohol, so

that the mixture will be reasonably high.

The use of glycerine is a little more dan

gerous than the use of alcohol because it

slowly but surely destroys any rubber tube

connections that may be employed and also

because of the possibility of its breaking

down in contact with the hot cylinder wall,

and partially closing or making a sort of

insulation on the walls of the iron. Alco

hol is not dangerous in any way.

As the percentage of glycerine required to

meet a given temperature is very much larg

er than the percentage of alcohol required,

and the cost is $2 a gallon, against 75 cents

for wood alcohol, it occurred to me that a

mixture of alcohol and glycerine would,

perhaps, after all, meet all objections best,

and this has been tried. ,

The accompanying diagram, Figure 2,

shows the curves for the freezing of various

percentages of wood alcohol added to water,

a mixture of half alcohol and half glycerine

added to water, and a mixture of pure glyc

erine added to water.

One peculiarity in these curves will be no

ticed at once; that the wood alcohol curve

is nearly a straight line; that the efliciency

of the wood alcohol and glycerine mixture

in meeting freezing temperatures increases

very rapidly with an increase of percentage,

and at about 30 per cent. is quite as efficient

as the wood alcohol alone. This mixture is

practically good for 10 degrees below zero.

The glycerine curve is nearer a straight

line, but its efficiency increased very rapidly

after passing 30 per cent; but it is seen that

30 per cent. glycerine will freeze at about 15

degrees F., and that to be safe for 10 de

grees F. below zero, somewhere in the

neighborhood of 55 per cent. will be nec—

essary.

Figure 3 shows the boiling points of the

three compounds.

In boiling, a mixture of glycerine and

water behaves very differently from the

others—the glycerine raises the boiling point

of water only about one degree, no matter

what percentage may be added up to 50 per

cent.

Pure glycerine boils at about 330 degrees

F.. which point is so far from that of the

boiling point of water that the glycerine be

haves entirely lndependently, and the water

boils, leaving the glycerine in a perfectly

liquid state.

The mixture of half wood alcohol and half

glycerine is decidedly better so far as boil

ing is concerned with the pure alcohol mix

ture.

From these results, it is seen that the half

and half mixture with water is very good

as far as freezing is concerned, and, also,

fairly good as to boiling.

It. thtroi‘oro, seems to me that if the half

and half mixture is used, the operator will

get the best results adding a small quantity

of wood alcohol from time to time, as the

weather gets colder, to reduce the freezing

temperature. The glycerine will stay there

all the time as a constant without loss, and

insure against any moderate freezing tem

peratures. _

If all glycerine is used, then a very large

percentage is seen to be necessary. It is

scarcely worth while to add less than 35 or
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40 per cent., which will suffice for 5 degrees

or 10 degrees F.

The right way to handle the mixture is to

find out the equation for your own car, using

all the alcohol you can possibly stand and

not boil the mixtures on the mild days sure

to be met with in winter in this clime.

Some machines will stand all alcohol—that

is, mixed with water—others will not. and

glycerine must be used to keep up the boil

ing point.

Any number of chemical solutions are ad

vertised in the market. It is quite possible

that all of them will prevent freezing. I am

not able to say to the contrary. One thing

must be remembered, however, and that is

every salt dissolved in water forms an elec

trolyte through which electric currents pass

with the greatest readiness. Unless the entire

system of water cooling surface is of exactly

the same metal one or the other of the differ

ent metals is sure to dissolve. A cooling sys

tem may last a year or two, but sooner or

later the leaks and other fatal results of elec

trolysis will he felt and some part of the sys

tem will disintegrate, the real cause of which

rarely is suspected. These remarks apply to

every chemical soluble in water that can pos

sibly be used to advantage as far as lowering

the freezing point is concerned. It is also a

not unusual experience to discover that some

of the anti-freezing chemicals have left a

plasterlike deposit in the bottom of the tanks

that finds it way into the pipes or tubes, and

actually cakes therein.

If I sought to purchiise a second hand car,

one of the first questions I would ask would

be, “Have you ever used in your cooler salt

of any kind to prevent freezing?" Given an

affirmative reply, I would not. accept the car

at any price.

' There is certainly no reason, with these

data before one, why a water cooled machine

should not be run in any weather. and even

left in a cold barn throughout the entire win

tcr. It fairly may be said that the freezing

problem is settled. HENRY SOUTHER.

1  

Automobile Line for Jamaica

Kenneth A. Skinner, president of the Bos

ton Automobile Dealers' Association, will

shortly leave for Jamaica, West Indies, tak

ing with him four or five touring cars. He

intends establishing a passenger and baggage

line on the island, and will work in conjunc

tion with hotel men in Jamaica, who believe

that there is a great field for the automobile

as a means of transportation. The railroad

facilities on the island are not of the best,

and street railways are few and limited to

the larger towns. To go to any other place re

quires the use of a slow carriage or a horse

for horseback riding. The roads are excel

lent, being made of hand crushed limestone.

They are smooth, fairly level and wide enough

for ordinary purposes. Scattered over Ja

maica are many delightful resorts, and on the

west coast the climate is especially fine for

lnvalids. To reach some of these resorts is.

however, a very long and tedious journey by

carriage or horseback. By automobile, it is

reasoned, it could be made in a very short

time and with much greater case.

flow the Parisians will Study.

It has been decided by the Paris Chamber

of Commerce to include a course in practi

cal automobile construction in the curricu

lum of the Ecole Superieure Pratique do

Commerce ct d’Industrie. The course will

take the form of directed visits to various

factories, the first of which recently oc

curred, when a group of fifty students drove

to the Panhard factory in machines loaned

for the occasion by the company.

ABOUT TWO-CYCLE ENGINES

The Principles that are involved and the Far

reaching Results that are Sought.

 

In the development of the internal combus

tion motor common practice has at length, and

after not a little experimentation along other

lines, settled upon the sequence or cycle of

events which is carried out in the most prev

alent type of machine using what is known

as the Ban Dc Rochus, or Otto cycle. The

four steps which comprise this cycle are, first,

induction of the charge of carburetted air;

second, its compression to a tension of several

atmospheres; third, its ignition and combus

tion, and fourth, the release and exhaustion

of the waste products of combustion. In the

true Otto cycle a complete stroke of the pis

ton is devoted to each of these steps, thus

necessitating the employment of four piston

strokes, corresponding to two revolutions of

the crank shaft, for the completion of one

cycle.

In an eil’ort to increase the number of work

ing strokes in proportion to the number of

revolutions of the crank shaft a motor was

constructed many years ago in which there

were two pistons, working in separate cylin

dcrs. the one fulfilling the offices of the first

half of the cycle, and the other those of the

second. That is to say, in one of the cylin

ders the charge was compressed, and from it

was forced into the second, or working, cylin

der when the piston of the latter was at the

outer end of its stroke. only to be further com—

pressed and ignited there in the usual way.

From this arrangement the natural outgrowth

was the two cycle motor of the present day,

in which, instead of a pair of cylinders being

employed, a single one equipped with a double

acting piston is used. Thus in effect the four

cycle principle is still maintained, one-half of

the operation being accomplished on one side

of the piston and the remainder on the other

side, while its duration is reduced to two pis

ton strokes.

Considering the action of the gases within

the working, or power. end of the cylinder for

a moment, the chief point. of difference be

tween this and the older type is at once ap

parent, for where in the first case one entire

out stroke of the piston is devoted to the in~

duction of the charge, and one entire in

stroke is devoted to the expulsion of the

burned gases. in the second every out stroke

is a working stroke, and at. least a portion of

every in stroke must be devoted to the recep‘

tion and compression of the fresh charge,

Thus. in order properly to dispose of the ex

haust, the working charge must evidcntiy be

rclievcd before it has had opportunity to ex‘

pend the full measure of its effort. and the

exhaust period must be terminated at some

point during the in stroke.

Paradoxical as it may seem to the uniniti

atcd, the two functions of exhaust and inlet

arc, in practice, carried on at one and the

same time. Instead of this resulting in a con

fusion of the two elements, the burm-d and
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unburned gases, as might supposedly be the

result, this has a decidedly beneficial effect

on the general action of the engine, as pres

ently will be shown. Thus, in actual prac

tice, the sequence of operation in the two

cycle motor of the common type works out

as follows: First, a charge is forced into the

cylinder through a port which has been un

covered by the piston in its travel, or which

has been opened by a valve. Under pressure

from the crank case, and being further com

pressed by the upward motion of the piston.

it is ignited at or near the point of reversal of .

the piston’s motion. The subsequent combus—

tion and expansion is carried out until the pis

ton in its travel uncovers a port in the cylinder

wall, permitting the gases to escape and im

mediately lowering the pressure within the

cylinder. An instant later the piston, at or

nearly at the end of its out stroke, uncovers

a second port on the opposite side of the cyl

inder from the exhaust, and permits a second

charge of fresh gas to be forced in. This in'

turn is compressed, ignited and exhausted in

the same manner, and the cycle is repeated

over and over again indflnitely. ‘

To consider the action which goes on within

the working end of the cylinder at little more

closely, it is evident that even were the ex‘

liaust port of the same area as the piston,

which Is the ideal condition, the effect of the

release could only be to reduce the pressure

within the cylinder to that of the exhaust

passage—that is to say, to reduce it to atmos

pheric pressure under ordinary conditions. It

could not in any way be supposed to rid the

cylinder of all of the waste gases. Thus,

when the fresh charge is admitted, it must

enter a cylinder tilled with burned gases at

atmospheric pressure, and were the exhaust

to terminate with the admission of the fresh

charge this remnant of the old charge would

simply act as an inert dilutant of the new.

In practice, however, the exhaust port is al

lowed to remain open for a time after the

fresh charge is admitted, and the resulting

effect is that the latter, instead of comming

ling with the former, tends to remain inde

pendent of it, and to force it out of the cylin

der by the very intensity of its inrush. Thus

the incoming gas, usually directed by deflec

tor phitcs or vanes which are arranged to in

crease the natural tendency, swirls through

out the cylinder and cleans it of the greater

portion of the useless contents, securing in

this way what is called a scavenging effect.

Coming, then, to the duties of the compres

sion end of the cylinder, it. is evident that the

action carried on there is, first. that of draw

ing in a charge of carburetted gas in suitable

proportion, and then of compressing it upon

the working stroke of the piston to sutiicient

degree so that upon the port to the working

end of the cylinder being uncovered the gas

will enter with a velocity which will serve

to scavenge the cylinder and at th same time

till it with combustible vapor.

The habit which some two cycle motors

have of “four cycling" has been the cause of

considerable learned controversy, much of

which has been not at all to the point. The

real cause of the phenomenon undoubtedly is

attributable solely to the reduction in the,

pressure of the incoming charge consequent

upon throttling, governed in part by a consid

erably restricted exhaust port, which is pro

vided in some motors in an effort to reduce

the duration of the period of exhaust. In

some measure as well this is also responsible

for the back-firing propensities of such mo

tors as do not use a high initial compres

sion, and in which the uncovering of the in

let port simply serves to ignite the incoming

charge either from contact with the incan

descent exhaust, at the port, or from the lat

ter forcing its way down toward the crank

case against the inferior pressure there.

Concerning the merits of the two cycle mo

tor, it is evident that, granting the possibility

of completely exhausting the old charge in

each case and of taking in a full charge of

fresh gas, the power output would be nearly

double that of the four cycle motor of the

same dimensions. In practice, however, these

two objects can only be approximated, how

closely is 'not known, and the power developed

is consequently restricted to a greater or less

extent. In addition to this, the two cycle en

gine of one cylinder gives a turning moment

which is precisely like that of a four cycle

motor of two cylinders; the two cylinder, two

cycle gives a turning moment equivalent to

that of a four cylinder four cycle motor, and

so on. Thus the torque of the two cycle mo

tor is subject to only half the variations of

that of the four cycle, and the power per

pound weight, though -not double that of the

more common type, may be said to approxi

mate it and to approach that value as a

limit.

0f the comparative efficiencies of the two

types but little is known in the way of an

thoritative data, except that the advantage

up to the present time lies with the four

cycle type. The greater thermal efficiency al

ways will be to the credit of the four cycle

type on account of its longer period‘of ex

pansion and consequent increased use of the

burning gases; but in motor our construction

thermal eiliciency plays but a comparatively

insignificant role on account of the small total

consumption. and so its consideration may be

set aside, at least until such time as the in

troduction of very large units or a genuine

threat of a fuel famine shall render a finer

economy needful. But, on the other hand,

disregarding questions of close theory, to in

crease the powcr of the motor without in

creasing its weight, even without increasing

its cost proportionately, is something worth

striving for, and if that gain is made without

losing anything in flexibility or reliabilty or

ease of regulaton of the motor, then the gain

to the industry is very great. Also, the gain

to the user is, roughly speaking, a gain of 100

per cent in power in practical efficiency and

in all around utility.

 

The Reward for the "Rubber-neck."

“A reward will be paid for information

leading to discovery of present whereabouts

of three sightseeing automobiles, two with ca

pacity of forty passengers each and terraced ;

one twenty-tour passenger capacity: formerly

operated by International Auto Sight Seeing

Co.; manufactured by Vehicle Equipment 00.

Send information to No. 27 Pine street, elev

enth floor."

This advertisement appeared in all the New

York City dailies one morning this week, but

before it appeared several gum-shoed sleuths.

with Sherlock Holmes instincts had been

sent to scour the country in search of the

missing “rubberneck wagons,” which, it ap

pears, were leased about a year ago to the

International Auto Sight Seeing Co. by the

Vehicle Equipment Co. The lawyer on Pine

street refused information; but that three im

mense cars of the sort could have been "lost"

or have “strayed” or been stolen is a striking

commentary. _

The International Auto Sight Seeing Co.

appears in the telephone book with No. 1,404

Broadway as its address. This is the Casino.

Theatre, where it was said the other day that

the auto company used to start its machines

from that corner and sold tickets there.

“They had no offices here, however," it was

said. “Perhaps it was next door.”

'- At No. 1,402 it was said that that address

had sometimes been given as the headquarters.

of the International Auto Sight Seeing C0..

but that the concern had never rented offices.

At No. 113 West Thirty-eighth street, to

which the search for the missing “rubber

bubbles” led, it was said by an elevator boy

that the International Sight Seeing Go. had~

had an oflice on the second floor; that the’

concern had been managed by a Mr. Galvin

and a Mr. Whitcomb, who was said to be con-i

nected with the Whitcomb Ticket Agency. It:

was said that Mr. Whitcomb had withdrawn.

from the concern and that shortly afterward

Mr. Galvin's calls at the office became less

frequent. After the smash of the Interna

tional company’s affairs most of the employee.

went over to the opposition company, which

runs its sightseeing coaches from the Bar

tholdi.

At the New York Theatre, where the New

York Coaching Co. has a stand, automobile»

'men in close touch with its aflairs said that

the Internationaj concern went out of busi

ness about six weeks ago.

 

One Cause of Lost Power.

Loss of power in a car is not always the

result of as serious 11 cause as the inexper-

ienced owner is wont to think. In many

cases it comes from no more important:

source than the brakes which are binding,

either from poor adjustment or because of‘

a load of mud which has been thrown into

them and which they are carrying, with con-

sequent abrasion of their surfaces.

When the Burner Becomes Clogged.

When the burners of an acetylene lamp.

become clogged. an easy means of freeing theml

is to slip the tube of a tire pump over each

in turn and blow out the impediment. It Is.

a much more satisfactory method than to

poke them out with a pin, and one which is

not at all likely to injure the orifices.
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Features of the First Four Cylinder Oldsmobile.

   

D. B. HUSS, IN THE NE“! 4-CYLINDER OLDSMOBILB \VHIL‘H HE “ILL EXHIBIT AT THE FOREIGN SH'J“'S.

if looks count, and there is no doubt of it.

the new four cylinder Oldsmobile is due to

obtain its full share of the count. It is a good

looker and its construction is well thought

out and well carried out. The front axle has

been placed well forward under the radia

tor, giving a wheel base of 106 inches. The

standard tread is 55 inches; either 52 inches

or 58 inches will be furnished to order. The

general design~of the car is such that the

tendency to stir up dust when running is

very small. Weight of car, 2,200 pounds.

Price $2,250.

The car is equipped with a four-cylinder

vertical water cooled motor, developing 24

to 26 horse power. Cylinders, 41/, inch bore

by 4% inch stroke. Pistons are carefully

grounded, and “run in" with a belt to insure

accurate fit.

The valves are mechanically operated and

easily adjusted. The fly wheel is carefully

marked, and an index is placed on the

crank case so that the valves may be quick

ly and accurately timed. All bearings are

of generous proportion. and quarter boxes

are of babbitt lined bronze. The cylinders

are cooled by means of water circulated by

a gear pump. The radiator used is one of

special design, using a flat tube construc

tion. A fan placed just behind the radiator

aids in cooling the motor when the machine

is standing still.

The crank case is of aluminum. The lower

half may be removed without disturbing

the bearings, which are hung from the upper

half of the case. The crank shaft, connect

ing rods and pistons, can, therefore, be very

easily examined or removed without dis

turbing the hanging of the motor.

A pressed steel frame of channel section

is used. In addition to the main frame, a

sub-frame is provided which supports the

motor and radiator. A portion of the dust

pan which runs under the car. is riveted

between the outside and inside members.

and gives a pronounced bracing effect. A

portion of the dust pan is removable, so

that the motor may be very easily exam

ined, yet at the same time it is firmly fast

ened when in place and absolutely prevents

the dust, mud and water from reaching the

working parts of the mechanism. Both en

gine and transmission are aligned upon the

sub-frame, and all working parts may be

removed without disturbing the hanging of

the crank or transmission cases.

The transmission is of the sliding gear

type having three speeds forward and one

reverse. All of the gears are made of spe

cial high carbon steel, tempered and hard

ened. The control is of the selective. type.

all changes being made with one lever.

The clutch is of the ordinary “dish pan"

or cone type, and is provided with a simple

spring device whereby the load may be

thrown onto the motor gradually, thus doing

away with any jerking motion when start

ing. The clutch may be thrown out by foot

lever, and also by emergency brake lever.

Steering is accomplished through a worm

and nut mechanism. The nut has a large

wearing surface so babbitted that same may

be easily replaced at any time. The spark

and throttle levers are placed upon the steer

ing post, and just beneath and at the right

hand side of a 16~inch oval rim steering

“'neel. An accelerator pedal is also ar

ranged in such a way that it may be used

with case when it is desired to instantly in

crease the speed for a short interval.

There are two brakes; one, operated by a

pedal control. acting on the cardan shaft.

just back of the transmission case; the other.

operated by a hand lever, which “sets up"

the emergency toggle joint brake upon the

rear wheels. Application of this latter

brake throws out clutch. disconnecting trans

mission from motor.

The front axle is of Olds special dc~

sign. and is built of 2-inch tubing, having

a 54 inch wall. There are special large bear

ings upon steering connections, all these

hearings being equipped with "T" handlcil

grease cups, and protected by leather dust

caps. The steering connections and gear

links are adjustable so that the wheels may

be easily lined up at any time. Axic is

dropped in center to protect the fly wheel

and other parts beneath the car. The gcar

axle is equipped with Timken roller beat

ings throughout.

Bevel gear drive is used, having a ratio

of 3 to 1. Ratio of 31/; to 1 or 4 to 1 may

lN' furnished on special order.

Large. half elliptical springs made of tho

bcst stock obtainable are used. the front

being 36 inches long. and rear 48 inchcs.

The wheels have 10 spokcs in front. nut]

12 in the rear. and are equipped with 32 inch

by 3% inch tires. Four inch tires fur ox,

ti-nordinary service can be had on QPI‘t‘iXll

order. Running board and mud guard irons

instcad of bcing rivctcd on are drawn into

tnpcr sockcts upon side members of frame

and are easily removable.
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STRIVING FOR COMPACTNESS‘

in the Effort, these Germans Evolve Novel Ar

rangement of Valves and Carburcitcr.

A point which has been considerably dis

cussed among gas engine builders is that of

the relative arrangement of the inlet and ex

haust valves. By some it is thought to be of

great value to have the two ports placed in

such close proximity to one another that

each will receive a measure of eiTect from the

other. That is to say, the heat of the ex

haust valve is supposed to have a good ef

fect upon the carburation of the incoming

gases, while, on the other hand, the inrush

of the cool, fresh gas of the new charge will

tend to lower the temperature of the exhaust

valve, thereby prolonging its life. Others

claim that despite the benefits to be derived

from this arrangement the carburation can as

well be effected in the carburetter alone, and

that the heat in the vicinity of the inlet to

the cylinder tends so to increase the volume

of the incoming gas that the power of the ex

plosion will be measurably weakened.

Whatever may be the rights of the case,

common practice still shows more or less di

vergence on this point, and many construc—

tors, particularly those who are making small

motors, still adhere to the practice of placing

the two ports in close proximity. Among

these is a firm of German manufacturers

which has revived the practice at one time

suggested, if not actually carried into ef

fect, of placing the inlet within the exhaust,

thereby obtaining the maximum possible ef

fect. In this particular motor a distinctive

novelty is introduced in that the carburetter

is carried within the hollow stem of the ex

haust valve, thereby rendering it an integral

part of the motor instead of retaining it as

a more or less detached auxiliary. The motor

is especially designed for motor bicycle work,

but its susceptibility to multiple-unit construc

tion and its compactness would seem to rec

ommend it to the consideration of the builder

of light cars.

As shown in the accompanying cross-sec

tion, the exhaust valve, instead of compris

ing a body portion attached to a stem of small

diameter, is arranged in the form of an an

nular ring surrounding a hollow tube. This

is actuated and timed in the usual manner,

by a cam driven by the two-to-one shaft, It

is held down upon its seat by means of two

springs fixed to a yoke at the side of the tubu

lar stem 0.

The seat of the inlet valve is carried in the

valve A, and the valve itself, which is of the

suction, or automatic, type, is held to its nor

mal position by the spring F, which surrounds

its stem. The carburetter, which is of the

spray type, and fed without float chamber

regulation, is located within the hollow of the

exhaust valve and at its lower end. The feed

is through the spray nozzle G, which is fed

from a pipe outside, which is not shown. The

regulation of the jet is accomplished by means

ot‘ a needle valve, which is actuated by the

inlet valve itself in synchronism with the

cycle of the motor, so that the fuel flows only

during the period of the inlet. The air intake

is through the holes H.

By this means the makers have secured a

very compactly designed motor, and as well

have taken advantage of the opportunity to

increase the radiating surface by surrounding

mam
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the single valve chamber with an additional

number of radiating flanges. While the ar

rangement of the valves might be open to the

objection of complexity, it is yet perfectly evi

dent that the entire mechanism is confined

to the one organ of distribution, and that on

this account there should be less chance of its

getting out of order than in a case where sev

eral sets of gears and valves are used.

Lignum Vita. for Brake Blocks.

.\ novel experiment is being tried by a New

York motorist, who has equipped the brakes

of his car with lignum vita: bearing blocks

instead of leather or composition. The great

difficulty with brakes which otherwise are

well designed is that of the inordinate wear

of their friction surfaces, it being a natural

conclusion that the best holding brake also

will prove the fastest in wearing out. For

many years lignum vita: has been used for

hearings in certain classes of mill practice,

where it has stood the test of time with re

markable success. In the present instance

it is said that the result is even more satis

factory than was to be expected under the

circumstances.

COST OF PARCEL CARRYING

Big Department Store Submit Figures Showing

Economy of the Motor Delivery Wagon.

 

 

The Joseph Horne Co., owners of Pitts

burg's big department store, have contributed

some valuable figures to the fund of com

mercial vehicle development. From July 11

to October 1 last they used an Oldsmobile

delivery wagon on sixty-five days, their care

fully kept record of the cost of operation for

that period being about as follows:

U

8 . . .

. u :1
“s a a g 0?. 55, 3?.

°5 8m =' 0 -=> s2 ~'
w is 32" it“ are 2" §

5 02 so 5 as cs 1; of; a

July .. .55 7.00 .m .92 11.27 51.56

Aug . 3.05 2.75 .22 .92 14.49 21.43

Sept .. 3.92 4.62 .22 1.16 17.2 27.14

7 52 14.37 .66 8.00 6.99 69.13

Packages Miles Trips

Delivered Run. Trips. Loat

July . . . . . . ..2.772 468

Aug . . . . . . .2.276 715 47 0

Sept . . . . . . .. .156 633 0

s 204 1,816 mo 73

Av. cost Av. cost Av. cost

per pkg. per mile. per trip

July ................. . . 4 4 .6280

Aug. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .030 .4500

Sept. ................. .. .0086 .043 .5430

Average cost per package

Average cost per mile ..

Average cost per trip ..

Average cost per day 1.0640

Although in August the machine covered

more miles than in September or July, and

yet delivered less packages, this was due to

the fact that twice a week it was used on

different routes. usually to the furthest out

lying ones, which are not so heavy in pack

ages as in mileage. The car also covered the

hilliest route with success, having at no time

refused to take any and all grades on any

and all routes.

  

Three Truck: to Replace 72 Males.

One of the most significant applications of

the automobile to commercial uses which

has yet been made is in the substitution of

three one and one-half ton motor trucks for a

service which hitherto has been performed

by seventy-two pack mules. For this pur

pose the Packard Motor Car Company re

cent made shipment of three of its tandard

trucks to Central America, where they will

be used in the service of the New York and

Honduras Rosario Mining Company. in the

transportation of gold and silver concentrates

from its mines near Tegucigaipa, the capital

of Honduras, to San Lorenzo, on the Pacific

Coast. ,

At present the work is carried on by

means of pack mules, each animal carrying

an average load of 250 pounds, which is

equally divided in two packs. The mules re-.

quire about six days to cover the distance of

ninety miles. The normal carrying capacity

of each of the motor trucks is 3,000 pounds.

and the most conservative estimate easily

places the time consumed in making the jour

ney in one day. This will be made possible

by the good condition of the road on which

the government of Honduras has spent over

a million dollars during the last five years.
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REGARDING THE NEW ROYAL'

Characteristics of the l906 Model that Will

Render its Position Secure.

 

 

In making up the designs for their 1906

car the Royal Motor Car Company, of Cleve

land, Ohio, have wisely concluded to build

upon the splendid reputation of this year's

work. and not to make changes merely for

An important feature in the design of the

motor is that the unit type of construction

is used, all auxiliaries except the coils and

lubricator being mounted directly on the base.

thus permitting the removal of the power

plant from the chassis without disturbing the

adjustment of any of the vital parts. The

cylinders, which are cast in pairs, are 5 by

51/: inches bore and stroke, and have the in

let and exhaust ports oppositely disposed, the

valves being interchangeable. The spark

 

 

  

ROYAL MOTOR.

the sake of change. Accordingly the new

model is of the four cylinder pattern, of 40

horse-power motor, of regular design, set in

a steel chassis, with 110-inch wheel base.

The method of control is of the simple order

which is characteristic of all the new cars

plugs are placed over the inlet valves and

the commutator is mounted on a vertical

shaft which lies between the two sets of

cylinders, thus permitting of simple and ac

cessible wiring. All bearings, with the ex

ception of those on the wrist pin ends of the

and its mechanism are carried entirely on the

motor. The carburetter diflers from that

used in last year's model in that the jacket

instead of enclosing simply the mixing cham

ber. extends over the entire mixing and

throttling chambers, the jacket water being

used for heating instead of the exhaust gases.

.
1'

  

 

ROYAL GEARS.

'l‘he crank shaft is flanged at the rear end

to take on the fly wheel, which is of generous

proportions and turned out to receelve the

leather-faced cone clutch,

Between the clutch and the transmission

a full universal joint is placed to allow for

any possible disalignment of the machine,

and to facilitate dismounting. The transmis

sion, which is of the orthodox three~speed

type, is built on the same general lines as

  
 

 

 

this year, and the mechanical parts through

out are of heavy and ample size and strength.

The standard body is of the King of Belgium

type, with wide side doors and roomy seating

capacity. Ample storage space is provided,

both for luggage and spare parts, and the

tank capacity for fuel, which is 22 gallons, is

sufliclent for a two hundred and fifty mile

trip.

ROYAL REAR AXLE CONSTRUCTION.

connecting rods, are of bronze, while the

latter are of hardened steel. The crank shaft

is drop forged with ground bearings. All

wearing parts on the cam shafts are carbon

ized and hardened, the shafts being driven

by fibre gears external to the case.

The water circulation to the radiator is ei’v

tected by means of a gear driven pump hav

ing hardened steel gears and shaft. The fan

were used in last year‘s car, except that

ball bearings are used on both driving and

lay shafts. The gears, which are specially

treated, are bolted to flanges. which are made

integral with the shafts and are characterized

by large pitch and long faces. The lay shaft

runs continuously. but at slow speed. The

changes are obtained by a simple mechanism,

there being but a single sliding member.
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which locks with the driving shaft for direct

drive.

The final drive is by a propeller shaft, hav

ing hardened joints throughout. The rear

axle, which is mounted in roller bearings, has

the good point of taking its load on the sta

tionary tuhc instead of on the moving parts,

thereby relieving the latter frotn all strains

other than those of driving. The front axle

also is tubular. of heavy construction, and

the front wheels are mounted on roller bear

ings similar to those used in the rear.

The steering gear is of the ordinary and

thoroughly approved worm and segment type.

with hardened bearing surfaces, and all levers

and other portions of the control mechanism

speed. The peculiar feature in its construc

tion upon which the makers base their claim

that it will run under all conditions of load

and speed without skipping or olowing back

is that the ports are made extraordinarily

large and are so arranged that a considera

ble port opening is acquired with but a com

paratively slight amount of piston travel,

whereby the point of release is considerably

delayed witllout'the gases being throttled ill

the least degree.

The cylinders are copper jacketed, the

Jtlckcts being held in place at the bottom by

means of an iron ring, shrunk in place and

at the top, by means of a collar, screwed in

place. and seating agantst the top of the

  

1906 ROYAL TOURING CAR.

are either bolted or fastened by means of

squared ends. to forestall any possibility of

their working loose. The frame is of pressed

steel, braced to give the required staunchness

and strength, and the spring hangers are

drop forgings.

The positive pressure feed oiler and the

spark coil are. mounted on the dash, which

is cast in aluminum with the necessary lugs

fashioned into it. The radiator is of the

well-known cellular pattern and is of so great

capacity that the engine can be run with it

only half filled without over-heating. In gen

eral appearance the machine is strong look

ing, elegant and thoroughly American.

 

Two-Cycle Car from the Coast.

It is so rare that a car of Pacific Coast

origin reaches the East that the recent ap

pearance in these parts of the Sunset auto

mobile was almost in the nature of an event.

During the past your a number of them have

been made by the Sunset Automobile Com

pany of San Francisco, and they have be

haved so well in that hilly country that sev

eral visitors induced the inventor t'l bring

one of the cars to the East with a view to its

manufacture here. They consider it a revela

tion in the two-cycle type and :1 Motor World

man who was given a short ride in it can

vouch for it that its action—its smoothness

and its silence—left nothing to be desired.

The motor, which is the particularly novel

feature of the car, is of the two-cylinder

type, with cylinders 31/; by 4 inches, and de

velops 10 horsepower running at its normal

cylinder casting, the latter being tapped out

to receive the spark plugs. The general

make-up of the motor is extremely simple,

there being no moving parts except the pis

ton group, thc automatic valves set in the

bifurcated induction pipe and the commuta

tor handily mounted at the front of the ma

chine. The fuel is vaporized and mixed in a

single-Sherwood carburettor, which is one

of the few stock parts used on the machine.

Ignition is accomplished by means of the

ordinary jump spark system, but a single coil

being used in conjunction with an original

high tension distributor. The circulation of

the cooling water is accomplished by the

thermo-syphon system, so that except for

the radiator fan, the motor is entirely with

out auxiliaries. ,.

A planetary ~ transmission is employed,

which gives two forward speeds and a re

verse, the entire control being vested in a

single lever at the right of the driver’s seat,

which actuates a sliding double cone, which

in turn raises successivcly each of three fin

gers, which serve to apply the bands for the

low speed and reverse and the clutch for the

high speed. As the spark control and gas

lovers are mounted on the steering column

and the brakes, of which there are two, are

both operated by pedals, the manipulation of

the car is exceedingly simple.

The wheel base is very long, considering

the size of the machine, being 84 inches,

while the Weight is but 900 pounds.

The body is of the runabout, or cross coun

try type, with a long boot behind the seat.

At the option of the uer, however, a second

scat may be added, which, being quite simi

lar to the other, gives the machine the ap—

pearance of a surrey.

The makers of tlii car, which has found a

ready market in its home State during the

inst year and :1 half, are putting it out at

the remarkably low figure of 750. At pres

ent a representative is showing a demonstrat

ing car to some interested people in the East,

which may result ili its introduction in this

part of the country.

 

First I906 Haynes Reaches New York.

The remark let fall by one of them: "i

guess the Haynes Company have got it this

year all right,” about sums up the verdict

on the 1906 Haynes car rendered by the New

York sharps who had a chance to see it and

in it on its appearance in this city this week.

after being run over 4.000 miles by John

Haynes, who was in no small degree re~

sponsihle for its creation, and which in

cluded a trip onrihe‘ road from Kokomo

to New Ypi'kaity and through New England

,to Boston.

it has been Mr. Hnynes‘s idea to subject

the car to the widest variety of conditions.

and find out what points. ifany, fell short

of the standard set. The “finding out" trip

included stops at Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo,

Rochester, Syracuse,.Utica and the interme

diate town along the Mohawk Valley and

down the Hudson to New York. Agents in

all of the cities visited have had an oppor

tunity to examine it and see it demonstrated

and the results have been more than grati

fying.

The new Haynes car at first glance gives

an impression of immense power, and this

impression is more than borne out by its

performance. In a demonstration on Tues

day of this week, Mr. Haynes, in company

with Manager F. G. Carrie, of the New York

branch, sent the car over some of the worst

hills and roughest roads of this vicinity in a

manner that left nothing to be desired. For

all its power, it is extremely flexible and the

operation of the Haynespatented transmis

sion is a revelation, the speed changes be

ing effected with absolutely. no noise and

the motor picking up the work with no jerk

or perceptible effort whatever. The spring

suspension is good, the car riding very eas

ily, and in short, it is a product of which

the pioneer American automobile manufac

turer well may be proud.

That New Yorkers are quick to realize its

value is shown by the fact that orders for

two cars were placed before it had been in

the city scarcely long enough for them to

make its acquaintance.

 

F. J. Wharton, of Sharon, Ohio, has pur-4

chased two 35 horsepower cars, each having

a seating capacity of twelve passengers.

which he proposes to operate between that

tOWn and Mercer on a three trip a day ched- -

ulc. He is charging $1.25 per passenger per

trip.
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' How the Thomas Flyer has been Improved.

  

in the 1906 Thomas Flyer, which is cata

logued as Model 31, there are enough of new

features to make it deservingr of the cap

tion “new car," yet enough of the sterling

marks of its predecessors to make it one of

a well known type rather than the beginning

of a new line. 0f the new features which

have been adopted:in 'Model 31; the length

ening of the wheel base from 104 and 110

inches, to .. 118 inches, with consequent

lengthening of the body and extension of

the springs to provide the necessarily added

elasticity to the suspension, is the most no

ticeable, and this, taken' together with the‘

rounding off of the corners, and lowering'o'f

tlie'back of the rear seat, of the otherwise

unaltered body, gives the machine a rangey

appearance which is decidedly advantageous.

Among the more essentially mechanical de

tails which are named, may be cited the

trussed frame, the sub-frame being aband

oned, drop forged axles of I-beam section.

increased radiating surface, special form of

disc clutch, and improved transmission. 1

The motor which is rated at 50 horse

power, is of the common type, having four

independently cast cylinders of 5%7by 5%“

inches bore and stroke, with jackets made

integral. The valves are oppositely placed,

and. are mechanically operated, the suction

type 0! admission valve heretofore used,

having been abandoned. The pistons, which

are packed with five eccentric rings, are

scored with oil grooves which serve to dis

tribute the lubrlcant which is supplied

through individual feeds from the multiple

oiler. The connecting rods are nickie steel

forgings, and the crank shaft is a drop forg

ing, seated in five plain bearings lubricated

by chain oilers. The cam shafts are driven

by external gears of combined fibre and

brass structure, running under protecting

shields, the shafts and cams themselves be

ing entirely enclosed. ,

The jump spark'system of ignition is re—

tained,.the distribution being accomplished

by means of a‘dash board commutator as

formerly, though a change in the method of

,wiring- furnishes a considerable improve

ment in that system. Special provision also

is made for the installation of any approv

cd form of magneto ignition at the option

of the purchaser-2"- An automatic carburetter

is provided which is regulated from the

steering column, and also is automatically

throttled on the withdrawal of the clutch

or application of the brakes.

in the clutch, which is of the metal to

metal type, fitted with -a single driving disc,

special provision is made for the free move

ment of.the driving shaft when the organ

is disengaged, an auxilliary thrust bearing

being arranged to take up the strain

of the spring, when the driving pedal is de

pressed}; The driven member of the clutch

is of manganese'bronze, packed with cork

cushions which are introduced in recesses

for the‘purpose of easing the starting load.

The two driving members are of cast grey

iron. In the transmission, which is sup

plied with four forward speeds in the new

model, Hess-Bright bearings are used at

all points except at the forward end of the

main shaft where a roller bearing is used.

The gears are made with considerably wider

face than formerly, 11/, inch being the new

dimension as against '54; inch in the other

types. The changes of gear are obtained

by means of the selective system, two slid

ing sets being used, actuated by a single

lever moving over a gridiron segment. In

the differential, which is enclosed ln'the

gear case, an improvement has been made

by the introduction of a new set or pinions.

thereby considerably increasing the strength

of the member.

The double chain drive is still retained.

and so too, is the safety device, or ratchet

sprag, which is dropped into action by a

small lever at the right of the driver. Of

brakes, there are four, one pair acting upon

the outside, of a pair of drums attached to

the rear wheels, and the other, being of the

internal expanding type, acting within the

same drums. One pair, those acting inter

nally, are actuated by a foot pedal. while

the others are applied by the emergency lev

cr, which also applies the first set as well,

and withdraws the clutch. Both brakes are

interconnected with the clutch, as this

would imply, and this feature, coupled with

the method of interlocking the gcars_and

throttling the motor upon the withdrawal of

the clutch, makes the “fool proofing" cle

ment particularly strong.
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SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

'Bus Gets Chiei Award but all

Economy Tutors Obtain Souvcnm.

Reo other

 

As was expected, honors in the what was

intended to be a national economy test pro

'moted by the New York Motor Club were

generously distributed. The awards were

made public by the contest committee on

Thursday of last week. 0f the seven prizes

three were won by the Rec omnibus, driven

by R. I. Lockwood; two by the Rec runa

bout, driven by C. C. Singer; one by the

Compound, driven by F. C. Carter, and one

by the Marmon, driven by A. Largensen.

The “national” trophy for the most eco

nomical showing per passenger was given

to the Rec bus, its per capita rate for the

six days beng $2.93. The same vehicle also

won the trophy for the best showing per

.capita. including tire changes, with an aver

age cost per mile of a little over 4 mills. The

bus also was given another prize for con

suming the least amount of gasolene. It

was charged with $16 worth, and as it car

ried ten souls, the average cost was reduced

to $1.60.

For having the least ignition trouble the

Reo runabout was presented with a prize

donated by A. L. McMurtry. The runabout

claimed a perfect score on this point which

~-was not disputed. This car also won the

gold medal for the best showing in Classes

A and B for vehicles selling under $1.500.

The per capita cost, with four passengers

carried, was $3.38. The silver medal in this

class was given to the Compound car, driven

by Carter, with a rate of $3.72.

In classes C and D, for cars selling be

tween $1,500 and $3.500, the Reo bus nat

urally made the best showing. but the com

mittee had doubtless foreseen the‘outcome

and had prepared itself by ruling that any

car that won the "national" trophy would

be ineligible to any of the other class prizes.

Therefore the club saved one of its medals.

The second prize, in consequence, goes to

the Murmon. with an average of $4.58.

As the Oldsmobile, the Wayne and the

other Compound were presented with certifi

cates of "honorable mention," every car that

finished the test figures in the awards. Thus

everybody was pleased, especially the of!!

cials who have announced that the test

proved such a success that it would be made

an annual afi’air.

The detailed tables of the performance of

each car are said to be completed, but for

some reasonor other, are being held back.

Tmt llim Squanly. Says McClintock.

“The best way to treat the overspeeding au

ionrobile driver is to use him squarely—to

treat him in-a manner above board," said

Highway Commissioner W. E. McCilntock, of

Chelsea, at a meeting of the road builders of

Massachusetts held in Brockton last week.

"If those who try to regulate overspeeding

would do so openly and squarely 1 am sure

much better results would be obtained.

“There is some doubt as to whether the

speed law is to be interpreted literally. In

many places where the limit of speeding is

low it is practically impossible for an automo

bile driver to keep his machine down. There

are few automobile drivers who have not at

some time exceed the speed limit. In some

places the authorities recognize this difiicnity

of keeping down to eight or ten miles an hour

and do not trouble the drivers, provided they

are not going at reckless speed and seem to

have in mind the welfare and safety of

others. In other places we see just the oppo

site. There are officials in wait at every turn,

stopwatch in hand, trying to get the ma

chines going even a fraction of a second above

the time limit, even though there is no dan

ger to passersby, teams or pedestrians. _

“There is a question as to which method is

better. I do not believe in this lying in ambush,

hiding behind hedges and trees and the sud

den swooping down of an official on an auto

mobile driver. I believe the best way is the

open way. Treat the automobile driver as a

man and he will treat you as a man. Let him

know you mean business and mean to enforce

the law, and if you go about it in the right

way, in nine cases out of ten he will see that

you are trying to do your duty to the best of

your abilityI he will understand things from

your point of view, he will fall in with the

idea and he will not only try to assist you in

the enforcement of the law, but he will help

others enforce it in other places.

“It is often the most careful driver that

gets arrested for over-speeding, and the most

reckless often get away. As a rule, the reck

less driver will do everything possible to

escape arrest; he will take long chances, and

if he sees capture staring him in the face will

put. on speed and will get away if possible.

“One thing of importance seems to be lost

sight of. Overspeeding is not necessarily

reckless driving. Ordinarily when the ma

chine is going over the speed limit it is not

going so fast but that it is under perfect con

trol. There are exceptions, of course, but I

am talking of the ordinary case of overspeed

ing, such as Often gets into the courts. But

the law sets limits for the driving of ma

chines, and the law must be enforced.

“The overspeeding trouble will undoubted

ly work itself out. There should be harmoni

ous efforts. The authorities should see the

rights of the autoists and the autoists should

see the rights of the authorities and public.

If they work together everything will prob

ably be straightened out much more quickly

than if there are enmity and discord and an

effort to push things without the proper in

vestigation into the matter.”

 

Club Will Not Conduct Eagle Rock Climb.

Although several papers have conspicuous

ly heralded that the New Jersey Automobile

and Motor Club would promote this year‘s

Eagle Rock hill climbing contest on Thanks

giving Day, an official of the club stated

positively to the Motor World that the club

would not at this late hour promote or, in

fact, have anything to do with any contest

that may be held. The newspaper announce

ments, it appears. grow out of the efforts

of W. J. Morgan. a professional promoter.

who lives near the hill and holds a card of

membership in the club, to secure entries

for an event of the sort.

RED DEVILS NOTflSO WARM

Frost Falls on their Twice-Postponed Raccmcct

 

and Despite a Ladies Race. too:

After two postponements, the lame excuse

being adverse weather and poor track condi

tions, the race meet at St. Louis, Mo., pro

moted by the self-styled “Red Devil Auto

mobile Ciub," was finally run of! at the fair

grounds track in that city. Saturday, 11th

Inst.

Although everywhere else in St. Louis the

weather was ideal. a heavy mantle of frost

settled over the track early in the meet, and

before the last event was run off most of the

spectators seemed to be shivering from the

cold. In fact, the only interesting events

were a five mile for motorcycles and an im

promptu three mile event for bicycles which

was gotten up after the automobile race meet

to save the day.

The first event. a three mile novelty race.

with four entries, was speedily dispatched

with. owing to lack of starters. Then fol

lowed a five mile open for motor cycles.

which brought out a field of some twenty

starters. .Ino. Hurck, Richard Hurck and

William Chrlsinger, all on 1% H. P. Indians.

finished in a bunch in the order named, met

lng out a savage defeat to the rest of the con

testants. The time was 7:30.

W.‘ W. Leathers, in a White, showed the

way across the tape in the five mile event

for cars weighing less than 1432 lbs. W.Walker in :1 Jackson was second.

The next event was the “St. Louis Cham

pionship,” at five miles. 0. Parvin, in his

l’ope Toledo, easily captured the honors.

with W. C. Walker (Jackson) and W. W.

Leathers trailing him in the order named.

The time was 6:301-5.

An owners' race and a ladies” novelty race.

each at two miles, were also "contested." A

special race for light delivery wagons was

disposed of in the same expeditious fashion

as the first event—that is to say, it was not

run because of lack of entries. The summa

rie:

Five miles for motorcycles—John Hurck.

1% Indian, first; Richard Hurck, 1% Indian.

second; William Chrisinger, 1% Indian, third.

Time, 7:30.

Five miles, for cars weighing 1,482 pounds

or under—\V. W. Leathers, 15 II. P. White,

first; w. C. Walker, 18 II. P. Jackson, sec

ond. Time, 7:11 1-5.

Five miles, free-for-all. for championship

of St Louis—0. Pnrvln. 20 II. P. Pope-Tole

do, first; W. ('. Walker, 18 II. D. Jackson,

second; \V. \Y. Leathers, 15 H. P. White,

third, Time. 62301-5.

'i‘wo miles, for owners ‘i. E. Sclruck, 18

ii. 1’. Jackson. first; L. l'ickel, 12 II. P.

St. Louis, second. Time, 3:30 4-5.

Novelty, for lady drivers—Mrs. J. (3. Yu

derwood (Moline), first; Mrs. F. Starke (St.

Louis), second; Mrs. W. E. Bowman (White),

third. Time, 4:00.
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Morrell Gets a Mantel Ornament.

Several newspaper men and several

tradesmen gathered at the Waldorf-Astoria,

New York City, last Thursday night, to

present Robert Lee Morrell, chairman of the

racing board of the American Automobile

Association with a piece of bric-a-brac, done

in bronze, entitled the “Dance,” and to tell

him how well he managed the Vanderbilt

Cup Race. Why a mantle ornament sug

gestive of terpsichoreism instead of motor

ing was selected not even the guests, who

had each contributed something towards the

memento, could explain.

The toastmnster or committee in charge

of the aflair was a foreign American citi

zen who, it is said, recently beat the racing

board’s head out of a large sum at the Ger

man national game. Whether the pinochle

episode pricked his c nscience sufficient to

make him want to "square" himself was

not stated at the banquet. After the dishes

had been cleared away and were replaced by

what usually follows, the guests, for diver

sion, took to eulogizing Morrell, who is real

ly a good fellow, in song and speech, and

one of the elect even went so far as to pro

claim him the “Napoleon of Automobiling.”

 

Wisconsin Law Gets a Set-Back.

Judge Fowler has handed down a decision

in the case of the city of Ripon, Wis., vs. Dr.

A. Mitchell, of that city, for an alleged viola

tion of the ordinance regulating the speed of

automobiles. The decision is the result of

arguments made by attorneys for Dr. Mitch

cll, who was sued by Ripon for the recovery

of penalty for alleged violation, that the City

Council had no authority to pass such an

ordinance, and that any vehicle can go at

any reasonable speed upon the streets of

cities. .

Judge Fowler holds that the ordinance is

perfectly valid; that an automobile driver

must stop at a given signal from it person

driving a horse or team, and that the city

has a right to enact an ordinance of that kind

to protect its commerce and trade. In ref

erence to the last, the court ruled that to

protect horses, farmers' and others, in the

city any municipality has a right to adopt an

ordinance similar to that enforced in Ripon.

 

lieu- Conrad on Carbonic Gas.

In a recent lecture before a German tech

nical automobile society Herr Conrad intro

duced the subject of carburetth hydrogen

iitotors, illustrating by means of lantern

slides a description of a five cylinder motor

of his own design, in which carbonic acid gas

was employed as a source of energy. The de

signs showed three power cylinders, one for -

compressing the gas and one-fifth for starting

the engine. A special feature of the design

lay in the fact that slower rotational speed

than is common with the ordinary glisolene

motor was contemplated, in conjunction with

increased flywheel momentum. It was stated

that by increasing the consumption a propor

tional increase in power would be obtainable,

and that on that account the usual transmis-

sion mechanism might be done away with.

lici'r Conrad is working in a field which is

not overcrowded with investigators.

 

A. A. A. Takes up Map Making.

At the November meeting of the board of

directors of the American Automobile As

sociation held in New York City last Thurs

dny, 9th inst., it was decided to create a

R .utes and Maps Committee. of which Asa

Goddard. \Vorccster Automobile Club, will

be the chairman. This committee will be a

subdivision of the National touring com

mittee and a systematic plan for perfecting

and revising the information concerning the

main routes of automobile travel, with hotel

and garage appointments. will be put into

operation immediately. Goddard will per

sonally travel over a number of the routes

to better his mission.

Besides several individuals the Philadel

phia Automobile Assoclritl t. " _ Red Devil

Automobile Club of St. Lou and the In

dianapolis Automobile Racing .‘.ssoclatlon

were admitted to membership.

In reference to government aid in the

building of roads the following resolution

was adopted:

Resolved, That the American Automobile

Association, through its State organizations,

clubs, and individual members, shall begin

immediately efforts in behalf of the measure

knowu as the Brownlow-Intimer bill. which

aims to create in the Department of Agricul

ture a bureau to be known as the Bureau of

Public Roads and to provide for a system

of National, State and local co-operation in

the permanent improvement of the public

highways. Furthermore. this Association

believes that the country is now ready to

demand National aid in the construction of

public highways, and in consequence all road

users should unite in a unanimous call for

an early consummation of that which meets

popular approval.

Mixing Food and Motor Cars.

Efforts are being made to bring automobiles

and breakfast foods into closer relationship,

and this peculiar combination will be sprung

on an unsuspecting public at Jacksonville,

Fla, the week of Januuary 4-18, when an

automobile exhibit will be grafted onto a

pure food industrial show that is due to hold

the boards there. It is W. J. Morgan, just

now very active in planning a profitable

season for the Florida hotel proprietors, who

will endeavor to mix the food and the auto

mobiles.

Will Climb Stump Hill on Saturday._'

The Rhode Island Automobile Club will

hold its annual hill climbing contest Satur

day of this week, 18th inst. instead of on

Thanksgiving Day, as originally planned.

Stump Hill, in Pawtucket, has been selected

for the climb, and three classes for gasolene

and one for steam cars is provided. Stump

Hill is about half a mile long, with no turns,

and averages a grade of 16 per cent.

 

May Build New Road to Niagara.

It is reported from Lockport. N. Y., that

the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Power Co.

is planning to operate a line of public motor

conveyances along the line of its right of way

from Niagara Falls to Rochester. It is known

that the company is planning to construct a

road over the line for the use of its repair

men and other employes, but the rumor that

this will be a broad inacadam road similar to

the State highways, and that it will throw it

open to the public and Operate a line of mo

tor cars upon it, is as yet unconfirmed, though

not denied. The report states that the road

may also be continued along the company's

grant as far as Bufl’alo, and that supply sta

tions will be established at ten ~v"1e intervals

along the way.

Chicago Club Again Chooses Parson.

At the annual meeting of the Chicago Au

tomobile Club the regular ticket was elected

without opposition. John Farson was chosen

to succeed Ira M. Cobe, who has been at the

head of the organization since Mr. Farsoii’s

resignation last spring. The other officers

elected were: First vice-president. Allen S.

Ray; second vice-president, B. H. Marshall;

secretary, Sidney S. Gorham; treasurer. T. J.

Hyman; directors, Ira, M. Cobe, Robert Tar

rant, Jr., F. C. Donald, Jerome A. Ellis,

Charles E. Gregory and N. H. Van Sickien.

Secretary Gorham, in behalf of the old board

of directors, presented a silver loving cup to

the retiring president.

 

Good Roads Amendment Wat Carried.

Although the actual figures have not been

made known, yet it is definitely stated through

the Automobile Club of America that the

amendment which provides for the creation of

a $50,000,000 bond issue for improving the

highways of the State of New York was car

ried at the election on the 7th inst. As is

knownjunder the provisions of the amend

ment, the State is empowered to issue $5,

000,000 worth of bonds each year for ten

years, the tax levy on which will fall 50 per

cent on the State. 35 per cent on the county

and 15 per cent on the town.

 

Claims Two-Miles-a-Minute Cars.

According to an attache of the Darracq

house in this country, three speed creations

of 200 horsepower each, guaranteed to make

tWo miles a minute, have been built by the

Darracq company in France, and are to be

brought to this country and be given a chance

:it the Florida carnival in January next. The

cars are to be driven by four cylinder en

gines, and there is direct drive on all speeds,

three forward and one reverse. N0 differen

tial will be employed.

Edison Gets a New Car.

Thomas A. Edison, who does not believe in

gasolene, pneumatic tires and a lot of other

things, has evidently experienced a change of

heart. There was delivered to him last week

a 1006 Grout four cylinder touring car, which

uses gasolene, and which, of course, is fitted

with pneumatic tires.
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DESIGNED FOR A DRUMMER

Features of a Car Built Specially for his Use—

lncludu Even a Folding Desk.

 

Of all the possibilities which the commer

cial motor vehicle presents to the world, none

is more attractive than that which is held

out to the commercial traveller. It promises

to him arcady means of getting about from

place to place in a certain and economical

manner, and at a rate of speed which is

wholly dependent upon the highway condi

tion of the locality in-which his work is cast.

3-! by 12 by 18 inches, while under the floor

is still another compartment with a carry

ing capacity of two cubic feet. Tools and

spare parts may be carried in boxes which

are placed under the t'ootboards on either

side.

The total carrying capacity of the vehicle.

allowing for a reasonable stock of parts and

supplies, is 27 cubic feet. The body is meant

ed on a 16 horsepower two-cylinder chassis,

which is shod with solid tires.

The carriage work is of a high order, and

the comfort of the traveller is looked after in

the most approved fashion, the body being

fitted with a folding writing desk and other

luxuries.

   

 

 

It offers to him a mode of transit which is

more pleasast than that by railway, and one

which has the added advantage of being

timed according to the independent schedule

or his own engagements; and. better still, it

provides him with a means of carrying his

wares and samples wherever he may elect to

go, without the loss of time occasioned by

the delays of express and baggage.

Of course. the pleasure car has been adapted

to the needs of the travelling salesman in

many instances with good results, and al

ready several special forms of machine have

been designed for his especial use. Of these,

probably the most elaborate which has been

constructed, unless some of the purely adver

tising ventures be taken into account, is that

which has recently been completed by an

English firm and which is here illustrated.

It is called a traveller's brougham, and is

adapted to provide its user with a considera<

blc measure of convenience, as well as to

give ample storage space for his goods.

There is a large locker, measuring 33 by 33

by 19 inches inside, for general storage, while

inside the body and behind the passenger's

seat are four lockers measuring in the aggre

gate, 36 by 39 by 12 inches, all of which

are accessible from within. Under the driv

er's seat is another storage space, which is

injecting Water into Tim.

In an effort to keep them cool some motor

ists make it a practice to inject a small

amount of water into the tires when inflat

ing them. This practice, while effective to

a certain extent. is a not unmixed benefit,

for in case of a puncture the water quickly

finds its way into the shoe. there to rot the

fabric and cause its speedy decay. In any

case, although the water cooled tire beats

more slowly than one which contains air

alone, once it is hot, it takes more time to

cool by the same token, and, though in cer

tain cases it may be a good plan to use a

small amount of liquid, still the presence of

any great amount of it tends to wear away

the interior of the tube by its swirling ac

tion and shortens its life.

For Soldering Nickel.

For soldering nickel The Scientific Ameri

can recommends the following compound:

For fine or high grade nickel: Three parts

of yellow brass, one part of sterling silver.

For low grade nickel: Fifteen parts of yel~

low brass, five parts of sterling silver, four

parts of zinc (pure or plate zinc). Melt the

brass and silver with borax with a flux, and

add the zinc in small pieces; stir with an

iron rod, pour into a slab mould and cool

slowly, when it can be rolled thin for cut

mg.

OILS FOR GAS ENGINES

“Fire Tests" and “Carbon Tests" Explained—

Thiclt Oils vs. Thin Ones.

“The proper lubrication of a gas engine is

a difficult problem to solve, owing to the fact

that the heat generated in the cylinder is so

great, that upon coming in contact with it

any oil is almost instantly consumed," said

E, Tomlinson, manager of the llavemeycr Oil

Company, a few days since when the subject

was under discussion. “This necessitates

feeding it into the cylinder .in a continual

stream, fresh oil being needed to take the

place of that which is burned up.

"The first thing, therefore, that an oil

should have is an ability to stand as much

heat as possible before burning up. The

measure of this quality is known as its ‘fire

test'—for example: If an oil is said to have

a fire test of 500, it means that up to temper

ature of 500 Fahrenheit the oil remains

chemically unchanged, but that beyond and

above that point it burns up. So, to begin

with, a high fire test is necessary in order

that the oil may remain in the cylinder as

long as possible to perform its work of In

brication.

“But this quality alone is not all that goes

into the making of a good gas engine oil,

for in burning up, as the oil eventually does,

whether its fire test be high or low, it de

posits all about on the inside of the cylinder

small particles of flakes of carbon. This pro

duces the greatest trouble that an automo

bilist has to contend with, for the spark plugs

or igniter points quickly become incrusted

with this deposit to such an extent that the

electrical contact is interfered with and the

spark which gives the explosion is no longer

made.

"Diflerent kinds of oil contain greater or

less percentages of carbon, so that some oils

will deposit upon being burned less carbon

than others, and the whole proposition is

finally narrowed down to a point where it is

simply a question of the selection of an oil

which shall contain within itself two proper

ties, (1) a high fire test, in order that the

maximum amount oi! lubrication may be

given, and (2) a low carbon test, in order

that when consumed at minimum deposit of

carbon may be left.

"An oil which can combine to the greatest

extent the extremes of these two characteris

tics will be the best oil to use. Both proper

ties mentioned—the fire test and carbon test

—are ascertainable by the employment of

physical tests, and it is perfectly possible to

determine with mathematical certainty which

oil among a given number is more suitable

for use in the cylinder of an automobile and

will give it the most ellicient lubrication.

“The vismsity is also a factor. The viscosity

of an oil is the measure of its ‘body' or flu

idlty. it is ascertained by filling a small

vessel with a certain quantity and allowing

the oil to run out 01' a small hole at the bot

tom, the number of seconds required for this
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operation to take place is the viscosity which

the oil is said to have.

“A very common mistake is to select an oil

because it appears to be thick and heavy.

The thickness or viscosity that an oil has

when seen at a normal temperature is very

different from the body it will have when

subjected to the intense heat that it comes

in contact within the cylinder. Ordinarily

speaking, the thinner an oil is, provided it

has the proper fire test, the better it will be

for use on an automobile, for it will reach

and lubricate more readily the crank bear

ings and crank pin bearings than the heavier

oil."  

What May Cause Water Troubles

Not infrequently the cause of trouble with

the water circulation may be traceable to

the rubber connections, which are designed

to provide the requisite amount of yieldabll

ity to the system. In some cases hose is used

which is too small for the purpose, the re

sult being that when it is put in place, the

inner lining is “skinned” 01!, and turns back

over the opening in the pipes, thus partially

clogging them. In other cases, where hose

that is too small has been used the interior

becomes soft through the actiton of the

water or as a result of the use of some antl

freezing mixture, with the result that under

certain conditions, as for instance, when a

suction pump is used, it closes and blocks

the passage of the water.

Um a Trough for Lubrication.

A decidedly novel wrinkle in the matter of

cylinder lubrication has been adopted by a

well known foreign manufacturer on his 1906

cars, which insures a constant and plentiful

supply of oil to the most seriously taxed sur

faces in the entire machine. A little trough

is cast in -the engine base at the foot of each

cylinder, so placed that the piston dips into

it at each down stroke. The troughs are

filled automatically, and the overflow is ill

tered before. being returned to the crank

case for further use.

 

Here's Another Oil Test.

A “simple and practical method of testing

lubricating oils,” for use in a gasoline engine,

is this one that comes from abroad: Heat a

pane of glass to various temperatures, hold

ing it an angle of 45 degrees with the hori

zontal, and allow samples of the different

oils to be tested to run over it. That which

runs farthest without evaporating under the

greatest heat is the most suitable.

Locating the Lulu.

Leakages in compression are best located

by mixing up a heavy lather with soap and

water and applying it around all doubtful

points with a fine brush. Any faulty joints

will then be shown at once by the fine bub

bles which are formed at the point of leak

age. Failing the soap and water, a less dell

cate test may be made in a similar manner

with heavy oil.

PIN JAND LANTERN GEARING

Novel Manner in Which the Combination Docs

Duty for Automobile Transmission.

In the inventor’s quest for a form of va

riable speed transmission which shall satisfy

the somewhat varied and complex require

ments of that mechanism, many different re

sults have been produced which, as time goes

on, have been seen to gravitate toward one

of two systems for the most part. That is to

say, leaving out of the question the forms of

purely frictional gear whichever have been

in the background, practically all the trans

missions which have been produced readily

 

  

pressing down the clutch pedal the operator

withdraws the clutch, at the same time draw

ing back the disc and permitting the free

passage of the pinions along the driving shaft.

The shifting lever is then moved until it reg

isters with a position corresponding to one

of the speeds. The pedal is then released

and the disc is automatically returned to its

normal position, which i just far enough

from the driving shaft so that the pins upon

the disc will bear upon the rollers on the

driving pinions. At the same time, or an

instant later, the clutch takes hold, and the

car starts. In a similar manner the changes

from one speed to another are made, and the

reverse obtained, for the latter purpose the

second of the two driving pinions being called

into requisition.

The clutch pedal is made up of two plates,

 

PIN AND LANTERN GEARING.

fall under the classification of the planetary

or sliding gears. A totally new departure

which has recently come to light in Great

Britain is that of a mechanism which uses a

combination of pin and lantern gearing. _

Essentially this new form of transmission

consists of a shaft which is placed lengthwise

of the car and which carries two driving

gears of the lantern type. These consist of

a cage comprised of a pair of discs connected

by a series of pins circumferentially ar

ranged, upon which are mounted a series of

rollers. These gears are slidably mounted

upon the squared driving shaft, and their

position is controlled from the driver’s seat.

Mounted on a shaft at right angles to this,

is a disc upon the face of which four sets of

pins are arranged in a cries of concentric

circles. The disc, which also is slidably

mounted on its shaft, may be moved toward

or away from the driving shaft, at the will

of the operator. _

The final drive is taken from the transverse

shaft to the rear axle by means of a chain

in the usual manner, while the connection

with the engine is made by a friction clutch

of the ordinary type. The mechanism which

serves to withdraw the clutch, also actuates

the driven disc, drawing it out of action with

the pinions.

The action of the device is as follows: By

one of which is nearer the bearing point than

the other, so that on pressing upon it the

leverage obtained is not sufficient to with

draw the disc, though it is ample to free

the clutch. In this way the car may be

handled on the clutch in the ordinary manner,

without taking the gears out of mesh. When

this becomes necessary, however, the upper

portion of the pedal is depressed, and the

wmplete motion is obtained.

Without going into complete details of the

mechanism, it is evident that it is absolutely

interlocking, and that no amount of mis

chance can make it possible to strip the gears

through partial meshing, since from the

method of arrangement it is impossible to

have more than one gear set in mesh at one

time, and since it is impossible to bring the

disc into its running position unless the teeth

or pins mesh in the proper way.

Whatever mav be the practical efficiency of

the system, and its amount of durability in

use, the fact remains that the frictional loss

is the same for all drives, and that the quan

tity of mechanism is considerably less than

that in use in many forms of gear which.

already have been accepted by the public and

put to everyday usage.

The Rainier Co. is claiming a unique rec

ord—that of having sold seven Rainier cars

to seven difl’erent members of one family, the

McKenzie family, of New York.
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The New Model 1906

30-35 H. P.

What is the automobile buyer going 10 do when he is strenuosly told that each and every one of the 1906 cars is

THE BEST CAR IN THE WORLD? -

He is going to do a little investigating.

He is not going to be attracted nor distracted by the whirlwind of words with which one car after another comes

before the public on paper. '

When he gets down to business, he will find the RAINIER in the front rank of cars that have won renown and made

fast friends by actual achievement. He will find that in every inch of metal and wood, in every working part, in every

line, the Rainier as it will take the road in 1906 is the very embodiment of strength, compactness, lightness and beauty

—now more than ever before “The Pullman of Automobiles.”

We want good Rainier agents in all unassigned territory. We can give them a car to sell that WILL sell. and that

will make a new salesman 0f every purchaser. We stand back of the Rainier with the broadest and most liberal guar

antee ever given.

Correspondence.invited.

  

VALVES. Mechanically operated, inlet and exhaust interENGINI, 30-35 H. P.. 4 cylinders water cooled.

IGNITION. Sims-Bosch Magneto—mime and break spark. Changeable

TRANSMISBION. Sliding train. 3 speeds forward and one reverse. CARBURETTER- Float (99¢ requiring no adjustment.

REAR AXLE. Bevel gear drive. dumb dflven hub‘ Ban heal-mas. BRAKES. Two internglbexpgnslon, dust protected_ operating

FRONT AXLE. 1 Beam section. Ball bearings. gghfiarforxaid!ozoubiizkfvrgirfe“gagefikkpgmg

FRAME. Cold rolled pressed steel. aluminum under bonnet ates on propeller shaft. Both brake! bronze

covering entire engine and transmission. against steel.

\VIII'JEL BASE. 104 inches. BODY._ Full aluminum, double side entrance.

“'HEELS. Imperial whalebone. grade A 2nd growth hickory. EQUIPMENT. Two head lights, 2 side lights, 1 rear light, 1 horn.

TIRES. Continental 34 x 4. \

Price, $4,000.

The 22-28 H. P. will be continued as heretofore, without any changes.

4 cylinder—98 inch wheel base—La Coste coil. French battery. Continental Tires. Aluminum side door body

Price, $3,500.

BOTl'i MODELS GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS EOR ONE YEAR.

The world’s broadest and most liberal automobile guarantee.

Landaulet bodies for immediate delivery. Limousines for November and December delivery.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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When the Injured File their Bills.

“Whenever an automobile gets mixed up in

an accident of any kind there is bound to be

a claim for damages," said a man who has

had some experience in settling matters of

this kind. “Usually the claims are for many

times the amount that could justly be asked,

and frequently there is no just basis for a

claim at all, but the prevalent impression

seems to be that anybody who owns an auto

mobile is a millionaire, and should, therefore,

he made. to sufl'ct'.

"A woman came into my office a short time

ago and wanted me to collect for her a claim

of $60 for damages to her carriage, which,

she said. had been smashed in an automobile

accident the day before. I learned from her

that the owner of the automobile was also a

client of mine. On inquiry I found that his

automobile had been standing still beside the

road when her carriage ran into it. He re

fused to pay her anything.

“Three weeks later she began suit for $5,000

damages, alleging in her complaint that she

had been so seriously injured in the accident

that she had been confined to her bed for two

weeks, and this in spite of the fact that she

had been able to visit my office the day after

the affair. I

“In refreshing contrast was the action of a

gentleman who. with his wife, got in the way

of an automobile belonging to a client of mine.

Both were knocked down and slightly hurt,

although the chauffeur did all in his power to

avert a collision. The next morning my client

received a letter from the gentleman stating

that the fault was all his and that the chauf

feur was to be complimented on his success

in averting what might have been a serious

catastrophe."

Potter Learns Road: are not Free.

Dr. Carlton Potter, of No. 82 Common

wealth Avenue, Boston, finds himself in a

somewhat equivocal position in that he is

the owner of an automobile which he cannot

use although it is in good order and the

roads of America are supposed to be free.

The State. Highway Commission recently

revoked his certificate of registration, and

also nullified that of his chauffeur, who has

been convicted of fast driving four several

times during the past season. The car can

not legally be used again during the remain

der of 1005, and the chanfleur’s license can

not be renewed before 1906.

Meeting the Shotgun Campaign.

Shotgun legislation in Missouri is going to

be given a heavy recoil, and the instrument is

the St. Louis Automobile Club. The organi

zation has employed some of the best legal

talent in the State to represent it in its tight

for just legislation.

“if you run your automobile more than nine

miles an hour in St. Louis County," the open

ing paragraph of the circular sent to every

automobile owner in the State reads, “you are

liable to be held up by rather suspicious look

ing individuals, with long revolvers pointed

in your face. You are then arrested and re

leased on $200 bond to appear before a jus

tice." Protest is made over the fact that

many counties ask and require licenses for

running automobiles through them, and the

club will in particular test this law, as well

as the efforts on the parts of the authorities

to keep the speed down to nine miles an hour.

As matters now are, it costs nearly $60 in

licenses alone to pass through the State from

St. Louis to Kansas City.

 

Vaseline u 1 Dirt Remover.

Common everyday vaseline is the best pro

tection against grease and dirt, according to

a motorist who says he has tried it\ A little

rubbed into the hands each morning and noon

is a hundredfold better than any dirt remover

made, and a 10-cent bottle will last two

months. The vaseline works into the pores

of the skin, forming a coating which is im

pregnable to any dirt. This is washed ofl at

night, using soft water and a good soap lather.

After a thick lather is obtained, dip the

hands in cornmeal and proceed, using soap

alone, rubbing the meal into the crevices of

the hands and fingers. For the callous places

on the forefinger a cake of scouring soap is

used, rubbing on lightly, if necessary. In

stead of “rasplng” the dirt off, as would be

supposed, this process readily dissolves it.

Big Bid for Testimonials.

A distinctly novel method of advertisement

has been adopted by a firm of foreign man~

ufacturers by way of introducing their new

model car. All owners of their last year’s

type are invited to send in full particu

lars of the performance of the machine

during the time it has been in their posses

sion, and the company, taking account of

all of these, agrees to furnish to him who

has achieved the most satisfactory results

all things considered, one of their latest cars

in exchange for the old one, absolutely with

out cost.

To Curb the Chaulleur.

Cables from Paris state that to reduce the

number of accidents the French interdepart

mental commission will recommend that an

age limit for chaufleurs be set, that a medi

cal certificate be required of all applicants

and that all previous convictions be reported

to the Minister of the Interior. In addition

it is proposed that a speed limit be set for

localities within village limits, and that the

names of the maker and owner of each car

he placed on a plate which will be decipher

able at a distance.

Walter Gets iii: Diploma!

“Walter Wright, one of our young society

men, has gone to Philadelphia to study auto

mobillng.—-From Toms River_(N. J.) Demo

crat, October 19, 1905.

“Walter Wright, who returned from Phila

delphia with a diploma from an automobile

training station, left on Wednesday morning

for Lakewood, where he is employed—From

Toms River (N. J.) Democrat, November 2,

1906.

Hilbboro Sees a Skydoodlc Wagon.

Hillsboro, 11]., has been visited by an auto—

mobile, an unprecedented occurrence, and the

visit naturally excited the editor of the soli

tary paper in the town. He thus gives vent

to his feelings:

“A big touring automobile passed through

Hillsboro last Monday and created almost as

much excitement as the split-log drag did in

Greenville last spring. It was the biggest sky

doodle wagon ever seen here. It had big

brass eyes in front and behind, and it bristled

all over with levers and valves and faucets

and set screws and knobs and handles. The

car was covered with canvas, and evidently

cost more than a farm in the corn belt. When

in front of Lalham’s hardware store, it took

a severe paroxylsm and phthislc and wheezed

and coughed like a horse with the heaves.

The chauffeur (pronounced ‘shofur’) got out

and took off its dewlap and scraped its in

nards with an ivory handled scalpel. Then

he picked a cinder out of its left eye with a

ten-dollar toothbrush and gave it a drink of

absinthe. It coughed up a quart or two of

gasolene and was all right. The only occu

pants of the devil wagon were the ‘shofur'

and two duchcsscs supposed to be from Ster

ling or Chicago or some other place up North

where millionaires are as thick as chiggers

at a Free Methodist camp meeting. They

were headed for St. Elmo, in Fayette County,

and as they flew down the Andalia road the

women along the route hid in the smoke

honses and the men ran yelping into the

brush.”

here’s the Negro’r Non-stopper.

Not perpetual motion this time. but a “four

day non-stopper," has appeared in Missouri.

A St. Louis black man—name not given—has

invented an automobile that promises to ful

fil the dream of rural mail carriers, and also

a few others who aspire to possess but lack

the wherewithal. The first machine sold for

$250, and as soon as the son of Ham rounds

up enough capital cars will be placed on the

market for $150 or less. According to a home

paper. “this wonderful machine will be able

to maintain a speed of thirty-five miles an

hour for four days without stopping."

Whether it will go after that is not stated.

 

Wilbraham’s Limit is Upheld.

Notwithstanding the appeal filed with the

Highway Commissioners of Massachusetts

against the action of the Selectmen of Wil

braham in passing an ordinance limiting the

speed of automobiles to eight miles an hour,

that august body has approved the restric

tion, and signs will be posted next week.

Eight miles an hour is the limit allowed

through all villages in that town.

 

Teaching it in School.

A series of lectures on motor car engin

eering have been instituted ln.the municipal

training school of the city of Liverpool, Eng,

which will be delivered by a local member

of the trade. Seventy students appeared on

the occasion of the first installment of the

series.
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l/ l 000 Miles
/ . 9

Without a

Single Adjustment

won the Glidden Trophy “for the

\ 0

There can be no more conclusive proof of the superior

...0-~"

ity‘of the :Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. ~ An American car for American

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years' experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledge

of American conditions.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY;

Buffalo, N. v.

Members of AssociationOf Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Manufacturers 0! Pierce Cycles.

 

 

. v I \ ' ‘- \ .
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BU LL ETlN "0. II, which is now ready for distribution,

contains full details, trgether with a map and many fine illustrations, of the

1classic tour of Ezra H. Fitch and party in three White steamers through‘the

forests of Maine and Quebec.

Write for a Copy.

1 I
. W em? 6 "—e _

WHITE rimmiCOMPANY “$2???” I, ..I I : r..~ ($3? > :1. 13'“, ‘

THE HEALTH FUR YUU

MOdern Car' FRENCH {iii-iii? iiiiiri sanas

  

 

 

40'45 '1' P' Doume Cham Drlve° in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

1 1_2 inch whee] base. is the season of the.year when a brief visit

Individually cast cylinders. Battery and high tension there will restore the normal balance of your

magneto ignition. system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Individually designediZbodies. fluidonr and Indoor Recreations in Plenty—Gull Playing Now.

pmcg, 57,5000“ Superb Hotel Accommodations.

A.A

28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive - -

toe-inch wheel base, 1 M n N U N Rn

Battery and low tension magneto ignition.

Bodies w your own taste. , Q)[ulmoiummnousgpursvutr flauwav

 

 

 
 

' (C‘ v v

' PRICE, $4,000.00. T

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

3T0. 5. sale representatives of Societe L'Olco plugs for week, inchiding free use of

battery and magneto Ignition. Absolulely soot-proof. a" the waters

Booklet telling all about the waters and giving lllt oi Hotel: and

T H E V I Q U E COM N Y, Boarding Houoel, with thelr rateo, sent tree.

LONG |5LAND C|TY’ N_ y_ FRANK H. REED, cuts. H. RUBKWELL,

Gan. Pass. Agt., Chicago. Traffic Man.
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The Week's Patents.

803,116. Lathe Attachment for Turning

Crank-Shafts. Dean 0. Lewis, Ardmore,

Penn., assignor to The Autocar Company,

Ardmore, Penn., a Corporation of Pennsyl

vania_ Filed December 8, 1904. Serial No.

235,995.

Clalm.—1. In a lathe for turning crank

shafts, ill combination, a head-spindle, a face

plate. secured to the head-spindle, having an

orifice, to receive the shaft, eccentric to the

lathe-axis, a tail-spindle, a bushing having a

central orifice adapted to receive the shaft

and orificed portions, in one of which at an

angle thereto and to each other the tail-spin

dle is adapted to rest, a rotatably-nlounted

plate intermediate of the head and tail spin

dles, said plate, having an elongated orifice,

extending from the centre thereof, said plate

carrying clamping devices.

803,121. Rear Axle for Automobiles. Fred

erick C. Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio, Filed April

13, 1905. Serial No. 255,277.

Claim—1. A rear axle for automobiles,

consisting of a tube, the intermediate walls

of which are swaged apart from the centre of

the tube forming a housing, a wheel-shaft

projected through the tube into the housing,

and a transmission mechanism for the shaft

within the housing, substantially as de

scribed.

803,275. Rotary Engine. John A. Eaton,

Chicago, Ill., assignor of one-half to Charles

M. Seckner, Chicago, 111. Filed December 4,

1903. Serial No. 183,702.

Claim—1. In a device of the class de

scribed an annular steam-chamber, a piston

therein, a shaft, means operativer connect

Ing said piston with said shaft, a cut-off

valve,, a cam on said shaft and toggle means

connected with said valve and operated by

said cam adapted to operate the cut-off

valve.

803,289. Throttle and Regulating Device

for Explosive—Motor Vehicles. Thomas B.

Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis. Filed June 27, 1904.

Serial No. 214,436.

Claim—1. In an explosive-motor vehicle

in combination with the gas-inlet valve and

means for opening and closing it, the gas

inlet pipe having an air-inlet port inter

mediate the gas-inlet valve and the motor;

a valve for controlling such air-inlet port; a

spring which tends to close such valve; con,

nections for opening it connected with the

means for operating the gas-inlet valve

 

adapted to open said air-inlet as the gas

inlet closes, and a trip for disengaging said

air-inlet-valve connection to permit the latter

to be closed by the spring without reversing

the gas~inlet-valve movement.

803.310, Nut-Lock. Jacob T. Smith, Dublin,

Va. Filed May 20, 1905. Serial No. 261,318.

Claim—1. In a nut-lock, a bolt having its

_tllreaded end provided with a channel or

groove, and a nut provided at one corner

with a ing or teat, in combination with a

locking member looped around the tent and

having a portion disposed In the channel and

a terminal seated in the valley of the bolt

thread.

803,324. Rotary Engine. Peter Bartoletti,

Brownsville, Penn. Filed February 4, 1905.

Serial No. 244,113.

Claim—1. A rotary engine comprising a

cylinder having an abutment formed with a

passage extending from end to end of the

abutment, a piston mounted to turn concen

trically in the said cylinder and provided

with spaced rims forming with the cylinder

lleads a working chamber between which

rims extends the said abutment, the piston

web portion extending between the rims pass

ing through the said abutment-passage, the

said piston-web portion having spaced opens

lugs, wings in the said opening, mounted to

turn In hearings in the piston-rims, shoes

secured on the outer pivots of the wings, and

 

 

  

ACCURACY!

The accuracy of the Speedometer is attained by

the mechanically perfect a lication of an abso

lutely unchangeable law. he standard of per

icction at this instrument will never be equaled by

devices based on theories, the practical application

of which Is so impossible that they were discarded

in the development of the Jones Speedometer.

Do you know of our Protection Tag? Write for

information.

JONES SPEEDOMETER,

125 West 32d Street, ~ - NEW YORK

 

  

an automobile is subjected.

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

Are the only nuts that can forevu withstand the shakes and strains to which

I Locks automatically and absolutely. Made in two

pieces, it combines the three forces of wedge, screw and lever, forming a com.

bination lock of immense power.

Made in all sizes, and oi univerral application.

COLUMBIA "UT 8" BOLT CO., “16-, Bridgeport, Conn.

Write for catalogue.

 

 

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.
15 cents per line of seven word; cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cont-l per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

l905-l906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO C0-

OIneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEV & CO., 132143“ Michigan Ave, Chicago.
 

WAVERLY electric runabout of the type

styled “ Speed \Vagon"; new this season

and in perfect condition; batteries, thirty cells of

9 p. v.: buggy top. Apply to \VM. A. TUCKER,

53 State St., Boston, Mass.
 

CHAUFFEUR, technically educated and ex

perienced young man in building and repair

ing automobiles, desires position as chauffeur;

careful and a licensed, driver, and one who upholds

his employer's interest. Please address C.l-IILDRE'I'H, \Vestford, Mass, P. O. Box 44.

 
 

New You School of Aulomohllo Eoglnenls
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A Hi h Grade School of Instruction tor

Chou our; and Automobile Owners.

Day and Everling Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone [or Particulars.

Telephone, 4314 Columbus.

  

 
 

THE 82!.VAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

Czrbonllalo. T'a.
CARCII'IIIALE CHEMICAL CC. ‘

GOOD T0138

We make them.

LONDON tops Ilt any

car. Guamwrnn all

styles. Prices, sam

pies and descrip

ti‘ n at construC

lion mailed on <

request.

LCIIDCII AUTO UPPLY Gil-.1229 Michigan Me., Chicago

  

 

FENDERS

In

Blue". In?"v USA.

TAN K8

How AloYoul Ballollas?

l CCIIEC'IICIIT 'ClT AIIETEI.

will tell you.

'L Guaranteed,and the price is right.

1 Semi for catalogue and trade (lis

counts.

I hit AmmtchiOIl. AIIIIIIIIII, $3.50

CCIIIECTICUT TElEPIICIIE

and ELECTIIIC 00.. Inc.

COOLERS

  

 

 

  

The Ball Improved Transmission

and REVERSE one

—FOR—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 01‘ SPUR GEARS

Patented April 19. 1901; Nov. 3, 1903: Jan. 12, 1904;

MERIDEN, CONN.

’SrP'L‘LI'TLD-O-RrF‘

Feb. 23,1304 ___,,_ -:___ ~L,

new YORK GEAR WORKS C SPUDCQILS

,x.x. r ' m"

  

56 Groonpolnt Ave., Brooklyn

Western Agts: J. H. Neustadt Co St. Louis, Mo. H“ m"ii—IY VlNDi WI TE" STRZTTr!
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oppositely-disposed cams on the heads of the

cylinder, engaged by the said shoes, for

turning the wings.

803,326. Vehicle-Wheel.

pcnter, Millersburg. Ohio.

1905. Serial No. 255,491.

Clalm.-——1. A vehicle-wheel tire comprising

a plurality of short segmental pivotally-con

nected links, lateral wings on the links or

sections, teeth on the links and extended

transversely thereof. arms extended inward

from certain of said wings, spoke~engaging

clevises adapted for removable engagement

with said arms. the said clevises being ex

.tended at an acute angle to connection with

the spokes, and metal plates on the spokes

with which the clevises engage.

803.339. Internal-Combastion-Engine Reg

ulator. Albert N. Hatherell, Appleton, Wis.

Filed June 21, 1904. Serial No. 213,444.

Claim—1. An internal-combustion-engine

regulator, comprising the combination with

-an eletrical igniting system, of means for

establishing a short circuit therein, and in

cluding a centrifugally-operated member con

nected to turn in synchronism with the engine

and adapted to be thrown into action by the

centrifugal force.

803.345. Pneumatic-Tired Wheel. Thoma

B. Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis. Filed November 21,

1904. Serial No. 233,697.

Claim—1. In a vehicle-wheel, in combina

tion with the felly having a peripheral rim

overhanging at the sides, a flexible tire-casing

having beads or enlargements at its lateral

edges. such beads or enlargements being en

gaged under or within the overhanging mar

gins of the rim, and guards adjustably se

cured to‘the felly within the circle of such

beaded edges adapted to be adjusted bodily

radially with respect to the wheel for holding

the edges outward against the overhanging

margins of the rim. _

803,351. Means for Relieving Cooling

Jackets of Steam and Indicating the Circula

tion of Water 'l‘herethrough. John E. Miller,

Belvidere, 111., assignor to National Sewing

Machine Company, Belvidere, 111., a Corpora

tion of Illinois. Filed October 6, 1902. Serial

No. 126,120.

Claim—1. In an apparatus for the pur

pose described, the combination of a water

cooling .jacket, va water-circulating means

(‘UIIlIiI‘iSillg a passage, a steam-relief leading

from said jacket to a point above the general

level of said passage, and a transparent con

nection between the upper end of said relief

and said passage whereby the circulation of

the fluid through said relief may be observed,

substantially as set forth.

803,361. Traction-Engine.

James M. Car

Filcd April 14,

Robert Reed,

Logansport, Ind. Filed October 28, 1904. Se

rial No. 230,329.

Claim—1. In a traction-engine. the com

bination of a motor. a motor‘shaft. a main

shaft in a plurality of parts, means for trans

mitting power from the motor-shaft to one

of said parts. means for transmitting power

from each of the other parts of the main

shaft for propelling the vehicle. and means

for uniting the first-named part of the main

shaft with any of the other parts, or with

all of them at the same time.

803,367. Cushion-Tire. Carl G. Shaw and

Webb J. Shaw, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July

7, 1905. Serial No. 268,676.

Clailn.-—1. A cushion-tire comprising nu

merous radially»disposed rigid members em

bedded therein at the tread portion thereof,

and reticulated material connecting the mem

bers and embedded within the tire circum

ferentially thereof.

803,406. Rotary Engine.

New Haven, Conn. Filed May 18,

Serial No. 261,069.

Claim—A rotary engine comprising a cyl

inder, a recess formed therein, the wall of

said recess forming an arc of a circle of

smaller diameter than the diameter of the

cylinder, a piston eccentrlcally mounted in

said cylinder and of a diameter to closely fit

the surface of said recess, said piston formed

with grooves in its face, longitudinally-ar

ranged rods mounted in said piston. blades

connected with said rods and extending over

said grooves and so as to cover the same.

said rods being free to turn whereby said

blades may be moved away from the face of

said piston, spring-plungers mounted tangen

tially in said piston and bearing against the

inner face of said blades, an inlet-port at the

top of said cylinder and in position to open

between one of the blades and the adjacent

face of the piston, and an exhaust-port at

the bottom of said cylinder and opened by

the passage of said blades in the rotation of

the piston, substantially as described.

803,468. Fastener for Carriage-Curtains,

Etc. Fred S. Carr, Maiden, Mass. Filed

January 14, 1905. Serial No. 240,997.

Claim—1. A fastener comprising a socket

member having a yielding jaw, and a stud

member having an abrupt shoulder adapted

to positively engage said jaw to prevent

separation of the members while the engag

ing faces of the shoulder and jaw are in

parallel planes and the stud member also

having an additional part to act upon said

jaw and to disengage said shoulder and jaw

when said faces are moved out of paralell

planes.

803.500. Vehicle—Wheel. Winfield J.

Mitchell and James R. Mitchell, Lynn. Mass.

Thomas Davis,

1905.

Filed October 3, 1904. Serial No. 226,900,

Claim—1. A vehicle-wheel comprising a

rigid rim, a pneumatic cushion bearing on

said rim. annular plates attached rigidly to

and projecting outwardly from the rim at

opposite sides of the cushion. said plates

having inwardly-projecting tireseats sur

rounding the cushion and each having two

outwardly-projecting cars. and an elastic tire

having base portions bearing on the said seats

between said ears and having a leg projecting

inwardly between the seats and supported by

the pneumatic cushion.

803,501. Vehicle-Wheel. Winfield J.

Mitchell and James R. Mitchell, Lynn, Mass.

Filed January 11, 1905, Serial No. 240,526.

Claim.—1. A vehicle wheel comprising a

chambered rim provided with an inner seat

and two outer spaced‘apart seats, a pneu

matic cushion bearing on said inner seat, an

elastic tire having base portions bearing on

said outer seats. a leg formed of a plurality

of elongated segmental members of elastic

material seated in said tire and bearing upon

said cushion, said members being interposed

between said outer seats and having their

abutting ends provided with coinciding re

cesses. and securing devices engaging the re

cessed portions of said members. whereby the

latter are prevented from creeping.

803.510. Pneumatic Tire. William A.

Sankey. Sutton. England. assignor to Frank

Reddaway, Pendleton. Manchester, England.

Filed January 24, 1905. Serial No. 242,545.

Claim—In combination a vehiclewheel

having its feliy provided with lateral re

cesses. a channelled rim fitting on said telly

and having lugs engaging in said recesses,

said channelled rim being formed of a sta

tionary part. and a removable part. bolts

passing through the lugs of the removable

and stationary parts to hold said parts to

gether. a cover having lining rendered im

pervious to air under pressure having beaded

edges and a wire embedded in each of said

edges. an endless separate ring to encircle

the bed of the rim and wedge the edges of the

cover against the sides or edges of the rim.

a valve for inflating the cover with means

for mounting the valve fluid-tight to prevent

the escape of air, substantially as described.

803,522. Change-Speed Gearing. Joseph P.

Barnes. Rockford. 111. Filed February 21,

1905. Serial No. 246,792.

Claim—1. In a change-speed gearing, the

combination of a main frame. a spindle. two

bevelled toothed wheels looated concentric

with the spindle, and facing in the same di

rection and each provided with a clutch-face,

a sliding clutch~section located on the spindle

between the bevelled toothed wheels, a

toothed pinion for each bevelled toothed

wheel and means for revolving the pinions in

opposite directions.

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

EAmerican Ball-Bearinr 00.

_L. S. & IVI. S. Ry. & Edgwater Park,

GLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Timken=Lemoine Front Axle.

Much of the satisfaction resulting from the use of Timken Roller Bearings is

due to the simplicity of construction,—few parts and every part a special feature.

We think this explains why it is easy to sell so many of them and why owners

of machines demand them.

A good automobile is no stronger than its weakest part. Can you afford to

have anything but Timken bearings?

Positive adiustment. No loose parts. Perfect end thrust and you can take up

the wear.

All types front and rear axles, Lemoine or Elliott knuckles, direct and chain

drive rear axles, truck axles, wheels, channel rims.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.

Main Office and Works: CANTON, OHIO.

 

 

  

PENNSYLVANIA CLINCHER

There are no perfect Motor-Cars, nor any perfect

tires—as yet.

But if you have a car which you consider almost

perfect perhaps you would like a @g fit to

associate with it.

PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER CO.

 
 

 
 

JEANNETTE, PA. ‘
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivery.

STEEL STAMPINGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of oursflwe make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders for application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

No More Borrowing Cars

Without Owner’s Permission

The Hill Lock Valve

(here shown), is a new device and a

good one. It is connected at any

convenient place in the gasolene

pipe and when locked and the key

withdrawn prevents the gasolene

from flowing to the carburettor and

consequently the engine cannot be

started. The key cannot be taken

from the lock until the gasolene

supply is entirely shut off—when shut

off keep the key in your pocket. Im

possible for anyone to steal your car.

Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It isasmall device

made entirely of brass and turned with a “ special key "—no two keys

are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

cannot be picked or opened without the “ right " key. Three keys are

furnished with each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor-cycle or launch to the most

powerful touring car. Price, $5.00. Speclal prlce to Supply

Houses and Automoblle Manufacturers. Apply to your

supplyman or garage. If not found in stock, address

E. HILL, Jr.,

Norwalk Iron Works Co., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN

 
  

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

  

 

 

THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

THE WHITLOOK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

TIIE WIIITLOGK BUDLERS
continuoust for the seasons of r903. 1904. 1905. 1906.

THE WHITLOOK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN. "

  

 

 

  

A DOCTOR’S OPINION

MILWAUKEE, “'15.

“I am so well pleased with the tubular steel wheels

made bv you for my old Winton that I feel under obliga

tion to express to you my satisfaction with them, and I

desire further to compliment

your machining of the hubs

to fit the new steering

knuckles furnished by The

Winton Manufacturing Ccm

pany.

“My machine is now

thoroughly over-hauled and

repainted, and I was so sur

prised to see how much the

gene'al appearance of the

car was improved by your

artillery wheels that I

thought I would throw you

a bouquet and let you join

with me in a feeling of com

plete satisfaction.”

 

Very truly yours,

671115. I]. Lemon.

 

  

 

 

 

THE IVIIDOLEY MFG. CO., Columbus, Ohio.
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Why Goodyear Auto Tires Won’t Creep

tube over an inch and a quarter

bar—or to put a pair of N0. 7

gloves on a No. 8 hand?

You \voulrln't be so foolish, would

'on?

But that's to all intents and pur

poses what the Automobile Man has to

do every time he puts

an ordinary tire on

an ordinary rim. lt’s

Dll) you ever try to force an inch

  

about as hard work as breaking into a

bank, and he goes at it the same way,

with a “jimmy” and other burglar's

tools. Because a 26-inch wheel (for

example) is really 271716110; in diameter,

when you consider the flange. So a 26

inch tire has to be forced over a 27-inch

rim every time you put on a tire, or take

it off.

It’s a heart breaking job, even for a

Strong man, and it takes from half an hour

to an hour each time you do it.

And after you have removed such a

tire a few times, the base of the tire be

comes stretched. and the fabric (used to

strengthen it) becomes broken in places,

u ntil this tie becomes 27 inches in diameter

instead of 26, a full inch larger that the [ace

of your wheel. So you have to bolt it down,

or it will creep, tearthe valve out and cause

all kinds of trouble. And even then you

have to keep it pumped up continually as

hard as it will stand.

Now the Goodyear Detachable Auto

Tire can‘t creep, because, in the first place,

it doesn ’t

have to be ./

forrra' on (it

you use the

Goodyear

U nivers a l ‘U

Rim). The 26-inch tire

slides right on to the 26-inch

rim as easily as you would

put on your hat. It doesn’t have to be

pried over a 27-inch flange.

And next, at the first stroke of the

pump, the tire begins to grip the rim like

grim death, because there is a mesh or tape

of piano wire vulcanized clear around the

tire on each side of the base.

_ »‘--_~.:~

 

 

When the tire is flat these wires are

like this:

And each single wire like this:

The instant you begin to pump, this

wire begins to shorten like this:

And when the tire is pumped up

hard, the wire mesh is like this:

.‘Q’Q'O.Q.O'.‘O'Q..'Qv.

$4¢§¢1~1~1¢ . ~
‘0‘Q‘..§‘...‘O‘Q.O‘Q '

If you put a Goodyear Auto Tire on

a wood rim, and pump it up hard, the

pressure Will be so great that the base

wrll squeeze a ridge in the wood.

So the Goodyear Auto Tire need be only Ital!

inflated, and it will still have a firmer gripon the

rim than it is possible to secure with plates and

bolts. This. however, is onlvjuslrmr oi the good

points of this trouble-saving tire.

You will find other points in our “Good News

Book." It is vitally interesting to every manu

facturer. dealer or user, l--r it shows the way to

perfect reliel from Tire Troubles, it's FREE.

Ask tor it.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE (‘3 RUBBER COMPANY = Grove Street, AKRON, O.

Branches in lollowinz ritirs: Bolton. fiMerrimnc Sn; New York. 2.11“. 47th Se; (“hit-ago. llll Lnlm Sc; (‘im-immti. 24': East Fifth St.; St. Louis. 1219 N. Hromlwu); l'lvlvelnnll,

til I'rnuktort. St.; Philadelphia, 1521 Spring St.; Denver, 2‘5) Sixteenth $1.; and Detroit. 242 Jeflerson St.
 

 

 

 

 

AUTOMOBILE

FORGINGS
NEW PLANT. NEW EQUIPMENT.

lARIiER FACILITIES.

We are prepared to make estimates from

drawings or models, and guarantee first

clasa work and deliveries according to con

tract.

Special and difficult drop-forgings a spe

clalty.

litTliE's'l

WllRK

AT

NllNESI r ~

PRIBES

THE M. gEWARllIMSIthCUMPANY, New Haven, Uonn.

BRUWN-LIPE GEARS

Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and Blvain Drive

llillerential.

Many Sues and Models.

Sliding Gear Trans

mission.

PETERSUN & DRAPER, 166 Lalo Street, Chicago, Ill. l Direct Factory

  

Salesmen.lHOS. l. WETZEL, ll Warren Street, Nevv York.

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reads Street, New York, 1

318-320 ll. Broad St., Phlladelphia, I Sales Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, I Carrying Stock"

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. J

  

PUST 8|. LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn. Eastern Sales Agents

  

 

BROWN-LIPE GEAR 00., 200 S. Geddes St., Syracuse, N. Y_
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TURNER SOLID TIRE
ENDLESS)

TIRE ECONOMY
COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for consideration in

selecting tire equipment.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

STOP EXPERIMENTING and end dissatisfaction by adopting

THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks.

Broughams,

Hansoms, Surreys,

Victorias,

Hotel 'Busses,

Hose Wagons,

Ladder Trucks,

Chemical Engines,

Water Towers,

Fire Engines.

a tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Branch Houses :—-NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.

  

 

  

\IOUER '. PMMS

‘AOBUJ. Bl U!“

Think oflthe reeds! Think of the bulbs!

Have you even heard of a horn being offered as

" BETTER THAN THE VOLIER?"

' THE POST 8:. LESTER 00., Hmronn, 6mm

Solo American Dlotrlbutora of Voller Horn.

 

 

 

RIDE ON AIR!

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

“ SHOCK ELIMINATOR."

(PATENT ALLowsu)

‘ . t ON GOOD ROADS—

-»<'~ " \ They Allow you to use and

“J enjoy the full elasticity of

‘ EASY FLEXIBLE

SPRINGS, OBSERVE we

say " lull elasticity.”

- ON BAD, DANGER

" OUS ROADS—They con

trol the too violent spring

lay BOTH UP AND

WN, OBSERVE we

i say “ both up and down.”

THEY TRANSFER

T H E LOAD and strain

from the springs to the axles.

THEY PREVENT spring

distortion and breakage

THEY LESSEN THE

WEAR and tear on tires

THERE ARE NO ADJUSTMENTS.

This should interest you because:—

It adds to your comtort and safety,

It eilects a direct saving in “ up—keep."

Write for full particulars.

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

49 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mass.
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SQI-IRHDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGI-IT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made In four lengths as

shown. Cut Is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRADER'S SON, Inc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.

AOIIIE MOTOR OAIIS
POSITIVE OOllTIlOL—STAIITIIIO AIIO STOPPING

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—GOING All] OOIIIIO.

Without flourishes or fads Acme Motor Cars are the most

widely developed and thoroughly practical made.

Are simplest in construction and easily accessible at any

working point.

DEMONSTRATION IN TEN CITIES.

ACME MOTOR CAR GO., Reading, Pa.

J. W. HEARS, Brooklyn; ENSIGN & MOORE, Blnghnmton. N. 1.;

DEVLIN & 60., Chicago: SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE, Atlanta. 0...;

Sole Makers '1‘ C. BRADFORD, Wllrnln‘ton, Del.; BOSTON MOTOR (30., Boston;

LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE 00., Pltt b ; ACME MOTOR CAR 00.,THE WILLIAM ORA"? ‘- sous SHIP 5'- ENC'INE Ph'lladelphla: ACME Mo'ron CAR’c‘inrf or N. 1.. New York Clty.

BUILDING COMPANY, Phlladelphla, Penna.

READ THIS! “CTINENTAL”

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

TnE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE c0., .

- means all that 15 best whenAurouoatus,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets, d

Columbus, Ohio, September 5, 1905. app ‘6 to mOI'orst CluIChea

and transmissions, but only
_

when made by us.

THE STEEL BALL (0., Chicazo, Ill.

Gentlemenz—We desire to express our sense of the great assistance

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

your ()iler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and economy run at

Long Branch In a run of :0: miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

used [0 gallons of oll and, your oiler delivered the oil in an unfailing

Yours truly, , f H k' d f
Of a In S 0 car .THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO. - s ASk for

catalogue.

H l l 0 l Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

measure as set. Its operation was perfect at all times. The importance of

this we fully realize and its help in getting this record for our PRAYER

“‘“""‘""“° “" 240-244 w. LAKE STREET, - - oulcaco ILL.

THE STEEL BILL COMPANY, 832 Auslln ML, Ollltlgtl, II. S. A. PETERSON & DRAPER. Dim Fwow MPH-“mm.

  

MILLER car.

 

 

 

 

  

‘Wr'w B. 8: S.

Stoarlng

Gonnactinns

SIZE "a,"
I in. b. & s.joint

SIZE "O," '

I}( in. PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEAR. AND BEARINGS.

TllE altiiiitis‘i:figu‘liinntiiriliiim, Conn. "3'" m- m FUUNUIIY 60- Pflllsmllll. Pa

“lulomuhila Brand” I

Aluminum

Basflngs.
The Right Sort

at the Rlnht Prlce.
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That

Car

OLOQatt oar-arm

We know something 0! especial interest to

dealers and users.

LOQOII “OOSII’UGIOII zompanv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCI'I AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

Write us, and we will tell you

 

"0 West 38th Street, New York.

 

0”.”OWOWM”

TOURING OAR

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

9 oneveuuo, or-rlo, u. s. A. 3

2......»"WM.

 

MOTOR CARS

In two new models, improved and

better than ever, will be ready very

shortly. We have a surprise to offer

which will make everybody

“WATOH FOR THE ROUND

RADIATOR."

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE 60.,

IOO7 East Twenty-Second St.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

' Mrm/ier A l/lrrr'rnn

Motor Car .‘LIrr/nr/irclurr'r: A Jxatmiiofl, (la :1 rrgu.

 

 

Springfield Top

(Pat. r390

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Iotal

Body 00.,

368 Bimio Ave"

Sringlield, Man.

  

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers at all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections 0! the South which are growing faster than

any other rt oi the United States.

II looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin too, D. C.

W. A. MOVER, Agent. rn Broadway, ew York ity.

 

 

To Operators of Staarn Cars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAM WATER PUMP, the only POSi‘ive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.,

l04-l IO Centre St., New York.

TIIE IIARIOII IIOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, $I500.

Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiiul in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. Webuild it.

MARION MOTOR OAR CO., IIIOIAIIFOUS. III!

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Chain Company

— MAKE —

Automobile Chslns.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

 

 

 

Baldwin and & Mtg. 00.,

Worcester. Msss , U.S A.

SPRAOUE OAIIOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Send for Catalogue

SPRAGUE UMBRELLA 00., NorwaIIr, Ohio

  

 

 

 

Name. . ._ ,

Address

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

One (Iboth Worlb

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 

 

   

  

Qonesr—o-uut5A5 TANK ..

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES.

No cleaning of generator-I; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lights as de

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

Tire Gonoentrated Acetylene 00., lndlanapolls, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. of New York.

WEAK BATTERIES

  

. never bother the owner of an

Apple Automatic Spsrker- It

is a perfect storage battery charger.

Easily applied to any automobile,

launch or stationary engine Write

for Iurtheriniormation Dayton Else

ical Ilg. Co. 91 Boater Bldg.,fllayion.0

  

_— I

DEALERS
Condense Your Orders

and buy “ Sta-Rite" ignition plugs. We have plugs

(or every possible need. 47 sizes. Porcelain.

$|_5°; Mica, $|,75, Advise name oi car and

secure style best adapted. It makes a great differ

ence.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 that Irosdny' IIEI till! 0th

The Grout Gasoline Bar
for I906.

Send for Particulars.

GROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE 00.,

onancs, mass.

   

  

"luvs man "I counts-r"

 

 

How’s

that Pulse?

Not so vigourous-eh? Winter’s

cares and rigors have told their tale.

Tell you what to do—

Do Noting; [or just two weeks at

French Lick

W'est Baden Springs
Simply rest and drink the world-famed waters

They clear away the impurities from the system

— cure kidney. liver and stomach troubles

Ideal accommodations—pleasant companions.

Situated in Southern Indiana on the

MONOII ROUTE
Write for Illustrated Booklet, glvin full par.ticulars. hotel rates, etc“ mailotIzIruo.

FRANK i REE]!

Gen'l Pass- Agent

CHAR. II. ROCKWELL

TrnlIIo Manager

198 CUSTOM HOUSE PLACE,OBIOAGO
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  
wun ls MlliiE mnnnm THAN THE

TRANSMISSION
“hat is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., -

GEARS?

Syracuse, N. Y,

SLIDE GEAR.

Direct Drive. Three Bpoods and Reverse

  

 

 

Kinrsion Barhureiur.
OVER 30,000 Ill USE.

. _ . r Patented Mayu, i903.
. ll Other Patents

Pending.

    

: v A,

its. ,~KINGSTON

Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils.

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.
  

 
  

BIRNE, KINGSTON Ir 00.. Koliomo. Ind.. O. Sv A.

Pat. Inn. :0, 1901.
  

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

IlADl GRADOMETER MARK.

.. g __

xi. ' “a.

  

  ulna-HI.  

Sen! postpaid on receipt at price, Inge.

TI'IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dllbuquo, Iow

 

STANOARO ROLLER BEARING OO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings,

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

 

  

Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFC. (20.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

I). & B. S'l‘i'IAMROA'I‘ Co.,

WAYNE WIIARF. Ds'riioi'r, Micn
 

GRAY? DAVI5 ‘
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped With Thom.
AMESBURY, MASS 

 

GREATEST RECUPERATION I

 

OOLIIMBIA DRY OELLS

 
 

Send

for

 

  
  

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.
Catalogue.

 

 

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

016532;?“ 3:" 0 | L E R we." am"... vou.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flini, Mich.

me for description.

nnnuun OIIAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

DIAMOND OHAIN 8r MFR. 00.. INDIANAPOLIS
27 Thames Street,

THE

WIIHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Prnhlam

WITHERBEE IGNITION 00-.

New Yor
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Investigate “ Whitney ” Standards for dimensions of Roller Chains.

They have been adopted by most of the Leading American Automobile

Builders and have been recognized by other chain makers at Home and

Abroad. If they are made universal six sizes of chain can eventually take

the place of over thirty sizes used in the past.

 

  

  

We urgently request manufacturers to be careful in machining

sprockets, to select chains of a suitable size and to provide sufficient space

for chain clearance. Thousands of chains used in the past have been

damaged by interference.

THE WHITNEY MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.
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Do you know J. H. McDuffee of the

McDufiee Automobile (30.?

We have Poeltive Proof from Mr. McDuffee that Morgan 8t Wright Tires are Good Tires

Under date of August 31st Mr. McDuffee wrote us as follows ;

“We take pleasure in advising you that we have had unlimited success with both types of tires manu

factured by you during the season of 1905.

 

“We have used in the neighborhood of thirty or thirty-five sets on Stoddard-Dayton cars, and

think our customers, one and all, have been thoroughly satisfied, both with the tires and the treatment

you have given them. '

“ We write this simply to advise you that we are very much pleased with the service your tires have

given us.”

You get the kind of service you are entitled to get when you use Morgan 8; Wright Tires

 

MORGAN &. WRIGHT, Chicago.

' NEW YORK BRANCH (U town)-—214 W. 41th St. NEW YORK BRANCH (Downtown)—17 Warren st.

PHILADEIPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vino Sta. DAYTO —417 E. 5th St. MINNEAPOLIS—717419 Hennepln Ave.DENVER—1662 Broadway.

BOSTON—28 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—206 Jefferson Ave. ATLANTA—35 Edgewood Ave. FT, LOUIS—638 Vandeventer Ave.

CLEVELANHT Huron St. SYRACUSE—212414 8. Clinton St. SAN FRANCISCO—106‘! Mission St. LOS ANGELES—MO S. Maln st.
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PROFIT TO THE DEALER.

The sales of Pope Waverly Electrics last year increased 60 per cent. over

the year before ; and the past three months have increasedCro per cent. again over

that. We are not the only ones who have increased sales, and we are glad. because

it shows that the Electric is being appreciated by the public and by some agents.

Are you among those agents who sell gasolene cars only? If so, you are neglecting ‘

the most profitable part of your business. Many of our agents have told us that, had i

it not been for the Electrlc part of their business this year, they would [have lost money. The ‘

Electric Is an all-the-yeer-round carriage. its sales are almost as great in the fall and winter,

NEW YORK CITY, 1738 Broadway BOSTON, MASS. 283 Columbus Avenue

WASHINGTON, D. C., 819 14th Street SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, 461 Million Street.

lllllllll I llllllllll l llllllll l l ll!" lllll ll lllllllllllllllllll

as in the spring and summer. i i y

Are you neglecting a chance to make money at this season of the year? What you can make 1

now is all velvet. '

POPE MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Indianapolis, Indiana.
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TUSELLERSOFAND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

F We have commenced and are vigorously prOsecuting

  

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.”

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with “the manufacturers of such tires.v Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

G & .1 Tire Qo. GoodyearTire& Rubber Go.

Hartford Rubber Works Q0. Fisk Rubber Q0.

Morgan 8’ wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich ('30. Vehicle Tire (‘30.

Diamond Rubber 80. Gontinentaleaoutchouc ('20.

6&JIrma 00.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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flew/Mile
EASILY THE BEST BUILT CAR IN AMERICA.

We announce two new styles for 1906, a powerful four-cylinder touring car,

price $3,000, and a larger car at $5,000, both with complete touring equipment.

These models are almost identical in design, contain the same carefully selected

material, and are constructed with equal care throughout—the result of years of

careful and consistent manufacture of the standard type of four-cylinder touring car.

Locomobiles are fully equal in mechanical details and running qualities to the

best imported cars but are especially designed for American Roads.

  

 
 

  

SPECIFICATIONS OF 1906 MODELS.
 

Type ‘~ E" Locomobile—l5l20 H. P.

PRICE, $3,000. ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier, set of tools,

extra parts, Jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5; fltted with top irons;

color and striping optional; top and luggage carrier extra.

MOTOR, 4-cylinder, 3% Inch bore, 4% inch stroke.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type, prom t and positive In action.

IGNITION make-and-break, with Ir dium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, placed underneath the machinery.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

UNIVERSAL JOINT, double universal joint between clutch and

transmission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, large and powerful.

metal to metal surfaces.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal expansion type, large and

powerful, metal to metal surfaces.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM——Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, “1" section hand—welded axles.

TIRES, 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE. 93 inches.

WEIGHT, about 2,000 pounds.

 

  

Type "[1 ” Locomobile—3045 H. P.

PRICE, $5.000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, horn. tire carrier. set of tools,

extra parts, Jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5; fiitted wlth top irons;

color and striping optional; top and luggage carrier extra.

MOTOR, 4 cylinder, 41,4; Inch bore, 5% Inch stroke.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBU RETER, automatic. with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR. centrifugal typo. prom t and positive in action.

IGNITION, make-and-breuk. with ir dium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture,

ALUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machinery.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

UNIVERSAL JOINT, double universal joint between clutch and

transmission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, large and powerful,

metal to metal surfaces.

EMERGENCY BRAKES. Internal expansion type, large and

powerful, metal In metal surfaces.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, "I" section hand-welded axles.

TIRES. 34 inches x 41,6 inches.

WHEEL BASE, 106 inches.

 

WEIGHT, about 2,900 pounds.

The 680000105178 Company Of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

BOSTON, 15 Berkeley it,

CHICAGO. lab-l Htchtlan A".

w

I

Mamba- A narration u/ LicmudNEW YORK Broadway and 76th 9t_

Automobile Manufan‘unr:PH]L.\ DELPHIA, m N. Broad St.

 

,, .1
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An Introduction to the Wayne Cars of 1906

The appreciation accorded our cars last year warrants us in greatly increasing our capacity and in placing before the automo

bile trade improved types of Wayne cars. The four models we now present are the result of mature experience. They are not new and

untried experiments. Each car is a distinct type of Wayne design and construction and each model has been built with a view to

supplying the varied demand for high grade machines. In the Wayne cars of 1906 the automobilist will be sure to find a car suited

to his needs.

\ '1:m i
“i . _. 2:1,;

 
 

MOTOR, 4 cylinder vertical. cylinders 5% x5 cast in pairs. Cylinders and pistons ground. Engine develops by brake test 50

ii. I'. Water Cooled. IGNITION. jump spark with quad coil and storage battery. TRANSMISSION, sliding gear with three speeds

forward and reverse. Hess-Bright ball bearings throughout. REAR AXLE, shaft drive floating type. FRONT AXLE, 1 beam drop

forged, one piece, nickel steel. WHEEL BASE. 114 inches. TIRES. 34x4yg. EQUIPMENT, includes all necessary tools of the best

quality, 2 side lamps, acetylene head lights with generator, tail lamp and tube horn.

 
 

MOTOR, 4 cilinder vertgul, cylinders 4-“); x 5, cast in pairs and water cooled. Engine develops by brake test 35 H. P. (3le

and pistons groun IGNI'l‘I .\', same as Model 11‘. TRANSMISSION and 81168 881119 type Model F. TIRE 84' UIP'

NEST, same as Model 5‘. , .. .__= _,
. \m?‘ i \.
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Wayne Model H

$800

Two Passenger Runabout

MOTOR, 2 cylinder opposed under

hood. Cylinders 4%}: 4 developing 14

H. P., water cooled. TRANSMISSION,

planetary gears with DIRECT BEVEL

GEAR DRIVE. Control the same as

Model 0. Wheels28x3. Equipment com

plete set of tools. -

  

The strong features of this car are the extreme simplicity and acessibilitu of the engine and transmission. The (rank case

and transmission case form one casting and the entire engine can be taken apart or assembled in half an hour.

MOTOR, double opposed, of the standard Wayne type, with cylinders 51/4 x 5. Engine is hung under i'hilSNiS frame and develops

by brake test 20 H. P. This is the same type of car which proved so successful last season. brought up to date and arith all "me i,,,.

movements. TRANSMISSION, is at the planetary gear type with chain drive. CONTROL is by :1 single IQ'YPI' “'hil‘h emanates llw

high speed clutch and reverse. The slow speed and brake are controlled by foot pednls. TlRES 30 x 31,5, limYll'Mlgy'l‘, L-{nnph-u'

set of tools, side oil lamps, tall lamp and horn.

We want agents to Write us about the Wayne cars for 1906. Agency arrangements can now be mle for unoocupieil territory.

Write while you think about it, for full particulars.

\Vaylae ALItUllaobile CO., Detroit, Mich.

_‘ > V \ . Member American Motor Cu mutmtunn' Anociuuol. Chimp,
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1906 Ford 6:. Cylinder Touring Car

Price $2,500

0 cylinders 40h. p. 4 to 50' miles per hour on high

gear. Perfected magneto ignition—mechanical

oiler, 114 inch wheel base, luxurious body for five

passengers, weight 2000 pounds.

1906 Ford Runabout is as advanced as our touring car

in design and even more surprising in price—~will be fully

illustrated and described early in December.

Both these Cars on exhibition at

the New York Automobile Show.

Ford Motor Company

Detroit, Mich.

Members American Mot0r Car Canadian Trade nu pligd by the

Manuhcturcn Association, Chicago _ Ford Motor Co. 0! Canada, std" WI kervilll, Ont.
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The dealer who secures the agency for

QUEEN AUTOMOBILES FOR 1906

is bound to have real and substantial

CAUSE FOR THANKSGIVING.

THREE NEW MODELS.

r BIGGEST VALUE EVER OEEEREO.

The QUEEN BEE
4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32x4.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list at

$1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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Greatly Exceeds My Most Sanguine Expectations.|

EXPERTS SAY IT IS A WONDER.

 

 

  

 

No customer is so critical or hard to please as the manufacturer, who, regardless of cost,

absolutely determines to do his utmost to build the best Car in the world.

But, when an ordinary Stock Touring Car, without special preparation or intention, runs

sixty miles an hour on the level and climbs a 10 per cent. grade on the high speed at forty miles

per hour, within an hour after it first leaves the shop, it is something that not one Car in a

thousand will do.

Under favorable conditions, we should do sixty-five miles an hour.

I am more pleased than ever with its speed, hill climbing, Quiet operations and mechanical

superiority, and cordially urge disinterested Automobile experts everywhere to rigidly investi

gate our claims and compare our material, workmanship and design with the highest priced

Cars in the world~and we will win the verdict.

E. R. THOMAS,

For the E. R. Thomas Motor C0., 1416 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Member A. L A. I.

 

r——THE NEW THOMAS—+1

  

J
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An Investigation

of

GOODRICH

TIRES

Mr. E. Shirts, cashier of the Citizens

National Bank, Noblesville,lnd., after using

a set of Goodrich Tirts through the year

1904 and all of 1905 up to date, without a

repair of any kind. decided to take off the

tires for examination just to satisfy his

curiosity. All he found was Goodrich Rub

ber and Goodrich Fabric perfectly united

and lookingjust as good as new. His letter:

“In the spring of I904 I purchasedaCadillac automo

bile, Model B, equipped with Goodrich Tires 1 in. x 30in.

I used those tiles all the season of 1904 and all ofTiFs

season without a repair of any kind, not a single punc

ture, and the tires look as good as new with the excep

tion that the treads are flattened down some. I have

had such remarkable success with them that a. few

weeks ago I took the front ones off to see what they

were made of, and I found them in perfect condition,

not even rim-rusted.

I have driven my car every day that was fit to be out

with my family and have kept them busy both seasons

and my experience with them has been one round of

pleasure."

THE BAILEY Rims branded in the

“WON’T SLII’ _. . channel with this copy

TIRE." Regular Good- light mark have been

rich construction, but ispected and p ro

provided with the Bailey nounced perfect. We

“Won‘t Slip" T r e a d . guarantee our t ir e s

Prevents slipping, Shaw 0 n Iy on rim s s 0

ing or skidding. branded.

TheB. F. Goodrich Company

Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

BUFFALO. 731 Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 892 Mission St.

BOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St. DETROIT. so E. Congrell at,

CLEVELAND, 4%) Superior St. DENVER. 1444 Curtil 8!,

LONDON. E. C-. 1 Snow Hill.

 
 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

Above is shown the chassis of the Model

“ F ” White car which we are now delivering

with touring car, runabout, limousine, vic

toria and Iandaulet bodies.

Steam power as utilized in the White car,

possesses unique advantages. There is ab

solutely no noise, no odor, no vibration

and the speed of the car is controlled en

tirely by throttle. There is an ever-present

reserve of power which is often found most

useful.

The White steam generator is totally un

like any other steam-making devise ever”

designed. To illustrate the radical difference,

we might point out that in our generator

the water is at the top and the steam at

the bottom. In every other type of boiler,

the steam is at the top and the water at

the bottom. The safety, simplicity and

reliability of the system is demonstrated by

the performance of the thousands of White

cars now in use.

WRITE FOR WHITE BULLETINS WHICH

TELL THE STORY OF WHITE VICTORIES.

 

WHITE time COl‘IPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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inumun-nnTonsosntnsion

RESULTS or vnnotnnir ELIMINATIUN GONTEST
0n Lon: Illend Course. Sat, Sept. 23, Average lime,

Almolt 57 Miles per l'lourI

The cars of these two leaders were equipped with the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

SUS PENSIONS, which enabled them to win. Only 59 seconds separated them.

isi. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 HP.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds.

2d. TRACY, (Locomohila. 9i] H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Minute, 49 Seconds.

The third car ran 19 minutes behind the leader

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SUSPENSIONS.

Racing or Touring, I you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car with

THE TBUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBER.

Hartford Suspensions Were on All the Winning

Cars in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

(llldden Tour: French Eliminating Trlels; Gordon Bennett Rare; Ardennel

Circuit Race, French; 1.000 Ville Track Record. (lay Vaughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

69 Vestry Street, New York CityEDWARD V. Ham-roan, President

 
 

 

 

  

“Y".55. J
  

\|O\_\ER ‘. PAWS

D

IODKLE BE \“XE

  

Think of the reeds! Think of the bulbs!

Have you even heard of a horn being offered as

" BETTER THAN THE VOLIER?"

THE POST & LESTER 60., Honrronotonn

Sole American Distributors of Vollsr Horn.   

  

A MILD

COMPARISON

A comparison of the record made by

the “HAYNES” car in the elimina

tion race for the Vanderbilt cup, with

 

 

that of far more powerful cars that

were allowed to enter the race is

—most interesting
 

Get a record of the two events—

—and compare
—

Put the “HAYNES” record in the trials

beside that of some of the cars that were

allowed to enter the real race——

—and compare.
_

Study what the “HAYNES” fl, and what

some of the others DIDN’T DO—
 

—and compare.
 

A few LIVE Agents wanted in a few locali

ties. WRITE QUICK for particulars.

We are booking orders for exact duplicates

of our Vanderbilt entry in the order of their

receipt.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,

Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago

Members A. L. A. M.:
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BREAKS WURLII’S 24 l'lIIlIII REBIIRD.

 
 

The National car and officials after finish or the 24 hour run

A NATIONAL STRIPPED STOCK CAR at INDIANAPOLIS, November 16-17th, made 1094 3-16

miles in 24 hours, breaking the former WORLD'S RECORD by 78 9-16 miles, and 1,000

miles in 21 hours, 58 minutes, 4-5 seconds, breaking the former record by 1 hour, 35 minutes

and 19 1-5 seconds, ALSO BREAKING MANY O'] HER RECORDS TOO NUMEROUS 'l'()

MENTION IN THIS SPACE A'ND GIVINGIA LMOST CONVINCING DEMONSTRATION OF

THE UNFAILING RELIABILITY OF NATIONALS.

“ Watch for the

round radiator.”

  

 

Write ~us for

anything else

you want to know.

  

 

 
 

NATIONAL MODEL D.

One or the same kind fully equipped.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMIPIANY,

I007 East 22nd Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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DID ANYONE EVER HEAR

of trouble arising from fouled, spark plugs in a Royal

Tourist ? We never did. In fact we have yet to hear of

any owner'pf a Royal Tourist having any mechanical

troubles with his car.

gROYAL

 

t"

We Lhave a full idescription of 1906 model ready to Elegant in Finish.

mail to you, if you will send us your address. Will also Luxurious in Appointments.

mail bdokiet explaining performance of 1906 model in Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Vanderbilt Trial Race, Best Materials Obtainable.

‘ :~ - ' THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR c0., Cleveland, Ohio. CAR IN THE WORLD
Member A. L A. ll.

' both as to construction and control and the easiest to

operate and maintain.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO., New York, N.Y.; G. 1. DUNHAM, Boston, Mass;

THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE c0.. Chicago,lli.; G. w. CAPLIN, “ Marks :1 New Era in Automobile Construction."

H 00,,SHOP, P iade p ia, Pan . S .,St. Louis, - - .
Mo.; STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO.,Pittsbur ,Pa.; AMOS PIERCE 40 45 orse power $5,

- & 60., Syracuse, N. Y.; THOMPSON SCHQEFF L CO., Rochester, N.. Y. CORW|N MANUFACTURlNG COMPANY

Peabody, Mass., U. S. A.

  

 
 

 

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for-its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

 

You certainly do not want tour cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duces two lmpulses every time the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

I In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

  

CYCLES

OR LAUNCHES

Mr. Dealer, why not handle a line that you know will satisfy

your customersinstead of taking chances on “Just as good "lamps.

Your profit in as much or more on Solars and your customers "stick."

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engineis here.

You'll realize quick as a flash when you look intO the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

ts climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

1 THE anon: m. c0.,1104 Amanda Sl. Clyde, 0.

  

  

\erte us to-dayJor prlcee on our |906 line.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

NEW YORK 0FFICE:;JI Warren Street
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MICI' :LIN

TIRES OF THE HIGHEST CLASS.

MR. WILBERN SENDS THE FOLLOWING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.

    

l

 

 

Mr. E. D. WINANS, Sec’y and Gen’l Manager,

Michelin Tire Co. of New York.

Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 3, 1905.

Dear Sin—Thirty thousand miles on Michelin Tires covering twelve Countries in Europe,

above the clouds in Switzerland, below the sea in Holland, from Bull Fights in Spain to

Chicken Fights in England, 'down Historic Rhine, and back again to the “land of grind organ

and Monks." Ihave bought all kinds of tires, every known make; but the MICHELIN are

the best, last the LONGEST.

With pleasure I can recommend them to all tourists. Will tour again next Spring and

Summer in ' Norway, Sweden, England. Ireland and Scotland, and will wear nothing but

MICHELIN Tires on my 40 H. P. Hotchkiss. Very truly,

(Signed) EDWARD V. VVILBERN,

Director “Provident Savings Bank and Trult Co.," Cincinnati, 0.

If you want the best, follow Mr. Wilbern and buy MICHELIN TIRES.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,_

,Ii. D. \VINANS, General Manager,

4 60 i . .
Telephones—{ g6] ngdlSOh Square, New York. 6 West 29th Street, New York

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF UNITED STATES.

 

“It's Nice to Know

How Far You Go."

Veeder Odometers.

Every Veeder Odometer we send out is

designed for the particular make and model car

for which it is ordered. That insures accuracy.

You will want an Odometer when you go

touring this summer. Ask your dealer or send to

us for catalog.

THE VEEDER MFG. 00.,

62 Sergeant Street, Hartford, Gonn

Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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Kindly send me inlormalion regarding cars checked.

  

The Oldsmobile Palace Touring Car, Model “5,” price,

$2,250, detailed description of which appeared in this

publication last week, is notable equally for its carefully

proportioned body, its strong, simple and well-balanced

chassis and the wonderful attention to detail evident in

every part of its construction.

clearance, and the long wheel base of 106 inches gives a rangy appearance, which is most

The car is low hung, yet has plenty of

attractive. The four-cylinder vertical water-cooled motor is of the most thoroughly approved

type, and easily develops from 24 to 26 h. p. The tendency to create dust is lessened by

the construction of the dust pan and longitudinal arrangement of all parts lhung beneath

the car, all of which is conducive to general comfort in touring. The transmission is sliding

The control is of the selective type, the changes being

made with a single lever. The brakes are very strong and positive in action. The transmission

gear, 3 speeds forward and reverse.

brake is operated by a foot lever, while the rear hub brakes are controlled by a hand lever.

Complete equipment, consisting of two acetylene head lights and generator, two oil lamps

and one oil tail lamp, together with tools, etc., is furnished with this car.

OLDS l‘lOTOR WORKS, Lansing, Mich., U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.

TC 
uY COUPON NIII'. an:

CALENDAR covvon

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, Mch.

Enclosed find l0 cents, for which iencl your Art

CATALOGUE COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

“Name, MICH.

MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, men.

 

 

wince — ——~~ —

Enclosed find 25 cents, lor which have MOTOR

H H

a a
a ' I . . . l

chljniiieresled. Deliver ca" 5 Calendar (lrce from advertising and suitable lot iram- g TALK a mtaazim: devokd ‘0 au‘omobflina_ Rm '0

“'33:, SM “Lang; 3 ing) to. 1906. 0...,“ by cm. can... 3 me far I ym n

l" Model L. . .. Traffic Cars. . .. E g

' Name 0Name H 7_ _ H . -- ' - ' - - ' ' - ' ' ~ - ' > ' ~ ' - - - ~ - - 4 - ~ - - ' i ‘ ~ ' ' - - - - - ' ' > - ~ Name .

Address I n ‘ Adam“ Address
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WVCars of steady
.

* — servwe for 1906

N SELECTING our line for the coming season it was early

decided that Surreys, Types One and Two, were beyond any

question of retirement and that but few improvements were

possible: Therefore, these models with some slight alterations will

be continued. To these are added Type Three, which is practically

an elaboration of Type One, the power plant and chassis remaining

the same, except somewhat lengthened to accommodate a larger

and longer body.

These models are equipped with the tried and

proven Rambler power plant, comprising our double

opposed motor and planetary pattern transmitting

gear, and are too well known to the trade and public

to require extended description at this time.

Prices: Type IOne $1,200, Type Two, $1,650,

Type Three $1,350, all with full equipmentpf lamps,

horns, tools, etc.

H The Latest of the Ramblers," the strictly 1906

product, comprises four models. Model fourteen is a

modern medium weight touring car equipped with a

four-Cylinder vertical motor 20-25 horse power, with

sliding type transmitting gear, giving three forward

speeds and reverse.

Final drive is by propeller shaft and bevel gear to

the differentigl'on the rear axle.

A notable feature is the method of connecting and

bracing this shaft in which the universal joint is at

the forward end and is entirely enclosed, running in

an Oil bath.

The external design is along most modern lines

with a wheel base of 106 inches.

Thos. B. Jeffery

Main Office and Factory. -

The selling price of this model is $1,750 with

complete equipmnet.

Model Fifteen is a heavier car with similar but more

powerful equipment, the motor being 35-40 horse

power and the final drive by individual chain to each

rear wheel. The body is practically the same as in

Type Fourteen but longer and larger, the wheel .basc

being 112 inches. Price, $2,500.

Model Sixteen is a most luxuriously appointed

Limousine on the Model Fifteen chassis, selling at

$3,500.

The Rambler runabout for 1906 is a fitting heir to

the reputation gained by the earlier 'Ramblers of this

type. It is equipped with a double opposed motor of

10—12 horse power, placed longitudinally in the frame

and driving through the Rambler planetary gear. A:

a Runabout with 3 inch tires it will sell at $800 and

with_detachable tonneau and 3 1-2 inch tires at $950.

Catalogue and full descriptive matter will be mailed

upon request, but a careful personal examination of

these cars at our various branches and agencies, will

convince you that whatever may be your requirement,

in service or price, the Rambler is the car you need.

8: C0.

- Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Branche0 :

Boston, 145 Columbus Ave.

Milwaukee, 457-459 Broadway.

New York Agency, 134 W. 38th Street.

Chicago, 302-304 Wabash Ave. Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street.

San Francisco, ioth and Market Streets.

Representatives in all leading cities.
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CADILLAC FIXES FIGURES

Long Awaited Prices Finally Announced—Run

about Reduced and a “Special” is Added.

The prices of the Cadillac cars for 1906,

conerning which there has been no little

speculation, were settled this week. There

is nothing sensational, however, about the

new figures. The 10 horsepower single cylin

der runabout, which this year listed at $850,

and which proved the biggest seller in the

trade, has been reduced to $750; when fitted

with a tonnean, however, the old price, $030,

will prevail.

Of the new four cylinder line, the 30 horse

power model, designed to carry four passen

gers, will sell for $2,500, and the 40 horse

power model, for six passengers, fer $3,500.

In addition, it has developed that the Cadil

lac Motor Car Co. will also build. to order

only, a four cylinder 30 horsepower runabout,

for two passengers, the. price of which will

be $2,400.

The four cylinder models are said to have

"assimilated" all the good features that made

the runabout such a remarkable seller, and

also to embody a number of original points

that are in keeping with them.

Insurance Ban is Partly Lifted.

Unexpectedly some of the insurance com

panies have “come down" from their stand

which caused a majority of the New York

dock owners or lessees to prohibit the use

of motor wagons on their properties. They

have added a "rider" to their policies per

mitting the use of motor vehicles of what

ever nature, assuming the risk without extra

charge. As one of the docks thus “liberated”

is used chiefly by cotton carrying boats, it

would seem that there is now no good rea

son why the ban should not be entirely

lifted.

Three More Join the M. 8. A. M.

The William Cramp & Sons' Ship and En

gine Building Co., Philadelphia, whose man

ganese bronze automobile castings, coupled

with their big reputation, gave them imme

diate standing in the automobile trade, hava

been elected to membership in The Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers. 0, W. Young,

Newark, N. J.. and the Nungesser Electric

Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio, also have been

added to the roll.

Maihuon Makes It a Million.

The Mathcson Motor Car Co., of I'lolyoke,

Mass, which will shortly move into its new

factory at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has increased

its capital to $1,000,000 and taken out its

papers under the laws of Pennsylvania. 01!

the stock $400,000 is preferred, of which

$141,180 is paid in, and $700,000 is common,

of which $416,000 is paid in. The corpora

tors named are C. W. Matheson, F. 1". Mathe

son, 01‘ Holyoke, Mass; 0. U. Clark, Grand

Rapids, Mich; J. F. Mueller and F. A, Hinch

man, Detroit, Mich.

Parkcrsburg Tcmpis Oscar Lear.

An effort is being made by the Parker-s

burg (W. Va.) Board of Trade to induce the

Oscar Lear Automobile Co. to move its plant

from Columbus, Ohio, to that city. Parkers

burg has offered the company ten acres of

ground with good shipping facilities, will

construct a brick factory building 150x300

feet. with concrete floors, and also will take

stock in a company if additional capital is

needed.

Commercial Car Plant ior Packard.

The Packard Motor Car Co. last week pur

chased a tract of six acres adjoining their

present plant in Detroit. thereby exactly

doubling their site. On the newly acquired

ground, it is the Packard people's intention

to erect a factory for the exclusive manu

facture of their commercial vehicles.

Buick Invades New York.

The H. J. Koehler Co., Newark, N. J..

which has had general oversight of the Buick

interests in this part of the country. has

opened a Buick branch in New York at

Fifty-first street and Broadway. Incident

ally, the Buick people will add to their line

a four-cylinder car of 35 horsepower.

Abandon Their Low-Priced Runab at.

The American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass,

who about a year since undertook to build a

popular priced runabout, haVe ceased endeav

ors in that direction. They will stick to their

original business, the manufacture 0! motor

bicycles.

No. 9

WHO'LL BE IN THE ARMORY

A. C. A. Makes its Showing of Hands—Few

of the “Independents” are Mining.

Although the allotments of space have been

made for the Automobile Club of America's

show in the 69th Regiment Armory, New

York, they probably will not be made public

until after the 1st proximo. As always, some

shifting will be made, and the task of allot

ment really will not be accomplished until

this is done. Those who have secured space,

however, are as follows:

Main Floor.

White Sewing Machine Co., Thos B. Jeflery

& Co., Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Grout Bros.

Automobile Co., Lane Motor Vehicle Co.,

Fangs-Finch Co., Lozier Motor Co.

i’alais De L'Automobile (H. Neubauer),

E. W. Sutphen (English Daimler), Daimler

Mfg. Co., Renault Fret-es Agency, Inc.; Pan

hard & Levassor, Mors Automobile Co., Gob

ron-Brille (Henry F. Gotz), American Peu~

geot Automobile Co., Napier Motor Co. of

America, Charron, Glrardot & Voight, Rich

ard-Brasier (E. B. Gallaher).

The Motor World, National Motor Vehicle

Co., Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Premier Mo

tor Mfg. Co., Jackson Auto Co., Dayton Mo

tor Car Co., Ford Motor Co., Ardslcy Motor

Car Co., Wayne Automobile Co., Mitchell Mo

tor Car Co., Marion Motor Car Co., Bartholo

mew Co., Austin Auto Co., Buckeye Mfg. Co.,

Acme Motor Car Co., Moon Motor Car Co.,

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Moiine Auto Co., St.

Louis Motor Car Co., Knox Motor Truck Co.,

Rea Motor Car Co., Duryea Power Co., E. W.

Bliss Co.

('orbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

mmlr Motor Co., Lansden Co., liendec Mfg.

Co., American Motor Co., Norris N. Mason,

Aster Co., Motor Way, Central Automobile

Co. (Archer & Co.), A. J. Plcard. Palmer &

Christie, C. H. Blomstrom Motor Co., E. Ii. V.

Co, Moore Automobile Co, Oscar Lear Auto

mobile Co., Welch Motor Car Co., Charles E.

Miller, American Locomotive Co., George B.

Adams, the Rainier Co., Cleveland Motor Car

(10., Cryer & Co., The Automobile.

liartford Rubber Works Co., Gray & Davis,

Goodyear'Tire 8: Rubber Co., Twentieth Cen

tury Mfg. Co., \‘ecdcr Mfg. Co., Rose Mi Co.,
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Diamond Rubber Co.. Badger Brass Mfg. Co.,

B. F. Goodrich Co., Diamond Chain & Mfg.

Co., Warner Instrument Co., Steel Ball 00.,

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.

Fisk Rubber Co., Briscoe Mfg. Co., Warner

Gear Co., National Carbon Co., Timken Roller

Bearing Axle Co., Light Mfg. & Foundry Co.,

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Shelby Steel Tube Co.,

International A. & V. Tire Co., R. E. Dietz

& Co., 0. F. Splitdorf, Baldwin Chain &

Mfg. Co., G. 8: J. Tire Co., American Ball

Bearing Co., Standard Welding Co, Remy

Electric Co., W. H. Brown, Wray Pump &.

Register Co., Aurora Automobile Machine Co.,

Edmunds 6; Jones Mfg. Co., Herz & Co., East

ern Carbon Works, Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Hartford Suspen

sion Co., Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.. Webb Co.,

Morgan & Wright, Brown-Lipe Gear Co.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Iron Clad Mfg. Co.,

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Firestone

Tire & Rubber Co., Connecticut Telephone &

Electric Co., Inc., The Horseless Age, Byrne

Kingston 8: Co., Springfield Metal Body Co.,

Wheeler Mfg. Co., Parish & Bingham Co., the

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Sprague Umbrella Co.,

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc.

New York & New Jersey Lubricant 00.,

Trade Advertising & Publishing Co., McCord

& Co., Prest-O-Lite Co., Oliver Mfg. Co., B. E.

Hardy Co., Standard Roller Bearing Co., Re

public Rubber Co.. McGiehan Odometer &

Mfg. Co., A. W. Harris Oil Co., Continental

Rubber Works Co.. Belden Automobile Trans

fer Co., Leon Rubay, Duff Mfg. Co.. Motor

Car Equipment Co., F. W. Ofeldt & Sons,

Sibley & Pitmau, New York Sporting Goods

Co.. Auto Supply Co., Manhattan Auto School,

Railway Appliance Co., Aster Co.. (iearless

Transmission Co., Klean-Al Mfg. Co., Will

iam Hjorth, William Cramp & Sons, Edison

Storage Battery Co., Worcester Pressed Steel

Co., the Continental Caoutchouc Co., Hill

Mfg. Co., Cooks Railway Appliance Co. With

erbee lgniter Co., Saks & Co., Scandinavian

Fur & Leather Co.

Gymnasium.

llatch & Brittan, Survey Map Co., A. R.

Mosler & Co., Mason Kipp Mfg. Co., Consoli

dated Rubber Tire Co., F. M. Brown, Mills

Mfg. Co., Sherwin-lumen] Co., Safety Motor

Power Co., Dac Auto Supply Ilouse, St. John

Rubber Tire Co., Gray-Hawle Mfg. Co., F.

A. Goebel, Auto Lock Club Co., Uncas Spe

cialty Co., John Boyle & Co., Republic Rubber

Tire Co., Carl E. L. Lipman, Judson & Down

ing, Kinsey Mfg. Co., Francois Richard, I'ost

Mfg. Co.. Anderson Spark Coil Co.

Basement.

H. H. Thorp, Oscar Werner, Wolverine Au

tomobile 8'. Commercial Vehicle Co.. Iroquois

Motor Car 00., Crawford Automobile Co.,

John Dolson 8: Son, Rausch & Lang Carriage

(‘0., Julian F. Dcnison, Iroquois Iron Works,

British Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Autocar Equipment Co., Arthur J.

Slade, McCrea Motor Truck Co., St. Louis

Car Co.. Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Cantono

Electric Tractor Co., Logan Construction Co.,

Johnson Service Co., Viuueot Co., Western

Tool Works, Jones-Corbin Motor (‘0., Dorris

Motor Car Co., Monarch Automobile Co.,

Twombly Power Co., York Automobile Co.,

Berkshire Automobile Co., Twyford Motor Car

Co., Mitchell Punctureless Pneumatic Tire

Co.
 

The Week's Inoorporatlom.

New York City, N. Y.—Leon Rubay, under

New York laws, with $25,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles and upplies. Corporators—

Leon Rubay, C. N. Pitcher and H. J. Hiniey.

Newark. N. J.——Roseville Motor Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital: to

make motor vehicles, engines, etc. Corpora

tors—Ernest U. Mott, Henry Setlow and

George M. Barnes.

Providence. R. I.—C. D. Snow Co., under

Rhode Island laws. with $25000 capital; to

conduct a general automobile business. Cor

porators—Calvin D. Snow, Horace N. Will

iams and Minnie L. Snow.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.——Matheson Motor Car

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $1,100,

000 capital. Directors—C. W. Matheson, F.

F. Matheson, C. U. Clark, F. Miller and F.

A. Hinchman.

Newark. N. .T.-—Newark Garage 6: Repair

Co.. under New Jersey laws, with $10,000 cap

ital; to manufacture. store. repair and sell

automobiles. Corporators—George Paddock,

Leonard B. Zusi and Andrew Schwind.

New York City. N. Y.—Willlam E. Kieine

& Co.. under New York laws, with $25000

capital: to manufacture wheels, shafts and

sp'okes for all kinds of vehicles. Corporators

—Willinm F}. Kleinc, Josephine E. Kleine and

Louis P. Alheim.

Miami. Fla—Miami Transfer Co.. under

Florida laws. with $50,000 capital: to con

duct an automobile stage line. Corporators

and officers—President. James T. Brundage;

vice-president and general manager. J. M.

Ilanlcy: secretary-treasurer. S. L. Patterson.

Miami. Fla—Miami Automobile Co.. under

Florida laws, with $10000 capital: to deal in

automobiles and conduct a stage line. (‘or

porators and ot‘iicers~President, W. A. Lot'

ton: vice-president and treasurer, R. B.

Einig; secretary. M. K. Whitten.

 

In the Retail World.

L. Gorham Harrison has taken the agency

in Boone. Stephenson and Winnebago coun

ties, Illinois. for the Stevens-Dnryea cars.

“0 will locate in Rockford.

Owing to the stress of other business. C.

H. Torrey has resigned the Knox agency in

New Haven. Conn. He has been succeeded

by E. T. Hale, 100 St. John street.

James F. Smith. a Springfield till.) dealer.

has closed the doors of his establishment at

No. 411 East Washington street. His liabili

ties are $3351.00 and his assets..$1.156.00.

Thomas A. Egan and F. G. Grinnell, of

Narragansett Pier. R. I., will establish 11 ga

rage in connection with the Clarendon Hotel

at Sea Breeze. Fla. The resort is on the Or

inond-Daytona beach.

Peter C. Rutan. of Port Jervis. N. Y.. is

building a one story concrete garage, 30x100

feet at Middletown, N. Y., ground having been

broken last week. Rutan is handling that

Cadillac car.

Fire in the Caswel] garage on Moody street.

Lowell, Mass., on Thursday of last week did

damage to the extent of about $15,000. Sev

eral valuable touring cars, some of which

were insured, were destroyed. It is thought

the fire started in the repair shop, but the

cause is not ascribed.

Corning, N. Y., is to have its first garage

when the contemplated building of the Crystal

City Cycle Co. is completed. It will be of

concrete, one story high, and its dimensions

42x70 feet. A stock company, the Corning

Automobile Co., with George Wolcott at its

head, will probably be formed.

Garnett Zorn, John M. Strauss and Harry

A. Volz have taken over the business of the

Simpson-Strauss Automobile Co., No. 518 to

522 Third street, Louisville, Ky., Lee Simp

son retiring. and will reorganize the Zorn

Strauss Co., Inc. In addition to the Pierce

and Franklin lines, the new company will

handle the Stevens-Duryea.

George M. Tinker. of Waltham, Mass., and

Charles L. Tinker, of Boston, doing business

in the latter city under the firm name of

Tinker Bros, automobile repairers. at No.

247 Columbus avenue, have tiled a voluntary

petition in bankruptcy. Their liabilities

amount to $5.957, of which $281 is secured.

There are about eighty unsecured creditors.

The assets are estimated at $3,386.

 

Changes in the Detroit Trade.

Jefferson avenue. on which the automobile

colony of Detroit is located, has recently been

the scene of a good many changes. Young &

Miller. Elmore agents, who did much to popu

larize the sale of elmore cars. have been

succeeded by the Lee-Bock Auto Garage.

Charles Grant. manager of the Ford Mo

tor (‘o.‘s local branch. has resigned and will

go into business on hi own account. It:

is reported that be has secured the agency

of the Buick car.

The Soldier-Miner Co. is no longer to have

the local agency of the Queen line. which

will be hereafter handled from a salesroom

which is being fitted up at the factory of

the Blomstrom Motor Co.

Harry Cunningham, manager of the De

troit Automobile Co., the Winton-Franklin

agents. has resigned to take the management

of the Ford Motor Co.’s new branch at

Cleveland. Ohio. This will be located on

Euclid avenue. \

E. McMasters. who resigned the man

agement of the Detroit branch of the Hart

ford Rubbcr Works Co. to accept a similar

position with the Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co.. has been succeeded by Fields. who

comes from the Denver branch of the Hart

ford concern.

The, lilachlLBriscoe-llicLeod Co. is the

title of a new concern which will act. as the

distributing point for Maxwell cars in sev

eral States. They have leased the building

hitherto occupied by the Oldsmobile (‘o., of

Detroit. on Michigan avenue; They expect

to carry a full stock and everything necessary

to properly handle a large business.
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CHICAGO GETS MORE ROOM

Secures an Armory and thus obtain Needed

Show Space—Those who are Booked.

 

Chicago finally has found space for all

those who desire to exhibit at its show in

‘l<‘ebrnary next. The Coliseum was not large

enough to house all of them, and the man

ager was hard put to it. No amount of

cramping helped matters, and it seemed that

some twenty manufacturers of cars must be

crowded out, when he hit upon the securing

the 1st Regiment Armory, which is connect

ed with the Coliseum by an asphalted alley

about 300 yards long. He promptly secured

it and thus obtained 20.000 additional feet of

floor space. '

The asphalted alley will be thoroughly

cleansed, lighted and decorated. and an ef

fort will be made to cover it. The appoint

ments at the armory will be the same, in

every detail, as those at the Colisum. A du

plicate set of tickets will be issued, so that

the public will be admitted to both build

ings for one admission fee.

I As a further guarantee that the armory

will be made of at least as great importance

as the Coliseum, agents’ passes, good for

both buildings, will be issued at the armory

only, railroad tickets will be signed there

and all conventions which are to take place

.during the week will be held in that build

ing. ’

The allotments of space have been made,

but until the acceptances have been received

they will not be made public. The makers of

cars who have been taken care of are as

fellows:

In the Coliseum.

Packard Motor Car Co., Elmore Mfg. Co.,

E. R. Thomas Motor CO., Olds Motor Works,

Haynes Automobile Co., Locomobile Co of

America, National Motor Vehicle Co, Elec

tric Vehicle Co., Pope Motor Car Co., Pope

Mfg. Co., Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Winton

Motor Carriage Co., T. B. Jeffery & 00.: Peer

less Motor Car Co., Knox Automobile Co., F.

B. Stearns CO., Studebaker Automobile 00..

J. Stevens Arms and Tool CO., Autocar Co.,

George N. PierCe CO., \Vhite Sewing Machine

Co., St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., Apperson

Bros. Automobile Co., Royal Motor Car CO.,

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Northern Mfg. Co.,

Cadillac Aut’omo'bile C0.‘

Ford Motor Co., Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,_

Reliance Motor Car Co., Baker Motor Ve

hicle Co., Wayne AutomobileCo" Duryea

Power Co., Buick Motor Co., Waltham Mfg.

Co., Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, Ve

hicle Equipment Co., Chicago Automobile

Co., Bartholomew Co., Tincher Motor Car

Co., Auburn Automobile Co., Jackson Auto

lnobile Co., Austin Automobile Co., Pungs

Finch Automobile and Gas Engine Co., Day

ton Motor Vehicle Co., Model Gas Engine

Co., Pierce Engine Co., Holsman Automo

bile Co.

In the Armory.

Welch Motor Car Co., Monarch Automobile

Co., Lozler Motor Co., Acme Motor Co.

Adams Co., Blomstrom Motor Works.

“'olvorine Automobile Co., Reo Motor Car

Co., Maxwell-Briscoe Co., Buffalo Electric

Carriage Co., Marion Motor Car Co., Rapid

Motor Vehicle Co., Molinc Automobile Co.,

Dolson & Sons Co., C. P. Kimball & Co.,

Cleveland Automobile Co., Oscar Lear Auto

mobile Co., Synnestvedt Machine Co., Wayne

\Vorks.

Rainier Bros, Western Automobile Co.,

Berkshire Automobile Co., Logan Construc

tion 00.. Detroit Automobile Co., Kansas

.City Automobile Co., J. W. Moon Buggy Co.,

Buckeye Automobile Co., Knight & Kil

bonrne, McCrea Truck Co., Smith & Mabley,

Inc.; Panhnrd & Levassor (Ralph Temple),

II. S. Michaels Co., Automobile Importing

(“0.

Sues for an Accounting.

Alfred O. Dunk. Edith W. Dunk, Robert C.

Yates and Louise M. Yates, stockholders in

the Detroit Novelty Machine (‘0., which was

recently taken over by the Detroit Auto Ve

hicle Co.. have brought suit against the latter

concern .to compel an accounting. The plain

tiffs affirm that under the terms 01' the agree

ment the automobile company was to pay

$1M) for the novelty mucern and was to

issue $500 in stock to Robert Yates. Another

allegation is that the purchasing company

was to collect the outstanding accounts and

issue stock to the stockholders of the Detroit

Novelty Machine (‘0. for the amount collect

ed, but have failed to say what money has

been taken in and have refused to issue the

stock. On these grounds an accounting is

asked. The plaintiffs also allege that out

standing indebtedness to the amount of $10.

572 was compromised for $7,000. and ask

that they be paid the difference, claiming~

that they may be held liable.

 

Billings not to Build Cars.

The report that F. C. Billings. 0f the Bill

ings & Spencer CO., Hartford, Conn, was con‘

cerued in the formation of a company to man

ufacture an automobile of his own design, is

an OWL-statement of the case. He harbors no

intentions of the sort. lie did build a gaso

_ lenc car for his Own use, and its behavior

has been such as to attract the attention of

some menof-means. They have coquettcd

with Mr. Billings; and he has not proven

averse to the flirtation. If they desire to buy

he is not disinclined to sell—and that is all

there is to the story.

Queer'Suit for False Arrest.

Charles S. Simanton, a jeweller of St.

Johusbury, \'t.. thinks $10,000 the proper lo

tion for his injured feelings at being, it is

alleged, arrested falsely. and has accordineg

asked that amount in damages in a suit he

has brought against Oscar Bl'nlllllilt'll, of

Wshington, X, J. Some time ago Simanton

purchased an automobile of George M. Depue,

of Washington. The latter claims he had

reason to think that Simanton was trying to

leave the State without paying for the ma

chine he had been operating for nearly a

month. Depue then sold the machine to Os

car llrambach. and the new owner and Depue

had an eXciting chase at midnight after Si

manton. The latter was arrested at Newton,

and it was claimed by his pursuers that he

was attempting to leave the State. having

gone in the direction of the New York State

line after leaving Ilnckettstown, where, it is

said, he had agreed to leave th’e machine.

 

Philadelphia Dealers Join Hands.

Quite flttlngly, brotherly love now pervades

the automobile trade in Philadelphia. The

lions and the lambs lay down together on

Tuesday night last at a meeting in Hotel

Hanover, when the Philadelphia Automobile

Trades Association and the younger Phila

delphia Automobile Association amalga

mated under the former title. This gives the

organization a membership of nineteen

actives and five associates. All will now

pitch into the promotion of the annual show.

The officers of the older organization will

hold over until the annual election on De

cember 2.
 

Typewriter Concern may make Cars.

Manufacturers of many classes of machin

ery are casting an envious eye on the auto

mobile as an adjunct to the profit producing

capacity of their plants, some of them having

already undertaken the building of cars. The

latest rumor of this kind concerns the Smith

l’rcmicr Typewriter Co., of Syracuse, New

York, which, it is said, will add this feat

ure to its business during the coming year.

New Men on Autocar.

Follolwing the resignation of John C.

Spiel-s as general manager of the Autocar

Co., Ardmore, I‘a., John Calder has been ap

pointed general engineer and A. L. Goddard

superintendent of the company. Both were

formerly connected with the Remington

Arms 00.. llion. N. Y. M. I. Broek, of course,

remains sales manager of the Autocar C0.

Bulfllo Fixes Show Dates.

March 4 to 10 is the date set for the fourth

annual Buffalo show, it sanction. application

for which has already been made, is granted

to the Buffalo Automobile Trade Associa

tion. As usual, it will be held in Convention

Hall, with David H. Lewis as manager.

Shawmut Succeeds Phelps.

The Shawmut Motor Co. has succeeded the

l'helps Motor Car (30.. Stoncham, Mass. Mr.

l'helps had previously retired from the com

pany that bore his name.

 

Autocar Sets its Prices.

The Autocar Co., Ardmore, l‘a., lms tlxed

$2.000 us the price of their 1000 ‘.'-l horse

power touring car. 'lhc 12 liorscpower run

about will list at $1,000.
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DO YOU SELL AUTOMOBILES ?

Most discriminating drivers now use

THE FISK

MECHANICALLY PASTENEI) TIRES
but the man who has yet to try them will also appreciate your good judgment

in equipping his car with them.

The sense of security and full comfort that users of Fisk Tires experience will

go far towards making your selection of such an equipment a lasting advertisement.

The long service they render—the comfort they insure—and the amount of

time, energy, and money they save make their use worth while.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass,

NEW YORK. 754 Seventh Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Henopln Ave. CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. 1830 min St.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave. ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St. LOS AGELES, 1034 Main 51. ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive 5L

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Bridge St. SYRACUSE, 423 S. Clinton St. DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second Ave.

I-HILADELPHIA, 135 N. BTOZHI St- BUFFAID. 393 Main St. CHICAGO. 1251 Michigan Ave.

YOU CAN DEAL WITH US FROM A DISTANT POINT THE SAME AS AT THE FACTORY.

CADILLAC

DEPENDABILITY
JOHN W. MOUNT & BRO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers,

CARRIAGES sun AUTOMOBILES.

  

 

RED BANK, N. 1., November 13th, r905.

THE CADILLAC MOTOR CAR C0., Detroit, Mich.

GENTLEMEN :--I think you are entitled to know of the good work the single cylinder touring

car that I have been running this summer has done. It has never failed to talre me wherever I have

started to go, and have run it almost 3,000 miles since July. It always comes back stronger and

seemingly with more power than when starting out.

One of the interesting runs I made was to Atlantic City, a distance of too miles from here.

Made the run in 5 hours, each way, without having to make a stop for anything and the whole run of

an miles on 10 gallons of gasoline and less than a cup of oil.

Another run from here to Trenton, 45 miles in two hours, speaks well for a car of this poa er.

These trips were made with four people in car, up and down hills and slacking up while going

through towns.

I think there is more real pleasure and less trouble embodied in the little single cylinder touring

car than any car built, regardless of cost. , i

This car that I have been running and described is only what all the other cars of this type

we ave sold have done.

Wishing you all success, I am, yours respectfully,

(Signed) JOHN H. MOUNT, of the firm of J. w. Movm' mm.

’NUF SAID.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR C0: - - - - Detroit, Mich.
gomborl Association or Licensed Automobile Mauuraetorors.
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Fewer Laws. More Light Needed.

In advance of definite knowledge of the

provisions of the mysterious bill which Presi

dent Morris states the Automobile Club of

America will have introduced into the New

York Legislature, comment may be unfair.

But, generally speaking, it is regrettable that

any effort to tilt at the legislative windmill

is again to be made. It is very much like re

opening an old sore, and it well may be

doubted that any lasting good will result.

When a wound is healing the best thing to

do is to let it heal.

If the Automobile Club of America or any

other club or organization desires to perform

a public service which will redound to the

safety of road travel of whatever sort, they

should apply themselves to that legislation

which makes for the universal use of lamps.

It is legislation that is sorely needed and

long overdue. Of course, the average man

who uses the road will not welcome with

open arms a law of the sort. Generally speak

ing. he is quite ready and even anxious that

the “other fellow" shall display lights, but

he himself dislikes to buy or to bother with

them. This attitude does not, however, aflect

the merit of the law. There can be no two

minds that the display of lights on each and

every vehicle that uses the public roads

makes for the safety of all who use them.

It is a consideration really due from one man

to the other, and if they will not realize it,

they should be forced to do so.

The automobile interests can well afford

to father such a measure and to earnestly

advocate it. They already display lights, and

in view of the hue and cry about making

the roads safe from the “automobile peril,"

their advocacy of “uinversal lamps" will

prove their sincerity in the matter, as it will

serve to illuminate the insincerity of most

of those who cry out for safety. It will throw

the farmer element and most of the other

elements on the defensive, and that is half

the battle. It will also make easier any

other purposes the automobilists would have

served.
 

 

Concerning Chum.

There will be seen at the shows during the

coming winter a type of motor car chassis

which, though not new, strictly speaking, will

yet be for the first time sufficiently in evi

dence to be classified as a type by itself. This,

for want of a better name, may be termed the

commercial type of chassis, and though it may

not become numerous before another year has

rolled by, yet seems destined to become a

very prevalent form of running gear sooner

or later.

This type is being evolved in two distinct

and different ways, each of which, indepen

dently of the other, is approaching the same

result. It has all the general characteristics

of the common and sometimes called “Conti

nental” type, in so far as the wheel base, sus

pension and driving gear are concerned, and

is not particularly to be distinguished from

it as to the transmission and motor, except

that they are placed considerably

down than is common practice at pres

ent. and that the motor is lOcutcd consider

ably i‘urther back from the front axle than at

present.

lower

in the field of the commercial vehicle, as

designed for heavy duty, this type of chassis

has been produced In an effort to secure as

much space in the clear for the loud as possi

ble, as a result of which the driver‘s seat has

been brought forward of the motor and placed

above it. This has necessitated the lowering

of the motor to a certain extent, and the rear

rangement of the steering gear and control

mechanism to correspond. Thus, though many

of the commercial trucks and lorries seen at

the present time still retain the motor in the

position which touring car design has assigned

to it, by far the greater number, following the

example set by the early Panhard and Daim~

[or vehicles, are of the type described.

On the other hand, the design of the pleas

ure type of vehicle has wrought out another

type, from the pattern of the horse drawn cab

and the electric cab, in which the driver is

seated at the front of the car and directly

over the motor, which is constructed after the

fashion of the touring car and is precisely

like it except that it is lowered in the frame,

with consequent loss in road clearance in some

cases. The development of this type of car

for pleasure use within city limits, or, more

properly speaking. for passenger commercial

uses has then arrived at the same result,

practically speaking, which has been attained

by the builders of the heavy commercial car.

At the time of the shows last year several

machines of the latter order were shown as

the work of the foreign makers, and during

the year others have been produced. The

great demand for a machine which will not be

a radical departure in appearance from the

types of vehicle in common use on the streets,

and one in which there will be ample and

unrestricted room for the body, has called

forth this type of chassis. Whether or not it

is better suited to the needs of the case than

any other remains to be seen; but at all

events the fact remains that it combines the

excellent qualities of compactness, serviceabll

ity and convenience of access (through the

removal of the driver's seat) with that of

beauty, since it removes from sight all we

chanical parts except the mechanism of con

trol, and on that account would seem to be

worthy of a place in the consideration of the

maker.  

Influence of Four Cylinders.

But a year ago belief that the four cylin

dcr vertical engine represented a type that

would witness a number of years‘ evolution

in other parts of the car before itself giving

way to change or addition was so general that

it would have becn difficult to find a dissent

ing opinion. Not that experiment had not

already outgrown four as a number to conjure

with, for six cylinder curs had then been

built and were no longer a novelty. Theory

and practice are usually so far apart that it is

seldom economy to attempt to make them ap

proach too closely. Now, so far as theory is

concerned, the ideal engine should be one with

a sufficient number of cylinders to give the
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crank shaft turning impulses throughout its

entire revolution.

Naturally this would mean duplication of

parts to an extent entirely unwarranted by

the result obtainable. Pioneer cars started

with a single cylinder, but it was apparent at

the outset that a single impulse every other

revolution left the engine too long dead, or,

rather, running on its acquired momentum for

too great a time. The torque of such an en

gine cannot be otherwise than extremely ir

regular, particularly at low speeds, when the

application of the load is apt to stop it. From

this it was but a step to an additional cylin

der, whether the resulting engine was placed

horizontally with the cylinders opposed or

vertically side by side, though the former was

given preference for its balancing effect. But

even two cylinders of a four-cycle motor mean

but one impulse per revolution, and while

this type of engine has held its own for low

powered cars generally, it has not been found

effective beyond a certain point.

Looking back on the last five years, it seems

evident that much of the backwardness of the

American builder was due to his blind faith

in the single and two cylinder horizontal en

gine, while French designers would consider

nothing less than four cylinders. it is not

too much to say that it was not until the

latter became a feature of the cars turned out

on this side of the water that American cars

generally began to be a credit to their crea

tors. Since then the four cylinder vertical

type of engine may well be said to have be

come universal for everything except light

cars. Four cylinders of the four-cycle prin

ciple provide but two turning impulses per

revolution, and thus still fall far short of the

perfection represented by theory as already

outlined. Nevertheless, they have been found

to produce a very even torque, or pull, when

run at comparatively high speeds, such as

1,000 r. p. m. or more, for which it has ac

cordingly been found essential to design them.

For every additional pair of cylinders it is

posisiblc to give the crank shaft an extra im

pulse pcr revolution. A thrust at every 120

degrees, or onethird of a turn, instead of 180

degrees, or every half turn, is the advantage

represented by the six cylinder engine over

its predecessor, and in the attempt to design

a motor that shall have the maximum

amount of flexibility is a considerable step

forward.

What seemed a development of some uncer

tnin time in the future has now come forth

as a fact of the present, for at least one con~

spicuous American maker has announced a

six cylinder carv for 1906, several English

firms have built cars of the same kind, and it

is understood that. some of them will make

this type a feature of their regular line. More

than this. one British builder will do likewise

with an eight cylinder model, while six cyl

inder cars are expected to be prominent on

the stands of the best known French builders

at the Paris exhibition in December, so that

for the time being at least it would appear

that practice has made a step closer to theory

by the addition of two cylinders. Whether

this will be found to represent: the point

which economy makes it inexpedient to ex

ceed, or whether still further additions to the

number arenecessary would appear to be in

a fair way of solution during the coming

year. Then there is, of course, the further

possibility of a return to present standards

as the result of experience with the new

models during the same period.

Automobiles for Antarctic Exploration.

Pretty much everything else having been

suggested as a certain means of reaching that

spot on the earth's surface represented by

the imaginary line known as 90 degrees north

latitude—in other words, the North Pole—

and many of them having been tried without

success, an explorer has suggested the auto

mobile. and to show the reasons for his faith

in it has set before a scientific congress a

carefully outlined plan for utilizing its ser

vices. lle is .\I. Arctowski—whose name is

not a joke—and he has intentions on the

South Pole. It is his opinion that a specially

constructed car fitted with spiked wheels and

u few other usual accessories made neces

sary by the conditions to be encountered,

would succeed in carrying an explorer further

into the unknown frozen regions than any of

the many methods hitherto employed.

All that part of it is merely detail, of

course. and as technical information of the

explorer’s proposed car is not a matter of pub

lic knowledge at the moment, it is a waste

of time to surmise what such it machine

would be like, it' ever it is built. But the

fact of greatest interest conveyed by the an

nouncement of the explorer's faith in the gas

olene propelled machine to carry him into a

region never before traversed by human

agency lies in the tacit recognition of the

capability of the automobile to overcome con

ditions hitherto found insurmountable by any

other means. it shows that the automobile

is already credited with having conquered all

other things mundane in the way of trans

portation and is now seeking for new fields in

which to display its ability to get there. It

has shown itself to be the master of roads

and the luck of them in every climate and in

every portion of the globe; it roams, the

prairies, climbs the mountains, and has even

conquered that waterless waste which has

long been the terror of the Southwestern

United States—Death Valley. The question

no longer appears to be Where can the auto

mobile go, nor Where cannot it go? for noth

ing short: of a perpendicular wall seems suffi

cient toastop it.

 

Some one whose experience evidently has

taught him a lesson advises the motorist to

mnke it a practice, always to write his name

on the inside of outer covers of his tires and

on inner tubes as well before sending them

to be repaired. An indelible pencil is the

proper things to mark them with, he says.

Perhaps it was the some person who_nd1non

ished the owner to be sure and borrow a set

of batteries from the garage to which he had

taken his own for rccharging,_and to insist

upon retaining them until he had made sure

that his own had not been tampered with dur

ing their sojourn there, and that they really

had been charged according to instructions

and not its a matter of fact simply been

boosted up to show the required voltage on

open circuit.
 
 

It was very nice of Highway Commission

er McCiintock of Massachusetts to urge that

the over-speeding nutomobilist be treated

“squarely” and ‘flike a man.” But while

there remains on the books of Massachusetts

the law that permits the Highway Commis

sioner to revoke a citizen’s right to use the

public highway in a vehicle of his choosing

and requires him to report the sale of his

private property treatment of the sort is

and will remain impossible. The Massachu

setts law makes a privilege of an inherent

and established right and presupposes that

men who use motor vehicles are likely maie~

factors. They are by plain implication

placed in the class with thugs, thieves and

"fences."
 

Talk about reform! W. J.‘ Morgan, who is

to manage the Florida speed carnival, is ob

jccting to cash prizes. Shades of Bill Tweed

and Tammany Hall! Can this be truly the

some Morgan who as a abicyciist barn

stormed for cash practically all his life, and

from one end of the world to the other? Can

it be that he is managing the carnival for

an “object dc art," and not for the long

sought, hard sought and 'much beloved and

always sought “cash prize”? Won‘t some

one please carry the news to Tom Eck and

Jack Prince, and quickly?

\
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MADE MOTOR CARS IN CELLAR

Insurance Inquiry Finds Graft in the, Mutuai's

Basement—The Official Explanation.

Since the spectacular withdrawal of the

curtain which hitherto has concealed the in

nermost workings of the insurance industry

in the United States, for it is deserving of no

less a title, there have been many startling

disclosures. The investor has learned with

no little surprise, and not a few misgivings,

that his good ducats have been put to many

uses other than those for which he intended

them when be subscribed them for the benefit

of posterity, and he also has learned that the

business of insurance is in reality but the

credit department of a gigantic syndicate for

the promotion of commercial and manufact

uring interests 01' most extraordinary breadth

and variety. So that really he need not feel

the least concern at the announcement that

the Mutual Life has been conducting an auto

rnoblle department (unofficial, like many an

other of its ventures) in the basement of its

headquarters at No. 32 Nassau street.

In the light of certain facts which have

been laid before the investigating committee,

it appears that no less than ten machines

have been constructed in the sub-cellar shop,

where are plenty of modern appliances and

tools wielded by the hands of skilled mechan

ics who are on the payroll of the company.

The work was carried on under the expert

supervision of Edward M. Irton, the Mutual’s

superintendent of buildings in the city, who

is of a mechanical turn. The cars, about

which there is a dearth of particulars, were

built for the superintendent and his friends,

among whom are Lysander W. Lawrence, the

head of a company which supplies the Mut

ual's stationary, and Vice-President Fonda

01‘ the. Mutual. Mr. Lawrence's car, after hav

ing been constructed in sectional form. like

the Finance described in the “Swiss Family

Robinson," was taken to the Lawrence stable

and there set up like a Chinese puzzle.

One of those human ferrets which the great

dailies employ for the purpose of discovering

things which are of interest to people who

are not supposed to know them, sought out

the Mutual Automobile Factory one day early

last week and met with considerable opposi

tion at first. In the end, however, he was

directed to the "works" by an elevator boy,

only to be stopped by a watchman, through

whose kind oflices he was ultimately ushered

into the presence of Mr. Irton himself. After

some iittle fencing that worthy admitted that

he had constructed several machines, but said

that all work on them had been done by the

Mutual employes after hours, and that the

Mutual had not been called upon to bear any

of the expense.

“Mr. Fonda, third vice-president of the com

pany, knows all about this matter," he said.

“lie has known all along that I was doing

this work in the basement, and he has never

oli'ered any objection to it.”

Mr. Fonda, when seen later, said he did not

see why there should be so much talk over

such a matter. He continued:

"Why shouldn‘t a man enjoy some relaxa

tion from the cares of business by doing a lit

tle job in mechanics once in a while? If he

has a talent for building automobiles let him

amuse himself in that way. If Mr. Irton had

done anything wrong, how long do you sup

pose he would have remained an crnploye of

the company 'r"

Detectives sent out by the investigating

committee report that the scene of Mr.

Irton's recreation is located on the Cedar

street side of the building, and is ap

proached through a Iaberynth of passages

which alone are calculated to confuse the

stranger and throw him of! the track, and

that, in addition, the way is blocked at va

rious points by watchmen in the employ of

the company, who bar the way to all who

are unknown to them. Once in the shop,

however, they found the frames and motors

of two automobiles, together with sufficient

parts for their completion. Several mechan

ics were at work there. The investigators

also reported that they saw the same me

chanics go to the company’s cashier for their

money on pay day, and that their names

were afterward found to be upon the pay

roll.
 

Olds in the Correspondence School.

The Correspondence School of Automobile

Engineering, which, according to reports,

“struck oil" in Akron, Ohio, has been re

moved to New York, where it is expected the

field will prove even more fertile. Incidental

to the change of address, the school has been

reorganized on a more substantial basis than

ever, and now is incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York, with a capital of

$30,000. R. E. Olds has succeeded A. J. Saal

field as president; R. M. Owen has become

treasurer, in place of E. It. Adam, and Rob

ert II. Montgomery is secretary, instead of

G S. Rowe. Victor Lougheed will continue as

vice-president and general manager.

 

Grout Sues inventor Radford.

Grout Bros.’ Automobile 00., Orange, Mass,

have placed attachments and begun suit

against H. I. Radford, to recover $2,292 in

an action of contract. Radford developed

some ideas and theories on automobiles at

the expense of Grout Brothers, who claim

that he owes them for labor and materials.

 

Not in the Automobiie Business. "

The Lee & Porter Mtg. (70., Buchanan,

.\Iicli., write that the report that they pur

posed engaging in the manufacture of auto

mobile parts was due to a misunderstanding.

They have no present intentions of the sort,

and instead will confine themselves wholly to

the production of carriage and wagon axles.

 

The Moiine Automobile Co., Moline, Ill., is

building a quarter-mile circular tcst track, on

which to try out its new cars. It is twenty

two feet wide and banked three feet on the

turns.

“LARGE TIME” AT LANSING

Olds Agents Gather There and obtain instruc

tion, also Sorne Ruralistic Surprises.

The Oldsmobile agents, more than a hurr

drcd of them, have left the factory at Lan

sing, Mich. If each of them did not learn

all that is worth knowing about the new

product, it is his own fault; if he fails to

remember all of it and suffers from a confu

sion of memories, that is partly the fault of

the Olds officials. They planned that their

visitors should have reason to recall Novem

her 17 and 18, and they succeeded so admira

bly that the succession of events kept the

minutes well crowded.

As they arrived, the agents from the differ

ent parts of the country were shown through

the plant and the processes of manufacture

explained. Then Chief Engineer Coflin took

them in hand, and under his instructions the

1906 models Were inspected and demon

strated. All the improvements and new feat

ures were pointed out and thoroughly ex

plained. Thereafter the dealers had confer

ences with General Manager Smith and Sales

Manager Chapiu, and there is no doubt that

the exchange of ideas and opinions will bear

fruit.

Of the entertainment, the banquet on the

night of the 17th, was the big feature. It

was served in the largest room in the main

factory, which had been cleared for the oc

casion. The decorations were in line with

the “Country Circus" invitation that brought

the agents to Lansing and carried some of

them at least to their “boyhood days down

on the farm.” Hay and cornstalks hid the

beams and the windows, while corn in the

ear, hay, straw, pumpkins, squash and the

like “set off" the big room, in one corner of

which a stage had been set in a hay mow.

“Jack o' lanterns" furnished the illumination,

and during the dinner cackling chickens and

a few bleating sheep made their appearance

from nowhere in particular. A vaudeville

troupe had been brought from Chicago to

furnish divertlsement. It was made up en

tirely of Nellles, Betas, Rosas and Clams.

There was not a he on the programme. One

of the troupe made her appearance on the

stage in a redlighted Olds runabout and

warblcd parodies in which "Oldsmobile" lig

ured largely. “In My Merry Oldsmobile,"

which rhymed with “fair Lucile," was her

first number. “In the Shade of the Old

Apple Tree," “My Irish Molly O,” “Tam

many” and “Goodbye, Little Girl, Goodbye,"

were each parodied for the occasion. There

was a special rncnu card for each guest, each

hearing a comic sketch to add interest. The

banquet was a tremendous success. On Sat

urday the visitors and the factory stair, ac~

cornpanied by a band, journled to Ann Ar

bor in a banner emblazoned special train of

three cars; there they saw the crack Univer

sity of Michigan football team wallop Wis

cousin. They also saw collapse :1 grandstand

containing several thousand spectators. This

lrhtter had not been arranged for their ben.

0 it.
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1000 Miles Inside of 24 hours, at Last, and by an American Car.

‘ ‘1'. _“

  

By circling the one-mile track at the fair

grounds, lndianapolis, Ind., just 1,0943-16

times between the hour of 2:45 p. m. Thurs

day, 16th inst., and the same time the fol'

lowing day, F. W. (“Jap”) Clemens, assisted

by C. C. Merz, succeeded in wiping from the

slate all previous records for that time-—

twenty-four hours. To be exact, he beat the

record made by Guy Vaughn in a foreign car

on the Empire track, New York City. June

23, by 78 9-16 miles, and also reduced

Vaughn's time for 1,000 miles 1 hour 35 min

utes 191-5 seconds. Incidentally, he set up

new figures from 650 to 1,000 miles. The sig

nificant feature of this performance that

make “ducks and drakes" out of Vaughn's

record is that Clemens drove an American

car—a stripped stock National touring car.

The event was formally sanctioned by the

A. A. A.

Throughout the flight against time Clem

ens exhibited a measure of grit and pluck

that stamps him as one of the most daring

drivers in the country. The attempt began

in the nature of a race. Two cars started,

both 40 horsepower Nationals, Clemens at the

wheel of one and Charles C. Merz, a seven

teen-year old boy, on the other. They were

the same cars and the same drivers that en

tered the 100-miie race on the same track on

November 4, when Clemens set up new figures

for the distance. On Thursday they were

started one-half a minute apart, and ran

very evenly until the first tire troubles of

Merz‘s car caused him to lose several min

utes. This happened before the fiftieth mile

post. Clemens, after breaking all records

CLEMENS IN FULL CRY.

from titty miles. had one of his rear tires

burst in the ninety-fourth mile, compelling a

stop of 7 minutes 18 seconds. He was then

2 minutes 193—5 seconds inside his former

record made in the 100 mile race of Novem

ber 4.

Merz was about five miles behind Clemens

at the 150th mile, when, on entering the

stretch for the 151st mile, his car suddenly

swerved and crashed into the fence. All the

way up the stretch the judges and what few

spectators there were could hear an unfa

miliar bumpety-bump, but were unable to

diagnose the cause or the reason for the

sound; it was growing dark. All this time

Clemens was endeavoring to keep his car

right side up and regain the centre of the

track, hilt alter he. had torn of! enough pickets

to build a summer house, plunged through.

By the time the judges realized what was

transpiring Clemens yelled, > “All right!"

When they reached the scene of the accident

the plucky driver was still in the seat and

holding fast to the steering wheel. The front

wheels were smashed, the frame bent and

the radiator ruined, but the driver received

not a scratch.

Then the flve‘hundred Prest-O-Light lamps

which had been strung around the track

at intervals of twenty-five feet were turned

in. and made an excellent substitute for

daylight. It was then decided to put

Clemens on Merz’s car, as he had been

reeling of! miles in less time previously.

 

  

CLEMENS AND MERZ AFTER THE FINISH.
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Throughout the night the drivers were alter

,nated, each doing between fifty and one hun

dred miles before changing. As the flight

against titne continued the surface of the

track down near the pole was worn away

and the bed of sharp gravel exposed. Nat

urally this proved destructive to the tires,

and much time was lost throughout the night

by frequent changes.

The drive throughout the night was one

that will never be forgotten by Merz and

Clemens or the judges and few spectators who

stayed till the finish. The weather was bitter

cold from 11 p. m. until 5 a. m., and the

plucky drivers suffered in consequence. Icy

blasts from the north wind caught the driv

ers at every turn and up the stretch. At

times they were so numbed by the weather

that when one was relieved he would have

be carried into the judges’ stand. On sev

eral occasions Clemens and Merz had to be

rolled on the floor before they could regain

control of their stiffened muscles. The great

est pain the men suffered was from cold to

their eyes. During the first afternoon they

were able to wear goggles over their eyes,

but as the night wore on and the cold be

came more intense it was impossible for them

to wear this facial protection, because the

frost would freeze on the lenses and make it

impossible to see the track. .This was the

most pronounced hardship they encountered

during the entire run. When the race ended

a large crowd was at the track to cheer the

two men, and they were given a most royal

ovation. The strain, however, on them had

been almost unendurable, and it was several

hours before they assumed normal life. Their

eyes were swollen almost shut and were so

bloodshot that the white around the balls was

hardly visible.

At 1 o’clock Friday morning Clemens had

succeeded in passing the 475 mile post. He

was then reeling miles off in 1:04 or there

abouts. At 650 miles Clemens had regained

the time lost' when he plunged through the

fence, and was then nearly 18 minutes ahead

of Vnughn's record. From'then on he and

Merz steadily clipped seconds off each sue

cccding fifty miles, and at 1,000 mile the

watches gave the time as 21 hours 58 min

utes ,4-5 seconds, beating the previous time

of 23:33:20 by 1 hour 35 minutes 191-5 ecc

onds“ They continued at the wheel until the

end of 24 hours, when the scorers announced

a total mileage of 1,094 3-16 miles, a new

world's record.

Had not the misfortune of tearing up the

fence happened to Clemens, it is more than

likely that new figures from 150 to 650

miles would have been established. At the

100-mile post Clemens had shattered his own

figures of 1:53:214-5, and at 150 miles was

thirteen minutes ahead of Guy Vaugbn's

mark. Then the accident occurred, and the

drivers set to work to overcome the lapse of

time. One peculiar coincidence of the acci

dent was that in this race Clemens went

through the fence, and in the previous 100

mile race Merz was the one to take the Old

fieldian plunge.

The average speed maintained during the

tu'eiity-l'mir hours, including stops, was

4.1 7-12 miles per hour. The total time lost

during that period for tire repairs, refilling

oil. gasolene and water tanks was 2 hours 54

minutes 12 seconds, making the actual run

ning time 21 hours 5 minutes 48 seconds.

This shows an average speed while actually

running of 519-10 miles per hour, no mean

performance for an ordinary stock car.

The following summary shows how Clem

ens and Merz erased Vanghn’s old figures:

  

Former Clemens's Beat

Min record. time. record by

150 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:05:38 2152:32‘i6 0,:1315'16

14108:51% 0117:555i

15:10129% 03310556

lfi:20:25‘/s 110614498

17:17126% 1135:1758

1812314438 114310158

. . 19:44:48‘rii 113710815

950 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22:33:16 20154150% 1138:2558

1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23:33:20 21:58:0098 1:85:19%

Distance in twenty-four hours, 1.094 3-16 miles,

breaking former record by 78 9-16 miles.

Club to Fight Toll Roads.

The Cincinnati Automobile Club is pre

paring to make war on the toll roads of

Hamilton, Clermont. Kenton and Campbell

counties in Ohio, and will send a delega

tion to the coming session of the legislature

'l'o demand favorable legislation. The com

plaint, which is not a new one by any

iircniis; is that the toll roads charge automo

liillsts exorbitant rates for using the thor

oughfares. Several turnpikes in Hamilton

C unty have not yet been purchased by the

(‘ounty Commissioners, and one of those.

against which complaint is made, is the Har

rison turnpike. Another is the Milford turn

pike, where tollgates are encountered after

leaving Madisonville and before reaching

Milford. Several autgmobile owners have al

ready had disputes with the tollgate keepers

on the Harrison pike.

The automobile owners claim the law pro

vides that toll shall be collected on vehicles

drawn by a horse or other animal; that this

law was made long before the automobile

was dreamed of, and that the automobile,

not being drawn by any sort of an animal,

doesnot come within the scope of the law,

and consequently no tolls can be legally col

lected on an automobile. The toll owners

contend that the automobile is a vehicle. and

not being particularly prescribed in the law,

the toll people can make any schedule of

rates for automobiles they please. The Alex

andria pike owners, in Kentucky, announced

that they did not want the automobile on

their pike at all, because the pike is travelled

extensively by women, whose horses got

frightened at the automobiles.

They, therefore, charged an exorbitant

price for the automobiles, and it formerly

cost $5 in toll to go from Cincinnati to Al

exandria and return. An over-the-river au

tomobilist paid this price, took a receipt and

sued the turnpike owners. He won in the

courts and the price was reduced, so that

now an automobile trip can be made to Alex~

andria and return for 85 cents. The scale of

DPICPG fnv' nntat'naliilo: was one cent for each

horsepower a mile, or, mother words, a 20

horsepower automobile was assesed 20 cents

:1 mile. The automobile owners assert that

the Harrison pike people are almost as extor

tionate in their demands.

 

Rockford’s Climb on the “French Plan."

Rockford’s (Ill.) first hill climbing contest,

ironioted by local automobilists and held on

Corey's Bluff. 10th inst, was a decided suc

icss despite that most of the participating

iiiiichines were small stock cars. About two

hundred spectators were attracted to the

course, and those who were not fortunate

cnough to possess motor cars were compelled

to walk over a mile to the bluff.

Havens, driving a 22 horsepower Buick,

made the best time of the day, 025%, from

a flying start. and a 16 horsepower Knox.

driven by Cutler, made the next best perhent

age, although it did not climb the hill in the

second fastest time. The committee figured

out the awards by a French system, and

after working three days finally made up the

summary.

From a standing start Vernon Cole, in the

"Scared Rabbit," whatever family that be

longs to, made the best time, 0:45 1-5, but the

judges figured its percentage at .417. The

Illi"t"0()led Knox, which made the ascent in

01304-5,- won with .353 per cent.

The scores of the competing cars in the

climb follows:

FLYING START.

Car and driver. Weight. Time. P. C.

Buick, 22 h. p.. Havens . . . . . . .. 2,075 035% .270

“Scared Rabbit," 12 h.p., Cole. 1,300 0:31 .2784

Franklin, 10 h. p., Hutchins.. 1.200 0:11.391 .281

Knox, 16 h. p., Cutler . . . . . . . . .. 2,300 0140 .2780

Rambler, 18 h. p., Henry .... .. 2.200 010% .434

Glide, 16 h. p., Dunn ......... .. — 1105 -

Rambler, 8 h. p., Carpenter.. 1.575 105% .354

Premier, 16 h. p., Rogers... 2,200 1110 .563

STANDING START.

“Scared Rabbit," 12 h.p., Cole. 1.300 01-15% .417

Buick, 22 h. p., Havens ..... .. 2,075 014.5% .485

Franklin, 10 h. p.. Hutchins. 1,200 0:50 .416

Knox, 16 h. p., Cutler . . . . . . . . .. 2,300 0:50% .353

 

Bertrand Fails to Break Record.

Clovis Bertrand did not break the speed

laws of as many States as he anticipated. He

set 'out last Friday, 10th Inst., to set up' a

record for the run from Chicago to New York,

but was forced to abandon the attempt just

before reaching Cleveland because of slippery

roads. Bertrand reached Toledo, 276 miles

from Chicago, at 1 :05 o’clock that afternoon,

having maintained a speed of thirty miles an

hour up to that point. In the run from

Toledo to Cleveland he encountered slippery

roads, and realizing the futility of continu

ing, he left the car in a barn near Cleveland

and disgustedly took a train back to the

Windy City. The run, while it lasted, was

made in a French car and under the “au

spices” of the New _York importer who

handles it. The record still stands to the

cgedlt of an American car, the Columbia.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motor!

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co.. 154 Nassau Street, New York. ~
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MYSTERlOllS LAW FRAMED

 

Morris Signalizcs "l5 Re-election by lllniing a!

it, also Suggcsis A. C. A. Branches.

 

Speaking through its newly re-elected

president. Dave Hennen Morris. the Auto

mobile Club of America has'piaced itself on

record as being desirous of bringing about

a change in the existing New York legisla

tion, which it so strenuously battled to save

from outside molestation last spring. For

the present, however, the proposed law is a

deep. dark, State secret. The news came

out at the annual meeting of the club. which

took place on Monday last, the 20th inst.

Only one ticket was presented. President

Morris was re-eiectcd. and the other oflicers

chosen were: Vice-presidents. Colgate Hoyt.

Frederick G. Bourne and General George

Moore Smith: treasurer, W. S. Fanshawe;

governors '(to serve three years). Colonel

John Jacob Astor, George a. Chalnberlin

and Schuyler Skaats Wheeler; governor (to

serve two years), William Pierson Hamil

ton; governor (to serve one year), John E.

~Borne. ‘ ~

In explanation Of his announcement that

the club-is now having drafted a new auto

mobile law which it will endeavor to have

passed at the approaching session of the

legislature, Mr. Morris spoke of the attitude

of the club last year. when it resisted at

tempts to change the existing law by amend

menm, preferring to give that law an op

portunity to demonstrate its fitness or the

contrary.

“But circumstances have now led the com

mittee to believe that a new law should be

enacted," he explained further, “and a bill is

being drafted which, it is believed, will be

rational and fair to all. The bill is based

upon a totally new theory from any auto

mobile law now in existence, its purpose

being to act as a more efficient control on

the-reckless driver and yet allow greater

freedom to the prudent driver."

Among other suggestions contained in the

annual report, one advising the establish

ment of branch club stations in various parts

of the city. proved a great surprise to the

members. The plan is entirely new and is

advocated on the ground that the capacity

of the new clubhouse in Fifty-fourth street,

which is not expected to be ready for occu

pancy before next summer, is far short of

the number of cars owned by resident mem

bers. The number of the latter has now

reached 899, which led to the suggestion that

the active membership limit be increased to

one thousand. The creation of a new depart

ment of the club, to be knOWn as the tour

ing department, which should be in charge

of a man conversant with routes, maps,

hotels, customs regulations and similar in

formation that is constantly inquired for by

intending tourists, was also advocated and

the fact made known that a new agreement

with the German Automobile Club is under

negotiation, the purpose of which is to give

American automobilists touring and custom

house benefits in Germany. In closing Mr.

Morris called attention to the prevalence of

had smelling and smoky exhausts on cars in

this city—a matter usually due to ignorance

.or carelessness, and which should be pre

vented as far as possible as is done in (Jon

tinental cities, particularly Paris.

When seen at his otlice the next day by a

Motor World representative in quest of more

definite information regarding the law which

the club will attempt to ‘have passed, Presi

dent Morris wished to be excused.

“At the present moment,” he said, “I am

not at liberty to say anything about it; other

wise I would have made my previous refer

ence to it more definite. The bill has been

drafted by a committee appointed by the

club and before being made public it is to be

submitted to other associations."

"What other clubs or associations besides

the Automobile Club is interested in the

measure?" was asked.

“That I can‘t tell you either."

“Well, then, to approach the subject from

the other end, What are your objections to

the law as it now stands?"

“In the first place," was the reply, “it con

verts into a crime an act which is not one of

intention. If a man exceeds the law by driv

ing a fraction of a mile over the legal limit,

he is guilty of a crime. The law is based

on a technicality. Then the punishment pro

vided for is inadequate on the one hand and

too severe on the other. What is a fine?

Aside from the law itself, I think this entire

system of hauling a man before a city

magistrate or a justice of the peace is all

wrong."

"But, is it not your opinion that the high

way laws of the State are sufficient to cover

all cases that may arise without the exist

ence of a specific statute to cover the auto

mobile?" was asked.

“No, it is not; I think a specific law is

necessary." ~

"What are the chief features of the na

tional law, the necessity of which you have

also referred to?”

"I cannot give you that at the present time

either. Of course, Congress has no power to

legislate over any State roads except those

on which the mails are carried—post roads.

The bill we have in mind would not super

' sede any State legislation, but is intended

rather as a guide for the states in iegisiating

on the subject. Further than that I am not

at liberty to give you any details of either

of the hills, which I think will be made

public in the course of a fortnight or so."

Sumter form: a Club.

Sixty-four automobiiists of Sumter, S. C..

have organized as the Sumter Motor Club.

The officers elected were: President, Dr. J.

A. Mood; vice-president, Dr. Walter Cheyne;

secretary-treasurer, H. Harby.

FAILED TO “STUMP” THEM

Hill was a "Teaser " but All Reached the Top

— Steamer Makes Fastest Ascent.

 

Good weather, large crowds, perfect ar

rangements and fast time combined to make

the annual hill climbing contest of the

lthode island Automobile Club, held at Paw

iucket, last Saturday afternoon. 18th last,

a thorough success, and although the bill was

an “axle breaker" no serious accidents oc

curred to mar the affair.

The climb was held on Stump Ilill, just

out of Pawtucket. Starting from Smithfield

avenue, for about six hundred feet. the road

has a grade of about 2.54 feet per hundred.

with a sharp turn at the smnmit. 'l‘his slight

incline did not prevent a good start and en

abled the contesting cars to get away in good

fashion before striking the heavy grade of

11.47 feet, which runs along for six hundred

feet more. At the top of this sharp rise the

ascent diminishes slightly, going up to the

reservoir on a grade of seven feet per hun

dred. At the top is another sharp turn on

the level, where the road turns off for the

descent. The distance from the start ,was

exactly one-half a mile and five “thank-ye

ma’ms," and the sharp curve, too, at the

summit. added to the hazardous nature of

taking the incline on the high.

There were thirteen cars entered, all be

longing to club members, and the hoodoo

which is supposed to go with thirteen "went"

in this case. Just before the races started

John I. Snow, who had entered a Peerless

touring car, was trying it out on the bill. He

struck one of the depressions on the road

and the rear axle cracked. Earlier in the

day Herman Waterhonse, in a Pope-Toledo,

broke a crank shaft in the same manner.

The first car to essay the climb was a

Stanley steamer, driven by F. X. Baldwin.

lie was the winner of this class and also in

the free-for-all, winning the Knight trophy,

his time being 553-5 seconds. B. F. Black

inton, also in a Stanley, made the ascent in

0:65 3-5.

There were three starters in the second

class, for stock gasolene runabouts, and

George Chapin, in a Knox, went up in 1 :43.

E. Dauer, in a 10 horsepower Franklin, lin

ishcd ten seconds behind the winner. Two

:50 horsepower Stevens-Duryea cars fought

for honors in the class for cars costing less

than $2,800. The one driven by Robert Win

sor took the hill in 1:202-5, while C. D.

Snow's followed in 1 :25.

The heavy cars appeared in the last event,

for touring cars costing more than $2.800.

A. L‘. Lee, driving a 30 horsepower Pope

Toicdo, covered the distance in 11084-5. and

another car of the same make and power,

with J. K. Crawford, did it in Just one second

more. This caused the first real thrill of ex

clielneili, and in fact the only one of the af~
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ternoon. C. E. Stafford‘s 28 horsepower Pack

ard finished third in 1:12 3-5. Following is

the summary:

For Stock Steam Cars.

L. F. N. Baldwin, 10 h. p. Stanley. . . .0 :55 3-5

B. F. Blackinton, 10 h. p. Stanley. . . .0 :65 35

For Gasolene Stock Runabouts.

George Chapin, 8 h. p. Knox. . . . . . . .1 :43

E. Dauer, 10 h. p. Franklin . . . . . . . . . .1 :53

W. Ii. Capron, Jr., 10 h. p. Franklin. .1 :5-1 35

For Gasolene Stock Cars Cost

ing Between $1,600 and $2,800.

Robert Winsor, 20 h. p. Stevens-Dur

yea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....1:202-5

C. D. Snow, 20 h. p. Stevens-Duryea. .1 :25

For Gasolene Stouk Cars Cost»

ing Over $2,800.

A. C. Lee, 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo. . . . . .1 :08 4-5

J. K. Crawford, 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo.1 :09 4-5

G. E. StatTord, 28 h. p. Packard . . . . . .1 :12 3-5

F. Blanchard, 40 h. p. Winton . . . . . ..1:14 1-5

C. Montgomery, 40 h.~ p. Thomas. . . . .1 :25

\

Denver Wants Lamps and Lots of 'Em.

Lamps to the front of them, lamps to the

right of them, lamps to the left of them,

lamps to the rear of them, red lamps, white

lamps and all kinds of lamps-this is the

lampoon that has been launched against the

owners of automobiles in the city and county

of Denver, COL, by Supervisor Webb.

His bill provides that every person owning

an automobile must carry an identification

card, a license number, a born, the lamps

and—a few other things. There must be two

lamps in front of the machine, lamps on

the side, one or more red danger lamps in

the rear and a white lamp placed over the

number of the machine in the rear, that will

throw a strong light on the aforesaid num

her and enable constables to ditinguish

numbers at night.

Quite naturally, the Automobile Club of

(‘olorado intends to fight against the passage

of the measure. The one redeeming feature

of the measure is that clause which makes

it a Misdemeanor punishable by a fine of

from $1 to $100, for any person caught

puncturing the tires of any other person‘s

car or in any way meddling with a car that

does not belong to him. This clause is aimed

at small boys, who have a habit of tinkering

with machines when left standing on the

street.

Battle l'leads Seattle Club.

At the annual meeting of the Automobile

Club of Seattle, Wash., the following oili

cers were elected: President, Alfred Battle;

vice-president, Alfred Latlmer; secretary

trcasurer, F. R. Seymour; directors, the oth

cers, A. S. Kerry and Walter S. Foster. A

new committee, to look after the city streets,

was created. The most important announce

ment was that the club had procured one

thousand signboards to be-erected throughout

the State.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau street. New York. '"
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Points of the New Pope-Toledo.

 
 

In the 1906 Pope-Toledo, which is nearly

ready for the market, several novel features

have been introduced, all of which make for

greater excellence in the car without de

stroying the distinctiveness which has char

acterized the product in the past. Thus, an

improved grade of steel has been produced,

which, in conjunction with a more liberal use

of aluminum in parts which are not subject

to excessive strains, makes it possible to re

duce the total weight of the machine with

out sacrificing anything in resisting power

against shocks and undue loads. By this

means, the remarkable ratio of one horse

power for every fifty-four pounds weight in

the car has been secured, while in the motor

the ratio of weight to power is 1 to 8.8.

The machine thus is distinguishable as the

lightest for its power ever built for touring

purposes.

The steel which is used in the construction

of the engine and. transmission parts, and in

the axles as well, is the nickel chrome metal

which combines with great strength the

essential of elasticity such as is not common

ly found in the harder metals. That which

is used in the mechanical parts has an ulti

mate tensile strength of 225,000 pounds per

square inch, while that used in the axles,

requiring slightly different qualifications,

gives an ultimate test of 110,000 pounds on

the standard section.

in the motor a novel feature. and one en

tirely new in motor car design, will be the

use of twin cylinder head construction. The

cylinder heads will be cast separately from

the cylinders, as heretofore, but instead of

each being made a separate casting, the

heads will be paired off, a bridge thus being

formed between each pair of cylinders, which

will serve as a brace to prevent distortion.

The construction of the independent copper

water jackets will be substantially the same

as in previous models, except that the triple

beading in the Jacket which has up to this

time been provided to allow for expansion

will be done away with, the exterior of the

jacket being perfectly smooth. Automatic

inlet valves will be used as formerly, but

the position of the exhaust valves will be

altered so that tappet rod and walking beam

mechanism will be used to actuate them in

stead of direct cam lifts. Although the jump

spark ignition will still be retained, a special

gear will be placed on the crank shaft which

may be used to drive a magneto, at the op—

tion of the purchaser, a suitable bracket

being arranged on the engine base to pro

vide a support for this auxiliiary. All the

engine gears will be enclosed.

In the method of supplying the fuel a

change will be made, the exhaust check valve

being eliminated, and instead a hand operat

ed force pump being used to lift the fuel

from the main tank at the rear of the chassis

to a _4%-gallou supplementary tank mounted

on the dash, from which the feed to the

carburetter will be maintained by gravity.

The general construction of the frame will

be retained in its present form, a slight

alteration being made in the forward section,

in which the reverse curve at present tised

to narrow down that part which supports

the engine will be replaced by a straight

taper. The brakes will all be located on

the rear wheels, 21 double set of drums being

used, one for the running brakes, and the

other for emergency application. Both sets

will be double acting and of the internal ex~

panding ring type.

The mechanism of control will be un

changed except that a larger steering wheel

will be used than in this year's models. A

larger tonneau will be provided in the stand

ard type of body, giving ample room for the

use of an emergency "jump" seat for two

persons, which when not in use folds away

at the front of the rear footboard, leaving

that space unbampered in any way. The

body work_wi1i largely be of Circassian wal

nut, while the fenders, dash trimmings, hub

caps and hood will be of aluminum.

The present desideratum of flexible control

has been amply looked after, as is shown by

the fact that the test car recently made a

run over a measured course at the rate of

5%, miles an hour, and later another of the

same distance at the rate of 68 miles an

hour, all on the high gear, while the machine

carried a load of six passengers.

Here's the Pneumatic Cap.

Probably the most bizarre accessory placed

on the market for the automobile driver con

sists of a “pneumatic cap,” a title suffi

ciently suggestive of the purpose to which it

it to be put. The crown is fitted with sev

eral hollow rubber balls adapted to be in

flated, and is finished with a rubber band

to grip the head. If the chauifeur will con

sent to wear one of these caps and will oblig~

ingly see to it that when he is forcibly hurled

from the car that he lights squarely on his

cranium, the makers will guarantee that in

stead of the usual unpleasant thud, he will

rebound and gracefully alight on his feet-—

in other words, he will be charmed with the

result.

Futures of Olds's Two-Cycle Car.

The two-cylinder, two-cycle Oldsmobile, the

announcement of which proved so surprise

ing, will be rated at 20 horsepower. The en~

gine dimensions are 5x5 inches; the Cl‘flliks

are set at 180 degrees and counterweighted.

Bevel gear drive is employed. The wheel

base is 102 inches.
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Features of the New National.

1n the new National car, which lately has

been "doing things" in impressive fashion,

the more salient features which serve to dis—

tinguish it from former cars of the “round

radiator" brand are an increase in horse

power, a longer wheel base and the adop

tion of the Hess-Bright type of ball bearing

throughout.

The cylinder dimensions of the new type

are 41/1 by 5 inches, an increase of a quarter

of an inch in the bore over the last year’s

Converting the Old Car.

The mechanical work necessary to convert

one of the old style rear entrance cars into

an up to date side entrance model by length

ening the frame has already been dwelt upon.

This change will modernize the car's appear

ance, but will not help it in any other way,

so that it is as well to take the “up to date”

recommendation with some reservation—in

fact, unless the car already has ample power

and is in good condition it would not be a

paying investment to put it through the tran

  

THE 1906

model, which allows for an increase in the

rated power from 25-30 to 35-40, though the

new motor actually delivers from 42 to 44

horse power on the testing block. This gives

a weight ratio of something like one horse

power to ten pound of motor weight, which

is well up in the range of good practice.

Pressed steel frame construction is again

used, with a sub-frame for the mounting ot

the power plant, the latter arrangement al

lowing for a better alignment of the motor

with the rear axle than otherwise would be

possible. The wheel base is now 104 inches,

as against 96 in the last type of car, the

standard tread being retained. The control,

including the feature of duplicate drag links

in the steering gear, is essentially the same

as in last year‘s machine.

An all aluminum body is used, carrying five

passengers. In general, the machine is not

able for its compact arrangement of parts

and the uniformly rational design which is

manifest in every detail. This is seen at

once in the housing of all moving parts as a

protection against dirt and exterior shock:

in the triple ignition system, ignition being

obtainable from either primary cells, accumu

lators or dynamo; and in the location of the

oil reservoir at the top of the motor, where

it is subjected to a gentle heat at all times,

thus preventing the oil from cougealing and

effecting a considerably economy in space.

it is announced also that in addition to the

regular stock model here outlined, the Na~

tional people will soon present a six' cylinder

machine, running on Lil-inch wheel base and

capable of carrying seven passengers. This

car, which will appear at show time, will

be nothing more nor less than a “big brother"

of the present types, embodying all the new

features of the regular 1906 machine, with

may be a few others in addition.

NATIONAL.

silion process. There are many such cars,

but there are likewise hundreds of cars the

only out of date features of which are their

rear entrance and short wheel base. Many

of them are now coming into the repair man's

hands for conversion, and in view of this the

Carriage Monthly outlines the work neces

sary for completing the job—that is, render

ing it ornamental after the new construction

is in place. It is something that can be ac

complished at slight expense.

“In a car recently modified in this man

ner," it says, “the tufting and pleating was

in diamonds, the trimming on the back door

was made up the same as the backs, which

ran around the sides to within twelve inches

of the front. In this space a large pocket

with a flap was placcd. In altering this car

it was necessary to loosen the trimming. It

was removed from the back door, the back

was knocked loose on the door post on each

side and around the top sufficiently to give

the woodworker a chance to put in bolts. It

was also loosed on the sides to prived for

the width of the new donrs. Taking the

pockets from the sides was found necessary,

and this was done carefully so that they could

be used again. When ready for trimming

the back door piece is replaced, strips of wood

being placed across the bottom and up the

sides of the door posts. Upon these the door

pieces are tacked, and they must be brought

out flush with the backs to fill out the hollow

of the door, which is done with moss.

“Next the backs are tacked fast to the door

post, bringing them well over toward the

door pietes. There will be a space of about

half an inch from the seat almost to the top.

in this space tack a piece of flat lace of the

same material as on the top. The pleats can

be. spread a little, making the door piece and

back look like one. After tacking this fast

the back is bound, the pockets are placed on

the side doors and the doors should be

blocked to the shape of the pocket. After

the blocks are set in the doors for the pockets

the doors are covered with wadding for pad

ding. Then the material is tacked around the

edge of the doors and finished with a cord and

lace. The pocket is blind tacked on the bot

tom. Gimp is tacked on the side and the

flap is tacked under the lace on top of the

door. This pocket has a buckle which takes

a strap on the flap, and. being of good size. it

looks well. The back and doors are now done,

It is necessary to make a small cushion to fit

well between the two old ones. It is given a

spring frame of the right size and must be

made to match the old one, a snug fit being

necessary. A binding is made and tacked on

around the edge of the seat, and a box is

made under it by running a board across

underneath about one inch back from the edge.

This panel or front of the box and its lid are

covered with the same material and the same

lilting. Where the old trimming can be em

ployed, the alterations will not involve any

great expense, as the only new material

needed is that for the small cushion and the

lining of the door. Nor is any great amount

of time consumed in making the change."
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CONCERNING THE CHAUFFEU RS

How they may be Classified—One Man's De

finition of the Desirable Sort.

 

Somewhat akin to the servant girl problem

appears to be the situation at present extant

in automobiling circles, so far as it refers to

the chauffeur. A comparatively few really

competent men, a number who are not totally

incompetent by any means, but who are far

from ranking in the first class, and a mass

of incompetent, inexperienced and generally

ignorant individuals, would appear to sum up

the personnel of the large body of men who

are at present attempting to gain a livelihood

through serving as drivers of automobiles.

The first named are naturally seldom in

search of work; they hold the same position

year in and year out, and are considered a

valuable acquisition by their employers.

There is an ever shifting movement of the sec

ond class, brought about by their incompe

tence, coupled wiflfa desire for higher com

pensation, regardless of ability—a condition

of affairs that is made possible by the fact

that the number of men possessed of this

moderate measure of skill is so far below the

demand that exists. for chauffeurs.

As for the third class, which corresponds

with the “just landed" immigrant, who de

spite her ignorance will accept nothing less

than the highest current wages, they are

practially legion—every man who has com

pleted a six weeks’ course by correspondence

or who has been allowed to run a car at one

time or another is a chauffeur.

“Any one who is disgusted with his old

business or who wants to try something new

has an idea that running an automobile is an

easy and profitable Job,” is the manner in

which an automobilist of long standing sums

up the situation as regards the general mass

of Wofully incompetent individuals who are

constantly shifting from one place to another

to the ruination of many a good car, as well

as its owner’s temper and fund of patience.

"But no good chauffeur need be in fear of

his job for the next twenty years,“ is the

opinion of the same authority; "for the de

mand now cannot be supplied, and a balance

will not be struck for a long time."

“The good, reliable cheauifeur is one who

can drive any car, and drive it well; who has

no accidents, who is quick to act in an emer

gency and who always has his car ready.

That is requiring a great deal, and it would

be difficult for me to mention ten or twelve

men in New York City who can fill these

qualifications. These may be called bright,

exceptional cases, but there is no reason why

there should not be hundreds of others like

them. Common sense and a comparatively

small amount of mechanical knowledge are

all that is required to be a good chauffeur.

Comparativer few things happen to a good

car, and these things are repeated in all of

the best makes. If a chauffeur understands

what causes these troubles and knows in

stantly how to remedy them, he must have a

prctty thorough knowledge of the complete

mechanism and can be trusted to tackle some

unusual difficulty when it breaks out."

It is a somewhat anomalous state of af

fairs on the surface, but if looked into re

veals all the earmarks of situations that have

at one time or another confronted every in

dustry requiring skilled labor and that has

made strides forward out of all proportion to

the increase in the supply of help. It is

something that cannot be remedied in a day,

but will gradually correct itself through the

influence of education and the gradual weed

ing out of the totally unfit. A prospects are

at present. however, it would seem to be a

matter of a number of years before condi

tions will be such that even the poorest chauf

feur should go begging for work.

" Selling Promenade" of Second-Hands.

Having proved so successful last year, the

Automobile Club of 'i‘oulon, France, will re

peat lts “selling piater“ race of last year.

All who are desirous of disposing of a car,

regardless of its age, sex, color or previous

condition of servitude, may enter it in this

tournament for a nominal fee. There will be

no classification. The event simply consists

of a public exhibition of the competitors for

the benefit of intending purchasers. The cars

will then be put through a “promenade” of

twenty-five miles. Naturally, no attempt at

record breaking will be made, but the time

of all competitors will be taken at various

points, although the ability to survive the or

deal will probably constitute the best recom

mendation.

 

Binghamton Chauffeurs Organize.

To “promote social interest and to increase

and to ameliorate. the ideas pertaining to an

tomobile work," the Blnghamton (N. Y.)

Chauffeurs’ Club has been formed. Organiza

tion was efiected last week by the election of

the following ofiicers: President, Charles

Hancock; vice~president, Charles Leonard;

treasurer, Ward Decker; secretary, Philip F.

Barrows; committee on ways and means, F.

E. Spawn, Claude Darling and Ray Perry.

 

Chicago Prepares to Build.

A new clubhouse for the Chicago Automo

bile Club. to cost between $750,000 and $1,

000,000. has been decided upon by the direc

tors of the organization. At the meeting a

committee was appointed to select a site. A

feature of the new clubhouse will be a num

ber of bachelor apartments. The garage,

which will be equipped to accommodate three

hundred cars, will be situated in the rear.

 

Failed to Prove the Negligence

William A. Figie, a Syracuse man who

wanted a few hundred dollars at the expense

of the Amos-Pierce Automobile Co., of that

city, is a sadder but. wiser man. Flgie

brought suit against the Amos-Pierce Co.,

claiming that a car of the defendant com

pany, while being operated in a negligent

manner, ran into his horse and wagon. Judge

P. J. Ryan granted a non-suit.

TAME spom AT KANSAS cur

Runaways the Rule, even Mrs. Roddy Unkindly

leaving Mrs. Blaker Far Behind.

Runaways galore constituted the sole feat

ure of the race meet held by the Kansas City

(Mo.) Automobile Club at the Elm Ridge

track, that city, Saturday afternoon, 11th

inst, unless a race for ladies can be included

in the category. Over thirty-five hundred had

gathered at the mile track expecting to see

some real sport, but in this they must have

been sorely disappointed, for with the exrep

tion of one race, at three miles for light tour

ing cars, in which the second car to cross the

tape was only two seconds behind the winner.

the meet had the semblance of an endless pro

cession around the oval.

Four runabouts breasted the tape for the

first event. at two miles, and Charles Leven

doski's Cadillac had little oppoition, finish—

ing fully eight seconds in front of the Ford,

driven by H. G. Blakeley. Not content with

winning this event. Levendoski entered the

three-mile event for cars costing under $1,750,

and beat another ig‘ord by the narrow margin

of two seconds. This was the so—called real

finish on the afternoon. Moriarity & Co.'s

20 horsepower Stevens-Duryea carried off the

prizes in the next two events.

H. .A. Fowler, driving a 28 horsepower

Packard, won the five~mile free for all in 6:43.

At first this event looked like a race until

the Buick went wrong, when the Packard had

little difficulty in blazing the way for the

Sterens-Duryea. Mrs. John J. Roddy, in a

M horsepower Winton, drew the pole in the

ladies' race and swung into the lead at the

start. She easily won from Mrs. H. G.

Blakeley, in a Ford. The time was 3:43.

Philip Otto finished first in the obstacle race.

with Frank Dean second. Summaries:

Two miles, for stock runabouts—Charles

Levendoski. 8 h. p. Cadillac, first; H. G.

Blakeley, 8 h. p. Ford, second; Ed. Steur

wald, 8 h. p. Oldsmobile, third. Times, 4:07,

4 :l5, 4 :29. -

'l‘hree miles, for cars costing less than

$1.750—Charles Levendoski, 8 h. p. Cadillac,

first; Emil Dorn, 8 h. p. Ford, second; W.'G.

Guombo, Stevens-Duryea, third. Times, 0:12

0:14.

Five miles, for cars costing less than $2,800

—Moriaty & Co., 20 h. p. Stevens-Duryea,

first; 1). C. B. Co., 16 h. p. Rambler, second.

Time by miles, i :34, 2:57, 4:17, 5:40, 7:01.

'l‘hree miles, novelty—Moriarlty & Co., 20

h. p. Stevens-Duryea. first; ii. A. Fowler. 28

h. p. Packard. second; Charles Stephens, 22

h. p. Buick, third. Time by miles, 1:45, 3:45,

- ‘)
5Ig‘i're miles. free-for-all—H. A. Fowler, 28

h. p. Packard, first; Moriarity & Co., 20 h. p.

Stevens-Duryca, second; F. E. Grant. 'l‘honms,

third. Times by miles, 1:28, 2 :47, 4:05, 5:22,

miles, for ladies—Mrs. John J. Roddy

(Winton), first; Mrs. H. G. Blakeley (Fordi.

second. Time by miles, 1:56, 3:43.

Obstacle race—Philip Otto, Packard, first;

Frank Dean, Stevens-Duryea, second.
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' Autumn in the Orange Mountains.
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ONE OF THE COUNTRY ESTATES NEAR BERNARDSVILLE, N. J.

A CHARMING WOODLAND SCENE IN THE HEART OF THE ORANGES.
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THE PROPER SIZES OF TIRES

Weight of Car not the Sole Consideration—

Other Factors That Have a Bearing.

 

 

The matter of tire sizes and weights, which

has proven such a bone of contention in this

country, is evidently cropping up on “the

other side.” It has led one of the British

tire manufacturers, David Moseley 8: Sons,

of Manchester, to go rather interestingly into

the subject, and to point out that weight

is not the sole factor to be considered in de

termining the tire sizes. The volume of com

pressed fluid air within the tire, the nature

and construction of the tire cover, the speed

of the car, the heat generated within the tire,

and the attachment of the tire to the rim are

enumerated as having to do with the case.

They present the following table giving the

approximate English inch measurement of

the French sizes of tires, the approximate

cubic inches of compressed fluid air which

the tires contain, and the weight per wheel

and weight per car which a tire of given size

will support, based upon the work which

size 810 mm. by 90 mm. will do. This latter,

if properly constructed, will, according to the

MMI‘S. Moseley, support a load per wheel

of 450 pounds. or, if the load of the car is

equally distributed over all four wheels, a car

weighing 16 cwt. for from 3,000 to 6,000 miles

at an average speed of 25 miles per hour:

Approx. Load. Load.

Ap rox. cub. vol. per of

Size of tire. inc es. com. air. wheel. car.

mm. mm Cub. inches. lbs. cwts.

700X65 223le 240 210 7%

700x75 28x3 372 287 10%,

700x215 28x3% 413 362 13

750x85 30X3% 427 375 13%

760x90 30x3% 476 418 15

810x90 32x35 513 450 16

870x90 sixtilé 558 490 1'71

910x90 36x3% 588 516 18 J

815x105 32x4 605 531 19

875x105 34x4 650 570 20

820x120 33x5 768 674 24

920><120 37x5 903 792 28

In this table it is assumed that the weight

of the car is evenly divided between all four

wheels. Of course, this is usually not the case.

To determine the way in which the load is

distributed, weigh first the front and then

the back part of car separately by running

first one and then the other half on the plat

form scales. Add the two weights together,

and they should correspond to the total weight

of the car. The weight of one-half of the

car divided by two is the weight per wheel

for front or rear axle, as the case may be.

it will be seen why cars heavier than 28

cwt., fitted with tires no larger than 120 mm.

(5 inches) run up heavy tire bills for their

owners.

Compressed air in motion generates heat.

The faster the speed the greater the heat; the

greater the heat, the greater the strain on the

tire; the larger the tire, the less the increase

of heat and strain. So it will be understood

that the faster the speed the greater the load

per wheel and tire. If there is not suflicient

volume of compressed fluid air within a tire

to absorb the whole of the shock or vibration,

the surplus shock is received by the comer of

the tire, which dashes it to the car and en

gine, causing damage to the tire and to car

in a similar manner to the way in which a

pool of water receives a solid body thrown

into it. If the pool be small, the reception of

the shock causes a violent dashing of water

against the banks; if the pool be large enough

the disturbance is imperceptible. As the com

pressed fluid air within a tire must be reached

through the solid cover, it stands to reason,

asserts the Mesrs. Moseley, in conclusion,

that the cover should be as yielding, flexible

and sensitive as is consistent with road wear

and tear, to interfere as little as possible with

quick communication of shock to the fluid

cushion.

 

Old Transmission Idea in New Form.

An old idea has just cropped out in a new

form in a transmission of foreign manufact

ure, in which the scheme of using a double

bank of gears which are constantly in mesh

is utilized. In this particular case, instead of

using a series of independent clutches which

are applied by means of a key riding within

the driving shaft, as in the well known Amer

ican type, a single toothed member not unlike

the male member of an internal crab claw

clutch is used, which is fast upon the driving

shaft, the latter being shifted longitudinally

for the purpose of locking the various gears.

In addition to this. a special form of clutch

is used upon the driving shaft, which is auto

matically released by the master key to give a

direct drive upon the high, with no gears run

ning.

Adding to the Braking Power.

Rather a novel provision for the use of the

motor as a brake has been made in an engine

which has Just been brought out on the other

side. in it the throttle is interconnected with

an air valve which opens an inlet at the base

of the mixing chamber whenever the former

is closed, thereby admitting to the cylinder

:1 charge of clean air, upon which the pistons

act in compression and which serves to free

the muiiier of any partly burned gases, there

by doing away with the annoyance of muflier

shots when the gas is again put into action,

and at the same time effects a slight amount

of economy while the throttle is closed.

German Tire Prices to be Raised.

Competition among the rubber goods man

ufacturers in Germany is said to be so keen

that they have found it impossible to increase

their selling prices during the last year or so

in accordance with the advance in the cost of

raw material. But a point has been reached

where it is impossible to continue to sell tires

at current prices. The larger manufacturers

will endeavor to come to an understanding in

order to prevent further losses.

 

Sand, not Sawdust. for Garages.

It is advisable always to keep the garage

floor well sprinkled with sand to soak up any

oil or gasolene which may be spilled. thereby

saving the tires and lessening the danger of

fire. There is a temptation to use sawdust

for the purpose, but it should be resisted, as

in many cases when soaked with oil sawdust

will ignite spontaneously.

STARLEY’S ALL-STEEL WHEEL

British Innovation of Which Much is Expected

—Tcsts to Which it has been Subjected.

 

It is generally conceded that the wire whch

when properly constructed is stronger, pound

for pound, than one built of wood. This has,

in fact, been made the subject of laboratory

tests and established beyond a doubt. But

even this is not a strong enough recommenda

tion to give this form favor in the eyes of

those who object to it mainly on the score of

appearance. and second, because of the great

er trouble in cleaning. Nevertheless, there is

more or less interest manifested in the metal

wheel, and, provided this be not open to the

objections urged against the wire form, it

would appear probable that metal will sooner

or later supplant wood for this purpose. As

things stand at present, the one form extant,

the wire wheel, is scarcely seen except on

racing cars, and even in that field but rarely.

The forerunner of what may prove to

sooner or later become standard has appeared

on the other side in the shape of an all steel

wheel which is an exact replica of the wooden

form now familiar. It is the invention of W.

Starley, an Englishman, and is credited with

a better appearance than the ordinary wooden

wheel. The spokes are of bayonet section,

weldless steel tubes, thl practically repre

senting the only departure embodied in its

construction, as both the rim and hub are of

standard make. Tests of the new wheel car

ried out in the laboratories of the Daimler

Company are said to have shown it to be pos

sessed of almost double the strength of the

best wooden wheels of the same weight. Fur

ther than this, it was said to have shown

remarkable elasticity—a quality tending to

greatly increase the value of wheels built for

automobile use. One of the tests consisted

in subjecting it to a load until it showed a

total deflection of seven-eighths of an inch.

and upon the weight being removed the wheel

resumed its shape without any set or deforma

tion. The system employed in building it is

claimed to insure absolute accuracy. so that

every wheel is true and a perfect circle, and.

what is more, defects in this respect brought

about by the wheel being damaged are as

readily corrected as in the case of the wire

wheel, as each spoke is separately tensioned.

Upon this feature the patent of the inventor

is said to depend, and is accordingly not re

vealed.

The advantngc of having an absolutely true

wheel need hardly be dwelt upon, inasmuch as

any inaccuracy in the wheel imposes a lateral

strain upon the tire, and if the divergence

from the perpendicular be serious the tire is

dragged back and forth sidewise on the sur

face of the road, which means a great deal of

wear, the amount naturally being in propor

tion to the extent of the defect. Further than

this. there is a constant tendency under such

circumstances to cast the tire. Helm: of metal

throughout, further advantages are claimed

for it in that it is not subject to that enemy

of all wood “heels—"drying out"——und is not

affected by climatic changes.
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ELIMINATING DIFFERENTIAL

The Ingenious Fashion in which an English

Inventor Accomplishcs that End.

Elimination of the differential has long

been an object sought after by designers,

though the amount of success that has thus

far attended their efforts has been small, if

not altogether without result. It is neces

should be driven

whether the car is going straight ahead or

rounding a curve, but it is equally necessary

snry that both wheels

 

latter pass beneath the piece 2 and the inner

collar 0, and are held together by the cup

7, which can move longitudinally on the axle.

On this cup 7 slides. a sleeve 8, carrying on

its outer portion a wire. arranged to be

turned by a screw, which is fast to a shoul

der, and consequently does not move. At

the right and left of tlle'sleeve 8 and on the

cup 7 are delical springs. 10 and 11, resting

with one end on the ring 8, and with the

other on the shoulder of 7.

When the car is being driven forward the

operation of the various parts of the mech

anism is as follows: The revolution of axle

ii; the direction indicated by the arrow

 

  

that their speed should vary under the lat

ter circumstances. The differential is a more

or less delicate and always expensive piece

of mechanism and likewise entails added

complication in the form of a two-piece axle

in the case of the shaft drive, so that the

desire to do away with it, particularly on

cars where every item of cost is reduced to

its lowest terms. may readily be understood.

One of the most recent attempts to accom

plish this appears to be embodied in What

is known as the \Varnant transmission, an

English invention, in which the rear axle is

a single piece, in spite of the fact that the

driving wheels revolve independently. The

Mic carries at its centre a bevel pinion sol

idly attached and meshing with a driving

pinion on the end of the Gordon shaft and so

far as this portion of it is concerned is ab

solutely simple, so that there should be small

necessity to remove the enclosing case of

this bevel gear to inspect it. At each out

ward extreme of the rear axle is a chamber

l.cld in place longitudinally on the avle by

(Ollill's at each end, and free to revolve with

the wheel.

This is a sleeve or hollow cylinder closed

at each end by a circular section fitted on

the axle and the inner faces of which are

provided with ratchet teeth Set in opposite

dlrections. in the accompanying illustration

the cylinder is represented by 1, and its

supporting and closing end pipeces by 2 and

it. In the space between the latter is a part

5 on the squared portion of the axle 4; this

segment is likewise provided with ratchet

teeth on each end adapted to engage those

of the end pieces already mentioned, and

which it does according to the direction in

which it happens to revolve. .\t the inner

end of the squared portion of the axle 4 are

two grrmves, opposite each other, cut in the

latter for the reception of the rods 6. The

causes the part 5, the rod 6, the ring 7, and

the sleeve 8 to come together. The sleeve 8

winds on a screw thread and compresses

the spring 11; the latter strikes its corre

sponding shoulder and causes 7 and 5 to

engage. which thus lock with 2,’ the inner

end section of the containing case 1. This

is the position indicated by the illustration.

As this takes place on each end of the axle

simultaneously the driving wheels then run

together.

But owing to the disposition of the ratchet

teeth the wheels must either turn at the some

speed as the axle or exceed it. In other

words, neither can go slower than the axle is

turning. When rounding a curve the inner

wheel will accordingly revolve with the

axle. but the outer wheel will run freely as

its speed will be greater than that of the

inner wheel and of the axle. Accordingly

only one wheel will be driven when rounding

a curve with this mechanism and that the

inner wheel.

“'hen running in the oppoaite direction

the reverse of the operation already de

scribed in detail takes place and the parts 5

and 3 interlock. A simple arrangement not

included in the illustration acts as a brake.

Some of the advantages claimed for the de

vice are self-evident, principally those of do

i'lg away with the differential and the em

ployment of a simple one-piece axle. although

where that of permitting the wheel to be

braked on they axle and of distributing the

braking strain equally between them enters

is not clear. although the following explana

tion is vouchsat'ed by the makers.

it is evident that each time one of the rear

wheels moves in its plane a braking strain is

produced and consequently each time one -of

the wheels encounters an obstacle it has the

effect to momentarily diminish the speed of

the wheel, while the other wheel is forced

\

by the difl‘erential under the impulse of the

motor to go at a higher speed which causes

the same stop in its plane and consequently

the vehicle receives a shock. The same ac

tirn causes the lurching of cars going at a

speed of fifty to sixty miles an hour, as can

be observed during race. All impending

actions of the transmission, application of

brakes included, irregularly divided between

the two wheels necessarily produce a brak

ing strain and a shock for which reason it is

absolutely necessary to avoid the direct ap

plication of the brake as much as possible.

Even the application of the brakes on the

differential does not completely avoid the

braking strain. The differential allows the

wheels to divide as co-workers, and accord

ing to their requirements. the stopping effect

has to divide itself unequally between them,

causing again the inevitable braking strain.

In case of a straight propulsion the motor

always communicates to the two wheels an

equal proportion of energy, that is to say,

one wheel can never be driven quicker than

the other and it cannot stop in its plane.

 

Looking for Lulu with a Match.

Some time has been taken in finding him.

but after a short absence the man who looks

for leaks in the gasolene tank with a lighted

match has been located on the Pacific Coast.

Portland, Ore., boasts him as one of her citi~

zens. He happened to be both chauffeur and

owner of the car, and is reported to “have

gone very carefully over the seams of the

gnsolene tank with a match in order to find

a leak." The fire department obligingly took

a hand, and is credited with assisting the

fire in making a very complete job of it, as

the fire fighters took pains to accomplish

whatever the blaze left undone.

Hard Pressed for Names.

Builders of new types of automobiles are

about as hard put to it for names as builders

of ships used to be in the old days. If any

thing, they are worse off. in that they seem

t'ecl constrained to introduce somewhere in

each the name of the motive power. Thus

the latest, the “Petromobile,” makes its bow

in England.
 

lndlans Turning an Honest Dollar.

According to advices, certain enterprising

lndians of the Rosebud reservation, Sioux

City, Iowa,, affected by the progressive com

mercial spirit of their white brethren, have

bought some touring automobiles, which

they will operate through the reservation, on

a regular schedule and tariflf.

To Build haragc on Mountain.

T. Phillips White proposes to build a large

garage and hotel on the summit of the Or

ange Mountains, in New Jersey, and has ob

tained an option on a tract of sixty-five

acres, where he intends to build. Being in

the midst of a popular touring section, be ex

pects considerame patronage from visiting

automobillsts.
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FAVORS VANADIUM STEELS

Where They Could Be Used in Motor Car

Work and the Objects to be Served.

By far the most interesting feature of the

development of the motor car is the manner

in which it has wrought out new methods and

processes in the adoption of the various ma;

terials of construction known to the arts. and

even has gone so far as to introduce others,

for which, up to the present, there had been

but slight use, and that to a limited degree.

Thus, the manipulation of aluminum, both in

casting for structural purposes, in casings

and frames, and in the alloys which are used

for hearing metals, has been brought to the

front largely through the medium of the au

tomobile. But far and away beyond the de

velopment of aluminum the effect which the

design and 'constructiOn of the automobile

has had upon the development of grades of

steel which are tougher and stronger than

those demanded by the older arts is of tre

mendous significance.

The grades of steel which are best suited

for the purposes of the motor car builder

- must, first of all, satisfy the conditions which

are found in the best grades of the metal

known at the present time, in point of tough

ness and strength, yet they must go further in

endurance under repeated flexture and heavy

shock and yield such results as are commonly

attributed to the grades of mild steel which

are known to common practice. Thus, the

use of high carbon and nickel steels is grow

ing constantly, and as well certain newer

alloys are coming to be known, such as the

chromium. tungsten and manganese com

pounds, and, latterly, combinations in which

the somewhat rare and comparatively un

known element vanadium plays a most liti

portant part.

Vanadium steel. though it has been known

to the metallurgist for a number of years,

has yet to be put to popular test through a

general introduction in motor car work. Yet,

to judge from the result of tests which have

been conducted in England and on the Conti

nent with reference to the demands of this

class of work. it is especially well fitted for

use in parts which are liable to be called upon

to withstand sudden and unforeseen strains.

It has already found a considerable use in the

chromium compounds as employed in armor

plate and projectile work, and also to a limit

ed extent in the construction of such parts as

the crank shafts and connecting rods of gas

engines.

Vanadium, the element, though widely dis

tributed throughout the globe in the form of

oxides which occur in iron ores and also in

vanadinnte. a mineral containing some 40 per

cent of lead, 12 per cent of vanadic oxide and

also portions of silica, iron and a lesser

amount of silver, is comparatively rare in its

pure state. it chief deposits occur in Ari

zona, [South America, Spain and other parts

of Europe; also, it is to be found in the ash

of certain coals. where in some instances it

reaches as high a proportion as 25 per cent,

and also in blast furnace siags. ' The first in

stance which is known of its being prepared

in its pure state was when Sir Henry Roscoe

produced a specimen some twenty years ago.

At that time it was worth many times its

weight in gold. in appearance it is a silvery

white metal, of low specific gravity and high

melting point. Its preparation is extremely

diflicult, and can be undertaken only in the

electric furnace. Until the introduction of

the oxides in steel work the principal uses of

the vanadium compounds were in the produc

tion of a pigment for textile work and ink

making, for which purpose the slugs of the

(‘reusot works in France have been reduced

for a number of years, the product of the

industry in 1900 being said to have reached

the amount of ninety tons.

In steel work, until recently, comparatively

speaking, the small amounts of vanadium

which have occurred in the metal have been

lost to a great extent in the reducing process

and have been allowed to go to waste. Among

the earlier experimenters in the alloying of

vanadium directly with iron in the produc

tion of highly ductile steels is a French engi

neer, M. Helouis, who inferred from the great

ductility of Swedish iron and the fact that the

Staffordshire pigs often contained a great

deal of vanadium. while the irons made from

the Stafl'crdshire pigs had high ductility, that

the effect must be in some measure due to the

presence of vanadium in the metal, and ac

cordingly sought to effect a definite combina

tion with the object of toughening the steel.

He found that the combination intrezlsed the

tensile strength of the site]. at the. same time

reducing its elongation. Also. he learned that

steel in which 1 per cent of vanadium was

present was extremely soft, though capable of

attaining great hardness upon chilling.

(lthcr tests carried out at the Firminy Steel

Works, which have become famous for the ex

perimental work on chrome steels carried out

there, showed negative results at first, but

later developed results which confirmed the

work of IIelouis and gave remarkable strength

to his theory. in fact. one specimen showed

a tensile strength of 55 tons, with an elastic

limit of 48 tons and an elongation of 10 per

cent, before treatment, which upon the addi

tion of the vanadium yielded a test of 74 tons,

ultimate, and an elastic limit of 70 tons,

while. the elongation was increased to 11.3

per cent. The ('Olltl'iutitlli of the vanadium

sample was but 47 per cent. as against 54

before treatment. Moreover, it was found

that quenching had a far greater hardening

effect upon the vanadium steels than it did

upon the ordinary carbon combinations.

Professor Arnold, of Sheffield, published the

result of certain tests along the same line. in

am, in which similar results were shown.

though in less remarkable contrast. A test

of a vanadium tool steel was made, in which

the latter surpassed a tungsten tool in the

proportion of 75 per cent, the tools nscd being

made with Ii per cent vanadium and tungsten,

respm-ti\'ci_\', and tested on a cut in chilled

white iron during a. ten-minute run. The

vanadium tool was found to retain its hard

ness at a visible red heat. As a result of

these and other experiments conducted by

Professor Arnold in 1902, the New Vanadium

Alloys Co. was formed, and processes were

established which are now carried on at the

works of the Messrs. Wilians and Robinson,

of Queens Ferry. Flintshlre.

The effect of a combination of chromium

and vanadium in a steel which is designed to

resist torsional strains is certainly beyond

comparison. Thus, a sample containing 1.06

per cent of chromium and 0.169 per tent of

vanadium, yielding an ultimate test of 52.6

tons and a calculated shearing stress of 40.3

tons, gave a torsional test of 1.628 degrees,

corresponding to 4.52 complete turns before

breaking. and another of similar composition

gave a test of 4.96 twists before rupture. Still

another sample of practically the same compo

sition was turned through 360 degrees and

then bent double without breaking or showing

flaw. ' ~

In a paper read before the members of the

Automobile and Cycle Engineers' Institute of

England recently. of which the foregoing is

in part a rescript. Mr. Alexander E. Tucker

made the following statement as to the par

ticular fitness of this compound for steels to

he used in motor car construction:

“It would appear that this steel is particu

larly applicable for crank shafts. connecting

rods, etc., of internal combustion engines and,

indeed, any constructional work requiring

great resistance to shock. i am aware that

great trouble and loss have been occasioned

by the repeated breakages of the large crank

shafts of gas engines working on blast fur

nace gas and producer gas, and developing

some 500 horsepower. and when the intensity

of the explosion in these large cylinders ls

considered. it will be seen that very special

requirements are necessary in the metal to

meet it. Considerable elast‘city is essential

in such constructions. and fracture occurs be

cause it is deficient in them. Hence. a metal

with a high tensile and a high elongation

figure would absorb these shocks very much

better titan any ordinary mild steel. These

vanadium steels show very high figures on

the impact tests, and so the sectional areas

of such large shafts. etc., and similarly those

of the smaller shafts. connecting rods. etc.,

for motor work would with much advantage

be reduced.

“The practical significance of such results

are. of course. now being recognized, and

many hundreds of single and multiple throw

cranks are in use. They have, however. in

accordance with the wishes of the motor car

buildcrs. been slotted out of the forged bloom

in the slab shape. but I am supported by very

competent authority in my suggestion that

they. with such a metal as we are now dis

cussing, would be better bent from the round,

as the flow of fibre \vould lend itself to re

sistance to the strains required in the same

way that a natural knee for wooden ship con~

strut-tion is always stronger than one built up.

With such steel no danger accrues by such

simple bending. while the cost would be great

l_v less. 1 am informed that to make a six

tln-ow crank weighing. say, 60 pounds fin

ished. something like a 8 cwt. slab of vana
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dium steel is operated on, the metal removed

being, of course, only scrap. The other uses

of these steels are for tubular axles, gear

wheels, springs, etc., all of which have given

excellent results.”

Some idea of the effect upon steels of vari

ous sorts to be obtained from the use of

vanadium in varying proportions may be ob

tained from the following table:
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Urges an Automatic Whistle.

A suggestion which should warm the heart

of a certain much-neglected former gover

nor whose automatic speed checking brake

was never legally adopted by his state, is

that of an Englishman, who wants to have

all cars equipped with an automatic whis

tle which shall blow whenever the legal speed

limit is exceeded, and continue to b10w so

long as the rate is maintained. Accord

ing to the scheme the whistle would remain

silent so long as the machine was running

at moderate speed, but would begin to wall

and wall more and more so as the rate was

increased until an unearthly shriek corn

pelled even the most hardened chauffeur to

slow down.
 

Facilitates Priming oi Carburetter.

One of the features of the new Napier

models for the coming year, upon which much

stress is being laid by the English automo

bile press, consists of a convenience in the

shape of an extension rod that permits of

the carburetter being primed without the

necessity of lifting the bonnet. It is in the

shape of a tappet. or rocker arm, the end of

which acts on the priming rod of the float

chamber. This is connected with a rod ex

tending below the level of the frame and

readily accessible.

 

One More Luther Tire.

David it. and Oliver Salisbury, from some

place out in Michigan, have invented a

leather pneumatic tire, from which they con

fidently expect to reap a fortune. Naturally

a stock company will be launched. .1. L.

Carleton and F. M. Delano, two Detroit

financiers, are interested in the venture.

 

Ten thousand dollars’ worth of stock has

been placed on the market by the Smith Au~

tomobile 110., of Topeka, Kan. If disposed of,

the company purposes to increase its plant.

RENAULTS' SPEED REGULATOR

Innovation Adopted by Famous French Makers

—l'|ow it Controls the Pace.

 

 

Compulsory limitation of the speed at which

a car may travel by means of a mechanical

device which would prevent a certain rate

being exceeded is an idea that has occurred

from time to time to some bright legislators

in this country, and they have suggested that

a law be enacted in their bailiwicks making

something of the kind necessary on all cars

licensed to run on the roads of the particular

jurisdiction in question. The idea is one that

has apparently never been taken seriously by

 
 

 

  

any one but the promulgator of the law, and

whether that particular individual ever wor

ried much over the question of just how the

carrying out of his pet creation was to be

realized in the event of its actually finding

a place on the statute books is extremely

doubtful.

However that may be, Renault Freres have

embodied this idea in the form of an auto

matic speed regulator, which will henceforth

be made a feature of their cars and which

naturally is of more than passing notice, 111'

though not possessed of any mechanical feat

ures greatly out of the ordinary.

As hown by the accompanying sketch, the

arrangement is mounted on a shaft, 1, which

is directly connected with the wheels. This

shaft may be the axle of the chains or the

shaft commanding the wheels by means of a

gear. It is placed behind the speed changing

apparatus, and its speed is therefore in direct

connection and works together with the

wheels. One of the cushions, 2, of the shaft,

1, carries at its extreme end a fixed cylinder

cover, 3. The blocks, 4, fix themselves to the

pivots, 5, which are held by the arm of a

plate, 6, which is fixed on the shaft, 1, and

moves inside the cover, 3. Each one of the

blocks, 4, is solid, with an arm, 7. The ex

treme ends of these arms rest with one part

on a shoulder, 8, which can grip along the

shaft and can be pushed back by a spring, 9.

This spring and the shoulder move the arms,

7, to bring the blocks, 4, together with the

axle of the shaft. The arms rest on the other

side against the extreme end of the rods, 10.

gripping the wheels and carrying the plate, 6,

which rests with the other ends against the

shoulder, 11, on the axle, 1. Against this

shoulder, 11, rests an arm. 12, pivoted to fixed

axle, 13, and moving on its looe other

end a driving rod, 14, which commands by

means of a crank, 15, the flap, 16. This flap

has to regulate the gas admission of the mo

tor. A small spring, 17, holds the arm, 12, at

rest against the shoulder, 10.

When the car is in motion the blocks, 4,

are on one side under the control of the

spring, 9, and on the other side they are influ

enced by centrifugal force. As soon as the

centrifugal force acts on the mechanism of

the spring, 9, the blocks move toward the

periphery of the cover, 3. Under the influ

ence of the spring, 17, the arm, 12, is pushed

back and the flap, 16, closes more or less.

When, on the contrary, the speed of the auto

mobile diminishes the action of the spring, 9,

it will then bring this under the influence of

the centrifugal force. The blocks, 4, move

toward the axle, the arm, 12, is pushed tow

ard the other side and the flap, 16, is fully

opened.

What the London Shows Promise.

Among the novelties which are promised at

the forthcoming British shows are an eight

cylinder motor built for landaulette work, in

which the cylinders are arranged in two

groups of four each, placed on an incline and

at right angles to one another, and designed

to be run almost wholly on the high gear; a

new type of six cylinder car (a Napier), and

 

a novel type of iandaulette, in which the dr'np'?

ing sprockets have been placed within the

side members of the frame, and are conse

quently quite out of sight. In both of these

machines the motor is located under the driv

er's seat. the bonnet having been done away

with, and the latter is, in addition, distin

guished by the use of the Cee springs, such

as were used on the coaches of our grand

fathers years ago, the body being slung upon

leather thoroughbraces.

The general tendency in motor design seems

to be toward an arrangement of all the valves

on one side of the cylinder, Judging from the

limited amount of advance information which

is obtainable, the use of a single cam shaft

which this permits being considered highly

advantageous. One or two of the motors

shown will have ball bearing crank shafts,

following the initiative taken by the I—Iotch

kiss people last year. In body design, the use

of the side entrance is said to be firmly estab

lished. the fitting and upholstery work being

more elaborate than ever. In general, the

spring suspensions have been lengthened, and

there seems to be also a tendency toward the

use of wider rims and larger tires. I'ressed

steel frames are becoming more and more

numerous, and the Cardan drive is gradually

supplanting the side chain method.

A noteworthy point in regard to the Olym

pia Show is that of the three hundred exhibi

tors and more, of which over one hundred

show cars, only fifty-one are foreigners, al

though several of the English houses will

display foreign made cars. A distinctly novel

feature of the business of the mining year

will be in the giving of guarantees. Sonn

iirms will give guarantees for six months.

others for one year, and still others will war

rant their car for two years

In

.|.
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GERMANY’S PORTABLE FORT

Kaiser's New Rapid-Fire. Rapid-Running Fight

ing Machine, Embodies Some ingenious Ideas.

 

 

' Under the caption of “The Latest Armored

War Automobile" the Allgelneine Automobil

Zeitung publishes a description of the young

gasolene-propelled steel fort shown in the

accompapnying illustration. The value of

the automobile for military purposes is a

subject of unending interest and has attract

ed considerable attention ever since the car

arrived at a stage that revealed it as a fac

tor to‘be reckoned with, so that it is well to

thickness of the latter has been calculated

entirely with a view to affording protection

to the mechanism of the car,'that of the

turret and driver’s compartment being much

lighter. Using armor of the same weight

throughout would have rendered the machine

too heavy to get over the ground at any

speed. The driver is entirely enclosed in

an armor plated conning tower provided

with two openings, which-permit of the

range of vision extending over an arc of

about 120 degrees, but he is further provid

ed with an adjustable seat fill-(1 when not

in danger can elevate the latter so that his

head protrudes through an opening in the

top. This seat may be instantly raised or

lowered without disturbing the steering ar

rangements, according as danger presents

,ars'

 

note what has led up to the building of this

land cruiser by the Daimler Company.

As in the case of everything German that

has to do with the war department, or for

that matter, anything oflicial, absolute secre

cy is preserved as to the technical details of

the car, such as weight, dimensions and the

like, merely a general description being

given. The body is divided into entirely

separate compartments, one for the driver

and the other in the shape of a turret for

the manipulator of the rapid fire gun that

is seen protruding from the port; the turret

may, of course, be revolved at will by the

occupant. As the driver’s compartment is

below the level of the firing shelter, the

range of the gun is in no way obstructed

and takes in the entire horizon. The armor

consists of comparatively light, but extreme

ly hard steel plate of sutiicient thickness to

render it proof against shell fragments and

fine bulls, and possibly light artillery. This

covers every portion of the mechanism, in

cluding an armored ventilator for the bon

net, armored casings for the hubs,’ axles.

steering gear and other exposed parts, the

body plating being extended down to with

in a short distance of the ground. The

  

i

itself. This is accomplished by telescoping

the steering post and all its auxiliaries so

that as the driver changes his position he

takes the entire control with him.

In full fighting trim the car is capable of

a speed of fifty kilometers or about thirty

miles an hour, and when without a sign of

human agency visible, it dashes along the

road at full speed, it is said to call forth

visions of a ghostly apparition and leaves

the impression of having witnessed the flight

of some huge and terrible monster of un

known origin. As its value would be limited

if confined to the road, it is provided with a

sufficiently powerful motor and range of

speed changes that make it capable of climb

ing anything up to a 00 per cent grade.

Solid tires are used throughout and although

not definitely stated it would appear that

all four wheels are driven in order to in

crease traction, and while its stated ability

to surmount grades would appear to be some

thing phenomenal and far beyond anything

hitherto attempted in this direction, the

photographs accompanying the description

and which show it cavorting around fields

and climbing mounds in goat-like fashion,

would appear to bear this out. This is

claimed as its great advantage as it is

capable of travelling in almost any country

that is traversable by light horse artillery.

CARBURETTER EFFICIENCY

Why There is so Little Data Available—One

- Test that Elsin is Possible.

Efficiency is one of the things that has not

been sought after so much in carburetter de

sign as effectiveness. It has tome to be com

monly accepted as a fact that fuel represents

an item of least importance in the mainten

ance of a car, and whether this be exact or

not, it is in general a matter of such relative

lnsignificance as not to be considered worth

while disputillg. Accordingly it has not been

thought particularly important to dwell very

lunch on the subject of carburetter testing for

efficiency.

The function of the apparatus, regardless

of its design, is, of course, to deliver to the.

engine just the right mixture of gas and air,

and in the proper quantity for each impulsive

stroke. It should do this whether the engine

be running fast or slow. Therein lies the

difficulty that has harassed the designer all

along, for the speed of the engine has a

marked effect on the supply of fuel delivered

to it owing to its being drawn through the

carburetter by the suction set up by the

vacuum in the cylinder. Naturally when

varying speeds are to be considered the

problem becomes more complicated, for owing

to the length of the usual passage between

the carburetter and the intake the suction of

the engine at high speeds is controlled by an

equalizing effect, as though a more constant

flow were in force than in the case of the di

minished suction at slow speeds.

One point that may be taken for granted

when speaking from the point of efficiency is

that the ideal carburetter will be one that

_will supply exactly the amount of fuel re

quired per revolution at any engine speed.

To determine this it is only possible to meas

ure its consumption in terms of fuel used per

revolution, per horsepower. This means that

while the fuel is being consumed it is neces

sary to ascertain the number of revolutions

of the engine, the horsepower developed and

the amount of gasolene consumed, which

quantity, divided by the number of cylinders

and multiplied by two, will give the amount

of fuel consumed per impulse stroke of any

cylinder. To arrive at such a conclusion it is

only necessary to employ simple apparatus,

and. given the same engine in every case, the

rclative efficiency of different carburetters can

readily be determined.

ill testing one or more carburettels it is,

of course, essential that the engine on which

they are uscd should be the same in all cases,

because engine efficiency—even though the on.

gines be of the same design, size and construc

tion—is a variable quantity. Given this as a

starting point, it is necessary to ascertain its

brake horsepower in the usual manner. By

increasing or decreasing the load on the brake

the engine may be made to run at different

speeds as for the purpose of the test the car
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buretter must demonstrate that it will de~

liver the proper mixture at varying rates of

revolution. For accurately recording this es

sential a speed counter and a watch are em

ployed. Each power stroke means a certain

quantity of fuel drawn from the carburetter,

so that, given a constant speed, by determin

ing the number of revolutions per minute it

is easy to calculate the amount of fuel con

sumed per 100 or 1.000 r. p. m. By filling the

float chamber until the liquid causes the float

to rise and cut off the supply, and then at

taching to the inlet a small piece of flexible

rubber tubing connected with a vertical glass

tube of about one-eighth inch bore, it will be

possible by marking graduations on this im

provised gauge glass to note exactly how

much fuel the engine consumes per 100 or

1,000 revolutions at any load, as applied by

the brake and registered in brake horsepower.

The position of the glass tube must, of

course, correspond with that of the level of

the liquid in the float chamber. While the

graduations marked upon the tube bear no

relation to any standards, they may be cali

brated by ascertaining the cubic capacity of

the float chamber, or they will, regardless of

this, be of value as a basis of comparison by

which to judge of the relative efficiency of

difierent earburetters. Just what would con

stitute an “ideal” performance is not easy to

say, for, as already stated, tests for efficiency

have not been made the subject of long stand

ing investigation, but are, on the contrary,

something of recent origin, so that there are

no precedents extant. But it goes without

saying that the particular form of apparatus

which demonstrated its capacity to run the

engine on the minimum amount of fuel per

horsepower and its ability to maintain a con

stant and uniform supply of mixture regard

less of the engine speed, would be the most

efficient and economical carburetter.

 

Foot Pounds vs. Horse Power.

More or less confusion is apt to arise in.

the mind of the lay reader over the appar

ently interchangeable use of the terms “horse—

power" and “foot pounds" by some technical

writers in referring to the performance of an

engine. The difference between the two con

sists. in brief, in that between “work” and

"power," since foot pounds expresses the

amount of work that is performed and horse

power expresses the rate at which that work

is being carried out.

Assuming as an illustration that an engine

were to be employed for lifting a weight of

33,000 pounds vertically to a height of 100

feet; then the work to be done would be ex

pressed as 3,300,000 foot pounds, regardless

of the amount of time consumed by the en

gine in performing the task. If, however,

only one minute were spent in accomplishing

it. then the power would be eXpended at the

rate of 3,300,000 foot pounds per minute, and

the output of the engine would therefore be

100 horsepower. Reversing the example and

assuming that 100 minutes were consumed,

the power would be exerted at the rate of

foot pounds per minute and the engine

would be producing one horsepower.

INCANDESCENT MOTOR LIGHT

Features of the New Bleriot Lamp. Which is

both Smokeless and Odorless.

Notwithstanding the hue and cry which is

being raised, both in this country and abroad,

over the use of powerful headlights within

city limits, there is yet an abundant need of

efficient illumination for the traveller over

the country road. The use of acetylene for

this purpose has come to be almost universal,

but it is a recognized fact that were a really

practical substitute for it to be produced, the

carbide generator would quickly be thrown to

the winds in favor of the later production.

Recently considerable stir has been occa

sioned over the invention by a French maker,

  

who also claims to have been the first to mar

ket a really practical gas lamp for acetylene,

of a lamp using gasolene for fuel, and giving

a light which in color and intensity fully rivals

that obtained from the calcium compound.

This is called the Bleriot light, after its in

ventor, and is nothing more nor less than an

> incandescent light, usinga mantel or pastille

of peculiar composition, and deriving its heat

from the common fuel of the motor car,

burned in an atmosphere of pure oxygen.

The principle of the burner may be seen

from the accompanying scetional illustration

which shows a cut taken through its centre.

The chamber E contains oxygen, which is re

ceived under pressure from a supply tank

through the pipe b, and serves to equalize its

tension. From this chamber is led a small

pipe m, of capillary bore, to the base of the

burner. The gasolene supply is taken from

the regulating valve N, after passing through

the filter 0, and after being heated in the

chamber directly above the oxygen chamber,

is fed to the burner through the annular jet

0. The flame issuing from the jet impinges

upon the lower side of the pastille B, which is

composed of an oxide of rare earths and is

heated to incandescence.

In starting the light it is necessary to heat

the burner by means of a small pad of cotton

soaked in alcohol, which is placed upon the

top of the gasolene chamber. After the heat

has become great enough to vaporize the

gasolene within the oxygen is turned on, and

after a few seconds the pastille becomes hot

and begins to give forth a powerful white

light. After this no further attention is re

quired, and the lamp burns evenly and with

out smoke or smell.

As placed upon the market, these lights are

installed in special lamps which are fitted

with shutters, by means of which the light

may be shaded when meeting traffic. The

amount of gasolene carried in the lamp itself

is very slight, and this, coupled with the

fact that the oxygen, though fed under

pressure, is present in but a small quantity at

any one time, makes the affair practically

safe in use.

Features of the New Panhard.

It is announced that Panhard & Levasso1_

once leaders in adopting new features, are

this year coming into line with other build

ers, and will produce next season, among

their other types, a six cylinder machine. in

addition, the regular line will consist of a

four cylinder 15 horsepower model and an

improved type of 24 horsepower. Probably

the most notable innovation in the smaller

powered car will be the adoption of the so

called “demi-pincette" or threequarter ellip

tical springs, which make pessible a reduc

tion in the total length of the body without

losing any of the easy riding quality which

comes from a long suspension.

Other features, including the armored wood

frame, will be retained, the chassis and mo~

tor being largely replicas of the present types.

The Krebs carburettor will still be used, with

hydraulic regulation, as heretofore. For igni

tion, a new type of the Eisemann high ten

sion magneto will be installed, a feature of

the equipment being a provision for the use

of dry batteries through the coil and distrib

uter of the magneto in case of derangement

to the regular system.

 

 

One Cause of Chipping.

The chipping and ring cracking of paint

and varnish on running parts cause many a

mechanic more or less vexation, because he

docs not see how to prevent it. Among the

causes may be mentioned two, viz., the coats

may dry too quickly or there may be more

coats then necessary. A running part should

never have more than one flat coat of japan

color. Chipping and ring cracking is caused

by uing a color and varnish or a rubbing

varnish that dries too quickly.

 

Here’s the Armored Axie.

A decidedly novel form of axle construction

has been introduced in one of the new models

of foreign cars which has just been an

nounced, in which the usual tubular axle is

reinforced by means of an Ash core, creo

soted and forced into place. It is the armored

wood idea carried out to the last degree.

 

Keeping the Muffler Clean.

It pays to keep the outside of the muffler

clean, not alone for the sake of appearance.

but as well because it will retain a greater

amount of heat when coated with mud than

when clean, and hence will not serve its pur

pose as well.
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THE 1906 MODEL B

“THE PULLMAN OE AUTOMOBIlES”

has arrived and is now on exhibition at our show rooms.

if you decide on your car without investigating this triumphant American production.

to any car, built in any country, at any price.

Aluminum bodies.

Make and break spark.

Bevel gear drive. Continental Tires.

  

MODEL B RAINIER, 30-35 H. P. P RIC E, $4,000.

Do you realize fully the great superiority of the “make and break " over the jump spark ?

 

You will do yourself an injustice

Equal

Sims-Bosch Magneto.

Do you know that it does away entirely with the coil, the commutator, the batteries, and the spark plugs, and

substitutes for all these a simple hammer and anvil, mechanically operated, which cannot get out of order.

Do you know that 90 per cent. of the foreign makers have already adopted this method?

Do you know that the RAINIER car is guaranteed not to cost one dollar for repairs within one year of pur

chase, unless you have an accident. and that it stands alone in this respect ?

Learn all about i! in our new Bulletin just issued.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York,

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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How Peter's Whistle Stirs Peoria.

“l’eier \Veast has a new air propelled auto

mobile whistle and graveyard disturber," says

the Peoria (111.) Transcript. “Pete put it

on a couple of weeks ago and got it into full

voice last week. It is a large whistle with a

strong, durable throat and a full contralto

voice under excellent control. When in a

quiet mood it can be heard a mile. When

I-‘ete jabs his firm expanive foot down upon

the lever, however, and pulls its larnyx wide

open, people in Bartonviile get out on the

porches and look for a steamer which has

wandered out of its course and is trying to

make a landing at Bartonvillc asylum. The

whistle is made out of an old second hand

Gabriel’s horn, and is blown by compressed

tornadoes and other atmospheric disturb

ances produced by an air motor. This motor ~

is able to take an ordinary chunk of Peoria

air, which isn’t able to produce anything

worse than pneumonia by itself, and by mix

ing it with gasolene and throat gargle, squeez

ing it into one-tenth its original space and'

then letting it out, this brass bughouse filler

is able to make a noise out of it that makes

a horse walk out of the harness sideways and

causes a man to think of the hereafter and to

talk about it, too, more or less blasphemousiy.

The noise is a cross between a loaded lumber

wagon rolling downhill on a granite paved

street and a steamboat whistle with bron

chitis and the valve tied down.

f‘Friends of Pete‘s and others who were his

friends until he got this whistle are now able

to locate him with unfailing exactness. If

the whistle sounds about as large as an ordi

nary boiler explosion they know he is at

least ten miles away. If it is as loud as a

Democratic convention on the fifth ballot,

they know he is somewhere in the city. If,

however, they hear a noise which sounds like

a snare drum when you are locked up in a

china closet with the player, they get bricks

and wait patiently—for he is due around the

corner in a few minutes. The contrivance is

called a compressed air whistle, but there are

those who say that it sounds more like com

pressed sheol.”

 

Automobiles for An'arctie Exgloration.

M. Henryk Arctowski, a member of the scien-'

tific staff of the Belgian Antarctic expedition

oi‘ 1897-’99, which was the first to winter in

the south polar regions, is actively interested

in the new scheme of polar exploration as set

forth in September at the Congress of Mons,

in which King Leopold took such great inter

est and attended personally.

M. Arctowski has just visited London in

order to confer with several geographical au

thorities on the possible outcome of the reso

lution taken at Mons. He proposes to

begin the systematic exploration of the Ant

arctic regions by a preliminary clrcum-polar

expedition which, organized in Belgium,

would leave Antwerp next autumn, with the

object of exploring the most unknown sec

tions of the South Pole, in view of finding

new lands and suitable places for the estab

lishment of subsequent wintering stations.

The most interesting part of M. Arctowskl's

prospect is his idea of utilizing an automo

bile of special construction to penetrate into

the interior of the Antarctic continent. He

thinks that if this experiment were successful

automobiles could be used on the inland ice

to transport all the material necessary for

the establishment of a far advanced station

in the interior, whence further explorations

wold be made.

Two " Borrowers " Charged With Trespass.

For probably the first time on record a

young man, or rather two of them, who “bor

rowed" an automobile without the owner’s

permission, have faced a court as a result.

Both were enipioyes of Whitefield’s garage,

in New Haven, Conn. They had a key to the

establishment, and, after hours, returned

and, “borrowing" the machine, went for a

midnight lark.

As so often happens, they damaged the car,

but, as does not usually occur, they were

promptly baled to the City Court, charged

with trespass and the wilful injury of prop

erty.

They pleaded guilty, and it was explained

to the court that they had agreed to pay $100

for the damage to the car. The court held

that as they had a key from the owner there

was no trespass. He continued the cases for

two months, remarking that the $100 the

young men had agreed to pay was more than

any fine he would have imposed on either

charge.

in the course of the hearing the point was

made that there is no law in Connecticut that

makes it either a crime or misdemeanor to

take an automobile without permission. If

a man should take an automobile and offer it

for sale, he would commit a theft, but to take

a ride in a machine is not theft, if there is

no intention to steal. There is a pecial stat

ute in Connecticut that makes it illegal to

take a horse, a bicycle or a boat without per

.mission, but the law does not reach the motor

vehicle.
 

Getting Even With the Judge.

“A farmer in Vineland, N. J., had a brief

career as a motorist and has given it up," is

the amusing tale of a voracious chronicler.

"Some one in a neighboring town who had

grown tired of his runabout sold it to the

farmer in question for $26, good and lawful

legal tender of the United States. It was of

the vintage of 1901, which is a pretty old vin

tage in automobiles, and it looked as if it had

seen considerable service. But it would run,

and for a week the purchaser had more fun

titan he had bad since he had his first attack

of the mumps. Then went out on the public

highways, where the deputy sherifi’s lie in

wait for the motorist. and there fell foul of

a hard headed otlicial who decided that he

had exceeded the speed limit, took him before

the local justice and had him fined $25, The

farmer concluded that the machine was worth

about that, so he made a deal with the judge

and sold him the runabout for the amount

of the fine. The farmer says he is satisfied,

as he has had a dollar's worth of fun out of

the machine; the justice smiles broadly as

he drives to market in the car; the constable

is sometimes taken for a ride.”

When the Two Truclu Tugged. ,

Quite an interesting unsanctioned event was

pulled off in Vernon street, New Haven,

Conn, on Thursday morning of last week.

The use of the words “pulled off" is conceded

vulgar by authorities, but it is well .applic

able in the case in point. It was a tug of

war between two motor trucks, a 20 horse

power Knox and a 24 horsepower Atlas.

Fully two hundred persons watched the pull

ing contest, among whom were the directors

of a local company before whom Driver A. E.

Dennison was to have demonstrated the Knox

truck.

Dennison was about to demonstrate the

Knox truck when a driver on an Atlas came

along and challenged Dennison to a tug of

war. Dennison at first refused, but when

the spectators jibed him consented. An inch

rope was attached to the rear of each truck.

and then at the signal both drivers threw on

their power. As soon as the rope became

taut it snapped in two under the strain. Two

more ropes were obtained and the trucks

once more harnessed together. This time the

driver of the Atlas got the jump on his oppo

nent, but Dennison threw on his power, and

with the engines of the Atlas going' at full

speed the Knox drew the Atlas truck back

ward for thirty-five yards, when the Atlas

driver shouted. “Enough!” During the strug

gle the tires of the Atlas car were smoking

from the friction. and the macadamized road

way still bears the marks where the machine

was pulled backward.

And This Occurred in the Quaker City!

The maddest woman on Market street yes

terday morning was a woman in a swell New

market cloak and wearing a veil and a pair

of automobile goggles, says a Philadelphia

scribe. But neither the veil nor the goggles

could conceal the annoyance her features ex

pressed when she came from a store where

she had been shopping and saw hanging from

the front of her big red car, that must have

cost at least $5,000, a painted sign reading:

“For sale cheap; a bargain to-day, $2.65."

A couple of boys on the curb were waiting to

see what would happen when the owner of

the automobile came along, and there was a

crowd about also. wondering who was playing

a joke. What that woman said was certainly

amazing. Her language actually startled the

most hardened who heard, and the boys who

caused the trouble turned white and forgot

to laugh at their little joke. The carriage

man in front of the store said : "That woman

can beat the devil himself when it conus to

an

cussin .

Municipal Ownership Idea in Chicago

Municipal automobiles may be provided for

in (‘hicago‘s next Council appropriation bill

if (‘onnnissioner Patterson and Alderman Ii.

\V. Snow have a voice in the matter. They

very naturally think if all the city officials

are provided with the new and approved

means of locomotion a greater amount of

work can be accomplished. Of course, alder

men perform a deal of the work that re

quires "running around" and automobiles

will prove handy!
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Without a

Single Adjustment

won the (ilidden Trophy for the
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There can be no more conclusive proof of the“ superior

ity of the Pierce Great Arrow chassis for touring

purposes. An ‘American car for American

_roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result

of six years' experience with the finest

materials and a thorough knowledgeI

.~

.

-!§§"Z

.i'3_.§C

of American conditions.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE, COMPANY,

' Buffalo, N. Y.;

Members oi Association“ Licensed Automobile Manufacturer:

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles.

.\_

1’33)»:
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M REO

The extra seat carries two people facing forward, and when not in use is folded

down snugly out of the way. 8 h. p., 1000 pounds, 25 miles per hour.

5 Prizes out of 7.
In the New York Motor Club‘s great six-(lay economy test

The Reo 8 horse power Runabout (shown above) carried

4 passengers 682 miles tor 33.81% per passenger.

By this feat this car won two medals—The Gold Medal for

all cars up to $1500 in price; and the MaCMurty Medal for least ignition trouble, having none at all.

The Reo ’Bus with exactly the same horse-power as [he Touring Car referred to

below carried ten passengers 682 miles tor $2.93 per passenger (including ferriage).

And won three prizes :—The National Trophy for Economy per passenger; the W. J. P. Moore

Trophy for Economy per mile, including tire charges, which were only 4 3-10 cents; and the

Morgan Trophy for the least gasoline per passenger, which cost only $1.60.

Thus 5 prizes out of 7 went to the splendid REO capacity and power.

WRITE FOR REO BOOK THAT TELLS WHY.

REO I906 TOURING CAR, 16 hp, 1,600 pounds, 90 inch wheel base. 5 passengers, Side-door detachable tonneau, speed 35 miles per hour, 51250.

Sales Department, Lansing. Mich.

co" R. E. 01.05, Pres. R. M. OWEN, Sales Manager.

.lqrnu'e: t/rruug/wu! the United States.

  

  

  

 

 

WHYI N HITTN ND MISSING I

when

SPLITDORF COILS Appeal to All Classes.

“‘°"' TO THE PROFESSIONAL MAN—Because

of its simplicity.

TO THE BUSINESS MAN—Because of its

readiness to go at all times.

TO THE REPAIR MAN—Because of its per

fect accessibility to working parts.

TO ALL MEN—Because of its low cost of fuel

' and maintenance.

We have much data from drivers on this latter point; for instance. ’

one writes us: “ The total cost of my running this season—5000

recorded miles—is only a trifle over one cent per mile for the car—or

 

r-5th to r-4 cent per mile per passenger—total for repairs, fuel, etc...

‘ excepting tires.” -

ThGV'I'B Chlm l0"! over 'rtlme and These are points to remember when purchasing a car.

in a l clauses. “ The air cooled season never ends."

 
 

 

C. F. SPLITDORF,
Sldo Entrance Model - $1500 Runabout - $l250

t7-27 .Vandewater Street, Ournew(l906) Doctor's Spool-I, $1425 nght Truck, 8 I 400

New York.

PREMIER moron mm. 00., "°.-.'*:.::.§',;::r.’, in?"
Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.
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(L T h e Metropolitan

Police Department, at

Washington, D.C., have

used the Jones Speedo

meter as a positive

means for timing the

speeding automobilist,

for several years. There isn’t an officer

in this squad who wouldn’t testify as to

the accuracy of the Speedometer.

(LThe Judge knows when

the automobilist hasn’t a

Iones Speedometer on his

car—that he hasn’t any

knowledge of his car's

speed—and promptly says,

“$100 or 30 days," or both.

(L The Automobilist who to day doesn’t

include a Jones Speedometer in his list

of accessories is eliminating two-thirds of

the pleasures of automo

biling—and is encourag

ing the officer of the law ’

to make his arrest.

(LOur Speedometer Bul

letin has information concerning our

Protection Tag and other interesting

speed news. This will be sent free, if

you'll write.

JONES SPEEDOMETE'R

100 West 32d Street, - NEW YORK.

  

3t

  

  

  

 
 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY 8: CO., 13234325 Michigan Ave, Chicago.

 

AVERLY electric runabout of the type

styled “Speed “'agon"; new this season

and in perfect condition; batteries, thirty cells of

9 p. v.: buggy top. Apply to \VM. A. TUCKER,

53 State St., Boston, Mass.

 

ANTED—A THOROUGHI.Y UP-TO

DATE FACTORY SUPERINTEND

ENT, \VELL UP ON FOUR CYLINDER

CONSTRUCTION, FOR LARGE, ESTAB

LISHED PLANT. GOOD SALARY AND

EXCELLENT FUTURE. ENCLOSE REFER

ENCE AND SALARY DESIRED. XYZ,

CARE MOTOR \VORLD.

 

VERY. VERY CHEAP—Orient 8 h. p. engine,

with carburetor and muffler; Upton transmis

sion; honeycombed radiator; circulating pump;

Brown-Lipe steering outfit complete; front axle and

wheels; Baldwin roller detachable chain; spark coil;

all of above were bought by us new from manufac

turers, and are practically new and perfect, having

seen only about two months’ service on an experi‘

mental machine. HENDERSON MFG. CO.,

Hampton, Ga.

 

RAMBLER SURREY TYPE I, 18 h. p.. in good

condition, extras; one shoe, three tubes and

other extras; also full Cape top; cost over 51.500;

good reason for selling; bottom price, $1,000 cash ;

will demonstrate. \V. R. OLNEY, Oneida, N. Y.

 

CHAUFFEUR. Young man, 29 years old, desires

position on Packard, F. I. A. T. or Mercedes;

experience and reference. No Grafter, FRANK

TASCHLEIN, 357 West 38th St., New York.
 

ARGAIN. |904 Haynes-Apperson 15 h. p.

opposed motor. Top curtains, aprons. 4

lamps, 2 extra tires with carrying case, magneto,

run 1,000 miles. Just overhauled. 3600. Would

like offers cash or exchange. WM. DOBBS,

Auburn, N. Y.

I O MARION, 4 cylinders, detachable ton

9 5 neau;seats 5; Fisk tires; list, $1,500;

fine condition; immediate delivery, $1,000.. F, S

NEVVCOMB, New London, Conn.

 

 

GRINDING SKATES, is profitable during the

winter months. It is easy with one of my

holders. Clamps any size skates, on or off shoes.

Price, 35.00. C. R. ZACIIARIAS, Eagle Hall

Block, Asbury Park, N. J.

FOR SALE.

1903 Olds Runabout, new Clincher tires.

new Holley carburettor. - - - $275.00

1905 Olds Runabout, large engine, solid

tires, newly painted, - - - - 300.00

MACHINE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,

Muncie, Ind.
 

 

New York School of Automobile Engineers
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York Olty

A Hi h Grade School of Instruction for

Chau%eure and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, 43" Columbus.

  

 
 

THE soLVAY PROCESS coutPANY'e

“ KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE,

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50" below

zero Fahr. Put up tn IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

BARBU'DALE CHEMICAL CO., - Blrhondala, Pa.

IE Alli IBIIiTIUII SPECIALISTS

 

  

If you have any trouble with

yourignition, write us about our

Apple Automatic Battery

Charger. No trouble to put on

any car or engine. For full in

foflnillon wnte, Dayton Elsetrlcel

prAtERs
and buy “ Sta-Rite" ignition plugs. We have plugs

for every possible need. 47 sir-rs. Porcelain,

‘|_6°; Mica,$|,75, Advise name of car and

secure style best adapted. It makes a great differ

ence.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 IelI lmliny IE' "I! Cl"

You Bannol list More for Your Monty

than by using 32 of it to subscribe to

THE MOTOR WORLD

In which each week appears a record of all that

is best, brightest and newest in the world of

mechanical traffic.

  

  

 

 
  

’ Spat-kc!

 

 

SWITE
"IYAYI Ituv v" manner!

  

 

 

 

Our New Factory

 

L
I. I

“Mathesooo”

w
Self-starting from the See!

 
 

“America’s Finest Motor Car ”

1906 Models—4o and 60 H.P.

now building, in WILKE i-BARRE. PA., willbe one of the

largest and most modern automobile plants in lxrstence.

We will move into this new plant about January I, 1906. Address until then . .

MATHEOON MOTOR CAR CO.

Holyoke, Mess.

 

J
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The Week’s Patents.

803,584. Fluid-Pressure Power-Transmis

sion Apparatus. John W. Hall, Brixton.

England, Assignor to Hall’s Transmission

Gear Syndicate, Limited, London, England.

Filed March 14, 1903. Serial No. 147,706.

Claim—1. In a power-transmitting device

the combinations of a shaft, extending en

tirely through the device, and a rotary cas

ing. constituting the driving and driven mem

bers. a pressurecreating device, such as a

pump, having one of its elements connected

with the driven member and its cooperating

element connected with the driving member.

an adjuster in controllable communication

with the pressure-creating device or pump

and controlling the movement of the driven

member with means for varying the relative

capacities of the pressure-creating device or

pump and the adjuster.

303.589. Antlvibratlon Device for Vehicles.

Edward V. Hartford, New York, N. Y. Filed

October 1. 1904. Serial No. 226,863. ,

Claim—1. In a vehicle, comprising run

ning-gear, a suspended portion and elastic

supporting means between said running gear

and suspended portion, an antivibration de

vice comprising non-elastic means for per

mitting of a limited free movement of the

supporting means, but which operates to re

tard the recoil thereof beyond the limit of

free movement, substantially as described.

803,593. Variable-Speed Mechanism. Eben‘

czer Hill, Norwalk, Conn. Filed February

17. 1905. Serial No. 246.059.

Claim.—1. A variable-speed mechanism

having a shaft, a pulley loosely mounted

directly on the shaft. four bevel~gears within

the pulley. one gear being permanently fixed

to the shaft, another being loose on the shaft,

and the other two being mounted on the

pulley and each meshing with both the fixed

and loose gears. means for connecting the

loose gear with the shaft, and means for

holding the loose gear immovable and dis

connected from the shaft. substantially as

specified. '

801,599. Rotary Engine. William F. Jung

crsen and John J. Fogh. Brooklyn,-N. Y.

Filed January 5, 1905. Serial No. 239,693.

Claim—1. A rotary engine. comprising a

casing, an irregularly-shaped chamber there- .

in. an abutment rotatably mounted in the

center of said chamber and bearing against

the sides thereof and thereby dividing said

chamber into a plurality of supplemental

chambers, a pistan slidably mounted in said

chambers and extending on either or both

sides thereof and bearing against the oppo

site surface of said first-named chamber and

said supplemental chambers. a valve in com

munication with each of said supplemental

chambers, an exhaust in communication with

each of said supplemental chambers, and

means for operating said valves, substantially

as shown and described.

803,606. Stcering-Axle for Vehicles. Fred

A. Law. Hartford, (h.nn., Assignor to Elec

tric Vehicle Company, Jersey City, N. J., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 16,

1902. Serial No. 107.609.

Claim—1. A steering mechanism compris

ing a main body portion. vertical pivot mem

bers separately made and fixedly secured to

said main body portion by one end only and

having their othcr end unattached, axle mem

bers mounted upon said vertical pivots and

rcndily 'rcmovnble over one end thereof,

means for controlling the rcltltive positions

of said hut-named axle members.

813,623. Explosion-Engine. Edward '1‘.

' Pollard, London. England. Filed October

20, 1904. Serial No. 229,297.

Claim—1. The combination of two ex

plosion-cylinders, an expansion-cylinder,

ports in the explosion-cylinders uncovered at

the end of the outstroke, passages connecting

the ports to the rear of the expansion-cylin

der, and non-return valves in the passages,

substantially as described.

803,659. Pneumatic Tire. Arthur S. Allen,

Brookline, Mass. Filed November 12, 1904.

Serial No. 232,412. .

Claim—1. A tire comprising a body of

india-rubber containing a layer of inter

mcshed oppositely-wound united wire coils

embedded therein, the coils crossing said

body transversely of its length.

803.810. Speed-Changing Device. George

A. Cutter, Nashua, N. H. Filed June 24.

1903. Serial No. 162,955.

Claim.—1. A speed-varying device coin

prising expansible pulleys having spherically

conch faces. the shafts on which said pul

leys are mounted, and the belt connecting

said pulleys, substantially as described.

803,989. Armored Tire. Clarington \V.

Caterson, Franklin Forks, Pa. Filed Janu

ary 25, 1905. Serial No. 242,591.

Claim.-—1. A pneumatic tire consisting of

a tubular rubber body and an armor-strip

embedded therein, said armor-strip having a

substantially flat band with laterally-project

ing curved wings conforming to the curva

ture of the side walls of said body, and a

sheath enveloping said strip. the outer por

tion of said sheath being disposed at a dis

tance from the outer face of said band

whereby a space is formed therebetwecn.

and a packing of a fibrous material In said

space.

8(H.088.71‘ncumatic Tire. Manley H.

Blukcslee, Buffalo. N. Y., Assignor of one

hnlf to Roscoe D. Baker, Buffalo, N. 1'.

Filed December I, 1004. Serial No. 235,068.

(‘lahn.~1. A pneumatic tire having a

'ncrics of inflatable'sections or chambers. a

common air-supply conduit communicating

with all of the sections by individual pas

sages, and a plurality of automatic valves

each controlling one of said passages and

operating to permit frcc communication be

twccn thc scctions and the supply-conduit

in the normal infliiicd condition of the sec

tions and to 'cut-oif communication between

the cnnlnit and the sections when one or

more of the samc bccomc. deflated by punc

turinu. substantially as set forth.

3404.101. Friction-(‘lutcli. Albert lie Dion

anil (lcorgcs Bouton, Putcaux, France. Filed

April 18. 1905. Serial No. 256,298.

Claim—A friction-clutch having a contact

snrfncc. composed of alternations of metal

and lubricating material, the lubricating mil

tcrhil consisting in blocks of graphite 0r

:l‘uphitic carbon inserted in the surface to

ho brought in contact, substantially as dc.

scribed.

12.399. Antivibrzition Device for Vehicles.

.lulcs M. M. Truffault, Paris, France, As

signor of fifty-one one-hundredths to Edward

V. Hartford and forty-nine one-hundredths

to George H. Hartford, Orange, N. J._ Filed

January 10, 1905. serial No. 240,511. Orig

inal No. 743,995, dated November 10, 1903.

Claim—1. An antivibration device corn

prising n friction-disk having a peripheral

flange and a flat interior surface, an arm

rigidly attached -to said disk and means on.

said arm for securing it to the frame of a

vehicle, a second friction-disk concentric

' wtth said first disk, an arm rigidly attached

to said' last-mentioned disk and means on

said arm for securing it to the running-gear

0f~a vehicle. a washer seated within the re

cess formed by said flange and between the

faces of said disks, a bolt rigidly attached

to one of said disks and passing freely

through an aperture in the other disk and

means on said bolt for adjusting the disks

relatively to each other, substantially as de

scribed. >

12,402. Vehicle Tire. Herbert Lutz, Ham

ilton,'Canada, Assignor of two-fifths to Ben

jamin Harris, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Filed July 10. 1905. Serial No. 269.135.

Original No. 767,949, dated August 16, 1904.

Claim—1. A tire for vehicles comprising

inner and outer concentric series of elastic

cushions or blocks, the outer edges of each

of said blocks overhanging the body portion

thereof, substantially as specified. '

804,202. Elastic Wheel. Warnerus Borch

crs, Berlin, Germany. Fined Jan. 21, 1904.

Serial No. 190,087.

Claim—1. In an elastic-wheel having two

concentric rims, a hub, spokes connecting the

same with the inner rim, universal joints

secured to the inner and outer rims and a

plurality of elastic links interposed between

the inner and outer rim and connected to

said joints.

804,212. Change-Speed Gearing. William

R. Cary, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed March 6,

1905. Serial No. 248,451.

Claim—1. In change-speed gearing the

combination of two parallel shafts two sets

of intermeshing gears, the gears of one set

being fixed on one shaft and the gears of the

other not being loosely mounted on the other

shaft, clutches for severally locking the lobse

gcm's to the shaft on which they are mounted,

clutch engaging devices to be operated by

the power which turns the gearing, and a

manually operated shifting device for setting

any one of the clutch engaging devices in

operative position, substantially as described.

804,263. Variable-Speed Gearing. Adolph

I’etclcr, St. I0uls,.Mo. Filed Oct. (28, 1904.

Serial No. 230,347.

Claim—i. In a variable-speed gearing, the

combination with n driving-shaft and a

driven shaft, one of said shafts being hol

low and having fluid-ports therein, castings

on the hollow shaft having piston cylinders

in mmnmnication with the hollow shaft

through the tinidports, pistons in said cyl

lmlcl's. clutch members loose on the hollow

shaft and gears carried thereby, gears on the

other shaft and in mesh with the gears on

the clutch members, and means for permit

ting fluid to enter the cylinders in one of the

clutch mcmbcrs to the exclusion of the others

to hold the gear-carrying clutch member non

rotatnblc with relation to the shaft; sub

stantially as described.

804,284. Device for Removing the Sedi

ment from Gasolene. Harold D. Waterhousc

and Frederick W. Green. Quincy, Mass; said

(irecn Assignor to said Waterhouse. Filed

Dec. 3, 1904. Serial No. 235,335.

i‘lnim.—1. A pipe-strainer comprising a

casing having a vertical chamber, a Lorizon

tal outlet-pipe communicating with the top

of said chamber, a hollow screw-plug provided

with a closed end tapped into the bottom of

said chamber, a wire screen interposed be

tween said plug and said outlet and extend

ing over the open end of said plug, an an

nular passage around said plug near the bot

vtom of said chamber and communicating with

the interior of said plug, and an inlet extend

ing from a point near the top of said cham

ber and communicating therewith near the

bottom thereof. - .
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SIMPLY

16 H. P. Touring Car PERFECT

$1450 $780

THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles without a single adjust—

ment. No car at less than twice the price made AS GOOD a record. No car AT ANY PRICE

did better.

THE CAR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

“Climb to the Clouds” at Mt. Washington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get one up, but sent the SAME car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Rnnabout_t_vpe won the race at Long Branch August 19,

making four miles in 5 min. 33 sec., and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of your consideration. Look at

as many cars as you please, but don’t buy before seeing the Maxwell.

The agency field is filling fast. hi you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Central Western Representative; Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers' Associatifl. NEW YOI'k Agents:

  

  

  

A. F. CHASE. Agents in principal cities. MAXWELL-BRISCOE. INC.

Foreign Repnlentltlvel (except Canada and Mexlco), RICHARD IRVIN & 00.. III Bread 51., New York City.

_
  

 

  

 
 

PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER c

JEANNETTE, PA";
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Parts for 1906 Automobiles:

For the convenience and assistance of au

tomobile builders we have prepared com

plete drawings of our 1906 model pressed

steel frames and frame members, and other

parts, which will be mailed upon application.

We are prepared to build pressed steel

frames, change gears, front and rear axles

and other parts in any quantity for early

delivery.

STEEL STAMPINGS:

We make a specialty of steel stampings of

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake

drums, etc.

STEERING WHEELS:

Another specialty of ours—we make the

best steering wheel rim on the market, and

a large variety of spiders ior application to

any steering column.

Send for our Steering Wheel circular

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

,THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

m wnmoelt courses
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, r906.

I THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

1' HARTFORD, comm.

  

"me

UTILITY AND PRACTICABILITY

ol the

HILL

LOCK

VALVE
has Induced the

Leading Foreign and Domestic

Manufacturers

to supply it as a part ol

THEIR REGULAR EQUIPMENT

They appreciate that such a device that locks

the gasolene supply against thieves and meddlers

is insuranCe of a sort worth providing.

E. I‘IILL, Jr.,

Norvulk Iron Works 60., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

  

PATENT APPLIED TOR.

  

 

 

 

 

  

MIDCLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.

“ ' SOME OF THEIR

' ADVANTAGES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pervious to Rust. Will

not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

THE MlDC-LEY MFG. CO., Columbus, Ohio.
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Why Goodyear Auto Tires Won’t Creep

lD you ever try to force an inch.

tube over an inch and a quarter

bar—or to put a pair of No. 7

gloves on a No. 8 hand?

You wouldn’t be so foolish, would

you?

But that’s to all intents and pur

p05es what the Automobile Man has to

do every time he puts

an ordinary tire on

an ordinary rim. It’s  

about as hard work as breaking into a

bank, and he goes at it the same way,

with a “jimmy” and other burglar’s

tools. Because a 30-inch wheel (for

example) is really 31 inches in diameter,

when you Consider the flange. So a 30

inch tire has to be forced over a 31inch

rimEevery time you put on a tire, or take

it 0 .

It’s a heart breaking job, even for a

strong man, and it takes from half an hour

to an hour each time you do it.

And after you have removed such a

tire a few times, the base of the tire be

comes stretched, and the fabric (used to

strengthen it) becomes broken in places,

u ntil this tie becomes 31inches in diameter

instead of 30, a full inch larger that the face

of your wheel. So you have to bolt it down,

or it will creep, tear the valve out and cause

all kinds of trouble. And even then you

have to keep it pumped up continually as

hard as it will stand.

Now the Goodyear Detachable Auto

Tire can’t creep, because, in the first place,

it (1 o e s n ’ t

have to be I"

forced on (if r

you use the ‘ a

G 0 o d y e a r

U n i ve rs a l a '

Rim). The 30-inch tire

slides right on to the30-inch

rim as easily as you would

put on your hat. It doesn’t have to be

pried over a 31-inch flange.

And next, at the first stroke of the

pump, the tire begins to grip the rim like

grim death, because there is a mesh or tape

of piano wire vulcanized clear around the

tire on each side of the base.

/‘/; qL':
 
 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY =

When the tire is flat these wires are

like this:

And each single wire like this:

_ The instant you begin to pump, this

Wire begins to shorten like this:

And when the tire is pumped up

hard, the wire mesh is like this:

22222
If you put a Goodyear Auto Tire on

a wood rim, and pump it up hard, the

pressure Will be so great that the base

Will squeeze a ridge in the wood.

So the Goodyear Auto Tire need be only half

inflated. and it will still have a firmer grip on the

rim than it is possible to secure with plates and

bolts. This. however. is onlyjurlomofthe good

points of this trouble-saving tire.

You will find other points in our "Good News

Book." it is vitally interesting to every manu

facturer. dealer or user. for it shows the way to

perfect relief from Tire Troubles. It‘s FREE.

Ask for it.

Grove Street, AKRON O.
Branches in the following cities: Boston, 6 Morrlmnc 9L; New York. ‘33 W. 47th St ; (‘hit-mm, 110 Liikv St.; Cincinnati. 242 PL Fifth St; St. Louis, 712-718 Morgan 9%.; (‘lr-u- and, 69

Frankfort St; Philadelphia. 15218914113 Sh; San Francisco, (lea. P. Munro 6'. Co., 5% Guliirn Gate Ann; Buflalo, 719 Main 5L; Denver, ‘12) Sixteenth Sc; lletroit, 242 Jefferson Ave

 

Hold the lOQ-Mile

World’s

Record

At Indianapolis, Saturday, November ll, W. F. elemens in a National car

fitted with G & Tires reduced the lOO-mile track record to 1:58:212-5—

not a moment’s delay on account of tires. G 8: J Tires are speedy. They

are the most serviceable tires on earth.

6&JIIRI’: Co.
Indianapolis, ind.

Detroit San FranciscoBu"an . @leveland ehicago ('Zhicago
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TURNER SOLID TIRE

ifernREECONOMY  

' “*4- -THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks, .

Broughams,

Hansoms, Surreys,

Victories,

Hotel 'Busses,

COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for corsideration in

selecting tire equipment.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

STOP EXPERIMENTINO and end dissatisfaction by adopting

a tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

Hose Wagons,

Ladder Trucks,

Chemical EnginesI

Water Towers,

Fire Engines.

HARTFOR D. CONN.

Branch Housesz—NEW YORK. B )STON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHIC \GO, DENVER, SAN FRANClcCO, LOS ANGELEF.

 

THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING co.
 
 

OPEN l'lEARTH STEEL VBILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers" Sets

General Electric \Ve'ding under Thompson

Electric Welding Patents

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL, BRASS and ('OPPER

PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZIBG and JAPANNINO

 
 

Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

  

 

  

  

HEALTH FUR YUU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENCH LICK-WEST BADEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—~renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations in Plenty—Boll Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

‘.A

EIHHHHIHEUHUF
Qflmtmolnmmvougg-[ogisviutimmvw j Y 7 *7 I

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling all about the waters and giving III! of Hotell and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, sent Iree.

FRANK H. REED, CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Gan. Pass. All., Chicago. Traffic Nan.
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WE GANpormsBlJT DUN’T
LONDON TOPS are correctly designed for each

model car—are built in the best possible manner

to stand the wear and tear a top is subjected to.

Heavy bows, reinforced, stayed and cross

stayed, padded to give proper shape, front and

back stay straps, with or Without joints.

The Best Possible in Top Construction

Each top lns detachab'e Roll Front. Front Side, and Sid- and Rear

Cu-tains, with ample celluloid lights—ready to attach to cars.

Lendnn Auto Supply Go.,'233c"‘.'.'.°é‘lfit=°6‘ "°'

i

J‘- _ " .

IA.

 
 

 

 

 

Parsens’lilanganese Bronze Hastings.

 
 

Solo Makers

THE WILLIAM GRAIPI. SONS SHIP 8r ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Phlladelphla, Penna.

Weare prepared in mm on your 1906 Forgings.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

' : Thousands of our '

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

eh-v' mobile

,-1

  

manufac

  

turers.

Have vou secured our prices?

THE M. SEWABD SONS GUMPANY, New Haven Conn
 

 

 

READ THIS 2
THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Aureuouxurs,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets,

Columbus, Ohio, September 5, 1905.

THE STEEL BALL CO., Chicazo, Ill.

Gentlemenz—We desire to express our sense of the great assistance

your Oiler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and ec-momy run at

Long Branch In a run of :0: miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

used ro gallons of oil and, your oiler delivered the oil in an unfailing

measure as set. Its operation was perfect at all times. The importance of

this we fully realize and its help in getting this record for our PRAYER

MILLER car.

Yours truly,

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.

HILL PRECISION OILERS
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STEEL BILL GOWPHY, 832 Austin lire, Bllllttgn, U. S. A.

means all that is best when

applied to motors, clutches

and transmissions, but only

when made by us. —

Avoid imitations. Our 1906

line covers a variety of sizes

for all kinds of cars. Ask for

catalogue.

“ONTINENTA L”
  

Continental Nlotor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - - CHICAGO ILL.

PETERSON & DRAPER, Direct Factory Representatives.

  

 

 

 

 

 

B.&S.

E g Steering

Bonneetinns

SIZE “8,”

r in. l). & s.joint

SIZE “0,”

1% in.

THEY ARE ALWAYS RELIABLE

m eitunes & SPENGEJt 00., Hartford, Conn.

 

  

Aluminum

Hastings.
The nght Sort

at the Rlaht Prlco.

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEAR! AND BEARING..

lIGHT MFG. All] FlllJllllllY Bil. Pottstnvm, Pa.

“Automobile Brand” '

 

 

wvdv
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PREST-O -\.|Tr. >3

cAs TANK >1,

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads:

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many light] as de—

sired from one tank; No waste; Bate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The Concentrated Acetylene Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

iLogan
We know something oi especial interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Logan Zonsrrucrton ¢0mttdllv,

Chilllcothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY'
FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

That

Car

 

lIO West 38th Street,

The Grout Gasoline Car
for l906.

Sand for Particulars.

GROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE 00.,

omuecs, mass.

rounrhee'ih;
THE F. B. STEARNS 60.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.

Eammemmmee

 

 

Springfield Top p W
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ALUMINUM ~

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body Co.,

388 limit Arm.

Sringlield. Mast.

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and Went.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which are growing taster than

any other part of the United States. _

ll looking {or a location, or an investment, wnte

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washington, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, rn Broadway, ew York City.

 

 

To Operators of Steam Cars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAI WATER PUIP, the °n|Y P0Slitive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

l04-l l0 Centre St., New York.

TIIE MARION IIOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, O I 500

Air cooled. :6 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR OAR 00., INDIANAPOLIS, nro

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Chain Company

— MAKI —

Automobile Chains.

Sprocketl. Spur and Bevel

(Iesre,

Baldwin chem & Mtg. Co.,

Worcester, Mass , U.S A.

SPRAOUE OANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Send for Catalogue

SPRAOUE UMBRELLA 00., NdlIillll, Chio

  

 

 

  

 

 

Name. a.-- ,

Addressaa , a

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Give (lDotor morn»

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue ol___ _ ,_._
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1 @RISCOE

MFG CO.

MAKERS OF

Sheet Metal Parts

FOR

Automobiles.

For obvious reasons we prefer not to in

sert in our advertising matter, at this end of

the season, illustrations cf our r906 designs

and construction details. Those who are in

correspondence with us, however, know what

is doing. Manufacturers who want inside in

formation will receive prompt replies to their

letters.

  

Our two large plants are ready to

take care of our rapidly increasing busi

ness. We can not only promise but

make deliveries.

During the past season we sold 12,945

radiators to 54 bona fide motor car

manufacturers, among whom are nearly

all of those who have produced high

grade and successful cars.

Over 30,000

B R IS O OE

RAUIATORS
ARE NOW

Cooling Automobile Engines.
 

COOLERS FENDERS
  

 

 

H0005 ILKYIIIIAl‘Ynev "w... . . TANKS

We make

Both Honeycomb and tubular

RADIATORS,

Iron and Aluminum

HOODS and FENDERS,

Sheet Metal

DASHES and SEATS,

Galvanized iron and Copper

GASOLINE and WATER TANKS,

Sheet Metal

RU NABOUT BOXES.

Write to our nearest ofiice for estimates and

get in line for 1906,

.5RISCOB MFG co.
DETROIT, MICH , AND NEWARK, N. J.
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  
won ls moor moonnm THAN THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS?

What is more important than selecting the right one?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices. '

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y,

SLIDI om.

Dlrect lIlve. Three Speeds and Reverse

  

 

 

Kinzslon Barhurelor.
YER 30,000 I” USE

. Patented Mayra, r903.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

KlNIiSTIlN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, Steerlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces, etc.

" .I fiTiiéiiiig§ii$¥o¥
l

t1er- /

BYRIE, KINGSTON I 00.. Koiomo. Int, II. S. A.

 
 

 

 

Pat. Jan. so, leer.
  

runs ORADOMETER rumx.

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, 01.50.

THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuqla, Iowa.

 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING 00.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings,

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

 

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD NI FC. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: 8. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. STEAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE S'r. WHARF, DnTnotT, MrcH.

 

  

GRAY? DAVA5

  

"Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped Wlth Them. AMESBURY, MASS
 

 

LONGES'T' LIF'E
 

n I
s I I

 

Send

for

 

  
  

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

Catalogue.

 

 

 

SPECIALAUTO PARTS mmufln (ll-IAINS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

Ouadpgiziizehl eager 0 I L E R leII interest you.

rite for description.

OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Fllnl, Mich. mmmm mm" 8, Mpg, 00,, mmAMpgus
27 Themes Street,

THE

WIIIIEIlBIEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

Newfler
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Investigate “ Whitney" Standards for dimensions of Roller Chains.

They have been adopted by most of the Leading American Automobile

Builders and have been recognized by other chain makers at Home and
i Abroad. If they are made universal six sizes of chain can eventually take

the place of over thirty sizes used in the past.

 

 

  

We urgently request manufacturers to be careful in'machining

sprockets, to select chains of a suitable size and to provide sufficient space

for chain clearance. Thousands of chains used in the past have been"

damaged by interference.

THE WHITNEY MFG. co.. Hartford,YConn.
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Do you know

_. Chas. T. Knisely?
Mr. Knisely manufactures automatic iron and copper window frames and the like, and incidentally runs

  

an automobile. _

Since the first of May Mr. K. has covered something like six thousand miles—mostly over country roads.

To be perfectly frank about it, he has not been entirely free from tire troubles.

He recollects distinctly that his tires have been punctured two—possibly three—times.

(Death and taxes and punctures are about equally hard to do_dge.) _—

@ But aside from these unavoidable accidents he has suffered positively Q tire inconvenience

in all the six thousand miles.

This is his own word for it.

And—like many another man who has had a similar experience—he uses MORGAN & WRIGHT ti

Test tells.

— l

MORGAN 8.WR|GHTTIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

MORGAN 8c WRIGHT, Chicago.

NEW YORK BRANCH (Uptown—214 W. 47th St. NEW YORK BRANCH (Downtown)—l'l Warren St.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Brood and Vine Sta. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St. MINNEAPOLIS—717410 Hennepln AvaDENVER—lm Broadway.

BOSTON—2% Columbul Ave. DETROIT—266 Jefferson Ave. A'lLANTA—36 Edgewood Ave. ST. LOUIS—638 Vundeventer Ave.

CLEVELAND—847 Huron BL SYRACUSE—212414 8. Clinton 8!. SAN FRANCISCO—1067 Mlellon 8t. LOS ANGELES—IMO 8. lulu St.

 

  

fl

 

r

l906

Po 8 I: illustrated above, hi the car you should buy because of its wonderful efficiency and dura

p ’ bility and because, for quietness, speed and hill'climbing qualities, it surpasses eierything

(n the market at anyhere near the price. This new car has proven itself the wonder of the motor world. All parts a e built on the

INTERCHANGEABLE PLAN and are easily ACCESSIBLE for inspection and adjustment. We emphasize the following points

MOTOR—Consists of a four cylinder, vertical, water-cooled engine with cylinders cast in pairs. TRANSHISSION—Sliding gear, three

speeds forward and reverse. CARBURBTTER—Specially designed insuring economy in fuel consumption and maximum power.

CONTROL—Throttle and ignition levere on single sector that does not revolve with wheel. DRIVE—B :vel gear through propeller shaft

to the rear axle. TONNEAU—Non-removable, dust-proof double side entrance. DESIGN—Artistic in conception and executir

Order Now for Early Delivery. PriceD is our two-cylinder, opposed. 18 h. 12., double side entrance, touring car with engine under

the bonnet. A dependable machine of established reputation and just the car for the

man who prefers to be independent of the professional chauffeur.

.

Immediate Delivery. PI‘ICQ 600.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.

BOSTON MASS" 123 Columbus Ave. WASHINGTON, D. C., Srq ulh St. SAN FRANCISCO, CM... 45: Minion St.

Member A. L. A. I.

l906

  

NEW YORK CITY, 1733 Broadway.
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T0 SELLERSOFAND’USERS

CLINCHER'“ TIRES

' We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

  

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl  

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American
  

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.
  

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

  

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

  

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made
  

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

  

G & J Tire 630. Goodyear'l‘ire& Rubber Go.

Hartford Rubber Works (‘20. Fisk Rubber ('30.

Morgan & Wright, _ ‘ International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich Go. ' - a Vehicle Tire 80.

Diamond Rubber 80. Gontinentaleaoutchouc Go.

  

0&JIIRIECO.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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I‘- H.)

.\._\‘._-~'o “_

cal/i lile
.~_

“EASILY THE BEST BUILT OAR IN AMERICA."

We announce two new styles for I906, a 15-2014H.P. touring oar,

$3,000, and a 30-35 H. P. oar, $5,000, both With complde

touring equipment. These models are almost identical in design. contain the same

carefully selected material, and are constructed with equal care throughout—the

result of years of careful and consistent manUfacture of the standard type of four

Locomobiles are fully equal in mechanical details and running

qualities to the best imported cars but are especially designed for American Roads,

cylinder touring car.

 

Type E

flamed/7e

15-20 rm.

$3000.

70;) and

Luggage Carrier -

extra. 1'

 

  

 

  

SPECIFICATIONS OF 1906 MODELs.’

Type “ E " Locomobile—JS-IO I1. P.

Type " I1 ’V'Tllocomobile—30-35'l'l—r P.

 

'/ PRICE, $3,000, with 5 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier. set of tools.

extra parts, Jack. lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5; fitted with top irons;

color and striping optional; top and luggage carrier extra.

MOTOR, 4-cylinder, 3% inch bore, 4% inch stroke.

LUBRICATOR large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETE , automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal e, prom tand positive in action.

IGNITION make-and-bre with ir dium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, placed underneath the machinery.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSbIlON 3 .forhavzard speeds and reverse.

IVE dou e-s c ns.

Bgustfe umv AI. JOINT, between clutch and trans

m on.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES internal ex ansicn. metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, “1" section hand-welded axles.

TIRES 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, as inches.

  

PRICE, $5,000, with 5 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier, set of tools,

extra parts, jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance, seating 5 to 7,-fltted with top irons,

color and striping optional; top and luggage carrier extra.

MOTORI 4 cylinder. 4% inch bore, 5% inch stroke.

LUBRICATOR. large mechanical lubricator.

CARBU RETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type, prom t and positive in action.

IGNITION, make-and-break, with lr dium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension, our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machinery.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

m on.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal expansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, "I" section hand-welded axles.

TIRES, 34 inches x 4% Inches on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 106 inches.

The ,copomobile Company Of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK, Broadway and 10th St,

“ PRIMDILPEXA, 20 N. Broad It.

Illanbsv Auuiah'vn M Linus!

Anus-05174 blames/“Mon

BOSTON, 15 Mill, I.

CHICAGO. I860 Michigan Ave.
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This AUTO TIRE h
It won’t creep—it won’t rim-cut—it

won’t come off the rim when run deflated,

no tire bolts required to hold it on the

rim—and you can take it 0E or put it

back in 30 seconds, using nothing but

the hands. And it’s a Tire, besides,

that’s as resilient as a “soft” tire, and

will outwear most “hard” tires.

Sounds like a fish story, doesn’t it?

But it’s a fad, nevertheless.

Barney Oldfield didn't believe it,

either, but he does now.

We showed him—he saw with his own

eyes—and now he uses the Goodyear

Detachable Auto Tire with the Univer

sal Rim in all his races.

He used this tire at the Boston meet

on Se t. 9th, where he made five miles

in 4:5 and a mile in :55 l-S—breaking

the track record.

You ought to hear Barney’s chatfeur

sound the praises of the Goodyear De

tachable to all who will listen to him—

hear him tell how reliable it is-—how it

saves him time, trouble and worry and

makes his position eas . He says he

neverthought it possible before using the

Goodyear) to embody all the good points

a tire ought to have in one single tire.

We wish you could come with us to the

factory or to one of our branch stores.

Then you could see in no time for your

  

self just why and how these things are

true. You can “see through” it all in

stantly when the tire is before you.

 

So", Spring,Donne, Tough

RubberRubber

  

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

UNIVERSAL _

RIM.

  

.5.”En.” ‘

  

  

as no BAD HABITS
We’ll try, however, to explain just one

point, here.

Why the Goodyear Detachable Auto

Tire is Durable and Resilient at the

same time. -

Look at the section of the Goodyear

Tire in the center column. Notice the

crescent shaped portion in solid black

where the wear of the road comes. That's

dense, firm rubber, as tough as rawhide

—practically no wear out to it.

Now right underneath this is the re

mainder of the outer casing (shown in

grey) which is made from pure para

rubber, as resilient and springy as it is

possible for rubber to be.

These two different kinds of rubber—

the dense, tough composition, to take the

wear, and the soft, elastic rubber, to

make you ride easy—are made into one

solid piece by a special process. You

can't skin the two kinds of rubber apart

with a knife. Try it if you doubt.

The dense rubber and the soft rubber

together make a tire that's almost as dur

able as a solid tire, a tire difficult to

puncture yet one which is as rerilienl as

a man could reasonably ask.

Our “Good News Book" tells more about

the good points of this trouble~saving tire.

You ought to get it now, for the Good ear

Detachable Auto Tire with Universal '11:

will be "the only tire" next season.

 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY, Grove Street, Akron, Ohio

. ' ' ' ' . : , 6 M i St.- N Y k. Z3 West 4‘01 SL; Chit-ago, 110 Lake St: Clnelnnntl, 242 East Fifth St: St. Louis. 712-714 Moreen SL; Clevellnd,niciletllglpiiif‘rfigixépringrgtwgin E‘ILIFCYHCU?'2]00.)P, Moore a C0, 696 Golden Gale Ave.; 'Buflnlofl 19 Main St; Denver, %) Sixteenth St“; Detroit, 242 Jeflarlon Ave.

 
  

 

  

Hold the, lOO-Mile

‘ orld’s

Record
F- Ht Indianapolis, Saturday, November ll, W. F. @lemens in a National car

fitted with G & Tires reduced the lOO-mile track record to 1:53:212-5—

G 8: J Tires are speedy. Theynot a moment’s delay on account of tires.

are the most serviceable tires on earth.

6&JllmiCo.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Detroit San FranciscoBu"an Eleveland ehicago Ghicago
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The dealer who secures the agency for

QUEEN AUTOMOBILES FOR 1906‘

is bound to have real and substantial

CAUSE FOR THANKSGIVING.

THREE NEW MODELS.

BIGGEST VALUE EVER 0EEERED.

The QUEEN BEE
' 4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P.

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32x4.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. Allcylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list at

1;: 100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it’s

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry.

c. n. BLOMSTROM MOTOR co.,

DETROIT, MICI'I.
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1906 Ford 6 Cylinder Touring Car

Price $2,500 ‘ i

6 cylinders 40 h. p: 4 to 50 miles per hour on high

gear. Perfected magneto igniti0n—mechanical

oiler, 114 inch wheel base, luxurious body for five

passengers, weight 2000 pounds.

1906 FOI‘CI Runabout is as advanced as our touring car

in design and even more surprising in price_——wiII be fully

illustrated and described early in December.

Both these Cars on exhibition at

'- the New York' Automobile Show.

Ford Motor. Company

Detroit, Mich.

ernblrl American Motor Car Canadian Trade In pligd la the

"TlLI acturen Auociation. Chicago Ford Motor Co oi Canada, IBM" W kerville, Oil3:
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THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS
MADE FROM SELF-HARDENING STEEL

‘ will

EALING, Lennon, February i3, tqos.

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd.

Dear Sirsz—We are using a Napier Car for conveying our ” RISIN’ SUN ” METAL POLISH throughout ENGLAND, calling at the various stations on route to

replenish the loads. We estimate the car has now covered a distance of 75,000 miles in about three years and five months, running daily with scarcely any delay, the

only renewals worth mentioning were Brasses to Pistons, Chains only once (BRAMPTON'S), tyres frequently, CONNOLLY’S largo solids have proved the most durable.

Yours faithfully, JOHN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain if you order it that way, and it won't cest you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain the kind that breaks and stretches and have to be replaced every few hundred miles. All standard sizes in stock to fit

American and Foreign cars.

We are Sole United States Agents for this Line of Chains, and arev Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Sizes.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

iuANUFAOTURER JOBBER

E0 EXPORTER AND l’iur-ORTER9

HOME OFFICE: 97-99-10] Reade Street, New York City, N. Y.

BRANCHE‘: Broudwnv and 38th Street, New York. Phllndelphh, Pn.—3|8-320 N Broad St.

Boston, Mill—201-204 Columbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—408 Erie Street.

  

 

 

Parts for 1906 AutomObIles : No More Borrowing Cars

For the convenience and assistance of au- ' r r '

tomobilc builders we have prepared com- thout owner 5 DermISSIOn

The Hill Lock Valve
plcte drawings of our 1906 model pressed

stccl frames and frame members, and other h h _ d _ d
parts, which willhe mailed upon application. ( m 5 OM)’ 's. a new “me an a

. good one. It is connected at any

We are prepared to build pressed steel convenient place in the gasolene

frames, change gears, front and rear axles pipe and when locked and the key

and other part: in any quantity for early withdrawn prevents the Sasolene

from flowing to the carburettor and

deliver . '
Y consequently the engine cannot be

started. The key cannot be taken

from the lock until the gasolene

We make a specialty Of steel stampings of supply is entirely shut off—when shut

 
  

all descriptions, including hubs, parts, brake off keep the key in your pocket. Im

PATENT APPLIID FOR.

  

possible for anyone to steal your car.
drums, etc. Your fuel supply is locked, but your car can be pushed to the wash

, stand for cleaning, or into the street in case of fire. It is asmall device

. made entirely of brass and turned with a. “ special key "—no two keys

Another specialty of OUtS—Wt make the are alike. The lock is of the finest grade, it has five tumblers and

but steering wheel rim on the market, and cannot be picked or opened without the “right” key. Three keys are

a large vatictv of Spiders {or application to furnished With each lock. The locks are perfectly tight, being tested

, by gasolene under a pressure of one hundred pounds. It is made for

any steering column.
all sizes of pipe from the smallest motor-cycle or launch to the m0st

send for our Steering Wheel circular powerful touring car. Price, $5.00. Special price to Supply

Houses and Automoblle Manufacturers. Apply to your

A 0 supplyman 0r garage. If not found in stock, address

. O

E. HILL, Jr.,

Norwnlk Iron Works Co., SOUTH NORWALK, CONN

 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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AN AFFIDAVIT THAT SPEAKS VOLUMES:

“ Every Stock Car Guaranteed to Show Sixty Miles an

Hour Before Leaving the Shops.”—E. R. THOMAS.

an“an!
atiiglll‘li‘é

  

 
 

I

 

.uq

"O

  

  
I!

Can any praise of ours compare with the eloquent testimony con

cerning th 2 1936 Thomas contained in th1s remarkable afiidawt? ‘_' "J0 . .

l Burr/n.0, N. Y., Nov. to, 1905. ' I!" I“.

Thll is to certily, that ‘8, the undersigred, this day rode at the rate of 60 miles per hour with five 7

passengers over average roads, maintaining I speed continuoust in regular etoclt model 1906 Thomas touring ' ' l

car, and went up a :4, per centjerade \ith five people on the high speed and on very bad roads, increaoing the

speed all the way up the hill until we reached 40 miles per hour at the top.

'1 he car is exceedingly smooth and quiet in operation, and the clutch is extraordinarily sweet and effective.

This is the only American built stock car that within our knowledge has made 60 miles per hour on ordinary

roads, even without passengers.

(Signed) AUBREY H. MARTIN, Philadelphia, Pa.

C. A. COEY Chicago, III.

F. w. DAR'i‘ Hartlord, c0“.

c. s. nausriaw, Boston, Mum:

F. B. HARPER, Beverl , Mass.

A. M. SPEER, Jr., Port and, Me. :

A. S. ROBINSON, New York.

RAYNER GOODWIN, Brooklyn, N. Y.  

STAT! or New Yong}

Comm-v or Ems.

Sworn and subcribed to before me this 10th day of November, 1905.

ARCHIE I. DRAKE, Notary Public.

iTHE E. R. THOMAS COMPANY,

1416 Niagara Street, - - - BUFFALO. N. Y.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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UNUSUAL RESILIENCY

IS JUST ONE OF THE THINGS WHICH MAKE

  

Diamond

SOLID SIDE WIRE TRUCK TIRES

The Host Desirable for Commercial Car Equipment.

Let us send you some interesting literature concerning sizes, weights, etc.

THE DlAl‘IOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK— Reade St.

BOSTON—174 umbus Ave.

ILADELPHIA—304-306 N. Broad St.

FFALO—Hb Main St.

DETROIT—158 Jefferson Ave.

. LOUIS—3966 Olive St.

ICAGO—Ifi’I—Im Lake . MINNEAPOLIS—611 FII'II. Ave. S.

CLEVELAND—323 Hsro t. ATLANTA—94 North

N FRANCISCO—008 Mission St.

DIVER—322 Boston Building.

PflOI' BL

  

 

THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

THE WHITLOOK -

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR GOOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

I906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coo'ers of the HIGHEST EFFIClENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adom'ng

TIIE WIIITLOOK OOOLERS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, r904, 1905, 1906.

THE WHITLOGK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, couu.

   

 

 

MIDOLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.

some OF THEIR

l “warn-aces:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pervious to Rust. Will

not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

THE MIDOLEY MFG. CO., Columbus, Ohio.
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An Investigation

of

GOODRICH

TIRES

Mr. E. Shirts, cashier of the Citizens

National Bank, N0blesville,Ind., after using

 

a set of Goodrich Tires through the year

1904 and all of 1905 up to date, without a

repair of any kind, decided to take off the

tires for examination just to satisfy his

curiosity. All he found was Goodrich Rub

ber and Goodrich Fabric perfectly united

and looking just as good as new. His letter:

 

 

 

“ In the spring of r904 I purchased a Cadillac automo

bile, Model B, equipped with Goodrich Tires 3 in. x 30in.

I used those tires all the season of 1904 and all of this

season without a repair of any kind, not a single put c

ture, and the tires look as good as new with the excep

tion that the treads are flattened down some. I have

had such remarkable success with them that a few

weeks ago I took the front ones off to see what thry

were made of, and I found them in perfect condition,

not even rim-rusted.

I have driven my car every day that was fit to be out

with my family and have kept them busy both seasons

and my experience with them has been one round of

pleasure."

THE BAILEY

“WON'T SLIP _ channel with this copy

TIRE." Regular Good- right mark have been

rich construction, but ispected a n d p ro -

provided with the Bailey nounced perfect. We

“Won't Slip" T r e a d . ,- guarantee our tir e s

Prevents slipping, slow- 0 n ly o n rim 5 s 0

ing or skidding. branded.

The B. F. Goodrich Company

Akron, Ohio.

Rims branded in the

 

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadwey.

BUI'I‘AID. Tll Mela t.

SAN FRANCISCO. an Italian it.

IOl‘I‘ON. 161 Columbus Ave. CHICAGO. 141 Leke St.

PHILADELPHIA. 009 Arch St.

, on Mar It.

LONDON. I. 0.. 7 Snow Hill.

 

 

 

  

' n
L

RESULTS OF VANDERBILT ELIMINATIUN CONTEST
0n Long Islend Course. SIL, Sept. 23, Average lime,

Almost 57 Mllee per Hour,

The cars of these two leaders were e nipped with the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

SUSPENSIONS, which enabled t tern to win. Only 59 seconds separated them.

1st. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 H.P.) 2 Hours, 50 Sooonds.

2d. TRACY, (Looomohlle. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Mlnuto,49 Sooonds.

The third ca; ran r9 minutes behind the leader

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUPFAULT-HARTFORD 5U5PENS|ONS

Racing or Touring, f you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car with

THE TRUFFAlILT-HARTFURD SHOCK ABSORBER.

Hartford Suspensions Were on All the Winning

Cars in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

Glldden Tour: French Bllmlnetlng Trlels; Gordon Bennett Reoe; Ardennee

Circuit Rees. French; 1.000 Ville Track Record. Olly Veughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION c0.

69 Vestry Street, New York Clty
Emir/inn V. Hen-noun, President

 

 

 

 

   

 

Think of the reeds! Think of the bulbs!

Have you even heard of a horn being offered as

" BETTER THAN THE VOLJER?"

THE POST 8r. LESTER 00., HARTFUIID,-BUNN

Sole American DIstrlbutors of Voller Horn.
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The Incomparable A M I

 

WHITE COMPARISON

The Car for Service.

A comparison of the record made by

the “HAYNES” car in the elimina

tion race for the Vanderbilt cup, with

that of far more powerful cars that

were allowed to enter the race is

  

—most interesting
 

Get a record of the two events—

Above is shown the chassis of the Model
—and compare

“F ” White car which we are now delivering

with touring car, runabout, limousine, vic

toria and Iandaulet bodies Put the ‘_‘ HAYNES " record in the trials

Steam power as utilized in the White car,

. . beside that of some of the cars that were
possesses unique advantages. There is ab

solutely no noise, no odor, no vibration allowed to enter the real race—

and the speed of the car is controlled en- __and com are_

tit-er by throttle. There is an ever-present __L

reserve of power which is often found most

"uh-‘1' Study what the “ HAYNES ” did, and what

The White steam generator is totally on

like any other steam-making devise ever
some of the others DIDN’T DO—

 

designed. To illustrate the radical difference, _3nd C0mEare_

we might point out that in our generator

the water is at the top and the steam at

‘2‘ b°tt°m' 1" 8;"7 “I”; W? °f Ina". A few LIVE Agents wanted in a few locali

t e steam is at t e top an t e water at _ .

.the bottom The safety, simplicity and ties. WRITE QUICK for partlculars.

reliability of the system is demonstrated by

the performance of the thousands of White

. We are booking orders for exact duplicates
cars now In use.

of our Vanderbilt entry in the order of their

receipt.
WRITE FOR WHITE BULLETINS WHICH

TELL THE STORY OF WHITE VICTORIES.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,.

WH 35mm; Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chlcago

CLEVELAND, on“) Members A. L. A. M.“
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F Sell-starting from the s“: W

“5 99

Matheson;

“America's Finest Motor Car "

1906 Models—4o and 60 H.P.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

new building, in WlLKES-BARRE. PA., will be one of the MATHE SON MOTOR CAR (:0.
our New radory largest and most modern automobile plants in existence.

L We will move into this new plant about January 1, 19:6. Address until then . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holyoke, Mass, J

.

  

BREAKS WIIRLII’S 24 HIIIIR IlEllIlIlIl.
_ “ Watch for the

y 1 round radiator.”

  

l
    

~ ‘1 .f —~~ \‘ \ r

A NATIONAL STRIPPED STOCK CAR at . 1 '

INDIANAPOLIS, November 16-17th, made . , a

1094 3-16 miles in 24 hours, breaking the ‘

former WORLD’S RECORD by 78 9-16

miles, and 1,000 miles in 21 hours, 58

minutes, 4-5 seconds, breaking the former

record by 1 hour. 35 minutes and 19 1-5

seconds, ALSO BREAKING MANY OTHER

RECORDS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

IN THIS SPACE AND GIVING A MOST

CONVINCING DEMONSTRATION OF THE - ‘

UNFAILING RELIABILITY OF NATIONALS. NATIONAL MODEL D_

Write us for anything else you want to know. One of the same kind fully equipped_

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, IOO7 East 22d St., Indianapolis, Ind.

DISTRIBUTORS

RALPH mPLE, 810 Michlgan Ave., CHICAGO. 'I'IOGA AUTO CO" Broad and Tloga Stan, PHILADELPHIA.

LINSCOTT MOTOR CO., 188 Columbus Ave., BOSTON. LIBERTY AUTO (10., 138 Beatty 5L, l‘lT'l'SIZURG.

ROMAN & SCHULZ CO., 88111 St. and Broadway, NEW YORK. NATIONAL MOTOR CAR AGENCY, 705 50. Main St., LOS ANGELES.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers) Association.

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

. . . r '

~ ._ competition combined. Q.

 

LHEAIIIBIIBEIII Ball-Bearinr 00.

L. 8. 8; M. S. Ry. 8t Edgwater Paak,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.8.A.
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DID ANYONE EVER HEAR

of trouble arising from fouled spark plugs in a Royal

Tourist ? We never did. In fact we have yet to hear of

any owner of a Royal Tourist having any mechanical

troubles with his car.

ROYAL

We have a full description of 1906 model ready to

mail to you, if you will send us your address. Will also

mail booklet explaining‘ performance of 1906 model in

Vanderbilt Trial Race.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Member A. L. A. l.

l

AGENT": C. A. DUERR & CO., New York, N.Y.; G I. DUNHAM, Boston, Mass;

THE MCDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago,lll.; O. W. CAPLIN,

Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO., Lirn., Toronto: MOTOR

SHOP, Philadelphia, Par. WESTMINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis.

Mo.; STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsbur , Pa.; AMOS PIERCE

& CO., Syracuse, N. Y.; THOMPSON SCHOEFF L CO., Rochester, N. Y

  

 

 

  

\

CYCLESoR LAUNCHES

Mr. Dealer, w y not handle a line that—you know will satisfy

your customers instead of taking chances on “ Just as good "lamps.

Your profit in as much or more on Solars and your customers ustick."

Write us to-day for prlcaa on our l906 line.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

NEW YORK OIIIOEF I "Warren Street

Ml"
Q "P51m“can”

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

' Materials Obtalnable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE CAR

IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to'operate and maintain.

“Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

4045 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUF ACTURINCI COMPANY,

Peabody. Mass., U. S. A.

  

 

  

 

 

The Expected Revolution Has Home!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro.

duces two impulses every time the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder four cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time t e fly-wheel turns.

In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You’ll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

ts climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

Tl'lE ELM llllE MFG. CO., I 104 Amanda Si. Clyde, 0.
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MICHELIN _

TIRES OF THE HIGHEST CLASS.

MR. WILBERN SENDS THE. FOLLOWING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.

 

 

Mr. E. D. WlNANs, Sec’y and Gen’l Manager,

Michelin Tire Co. of New York.

Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 3, 1905.

Dear Sirz—Thirty thousand miles on Michelin Tires covering twelve Countries in Europe,

above the clouds in Switzerland, below the sea in Holland, from Bull Fights in Spain to

Chicken Fights in England, down Historic Rhine, and back again to the “land of grind organ

and Monks.” I have bought all kinds of tires, every known make; but the MICHELIN are

the best, last the LONGEST.

With pleasure I can recommend them to all tourists. Will tour again next Spring and

Summer in Norway, Sweden, England, Ireland and Scotland, and will wear nothing but

MICHELIN Tires on my 40 H. P. Hotchkiss. Very truly,

(Signed) EDWARD V. WILBERN,

Director “Provident Savings Bank and Trust Co.," Cincinnati, 0

If you want the best, follow Mr. Wilbern and buy MICHELIN TIRES.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

1!. D. WlNANs, General Manager,

Telephones—é } Madison Square, New York. 6 West 29th Street, New York

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF UNITED STATES.

TURNER SOL") “RE TIRE ECONOMY

COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for consideration in

selecting tire equipment.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

STOP EXPERIMENTING and end dissatisfaction by adopting

a tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

 

THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks.

Broughams’ PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

Hanson", Surreys,

Victories,

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS 60-.

Ladder' Trucks,

Chemical Engines, HARTFORD, CONN.

water Towers' Branch Housesr—NEW YORK. BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

Flre Engines. CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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Oldsmobile Palace Touring Car, Model “S,” Price $2250.
It is only nci'cssnry to enumerate tho dlt‘fcrcut features of our Palace Touring Car to convince the man who knows

automobiles of the sound judgment and thorough experience upon which its construction is based. To convince the most

skeptical of its touring qualities, :1 practical demonstration is irresistible. In every line, at every point it is “there

with the goods."

The fourwylluder vertical water-cooled motor easily develops 24 to 26 horsepower. Cylinders 4%-inch bore by 4%

lnch stroke. All pistons are carefully ground and “run in" with n belt to insure accurate fit. The silent running qualities

of the car are made possible by the perfect working of the motor. the careful adjustment of all parts and the muffler ar

ranged longitudinally bencath the side of the car. The steering is through worm and nut mechanism. and has been

thoroughly tosted. and every possible weakness strengthened In order to insure absolute safety in this all-important port. A_

few of the other features are the careful balancing of parts. transmission, brakes, bevel gear drive. axles. etc. We invite

your further inquiry.

MODEL "B," PRICE $650, is our familiar Standard runabout with various new features. Speaking of the run

about, did you notice the record of one of these machines made in the economy test of the New York Motor Club?

Although it did not win on gnsolcne consumption because it was not run through the test at a very moderate rate of

speed, purely for the purpose of cutting down the consumption of gasolene, it did make the best showing of any car in

the matter of repairs. and demonstrated its ability to cover country roads under a load of four people at a good average

speed. There was not a breakage of any part during the trip of 682 miles, and the car was uulvrrsally (omniented upon

as being the car which was always ready to start every morning with a turn of the crank. We would like to have you

investigate this further.

The Oldsmobile exhibit at t‘~e Lewis & Clark Exposition was awarded a gold medal.

automobile exhibit by the Exposition Inuthoritics.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing, flich., U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.

the only award made an

 
UT courou Hint "Ill UVcouron HERE Y c

CATALOGUE COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

CALENDAR COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, men.

MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING. MlCI-i.

Kindly send me inlormstion regarding cars checked. 5 Enclosed find l0 cents, lor which lend your Art g Enclomd find 25 cenu, for which have MOTDR

I am inlc'eflc‘l- E Calendar (lrce lrom advertising and suitable for lram- T“ K_ a magazine devo‘cd ,0 aummowing' km ,0

Model 8.... Delivery Cars... '5 . ) f 1906 D . b C 0.“)

Model 5.... Passenger 0 "‘3 °' ' "'3" y cage ' " u me for | yeah n

I" Model L Traffic Cars... 5 !'

Namc i rfame - -- ~' ~ ---------- -- NameAddress _ Add'm Adams! _ . . . . . . . ..
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Kidder“
Cars of steady

service for 1906

N SELECTING our line for the coming season it was early

decided that Surreys, Types (Duo and Two, we re beyond any

question of retirement and that but few improvements were

possible. Therefore, these models with some slight alterations will

be continued. To these are added Type Three, which is practically

an elaboration of Type Qne, the power plant and chassis remaining

the same, except somewhat lengthened to accommodate a larger

and longer body.

These models are equipped with the tried and

proven Rambler power plant, comprising our double

opposed motor and planetary pattern transmitting

gear, and are too well known to the trade and public

to require extended description at this time.

Prices: Type One $1,200, Type 'l‘wo, $1,650,

Type Three $1,350, all with full equipmentof lamps,

horns, tools, etc.

“ The Latest of the Ramblers," the strictly 1906

product, comprises four models. Model fourteen is a

modern medium weight touring car equipped with a

four-cylinder vertical motor 20-25 horse power, with

sliding type transmitting gear, giving three forward

speeds and reverse.

Final drive is by propeller shaft and bevel gear to

the differential on the rear axle.

A notable feature is the method of connecting and

bracing this shaft in which the universal joint is at

the forward end and is entirely enclosed, running in

an oil bath.

The external design is along most modern lines,

with a wheel base of 106 inches.

Thos. B. Jeffery

Main Office and Factory. -

The selling price of this model is $1,750 with

complete equipment.

Model Fifteen is a heavier car with similar but more

powerful equipment, the motor being 35-40 horse

power and the final drive by individual chain to each

rear wheel. The body is practically the same as in

Type Fourteen but longer and larger, the wheel base

being 112 inches. Price, $2,500.

Model Sixteen is a most luxuriously appointed

Limousine on the Model Fifteen chassis, selling at

$3,500.

The Rambler runabout for 1906 is a fitting heir to

the reputation gained by the earlier Ramblers of this

type. It is equipped with a double opposed motor of

10—12 horse power, placed longitudinally in the frame

and driving through the Rambler planetary gear. As

a Runabout with 3 inch tires it will sell at $800 and

with detachable tonneau and 3 1-2 inch tires at $950.

Catalogue and full descriptive matter will be mailed

upon request, but a careful personal examination of

these cars at our various branches and agencies, will

convince you that whatever may be your requirement,

in service or price, the Rambler is the car you need.

8: C0.

- Kenosha, Wis, U. S. A.

Branches:

Boston, i45 Columbus Ave.

Milwaukee, 457-459 Broadway.

1 New York Agency, 134 W. 38th Street.

Chicago, 302-304 Wabash Ave. Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street.

San Francisco, 10th and Market Streets. "

Representatives in all leading cities.
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MATHESON BUYS A LICENSE

Elected to Munbrrdiip in the A. L .A.M.—

' Two Others also Admitted, One an Importer.

 

 

'l‘hrcc new members this week joined the

ranks of the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers, viz.: The Mathesou

Motor Car Company and the Walter Automo

‘b‘ilc Company, who'wel'e elected to full mem

bership, and the De Dcitrich Importing Com

pany to membership In the importing branch. _

- The Matlieson Company, which shortly will

shortly remove from . Holyoke, Mass, to

Wilkesbarre, Pa., obtained admission by pur

chase of the Sciden licence, held by the Com

inerciul Mot.'r Company, under which the

Walter Company had been operating. The

Commercial Company, as may be recnllei,

is the evolution of the checkered Automobile

Company of America, who formerly made

the Gasmoblle. The Walter Company pro

duces the car of that name and is backed

by American Choc-Ante interests. The

De Deitrich Importing Company comprises a

syndicate formed by Walter C. Allen, of the

former firm of Allen, Hallo & (30., who im

ported the Mercedes. The De Deitrich con

cern has Just secured quarters on Fifth

avenue, opposite Sherry’s.

The three new licensees already have been

siloted space in the Madison Square Garden

show.

Old Hands in Big, New Company.

Detroit, Mich, is to be the location of one

more automobile factory Of magnitude.

Although the company that will operate it is

not yet fully formed, the plant is already in

course of construction, and space In the name

of II. H. Thorp has been secured in the “in

dependent” show in New York.

The interested parties are Alex Malcolm

son, the wealthy coal operator who is now

treasurer of the Ford Motor Company, which

ofliee he probably will resign; W. G. Morley,

formerly with the Olds Motor Works, and

H. H. Thorp, formerly with the H. H. Frank

lin Manufacturing Company. While not

definitely settled, it is likely that the new

concern w... to titled the Aérer Motor Com

pany, after the French word signifying well

 

‘Mr. Hill’ interests in

aired, or well ventilated, and also character

lstic of the foui'wylinder air-cooled car which

will be marketed.

That the new company means to do busi

ness on a large scale is Indicated by the

size of their factory. It will be if three

stories, 400 by 52 feet.

 

Phlladdphians Git Hill's LUCA VolVO.

E. Hill, Jr., Norwalk, Conn., has placed the

sole American agency for the Hill gasolene

lock valve with Janney, Steinmetz & Co..

Philadelphia, who will, of course, now

market that useful and ingenious device.

the Norwnlk Iron

Works left him insufficient time to devote to

the lock valve, but notwithstanding its sale

has been remarkable. having mounted well

up into the thousands.

 

Fire Destroys Amubory Bodies.

l-‘irc destroyed the woodworking shop of

ii wnrth & Rogers, Amcsbury, Muss, last

Saturday night, 25th inst., causing a loss of

225.000, with $20,000 insurance. The fire Is

believed to have started from spontaneous

coiubustion. The building was filled with

automobile and carriage bodies, of which the

iirm makes a specialty.

Schwartz Buy: into Wayne.

Arthur E. Schwartz, formerly of the firm of

W. M. S. Schwartz & (30., of Paris, France,

has purchased an interest in the Wayne Au

tomobile Co., of New York. Mr. Schwartz Is

a graduate of the Vienna institute of Tech

nology, and has had a number of years' ex

perience in automobile construction abroad.

 

Oldsls Orders Near Two Million Mark.

It is announced on authority that up to Tues

day night, November 21, orders amounting

to $1,800,000 have been booked by the Oids

Motor Works for their 1006 product. it Is

unlvcly added that the agents' convention

was one of the most successful they ever

held.

 

Chicago Plant Changes Hands.

The plant and buildings of the bankrupt

Chicago Motor Vehicle 00. have been con

veyed by trustee to Jacob Newman, of Chi

cago. The consideration was $35,000.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, November 30. I905.

 

No. l0

FULL HOUSE AT GARDEN

Those Who Secured Space at A.L.A M. Show—

Scenic Artists to Make Garden Bloom.

 

In all, the Association of Licensed Automo

bile Manufacturers have allotted spam- to

220 exhibitors in the show in Madison Square

Garden, New York, January 13 to 20. There

are twenty-one others on the “wa'tlng list."

The only unlicensed curs admitted are the

electrics, which will be “s.-gregnted" in the

restaurant, or exhibition ball, as it will be

styled for the occasion. This disposes of the

report that the White steam car would be in

evidence.

Reports of the beauty of the setting of the

show continue to peroolate. but its exact char

acter is carefully guarded. It is known that

a large number of scenic artists are at work

on the “staging.” One man in position to

know let fall this interest-sharpening rc

mark:

“It will be the most beautiful show ever

held in the Garden, bar none.”

The following is the list of those who have

secured space and the numbers of the spaces

:illotcd. which, however, cannot be regarded

as final until t..e acceptances are received:

Main Floor.

NO. 1. J. Stevens Arms & Tool 00.; 2, Wu]

ter Automobile 00.: 3, Apperson Bros. Auto

mobile Co.; 4, Cadillac Motor Car 00.; 5,

Royal Motor Car 00.; 6. Waltham Manufac

turing 00.; 7. Northern Manufacturing 00.;

8, Pepe Manufacturing (30.; 9, Elmore Manu

facturing Co.: 10. Olds Motor Works; 11, H.

H. Franklin Manufacturing 00.; 12, Electric

Vehicle 00.: 13, Buick Motor (10.; 14, Sidney

B. Bowman Automobile 00.; 15, Smith &

Mubley, Inc.; 16, American Darracq Auto. '

mobile 00.: 17, Decauvilln Automobile (70.;

18, Hollander & Tangenum; 19, Auto Import

(70.; 20, George N. Pierce C0.; 21. Packard

Motor (‘ar 00.; 22, Autoenr (30.; 23, Peerless

Motor (‘nr CO.; 24, Pope Motor Car (30.; 25.

Winton Motor (‘nrringe (‘0; 26, E. R. Thomas

Motor (10.; 27, Haynes Automobile 00.; 28.

Smith & Mnbiey Manufacturing Co. ; 29, Knox

Automobile Co.; 30, Studebaker Automobile
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Co.; 31, Locomobiie Company of America; 32,

F. B. Stearns 00.

Exhibition Hall.

No. 33, Hewitt Motor Co.; 34, Buffalo Elec

tric Carriage Co.; 35, Studebaker Automobile

Co.; 36, Vehicle Equipment 00. ; 37, Columbus

Buggy 00.; 38, Cantano Electric Tractor Co.;

39, Matheson Motor Car 00. ; 39a, De Dietrich

Importing Co.; 40, Pope Motor Car 00.; 41,

Electric Vehicle 00.; 42, Gallia Electric Car

riage Co.

B a s e m e n t.

No. 43, Studebaker Automobile 00.; 44,

vehicle Equipment Co.; 45, Pope Motor Car

00.; 40, Pope Manufacturing Co.; 47, Elec

tric Vehicle 00.; 48, Hewitt Motor 00.; 48a,

Buick Motor 00.; 49, Olds Motor Works; 50,

Knox Automobile C0.

Elevated Platform and First

T i e r B 0 x e s.

No. 51, The Diamond Rubber Co.; 52, The

Hess-Bright Manufacturing 00.; 53, The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.; 54, 0. F. Split

dorf; 55, G. & J. Tire 00.; 56, Gray & Davis;

57, The Veeder Manufacturing 00.; 58, Hyatt

Roller Bearing Co.; 59, The Whitney Manu

facturing Co.; 60, Brown-Lipe Gear 00.; 61,

Pennsylvania Rubber 00.; 62, Motsinger De

vice Manufacturing 00.: 63, Baldwin Chain

& Manufacturing Co.; 64, Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co.; 65, The Steel Ball 00.; 66. Na

tional Carbon 00.; 67, Byrne, Kingston 8: Co.;

68, Warner Instrument Co.; 69, New York a:

New Jersey Lubricant 00.; 70, Springfield

Metal Body 00.; 71, The Manufacturers'

Foundry Co.; 72, Briscoe Manufacturing Co.;

73. International A. & V. Tire Co.; 74, Parish

& Bingham Co.; 75, McGielmn Manufacturing

Co.; 76, Oliver Manufacturing 00.; 77, The

Utility 00.; 78, The R. E. Hardy Co.; 79,

Spicer Universal Joint Manufacturing 00.;

80,. F. H. Wheeler; 81, Atwater Kent Manu

facturing Works; 82, Motor Car Specialty

Co.

No. 83. Morgan & Wright; 84, Phineas

Jones & Co.; 85, Jones Speedometer; 86, The

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber 00.; 87,

Shelby Steel Tube Co.; 88. Light Manufac

turing & Foundry Co.; 89, Brennan Manufac

turing Co.; 90, Warner Gear 00.; 91, Atwood

Manufacturing Co.; 92, Ilerz & 00.; 93, R. E.

Dith Co.; 94, Tlmken Roller Bearing Axle

Co.; 95, Twentieth Century Manufacturing

Co.; 90, Pittsfleid Spark Coil Co.; 97, The

American Ball-Bearing Co.; 98, The Standard

\Veldlng Co.; 99, Aurora Automatic Machin

cry 00.; 100, Wray Pump & Register 00.;

101, The Autocoil Co.; 102, The Badger Brass

Manufacturing Co.; 103, The Fisk Rubber

Co.; 104, The Dayton Electrical Manufactur

ing Co.; 105, The Whitlock Coil Pipe 00.;

106, Rose Manufacturing 00.; 107, Midgiey

Manufacturing Co.; 108, The Hartford Rub

ber Works 00.; 109, The B. F. Goodrich 00.;

110, Continental Rubber Works; 111, The

Chandler Co.

Balcony and Second Tier Boxes.

No. 114, Edward Slnith & Co.; 115, National

Battery Co.; 116, 0. Billy; 117, M. Sotfun

(Hercules Tire) ; 118, Harry A. Allers & Co.;

119, Auto Brass & Aluminum 00.; 120, Roth

Jack & Tool Co.; 121, Anderson Spark-Plug

Co.; 122, A. H. Funke; 123, Patterson, Gott

fried & Hunter, Ltd.; 124, Motor: 125, L. J.

.Mutty 00.; 126, The Auto Supply 00.; 127,

Motor Age; 128, The Midvale Steel Co.; 129,

The Wm. Cramp & Sous Ship & Engine Bulld

ing 00.; 130, Thomas Prosser & Son; 131,

Bethlehem Steel Co.; 132, Horscless Age; 133,

Rushmore Dynamo Works; 134, The Way

Muflier Co.; 135, Judson & Downing Co.; 136,

The Motor Way; 137, The Duff Manufactur

ing 00.; 138, E. J. Willis Co.; 139, Charles E.

Miller; 140, Trade Advertising 8: Publishing

00.; 141, Columbia Lubricants 00. of New

York; 142, Due Automobile Supply House;

143, The English & Merslck Co.

144, The Motor World: 145. Michelin Tire

American Agency, Inc.; 146, Samson Leather

Tire Co.; 147. the Continental Canutchouc

Co.; 148, the Motor Car Equipment Co.; 149,

The Automobile; 150, Leon Rubny; 151, the

Meyrowitz Mfg. Co.; 152, Albert Champion

00.; 153, New York Sporting Goods Co.; 154,

the Post & Lester Co. ; 155, the Republic Rub

ber Tire & Shoe Co.; 156, Barnes Gear 00.;

157, the Noern Mfg. Co.; 158, Lru-kawanna

, Leather 00.; 159, F. W. Ofeldt 8: Sons; 160,

the Imperial Brass Mfg. Co.; 161, Sibley &

Pitman; 162, Gas Engine & Whistle Co.; 163,

Witherbee Igniter Co.; 164, the Semi-Dry

Battery Co.; 165, Vacuum Oil 00.

Concert Hall.

167, Pantasote Co.; 168, the Sprague

Umbrella Co.; 169, Standard Roller Bearing

Co.; 170, Consolidated Mfg. Co.; 171, Iron

Clad Mfg. Co.; 172, Republic Rubber Co.; 173,

the Gilbert Mfg. Co.; 174, the Schwnrz Wheel

00.,; 175, Wheeler Mfg. Co.; 171;, American

Electric Novelty & Mfg. Co.; 177, Belden Auto

mobile Transmission Co.; 178, Mt'C'll‘d & Co. :

179, Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co.; 180, A. W.

Harris 0“ 00.; 181, Valentine & Co.; 184, S.

F. Bowser & Co.; 185, Prest-O-Lite Co.; 186,

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.; 187, Remy Electric

Co.; 188, the Lunkenheimer (‘o.; 189. Weed

Chain Tire Grip Co.; 190, Chicago Battery

Co.; 191, Holly Bros. Co.; 102, the Webb 00.;

193, Ilui'tford Suspension 00.; 194, 0. '1‘. Hum

Mfg. Co.; 195, Eastern Carbon Works; 196,

Diamond Chain Mfg. Co.

Balcony.

198. llntch & lirittiu. Inc.; lllil, National

Sales Corlmrution. 200, Ilurncc E. Run; 201,

ilelnz Electric Co.; 1502, A. R. Mosh-r & Co.;

203, Manhattan Storage Co.; 20i, Hydraulic

Oil Storage & Distributing Co.; 20'», H. 8; F.

Mesinger Mfg. Co.; 206, E. M. Bcnl’ord: 207,

Railway Appliances 00.; 208, The Ventilated

Cushion Co.

B a s c m e n t.

209. Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.; 210. the

Carpenter Steel Co.; 211, American & British

Mfg. Co.; 212, Henry Hookcr & 00.: 213.

Springfield Auto Top & Upholstering Co.;

214, New York Carriage Top Co.; 215, Auto

mobile 'l‘op & Cover Mfg. 00., Inc.; 210, Michi

gan Steel Boat (‘0.

H. \V. Durphy has been appointed mun

ager of the Electric Vehicle Company’s

Chicago brunch. He succeeds Frank Fan

ning.

The Week's lncorporations.

Mnmaroneck, N. Y.-——Subnrban Automobile

& Garage 00., under New York laws, with

$%,000 capital. Corporators—N. J. Haines,

A. Greenwood and N. D. Lawton.

St. Louis, Mo.-—St. Louis Automobile Com

pany, under Missouri laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Henry B. Graham,

William F. Bagnell and James E. Morse.

Newark, N. J.—Cnlvert-Zusi Auto Com

pany, under New Jersey laws, with $20,000

capital. Corporators—Charles S. Calvert,

Leonard P. Zusl and Edward usi.

Detroit, Mich—Walker Motor Car Com

pany, under Michigan laws, with $300,000

capital. Corporators—Samuel M. Smith.

Charles L. Walker and Oscar M. Springer.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Private Garage, under

New York laws, with $2,000 capital. Cor

porators—Clmrlcs H. Hyde, Samuel K. Kel

lock, A. Elmore, M. McDonald and John F.

Mender.

New York City, N. Y.—Triumph Motor Car

Agency, under New York laws, with $15,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—C. E. Zimmerman, O. C. Carpenter and H.

1‘. Heath.

Fort Worth, Tex.-~Fort Worth Automo

bile Company, with $10,000 capital. 00r

porators—M. R. Sanqulnet, A. B. Wharton,

C. D. Reimers, W. W. Sloan, Jr., and F. R.

Hcdrick. - |

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Babcock Electric Car

riage 00., under New York laws, with $100,

000 capital; to make automobiles. Corpora~

tors—Frank A. Bnbcock, Frank L. Bnpst and

Harry Yates. , .

Los Angeles, Ooh—Success Automobile

Company, under California laws; capital not

named. Incorporators—H. M. Gorham, J. J.

Davis, '1". ii. Dudley, E. M. Hills, 0. I.

Bundy and E. P. Brinegar.

New York City, N. Y.—American Generator

Company, under New York laws, with $100,

000 capital: to manufacture vehicles and mo

tors. Corporators—H. C. Cryder, Townsend

Morgan and W. M. Scubury.

Boston. Mass. -l'cnn Auto Supplv CO., un

dcr Massachusetts laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobile supplies. Corporntors

and officers II. W. Knight. president; W. J.

Foss, treasurer; A. W. Knights. clerk.

Buffalo. N. Y.—McNaugl|ton 8r DuBroy.

lnc., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital; to make motors, engines and auto

mobiles. Corporutors—James McNaughton,

F. Louis IluBroy and M. D. Ashford.

New York City. N. Y.—Corresp0ndence

School of Automobile Engineering, under New

York laws. with $30000 capital. Corpora

iors—Runson E. Olds. Raymond M. Owen,

\‘it-tor Lougln-cd and Robert II. Montgomery.

Rochester, N. Y.—eMcKinlcy Motor Car CO.,

under New York laws, with $20,000 capital;

to manufacture and deal in automobiles.

Corporntors-—Stnnlcy R. Shook, Alfred B.

Sowcrs, Elwood H. anp and George H.

Smith.
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FOR CREDIT PROTECTION

Jobber: and Accessory Makers Join Hands for

the Purpose—Scope is National.

 

The Automobile Trade Credit Association,

which, as its name suggests, is a co-operative

effort on the part of its organizers for credit

protection, was brought into being in New

It was the outcome

of an informal meeting held about a week

previous. At the meeting, which was held in

the rooms of the Crockery Trades Associa

tion—a similar credit and collection bureau—

1“. J. Alvin, of the American Electrical Nov

elty Co., occupied the chair as provisional

president. Others present were E. J. Willis,

New York; G. W. Nock, Philadelphia; J. E.

Min-ray, New York Sporting Goods Co.; H.

B. Meyrich, National Electric Supply Co.,

Washington, D. C.: L. L. Halley, Sibley &

l‘itman; L. C. Burnet, Hartford Suspension

00.. New York; A. H. Strickland, National

Car Wheel Co., New York; F. A. Lemal, Con

tinental Caoutchouc Co., New York, and A. F.

Randolph, Spicer Universal Joint Co., Plain

tield; N. J.

The president further stated that he had

assurances of support and in many instances

proxies from about twenty other accessory

concerns, among them the Excelsior Supply

Co. and the Beckley-Ralston Co., of Chicago;

the Hartford Rubber Works and Post &

Lester, of Hartford, Conn.; Brlscoe Mfg. Co.,

Detroit; National Carbon Co. and Parish &

Bingham Co., Cleveland; R. E. Dietz & Co..

New York; Hess-Bright Co., Philadelphia;

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa.;

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio;

Auto Supply Co., Chicago; Herz & Co.. New

York; Acetylene Gas Illuminating Co., New

York; Packard Electric Co.. “'arren, Ohio;

Noera Mfg. Co.. Waterbury, Conn.; Auto 'l‘op

& Cover 00., New York; Jersey Brake Co.,

Newark, N. J.; Sprague Umbrella Co., Nor

walk, Ohio; Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass;

Jones Speedometer Co.. New York; Veeder

Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.; Atwater Kent Co..

Philadelphia; Pittsfleld Spark Coil Co.. Pitts

tield, Mass; Motor Accessory & Supply Co..

New York, and others. A communication

was also received from President Cbapin of

the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers ex

pressing the good wishes of the latter for the

success of the new association and also in

closing a complete list of the members of his

own body.

This and a number of other letters were

read for the benefit of those present by Franz

Neilsen, an attorney, acting provisional sec

retary. A short discussion as to the various

forms of dead beats and chronic kickers en

sued, and was followed by a reading of the

proposed bylaws and constitution, which were

adopted with slight amendments suggested by

the experience of different members.

The association is patterned after others of

a similar nature that have been established

in kindred trades for several years and have

York yesterday forenoon.

proved very successful, and its only object

for existence is the collection of credit infor

mation, dunning bad debtor-{and the like.

In order to avoid the liability attendant

upon its incorporation as a membership or

ganization or one not for profit, under the

laws of the State of New York, it is to be

organized as a corporation to do business for

profit, with a capital stock of $1,000 divided

into 200 shares of $5 each. But one share is

to be allotted to any member. The initiation,

to be waived in case of charter members, is

$10, and dues $40, payable semi-annually. In

case of dissolution the capital stock is to be

refunded, it being expressly stipulated that

the certificates are not negotiable except by

the consent of the association.

The following directors were elected: For

three years from January, 1906, the date of

the annual meeting, 1". J. Alvin, E. J. Willis

and G. W. Nock; for two years from the same

date, J. E. Murray, New York Sporting Goods

Co., and L. L. llalley. Sibley & Pitman. New

York; for one year. (.‘arl Kaufman, the M0

tor Accessory and Supply Co., New York, and

ii. Ii. Meyrich, National Electric Co., Wash

ington, D. C. The power of electing otilcers

devolving upon the board of directors by the

terms of the constitution, a subsequent elec

tion was held, resulting in the choice of F. .1.

Alvin, president; L. C. Burnet, treasurer, and

Franz Nielsen, No. SA) Wall street, secretary

and counsel. Mr. Neilscn serves an electrical

trade credit association in the same capacity,

and in consequence “knows his book."

It was decided that in order to make the

association national in its scope. instead

of purely local, four vlcepresidents be

chosen, three of whom should be identified

with the trade in other cities, such as De—

troit, Boston and Chicago. Selection of these

officers was deferred until such time as the

assoeiation membership shall have increased

to a point where they shall be representative

of the trade in their sections of the country.

It is anticipated that the membership will

be increased to one hundred or over at the

coming New York shows.

 

Withcrbcc 'Gets Larger Factory.

The Witherbee lgniter Co. is to-day rc

moving from its Thames street address to

its new factory at 541 \Vest 43d street, New

York. The new building is of five stories

and will afford the Witherbee people facil

ities for the production of 1,000 storage

batteries per week. -

Miller now Meeting American Prices.

t‘harlcs E. Miller, the New York importer

of Brampton chains, is now meeting the quo

tations of the American manufacturers. He

did so well with the Brampton that he was

able to place an order of such magnitude as

permits of the price reduction.

 

 

Locomobilc Men 00 Abroad.

i\. L. Biker, vice-president, and A. L.

Schulz, chief designer, of the Locomobile Co.

of America, sailed to-day for Paris to visit

the automobile show. Joseph Tracy sailed

on the same steamer, the l\'lli:~ul' Wilhelm

der Grosse.

MEXICO'S FIRST FACTORY

Government Grants Brown Big Concession—

iiis Plans Suggest Even Tire Manufacture.

 

 

Mexico, the land of sage brush, chaparrell,

sand dunes, cacti and limrds, is to have a

"mannmth automobile and bicycle factory."

it is to be established in Mexico City. The

Motor World gave space to the earlier re

ports of the project and it now appears that

the concession, which carries with it many

privileges and franchises, has been granted

by the Mexican Government to L. C. Brown

and his party of St. Louis (Mo.) capitalists,

whoever they may be.

Judging from the following extract from

a Mexican paper Mr. Brown has done his ad

vance work well:

"The Mexican Automobile and Bicycle

Manufacturing Company is now being incor

porated in the United States to exploit the

concession, and the company expects to begin

the construction of its factory within a short‘

time. The large amount of capital that will'

be expended on the construction and equip

ment. according to the concession, indicates

that the company proposes to erect _one of

the largest plants in the world. as it will have

the capacity of turning out about ten auto

mobiles and as many or more bicycles per

day. ‘

"Mr. Browne said that the factory is to

be erected in the vicinity of this city and the

equipment, all-of which will be‘eiectrlcally

driven, will be as complete as money can

supply, and that nearly every part of the

machines will be built in the factory here

from the raw material.

“Though nothing definite is announced on

the point, it is understood that even the tires

will be made here and from a native ma

terial. It is also understood that the car

bodies will be constructed of aluminum, to

be supplied by the company recently organ

ized to manufacture that article in the re

public.

"A tiner equipped repair shop is projected

in the plan of the factory. Expert repair

men will be brought here from abroad.

"The personnel of the Mexican Automobile

and Bicycle Manufacturing Company in

cludes some of the most prominent and

wealthy men of the city, which is good as

surance that the industry will be one of the

most important that has ever been estab

lished in Mexico.

“When the industry is established the peo

ple of the republic will be able to obtain

the highest grade machines at a cost very

greatly reduced over what they are now

compelled to pay, says Mr. Browne. Be~

sides this, the purchaser will have no high

duty or transportation charges added to the

cost of his machine and he will have an op

portunity of seeing and trying it right hem

at home before purchasing."
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50 EASY, SO RELIABLE, SO SATISFACTORY, SO SAFE, SO DURABLE—

SO DIFFERENT

is the verdict of all users of

F I S K

MECHANICALLY PASTENEI) TIRE
Make your automobile run smoothly—to your mental, as well as your physical,

satisfaction—and maintain it economically by equipping it with FISK TIRES.

They have an individuality of design—recognized by every experienced driver to-day

as being in every way superior; a nicety of workmanshipflthat works wonders where

wearing qualities are considered; and a design that is veritably “an accident insurance.”

You cannot appreciate what can be recorded of these tires on a car until you have

personally “tried them out."

Chicopee Falls, MaSS.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK. 754 Seventh Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Henepin Ave. CLEVELAND, 818 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY, 1330 Main St.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave. ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St. LOS AGELES. 1034 Main St. ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Bridge St. SYRACUSE. 423 S. Clinton St. DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, lit Second Ave,

I-HILADELPl-IIA, 188 N. Broad St. BUFFAID. 893 Main St. CHICAGO. 125I Michigan Ave.

YJU CAN DEAL WITH U~l FROM A DISTAN'I‘ POINT THE SAME AS AT THE FACTORY.

GADILLACSALABILITY »

The following letter was recently received from the Wm. Galloway Co.,

one of the principal Cadillac dealers in the State of Iowa.

  

 

WA'I‘ERLOO, IOWA, Nov. 6, 1905.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Mich.

GENTLEMEN :—We have just wound up our automobile season and in this connection wish to

say that the trade has gone nay beyond our expectations. The facts of the case are, we got all the

trade there was in the town and around here.

Now, as I tell my customers, it is not because they are buying machines from us that we are

doing such a big business. It is simply the machine. The Cadillac automobile is rig/H. You have

struck the happy medium. The trouble with the average man who buys an automobile is he is

misled and thinks unless he buys a car with two cylinders and rated at from 16 to 40 horse power he

will not get a satisfactory machine. This is exactly where he is mistaken. I was mistaken myself in

this same way, because when I first got the automobile fever no man cou'd malte me believe anything

was right but a double cylinder; but my mind has bi en changed and changrd radically since I hare

handled the Cadillac.

What more dces a man want than on automobile that will take him any place he wants to go,

faster than he cares to ride, and will positively handle mud. sand and roads in a manner that

machines of three times the horse power cannot touch? This is exactly our experience with the

Cadillac automobile. We sold twenty carioads of them this year with not one single dissatisfied cus

tomer, and fully expect to sell 120 machines this coming season, but will on'y place our order for 50 at

a starter.

I will tell you what sells Cadillac aut'omobi'es. First, it is the men who own Cadillacs telli-g

their friends, and Second, the machine itself. I consider it the most valuable automobile agency in

America without a single exception. Very truly yours,

Dictated by WM. GALLOWAY. THE WILLIAM GA LLOWAY CO

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR C0. - - - - Detroit, Mich.

llambers Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 30,1905.

 

THE

NEW YORK

SHOW NUMBERS

of

THE MOTOR WORLD

wm Bear Dates

January 9th and 16th.

As always, they will deal with the subject

intelligently and well and be thoroughly

representative of the industry.

“Enclosed find my check for which please

renew my subscription to the Motor World.

i think I get about all the leading publica

tions, but when I want the latest news first

I get it from the Motor W0rld."—W. E. Ru

dy, Lima, Ohio.

Concerning Kerosene as :1 Fuel.

While, for obvious reasons, foreign manu

facturers have long been striving. more or '

loss sucesst'uliy, for carburetter-s that will

permit of the use of alcohol, it is a trifle odd

that American makers have devoted practi

cally no attention to kerosene us a fuel.

Waving aside all questions of boat units,

thermal efficiency and similar technicalities,

we all know that kerosene long has lecn suc

cessfully employed for boat propulsi .n. and

the average automobillst who has on occasion

been “put to it" while his engine yet retained

its heat, knows as well that the same fuel has

admirably served in the emergency.

Knowing all this, it would sccm Hill the

purely commercial advantages of kerosene

should merit for it far more attention than it

has received. Its abundance, its low‘ price, its

practically universal availability, its compar

ative safety—ouch and all of these factors are

of more than passing influence and im

portance. They make for safety and econ

omy in every department, economy not alone

in the operating of the car, but in its sale or

handling, for the item of insurance as it is

affected by gasolene is not a small one, and is

felt by manufacturer, dealer, owner and even

.by the dealer‘s neighbors and the owner‘s also.

It would also appear that the use of kero

some would he of influence in the immense of

export trade; for it is in the far away coun

tries thnt gasolene is scarce and its price

steep. The use of gasolene propelled auto

mobiles ln such countries is an expensive

luxury and an uncertain one, as, for instance,

in Panama, where the owner of one wrote the

Motor World that he for several weeks had

been unable to use his car because gasolene

was not available and the arrival of the next

ship was sometime removed.

Of course, ready starting with kero

sene is the chief stumbling block, or the only

one. If it were possible to readily and

quickly supply the requisite amount of heat

necessary to immediately generate the gas all

would be easy. The advantages that would

accrue from it appear great enough and suiii

cicntly far reaching to merit more serious and

more general inventive effort to attain that

end. Economy and safety are worth striving

for to the end of time.

How Weight and Price Compare.

Probably it is because the automobile has

been evolved and not designed by engineers.

as many skeptics are at considerable pains to

explain, and because, by the same token, the

men who have been responsible for its devel

opmcnt have been too much occupied with

the labor of perfecting its mechanical details

to delve into theory for enough to deduce

formulae and ratios of a general nature, that

the field is singularly barren of the sort of

data which is to be had in other lines. Thus,

the ratios which have been used for many

years in the development of the steam en

gine, the weight per horse power for any

given type, the fuel consumption, and the

first cost, as well as the costs of maintenance

and operation, have no exact counterparts.

either in the hand books of the automobile

designer or the memoranda of the salesman.

Material of this sort represents the result

of a careful study of machinery which has

been refined to a point where a uniform per

formance may be expected of any unit under

it serves the designer

as a criterion of the relative proficiency of

his own product as compared with that of

It serves the purchaser as a

basis upon which he may exactly formulate

his needs and determine at the outset Just

what sort of machine will be necessary to

perform the work which he has to be done.

In the automobile field it is too early, for

the most part, to expect authentic data of

this sort in regard to the final performance

normal conditions.

other designers.

of motors and complete machines. Certain

ratios of weight to horsepower and carrying

capacity have been worked out, but there is

as yet hardly suflicient settlement of the

questions involved to permit them to be con

sidered as final. Thus, althodgh a year ago,

the proportion of one horsepower for every

hundred pounds of weight in the car was‘on

sidered as well established practice, the, new

year will see several cars in which this ratio

is greatly reduced, and in at least one in

stance nearly cut in half.

One point, however, which is of paramount

interest to both sides of the market, still

vague and variable as are all other considera

tions in the trade, seemed last year to be up

That is to say, the

ratio of cost to weight, though widely di

vergent throughout the whole range of the

machines offered at the beginning of this

season, yet showed a conformity to a certain

standard throughout the range of medium

priced cars, which was truly remarkable.

when considered merely in the light of a co

incidence, and which, taken as an indication

of a trend, following along natural lines,

pointed to a definite average rule. Thus, of

the sixty-one cars priced within the limits of

$1,200 to $2,000, which were staged in Madl

son Square Garden last January, no less than

seventeen, or 28 per cent. of the entire num

proaching a settlement.
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her were assigned weights by their makers

which made the cost figure out a dollar a

pound. The average cost of the entire num~

ber, taken on the same basis, was 97 cents

per pound, but slightly less than the dollar

rate.

In the range of the low priced cars of the

runabout order the cost per pound was con

siderably less on the average, running down

to 75 cents in one instance, while among the

more elaborate productions in which nothing

was sacrificed to excellence and luxury in

mechanism and fitting, the cost was consider

ably greater, running as high as $2.60 in one

case.

It is not irrational to suppose that since

the weight of the car has a definite relation

to the capacity, and since the cost of manu

facture and sale can be reduced to terms of

the weight also, that such a ratio can be

definitely evolved in process of time. Also,

the same value may be expressed in terms of

the carrying capacity of the machine, so that

ultimately the purchaser may inform himself,

of the probable cost of a machine [or any?

sort of duty, so long as it be of standard

construction.

The crusade for more power and less

weight per horsepower which is being waged

this year, with the reduction in price of cer

tain standard types of machine for popular

use, are not unlikely to work together to keep

the cost per pound very nearly constant, cer»

tain ot' the cheaper grades of car running be

low the average, and certain other types de

signed more luxuriously exceeding it by an

amount which is dependent upon the degree

of their elegance. 0! course, it is impossible

to make an (air estimate of the result which

will be revealed during the coming Winter,

but it is sate to assume that this result will

not materially aifect the figure which has

held good this year for the majority of me

dium priced cars of standard construction.

 

To adjust the right height of the gnsoiene

at the jet, says one of those “rocking chair"

advisers, speaking of a carburetter, weight

the float equally—that is to say, so that it

will retain its erect position—with solder un

til the gnsolene stands in a bend on the top

' of the Jet without overflowing. This is the

best height for efficient working. All of which

is very well by way of experiment, but do not

place too much faith in the rule, as not all

carburetters have the same working level, and

the result might be a permanent flooding of

the cylinders with a mixture too rich to burn.

AT rm: AUCTION SALE

“Grand Manufacturers' Clearance" Lacking in

Grandeur—Auctioneer the Real Feature.

“It ydu’re here to buy cars I’m here to sell

them; not to answer questions," said the

auctioneer at the ‘grand manufacturers and

agents’ clearing sale" at No. 309 West Forty

iirst street, New York City, Tuesday morning

when the Motor World man asked him what

manufacturer or agent was disposing of his

stock. Further inquiries failed to reveal any

thing, and as a last recourse n grensestnined

helper was appealed to. He said he did not

know that any manufacturers or agents had

a car in the place; that some of tiem be

longed to the company—the West Side Auto

Transportation Co. was on the sign over the

door—and some of the cars hud hcen brought

in by individual owners to be disposel of at

auction.

The Motor World man had, like one hun

drcd' and fifty others, been attractcd to the

pll'ide by the alluring advertisements in the

daily newspapers, and wanted to “snap up"

the “chance of a lifetime." There were

plenty of chances. but the takers seemed

to value their lifetimes. One of the

chances came when n 1902 Oldsmobile was

put up. It was probably the auctioneer’s

fault that it was not sold. He said he did not

know whether it would run; in fact. he did

not know if it even had an engine in it. When

an inquisitive small boy “nosed” around to

find the motor he was gently informed that

his presence was not desired. Exit small boy.

EXcepting some of the old cars—relics they

were—the most interesting thing in the

establishment was the auctioneer. lie was

one of the persuasion who was recognized as

a man with a past who hrid “done things" in

the bicycle business years ago and who were

recently mingled with Grinbergs, Morrises

and others of the “storage sot." Clothed in a

[rock coat and wearing a but that was a cross

between a derby and a “tile,” he mounted

each car in turn and extolled its virtues. No

body seemcd to care when he gave as the list

prices of some of them, figures $200 or $300

above catalogue lists. He had the happy tac

ulty of gazing at the ceiling and getting a

bid therefrom. Several times when some

venturesome soul with money to burn risked

a bid at $100 the auctioneer would lift his

eyes heavenwurd, or rather ceilingwnrd, and

sing out:

“Do I hear $200? Ah, yes. Thank, you."

Apparently there were numerous straw

bids, so it is not known just how many cars

were actually sold.

The first—a 1904 Stevens—Duryea—went for

$370, and starting from $150 :1 last year‘s

White steam car was finally knoeked down

for $500. A four cylinder side entrance Ford

was bid up to $800. The auctioneer himself

started the bidding on a 1905 Itlchard-Brasier

at $3,500, and disposed of it at $4,300. An

Olds runabout sold for $325.' Some person

timidly ventured $200 on a 1904 Marion,

which the auctioneer said had just been

overhauled at the factory and repainted. The

man with the queer hat said he liked the

bidder’s nerve, but just to show him that the

average New Yorker is no fool would accept

the bid. Then the calls came fast and furious

from apparently nowhere. until at last the

person with the questionable but said: “Sold

at $650!” The bid on a 1904 Rambler. with

canopy top, was not high enough to suit his

highness, so it was pushed back in the corner.

There were no bids on a Northern runabout,

and a 1904 Cadillac, with tonneau, brought

only $300. The auctioneer requested the

crowd to go upstairs. Said he thought it they

went up their bids might go up also. it was

not so ordained, however. >

A schoolboy—he must have been that, for

he had a neat pile of books under one arm—

vontured $30 On an old cobwebbed Gnsmo

bile. and the bidding was quite spirited in

$2.50 raises until it was knocked down tor

$80. A dusty steam delivery wagon—no one

knew its name or pedigree—received two bids.

$50 and S55, respectively. It was _Slilt1 for

the latter figure. A 1903 Olds runabout

brought $200, and a 1903 Mors started at $700

and finished at $1,175. A Centaur electric

runabout sold for $275, and a last year's

ltnmbler was not bid on. The last machine

oifered was an unpainted electric broughuni.

minus batteries. No bids were offered. There

were lots of other cars, but us the damp

atmosphere seemed to have a depressing ef

fect upon the bidders the sale was declared

over.

Kansas City is "Coming On."

The Kansas City (Mo) Motor Car Com

pany has leased the property at 310 West

Ninth street. on which it will erect a three-'

story building, to be used as its retail es

tablishment. The estimated cost is $00000.

The company will also build three brick

structures on the Independence road, Kan

sas City, where it purposes building motor

cars.
 

Chauffeurs .loin Teamsters’ Union.

Chauffeurs of Los Angeles, 0211., believe

that “where there is union there is strength,”

and have accordingly organized as the Auto

mobile Drivers and Helpers. It will be a

typical trade union, as the new club has al

lied itself with the International Brother

hood of Teamsters.

 

Deere-Clark Erecting Big Plant.

The recently incorporated Deere-Clurk Mo

tor Cnr Co. has already started to build its

plant at East Moline, Ill. A one story build

ing, 100x300 feet, is being erected at First

avenue, near the Grinneil road.

Reid may Leave Detroit.

The Reid Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich, manu

facturers of the Wolverine car, are seeking a

location for the removal of its plant. Elk

hart, Ind., is contemplated.
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TIRE THAT FITS ITS TITLE

Goodrich’s " Quick Detachable"

Revelation—Just How it Works.

 

Proves a

if the B. F. Goodrich Co.’s new Quick De

tachable tire, as it is stylcd, does not score

an immediate "hit," it will be surprising in

deed. A sample tire reached the Goodrich

branch at 1625 Broadway, New York, on

Monday last and demonstrations amply

  

proved that never was a tire more truly

named. To see the tire removed from the

rim in less than thirty seconds is a revela

tion; to see it attached, tightened and made

ready for inflation in less than a minute—and

all this without special effort—serves to

heighten the wonder.

A clear idea of the mechanical details of

the new method of fastening, as well as of

the modus operandi involved in its use may

be readily had by a glance at the accompany

ing photographic illustrations. 'In Fig. 1.

“hich represents the rim stripped of all in

cumbrances, it will be noticed that this is of

the usual clincher section, but is almost flat

at one side, with the exception of a very

slight retaining head, which in no way ini

pedes the entrance or exit of the tire to the

hollow of the rim. At the left hand side of

the rim, as shown in the illustration and

within a fraction of an inch 0f the outer or

unprotected edge, will be seen an opening of

peculiar shape, extending along the rim for

about two inches and going clear through the

metal. About six inches below this and in a

line with the opening referred to will be seen

a small metal projection, while on the stand

supporting the wheel and just to the left of

the valve cover shown there, is a small piece

of metal bent at right angles and having one

end drilled with a half inch hole. These

and the removable section of the rim shown

leaning against the wheel in Fig. 2 com

prise the fastening entire.

Starting with the rim bare as illustrated

the method of putting the tire In place ready

  

for inflation is as follows: The valve stem

is inserted through the corresponding hole in

the rim, which is situated directly behind the

opening already referred to in detail. One

tongue of the removable rim section, as

shown in Fig. 2, is then inserted in the left

hand side of the latter opening and a recess

in this movable piece is settled down over

the small projection along the rim proper and

about six inches below. as previously de

scribed. This prevents any lateral move

ment. The remainder of the removable see

Fig. 1.

tion is then settled into place behind the

raised bead extending around the entire

wheel and which serves to grip it in place.

This brings the other tongue of the latter op

posite the opening which is so shaped as to

permit of its insertion only by forcing the

tire back on the rim for some distance and

which can naturally only be done when de

tiated. After being inserted here it must be

moved forward and outward a short distance

to bring it into line with the other projec

tion and the outside of the wheel.

Both these projections then stick through

the rim at a point that practically coincides

with the center of the valve stem, but do not

lie flush against the felloe. Here is where

the small extra piece referred to comes in.

By means of the hole mentioned it is slipped

over the valve stem and forced behind the

two tongues. the faces of the latter and that

of the piece being so arranged as to tightly

grip one another, the function of the piece
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being to hold the ends of the removable rim

down, although one of these—the left hand

one, as illustrated, cannot move in any di

rection and the other can only move inward,

which is impossible except when the tire hap

pens to be deflated. Further security is in

sured by screwing the valve cover home

tightly on its seat. The appearance of the

entire construction in place with the tire in

flated is clearly shown in Fig. 3. The recess

shown in the removable rim just to the left

of the joint in this illustration is for the re

ception at one end of the tool shown in Fig.

2 leaning against the wheel. This is the only

tool necessary and is employed merely to

start the removable section or the tire itself

from its bed after having been in place for

some time. As described the operation of

removing or replacing the tire ready for in

flation may appear lengthy, but it is as a

matter of fact quite the reverse and takes

for less time than is necessary to explain it.

In short, if facility for repair is a vital fac

tor—and it is—then the Goodrich Co. has

taken a giant’s stride forward.

 

Features oi Foldiek's Garage.

In the “Motordrome,” as the Harry Fos

dick Company, of Boston, style their estab

lishment on Stanhope street, there are in

corporated several innovations that make

for advanced service.

- The building itself is of brick, five stories

high, the whole of which is occupied by the

Fosdick company. The top floor, purposely

inaccessible, is devoted to a machine shop,

admission to which will be strictly limited

to the workman. Chaufleurs will not be al

lowed thero. under any circumstances.

0n the floor below is the tool and stock

room, where spare parts and extra tires,

etc.,, ma be checked, for which a receipt

will be given. This, as Mr. Fosdick laugh

lngly explained, is to assure a customer that

he will not be sold the same tire or part

a second time. Part of this floor is used

as a private garage, and will contain sep

arate charging stations for electrics, etc.

Space therein has already been secured by a

couple of prominent Bostonians.

The third floor is the repository and sales

room proper, where new cars will be shown,

and everything that will lend attractiveness

to their display has been installed; chief

among which are the arrangement of lights.

which give a sort of picture gallery effect,

being strung along the sides of the wall and

shaded so that the light is thrown directly

on the cars. On this floor also are the busi

ness offices, attractively finished in green

and white.

On the second floor is the garage for reg

ular “boarders,” which contains expanding

metal lockers and other conveniencies.

The ground floor is cemented. It has an

entrance on Stanhope street and an exit

leading to Dartmouth street and the auto

mobile testing track. It will be used for

washing, etc. In the cellar will be the elec

trical equipment for charging batteries, and

a feature is to be made of the care of com

mercial trucks.

. pany.

In the Retail World.

Percy H. Johnston & Co., Newark, N. J.,

have taken the agency in that city for the

Grout car.

The Austin Automobile Company, New

ark, N. J., has taken the agency for the

Ford cars.

The Keystone Automobile Company, Pitts

burg, Pa., has taken the agency in that city

for the Ford cars for 1906.

Guy Carlton has started in business at 528

North Main street, Bloomington, Ill. For

the present he will handle the Buick.

John Charter and Russell George have be

gun business at Sterling, Ill. They will ban

dle the Thomas car and do a general storage

and repair business.

Munsing & Chapman is the style of a new

tirm formed to handle the Grout cars in New

York. They have established themselves in

the line new building No. 1,855 Broadway.

Fire last Wednesday, 22d inst, in the gar

age of Thomas Northway, at 92-94 Exchange

street, Rochester, N. Y., did $1,000 worth of

damage. Several cars were damaged by

water.

Ilecht & Friedman, who will operate as the

St. Louis Motor Car Co., of New York. have

established salesrooms at No. 1,843 Broad

way. 'l‘hey will, of course, handle the St.

Louis car.

The Kane-Champlln Company, Buffalo, N.

Y., has taken possession of its new estalr

lishment at Tapper and Ellicott streets. The

garage is two stories high and its dimen

sions 57x100 feet.

The L. C. Gllson Automobile Co., Portland,

Me, has contracted for the erection of a

modern garage at 883,889 Congress street. It

will 'be one story high, with basement, and

measure 100x100 feet. .

These-officers have been elected to serve the

Automobile Transit Co., of La Crosse, Wis:

President, A. J. Stephenson; vice-president,

. Fred Hartwell; treasurer, Phile McMahon;

secretary, Warren Brayton,

F. Blomberg is erecting a $25,000 brick

garage on Madison street/Memphis, Tenn.

It' will be two stories high, triangular-1y

shaped, measuring 110 feet on new Madison

street and 110 feet on old Madison street.

S. F. Randolph, of the Autocar Company

of New York, has disposed of his lease on

the building which was being finished for

him at 62d and Broadway, and will seek a

new location on his return from Paris. He

sails for the French metropolis on Saturday.

Charles E. Lane has purchased a 50foot

lot on the south side' of Olive street, near

Vandewatcr avenue, St. Louis, Mo, on which

he will erect a modern fireproof garage, to

cost $25.0“). He will handle St. Louis and

Rec cars.

A four-story and basement brick garage

will be erected at 28-30 Howard street, A]

bany, N. Y., by the Albany Garage Com

The concern has taken the agency

in that city for the Thomas, Peerless, Auto

car and Stevens-Duryea cars.

' January 1.

The Jackson Automobile Company, Jack

son, Mich., has established salesrooms in

Newark, N. J., through which the New

York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania out

put will be handled. The branch is in

charge of C. W. Oathout.

The recently incorporated Douglas-Andrews

Co., New York City, which has contracted for

the entire output of Berkshire cars. will

establish a garage in Pittsfleid, Mass. before

The Mills Building has been

leased for the purpose.

The Newark Garage and Repair Company.

recently incorporated, has purchased the liv

ery stable property at 213-215 Clinton ave

nue, that city, and will remodel it to suit

the required needs. George Paddock has

been elected president, Leonard B. Zusie

treasurer and Andrew Schwind secretary

and general manager.

L. D. Morris & Bros, automobile dealers

at Plalnfield, N. J., Will move into the brick

building on East Fourth street, formerly oc

cupied by a large manufacturing concern.

The firm is negotiating for the purchase of

the property and, if acquired, will remodel

it as a modern garage.

Excavations at 5009-15 Center avenue.

Pittsburg, Pa., the site for the new garage to

be erected by the Hiland Automobile Co., be

gun last week. The building will consist of

two stories and basement, 88x115 feet. When

completed, the building and real estate will

have cost more than It will be beat.

ed by steam and the plant will be complete in

every detail. There will be a separate build

ing for the storage of gasolene in the rear of

the main structure. The floor space will oc

cupy 21,000 feet. The ~otiices will be on the

first floor, reception rooms and air-tight glass

inclosed salesrooms on the second floor.

 
Special iPIant for Automobile Products.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company of

Philadelphia has purchased for about $100.

000 the property of the Pennsylvania Iron

Company art 49th and Merion avenue, which

adjoins their present property.

The realty secured consists of a lot 95 feet

wide by 200 feet long, including a four-story

brick building. This gives the Standard

Roller Bearing Company 926 feet facing

upon the Pennsylvania Railroad main line

near 52d street station, making a total of

over five acres, with several factory bu'.-i

ings, having a total floor space of 145,.) -

square feet.

The Standard company will move their

annular ball bearing and automobile axle

department and brass foundry into this

Pennsylvania Iron Works building in about

thirty days.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company

also recently purchased from the American

Ice Company a plot of land adjoining their

property on the east, upon which they are

erecting a foundry for making crucible steel

castings.

The factory for two years has been run

ning day and night and is employing nearly

one thousand hands.
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POINTS FROM PARIS

Prices. Light Cars, the Tire Test and Traffic

Regulations all Subjects of Discussion.

 

 

Paris, Nov. 17.—The French makers have

always prided themselves upon the exclusive

character of their vehicles, and by catering

for the wealthy classes are making a consid

erable profit out of the industry. While

they could get high prices for big and highly

finished cars they were not disposed to go in

for the building of smaller and cheaper ve

hicles, upon which they would not get more

than half the return with the same produc

tion. The popular type of car has been a lit

tle beneath them.

During the last year this somewhat super

cilious attitude toward the cheap car has

considerably changed as the result of new

developments in the industry. A nearly all

the firms had been specializing themselves

in high priced cars, the supply has now fully

met the demand, with the result that it Is by

no means so easy to get such big prices for

cars as formerly. Several of the leading

makers have found it necessary to revise

their price lists and quote the new cars at

lower figures. This is partly due to the com

petition of big engineering firms like Delan

nuy-Bcllevllle, Hotchkiss and De Dietrich,

who manufacture cars as a stopgap and

take up this branch of the business merely

as a means of providing employment for

their plants when not otherwise engaged.

As the working costs are very low, they have

it In their power to cut down prices when

ever they find it to their interest to do so,

and this is a standing menace to other firms

who turn out nothing but cars and have

therefore to take into account an el'rception

ullyhenvy working cost.

TENDENCY TOWARD LOWER. PRICES.

This tendency toward the lowering of

prices of high grade cars is being accom

panied by a revival of interest in the popular

car, which, beginning in the United States,

where the runabout met with a good deal of

success, has spread to England, and this pop

ularity of the small car abroad has compelled

French makers to look to this branch of the

industry for fear that it will be monopolized

by foreign manufacturers. Moreover, in this

country also there is a strong agitation in

favor of the cheap car among that almost

unlimited class of buyers who feel that they

have been waiting too long in the cold until

makers should condescend to look after their

requirements. For one buyer who will pay

$3,000 for a car there are hundreds who are

looking out for reliable vehicles that can be

purchased for something less than $500, and

there is no doubt that good little cars can be

supplied for this figure. Of course, it is

hopeless to expect to turn out cheap cars

which are merely small imitations of the big

vehicles, for in neither case can the quality

of workmanship be sacrificed, and In propor

tion to the selling price the small car costs

much more to produce than the big vehicle.

The only way out of the difficulty, therefore,

is to design special types of popular cars in

which the mechanism is reduced to the“ sim

plest form possible.

Buyers have been stating their views

through the motor press, from which it is

clear that they have no particular preference

for any type of mechanism so long as it: is

cheap and reliable. The popular car is not:

influenced by fashion In the same way as the

big vehicle. The maker can employ any kind

of engine and pr0pelling gear, so long as the

car gives satisfactbry results, and having

such a wide latitude in the designing of mo

tors and transmissions there ought to be no

difficulty in turning out suitable types of

cheap cars. The only danger lies in little

firms glutting the market with ramshackle

affairs, as was the case five or six years ago

when nutomobillng was thrown back by the

disgust with which the public rejected the

cars offered them. With the experience now

gained in the industry, it may be hoped that

this will not be repeated, and that the trade

will settle down to types of little vehicles

that will prove serviceable to their owners.

As a means of further stimulating this

movement in favor of cheap cars a test. of

voiturettes is to be carried out; this month,

when we shall see what makers have already

. done In the way of catering for the unlimited

demand for small cars. The example of

Peugeot and Renault in designing light ve

hicles is having a good eflect on the trade,

and there is no doubt that 1906 will be chief

ly remarkable for the revival of the popular

cur.

CARS FOR PROFESSIONAL USE.

Evidence of the grooving use of the motor

vehicle among people engaged in professional

and business occupations is seen in the report

which has just been presented by a member

of the Extra-Parliamentary Commission of

Inquiry upon the progressof nutomobilism dur

ing the last five years. In this country own

ers who use their cars for business are only

required to pay one~half of the usual tax,

and as their professions are given when de

claring the vehicles a complete record is kept

of the various occupations in which the motor

car is regarded as an “instrument of work.”

During the last four years the number of

cars upon which the half tax is paid has been

steadily increasing, until this year the 3,485

cars coming within this category represent

31.8 per cent of the total number of vehicles

declared. One-third of this number-~that is

to say, 1,109 cars—are owned by doutors, and

then come factory managers, engineers, archi

tects, etc., with 359, followed by commercial

travellers with 254. It is significant that

nearly all the doctors using cars live in the

country, and those in towns form only an

infinitesimal proportion of the whole. It is

strange that commercial travellers are not

making a greater use of the motor vehicle, but

this is one of the classes which are looking

out for the cheap car which the trade is now

preparing to supply. More than any one else

the commercial traveller needs a car that is

reliable as well as cheap. and he is hardly

likely to spend a lot of money on a vehicle

unless he is sure that it will prove a good in

vestment. It is to be hoped that in the com

ing year the trade will bring suitable cars

within reach of this as well as of other classes

of would-be users who are anxiously waiting

for a type of vehicle that will fully satisfy

their requirements.

HOW THE TIRE RACE WILL BE RUN.

The detail of the tire race have now been

settled. The sporting commission of the Au

tomobile Club of France had a great deal of

difficulty in meeting the objections raised by

the tire firms, who do not seem at all pleased

at the idea of being required to take upon

themselves the responsibility of a race. in

the past they have been deriving enormous

profit in the way of publicity from rows In

which car makers how bad to bear the cost,

and they can hardly gybe now at being invited

to take part in a race organized specially for

themselves, the more so as such a contest is

expected to do a great deal in the way of im

proving the pneumatic tire. It is certain that

the tire makers will have to exercise their

ingenuity and experience In turning out the

very best tircs possible if they are to show up

sum essfulLv in the race, for not. only are

they competing among themselves, but also

with a category of solid tires and spring

wheels which will for the first time be

tested under exactly the some conditions as

the pneumatic tires. Altogether the race

promises to be unusually interesting.

The contest to be run oi! next year by the

Automobile Club of France will be known as

the Coupe du Bandage, or Tire Cup, and is

limited exclusively to makers of wheels and

tires of all kinds. Each maker will be al

lowed to enter a maximum number of four

cars, for each of which a fee of $600 has to

be paid. For entries that are received after

February 15 the amount of the fee is doubled.

The distance to be covered will be from 620

to 930 miles, and this may be run off in two

daily stages. if necessary. The chassis must

have a maximum weight of 1,200 kilos, with

the usual tolerance of 7 kilos for magnetos.

It must also carry a box to contain 400 kilos

of dead weight behind the seats. The same

systems of tires must be fitted to all four

wheels.

The tires will be divided into tWO cate

gories—that is to say, first, pneumatic tires.

and second, all other kinds of tires and

elastic wheels, or a combination of solid tires

and springs. Each car will be allowrrd to

carry four extra air tubes, which must be

marked, as well as the tires on the wheels,

and any repairs on the road can only be car

ried out by the driver and his mechanic with

the tools on board. In sending entries the

maker must forward a drawing of the tire, a

complete tire, the parts which he wishes to

have the option of changing during the race

and a full description of the work and the

time occupied in renewing such parts. The

commission will inform the competitor If he

will be allowed to change these parts, and if.

In the evrznt of the commission refusing to

allow the parts to be changed, the maker
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wishes to withdraw he will have returned to

ililll one-half of the entrance fee if he noti

fies of his withdrawal within a week. The re

sults will be based solely upon speed, but

the tires or wheels must be in fair condition

at the end of the race. There will also be a

classification for regularity according to the

aggregate times of the four cars running

with each make of tire.

REGULATION OF MOTOR TRAFFIC.

The question of regulating motor car traffic

is very much to the fore on this side. In

England a royal commission of inquiry is

sitting to lay the foundation of a new motor

act to replace the one which is reaching the

term for which it was passed, and ill France

the government has been obliged to take hasty

measures to give satisfaction to that section

of the public which is clamoring for protec

tion. These lllcasures aim at eliminating

reckless drivers as murh as possible by lay

ing down all sorts of restrictions ill the

granting of driving certificates, notably in

fixing a limit of age at which people can drive

cars of stated horsepowers. For instance,

between sixteen and eighteen years of age

the applicant for a certificate can only ride a

motorcycle of 2 horsepower; between eigh

teen and twenty-one he can drive cars up to

35 horsepower, and beyond the latter age he

is qualified to drive any car subject to his

getting a certificate. To obtain this he must

present duly authenticated certificates show

ing that he is of good moral character and

that his health and eyesight are good, and

the driving examinations will be much more

severe than they have been heretofore. it

has been decided also to suppress the use of

the horn ill towns, which must be replated by

a hell, but the horll may be employed on the

country roads.

If no serious protest has been raised

against. these new regulations—which, by the

way, will not be enforced until they have

passed through the Chamber—it is because it

is understood that they are to be of a merely

temporary character. The regulations that

are to permanently guide niotOr traffic are

being drawn up by the Extra Parliamentary

Commission, which has now been sitting for

close on three years. The task set this com

mission is of so complicated a character that

it finds it hopeless to hit upon any cut and

dried regulations which can be passed into a

permanent law, and it'is therefore proposed

to create a lnotor code alld then transform

the Extra-I’arliamentary (‘ommission into a

permanent consulting commission which will

take automobiling entirely under its wing.

The new tolnnlission will consider questions

and problems relating to the different phases

of automobiling as they arise, and will send

on recollllllendations to the Ministers, who

will legalize them by decrees so that they

will be incorporated into the motor code. Mo

tor traffic is growing so rapidly that the

changing conditions of automobiling must re

quire constant modification in the law, and

the only way of meeting the questions that

will continually arise will be by the forma

tion of a permanent commission similar to

that in operation in this country.

Italians Extend Forgivtness to “emery.

Evidently the otiicials of the Automobile

(‘iullb of Italy are of a forgiving nature or

do not lllilld being told to go to hell two or

three times over, for that body has rein

stated Allgllst Hemery. the sour-visaged son

of France, who won the Vanderbilt cup race.

liemcry was suspended for one year for

using til se torrid remarks to the officials ill

the Florio cup race, and the French organi—

zation recognized the action of the Italian

club. Although he again consigned the

Italians to the hot place when news of his

punishment reached him when in New York,

Hemcry sent a written apology to the Italian

club upon his return to France, according to

Robert Coquelle. a Parisian race promoter

now in this country, and was restored to its

good graces. not however without paying a

heavy flue.

Ohio Farmers as Frothing Motorphobes.

Farmers living between Urbana and Mech

aniesburg, Ohio, are waging an unrelentless

warfare upon the automobile. They have cir

culated a petition to the county commission

ers asking that the roads be closed to motor

vehicles, which has been signed by every

farmer on the route. For some time past an

automobile stage has been plying between

the two cities and the motorphobic tendencies

of the ruraiites have taken the most virulent

form. several attempts having been made to

actually wreck it by placing logs across the

road.
1.
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PENNSYLVANIA'S NEW LAW

Assesses Residents and Non-Residents and Re.

quires Big Numbers—Licenses are Revolubie.

 

All motorists who reside in‘Pennsylvania

or who contemplate using the highways of

that State must now make ready to comply

with the new law which goes into effect on

January 1 next. In some respects the law

is slightly less burdensome to the residents.

It vests‘authorlty in the State Highway

Commission and exacts a charge of $3 per

year for' use of what are erroneously sup

posed to be the public roads. The old law

required that $2 per year be paid to the ’

county prothonotary for kindly consenting

to issue a certificate of registration and $3

additional to the city or county treasurer

for handing out a license. ' '

By forbidding the display of other than

Pennsylvania numbers the new- law is made

to luore specifically apply to non-residents.

Two of these numbers, which are five in

stead of three inches in height, will» be sup

plied by the Highway Department, and must

be displayed mean the front, the other on

the rear of the vehicle. The display of

these numbers, however, is not sufficient, as

the operator of the car, who must be more

than 18 years of age, must carry his license

with him at all times, and whenever any

cornfed constable feels like looking at it

he must "produce," just as the Czar‘s sub

Jects must “produce.”

The speed limits are practically unchanged

—20 miles per hour in the country, ten miles

—lnstead of eight—in the corporate limits of

cities and boroughs.

The penalties are made heavier and more

specific. The'old law gives courts the 0p

tion of inflicting fines “not exceeding $100"

or jail sentences “not exceeding 30 days."

The new law makes the penalty for a first

offense not less than $10 nor more than $25

or “not more than 10 days," and for a sec

ond odense not less than $25 nor more than

$100, jail sentences being possible only in

the event of non-payment of fines. For a

second conviction the mortorist‘s right to

use his pr0perty on the common roads of

the State will be revoked for a period of not

less than six months.

The full text of this precious law is as

follows:

Section 1. Be it enacted, etc., That no

motor vehicle, whether propelled by steam,

gas or electricity, shall be operated or driven

upon any public street or public highway in

any city, borough, county or township in

this commonwealth until the operator there

of shall have procured a license from the

State Highway Department of this common

wealth, as hereinafter provided.

Section 2. Every applicant for a license

shall set forth, in writing, verified by oath

or aflirmation, the name and residence of

the applicant. No license shall be issued to

any person who is under eighteen years of

age. -

Section 3. It shall be the duty of the

State Highway Department to enter every

such application in a book to be kept for

that purpose, and, if all the requirements of

section 2 of this act have been complied

with, to issue a license to the applicant. and

to_furnish therewith two tags. containing

the license number, not less than five inches

in'helght, and the number of the year; for

such license the applicant shall pay the sum

of three dollars, which sum shall be appro

priatedto the use of the said State High

way Department.

Section 4. Every such license issued shall

contain the name of the licensee, the date of

license, and the number of the license under

which the said vehicle is licensed, together

with the. number of the book and page in

which the same is entered. The. license shall

not be effective until the license number is

posted in a conspicuous place, both in back

and front of the said vehicle. Not more

than one State license number shall be car

ried upon the front and back of the said

vehicle while operated or used on any of the

public streets or public highways. as afore

said; and a license number obtained in any

other place or State shall be removed from

said vehicle while the vehicle is being used

within this commonwealth.

Section 5. No person or persons shall be

allowed to use, operate or drive any motor

vehicle, as aforesaid, upon any of the public

streets or public highways of the cities,

boroughs, counties or townships of this com

monwealth at a speed greater than a mile

in six minutes, within the corporate limits

of any of the cities and boroughs thereof;

outside of the corporate limits of any city

or borough, as aforesaid, the lawful rate of

'specd_ hall ,not exceed one mile in three
J3 .

minutes: Provided,, That in townships of

the first class the commissioners thereof

any, by ordinance. fix a speed rate of not

less than one mile in six minutes, in such

sections of said township as they may deem

such rate necessary for public safety: Pro

vided, however, In the sections where such

speed limit is fixed, the commissioners shall

cause signs to be placed, at distances of not

over one-half mile apart, which signs shall

be readable from the highways, and shall

set forth the speed limit and the penalty

for the violation thereof: Provided further.

That this section shall not permit any per

son or persons to drive an automobile at a

greater speed than is reasonable, regarding

trafiic, danger, or injury to pr0perty or per

son, at any time or at any place.

Section 6. Any person using or operating

a motor vehicle upon the public streets or

public highways, as aforesaid, shall have

displayed in a conspicuous place on the front

and back of said vehicle, the tags furnished

by the State Highway Department. accom

panying the license for that year; and one

hour after sunset he shall have the number

in the back of the machine sufficiently light

ed, so as to be plainly distinguishable.

Every such motor vehicle shall carry, during

the period, from one hour after sunset to

one hour before sunrise, at least one fixed

lighted lamp, showing a white light. visible

at least one hundred feet in the direction

towards which the vehicle is proceeding. and

shall also exhibit one red light, visible in the

reverse direction. Every motor vehicle shall

also be provided with good and sufficient

brake or brakes. and shall also be provided

with bell, horns or other signal device.

Every operator or user thereof shall sound

the gong or other alarm when approaching

a street crossing or road crossing; and shall

have no more right of way, or preference as

to the use of such street or road. than the

driver of any horse or other animal, until

the. animal or animals have passed or hnvc

been passed by said motor vehicle.

Section 7. Every person so licensed shall ‘

carry with him. when using or operating

such motor vehicle upon the public streets or

the public highways aforesaid, his license.

and when so req'uircd by any constable or

police officer of this commonwealth shall

produce the license for inspection. No li

cense issued shall be valid for a longer pc

riod than one year. it may be issued on the

first day of January, or at any time thcrc

after, but shall expire on the thirty-first day

of December next ensuing.

Section 8. The constables and police otfi

ccrs of the cities, boroughs and townships

of this commonwealth may arrest, upon view

and without warrant, any person or persons

violating any of the provisions of this act:

Provided, That in the event of an arrest for

violation of any of the provisions of this act.

if the defendant is unable to give sufficient

bail for a hearing or'for his appearance at

court, the magistrate before whom he is

first taken. shall. in lieu of such bail. hold in

custody the motor vehicle found in possession

of the defendant; and the court. after the

trial of the defendant, if no sufficient bail

according to law has been given in the

meantime, shall make such order as to the

disposition of such motor vehicle as to it

shall seem just and proper.

Section 9. All civil actions for damages

arising from the use and operation of any

motor vehicle. as aforesaid. may be brought

in the city or county in which the alleged

damages were sustained. and service of

process may be made by the sherifl in per

son, or by his deputy, in any part of this

commonwealth. in like manner as process

may now be served in the proper county.

Section 10. Any person violating any of

the provisions of this act shall be subject to

a fine or penalty of not less than ten dollars

nor more than twenty-five dollars, to be col

lected by summary conviction before any

magistrate or Justice of the peace, as like

tines and penalties are now by law collect

able; or, in case of non-payment of the fine

within forty-eight hours, to undergo an im

prisonment in the county jail for a. period

not exceeding ten days. Any person or per

sons who, having been previously convicted

before a magistrate or justice of the peace
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of this- commonwealth of any violation of

the provisions of this act, upon commission

of the second or a subsequent Offense shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,

'upon conviction thereof, shall be sentenced

to pay a fine not less than twenty-five dol

lars nor more than one hundred dollars; or,

in case of non-payment of such fine, to un

dergo an imprisonment in the county jail

for a period not exceeding thirty days.

Upon conviction of a second violation of the

provisions of the act, certified to the State

Highway Commissioner, the license issued to

such person, so convicted, shall immediately

be revoked by the State Highway Commis

sioner, and shall not be reissued for the

space of six months after such revocation.

Section 11. All fines and penalties collect

ed under the provisions of this act shall be

paid to the city, borough or township treas

urer, wherein the offense is committed, and

the same shall be expended by said city,

borough or township for the benefit of the

public road.

Section 12. This act shall not apply to

any racecourse or private road, nor to any

passenger railway or steam railroad confined

to tracks. nor to steam or other street roll

ers, nor to any of the motor vehicles which

any manufacturer or vendor of automobiles

may have in stock for sale, and not for hire

or for his private use.

Section 13. This act shall take eifect on

the first day of January, Anno Domini one

thousand nine hundred and six.

Section 14. All acts or parts of acts in

consistent herewith are hereby repealed.

Will Buy Licenses En Bloc.

Although Philadelphia has long been called

the “slow town," the automobile club of that

cityl-is showing a spirit of progressiveness

>thab makes the name seem misappropriate.

When the new automobile speed law goes

into effect on January 1 next all members of

the Philadelphia Automobile Club will not be

put to the inconvenience of individually se

curing licenses. The club will stand sponsor

for all the applications and will obtain the

licenses from the Secretary of State by one

application.
 

Vernor Would Require Aprons.

Alderman Vernor has introduced an or

dinance in the Detroit (Mich) council making

it necessary for all automobiles in the city

to be properly aproned. It likely will be

tabled, however, for the Detroit Automobile

(“lab has filed a protest against the passage

of the measure, claiming that aprons create

a dangerous condition, which sometimes re

sults in the collected oil catching fire and

burning up the car.

Albany Will Offer Touring Trophy.

At the annual meeting of the Albany (N.

Y.) Automobile Club it was announced that

the organization will offer a $250 (up to be

uttered in competition in a touring (ontest to

be instituted next year. At this meeting the

following officers were elected: President,

Archibald J. McClure; vice-president. J. P.

Randson; secretary-treasurer. C. D. Ilakes.

 

FOR THE GLIDDEN TROPHY

Date Set and Route Outlined for l906 Con

test—Toronto the Destination.

 

The 1906 touring competition for the Glid

den trophy will not, as heretofore, start and

finish at New York City, but from Buffalo.

The journey of some fourteen hundred miles

will, however, end in New York. The route

will be a circuitous one, taking in the best

roads of Canada and New England, but

withal the test will be a severe one as the

roads to be traversed are particularly hilly.

The date and details of the 1906 tour were

given out late last week by the runs and

tours committee of the American Automobile

Association which, of course, has the affair

in charge.

The start will be made from Buffalo, N. Y.

—by invitation of the Automobile Club of

Buffalo, of which Percy Pierce, winner of

this year‘s contest, is a member-on the

morning of July 23, and Niagara Falls will

be visited en rout-3 t0 the Canadian border.

The A. A. A. have started negotiations with

the Canadian customs authorities so that no

delay will be experienced at the border.

From Niagara Falls the route will be over

a fine old gravel road through St. Catherines,

Grimsby and Hamilton to Toronto, where the

first night stop will be. The tourists will be

the guests of the Toronto Automobile Club.

For the second day the run will be over the

famous Kingston road, the best macadam

ized highway in Canada, passing through

Whitby, Oshawa, Bowmanville, Port Hope.

Cobourg, Bellevlll‘e and other old Canadian

towns to Kingston. Here it is only a short

distance to the Thousand Islands in the St.

Lawrence River, and it is probable a day

may be spent in the neighborhood.

Dirt roads of inferior quality will be ridden

over on the third day, via,.Brockville and

Prescott, and thence north to Ottawa, the

Canadian capital. Here will be a night stop

before beginning the short but tedious

journey over dirt and rock roads to Montreal.

the largest city in the Dominion. Better

roads and a more interesting run will be had

on the fifth day along the south shore of the

St. Lawrence to Quebec, one of the oldest

and most picturesque cities on this continent.

From this point the itinerary is not 0 well

fixed in mind, but will include a run south

over the uncertain Maine roads to Poland

Springs, thence west through New Hamp

shire and the White Mountains to Bretton

Woods for a day’s rest, then traversing Ver

mont to Lake Champlain; thence to Saratoga

and Albany and along the Hudson River to

New York.

Calls “ Lightning Conductor" e Libel.

An example of what may very aptly be

termed “literary prostitution” has just been

brought to light through the beginning of an

action for libel against the English publish

ers of the tWo automobile novels written by

the Williamsons and entitled “The Lightning

 

Conductor” and “My Friend the Chauffeur,"

by the makers of the Benz cars.

In both of these books what is known as

the “German Horror" is represented by an

old 3 horsepower Benz of the vintage of

1398, which the American heroine is inveigled

into buying at a high price from a scheming

English nobleman. The hero is the owner

of a new Napier, and gallantly rescues the

heroine from the innumerable breakdowns of

her lumbering vehicle. It all turns out to be

a clever dodge to advertise the Napier car,

which during the remainder of the books—the

old German Horror is killed off early by burn

ing itself up or in similar fashion—performs

magnificently, and as every good and true au

tomobile, whether bearing a hero and heroine

or otherwise, should. The novels have had

a large sale, and the Benz Parsifal Co. is ac

cordingly seeking financial balm.

Allen Duly Authorized to Automobile.

After wandering through a labyrinth of

laws and red tape the Comptroller of the

Treasury last week rendered a decision that

William C. Allen, electrical engineer of the

District of Columbia. can have an automo

bile instead of a horse and thus save the

District $300 a year. Allen discovered that

he could travel much cheaper by motor car

than by horse and communicated the fact to

the Comptroller. No laws were found to

bear on the subject, but the Comptroller,

with more judgment than others of Wash

ington's oificialdom have shown, concluded

that the use of the automobile was not con

trary to law.

Speedway Yarn from Winnipeg.

Some energetic publicity"promoter or the

northern country has circulated the report

that at the next sitting of the Manitoba Legis

lature application is to be made for authority

to construct, operate and maintain a toll road

or track of, oval shape for the exclusive use

of automobiles, with one end touching Winni‘

peg and the other Portage la Praire, the total

distance to be covered by the course being

158 miles, according to the preliminary sur

veys. The course will be constructed of as

phalt and oil, with a sand surface. Natu

rally “an effort will be made to have the big

automobile races run on this course.”

 

Vageries of Batavian Law.

A motorist in Butavia has had to appear

before the authorities at Munich on the

ground that he had used a trumpet to give

warning of his approach, instead of the more

usual horn, blown by a rubber "pear." He

argued that, though the law stated that a

horn was necessary, it did not define how

the horn was to be blown. After a long dis

cussion he was acquitted.

Burgoyne: to Tour Egypt.

C. G. Burgoyne, ex-president of the Florida

East Coast Automobile Association. has pur

chased a 1906 Thomas car, in which he and

his wife will tour Egypt this winter. Mr.

Burgoyne effected the purchase of the Thomas

car very quickly after seeing the new model.
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AN EVENING OF ALCOHOL

A. C. A. Hears All About it and a Full House

Absorb: it. Mentally, of Course.

 

“Alcohol as a Motor Fuel" was the subject

of the first monthly lecture of the season

held at the rooms of the Automobile Club of

America on Tuesday night last. This topic

was interestingly treated by Whidden Gra

ham. It must be explained, however, that

Mr. Graham is not a mechanical expert, but

rather a statistician who has made an ex

tended study of the economical aspect of the

question, and not the technical, and his treat

ment of the subject was from this point of

view. As the Motor World stated some

months since, there has been a tremendous

propaganda afoot in this country for the lat

three years, having been carried on with a

view to the passage of a bill by Congress

exempting denatured alcohol for industrial

purposes from taxation.

The United States is the only civilized coun

try in the world that does not make a distinc

tion between alcohol as a beverage and the

same substance for commercial uses. It is

something that reflects lasting discredit on

the much vaunted progressiveness of the

Americans as a people that this is so. for

fifth rate nations which are compelled to re

sort to revenue raising measures that would»

not be tolerated in this country find it ex

(eedingly profitable to exempt indusirial ai

cohol from taxation. This has resulted in

rendering the manufacture of a great many

articles economically impossible in this coun

try despite the almost prohibitive tariff

barrier that the foreign maker must sur

mount. Mr. Graham has been in charge of

the propaganda, backed by some of the most

powerful industrial interests in the country,

such as the General Electric (30., the Inter

national liarvester Co. and others, and it was

the purpose of his lecture to demonstrate the

bearing that the success of their efforts in

procuring legislation to this end would have

upon the automobile industry.

“There are always those who are ready to

raise a cry that certain products are becom

ing scarcer," he said, “but their reason for

so doing in the majority of instances is mere

ly a blind behind which to advance prices.

Many have accordingly classed the cry of the

increasing scarcity of gasolene in this cate

gory, but quite the reverse is true. Fifteen

or twenty years ago gasolene was so cheap

that it was not considered worth marketing,

and was accordingly used under the boilers

in the refineries throughout Pennsylvania

and Ohio. Then it began to be used indus

trially in a small way, and was to be had at

six to eight cents a gallon; probably its price

at retail did not exceed 10 cents for a num

ber of years. Since then it has become double,

and it takes no great amount of foresight to

see that with each succeeding year it must

soar unless .‘lllllethillg be done to relieve the

demand, which has now become pressing.

“Contrary to the generally prevailing im

pression, the automobile is not responsible

for more than a fraction of the latter. The

gasolene stove and the small stationary en

gines used by the farmer are the largest con

sumers in the land. According to the fire

underwriters' returns for last year. there are

no less than 800,000 gasolene stoves of all

kinds in use, and something like 200000 sta

tionary engines, practically all of whi -h take

their quota. Besides this an enorm ins quan

tity is used for lighting in rural districts,

small plants for household requirements be

ing largely marketed, the liquid lreing vapor

ized and burned as gas. But nore than all

these put together, the export demand at bet

ter prices i so large as to absorb more than

half of last year's total supply, no less than

24,000,000 gallons of a total output 0.“ 40,

000,000 gallons going abroad.

“Why should gasolene become scarcer? is, of

course, a very natural question, and one that

is readily answered. The grades of .pe r leum

that are the very richest in light.l:ydrocar

bons do not produce on the average more than

5 per cent of gasolene. These are the oils

found in the Pennsylvania and Ohio fields,

thought to be the best in the world. But the

production of these wells has been steadily

on the decline for a number of years, andpp

cording to expert geologists there is little or

no prospect of the discovery of others, either

in the same territory or elsewhere in this

country. Production in the East has now

dropped to a point where Texas and ('alifor

nia supply the greatest fraction of the annual

output, but unfortunately the oil is of a char

acter totally lacking in the lighter hydrocar

bons such as gasolene, or containing them in

such extremely small quantities as to be a

negligible factor. Borneo and Sumatra pro

duce high grade petroleum rich in gas lene,

but the supply is very small; as for the great

Russian oil fields, their output does not begin

to supply, the demands of Europe, as witness

the tremendous quantitie sent to the Conti

nent andEngiand by American refiners. The

world’s supply is accordingly lhnited, and

there is little or no prospect that any discov

ery of the future will alter matters in this

respect. As for making gasolene synthetical

ly, I am not a chemist, although I have no

doubt it could be done. Like artificial dia

monds, however, the quantity “ould not be a

drop in the bucket and it would come rather

high. Then why will the advent of a per

fected kerosene motor not solve the problem?

For the same reason. it is getting scarcer

every year, and any great increase in the de

mand would instantly jump the price.

“Now, alcohol has been demonstrated to be

a fuel par excellence for the internal combus

tion motor. The only problems its use in this

capacity presents to place it on a par with, if

not above, gasolene are slowness in starting,

half a minute or more being necessary to va

porize it, and the designing of engines of

higher compression as well as carburetlers

especially intended for its use. None of

them insurmountable difficulties. The eiil

ciency of alcohol as a fuel is 38 per cent, as

compared to not more than 20 per cent for

gasolene. How can this be when gasolene is

credited with a very much higher number of

Brim thfl‘mal units per pound is a very

natural question that is answered by the au

ihoritlei responsible for the above efficiency

figures with the statement that, owing to the

very much greater compression permissible

with alcohol, without danger of spontaneous

ignition—almost double that allowable with

gasolene, as well as the much slower and

more uniform expansion that extends through

out the entire stroke—a far more complete

utilization of every atom of fuel is possible.

More than that, as 90 per cent alcohol—that

is, alcohol containing 10 per cent water—is

found to be best adapted for motor use. this

amount of water acts as an effective cooling

agent, so that a motor run with alcohol re

quires far less provision for tooling and a

much smaller fraction of the heat or energy

developed is wasted. As you are doubtless all

familiar with the extended experimens that

have been so successfully carried out in Ger

many and France there is little used to dwell

longer upon this phase of the subject. except

Lo refer to the many other advantages of alco

hol. First and foremost comes its safety;

whether a pint or a thousand gallons be

spilled it will not generate an explosive mixt

ure with the air in a room or similar place;

if ignited it will only burn freely and may be

put out very readily with water, whereas

nothing short of sand will extinguish gaso

lene. It does not produce an oii'ensive odor,

and, moreover, does not carbonize; it is com

pletely consumed, leaving no residue. lt

possesses other advantages which it would

take too much time to detail.

“To come back to the economic aspect of

alcohol, there is no country on the face of the

earth so favorably situated to produce it as

the United States. Anything containing

starch is capable of being (onve'rted into al

cohol by very simple and cheap ‘pro. eases; its

very simplicity amounts in one way for the

prevalence of moonshine whiskey, and it will

doubtless surprise you tozknow that there is

more moonshine whiskey made within ten

miles of the New York City Hall than all the

rest of the country put together. A bushel of

corn that sells in the market at 35 to 40 cents

will yield two and a half gallons of 90 per

tent alcohol, thus making its cost very low.

As a matter of fact, alcohol at 31 cents a

gallon has been found to be cbctmer for

illuminating purposes in France than kero

sene at 15 cents. Potatoes are likewise a

most prolific source of alcohol, Germany‘s

production last year amounting to 75,000,000

gallons, of which the greater part was con

sumed for motive rower. Now, last year

Maine had such a bumper crop of potatoes

that they were scarcely worth 30 (cuts a

barrel, and hundreds of tons of them were

thrown away. This could never be with tax

free industrial alcohol, as the hitter may be

stored and kept indefinitely without deteriora

tion, thus imposing an economic check and

effecting a balance between lean and fat

years ngrlculturally.

“There is one chargein connection with the

use of alcohol for motor purposes that causes

me to revert to that subject for a momcnt.

and that is that it rusts the Illniui' badly and

consequently is not titted for such use. This

has never been found to be the case except
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\vhere'wood alcohol has been used as denatu

rent. Wood alcohol contains formic acid and

tends to generate formaldehyde both of these

'being corrosive agents.

“The substances used for denaturing the al

cohol—that is. rendering it unfit to drink—are

uapbthalin. pyridin, which is very o‘i'tnsive;

benozol and sulphuric ether."

John Jacob Astor was an interested listener,

though his attention appeared to ie confined

principally to thinking up questions in re ard

to what substances other than alcohol could

be employed as a motive power for the auto

lnobile, although one of his interrogations was

as to whether alcohol could be produced from

real. Illuminating gas, acetylene and hydro

gen gas were also objects 01’ his search for

information in the same direction in spite of

the fact that Mr. Graham had acknowledged

himself as incompetent to speak technically

prefatory to his remarks.

 

The Extension of " Automobile Row,"

New York‘s “Automobile row" is grad

ually stretching itself out along both sides

of Broadway above and below Columbus

Circle, the preemption of the territory north

of that dividing point being a recent de

velopment. although there have been estab

lishments. such as that of the White sales

room and garage, scattered in various parts

of that territory for some time past. Auto

York’s “Row” is Extending Itself.
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HROAD\VAY, NORTH OF COLUMBUS CIRCLE.

mobilcdom. as a whole, has taken a sub

stantial step northward, and out of side

streets to a great extent to line Broadway

from 44th street up in the past year, prob

ably the only reason for its not having

passed the Circle hitherto being the utter

lack of accommodation. Not alone have

suitable buildings been wanting; there were

none. at all.

How great the desire of agents to get into

that particular part of the city has been, is

well illustrated by the rental of the entire

Broadway front long before it was ready

for occupancy. of a large apartment hotel

that has recently been completed on the

southwest corner of 61st street and Broad

way. From north to south these stores now

form the home of the Grout, Stoddard-Day

ton and the Elmore, the last named being

handled by A. E. Itanney 8: CO., who will

devote themselves entirely to the two mod

els turned out by the Clyde, Ohio, factory

during the coming year. These will be the

twowylinder, two-cycle model' already fa

miliar. and four-cylinder, two cycle motor

placed vertically under the connet as is cus

tomary. Details of this latter car have not

as yet been forthcoming. and as it is not

alone. to be in every respect a lnodern piece

of automobile constmction, but is claimed

by the makers to be the equal of a car

equipped with a six-cylinder, four cycle
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motor, its advent is looked forward to with

interest by many.

This particular spot seems destined to be

come a nucleus in the near future for diag

onally opposite but one block away. on the

southeast corner of 62d street. is being

erected the new building intended to house

the Thomas interests in this city, while

right across the way, on the northwest cor

ner of Broadway and the same cross street.

there is a building nearing completion which

rulnor has it, will shelter the. Pauhard cars

when completed. Near the other end of the

same block upon which the three agencies

already mentioned have located, will be

found a newcober in New York—the St.

Louis. This car, which is about to make its

debut in Gotham, will be handled by the St.

Louis Motor Car CO., of New York. of which

Messrs. Hecht & Friedberger will be the pro

prietors. They have located at 1843 Broad

way, and will devote their energies to the

two St. Louis models, the 22 horsepower

Ihorizontal opposed and- 60 horsepower four

cylinder vertical.

Salt Lake City, Utah—Mail] Day, of Fill

more, Utah, proposes to establish a line from

Kanosh to connect with the Salt Lake route.

The intention is to supplant the present stage

line and reduce the time between the tWo

points.
I“ 4
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ABOUT THE POPE-TOLEDO

Characteristics of the I906 Model and Wherein

it will Differ from Previous Ones.

li‘uller particulars of the Pope-Toledo Type

XII, which was outlined in last week’s

Motor World, show that the car is a Pope

'l‘oledo from the ground up. yet a new car

in every point. and thoroughly modern to

the last fibre. In the construction of this

machine. the designer's aim has been, first

of all. to produce a car in which the engine

passengers was sought after quite as much

as the main object. and. as a result. the

machine is equipped with a body capable

of carrying five persons in absolute comfort.

with extra room for the “two more" who

are sure to be in evidence: the latter being

taken care of in a lift seat which. when not

_in use. folds away out of sight under the

driver‘s seat in front. In the finish and

equipment of the. body as much care has

been taken as in the working out of the

more essential details. even to the extent

ct the provision of protection strips between

the. mud guards and body. which secure an

absolute closure of the entire under side of

 

  

1906 POPE—TOLEDO ENGINE.

should not be unduly hampered by its full

ratcd load. That is to say. the intention

was that of increasing the ratio of motor

power to weight to a point which was be

yond parallel. Of the two ways of accom

plishing this, the more difficult. and that

involving the greater nicety of detail, was

the car from the road.

The frame has been designed with an eye

to the elimination of parts as far as pos

' slble. the fewest number of elements con

sistant with structural excellence having

been untilizcd. I-beam axle construction

is used. the material employed having a

 

  

ARRANGEMENT OF POPE-TOLEDO GEARS

chosen, and. instead of increasing the power

of the motor to an unnecessary degree, the

weight of the car itself was reduced by the

adoption of new materials of construction

and refinement of detail. thereby securing

the disideratum without endangering the

staying qualities of any of the parts.

in working toward the desired end. how

ever, the comfort and convenience of the

the wheels are assembled entirely at the

I‘opc-Toledo factory. and are given the same

care and supervision in the making as are

all other portions of the machine.

in the illustration of the motor here pre~

  

POPE-TOLEDO BRAKE.

seated. the new method of constructing the

cylinder heads in pairs is well shown. By

tkis lneansgthe advantages of unit cylinder

construction are maintained, while at the

same time the regidity of the structure.

which is to be had with the multiple cylin

der casting. is secured by the bridging ef

fect of the heads. The ports are siameesed.

thus simplifying the piping'and doing away

with unnecessary outrigging. As will be

seen from the cut. the exhaust valves are

in an inverted position, and are actuated by

long tappet rods. in conjunction with short

walking beams mounted upon the heads

themselves. The carburetter, which is an

improvement over the type used last year,

and is fed by gravity from an auxiliary

tank mounted on the dash and fed a

hand pump from the main supply tank, has

 

tensile strength of 110.000 pounds per

square inch. The braking equipment con

sists of two sets of internally expanding

brakes. acting upon drums attached to the

rear wheels, each set being intereonnm-ted

with the clutch mechanism in such a man

ner that the application of either serves to

release the engine. A noteworthy point in

connection with a study of the car is that

  

GEAR CASE SIIO\VING INTERLOCKlNG PIN,

an average consmnption of one gallon for

a distance of 17 to 18 miles.

.\ point in the mounting of the machine

which should not be overlooked in this con

nection. is that the Int-elmnical oilel'. instead

of being placed on the dash, as in many

types tt' lllilt‘lillit'. is placed on an arm of

the engine base, in close proximity to tin

exhaust line, thereby ensuring an even tem
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PASSENGER CAPACITY OF THE 1906 POPE-TOLEDO WHEN FITTED WITH "JUMP" SEAT.

perature to the lubricant under all con

conditions of climate. The feed of oil is

positively regulated by a system which is

without a check-valve, and is entirely aut0<

matic. Separate sightfeed glasses are placed

upon the dash as a means of indicating to

the driver the rate of the various feeds.

In the transmission, the unique arrange

ment adopted last year has been retained,

the lay shaft being placed parallel to the

countershaft, and alongside of it, thus

throwing the gear case abai't the mid sec

tion of the car. As will be seen from the

accompanying cuts, the arrangement is ex

tremely simple and compact;- this fact, and

the method of strengthening the casing by

the use of cast webs serving to insure long

life to the gears and freedom from distor

tion to the shafts. The drive from the

clutch is to a bevel gear. mounted upon a

sleeve which rides freely upon the differen

tial shaft.

Upon this sleeve. and forced to turn in uni

son with it, is the sliding member with

which the changes are eil’ected, while a gear

fixed with the differential mechanism meshes

with the driving gear on the lay shaft. The

lay shaft also carries two other gears with

which the sliding member meshes, one of

them being slidable. and though normally

held in one position by a spring capable of

being moved into engagement with an idler

in securing the reverse. The high gear is

obtained by uniting the sleeve upon which is

fixed the driving bevel gear with the shaft

upon which it rides, thus securing a direct

drive to the sprockets. _

The gear case is mounted upon transverse

members of the frame, and the suspension is

rendered more. rigid by the fixing of the

counter shaft brackets upon the side mem

bers of the frame. The sliding member of

the transmission is controlled by means of

a transversely working rod, which is drilled

out at intervals to permit of the engagement

of a pin, actuated by a clutch mechanism

to lock the gears in full mesh whenever it

is engaged. The action of this mechanism

is shown in the illustration of the out

side of the case. The more vital parts of

the transmission mechanism are constructed

of a special steel which yields a tensile

strength of 225.000 pounds per square inch

upon test.

That the weight ratio is all that could be

desired is shown by the figures which give

1 horsepower for every fifty-four pounds of

car. That the action of the fabric is all that

it should be is shown by the fact that upon

recent trial the test car, which has been put

over 8.000 miles of road. first and last, carry

ing a dead load of 800 pounds in addition to

two persons. made a run of 782.7 miles on a

consumption of 49% gallons of fuel, while

the latter portion of the trip. which was

over exceptionally good roads, was made on

9.8 gallons for 210 miles, the average being

15.8 miles to the gallon for the entire trip

and 21.5 miles to the gallon for the last

stretch—a showing that is the best evidence

of the well-calculated relation between

weight and power.
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WHAT LONDON’S SHOW DISCLOSED

No Startling Innovations but Certain Well be

lined Tendencies are Made Plain.

Friday, November 17, marked the opening

of what is conceded to be England’s most

successful show season, judging from the

number of exhibits and the quality of the

wares staged. As in former years, two sep

arate exhibitions are held—one, at Olympia,

in West Kensington, being devoted chiefly

to the display of motor cars and chassis,

while the Stanley Show, at Agricultural Hall.

is given over chiefly to the cycle exhibits.

and the cars and masses of sundries for

This

opening of the British season in advance of

the Paris Salon, is an innovation, doubtfully

regarded at first by many, on account of the

fear that many of the foreign exhibitors

would not care to reveal their new models

until the Paris event, but the sequel proves

these fears to have been groundless, and

stamps the alfair as being beyond expecta

tion.

At the Olympia exhibition, where the So

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders

has placed some three hundred exhibits,

there is far more of novelty to be seen than

was to have been expected, considering the

general tendency toward a standardization

of types. Although that tendency is grow

ing largely from year to year, there is a

considerable showing of originality both in

detail and general design; so that, as a local

Journal puts it, “there is not the slightest

which there is no room at Olympia.

indication consequently of any approach to -

rigid uniformity or stagnation of inventive

faculty." Of the general tendencies, the most

noticeable are a more general adoption of

ball bearings, a strengthening of the position

of the Cardan drive, an increase in the size

of tires to cope with the now generally

adopted types of closed body, and a corre

sponding increase in engine powers. A

greater number of six-cylinder motors are

to be seen than ever before, and two makers

show eight cylinder machines, one type be

ing of the vertical order, the cylinders being

arranged in tandem position, and the other

being of the V type, with four cylinders in

each group.

Of the three hundred exhibitors occupying

the space in the hall and its annex, fifty

one represent foreign manufacturers. Over

a hundred are showing pleasure cars,

thirty-five commercial vehicles; twenty-six

"motor boats, and the remainder, display

bodies, parts and accessories. Some four

hundred and fifty cars and chassis are

to be seen, of which all but a scant dozen

are propelled by gasolene power, the re

mainder being perhaps equally divided be

tween the steam and electric types. Some

65 per cent of the gasolene cars are equipped

with four cylinder motors, 20 per cent with

two cylinder motors, 8 per cent with single

cylinder motors, and 4 per cent with three

cylinder motors, The balance have either

six or eight cylinder engines. there being

something like a dozen of the former type

on view, and four of the latter. -

As formerly, the vertical position of the

motor is the greatest favorite, although a

few cars are shown having horizontal en—

gines, and one make in which the V type

is employed. As was predicted in The Motor

World recently, a number 0f cars are shown

in which the engine, though placed well

toward the front of the chassis, is covered

by the driver's seat, and the bonnet is done

away with. The machines of the latter

type are, for the most part, intended for

landaulette or cab bodies, and in some cases

for commercial work.

As for the ignition problem, the jump spark

is still largely in the majority, something

like 85 per cent of the cars shown being

equipped with one of the jump spark sys

tems, either singly or in combination. About

52 per cent of the cars have the primary

battery as a source of current, 11 per cent

the high tension magneto and a good 10 per

cent the low tension type of magneto.

Twenty-three per cent of the cars have both

high tension magneto and batteries, and

something like 2 per cent have the low ten

sion magneto, with batteries and spark plugs

fitted as a standby.

In the matter of clutches, there is a good

deal more variety than was to be een a

year ago, the common type of leather-faced

cone clutch being forced to give way to the

disc type in both the single and multiple

forms, and, too, there is a good representa

tion of the hydraulic type, a distinct inno

vation with this season. On the whole, there

would seem to be a trend away from the

orthodox type, and a leaning toward the

multiple disc pattern, though before a large

adoption of this, the development of the

hydraulic principle may prove it to be the

more desirable of the two.

The sliding gear type of transmission is

holding its own. As a rule, four speeds are

provided, though a large number of makers

furnish but three. “Direct drive on the

high" is the order of the day. In the mat

ter of the drive from the transmission to the

rear wheels, the method of the Cardan shaft

has a majority of 57 per cent, something like

40 per cent of the cars shown having the

chain drive of the single or double type,

while there is a sprinkling of other types,

including the new worm drive, which has

been described in these columns. A few

makers give an option between the chain

and shaft systems. In wheel base and

weights there is an increase in the large

types of machine,_the more prevalent length

for cars of fifteen horse power or more being

one hundred inches and upward to one hun

dred and twenty inches, while the weights

within this range run at somewhere in the

neighborhood of eighteen hundred pounds

for the chassis alone, two thousand pounds

being a not uncommon weight for the (inserts

in the case of a twenty horse power car.

Body design. as far as types alone are con

cerned, shows but little variation over last

year. The side entrance principle is by

far the most popular, and the closed pat

tern of body shows a rapid increase in favor.

There are numerous improvements in the

way of a softening of the lines and an in

crease in the comfort of the quarters given

to the passengers. There are a number of

different types of convertible body shown,

the landaulette type being greatly in evi

dence. One firm showing cars equipped

with this type of body, gives a variation in

an arrangement whereby the removal of a

portion of the body structure and the ad

dition of a second top, converts it into a

victorla, the change being easily accom

plished without loss of time. Arrangements

for the comfort and convenience of the

traveller are more in evidence than own,

both in the way of more roomy accommoda

tions, and in the provision of more elaborate

fittings.

Nearly l3.000 Miles Without Tire Trouble.

In these days one hears quite enough of

the poor performance of tires on the road,

and of the performance of poor tires on the

road, and but little, strange though it may

seem, of the really satisfactory service which

may be got from a set of tires under favor

able circumstances, complaint comlng more

freely from the lips of the discontented one

than praise from those of him who has had

“better luck." V. L. Emerson, general man

ager of the American Auto Car Company, of

Cincinnati, 0., is of the latter class, though

not as silent about it as the average, for he

says that he has a set of tires on a 690

pound car of twenty horse-power which have

run 12,600 miles in the aggregate without

the expenditure of a penny for repairs.

They are three and one-half inches in size

and of American make, and although they

have been used until the rubber facing is

entirely worn from the surface of the tread,

they have in no other way depreciated and

have not cost a penny for repairs.

 

 

New Dust Layer Ir In Greece.

United States Consul liorton is responsible

for the statement made in a recent report to

the Bureau of Commerce and Labor that a

newly discovered substance which boasts of

classic Greece as its place of origin, and is

known by the name of "akoula," is quite as

effective as oil as a dust preventive on roads,

and has the added advantage of being much

cheaper as well as not possessing the objec

tionable characteristics of the latter.

Writing from Piraeus, Greece, he says that

the Mayor of that extremely ancient city is

authority for the statement that one top of

akonia dissolved in 500 gallons of watcr'will

sprinkle a 30-foot roadway for half a mile so

effectively that no dust whatever would arise

from it, either through the wind or travel.

As employed there, a second coat is admin

istered fifteen days after the first, the com

position of this dose being one fourth of a ton

of akoula dissolved in 400 gallons of water.

The solution is said to form an impervious

coating over the surface of the roadway.
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FOR COMMERCIAL CARS ONLY

Novel Venture in New York—How the Man

ager "Sizes Up" the Situation.

One of the most surprising year-end de

velopments to make its appearance is the

establishment of the Mitchell Motor Vehicle

(70., in New York City, under the manage

ment of Charles P. Skinner. On the face

of it this announcement does not appear

to have any particular importance except

to those directly interested, but upon closer

{premium @. '\ ;_ .

examination it will be found to represent

a development the appearance of which has

not generally been regarded as due for

some time to come—that is, the establish

ment of a firm to handle gasolene commer

cial vehicles exclusively.

This concern will devote its entire time

and attention to handling in New York and

adjacent territory the commercial vehicles

built by the Mitchell Motor Car Co., of Ra

cine, Wis. A recently added specialty to

the line of this company is a light delivery

wagon with a capacity of one ton, and this

will be supplemented by one of larger ca

pacity at the opening of the year.

The palm of being the pioneer entrants

into a field which has thus far only been

considered as a side issue, must certainly be

accorded the new firm. Sharing the general

opinion that this move appears somewhat

premature, and that the prospect of build

ing up sufficient business in auto trucks

alone, is not alluring, a Motor World man

called on Mr. Skinner to obtain his views

on the subject. His enthusiasm is apparent—

iy not of the boil-over and evaporate-quick

ly class, but is of the stay-at-it order, and

his only surprise was that any one should

question the ability of a firm to keep in the

  

swim by devoting itself exclusively to the

commercial vehicle in view of the great ex

pansion for which the latter is due during

the coming twelvemonth.

“It is, of course, a totally different prop

osition from the pleasure car, and has to be

gone about in a different manner, but there

are features of it which make it a more

encouraging thing for the future than the

purely pleasure car end of the business,”

he said when appealed to. "Large firms

who are desirous of having as eflicient a

delivery service as it is possible to obtain,

will not stop short of one ear, or ten, for

that matter; so that where we sell one we

--~._\‘.\‘

1" a

it],

more than reasonably certain of receiving

duplicate orders for some time to come.

“Of course, we realize that we are in for

a considerable siege of missionary work,

but from what we have done. so far, I think

we will find plenty of profitable business to

occupy our attention right here in the city.

The outlook is far from discouraging, al

though in the opinion of many in the trade

‘we are up against it.‘ We do not consider

matters in that light and see no reason why

there should not be enough commercial ve

hicle business in this city to support a con

cern giving its attention exclusively to that

end."

At present the quarters of the Mitchell

Motor Vehicle Co. are in the Arcade, at 49th

street and Broadway, but shortly after the

end of the year they expect to occupy quar

ters of their own somewhere in that vicin

ity. So far their only stock in trade con

sists of a light delivery wagon of one ton

capacity, the chassis of the Mitchell light

touring car being employed as the founda

tion. This is equipped with a two cylinder

vertical motor of 14 horsepower under the

bonnet, the transmission being through a

friction clutch, sliding gear change speed

and propeller shaft to the live axle. This is

equipped with a delivery body to suit the

requirements of the purchaser. The selling

price complete, differs with the nature of

the latter's wants. but averages about

$1,500. After the first of the year the line

will be increased by the addition of a gaso

iene truck.

Sweden a Small Car Country.

According to a consular report the busi

ness in motor cars in Sweden is almost en

tieriy in the hands of the Germans. Five or

six Swedish firms have started to manufact

ure low priced cars, and a certain number

of runabouts are imported from America.

As they have had no experience with high

grade cars, users in Sweden have come to

regard $600 as about the limit that should

be paid for a vehicle, but as the wealthy

classes are beginning to purchase vehicles, ‘

it is thought that a good business could be

done by a firm who would Send a few high

grade cars in charge of a representative

capable of showing off the points of the ve‘

hicies and giving lessons to intending pur

chasers. It is absolutely necessary that a

depot should be established in each town

with spare parts, repair shop and garage.

At present there are no garages in Sweden,

and the towns where most of the trade can

be done are. Stockholm, Malmo, Gottenburg,

while Norrkocpping is a rich industrial cen

tre with good roads that offer an excellent

chance to the enterprising maker.

in Stockholm there were recently 15]

motor cars, excluding the ten owned by

members of the royal family. This number

is said to be increasing every day. As

nearly all towns and villages in Sweden

have electrical generating plants, there

might be an opening for electric vehicles.

  

 

French "Essence" is Overrated.

That the claim so frequently put forth by

unthinking motorists as to the superiority of

French “essence” over plain gasolene is all

“leather and pruneiia" is the experience of

one who has given it a trial. It is more ex

pensive in France than here or in England,

but according to the story. once a carburet

ter got a whit! of one of the fancy brands

of "essence" with a Pullman car name. the

engine would give a snort and race away at

double speed. More than once has this

skeptic taken his car in and out of France,

but has failed to note any superiority of

push, and sums up by concluding that the

claim is prompted by that moral deformity

from which certain individuals in all coun

tries suffer—an irresistible craving to exalt

all other countries and their products above

their own.
 

One of the novelties which British in

genuity has prepared as a "surprise" to the

public is a protecting apron which, rising

from the dashboard, bends back over the

lap of the driver and his companion on the

front seat, covering the steering wheel and

levers and completely enveloping the occu

pants of the fore part of the car. When

not in use this device can be rolled up and

stowed away in the car, or left behind.
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CONVERSION OF A MOTORPHOBE

The Little incident that Won Him and that

also Aptly Illustrates Human Nature.

 

"Did I ever tell you how I converted a

farmer up in Sussex County to the use of

the automobile?” casually inquired the Oc

casional Attendant as a number of us sipped

our demi-tasses and puffed our Havanas

at Carburetto‘s the other night. “No? Well,

it just goes to show that nearly every man

——there are but few exceptions—possesses the

innate desire to get ahead of his fellow man,

and to attain the object of his desires will

frequently do things which previously he

would have scoffed at.

“This fellow—Jimson, I think his name was

-—underwent such a chage of heart as regards

his attitude toward anything that is pro

pelled other than by horsepower that even he

tnust have marvelled at the transformation.

Jimson was an arrant motorphobe, one of

those kind that’ll sit by the fire at night and

damn automobiles and everything connected

with them and during the day, if perchance

he should meet one of the blasted things on

a narrow road, would walk his horses mile

after mile in the middle of the road to pre

vent the motorist from passing. 1 have heard

that he used to throw broken bottles in the

road to cut the tires. Anyhow, that is an

other story.

“I ran across Jimson one afternoon last

spring. I then had a motor bicycle and left

Manhattan one morning intending to tour to

Lake I-Iopatcong and get back in time for

dinner. It is only a trifle over forty miles,

fine roads, although somewhat hilly. There

is one noticeable difference between New York

and Jersey. The sun may be shining as

brightly as it knows how here, but cross the

river and you will likely find it raining cats

and dogs—that is, if you are contemplating

a trip.

“I started out bright and early that morn

ing with just such conditions as these. Found

it had been raining when I got to Montclair,

and between there and Dover the roads were

almost as slippery as the Vanderbilt course

two days before the exterminating trials. Nat

urally, my little motorcycle had a hard time

of it, but I determined to get to Hopatcong.

To make a long story short, by the time I

was ready to point my nose toward Manhat

tan it was growing dusk. At that time of

the year none of the summer hotels are open,

and I wondered what I would do for a bed.

I remembered a promising looking farmhouse

on the road which skirts the southeast end

of the lake, so I determined to apply for

shelter.

“A garrulous type of scythe wielder was

drawing a bucket of water from a well in the

yard when I shut off the power and rode up.

I told him my quandry and asked for shelter

overnight. He looked me over, and after

damning my ‘engine bisickle,‘ as he called it,

said 'he reckoned he‘d eat me and sleep me.’

I was not particular about offering myself as

a living sacrifice to appease his appetite, but

discovered later the expression was only one

of the idioms of that part of Jersey.

“The farmer proved rather interesting, and

told me lots of stories of the fun he had

been having with the automobilists who

came through that section. Rather devilish

fun. I think. I asked him for my bill the

next morning, and was informed that it was

nothing for food and bed, but that he would

have to charge me five 'bucks’ for letting my

motorcycle stay in his shed. Said he had

taken chances on its blowing up. That was

his way of getting even with one of the

genus who wear leather coats and always

have dirty fingernails. I paid it.

“The next time I dropped in to see Jimson

I held the reins over a piece of horsefiesh.

He was delighted this time, and gave me a

‘corking‘ good dinner, fed my horse and had

his boy rub him down and lots of other

things. That was the only way to travel, ac

cording to his motorphoblc notions. I told

him the next time I came to the lake 1 ex

pected to have an automobile (in fact. I was

only waiting for the dealer to get it from the

factory) and would take him out riding. Said

he‘d be dummed if he'd go.

“I got my car in August, and soon learned

its. good points. It was a beauty, too. Could

run forty or better on the high and could

simply eat up the hills. One Saturday I de

termined to run up to the lake over. Sunday.

Autumn is the best time of the year there.

Just cool enough to make touring a pleasure

and not enough vehicles on the roads to raise

any dust to speak of. And the scenery is

well worth the trip. Seems almost sacrelig

ions to speak of it.

“Went up fine and breezed into Jimson's

farmyard just in time for supper. He looked

glad enough to see me, though sorry to see the

‘bubble.’ Wouldn’t even let me run it in the

carriage sited overnight for fear it would

blow up. The weather promised to stay ilear

for that night at. least, so I did not raise any

objections, and satisiied him by running it

down close to the lake. I spent all the even‘

ing arguing with him, and I expect his slum

bers that night were rudely disturbed by a

conglomerated mixture of spark plugs, coils,

levers. radiators, pumps, tires and all the

other component parts of a machine. I finals

ly extracted a half promise from him to let

me take him for a little ride in the morning,

if I would not go faster than three miles an

hour . Think of it, and fifty nearer my gait!

“The next morning, after watching me run

the car up and down the road several times to

see that it was all right, Jimson climbed in

and we started toward Dover on the low. We

had gone two or three miles when Jimson

turned to me and said: 'Is this as fast as

your old trap can go? Why, my old sorrel

more can do better.’ I did not say anything,

but shoved my lever up another notch. She

responded beautifully, and we were soon mak

ing_ fifteen or sixteen. A family carryall,

with apparently the whole family snugly

tucked in the seat, was laboriously being

pulled up the hill ahead of us. i gave the

wheel a sharp turn, and we went by them as

nicely as you please. Jimson glanced around.

and i inquired if he knew them. Yes, that

was Neighbor Brown and his family going to

church. We passed two or three more of

Jimson's friends, and I thought I detected an

exultant look on his usually impassive face.

“About two miles before you reach Dover

there is a broad, wide boulevard where every

Sussex farmer who possesses a horse that he

thinks can ’go some’ is wont to try him out

of a Sunday morning. It was rather early

when we sighted the western end of the speed

way, and a horseman was just turning his

animal around for a brush down the pike.

“ ‘That's Si IIarkin and Mary Ellen!’

shouted my companion.

“ ‘Who in blazes is Mary Ellen?’ I jerked

out, not being very familiar with every old

'nag in the country.

“‘Mary Ellen, sired by Kentucky Millie;

can do a mile in 2:03 fiat. There he is start

ing her up. Ah, you’ll never catch her. See,

she's is running away from you i'

“There was no mistake about

Ellen was ‘hiking it' up the pike. But I

knew my car. Up to then I had been run

ning on the second speed, but I now moved

it up another one. It was easy to see we

were gaining on the horse and sulky. Si'

liarkin or whatever his name was looked back

about this time and saw we were trying to

overtake him. He gave a defiant yell and

plied the whip.

“Suddenly a change came over J itnson. We

were doing then about thirty. He jumped

to his feet, jerked off his hat and yelled like

a crazy man. ‘Go on! Don’t let that critter

get away from us. He did me on a boss deal.

Sick it to her, boy! Go on! Go on! Faster!

Faster! You'll get him yet !’

“All this time we were overhauling Si and

Mary Ellen at a rate that an express train

would look coming on if you walked to meet

it, but Jimson could not see that. I threw the

throttle open all the way, and with a jerk the

car bounded forward. My companion sat

down even more suddenly than he had gotten

up. We went by Mary Ellen like a shot out

of a gun, and when we finally slowed down

sufficient to look around with safety J imson’s

enemy and his piece of horseflesh were hard

ly visible back down the road.

“We went back home on the high all the

way, and Jimson never remonstrated once.

He seemed to be thinking deeply."

The Occasional Attendant struck a match

and lighted his cigar, which had long since

gone out.

“I accidentally picked up 11 Dover paper

the other day and read in the Hopattong

items that ‘Mr. Robert Jimson, one of our

respected townsmen, was arrested in Dover

yesterday and fined $10 and costs for exceed

ing the speed limit with his new automo

hile.’

“Funny thing, this human nature, isn't it?"

it. Mary

 

W. A. Mills has been elected president of

the Nichols Auto Transit Co., a Connecticut

corporation, organized at Nichols to conduct

a stage line. The other officers are: E. E.

Norton, vice-president, and N. B. Curtis, sec

rotary-treasurer.
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Lanchester's Substitute i0r Cranks.

Probably the most novel if not the most

practical modification of motor design is

that conceived by F. W. Lanchester, an

Englishman, better known as the builder of

the Lanchester car, which has been on that

market for several years. A patent has re

cently been granted to cover the idea and

it is worth while noting that the inventor

 
 

  

This gives two or three speeds forward and

reverse.

0n the whole, after careful consideration

of all the features of the invention it is

difficult to agree with its creator’s claims

as to greater simplicity, compactness and

directness of transmission, particularly in

view of the fact that none of the steps em

ployed in the ordinary form of transmission
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HOW ECCENTRICS ARE SUBSTITUTED FOR CRANKS.

slates therein that his creation has for its

object “improvements in the construction of

combined motor and change speed mechan

ism, by which greater simplicity, compact

ness and directness of transmission has

been obtained." How closely the invention

itself fulfills this description of its raison

detre, as shown in the accompanying part

sectional drawings may be judged from the

following: ,

As will be apparent at a glance. the

chief difference consists in the use of ec

centrics in place of cranks. They act upon

a large hollow shaft through which a trans

mission shaft runs and is so arranged as to

be coupled to the motor shaft itself either

by a direct clutch or a planetary gear, this

transmission shaft being employed for the

propulsion of the vehicle. “In one mode of

carrying the invention into effect, a motor

is constructed of the ordinary reciprocating

type, but in lieu of crank shafts a large

hollow shaft and eccentric straps are em

ployed," reads the specification, from which

it will appear that the inventor has some

other changes in the motor itself in mind.

Excessive friction between the eccentric

straps and the shaft is prevented as far as

possible by the use of rollers held in posi

tion by a cage between the eccentric and

its strap in the manner of a roller bearing.

This is shown in detail in the small cut.

The friction clutch employed is of much

the same type as that generally in use and ‘

is placed at the flywheel end, as is cus

tomary. Its function is likewise the same,

that is, of coupling the main and tranmis

sion shafts together except that in the

present instance one encloses the other.

But instead of being placed behind the

clutch, as is usual, the change speed gear

which is of the epicyclic or planetary type,

is placed at the opposite end of the shaft.

have been eliminated and one of doubtful

efficiency has been added.

Wolseley's Duplicate Ignition System

Duplicate ignition reduced to its lowest

terms terms would appear to be the most fit

ting title for the ingenious combination of

wiring adopted for their 25-horsepower Sid

dely car by the Wolseley Tool and Motor Co.,

so as to render a high tension magneto and

accumulator system instantly interchangeable

without undue complication.

It will be at once noticeable from the. ac
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in fact, the entire duplicate system repre

sents as close an approach to the millennium

of simplicity, combined with reliability, as

has thus far been made.

A Simms-Bosch high tension magneto is

employed, but modified to suit the require

ments of the case by the omission of its dis

tributor. A high tension distributor, com

mon to both sides of the system, is fitted to

the cam shaft, as is customary. The make

and break contact on the magneto is used

both for its own and the battery circuit, and

thus enabling a non-trembler coil to be used.

To start the engine the driver places the

switch handle over to the side marked bat

tery; this operation puts the battery in cir

('lllt with the magneto make and break and a

single-cylinder non-trembler coil, at the same

time breaking the magneto low-tension cir

cuit; it also joins up the single high-tension

terminal of the coil to the feeder on the four

cylinder distributor. The engine starts read

ily on this ignition, and when once running

the switch is brought over to the magneto

position. In doing this the battery is cut out

of circuit, together with the coil, and the

magneto armature windings are joined up to

the make and break, and its high-tension wire

to the distributor. This the makers claim can

be done on full speed without missing a single

explosion.

“hen a Pocket Magnet Proved Handy.

A motorist, relating some of his un

pleasant experiences, telis how he was

puzzled for some little time to extract from

a cylinder the broken fragments of a valve

which had gone to pieces on the road. Fi

nally, after fishing about for a time with

a bit of wire and succeeding in removing

all but a couple of small bits, he was about

to give up in despair and leave them to the

tender mercies of the piston, trusting to luck

to get him home without having them to
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\VOLSELBY'S DUPLICATE IGNITION SYSTEM.

wmpanying diagram of the connections that

they involve a minimum number of leads

whether from one side of the system or the

other. The employment of a single non

trembler coil on both sides represents an in

novation which, wln.e probably not to be cred

ited to the concern in question as original, is

one that will doubtless find many followers—

stave a hole in it or the cylinder. when he

bethought him of the action of a magnet.

Purchasing one of the toy kind at a nearby

store, he succeeded in removing the pieces

_of metal without further trouble. All of

which simply goes to show that at times it

is of considerable value to one to have in

the kit a screwdriver which has been mag

netized.
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HERE’S THE HORSELESS BUGGY

St. Louis hwyer Responslble for it and lie

Prefers it to a Touring Car!

While a large part of the world has been

awaiting and talking about the “popular

priced automobile," John C. Higdon, a pat

ent attorney in the Missouri Trust Building

in St. Louis, Mo., believes he has hit upon

that very article.

The accompanying illustration shows it to

 

to be free from all elements of friction and

to be as great as that obtained through the

use of the pneumatic tire.

“A set of tires constructed after this plan

has been run something like 7.000 milesv and

shows little signs of wear. It is claimed that

cuts in the outer tire make le s impression

than on solid tires, and punctures. which

would ruin pneumatic tll‘t is. cause no damage.

In addition to the other advantages claimed,

it has the peculiar advantage that its user

will always be able. to get home. Even

should anythingr occur to put the pneumatic

part of the tire out of mmmission, the outer

  

HIGDON‘S HORSELESS BUGGY.

be a pure and unadulterated horseiess car

riage; in fact. Mr. Higdon's device is rather

a motor attachment for application to bug

gies and light wagons from which the shafts

have been removed. It comprises a vertical

single cylinder, two horsepower Merkel mo

tor and a planetary transmission affording

two speeds forward and a reverse.

Higdon, who has been dabbling with auto

mobile inventions since 1896, styles his crea

tion the Success automobile and is arrang

ing to market it at $250. He has used it

for two months and states that it has proved

equal to all, the hills in his vicinity and

capable of a speed of 25 miles per hour.

He attributes this to the large wheels and

steel tires. There is nothing diluted in the

inventor's faith in his rig. Hear him:

“Although I can take my choice of large

touring cars, yet, for my own private use,

I actually prefer this small runabout on ac

count of its extreme simplicity and light

ness, as well as econoniy in operation.”

 

Old Tire in New Guise.

Ilere is the latest addition to the ranks of '

the absolutely non~puncture, never-wear-out

rubber tire that is as good as the pneumatic,

described in the usual laudatory, arrival of

the tire millennium style accorded every new

invention by the daily scribe:

“The weight of the car comes on the tread

of the outer tire, the rubber plug is forced

upward and compresses the inner tube. The

resiliency resulting from the motion is claimed

tire and the plug form an excellent cushion

tire."

To Start from the Seat.

Although the “self-starting engine" is yet

to be seen, and the motor which can be started

from the driver's seat has only made its

appearance in limited numbers. and that in

the case of the low powered machines, the

public is still ready to aceept anything look

ing toward the desired result. Hence the de

vice of the'British maker who has transferred

the starting handle from the front of the car

to the dashboard should be recei~e.l with

favor. The machine is a light four cylinder

car, and the arrangement permits the driver

to “crank up" without leaving his seat,

though the amount of labor usually involved

in the process is in no way lessened and sug

gests a rather awkward position for the man

doing the cranking.

New Arrangement for Brake.

A novel arrangement of the rear wheel

brakes has been perfected by a foreign manu

facturer who is exhibiting at the Ulympia

show, in which the brake drums, which are

of the usual pattern, are atilxed directly to

the wheel hubs instead of being attached to

the driving sprockels and the spokes. They

are placed inside the sproukets next to the

wheels, and the studs which support the for

mer pass through holes in them which are

drilled out to a siZe larger than that of the

studs, so that the strain of the brakes is

taken on the hubs and not on the spokes.

CONCERNING CARBIDE

Some Interesting Facts About its Discovery.

Production and Peculiaritiee.

 

it is erroneously supposed by many people

that calcium carbide, as commonly known,

is found in a natural state, os is a product

of mining operations, but there is apparently

no record of a natural product in any way

closely resembling carbide of calcium ever

having been discovered, says the Motor Re

view. It. is true that the French chemist

Bertholet—who in 1862 first discovered acety

lene—has publicly stated that it may have

been the action of a kind of carbide pro

duced naturally, which led to the formation

of petroleum deposits, but this, of course, is

a theory which up to the present has re

ceived no practical substantiation.

That mining accidents have been brought

about owing to the action of water on natu

ral calcium carbide is quite out of the ques

tion. The gas found in coal mines and to

avoid the danger from which Sir Humphrey

liavy invented his safety lamp. is quite a

different gas from acetylene. it is represented

by the formula C4, and, according to Newth.

"it is one of the proJucts of the decomposi

tions which have resulted in the formation

of the coal measures." Acetylene is symbol

ized by the formula C2 H2. As furthermore

showing the erroneous nature of such a sup

position, the Davy lamp behaves quite dif

ferently when acetylene surrounds it and

when tire damp is in question.

The molecular weight of tiredamp is only

16, and its density only 8, as compared with

21; and 13 respectively for acetylene.

The chemical name of fire damp is

methane, and some chemists state that fire

damp may have been caused by the action

of water for centuries upon carbide of alum

ium.

Sir Humphrey Davy was a chemist of the

first magnitude, and if he had found acety

lene in a mine he would have given it its

proper chemical formula, whatever name he

might have called it by.

Calcium carbide is formed by the fusing of

unslaked lime and carbon in an electric fur

nace, and at a sufficiently high temperature

to render both into a molten condition.

Commercially speaking, the manufacture

of calcium carbide has not been a profitable

venture, but few of the manufacturers hav

ing reaped much benefit from this com

modity except so far as regards the last two

years.

Huge sums of money have been lost upon

it, due really to professors in the early tages

0f the industry arguing that rough slag

usually found around pit months was suita

ble, and that carbide could be produced for

from $20 to $25 per ton. Taking the cue from

these professors, works sprang up in various

parts of the country where the raw material

was to be found in great profusion. One of

these factories started near Birmingham,
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England, and had a very short life, indeed,

the material in the district being found quite

unsuitable, coupled with the fact that steam

power had to be employed for generating

the electric current for fusing the materials,

soon sealed the fate of the company.

Another factory which enjoyed a much

longer existence was formed at the Falls of

Foyers, in Scotland. Here the founders ar

gued that not only had they the raw ma

terial in profusion, but water power'also. It

was soon discovered that here again the ma

terials of the district were unsuitable for

the purpose. The company then fell back on

coke procured from the corporation, but fin

ally the raw materials for this factory were

drawn from South Wales.

As a commercial speculation the venture

was also a failure, and the manufacture of

carbide was ultimately abandoned.

The United Alkali Co. also turned their at

tention to carbide manufacture, and, al

though the concern ultimately succeeded in

making carbide of very good quality, the

manufacture of it has been abandoned, so

that at the present moment there is actually

no carbide manufactory in Great Britain.

One or two works have been started in [re

land, but these do not appear to be in a

flourishing condition.

In proof of the error contained in the

statements of those professors, it has been

found that only the very best qualities of

coke can be used for the purpose—in fact,

the carbon used in the manufacture of cal

cium carbide should be absolutely free from

all impurities whatsoever.

Throughout the whole of the carbide in

dustry only two firms have so far succeeded

in paying a dividend, one a firm in italy and

the other the Wilson Carbide Co., of Amer

ica, calcium carbide being first brought into

commercial use by Wilson’s discovery in

1888 of the modern method of preparing this

commodity. The firm that bears this discov

erer’s name harness the power for their

works from the falls of Niagara.

The Wilson Co. were the original pat

entees of calcium carbide, all other firms

having to manufacture under license from

them, and, although the Fallsl of Foyers firm

was one of the licensed factories, they claim

to have been the first to produce a market

able product. As a matter of fact, they did

succeed in producing the finest carbide in the

world.

This unfortunate state of affairs was due,

no doubt, to the fact that the professors

had educated the minds of the public to the

idea that carbide could be bought at a price

at which it was ulitmately proved it was

impossible to produce it.

Carbide in its raw state is most sensitive

to atmospheric action, and even when packed

in airtight tins. Air 1, of course, present

with the carbide in the packet, and genera

tion of gas is practically always going on,

so that the longer that carbide is kept in

stock after manufacture the more it deter

iorates.

With a view to overcoming this serious de

fect various more or less successful attempts

were made to minimise this action by coat

ing carbide with certain preparations which

would neutralize and protect it from the ac

tion of the air.

Among these preparations parafline and

sugar mixed are the most generally adopted

mediums used for this purpose, though in the

case of one or two well known firms secret

formulm of their own are employed to effect

the same object.

There is no doubt that the coated carbide

has an advantage over the raw article.

Coated carbide can be kept in stock without

any perceptible deterioration. and great

economy is no doubt effected by its use, as

by reason of the protective qualities of the

medium with which it is coated, water only

attacks the surface of the carbide, instead

of passing straight through it, as in the case

of the raw carbide. Thus, owing to water

having a much slower effect on the coated

carbide, decomposition is much slower and

ceases within a very short time after the

water is turned off, and its economic prop

erties are shown by the fact of being able

to relight the lamps repeatedly so long as

any of the carbide remains.

In the raw or uncoated state it is impossi

ble to realize economy, for it so rapidly and

easily absorbs moisture. that even after the

water supply has been turned off, generation

of gas still goes on until all the moisture

has been used up, which, as a rule. only

ceases when the whole contents of the con

tainer have become utterly decomposed, and,

of course, of no further use for the genera

titon of acetylene gas.

In using calcium carbide to provide illu

mination for bicycles or motor vehicles, and

where there is no means provided of imme

diately shutting off the gas from the burn

ers, in conjunction with shutting off the

water supply, it is common knowledge and a

cause of great annoyance that the light still

goes on and only dies out very gradually,

and that not until the burners have become

carbonized or sooted up, necessitating tak

ing out and cleaning them before the lamps

can again be used.

Carbonizing of the burners and its cause

is readily explained by the fact that imme

diately the water is turned off and ceases to

act on the carbide pressure also ceases, not

suddenly, but gradually, so that the light

gradually dies down to a mere glimmer, and

all the time owing to lack of proper pres

sure the gas does not rise and burn off, but

instead clings to and condenses on the burn

ers, where it Is but half burned up, and in

that way carbonizes in the passage of the

burners.

Pressure plays a most important part in

acetylene lighting, owing o the fact that

acetylene gas is about the same density as the

atmosphere, in which respect it is very differ

ent to coal gas. The latter being lighter, al

ways rises to the highest point. Therefore, to

insure keeping the burners clean, some safe

and suitable means should be adopted where

by immediately the lamps are finished with,

the lights may be put out and the course of

the gas diverted from them. Ignorance upon

this important point as to weight and density

of acetylene gas is often followed by serious

consequences, illustrative of which is the fa

tality which occurred in Great Britain

about a year ago. A householder, whose resi

dence was illuminated by acetylene gas from

a generator fixed in a room in the house, dis

covered a leakage caused by a broken joint

in the receiver. He at once—as he thought—

cmptled the receiver and called in a plumber

to s lder up the joint. Now, although every

means of escape had been provided for the

pas. yet, owing to its being of similar den

sity to air, the gas had not exhausted itself

beyond the air pressure, with the result that,

while the plumber was at work the heat of

his soldering iron ignited the gas, causing

thereby a frightful explosition, which killed

the man. and would also have claimed the

owner had he nz-t turned a moment before,

being attracted by his child which entered

the room.

Another case illustrative of this peculiarity

of acetylene gas of lingering and ultimately

exploding is that of an experiment carried

out in Germany. Acetylene gas had been

passed into a large iron tube for experi

mental purposes. The tube was afterward

placed out in the open, and both ends left

open for the escape of the gas. After sev

eral days had elapsed a lighted match was

thrown down near the tube by a smoker,

with the result that an explosion caused the

death of one or two people near, who were

struck by flying pieces of the burst tube.

 

May be First Guoiene Railway.

Frederick County. Md, will likely have the

first railway on which gasoline motor cars

will be used exclusively. The railway be

twccn Frederick and Thurmont, which the

\\'ashington. Frederick and Gettysburg Rall

way (‘0. promises to build, was originally in

tended to he an electric road. but the use of

gasolene motor cars has now practically been

decided on.

The officials of the Washington, Frederick

and Gettysburg Railway Co. have been in

mrrcspondence with the officials of the Union

Pacific Railway 00.. who have had charge of

the nnmut'acture and operation of the gaso

lene motor cars used on that road’s suburban

lines in Nebraska, and it has .been decided

that they are well adapted for use on the

proposed road between Frederick and 'i‘hur

mont. The use of the cars will make the

road. both in construction and Operation,

much less expensive than a trolley line, the

need of an electric equipment and power

plant being obviated.

Garage is a French word, pronounced in

various ways, according to the experience

of the person wrestling with it, but in any

guise it means a boarding stable for auto

mobiles. The owner of a healthy garage is

sometimes able to get his own board out of

the business, and to have his washing done

occasionally also—is the comment of one to

whom the full meaning of the word is not

entirely new.
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“ THE PULLMAN OE AUTOMOBIl ES”

has arrived and is now on exhibition at our show rooms. You “ill do yourself an injustice

if you decide on your car without investigating this triumphant American production. Equal

to any car, built in any country, at: any price. Make and break spark. Sims-Bosch Magneto.

Bevel gear drive. Continental Tires. Aluminum bodies. I

 

 

  

MODEL 8 RAINIIER, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

Do you realize fully the great superiority of the “ make and break ” over the jump spark ?

Do you know that it does away entirely with the coil, the commutator, the batteries, and the spark plugs, and

substitutes for all these a simple hammer and anvil, mechanically operated, which cannot get out of order.

Do you know that 90 per cent. of the foreign makers have already adopted this method?

Do you know that the RAINIER car is guaranteed not to cost one dollar for repairs within one year of pur

chase, unless you have an accident. and that it stands alone in this respect ?

Learn all 0/1014! ii in our new Bulls/in jusl [st/ml.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York,

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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PENNSYLVANIA

  

 

 

PENNSYLVANIARUBBER co.

J EANNETTE, PA. '

  

 

 

Tire Trouble Caused by Experiment.

Why not be certain? Why not insist on the Tire that because of its merit,

outsells every other commercial tire on the maket—four to one. That's the

mlillifiiiii

Side Wire Tire.

These tires are in use by almost all the owners of commercial vehicles

in America.

For endorsements—ask them—or write us.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Company,

AKRON, OHIO.

Chicago. Philadelphia- St- Louis.
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The Week’s Patents.

804,332. Gas Engine. Charles J. Moody

and Victor E. Moody, hllgin, Ill. Filed Sept.

3, 1904. Serial No. 223,234.

Claim—1. In a hydrocarbon-engine, the

combination of a drum cylinder, inwardly

extending abutments dividing the cylinder

into chambers, a piston provided with blades

extending into the chambers, a rocking or

oscillating shaft on which the piston is

mounted, a main rotating shaft and a connec

tion between the rocking or oscillating shaft

and the rotating shaft for transforming the

rocking or oscillating movement into a ro

tary movement, supply and exhaust passages

leading to the cylinder-chambers, valves con

trolling the supply and exhaust passages,

s short rotary stud-shaft entered into and

pivoted within the end of the Oscillating

shaft and cams on the rotary shaft for suc

cessively operating the valves controlling the

supply and exhaust passages, substantially

as described. _

804,368. Resilient Tire. William F. Beas

ley, Plymouth, N. C. Filed Dec. 15, 1902.

Renewed Jan. 9. 1904. Serial No. 188,405.

Claim 1.—A resilient core for a tire con

sisting of a sinuous band of rubber. having

an independentely and separtly formed

strengthening-wrapping vulcanized there

sround. the truss-walls formed in the band

being unconnected at their sides except by

the independently and separately formed

wrapping, substantially as described.

804.369. Resilient Tire. William F. Beas

ley, Plymouth. N. 0. Filed March 24, 1903.

Renewed April 14. 1905. Serial No. 255,655.

Claim—1. A resilient core for a tire, con

sisting of two separately-formed strips. each

consisting of a series of trussed walls. the

said strips being united at their inner faces

whereby a core is formed having notches in

its inner and outer surfaces ad apertures in

its centre. substantially as described.

804.375. Steering Mechanism for Auto

mobiles. Herbert H. Buflum, Abington,

Mass, Assignor to Electric Vehicle Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., and New York, N.

Y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May

7, 1902. Serial No. 106,246.

Claim—1. In a steering mechanism for

motor-vehicles. the combination of a rotating

cheering-shaft having a screw, a rocker con

nected with a steering-wheel of the vehicle,

a nut on said screw fulcrumed on said rocker,

a bearing-guide, and a bearing for the shaft

secured against axial thrust and having an

axial thrust-resisting laterally-sliding con

nection with said guide.

804.421. Variable-Speed Transmission for

Vehicles. George W. Marble and William R.

Donaldson, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 7, 1904.

Serial No. 235.908.

Claim—1. A reversible speed transmission

device comprising a driven shaft, parallel

friction-disks rigidly secured thereon, a piv

otally-supported motor, a driving shaft there

from projecting between the disks, a driving

friction-wheel on said shaft, a bearing for

the driving-shaft adjustably engaged on the

driven shaft, and a level adapted to swing

said driving friction-wheel into engagement

with either friction-disk.

804.438. Transmission Mechanism. Charles

G. Simonds, Schenectady, N. Y., Assignor to

General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed June 23, 1904. Serial No.

213,777.

Claim.—1. In a transmission mechanism,

two alined shafts, gears carried at adjacent

ends of said shafts, a member journaled be

tween said shafts and in line therewith. a

 
shaft extending through and journaled ec

centrlcally in said member, gears carried at

the opposite ends of said shaft and engaging

the first-named gears, and means for holding

said member stationery and for locking it to

one of the first-named shafts.

804,495. Differential Gearing. Joseph G.

O’Kelly, Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 13, 1902.

Serial No. 93,902.

Claim—1. In a diflerential gear, a main

shaft, an interior gear loose on said shaft,

a circular plate loose on said shaft and

adapted to revolve with the interior gear,

means co-operating with said internal gear

for revoving said plate when said interior

gear i disengaged therefrom, comprising idle

gears carried by said plate and engaged by

said interior gear, and a king-gear loose on

said shaft, in combination with devices for

communicating the motion of said circular

plate to said shaft.

804,577. Wheel for Vehicles. Joseph M.

Bouianger, Revigny, France. Filed July 8,

1904. Serial No. 215,732.

Claiin.—l. In a wheel. a hub provided at

one end portion with a fixed spoke-retain

ing means and at the opposite end with exte

rior screw-threads, a spoke-retaining member

moveable along said hub and provided on its

outer face with indentations or recesses,

an outer nut engaging said screw-threads

and operable to adjust said spoke retaining

member along the hub, and a washer inter

posed between sald nut and said spoke-re

taining member, said washer being provided

with means for engaging the indentations or

recesses of the latter.

804,489. Carburetter for Explosion Motors.

Giovanni Enrico, Torino, Italy. Filed March

9, 1904. Serial No. 197, 211.

Claim—1. In a carburetter for explosion

 

users, driven, repairmen. cl " rs

and others wanted all over the

country; 50,000 machines built this year_ in _United States

aflording great opportunities for men turned in this coming

business; six cents a day Will qualify you for good wages

in this field; in which the demand is such that ability counts

ahead of pull and length of service. For full particulars, address

THE t‘ORRE\P()NDENCE SCHOOL OF AUTOMO

BILE ENGINEERING, Suite 1357, Flatiron Building,

New York City.

TllAT WEAK STORAGE BATTERY

    

is apt to cause trouble when you

‘ least expect it. lusure ourself

against all ignition troub er'ith

an Apple Automatic Butter

Charger. Battery 101)! charge .

For information. llsyttln Elssilienl

Its. 00., ll Bum lids.. lisytss 0, ,
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents our line of seven words. cssh with order.

In onnltnis. fl eean per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

r905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO-.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-todste

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY & C0,, 1323-132; Michigan Ave., Chicago.
 

AVERLY electric runabout of the type

styled “Speed W..an "; new this season

an in perfect condition; batteries, thirty cells of

9 p. v.: buggyatop. Apply to WM. A. TUCKER,

53 State St., oston, Mass. '

ERY, VERY CHEAP— Orient 8 h. p. engine,

with carburetor and muflier; Upton transmis

sion; honeycombed radiator; circulating pump;

Brown-Lips steering outfit complete; front axle and

wheels; Baldwin roller detachable chain; spark coil;

all of above were bought by us new from manufac

turers, and are practically new and perfect, having

seen only about two months' service on an experi»

mental machine. HENDERSON MFG. CO.,

Hampton, Ga.

1905

fine condition; immediate delivery, $1,000.

NEVVCOMB, New London, Conr.

MARION, 4 cylinders, detachable ton:

neau; seats 5; Fisk tires; list, $1,500;

F. S

RINDING SKATES, is profitable during the

winter months. It is easy with one of my

holders. Clamps any size skates, on or off shoes.

Price, $5.00. C. R. ZACI-IARIAS, Eagle Hall

Block, Asbury Park, N. 1.

FOR SALE—Garage, established with Winton

and Cadillac Agencies for 1906, at Spokane,

Wash. Fine location and a good storage business.

Will sell at invoice or will consider partnership.

Address G. W. MILLER, Broadway and Madison

Streets, Seattle, Wash. _.

w

New York School at Automobile Enginoors
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of instruction for

Chauffeurs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrollrug Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars,

Telephone, 43r4 Columbus.

 
  

 

 

  

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

Are the only nuts that can forever withstand the shakes and strains to which

an automobile is subjected.

pieces, it combines the three forces of “edge, screw and lever, forming a com

binstion lock of immense power.

Made in all sizes, and of univensl application.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO.,II10., Bridgeport, Conn.

Locks automatically and absolutely Made in two

Write for catalogue.

 

 

  

The Ball Improved Transmission

and sevens: can

._.p03_

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 0! BPUR GEARS

Pntonted‘ April 19, got; Nov. 3, 1903; Jun. 12. 1904;

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

M Groonpoint Ave. B ly'n,

Western A511: .1. H.'Noustndt 00., BL Louis. Mo.

oh. 2!, 1904.

rook N. Y. a!
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motors, a combination of an oil-reservoir, a

closed vaporizing vessel for vaporizing oil in

the absence of air. a plurality of tubes ar

ranged in said vaporizing vessel, means for

introducing the oil above the tubes above

the level of the oil to prevent the latter from

being siphoned into the vaporizing vessel,

said means being in position to allow the oil

to gravitate over said tubes, means for heat

ing said tubes for maintaining the vapor thus

formed at a high temperature, a mixing

chamber disconnected from said vaporizing

vessel and outside the same, and a pipe lead

ing from said vessel and terminating within

said chamber and having a tapered per

forated end.

804,605. Vehicle-Wheel. Guy G. Jackson,

Allegheny, Pa. Filed March 28, 1905. Se

rlal No. 252,457.

Claim—1. In a vehicle-wheel, the combina

tion with a hub having a polygonal exterior

and as embracing-flange, of a corresponding

adjustable flange, an outer wheel composed

of disks located between said flanges and .

provided with internal polygonally arranged

cushion-bearing elements, and a compressible

cushion having inner and outer polygonal ar

ranged faces adapted to bear against the hub

exterior and said wheel-bearings, substantial

ly as set forth. '

804,613. Vehicle-Tire. Frank A. Magowan,

Trenton, N. J. Filed Aug. 12, 1905. Serial

No. 273,969.

Claim.-—1. A pneumatic tire comprising an

outer tube or cover. a series of inner tubes

nested one within the other, and a set of in

flation-valves one for each of said inner

tubes; said valves having stem portions

nested one within another.

804,701. Pneumatic Tire. Olin M. Bigger,

Holt, Cal. Filed June 5, 1905. Serial No.

263,735.

Claim—In a pneumatic tire, the com

bination of an outer tube, a plurality of

independent inner tubes, 11 self-closing air

valve for each of said inner tubes, a self

closing main valve, a plurality of tubes lead

ing from said main valve one of which is

connected to each of said first named valves,

each said tube being separably connected to

the valve to which it leads.

I 804.740.

bus K. Lassiter, Schenectady, N. Y., Filed

March 11, 1905. Serial No. 249,620.

Claim—1. In a variable-speed gearing, a

driving element, a driven element, change

speed gears driven by said driving element,

a clutch for directly connecting the driving

element with the driven element, a trans‘

mission-gear connected with the driven ele

ment and adjustable in two planes, said gear

being adapted when adjusted in one plane

to throw the clutch into or out of operation

or to be positioned opposite one or the other

of the change-speed gears and when adjusted

in the other plane to be moved into or out of

connection with the alined speed-gear, and

means for adjusting said transmission-gear.

804,783. Circuit-Controller for Explosive

Engines. Richard Varley, Englewood, N. J.,

Assignor, by Mesme Assignments to The Auto

coil Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Oct. 31, 1904. Serial No. 230.692.

Claim.—1. A circuit—controller for explo

sion engines comprising a normally open cir

cuit-maker and a normally closed circuit

breaker adapted to operate upon the same

circuit, means whereby the same will be

actuated successively by one shaft and means

for simultaneously and unequally shifting the

points in the rotation of the shaft where said

devices shall be operated.

804.850. Article of Manufacture Compris

Variable-Speed Gearing. Colum

ing Leather and Rubber Bodies. Charles L.

lreson, Boston, Mass. Filed March 3, 1905.

Serial No. 248,281.

Claim—1. The new article of manufacture

herein described, the same tomprising a com

posite product of tanned leather containing

sulphur, rubber previously vulcanized by heat

and a cold vulcanized uniting section between

them combined with and knit into the section

of the leather and the section of the rubber

adjacent to it. '

2. The improved article of manufacture

comprising a body of leather containing sul

phur, a body of rubber vulcanized by heat,

and an intermediate, uniting body, cold vul

canized with the leather and with the rub

ber.

804,851. Method of Attaching Rubber to

Leather. Charles L. lreson, Boston, Mass.

Filed March 3, 1905. Serial No. 248,282.

Claim—4. The method of uniting leather

and rubber herein described, consisting in

taking a tanned leather containing sulphur

a one body, rubber previously vulcanized by

heat as another body, coating the surfaces

of each of the bodies which are to be brought

into contact and united, first with a thin coat

ing of ordinary rubber cement. and second

with a vulcanizing agent adapted to vulcanize

or assist in vulcanizing the rubber cement and

its adjacent sections, when the two surfaces

are brought together. and then subjecting

both bodies and the intermediate vulcanizing

elements to pressure at atmospheric tempera

ture, whereby the vulcanization takes place

under pressure.

804.853. Method of Attachment of Rubber

and Leather. Charles L. lreson, Boston,

Mass. Filed March 17, 1905. Serial No. 250,

561.

Claim—1. The method of uniting rubber

and leather herein described, the same con

sisting in treating leather freed of the oil or

other elements Which attack or are injurious ,

to rubber When the leather is combined there

with preparing such leather for the vulcaniz

ing process and combining such leather chemi

cally and mechanically, under heat and press

ure, with a body of rubber or rubber com

pound by means ‘of an interposed, indepen

dent shect of vulcanizing rubber compound. -

804,854. Art of Vulcanizing Leather and

Rubber. Charles L. lreson, Boston, Mass.

Filed March 17, 1905. Serial No. 250,563.

Claim—1. The method of uniting leather to

rubber, comprising the coating or covering of

the leather with a waterproof and heat re

sisting envelope and then subjecting the

leather and rubber with which it is to be

united to pressure and to a moist heat in a

vulcanizer. -

804,867.

hicles.

Filed January 23, 1905. Serial No. 242,433.

Claim—1. Propelllng mechanism for ve

hicles comprising upper and lower frames, in

terposed springs connecting said frames and

supporting the upper one, a motor and ad

junctive parts and a steering shaft mounted

upon the upper frame, steering wheels sup

porting the front of the propelling mechan

ism and connected with the said steering

shaft, couplings for partly supporting the rear

end of the lower frame and loosely connect

ing it with the vehicle to be propelled, a trac

tion wheel mounted upon the rear portion of

the lower frame and movable therewith and

supplementing the action of the couplings in

carrying the weight of the propelling mechan

ism, and connections between the motor and

the said traction wheel.

804,891. Vehicle Tire. Arthur J. Slade,

New York, N. Y. Filed July 19, 1905. Serial

No. 270,383.

Claim—1. A vehicle tire having an elastic

body composed of concentric alternate layers

of rubber and fabric compressed from circu

lar form into elliptical shape and secured on

the wheel in such compressed condition, sub

stantially as described.

804,892. Protective Tread for Pneumatic

Tires. James M. Small, Piqua, Ohio. Filed

February 6, 1905. Serial No. 244,287.

Claim—In a protective tread for pneumatic

tires, the combination with a wheel rim and

the pneumatic tire, of a tread protector con

sisting of a strip of material of a tenacious

nature provided with tongues uniformly pro

jecting from opposite edges thereof, a series

of metallic plates secured to said tongues, said

plates terminating in books which lie within

the recess between the rim and the tire on

each side of said tire, said hooks having their

open sides lying outwardly, tightening rings

engaging said hooks on each side of the tire.

and means on said rings for contracting them

to uniformly tighten the protective tread

around the tire.

804,896. Vehicle Tire and Rim. Will 0.

State, Akron, Ohio, assignor to the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio. Filed June 26, 1905. Serial No.

267,133.

Claim—1. A vehicle wheel comprising a

rim and a tire mounted thereon, said rim hav

ing an ofifset along one side thereof forming

a seat, an annularly formed member consti

tuting a tire retaining means mounted in said

seat, means in said tire to compress a wall

thereof against aid annular member, whereby

said annual member is locked in said seat,

said compressing means being operable irre

spective of the inflation of said tire.

804,926. Radiator. Benjamin Briscoe,

'l‘arrytown, N. Y., assignor to Briscoe Mfg.

CO., Detroit, Mich.. a corporation of Michigan.

Filed March 8, 1905. Serial No. 249,071.

Claim—1. A radiator. comprising a plural

ity of assembled multiple unit tubes, each

tube being formed of a sheet metal blank,

having its opposite edges joined to each other

and fashioned with opposite zigzag walls to

form a plurality of parallel passages; said

units being joined to each other at both ends

and spaced to form intervening sealed pass.

ages between adjacent rOWs of units being

cross-connected between individual units,

whereby circulation across the radiator is

permitted in directions at right angles to each

other.

804,946. Running Gear for Vehicles. Will

iam T. Hanna, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to

Propeliing Mechanism for Ve~ . .

Jeiferson F. Knowlton, Canton, S. D. -

Martha A. Hanna, Cincinnati, Ohio.

March 27, 1905. Serial No. 252,418.

Claim.—_~l. In avvehicle-gear the combina

tion of a flexible frame consisting of two

longitudinal and two transverse members

pivoted together at their meeting points, the

longitudinal members having horizontal hol

low stud-shafts secured to them, means for

Filed

Lchanging the relative positions of the mem

4.; bars of the frame. a cross bar pivoted at each

1 éad to the longitudinal members and adapted

to support the vehicle-body. a driving-shaft

carried by the cross-bar, hubs journalcd upon

the stud-shafts, short shafts journaled in the

stud-shafts, means for connecting the outer

ends of the short shafts and the hubs, means

for coupling the short shafts and the driving

sliagt, and means for rotating the driving

ia t.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

00., 154 Nassau Street, New York. "°
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~ Without a

Single Adjustment

won the Glidden Trophy for the

There ,can be no more concluswe proof of the superior—
o | ‘ \' i ' v —; t ..

ityhof the Pierce'Great -Arrow chassis for touring

8

'9.

purposes. ~An: American car for American 3‘ "

roads—the Pierce is the triumphant result o~

of 'six years' experience with the finest

materials and a thorot1gh knowledge
  

of American conditions.

\

  

~THE GEORGE N.' PIERCE- COMPANY,

-- ' Buffalo, N. Y. ‘

Members of Association 0'! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

0

Manufacturer- ot Fierce Cycles.
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BROWN-LIFE orrurs
Irreversible Stooring.

Borol and Bhain llrlro

lliiforontial.

4 Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding Gear Trans

mission.

rr. FRANKLIN PEIERSOI. res rm Stroet,0hloago, in. time“ Factory

runs. 1. warm, 11 Warren Street, New York. Mew"

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reads Street, New York, l

318-320 ll. Broad St, Phladalphla, 511“ Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Carrying Stock.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. J

 

THE

Modern Car.
40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

1 1-2 inch wheel base.

Individually cast cylinders. Battery and high tension

magneto ignition.

 

   

Individually designed bodies.

PRICE, $7,500.00.

28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive

roz-inch wheel base,

Battery and low tension magneto ignition.

Bodies to your own taste.

PRICE , $4,000.00.

WU. 8. sale representatives 0! Societe L'Oleo plugs [or

battery and magneto Ignition. ‘Absolulely soot-proof

iTl'llf VIQUEOT COMPANY,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

  

POST 8o LESTER 00., Hartford, 00m. Eastern Sales Agents

 

BRUWN-LIPE GEAR 00., 200 8. fiedrlos St, Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

Kilgore Afiioggilemilir Cdshion A

e ‘ .“SHOCK ELIMINATORY TUBE 8: STAMPING CO.
(PATINT ALLOWED) -  

 

ON GOOD ROADS

They Allow you to use and

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS
2'1 SPRINGS, OBSERVE we

  

 

w Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

‘ , AN ER- .' oggngigs-Prmcm- Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

tagg'g‘o'fff'flfl‘fyl’," A‘Pl'qinlg Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

“yylgégh ggsfifivfiwx'e' General Electric Welding under Thompson

THEY TRANSFE R Electric Welding Patents

T H E LOAD and strain ‘ _ -

“M” W $1“th “1' “1'” Tubing and les for Automobiles

THEY PREVENT spring

lstortion and breakage- and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

THEY LESSEN THE

WEAR andtgarontiegg. Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

Th' h 1 it t be“ ;_ DIES,TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

It ‘asdisisoadyozrflgnga and mew, PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

1: effects a direct saving in "up-keep" AND BRAZING, NICKEL. BRASS and COPPER

write for fun particuh". PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

 
 

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

49 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mass. Home Office 8: Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN,
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SC‘ZI-IRZ-IDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

‘ SIMPLE AND HBSQLUTELIE AIR TIGHT.

. MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRHDER'S SQN” IIIC., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.

 

Woar prepared to ostimar on your IQlleorgings.
Satisfaction Guaranteed -

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile manufac

  
  

? turers.

  

Have vou eecured our prlcee?

Sole Makers

no: WILLIAM ORAIIP a sons SHIP a new: THE "- SEWARD SUNS GUHPANY' "3' "Mn cm“

BUILDING COMPANY, Phlladelphla, Penna.  
 

 
  

. READ THIS! “continental” Motors Are Standard
THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

fin. “Borrtlrroohl” mom Pmr qulplul,
Au'rouonus,

Corner Fourth and Gay S_neeta,

\ l ' - S _ ‘ _ 3-: _ _ v r consistin of a or 4eylinder Moror,(lo to 40 H. P.) anemTHEQISTEEL BALE CO., Chicagoficlolumbus, Ohio, eptember 5, r905 2‘ ‘1‘ ' 1 bled wit ‘eurlFriction Ring Clutch, and Shah Driye

Gentlemen:—We desire to expreu our lente of the greanninance ‘. ,‘7 __- . Trimmll'mn- I! l luper Dulfi! for your C"- Sold III

your Oiler was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and economy run at l ‘ ombxnllron er upanrely.

  

Long Branch Inn run of 320: miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

CORRECT DESIBId l 'l 'l d l' d h 'l ' I ‘l'3;...11‘2 5.2318: Silalflign’fii'; Siriigil‘i‘ri'rrmii :T'hl'inlna‘liilil‘i LIGHT WEIGHT

alrLWEélfilz;:liln and in help in getting this record or our RAYER

Y°°""“ Y- . RIGHT Polo:

T“ “C” LE“ ‘”T°“°B‘LE °°' M. m panama... avoro rrrrrnrorr rrorrmorrs

H l Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

nauuracruann IY 240-244 W. LAKE STREET, ' ' CHICAGO ILL

K. F. PETERSON, D' I" l R Ilti e.THE STEEL BALI. COMPANY, 832 lllSllll ML, Glrlcago, U. S. l- "m '° "y “W” '
  

 

 

 

 

{3.2mm B. & 8. "Automobile Brand”

m Steering

Gonnootions u um

SIZE Bastrngs.
r in. b. & s.j0int I

"G," i The nght son

I}{ in. PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR OEARI AND BEARINGS.

THE orriiiids“? £5?ri6€n"3ir'.f“fi§ioo, Goon. “Gm m “"1 "1mm 60- Pmmm- Pa

  

at the Rlaht Prlee .
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AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads;

Never wears out; 'I‘Ipl never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn ea many II to as de

sired trot-n one tank; No waste; Bets— 0 leaking

gas; Nothing to hone; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

Tlll Concentrated Acetylene 00., lndltntpolls, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co., or New York.

Ianall ohm-Ho

We know something ot especial interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Logan Construction Company,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

“0 West 38th Street, New York.

 

That

Car

 

Springiiald Top '
(Pat. 1895)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

386 Birnis Ive,

Sringiielti, Mass.

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers of all lsinds are In position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West. -

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse; Sections of the South whichare growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washins‘ou, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, an Broadway, ew York i1.

TIIIE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYS'I'AL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50' below

z?ro Fahr. Put up m IO-Ib. cans, makes 2 gallons

0 solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

CARBCIIIIALE CIIEIIICAL 00., - Csrltondals. Pa.

TIIE IARIOII MOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, O I DOO

Air cooled. I6 horse power developed. Beautiful in

desi n and finish. Easy riding. 5 ed . Durable. anddepindable. We build it. In y

MARION MOTOR OAR CO.I IIIIIIIAIIAPIILIS. iIII

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

  

 

 

The Grant Gasoline Bar
/ for I906.

Send for Particulars.

GROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE CO.,

_ ORANGE, mass.

mmommeomeeeo»

TOIIRINO CAR

THE F. B. srsanns 00.,

OLIVILAND, OHIO, U. D. A.
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Tho Baldwin Chain Company

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

Baldwin Chain & Mtg. 00.,
Worcester. Mass , U.S.A.

SPRAOIIE CANOPIES

All Kinds All Sizes ’

Prices Right

Sand for Catalogue

SPRACUE UMBRELLA 00., Nomall, Ohio
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Name_ -

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(The motor Worlb

ior one year, commencing with the issue oi_

 

I ..

 

 

 

 

 
   

-ACCURACY!

The accuracy of the Speedometer is attained by

the mechanically riect a lication oi an abso

lutely unchangeab law. e standard of per

iection of this instrument will never be equaled by

devices based on theories, the practical ap lication

oi which Is so impossible that they were iscarded

in the development oi the Jones domeiet.

Do you know of our Protection Tag? Write for

information.

JONES SPEEDOME'I'ER,

125 West 32d Sum, - - NEW YORK

 
 

GOOD TOPS

We make them.

LONDON tops in any

car. Guanau'rjlsfl all

styles. Prices, sam

plea and descrip

tirn oi construc

tion mailed on

request.

  

 
 

  

 

 
 

How AraYour Ballarltsi;

I COIIECTICOT‘YQOLT film.

[will tell you. .

Guaranteed, and the price is right.

1 Send ior catalogue and trade dis

counts. '

Iolt immurkuo.’ Immtsr. sass

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC 00.. Inc.

MERIDEN, CONN.

  

 
 

BUY A

WAYNE
and save all arguments

DEALERS
Your Orders

and buy “ Sta-Rite" ignition plugs. We have plug-e

for every possible need. 47 sizrs. Porcelain,

$|,50; Mica,$|,75, Advise name of car and

secure style best adapted. It makes a great difl'er

e C .n c THE R. :. HARDY co.

125 Inst lmllssy' IEI TORI CIT!

—-"S*P'L1 "TiD-G-RrF"

  

 

 

 

Sfi-RI'TB
"srave lllm nus LII-II"

  

 

~G-Q'ILITS

C. E. SPLITDORF

"-27 vanorwncn srnlzw NEW YORK.
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INDIVIDUAL OLU‘IUI.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  
WHAT IS MURE moonmn mung.

TRANSMISSION SEARS ?

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

' We are specialists in thatline. We have the know-how,

' " "' the facilities and the prices. ‘

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y,

"JD. om

  

 

 

’Kinzslon oarhurotor.
OVER 30,000 I” USE.

- Patented Mayra, 1903.

Other Patents

Pending.

 

 

KINGSTDN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells.

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices. etc.

. tungsten..- o,

“'l" MuFFLERSCUT-DUT

  

 

BYRIIE. KINGSTON l 00.. Kotomo. Ind" II. S. A.

 
 

 

Pet. In. :0, rent.
 
 

nAnn GRADOMETIR uAnx.

An Lnltrnment that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

Sent ponpald on reedpt at price, $1.50.

THE ADAM! COMPANY. Dnbuqne, Iowa.

 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING 00..

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearlngs,

Roller gearings.

Automoblle Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

 

  

Annesbury, Mass.  

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Eric is

sublime. At twilight as the sun. like a

golden ball of fire. gradually descends

from view in the western horizon, the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet. .

Address 1

D. & B. STEAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE S'r. WHARF, 4 DETROIT, MICK.
 

  

GRAY?“ DAVA

  

"Makers of Smart Automobile temps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR Is Equlpped Wlth Them. '
AMESBURY, MASS 

 

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY“
 

 

DDLIIMBIA DRY CELLS

Send

for‘

 

 

   

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

  

Catalogue.

  

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

waist. is" 0 | L E R women’s...

DIAMDND DNAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

i “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

Auto Brass 8‘ Aluminum Co” FIIM- Mlvh- DIAMDND mum & mo. 00.. INDIANAPOLIS
27 Thames Street,

THE

WITHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

New Yuck.
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Builders of Machinery whohave been using Gears

exclusively during the past century are now com- / PATENTED

mencing to replace many of them with Chainsand Sprockets. .

Nearly all the Manufacturers of Cream

Separators are now adopting a Chain

Drive, while Gears have been used

exclusively in the past.

Our reasons for recommend

ing the Chain Drive for Motor

Cars are as follows:

Less weight—Less friction-—

Lower cost to manufacture— _

Lower cost to repair—Less L x I _ v More reliable

time to repair—Ease of Y > _ I ‘ rear axles for

changing gear ratlos to _ O Y > rough roads and

suit road conditiofns I p heavy loads_1n case

for vanous pgrts O ‘ .- " . > of an accident the chain

lhe counlry_ av' ' i f " driven car may be pushed

mg 0f .tlges by w; i “ ~ , ‘ off a railroad track or from

less welg t—_ =~ \ I v i the center of a road—One

‘ pound added to the axle is

harder on both tire and axle than

many pounds added above the

sp ngs.

1'.

We urgently request manufacturers to

be careful in machining sprockets, to select

chains of a suitable size, and to provide suffi

cient space for chain clearance. Thousands of

c 11;]; i u: > 2 : l d amaged by interferences and un

favorable conditions.

“Whitney” Chains on certain cars have given satisfaction for an entire

season with practically no attention, but we recommend cleaning, inspecting

and lubricating a number of times a year if best results are desired.

TO CLEAN A CHAIN soak it over night in kerosene or gasolene.

TO LUBRICATE A CHAIN (when clean and dry) soak it for 30 minutes in some heavy melted lubricant, such as

best quality beef tallow mixed with a little graphite. 'l‘he lubricant should be heated in a heavy pan nearly to the boiling

point to insure its flowing freely, and the shape of the pan should be such as to permit the chain to be wholly submerged.

After treating in this manner the chain should be allowed to cool and the lubricant will then set in the bearings.

It is absolutely impossible to properly lubricate a chain by applying oil from a can to the outside surfaces.

THE WHITNEY MFG. 00., Hartford, Conn.
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Are you acquainted with

Willard W. Low?
Mr. Low is president of the Electric Appliance Company, manufacturers of high grade electrical supplies.

Time was when automobiling was not a continuous round of unhampered pleasure to him.

State plainly, he enjoyed about the same measure of peace that a timid woman would on the back of a bronco.

He never knew just what was going to happen.

All of which was attributable to tire troubles that were as exasperating as they were continuous.

There is no telling just how long this thing would have gone on had it not been for—

But let Mr. Low tell it:

“ I desire to advise you that automobiling is now a great pleasure to me. Some time ago it got to a point where I was

afraid to take out my car on account of tire troubles. I could not take a drive of any account without having them.

At last, one fortunate day afriend of mine recommended your tires, and I had my car fully equipped with them.

From that time up to the present my tire trouble has been practically nothing. '

I desire to congratulate you on the qua ity of auto tires you are turning out."

Pretty strong proof of the superior quality of our tires, isn’t it?

MORGAN &WR|GHTT|RES

  

 

\RE GOOD TIRES

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Chicago.

NEW YORK (Uptown)—214 W. 47th St. NEW YORK (Downtown—17 Warren 81..

PHILADELPHIA—Gar. Broad and Vine sts. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St. MINNEAPOLIS—711410 Hennepin AvaENVER—Jm Broadway.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—266 Jefferson Ave. ATLANTA—85 Edgewood Ave. ST. LOUIS—638 Vandeventer Ave.

CLEVELAND—847 Huron SL SYRACUSE—212F214 s. Clinton St. SAN FRANCISCO—1081 Mission St. 109 ANGELES—m 8. Main St. 

 

. ~ . ,1a,

h‘ \

wgr

Service

risve you read in White BULLE'i IN No. 11 the account 0 the trip of Esra H. Fitch

and his party in three White steamers through the forests of Maine and Quebec? if a

White car can be depended upon to traverse forest trails, to ford streams, to travel through

“1°”th reKlan hundreds of miles from any base of supplies, can it not be relied on im

plicitly for such service as you require from a car?

I/you have no! rem Bulletin No. 11,]014 had better write/or a (0/).

WHITE mstMPAN “mm
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T0 SELLERSOAND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

 

 

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

,liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & 1 Tires:

G & .1 Tire Go. Goodyear'l‘ire& Rubber ('20.

Hartford Rubber Works 80. Fisk Rubber (20.

Morgan & Wright. International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich (20. Vehicle 'l‘ire Go.

Diamond Rubber (‘30. Gontinentaleaoutchouc ('20.

lfiaJ IIRE 00.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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1906 Model Pope-Toledo

Type XII, 35-40 H. P. Price, $3,500

POWER WEIGHT

SPEED EXPENSE

ROOM TROUBLE

STRENGTH OOIVIPLICATION

The fastest and most powerful touring car in the world. TYPE XII, POPE-TOLEDO, marks

the greatest forward step yet attained in automobile development. Motor has only IO 8-10 poundn

of engine weightiper ll. 9., and only 54 pounds 0! total weight per ll. 7., and this, too,

without in any sense sacrificing strength and wearing parts. The POPE-TOLEDO Gerhar

reter is developed to such a point of fineness that it is self-adjusting to all conditior s' of speed,

so that with the Spark and Throttle alone, and always on the high gear, you can drive a POPE

TOLEDO anywhere, taking all ordinary hills without rushing them and without shifting gears.

Transmission! Sliding gear three speeds forward and reverse, and made of the best steel obtain

able, thus enabling us to produce not only the LIGHTEST but the STRONGEST and most

tfiicient TRANSMISSION ever placed in any automobile. Frame: All steel of few parts, light,

flexible and strong. The POPE-TOLEDO system of brakes is incomparable, both foot and

emergency brakes act on the hubs of rear wheels: very eflicient and easily adjusted. Design:

Entirely new and original. Double side entrance, large and roomy TONNEAU, specially easy of

access. Car comfortably seats seven people.
0

\

ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY. PRICE, $3,500

Be sure the name “POPE” is on your Automobile

POPE MOTOR CAR CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY, 1733 Broadway

BOSTON, MASS.. 223 Columbus Avenue

WASHINGTON, D. C., 819 14th Street

  

A. L. A. M

TYPE XII.
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An Introduction to the Wayne Cars of 1906 4

The appreciation accorded our cars last year warrants us in greatly increasing our capacity and in placing before the automo

bile trade improved types of Wayne cars. The four models we now present are the result of mature experience. They are not new and

untried experiments. Each car is a distinct type of Wayne design and construction and each model has been built with a view to

supplying the varied demand for high grade machines. In the Wayne cars of 1906 the automobllist will be sure to find a car suited

to his needs. *

.‘ii

“5‘7: n

  

 

MOTOR, 4 cylinder vertical. cylinders 5% x5 cast in pairs. Cylinders and pistons ground. Engine develops by brake test 50

H. P. Water Cooled. IGNITION, jump spark with quad coil and storage battery. TRANSMISSION, sliding gear with three speeds

forward and reverse. Hess-Bright ball bearings throughout. REAR AXLE, shaft drive floating type. FRONT AXLE, l beam drop

forged, one piece, nickel steel. WHEEL BASE, 114 inches. TIRES, 34x4%. EQUIPMENT, includes all necessary tools of the best

quality, 2 side lamps, acetylene head lights with generator, tail lamp and tube horn.

  

MOTOR, 4 Q'linder vertical, cylinders 4% x 5, cast in pairs and water cooled. Engine develops by brake test 35 H. P. Cylinders

and pistons ground. IGNITION, same In Model F. TRANSMISSION and axle! same Mod 5‘. -new. name as Model 1r. type a. el Tmms' 82“ EQUIP
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Wayne Model 11

$800

Two Passenger Runabout

MOTOR, 2 cylinder opposed under

hood. Cylinders 456x 4 developing 14

H. P., water cooled. TRANSMISSION.

planetary gears with DIRECT BEVEL

GEAR DRIVE. Control the same as

Model 0. Wheels 28x3. Equipment com

plete set of tools.

  

Bfli‘ni '

'I’hc strong features of this car are the extreme simplicity and acesstbtltty of the engine and transmission. The crank case

and transmission case form one casting and the entire engine can be taken apart or assembled in half an hour.

  

r

MOTOR, double opposed, of the standard Wayne type, with cylinders 5% x 5. Engine ls hung under chassis frame and develops

by brake test 20 H. P. This is the same type of car which proved so successful last season. brought up to date and with all new im

provements. TRANSMISSION, is of the planetary gear type with chain drive. CONTROL is by a single lever which engages the

high speed clutch and reverse. The slow speed and brake are controlled by foot pedals. TIRES 30:355. EQUIPMENT, completg

set 0! tools, side oil lamps, tail lamp and horn.

We want agents to write us about the Wayne cars for 1906. Azency arrangements can no

Write while you think about it. for full particulars.

w be made for unoccupied territory.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.

Il-bcm Iota: cu Illa-2mmW Chicago.
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The Ford 4 Cylinder Runabout
This car—Model N—is the biggest revelation yet made in Automobile construction. A car of this type for less

than $500.00 seemed an impossibility, but here it is.

4 Cylinder—15 H. P. Direct Drive. Speed 40 miles. 78-inch Wheel Base. Weight 700 Pounds.

out »' f

1

  

‘ 4 > .. y _, v '_ V I ,“gw‘ij

FORD HODEL K.

§ix cylinders—~40 H.'P. 4 to 50 miles per hour on high gear. Perfected magneto ignition. Mechanical oiler.

:14 inch wheel base. Luxurious body for 5 passengers. Weight 2,000 pounds. Price, $2,500.00.

1 .No further particulars will be given until these cars are shown for the first time at the Automobile Club of Amer

ica’s show at the 69th Regiment Armory, New York, Jan. 13th to zoth.

DELIVERIES FOR MODELS N AND K WILL NOT BE MADE BEFORE MARCH.

x906 will be a “Ford Year." Agents who have closed with us can congratulate themselves.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Members American Motor Car Manufacturer! Aubciation. Cbicalo

BRANCH IS: 147-149-15r-r53 Columbus Ave, Boston; |7a3 Broads" , New York; 7:7 Main 52., Buffalo; Broad and Buttonwood Sts., Philadelphia;

1413 Michigan Ave., Chicago; Cleveland and ans“ City.

Canadian Trade anpplled by Ford Motor Co. at Canada, Ltd. Walkerville,0nt.
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DiamondJASTTIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

For Trucks and Commercial Vehicles. Conceded to be the Best

Motor Truck Tire in the market today.

  

The Rubber is strictly Our Own Stock. it has never been duplicated and

Frequent Attempts at imitations have but emphasized

Diamond Superiority.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, 01110.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jeflerton Ave. crsco-oos Million 8!.

BOSTON—174 Columbul Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER—322 Bolton Building,

PHILADELPHIA—BOQ—SOB N. Broad St. CHICAGO—167469 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—811 Fim Ave. 8.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CLEVELAND—323 Haron St. ATLANTA—94 North Prior St.

  

 

  

“75 REO
The extra seat carries two people facing forward, and when not in use is folded

down snugly out of the way. 8 h. p.I [000 pounds, 25 miles per hour.

 

5 Prizes out of 7.
In the New York Motor Club‘s great six-day economy test

The R20 8 horse power Runabout (shown above) carried

Ii passengers 682 miles lor 33.81% per passenger.

By this feat this car won two medals—The Gold Medal for

all cars up to $1500 in price; and the MacMurty Medal for least ignition trouble, having none at all.

The Reo ’Bus with exactly the same horse-power as [he Touring Car reierred to

below carried ten passengers 682}miles lor $2.93 per passenger (including ferriage).

And won three prizes :—The National Trophy for Economy per passenger; the W. J. P. Moore

Trophy for Economy per mile, including tire charges, which were only 4 3-10 cents; and the

Morgan Trophy for the least gasoline per passenger, which cost only $1.60.

Thus 5 prizes out of 7 went to the splendid REO capacity and power.

WRITE FOR RED BOOK THAT TELLS WHY.

RBO I906 TOURING CAR, 16 h.p., 1,60in0unds, 90 inch wheel base, 5 passengers, side-doordetachable tonneau, speed 35 miles per hour, 51250.

Sales Department, Lansing, Mich.

RED co" R. E. OLDs, Pres. R. M. OWEN, Sales Manager.

Agenda: throughout flu United Stafu.
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“ Every Stock Car Guaranteed to Show Sixty Miles an

Hour Before Leaving the Shops.”—E. R. THOMAS.

. l i l v
i‘,‘ “rxwmixof', ‘t/\

. l \l \ \, \ Li;v \\ x

.\

    

  

 

  

AN AFFIDAVIT THAT SPEAKS VOLUMES:

Can any praise of ours compare with the eloquent testimony con

cerning the 1906 Thomas contained in this remarkable affidavit?

Burnto, N. Y., Nov. to, 1905.

Thin Is to certify, that we, the undersigned, this day rode at the rate of 60 miles per hour with five

passengers over average roads, maintaining a speed continuoully in regular stock model 1906 Thomas touring

car, and went up a 14 per cent. trade with five people on the high speed and on very bad roads, increasing the

speed all the way up the hill until we reached 40 miles per hour at the top.

The car is exceedingly smooth and quiet in operation, and the clutch is extraordinarily sweet and effective.

This is the only American built stock car that within our knowledge has madejo miles per hour on ordinary

roads, even without passengers;

(Signed) AUBREY H. MARTIN, Philadelphia, Pa.

C. A. COEY, Chicago, 11].

F. W. DART, Hartiord, Conn.‘

C. S. HENSHAW, Boston, Mass.

F. B. HARPER, Beverl , Mass.

A. M. SPEER, Jr., Port nd, Me.

A S. ROBINSON New York.

RAYNER coomym, Brooklyn, N. Y.

STATI or an Yong}

LCoum-v or Erna.

Sworn and subcribed to before me this roth day of November. 1905. ARCHIE I. DRAKE, Noury Public.

THE E. R. THOMAS COMPANY,

1416 Niagara Street, - - - BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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ficamalile
“EASILY THE BEST BUILT OAR IN AMERICA.”

15-20 H. P., $3,000. 30-35 H. P., $5,000.

Both with complete touring equipment.

 
 

TYPE E 15-20 H. P 03000

Top and Luggage Carrier vxtra.
 

SPECIFICATIONS OF 1906 MODELS.

Type '- E ” Locomoblle—lS-ZO H. P

PRICE, $3,000. ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps. horn. tire. carrier. set of tools.

extra. parts, {:tck, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double s de entrance seating 5; extra wide doors; fitted

with top irons; color and striping optional.

MOTOR, i-cyllnder. 3% inch bore. 4% inch stroke.

CAM SHAFTS, burdened l'orglngs; nll rams integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic. with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal t pe. prom t and positive in action.

IGNITION make-and-brea , with lr dlum contacts.

MAGNET . low tension, our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN. placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inna-r wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

mission ‘

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type. metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal ex nnslon, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Bolted toeach

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES. “1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES. 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE. 93 inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 

 
 

Ty... “ n " L...m;brr._ad.35 n. P.

PRICE, $5.00!), I‘ttillly for touring

EQUIPMENT, .1 brass lumps, horn. tirt- carrier. set of tools.

extra, parts, _iili'k, itlt‘k box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double. sidc entrance seating 5 to 7; fitted with top

irons; extra wide doors; color and stripin optional.

MOTOR, -i_cyllnder. 4% inch bore. 5% inch stro e.

CAM SHAFTS, lutrdvnml forgings; all cams intogral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic. with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type. prom t and positive in action.

IGNITION, make-and-break. with ir dium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN. is placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS. lizn'e turn-r wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone time With ample surface.

TRANSMISSION. 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUlBLiE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

m ss on.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type. metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES. internal expansion. metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES. “I” section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rublwr cow-red and brass bound.

TIRES. 34 inches x 411; inches on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 106 inches.

CONTROL. spark and gals lovers on steering wlrm-l.

 

 

The £ocomobi/e Company of America, Bridgeport, C_onn.

NEW YORK. Broadway and 16th Bt,

PHILADELPHIA. 249 N. Broad St.

Mnnblr Anatolian e/ Lizrnud'

Autonvbr'lr Mann/anuan

R'rsTttN. 15 Berkeley 81.

CiilCAtiU. 1354 Michigan Ave.
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An Investigation

of

GOODRICH

TIRES
Mr. E. Shirts, cashier of the Citizens

National Bank, Noblesville,Ind.,after using

a set of Goodrich Tires through the year

1904 and all of 1905 up to date, without a

repair of any kind. decided to take off the

tires for examination just to satisfy his

curiosity. All he found was Goodrich Rub'

her and Goodrich Fabric perfectly united

and looking just as good as new. His letter!

 

“ In the spring of |904 I purchaseda Cadillac automo

bile, Model B, equipped with Goodrich Tires 1 in. x 30in.

I used those tires all the season of r904 and afif this

season without a repair of any kind, not a single purc

ture, and the tires look as good as new with the excep

tion that the treads are flattened down some. I have

had such remarkable success with them that a few

weeks ago I took the front ones off to see what they

were made of, and I found them in perfect condition,

not even rim-rusted.

I have driven my car every day that was fit to be out

with my family and have kept them busy both seasons

and my experience with them has been one round of

pleasure."

THE BAILEY Rims brandedin the

l‘WON’T SLIP .- . channel with this copy

Tl RE." Regular Good- right mark have been

rich construction, but ispecled a n d p ro

provided with the Bailey nounced perfect. We

“Won‘t Slip" 1" r e a d. guarantee our t i r e s

Prevents slipping, slew- o n ly o n r i m s s 0

ing or skidding. branded.

The B. F. Goodrich Company

Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK. 66—68 Reade St. and Hle Broadway.

BUFFALO. 131 Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 892 Million 8!.

BOSTON. 161 Columbul Ave. CHICAGO, 141 L“. at

PHILADELPHIA. 009 Arch St. DEPROIT. 80 E. Congreg. Qt,

CLEVELAND, 416 Erie St. DENVER. 1444 Cur-tin St.

LONDON, I. C" T 8110' Hill.

 

 

 

 
  

A MILD

COMPARISON

 

 

A comparison of the record made by

the “HAYNES” car in the elimina

tion race for the Vanderbilt cup, with

that of far more powerful cars that.

were allowed to enter the race is

—most interesting
 

Get a record of the two events—

—and compare

Put the “HAYNES” record in the trials

beside that of some of the cars that were

allowed to enter the real race—

—-and compare.

Study what the “ HAYNES " EB, and what

some of the others DIDN’T DO—
 

—and compare.
 

A few LIVE Agents wanted in a few locali

ties. WRITE QUICK for particulars.

We are booking orders for exact duplicates

of orr Vanderbilt entry in the order of their

receipt.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,

Kokomo, Indiana

New York Chicago

Member: A L. A. M.
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AUTOMOBILES

FOR 1906

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P.

Price, $2,000.

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32x4.
  

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pist0ns,pist0n rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

  

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

  

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

  

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

  

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Bette-1:
  

 
  

get in line now.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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Brealcs World’s 24=H0ur Record

A National Stripped Stock Car at Indianapolis, November 16 17, made I,094 3-]6 Miles in 24

Hours, breaking the former World’s Record by 78 9-16 miles, and I,000 Miles in 2| Hours

58 Minutes and 4-5ths of a Second. breaking the former record by 1 Hour 35 Minutes

19 1-5 Seconds. Also breaking many other recmds too numerous to mention in this space and

giving a most convincing demonstration of the Unfaillng Reliability of Nationals. ‘

“Watch for the Round Radiator”

Write us for anything else you may

want to know.

National Motor Vehicle Company,
IOOO E. 22d St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Mnubzr A mar/ran .l/nnn' Gar .l/rn/rrfadurrrs' Anou'nlinn, C/u'rngo.

DISTRIBUTORS

Ralph Temple Auto Cu . . . . . . . . . . . . ..310 Mich. Ave, Chicago. Ill.

Llnseott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..163 Columbus A\‘e.. Huston. Mass.

Human 8; Schulz C0. 18th St. & Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Ttoga Auto 00 . . . . .. oad and Tiogn 81.8., Philadelphia, Pa.

Liberty Auto (‘0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .138 Bentty 5L. Plttsburg, Pn.

National Motor Car Agency...706 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

 

 

 

 
  

V;SIMPLY /

PERECT 8 H. P. Tourabout j?
  

$1450 $780

THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles nithout a single adjust

ment. No car at less than twice the price made AS GOOD 2, record. No car AT ANY PRICE

did better.

THE CAR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

“Climb to the Clouds" at Mt. Washington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get one up, but sent the SAME car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Runabout type won the race at Long Branch August :9,

making four miles in 5 min. 33 sec, and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of your consideration.

as many cars as you please, but don't buy before seeing the Maxwell.

Look at

The agency field is filling fast. ‘f you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Central \vestern Representative; Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers' Associatim. New York Agents:

A. F. CHASE. Agents in principal cities. MAXWELL-BRISCOE, INC.

Foreign Repmentltlvel (except Canada and Mexico), RICHARD IRVIN & 60.. 5 Blood It... New York City

  

 
.i
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DID rANYONE EVER HEAR

of trouble arising from fouled spark plugs in a Royal

Tourist ? We never did. In fact we have yet to hear of

any owner of a Royal Tourist having any mechanical

troubles with his car.

_ solsL
\rVe have a full description of 1906 model ready to

mail to you, if you will send us your address. Will also

marl booklet explaining performance of 1906 model in

Vanderbilt Trial Race.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Member A. L. A. M.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO., New York, N.Y.; G J. DUNHAM, Boston, Mass.

THE MCDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago, “1.; G. W. CAPLIN

Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO., Lim., Toronto: MOTOR

SHOP, Philadelphia, Pa.rWESTMINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO.,-Qt. Louis,

Mo.; STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsburg, Pa.; AMOS PIERCE

& 00., Syracuse, N. Y.; THOMPSON CHOEFFEL CO., Rochester, N. Y

  

  

 

CYCLES

0R LAUNCHES

Mr. Dealer, why not handle a line that you know will satisfy

your customersinstead of taking chances on “ Just as good "lamps.

Your profit in as much or more on Solars and your customers "stick."

Write us to-day for prices on our l906 lino.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

new YORK OFFICE: tt Warren street

  

__

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE OAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and maintain.

“ Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

1u-a5 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

I>eztbody, Mass., U. S. A.

"THEsano _,
/* CAR

 

 

  

 

r4! “i\

 

 

 

 

The Expected Revolution Has Game!

If you can think of a good reason for buying twice the

machinery you need in a touring car and paying twice the

expense for its upkeep, then you have found he only

good reason why you should not buy an

You certainly do not want four cylinders if two cylinders will

do the same work and produce the same power—and that is pre

cisely the extraordinary efficiency furnished by the two cycle two

cylinder Elmore engine.

Understand—the two cycle two cylinder Elmore engine pro

duCes two Impulses every time the fly-wheel turns.

As you know, the two cylinder [our cycle furnishes only one

impulse every fourth time the fly-wheel turns.

In other words, the revolution which you have been expecting

in automobile construction has come—and the perfect engine is here.

You’ll realize quick as a flash when you look into the matter

that the two cycle engine is a giant stride in advance—and that to

cling to the four cycle in the face of the two cycle triumph is to

take a step backward. Lose no time n finding out all about this

remarkable mechanical achievement. Send for the technical

description, stories of the conclusive tests, opinions of agents and

users—the history of a tremendous success which has reached

ts climax this season after five years of steady improvement.

THE ELM ORE MFG. 00,1104 Amanda Si. Clyde, 0.

 

qa
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—__1
The manufacturer who equips his cars with

m1, odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face 0f the odometer readings, I

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers. Tachometers,

Counters and Fine Castings.

 

 

 

“THE OPEN SHOW THAT MUST BE SEEN ”

Sixth Annual Automobile Club Show
of the Automobile Club of America

IE' York Cit?! Jammii 9294,4906

SIXTY-NINTH REGIMENT NEW ARMORY

Twenty-sixth Street near Fourth Avenue

 

LEADING AMERICAN AND FOREIGN EXHIBITORS

Gasoline Steam Electricity

The Up—to-date Exposition of a Great Industry.
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WhyGoodyearDctachablcAutolircsWon’tRimCut
HEN an Auto Tire gets rim-cut,

it's time to feel for your pocket

book and ask yourself, “What

tire shall I get next time?”

For a rim-cut tire is

pretty near its finish.

And the chances are

ten to one that if you

are forced to ride

around the block on a

deflated ordinary tire

with ordinary rims

yourtirewillberim cut

befOre you get there. ,

Because ordinary rims F" I

are just like a dull jack-knife. Now it

~ you wished

to cut a

strap with

t h at d u I l

' knife, and

the strap

was held

like Fig, Iyou couldn’t do

it, because

y o u r

strength

would not

be great

enough.

F113 But if you FIX-f

take the strap like Fig. 2, with a little

sawing you can cut it. That's exactly the

  

  

  

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY,

Now look at the picture of the Good

year Auto Tire on the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim (Fig. 5.) The portion of the

rim against which the tire rests forms

the arc of a large circle. That rim can

no more cut the

tire than you could

have cut the strap

7 by using the han

w7 die of the knife in

Fig. 6 "

stead of the blade.

N o t i c e th e

edge of the ordinary rim used with ordi

nary tires (made into a circle), in Fig. 6,

and compare with the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim, used with Goodyear Auto

Tires (Fig. 7.) ,

Then you can see I

more clearly what

we mean.

We (and others) ~.__ __

have ridden the "

Goodyear Auto Fix-7

Tire on Universal Rims absolulely flat

for 25 miles on rough roads without

serious injury to the tire. We have

the evidence if you would like to see it.

This is only one reason why wise riders

are specifying Gooodyear Auto Tires on

Universal Rims for their new cars. Our

"Good News Book" gives ALL the reasons.

It is intensely interesting to Manufact

way the ordinary rim cuts the ordinary tire. When

the tire is inflated, like Fig. 3, even the tremendous

weight of the car is not sufficient to cause the rim

',---~~

  

\

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

  

to cut the tire. But just as soon as it gets partly

(leflated or flat. like Fiz- 4. then the rim begins urers. Dealers and Riders seeking relief

to cut it, just as the knife did the strap in Fig. 2. from tire troubles.

Grove Street. Akron, Ohio.
Branches in followinu cities: Boolon, 6 Merrimue St.; 'New York. 263 W. 47th EL; Chicago. 110 Lake St.; Cincinnati. 242 E. Fifth St., St. Louis, 712-714 MnruonSt. ; Cleveland, 69 Frank

!ort St. :Philodelphin, 1521 Spring UL; Sun Frnnciaco. Geo. P. Moore & Co., 696 Golden Gate Ave.; Bufl'olo, 719 Main St. ; Denver. no Sixteenth St.;Detroit. 242Jeloroon Ave.

 

TURNER SOLID TIRE
ENDLESS)

THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks,

Broughams,

Hansoms, Surreys,

Victorias,

Hotel ’Busses,

Hose Wagons,

Ladder Trucks, ‘

Chemical Engines,

Water Towers,

Fire Engines.

  

TIRE ECONOMY
COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for consideration in

selecting tire equipment.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

STOP EXPERIMENTINO and end dissatisfaction by adopting

a tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Branch Houses :-—NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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The Largest Automobile Supply House In America.

lVIlLLER’S

ANTI-FREEZE/ COMPOUND.
DIRECTIONS FOR USING.

The radiator should be thoroughly washed out with hot solution of caustic soda, which will remove any dirt, and then clean

water should be put in to see it the radiator leaks any place.

If the radiator is found not to leak, put in the solution. To get a mixture that will not freeze at 15 degrees below zero'

Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the compound to two gallons of water. To get a solution that will not freeze 30 degrees below

zero Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the compound to every six quarts of water.

The cover on the can should be kept closed tight at all times while it contains any of the compound.

CHAS. E. MILLER,
Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter, and Importer.

Home Office, 97-99-I0l Reade Street, New York.

Broadway and 38th Street. 318 & 320 No. Broad Street. 202 8r 2 4 Columbus Avenue, 406 Erie Street,

BRANCHES ‘— New York. Philadelphia, Pa. Boston, Mass. Cleveland, 0.

  

 

MICIL-IELIN

 

 

Used on 90/. of the high-grade American

and European cars.

MORE PURE RUBBER, THEREFORE MORE RESILIENT,

‘ ° THEREFORE LESS WEAR AND TEAR ON THE ENGINE

AND

CARRY MORE GUARANTEED WEIGHT PER WHEEL

THAN ANY OTHER PNEUMATIC TIRE MANUFACTURED.

THINK IT OVER.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

E. D. WINANS, Gen’l Mgr.

760 . , r
Telephones—é 761 % Madison Square, Neu \ ork. 6 West 29th Street, New York,

[BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CIT/ES.
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In rieni’
FRICTION-DRIVE

  

BUCKBOARD
MODEL B. B.

  

Air-Cooled Starts Easily

Four H. P. Numberless Speeds

Forward

lO-Inch Clearance And Reverse

Speed, 30 Miles Fan on Engine

an Hour Oils From Seat

Climbs 40 Per I . I

Cent. Grade Elliptic Springs
I' ‘v/ Semi-Rigid Frame

Weight, 600 Lbs.

. aw
' NM“

.5 .~
“ W Aer/me">9”

A REMARKABLE MOTOR CAR FOR $400.

As noiseless and free from Vibration as a 4-Cylinder Touring Car; will climb grades and drive

through sand and mud that no other motor car of any horse power can negotiate. Its maximum

driving ratio is 40 to l—a high powered touring car is but 18 to l.

 

GASOLINE

CONSUMPTION,

30 miles to one

Gallon

OIL

CONSUMPTION,

90 miles to one Pint

OPERATING

COST

Half a cent per mile

  

RESPONSIBLE DEALERS DESIRED IN

UNASSIGNED TERRITORY

  

Write for Catalog and Agency Proposition

DRIVING MECHAXISM.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY

General Office and Factory, WALTI'IAM MASS, U. S. A.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Two-cylinder, Two-stroke Cycle Light Touring Car.

MODEL “L” Price $1250.

We have already announced in a general way our two—cylinder, two

stroke cycle car. Following we give a detailed description of this most attrac

tive car—the smart appearance and “get up and get" qualities of which make

it irresistible, once tried.

Model “L" has a marked individuality, though it approaches in general

appearance the lines of several foreign machines very popular in America. The

front axle is brought well forward and the rear wheels back. giving a very long

wheel base and adding to the easy riding qualities of the car. The tonneau is

so constructed that it is easily removable, and the “ beetle back” luggage com

partment is built for utility as well as for appearance. When thus equipped it

becomes the most attractive of two—passenger or runabout outfits. The standard

color will be pearl gray with black trimmings and red running gear.

MOTOR. The motor is two-cylinder, two-stroke cycle, verti- the Hill Precision oiler, bolted to brackets upon cylinders, and

cal water cooled, placed under bonnet at front; cylinders 5-inch drlven by eccentric. Pistons lubricated on both sides. Crank

bore, 5-inch stroke, rating 20 to 24 actual horsepower, giving pins are oiled through middle main bearings. This system abso'

ample road efficiency. The cranks set at 180 degrees are counter‘ lutely prevents smoky exhaust.

weighted. reducing vibration to the minimum. Lubrication is by The cylinders and pistons are of best gray iron, made in our
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OLDSMOBILE
 

 

own foundry. The crank case is of aluminum, the lower half

being removable without disturbing bearings. The crank shaft is

drop-forged and subjected to a special heat treatment, and tin

ished all over and perfectly balanced. The brakes are of gen

erous proportions and consist of bronze one-half shells with bab

bitt lining. Thus any hearing may be replaced from stock with

out troubie or rebabbitting.

Cooling is by water circulated by gear pump. Radiator of

'flat tube construction. Ignition, ong storage cell, one set of six

dry cells. spark coil 0n dash. Commutator beveled gear driven.

Spark plugs are set- at ,an angle to prevent fouling with oil.

TRANSMISSION. The transmission is sliding gear, three

speeds forward and one reverse. The gears are of special high

carbon stock tempered and hardened. The control is of the

selective type operated by a single lever, which cannot be thrown

into reverse until prawl has been lifted, a precaution against

necidentaljamming of gears. The clutch cone sets into fly wheel,

all strains self-contained. The clutch is thrown out by foot

lever and also by emergency brake lever. The transmission

case is of aluminum, the lower half being removable at top.

Transmission is splash-lubricated from case through pockets

packed with waste and screens. This precaution is taken to

prevent steel chips getting in bearings. The transmission drive

is through 1%, inch shaft and Spicer dust-proof universal Joints

t0 the rear axle.

AXLES. The front axles are of our own special design,

2-inch tubing, 34 inch wall. Steering connections have especially

large bearings, all of which are equipped with “T” handled dope

cups and protected by leather dust caps. The steering cross

connection and steering link are adjustable, and the wheels may

thus be lined up at any time. The axle is dropped in centre to

protect fly wheel and other parts beneath car. The rear axle is

equipped with Timken roller bearings throughout and with

brakes, etc., of our own special design.

BEVEL GEAR DRIVE. The car has bevel gear drive, the

ratio of the gear being 3 to 1 for standard equipment.

BRAKES. The brakes are of the internal expanding type,

with toggle set-up, either camel’s hair or metal lining being used,

depending upon the section of the country to which car is

shipped. The brake drum is of pressed steel, 12 inches in diam

eter, 2 inch face. The brake on the cardon shaft at rear of

transmission is operated by foot pedal, while the emergency

brake upon the rear wheels is operated by hand lever. The

 
"I'C MERE

crrALocu: couwou

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked.
I am interested. i

CALENDAR COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, mcu.

Enclosed find IO cents, for which send your Art

Calendar (free from advertising and suitable ior iram

application of emergency brake throws oupclutch, disconnecting

transmission from motor. ' t '

SPRINGS.‘ The springs are made of the very best 0b

tainabie stock, and are of the half elliptic type. The front

springs are 36 inches by 2 inches and the rear 48 inches by 2

inches. The long spring hangers at front and rear permit

lengthened wheel base.

r
M

FRAMES. The frames are of pressed steel channel section.

A sheet steel plate-riveted between side and sub-frame gives

pronounced bracing eifect. The dust pan attached to sub-mem

ber and extending from front cross member to the rear of trans

mission ls removable. This dust pan makes inside of car abso

lutely dust, mud and water proof. Both the engine and trans

mission are aligned upon subframe and all working parts may

be removed without disturbing hanging of crank and transmis

sion cases.

CARBURATION. The carburetor is built for us after our

own design, and is very effective and economical of fuel. The

gasoline tank has 15 gallons capacity.

CONTROL. The steering is accomplished through a worm

and nut mechanism. The nut is long and has a wearing surface

bubbitted so that same may be replaced at any time. The steer—

ing gear case is securely bolted between sub-frame and side

member. The spark and throttle levers are placed upon steering

post just beneath and at the right of 16-inch oval rimmed steer

ing wheel.

MISCELLANEOUS POINTS. Wheel base 102 inches, the

tread standard 55 inches; though 52 inches and 58 inches are

furnished on special order. Wheels 30 inches, 10 spokes front,

12 spokes rear. Tires, 30x31/2. The muffler is arranged longi

tudinally beneath the car, and entire construction is so enclosed

that very little dust is disturbed by the passing of the car.

Running board, mud guard irons, instead of being riveted on,

are drawn into taper sockets upon side of frame and are easily

removable. The lamp brackets are adjustable for different

widths of lamps. We furnish tubular horn, two acetylene

lamps, a generator and three oil lamps with this car.

Further specifications sent on reqeust.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH., U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.

 
or courou H!!! Y

"076! TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have Moron

TALK. 1: magazine devoted to automobiling, sent to

CUTCOUPONHlll

 

Mod IB.... on c _ _e MOde' SH“ e '72,”:128' ing) for I906. Design by George Gibb,_ ‘ I

“3 Model L... Traffic Cars.... '5 me or year. R:

Name Name __ __ Name

Address Addrm V Addrm
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The cost of an automobile is not merely the original price of the car, but to this should be

added the expense of daily upkeep. This expense is generally in proportion to the constructive

complication of the car.

To this is due the acknowledged economy of the Rambler, in which simplicity, both in opera

tion and design, is a paramount feature.

To this end has been devoted constant study and years of experience, resulting in a car of

steady dependability that will serve you day after day, without the petty breakdowns that, while

severally inexpensive, reach a high aggregate in a season’s use.

The verdict of thousands of Rambler owners, or a personal examination at our branches or

agencies everywhere, will bear ample evidence that the Rambler is the car of steady service.

Prices—Surrey Type One $1,200, Type Two $1,650, Type Three $1,350. All ready for

the road with full equipment of lamps, horns, tools, etc. Our catalogue is at your service.

Thos. B. 8: Co.

Main Office and Factory, - - Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Jeffery

Branches:

Boston, 145 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street.

San Francisco, 10th and Market Streets.

Chicago, 302-304 \‘Vabash Ave.

Milwaukee, 457-4 59 Broadway.

New York Agency, I34 \V. 38th St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES. '
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CHRISTENED THE AEROCAR

Detroit's Newest Company Chooses that Title

—Stalf Selected and Factory Being Rushed.

Aerocar Co. will be the style of the big.

new company which has been formed in

Detroit, and of which the Motor World last

week gave the first news. It will be capi

talized at $400,000.

The factory, which is already half com

pleted, and which the contracts require to be

finished within forty days, is located on

Mack avenue, facing the Michigan Central

Belt Line. As stated last week, it will be

of three stories, 400 by 52 feet, and thor

oughly modern in every detail, including two

large electric elevators. it will be of solid

mill construction, with fire walls dividing

the structure into four sections, and further

protected by the most approved sprinkling

system.

According to his representatives, Alex

ander Y. Malcolmson, the wealthy and astute

coal operator, who is the power and moving

spirit in the Aerocar Co., will not resign as

treasurer of the Ford Motor Co., as was re—

ported, but will retain his oifice and inter—

ests in that concern, also. W. G. Morley, for

so many years the purchasing agent and ad

vertising manager of the Olds Motor Works,

who resigned those positions, when the Olds

oiiices were removed from Detroit to Lan

sing, wiii be Mr. Malcolmson’s right hand

man in the Aeroear 00. H. H. Thorpe, for

merly with the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.,

will be general sales manager; E. J.

O’Hagan, for seven and a half years with

the Winton Motor Carriage Co., and later

with an air-cooled concern in the East, will

be superintendent. C. Pfahler will be the

chief draughtsman. He is a graduate of the

Technical University, of Berlin, Germany,

and has had three years’ experience in an

American automobile factory.

The Aerocar will employ the Reeves air

cooled four cylinder engines, made by the

gilt-edged Reeves Pulley Co., of Columbus,

Ohio. The cylinders are arranged tandem

and are cooled by a fan in front.

The initial output of the Aerocar factory

will be 500 touring cars, although it is hoped

to double this number.

will Make a Pleasure Car, Too.

According to present plans, the Knox

Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Mass, will

shortly engagevin the manufacture of pleas

ure cars, also. They have “taken on" the

Sunset 10-horsepower two~cycle car, de

scribed in the Motor World of November 16.

The car is now produced on a small scale by

the Sunset Automobile Co., of San Fran

cisco, a representative Of which was recently

in this part of the country seeking an East

ern connection. 0n the Coast, the car which

incorporates a number of innovations has a

big reputation as a hill climber, and sweet

running vehicle.

 

Toppling of the Monarch.

Following the filing of a petition by credi

tars charging bankruptcy, J. 0. Mason has

been appointed receiver for the Monarch Au

tomobile Co., Aurora, Ill. The liabilities of

the company may reach $75,000, while the

assets, it is claimed, are worth scarcely

$20,000. The creditors allege that since No

vember 20 the assets of the concern have

been in the Sheriff’s hands. Although the

Monarch C0. carried full page advertise

ments in some of the automobile papers,

that is the chief figure it cut in the indus

try.

Wayne Gets into Germany.

The Wayne Automobile Co., of Detroit,

Mich, which apparently has become pos

sessed of seven league boots, so rapid has

been its progress in the last few months, is

now reaching out for foreign trade. One

of its very first European connections has

been made in the country in which American

connections are usually most diflicult—Ger

many. The Wayne agency for that empire

has been placed with Leopold, Robert & Co.,

of Frankfort-ori-Main.

New Building for Rambler Branch.

The newly established Rambler branch in

San Francisco is doing uncommonly well—

so well, indeed, that contracts have been let

for the construction of a building designed for

its occupancy. The new place will be lo

cated at the corner of Jones street and Gol

den Gate avenue, with a frontage of 48 feet

on the former and 38 feet on the latter thor

oughfare. It will be of two stories, with a

depth of 128 feet, and it due to be completed

on February 1.
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N. A. A. M. AGAIN lN SESSION

But There were not Many Transactions of In

terest—Date Set for Annual Meeting.

 

Although a very full meeting—but two

members were absent—there was little of in

terest transacted by the executive committee

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers at their session In New York

yesterday.

Passing on the applications for sanctions

for a number of local shows and fixing the

date of the annual meeting appears to have

been the nearest approach to departure from

dull routine. The annual meeting, at which,

of course, officers will be elected, was set

for Wednesday, January 10. It naturally

will be held in New York, but not, as usual,

at the association offices. instead it will oc

cur at some hotel—yet to be selected—con

venient to the show buildings. There is said

to be a pessibliity of two tickets being pre

sented.

At yesterday's meeting a communication

was read from the American Automobile As

sociation suggesting a conference regarding

next year‘s endurance or reliability contest,

presumably the trial for the Glidden Trophy.

After being read the communication was filed

for future reference.

It is said that the local show situation in

Cleveland was mildly referred to. In that

city it appears that the Rambler agent who

was barred from the last show planned a

coup after it was over, and carried it out

by obtaining an option on the only available

building and on the most available dates in

1906. Recently when the givers of the option

awakened to the situation they disregarded

the previous transaction and leased the build

ing to the dealers' association, which holds

the sanction for the show. The as>0ciation

has offered membership to the Rambler man,

but on terms that are not acceptable. and he

is said to contemplate making things inter

esting, whatever that may mean.

Northern Names Its Prices.

For 1906 the Northern line will com

prise four models, as follows: Thirty-horse

power touring car, $3,000; 20-horsepower

limousine, $2,500; 20-horsepower touring car.

$1,800, and the time-tried runabout, $6M).

'l'ln-se prices include lamp equipment in each

case.
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In the Retail World. -~

R. D. & C. O. Britton, the Allyn street car

riage dealers in Hartford, Conn., are “going

into" automobiles. They have taken on the

Maxwell. -:

Schwender, Day & Co. have leased the build

ings at Nos. 110 and 112 Main street, Man

kato, Minn., and opened a garage. The firm

will also conduct an automobile livery.

Harry M. Austin has bought the four story

stable at the northeast corner of Sixty-third

street and Park avenue, New York, and will

convert it into a garage. It measures 50%x

100 feet.

Manley Bros., Harvard, 111., have added

automobiles to their business, and will de

vote most of their attention to the new de<

partment. They will handle the Mitchell

curs exclusively.

A two story addition is being made to the

Mitchell Automobile Co., salesrooms at No.

1,445 Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill., which is

to be completed this month. It will he used

for a repair shop.

Dunlop 8: Easton, Los Angeles, (1111.. will

establish a branch garage at Hollywood. Cal.

A lot has been purchased on the south side

of Sunset Boulevard, near Cahuenga avenue,

and a building will be erected at once.

Believing that the automobile is a better

paying proposition than football, Harold

Elmeis, one of Purdue University’s star play

ers, will not return to that Indiana institute

in the spring. Instead he will open a garage

at Davenport, Iowa.

The American Automobile Storage Co., New

‘York City, has taken the agency in New York

and vicinity for the Premier air cooled car.

Its territory includes Long Island, New Jer

sey, Connecticut :1 far as New Haven, and

New York State as far as Poughkeepsie.

Joseph Troxhall, who was formerly with

the old De Dietrich company, has become

secretary and manager of the New Amsterl

dam Motor Co., No. 152 West Fifty-second

street, New York City. The company has

taken the agency for the Crawford car.

N. C. Mansir and C. R. Dunbar, who con

ducted the Holyoke Automobile & Repair Sta

tion on Division street, Holyoke, Mass, have

sold out to Otto Nessman, the local agent for

the Stevens-Duryea cars, and A. L. Witherell.

The new proprietors took possession last

week.

The Reliable Automobile Co., of Tacoma

Wash, has opened a garage, livery and re

pair shop at Nos. 111, 118 and 115 Eouth

Eighth street. W. 0. Williams is its manager

and G. O. Smith secretary and treasurer. The

company has taken on the Packard, Cadillac

and Winton lines.

Fire, which originated in the vulcanlzing

room of Isaac Kelzer's automobile repair

shop and supply store, at No. 438 Ninth street,

Washington, D. (3., last Friday, 1st inst,

caused damage to the extent of $10000.

Kelzer’s loss was comparatively small, how

ever—$3,500. the major part of which was

covered by insurance.

The Youngstown Automobile & Repair Co,

has started business in Youngstown, Ohio,

with Charles T. Gaither, formerly with the

Mahoning Motor Car Co., in charge. For the

present the company has established itself in

the Long Building, in Centre Square, but a

new garage will be completed by February

1. The Rec car will be its leader.

F. L. Caulkins, of the Caulkins & Post Co.,

Middletown, Conn., has taken C. H. Brewster,

of Springfield, Mass, into partnership in his

automobile department, and will erect on

Main street what is intended will be one of

the largest and most completely equipped ga

rages in the State. It will be of brick con

struction, three stories high, and will have a

frontage of 42 feet with 150 feet depth.

50 Per Cent. for DeDietrich creditors.

Meetings of creditors of the De Dietrich,

American Branch, and of Frederick De

Turckheim, head of that concern, were held

on Tuesday before Stanley W. Dexter, ref

eree in bankruptcy, at 71 Broadway, New

York, at which the receiver, Lindsay Russell,

reported that the affairs of both were so very

much involved that he had found it impos

sible to distinguish the claims, so be pre

pared schedules which cover both.

They show liabilities of $140,974 and as—

sets of $46,294, consisting of $37,306, pro

ceeds of sale of automobiles; one automobile,

$2,671, and outstanding accounts, $6,317.

Baron Adrian de Turckhelm, of Luneville,

France, is the largest creditor, $131,462.

Frederick de T’urckheim, it was stated,

owned all the stock of the De Dietrich,

American Branch. He was not present at

the meeting, and it was said he is in Paris.

Technical objections were made to eight

claims which were filed yesterday, and the

election of a trustee was deferred.

Creditors were informed that a composi

tion would probably be offered soon at 50

cents on the dollar.

 

Why Hartford Sailed for Paris.

E. V. Hartford, president of the Hartford

Suspension Co., sailed for Paris on Wednes

day of last week. He did not go wholly to

view the French show—in fact, his mission

was rather an unusual one. Although the

'i‘ruii’ault-Hartford suspension or shock ab

sorber is of foreign origin, Mr. Hartford has

improved it to such an extent that his visit

has to do with selling the original makers

the license to use his several improvements.

The new Hartford suspension is now fitted

with a selfndjusting device, which requires

no tightening up as in the past. There is a

five-prong spring washer, that takes up all

of the inside wear, and the whole is held in

place by a split nut of Mr. Hartford’s own

design. The sample which A. G. Hoffman,

treasurer of the company, is now showing

to the trade, has one double and one single

arm, instead of two single arms. This

makes it impossible for the arms to shear

off, and, being self-adjusting, the device

needs no attention after being placed on the

cur. .

Another car from the land of garlic and

spaghetti will make its debut in America. E.

Paladini, New York City. has taken the

agency in this country for the Zust.

The Week's lncorporations.

New York City, N. Y.—Metropolitan Auto

(30., under New York laws, with $25,000 cap

ital. ‘Corporators—S. F. Randolph, H.

(.folbnth and G. S. Kebibian.

Atlantic City, N. J.——The New Jersey Tour

ing Co., under New Jersey laws, with $30,000

capital. Corporators—Daniel W. Hughes,

William P. Bushell and Lowder T. Layton.

St. Louis, Mo.—Bagnell Automobile Co.,

under- Missouri laws, with $10,000 capital,

fully paid up. Corpbrators—Henry B. Gra

hurn, William F. Bagnell and James E. Morse.

New York City, N. Y.—C. A. Mezger, Inc.,

under New York laws, with $5.00) capital;

to make spark plugs and motors. Corpora

tors—Minnie Mezger, R. M. Owen and Zoe

Owen. ‘ w,

St. Louis, Mo.—Colonial Automobile 00.,

under Missouri, laws, with $15,000 capital,

fully paid. Corporators—Frank B. Smiley,.

Charles E. Lane, Samuel J. Keffer, Henry C.

Seabold and Lora E. Lane.

Salt Lake City, Utah—Gray Automobile

Company, under Utah laws, with $5,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors and officers—William H. Gray, presi

ident; Sidney M. Bamberger, vice president;

Joshua M. Bean, secretary-treasurer. '

Three Seek to Forclose Mortgages.

William L. Wilde and wife, of Stamford,

Conn., have asked the Superior Court to fore

close a mortgage for $6,000 upon property

held by the old International Power Vehicle

(10., of that city. It is claimed that the mort

gaged property was conveyed to the defendant

concern by W. P. Hatch. It is also under

stood that the Eastern Trust Co. and the Em

pire Trust Co., both of New York City, have

each a mortgage of $250,000 upon property

of the International company, the mortgage

having been given after that of Mr. and Mrs.

Wilde. The trust companies also ask for a

foreclosure.

Four Acre Factory for Wayne.

The Wayne Autotmobile Co., of Detroit,

Mich., is making ready to spread itself“. It

has acquired four acres of ground on Piquette

avenue, between John and Brush streets, that

city, on which they will erect a substantial

factory building, the foundation for which

was started last week.

Leaves Carriages for Cars.

Louis E. Burr has been elected president

and general manager of the Woods Motor

Vehicle 00., of Chicago, succeeding to the

vacancy made by the death of the former

president. Mr. Burr was for twenty years

connected with C. P. Kimball & Co., the

Chicago big carriage firm.

 

Bliss and Moon .loin Independents.

The American Motor Car Manufacturers’

Association has made two notable acces

sions to its membership—the E. W. Bliss Co.,

the big Brooklyn machinery house which has

had a car under way for a year or more, and

the Moon Motor Car Co., of St. Louis, an off

shoot of the buggy company of that name.
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JUST WHAT F. O. B. IMPLIES

Responsibilities That Shipping Condition Entails

of Which Many Merchants Seem Unaware.

 

 

“One of the vexutious features in every

day commercial life is the wrangle shipper

and consignee have about overcharge in

freight expenses or damage and loss to

goods,'.‘, says Eugene V. Sharp, the author

of “Sharp’s Standard Rules of Shipping."

“A shipper will sell a bill of goods to a

country customer, and the customer, when

settling, will deduct from the invoice the

amount he believes was collected from him

in excess of proper freight charges by the

railroad. He does not know the exact

freight rate,‘ which should have been as

sessed on his shipment, but he knows that

some time ago he received a similar ship

ment, for which the railroad collected $2.85.

while this time he was made to pay $4.10,

and he forthwith deducts $1.25 when paying

the shipper’s invoice, leaving to the latter

to collect the overcharge from the railroad

as best he can.

"It is not our intention to go into any

discussion as to whether a claim for over

charge or damage really existed. We as

sume it did exist. What, then, should have

been the proper course for the consignee to

pursue; in other words, was be justified in

deducting his claim against a railroad from

shipper’s invoice, or should the consignee

have assumed himself the burden of col

lecting the claim from the railroad com

pany?

“For the benefit of thousands engaged in

business seemingly unable to determine this

question correctly, a brief. definition of the

common law governing this subject will

prove helpful.

“If A at Philadelphia sells to B at Cin

cinnati a bill of goods on terms “delivered

f. o. b. (free on board), Philadelphia,” the

place at which the contract is to be filled

is Philadelphia. This means that A tenders

his goods to B at Philadelphia for accept

ance, and if B of Cincinnati-for conveni

ence sake declines to come to Philadelphia

and receive his goods, and instead instructs

A to send him the shipment by railroad or

otherwise, it is B of Cincinnati who thereby

assumes all risk involved in shipping.

“If S at Kansas City sells W at Buffalo

five carloads of corn delivered “f. 0. b. Buf

falo,” the place for filling the contract is

Buffalo. It means that S of Kansas City

has to bring the five cars of corn, that is

the quantity contained therein, to Bufialo

at his own risk and expense, and there ten

der the goods to the buyer for acceptance.

Should any of the cars have a leaky roof,

causing damage to the corn by wet or some

of the corn was lost in transit through a hole

in the floor of a car, or an overcharge in

freight expenses exist, it is S. of Kansas City

who must assume the risk. If, however, Mr.

S. of Kansas City is willing to pay the freight

charges, but is unwilling to assume the risk

involved in shipping, he can ofier and sell

his corn to W. at Buffalo, “delivered F. O.

B. Kansas City, Mo., freight allowed to

Buffalo.” In this case the place of filling

the contract is Kansas City, and W. of But

falo will have to come to Kansas City, ex

amine and accept there the corn, or assume

himself all risk involved in shipping, should

he elect to stay at home and order‘the corn

forwarded to him to Buffalo.”

Boston "Insiders" Clean Up $l0,000.

The show situation in Boston has- been

given an unexpected turn. It will be recalled

that after a certain few of the dealers and

branch managers had made a huge success of

the first exhibition and divided a tidy sum,

the dealers and managers then on the outside

also organized and raised such a howl and

exerted such pressure that they were “let

in” and a corporation formed, one share of

the stock being alloted each member.

The show of last March was also a tre

mendous success, but after the profitshnd

been divided the employers of at least a num

ber of the branch managers called on the

latter to pay over the "easy money," claiming

it as theirs because it was their time and

money and goods that had been used to earn

the profit. They also ordered that the cor

poration certificates be transferred to them.

Some of the managers complied with the best

grace possible; others turned over the profits

but not the share of stock, and there were

those who transferred neither money nor

stock. It was this situation that caused so

many changes of managers in Boston during

recent months.

It was supposed that the lust had been

heard of the matter, but this week the report

comes from Boston that the original cer

tain few “insiders” who had held onto the

lease of Mechanics' Institute—the only desir

able butlding—had subleased that structure

to the dealers’ association at a rental of

$10,000, which, of course, they will now up

portion among themselves aud as these “in

siders” will also obtain a share of the show

profits, that they have cause for a satisfied

“last laugh" is evident.

 

Detroit's Shrewd Departure in Demonstrations.

Competition is getting keener every day,

and methods of salesmanship that landed

orders a few years ago have long since been

shelved. There are so many salesmen "after"

each prospective customer that the latter no

longer has to bother himself to visit a sales

room of his own accord. He must be hunted

and carried there. Detroit dealers are said

to be among the first to realize this, and they,

moreover, appreciate the fact that a ride with

some object in view is a better demonstra

tion than a mere aimless run through a park,

so one of the features of the trade in that city

has come to be the number of cars that wait

outside the big office buildings between 12

and 2 o‘clock. They are there—a great many

of them—to take prospective purchasers to

luncheon at home and return to their offices

in good season, demonstrating their fine

points in the process.

EXPORTS STILL EXPANDING

October Figures Bring Up a Handsome Total

—Grcat Britain our Biggest Customer.

 

 

As a sign of the great strides being made

in the exportation of automobiles and parts

the monthly- report of the Department of

Commerce and Labor for October is for the

first time set forth in detail. Its compilers

* ~ 9

have, instead of lumping the aggregate, item

ized the accounts, and as a result it is now

possible to learn just where the goods are g0—

ing and to follow the growth of the foreign

business.

The details show that during the month

more than a third of the total of $133,988 is

represented by shipments to Great Britain,

amounting to $50,136, a brave showing com-I,

pared to but $2,190 to France and $1,740 to

Italy, although Germany’s showing of $8,102

and other Europe $8,903 are more favorable.

The remaining items of respectable propor

tions are $12,274 to Other West Indies and

Bermuda, $13,464 to‘Mexico and $18,715 to

British North America. The total for Octo

ber, 1904, was $130,891.

The detailed rcport for October and for

the ten months ending with that month is as

follows:

  

Ten

October. months.

United Kingdom ................. .. $50,136 $604,782

France .......... . . . . . . . . . .......... . . 2.190 254.030

Germany .......................... .. 8,162 101,998

Italy ............................... . . 1,740 154,325

Other Europe .................... .. 8,903 222,817

British North America.......... .. 18,715 501,765

Mexico ............................ . . 18.464 150,042

Other West Indies and Bermuda. 12,274 124,552

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,571 48,938

British East India. 3.620 28,602

British Australasia ............. .. 4.043 85,548

Other Asia and Oceanica..... ... 1,318 60,591

Africa . ........................... .. 2.716 28.737

Other Countries ................. .. 1,136 2&4

Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $133,988 $2,369,621

 

Willis to Have Uptown Branch.

The E. J. Willis Co. has taken the first step

toward the establishment of an uptown sup

ply house. They have leased the four story

building No. 231 West Fifty-fourth street,

New York, for a period of ten years, and

after it has been altered to meet their re

quirements they will take possession, which

will be about February 1. The Willis Co.

will also maintain their downtown store at

No. 8 Park Place, discontinuing, however,

the one directly across the street, which

was used chiefly for second hand cars.

 

Pitltin Wins Newark. N. Y.

Newark. N. Y., is going to have an automo

bile factory. By paying $1,000 a year rental

for an old factory building in Newark, the

Board of Trade has induced James M. Pitkin,

of Rochester, to come to the village and build

automobiles. He will bring fifty “families’!

with him. Mr. Pltkin naively tells the board

that as soon as the factory is firmly estab

lished it will be able to turn out one car per

day.
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FISK MECHANICALLY~

‘FASTENED TIRES
are receiving more favorable comment to-day from competent judges of tire qualities

than all other makes combined.

It is because we know how to build tires that will insure the user Comfort, Safety

and Tire Economy.

No matter how much you have enjoyed your car in the past, FISK TIRES will

surely add to your pleasure by physical and mental reiiet—and lessen your tire main-_

' tenance by half.

THEY RIDE EASIER, WEAR BETTER, AND HAVE BEEN

PROVEN SAFER THAN ANY OTHER TIRE MADE.

HAVE YOU EVER TRIED THEM?

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, on...” Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK. 754 Seventh Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Henepin Ave. CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY, 1880 Main St.

BOSTON. 2% Columbus Ave. ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St. LOS AGELES, 1034 Main St. ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Bridge St. SYRACUSE, 423 S. Clinton St. DETROIT, 254 Jefferson A ' . SAN FRANCISCO. 111 Second Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 135 . Broad St. BUFFAID, 893 Main St. CHICAGO. 1%! Michigan '6.

YOU CAN DEAL WITH US FROM A DISTANT POINT THE SAME AS AT THE FACTORY.

CADILLAC

UTILITY
THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will climb any bill that any automobile will climb.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel any road that any automobile will travel.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel as fast as anybody ought to ride.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Costs less to operate. Costs less to Maintain.

Requires less attention than any automobile we know of.

 

Because so many people know these, and some other things, probably accounts for

the fact that more Cadillacs were sold during 1905 than any two other makes com

bined, and won for them the unquestioned distinction of

AMERICA’S LEADING MOTOR CARS.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO: -= - - - Detroit, Mich.
Member-l Annotation of Linen-ed Automobile Manufacturer-l.

WE WILL EXHIBIT IN NEW YORK AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN ONLY, JANUARY 13-20, 1905.
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THE

NEW YORK

SHOW NUMBERS

of

THE MOTOR WORLD

Will Bear Dates

January 9th and 16th.

As always, they will deal with the subject

intelligently and well and be thoroughly

representative of the industry.

  

  

 

Pennsylvania's Vicious Provision.

In at least one respect Pennsylvania‘s

new law, which becomes effective January

1 next, is more despotic than the Russian

measure in force in Massachusetts. It says

that after the penalty of fine or imprisori

mcnt following a second conviction shall

have been paid, the offender's right to use

his private property on the public roads shall

be revoked; it is made imperative. In Massa

chusetts it is optional with the State High

way Commission.

It will be interesting to discover whether

there is any more spunk in the motorists of

the one State than there is in those of the

other. It is bad enough to make the use of

the public roads :1 special privilege, which

must be paid for, but to hold that after that

exactlon or extortion has been satisfied and

after an offender has also paid a fine or

served a term of imprisonment, he shall be

deprived of the right to use his personal

property, is a condition of affairs that strikes

at the fundamentals 0f personal liberty and

constitutes a menace to republican institu

tions.

After he has paid its penalties, law, or

Justice, rather, cannot pursue an offender

beyond the confines of a court or a prison,

else freedom becomes a farce and a mock

cry.

The Dciachability of Tires.

01' course, ther are those who have not

as yet reached that stage. but it is safe to

say that the majority of people who have

to do with automobile tires have come to

the conclusion that rubber is rubber, and

nothing else. There is nothing else just

like it. nothing that will take its place, and

there is no hope of ever being able to man

ipulate it in a manner that will overcome

its present shortcomings altogether. They

may have done so at one time, but no long

cr cherish any fond delusions as to the ar

rival of the miiicnium in the shape of an

nbsoiutcly non-puncturable, never-wear-out.

just-ns-good as pneumatic tire that is never

anything else but a joy and source of de

light to its owner. They have also come to

the conclusion, usually after more or less

costly experience. that while “just as good

as pneumatic at a fraction of the cost"

sounds very alluring. it is very deceiving

and usually means nothing more than a

shifting of the source of expense.

These experienced owners, and their

ranks are constantly being recruited, look

more to facility for repair—for improvement

in the means 0f attaching the fire which

will permit of its ready removal, when de

manded by the necessity for repairs. Me

chanical fastenings of many kinds are the

outcome of this tendency, practically all of

them having in view the elimination of a

multitude of small parts for holding the

tire in place, as well as the struggle in

forcing the tire on and off the rim. De

vices embodying these qualifications have

been placed on the market previously, and

have met with more or less success, but it

is evident that they were not fully appre

ciated at the time of their advent, due to

their own shortcomings probably. But some

have survived and the number that will be

on view at the coming shows will be strong

evidence of the trend in this direction as

well as the general recognition it is being

accorded by manufacturers.“

 
 

The Fuel Problem.

, It is possible that a solution of the motor

car fuel problem, which with the growing use

of the motor vehicle and the apparently un

avoidable shortage of the petroleum com

pounds in the future, is of the greatest impor

tance, may be found in an adaptation of the

by-products of the distillation of coal in the

manufacture of illuminating as. It is a well

known fact that the residual products of the

gas retort are strongly analogous both in

molecular structure and in their properties to

the petroleum products. Indeed, so intimately

are the two groups connected in every respect

that many of the derivatives of each are
I used both in combination and as substitutes

for one another with considerable success.

Something over a year ago it was said that

experiments were being carried on in France

by M. Serpoiiet. constructor of the steam

car which bears his name, who was testing

a fuel dcrived from a by-product of the gas

house, which was subjected to a purifying

process and which, with certain additions,

served to considerable advantage and econ

omy as a fuel in his own machine. Still more

recently tidings have come from England to

the effect that J. W. Brown, an engineer of

the Nottingham gas works, has been at work

upon a fuel which is a type of benzoi having

a specific gravity of .88 or thereabout. and a

flash point of 56 to 60 degrees: also he has

experimented inrgciy with toluol, both of

which are coal tar derivatives. and has found

that either of them will work very satisfac

torily either alone or in combination with

gasolene. In the course of his tests be has

come to the conclusion that one gallon of the
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tar product is equivalent to about one and

one-fifth gallons of simple gasolene.

One of the gravest features of the ques

tion of the limitation of the petroleum sup

plies of the world lies in its uncertainty. The

well known characteristics of the oil well of

flowing freely one day and going dry the next

without apparent reason causes the scientist

to have the gravest doubts as to the future.

With the earth's supplies of coal, on the

other hand, there is much less cause of alarm,

for, though they are far from inexhaustible,

and though the draught upon them is growing

at a frightfully rapid rate, their extent and

location is determinable with so great a de

gree of accuracy that there is, as we are

told, little or no cause for uneasiness on that

score. Hence if a combination of the true

petroleum products with some of the elements

of the coal distillation which now go to waste

or have but a limited usage can be effected,

or if the use of the latter alone can be made

possible either by refinement or by effecting

some sort of alteration in the present means

of carburation, a great gain will have been

effected.
 

On Taking Things for Granted.

It is a presumption of general currency

that every person is in full possession of

all his faculties, and it is a belief on the

part of drivers that more or less often leads

to accidents, and probably more frequently

to very “close shaves."

There can never be any certainty that

the man who chooses to amble down the

centre of a one wagon country road, can

hear and see as well as the average normal

human being, though this is generally taken

for granted. Tooting the horn is usually

efficacious, particularly if the instrument in

question happens to be a young pipe organ

tuned well up in the higher register and

blown by a forty horsepower engine, but

there are cases on record where even this

has failed to make an impression, and the

driver, realizing his mistake too late, al

lowed the car to perform that service on

the pedestrian—the man was not absent

ininded, he was stone deaf. Like the ma

jority of his kind, he had a habit of occu

pying the middle of the road.

There also is the man who is fond of

doing the same thing, always proceeding

to lose himself in his thoughts as utterly as

if he were on another planet, the moment

he achieves the coveted place in the middle

of the road. He must be regarded as in the

same class as the man who is lacking one

sense. And the nearsighted individual

should be included also. 0n the whole it is

just as well not to take it for granted that

every user of the road is sound and sane.

Such a presumption might prove disastrous

if indulged in near an asylum for the deaf.

dumb and blind.

Tests of Tires.

Just what is to be learned from an official

test of a number of tires, carried out under

a lengthy code of strict rules and regula

tions and with the results calculated to a

nicety, will be made known during the early

part of the coming season, should well laid

plans not miscarry. There have been tire

tests before—one of side splitting memory

held within a few miles of New York City

but a few months ago. Up to now they have

not been of the same serious import to the

trade in particular and the automobile indus

try at large as the sponsors of the coming

events would have it believed. These, in

deed. be serious events of the first water,

from which much is to be gleaned in the

way of weighty statistics—that may be filed

away for good.

France, having done her best to belittle the

road racing game, principally because she

was not permitted to continually have the

biggest finger in the pie, finds that success in

this direction has been attended with at

least one uniooked for result. Her national

prestige is well established, but it will not

remain so long under attacks of foreign com

petitors, and a complete withdrawal from

prominent events would savor too much of

retirement.

The outcome is the “concourse d’endur

ance,” which if certain elements gain the

ascendant will be purely a French affair, a

“circuit Fi'ancaisc," or, on the other hand. a

“circuit d'Europe.” The former desire is still

an outcropping of the same spirit that domi'

nated affairs just prior to the Bennet Cup

race, but regardless of the course over which

the event is run, it is apparent that the

French maker does not wish to be considered

as having drawn into his shell, hence the

Coupe de Bandage or tire cup. As if to go

the French one better, the Automobile Club

of Great Britain has quietly planned an

event on a vastly more ambitious scale, and

while their Gallic competitors across the

Channel were wrangling over details settled

the matter to their own satisfaction. Only

one thing is lacking. and like the refusal of

the lnventor‘s dream to operate as calculated,

it is a rather important detail—the consent

of the tire manufacturers to supply the tires

and pay well for having them worn out under

oiiicial auspices. Should the latter gentry be

sufficiently philanthropic to pay handsomely

for the privilege of learning something which

they already know far better than their

would-be instructors, in the hope of attain

ing a doubtful measure of prestige for their

product in case of success, the events in

question will doubtless prove of considerable

interest to the remainder of the automobile

world at large.

Steam and Guelene Engines Compared.

In the steadily increasing number of cylin

ders given the motor, a practice that has cul

minated in the design of the 1906 model by

the use of as many as eight, in one instance

at least, cast independently and placed single

file, it is curious to note the great discrepancy

between the internal combustion engine and

the double acting steam engine as regards the

number of impulses given the crank shaft per

revolution.

All reciprocating engines, unfortunately,

have two dead centers, and the four-cylinder

gasolene motor has three strokes per cylinder

during which the crank shaft receives no turn

ing impulse, so that it is necessary to have at

least four cylinders to equal a single cylinder,

double acting steam engine in this respect.

Consequently six cylinders are equivalent to

a threecylinder, single acting steam engine,

and eight cyiiiiders equal a two-cylinder,

double acting steam engine, so that in the

adoption of the latter number the internal

combustion engine is brought on a par with

standard locomotive practice in this respect.

Naturally, the greater the number of cylin

ders employed the more perfect will be the

turning and the less noticeable the dead

strokes—the compression strokes and the

dead centers—provided the impulses are

equally spaced. It is merely a question of

exceeding the point where the amount of

mechanism involved exceeds the benefit to

be gained as well as the space available.

Once upon a time there was a man who. be

ing highly incensed at the great cloud of

smoke which was to be seen pouring from

the exhaust pipe of his automobiieusaid to

his chauffeur: “Here, get down under there

and let some of the oil out of that crank case.

And take on? that coat. I can’t afford to buy

clothes for you to rub in the dirt like that."

The young man, having ii mind of his own,

promptly and firmly refused and was "fired"

on the spot. In process of time his successor

was elected, who, being told the tale of the

othei"s undoing. thenceforth put no ll ore oil

in the engine at all.
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TIRE TEST OF 4,000 MILES

Great Britain Goes France More Than "One

Better"—Tl\e Rules that Will Apply.

 

Not to be outclassed by its French comi

petitor, the Automobile Club of Great Brit

ain has decided to hold a tire trial next

season. It has gone about formulating reg

ulations and conditions with a commendable

lack of friction that unfortunately was not

characteristic of the French article. While

some French and most of the German man

ufacturers invited to participate have raised

a complaint as to excessive distance, the

Britishers have calmly jumped this disputed

point to the unprecedented distance of 4,000

miles. The tests will be carried out under

the following conditions, in accordance with

the set of regulations just made public.

The subjects of the test are as far as

possible to be ordinary stock tires such as

are offered for sale daily and are to be se—

lected by the club committee. They will

likewise be used under ordinary touring con

ditions. Each entrant must provide cars

meeting the approval of the club. for the

purpose of the trial, and stand all expenses

connected with their running. The club

will supply official Observers and award cer

tificates of the actual performance of any

set of tires entered for the trial.

A number of classes have been provided

and are defined as follows: A set of tires

in classes A, B, C and D shall mean four

tubeless (single tube) pneumatic tires or

four outer covers and four inner tubes. A

set of tires in class E shall mean four inner

tubes and four covers each with a protec

tive device. Sets of tires in classes F, G, H

and I shall mean four solid rubber tires, or

six if double tires be used on rear wheels.

Competitors will be permitted to use ex

tra tires, covers, tubes or protective devices,

provided the latter be taken from a supply

that the club committee has selected and

marked before the opening of the trials, on

the further condition that all such parts as

shall be replaced are handed over to the

club as worn out. Such replaced parts are

not to be returned to the competitor during

the course of the trials for any purpose. At

the end of the trials all tires and other parts

used be replaced during the trials are to be

come the property of the club to be dealt

with as the committee shall see fit.

The entry fees are based on a sliding

scale, decreasing with the number entered

and as they are figured with a high factor

of safety to cover expenses, the manufac

turer of tires will find it no inexpensive

game to play, counting the several hundred

dollars’ worth of material which he will for

fcit in addition, unless the club committee

should deem it proper to return the used

tires after examination. If the number of

sets of tires entered from all sources be not

less than five, or more than ten, the entry

fee for each will be $500 per set; if between

ten and fifteen, $375 per set; up to twenty,

$300, between the latter figures and thirty,

$275, and over thirty, $250.

For the purposes of the trial the cars are

classified as follows: Class A, light cars;

the total weight in running order not less

than 1,500 pounds, including two passengers,

of an average weight of 150 pounds. Class

B, medium cars; total weight not to be less

than 2,400 pounds, including four passengers

of the same average weight. Class C, tour

ing cars, minimum weight, 3,000 pounds,

including four passengers; class D, heavy

cars, minimum weight with the same num

ber of passengers, 4,500 pounds. None of

the tires to be used on any of the four class

es just enumerated may be protected by any

device calculated to save the tire from wear.

Class E is limited to a group of combina

tion tire and armored protective devices,

and cars to which such protected tires are

to be fitted are to be of a minimum weight

of 3,000 pounds in complete running order,

including four passengers. The remaining

classes are confined to solid tires.

Classes F and G correspond to classes A

and B, light and medium weight vehicles,

for which the same conditions are pre

scribed in both cases. Class H is for medi

um weight commercial vehicles, which must

tip the scale when in complete running or

der at not less than 6,000 pounds, including

two passengers. Class I, the last, is for

heavy comercial cars weighing not less than

14,000 pounds, with two passengers. All

forms of spring wheels are entirely barred.

Entrants of pneumatic tires will be called

upon to declare in the entry blanks the air

pressure at which they will run their tires

and the club reserves the right to test the

latter where and when it sees fit, and to

compel the entrant to adhere to his declara

tion.

As already stated, the distance to be run

is 4,000 miles, to be divided into daily in

stalments of 200 miles each, the latter to be

covered in 12 hours’ continuous riding, at

the expiration of which the observer must

take it upon himself to see that the car is

locked up. A set of tires failing to complete

a day's run in 36 hours, or which is not

ready to start on its run by 9 p. m. on any

day, shall be deemed to be withdrawn. But

this is not to be applied to delays arising

from any cause other than tire failures. If

any of the competitors are anxious to con

tinue after having completed the 4,000 miles,

he may do so by paying a fee of $10 per

set of tires per day. A moderate speed is

imposed, having due regard to other traflic

on the road, and the driver must heed warn

ings of the observer, any disregard of the

latter involving possible disqualification.

All stops of the “car wheels" are to be

recorded, “voluntary” stops, being defined

as those which the observer authorizes, such

as stops of the car for legal requirements,

traffic, meals, lighting lamps, repairs to car

or mechanism, or for the convenience of

observer or driver. The engine may be

stopped when running down hill or during

any halt. All involuntary stops are to be

noted by the observer and recorded on the

certificate. These are defined to be “any

stop caused by failure of any part of the

tires, or made for the purpose of carrying

out any adjustment or repair which if not

carried out might cause such failure. Ad

justments and repairs to the tires are to be

carried out by the driver and mechanic only

and the length of time consumed will be

noted and form part of the record on the

certificate."

February 1, 1906, has been set as the date

of the start, the routes being on main roads

in the vicinity of London. They will be

selected by the club, and the drivers will

be given general particulars each day, and

are to be held accountable for following

them. If the day’s route be missed, the

driver is to return to the point at which he

departed therefrom. Should the whole route

for the day not be completed by any car, it

must complete the same route on the fol

lowing day.

The size, weight andprice of the tires

entered in relation to the weight carried are

to be taken into consideration in making the

awards, which will consist of a‘gold medal

for the most meritorious performance, and

a silver medal as second prize, provided

there are at least four entries in a class.

A certificate will accompany these awards,

and will be granted other entrants, the club

reserving the right to record thereon a list

of the parts, which in its opinion exhibit

an undue amount of wear at the end of the

run, or any other observations of similar

nature.

Every competitor in entering binds him

self to accept the oflicisl records of the club

as final, and further authorizes the latter to

publish them as it sees fit. He further agrees

to publish only the full and complete certifi

cate issued by the club, besides binding

himself/not to publish any other matter

relating to the trials and the performance

of his tires therein without the written con

sent of the club, given after passing on

proofs submitted for the purpose.

 

French Kick About Tire Tut.

Although, as recently reported, it was con

sidered that all obstacles in the path of the

proposed French trial had been swept away

by the agreement of the manufacturers and

the French club regarding matters of detail,

it would appear that everything is not yet

serene. As originally outlined, the race was

to be a “European circuit," and it is some

what to be wondered at that the usual

French spirit has not cropped out earlier.

It is there, none the less, though a little be

lated, and now the demand is for a "Circuit

Francals."

“Bring foreign contestants to France rather

than expend French energy and money out

side of the sacred dominions—the other side

of the frontier,” say these malcoutents. There

are, however, those who maintain that it

would be more profitable for the French

maker to exploit his Product to the foreigner.

Both sides of the Question will be considered

and a report made to the club.
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BEAUTIFYING THE GARDEN

Forest. Fountain and Classic Decorations for

A.L.A.M. Show—Telephones in Every Booth.

After a judicious whetting of appetite. the ‘

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers has finally permitted to be released

a definite picture and a definite idea of the

decorative scheme that will prevail at the

Madison Square Garden Show, concerning the

beauty and effectiveness of which so much

has been said. The illustration on the oppo

site page indicates that reports have been

well founded and that the Garden will

“bloom” as it has never bloomed before. Of

course, the color effect is lost in the picture,

and no description can do full justice to the

appearance the Garden will present when

the doors are throWn open on the night of

January 13.

The color scheme is white and gold, with

the proper enrichment by contrasting colors.

Large plaster or staff columns ten feet apart,

supporting the classic cornices, which will

contain signs of each exhibitor, are to form

a distinctive part of the show. The entire

cornice will be illuminated by thousands of

electric lamps contained in a reflector, and

this, together, with the new electroliers, espe‘

cially made for the purpose, will make the

Garden as light as day.

At the entrance will be the heroic emblem

containing the figure that has been used as

a poster. Under it will be a fountain of run

ning water, on which will be played different

colored lights, making a novel and attractive

feature upon entering.

Many skilled sculptors and modellers are

being employed in the figure work, the frogs

and the other details that are to be used in

the basin. These men will also look after

the dassic work. The stafl composition is an

especially prepared one, and has a brilliant

whiteness that should contrast beautifully

with the other materials used.

Upon the wooden flooring will be laid five

thousand yards of thickly padded carpet of a

rich golden bronze color. This is being espe

cially woven for the show.

At the entrance to the lobby a forest ef

fect will be in evidence, giving one the im

pression of natural, wild beauty, and 'this

same forest effect is to be carried into the

restaurant. and basement.

The entire ceiling space of the Garden will

be covered with a canopy of sky blue tone,

in which stars will twinkle. For this portion

of the decoration over twelve thousand yards

of celestial blue material will be required and

twenty-seven thousand stars.

Siikaline between pilasters of white and

gold is to form the balcony decorations, and

as the silkaline is to be made in box pleats,

enriched by sprays of smilax, the effect is ex

pected to be decidedly entrancing. The rear

of the Garden will be covered with a special

‘ scenic painting representing an Italian gar

den, and it is here that the skill of the artist

has been called into the most important ser

vice, The committee is now considering the

advisability of adding heroic figures in plaster

casts in the upper balcony.

' The signs, which are to be made in white

and gold, are on galvanized iron with wooden

frames. The letters are in pure gold leaf

with gold mountings and bevel edges.

This forcnoon the press is to be conveyed

in automobiles to where the work is being

done and given a private view of the decora

tions themselves, after which the press men

will be the guests of the A. L. A. M. at

luncheon.

One other new feature that will be inau

gurated at the Garden show will be the tele

phone service. There will be 150 telephones,

with switchboard positions for eight opera

tors. From the Garden to the Madison Square

exchange will be sixty-five trunk lines, which

is a greater number than is found at the

Waldorf-Astoria, which has heretofore been

the largest private exchange. ‘

To properly handle the traflic twenty-three

employes will be needed, to say nothing of

the hello girls at the various booths. There

will be a manager, two supervisors, eight

day operators and seven night operators, with

two relief operators and three messengers.

With this system in operation it will be

possible for each exhibitor at the show to

telephone to other exhibitors or to his office

or factory, albeit it is a thousand miles away.

There will be a special telephone directory

for the Garden exhibitors.

McCrea Takes Up Trucks.

J. W. McCrea, former sales manager of

the Royal Motor Car Co., has organized the

McCrea Motor Truck Co. with offices in the

American Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

He will not, however, build the vehicles

but will have exclusive control of the sale

of the product of the Champion Commercial

Motor Vehicle Co., of Owego, N. Y., who

have been making electric trucks for the

last eighteen months. The factory has a

capacity of 30 to 400 trucks per year. They

are made in sizes up to twelve tons.

 

Purdue University Begins Work.

Purdue University's new automobile test

ing plant has had its initial tryout, and was

found in perfect working order, according to

reports from Lafayette, Ind. Tests were

made on a 16 horsepower car, and the results

came up to expectations. After a few minor

changes in the apparatus tests will be given

to several 1906 cars which are to be sent to

Purdue for the purpose. The tests will be

made by senior mechanical engineering stu

dents as thesis work.

 

Thieves “Liit” a Famous Trophy.

Just about twenty-four hours before it

Would have been returned from the Olympia

show to the De Dietrich agency in London,

the Pyrenees Cup was attached by some

unknown member of the light fingered gentry,

and probably not long after that consigned

to the melting pot. Estimates of its gross

value vary from $2,000 to $5,000, the silver

alone being valued at $1,000.

REV. KURTZ WANTS A CAR

Quotes Scripture to Help Get it and Invoke:

Blessings in Advance—Preacher’s Mlsslve.

 

The Rev. Jacob Kurtz, of York, Pa., used to

be a “drummer.” But one day he heard a

voice from Heaven, and as a result he is now

in the preaching business. The Rev. Jacob

has not, however, lost one of the chief requi

sites of the travelling salesman. He wants

an automobile, and he is’nt afraid to ask for

it. Jacob wants the car so badly that he had

printed a circular letter making known his

heart’s desire. .

If all the manufacturers who received the

communication had felt in, the mood of giving

away such a trifle as a touring car—the Rev.

Jacob is specific on the point; he evidently

wants no little runabout—the Pennsylvania

preacher might now be able to set up the

largest automobile establishment in his

State. At last accounts he was still want

ing the car, and there is no news of an

overwhelming rush of “liberal donations,"

which the Rev. Jacob also suggested.

As an interesting exhibit, Mr. Kurtz's letter

is worth reading. Here it is:

THE LORD LOVETH A CHEERFUL GIVER.

I was a. travelling salesman. The Lord called

me, and I abandoned all occupations, and am

obeying. My convictions are that my mission

is to preach (or teach) Good News and Glad

Tidings to the broken hearted, the poor, the

captive, to get God‘s Word into the hearts of

men, women and children, in the highways and

the byways.

I have made four successful mission journeys,

first, 1,000 miles; second, 200 miles; third, 150

miles, and fourth, 600 miles on these tours. The

report would show an average of twenty one

minute sermons preached every day, at meet

ings varying from one to 5(1) or more hearers,

composed of beggars, and working men, in

waiting rooms, at trolley and railroad stations,

open air meetings, walking along the street, to

those going to work; gamblers, social card

players, poolrooms, bar tenders, lawyers, legis

lators, mayors of cities, teachers in the Board

of Education, Philadelphia, Salvation Army,

Bowery, New York City; idle men in Chatham

Square. New-York City, market places, politi

cal conventions, and all those who would give

their ears to the \Vord of Jesus. This was done

by walking and riding, and kept going by small

donations from the people. Many of the hotels

entertained me, also Y. M. C. A.'s. I received

donations from ministers of every denomina

tion, and even Catholic priests. I gave them

all the same story.

My experience teaches me that the good work

in which I am engaged would be very material

ly advanced if I were able to make tours in an

automobile touring car. I need to have n more

attractive way of getting the attention of the

people. The great General of the Salvation

Army is making quite an extended tour in an

automobile touring car. It is said he thus at

tracts the attention of people. The idea is fit

ting and proper. An automobile touring car

fitted up as I see it, would help greatly to carry

forth the message in the home mission ileld.

I kindly ask you for a liberal donation for the

desired car, or the car itself. May God bless

you. and help to give to the poor, and known

that you are lending to the Lord.

REV. JACOB KURTZ.

No. 650 West King St., York, Pa.
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The l’ian on the Front Seat.

 

DAVE HENNEN MORRIS,

  

PRESIDENT AUTOMOBILE

  

('I.L'B OF AMERICA.

 

’Friico Creates a Record!

“Forty million dollars four miles in four

hours" is an automobile record that is not

‘ apt to be approached for some time to come,

it' in fact there will be any desirous of emu

lating its performer. Upon the consolidation

of the \Vellsaii‘argo with the Nevada Na

' tional Bank in San Francisco, $40,000.000 in

currency was transferred in a car from one

building to another.

- Club Formed in Mormo land.

The Beaver County Automobile Club, 01’

Bcnvcr City. Utah, has organized by “taking

‘ out Its papers" with $3.000 capital and elect

ing these officers: President. J. D. Macauley:

vice-president, “H H. DeWolfe; secretary,

E. S. Sawyer, and treasurer, George B.

Greenwood.

Three Ordinances in St. Louis.

Three bills affecting automobiles were in

troduced in the St. Louis City Council last

week by CouncilnianW. A. Gardner. One

provides for the reductiompof license taxes

on antomobiles,1ns follows: Pleasure cars.

$5; for business or trade, $10; motorcycles,

$3. The second bill makes it a misdemeanor

to operate an automobile at night without a

light. punishable by a fine of from $25 to

$300. The third bill provides for the licens

ing of chauffeurs.

A. C. A. to Enlarge its Limit.

A special meeting of the Automoblle Club

of America has been called for December 15

. to consider raising the membership limit from

700 to 1,000. There are now over 100 names

on the waiting list.

New York Make New Nominations.

The following ticket has been posted to be

voted upon at the annual meeting of the

New York Motor Club, which will be held

on Thursday night, 14th inst.: For president.

W. J. P. Moore; for vice-president, H. M.

chtland; for second vice-president, R. H.

'Johnston; for secretary, A. B. Tucker; for

treasurer, Frank J. Griflin. For directors—

W. J. Morgan, M. L. Downs, Robert W. Hatf

and R. G. Howell.

 

Clarke Heads the Monmouths.

At the annual meeting of the Monmouth

Automobile Club, of Asbury Park, N. J., the

following ofiicers were elected: President,

W. G. N. Clarke; vice-president, J. P. Hick

man; secretary-treasurer, George Pittenger.

The treasury is in a healthy condition.
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KELSEY THE “WHOLE THING"

Visits Baltimore and Wins Everything in Sight

.—Good Going on a Trcachcrous Track.

C. W. Kelsey, of Tarrytown, N. Y., who

has been driving the Maxwell cars with fair

success in stock car events this season, was

the particular attraction at the Electric Park

automobile and motor bicycle race meet at

Baltimore, Md., Thanksgiving Day, 30th nit.

Kelsey won every event in which he was en

tered.

Over two thousand persons braved the raw

northwest wind and vigorously applauded

the contestants, more to keep warm than to

vent their enthusiasm. The track was too

muddy for speed, and this condition kept

several big cars—“Big Liz" in particular

out of the contests. In a workout in the

morning Robert Atkinson, 30-horsepower

Pope-Toledo, skidded on one of the greasy

turns and hit a telegraph pole. Neither he

nor his mechanician was hurt, but the car

was discommissioned.

Five cars started in the two-mile selling

handicap. W. C. Hood, driving a ldhome

power Rambler, had a handicap of 10 sec

onds, and led the procession for half a mile,

when S. M. Smith, who was imported from

Philadelphia to drive a Reo, with two and

one-half seconds handicap, overhauled him.

It was not until the bell lap that Kelsey

swung into the lead, and then Smith gave

him a hard chase to the tape, the former

winning out by only a few feet. In a five

mile match between Hood's Rambler and

Smith‘s Reo the latter made a runaway af

fair of it.

Kelsey won in a walk the two-mile horse

power handicap, and also in the five-mile

open. The latter event would have been in

teresting had not Smith's car run out of

gasolene.

Ray “Chic” Thomas, astride a lit-horse

power Indian, treated the crowd to a few

thrills when he defeated Herbert Weber in

the motorcycle pursuit race. Several times

Thomas nearly‘ skidded on the turns, but

managed to keep his machine on the track

and lapped his opponent at four and one

half miles. “Champion” Callahan was to

have started, but his foreign motor refused

to mote. Summaries:

Two-mile selling handicap—C. W. Kelsey,

Maxwell, first; S. M. Smith, Reo, second; W.

C. Hood, Rambler, third. Time, 4:162-5.

Also ran—George Davidson and Charles Vin

cent.

Two-mile horsepower handicap—C. W. Kel

sey, Maxwell, first; S. M. Smith, Reo, sec

ond; George Davidson, third. Time, 4:02,

Five-mile handicap—Walkover for C, W,

Kelsey. Distance, four miles. Time, 7:30.

Five-mile touring car match—S. M. Smith,

390- first; W. C. Hood, Rambler, second

Time, 10:50.

Unlimited pursuit, motorcycle - Ray

Thomas, first; Herbert Weber, second. Dis

tance, four and a half miles. Time, 8:30.

Want Motorists to Pay Heavier Tax.

That highly enlightened body. the West

End Improvement Association, of Newark,

N. .1, is going to tinker with New Jersey’s

automobile law, judging from the stand taken

by the organization at a meeting last week.

when it appointed a committee to draft and

present to the coming legislature the amend

ments it thinks necessary.

The matter was brought up by Alfred Kaas,

who declared .that automobillsts were not

taxed enough, inasmuch as their machines en

dangered the lives of other persons using the

roadways. They created dust, he said. which

menaced the health of the public. He fa

vored increasing the tax and having it col

lected and distributed by the State authori

ties. This money. Mr. Kaas thinks, could be

used by the different municipalities in mak

ing good roads and keeping them in shape so

that in the end, according to his views the

automobilists would reap as much benefit as

the cities and towns. The organization will

seek the co-operation of other associations to

assist it in agitating such a law. ‘

 

New Havcnitcs Ascend Mount Carmel

Somebody held a hill climbing contest up

the side of Mount Carmel. near New Haven,

Conn. Thanksgiving afternoon, but the af

fair was not a glowing success. It was the

first attempt at this kind of sport. and there

was no classifications, anybody and every

body being allowed to compete. There were

only ten starters, however. A Mr. Potter,

driving Mrs. G. P. Burners 40 horsepower

Locomobiie, won the loving cup. making the

ascent of three-quarter mile slope in 31172-5.

W. F. Moran driving a 20 horsepower Stev

ens-Duryca, finished second in 4:013-3, and

N. B. Whitfield, in a 10 horsepower Ford,

was third. The latter made the ascent in

435%.

Women. not Animal, Afraid.

Here is the latest tale of the skittish horse

and the car that hails from the wilds of

Iowa. The automobilist met an elderly

couple driving a skittish horse attached to a

buggy, and the animal exhibited a decided

aversion to passing the unknown monster.

The driver of the car stopped and dismount

cd to offer his aid in the solution of the

difficulty. which was declined. “If you will

please lead my Wife by I think the more and

I can make it all right," was the old-man's

comment.
 

“Thank You" Signs for Farmers.

All Appleton (“'is.) antomobllist has intro

duced ll new method of showing appreciation

to the man who turns his team partlv out of

the road to lllnke room for all automobile to

pass. He carries a large sign with him, on

which are printed ill bold type 'the words,

"Thank you.“ When he passes a friendly

farmer he hoists the sign. The Scheme is said

to have pleased the farmers so mightily that

several other Wisconsin automobilists are

ordering the “Thank you" placards.

UP BOX SPRINGS CANYON

Californians Engage in a Four Mile Hill

Climbing Contest—Timers Forgot to Tally.
 

With mufflers ,cut out and all but one

stripped for the occasion, twelve light tour

ing cars and runabouts raced up. Box

Springs Canyon, near Riverside, Cal., on

Thanksgiving Day afternoon, 30th ult., in

the initial attempt to locally popularize hill

climbing. Only a few hundred persons

viewed the contest, but this number was

more than was expected, as in Los Angeles.

close by, a new track was being opened and

a football game was in progress, besides

- nlatinees in fourteen theatres.

Nearly four miles in ylength, made up of a

splendid oiled road, upon which several thou

sand dollars was expended a few years ago,

having only a few gradual turns and averag

ing an 8 per cent grade, a better course for

n hill-climbing contest Could not have been

found than-Box Springs Canyon. The start

and finish was on the level, the distance be

tween being exactly three and four-fifth

miles. Communication between the points

was held by telephone. .

At 2:49:30 by the clock, W. K. Covl‘an, in

a 20-horsepower Rambler, was waved off.

Seven minutes later the green car flashed

over the tape four miles distant. Cowan

had a narrow escape when he struck the

railroad track beyond the finish line. The

jolt caused the driver to start heavenward,

but he pluckily held onto the steering wheel

until the car came to a standstill.

Next came a two‘cylinder Tourist, with W.

I. Moreland at the wheel. Eight minutes

and fifteen seconds totalled its time on the

road. Clarence Smith, in the Maxwell, third

to start, attracted considerable interest, ow

ing to the newness of the car on the coast.

Eight minutes and two-fifths seconds was

the best the combination could do, and then

came 'I'ed Crossley in the Wayne. His time

was 8:25 3-5.

The only unpleasant feature of the day oc

curren when G. E. Bradbeer, in the air

cooled Premier. was sent up the incline.

Bl'adbeer drove beautifully, and the hitch

was when the timers gave out 6:43 4-5 as his

performance. One man had this time—the

others had forgotten to tally the minutes.

However. Bradbeer's time will stand until

it is proven otherwise. The only fully

equipped touring car ill the race was the

Reliance, driven by J. Burt, so with this

handicap it was not a disgrace to score the

slowest time.

The performance of the cars that finished

follows:

G. E. Bradbeer, 16 h. p. Prclnier...   

  

. _F

\V. K. Cowall, 20 h. p, Ranlblcl".... J

Honus M. Hanshue, 16 h. p. Rco.. 7:08

Ralph Hemlin, 12 n. ). Franklin... .. 72202-5

lzrcd Dufty, 16 h. p. fico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8501 "-5

( larcnce Smith, 16 h. p. Maxwell ....... .. so) is

w. 1, Moreland, 16 n. p. Tourist... .. 8215

Dr. Ferguson, 20 h. p. Molinc . . . . .. 8:17

Thcndore (‘rosslek 16 h. p. \Vayne . 8:25 3-5

J. Burt, 16 h. p. ellance" . . . . . . . . .. . 8:28 2~5  
 

'Time questioned.

"With full touring equipment.
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MOTORS IN UNUSUAL VEHICLES

How the Utiliitarian Field is Being Cultivated—

“ Freaks " that Serve Good Purposes.

 

 

In any creative industry there are always

to be found here and there specimens of the

craft which are so out of the common run

as to come under the harsh and unfeeling

classification of freaks. There are, in the

founded and the broadening of the work

go on.

This is particularly noticeable in the work

of the builders of heavy commercial vehi

cles who are constantly being opportuned

for motors to meet some new and unheard

of demand. Thus, automobiles for peace

and war are being produced side by side at

the same factory, designed by the same

men; machines for haulage of all sorts of

materials; and machines for other uses as

  

GASOLENE ROAD ROLLER.

first place, the freaks which are produced in

the regular line at the work, in the develop

ment of the stock forms which are in every

day use. They are the outre types which

are cast out after they have proven their

faults, and have been superceded by other

and more worthy forms. Then, there are

other freaks. which abide by no classifica

tion whatever, but have been made to fulfil

a special need. “'ith either class. the curl

ous or unusual type of to-day, which is given

that classification by the public—possibly,

even by its makers—may to-morrow become

exaulted to the position of first choice

through its self-proven excellence, or it may

be forgotten through its insufficiency. Thus.

always, the freak of any type, is interesting.

as a curi'sity, because of its unusualness.

and because it may be the prototype of a

great line of models to come later on.

in the automobile industry which is (lis

tributing a widely divergent product over a

rapidly increasing territory which embraces

every land, and is bounded by every sea, the

freak element of the first class is rapidly

disappearing. For the design of the auto

mobile has come to rest upon a thing of

growing stability, which is called common

practice, and the radical type of machine.

may well be said to be a thing of the past.

0n the other hand. the. freaks of the second

class. are growing in number—a thing which

is as much to the credit of the industry as

is the decline of the other class, for it is

only in this way that newer types are to be

well. such as requisition the use of a portable

power plant. A very good example of the

breadth of the work in this special or freak

line is giVen by the two illustrations here

The road roller which is particularly

adaptable to light work, such as grading

and lawn rolling, where the ordinary steam

roller is far too clumsy and heavy for use.

and where the common light horse rollers

cannot be applied, consists of a heavy angle

iron frame bearing upon a pair of solid

rollers, the forward one of which is swivled

to allow it to be used in steering. Between

the two is mounted the motor transversely

of the machine, set up and equipped as in an

ordinary motor car. The transmissions of

the power to the driving roll is made

through a change gear mechanism and “side

chain" drive.

The other vehicle—the garbage wagon-—

which, though possibly a trifle more orna

mental and likely capable of making several

more miles an hour than the roller, is in

tended for a less savory, though none the

less important duty. As will be seen from

the illustration the arrangement of the ma

chine is not unlike that of the ordinary

types of motor truck, the motor being

housed in front under the driver‘s seat with

the change speed mechanism directly be

hind it. and transmitting its power in the

usual way by means of side chains to the

rear wheels. A heavy iron tank is mounted

upon its platform. which is fitted with spe

cial devices for filling and sealing up the

openings during transit.

Aside from showing something of the pos

sibilities of the automobile in unusual lines

and proving its versitality, these freak mis

sionaries are doing a vast deal of real profit

able advertising for their makers in all

sorts of odd and our-of-the-way corners of

the earth, the sewerage wagon, for instance.

being designed for use in Cairo, Egypt.
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GASOLENE GARBAGE WAGON.

shown, botil the recent product of the Brit

ish industry, one of which is a gasolene

road roller and the other a sewage wagon

designed for use in Egypt.

"This is not a bargain day in this court"

was the response of a Chicago magistrate to

the offer of an attorney to pay his client's.

fine if the latter were reduced from $15 to $10.
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CONCERNING COLUMBIAS

One New Model Appears and Older Ones

Contain Some Ingenious “ Touching Up."

 

With the official title of Mark XLVI, there

will be added to the Columbia line of gaso

lene cars for 1906 a medium powered vehicle

which is in many respects a replica of the

head of the list, Mark LXVII, more familiar

of fifteen pounds pressure, and forces the oil

from a reservoir cast. in the lower section of

the crank case, through a conduit cast in the

middle section, with leads to the main crank

and cam haft bearings and valve push rod

guides. Dams around the overflow pipes

maintain a constant level, and when the oil

exceeds this it falls to the reservoir below. in

the course of which it passes through strain

ers. Scoops splash the connecting rod bear

ings, the rods themselves working in 0. dia

phragm, which serves to prevent an excess

being of-partlcniar interest. The former is of

the float feed aspirating type, and is claimed

to be the only automatic carburetter not em

bodying springs in its construction. More

over, there is no needle, and, what is more

peculiar, no place for adjustment, as none is

necessary. The fuel enters the mixing cham

ber at the jet and meets the primary alr sup

ply. This primary intake is a one-inch hole

pointing between the pairs of cylinders. Ordi

narily this admits air at normal temperature,

but is adapted to be lengthened by a pipe fit

 
  

 

ly known as the "big car” and which is rated

at 40-45 horsepower. The newcomer is like

wise along practically the same lines as its

heavier confrere, a fact that will be notice

able from the accompanying view of its ex

terior. It is, in brief, a car for the man who

wants his purchase to represent the last word

in the matter of advanced construction and re

finements, but who is content with a moderate

amount of power. Its rating is 24-28 horse

power, although this is said to be a conserva

tive figure that has been considerably ex

ceeded in practice.

The engine is of the familiar four cylinder

vertical type, the cylinders being cast in pairs

with beads integral. The middle and lower

sections of the motor are of aluminum, the

weight being borne by a three point suspen

sion attached to the mid section. Both sets

of valves are located on the same side, one

intake supplying each pair of cylinders. The

valves are mechanically actuated, a novel (on

venience for their ready removal being pro

vided in the shape of a lag cast on the cyl

inders and which admits of the insertion of

a forked tool for compressing the spring. A

gear driven paddle-wheel pump supplies

water circulation, the arrangement being so

designed as to maintain a uniform pressure

in all cylinders. Lubrication is supplied by

a continuous oil circulation, kept in move

ment by a rotary gear pump driven from the

valve cam shaft. This pump has a capaciw

COLUMBIA, MARK XLVI, 24-28 HORSEPOWER.

of oil in the cylinders, with a consequent

fouling of the make and break hammer and

anvil. An auxiliary oil tank piped to the

reservoir is attached to the frame of the car

and provides a supply sufficient for four hun

dred miles' running. Owing to the positive

action of both the lubricating and ignition

devices it is possible to speed the engine up

as high as 2.200 r. p. m., so that the car may

be geared low for hill climbing on the top

speed without impairing its speed on the

level.

In both the carburetter and ignition sys

tem the car makes radical departures from

previous Columbia standards, these features

  

COLUMBIA CARBURETTER.

  

ting connecting it with the exhaust for cold

weather. In place of the customary spring

actuated suction device for supplying auxil

iary air, a series of small ports opened and

closed by a barrel containing corresponding

openings is substituted. This barrel is accu

rately made of the required size and weight

to offer the proper amount of resistance to

the engine suction as the speed increases. It

thus rises slowly, opening the ports, and drops

back easily of its own weight against the air

cushion formed in the bottom of the contain

ing chamber, as the speed and the demand for

air decrease.

The throttle is also of the barrel type, set

horizontally in the mixing chamber at the

point where the gas intake pipe leaves the

carburetter; it is actuated by a foot lever,

and its function is confined to throttling the

amount of mixture, there being no connection

with the governor. The latter controls a by

pass valve, which is mechanically raised or

lowered as the governor balls move in or out.

An advantage of 25 to 40 per cent in fuel

economy is claimed for this type, which with

its lack of small parts and consequent ab

sence of necessity for adjustment makes it a

particularly desirable form. As titted to both

the medium and high powered cars, its ex

ternal ensemble is pictured in the accompany

ing photograph.

A low tension Remy magneto supplies the

source of current for the ignition system,
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which, as already mentioned, is of the make

and break type, actuated by roller cams. The

details of this construction as well as of those

of the engine generally are shown in the ac

companying part sectional view from the igni

tion side.

The transmission is of the sliding gear type,

giving three speeds and reverse. and in both

this and the large car is the same as used in

Al Iq

the final step, the use of universal joints be

tween each allowing sufficient movement for

torsional stress in any direction to prevent

possible derangement of alignment. Brakes

are of generous dimensions and powerful, 'op- '

crating with rods and rocker shaft excl-pt in

the case of the emergency, in which a gal

vanized steel wire cable is used. Control is

centred on a fixed sector, which is accord

  

COLUMBIA ENGINE SHOWING MAKE AND BREAK IGNITION SYSTEM.

the latter during the last season, though vari

ous detailed changes have been made. Greater

bearing surface has been provided for both

the square and counter shafts, while a uni

versal joint a well as a yoke take up any

strains that may be transmitted from the

clutch to the gear box. For all parts of this

essential of the car, such as the gears, shafts

and wheel pivots, a special chrome nickel

steel is employed. it has an elastic limit of

135,000 pounds to the square inch and a

tensile strength or breaking limit of 225000

pounds. The sliding gears are also upheld

by a three point suspension. the change gear

lever working in a gridiron of selective spaces.

it engages two short levers, right or left and

forward or back, to secure the changes. with

a spring ball and socket indexing device.

The propeller shaft is of the telescoping pat

tern, bevel geared to the usual form of square

live axle lncased in a tube which rxtends

through the hubs of the wheels. Tile wheels

run upon roller hearings on this tube, and

the square live axle carries at its outer end

a square cap with dogs meshing with corre

sponding projections on the outside of the

hubs of the driving wheels, combining to make

a very effective form of drive. The entire

construction of .this car may lc said to be

upon the independent unit plan, cardan joints

being interposed at each step or tonnection.

Thus the motor is one, transmission another,

telescoping shaft a third and the rear axle

changes in the motive power. The features

of the transmission dwelt upon in connec

tion with the smaller car apply to the same

item here, and constitute improvements

made over previous practice. Roller bear

ings have been fitted to all wheels, and the

rear axle construction has been redesigned

to give rope and tire chain clearance. This

as well as the front axle. which is a one

plece solid drop forging, are pictured in the

accompanying illustration. The latter is the

same on both cars. -

The Columbia 18 horsepower two cylinde

horizontal opposed car met with such success

during the last season that a large number of

the same class will be built for the coming

season‘s business, practically without change.

The frame has been lengthened 8 inches and

the wheel base extended a corresponding dis

tance, giving a roomler and more comfortable

body. This also makes the car easier riding

and Provides a seating capacity of five with

out crowding.

Two distinct types of touring belies will

be made for the heavier car, one fashioned on

the lines made popular during the last sea

son and the other with accommodation for

five persons in the side entrance tonnean.

The royal and double Victoria, as well as

the brougham, limousine and landanlet

bodies will also be continued.

 

Speaking of the 458 types of automobile

which have been on exhibition at the Olympia

show, a critic says:

"One of the most touching exhibits of the

show was the motor hansom. It was just a

hansom, with a radiator and an engine in

the place that the horse used to fill, with

 

 

  

COLUMBIA'S NEW FORM OF REAR WHEEL DRIVE.

ingly always in the same relative position to

the driver‘s hand regardless of the angle of

the wheel.

Practically the same description may be ap

plied to the Mark LXVII, or “big car." which

is in its essentials the same as the 1905 model.

The use of the crank shaft cut from the solid

block and turned true in a lathe, instead of

the drop forging previously employed, and

the substitution of a Lacoste distributor, as

well as the type of carburetter already re

ferred to in detail, summarize the only

all the old, delightful and honored incon

veniences of entry and exit, with its driver

perched at the back—a steering wheel in his

hand instead of the reins—with (apparently)

thesalne dear familiar privileges of falling

through the front glass and gathering mud

from the wheels. The new motor hansom

could not copy the old one so closely, but it

has a familiar and homely' look, albeit it

runs on four wheels instead of two—that

will be the most persuasive and alluring in

ducement to the people of conservative order.”
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ABOUT HYDRAULIC CLUTCHES

Purposes Which They Serve and How They

Operate—Two Types From Abroad.

In an effort to secure a method of con

necting the engine and driving gear of the

motor car in a manner which shall permit

of a due amount of flexibility at starting,

and shall at the same time be perfectly rigid

when the machine is in motion, numerous

principles have been applied which range

from the popular type of leather faced cone

clutch, through the whole gamut of mechan

ical contrivances, to the application of the

electro magnet. Of an entirely novel prin

ciple, the hydraulic clutch nas this year

come to take ‘a place which, judging from

its_appearance at the British show, where

a type is actually mounted on a sto;.-k ma

chine, nnd from the returns of the patent

oflices here, and in other countries, is des

tined to become one of more than passing

importance.

The entire advantage of the hydraulic

principle as applied to tile construction of

driving clutches rests in the fact that by 'its

use an unlimited amount of slipping be—

tween the two elements of the mechanism

may be permitted without the generation of

an undue amount of heat or friction, with

consequent wear of the parts, and that ina

measure which is wholly at the option of the

driver. Essentially, the hydraulic clutch

when disengaged, or permitting the engine

to run free of the driving gear, is nothing

more nor less than a pump which is forcing

the liquid contents of the device from one

chamber into another and so back to the

starting point, the only resistance being

that of the friction of the ports and of the

fluid in its passage. When it is desired to

start the car, the flow of the liquid is re

stricted by throttling until one of the ele

ments which serves the purpose of a pump,

being attached to the driving member of the

clutch, and the other containing the pas

sages through which the fluid is being

forced, being integral with the driven mem

ber, the resistance to the flow becomes suffi

cient to unite the two and start the machine.

At this point a balance is struck between

the forces which constitute the car’s resist

ance to motion and those of friction within

the clutch, the work of the motor being par

tially absorbed in heating the liquid and

partly in driving the car. Should the re

sistance to the car’s motion become in

creased at this point through the striking

of an obstruction in the road, for instance,

the shock will be absorbed by the clutch. the

fluid being forced through its passages with

greater velocity than before, but without

other result than the generation of an in

creased amount of heat. By reducing the

area of the passages or ports through which

the liquid is being forced, the tendency to

drive the machine is proportionally in

creased, until a point is reached where the

liquid is no longer permitted to flow at all,

and the drive bec mes fixed, the only pos

sible slippage between the two parts being

due to leakage in the driving member.

In the Sparks-Boothby clutch, which al

ready has been described in these columns in

complete detail, the entire mechanism is in

closed within the flywheel, which is filled

with oil. The flywheel, A, is bolted to the

motor crank shaft in the usual manner, and

the opening in the cover plate through which

  

the driving shaft, Y, passes, is packed to

prevent leakage of the oil. A concave annu

lar member, C, is fast upon the driving shaft,

but free to move longitudinally upon it at

the option of the driver, its normal position

being such that it forms a tight joint with

the face of the cover plate of the flywheel.

l
  

 

 

 

Thus the interior of the flywheel is divided

into two compartments, which are connected

through two openings or ports. Wthin this

is a pair of vanes, E, which are slidably

mounted in the driving member and are

controlled by two yokes which are actuated

by a cam upon the driven member of the

mechanism. A stationary web or vane, D,

is located within the annulus, C, at a point

midway between the two ports, one of which

is always open, while the other is controlled

‘ by a valve, Z, actuated by the operator

through the medium of the link, X.

The action of the vanes, E, is that of the

blades in a rotary pump. When the engine

is running free they force the oil around the

casing out of the port, Z, and in again at the

corresponding opening on the other side of

the vane, D, the purpose of the cam move

ment being to lift them at the proper time to

prevent them from striking against it.

When it is desired to start the car the valve,"

Z, is partially closed by the action of a foot

pedal, thereby restricting the flow of the oil

and creating a resistance which presently

becomes sufliclently great to cause a move

ment of the annulus, C, and the driven

shaft. As the valve, Z, is closed more com

pletely the resistance increases proportion

ately, until at the point of full closure the

oil which is confined within the space in

cluded by the walls of the annulus, one of

the vanes, E, and the vane, D, becomes sim

" ply a rigid connection between the two mem

bers of the clutch.

In manipulation the clutch is not un

like the commoner type, being controlled en

tirely by a foot pedal, which in its normal

posltion holds the valve,.Z, in the position

of full closure. Depressing the pedal opens

this, until at the point of full opening the

annular casing, C, is drawn away from its

contact with the cover plate, A, and there

is absolutely no resistance to the free run

ning of the motor.

Another clutch which acts upon the same

general principle, consists of a series of

three cylinders radially mounted about the

driving shaft within the flywheel, each of

which is fitted with a piston actuated by an

eccentric mounted on the driven shaft. Thus,

when the engine is running free from the

car the-pistons are in motion, being driven

'by the stationary driven, or clutch, shaft,

about which the cylinders whirl. The cylin

ders are filled with oil, and this is allowed

to circulate between the two ends through a

by-pass, the. opening of which is controlled

by a series of valves which are under the

control of the operator. When the engine is

to be connected with the mechanism of the

car, these valves are closed until the resist-

ance of the by-passes becomes sufficient to

start the machine. This is gradually in

creased at the will of the driver until the

point of full closure when, the circulation

being entirely checked, the parts revolve in

unison.

It is evident that by either of the means

described, it is possible to secure any dc~

sired amount of slippage while engaging the

clutch, and that without bringing into requi

sition that most uncertain and variable quan

tity, friction. The point about which hinges

the smoothness of action of all the more

common forms of clutch, and upon which

their success depends is that of securing a

uniform coefficient of friction under all con

ditions of climate and treatment, and of con

trolling that friction at the will of the op

erator. This is wellnigh impossible, inas

much as the coeflicient of friction between

two metals or between a metal and some

other substance such as leather or wood, is

extremely variable, not only in correspond

ing parts which undergo different treatment,

but as well in the same part at different

times and under different circumstances,

Hence, not only does the ordinary friction

clutch require careful handling under all cir.
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cumstances, but it must have a proper

amount of attention in order to secure from

it its proper degree of efficiency.

In the hydraulic clutch, on. the other hand,

all variable conditions are done away with,

and the action of the mechanism, whether

under load or disengaged, is as certain as

that of a pump, and, like it, is subject to the

same causes of derangement or failure.

With simple mechanism, however, and with

well made parts, there should be little tend

ency to derangement or to slipping when in

engagement, the only two apparent causes of

disorder, while there should be no possibil

ity of the organ breaking in such a way as to

cause it to fail to release, as is sometimes

the case with the friction clutch.

Liberality that Moved the Stage Line!

In solemn conclave, the directors of a mo

tor stage company located not one hundred

miles from New York, recently voted to de

vote a sum of money to a practical demon

stration of the merits of a certain type of

automobile which was said to be especially

fitted for the work in hand. It was an

nounced that the former demonstration fee

of $100 had been rebated in this particular

case to $25 by the liberality of the company

handling the chosen motors, and that even

that small sum would be deducted from the

purchase moneys. The liberal company in

question is one doing a so-called storage

business, whose richly colored methods are

not unknown to the reading public, and the

cars referred to were made on the shores of

the Hudson, not far from New York City,

several years ago by a company whose name

has ceased to be a byword. Accordingly, it

is safe to prophecy that at least one stage

line is due to obtain a large chunk of ex

perience, and little else.

 

Marvelous Growth of Bus Service.

Some idea of the growth and present im

portance of the business of the London Motor

Omnibus Co. may be gained from the state

ment which has recently been given out that

between March of the present year and No

vember the vehicles in use have travlled 480,

473 mils in the aggregate, and have carried

4,680,345 passengers all told. The daily route

of each vehicle amounts to about 130 miles,

and the cost, including depreciation and all

' other factors, amounts to 19 cents a mile or

thereabouts, which amounts to something like

one and nine-tenths cents per passenger mile

for the season. At the outset three ‘busses

were put into servic; now forty-six are in

constant use.  

Miller Gets an Anti-Freeze Compound.

Miller‘s Anti-Freeze Compound is the m0st

recent addition to the wares of Charles E.

Miller, New York. It is the result of consid

erable experiment by a chemist, a rela

tive of Mr. Miller, and as the latter tried

it on himself—that is, on his car—he is rec

ommending it with the enthusiasm born of

experience. 01’ course, the constituents of

the compound are kept secret, but it is sold

in 10<pound cans, enough for a winter's use,

and is proof against temperatures of 30 de

grees below zero.

JONES’S INGENUITY
 

It Evolves Some Strikingly Practical Improve

ments in his Speedometer-Odometer.

Probably the feature which will most

strongly appeal to the user of the 1906 type

of Jones Speedometer-Odometer, which has

just made its appearance, is the arrange

ment whereby it is made to record the total

distance traversed irrespective of the direc

tion of motion. Thus a machine which, in

the course of a day, covers fifty miles of ac

tual distance on the road, and incidentally

is driven backward for half a mile, all told,

is recorded as having made fifty and one

half miles, instead of forty-nine and one

  

half miles. The particular advantage of this

arrangement, which may not be apparent at

the outset, is, first of all, that the entire

mileage adds up, and second, that the ambi

tious chauffeur who would spend all of his

idle moments along side the car with the

off fore wheel jacked up, industriously turn

ing back the record of his clandestine use of

the machine, now will labor not simply in

vain, but very much to his personal disad

vantage.

In principle and general construction, the

new Jones instrument is not essentially dif

  

ferent from previous models. Several minor

improvements have been made, however,

which make for a more uniform performance

under all circumstances, and enhance its

value to the user on that account. The addi

tion of a trip mileage dial, such as has been

used on the Jones odometer is an innovation

on the new speedometer-odometer. In this

regard a noteworthy point is that the set

back mechanism, instead of being actuated

by a thumb screw and a motion analogous

to that of winding a clock, is now instantly

operated by a push button, which resets the

indicator at zero, as in a stop watch. The

push button is convenietly located at the

side of the instrument, and is easily accessi

ble.

The season’s milage is recorded up to

10,000 miles, and the trip mileage up to 100

miles, while on both dials fractional miles

are indicated in red figures—another inno

vation. The figures, both black and red, are

perfectly legible at all times, owing to the

special mounting which has been introduced

this year, so that all indications can be read

at all times. The bracket upon which the

instrument is mounted on the dash is tri

angular, and occupies but little space, the

instrument itself being attached by a swivel

contrivance, so that it may be turned in any

desired direction to come into the driver’s

range of vision. The vertical shaft which

conveys the motion to the instrument from

the wheel, is also provided with a swivel, so

that it may be led up to the dash from any

point, and to either side, thus permitting

the passage of the flexible shaft under the

bonnet and up through the floor, or in any

other way that suits the fancy of the driver.

The mounting is, of course, perfectly dust

and water proof, and the casing is handsome

ly polished, while all parts are self-lubricat

ing, and so substantially made that they are

but little likely to become deranged under

even the most severe usage.

New Type of Accumulator.

More attention has been accorded the ac

cumulator as a source of ignition on the

other side than in this country, which prob

ably accounts for the great number of cells

intended specially for automobile use that

are to be found on that market, One of

rather odd construction that made its debut

at the recent Olympia Show is given the

somewhat misleading title of “Solid,” owing

to the very novel form of the electrodes.

The latter are made of alternate layers of

pellets composed of oxides of lead and of

spongy lead.

Although extremely hard, the pellets are

said to be very porous. This, together with

the great permeability of the spongy lead, is

claimed to give cells of this construction

an unusually large current capacity as well

as high conductivity. The separation of the

positive and negative elements is accom

plished by the use of containing jars of por

ous earthenware made very strong for this

purpose. They are further made from spe

cial material which, while highly porous and

freely allowing the passage of the acid, is

proof against penetration by the lead oxides.

The terminals are fitted with grease boxes to

prevent corrosion due to creeping of the

electrlyte and are insulated in a manner that

is claimed to be a positive preventive of ac

cidental short circuiting. The claims made

for the new cell are many, among them that

of there being no plates to buckle and no

possibility of paste falling, as well as no

deposit due to disintegration, constituting

self-evident advantages.
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CAR WITH THE QUEER NAME

 

Product of an American's Factory near Paris—

Some of its Characteristics.

An addition to the list of imported cars of

fered for the delectation of the American

buyer who is willing to invest $5000 or more

has recently arrived from the other side. Al

though of French origin, it has been given an

American title, which, however, has a strange

ly foreign sound and appearance. It is termed

the quueot, which is tin-abbreviated adapta

tion of the name of its sponsors, the Vehicle

Equipment Co., of. Long Island City, who

have recently established a metropolitan sales

uu Ii
"$31".

av'
,1.

room on Forty-eighth street, just ofl! Broad

way. under the title of the Viqueot Co. This

is in charge of L. S. Caswell, who was for

a number of years connected with the sales

department of the Electric Vehicle Co. in

Hartford. In addition to the importation of

the Viqueot car, the branch will handle the

electric vehicles of the parent company and

do a general storage business. It is comfort

ably housed in the three story building erected

especially for this purpose.

The new car is being manufactured in the

Viqueot Company‘s plant at Puteaux, near

Paris, controlled by ii. H. llavemeyer, who is

vicepresident and treasurer of the Vehicle

Equipment Co. The car is not a new one on

the other side, although a 4045 horsepower

model constitutes an innovation made for the

coming season’s business. Both this and the

28-32 horsepower models are now on the

American market. As the cars are replicas of

one another, barring the difference in size,

one description will suffice for both.

The motor is of a type that embodies all

those features which have come to he regard

ed as the highest form of current practice on

the other side—that is, independently cast

THE 1906 VIQUEOT.

cylinders, of which there are four, arranged

in the customary manner; oppositely disposed

interchangeable valves, mechanically actuated

from separate cam shafts. These are driven

from a noiseless fibre pinion meshing directly

with the cam gears at the forward end of the

motor, the whole being semi-inclosed by an

aluminum housing supported by studs ex

tending from the crank casing. The cam

shafts and cams are located in separate

chambers at the side of the crank case, and

the covers of the former are removable to

permit of inspection. These upper haLves,

or covers, of the cam shaft chambers carry

push rod guides, the latter being actuated

by cam rollers. N0 sub-frame is employed,

the upper half of the crank case being cast

with heavy arms of II section, the ends of

  

which lie in the channels of the main frame.

The frame of the lighter car is of wood

strengthened by trusses, with a third truss

under the transmission. this being a rather

unusual form of construction. although it

has been used on other foreign cars. On

the heavier car the frame is of pressed steel,

the usual form of semi-elliptic suspension

being employed in both instances.

Tile carburetter is of the usual float feed

type, and is provided with a water jam ket con

nected to the cylinder jacket circulation, but

which may be controlled by means of a valve.

It embodies the annular form of float that

has already been adopted in more than one

instance in this country and which is looked

upon with much favor here. The throttle,

which is located in a brass inlet pipe be

tween the carburetter and the horizontal

aluminum manifold, is of the sliding type.

it is interconnected with the governor in such

a manner that the action of the governor may

he reduced to any extcnt desired by manipu

lating the throttle lever on the steering

wheel.

Iligh tension jump spark ignition is em

ployed in both cars, with an Eisenian mag~

neto as the principal standby. An entirely

independent system supplied by accumulators

is installed as a reserve and for starting from

the seat. The distributor for the latter sys

tem is located on a vertical shaft driven from

the after end of the inlet cam shaft. it is of

the usual construction, and is inclosed with a

plate glass cover so that its operation is vis

ible without disturbing it. Generally accept

ed standards have been followed throughout

in the designing of the cooling system. Feat

ures of interest, however, are to be noted in

the clutch shaft, which is hollow and incases

its tension spring, and in the lubricating sys

tem, which is a novelty. A reervolr at

tached to the motor side of the dashboard con

tains the supply, from which it feeds by

gravity through five copper tubes to as many

different points of the mechanism—three to

the crank shaft and two to the cam shaft

bearings, the crank pin bearings being oiled

from the feed to the main bearings. From

the bottom of the crank chamber the oil is ele

vated to the reservoir again through the

medium of a small plunger pump driven from

an eccentric on the exhaust cam shaft. Should

gravity not prove suflicient to feed the oil fast

enough the pump develops a pressure in the

reservoir and facilitates its feeding.

A sliding pinion type of change speed gear

controlled by a single lever supplies this es

sential in the transmission of 'the p0wer, and

is not characterized by any features differing

from current practice covering this point, ex

cept in the employment of ball bearings on

the change gear and countershafts. The

change speed gears and differentials, as well

as the bevel driving gears, are housed in the

same aluminum case, resting on a three point

suspension. The final step in the transmis

sion is by means of side chains. Equalized

internal expanding brakes, which are com

pletely incased on both hubs, are provided, a

novel departure in this connection being the

fact that the disk shaped brake carriers are

made integral with the chain tension rods.

These brakes are controlled by the usual

hand lever. and constitute the emergency

stop, the pedal brake of the band type being

located on the dilTerential and is intercon

nected with the clutch, as is also the emer

gency brake, so that the application of either

releases the clutch. The heavier car has a

wheel base of 112 inches, and is fitted with

34-inch artillery wheels and Michelin tires.

The price of the latter is $8.000 and of its

lighter replica $5,000.

 

Extent of Export Trade.

During the year 1904 Great Britain im

ported automobiles to the value of $10,402,

200, while the exports from that country

amounted only to $2,000.000. On the other

hand, France exported automobiles to the

value of $14,260,000 and imported automo

biles only to the amount of $727,000. The

exports of German automobiles amounted

to $3,134,000, as compared with $1,843,000

of imports. The exports of automobiles from

the United States during the same period

nnmnntwl to $1,997,000 and the imports to

$1,446.00“
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TO TEST ENGINE EFFICIENCY

instrument that Renders this Possible in Respect

to Fine Points Usually Lightly Considered.

 

For the most part, the constructor of the

gasolene engine of the present day, is more

intent upon securing uniformity of action

and general proficiency in operation, than

in studying the theoretical performance of

the machine. So rapidly is the state of the

art advancing, however, that a close study

of the phenomena of the internal combus

tion motor is fast becoming a necessity in

order to continue its advance. This, in

turn, requires the production of new forms

of machinery to cope with the high rotative

speeds employedi and also, in some cases,

to'wlthstand the] high degrees of heat which

are to be encountered.

A new device for use in the observation

of the speed variations of a motor, and

hence, useful as a means of studying the

questions of regulation and balance, has

been produced within a short time by a

firm of French instrument makers. Essen

tially, it consists of a pilot motor of fine

regulation, which is connected with the

shaft of the motor under test by means of

a synchronising apparatus using the prin

ciple or the differential, and capable of

showing by means of a pointer an accurate

comparison between the relative speeds of

the two.

The pilot motor, which is used as a stand

ard of comparison, is in this case a spring

driven machanism which is regulated to

constant speed by accurate means. Driven

by it are a pair of friction discs, which are

mounted on a shaft and are in action with

a friction roll, the point of contact of which

may be shifted at the will of the observer

toward or away from the centre of the driv

ing members, thus varying its speed. The

roller is in communication with one end

of a diflferential mechanism, to the other

terminal of which the motor under test is

connected. An indicator is connected with

the floating member of the difierential, the

movement of which over a graduated arc,

denotes the difference in velocity of the two

elements, and also the time and rate of any

fluctuations which may take place.

Thus in use, the pilot motor being set in

motion, the friction drive is set for the pre

determined speed at which it is desired to

run the engine to be tested, and the latter

is then speeded until the pointer of the dif

ferential comes to rest or begins to vibrate

regularly. Afterward, knowing the speed

of the pilot gear, it is possible to calculate

the velocity at which the test motor is run

ning, and also to examine pretty closely into

the nature and causes of the variations in

speed which are observed in the test motor.

In its present form, the apparatus is so

designed that an angular advance of 1-250

of the circle on the part of the test motor

over the standard speed will be revealed by

a movement of 0.12 inch on the dial, while

it is possible to read down to 0.02 inch on

the scale. Such an instrument should be of

the greatest practical value in examining

the evenness of the torque of a motor, in

testing motors to show in a general way the

effect of balancing the parts, with an eye to

the reduction of vibration as well as in the

cfiiciency of fly-wheel regulation, and also

as a convenient and ready method of cali

brating governors.

" Lazy Tongs" Idea Shock Absorber.

Now that the attention of the designer

has been called to the problem of checking

the oscilation of the springs of the automo

bile consequent on passing over an obstruc

tion in the,road, the user is apparently to

have ample opportunity to select the type

which is most to his liking out of a long

  

and constantly growing list of inventions.

The latest of these, which is an English

product, involves the use of no new prin

ciple, being of the dash-pot type, and though

not as simple as some which have been pro

duced, is not unduly complex and should

prove trustworthy and not likely to get out

of order.

As outlined in the accompanying sketch,

the device consists essentially of a pair of

“lazy tongs” between which is mounted a

cylinder fitted with a hollow plunger, with

in which works a piston which is afilxed to

the base of the cylinder. As the affair is

made to work by the motion of the chassis

upon the running gear, the plunger and

piston work back and forth, forcing the fluid

with which the device is filled backward

and forward through restricted openings

in the latter, thus checking the oscilatlon.

In detail the device consists of tour mem

bers, A, which are articulated together, one

pair of the joints being fixed to the chassis

and axles, respectively, by means of uni

versal joints, and the other having the ele

ments of the dashpot attached to them. The

cylinder, B, has a piston, 0, connected with

its base by means of a rod passing through

a stufiing box in the head of the plunger, D.

The latter has a pair of tapered splines, a,

fixed in its wall, which fit in slots cut in

the head of the piston, C. The piston is also

provided with a series of outlets which are

closed normally by means of a check valve,

b, which is held to its seat by a spring.

A projection on the piston flts rather tight

ly into a socket in the head of the plunger,

when the device is in the position of full

stroke.

In action the bouncing of the chassis

causes the parts to work, the passage of the

fluid through the ports in the side of the

piston being restricted by the tapered splines

in accordance with the position of the piston,

from full opening at the extreme position to

entire closure at the point where the pro

jection on the end of the piston enters the

corresponding chamber in the head of the

plunger. Thus, upon the outstroke, which

occurs when the chassis is rising, the fluid

is practically unrestricted up to, the,_,end of

the stroke" when the projecting end of the

piston entering the socket in the head ,pf

the plunger acts as a cushion stop to further

motion. On the lnstroke, on the other hand.

the check valve is closed by the pressure of

the fluid and hence the only outlet for that

which is contained in the plunger ahead of

the piston is through the openings at the

side, this gradually enlarging, allows the

weight of the machine to settle down upon

the springs in a perfectly natural manner,

but without shock.

Thus the device permits a range of con

siderable freedom of downward movement

to the body, it checks any upward tendency,

and checks it in an amount which in

creases in proportion to the extent of that

movement.

Motor Trucks in New Fields.

Among the more recent achievements of

the sales department of the Packard Motor

(‘0. are recorded the placing of two of their

trucks in lines of work in which hitherto the

value of motor traction has not been recog

nized. The first of these machines came to

New York to be used in the business of

Schwartzcnbach, Huber & Co., silk merchants,

and the second was placed in Chicago with

the local department of the Standard Oil Co.

The latter sale was the outcome of a seri

ous test which one of the Packard machines

had made in the work and which was so sat

isfactory that the order was forthcoming

without delay. In this test, which lasted for

three days, ten' trips were made in all over

an average distance of seven and three

eightth miles, carrying an average load of

3,707 pounds. The average speed maintained

was seven and onehalf miles an hour for

the entire test, the total running time being

ten hours, lacking five minutes. During the

three days the heaviest load carried was

4,057 pounds, and the lightest was but 400

pounds, the loads consisting of oils in barrels.

The fuel consumption was 7.25 gallons in all,

which figures out at 10.17 miles per gallon,

while the entire quantity of oil consumed was

but a third of a pint. The total cost of

gasolene and oil sums up to 81 cents for the

test, or five and one-half mills per ton mile—

a most creditable showing.
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MOTOR CARS FOR RUSSIA

Conditions to be Met as Explained Jointly by

a German and by an American Consul.

According to expert evidence published in

the “Nachrlchten fiir Handel und Industrie,"

Berlin, Germany, natural conditions in Rus

sia are both favorable and unfavorable to the

automobile trade. The favorable ones are

found in the absence of many hills and the

long distances over level stretches. The un

favorable are found in the long winters, the

intense cold and the absence of romantic

places or scenery to attract tourists. The peo

ple and public officials do not favor this

method of getting over the ground. They are

poor sportsmen. The peeple have little skill

in handling complicated machinery, hence the

inability 'to get chauffeurs on reas nable

terms. The country folk are often bitter

enemies of the automobiles, the roads of the

empire are often wretched, and the network

of ways far from what it might be and what

it will have to be before Russia can count

on a very successful industrial or commercial

career.

In the cities it is different. There every

thing favors the automobile. The slowness

with which street railways are built forces

many families to keep carriages. These will

doubtless turn to automobiles. The only seri

ous obstacle to a rapid development of the

automobile trade in the large cities is based

on police supervision and regulation. Now

that a great change has come over Russia's

police and other policies trade in automo'

biles may develop unmolested. The differ

ent cities, however, have each its own ways

of handling the automobile traffic. St. Peters

burg and Moscow long since recognized the

automobile as a necessity, hence their regula

tions are comparatively liberal. Riga and

other cities have been rather severe. In those

places certain streets may not be traversed

by the automobiles. Applications in writing

for permission to use an automobile must be

made and the machine must be subjected to

expert investigation.

Up to date, Russia, including Poland, the

Caucasus and Finland, has from 1,200 to

1,500 automobiles of the lighter kind.

Besides these there are fully 1,500 motor

bicycles. Any one interested in dis

covering the actuai conditions governing

automobiles and the automobile business in

Russia will do well to go over the ground

carefully in every large city from St. Peters

burg and Moscow down to the smallest place

in which sales are to be sought. The further

the empire emerges from a mere agricultural

country to a position among the industrial

and commercial states the automobile busi

ness is bound to grow. A long time will pass

before the country will be able to build as

great a network of railroads as is found in

other parts of Europe or in the United States.

Nor will they be as necessary. now that so

convenient and pleasant a method of trans

portation is available. The men who own

the mines and forests will want auton obiles,

for in the long run they will be found far

superior to horses, for these latter call for

great care and entail enormous expense.

Nobody has done much about buildi 'g auto

mobiles in Russia. A St. Peters‘mrg firm

that built motor boats tried its hand at the

automobile. Another firm is now doing what

it can to introduce the manufacture of auto

mobiles on the basis of a well known Ameri

can make, also one resembling a well known

German type. During the season of 1905 this

firm turned out thirty machines. The warm

weather is practically the only time during

which the automobiles may be run in Russia.

Some firms buy all the parts abroad, limiting

themselves to the work of putting them to

gether.

The writer in Handel and Industrie. from

whom most of the foregoing was taken, says

the peculiar needs of Russia in regard to

these machines has never been met. The

comparatively great success of the American

type. he thinks, was due to cheapness, abun

dance of supply, skilful advertising, etc. Sim

plicity of construction and driving are the

prime requisites. The simpler the machine

the better. If a machine is ever built to meet

Russian ideas, it will have to be strong so

as to go safely over bad roads. Great speed

is not required becauSe of the danger from

bad roads. Low geared cars are wanted be

cause of steep hills and bad places that re

quire the machines to go slowly. The springs

must be stronger and longer when possible

than they usually are. They should be pro

vided also with shock absorbers. Strong axles

and crank shafts are desirable; in fact, these

are practically indispensable. Only large

sized pneumatic tires will be acteptable on

the wheels. The space between the bottom of

the body of the machine and the road must

be considerable, so as to avoid shocks from

obstacles. The gauge or distance between

wheels must be somewhat narrow, betause of

the narrow, almost pathlike road over which

the machines have to pass, particularly in

the country. (The 4% h. p. De Dion

machine is said to be a suitable standard

for Russia’s roads.) It must have sprags

and powerful brakes for the hills. The water

tank must: be easy to empty, and in a short

time and to the last drop, otherwise the au

tomobiles could not be used in Russia’s win

ters. For the same reason the gas generator

must be able to take up warm air. The

machine must be as noiseless as possible.

For trips into the provinces the only ma

chines that are worth anything are those

that carry a large supply of benzlne and

have electromagnetic ignition, for supplies

may not be easily renewed and accumula

tors cannot be charged. The seats should

be wide and comfortable, and the machine

should have a top to guard against wind,

mud and rain.

It is hard to find out just what sizes and

prices should prevail. Russia is rich only in

resources. Her available wealth is compara

tively small. Her people have no huge sums

as Americans and others to put into luxuries

like automobiles. It is only by really recogniz

ing actual conditions that merchants and

manufacturers seeking outlets for their goods

in Russia will be able to realize fair. never

fabulous profits. First class goods go fairly

well only in large cities like St. Peters-burg

and Moscow. For these fairly large prices

will be paid, as'there are people in those

cities to whom four or five thousand dollars

mean no more than to people in the large

cities of the United States. One thing is pos

sible, and for that all parties seeking sales

in Russia must be prepared. viz, a demand

not only for credit. but for long periods of

credit. In the automobile business cash pay

ments have prevailed in the past simply be

cause the purchasers have been persons of

great or considerable wealth. The best in

formed parties say that the machines that

will sell best will run between $1,000 and

$2.000 apiece.

The United States will have to meet French

and German makers in Russia’s markets.

How much that means or may mean the ‘man
ufactnrers understand. I It is the purpose of

this paper, particularly at this point, to sug

gest lines along which the success of the past

may be materially augmented. At present

American makers are the favorites. This the

Germans admit. A writer in the Naehrichten

fur Handel und Industrie says ‘t‘hc rapidly

acquired popularity of the American mas

chines,, on the Russian market only since

1903, may be regarded as only a passing epi

sode,” etc.

The French, with their elegant forms and

splendid productions, Winning their way to

a profitable and permanent place at honze

and in other parts of Europe, suffer in Rus

sia because of bad roads. Here it is that tile

German’s solid, strong, heavily built machines

have the advantage. Once the world learns

that the American made machines, with their

wonderful steel parts, will stand more than

the heavy, clumsy creations of European

rivals, increased sales are certain. The Ger

man writer already referred to urges his peo

ple to do nothing for a foreign field that will

lead to the neglect of the home market, but

to be sure to do nothing that will lead to the

neglect of the foreign fields, for these will be

profitably worked in the near future. Any

attempt to find a market or to force sales in

Russia during a depressed period at home

must be preceded by the sale of most excellent

machines in Russia in recent and immediate

ly preceding years. No one who is wise will

look for large sales in Russia now. The best

basis to build on is a steady market, and that

is to be secured only by the most careful

study of conditions and by conforming to its

demands. Care must be taken as to terms.

These must be explicit, well explained and

well understood. The time for delivery must

be definitely held to and the forms of adver

tising must be as near perfect as possible.

Catalogues, circular letters, etc., in any ill!)

guage than Russian are of little or no value.

German and French are preferable to English.

but all are bad.

if possible, a fairly large stock to select

from should be in the large trade centres.

This is true of automobiles and motor bouts.

Russia does little or no business based on

price lists. Her people like to see, feel and
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examine what they buy. If one cannot estab

lish a branch of his own house, he can and

Should put a machine or two in the hands of

a reliable commission house. The successful

American machines have aroused Eur0pe.

The success achieved was won by fine forms.

Real success is sure if one only finds out and

follows Russian needs. If one firm finds it

self financially unable to carry stock, etc.,

two, three, four or five might combine. One

firm might send a heavy or big machine, an

other a middle weight, a third a light weight,

etc. At any rate, whatever is done the field

is worth working. And what is true of Rus

sia is true of many parts of the world. The

purpose of this report is to point out the pos- -

sibilities for the automobile trade in fifty

parts of the world by detailing somewhat the

conditions, needs, etc., of Russia. Relatively

speaking. the conditions are the same. What

applies there is true elsewhere.

Perhaps a better plan than the one sug'

gested, says the American consul who trans

mits this information. would be for firms

making agricultural implements, paints, etc.,

to unite with automobile manufacturers, mo

tor boat builders, furniture makers, etc., to

open large display and sales rooms in St.

Petersburg, Moscow, Odessa. Riga and other

points in Russia. Indeed, this policy should

be carried out in all countries and in all parts

of the world; for, again, what is true of Rus

sia in this respect is just as true of the

Orient, South Africa and South and Central

America.

The following is a list of firms in Russia

dealing in automobiles:

St. Petersburg: Automobile, Nevsky, 108;

“Pobjeda,” Tanski & Co., Moika, 61; Freese

& (10., Ertelew Pen, 10; A. M. Fokin, Troizka,

Emil Braum, Kamennoostrowsky Pr.; “Poly

technik," Trolzkaja; I'Ioffmann, Kleine

Dworpanskaja, 19.

Moscow: Automobile Club, G. Schemlits

chka, Mjarrnizkaja; Oktien Gesselsuhaft

“Dux”; “Express” Neckarsulm, Banzhaf &

Co.; Ilandelshaus Pochilsky, Twerskaja; Ak

tiengesellschaft “Enticid,” Roshdestwenskaja ;

I. Block, Kusnezky Most.

Riga: A. Leutner 8: 00., Alexanderstr,

129.

Odessa: M. Asnach, F. Zorn &Co.; A.

Reno, J. Glats & Co.

Saratof: R. Ehrt.

Warsaw : International Automobile

Agency, Lcschno, 25; Kowalsky 8.: Trylski,

Mjodowa, 4; Maison Ormonde, B. Wahren.

Kief: E. Torkler.

Kharkof: S. L. l’opow, Usowskaja, 9.

Novorossisk: F. Burkhardt & Co.

 

Where the Roof is Utilized.

One of the features of a large London gar

age that is conducive to cleanliness on the

main floor is the use of the roof for car wash

ing purposes. The roof is of brick, well

lighted and well provided with hose connec

tions for cleaning the dozen or more cars that

it accommodates and which are brought to

this al fresco wash house by the “lift.” It

is an ingenuous utilization of space other

wise going to waste, but has the disadvantage

of being subject to weather conditions.

Facilitating Removal of Tight Wheels.

Some of the most simple operations of

dismounting parts of the car are rendered

difficult of accomplishment by the lack of

proper appliances, and the result in many

cases, particularly where the operations have

been repeated any number of times, is a

more or less battered appearance, due to the

use of a hammer or similar tool on the metal

work of the parts. None but a careless me

chanic or one of deficient training would, of

course, resort to the use of such a tool to

 

 

  

loosen a refractory part, but as the name of

such gentry is legion, it is not hard to ac

count for the many battered looking parts

on used cars. One such operation is the

removal of a driving wheel or wheels from

the squared or key and tapered end of the

live axle to which they are affixed. When

they have been in place for some time this

is a job that requires patience as well as care

not to damage the hub or axle end. To make

it an easy matter, an English concern has

placed the simple tool shown in the accom

panying sketch on the market. To start the

wheel with this it is only necessary to re

move the hub cap and substitute the tool in

its place. Tightening up the set screw

against the axle end soon starts the tightest

wheel.
 

Variation of Surface Carburetter.

There has been a tendency in some quar

ters, and more particularly abroad, to set

up a cry that first principles were too

hastily discarded. The virtues of the rudi

mentary beginnings that long since gave

way to more advanced ideas better suited

to the car and its requirements, as known

  

today, are accordingly being lauded by this

gentry in an attempt to revive them. Chief

among these have been first principles of

carburetion, such as surface and wick va

porization. A piece of apparatus designed

to combine both these principles is being ex

ploited by a German concern and is termed

the "Ader Carburretter," the details of

which are shown in the accompanying

sketch.

This is a combination of the surface and

wick types of.carburetter. It consists of a

brass box, which for an 8 h. p. twin-cylinder

engine is about 9 inches square by 5 inches

deep. At the bottom of the box a pipe is

led in from the main fuel tank. The in

terior of the box is fitted with a needle

valve and a large float. This works in the

same way as an ordinary ball cock of a wa

ter cistern, and is very large and substan

tial as compared with the ordinary float

feed of a spray carburetter. The lid of the

box has attached to it, on the underside, a

framework of brass, in which are inserted a

number of wicks, the framework itself

being divided into two portions, the central

space giving room for the float to work.

At each end of the head a union; to one is

attached a pipe through which the main air

supply is drawn, the pipe being preferably

arranged with its end near to the exhaust

pipe, so that the air drawn into the box is

warmed. This fixed ordinary air supply

coming in at one end is drawn longitudin

ally right through the whole of the wicks,

and on its way to the engine it passes what

is really a mixing valve, which can be set

by hand to allow more or less pure air to

mix with the carburetted air. A light

spring governs a flat valve fitted on the top

of this mixing chamber, the spring being

regulated to give a constant mixture when

the machine is sent out.

The proportion of air once set for the day

by the lever on the dashboard remains

fairly constant, although it may require a

little alteration if the temperature varies

very much. In addition to this there is a

throttle which is connected up to the clutch

pedal. At the moment the clutch pedal is

put down, or the. brake applied, the throttle

closes, leaving one small orifice in the

centre. through which sufficient gas is

sucked to keep the engine running without

racing. The carburetter is fitted with a

tap at the bottom to entirely empty it if it

is found necessary to clean the wicks. There

is also another tap fixed at a point where

the level of the fuel should be maintained,

so that the float can be tested without

taking off the lid of the box.

Object of De Caters's Offer. I

As though the needs of the car were not

sufficient in themselves as an incentive to

motor car designers to develop the most per

fect machine possible, several worthy m0

torists have recently taken it upon them

selves to oifer prizes for the strengthening

of this or that quality which they deem to

be most important in the construction of the

automobile. The most recent of these is a

$1,000 challenge cup which has been offered

by Baron De Caters to be annually awarded

to the maker producing the most accessible

motor. The idea is to stimulate the sim

plification of the machine and also the ease

with which disordered parts may be got. at

on the road. > - -
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Features of the Well Tested New Haynes Car.

  

JOHN HAYNES AF'I‘FIR REACHING NEW YORK IN THE 1906 HAYN'ES CAR.

“Haynes, Model B,” is the ofliciaLtitie 0f

the .1906 top notch representative of the line

of the Haynes Automobile Co., of Kokomo,

Ind. As already refered to in these columns,

a model of this car has been on an extensive

demonstrating tour, in the course of which

it covered 6,500 miles before returning to its

home town. The engine and all running gear

were immediately dismounted for examina

tion, and found not to show the slightest signs

of wear.

The engine, which is hung directly from the

main frame of the car by arms cast integral

with the upper half of crank case. has in

dependently cast cylinders, the dimensions

of which are 51/5316 inches, and is rated

at 50 horsepower. By this arrangement

it. is unnecessary to disturb the cylin

ders or their connections in order to make

adjustments or replacements of internal

parts, as the removal of the lower half of

the crank case exposes all parts. Water

jackets are cast integral with the cylinders,

unusually liberal provision being made for

circulating water about the exhaust valves.

All valves are mechanically operated. and, in

accordance with approved practice, are located

on opp0site sides of the cylinder. The pistons

are grooved up to the lower ring for oil, and

are fitted with three triplicate and one retain

ing compression ring. The end bearings of the

nickel steel crank shaft are of the roller type,

all others in the engine being of white br0nze,

the total bearing surface of the crank shaft

aggregating nineteen inches. A mechanical

force feed oiler, with an individual pump for

each pipe. takes care of the piston lubrication,

while an auxiliary pump maintains the sup

ply in the engine base, splash lubrication oil

ing all other moving parts in the motor.

Jump spark ignition, with an option of dry

cells or accumulators. operating through a

Lacoste distributor, forms this essential. al

though a magneto will also be fitted if de

sired. The carburettor is of the water

jacketed type, embodying the latest advances

in design made here and abroad, and is the

product of the home factory. A honeycomb

radiator with a tremendous amount of cooling

surface, supplemented by a fan immediately

behind, as well as another represented by the

spokes of the flywheel, comprises the constitu

ent parts of the cooling system, circulation of

the water being guaranteed by the use of a

gear driven force feed pump, which is capa

ble of throwing a stream forty feet from the

end of a garden hose. The power plant is en

tirely protected from beneath by the use of a

sheet steel dustpan extending from the radi

ator rearward underneath the transmission

case.

The clutch is an extremely simple device,

consisting of a ten-inch drum keyed to the

end of the crank shaft, around the face of

which is a heavy steel hand keyed by its hub

to the transmission shaft. When running idle

the drum revolves freely inside this band. in

action the band is constricted on the fate of

the drum by means of a lever and cam oper

ated by foot pedal, 11 second pedal operating

both clutch and brake. The emergency brake

lever also disengages the clutch. Some of the

features of the change speed box are the use

of chrome steel gears of large face and

coarse pitch; reverse pinion in mesh only

when in use, and roller bearings on the main

and counter shafts. which are of nickel steel.

By means of a patented device exclusive to

this car it is possible to change from low to

intermediate or high speed without releasing

the clutch and without the danger of strip

ping the gears. The transmission is by a

11/4-inch special steel propeller shaft provided

with universal joints at each end.

Both the rear axle and driving mechanism

construction are of interest, the former being

a one-piece live axle of nickel steel, extending

through both wheels and bearing one member

of the. differential. One wheel is keyed di

rect to the axle, and the other is keyed to a

sleeve carrying the other half of the differen

tial, and is slipped over the opposite end of

the axle and held in plate by a retaining nut.

Over all is fitted a steel housing carrying four

sets of Hyatt roller bearings. The spring sad

dles are integral with this housing. which

likewise covers the driving mechanism. The

latter is of the familiar Iiaynes sprocket and

roller pinion construction. A bevelled

sprocket gear is attached to the axle sleeve

and driven by a pinion keyed to the driving

shaft. In this pinion rollers take the place

of teeth, making in ei’fcct a roller chain. The

whole revolves in a bath of oil. The front

axle, which is a onepiece forging. also carries

the spring saddles.
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BUCKBOARD MADE UP-TO-DATE

Popular Priced Orient Altered in Appearance

and in Important Details—What They Are.

 

in preparing the Orient buckboard for the

new season, the Waltham Mfg. Co. have

taken pains to add a sufficient number of

novel and important features to make the

little machine worthy the attention and re

spect of the public as an up-to—date product,

without in any way taking from it its repu

tation for lightness, low cost and general

handiness. In fact, although it is still very

much a backboard, and thoroughly charac

teristic of its type, it is now furnished with

all that goes to make up a “full grown” au~

tomobile, even to the point of a variable

speed transmission. It is a 600pound car

at the poor man's price, yet suitable for any

sort of general knockabout work in the fields

of business and pleasure.

As heretofore, the motor is placed verti

cally at the rear of the machine, and is air

cooled. The dimensions are 314 by 4%

inches, and the rated output is placed at

4-horsepower. As an aid to the cooling ac

tion of the radial ribs on the cylinder, a

triple bladed fan is mounted at the front,

driven by a belt from the crank shaft. An

Orient carburetter is used, which is fed from

a three and one-half gallon tank, giving the

machine a running radius of some thirty

miles on one charge. The oiling is accom

plished by a sight-feed mechanism which is

coliti'Olled from the seat. Ignition is by the

jmnp spark system. energy being supplied

motion by chains to the rear wheels. The

position of the driving wheel is regulated by

means of a ratchet foot lcver at the driver’s

right, which premits of a somewhat flexible

controller, while allowing 0f absolutely posi

tive action when hill climbing. Thus the

speed variations may be obtained in a per

fectly simple manner and one which is thor

oughly within the range of comprehension

of the novice.

  

1906 ORIENT BUCKBOARD.

The mounting of the car has been altered

in the new model to give it an appearance

more in keeping with the average machine

than has been that of its predecessors, a

duck back being placed over the transmis

sion at the rear of the seat, and a small hood,

being placed at the front, which affords a

place for storage. The suspension is by 19

inch eiiptical springs, which carry the motor

as well as the body, thereby doing away

with much of the vibration which has been

noticeable in former models, and rendering

the riding qualities fully up to the best

standards. The wire wheels are 26 inches

in diameter, and are fitted with 2% inch

single tube tires. The tread is 42 inches,

with a purchaser's option of 56 inches

  

"POWER PLANT" OF ORIENT BUCKBOARD.

by a four-cell dry battery, while the distri

bution is effected in a wipe contact commu

tator of foreign pattern.

The transmission gearing is of the simple

friction disc order, a metal disc being fixed

to the crank shaft of the motor and driving

a fibroid wheel which is slidably mounted

upon a jack shaft having a driving sprocket

up on either end, which communicates the

subject to a time order. The wheel base is

80 inches.

As regularly equipped, the buckboard is

capable of making a speed of thirty miles

an hour under favorable conditions, but a

larger front sprocket may be placed on the

driving shaft, increasing the rate of travel

by a considerable amount. The record of

121 miles in six and three-quarter hours,

which the little car recently made, consum

in; in that time but four gallons of gasolenc

and one and three-quarter pints of Oil, to

gether with an even better showing which

it made subsequently on the following day,

shows something of its capabilities when

taken in conjunction with its complete as

cent of “Old Boston R0ck," up which no au

tomobile had ever before been able to climb.

 

Details of the New Model!

Occasionally the automobile columns of the

non-technical papers. always productive of

much distorted information, secure combina

tions which are highly amusing to the reader.

Thus, a somewhat “horsey” publication prints

in a paragraph directly following a des rip

tion of an all aluminum body the following,

which apparently refers to the same super

structure:

“A double floor is used to overcome the vi

brations incident to a gasolene engine. The

top floor can be removed easily, and doors

in the lower floor give free access to the ma

chinery beneath. Between the two floors are

carried a folding casket and a folding stretch

er, which push in entirely out of sight when

not in use.”

From which the lay reader would infer

that provision was made for caring for the

injured in the proverbially frequent accident,

though, as a matter of fact, the quotation re

ferred to a special form of ambulance which

was recently constructed for a local under

taker.

Test of Lubricating Oil.

The following is an easy method of testing

lubricating oil for the presence or otherwise

of at least two of the qualities it should not

possess: The oil should be neither acid

nor tacky. Consequently, if a drop of it is

placed upon a polished copper plate it should

remain clear and keep its color for several

days. If there is acid present it will turn

green, and if it becomes tacky it shows that

the oil dries too rapidly. In either case it

should be rejected as being unsuitable for

lubricating purposes. This is, of course,

merely a rough and ready method, and cannot

replace tests to ascertain the degree of acidity

and dryness.

For Filling in Body Bruises.

A good receipt for filling in deep bruises

and cavities in car bodies is the following

from the Carriage Monthly: “Make a putty

consisting of three parts of bolted whiting and

one part of white lead, mixed with equal

parts of pale drying japan and raw linseed

oil. Into the mass stir a quantity of plush

woof or velvet pickings. If the hole to be

tilled is unusually deep, drive two or three

tacks into the bottom of it. Fill in with the

putty, slashing across the top of the mixture

to promote drying, and as the filler dries fill

the depressions with regular putty.

 

 

- “The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

00., 154 Nassau Street, New York. “°
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THE 1906 MODEL B

 

“TI'IE PULLMAN OF AUTOMOBllES”

has arrived and is now on exhibition at our show rooms. You will do yourself an injustice

if you decide on your car without investigating this triumphant American production. Equal

to any car, built in any country, at any price. Make and break spark. Sims-Bosch Magneto.

Bevel gear drive. Continental Tires. Aluminum bodies. '

  

 

  

MODEL B RAINIER, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4.000.

Do you realize fully the great superiority of the “make and break ” over the jump spark ?

Do you know that it does away entirely with the coil, the commutator, the batteries, and the spark plugs, and

substitutes for all these a. simple hammer and anvil, mechanically operated, which cannot get out of order.

 

Do you know that 90 per cent. of the foreign makers have already adopted this method?

Do you know that the RAINIER car is guaranteed not to cost one dollar for repairs within one year of pur

chase, unless you have an accident. and that it stands alone in this respect ?

Learn all about it in aur new Bulletin just issued.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR C0.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory. I
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BEING TALKED ABOUT

If you are Automobile-wise, you have heard much of

lateabout

in what is being said among your friends, at \he Club

and elsewhere, there is an undefinablc something that

must have convinced you that this is a carol real merit.

You have not. heard an unfavorable word.

Those who have seen the car pronounce it a Great

have been owners of other high- rude cars—both

American and Foreign) lay “THE F NEST I EVER

OWNED." Inform yourself further.

Deliveries of all styles, Limousines, Landauleu,

Touring Cars. Prices, $4,500 to 55,500.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY,

1 Broadway. New York City.

Temporary salesroom at R. M. Slivers, 19 West

6nd hueet, for a short time, until our building at

Broadway and 55th Street is comp rated.

  

Machine. Those who own and drive one (and all .  
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CARBURETTER FOR KEROSENE

Here’s a French Device Claimed More Power

ful and Economical than Gasolcne (milieu.

Considerable interest attaches to the prob

lem offered by the designing of a perfected

carburetter for the use of what are usually

known as “heavy oils,” but which in the ma

jority of instances is taken to mean kerosene.

In view of the fact that the average motor

designed for gasolene will work without any

difliculty or modification of the carburetter

when kerosene is employed, provided the lat

ter is supplied while the engine is warm, the
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Fig. i.

numerous attempts to design apparatus for

this purpose which have resulted in the crea

tion of complicated contrivances involving

the use of chemicals would appear to be

abortive—that is, waiving all questions of

comparative efficiency. There have been vari

ous systems of kerosene vaporizers introduced

which are in large part based upon principles

of chemical dissociation, whereby the more

refractory by-products undergo a chemical

conversion into gas. Although the results at

tained are good, the apparatus involved is in

the majority of instances so complicated that

few of them have ever been put to practical

use, except for marine engines.

There is another large class which has

started with the principles of carburetion

evolved through long study in the use of gaso

iene. and has so far as possible adopted them

in designing apparatus to use the heavier and

less easily vaporized oil. Kerosene is not

only far less volatile, but its flash point is

vastly higher than the lighter hydrocarbons.

Accordingly not alone a higher temperature

is necessary to vaporize it. but a greater de

gree of mechanical mixing is required to

thoroughly break up the liquid and incorpo

rate it with the proper amount of air. But

aside from the additional parts involved in

this construction, as well as the increased

size of the mixing chamber made necessary,

the carburetter to use kerosene is found not

to differ in its essentials from those which

have proved most successful for lighter fuels.

Nevertheless, those who pin their faith to the

principles of chemical dissociation are not de

terred from following out their theories to

legitimate ends, and now a French investiga

tor has invented a type of apparatus which
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belongs to neither of these schools, but may

most correctly be classed-as something be

tween them. It is much simpler than the

creations of the first class, but not on a par

in this respect with those of the second.

Its creator is M. Breuillard, a French chem

ist. who is said to have devoted considerable

attention to research along this line. lie has

ascertained that kerosene can be transformed

into a perfectly homogeneous gas at about

575 degrees Fahrenheit. leaving no by-prod

acts, and has embodied his principles of ac

complishing this in what he terms the “in

tegral vaporizer.” To secure this result the

kerosene has to be finely pulverized and then

passed through hot coke, where the vaporiz

ing process is continued until it leaves in the

form of a homogeneous gas mixed with the

desired proportion of air.

The vaporizer is composed of a cylindt r, A,

with a cover, B, and inside is a (oncentrlc

tube, 0, closed at its upper end. The space

between the inside tube and the cylinder is

packed with ordinary gas coke, and above is

a circular plate, N, separating the coke from

the space above, except for the aperture, 0,

opposite to the induction pipe, V, where the

gas enters the engine. The operation is as

follows: On the cover is a gasolene injec

tor, R, connecting with a small gasolene sup

ply which may be conveniently fltted to the

vaporizer itself. To start the engine a turn

is given to the needle valve, T (Fig. 1), when

the gasolene drops on to the coke through 0

and the vapor is drawn up with the desired

proportion of air through the pipe U. As

soon as the engine starts running the exhaust

enters the base of the vaporizer and passes

directly up over the partition, D, and leaves

by the exhaust pipe, I. In seven or eight

minutes the coke is sufliciently hot for run

ning with kerosene. The gasolene supply is

then cut oflf. At the opposite side of the

cover is the kerosene constant level cham

ber with the spray nozzle extending over the

dome of the inner tube and beneath the air

valve, M. The needle valve, L, is now opened.

and under the influence of the suctional

stroke the air valve, M, descends, allowing a

rush of air on the kerosene spray. which is
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projected down over the hot dome of the con

centric tube. The kerosene is now in the form

of a heavy gas with globules of liquid. It is

drawn down by 0 through the hot coke. and

on reaching the bottom passes through holes

in the separation, Q, when it mixes with the

air coming through the pipe U. This aperture

also serves to draw of! any liquid that may

not have been vaporized in the coke. In the

process of rising through the coke in the sec

ond compartment the gas and air are thor

oughly mixed by the time they reach the in

duction pipe, V. The temperature of the ap

paratus can be varied at will by a valve, F

(Fig. 2), which regulates the quantity of

gas passing up over the division inside the

concentric tube.

It can easily e imagined that with such a

system the gas s always of a uniform qual

ity, whatever may be the load under which

the engine is running. The coke. moreover,

serves as a reservoir from which gas will

continue to be drawn for some time, even

after the supply of kerosene has been cut ofl,

and there can consequently be no change in

the quality of the mixture under varying

loads. It may also be assumed that, suppos

ing the fuel should not be entirely vaporized

in the way claimed. the coke would still

serve the useful purpose of collecting any

non-volatile by-prodncts and purifying the

vapor. so that the homogeneity of the gas is

doubly insured. The apparatus can be used

not only for kerosene. but also for alcohol and

heavy oils. with which it is claimed to run

very satisfactorily. One of these vaporizers

has been running on an industrial engine for

six months past. during which time it has

been shown that there is an economy of 10 to

15 per cent in favor of kerosene as (ontpared

with gasolene in the ordinary spray carburet

ters. willie it is also stated that there is an

appreciable increase in the power developed

by the engine.
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow 28—32 H. P. car with straight tonneau body, cape top and

folding glass front. Price $4000. Cape top, extra, $200.

Mme-E»
The Pierce Arrow is an American car—the best American car that

has been made—better in proportion to its cost than any imported French

car—better for American use, American roads and the American

motorist. It offers satisfaction, minimum of expense in running, perfect

service, and can be operated by the owner.

Catalogue and descriptive literature on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

T11: Pierce Arrow exhibited in Madison Syuare Garden only.

PIERCE AGENTS FOR 1906.

Boston, J. W. Maguire Co.. 745 Boyl- Oakland. Ca1., The George N. Pierce Co., 1013

aton St. Clay St. (Wholesale)

Chicano. H. Poulman & Co., 1321 Michl— Philadelphia, Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co., 201

gan Ave. N. Broad St.

New York. Harrold‘s Motor Car Co., Broad— Portland. Me._ J. A. Dowling.

“'“Y- “49‘” 5‘8- Providence, 3. L, The Shepard Company.

Pm‘burg' Bms' Co" Baum 8‘ Be- Rochester, U. 5. Automobile Co., 21 Ply

B ill 2 )m B‘ A l c 2021 Ma mm" “8'

I more. - 0U ern u 0. 0., ry- (
r v . ,3 A r land Ave_ San Francisco, gag-llactag‘ilzégle sCto" Golden Gate.

Buflnlo' mincs‘iorgfnginfm” C0" 752 Saratoga Springs, W. L. Hodges, 16 Woodlawn Av.

‘ , A ' 89 “I Scranton. Pa., Standard Motor Car Co.

Den-"l" J' 1' be "Ade" 1 J9 “son Av' Springfield, Mass, E. R. Clarke Auto. Co., 117 Ly~

Denver, The George N. Pierce (10.. 1643 ,

Hartford, Conn. ,

Houston, Tex.,

Kansas City. Mo.,

Ins Angelcs,

Louisville,

Milwaukee,

California St.

The Nine! Garage Co., 120 Al—

l_\'n St.

Hawkins Auto. 8: Gas Engine Co.

E. P. Moriarty & Co.. :812

Grand Ave.

Bush 8; Burge, Cor. 7th & Main

Stu.

The Zorn-Strauss Co., Inc.

l-ilbhard Automobile C0.

Ottawa 81. Montreal, Wilson & Co., 142 Bank Street.

 

Syracuse.

St. Louis,

St. Paul.

Toronto,

Troy, N. Y..

Utica. N. Y.,

man St

Amos-Pierce Auto Co.. 109 S

State St.

Western Auto. Co.I 4701 Wash-

ington Blvd.

C, P. Joy Auto. Co., 868 Mine

sota St

Auto & Supply Co., Ltd. 24

Temperance St.

Troy Auto. Exchange, 22 4th St.

Utlca Motor Car CD
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WAIITS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 2!! cont: per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

()Ineyville 51]., Providence, R. I.

 

OR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for denonstratirg

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY 82 CO., t323-r32< Michigan Ave., Chicago.

 

WAVERLY electric runabout of the type

styled “ Speed Wagon "; new this season

an in perfect condition; batteries, thirty cells of

9 p. v.: buggy top. Apply to \VM. A. TUCKER,

53 State St., Boston, Mass.

I MARION, 4 cylinders, detachable ton

9 neau ; seats 5; Fisk tires; list, 8r,500;

fine condition; immediate delivery, $1,000. F. S

NEVVCOMB, New London, Conn

 

 

GRINDING SKATES, is profitable during the

winter months. It is easy with one of my

holders. Clamps any size skates, on or of! shoes.

Price, $5.00. C. R. ZACHARIAS, Eagle Hall

Block, Asbury Park, N. J.

 

FOR SALE—3540 h. p. Haynes-Apperson,four

cylinder touring car, [905 model; delivered

in July and used very little; in perfect condition,

fitted with extention top and plate glass front; cost

complete with Prestolite tank, lamps, etc., $3,200;

will sell for 52,000. E. W. KIRSHBAUM, No.

207 West Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

 

FOR SALE—r904 POPE TOLEDO, just been

thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed to be in

fine order only 5300. C. R. Armstrong, Lock

Haven, Penn.

 

OR SALE—Pope Tribune Automobile. brand

new, run about fifty miles, sold from a cata

ogue, did not suit buyer, anyone wanting a new

car, order this one at 5350, instead of paying $500

at factory. Guarantee car to be in original order.

Address, \V. P. McFarland, Orange, Texas.
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New York School of Automohrlo Engrnoors
INCORPORQTED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of instruction for

Chaufieurs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, “I4 Columbus.

  

 

 

How AreYour Batteries?

1 CONNECTICUT VOLT AIIETEII.

will tell you.

. {Guaranteed and the price is right.

i Send for catalogue and trade tilS

counts.

‘ 15 Volt Ammoter.$5.00. Ammeter. $3.50

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC CO.. Inc.

MERIDEN, CONN

  

 

I

[never bother the owner of an

Apple lutomn' Ic Spsrkrv It

' is a perfect urn-g: battery charger. _

. Easil Ipplird to any automabrie, I 3- _ \_

launc or starinnarv ergine 'rrte V ,. z _ _ v

for 'nrtivrinimmatinn .lllyhn Elec- vtrial lig. to. 91 Unveilldl.:Ilsytolr O Chm'ucl‘

  

 

The Moslcr

miles Current, Facilitates

A trial is conclusive.

  

 

Run in oil in either direction.

35 BBC.

  

Qt

Spit

Fire
Spark Plug Actually Spits Fire

while others spark only

Bnorgetlc Ignition, Greater Power,

and stand more soot, oil and water than any other Plug.

BASE: Acts as Condenser of Electricity. Bcono.

Sparking,

Porcelain and Ipsrking Points,

pression Chamber, flakes Plugs Spit Fire.

All sites in stock.

Standard Sites, $1.50

With patented Protector. 50c. additional.

TlMERS and—SECONDARY

DISTRIBUTERS

Not inflected by engine

speed. Seli adjusting. Multiple cylinders set as easily

Wrife now/0r 1006 Book/at ry Ignr'fian Oulfih.

A ll Goods Guaranteed

 

,5 m05L€i2 & co.
1679 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Protocts

Forms Com.

APR. 22,02.

  

mosuzn PAT. (w, ,5,”

Space 202,

Madison Square Garden

Show.

 

The Week’s Patents.

805,243. Spring-Tire for Wheels. Richard

Stone, Wellington, England. Filed February

18, 1905. Serial No. 246,269.

Claim—1. In spring-tires for wheels, the

combination with a tread provided at its bot

tom with nn annular bufler-flange, plates se

cured on the sides of said trend and having

lateral projections, side flange-plates bolted

to the folly and having overhanging flanges

adapted to engage over said buffer-flanges

and provided with recesses for receiving said

projections, and an endless flexible spring

band surrounding the felly at a distance

therefrom and normally engaging the under

side of said tread.

805,274. Steering Device for Motor-Vehi

cles. John W. Eisenhuth. Brooklyn, N. Y.,

assignor to the Elsenhuth Ilorseless Vehi

cle Company, a Corporation of Maine. Filed

May 25, 1905. Serial No. 262,303.

Claim—1. A running-gear for vehicles

comprising a suitable frame. guiding-wheels

pivotally secured thereon having compara

tively large non-revoluble web portions. yokes

rigidly secured directly to the said webs. and

means for moving the said yosz for mov

ing the wheels in one direction or the other

for directing the movements of the vehicle.

the yoke affording a strong leverage on said

\vhecls, substantially as described.

805.318. Apparatus for Portable Slclehs.

Manson K. Rarnsdcll, Old Orchard, Me. Filed

May 5, 1905. Serial No. 259,075.

Claim.—1. A motor-sleigh comprising. in

combination with the bobs, a platform con

necting the same. a driving-wheel. a pivot

ally-mounted rack on which said whch is

mounted, springs secured to the platform of

the sleigh and bearing against the rack cur

rylng said driving~wheel, a shaft mounted

upon the platform, chains adapted to wind

upon said shaft passing over suitable pul

leys and connected with said rack, and

means for rotating said shaft, as set forth.

805.392. Speed-Governor. Henry E. War

ren. Newton, Mass" assignor to The Lombard

Governor Company, Ashlund, Mass.. a Cor

poration of New Jersey. Filed March 22.

1905. Serial No. 251,419.

Claim—1. In a speed-governor for motors,

a centrifugal element which rotates at a

fixed ratio of the speed which it controls. an

lnertln element which tends to rotate at a

constant speed and centrifugally-controiled

means which interconnect the centrifugal and

inertia elements and tend to cause such ele

ments to rotate synchronously.

805.430. Means to Regulate the Power of

Explosion-Engines. Adolf Vogt. West Nor

wood, England. Original application filed

January 9, 1902, Serial No. 89.072. Divided

and this application filed December 16, 1903.

Serial No. 185.379.

Claim—l. In a twostroke cycle Internal

combustion motor, a cylinder having its

front closed and acting as a pump for draw

ing in combustible charges through a suc

tion-valve, nn outlet-valve at said front end

communicating by a pipe and connected

rcscrvoir to an inlet-valve at the buck end

of the cylinder. cums controlling said vulvcs

so as to cause thcrn to allow it charge drawn

lrrto the front end of thc cylinder to puss

through said pipe into thc Imr'k curl of thc

cylinder. a governor controlling said cams

adapted to bring these into position for hold
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ing the said outlet and inlet valves open dur

ing the first part of the compression-stroke

of the piston, when the normal speed is ex

ceeded. whereby a portion of the charge ad

mitted at the back end of the cylinder will

pass back into the front end again, substan

tially as and for the purpose described.

804,953. Universal Joint. Patrick L. Hus

sey, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed July 10, 1905.
Serial No. 269,000. I

Claim—1 In a universal joint the com

bination of two joint members having forked

ends arranged to be disposed at an angle to

each other, a bearing-carrying member ar

ranged to incase said joint members, said

bearing-carrying member having an opening

at each end so that each joint member may

be mounted in the said bearing-carrying mem

ber by introducing one of the fork members

thereof into the bearing member and allowing

said fork member to travel past its normal

position and then introudcing the other mem

ber of the fork into the casing and means for

centralizing each joint member in the bear

ing-carrying member.

80i,954. Bearing for vehicles. Eric Johan

son and Charles Johanson, Dillmanstown,

Kumara, New Zealand. Filed July 2, 1904.

Serial No. 215,160.

Claim—For the purpose indicated. in com

bination, a wheel-hub having its ends bored

conically, an axle passing into the hub. a

socket having a race and fitting the axle and

engaging a portion square in section of the

axle, a socket having a race and fitting the

end of the axle being screwed thereon, a nut

on the axle to retain said socket in position,

there being square bosses upon the sockets.

other sockets having races and having holes

engaging the bosses, washers upon the

sockets. bails within the races. there being

rims upon the sockets and washers for re

tainlng the washers on the sockets, as set

forth.

804.955. Steering-Wheel. John W. John

son, Kokomo, ind. Filed December 16. 1904.

Serial No. 237,167.

Claim—A wheel having a pitted rim. and

a sheet or envelope of hard rubber perma

nently vulcanized upon the rim and anchored

in position by the pits.

804.971. Lever Mechanism for Motor

Vehicles. James W. Packard and William A.

Hatcher, Warren, Ohio, assignors to Packard

Motor Car Company. Warren Ohio, a Corpo

ration of West Virginia. Filed November 14.

1902. Serial No. 131,827.

Claim—1. in a motor-Vehicle, having rela

tively movable speed-changing and reversing

gears adapted to vary the speed and direc

tion of the vehicle, a hand-lever. two arms

for shifting different sets of said gearing

arranged adjacent to said lever. and means

mounted on said lever and adapted to connect

said lever with either of said arms.

805,046. Spring-'i‘ire. Troy Ware, Lctch,

W. \‘a. Filed March 30, 1904. Serial No.

21X),o'02.

(llama—A spring-tire for a wheel. the same

comprising a band of metal adapted to be

fitted snugly over the rim of a wheel, and

spring metal strips spaced equally about the

band with their free ends bent at an angle

to their length and terminating in spring por

tions concentric with the band and parallel

with the rim of the wheel, the other ends

having a long bearing upon the band and

formed with integral tongues extending in

opposite directions with their backs or (:Oil~

nccting portions adjacent each other. and

the tongues extended through openings in the

band opposite the slots formed by the strik

ing up of said tongues in the strips. and bent

in opposite directions and clenched upon the

inner face of the band. each strip having a

bearing against the band upon each side of

the tongues.

805.111. ‘ Automobile-Cyclometer. Jesse

Alexander, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Kit

tie Alexander. Filed October 17, 1903. Re

newed May 23, 1905. Serial No. 261.850.

("laim.-—1. A registering mechanism com

prising. two series of registering-drums, a

series of connecting-gears for each of said

series. a shaft for each of said series of

gears. a spring connecting said shafts and

means for manually retracting said shafts to

withdraw the gears from engagement with

the registering-drums.

805.138. Carburetter.

and John G. Lohrman. Elkhart, Ind.

October 20. 1904. Serial No. 230.092.

Claim. A gas-producing machine compris

ing a hydrocarbon and an air tank, a gen

crator having a weighted foot, a seat formed

within the generator. :1 grid located on the

seat. a toraminous member on the grid. an

absorbent pad resting upon the foraminous

member, a communication extending from

the air-tank to a point below the grid. a

connnuuicatiou extending from the hydro

carbon-tank to a point above the pad. a coni

cal cover on the generator. a gas-receiver,

and a pipe leading from the apex of the cover

to the receiver.

805.194. Lamp or lieadiight for Vehicles.

hnii (i. (ieisshcrger, New York, N. Y.. as

signor of onehalf to A. '1‘. Demarest & Co.,

New York. N. Y. Filed July 13, 1905. Serial

No. 200.481.

(‘lainr—l. in an automobile or similar

vehicle. embmlying a rotatable block and a

stub axle for each of the forward propelling

wheels thereof. a crank-arm rotatably mount

ed upon a suitable part of the vehicle. a

lamp or headlight supported thereby, an arm

having rigid connection with said rotatable

block, and a link movany connecting said

arm and said crank-arm.

805,434. Vehicle Tire. Lemuel E. Allen

and \Villinm J. Potser, Canton, Ohio. Filed

May 11, 1005. Serial No. 200,020.

Claim—1. In a tire for vehicles of the

class described a series of chambers formed

in the tire. said chambers separated by ra

dial partitions. integral members located

through the chambers and between the ra

dial partitions, said intcgral members ex

tended parallel with the telly upon which

the. tire is mounted. substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

801.442. Automobile Engine Suspension.

Fred H. Bogart, New Britain. Conn., as

signor to The (‘orbin Motor Vehic..e Corpora

tion, New Britain. (.‘onn., a corporation of

Connecticut. Filed April 4 1007). Serial No.

253,817.

(‘iaim.——1. in an automobile. a support for

an engine and transmission mechanism

comprising a continuous frame or base for

said engine aml transmission, said base. be

ing supported at or near its forward and

rear ends in a line substantially parallel

With the sills of the vehicle. and an interme

diate support between the. aforesaid sup

ports and arranged at substantially right

angles thereto.

805.474. Means for Infiating Rubber

'l‘ires. Alfonso G. Lavcrtine and James E.

)ichllan, Johannesburg. Transvaal. Filed

March 6, 1005. Serial No. 248,132.

(‘laim.-—l. in an apparatus for inflating

rubber tires by means of a cartridge con~

taming compressed air or gas. means for

releasing air or gas and conducting it to the

tire to be inflated, said means comprising a

William Herrick
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A NEW

AUTOMOBILE

WRENOII.
STERLING No. 3.

  

Superior

in

Malariai.

Work

manship

and

Finish.

Length ,

8 inches.

Weight,

l2% ounces.

Opens2 inches. ‘ {'11

Thickness

of Jaw, .6

5-8 inch.

 

SEND FOR

OATALOOUE.

MANUFACTURED BY

FRANK MOSSBERG OO

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

 

FOREIGN AGENTS

S. OUITEIIMAII 81 00., Londoa, Eng. -
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‘ PENNSYLVANIA GLlNcHER' '

  

No Car is Tire Troubles

Faster Place a Fast Car in

than its a Class with

Tires. the Farm-wagon.

  

 

 

PENNSY[NANlA'IRUBBER CO.

JEANNETTE, PA. *
 

HEALTH FUR YUU
flows out of the rocks at the

A FINE FAT SPARK various medicinal springs at

‘ ‘ moon llGK-WEST BADEN spams
8 P Ll TD0 R F cOI L s in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations In Plenty—Boll Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

‘.A

MUNUN RUUTE
umojnmmuousa|oyosvuu RAIlWAY
__

  
 

  
_ va '

inn“ why everybody “.6, than“ ;_ Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

- week, Including free use of

c. F. sPLl'rDORF, all the waters.

l 7-27 Vandewater»481r09t- swam mung .n about the water! and govlng mo 0! mm- and

Boardan Houses, wlth thelr rates. sent free.

FRANK H. REED, 0Hl8. ll. ROCKWELL,

Ban. Pm. Alt, Chicago. Tnfllo Ian.
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needle adapted to perforate the cartridge

to release the air or gas and a valve through

which the air or gas may pass to the tire

to be inflated, means for raising said valve

and causing the needle to perforate the cart

ridge, and means whereby the valve is closed

when the means which serve for opening it

are released, to allow _a portion only of the

contents of the cartridge to 'be utilized.

805,484. Power Transmitting Apparatus.

Carlton R. Radcliffe, New York, N. Y. Filed

January 17, 1903. Renewed May 27, 1905.

Serial No. 262,681.

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the charac

ter described, a driving member and a

driven member, intermediate mechanism

comprising a shaft, a gear and a clutch sup‘

ported thereby, the latter being adapted to

be connected with or freed from the driving

member, gears revolubly mounted on said

shaft, a gear case, gears of different ratios

supported by said case, one of the same

meshing with the gear on the aforesaid

shaft, the others meshing with the gears

revolubly mounted on said shaft, a clutch

operativer connected with one of the lat

ter gears, the other of said gears being con

nected with the driven member, and means

for controlling certain members of the in

termediate mechanism to produce changes

in the speed of the driven part relatively to

the driving part.

805,504. Friction DrIVe Speed Gear. Wal

ter E. Trufant, Whitman, Mass. Filed April

25, 1904. Serial No. 204,682. '

Claim.——1. In an apparatus of the kind

described the combination of a 'power- shaft,

:1 disk receiving power from said power

shaft, a driving shaft. an idler gear carried

by said driving shaft, two rolls mounted on

the driving shaft, means for controlling the
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the Onio Dcmocratic party will suffer be

cause of Mr. McLean‘s action." was his

THE crown or RUBBER TIRES

The Flre-tone Side-“'lrc Featuri

Add: Much to the Snfely and

Economy of Bond Trl\e'i.

CLEVELAND 0., June 22.—Rubber

tires are almost essential on all kinds

They lengthen the service

of commercial vehicles and adj comfort

to the occupants of pleasure vehicles.

The "Flrestone"tire has steadily won

Its mechan

ical construction is so perfect that

absolute safety is assured, while in

point of economy it excels its clcsesl

Interested parties should

- write for full particulars to the Fire- u.

stone Tire & Rubber Company. Akron,

SIDE

Chicago

frictional contact between the rolls and disk,

gears carried by said rolls which mesh with

said idler, means for moving one of the rolls

along the face of the disk, means for dis

connecting the power shat rom said disk,

and means for connecting the power shaft

and the driving shaft together.

805,528. Vehicle Wheel. Eugenio Can

tono, Rome, Italy. Filed January 30, 1905.

Serial No. 243,345.

Claim—1. In a vehicle wheel the combi

nation of a tire comprising a rope tread, one

end of which is fixed and the others free,

and a take-up device to which the free end

of said rope is attached.

805,550. Friction Clutch. Harry W. Hill,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed March 15, 1905. Se

rial No. 250,221.

Claim.—1. In a friction clutch, the combi

nation of the clutch frame, a pair of in

versely and radially movable jaws mounted

thereon, a rocker having a radially adjusta

ble fulcrum pivot by which the rocker is

connected with said frame, pivot connecting

said rocker to one of the jaws, and a radially

adjustable pivot connecting the other jaw

with said rocker on opposite side of the said

fulcrum pivot, and means for operating said

rocker.

805,562. Valve Gear Mechanism. Fred

erick Lamplough, Willesden, England. Filed

March 22, 1905. Serial No. 251,452.

Claim—In mechanism for operating the

valves of steam and gas engines and the

like, the combination of a screw-toothed

wheel fixed on the engine crank-shaft, a

screw-toothed wheel of contrary direction to

the above fixed on the shaft carrying the

valve-cranks, eccentrics, apair of right and

left-handed screw-toothed wheels fixed and

rotating together, on a counter-shaft, one

of such wheels gearing with the wheel on

the engine crank shaft and the other with

the wheel on the shaft carrying the valve

cranks, eccentrics, and means for moving

said conical pair of right and left handed

screw-toothed wheels endwise. substantially

“as herein shown and described.

" 805.567. Driving Axle Structure for An

tomobiles. Thomas J. Lindsay, Indianapo

lis, Ind., assignor of one-half to Willard

Harmon, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed March 13,

1905. Serial No. 249,926.

Claim—1. In a driving axle structure for

automobiles, the combination of a hollow

axle structure, a pair of shaft sections

ends separated, a compensating gear struc

ture journaled in the axle structure between

the adjacent ends of the shaft sections, and

driving connections between the said shaft

sections and compensating gear permitting

transverse withdrawal of the compensating

gear without axial movement of the shaft

sections.

805,591. Non-Puncturable Tire. Luther

A. Davison and James M. Logan. Hartford,

Conn. Filed June 8, 1905. Serial No. 26-4,

276.

Claim—1. In a non-puncturable tire the

combination of an exterior cover provided

with an interior chamber, a series of cylin

drical cork sections compactly placed within

the interior chamber. rubber plugs, forming

the end sections and vulcanized together

and to the tire.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity” will aid you

'_ in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 151 Nassau Street, New York.

Perfect

  

The automobile trade is

thoroughly familiar with the

 

popularity of the

Philadelphia St. Louis

  

REASONS for the almost universal

,WIRE TIRE
FIRESTONE has proven durable and satisfying.

Then Why No! Firestone ?

Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Company, Akron, 0.

Boston

  

  

Mechanical

Construction

  

  

Detroit
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Self-starting from the Seat

“America’s Finest Motor Car ”

1906 Models—4o and 6e H.P.

b 'ld' ,i WILKE‘JZARRILPA" 'llbe I h A 00.our New radory IIAOIZIQIHEK'IlEgMZB! modernaautomobile plau‘t'sI in configntief MATH: 80" MOTOR c R

k We will move into this new plant about January I, 1906. Addreu until then . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - Holyoke, "[888. J

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

 

 

Norwalk iron Works 60.,

THE

UTILITY AND PRACTICABILITY

o! the

HILL

LOCK'

VALVE
has induced the

Leading Foreign and Domestic

Manufacturers

to supply it as a part ol

THEIR REGULAR EQUIPMENT

'They appreciate that such a. device that locks

the gasolene supply against thieves and meddlers

is insurance of a sort worth providing.

E. I'IILL, Jr.,

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN

 

 

 

 

   

'THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING co.

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

 
 

General Electric Welding under Thompson

Electric~ Welding Patents

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

SI'IEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

  

DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL, BRASS and COPPER

PLATING, TINNING, GALVANlZING and JAPANNING

 
 

  

Home Office 8: Factory, 1

 

 

 

  

won’t be complete un

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

less equipped with a

top of some make.’06 CARS
LONDON TOPS? They are absolutely dependable as

to design, material, fit and workmanship. Nothing bet

ter can be produced.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1233 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Chicago Agents for the St. Louis Supplementary Spiral Springs.
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THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDER BILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full dutz.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

TH E ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AM E R I CA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

THE Wl'llTLOCll COOLERS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, I906.

THE WHITLOOK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, comm.

  

  

 

  

\IOUER '. VANS

MOBILE OE \“Xi.

  

' 2

Think of the reeds! Think of the bulbs!

Have you even heard of a horn being olTered as

“ BETTER THAN THE VOLIER?"

THE POST &. LESTER 60., Hnnrrono, CONN

Sole Amerlcan Distributors of Voller Horn.

  

  

RESULTS OF VANOBILT EIMINATION CONTEST
0n Long leland Couree. Sat, Se 23, Average llme,

Almoat 57 Mllel per Hour,

The can of these two leaders were equipped with the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

SUSPENSIONS, which enabled them to win. Only 59 seconds separated them.

1st. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 HP.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds.

211. TRACY, (Looomohllo, 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Minute, 49 Seconds.

The third car ran :9 minutes behind the leader

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SUSPENSION!

Racing or Touring, f you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car w'th

THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFORO SHOCK ABSORBER.

Hartford Suspensions Were on All the Winning

Cars in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

Olldden Tour: French Blimlnatlmz Trlale; Gordon Bennett Rate; Ardenma

Clrcult Race, French; 1,000 Mlle I‘rack Record. Guy Vaughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

69 Vestry SUCCI, NOW York City
EDWARD V. HARTFORD, President

 
 

 

 

 

MIDCLEY

Pressod Steel Wheels.

SOME OF THEIR

ADVANTAGES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pcrvious to Rust. Will

not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

 
 

 

  

CO., Columbus, Ohio.
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surRE AUTOMQ

$ High Class Touring CQJS

9% 429Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills.

l906 Models ready December l5th.

16 H. 1’. $2000. 25 H. P. $2500. 40 H. P. $4500.

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

 

I623 BROADWAY, new YORK I

 

  

  

Frames  

 ‘ .
.,’

A. 0. SMITH CO.

Milwaukee, Wis.

 

 

 

Parsons’ldanganese Bronze Castings.

  

Sole Makers

THE WILLIAM CRAMP & SONS SHIP & ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.

We are prepared to estimate on your 1906 Forgings.
Satisfaction Guaranteed -

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

” mobile

turers.

manufac- i

  
  

Have vou 'secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SUNS GUMPANY, New Haven Conn,
 

  

 

 

READ THIS !
THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Au-rouoraruts,

Corner Fourth and Gay Streets,

- Columbus, Ohio, September 5, 1905.

THE STEEL BALL (0., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen :—We desire to express our sense of the great lasiltance

our Oilcr was to us in our recent 6 days endurance and economy run at

Long Branch In a run of 320: miles made in a little over 6 days, we only

used [0 gallons of oil and your oiler delivered the oil in an unfailing

measure as set. It: operation was perfect at all times. The importance of

this we fully realize and its help in getting this record for our FRAYER

MILLER car.

Yours truly,

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO.

HILL PRECISION OILERS
M ANUIACTURKD BV

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY, 832 Austin Art, Chicago, U. S. A.
 

“Continental” Motors Are Standard

“Continental” Motive Power Equipment,

consistip¥1 of z or 4 cvlin Motor, (to to 40 H. l’.) assem

bled wit _our Friction Ring Clutch, and Shaft Drive

'1 ransmiaaron, is a aupe outfit for your car. Sold in

ombination or serirately.

UUHRECT DESIGN

LIGHT WEIGHT

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

RIGHT PRIDE

AYIIII] INFERIOR IMITATIONS

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, ' ' OHICAGO ILL.

K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Repreeentative.

  

Ask for printed matter.
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Steering

donnootions

srzra "o,"
r in. b. & 5. joint.

SIZE “0,”

1% in.

THEY ARE ALWAYS RELIABLE

  

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Gonn.

“Automobile Brand”|

Aluminum

Basfings.
The Right Sort

at the Rllzht Prlco .

‘ PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

llGHT MFG. IND FUUNUHY 00. Pottstorrn, Pa.
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AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads;

Never wears out; Tips never clo‘; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lights as de

sired from one tank; No wute; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The Concentrated Acetylene Co., indianapolls, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene CO., of New York.

That ("Quality

Car

We know something ot especial interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Bogart Oonsrructton Oompanv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

 

[IO West 38th Street,

Springfield Top

(Pat. 189;)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

366 Birnie he.

Sringireld, Mass.

CHEAI)

  

 

AIATERIALS~

In the South, Manufacturer: of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHER N RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections of the South which are growing taster than

any other part of the United States.

It looking ior a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Companrz, Washin too, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent. :11 Broadway, ew York lty.

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50" below

zero Fahr. Put up In iO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

CAROOIICALE CHEMICAL CO., - Carbondale, Pa.

TIIE MARION MOTOR OAR
51MPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, srooo.

Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. Webuild it.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO., ,IIOIAIAPOLIS. Ill)

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

 

 

 

The Grout Gasoline Car
for I906.

Send for Particulars.

GROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE CO.,

ORANGE, MASS.

"OOWWWMW

‘rounrnn one
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. e. A.

MWWW)

 

“““
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The Baldwin Chain Company

— “arcs ——

Automohile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Clears.

Baldlin enari & Mtg. 00.,

Worcester. Mass , U.S.A.

SPRAOIIE OAIIOI'IES

All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

Sand for Catalogue

  

 

 

SPRAOUE UMBRELLA CO., liorlaii, Ohi

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(The motor Worth

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue of

 Name_. _ -

Address—  

 

  

 

   

The Jones Combination

SPEEDOMETER - ODOMETER

([906 Model)

not only shows the SWG of your car and

registers the Season mileage up to 10,000

miles, but has a three figure “Trip” attach

ment which registers the mileage up to roo

miles. A touch of the button instantly resets

the “Trip” column to zero.

In both the Season and “Trip” registers,

the miles are shown in plain black figures

and tenths of miles in red.

AN ADJUSTABLE SHAFT CONNEC

TION permits of passing the Shaft through

the floor; through, or around either end of

the dash.

THE DASH BRACKET occupies a vcry

small space on the dash board and is adjust

able to permit of the instruments being set

at any angle desired.

Speed is indicated and mileage cumula

tiver recorded whether the car go forward

or backward.

Full description of our r906 combination

Speedometer-Odometer and all other instru

ments will appear in our new catalog now in

course of construction, is to be the most

artistic catalog ever compiled for an auto

mobile accessory.

]ONES SPEEDOMETER,

132 West 32nd Street, New York.

  

 

 

 

 

  

Dena". Ira. I > .

IA!YIII VICTOl', Iliilll. I. J.

 

 

 

 

'IYAYI IIIIY "or massst"

sex-Rm DEALERS
  

 

for every possible need. 47 sizes.

OBCC.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 lest lmlny

 

  

‘ Your Orders

and buy “ Sta-Rite " ignition plugs. We have plug!

Porcelain

,l.50; Mia,,|,75, Advise name of carsm‘l

secure style best adapted. It makes a great difiel.

III III" Cil'l
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  won ls MORE IMPORTANT IIIAII THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS?

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO.. - Syracuse, N. Y,

SLIDE GEAR.

Direct I'lve. Three Speeds and Reverse

  

 

 

KIIIESIOII carburetor.
OVER 30,000 I” USE.

Patented Mayra, r903.

" Other Patents

Pending.

  

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.

1- litrtiSrSLLQN.MilFFLERacur-tiur 1‘
r

‘1. info.

 

BYRIE, KIIIOSI'ON 1 OO., Koiomo, ImI.. U. 8. A.

  

 

  

Pet. In. so, lost.

mnl ORADONIETER MARK.

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

 
 

Sent ponpnid on receipt of price, h.p.

1115 ADAM! COMPANY, Dnbuque, lows.

 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING OD.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings,

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.
 

6RAWDAVIs '
"Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped Wlth Them.

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 8: B. LINF.

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. STEAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE S'r. WHARF. DETROIT, Mrcrr

 

AMESBURY, MASS
 

THE BEST FOR IGNITION PURPOSES. I
 

  
 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

On: ositive will interest ou.P

driven night all" 0 l l- E R Write for deecnption.

Auto Brass_& Aluminum Co., Flint. Mich.

OOLLIMBIA DRY OELLS
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

onmouo mums
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

DIAMOND OHAIN & MFR. 00.. INDIANAPOLIS

Send

for

Catalogue.

THE

WITHEIIBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION 00.,

27 Themes Street, New York.
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Builders of Machinery who have been using Gears

exclusively during the past century are now com

mencing to replace many of them with Chains

and Sprockets.

Nearly all the Manufacturers of Cream

Separators are now-adopting a Chain

Drive, while Gears have been used

exclusively in the past.

()ur reasons for recommend
'

ing the Chain Drive for MotorCars are as follows:

PATENTED

Less weight—Less friction—

Lower cost to manufacture—

Lower cost to repair—Less

time to repair—Ease of

changing gear ratios to I 1'suit road conditions . '

More reliable

rear axles for

rough roads and

heavy loads—-In case

of an accident the chain

driven car may be pushed

off a railroad track or from

the center of a road—One

pound added to the axle is

harder on both tire and axle than

many pounds added above the

springs.

for various parts of

the country—Sav

ing of tires by

less weight——

We urgently request manufacturers to

be careful in machining sprockets, to select

chains of a suitable size, and to provide suffi

cient space for chain clearance. Thousands of

chain; hwe been damaged by interferences and un

favorable conditions.

“Whitney " Chains on certain cars have given satisfaction for an entirc

season with practically no attention, but we recommend cleaning, inspectin

and lubricating a number of times a year it best results are desired.

TO CLEAN A CHAIN soak it over night in kerosene or gasolene.

TO LUBRICATE A CHAIN (when clean and dry) soak it for 30 minutes in some heavy melted lubricant, such as

best quality beef tallow mixed with a little graphite. The lubricant should be heated in a heavy pan nearly to the boiling

point to insure its flowing freely, and the shape of the pan should be such as to permit the chain to be wholly submerged.

After treating in this manner the chain should be allowed to cool and the lubricant will then set in the bearings.

It is absolutely impossible to properly lubricate a chain by applying oil from a can to the outside surfaces.

THE WHITNEY MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.
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Are you acquainted with

Willard W. Low?
Mr. Low is president of the Electric Appliance Company, manufacturers of high grade electrical supplies.

Time was when automobiling was not a continuous round of unhampered pleasure to him.

Stated plainly, he enjoyed about the same measure of peace that a timic‘ wcman would on the back of a bronco.

He never knew just what was going to happen.

All of which was attributable to tire troubles that were as exasperating as they were continuous.

There is no telling just how long this thing would have gone on had it not been for—

But let Mr. Low tell it:

“ I desire to advise you that automobiling is now a great pleasure to me. Some time ago it got to a point where I was

afraid to take out my car on account oi tire troubles. I could not take a drive of any account without having them.

At last, one fortunate day afriend of mine recommended your tires, and I had my car fully equipped with them.

From that time up to the present my tire trouble has been practically nothing.

I desire to congratulate you on the quality of auto tires you are turning out.”

Pretty strong proof of the superior quality of our tires, isn’t it?

MORGAN &WRIGHTT|RES

ARE GOOD TIRES

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Chicago.

NEW YORK fUptown)—2l4 W. 47th St. NEW YORK (Downtown)—17 Warren 8t.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine Btu. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St. MINNEAPOLIS—717419 Hennopln Ave.DENVER—1562 Broadway.

BOSTON—228 Columbul Ave. DETROIT—265 Joflereon Ave. ATLANTA—35 Edgewood Ave. ST. LOUIS—688 Vandeventer Ave.

CLEVELAND—841 Huron St. SYRACUSE—212414 5. Clinton St. SAN FRANCISCO—1081 Minion 5L L08 ANGELES—MO 8. Main St.

  

 

i

’Wflnummcuiugwmmmlm _ v I mitt

WZBE’Piéa
LECTRICS

PROFIT TO THE DEALER.

The sales of Pope Waverley Electrics last year increased 60 per cent. over

the year before; and the past three months have increased 60 per cent.again over

that. We are not the only ones who have increased sales, and we are glad, be

cause it sh0ws that the Electric is being appreciated by the public and by some

agents. Are you among those agents who sell gasoline cars only? If so, you are

neglecting the most profitable part of your business. Many of our agents have told us

that, had it not been for the Electric part of their business this year, they would have lost

money. The Electric Is an all-the-year-round carriage. Its sales are almost as great in the

{all and winter, as in the spring and summer.

Are you neglecting a chance to make money at this season of the year?

now is all velvet.

We exhibit In New York at Madison Square Garden only.

Waverley Dept, POPE MOTOR CAR CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

N, MASS.. 223 Columbus Avenue

ggngRANCISCO. CAL., 4151 Mission Street

lli II“ II lllillill

What you can make

'iitaw YORK CITY, was Broadway

| W'ASHINGTON. D. c.. 819 14th Street

“i ii lllllIilll N llli I! ll\ iiiliilililllililililiiilIllililliliil\lillillilllli Wi i
1
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T0 SELLERSOANIJ USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our_ patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases shoulcl be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

G & .1 Tire e0. Goodyear'l‘ire& Rubber Q0.

Hartford Rubber Works ('20. Fisk Rubber 80,

Morgan 8: Wright. International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich Q0. Vehicle Tire 80.

Diamond Rubber Go. eontinental Gaoutchouc ('20.

0&JIIRE Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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“ Before the design of the “ Packard 24” was

accepted by the Packard Company, three cars

were built and driven 21,000 miles over every

kind of road and grade that exists between

Michigan and Massachusetts.”

Packard Motor Car Co., Dept. 8,

Mumhu Auociation

) ll Yo h I 'hLicenud Automobill Ilmlhdulm Dg tr0i t 9 Mi01l o "I Y m

1540 lmadny

 

  

 

\ . .;‘._i_. ~ .5
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.“ Every Stock Car Guaranteed to Show Sixty Miles an

Hour Before Leaving the Shops.”—E. R. THOMAS.

 

 

AN AFFIDAVIT TI‘IAT SPEAKS VOLUMES:

Can any praise of ours compare with the eloquent testimony con

cerning the 1906 Thomas contained in this remarkable affidavit?

Burr/n.0, N. Y., Nov. :0, i905.

Thll Is to certlly, that we, the undersigned, this day rode at the rate of 60 miles per hour with five

passengers over average roads, maintaining a speed coutinuoualy in regular stock model i906 Thomas touring

car, and went up a 14 per Cent. grade with five people on the high speed and on very bad roads, increaling the

speed all the way up the hill until we reached 40 miles per hour at the top.

The car is exceedingly smooth and quiet in operation, and the clutch is extraordinarily sweet and efl'ective.

This in the only American built stock car that within our knowledge has made 60 miles per hour on ordinary

roads, even without passengers.

(Signed) AUBREY H. MARTIN, Philadelphia, Pa.

C. A. COEY, Chicago, Ill.

F. W. DART, Hartford, Conn.

C. S. HENSHAW, Boaton, Ml".

F. B. HARPER Beverl , Mass.

A. M. SPEER, jr., Port nd, Me.

A S. ROBINSON, New York.

IRAYNER GOODWIN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

STAT. or New YORK,

Coun-rv or Ema.

Sworn and subcr'ibed to before me this ioth day of November. i905.

THE E. R. THOMAS COMPANY;

1416 Niagara Street, - - - BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automoblle Manufacturers.

ARCHIE I. DRAKE, Notary Public.
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flew/Mile
“EASILY THE BEST BUILT CAR IN AMERICA."

15=20 H. P., $3,000. 30=35 H. P., $5,000.

Both with complete touring equipment.

 

TYPE E. 16-20 H. P.

 

 
 

$3000 .

Tof and Luggage Carrier extra

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF 1906 MODELS.

Type ‘l E ” Locomobile—lS-20 H. P.

PRICE. $3,000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier, set of tools,

extra parts, ack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5; extra wide doors; fitted

with top irons; color and striping optional.

MOTOR, 4-cyiinder, 3% inch bore, 41/; inch stroke. .

CAM SHAFTS, hardened forgings; all cams integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LU BRICATOR, large mechanical iubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type, prom t and positive In action.

IGNITION make-and-break, with ir dium contacts.

MAGNET , low tension, our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 8 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT,

mission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type. metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal expansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, “1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRESI 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 93 inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 

between clutch and trans

 

Type “ n " Locomobile-—SO-35 H. P.

PRICE, $5,000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 6 brass lamps. orn, tire carrier, set of tools,

extra parts, jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5 to 7; fitted with top

irons; extra wide doors; color and stripin optional.

MOTOR, -t_cyiinder, 4% inch bore, 5% inch stro e.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened forgings; all cams integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type, prompt and positive in action.

IGNITIONI make-and-break, with iridium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

 

mission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal ex ansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, "1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES, 34 inches 1: 41,4, inches on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 106 inches.

 

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel. 

The £acomobi/e Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK. Broadway and 70th 81.,

PHILADELPHIA, 340 N. Broad St.

Member Aunidinr l/ Linnud

Awfomh'lr Jim/“Mar:

BOSTON, 15 Berkeon 8t.

CHICAUU, ll“ Michigan Ave.
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The Ford 4 Cylinder Runabout
This car—Model N—is the biggest revelation yet made in Automobile construction. A car of this type for less

than $500.00 seemed an impossibility, but here it is.

4 Cylinder—15 H. P. Direct Drive. Speed 40 miles. 78-inch Wheel Base. Weight 700 Pounds.

’l‘.  

4- l-Q

FORD HODEL K.

Six cylinders—4o H. P. 4 to 50 miles per hour on high gear. Perfected magneto ignition. Mechanical oiler.

114 inch wheel base. Luxurious body for 5 passengers. Weight 2,000 pounds. Price, $2,500.00.

No further particulars will be given until these cars are shown for the first time at the Automobile Club of Amer

ica's show at the 69th Regiment Armory, New York, Jan. 13th to 20th.

DELIVERIES FOR MODELS N AND K WILL NOT BE MADE BEFORE MARCH.

1906 will be a “Ford Year.” Agents who have closed:with us can congratulate themselves.

FORD MOTOR COl'lPANY, Detroit. Mich.
Memberl American Motor Car Manufacturers Auociation. Chicago

BRANCHIS: r47-i4q-rgl-r53 Columbus Ave.. lloston: i713 limadwa , New York; 727 Main St., Buffalo; Broad and Buttonwood Sts., Philadelphia;

I413 Michigan .-\ve., Chicago; Cleveland and ansan City.

Cnudlln Trade supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Ltd, W:lkerville,0nt.
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Diamond

SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

For Trucks and Commercial Vehicles. Conceded to be the Best

Motor Truck Tire in the market today.

The Rubber is strictly Our Own Stock. It has never been duplicated and

Frequent Attempts at imitations have but emphasized

Diamond Superiority.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, Ol'llO.

NEW YORK—~78 Reade St. DETROIT—1718 Jefferson Ave SAN mmcrsco-ooa l

iiflbTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER—322 Boston 83131:: at

BIJI‘LADELI-LHIA—SOWG N. Broad St. CH1C.\GO~—-167—1m Lake St. MINNEAPOLIHH Fin! Ave'. S.

khALO—ilb Main St. CLEVELAND—323 Huron St. ATLANTA—94 North Prior 8!.

 

(AIR COOLED)

  

f" Conspicuous in Automobile Construction, by virtue of its beautiful design. great power, speed. ease oi! carriage, simplicity of

manipulation and accessibility. It embraces a 20-24 H. P. tour cylinder vertical motor. 4%)(41/4 in. bore and stroke, bevel gear

shaft, drive, three speeds forward and reverse Premier sliding gear transmission (mounted on five Hess-Bright type ball bearings),

pressed steel frame, I beam front axle, 32 in. wheels, 4 in. Clincher tires, 106" wheel base, beautiful cast aluminum curved dash, sight

feed precision oiler, cast aluminum hood front and fan, luxurious upholstering, rear seat 40 in. (measure the other cars), irreversible

steering gear. Full gas and oil lamp equipment and generator. horn and BRAKES THAT HOLD—altogether comprlsmg 11 6:"

which has no superior in point of merit and luxury.

Price, $2,000 F.0.B. Indianapolis. Model L, De Luxe, $2,250.

Write for catalogue and booklet (S) of Road Experiences.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO., - - Indianapolis, Ind.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.
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AUTOMOBIL

FOR 1906

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P.

Price, $2,000.

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32x4.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1 100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

  

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it’s

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Better
 

get in line now.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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0&JllRliS
FOR THE

Season—of 1906

Open Steam @ured

Strong and Tough

Most Durable

Highly Resilient.

The Best Tire Made for Automobile Use

WRITE US

OaJIrmaCo.
INDIANAPOLIS

Builalo

Denver

Boston

ehicooo

eleveland Detroit

San Francisco

   

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

WHITE GENERATOR

Above is illustrated the generator or the White

steam car, together with burner, vaporizer, pilot

light and gasolene connections. A glance is sufficient

to show that the White generator is totally unlike

any other boiler ever designed. We might point out

how wide this difference is by calling attention to

the fact that in the White generator the water is at

the top and the steam at the bottom. In every other

type 01' steam-making apparatus, water is at the

bottom and steam at the top.

If the coils of the White gencrntaor should be

unwound and straightened out, the generator would

be seen to consist of a Single long piece of steel

piping. Could anything simpler than this be con

ceived? The capacity of the tubes is comparatively

small; i. e., the amount of water and steam contained

therein at any one time is small. The tubes will

safely withstand a pressure of many times that

which it is possible for the steam to attain. Could

any safer arrangement be imagined?

As regards the superior reliability of the White

system, that is a matter which has been amply dem

onstrated by the continuous victories and notable

achievements of six successive models of “The Car

(or Service."

WHITE SEEJENGE COFlPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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An Investigation

f .o Excluswe Features

That Appeal to

Discriminating Buyers

| l R l S Model “R,” four Cylinder Touring Car

Roller bearing vertical engines. Cylinders, 5%"x6"; 50 H. P.

Cast Separately. Sliding gear transmission, with exclusive de

vice which prevents possibility of burring or stripping gears

and permits instant change from high to lower speeds with

_ _ v _ periecit safety oind Willt'lOUtlL noise. IPizfiitlié/e cooliéig system? topl

erae a very ow cos 0 ower. n v an an speca u r
Mr- E. Shuts» caShler 0f the (“ltlzens cation. Carburetter whic assures erfect mixture in all

temperatures and under all climate conditions. Master

  

 

i 1 Bank N blesville f 1' u in. Clutch, that has no leather surfaces to wear. Takes holdML, 0 ' ’ a te S g easlily aridjgratdualll‘y, githout jerlkgig. Shaft ilirlve. Eixclusive

- - un versa 0 n s. t at o away w t wear on p ns, run n hous

3. set Of GOOdi'lCh Tm S thI'OUgh the year ing packed with grease. One piece nickel steel rear axle, with

I beyeéedts rtolcket lgeara driycnl by rplller plgiortil; ihfliilst eiiflii

nae, re onreuce,noseess;a no at ofo. R0 or
1904 and all Of 1905 up to date! WIthout 3' bearings throughout. 108-inch wheel base. 50-inch tonneau.

with ample room for two folding chairs. Six to 60 miles an

 

 

' ‘ ' hour on high e r. W i ht, 2,750 lbs. Price, $3.500. F. O. B.repalr 0f any k nd‘ aeClded to take_ Off the Kokomo. Fullghgad anda $2M light equipment. Horn and tools.

tires for examination Just to satisfy his Every important feature of the 1900 HAYNES roller

. . - bearing engines, master clutch, transmision, universal

cunOSIty' he found was GoodnCh Rub' joints, rear axle, sprocket and roller pinion is exelusive

ber and Goodrich Fabric perfectly united with and found only on the HAYNES. Every detail has

' _ ' been develo red in the HAYNES factory and with exact ref

and looking Just as gOOd as new, H15 letter; Hence to every other part. There is perfect harmony

 
throughout the entire mechanism. This is the reason that

in the HAYNES car there is less than 10% loss of power

between the engine and rear tires. It is the reason that its

cost of maintenance, upkeep and operation is so remark

ably low, and that for 14 years it has had the acknowl

“ In the spring of i904 I purchased a Cadillac automo

bile, Model B, equipped with Goodrich Tires 3 in. x 30in.

I used those tiles all the season of 1904 and all of this

 

season Wi‘ho‘“ a repair Of any kindi “0‘ a Single Pur-C' , edged reputation of being a car of pre-eminently high

ture, and the tires look as good as new with the excep- quality.

tion that the treads are flattened down some. i have Its cylinders are extra large. They hold compression

had such remarkable success with them that a few perfectly and give high power. When changing gears -

weeks ago I took the from ones 05 to see what they the transmission device never allows the momentum of the

fast moving car to be thrown against the power of the en

gine, with its consequent strain to the entire mechanism,

frame and tires, a fault common to all other types of trans

mission. No danger of stripping gears or of gearing climb

ing out of casing, which constitutes the chief objection of

weie made of, and I found them in perfect condition,

not even rim rusted.

1 have driven my car every day that was fit to be out

with my family and have kept them busy both seasons

and my experience with them has been one round of fen-d to large shaft-driven cars.

pleasuie." Roller bearings give noiseless operation. Large flexible

springs insure riding ease and long life to tires. Simplicity

T H E B A I LE Y Rims branded in the of control, all parts immediately accessible. Honestly built.

“w 0 N I T S L 1 P - Cham‘el “‘iih this COP)" Body of cast aluminum and wood. Grey curled hair and

TIRE", Regulér Good' Fight mai'k have been hand buffed leather upholstering. All materials—metal or

"Ch. consirucnon' .but lspec'ed and 1370' wood—~are tested for strength and flexibility at double se

provrdcd With the Bailey noiiiiced perfect. We _ _ _
“won't Sllp" Tread, guarantee our fires \eiest road requirements.

prevents slipping, slew. only on rims so These are some reasons why the HAYNES givas such

ing or gkidding. brandui satisfactory service at a low rate of cost for upkeep. Others

are given in our catalogue, No. 15, sent prepaid upon re

The B' F' Goudr'Ch (ompany “The liar Thai iha Repair Man Seldom 80s"

Akron, Ohio.

The Haynes Automobile Co.,
NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

BUFFALO. 731 Main St. -
SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Million St. Kokomo, Indiana

gfigggkidgatiglurggguuAylmst ICHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

. rc . )EI‘ROlT, 80 E. c ‘
CLEVELAND, 416 Erie sz. DENVER. 1444 @335??? 8" chmgoi 143‘ mah'ga" Ann“ I" You 1715 mm"!

 

 

LONDON, E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

 

 

    

1 Members A. L. A. M.

l
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ELMORE

ANNOUNCEMENT.

During the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows, 1905, we were approached by

  

  

hundreds of automobile owners, saying, “If you people would only put out a four-cylinder

two-cycle car, you would simply have the rest beat out of sight: It would be practically the same

as an eight-cylinder of the four-cycle type, with about one-fourth the complication, and as steady

running as a cloc . Well, we have built the four-cylinder, and it is all you expected, and more.

You may have already heard this from persons who have seen and ridden in it, but you- have never

7,

heard us say so. We, therefore, take this occasion to announce that it is our firm conviction

that not only have we exceeded the most sanguine expectations of our friends, but that in all essen

tial points we have the best four-cylinder car ever built.

Our two-cylinder two-cycle car is a worthy successor to our Model 11, which, for relia

bility, as is well known, has never been excelled. It is in the details of construction that we have

made our great advance, and in changing from chain to shaft drive we accede to the popular de

mand for a two-cylinder car of that type. Among the details we have improved is in using a new

planetary gear running in oil, a popular make of circuit breaker, heads cast solid with cylinder,

and on both cars we use the famous Hill Precision Oiler. But, as said above, there are so many

things we want to talk to you about that we hope you will at once get into communication

with us. , M..-M “mama-M ' * --. " 'r

We have made so many improvements on our 1906 Models that we have not the space

to speak of them here, but our literature will explain them all in such a manner that you will

readily see we have a car with the exact features that have been talked of for years as being most

desirable, but are impractical on any four-cycle car on account of complication, rythm of motion,

power, etc., but which come perfectly natural to our two-cycle. _ The action and power of an

eight-cylinder car with one-fourth the complication does it all. Ask for literature.

NOTE—Will exhibit in New York City at Madison Square Garden ONLY.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, - Clyde, Ohio.
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Breaks World’s 24=Hour Record

A National Stripped Stock Car at Indianapolis, November 16-17, made i,094 3-16 Miles In 24

Hours, breaking the former World’s Reecrd by 78 9-t6 miles, and 1,000 Miles in 2| Hours,

58 Minutes and 4-5ths of a Scoond. breaking the former record by 1 Hour 35 Minutes

19 1-5 Seconds. Also breaking many other records too numerous to mention in this space and

giving a most convincing demonstration of the Unfailing Reliability of Nationals.

MODEL D—NATIONAL—One ot the same kind fully equipped.

“Waloh for the Round Radialor”

Write us for anything else you may

want to know.

National Motor Vehicle Company,

IOOO E. 22d St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Member A merimn Illa/or Gar Manufacturers‘ Atrocialian, Chicago.

DISTRIBUTORS

Ralph Temple Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . . . ..810 Mich. Ave., Chicago. XII.

Linscott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..163 Columbus Ave., Bouton, Mass.

Homan & Schulz Co . . . . . .38th St. & Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Tioga Auto Co . . . . . . . . . ..Broad and Tings. Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Liberty Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13R Beatty St.. Pittsburg. Pa.

National Motor Car Agency...705 S. Main SL, Lon Angelou, Cal.

  

 

 

THE 1906

DUQUESNE
four-Cylinder Runabout is a Winner

Light

Strong

Roomy

Powerful

90inch wheelbase. Four-Cylinder. Four~Cycle. Air-Cooled.

Made of the best material obtainable, and strictly high

grade in every particular.

Starts from the seat by a foot lever, no cranking.

Full control on steering column, no side levers.

Speed, 40 miles per hour.

Price, complete with cape top, $2,000.00.

Duquesne Construction Co.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

 

  

 
  

GET ACOUAINTED WITH THE GROUT.
The Car of Quality and Slmpllclly.

A Four-Cylinder Water-Cooled car of 30-35 H. P. with slide gear

transmission, built on sound, sane principles, lacking not one of the

accepted attributes of a high-class car, and listing at $2,500.

SPECIFICATIONS:

30-35 H. P., 4 cylinder, balanced motor. high tension ignition using 0 e coil with dis

tributing commutator. ,

Forced ventilation by (an.

Mechanically operatedvalves.

Inlet valves interrhangesble with exhaust valve'.

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion transmitted to these levers b

movement of steering wheel. — '

Gear, three speeds and reverse actuated by single lever.

Wheels, 31 inch wood artillery, ball bearings, 4 inch tires.

Armored Frame.

Steering by irreversible worm and sector, dust proof and oil tight.

Lubrication, mechanically operated oiler, a definite amount of oil to allcyiittders,(rank

bearings, connecting rod bearings, etc.

Lubricating system has received great attention and is particularly thorou h. It is non

adjustahle, thatis. set at the factory and needs only to be supplied wit oil.

Top and headlight with generator.

We're Ready to Talk to Live Agents.

MADE BY

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Orange, Mass.

New York Agency, MUNBIN01 CHAPMAN, 1885 Brouw y.
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Orient

Waltham-Orient, Model R, $2250.
»

The Car of Today Must do More than Look its Price. The high priced, high powered motor car is all right—it has

its place and its purchasers, but the POPULAR DEMAND is for a car of moderate price, reasonable speed, that will be

maintained up-hill as well as on the level road; that will arrive on time and return when expected; that will keep on the

road and out of the repair shop; that can be operated economically and safely and does not require the employment of a

professional chauffeur; that will remain in service winter as well as summer. {

It must look well—ride well—run well—and keep well. That’s where your pleasure comes in. You pay your good money

for it, and you have a right to expect it.

It 'is because it combines all of these important and necessary features that

TheWaltham-Oricnt is the Leading American Car of Its Pricc

SIX MODELS FOR I906.

Swell Special 20 H. P. . . . . . .. $2,250 Model K, 16 H. P. Two Passenger Run

. P. Tourist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000 aboutH

H. P. Tourist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,750 _ _ _

Model M, 16 H. P. Runabout, DetachabIe $1 Model BB, 4 H. P. Fr|et|on DI‘IVQ Buck

Tonneau

a

20

16

We are alive for live agents. Write for specifications

and proposition. We will exhibit at New

York, Chicago and Boston Shows.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING C0.

General Offices and Factory, WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A. Model BB Fried.“ Drive Backboard‘

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. A Remafkable MOlOI' Car for $400
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Standard Runabout, Model “B”

Price, $650.

For 1906 we have brought out, in addition to our well known curved dash runabout (the “you see them wherever you go"

kind), a straight dash or “piano box" runabout, which we sell at the same price. This style appeals strongly to a certain class of

drivers. It is unique and attractive and possesses all the most desirable features essential to a satisfaction-giving runabout.

It has a simple single cylinder motor, with 7 h. p. It is lever controlled. Starts from the seat; has safety device to prevent

all danger of back fire; effective and easily operated brakes, and many attractive and serviceable features, making it up-to-date

and desirable in every way—a big value for the money. and essentially a car for business utility.

lse the Catalog Coupon below for further particulars regarding the Standard Runabout, Model "B." price $650; the Palace

Touring Car, four-cylinder, Model “S,” price $2,250; two-cycle Model "L." price $1,250, or any of our commercial vehicles.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, - - - - Lansing. Mich, U. S. A. ~
Member A. L. A. M.

Our New Models will be on Exhibition at the Madison Square Garden Automobile Show. Jan. 13 to 27.

—cu7COUPON uni——~u
 

 

'i _ -_chcouPou urn: 4"

CATll-OGU: COUPON CALENDAR COUPON MOTOR TRLK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS H

LANSING, Mch. LANSING, MICH. “ LANSING' Mch,

" I

Kindly send mcinformationregarding carscheclred. E Enclosed find IO cents, for which send your Art '1' EnCIORJ find 25 cents. for which have Moron

I If“ inlflflied- 1:: Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for fram- E TALK a m nine devour! m amomobumg um w
Model 8.... Delivery Cars.... 2 . . . a ' a8 ' '

Model 5‘ I H Passenger 8 ing) for l906. Design by George Gibbs. 8 me for I ye“ K‘

xv Model L , Traffic Cars... 5 ' 5 '

N U

Name . ,. .. ._, U V V _ amc . .... .. . .. ... . NameAdam, ____________ __ M Adams .. t v r. ........... . Addms __ ,,

.._......._»._._-»......._. . ._ ... .. .._ ........_........ __......__'
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Change'l‘ires

I

3O SeeundsGOOCIyearUniversal

your tire exploded. And you hadn't another

with you. And when you stopped at the gar

age. the man said: " I'm sorry. but I haven't

a single tire of that make.”

Wouldn't it make you mad?

Of course it would. if you had an ordinary rim.

But it you had a Goodyear Universal Rim. you

would smile and say: “ Bring on any old tire. as

long as it's a clincher my rim will take it." And in

less than three minutes you would be enjoying the

scenery once more.

Because it isn't an all—day job to take off and

put on a tire when your car has

Goodyear Universal Rims. Just

jack up the wheel and in 30

seconds the old tire is oli’. and

in another 30 seconds the new

tire—ANY kind—is on. You

need no tools but the hands

and are ' fixed up" and on the

road while the man with ordi

Fisurel nary rims is hunting for his

crowbars and levers.

You see the flange comes

right off on Goodyear Uni

versal Rims. like Fig. 1.

And then a 30-inch tire (for

example) slides right on to

the 30-inch rim like Fig. 2. as

easy as you would put on yoor

hat. On an ordinary rim you

would have to pry that 30-inch

tire over a 31-inch flange.

SUPPOSING you were 25 miles from home. and

  

j'ai ’--_

Figure 2

  

You know what a profanity-inspiring job that is.

and it doesn‘t do the tire any good. either.

Now this is all there is to taking off and putting

on a tire when you have Goodyear Universal Rims.

See how simple and easy it is.

1 2 3 4

% I i are the remov

Fiirureli able flanges

(rings). which can be adjusted to any clincher tire.

No. 2 is the base of the rim attached to the felloe

of the wheel. It can be used without fitting on any

standard wheel built for the standard clincher rims.

No. 4 is the locking ring. which holds the flanges

I in place.

. ‘3 If you have decided to re

lieve yourself ofall tire troubles

Figure 4

and in consequence ride Good

year Detachable Auto Tires, a

section of the rim. when put together. would be like

‘ig. 4.

()r. it you ride an ordinary clincher tire. the rim

section would look like Fig. 5.

The ring which holds the ‘ $

flanges in place is split at a point I .

alongside the valve stem. like

Figure?)

Fig 6

while the flange

The rim is

made up of four

parts. like Fig. 3.

Nos. 1 and 3

.It 'can't be removed (and, of

course. the tire can't come ofl')

presses against it.

This flange is kept tight against the ring by a

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER CO.,

Branches in following cities: Boston. 6 Merrimae St.: New Yorklsllfiii W. 47th St.; Chicago. 110 Lake BL; Cincinnati. 24?. E. Fifth St; St. Louis. 712714 Mor an St.; Cleveland. 69 Frank

fort St; Philadelphia. 1521 Spring St.; San Francisco. Geo.

 

 

SOLID TIRE
ENDLESS)

~ .0

‘ t \. I

v i '

u .

‘ V .

- 1

\>

.

.

ETURNER

  

THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks,

Broughams,

Hansoms, Surreys,

Victories,

Hotel ’Busses,

Hose Wagons,

Ladder Trucks,

Chemical Engines,

Water Towers,

Fire Engines.

We furnish ALL SIZES of Tires with BAILEY TREADS, desired

TIRE ECONOMY
COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for consideration in

selecting tire equipment.

  

  

. Moore & Co.. 696 Golden Gate Ave; ButIalo. 719 Main St.; Denver. 2.!) Sixteenth St.;

plate which slips

over the valve

stem. like Fig. 7.

W h e n y o u

wish to remove

the tire. loosen

the nut which

holds the valve

stem down. and

push the stem

up through the

rim. This pushes

up the plate and

lets the flange

ring slide inward. like Fig. 8.

Then lift out the locking-ring. slip

off the flange. and pull of! the tire.

Time. 30 seconds. No tools but

the hands.

Those who are

weary of tire troubles

are specifying Good

year Auto Tires on

Universal Rims. This

equipment mm 910

more than the ordinary

kind. and multiplies

Figure 6

  

Figure 7

the pleasures of motoring many times.

Ask for our " Good News Book ” and find out

all the good points of the Goodyear Auto Tire and

Universal Rim. It's of vital interest to the Manu

facturer. Dealer or User who is satisfied with noth

ing but the best.

Grove Street, Akron, O.

etroit, 242 Jodorson Ave.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

STOP EXPERIMENTING and end dissatisfaction by adopting

a tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

 

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Branch Houses :—NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA. BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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Surrey Type One

We invite inspection of this car, which stands, without question, the leader as a practical

car for general utility and steady daily service in the hands of the ordinary non-professional

o erator.p It is the result of years of development in the line of absolute simplicity in control and the

elimination of those complications that tend to petty and sometimes serious breakdowns. that

while readily repaired by expert repair men, result in vexatious delays and expense to the lay—

man who prefers to operate his own car.

Briefly, it is a five-passenger touring car of elegant appearance, with power to carry you

anywhere at any speed up to 35 miles per hour, with the maximum of comfort and satisfaction.

\Ve will gladly show you, and a practical demonstration at our Branches and Agencies

everywhere will be our most convincing argument.

Ready for the road, with lamps, horn and full equipment of tools, etc., $1,200.

Cape top, or canopy top with glass front, $100.

The December Rambler Magazine contains an interesting description of our 1906 cars.

Ask for a copy.

Thos. B. 6: Co.

Main Office and Factory - - .Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Chicago, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street. Milwaukee, 457-459 Broadway.

San Francisco, 10th and Market Streets. New York Agency, [34 W. 38th St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

Jeffery

Branches:

Boston, 145 Columbus Ave.
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HERE HE IS AGAIN!

Pennington Now Blowing Bubbles l r Toledo

—Nutlm Truck his Newest Wonder!

 

Like the. proverbial penny, Pennington has

turned up again.

This time Toledo, Ohio, is his objective.

At present he is dealing only with such a

comparative trilie as a spark plug. But, of

course, he has larger things—much larger

things—in view. He would not be Penning

ton were it otherwise. There's only one of

him—E. J. are his initials—and Colonel Sel

lers never was in his class. ile has flitted

from one continent to the other and back

again, and has "rested" in many, very many

towns, and never has he failed to blow a

line large bubble and to equip the Boards of

Trade and the admiring townspeople gen

erain with eyeglasses that enabled them to

see millions in its erery changing hue.

Usually before they have removed the

glasses Pennington has found the air op

pressive and sought a different climate. He

seems to relish the game. He seems never

to tire of it. When it was newer it netted

him so many dollars that he used diamonds

as jackstones. Latterly things have not come

his way so swiftly, but his solicitude for

'i‘oledo suggests that he is in no wise discour

aged. ile apparently believes in the “try, try

again" maxim. Not even the "disappearance"

or his airships or of the million-dollar Stand

ard Oil Automobile Co. of St. Louis, on

which the Motor World turned such a flood

of light, have deterred him.

in Toledo one of the papers refers to him

rather cautiously, it is true. but in big black

type as the “father of the American automo

bile in that he states that he made the first

eXclusively automobile ever made in Amer

ha.”

Just now he is “having the machinery

made" in Toledo, not for the famous little

motor which will burn kerosene or any other

old thing, and for which every farmer craves.

but for a simple ignition plug. But the mere

fact that he has honored Toledo to this ex

tent “leads to the belief that he will ulti—

mately locate his entire plant in that city.”

"llis present plans call for a large institu

tion which will require a large amount of

capital"—tlmt's Pennington, all right. “llis

present project is to erect a plant for manu

facturing automobile parts according to his

own ideas. a specialty being made of light

truck wagons having a capacity of two tons.

These are also to be made after a new pat

tern, which, it is stated. will require only

two or three bolts in the entire construction"

~that‘s the same old Pennington in every

line.

The Toledo paper refers to him as E. J.

Pennington. of Grand Rapids, Mich., but the

thumb marks are only too plainly those of

“the only” Pennington, of New York, Lon

don, Cleveland. Cincinnati, St. Louis, (‘ort

land, Y.: La (‘i-osse. \\'is.: (.‘ariisle, Pa.;

ltacine. Wis. and the Lord alone knows how

many other places.

Knox Acquired Engine. not Car.

The Knox Motor 'i‘ruek (‘o., Springfield.

Mass. will not, after all. take up the manu

facture of pleasure cars. it transpires that

their deal with the representative of the

Sunset Automobile t‘o.. San Francisco, did

not have for its object the reproduction in

the. East of the Sunset car. as was first re

ported. but for the acquirement of the rights

to use. for commercial purposes only the

Libbey two-cycle engine, with which it is

equipped. These rights have been secured.

and the motor will be used in a new heavy

delivery wagon of about 2,500 pounds‘ ca

pacity, which the Springfield concern will

add to its line early in the spring.

 

Armstrong out; Burk in.

W. W. Burk was this week appointed man

ager of the ltllectric Vehicle Co's New York

ia-anch, succeeding l". (‘. Armstrong—a

change that will cause considerable surprise

to the local trade. Mr. Burk had been in

charge of the E. V. branch in Boston for

several years. and has all the qualifications

that should enable one to “hold his own"

in the metropolis. 'l‘he vacancy caused by

Ilurk's promotion has not yet been filled.

 

Brock to Leave Autocar.

..\i. 1. Brock. sales manager of the Autocar

Co., Ardmore. i'a., has resigned that office.

and about the latter part of January. when

his resignation becomes effective, will locate

in New York. Mr. Brock was so generally

considered an .\ntocar fixture that his clmnge

will prove a widespread surprise.

“LANDED” A LAWYER

He was a Novice so the Manhattan Storage

Took Him in - Now he Sues.

 

One of those dealings for which the sweet

scented Manhattan Storage Company has

made a name was uncovered last Tuesday

when counsel for the firm was called upon

to hand in a brief to Judge Moore in the

Twelfth District Municipal Court, New York.

in an action brought against them by George

W. (‘arr, a lawyer of 29 Wall street. or hare

judgment taken by default.

The tale imaging thereto makes interesting

reading and sci-res as an apt illustration of

how even those trained to be on the alert in

business dealings will place trust in their

fellow man to an extent that is amazing in

the light of their eXperieuce.

Last August Mr. Carr wished to provide

his better half with an easily managed ve

hicle for use about his summer home in New

Jersey, and responded to an alluring adver

tisement of a semnd-hand "Columbia Elec

tric Eiberou Victoria," which was held forth

as being in the very prime of condition, with

batteries as good as new, and was offered for

the small sum of 5450. Mr. (‘arr admits to a

profound ignorance of electric vehicles and

had no particular desire to acquire one for

his own use. The first visit was without re

sult, but the next day Mrs. Carr telephoned

_an offer of $300. which was accepted right

out of hand and a second inspection was.

made.

“And me a lawyer!" disgustedly said Mr.

Carr when seen by 11 Motor World man. “i

have no words to express my chagrin at hav

ing been roped In so neatly. The very way

in which they snatched up the offer of $150

less should have been sufficient to put me on

inquiry. And I understand the man who

waited on us, .iamcs Hand, is out on bail on

a similar charge brought by a theatrical man

named Perley. Of course. practically the

only thing i cared about was Whether the

thing \vould go or not. and they guaranteed

that it was good for at least thirty-live miles

on a single charge of the battery. And—well,

what's the use of s\\’e:lring now, but their

whole manner of dealing should have roused

(t‘ontlllUl-rl on page 57s.)
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The Week's lncorporations.

Cambridge, Mass—Harvard Automobile Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $45,000 capl

tal. Treasurer, R. A. Faye.

Pontiac, Mich—Pontiac Motor Co., under

Michigan laws, with $25,000 capital; to make

automobiles. Corporators—Martin Halfpenny

et al.

Newark, N. J.—'i‘he Semi-Dry Battery Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $135,000 capital.

Corporators—Jay E. Dunn, Arthur F. Jack

son and L. Breed Jackson.

New York City, N. Y.—Autoriiobile Trade

Credit Association, under New York laws,

with $1,000 capital. Corporators—F. J. Alvin,

E. J. Willis and J. E. Murray.

Newark, N.. J.-—Austin Auto Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—Herbert Austin, Thomas G.

French, Jr., and Charles Krebs.

New York City, N. Y.—The Perfection Re

versing Gear 8: Supply Co., under New York

laws, with $50,000 capital. Corporators—A.

G. Brodie, G. W. Storm and G. D. Maxwell.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Palace Motor Car Co.,

under New York laws, with $15,000 capital,

$8,000 paid in. Corporators—Charles F.

Benzig, Nathan Dougherty and Charles E.

Shaw.

Milwaukee, Wis.——Welsh-Estberg Co., un

der Wisconsin laws, with $50,000 capital; to

manufacture motor cars. Corporators—Har

rlson S. Green, Charles G. Welch and Will

iam 0. Weich.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Motor Car Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $100,000 capital;

to manufacture motor vehicles. Corporators

—Marshall A. Sattley, Marquis Eaton and

M. M. Keiner.

New York City, N. Y.—~Gaulois Tire Co., un

der New York laws, with $500 capital; to

manufacture all kinds of tires. Corporators

—l~idward S. Griffing, George A. Burkhardt

and John G. Craig.

Boston, Mass—Crown Motor Car 00., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $40,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Officers and corpo

rators—Presldent. W. A. Shatter; treasurer,

u. M. Barnum, Jr.

New York City, N. Y.——Frunklin Automo

bile Agency, under New York laws, with $500

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—Edward S. Griiiing, George A, Burkhardt

and John G. Craig.

Chicago, Iii—Drake Electric Co., under

Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to manu

facture automobiles and electric appliances.

L‘orporators—James M. Wilson, William lier

rick and Frank E. Drake.

Detroit, Mich—The Aerocnr Co., under

Michigan laws, with $00,000 capital; to

make air cooled automobiles. Corporutors—

E. J. O'Hagan, A. Y. Mulumison, ll. ii. 'i‘horp,

W. G. Morley and M. O. Reeves.

Peoria, ill.» lllinois Automobile & Parts

(‘o.. under lliinois laws. with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles and accessories. Cor

porators—J. Arthur liolsiuan, Ii. C. Marth,

1]. \V. Bovee, C. E. Nixon, J. W. Goings, W.

E. Epperly, William Eek and Emil Schimpt’f.

Jersey City N. J.—The Pneumatic Ball

Tire Co.. unda‘ New Jersey laws,‘ with $3,

000,000 capital; to manufacture automobile

tires. Incorporntors—Frank A. Magowan,

Brown McDonald and Frank Adams.

New York City, N. Y.—Dac Automobile Sup

ply House, under New York laws. with $500

capital; to manufacture and deal in auto

mobile parts. Corporators—Edward S. Grif

fing. George A. Burkhardt and John G. Craig.

 

Goodyear Get: Big Broadway Location.

After January 1 the Goodyear Tire & Rub

ber Co. will be “at home" in New York in

the fine new building on the southeast cor

ner of Broadway and Sixty-fourth street,

which is now being made ready for their oc

cupancy. The Antocar, -Co., of New York,

hold the original lease, but disposed of it to

the Goodyear people. The latter will occupy

the entire building, which is of three stories

and basement, with a glass frontage of 54

feet on Broadway. The location is on a wide

open part of that thoroughfare, where it must

be seen from every elevated railway train

and by every person who comes from the

subway. Electric signs will impress the

Goodyear establishment on their minds.

“They all will know a good deal more about

Goodyear tires than they ever knew before,"

remarked Manager Harwood with a signifi

cant smile.

This new branch will. of course, carry a

full stock of the Goodyear goods, and it is

promised that its vulcanizing department

will be the largest in New York.

 

Philadelphia Dealers Elect Officers.

A. E. Maltby, of the Philadelphia branch

of the Winton Motor Car Co., has been elected

to succeed himself as president of the united

Philadelphia Automobile Dealers’ Associa

tion. The secretary cast the ballot for all

the officers, the others being as follows: Vice

president, G. S. Smith, the Motor Storage

Co.; ccretary-treasurer, L. J. Morse, Loco~

mobile Co.; directors, the officers, and W. F.

Smith, '1‘. B. Jeffery & Co.. and Daniel Cohen.

Rea Motor Car Co. Show plans were dis

cussed at length, and it was decided to hold

the annual Philadelphia exhibition in the

Commercial Museum Amphitheatre from

February 24 to March 3. Chester I. Camp

bell, of Boston. was engaged as manager.

Cramer Heads Buffalo Ticket.

The annual meeting and banquet of the

Buffalo (N. Y.) Automobile Trade Associa

tion will be held in the rooms of the Auto

mobile Club of Buffalo to-morrow (Friday)

evening. The following ticket is up for elec

tion: For president, J. A. Cramer; for vice

presldent, W. C. Jaynes and G. H. Poppen

berg; for set-rotary, D. ll. Lewis and John

Frey; for treasurer, John J. Gibson: for ex

ecutive committee. E. 0. Bull, J. B. Eccleston,

E. Denniston. N.‘ P. Baker, P. W. Eigucr,

John Frey and Cu] Paxton.

In the Retail World.

Githens Brothers Co. have taken the agency

of the F. B. Stearns car for Chicago and Mil

waukee. " "‘ 1*

Sheets&Knodle. De Kalb, Ill., have taken

tip the sale of automobiles. They will handle

the Mitchell car exclusively.

Hatch & Co., New York agents for the Com

pound cnr, havé reopened. They are now lo

cated at No. 1,655 Broadway.

The Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis,'ls

erecting a large addition to the garage at No.

330 North Illinois street. The new structure

will cost $5,000.

John J. Short & Bro. contemplate erect

ing a three story brick and limestone trimmed

garage in Philadelphia. It is to be located

at 2,018-2,020 Sansom treet.

The L. C. Gilson Co., Portland, Me., have

onened temporary quarters at Elm and Cum

berland streets, that city. The Ford and

Stanley will be the cars represented by the

company.

To secure much needed elbow room the

Santa Rosa Cyclery and Garage, Santa Rosa.

Cal, has moved from the old Donghertiy-Shea

Building, on Mendocino street, into the new

structure on 5th street.

The White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, has taken over the busines of James

F. Cox & Sons, at No. 602 State street, New

Haven, Conn. W. P. Frost, of New York

('lty', has been placed in charge.

Frank W. Howell, as receiver for the Day

ton Motor Vehicle C0.,| Dayton, Ohio, has tiled

a report showing receipts of $8,452.06 and ex

penditures of $8,252.91, leaving a balance of

$199.75. An indebtedness of $2,285.55 rc

muins, part of which is covered by the bal

ance and several patents. '

The Packard agency in Buffalo, N. Y.,

which early this season was transferred from

the Centaur—“Motor Co. to the Jayues Auto

mobile 00., has again changed hands. Ex

Muyor Alliger of Tonawanda, N. Y., who had

an interest in the latter concern, has with

drawn, taking the Packard agency with him,

and will set up on his own account on Main

street, in Buffalo.

C. F. Bates, 11 repairman and mechanic of

Brockton, Mass., has filed a voluntary pe

tition in bankruptcy. His liabilities are

imduled at $29,982, with assets amounting

to $3,200, of which $3,000 is for a life insur

ance policy. Some of the liabilities were

contracted when Bates was a eo-partner

with F. A. Hunt, in the Commission Auto~

mobile Company, now dissolved.

The L. W. Pond Machine & Foundry Co.,

Worcester, Mass., has completed an addition.

100x60 feet, to its foundry department, and

will discontinue the manufacture of metal

planers and will conduct in its stead a mod

ern garage. (‘aleh Calvin has retired from

the business, and M. T. O‘Leary has succeeded

him as president and treasurrr. James W.

Murphy. of the Prentiss Tool & Supply Co..

has been engaged to take charge of the auto

mobile business.
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DEPARTURES IN THE DUNLOP

'That Well Known Tire Radically Altered—

Special Rim No Longer Required.

In the light of a year's experience with the

Duniop detachable tire, the Hartford Ruir

ber Works have not been backward in rec

ognizing the shortcomings of its first model.

and for 1906 have added radical improve

ments that will do much to increase the

yogue of the mechanically fastened tire, and

that in the case of the Dunlop itself are so

marked that it has “held its own” in con

vincing fashion.

The chief objection raised to the Dunlop

tire last year was the fact that it required a

This left the user of this type

stranded unless replacements of the same

tires could be had. Equally had was the cer

tainty of a tire creeping the. moment it was

punctured or through any other means he

came suflicieutly deflated, so that before it

was possible to stop the car the valve stem

would be torn oflf, making it absolutely nec

essal‘y to carry spare tubes and placing a

roadside repair beyond the capacity of the

average driver. These defects hare all been

taken account of and entirely eliminated in

the design of the new rim. _ ,

First and foremost, the new rimeiii be

made in standard clincher sizes, and with the

aid of reversible beadswiii not only accom

modate, the Hartford punlop, but any stand

ard clincher tire. The depth of the gutter

has practically been doubled, this change

greatly increasing the factor of safety as a

preventive of the possibility of the bead

blowing off the rim. The most striking im

provement i, however, embodied in what is

termed an “endless, floating ring.” This not

alone acts as a seal, preventing the entrance

of moisture at any place exeept the valve

hole, which will be protected by the use of a

metal base valve, making the tire as a whole

exceptionally waterproof, but constitutes the

long-sought for non-creeping device. When

the tire is flat this ring rests lightly on the

inner edges of the cover throughout its en

tire circumference, thus efi‘ectiveiy prevent

ing any movement of the tire about the rim

should it be ridden in this condition.

in proof of this, a tire of the new model

that had already been run the equivalent of

several hundred miles on a test wheel, was

fully deflated and run flat for forty-five miles,

the cover and rim being carefully marked in

order to be able to note any movement. Sub

sequently the tire was reinflated and run

several hundred miles more on the test

wheel, which is eloquent testimony of its

ability to withstand this treatment, inasmuch

as the drag on the test wheel is far greater

than it is possible to obtain on the road.

This floating ring is of course only adapt

special rlrh.

able to the detachable edge clincher rim, and -

it is the in'vution of the company not to

make it fit 1905 Duniop rims.

During the past half year exhaustive ex

  

periments have been made with a view to

improvement in the construction of the tire

itself, and after thoroughly testing some

thing like fifty different experimental types,

it is claimed that hitherto unknown results

have been obtained which will form a feat

ure of the 1906 line of DuniOps. The com

posite of the numerous experimental types

designed and tested out consists of a wrapped

tread cured in one heat and vulcanized in

the position it takes when on the rim. In

addition to this, the inside of the casing is a

true circle. This means that when inflated

the tire is not called upon to hear an un

necessary strain at any one point. In other

words, the compressed air does not have to

gradually make the tire round, something

that must take place eventually, regardless

of what the original internal section of the

tire may be. The base of the tire is further

given a reverse curve. which acts as a pre

ventive of rim cutting.

HARTFORD

DUNLOP i

Where the general make-up of the tire it

self is concerned, the cover stock will be

softer than formerly, and a strip of pure

gum will be inserted between the cover and

the outer layer of fabric. Above this will be

the regulation breaker strip. This is a com

bination designed to prevent what is com

monly known in trade parlance as "shuffling"

—that is, movement of the several layers of

the tire upon one another, a defect that

brings about rapid disintegration of the whole

construction.

The 1906 line of Hartford clincher tires

will in all respects conform to the same high

standards of improved construction just de

scribed, in addition to being fitted with the

new floating ring device; thus obviating the

necessity of using lugs, although for obvious

reasons the same ring will not be available

for both types of tires.

The sweeping changes not only represent

many months’ work in bringing about, but

also entail a tremendous amount of new

equipment. particularly as regards the altera

tion of the Dunlop sizes to conform to cus

tomary clincher standards, entirely new fa

cilities, even to the extent of tube sizes, being

neccssary in this case. In addition to this,

facilities have been installed to produce re

verse curve tires to conform to 1905 rim

sizes, so that even for renewal business

strictly up-tO-date tires will be furnished.

iNDEPENDENTS GO lNTO TIRES

Company Formed. Plant Secured and All Else

in Readiness—Details of the Project.

 

Rumors that had been current for several

weeks that most of the prominent "independ

ent" automobile manufacturers identified

with the American Motor Car Manufactur

crs’ Association were concerned with the for—

mation of a big co-operative tire manufactur

ing plant crystaiized into fact this week.

Their plans are so well matured that a fac

tory in this city already has been secured,

and it is anticipated that the Ajax tires them

selves will be in evidence on all the “inde

pendent" cars at the A. C. A. show next

month.

Ajax Standard Rubber (‘0. is the style un

der which the company has been incorpor

ated under the hum of New York with $100,

000 capital. Horace de Lisser is its presi

dent, and Robert A. Patterson, treasurer. The

secretary has not yet been selected. Mr. de

Lisser was at one time connected with the

sales department of the international A. & V.

Tire Co., and later has been agent for Hoi

brook’s Worcestershire sauce. Mr. Patterson

is president of the 'l‘arrytown (X. Y.) Na-'

tionai Bank. The tire itself will be styled

the Ajax. It will be of the standard clincher

type. and will be manufactured in New Yorkv

in a plant located at One Hundred and Sixth

street and East River, New York. The build~

ing already has been leased. and the neces

sary equipment ordered from the John

Thorpe Sons Co., Trenton. N. J. The super

intendent of the plant will be Louis P. Des

tribats. formerly superintendent of the Inter

national A. & V. Tire Co.

The Ajax Co. has applied. through counsel.

for a license to manufacture under G. & J.

patents. -

Mr. de Lisser stated to a Motor World

man that failure to obtain the license would

not affect the Ajax plans. They were ready

to pay royalty, and indeed probably would

set aside an amount on each fire as a sinking

fund. which the G 8: J people could have

whenever they wanted it. Mr. de Lisser

made it plain that they were not seeking a

fight or to create a disturbance of any sort.

‘ Ajax prices will he the same as the existing

prices on other tires. likewise the guarantee.

and. in all probability. the weights and sizes.

though on this last point he would not com

mit himself definitely.

in view of this state of affairs. Mr. de Lis

ser was asked wherein the Ajax Co. could

favor its patrons. He. pointed out that as

the stockholders were practidally all automo

bile manufacturers. they would share in the

dividends. Pressed closer. he became more

specific.

“The new company will assure manufar»

turcrs that they will get the tires they want

whenever they want them and in whatever

quantities." he said. He. said that the ar

rangement now existing in the tire pool pre

vented service of this sort. Each factorv is

allotted a certain percentage of production.

which. if exceeded. ceases to be profitable.

As a result. Mr. do Lisser said that auto

mobile manufacturers frequently had been

unable to obtain the particular tire or tires

for which they were ready to pay and for

which they had a call or a pressing need.

The stockholders in the Ajax (You Mr. dc

Lisser says. include the Ford, Mitchell Mox

wcii-Rriscoc. itco. Wayne. National. Bar

tholomew concerns—practically cvery men»

her of the American Motor Car Manufactuc

ers’ Association.
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EVERY PENNY SPENT FOR

FISK TIRES
IS REGAINED A VALUE

BY THE PURCHASER

We believe in giving just a little more in tire quality than any other maker for what

you spend; it emphasizes the fact that we are earnest in our efforts to extend to our

patrons a "Square Deal.” '

COI'IPARE FOR YOURSELF THE DIFFERENCE IN QUALITY

BETWEEN FISK TIRES AND THOSE OF OTHER l'IAKES.

They actually cut your tire expense in two, doing away with all exasperating "tire

troubles,” and turn drudgery into uninterrupted pleasure.

Our methods of handling Fisk Tire users will appeal particularly to those who appre

ciate a uSquare Deal.”

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chicopee m5, Mass.

BRANCHES

W YORK, 754 Sev h Ave. MINN ‘ POLIS, 704 Henepin Ave. EVE'LAND. 318 Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. 1880 Main St.

STO umb Ave. ATLA ' A, 1 N. Pryor S ANGELE'S, 10114 Main 5L LOU i. 3008 Oi, 226 Col St. ST. ive St.

SPRIN IELD, 40 Bridge St. SY CUSE. S. linton St. DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave. SAN i~‘R.-\.~ ‘INt'O, 114 Second Ave.

PHILADELPHIA. 135 N. Broad St. BU A10. 898 M St. CHICAGO. 1251 Michigan Ave.

YOU CAN DEAL WITH US FROM A DISTANT POINT THE SAME AS AT THE FACTORY.

CADILLAC

UTILITY
THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will climb any hill that any automobile will climb.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel any road that any automobile will travel.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel as fast as anybody ought to ride.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Costs less to operate. Costs less to Maintain.

Requires less attention than any automobile we know of.

  

 

Because so many people know these, and some other things, probably accounts for

the fact that more Cadillacs were sold during 1905 than any two other makes com

bined, and won for them the unquestioned distinction of

AMERICA’S LEADING MOTOR CARS.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO;- - - - - Detroit, Mich.
Mamba" Allociatiqn 0t Lieenled Automobile Manufacturer-i

WE WILL EXHIBIT IN NEW YORK AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN ONLY, jANUARY 13-20, 1905
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THE

NEW YORK

SHOW NUMBERS

of

THE MOTOR WORLD

WilLBcar Dates

January 11th and 18th.

As always, they will deal with the subject

intelligently and well and be thoroughly

representative of the industry.

  

Little Things of Large Influence.

That it

pructicully cvcry man who has had to do

is the littlc things that count.

with motor cars is wcll nwurc. (lcucl'nlly

speaking. thc largo oucs tukc cnrc of them

sclvcs.

The little hooks. pins. bolts. nuts and ter

minals m-c thc things that often arc at tho

bottom of a lot of vcxation that entails both

labor and cxpcnsc: iudccd, the loss or break

:lgc of any one of them hnvc cuuscd gricv

nus lilisclilt'f. as witncss, thc rcccnt fatal ac

cidcnt on Long Island. due to the loss of n

nut from tho stccl'lug gcur of u forcign cur.

Thcrc arc mnny Amcricnu munufnctm'crs

who huvc :lpprccintcd the importance of

such things and made use of such nuts and

bolts us add to the security of the whole mn

chinc._ There are morc of tbcm who have

done nothing of the sort. and who should

lose no timc in taking steps in that direc

tion.

Iiespitc their grcut concrete importance,

it is in tho unturc of man to overlook these

things and dcvotc attention to .the large

things and to give but perfunctory notice

The

books. pins. nuts and bolts arc in this cate

gory.

It is a stntc of affairs that makes it in

to the apparently morc trivial dctuils.

'cumbcnt on unumfncturcrs of nmchincs cu

puble of such spccd as automobiles are cn~

pubic of to afford the fullest possible secur

ity. This is no brief for any particular de

vice or deviccs. but if thcrc arc to be had

nuts, pins, bolts or hooks that afford more

security than those of common employment,

common scnsc should dictntc thcir usc. it

is n pennywisc policy that causes eyes to

be. closed to thc fact.

i To our personal knowlcdgc, the nccidcnt

on Long Island which we have cited, was

directly responsible for the loss of the solo

It frightcncd thc

family of the prospcctivc purchaser.

of at least one $5,000 car.

How

many other families wcrc similarly nfl'cctcd

there is no mcuns of cstinmtiug, but it is

fair to assume that their numbcr is not in

considerable. Every uccidcnt to a person

of prominence exerts that deterring influ

cuce. Business instinct, therefore, if noth

ing,r clsc, should inspire the. use of every rea

sonable device that will tend to rcducc the

calamities that rcturu to the. injury of every

one cngngcd in the industry.

 

The Question of Convertabilily.

Not every mun who can afford to maintain

a good touring cur finds that his income cov

crs all the convenicnws and comforts that are

to ho had from automobiling at its best. For

thosc who think nothing of maintaining an

stublc it is mcrely a mattcr of the choice of

the propcr cars, but there are many repre

scnting un intcrmcdinte class to whom the

advcnt of a system of interchangeable bodies

would be a boon.

it is not difficult to picture the many uses

to which

chassis.

the

which for wet weather cnuld be replaced with

a broughmn. landnulct or other form of closed

body, or with the use of rear deck converted

into a runabout or two seated touring car.

with ample room for baggage. Then there

are the great possibilities that such a system

would hold for the man who made use of his

its owner could put his single

it would be rcadily convertiblc into

custonmry side entrance touring car.

car during the week for business purposes.

An English firm is already placing on the

market a system of what are termed “sliding,

detachable motor bodies." The body is sim

ply slid on to the chassis, inverted I. shnpc

rctuining rails on the latter engaging a simi

lar dcvicc on the body itscif, which automati

cally locks itself in place when shoved

"home" in such a manner that there is no

danger of the passenger accidentally being

goes its way. Further provision for con

continues on. Further provision for con

venient handling is made in the shape of four

legs running _on custors, which support the

detachable body at exactly the proper height

from the door for sliding it on to the chassis

and permit of it being rendin detached by

All the

various forms of bodies are of standard con

one man without any lifting tackle.

strut-tion and appearance in other respects,

and are said to fit so perfectly that it is im

possible to dctect any difference. This would

appear to be :1 development that is apt to

come in for more attention in the hour futurc.

It would sccm to merit it.

The Second-Hand Probltm.

With thc advent of the coming year the au

tomobile industry as it whole will practically

enter upon a new cpoch in its history, and nu

merous problems that have mt made them

selves felt to any extent in the past will no

doubt bccomc pressing before the selling scu

son is ovcr. (‘hicf among these is the ques

tion that cat-h dcnlcr must solve for himself,

and that is thc matter of taking second hand

cars in cXchungc. Some have tukcn thr stcp

nlrcudy. ucccptcd it as part of the busiucss,

in fact. and took to it from the first as u

muttcr of coursc. Not so with tho majority.

'l‘hcy h-lvc i'ouud thcmsclvcs face to face with
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it unceasingly during the last two years, but

have as continuously evaded it.

It is not difiicult to understand the reasons

that have been uppermost in causing an ad

herence to this policy.

is that of the departure from catalogue prices

that it would necessitate at the outset. Again,

a more or less inflated valuation of the car

taken in exchange would be necessary in the

The most important

majority of instances to the closing of the

bargain. That such cars would not in one

case out of ten bring in the open market the

prices that their owners would expect to trade

them off for in exchange for a new car goes

without saying. This in itself naturally forms

the most serious bar to the plunge on the part

0. the agent.

Certain it is that no manufacturer could

for a moment entertain such an idea so that

the agent would be compelled to adopt the

plan entirely on his own responsibility.

Whether the car taken in cxehange could al

ways be disposed of at a price sufficiently

large to cover the deficit in the selling figure

of the new car, as Well as the eXpenses of

storage, overhauling and repairing, would not

appear to be a certainty despite the perspi

cacity of the most experienced hand in avoid

ing pitfalls in the shape of good looking

crooks.

llere, again, is another controlling element

in the shape of the greatly increased expenses

involved in providing room as well as a force

to take care of a comparatively large number

of cars, none of which is in the prime of con

dition. A car is never new but once, and such

a thing as a second hand car that did not need

more or less overhauling would indeed be a

rarity. These and other consi ‘..-rations must

cause the agent to hesitate before embarking

upon such a move. That there will be ample

reason for considering it, however, is appar

ent even now.

The Moral of Morrell's Bill.

Congressman Morrell‘s bill for the alleged

national regulation of motor vehicles is re

markable chiefly as showing the heights to

which statesmanshlp may rise. It is to be

hoped that the Pennsylvanian will liVe long

enough to discover what a monumental ass

he has made of himself. Ills measure should,

however, serve as a warning to those mis

guided automobiiists who are so ready to sug

gest or support legislative efiiorts to revoke

for prescribed periods what is and should

be the inalienable right to the use of the

public highways. Morrell has carried it to

its logical conclusion and shown the way to

revoke it for all time.

NEW TIRE WEIGHTS AND SIZES

Tire Association Adopts a “ Per Wheel " Basis—

Figures that will Govern l906 Guarantees.

 

The Tire Association has finally made pub

lic the weight and sizes on which the guar

antees will apply during 1906. They are as

follows:

Weight

Size. Per Wheel.

28 to 36x2l/g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225 lbs.

28 to 36x3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 350 “

281131,!) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 400 “

30x31/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450 “

32x31;z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 550 “

34 & 3iix31/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 “

30x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 550 "

32x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 650 “

34x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 700 “

36x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 750 “

32x41/2 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. TOO “

34x41/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 900 “

36x4yg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..10()0 “ -

For weights exceeding 1,000 pounds

wheel.

mended.

'The weights are without passengers or lug

gage. In announcing them, to quote one an

nouncement: "it is mentioned solely to avoid

wrongful comparions. that foreign tires are

usually listed with weights including the lug

gage and passengers. Proper allowance must

be made to arrive at the equality of domestic

and foreign made tires."

per

5-inch tires and over are recom

Local Shows that are Sanctioned.

In addition to the two New-York shows and

the one in Chicago, the shows sanctioned by

the National Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers are as follows: Washington (D.

0.) Automobile Dealers’ Association,_ Inc.,

February 3 to 10; Tri-State Sportsman’s As

sociation, Detroit, February 12 to 17; Cleve

land Dealers Automobile 00., February 19 to

24; Buffalo Automobile Trade Association,

March 5 to 10; Boston Aut':1uobile Dealers’

Association. March 10 to 17; Denver Automo

bile Show Association, a date in April to be

hereafter decided upon.

 

Nothem to Have All Brakes.

One of the radical novelties of the new four

cylinder Northern touring car will be an air

controlled clutch and air brakes, which will

be supplied from a large storage tank. They

will be entirely manipulated from the top of

the steering column, where a secondary wheel

will give complete mastery of the gears and

clutch. The braking system will be patterned

after that in common and successful use on

railroads, and the handling of the machine

will be correspondingly simple and effective.

 

Mora, Not Pitkin, the Man.

It is A. H. Mora, and not James M. Pitkin,

who intends to build automobiles in Newark,

N. Y. There was a confusion in the names.

Mora expects to colonize Newark with fifty

families and establish a factory that will

turn out one car a day. Mr. Pitkin is presi

dent of the Newark Board of Trade, and dis

claims any mormonistic tendencies.

"LANDED" A LAWYER.

(Continped from page 573.)

my suspicions. We bought'the thing on a

Friday and accepted it withtmf the slightest

demonstration; never so much as moved it

from where it stood.

"They promised to give it a thorough

cleaning and overhauling between then and

Monday, when we were to call and take it

away. _ I gave them a check for it, and hang

me if they didn't make me guarantee the en

dorsement on it. Then I was incidentally

and very innocently asked to put my sig

nature to a ‘bill of sale'; at least that is what'

they called it. A lot of fine print on a slip

of paper. and I didn't pay the slightest atten

tion to it. I found out afterward it was a

sort of release from all claims against them

of whatever nature. And I also found out

that the ink on my check had hardly time to

dry before it was on its way to the bank for

certification. They had the money within

half an hour of the time we concluded the

deal—at least two and a half days before we

got the car.

“We called for it as agreed and ran it

down to the Long Branch boat, a short dis

tance away. Before we got there one of the

tires was flat. That didn’t bother me so

much as the appearance of the thing—it

looked pretty ‘rocky,’ for they hadn‘t touched

it. Once on the beat my attention was again

called to the tires, for, by that time, two of

them were flat. In fact, there was only one

good tire out of four. I had them pumped up

and started 011’ the boat at Seabright landing

and hadn't got more'than a mile or so away

when the thing stopped dead right in the

middle of the railroad track—and trains are

pretty frequent down there in summer. I

was afraid we were in for a. wreck, but we

finally got past the tracks, and then the car

laid down ‘for keeps’ after less than six

miles of running. I took it to a garage down

there. but the proprietor said he didn't.want

to tinker with the batteries, because he said

he wouldn't guarantee what kind of a repair

bill would be accumulated in putting them

into shape; it might beta matter of $100 or it

might be more.

“Well, I decided to give it another trial

and had the cells charged. We only went a

few miles away and started back but didn‘t

get there, for she gave out again at the six

mile limit. That was Wednesday; I tele—

phoned the storage people and they promised

to send a man early the next day to look the

machine over. I foolishly waited until well

along in the afternoon, but the man never

materialized, and when I telephoned again

they repudiated point blank any promise to

do such a thing. I gave them back the car

on Friday, just one week after I had bought

it and five days after it came into my pos

session, and brought suit against them for

fraud. The action was tried without a jury

and the court allowed them until Tuesday

last to hand in a brief; it should be a highly

interesting document. The judge has fifteen

days in which to consider the matter, but I

believe it will not take him that long to come

to a decision."
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MOTORPl‘lOBE IN CONGRESS

 

Pennsylvanian Wants National Licences. $50

Fees. $I000 Fines and—But Read his Bill.

Congressman Morrell, of Pennsylvania, has

made his bid for notoriety. While other peo

ple were talking of a national law regulating

automobiles, he proved himself a man of ac

tion. On December 4 he distinguished him

self by unloading 0n the House of Repre

sentatives a bill that seeks to do that very

thing—it will practically regulate them out

of existence.

Except as a medium for the advertle

ment of Morrell, none will accept the meas

ure seriously. It is the same old frothing

commotion, the froth being piled on a little

heavier, if anything. It requires examina

tion and a license, of course—price, $50—to

pass from one State or Territory into an

other, not excepting Porto Rico or the Philip

pines, and would revoke for all time the

right to use an automobile of any person who

had been convicted three times in any court

of the land. The additional penalty is a tine

of not less than $500 nor more than $1,000.

The bill was referred to the Committee on

Interstate and Foreign Commerce, where

probably it will slumber long and peacefully.

As a choice specimen of what a Congressman

can do on occasion, however, it is interest

ing. Here is its full text:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, that on and

after the first day of January, nineteen hun

dred and seven, it shall be unlawful for any

person owning» or operating an automobile

or motor vehicle, whether the motive power

of the same be electricity, steam, gasolene,

or other source of energy, to operate the

same for business or pleasure along the pub

lic highways of any State, Territory, or de

pendency of the United States, or of the

District of Columbia, so as to pass from one

State into another State, District, Territory,

or dependency, or from one Territory into

another Territory or State, or from the Dis

trict of Columbia into any State, without

first undergoing a special technical examina

tion as to his ability and power to manage,

control, and direct automobiles or other mo

tor vehicles with precision and safety, and

obtaining a license or permit to operate an

tomobiles or other motor vehicles between

the States from the regular constituted an

thorities of the United States, as set out in

the following section:

See. 2. That the Interstate Commerce Com

mission of _the United States shall have

power to conduct the examination prescribed

by this act, under such rules and regulations

as may be required, and shall appoint a tech

nical expert to test the personal fitness, prac

tical ability, and mechanical knowledge of

any applicant, owner, or operator of any

automobile or other motor vehicle as afore

said, at such times and places as it may de

termine. Said technical expert shall be cer

titled by the Civil Service Commission of the

United States to the Interstate Commerce

Commission, and shall receive a salary of

one thousand two hundred dollars per an

num andjour dollars pendiem for expenses

while absent from Washington in the neces

sary discharge of his duties.

Sec. 3. That every owner or operator of

any automobile or motor vehicle passing a

satisfactory examination before said techni

cal 'expert shall be licensed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to operate automo

biles or other motor vehicles between the

States and Territories, District of Columbia

and the States, or vice versa; and such li

cense shall be good for three years from the

date of its issue, and may not be renewed

without examination.

Sec. 4. That every owner or operator of

any automobile or other motor vehicle who

shall pass the required examination shall, be

fore receiving his license or permit, pay into

the Treasury of the United States the sum

of titty dollars.

Sec. 5. That whenever it shall appear that

any owner or operator of an automobile or

other motor vehicle, so licensed as aforesaid

to operate automobiles or other motor ve

hicles between the States, has been convicted

on three several occasions in any Federal,

State, or municipal court of violating this

act, or any State or municipal law govern

ing automobiles or other motor vehicles, the

Interstate Commerce Commission shall, after

proper notification, cancel and revoke the li

cense of said owner or operator and shall not

reissue the same.

Sec. 6. That any owner or operator of any

automobile or other motor vehicle violating

the provisions of this law shalirbe fined not

less than five hundred nor more than one

thousand dollars, to be recovered in any dis

trict court of the United States in the dis

trict where the violation occurred.

Sec. '7. That this act shall take effect from

and after its passage.

 

Jerseymen Want to Dig Ditches.

Another tool bill may be e'Xpected to crop

out in the next session of the New Jersey

legislature. Residents of Centre Township,

down in Gloucester County, will petition the

Assemblymen of that section to introduce a

measure to allow the use of gutters across

the pikes a mile or less apart. That is their

happy solution to the so-called “scorching”

problem.  

Gates Gets a Mileage Cup.

For driving his car 7,5313-5 miles and

sending a postcard from every town he

passed through, Fred C. Gates, a member of

the Cleveland (Ohio) Automobile Club, has

been awarded the mileage cup “hung up” by

the organization. Gates also won the "long

est run” cup. His tour comprised a rounda

bout journey from Cleveland to Chicago and

return.  

Topeka Exacts its Little Tax.

Topeka, Kan, now has an automobile ordi

nance. It provides for a yearly registration

fee of $1 and the display of one license num

ber on the rear of the car. Speed of from

six to sixteen miles an hour is allowed. The

penalty for violation of any section of the

ordinance is punishable by a fine of from $5

to $50 upon each conviction.

BOSTONIANS GROW BRAVE

Alter Long Suffering. Owners’ Finally Organize

and May Really Oppose Persecution.

The Automobile Owners’ Association is

being formed in Boston. Its purposes are

twofold: (1) To fight in the courts all com

plaints for alleged overspeeding, and to ap

peal such cases where proper; (2) to exert

the association‘s influence toward proper.

running of automobiles, in order that the

prejudice now existing against automobiles

may be lessened.

Members will be expected to report all

cases of reckless or unlawful driving to the

association, which will use its power to prose

cute such cases.

All cases of arrest for alleged “overspeed

ers" by members, it is claimed, will be taken

up by the association, a lawyer having al

ready been engaged. Where practicable these

cases will be appealed, as in this way the

line money, if collected, will go to the county

instead of to the town where the arrest is

made. It is hoped by this method to do away

with the arrests made “for revenue only."

At present the association has no plans in

regard to automobile legislation, though it is

likely that later in the year this subject may

be considered by the members, with a view

to appearing before the legislature, if such a

course shall seem advisable.

The membership of the association is to

be made up from among owners of automo

biles in “good standing." It is to be in no

sense a business or racing association.

Frederic Tudor has been elected president

and J. M. Graham treasurer. The other of

iicers are to be selected when plans are fully

consummated.

r

Philadelphians to Fight Local License.

Philadelphia is now having the same dit

flculty over its license law as was exper

ienced by Pittsburg some time ago. The

Automobile Club of Philadelphia and the

Philadelphia Automobile Dealers’ Association

maintain that the new State law which goes

into effect January 1, 1906, supersedes all

local ordinances regulating motor cars, and

naturally the oiiicialty hate to lose the source

of revenue from the sale of license tags.

To test whether the city of Philadelphia

has a right to mulct motorists an amicable

suit has been instituted. Counsel for H.

Bartol Brazier, Charles S. Wurts, Jr., and

Samuel Y. Heebner last Saturday filed a bill

in equity in Common Pleas Court enjoning

the city of Philadelphia, John Weaver,

Mayor; Sheldon Potter, Director of Public

Safety; John M. Walton, City Controller;

John M. Lukens, Chief of the Bureau of

Boiler Inspection, and Henry R. Schoch, City

Treasurer, from enforcing the ordinance of

December, 1902, nverring that it conflicts

with and is superseded by the act of As

sembly of April 19, 1905.
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PARIS LAMPOONS LONDON

Exclaims "Pooh!" Regarding its Show and

its Products—Criticism Full of Instruction.

Paris, Dec. L—The Olympia Show in Lon

don ls over. Opened with a great flourish of

trumpets, it was to knock the wind out of

the Paris Salon by showing, for the first

time, all the novelties of the coming season,

and incidentally to prove to the world that

the British industry has at length taken its

stand on the same plane as that occupied by

what has always been regarded as the lead

ing automobile country. Now that we have

had time to digest the show, it really does

seem as if there has been a little too much

bombast about the Olympia gathering. No

doubt it was a great success. The British

public went there prepared to make it a suc

cess, for who could venture to say a word

detrimental to the show when that puff

agency, the British Empire Motor Trades’

Alliance, had dinned it into the ears of peo

ple that the British motor industry was strid

ing ahead and that the Olympia show was

to be the biggest and most successful that

the world has ever seen?

WHY THE SHO\V SUCCEEDED.

The truest impressions of a show are those

which come afterward, when we are no

longer influenced by the glitter and the be

wildering variety and number of exhibits. It

is then that we can cast back our minds and

see just where the show succeeded and where

it failed. It succeeded because it drew enor

mous crowds, and was highly interesting for

people whose knowledge of automobiles is not

yet sufficiently thorough to enable them to

“pick holes" in the cars exhibited. They

were quite content with the assurance that

Olympia represented all that was best in mo

tor construction, and were ready to spread

themselves out in eulogies accordingly.

The show certainly proved that the British

industry is making headway, and will be

fore long be quite capable of supplying the

home needs in motor vehicles. But when we

come to look into the details of the cars we

find that they are singularly barren of any

thing which may point to a technical ad

vance in motor construction. It is true that

there was plenty of variety at Olympia, more

so perhaps than we are accustomed to see in

Paris, but this same variety may be regarded

as a source of weakness, although in some

respects it may not be without a beneficial

influence upon the industry. If we are to be

lieve that the standard types of mechanism

are the survival of the fittest, and that noth

ing better can be devised until we can get a

more elastic gasolene engine that will dis

pense with the change speed gear, then the

variety of systems shown prove that the ma

jority of makers are still groping their way

forward in the same way that was done by

the French makers five or six years ago. At

that time the Paris Salons were even more

remarkable for their novelties and freaks

than the Olympia gathering is now. These

many departures from standard practice are

no longer to be seen at the Paris exhibitions

for the reason that makers have experimented

with them and found them wanting, and the

trade has consequently gone solidly in favor

of the standard type of chassis; but at

Olympia manufacturers are still turning out

all sorts of vehicles, though it must be ad.

mitted that the number of novel chassis was

much smaller than in previous years.

NOT SNEERING, BUT—.

Are the British manufacturers on the right

track in building vehicles with a variety of

motors and driving gears? We should not

like to fall in line with the French and sneer

at these attempts to break away from stand

ard practice on the plea that it shows a

want of experience on the part of those whc

are making them. It is true that the experi

ments with horizontal engines and the like

have been heart breaking failures in the past,

and that nothing has been introduced which

can compare with the vertical engine and

standard transmission for the touring car

riage, but it must be remembered that all the

experiments have been carried out in the

past when makers had less experience of an

tomobile construction than they possess now,

so that it is quite possible that better results

could be obtained with these despised mech

anisms in the light of a fuller knowledge of

automobile mechanics. Nevertheless, every

thing goes to show that the standard mechan

ism represents for the moment the final type,

although it is very probable that the ingenu

ity being displayed in the designing of origi

nal chassis, which are merely revivals of old

systems, may eventually find a considerable

application in the lighter descriptions of ve

hicles.

WHAT EXPERIENCE HAS TAUGHT.

In England, as elsewhere, all the makers

who have had a long experience of motor car

construction have settled down to the pre

vailing types, which have indeed proved the

turning point in their careers, such, for ex

ample, as in the case of the Wolseley, whose

productions now vie with the best turned out

anywhere. There consequently has been a

gradual reduction in the number of hori

zontal engines, of which there are now only

a few examples, the most noteworthy being

the Arrol-Johnston, with its opposed cylin

ders and rocking shafts, which would prob

ably be regarded as very much out of the

fashion if it were not for the striking success

of this vehicle in the tourist trials. The mak

ers themselves do not seem at all certain that

this will be their permanent type; this at

least is what we gathered during an inter

view with them. Then there is the James 8:

Browne, with its four cylinder horizontal en

gine and long connecting rods to a crankshaft

gearing direct on to the countershaft by spur

wheels. There are one or two others, includ

ing a small car which has evidently been in

spired by the Oldsmobile, and, being in

tended for small powers, this is the only

type of vehicle with horizontal engine which

seems likely to meet with any success.

Coming back to the standard mechanism,

the material and workmanship put into some

of the British cars must be pronounced as

very good. We were particularly struck with

the Rover engine, of which the four cylinders

are in one casting. This was a very fine

example of foundry work. The French C.

G. V. engine also had the four cylinders in

one casting, and there are signs indeed that

we are coming back to this system of engine

construction which was abandoned for the

now almost universal separate cylinders on

the score of economy. With the engines cast

'in one piece there is obviously a good deal

of unnecessary scraping in the event of flaw,

but, on the other hand, they allow of an

easier and more accurate adjustment, so that

what is lost in one way is more than gained

in another. The adjustment of four separate

cylinders on the crank chamber is by no

means an easy matter.

CRUDIT'Y IN DETAILS.

It is when we come to_ look into details of

construction that we find how far the Brit

ish makers are behind the French ones, with

but few exceptions. In this country the de

tails are worked out with a patience approach

ing genius, but nothing of the sort was ob

servable on most of the British cars at Olym

pia, where some of the makers displayed

their carelessness or ignorance in a really

marvellous manner. What, for instance, can

be said of a maker who transmits his braking

power from a hand lever on the right to a

drum on the of! side driving wheel through

a cable passing round pulleys, whereby only

about one-tenth of the power applied to the

lever is exerted on the drum? This shows

want of thought and attention to detail which

are the real secrets of success in motor our

construction. The explanation is probably to

be found in the fact that many people have

gone into the motor car industry who are

not engineers, and copy the main lines of

current design without being able to work out

the details; but it is nevertheless strange

that such flagrant errors can be committed

in an industry which has already developed

so considerably. On the other hand, we can

point to such firms as the Simms Mfg. Co.,

Daimler, Napier and others whose cars will

challenge comparison with those produced

anywhere.

ABOUT SIX CYLINDER CARS.

One of the trump cards turned up at the

Olympia show was the six cylinder engine.

A lot has been said about the advantages of

the six cylinders as if it were something start

lingly new and was going to knock foreign

competition into the proverbial cocked hat.

This, of course, has been engineered by the ir

repressible S. F. Edge, who has been feeding

the public with all sorts of pabulum about

“constant turning force,” “elasticity” and the

rest of it whereby the variable speed gear

will be suppressed altogether. The six cylln~

der engine is, of course, smoother than the

four cylinder, which, however, is quite good

enough for all ordinary purposes, and it has

yet to be seen whether the little extra ad

vantage in the way of smoother running is
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going to outweigh the added cost and compli

cation as well as the increased room taken

up by the engine. We doubt very much

whether the six cylinder engine will have

much vogue, even in England. Finding that

an attempt was being made to popularize

this type of engine, Panhard & Levassor sent

a six cylinder car to Olympia. This has

been made solely for British consumption,

and the firm does not intend to show it at

the Paris Salon.

Leaving the shows for the moment, the ref

erence above to the adaptability of different

types of mechanism to small cars brings us

to the tests of voitnrettes which have been

carried out in the neighborhood of Paris dur

ing the last week. By giving themselves up

too exclusively to the high priced vehicle the

French have allowed themselves to get a

long way behind in the building of popular

cars, in which they have been surpassed not

only by America, but also by England.

Owing to the almost unlimited demand that

would be expressed for popular vehicles if

only suitable types were placed on the mar

ket, several leading makers are now giving

attention to this branch of the industry, and

one of the Paris journals has endeavored

to prove to the public the reliability of the

voiturette by organizing a voiturette test in

which the vehicles had to cover stages 015150

miles in six consecutive days at a minimum

average speed of fifteen and one-half miles,

while those coming successfully out of this

ordeal were tested for speed and hill climbing

over kilometre courses. The contest was car

ried out under deplorable conditions of

weather, with a fall of snow followed by

heavy rains. The roads in places were scarce

ly passable, and the only way of running

safely was by using non-skids on the tires.

Of the twenty-two entries there were thir

teen starters. The weight of the chassis was

limited to 500 kilos., and the engines de

veloped about 6 horsepower. With the ex

ception of the Ilugot car, which had belt

transmission and was soon put out of the con

test by overturning in a ditch when trying

to avoid collision with a cart, all the voitur

cttes followed very much the standard pat

tern of mechanism. They all had single cyl

inder engines, with the exception of the

Grefolre, which had two cylinders, and the

propeller shaft was universal except in the

case of the Gladiator, which had chain trans

mission.

The voiturettes ran very satisfactorily,

and only four were put out of the running by

accidents of various kinds, whereby they lost

so many marks that the drivers found it

hopeless to continue. One of the Lacoste &

Battumnn cars was leading up to the last day

but one, when it fell in the rear through re

peated tire punctures. On the last day the

trials threatened to collapse altogether, for

between Paris and Mantes the competitors

punctured with such singular frequency that

an investigation was made, when it was found

that they had all been picking up nails obvi

ously manufactured for the express purpose

of doing execution on the pneumatic tires.

Made of thick wire, they were bent in such

a way as to insure the sharp pointed end

sticking upward. A collection is being made

for the offer of a big reward to whoever will

give information as to where these nail were

made. The punctures naturally completely

falsified the. results of the tests, and as the

Judges would not take upon themselves to de

cide whether the run between Paris and

Mantcs should be neutralized, the matter has

gone to the sporting commission of the Auto

mobile (llub of France. Whatever decision

is come to there is bound to be a lot of pro

tests from those who find themselves put

down in the placings. The reliability trials

this year have been very unfortunate, and

the. task of those who organize them is no

sinecure.

If the commission does not annul the run

between Paris and Mantes the final placings

will be. as follows: Vulpes (Barriaux). De

Dion (Liniol De Dion). De Dion (Cromier).

Lacostc~Battmann (Gachet), Iie Dion (Bar

din), Gregoire (Taveneaux). LacosteBott

mann (Rochay), Lacoste-Battman (Thomas).

Gregoire (Renonce). The regularity prize

goes to the De Dion-Bouton team,
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KING COPIES KEARNEY’S CAR

American’s Conveniences and Ideas of Comfort

that Appealed to His Majesty.

 

It is not often that an American citizen sets

a fashion for the King of the British Empire,

or of any other empire, but something of

the sort has been done by M. Theo. Kearney,

president of the California Fruit Growers'

Association.

  

the weight of the roof, and instead of being

swung on hinges they were made to slide out

of sight into pockets, as in the case of car

riages and railway coaches. This permits

them to be quickly raised without stopping

the car or calling the driver when dust or a

shower is encountered. Mr. Kearney also de

vised wooden shutters akin to those used on

four-in-hand coaches, and similarly operated.

They slide down alongside the glass.

Primarily these shutters were designed for

protection from broken glass in case of acci

push electric indicator, giving the signals,

“Faster,” “Slower,” “Right,” "Left," "Stop."

The luggage rail running the full length of

the roof is also an item. it permits the suit

cases and spare tires to be evenly distrib

uted, and thus relieve the rear tires of undue

weight. There also is a luggage rack on the

rear of the car. The two headlights are ar

ranged with a purpose. One, with a power

ful lens, projects the light far ahead; the

other lights up the road immediately in front

of the car.

 

M. TnhO. KEARNEY IN THE CAR OF HIS OWN DESIGN.

Mr. Kearney is an ardent automobilist, and

spends a portion of each year in Europe. ills

touring experiences led him to design a body

for his own car, a Mercedes, which, after

some effort, be had built by Iiooper & Co., of

London, for sixty years coach builders to the

royal family. When Mr. Kearney's car was

brought to this country in December last the

Motor World pictured and described it—a ser

vice that attracted no small notice. The

body, which was of the limousine type, was

uncommonly well thought out—so well, in

deed, that Ilooper & Co. have built what is

practically a duplicate of it for his majesty.

Mr. Kearney‘s car, ready for the road, with

the load on the roof evenly distributed and

with that gentleman seated within, is shown

by the accompanying illustration. In design

ing it the Californian‘s chief idea was to ob

tain a limousine body for all seasons” use—

that is, one that would afford practically an

open or closed car, as fancy or the weather

willed. lTo this end the windows were made

as large as possible, having due regard for

dent when travelling at speed, but his tour of

Europe last summer convinced Mr. Kearney

they reach much further. They assisted in

keeping out the dust, enabled the force of the

air to be regulated and afforded agreeable

protection from the sun, which so often strikes

the neck or side of the face for hours at a

time. in cold weather also the shutters af

ford air without a discomforting rush being

felt. As the shutters in the large side win

dows are made in two parts, each part sliding

up or down independently of the other, con

venience in meeting all conditions is consider

ably increased. There are spring side 0111"

tains for the protection of the driver.

Mr. Kearney‘s car is provided with four

seats inside, all facing forward. The two in

front are removable, and when not in use

may be folded and stored under the rear seat.

The seats are all finely upholstered and

slope backward, which makes for real com

fort. There are three electric lights inside;

also large pockets to hold maps and books, a

timepiece, a speedometer and Mulbacher‘s

How the Car Wu Frozen Fast.

They tell a story of a motorist who, being

obliged to abandon his car for the night in

a barn having a dirt floor, was at consider

able pains to drain all the water from the

cooling system and went away firm in the

conviction that even though the thermometer

might drop out of sight before morning he

need have no fear for the safety of the ma

chine.

liis disgust when on coming back in the

morning he discovered that the wheels had

sank even to the rims in the soft earth during

the earlier hours of the evening, and then had

frozen there, was profound and explosive. It

required two hours of hard work, first with

an old axe and then with a lot of hot water

lagged from the nearest farmhouse, to get

them clear again, and then he found that sev

eral sections of the tread had been torn off

the shoes. Thereafter, when he had Occa

sion to leave the machine under similar cir.

cumstances, he took care to stand the wheels

on planks.
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TEACHING THE OLDER IDEA

Not How to Shoot. but All About Automo

mobiles—Ncw York’s New School.

 

Without any flare of trumpets or other

formalities than welcoming the forty-two

scholars who comprise the pioneer day class,

the New York School of Automobile Engi

neering began it first session promptly at 8

o'clock last Monday morning. The institu

tion is housed in the building at 146 West

56th street, where it occupies all the space

available, the various departments being dis

tributed over three floors. In its entirety it

is safe to say the new school not alone repre

sents the most complete plant ever collected

and installed under one roof for this pur

pose, but its curriculum is a more ambitious

attempt at thorough-going automobile educa

tion than has hitherto been undertaken in

this country. '

Instruction is divided into three courses,

day, evening and a special course for the

benefit of owners of a car, the tuition fee be

The day

course consists of eight hours‘ instruction

daily for two months, beginning at 8 a. m.

and ceasing at 5:30 p. in. every Working day

in the week. This is divided into short peri

ods, a full day’s work being apportioned

about as follows: First session, lecture; sec

ond, shop; third, carburretion; fourth, igni

tion; fifth, transmission. This arrangement

is adhered to for three weeks, the subjects

being taken up in varying order from day

to day in such a manner that the student re

ceives four sessions on each during the

course of the week. At the end of this time

the order of instruction is somewhat changed,

the periods of lecture and shop work being

retained and the subjects of motors, general

car construction and tests being substituted.

Upon the completion of these two indoor

terms the pupil rounds of! his education by

taking the wheel. In order that the novice

should not run amuck t0 the annihilation of

innocent pedestrians or wagons, he is con

fined for a week to the secluded stretches of

the Morris Park racetrack. But before be

ing allowed out of doors at all he must show

that he is able to manipulate ignition and

control as well the change speed levers

without becoming confused to the extent of

losing sight of_,the necessity for steering at

the same time.

This part of the instruction is carried out

by mounting the car over a pit containing a

rope brake apparatus. This relieves the be

ginner at the wheel of the duty of steering

so that his mind may be free of the responsi

bilities of avoiding other traffic while being

inculcated into the subtleties of gear chang

ing, as well as the niceties of spark advance

and throttle control. Having demonstrated

ing the same in all cases, viz, $75.

his efficiency here he graduates to the race

track, not to show speed, but his ability to

add the care of the steering to the duties

already mastered. At the end of this primary

initiation into the mysteries of tooling a car

round the oval track he is then transplanted

in the same guise to the haunts of the madd

ling crowd and must show that he is master '

of all the functions of the car where trafilc

runs in every direction at the same time and

absent minded pedestrians and trolley cars

are ever looming up in such a nerve racking

manner. Having accomplished this much he

is entitled to all the honors the school can

confer, which consist of a certificate record

ing the fact .that'he has succesfully passed

the prescribed courses, taken the examina

tions and is a fullfiedged chauffeur. That

this will amply compensate him for the time

and money expended will be apparant, not

alone from the thoroughnes of' the course,

but the fact that the school is backed by men

prominent in the trade so that the future of

the competent graduate should be assured.

The lectures consist of an introduction t)

mathematics suflicient to enable him to figure

horsepower, gear ratios and the like, together

with elementary electricity and mechanics.

The lecture room and office are located on

the third floor of the building. 0n the floor

beneath this are departments fitted to illus

trate the principles of‘transniission, carbur

retion and ignition, including facilities for

carrying out tests of lubricating oils. In the

first division there are several chasses bolted

to the floor with the transmissions exposed.

One chassis likewise has the engine attached;

this has been opened sectionally to reveal its

interior working. All are arranged so as to

be run by belts from the line shafting and

the instruction connected with them is

gained from a study of their operation in ac

tion, assisted by manipulations of the change

speed levers: This principle is, in fact, car

ried out in every department. For instance,

standard types of carburretters are connect

ed up with exhaust blowers to produce the

necessary suction for purposes of testing, the

character of the resulting mixture being

shown by burning it in a crucible. Various

forms of cooling devices are likewise tested

in actual use, the water being heated to the

temperature that it would attain from the

running of the engine, by means of gas

stoves and the cooling effect of the motion

of the car being simulated with the aid of

blowers. In both this and the ignition de

partment the student applies his recently

gained knowledge of elementary principles

and supplements it with practical demon

strations of all the standard systems and

forms of apparatus, under the guidance of

an instructor.

The ground floor is devoted to the machine

shop, which is equipped with all the neces

sary tools driven by power, including an air

compressor. Several more complete chasses

are here, as well as separate motors and in

struction in this branch will take the form

of dismounting and reassembling their con

stituent parts, as well as in the making of all

repairs required, which will be carried out

by the students. Among the chasses in this

part of the equipment are an old Search

mont. a Gasmobile and an ancient Daimler,

and while the school’s stud will number

several modern cars of approved make, it is

the intention of the management that the

pupils shall gain their knowledge through

handling cars that are prone to fall ill with

all the complaints that the automobile is heir

to. When on the road it will be up to the

would-be chauffeurs to bring these old tim

ers back under their own power and it goes

without saying that knowledge gained in this

manner should form a resource that will be

a practical guarantee against being stalled

by anything short of something requiring the

facilities of the shop to make good.

On the same floor is located the pit con

taining the brake apparatus and in addition

to using this for instruction purposes, it will

he constantly employed for making efficiency

tests, showing the consumption of fuel, oil

and water, as well as for percentage of

power delivered to the road wheels. Horse

power tests will be conducted with the mo

tors alone. lt is not intended to touch on the

subject of dynamics in connection with these

performances, as it is not alone something

beyond the average chaufleur, requiring

knowledge of higher mathematics, but be

cause it would be of little on no practical use

to him.

The evening czurse in which there are at

present sixteen_scholars, includes the same

course of instruction and is conducted from

7:30 to 10:30 each evening, extending over a

period of four. months. In addition to this

there is a special course for owners, the en

trant being permitted to take the entire car

riculum if he so chooses or select his study.

In either case he may attend whenever con

venient and is assigned special instructors. Of

the baker’s dozen of owners already enrolled

few have gone in for more than one or two

branches, the favoriate naturally being car

burettien and ignition. As yet a time limit

has not been set on this course, the student

being allowed to drop in and make his in

struction in installments whenever the mood

strikes him or business permits.

Value of Pmcnce of Mind.

Presence of mind is probably'the most valu

able asset of the good chauffeur. A striking

illustration of what may be accomplished by

the clear, cool headedness that sums up the

requirements of the situation at a glance and

does the right thing at the right time comes

from Chicago, where but for the timely ac

tion of a chauffeur a garage and eleven ma

chines would have gone up in smoke. He

was making adjustments to the motor of a car

when some gasolene blazed up, burning his

hands. At his feet was a five-gallon can of

the fluid, and this he hastily removed to a

distance and returned with a chemical ex

tinguisher, which proved of no aid. He then

started the engine. burning himself more

severely, but in spite of this managed to

drive the ear out into the street. The tire

department responded in time to make a good

job of it, leaving the car a total wreck.
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REO CREATES A COUPE

Which also May be Converted into a Tour

ing Car—Some of its Characteristics.

In accordance with the present overwhelm

ing demand for the closed type of Vehicle

body the Reo Motor Car Company, Lansing,

Mich, has added to its line a model, to

be known as the Rec coupe, which em

bodies all that is to be desired in the way

of a limousine body, while maintaining those

characteristics of light and shrewd design

piished through the medium of a tubular

radiator, circulation being maintained by

means of a gear driven pump. The rated

output of the power plant is given as six

teen horsepower.

From file motor the propulsive effort is

carried to the rear wheels through a plane

tary transmission, driven by a multiple disc

friction clutch of novel construction, a dis

tinguishing feature of the gearing being that

there are no internal pinions. A direct

single drive is supplied to the rear axle by

means of a roller chain. Three brakes are

fitted, one acting upon the sprocket and the

others upon the rear hu-bs. All are strictly

 

 

 

   

REO 16 HORSEPOVVER COUPE.

which already haVe done so much to put the

firm name on the list of public approval.

The coupe follows the general lines of the

horse drawn depot carriage, being somewhat

on the order of the true limiosine, yet lighter

and less cumbersome than that vehicle, and

accordingly better adapted to the type of

chassis for which it has been designed. The

latter is presented to the market as the

standard member of the Reo family for 1906.

The frame is of pressed steel, excellently

put up and suspended on elliptical springs,

those in front being of the semi-eliptic pat

tern, while the rear equipment is of the full

type. Tubular axles are used, the wheels

running upon roller bearings of approved

construction. They are of the artillery pat

tern, built of wood, and run on 30 by 3%

inch tires. The motor is of the horizontal

opposed type, having 4% by 6 inch cylinders,

cast with water jackets integral. Both

valves are mechanically operated and are

thoroughly protected from external derange

ment. The carbm-etters are of the latest de

sign of R. E. Olds, one being used for each

cylinder. Ignition is by the jump spark

method, tWo sets of dry battering being fur

nished to supply the necessary primary cur

rent. The cooling of the motor is accom

(louble acting, and the-emergency pair is

equalized.

The body, which is fitted in most complete

fashion, is capable of accommodating two

passengers inside, and one outside, in addi

tion to the driver. Although following the

general lines of body design as seen in many

machines of the present day, it is unique

as being adapted to a car of the calibre of

the Iieo, combining as it does, the handiness

ot‘ the runabout, in facility of handling

through tratiic and ease of manipulation

with comfort. The occupants are entirely

protected at all times, though when driving

in warm weather all the windows may be

let down into the walls, thereby securing

the effect of an open car to all intents and

purposes. The body is completely detacha

ble, thus rendering it interchangeable with

the regular form of touring body.

The running radius of the machine is

placed at two hundred miles on one charge

of the tanks. the consumption averaging

from ten to twenty miles pper gallon of

gasolene. The facilities for control are char

acteristically simple, the transmission giv

ing two speeds forward in addition to the

reverse, and the steering gear being irrever

sible. The wheel base is ninety inches, and

the tread, the standard for wagon construc

tion, that is to say, fifty-five inches.

 

The Prophets of l833.

In an exceedingly quaint prospectus of the

“General Steam Coach Company," published

in London about 1833, which has been un

earthed recently by the Car, and which pre

sents a strong argument in favor of the use

of motor traction upon the highways, there

appears the following interesting paragraph:

“A select committee of the House of Com

mons, too eminent to be dishonest, too wise

to be duped, after a careful examination of

the most distinguished civil engineers, re

ported ‘that Steam Carriages could ascend

hills of considerable inclination with facility

and safety—that they were perfectly safe for

passengers—that they would become a speed

ier and cheaper mode of conveyance than car

riages drawn by horses—that. with the slight

est excrtlon, they might be- stopped and

turned under circumstances where horses

were totally unmanageable—that they would

not. act so injurioust on common roads as

the feet of horses—that the substitution of

inanimate for animal power in draught on

common roads is one of the most important

improvements in the means of internal com

munication over yet introduced; and its prac

ticability had been fully established.‘ The

truth of this decisive Report has, since 1831,

been most fully confirmed by the perform

ance of several steam coaches upon different

lines of road."

The document formed, of course, an elo

quent plea to the investor to subscribe to so

worthy a cause and to support the establish

ment of a regular steam coach service upon

the public roads. That the effort ultimately

came to naught. was not so much the fault of

the promotors nor of the poor efficiency of

the machine then in use, as might be sup

posed, though those factors might have come

in for a share in the downfall. The real

cause of failure lay in the lack of perspee

tive in the view of the parliament of the time,

which outlawed the use of such Vehicles.

The document is particularly interesting in

consideration of the fact that mechanical pro

pulsion for road vehicles is often referred

to as the growth of a decade.

 

To Prevent Being Poled.

To the chauffeur who has had the unpleas

ant experience of having his car iguominious

ly “poled” by the carelessness of a follow

ing teamster in heavy traiiic, the device which

was recently on view at the London show

should be particularly pleasing. This con

sists of nothing more nor less than a little

semaphore on which appears the word “Stop”

in large letters, and which is mounted at the

back of the car in plain sight of all who are

following. It is interconnected with the

brake pedal in such a way that ordinarily it

is invisible, but when the pedal is depressed

it pops into view, warning other drivers of

their obligation to slow down.

 

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau street. New York. "'
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CHINESE AS CHAUFFEURS

Where They are the Rule and not the Ex

ception—China Full of Promise.

 

 

“China presents a steadily increasing mar

ket for automobiles. and the sale of machines

of American make has kept pace with the

demand." says Special Agent Burl-ill. writing

from that country. “While the pur.hase of

cars to this time has been confined almost

exclusively to the foreigners of Shanghai,

the wealthier Chinese now regard this mode

or travel with especial favor; and as they are

well able to afford the luxury. it is safe to

assume that the demand will 80011 extend to

them. Chinese drivers of automo'iiles are

the rule rather than the exception here. and

this familiarity of the natives with the run

ning of the machine, its speed, comfort and

utility is assisting materially in influeming

the Chinese in its favor. The roads in and

around Shanghai are macadamized and kept

in excellent condition by the municipal au

thorities, money is abundant and conditions

are generally favorable to the extension of

the automobile business.

in 1900 six or eight steam machines were

imported from the United States, but none

of them was sold. In 1902 three Oldsmobile

runabonts were imported and disposed of,

and the next year two French gasolene slid

ing gear (ars were brought over. These

machines were of the runabout type and were

fitted with De Dion vertical single cylinder

engines. A marked increase in the number

of cars imported was noticeable in 1904 and

1905, while there has been a greater de rand

for higher power machines. Several 10, 16

and 20 horsepower machines have been sold

and have. given good satisfaction. There have

been only two English cars of any description

imported, and one of these was returned be

cause of its unwieldy size. The comparatively

narrow streets of the foreign stttlemeit in

Shanghai make the operation of the larger

type of cars difficult. if not dangerous.

“While American machines are firmly estab

lished on the market and have repeatedly

demonstrated their superiority over cars made

in other countries, it would be well for the

manufacturers of the United States carefully

to observe the suggestions which are regarded

here as essential to the increase of the sale

of American automobiles. These may be sum

marized lmder four general heads. ami all

are netessary to the successful development

of trade in this particular line:

“1. Manufacturers should give prompt at

tention to filling and shipping orders. Un

necessary delays frequently occur Whilh fur

nish additional cause for criticism of Ameri

can carelessness and indifference to the de

mands of the export trade.

“2. Any misrepresentation as to the time of

shipment should be scrupulously avoided.

Manufacturers should forward the machine

on the date promised, as any excuse, al

though it may be fully warranted by condi

tions, will be regarded here with suspicion.

This is the unfortunate. though unavoidable,

result of previous experiences when the ship

ment of other commodities has been delayed

beyond all reason. -

“3. Close attention should be paid to the

details of the shipment. No car should leave

the United States unless its equipment is com

plete. This caution becomes all the more im

portant be'-ause several instances are cited

where a machine has arrived in Shanghai and

when unpacked discovery was made that the

starting handle. crank or some other essential

part had been forgotten. This kind of care

lessness occasions a long. unnecessary delay

and natural irritation on the part of the pur

chaser.

“4. Freight rates on automobiles are high,

both by San Francisco and tie Suez Canal,

and while it may be difficult to procure any

reduction because of the' comparatively limit

ed number eXported t0 the Orient, it i: sug

gested that some action be taken in the. inter

est of the trade here looking to cheaper trans

portation.

“The foregoing recommendations were made

to the writer by men here who have careful

ly studied the situation, and who ireiieve that

if they were faithfully carried out a dezided

improvement in the business would follow.

“The American method of packing auto

mobiles is commended in Shanghai. : nd i: re

garded as superior to that of anv othn' coun

try. The wheels are always remove-l from

the body of the machine, and usually the

axles, steps and steering gear as well, which

are packed separately. This is a de ided ad

vantage, as it not only insures greater safety

to the car in transit, but decreases the cubic

measurement of the case for sh'lpme t.

“Although the freight rates on automobiles

from the United States to Shanghai are re

garded as too high by the dealers here. yet

they compare favorably with those from other

countries. Insurance rates, however, are

slightly higher. The freight and insurance

charges on a car laid down in Shanghai

amount approximately to $50 gold. The ware

house charges here are the same to all coun

tries exporting automobiles to Shanghai, and

are comparatively unimportant, as the ma

chines are usually removed immediately on

arrival. A customs duty of 5 per cent on the

invoice valuation of the car. including freight

and insurance to Shanghai is collected. In

Shanghai there are now establishei two ga

rages. or, more properly speaking. repair

shops, and a third is soon to be erected. '1 here

is also a club. known as the Automobile (‘lub

of China, which was organized in May, 1905,

and already has a membership of twenty-two.

“The New York Export & Import Co and

a French firm are the only business louses in

Shanghai dealing in automobiles. but both

regard the outlook for trade in this particu

lar line as bright and worthy of encourage

ment. While the. price of a machine laid

down in Shanghai must not be excessive, as

compared with its tost at home. with due re

gard, of course, to the additional expense

incidental to importation, the margin of profit

is sudiciently large to make the business sat

isfactory to the dealer,"

WHEN THE CAR BACKS DOWNHILL

Manouvre that is Possible and that Makes

for Safety—if the Driver Keeps his Wits.

 

It is getting to be a habit with some peo

ple, apparently, to see. how near they can

come to backing a car through the guard rail

of the 155th street viaduct, in New York—

without succeeding. In one instance, a ma

chine which had been left in charge of a

man who knew nothing about its mechanism

slipped its brakes and started down the

grade. finally bucking into the railing and

coming to rest with two wheels hanging over

space. Still more recently another machine

climbing the hill snapped a chain and began

to slip backward. In this case it would ap

pear that the brakes were not in order, for

the car was in charge of a professional chauf

feur. who applied the traditional means which

are universally prescribed for such Occasions

and turned toward the curb. The machines

jumped the six-inch obstacle without anv

hesitation and plunged into the rail, only

stopping when a good section of the gaurd

had been torn away and the passengers

thrown into paroxysms of fright by the sight

of the 125-foot drop between them and the

street below.

It is a habit not to be cultivated. Even

the stontcst of railings have their weaknesses.

and sooner or later some machine will. likely

enough. jam its way entirely through the

barrier and somersault to the pavement un

derneath. Yet it would not be a necessary

accident should it ever happen. When a ma

chine begins to back down a grade, the first

thought of the driver is for the brakes; fail

ing to check the speeds with these. he nat

urally turns toward one curb or the other

in the hope of stopping in that way, but it is

by no means necessary to run into the curb

in order to do this on so broad a drive as that

at 155th street. for there is sufficient width

for the average car to make an almost corn

plete turn without striking either railing.

Where this is possible, by far the best plan

is for the driver to shear into one side until

the wheels touch the curb, and then bring the

steering head around so that the rear end

is turned uphill and the momentum checked

by the grade itself before the other side has

been reached. In this way it is frequently

|mssible to get out of an otherwise serious

difliculty without in any way damaging the

machine or endangering its occupants. To

do it, however, the driver must keep his head.

 

When Appearance ls Deeeiving.

That the motorist who employs an ebony

skinned chauffeur is apt to be misunderstood

when he himself undertakes to do the driv

ing was well illustrat ~d recently by rather

an amusing incident. The owner of the car

was at the wheel with his dusky driver

seated beside him. seeing which a woman was

overheard to remark to a co|np.-n|lon:

“Uh! Jennie. Just 100k at that nigger with

a white chauffeur."
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What Grout.has Wrought in Gasolene Cars.

 

I1.

0‘ I

 

When a manufacturer of steam automo

biles turns his attention to the production of

a gasolene model one thing is reasonably cer

tain, and that is that he will pay the strictest

attention to the production of a car which

will be easily and smoothly controlled under

all sorts of conditions. Also he is quite like

ly to do away with vibration as far as pos

sible. When the Grout gasoline car was first

presented to the public a comparatively short

time ago the public knew just about what to

expect. The car which is to be marketed

under that name during the forthcoming sea

son of 1906 is essentially a conservative ma

chine, built upon standard lines, with due

care and respect for the many little points

wherein a car of quality differs from one

which is lacking in worth.

Of the four cylinder pattern and rated at

30-35 horsepower. the motor is built to stand

hard usage and develope. its full power under

unfavorable as well as favorable conditions.

The valves are disposed upon the left hand

side, both sets opening from below, the spark

plugs being located over the inlet pockets,

and relief valves over the exhaust. The

valves are interchangeable. The cylinder

castings are cast individually, with the water

jackets made integral. In the ignition sys

tem, but a single coil is used. the high ten

sion distributor being of a novel pattern

which permits of rigid wiring being used. In

it, the advance of the spark is obtained by

rotating the revolving wiper in advance of

its shaft instead of turning the timing box

about it, thereby avoiding one of the greatest

difficulties of the jump spark system. The

lubrication of the motor and as well of the

more important portions of the other mech

anism is accomplished by a force feed oiler

of unique design which supplies a measured

quantity of lubricant to each of the various

points in turn, from a single pump acting

through a distributing valve, which permits

of satisfactory working with a minimum of

moving parts.

The transmission is of the standard three

speed type, giving a direct connection on the

high gear. It is of simple and effective de'

sign, and not calculated to give trouble of

any sort under the severest of service. The

single sliding member is mounted on the

driving shaft, and meshes in turn with one

of a pair of gears on the lay shaft for the

two lower speeds. locking with the clutch

shaft for the direct drive. The counter shaft

is mounted on roller bearings and carries a

toot—actuated brake just outside the case.

The double chain drive is used.

The frame is of armored wood, liberally

strengthened at the corners by quarter inch

steel braces. while the power plant is mount

ed on a channel steel sub-frame. Solid axles

are used, upon which the frame. is mounted

by scmi'eliptical springs. The wheels are 32

inches in diameter, carrying four inch tires,

and running on ball bearings. A point which

has been given special attention in the con

struction of the machine is that of securing

the greatest possible radius of control of the

machine by the use of the throttle alone.

Both the ignition advance and gas levers are

mounted on the steering wheel on a sta

tionary sector which retains them in definite

  

relation to the driver, no matter what the po

sition of the steering gear, and enables him

to handle them with an otherwise impossible

degree of nicety.

 

Eccentric: for Valve Operation.

For the most part, the gasolene engine de

signer is content to construct his motors for

continuous rotation in one direction, trusting

to a system of gearing to accomplish the oc~

casional reversal which is necessary for the

car or boat in which it is mounted. One or

two reversible motors have been designed in

the past, and several have been constructed

which had a trick of reversing unexpectedly

under certain circumstances, but both types

have been a rarity. Now comes an inventor

with a scheme for actuating the valve mech

anism by means of paired eccentrics, after

the manner commonly employed on reversible

steam engines, the regulation Stephenson link

being employed. Just how much there is in

the idea remains to be proven, but at all

events it can be of but little real value until

some reasonably certain self-starting device is

fiXPtI upon.

To Braze Gray Iron.

For brazing gray iron a process of decar

bonizing is resorted to. This is accom

plished by the use of oxide of copper or

some other chemical giving the same result,

in conjunction with a high temperature to

burn off or otherwise remove the carbon.

The process is only continued until decarbon

ization has been effected to a slight depth

beneath the surface, after which the brazing

may be done in the same manner as it the

material were wrought iron.
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Here’s the First Four Cylinder. Two-Cycle Car.

  

When a visitor at the Garden last January.

on being shown the Elmore cxhibi‘. having

had the principle of tile two l_\'(’i(‘ motor ex

plained to him for the first time. said. “Now,

it you will only build a four cylinder engine

you'll have ‘em all ‘skinned to death,"‘ he

sounded a note of prophecy. it would seem.

for this coating "show time" will indeed see

a four cylinder Elmore. which is calculated

to do just that very thing. For some time the

Eimore Mfg. Co., of Clyde, Ohio. has been

practically alone in the application of two

cycle motors to motor cars. llence it is fit

ting that it should be the pioneer in intro

ducing a four cylinder model. and also that

they should claim for it the title of the

"smoothest running car ever built."

Aside frotn the unique feature of the power

plant, the Model 1.“) Elmore, as it is to be

known.‘comprises all the chief elements which

go to make. up a perfectly "regular" ear. The.

running gear is mounted on IHxi-inch tires,

and measures 104 inches wheel base by 56

inch tread. Heavy walled tubular axles are

used. having a large diameter, and fitted with

roller bearings of approved type. The spur

pattern of differential gearing is utilized. a

hall bearing being installed to take up

the thrust of the bevel driving gears. The

suspension is by means of semi-elliptical

springs. the front set being 48x2 inclns. \\ hile

those in the rear are 42x2 inches. Both sets

have five leaves, and are equipped with clips

to lessen the tendency to recoil. The frame

is of pressed steel. braced with liberal rein

forcements.

.\ sliding gear transmission is used. giving

three speeds in addition to the reverse. and a

direct drive on the highest gear. An inter

locking system is supplied, as well as a system

of interconnection with the brakes. as a safe

guard to the mechanism. The, clutch is of

the Mercedes type, having a bronze expanding

ring, which is automatically centred. requires

hilt little attention, and does not “drag”

when thrown out of engagement. The trans

mission shaft runs on roller bearings, and is

provided with universal joints both between

the gear case and tile engine. and the gear

case and the rcar'axlc. it is constructed of

a special high carbon steel. and is thoroughly

protected from dust and dirt at all points.

The oliice of control is largely centred at

  

ELMORE FOUR CYLINDER Cl i.\SSiS.

the top of the steering gear. where are the

spark and throttle lever-x rotating over a

stationary segment. The wheel itself is 17»

inches in diameter, and requires two and a

quarter turns to accomplish the full swing

of the steering wheels. in addition to the

interlocking systems already indicated, there

is a special device whereby the engine is

throttled whenever the clutch pedal is de

pressed. an arrangement which is intended to

facilitate the process of gear changing.

The motor. which is a betterment of the

regular Elmore type. has its four cylinders

rigged fore and aft of the car. and is rated at

35 horsepower. The cylinder dimensions are

4%..“ inches. which should give ample ca

pacity for the rating. The cylinders are made

in unit castings. with dom shaped heads. and

a . fittings. including the piping, are of cast

brass. The construction of the motor includes

no valves whatever. a feature which should

have considerable weight on the selling stand.

The vaporization of the fuel is accomplished

in an atoniiziug carburettcr of Elmore design,

which has automatic regulation working on

the Krebs principle and needing absolutely no
I attention at any titne.

Of the other engine auxiliaries. the circuit

breaker is of the wipe contact type, having a

roller contact maker. stauncth built and

mounted upon the upper end of a vertical

shaft driven by bronze mitre gears from a

horizontal time shaft. The same shaft also

carries the pump. which is easily detachable.

The main lubrication is eTet'tcd through a

pressure fed oiier of standard make. which is

equipped with sight t'ced glasses on the dash

and also with test cocks at the side to deter

mine the rate of flow. The principal engine

bearings are fed from a master grease cup

mounted on the (lash within easy reach of

the driver.

The radiator is of the gillcd tube order, and

also constitutes the supply tank of the cooling

system. The gasolene supply is carried under

the driver's seat in a twenty gallon seamless

steel tank. The general design of the body
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and hood, following along the lines of the

well known foreign types of car, gives the

nmchine a stable and pleasing appearance and '

an air of complete modernness.

 

To Make Meddilng' More Expensive.

As the result of a conference between

Judge Kimball, of the Police Department; W.

S. Duvall, president of the Washington

(D. 0.) Automobile Club and Commissioner

West, the latter will recommen dthat Con

gress make radical changes in the “Peace

and Order act," approved July 8, 1898, which

provides “that the taking and carrying away

of the property of another without the right

to do so shall be a misdemeanor and punish-,

able by a tine not to exceed $40," so that

the fine shall not exceed $100, or imprison

ment for a term not to exceed six month, or

both. Also that consideration be given to

changing the phraseoiogy, “taking and carry

ing away,” so as to cOVer the movement of

vehicles without the offender actualy taking

and carrying away the property; that the

police department be notified that tampering

with automobiles, jumping in and out of ve

hicles lett unguarded, manipulation of brakes

or clutches and the touting of horns will ren

der the persons guilty of these offenses lia

ble to a charge of disorderly conduct under

Sections 5 and 6 of the Act of July 29, 1880,

as amended July 8, 1898, and under which a

penalty of not more than $25 for each and

every such oii'ence can be imposed.

Also that the commissioners recommend

to Congress that Section 1 of the Act of July

29, 1002, be amended, so that the maximum

penalty for injuring, destroying, etc., private

property shall be increased to $100 for each

and every such offence, instead of $50, as

now provided, or imprisonment not to exceed

six months, or both, in the discretion of the

court.

5,000 Miles Without a Puncture.

Speaking of tire records, the sort of rec

ords of which both the tire makers and the

user like to boast, A. G. Iioti’man, treasurer

of the Hartford Suspension (30., is relating

with considerable pride how he drove his car,

a 50 horsepower Thomas Flyer, 5,150 miles

during the summer and autumn Without get

ting a single puncture, and that not over the

sand papered boulevards, but over the give

and take conditions of country thoroughfares

throughout New Jersey and New York States.

Which record, he thinks, is quite beyond (Util

parison for a car of such size.

 

 

Two Texas Darkiu Want Ten Thousand.

When the Southern Pacific Railroad insti

tuted its motor car service between Galves

ton and Houston, Tex., two weeks ago, it

issued a notice that no negroes would be al

lowed to ride on the cars. A few days at

terward tWo colored law sharks applied for

and were refused transportation. Each

thinks $10,000 the proper financial balm to

soothe his wounded feelings, and has accord

ingly entered suit.

 

At its special meeting Tuesday night, 12th

inst, the Automobile Club of America voted

to increase the membership limit from 700

to 1,000, exclusive of life members. This will

permit the admission of some 100 applicants

who have been on the waiting list.

TO REDUCE THE SHOCKS
 

Simple Device Easily Applied to Any Car— 0

How it Performs its Mission.

no . 1

-
 

That there is more in the spring damping

problem than would at first appear is shown

quite as well by the number of various de

vices on the market. each of which is sup

posedly able to cope with the needs of the

  

case, and the different principles upon which

they depend as by the amount of discussion

which is running its course through the press

at the present time. That the perfect shock

absorber. or spring check, or recoil check,

  

whatever may be its name, is calculated to

greatly prolong the life of the tires and also

to work a great saving in the mechanism of

the machine, as well as to relieve the fatigue

incident upon long rides ovcr rough roads,

goes without saying. 1

The latest of these devices to come into the

public eye is called the House Patent Spring

Recoil Check, and is a product of the Paid

win Chain 8.: Mtg. (30., of Worcester, Mass.

Its action depends upon the theory that to

check the downward motion of the car body

upon the springs is to deprive them of their

resiliency in just proportion to the amount of

dumping eiTect, and hence that to in any way

hinder their working in the downward direc

tion involves a greater strain upon the tires

and the entire machine than should be put

upon it. Hence the whole eiTort here is to

check the rebound, as its name implies, leav

ing the main suspension entirely unhindered

in its action except when the motion is up

ward; also, the measure of the checking ef

fect is regulated in proportion to the force of

the rebound, so that under 'or'di'nary cirrum

stances, when the shocks encountered on the

road are comparatively slight, there is little

or no retardation to the action of the springs

themselves.

The amount of mechanism involved is

slight and not likely to become deranged. and

in its application the device is correspondingly

simple. It consists essentially of a right cyl

inder, which is furnished with an eye at its

upper end for attachment to the frame of

the car or to its floor. Within this is a seg

mental piston packed \vith specially treated

oiled leather, which gives the desired fric

tional resistance. The segments of the pi ton

are controlled in their mutual relativn by

means of toggle joints, which are retained in

their extreme position by springs which also

hold" the piston at the upper end of the cyl

inder. To the piston is attached a piston rod

which is connected to the axle of the car by

means of a strap. the method of attachment

to the piston being such that upon its being

drawn down the toggles are expanded. forc

ing the segments out against the cylinder

Iwalls. .

As is evident, the amount of resistance

which is offered to the piston's motion is pro

portional to the pull,,a slight amount of force

causing a slight expansion of the piston with

comparatively slight rcsistrnce in conse

quence, while a stronger pull involves a

greater expansion of the toggles, with a

greater amount of resistance of the piston

against the walls or the cylinder.- iThe ar

rangement is the result of a long series of

exhaustive tests which have been made upon

the road, from which the theory was first de

duced and the mechanical means of attaining

it evolved as a result.

 

Californians Talk of a Boycott.

The Southern California Automobile Deal

ers' Association has decided to boycott the

Southern Pacific Railroad GO. if the new

rules regulating the transportation of auto

mobiles on the ferries from Oakland to San

Francisco are not withdrawn. The rules do

not allow the carrying of cars on the boats

between the hours of 7 and 9 a. m. and 4 and

6 p. m. to Oakland. and 6 to 9 a. m. and 4 to 6

p. m. to San Francisco on week days. On

Sundays no automobiles will be transported

to Oakland between the hours of 10 a. m.

and 1 p. m.
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Undertaking Brought Right Up to Date.

 
 

 

 
 

Fresno, Cal., believes it has cause for pride.

It has the only up to date undertaker‘s

wagon in America. The accompanying illustra

tion shows it “in all its glory." it is not

only the property, but the design, of the

funeral directing firm of Stephens & Bean,

In addition to the driver and the compart

ment for the casket and necessary appliances,

it also carries an attendant. A Fresno paper

is responsible for the statement that it “is

  

neat and graceful in appearance and it glides

along the streets. attracting much admiration

as it goes on its mission." The firm thinks so

hlghly of the vehicle as a “business-bringer"

that they feature it in their advertising.

 

Long Islands bloke Annual Awards.

For driving his car the greatest number oi.’

miles—6,436, to be correct—Charles Jerome

Edwards was awarded the Mersereau Mileage

Mug, as the trophy is alliteratively dubbed,

at the fifty annual banquet and meeting of

the Long Island Automobile Club, which was

held at the clubhouse, Brooklyn, N. Y., on

\Vednesday night of last week. Dr. C. Pinney

was given the President’s Cup, for securing

the largest number of members during the

year. Dr. Pinney induced twenty-four to sign

application blanks. That the competition was

productive of good results is evidenced by the

membership roll. Twelve months ago there

were 127 names on the roster, now there are

297.

The Mackay Meandering Memento, going to

the member touring in the greatest number

of States and making proper returns to the

committee, was won by Charles Jerome Ed

wards, who drove his car in five States other

than New York. Mr. Edwards will offer a

similar trophy in 1906. The Adams Attend

ance Award went to A. R. Pardington, who

was present at every one of its nine regular

runs called by the touring committee. Ray

mond Healy got a Veeder Odometer of 'dash

board type for having covered the greatest

number of miles of any member recording the

same on an odometer ot the make given as

prize. Mr. Healy drove his car 5,989 miles.

It was announced at the meeting that the

club would pursue its previous policy of bold

ing a continuous show of new cars at its club

rooms, No. 360 Cumberland avenue, through

out the winter. The first ot these novel shows

will be held this week Friday. The 1906

models of the Royal tourist, Reo and Frank

lin cars will be exhibited and explained.

Preceding the presentation of the awards

and the banquet, the annual election of offi

cers took place. The following went in with

a landslide of “Ayes!": President, Alfred

Wilmarth; vice-president, Edwin Melvin; sec

retary, Walter G. Pierson; treasurer, Charles

Jerome Edwards; board of governors (two

years). Frank G. Webb, Dr. C. B. Baker and

John 11. Manuel, Jr.; membership committee,

Let‘fcrts Letterts and M. S. Allen.

 

More Witch Law in Massachusetts.

That all automobiles and motorcycles shall

be excluded from the northern roadway of

Commonwealth avenue, between the Boston

line and the boundary of Weston, is the edict

of the Newton (Mass) Board of Aldermen.

The regulation reads in part, as follows: “No

automobile or motorcycle shall go upon or

use the northerly roadway of Commonwealth

avenue from the Boston line to the Charles

River, excepting to go to a residence or

building upon the northerly side of said

Commonwealth avenue, and then only by the

most direct route from the southerly road

way. . It is hereby ordered that any

automobile or motorcycle may be run on

said southerly roadway at a speed not ex

ceeding fifteen miles an hour.”

Judge Wand Dispense: Real Justice.

In setting aside a verdict of $150, given

by a jury last summer "to Max Silberman.

of Jenkintown, Pa., for damages for allege]

personal injuries sustained in a collision be

tween the farmer‘s horse and the defendant's

automobile, Judge H. K. YVeand, at Norris

town, on Monday, said: ‘ '

“An owner-of an automobile has as much

right to the highway as the driver of a

horse and carriage. It a horse cannot be.

driven past a vehicle or car, properly man

aged, the owner should keep him off the

highway or submit to the consequences. We

do not wish to infringe upon the function

of the jury in matters of fact; but, recog~

nizing the hostility and feeling in the coun

try against the reckless use of automobiles,

we think the jury may have been misled.

We do not say that it was not a fair case

for deliberation and for an honest differ

ence of judgment, but in‘ our opinion the

weight of the testimony was in favor of de

fendant, and that he ought to have the ver

dict of another jury, whether it be for or

against him."

Numerous tales are told of the eccentric

behavior of that ubiquitous bird the stork.

but when one lighted upon the top of a Lon

don motor omnibus the other day he broke all

previous records. It is reported that the visit

was a success and that “both are now doing

well."
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METALS FOR MOTOR CARS

The Vast Diilerences in Grades of Iron and

Steel—Homer Facts Little Understood.

 

it is said that the cost of the material that

goes to make up the constituent parts of the

modern motor car is in excess of the ex

\\'hether this

be true or not it is certain that few realize

pense for labor in building.

to what extent the nature of the steel. iron

and the

strength, weight and durability of the car of

other metals employed control

which they form part. It is only within very

recently that many makersnvere totally in

the dark in respect to the exact character

istics of the metals they were employing and

they were accordingly forced to add weight

in order to attain strength and even then

Were not certain of durability. In order to

attain all the desirable features requisite the

metal must be thoroughly tested and orders

placed in accordance with the results ascer

tained—that is. on a definite specification vto

suit the. particular end to which it is to be

put.

in this respect France must' readily be ac

corded the palm as a pioneer, investiga

tions along this line being carried forward

extensively by her makers before the rest

at the world awoke to the fact that such a.

thing might be an advantage. Her metal

lurigists were so far in the lead that their

firms were able to supply motor car build

ers with all the varying grades of steel in

bar, rod, channel section or tube. and exact

ly to specification as regards the percentage

of carbon. The services of expert chemists

and metallurgists are naturally beyond the

reach of smaller builders, but where the roll

ing mill and foundry force make up the de

ficiency the. absence of such facilities is not

felt to the same extent.

Just what “steel” means to the layman

is not hard to define; briefly put it as a metal

harder than iron. nothing more, nothing less.

Given a knife blade he can usually tell

whether it is steel or not by its spring and

capacity to retain a cutting edge. But all

steel is merely steel to him. and further than

the rudimentary stage in classifying it as

compared with wrought or cast iron he does

not go. So far as appearance is concerned

hon and steel both look alike and it takes

more than the novice to distinguish them.

This is not to his discredit by any means,

nor to that of the more experienced metal

worker, for the difference between iron and

steel of a certain character is so exceedingly

slight that decimals of four figures must be

resirted to in order to correctly express it.

That is. the proportion of carbon that must

be employed to convert iron into what is

commonly known as mild steel. though the

decimals are not employed in trade parlance,

steel of a very mild nature being termed

"10 point carbon." equivalent to but one

tenth of 1 per cent. Steel of this character

is very ductile. easily machined and not

liable to fracture. but must be thoroughly

case hardened to form a frictional bearing

surface.

What is generally termed machine steel is

obtained'by an increase to 25 or 30 point

carbon when made on the Bessemer or Sie

men's process, but this is still a soft metal

and it is not until 50 point carbon is reached

that it will harden slightly by direct quench

ing when heated to redness. From 60 points

upward the metal takes on a greater degree

of hardness until the' tool steel stage is

reached. In consequence of its strong atiin

ity for oxygen. carbon. or rather substances

containing it, are generally used for the

purpose of reducing iron and similar metals

from the ore. in which they" are frequently

combined with oxygen. Iron ore particul

arly is always smelted in conjunction with

carbonaceous matter, such as the charcoal

used in Sweden. which combines to make a.

grade of iron that is very pure and is highly

valued for use in the construction of the

pole pieces of dynamos in which rapid and

thorough demagnetization is a requisite of

prime importance.

Generally speaking. the only distinctions

current are wrought or cast iron. which are,

however, terms enibracing'as great a range

if character in the metal as the word steel.

l‘ig iron is the first product of the blast fur

nace and represents the primary stage in its

reduction from the ore. In this process it

is to a very great extent separated from its

grosser impurities which. being lighter than

the molten metal. float on it and are run of!

in the form of liquid slag, after the with

drawal of the charge of iron. In the heavy

bars into which it is molded, termed pigs.

from which it takes its name, it is coarse

grained and brittle. A second stage consists

of its refinement by contact with charcoal,

which results in the production what is or

dinarily known as cast iron. It is then

converted into wrought iron by a process

termed puddling. which is nothing more or

less than a constant stirring or agitation of

the molten ironin order to bring every por

tion of it in contact with the air or oxygen

which it contains. At this stage there is an

excess of carbon. the iron is too rich in it

and is accordingly wrought into masses of

a size permitting of its ready handling and

then passed through successive rollers. is re

heated and rolled again. as well as ham

lucred. the process being continued until the

carbon is practically eliminated. The iron

is then approximately pure and is very tough

and flexible.

By whatever process the pure iron is pro

duced the metal known as steel is a com

pound of iron and carbon. the latter in min

ute proportion. The chief difference be

tween commercial mild steel and tool steel

lies in the degree of purity of the iron at

the start and the percentage of carbon ad

ded during the process of conversion. though

for some purposes still smaller percentages

of other substances such as maganesc. silcon

or tungsten may be added.

From thisv it will be apparent what a small

diii’ercnce in the composition of the metal

may mean to the strength of such parts as

axles. channel framing. steering knuckles

and the like.' each part calling-for a specific

mixture and character, if the smallest prac

ticable amount of metal is to prove ‘equal to

the work it has to do. and still retain its

shape against all the varying range of stress

es to which it is subjected.' Although the

subject is beyond the. knowledge of the aver

age car owner the. durability of thegmechan

ism us well as his own safetynre in the

hands of the metallurgist. The;science of

the chemistry of metals thus has an: import

ant'bearing on the production of‘the most

efficient car. and it is a matter for congratu

lation that the subject is now coming in for

the attention it deserves in this couiitry.

 
For a Street Motor Railwaytlj

w. ll. Mitchell, of New York City, and

W. S. Brawner, of St. Louis. have been

granted a franchise by the city of Joplin

to build and'operate a motorstreet’lrailway

in that city.v The. proposed line islto; be 100

miles in length. and will have. its'beginuing
in Joplin. and. I after making if circuitous

route through the countryisoutheast‘of Jop

lin. will have its ending at this place. The

line througlrthe city will be operated as a

streetcar line. and will run cars at inter

vals sufficiently close to handle the traffic.

The object of the. road is to open up the

fine farming country south and east to the

markets of Joplin. The cost of building the

road is estimated at $2,000,000. The. line

will be operated with gasolene motor cars.

the first of the kind in the Southwest. The

franchise provides that freight depots can

be established at certain points in the city.

and that light freight in combination cars

may be hauled through the city, not to ex

ceed twn cars at a time and not to stop at

any of the crossings of the streets to exceed

five minutes.

Thomas Tested on a Mountain.

To test its hill climbing powers. one of

the 1906 model Thomas Flyers was put

through its paces on the Wilkesbarre (l'a.)

Mountain Monday. this week. The'party in

the car consisted of Montague Roberts and

six other passengers, whose combined weight

totalled 1.285 pounds. The run‘was'made

from the Empire Hotel to the top of

the mountain. two and one-half miles. in

8 minutes and 8 seconds. Part of this grade

is 271.4; per cent. The car was again sent

up the mountain. and the time taken from

the beginning to the end of the grade. a dis

tance of over a mile. The. time was 4 min

utes and ill seconds. and the occupants made

ath'davit stating this to be accurate,'and the

first authentic time clocked by residents of

\\'i lkesbarre.

The George N. Pierce Co. have adopted

the Hartford suspension as a part of vthe

regular equipment of the 1906 Pierce cars.

it will be supplied without extra charge.
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MEASURING POWER CONSUMPTION

Churchward Explains and illustrates How it

May be Done—iii: instructive Discourse. '

 

_ With the aid of an imposineg mysterious

and complicated instrument that excited the

curiosity of all who beheld it, a bank of Edi

son storage cells, a young trolley car con

troller and a duo of human a'ssist'ants. Alex

ander Churchward lectured before the Auto

mobile Club ot America on Tuesday last on

the subject of “The Energy Consumed by

Electric Automobiles.” So businesslike ap

peared the array of apparatus that Presi

dent Morris expressed the tear that the club

would begin to move oiI when the controller

was turned on. it was the intention of Mr.

Churchward. who is a member of the club,

to have a small electric vehicle chassis upon

which to demonstrate the workings of the

instruments, but it was unfortunately found

impossible to get it into the club rooms.

“Although the power consumed by auto

mobiles under various operating conditions

has formed the subject matter of many ar

ticles in the technical press, as well as of nu~

merous papers read before scientific-Jimlies.

it has, until 'the present time, been weilnigh

impossible to . indicate the' instantaneous
value of thenpower consumed by a' vehicle.

when running under the conditions met with

in city streets and country roads," said the

lecturer in opening his address. '

"in the caSe of the gasolene car it is prac

tically'imposslble to take indicator cards of

each cylinder simultaneously, together with»

the speed of the car; with the steam car.

while it is a simpler problem. it is hand to

take accurate readings of the power con

sumed at any given instant. With the elec

tric automobile it is, however, possible to

measure the voltage. the amperage and the

speed of the car shnultaneousiy. 'i‘o accom

plish this the General Electric Company has

designed a special graphic recording meter,

the principles of which are based upon those

employed in the apparatus constructed by

the same company for testing street railway

cars.

"It consists of a spring actuated roll of

paper which is caused to pass beneath two

automatic pens terminating the pointers of

the voltmeter and ammeter. The paper may

be regulated to run at any speed desired. It

is ruled longitudinally into spaces calculated

to represent a known unit, such as ten or

fifteen amperes. the pens being arranged to

pass across it from side to side in the course

of its travel. .\ chronograph attachment

automatically records intervals of five sec

onds, and a circuit adapted to be closed by

a contact on the front wheel records every

revolution of the latter on the strip. it has

been found necessary to use one of the front

wheels. instead of a driver. owing to the

slip of the latter. The data of elapsed time

and revolutions per minute thus rccordcd

simultaneously with the amount of energy

consumed supply a basis upon which the

relation of the latter to the speed may be

figured. The working of the instrument will

be better understood from the section of its

record here reproduced. The line next to the

row of small perforations is the work of the

chronograph. each indentation representing

the passage of a period of five seconds. 0n

the opposite side of the strip the regularly
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CHARACTERIs'rIc CURVES WITH PNEU

MATIC AND some TIRES.

serrated line gives the equivalent of revolu

tions of the front wheel per minute, which, in

-connection with the chronograph record, is

readily reduced to miles per hour. The rec

ord in the ccntrc of the strip represents the

consumption of energy. the voltage remain

ing practically constant. while the sharp rise

of the current curve illustrates the lncreaa'

due to accelerati..'_.. The apparatus complete

weighs 130 pounds and is so delicately con
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SECTION OF RECORD SHOWING RISE OF

CURRENT. _"

siituted that it is necessary to suspend it on

springs.

“This apparatus. although primarily de

signcd for indicating the power consumption

of electric vehicles. has a vcry important. it'

indirect. use in the steam and gasolcnc auto

mobile field. The rcsults given liclow show

the tractivc ct’i'ort in terms of the draw-bar

pull in pounds per ton weight of car for elec

tric cars when operating under widely vary

ing conditions, and thus, knowing the cili

ciency of the mechanical transmission gear

and weight of the car, it is possible front

these results to deduct rules giving the requi

site brake horsepower for any weight of car

when the weight. speed and operating condi

tions are learned. _

"Last year. in co-operation with the prin

cipal makers of commercial electric Vehicles,

I made a series of tests to determine the

energy consumed by various cars when oper

ating under actual working conditions. The

cars used in these tests ranged from the little

single seated runabout up to the large five

ton trucks used by manufacturers To make

a fair comparison between the diiTerent types

of machines. each was run over a course

which was selected with grades of different

magnitude and pavements of various compo

sitions. '

“The grades selected were as follows:

TABLE N0. 1.

No. Material. Grade.

1. Asphalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Level

2. Macadam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.1%

3. Macadam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Level

4. Belgian block . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .il.5%

5. Asphalt- . . . . . . . . . . . . ..4.7%

ii. Macadam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 75%

T. Asphalt and brick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.121%

8. Asphalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25%

“Another course was selected in .\'cw York

in Fifth avenue, extending from Sixtictii to

110th street. The temperature was taken

of both the pavement and the air at variou;

periods throughout the tests. The foilnviug

table gives the results of these tests. 'l‘h'

numbers in the first column refer to the

grades given in table No. 1. The secrinl ('Ol

unm gives the draw-bar pull per ton wright

of car: these readings are the averages taken

for seventeen different vehicles. The third

column gives the average speed of each test.

and the last column states whether solid or

pneumatic tires were used.

TABLE so. 2

Grade Draw-bar Type of

.\'o. pull. M. P. ii. the.

l 40 12 Solid

1 50 12 l'ncumatic

2 48 11 Solid

2 64'; 10.5 _ i'neumatic

3 41 l2 i'nenmatic

3 49 12 Solid

4 250 5 Solid

4 270 6 Pneumatic

5 132 7 Solid

5 150 T Pneumatic

(i 114 8 Solid

6 128 8 Solid

7 95 8.5 Solid

7 119 8.5 l'ncumatic

S SS 8.8 Solid

8 103 8.8 l‘ncuuatic

"The difference in the consumption of power

when rhnning on wet and dry pavements was

discovered to bc so small that thc additional

ll'active ci‘fori required when the pavcnicnts

are wet may be neglected. skidding not con»

r'idcl'cd.

"'l‘hc most rcniariuiblc thing brought to

light by thcsc tcsts was the fact that n givcn

car. when t‘rcqucnily running under cxactly

tlic sninc opcraiiug conditions ovcr a givcn

sirclch oi' Icvci asphalt track, will by no

means rcqnirc liic sumo amount of cncrgy

for cacli run. 'i‘hc llil'fcrcucc in ihc powcr

consumml in scvcral iuslanccs ninountcd lo
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22 per cent, while in one case avariation of

72 per cent was indicated with the same car.

There is little doubt that this great [differ

ence—namely, 72 per cent—was largely 0w

ing to the temperature of the asphalt, as the

tests lasted for several weeks and were made

at ditiferent times of the day.

“The temperature of the asphalt greatly af

t‘ects the consumption of energy. In one

case a difference of 40 per cent was found

between operating a car on cold and warm

asphalt.

“It was further proved that there are no

ditiiculties in predetermining the amount of

energy required to propel a givenv weight of

car up a grade of known magnitude, as the

ordinary mathematical laws generally used

for this purpose were found to be perfectly

accurate. Given horsepower, weight and

grade, it is easy to calculate speed.

"it is interesting to note that while the pneu

matic tires are less ellicient than solid tires

when operating on smooth pavements (absorb

ing about 15 per cent more energy), they are

more ctlicient on rough roads. The reasdn

for this condition of things is apparent when

we. bear in mind the well known fact that

pneumatic tires are compressible, and solid

tires. so far as practical purposes are con

ccl'lled, are incompressible. Solid rubber is

not quite as compressible as water. The nat

ural result of this is that a pneumatic tire

will run over or around any small obstacle

in its path, the tire itself being indented

rather than tending to raise the vehicle,

while the solid tire must either rise over any

obstacle or else the rubber will become dis

tortcd outfit; its true shape. It is this con

tinual lifting of the car, caused by the many

.~mail obstructionshwhlch form a rough road.

that consumes the extra amount of energy

and makes the solid tire less efficient for such

service. The tests further showed that a car

equipped with pneumatic tires provided with

leather treads, consumed more energy than

when plain pneumatic tires were used. Steel

studded treads have, in fact, been shown to

bring about a decrease of 10 per cent in the

speed.

“The results of these tests conclusively

proved that it is impossith to show the true

saving in energy consumed by tae 1.56 ..t' such

devices as pneumatic tires. or special types

of bearings, by simply running a car at its

maximum speed over a level road.“ Atmos

pheric conditions vary every day. and the

factor of wind pressure is ordinarily greatly

underestimated, even the surface presented

by the tires of the wheels or the spokes in

case of a cross wind having to be considered

to calculate it accurately. At thirty miles an

hour the atmospheric resistance amounts to

four and one~half pounds per square font.

“By the courtesy of Mr. Edison and Mr.

Lansden l was enabled to make a series of

tests with various electric vehicles, running

at a much higher speed than could be oh

lained with any of the standard conuncrcial

tars. The curve illustrated shows the results

of those tcsts, giving the incrcasc in tractive

cti‘orl rcquired per ton mile as th‘ spccd hr

ircascd. These tests were made with both

solid and pneumatic tires. it can be seen

from the curve that a speed of nearly forty

miles an hour was reached. It was also de~

termined that the draw-bar pull when run

ning through two inches of sand was in

creased 119 pounds per ton, while on muddy

roads it showed an increase of 138 pounds

per ton. '

“The results of these tests have been re

duced to tractive effort in pounds per ton

in order that they may be used for calculat

ing the necessary power required for operat

ing steam and gasolene cars under any ordi

nary service conditions."

 

w ' Olds Puts up a New Front.

At length Oldsmobile runabouts will be

seen minus the long familiar “curved dash.”

For 1906 the Oids Motor Works will give the

ing and testing building and the boiler and

engine house finished by January 15, 1906.

The remainder will be completed in the

spring. 7 '

Buffalo Electric Becomes Babcock.

The recently incorporated Babcock Electric

Carriage 00., Buffalo, N. Y., have purchased

and taken over the assets and goodwill of

the Buffalo Electric Carriage Co., and are

figuring on an output of not less than five

hundred vehicles. They will manufacture on

similar lines to the old company, but will add

two or three new models.

F. A. Babcock, president and general man

ager of the old concern, occupies the same

oflices in the new one; F. L. Bapst is vice

president, and E. R. Whitney secretary and

 

option of ahbody of ‘the box type, having a treasurer. The other directors are R. B.

  

OLDSMOBIIIE RUNABOUT WITH BOX FRONT.

straight leather dash in front and 100king not

altogether unlike a sidebar box buggy. The

seat lines will be practically unchanged, while

the deck at the hack, instead of running to a

sharp corner and an undercut back, will be

rounded smoothly at the corner to a vertical

hack, the deck being nicely panelled. The

axles are placedat the limits of the bodv.

which. with the use of piouchsbare "11".1' ‘s in

front and straight wings in the rear. gives

the machine a neat and rangy appearance

which is altogether attractive.

 

Features of Wayne's New Plant.

The new factory building of the Wayne

Automobile Co., now being constructed on the

northwest corner of Piquette avenue and

Brush street. Detroit. Mich., will be of no

mean dimensions. as its plans indicate. The

main building. three stories high. will be 400

feet on Brush street and 300 feet on I’iquette

avenue. The testing building will be back

of the main building. 3iix1(i() feet. and the

boiler and engine room, 30x45 feet, with a

covered loading platform 150x16 feet. There

will he a private running track, inclosed, t0

tcst cars on the grounds. All the buildings

will he mill construction and will be provided

with the sprinkler system. The builders are

under contract to have part of the main build

Adam. Ilarry Yates, Charles L. Williams and

Samuel J. Dark, all of Buffalo, N. Y.

Mahoalng Will Wind Up.

The Mahoning Motor Car 00., of Youngs

town, Ohio, which is a subsidiary company

of the Youngstown Carriage & Wagon Co.,

has decided to go out of business and the

affairs of the concern will be wound up im

mediately. Charles Gaither, who was in

charge of the mechanical department, it is

understood, has acquired the letters patent

of the company and will go into business

for himself.

Midglcy's First Meeting in New Factory.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders

of the Midgiey Manufacturing Company.

Columbus, Ohio. in their new factory, the

following officers were elected to serve dur

ing the ensuing year: Thomas Midgley,

president; E. A. Cole, vice-president; C. S.

M. Krumm. secretary; F. W. Flowers, treas

urer and general manager. The annual re

port disclosed a most gratifying season.

 

Ranicr Makes a Change.

C. G. Rainier has resigned from the Rainier

company, and is now with the Vehicle Equip

ment Co. as general representative.
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"KEEPING TABS” O‘N CYLINDERS

 

Ingenious instrument that Performs the Set

vice—How it Indicates the Power. .

 

What the end of the craze for decorating

the dashboard with a mass of devices may

be, there is no telling. Some of them are

worse than useless, and the practice seems

to have culminated in at least one instance

in the man who boasts that he has close to

a thousand dollars worth on his car and is

still open for suggestions. The desire to en

cumber every available square inch of the

dashboard with a device. whether ornament

al or useful, is apparently a trait of human

nature that the accessory man can rely upon

to the end of time.

One of the most recent additions that can

lay claim to at least a few good reasons for

its right to exist, is in the form of a pressure

test gauge. It is termed the Gibson Power

indicator and was referred to in these col__

unms when first eXpl-rited by its inventor.

It is of English origin and has since under‘

gone practical tests and has been placed on

the market in full fledged form so that it

will doubtless be a part of the equipment of

a number of cars on the other side duriisg

the coming season“ _

When the engihe begins to droop‘ and

shows unequivocal signs of lack of vigor.

the difllcnlty of locating, the fault on the

road is frequently such that it is considered

the better plan to run home without tinker

ing. Current practice favors a resort to

cutting out the cylinders consecutively by

preventing the explosion of the charge and

provision for switching oi! the ignition in

this manner is now coming to be a stand

ard part of the equipment of _‘he up-t'i-date

car. This is, of course, a process of elimin

ation which ends by tracing the fault to the

cylinder that is either not working at all or

developing so little power that it is proving

a drag on the others. This method of test

ing is, however. not one that will give re

sults of an entirely satisfactory nature ex

cept where the symptoms of the trouble are

sufficiently decided to respond to this treat

ment. It is possible that fairly equal re

sults may be obtained from all cylinders

when tested under such conditions without

revealing the source of fault, which immedi

ately recurswhen the engine is run under

lill'lIHII load in driving the car. some faults

only making themselves apparant at high

speeds. Hence the value of an accurate in

strument indicating the work done by each

cylinder in the regular course of duty.

This so-called power indicator provides a

convenient means for the purpose. It con

sists of the usual form of gauge dial to bc

affixed to the dashboard or any convenient

location where plainly visible. A copper tube

of small hole is taken from the compression

chamber of each cylinder and led to a four

way cock placed just beneath the gauge. Be.

tween the two is a compression release cock

or escape. which the Englishman pictur
esquelyflterms a “leak valve." Just below

this is a check valve to prevent the escape

of the compressed gas when the cylinder be

gins to exhaust. In the technical nomen

clature of the Briton, this is a “non-return."

The arrangement of the various parts of the

device may be seen from the accompanying

illustration. Starting from the bottom there

is a small cock to shut off the pressure from

the gauge altogether and above this the four

way connection representing the ends of the

copper tubes coming from each cylinder with

its handle by means of which the pressure

from any one of the cylinders may be di

verted into the gauge. Just above this is

the check valve to prevent its return.

 

  

in operation it is merely necessary to turn

the handle to the cylinder suspected, means

' of identification being rendered easy by num

bering the leads, and if the c .ck be open the

hand on the dial will immediately respond

to the pressure generated by the explosion.

If nothing further be required and it is the

purpose to test each cylinder in turn. the

hand is returned to zero by opening the re

lief or “leak” valve. By means of the ad

justment of the latter the gauge may re

main connected to one cylinder for a length

of time and the escape being constant, the

hand will show whether the compression in

the cylinder is uniform or fluctuating. All

four cylinders may be tested in rotation in

this manner in very few minutes, with re

sults that are apt to yield more definite in

formation than a long session with the start

ing handle. As it is not necessary to stop

the car the motor may be tested under wide

ly varying conditions. such as in hill climb

ing. running at various speeds on the level,

and its performance noted. Such data would

be of value for reference when trouble did

develop.

Evidently the motor bus is a paying invest

ment in Cuba. The West Indies Transporta

iion Co., of llavana, who have had eight

Knox cars in use during this year, have

ordered four more of them—three twenty

cight passenger buses and one fiVe passenger
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REPAINTING OLD BODIES

Not Such a Simple Task as May Appear—

How to Obtain Best Results.

 

 

ln repainting old bodies the utmost cau

tion must be taken if the best result is de

sired, says the Blacksmith and Wheelwright.

The body should be sandpapered with No.

1% sandpaper, and should be cut down thor

oughly, cutting of! all dirt and old paint that

is cracked or peeling. After it is sand—

papered Well. a coat of permanent wood

fllling should be put on with a good bristle

brush, and then it should be wiped off per

fectly dry and clean with a clean piece of

cloth. After this is dry, which takes from

eighteen to twenty-four hours, a coat of

body filling should be put on. The body

filling is'mixed as follows: Body filling and

white keg lead of equal parts and thinned

with turpentine only. After this is dry,

which takes about twelve hours, a coat of

body filling without the lead should be ap

plied every day until four or five coats are

(ii the body. The body is then ready for

rubbing, which should be done with brick

pumice stone. care being taken to use plenty

of water to keep the stone from clogging

and scratching. After the body is l‘llbbEil

out it should again be sandpapered with

No. 1,5 paper and all the dust caused by the

rubbing carefully removed. It should then

be dusted well and it is ready for the ‘color

coats. Two coats 'of color should be up

plied with a two-inch camelllair brush.

After this is dry, which takes about eight

hours for each coat. the budy is ready for the

rubbing varnish, which should be put on

with a two-inch badgerhair brush. The rub

bing varnish should be given at least twen

ty-fsur to thirty-six hours to dry before

rubbing should be done with pulverized

pumice stone and water. Care being

taken that all pimples are rubbed out.

After the body has been washed of! clean

t is then ready for the finishing coat of

varnish, which should be put on with a two

lnch badger-hair brush. Before putting thi<

finishing touch on the body, the floor of the

l'lOlll in which the body is to be varnished

should be sprinkled with water, so as to

keep down the dust.

In case it is not desired to go through such

an elaborate and lengthy process as the

foregoing, then after the body has been

windpapered, touch up all bare wood spots

with oil lead priming. Let dry twenty-four

hours. Now give body a coat of flat lead

which is mixed same as second coat lead

for gears. Let this dry twenty-four hours

and putty all uneven places and when dry

sandpaper with No. 1 paper. Dust off

cleanly and apply color.

Should a much bctter Job be desired than

cithcr of the. tWO preceding methods. proceed

to burn off all the old paint with either a

flat iron heated in the forge or a gasolenc

lamp prepared for such work. In burning
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MT the body aim to burn the point against

tho grain of the wood. thus insuring a

smooth surface. The knife used to scrupo

off the old paint should be a stiff putty or

glazier’s knife ground to a square edge.

it is advisable where a body is burnt off.

ti use it pernninont wood filling for the first

cont. as it is a time saver. 'i‘hcn'proccol

with method No. 1 throughout, and with

core even abcginner can turn out a fair

job of carriage painting.

The proper tools are of tho utmost im~

portance to a beginner. While the brushes

may c.1St a little moi-c. always get tho host.

The difference In cost will be more than

made up in quality of work and its pleasing

appearance. The brushes usunlly usod by

conch pointers are soft brushos. 0 siZo ovnl.

Those are used for gcnr work or for body

filling. Next in importance are camelhnir

hrushos. sizes 1. 1V; and 2. Those are used

for second coat of lead and colors. Next is

:1 limbor blade putty knife for puttying gears

and bodies. (‘arrlnge and not house points

should always be used on carriages. and

varnish of some good reputable maker will

give satisfactory results. Where a poor or

cheap varnish is used it would destroy (nio's

host ofl‘orts.

One of the most ossontinl things in ro

pninting old gears is to got every particle

of grease and dirt off. as paint will not

dry on a greasy suri'uco. .\'oxt is to sand

pnpor tho gear. cutting bit" smooth as possi

ble all places where the point has boon

cracked or blistcred. After this has been

done the gear is ready for the first coat of

point. which is known :is priming. For roll

goat's the coat is mixed as follows: Throe

parts of whth kog load and one part of

Indian rod mixod with boilod linseed oil.

one gill to every quart of priming. lt' tho

gear is to ho painth hluck, put

one part of lamphlack instead of Indian

rod. After this coat is dry, which takes

about twenty-four hours. the gear is ready

to ho puttiod. tho putty boing mixed as

follows: For rod use dry white lead throo

ports and Indian red one part. with rub

bing varnish two parts umi coach pnintor‘s

japan one part. Tho putty should ho put on

or. sinooth as possible. When this is dry.

which takes about lwolve hours. tho gonr

should ho sundpapored with No. 11,5 pnpor.

(Taro should be taken while puttying to fill

up all holes and cracks. and while sand»

paporing to cut oil‘ nil tho odgos ot' putty.

but on the paint undornonth: tho goal

should then be dustod off thoroughly.

'I‘hon it is rondy for tho socond cont of

load, which should ho mixod sumo as prim

ing. omitting tho oil and japan and thin

ning with turpontino only. .\ftor this is

dry. which tnkos about twolvo hours. tho

gonr is roudy for tho color coals. which can

bo bought rondy i‘or nso with tho oxcoption

ot' thinning with :i lilllo inrpontino. 'l‘llos“

cunts should bo put on :Ilso with u ('tllllt'l

hair brush. .\ftor this is dry. which tnko<

about oight hours. tho gonr is rondy for tho

iinishing coats of varnish. which should in

put on with n 11,4-inch bndgorhnir brush on I

using ono-cout gonr or olnstio gour varnish.

In cztso tho gcnr is to ho pnintod groon.

black. dark brown or wino color. tho prim

ing should bo mixod :l.< follows: \\'hito ko;_r

loud throo ports and lnmpbluck om- mum

'l'ho soconll cont is tnixod sumo as priming.

with tho oXcoption that tho socond cool has

no oil in it.

Handsome Home of the Viqueot.

 

Evidenco is not wanting that tho ncwiy

estubllshoxl \‘iquoot (‘ompnny is making a bid

for tho businoss oi‘ thoso who wish to hnvo

thoir curs cnrod for nndor tho host :iuspioos.

'l‘ho four story and bnsonn-nl. building shown

in tho nwonnmnying photograph. which his

boon orociod ospocizllly for this pnrposo. is

iniondod to honso n nnmbor oi' privnlo own

('rs' ours in addition to tho solos dopzlrllnont

of tho ViiLuool cor and tho \'chiclo l-hplip

inonl t‘o.'s lino ol' oloctrics.

l'mlor iho :iclivo mnnogonioni of l.. S. (‘zis

\\'oll. who has long boon i.'.lniiii"d with tho

solos ond of tho trmlo. it :llrondy provich no

commodulion i'or quito n nnnibor. :ind moro

:n'o boing :nldoil rapidly. 'l‘ho location. Nos.

213 and Lil? \\'o.\i I“i|l‘l_\‘~l‘i;_'lllil slroi-l. just

olT lirondu'ny'. is practically in tho coliti‘c 0f

  

tho nutomobilo district. so that it will doubl

loss bo only a muttor of a short timo boforo

its fucilitios .-|ro tnxod to their limit.

.\ spocinl tank for tho safe storage of gaso

lono has boon instnllod under the collar. while

tho first floor will ho dovotod to general gu

rngo purposos and tho charging of olcctric

voliiclos, (in tho lioor above this is the office

and storage for ours. Tho third floor is on

tiroly dovotod to tho latter purpose, while

tho fourth is occupiod by tho repair shop,

which is oqnippod in :1 monitor to fit it to

tnko cziro of :ill gonoral work.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York. "‘
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THE 1906 MODEL B

“THE PULLMAN OE AUTOMOBIIES”

Absolutely the highest grade motor car built in this country, bar none, and the only car that

can consistently compete with foreign machines. _You will do yourself an injustice if you

decide on your car without investigating this triur'npihant American production. New style

make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto, Bevel gear drive. Very large and roc my full

aluminum bodies.

  

MODEL B RAINIER, 30-35 H. P. PRICE. $4.000.

GUARANTEED (FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR. '

Do you realize fully the great superiority of the “make and break ” over the jump spark ?

Do you know that it does away entirely with the coil, the commutator, the batteries, and the spark plugs, and

substitutes for all these a simple hammer and anvil, mechanically operated, WlllCh cannot get out of order.

Do you know that 90 per cent. of the foreign makers have already adopted this method?

Do you know that the RAINIER car is guaranteed not to cost one dollar for repairs within one year of pur

chase, unless you have an accident. and that it stands alone in this respect P

Ltarn all about it in our new Bulk/in just inurd.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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E GATHER from the good opinions ex

pressed by many highly pleased owners of

The Lozier Motor Car, that in

"smomh running, ease of control and

all-around reliability," covers about every

thing thgt is to be desired in a High-grade Motor Car.

The item of low maintainance cost and all that it

implies, was correctly calculated in its design. and

is fully guaranteed in its perfect constructiont Among

the notably distinctive features that are embodied in

The Lozier Motor Car

may be mentioned—Tm: use 0F HESS-BRIGHT BALI.

BEARINGS in sliding gear, change speed and differential

gears, \Vl-ZLDLESS NICKEL-STEEL FORGED l-llEAM AXLES

of heavy construction. D110? roac- El) sa‘nrznmc KNUCKLE.

BALL-BEARING WHEELS of large diameter (36 inches).

PLATFORM SPRING SUSPENSION. SOLID FORGED MO'I'UR

CRANK‘SHAFT (arms being webbed out instead of drop

forged—tulned, hardened and ground on its own centers).

TRANSMISSION and differential shafts and flexible shaft

with universal joint of nirl'rluial. BAHBl'l'l‘ED BRONZE

MOTOR nnrurms LONG WHEEL-BASE, “5;; inches.

1906 MODEL, TYPE C, 35 HORSEPOWER

LIMOUSINES, LANDAULE'I‘S AND TOURING CARS

now delivering. PRICES $4,500 TO $5,500.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

1 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

(Cars now aliowing at R. M. Stivers' Carriage Rooms, I9 W. 61d St.

Alter January rat, at our New Building, 55th St. and Broadway
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The Week's Patents.

805,013. Exhaust Muffler. Frederick S.

Williams, Amsterdam, N. Y., assignor of

two-fifths to C. F. Hesser, Amsterdam, N.

Y. Filed July 25, 1904. Serial No. 218.064.

Claim.—1. An exhaust muffler, having

communicating exhaust conduits, and non

communicating open-ended air passages ar

ranged one within another.

805,647. Spring Wheel. William H. Jack

son, Bakersfield, Cal. Filed July 15, 1904.

Serial No. 216,735.

Claim.—1. A wheel comprising a hub,ra

dial tubular spokes carried by the hub, a

rim, spokes carried by the rim and having

their inner end portions loosely Working in

the tubular spokes, a coil spring encircling

the point of juncture of the hub and rim

spokes, respectively, and a sleeve inclosing

the said spring. I ~

805,668. Vehicle Body. Herbert H. Rice,

Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Pope Manu

facturlng Company, Jersey City, N. J., acor

poration of New Jersey. Filed January 23.

1905. Serial No. 242,288.

Claim.—-1. In a vehicle body, the combi

nation with a dash, of a storm apron per

manently attached to the dash on the out

side thereof, and means for storing said

apron when not in use.

805,073. Vehicle Wheel. George Schram,

Detroit, Mich. Filed February 17, 1905 Se

rial No. 240,143. 1

Claim.—1. A “wheel comprising a hub,

spokes yieldingly connected with the hub, a

supplemental rim separated longitudinally

into a plurality of parts and connected with

said spokes, clamping members engaging

opposite ides of the supplemental rim, and

a tire held between the clamping members.

803,716. Automobile Axle. Adam R. De

mory, Canton, Ohio, assignor .to The Tim

ken Roller Bearing Axle Company, Canton,

Ohio, a corporation. Filed July 10, 1905.

Serial No. 268,915.

Ciaim.—1. A pivotal connection for an

axle and a spindle comprising a yoke on

the one having a hearing and an aperture

in its respective Jaws, an adjustable bushing

having a bearing therein and adapted to be

entered and locked in the aperture, and a

cross-pivot on the other having journals

adapted to be entered and to operate in the

respective bearings, there being shoulders

on the pivots adaptd to abut against the

bearings.

805,740. Motor Vehicle. Willard D. Lowe,

Columbus, Ohio. Filed December 2, 1904.

Serial No. 235,152.

Claim—In a device of the character de

scribed, the combination with a divided

axle of a housing consisting of two parts

having outwardly disposed flanges, a shaft,

with an enlarged central portion, secured

within and extending through recesses in

said flanges, plnions loosely mounted on said

shaft having their inner faces engaging the

enlarged portion thereof, and their outer

faces engaging bearing faces on the interior

Surface of the housing, and gears secured

to said axle sections meshing with said

pinions. \

805,790. Sparking Device. Benjamin C.

Gilbough. Chicago, Ill. Filed December 30,

1904. Serial No. 238%6.

Claim.—1. An ignition device or the pur

pose set forth, comprising an oscillating

Contact member presented to the charge in

the engine cylinder, :1 gas-actuated member

serving to oscillate said contact member,

and means for restoring said last-named

member to its normal position after the gas

pressure is relieved.

805,824. Apparatus for Settling Dust

Raised by Motor Vehicles. Samuel S. Stitt.

Cambridge, England. Filed September 28,

1905. Serial No. 280,511.

Claim—1. An apparatus for settling dust

raised by the wheels of motor road vehicles,

said apparatus comprising means for pro

ducing a spray of finely divided liquid be

hind the wheels of the vehicle, and means

for supplying liquid and gas under pressure

to the spraying apparatus.

805,828. Vehicle Wheel Riln. Ernst Wei

ler, Berlin, Germany. Filed March 7, 1903.

Serial No. 248,833.

Clailn.-—1. A wheel rim or feily in two

parts, comprising a detachable ring or flange

in which the ring and the outer edge of the

rim carry he]icaliy-formed ribs bearing mu

tilated screws engaging one with the other

. and a tireengaging flange on each part by

which the tire is wedged into and held firm

ly in position when the parts are screwed

together.

805,878. (‘rank Shaft.

born. Detroit, Mich.

Serial .\'0. 170,741.

Uiaim.—1. In an engine, the combination

of a hollow shaft, a disk Secured to the

same, a ing on said disk, a crank shaft res

voluble within the hollow shaft, :1 disk se

cured to said crank shaft, means to prevent

backward rotation of said shaft, a ing on

said second disk, and a spring whereby the

crank shaft may drive the honow shaft. said

Francis C. Os

I-‘iied August 22'», 1903.

lugs enabling thehollow shaft to turn the

crank shaft.

805,044. Controlling Apparatus. Edward

S. Clark. Boston, Mass. Filed February 3,,

1005. Serial No. 243,975.

Claim—1. In a safety controlling appa

ratus, a device for simultaneously locking

the Steering-wheel shaft in an operative. po

sition and releasing the starting mechanism,

consisting of a hinged steering-wheel shaft,

a hinged quadrant engaging therewith,

means for compelling said engagement, said

engagement in an operative position of said

steering-wheel shaft releasing means for op

erating the starting mechanism.

803,978. Transmission Gear. Albert C.

Menges, Grand Rapids, Mich, assignor to

William Harrison, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed September 14, 1904. Serial No. 224,

458.

Claim.—1. In a transmission gear, the

combination of a main shaft and a second

ary shaft, driving gears carried by each

shaft, friction disks upon the shafts adapted

to engage with one another and mechanisms

for engaging and disengaging the disks and

for moving the gears on one of the shafts.

805,979. (Tarburetter. Albert C. Menges,

Grand Rapids, Mich, assignor to William

Harrison, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed De<

cember 23, 1904. Serial No. 238,141.

Claim—1. in a carburetter, the combina

tion of a shell or case having separated

valve seats therein, valves co-operatlng with

said seats and having stems, the said valves

controlling the admission of air and the out

let oi’ the comminglcd air and gasOIene, a

gasoiene valve located intermediate of the

said valve seats and valves and regulating

the supply of gasoiene to the carburettor,

movable projecting devices connected to the

stems of the valves and located exteriorly of

the carburetter, and a longitudinally slidable

rod having cams thereon with which the

free extremities of the projecting devices

loosely engage, the said projecting devices

being normally out of ngagement with re

spect to the cams and automatically return

ing to normal position when out of engage

ment with the cams to permit the valves to

close.

805,981. Pump Attachment for Internal

Combustion Engines. Reuben A. Mitchell

and Lester L. Lewis, Oil City, Pa. Filed Oc~

tober 22, 1903. Serial No. 178,091.

Claim—1. In a mechanism of the class de

scribed, the combination with a gas engine.

of a cylinder connected to and communicat

ing with the. explosion end of the cylinder

of said engine, a piston within said first

mentioned cylinder adapted to be actuated

by the pressure from the gas engine cylinder,

means actuated by the piston of said first

mentioned cylinder for compressing a charge

of air or gas. and means for cushioning the

termination of the operation of the com

pressing means.

800.013. Means. for Securing Pneumatic

’l‘ires to Rims of theels. Sheffield Smith,

Providence, R. I. Filed March.

l‘laim.—i. The combination of the wheel

and a pneumatic tire with a clamping hook.

having its shank extending inwardly be

tween the metallic tire of the wheel and the

telly, and S('l'P\\'-[lli'911(l9(l means also extend

ing inwardly between the metallic tire and

the telly, to actuate the said hook to clamp

ing engagement with the edge of the cover

of the pneumatic tire. for clamping the said

edge to the wheel.

800,017. Ignition Plug. Charles F. Splitdorf.

New York, N. Y., assignor to Electric Vehicle

Company, Jersey City. N. J., a corporation

of New Jersey. Filed March 7, 1903. Serial

No. 146,778.

Claim—1. In an ignition plug for explos

ive engines, opposed electrodes located in a

secondary circuit of an induction coil, a plug

conductor or conducting rod for one of said

electrodes, an insulator for said conductor or

rod, a metallic cap at the end of said insula

tor, the latter being separated from contact

with said conductor or rod by an air space,

and a binding post upon said cap to receive

one of the terminals of said circuit.

806,@1. Differential Gearing. Robert Sym

monds, Keuosba, Wis, assignor to Thomas

B. Jeffery, Kenosha, \Vls. Filed March 2,

1903. Serial No. 145,707. ‘

Claim—1. In a differential gearing, the

combination with a hollow power transmis

sion member, of a pair of meshed pinions.

bearings formed integrally with said mem

ber in which said plnions are journaled, a

pair of gears meshing with the respective

pinions in said pair, aligned shafts upon

which said pair of gears are respectively

fixed, a bearing also formed integrally with

said member and surrounding the adjacent

ends of said aligned shafts' between said

gears, tubular supports surrounding said

shafts, and roller bearings interposed be

tween the portions of said shafts adjacent

said gears and the surrounding tulmlar sup

ports.

806,044. Speed Indicator.

drews, Hollis, Alaska.

1905. Serial No. 244,737.

Claim—1. A speed indicator for vehicles,

comprising a casing, a dial in said casing, a

pointer movable over the dial. a spindle on

which the pointer is mounted, a lever inte

gral with the spindle and adapted to be en

gaged by a part carried by a wheel of the

vehicle. a ratchet wheel on the spindle with

in the casing. a pawl for engaging with the

ratchet wheel, a coiled spring connection be

tween the pawl and spindle and a radial

arm wheeel adapted to be engaged by said

part carried by the vehicle wheel and oper

Henry An

Flied February 8,
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow 28-32 H. P., with straight tonneau body,

Price, $4,000. Cape top, extra, $200.cape top and folding glass 1 ront.

  

The Pierce Arrow is an American car—the best American car that

has been made—better in proportion to its cost than any imported French

car—better

motorist.

for American use, American roads and the

It offers satisfaction, minimum of expense in running, perfect

service, and can be operated by the owner.

Catalogue and descriptive literature on request.

American

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

7716 Pierre Arrow ex/zibilezl' in Madison Square

Boston,

Chicago,

New York.

Plttaburg.

Baltimore.

Buffalo.

Detrnlt.

Denver.

Hart tord. Conn. ,

Houston, Tex,

Kansas City. M0-.

Ins Angeles.

Loullville,

Milwaukee,

Ottewi & Montreal,

PIERCE AGENTS FOR 1906.

J. W. Mazulre Co., 745 Boyl—

ston St.

H. Pauimnn & CO., 1321 Michi—

gan Ave.

Harroltls Motor Car CO., Broad

way. bS—b9th Ste.

Banker Bros. Co., Baum and

Bentty Ste,

Southern Auto. CO., 2021 Mary—

land Ave.

The George N. Pierce CO., 752

Main St. (Retail)

J. P. Schneider, 189 Jefferson Av.

The George. N. Pierce CO., 1643

California St.

The Miner Garage CO.,

lyn St.

Hawkins Auto. & Gas Engine Co.

E. P. Moriarty & CO., 3.812

Grand Ave.

Bush & Burge, Cor. 7th & Main

Ste.

120 Al—

The Zorn—Strauss CO., Inc.

Hlbhard Automobile Co.

Wilson 8; Co., 142 Bank Street.

Oakland, Cal..

Philadelphia,

Portland, Me.

Providence. R. 1.,

Rochester.

San Francisco,

Snratoga Springs,

Scranton, i‘u..

Springfield. Mass"

Syracuse.

St. Louis,

5!. Paul.

Toronto,

Troy. N Y.,

Utlca. N. Y.

 

Garden only.

The George N. Pierce CO., 1018

Clay St. (Wholesale)

Foss-Hughes Motor Car CO., 201

N. Broad St.

J. A. Dowllng.

The Shepard Company.

U. S. Automobile Co.,

mouth Ave.

M)hile Carriage Co., Golden Gate.

Ave. 6': Gough St.

W. L. Bottles, 16 Wnodlawnliv.

Standard Motor Car Co.

E. R. Clarke Auto. 60.. 117 Ly»

man t.

Amos—Pierce Auto CO.,

State St.

Western Auto. CO., 4701 Wash-

ington Blvd.

C, P. Joy Auto. Co., 868 Minnie

sota Rt.

Auh & Supply Co.,

Temperance St.

Troy Auto. Exchange. 22 4th St.

Utlca Motor Car Co.

21 Ply

109 S.

1146., 24
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ating to release the pawl from the ratchet

wheel.

806,079. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. Oscar Gavelek, Chicago, Ill., aSsignor

of one-half to William L. Paul and Guy W.

Mervin, Chicago, Ill. Filed July 25, 1904.

Serial No. 218,048.

Claim.-—A carburetter for hydrocarbon mo

tors, comprising a cylindrical casing provided

at one end with inlets for air and hydrocar~

bon liquid, respectively, and at its other end

with an outlet for carburetted air, a throttle

valve controlling said outlet, 11 valve control

ing said inlet for liquid, fluid pressure actu

ated means on said last-named valve for

opening same, a longitudinally movable plun

ger disposed in the path of said valve and

controlling the degree of opening movement

of same, said plunger being threaded be

tweeen its ends and passing through a

threaded opening in said throttle valve,

means for holding said plunger against revo—

lution, and means for holding said throttle

valve against longitudinal movement, where

by when said throttle valve is turned said

plunger will be moved longitudinally.

806,0w. Vehicle Wheel. George L. Gla

ser, New York, N. Y., and John Olsen, Jer

sey City, N. J. Filed December 19, 1904.

Serial No. 237,442.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle wheel hub, an

outer rim having a chamber, an inner rim

provided with projections extending into the

chamber of the outer rim, a cushion between

the rims, and a cushion in the chamber of

the outer rim and engaging the projection

of the inner rim.

806,088. Jack for Relieving Pressure on

Pneumatic Tires of Motor Vehicles. John C.

Wands, St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 18, 1905.

Serial No. 260,995.

Claim.—1. The combination with a lifting

jack base having a flange provided with a

straight side and a curved portion, of an up

standing tubular threaded portion integral

therewith, a threaded shank in the threaded

tubular portion, outwardly curved handholds

carried by the shank, integral shouldered

jaw-engaging portions above the handholds

and an arcuate jaw rotatany carried there

by; substantially as described.

806,089. Device for Relieving Pressure on

Motor Vehicle Tires. John C. Wands, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed May 27, 1905. Serial No.

262,610.

Claim.—1. A device of the class described

comprising a base having a horizontal hub

receivlng portion and an inclined portion for

guiding the wheel hub onto the horizontal

portion; substantially as described.

806,101. Endless Solid Rubber Tire. Rob

ert D. Bradley, Canton, Ohio. Filed April

10. 1905. Serial No. 254,662.

Claim—As a new article of manufacture,

a tire for children‘s vehicles consisting of a

solid endless annular body of rubber adapt

ed to be rolled onto a rim and having a lin

ing of closely woven fabric cemented to the

inner circumference thereof and covering the

entire inner surface of the tire.

806,125. Rotary Explosive Engine. Fay

0. Farwell, Dubuque, Iowa, assignor of one

half to The Adams Company, Dubuque,

Iowa, a corporation of Iowa. Filed April

16, 1904. Serial No. 203,391.

Claim.—1. An explosive engine, compris

ing a mixing chamber and an explosion

chamber, an inlet valve controlling the pas

sage between said chambers, an exhaust

valve for the explosion chamber, and a cam

ring common to both of said valves and hav

ing projections of different heights control

ling the opening and closing of the respect

ive valves, said cam ring having adjustable

means for varying the period of time the

inlet valve is held open during the compres

sion stroke of the engine.

806,136. Vehicle Hub. William T. Han

na, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Martha A.

Hanna, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Feb. 27,

19%. Serial No. 247,431.

Claim-1. The combination of a short axle

haing in its periphery a longitudinal groove

intercepted by a bridge, a hub to fit over

the axle and having a groove to form a key

way with the groove in the axle, keys seated

in the keyway upon opposite sides of the

bridge and nuts to engage the hub and to

abut against the keys.

806.139. Device for Vaporlzing Liquids.

Albert Hayes, New York, N. Y., assignor,

by mesne assignments, to Theodore J. Lind

ley. Filed February 27, 1905. Serial No.

247,514.

Claim—1. In a device for vaporizing li

quids, the combination of an air conduit, a

diaphragm in said conduit having therein an

air passage provided with a valve seat,

means for supplying liquid to the valve seat,

a lift valve for the ale seat arranged to con

trol the passage of air through the conduit

and means carried by the valve adapted to

be acted on by air passing through the con

duit to rotate the valve to distribute the.

liquid.

806,167. Piston.

Hartford City, Ind.

Serial No. 198,615.

Claim.—1. An engine pitman having a

fixed pin at its piston end, and a piston hav

ing journal boxes at each side of the piston

t receive the ends of said pin, means ex

tending to that end of the piston which the

pitman enters, for adjusting said boxes, and

bolts having heads projecting from the same

piston end for adjusting said means.

806,190. Variable Speed Mechanism. Rich
ard E. Rosewarne, vCovington, Ky. l-‘iled

September 29, 1904. Serial No. 226,502.

Claim—1. The combination with the driv

ing element and the driven' element, of a

clrcumferentially interrupted gear having an

engaging portion of varying diameter and

carried by one of said elements, and pinions

for contact with the engaging portion mova'

ble along the periphery of said gear and

connected with the other element.

806,195. Motor and Engine. Georges 0.

de Sanderval, Mont-Redon, France. Filed

October 15, 1903. Serial No. 177,183.

Claim—1. A combined internal combus

tion and hot air engine comprising sideby

side pistons reciprocable in said cylinders,

a common crank shaft, a valve intermediate

the two cylinders adapted to open automatic

ally under the effect of an explosion in the

internal combustion cylinder, exhaust valves

for said cylinders and an air inlet valve for

the hot air cylinder, and positive means for

cutting out the hot air cylinder and allowing

its piston to run free when the gas cylinder

is working. substantially as et forth.

806.302. Transmission Mechanism for Au

tomobiles. Zadock B. Starr, Gloversville, N.

Y. Filed August 12, 1904. Serial No. 220,

554.

Claim—1. In an automobile, a pair of

disks, a crank shaft upon which said disks

are mounted, two shafts. a friction roller at

each end thereof. two pair of disks connec

tions between each shaft carrying said pairs

of disks with the rear wheel of the automo

bile, said friction roller-s mounted in such a

manner that one roller on each shaft shall

engage the disks mounted on the crank

Dudley R. Morrison,

Filed March 17, 1904.

-Thropp Circular Woven Tire

shaft on opposite, sides, thereof, the other

friction roller on each shaft engaging one of

the pairs of disks, respectively, substantially

as described. ‘

806.308. Gasolene Burner. Rollin H.

White, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The

White Sewing Machine Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio. Filed Decem

ber 3, 1900. Serial No. 38,408.

Claim—1. The combination of a main

burner, a pilot burner tube which passes

vertically through the same and is open at

both ends and has on its lower end an in

ternal drip cup, :1 pilot burner in said tube.

which burner contains near its upper end a

port which partly surrounds the burner, a

discharge pipe connected with one end of

said port and which discharges into the inlet

of the pilot burner, and a supply pipe hav

ing one branch which is connected with said

port, a second branch adapted to discharge

into said drip cup, and a third branch which

is coiled over the pilot burner and discharges

into the inlet of the main burner, and three

valves for severally controlling the flow of

the fuel through the said three branches,

sugstantially as and for the purpose speci

fie .

800,316. Transmission Mechanism. Charles

E. Bertels, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Filed May 31,

1905. Serial No. 263,037.

Claim—1. In,_.a deviceofthe class de

scribed, a driving shaft and a driven shaft

spaced apart and arranged in longitudinal

alignment. an intermediate mechanism in

cluding two shafts mounted for'v independent

rotation and disposed in longitudinaijalign

ment with said driving shaft and driven

shaft, means for connecting and disconnect

ing said intermediate shafts, a clutch ele

ment between said driving shaft and one

or said intermediate shafts, a clutch ele

ment between said driven shaft and the

other of said intermediate shafts, and speed

changing mechanism associated with said in

termediate shafts. \

806,35l. Vehicle Tire. Albert de Laskl,

Trenton, N. J., assignor to The de Laski and

Company.

Trenton, N. J., a corporation of New Jersey.

-»Filed August 11, 1904.“ Serial “No. 120,326.

Claim—1. A clincher tire comprising a

body composed of a heavy circular woven

fabrlcpa restraining jacket applied thereon

consisting of courses of threads extending

obliquely to the longitudinal axis of the tire

and a tread applied on the restraining jacket,

the whole being bound together in a coherent

mass. '

806.352. Pneumatic Tire. Jean Le

Grand, Levallois-Perret, France. Filed July

2, 1904. Serial No. 215,199.

Claim—1. In combination with a pneu

matic tire, an exterior flexible protective

strip, pins traversing the same at intervals.

and a strap lying along the inside of the tire

wall and carried through said wall and

around said pins, substantially as described.

806,378. Automobile Street Sprinkleerohn

J. Sullivan, Chicago, Ill. Filed April 27.

1905. Serial No. 257,718.

Claim—1. In a street sprinkler, the com~

blnation with a horizontally disposed cylin

drical tank, a body frame consisting of side

sills and end sills formed of I-beams and

bolsters mediate said end sills formed of

drop frame truss-shape construction, and

endless bands surrounding said tank and

navlng offsets that rest upon said side sills,

of power generating apparatus and trans~

mission gear actuated thereby. both of which

are supported by said holsters, a drive axle

driven by said gear. sprinkling (levii-es con

nected with said tank. and means which,

while said sprinkler is in motion, force the

water out of said sprinkler under pressure.
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' PENNSYLVANIAirn CLINCHER

  

No Car is Tire Troubles

Faster Place a Fast Car in

than its a Class with

Tires. the Farm-wagon.

  

 

PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER CO.

- JEANNETTE, PA. '
 

You will find in the Silent Northern mechanical re

finement not equalled—even in cars sold for severa

times the price.

‘ Northern Crank‘case and Gear~case combined pro

tecting all mechanism from mud, dust and water; three

point Motor support which guarantees a pelfect

alignment of driving mechanism under all conditions

and oil box which insures perfect lubrication in any

temperature are exclusive advantages.

Only three vital points to oil—allbelts, chains, stiut

rods. and truss rods eliminated and no side levers.

In luxury of upholstering it is not excelled by any

The quietest and easiest running car in the world—and

the only car at the price equipped with four-im/I tires

1006 MODIEI¢§'

Model "K" 30 h. )1. Tourng (‘ur with gas and

oil lamp equipment, . . . $101k

20 h. p. Limousine, . . . . $251K]

20 h. p. Touring ('ar with gas mnl oil lamp

equipment. ' . . . _ . .

T h. p. Sturdy Northern Runabout with lump

equipment, . . . . . .

$1801)

'01!

Write for Circular No. [6, contains important advnm'u

. . \llcnt Northern Touring Car, 20 h. p. 5 panepgeru

mformmwn' tour-inch tires, gas and oil lamp equipment, $1800..

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, U; S. ‘A.
Members Association of Licensed Autumnbilr‘. Manufacturers.

New York Agent: PE I'ER FOGARTY, I42 West 38th Street.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cent: nor line of seven words. Cllh with order.

In capitall. 25 cent- per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

r905-1906 model; steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

OR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition A bargain. C. A.

COEY & CO., 132343“ Michigan Ave., Chicago.

WAVERLY electric runabout of the type

styled “Speed Wagon”; new this season

an in perfect condition; batteries, thirty cells of

9 p. v.: buggy top. Apply to WM. A. TUCKER,

53 State St., Boston, Mass.

IITIIARION, 4 cylinders, detachable ton

I neau; seats 5; Fisk tires; list, $1,500;

fine condition; immediate delivery, $1,000. F. S

NEWCOMB, New London, Conn

GRINDING SKATES, is profitable during the

winter months. It is easy with one of my

holders. Clamps any size skates, on or off shoes.

Price, $5.00. C. R. ZACHARIAS, Eagle Hall

Block, Asbury Park, N. J.

OR SALE—1904 POPE TOLEDO, just been

thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed to be in

fine order only 51300. C. R. Armstrong, Lock

Haven, Penn.
 

 

New York School of Automobile Engineers
_ INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A Hi h Grade School of lnstruction for

Chan eurn and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enroll'ng Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars.

Telephone, 4314 Columbus.

  

 
 

WE ARE lEltiTIOII SPECIALISTS

 

 

If you have any trouble with

your ignition. write us about our

Apple Antoinette Battery

Charger. No trouble to put on

any car or engine. For full in

formation write. Dayton Electrical

Mtg. 00.. It Bum Bldg" Dayton. 0.

  

U Airtoti'lzitic

' Sparker

  

  

 

—--S*P'L1 -T¢D-@-R F»

—G-0-I‘-L-SP

C. F. SPLITDORF

"-21 VANOEerTER lfltl'h “W '0!!

THE MOSLER rrmrsns
  

L d and DISTRIBUTERS

on on are constructed on a

Tops Scientific Principle.

All: your dealer or write us tor
Style New Booklet of 1906Moller Igni

Durnbllity tion Outfits.

Quality A. R. MOSLER 6: C0.

r079 Broadway. - New York

 

The Ball Improved Transmission

and REVERSE one

——FOR-—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 0!" SPUR GEARS

Patented April 19. 1901; Nov. 3. 1903; Jan. 12, 1904;

Feb. 23. NM.

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

58 Oreonpolnt Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Western Agtn.: J. H. Neuntadt Co., St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

 

 

I

That Recent Lamentable Accrdent
cauSed by the loss of a nut off the steering gear, would have been avoided by

theuseof COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS.

They are the only nuts that can forev.rwithstand the shakes and strains to which

an automobile is subjected. Locks automatically and absolutt ly Made in two

pieces, it combines the three forces of sedge, screw and lever, forming a com

bination lock of immense power.

Made in all sizes. and of universal application. Write for catalogue.

COLUMBIA NUT a. BOLT CO., “10., Bridgeport, Conn.

 

The Deriect

l'lindley Steering Gear

ABSEIVCE OFBACKLASH

SMOOYHNESS 0F ROTATIOJV

EASE 01" OPERATION

The design and material are identi

cal with steering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships.

when you order your new car, specify the Hindley

Steering Gear.

MORSE, WILLIAMS & CO.
nrsomrsens

West End Trust Building, - -

  

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

I-"Elimnrir:an Ball-Boarino (to.

L. 8.8; IVI.S. Ry.& Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.8.A.
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ASK ANY OWNER OF A

ROYAL TOURIST.

This Letter is a Mild Sample.

, Toronto, December 2, 1905.

ROYAL MOTOR CAR (70., Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen—My family are not particularly fond of driving'ln

the cold weather. and I have. therefore, laid up my car until

Spring. As I had the honor of signing the first Canadian order

for a Royal Tourist. thought you would be interested in what I

thought or the machine. after one season’s experience. and have

only to repeat what Prince Louis of Battenberg had to say when

travelling in the machine. “a wonderful car. good enough for

any man living." Quite a number of your cars have come to To

ronto, and the above few words express the opinion, I think, of

all the owners.

“'lshlng you the success that your machine should bring. I am,

Yours truly. WM. J. SMITH.

RolAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Member A. L. A. M.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO.. New York. N. Y.; O. J. DUNHAM.

Boston, Muss; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago, 111.;

G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolis. Minn; AUTOMOBILE & SUPPLY CO.,

le., Toronto. Ont.; MOTOR SHOP, Philadelphia, Pa.: WEST—

MINSTER AUTOMOBILE (30.. St. Louis. Mo; STANDARD AUTO—

MOBILE CO., Pittsburg. Pa.; AMOS—PIERCE & CO., Syracuse,

N. Y.: THOMPSON SCHOEFFEL CO., Rochester, N. Y,; GUS

BOYER, San Francisco, (3:11.; Member A. L. A. M. Send tor cata

logue.

.
‘

OR'LAUNCHES

Mr. Dealer, why not handle a. line tmyou'know will satisfy

your customers instead of taking chances on " just as good "lamps.

m profitin 35m ormon Solars and yourcustomers “stick.”

Write us to-day for prices on our l906 line.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

NEW YORK OFFICE: I l Warren Street

  

 
 

 
 

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Best Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE

CAR [N THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to

operate and maintain.

" Marks :1 New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mass, U. S. A.

  
  

THE

Modern Car.
40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

1 12 inch wheel base.

Individually cast cylinders. Battery and high tension

magneto ignition.

Individually designed bodies. 7

PRICE, $7,500.00.

28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive.

ioz-inch wheel base,

Battery and low tension magneto ignition. _

Bodies to your own taste. ’

P R l OE , $4,000.00.

WU. 5. sale representatives of Societe L'Oleo plugs for

battery and magneto Ignition. Absoiulely soot-proof.

THE VIQUEOT COMPANY,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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FOR.

MOTOR CAR

MANUFACTURERS

E LECTRIGWELDING

mumonlunlruwutllu-h.

  

  

By its aid many difficult problems may be

solved—such as special pressed steel stampings

in tubular shapes—irregular shaped forgings—

axles of intricate construction. Tubing can be

substituted in place of solid stock to great

advantage, as in tubular axles and connecting

rods. In these lines we should be helpful to

you. as work of this character is impossible by

forge welding.

THE STANDARD WELDING C0
CLEVELAND I

"SCLERNAN 8', ORR ~ WESTERN REP.‘CHICAGO

  

 

 

RIDE ON AIR!

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

“ SHOCK ELIMINATOR.”

(IATINT ALLOWED]

ON GOOD ROADS—

They Allow you to use and

enjoy the full elasticity at

I EASY FLEXIBLE
i. SPRINGS, OBSERVE nave

- 1 say “full elasticity."

ON BAD, DANGER

OUS ROADS—They con

trol the too violent spring

lay BOTH UP AND

t WN, OBSERVE we

. say “ both up and down."

‘ THEY TRANSFER

TH E LOAD and strain

from the springs to the axles.

THEY PREVENT spring

istortion and breakage

THEY LESSEN THE

WEAR and tear on tires

THERE ARE NO ADJUSTMENTS.

This should interest you because :—

It adds to your comtort and safety,

It effects a direct saving in “upkeep.”

Write for full particulars.

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

  

 

 
 

BROWN-LIFE GEARS

Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and titrain lirive

Differential.

Sliding Gear Trans

mission.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,166 Lake Streettihlcago. Ill. tDirect Factory

THOS. J. WETZEL, it Warren Street, New York. Sa'esme“

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reade Street, New York, i

318-320 N. Broad St., Phlfadelphia, Sales Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Carrying Stock.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. J

  

POST 8: LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn" Eastern Sales Agents.

BROWN-LIFE GEAR 60., 200 S. Gertdes St., Syracuse, N. Y_

  

 

 

49 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mass.

  

 

 

COL. SPRAGUE

AT THE SHOWS.

Yes, he Will be there

WlTH HIS TOPS.

You can't help but find him, and his

Wonderful Tops;

“MADE THE SPRAGUE WAY,"

“THE SPRAGUE IDEA,” “BETTER.”

You might better wait and buy a SPRAGUE

TOP than to buy an imitation and then wish

you HAD bought a SPRAGUE TOP.

A SPRAGUE TOP IS DIFFERENT;

CALL AND SEE THE DIFFERENUE.

The Spraguc Umbrella Co., = Nerwalk, O.
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THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS

MADE FROM SELF-HARDENING STEEL ,

e. w h, r t

r, v mmuravuuy >7

mammal ll 7; Q ’

BRAMPTON'S {jg-Q7

TWO PAIRS 0F CHAINS IN 75,000 MILES.

  

EALXNG, LONDON, February 13, 1905.

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd.

Dear Sirsz—We are using a Napier Car Ior conveying our " RISIN‘ SUN " METAL POLISH throu;hout ENGLAND, calling at the various stations en route to

replenish the loads. We estimate the rar has now covered a distance of 75,000 miles in about three years and five months, runn ng daily with scarcely any delay, the

only renewals worth mentioning were Bfasses to Pistons, Chains only onCc (BRAMPTON’S), tyres frequently, CON NOLLY‘S large solids have proved the most durable.

Yours faithfully, JOHN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain it you order it that way, and it won’t cost you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain the Kind that breaks and stretches and have to be replaced every few hundred miles. All standard sizes in stock to fit

American and Foreign cars.

We are Sole United States Agents for this Line of Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Sins.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

RIANUFACTURER JOBBER

CHARLES E. MILLER EXPORTER AND I’MPOR'I‘EIQ.

HOME OFFICE: 97-99-101 Reade Street, New York City, N. Y.

BRANCHES: Broldwn nd 38th Street, New York. Philadelphia, Pa.—3l8-320 N Broad St.

Bolton, Mum—2 -204 fiolumbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—408 Brie Street.

  

 

MICHELIN

 

 

Used on 90% 0f the high-grade American

and EurOpean cars.

MORE PURE RUBBER, THEREFORE MORE RESILIENT,

° THEREFORE LESS WEAR AND TEAR ON THE ENGINE

AND

CARRY MORE GUARANTEED WEIGHT PER WHEEL

THAN ANY OTHER PNEUMATIC TIRE MANUFACTURED.

THINK IT OVER.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

E. D. WINANS, Gen’l Mgr.

Telephones—% } Madison Square, New York. 6 West 29th Street, New york

b‘A’ANCI/ES IN ALL LARGE cums.
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Self-starting from the Seat

66M§1EHB®§©KQW

“America’s Finest Motor Car ”

' 1906 Models—4o and 60

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

 

 

 
 

our New Factory {10w buildigg, in WILgES-BARRbE],Pfiunvgllisegoxlgz‘33w MATHE so" MOTOR CAR co.

L We will move into this new pIEEEeaEEoTil: Jawfasifywigg. “Ag;ng Englalhen . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holyoke, M388. ' J

Monrinq Post for Mntnrhuats THE AMERICAN
CUTS OFF THE FUEL SUPPLY

N ; TUBE & STAMPING CO.

3
S

<1 OPEN I'IEARTI'I STEEL BILLETS
A T

S 'I1 Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

E 5 Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

E E Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

N General Electric Welding under Thompson

E 6‘ Electric Welding Patents

M ‘ . . .

N E 'I ublng and R1ms for Automobiles

o E and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

0 E SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

O_ 8 Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

caso|ene Lock va|ye l)lES,TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

' PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL‘ BRASS and COPPER

LOOK YOUR ENGINE BEFORE YOUR BOAT l8 STOLEN PLATINGYTINNING’ GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

Delivered any part of United States, $5.00

JANNEY STEINMETZ & COMPANY
' ‘ Home Office 8: Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PHILADELPHIA (AGENTS WANTID) PENNSYLVANIA

 

  
 

 

 

 

SOT-TRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

, MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in out, are made in four lengths as

  

 

shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRADER’S SON" lnc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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THE STANDARD AMERIOAN OOOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AM ERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

\Ve make coolers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

TIIE WI'IITLOOII OOOLERS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906.

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

  

\I QUE.“ ‘. VANS

 

 

HOBUJ. BE LOXE

Think of the reeds! Think of the bulbs!

Have you even heard-of a horn being offered as

" BETTER THAN THE VOLIER?"

THE POST 8r. LESTER OO., HARTFURU.OONN

Sole American Olstrlbutora of Voller Horn.

 

 
 

TRUEQULT-HARTFO SUSPENSION

  

RESULTS OF VANOERBILT ELIMINATION OONTEST
0!! Long llllnd Courle. Sat. Sept. 23, Average IllneI

Almult 87 Mlle: per Hour,

The can at these two leaders were equipped with the TRUFFAUI.T-H ARTFORD

SUSPENSIONS, which enabled them to win. Only 59 seconds separated them.

1st. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 H.P.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds.

2o. TRAOY, (Looomohlle. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Minute, 49 8eoonds.

The third car ran 19 minutes behind the lender

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUPPAULT-HARTPORD $USPENSIONS.

Racing or Touring, f you want to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car with

THE TRUFFAULT-I'IARTFORO SHOOK ABSORBER.

Hartlord Surpensions Were on All the Winning

Cars in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

(llldden Tour; French Bllmlnntlng Trials; Gordon Bennett Rue; Ardenmn

Circuit Race, French; 1000 Vllle Track Record. Guy Vlughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

69 Vestry Street, New York CityEDWAID V. HARTFORD, President

 

 

 

MIDCLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.

SOME OF THEIR

ADVANTAGES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pervious to Rust. Will

not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

  

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.
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0% 1g :15.» curing ~a'5- . PICSSCII

Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills. |

ee

l906 Models ready December I5th. Frames . H 'lthQ

16 H. P. $2000. 25 H. P. $2500. 40 H. P. $4500.

 
 

 

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY A_ 0_ SMITH CO,

SELLING AGENTS - -

l .l623 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Ml waukee, Wls

I~

 

 

We are prepared to estimate on your 1906 Forgings
Satlefactlon Guaranteed -

' Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile manufac- ‘

  

i turers.

‘ Have vou secured our prices?

m w-Luw Mai???“ w a mm: THE M. sewnnn sons ennennv, New Haven Conn.
 BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna. 

 

 

“Continental” Meters Are Standard

"Continental" Motive Power Equipment,

consisting of z or 4 cvlinder Motor, (to to 40 H. P.) assem

bled wit _our Friction Ring Clutch, and Shaft Drive

Transmission, is a superb outfit for your car. Sold in

combination or separately.

Hill Precision ililers
Feed oil with absolute certainty, in adjustable, meas

ured quantities, regulated by the operator without stop- 7 _ ,

ping the motor, and at intervals proportionate to the ~1 ‘\__,“- € ~ "; _, CCIIIIECT DESIGN

speed of the motor. N0 valves to 6102. They do not Re" he .' . U _ - r ' LIGHT WEIGHT

employ gravity, nor pressure, but shoot the oil to the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

  

bearings. Oil thickened by cold does not stop their ' RIGHT PIIlCE

perfect operation, Smoke is prevented, Ask for printed matter. AHUIII IHFEHIIIII IMITATIIIHS

‘ Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

CO., 240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - ' CHICAGO ILL.

Austin Ave_, Chicago, uI 8‘ A. K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Representative.

 
 
 

 

 

“Automobile Brand”I

Aluminum

Castings.
The Right Sort

at the Rlaht Price .

 

" AUTO
WRENCH

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

THE BILLINGS & seeneen 00., Hartford, Conn. “Gm MFG- All" FUUNUHY 00- Pflllswilli, Pa
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gypnisilo - LITE

- rut-.55 TANK

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roodo;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many light: so do

slred from one tank; No waste; Bate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

TlIa Boncenlraled Acetylene 00., Intllanapolls, IlllI.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. of New York.

iLogan
We know something at especral interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Eogan (instruction (Zomnanv,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

“0 West 38th Street,

 

That

Oar

 

New York.

 

BUY A

WAYNE
and save all arguments

 

 

000Mm”We”.60:

TOURING GAB;

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, omo, u. a. A.

W.

.OUOOOQO.

i.
 

 

Springfield Top

(Pat. I89;)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Sprlngflold lIelal

Body 00.,

365 lillll. Arm,

Sringlillti, lass.

  

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are to position to

Alsernble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

'I'rnverses Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If Ioolung for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin too, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, 11' Broadway, ew York itv.

 

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In IO-Ib. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solutton ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

BARBOIIIJALE CHEMICAL 00 , - Oarhondale. Pa.

Tl'IE MARION IIOTDII GAB
SIMPLY BUILT. t IMPLY RUN.

PRIOE, SIOL‘O.

Air cooled. I6 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Easy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO., lllfllIllAPllllS. III)

Our interesting catalogue yours [or the asking.

 

The Baldrtln Chain tompany

— MAKE —

Automobile Chains

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

(learn.

Baldrln Chain & Mfg. Co.,

Worcestvr Mess ,U.S A

users, d-ivets. repairmen chaufieurs

and others wanted all over the

country; 50,000 machtnes built Ihis year in United States.

affording great opportunities for men trained in this coming

business; six cents a day Will qualify you for good wages

in this field; in which the demand is such that ability ct unts

ahead of pull and length of service. For full particulars, address

THE (‘ORREPONDENCE SLHOOI. OF AUTOM O

IlIl,E ENGINEERING, Suite I357, Flatiron Building,

New York City.

  

 

 

Name__.___ a , ,

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (thoth Worth

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue of

Address. -e ..-_ _

 

 
 

 

  

 
  

Every

Automobilist’s

Automobile

should be equipped with a JONES SPEEDO'

METER for the reason that it is recognized as the

only prnm‘m/ speed indicating device.

(L The accuracy of the Jones Speedometer is at

tained by the mechanically perfect application of an

absolutely unchangeable law. Its standard of per

fection will never be equalled by devices based on

theories. In the development of our Speedometer

we experimented with a 'arge variety of devices,

employing the principles of hydraulics, pneumatic-s.

magnetism, electricity. etc., but after exhaustive

tests, discharged them because found lacking in OI e

essential or another.

(I_ 7/1“! (Illa! acruracy does not necessarily mean

prm'lir' 11 accuracy :—nor does [1. Hull accuracy mean

[e mum-u! accuracy.

(L Our Speedometer Protection Tag will protect

you against unwarranted arIest; this is pIeseuted

free with each instrumen'. Probably you may find

some interesting speed items in our ' Speedometer '

Bulletin. Copy sent free on application.

JONES SPEEDOIVIETER

132 West 32d Street, _ New YORK.

  

 

 

 

 

  

FENDERS

  

2):nor1'. MIC". USA .

HOODS Us?!“ new" "we", w J, TANKS

 

 

 

rTESURETYST—‘A—R
I M Messrs. Clemens & Met:
"IYA;I\ rile" var some?

were sure of the four No. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs vii-1- h

fired 850,000 charges in 24 hours~distance IOQI miles.

Youcan always be just as sure at any of the 47 s 1'3!

ol Improved “eta-Rites" (six types). Insist upon

having "Sta-Rites" in your new car and save bother.

Garden show space No. 78. Armory show spate No.6l

Coliseum show space No. I78

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 West Imarinr' IEVI "Ill CITY
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speed. and Reverse.

  

 

Kinoston Garhurolor.
0VER 31,000 IN USE.

. _ Patented Mayra,1903.
‘ I ' Other Patentl

Pending.

  

KINUN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils.

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces. etc.
  

 

DIRIIE. KINGSTON l 00.. Kolomo. Ind., U. S. A.

  

 

GRAY.” DAVA5 '

WHAT IS MORE moonum non THE

TRANSMISSION

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., -

Pet. Ian. :0, reel.

GEARS?

Syracuse, N. Y, '

SLIDE GEAR.

Dlreet have. Three Speed! and Reverse

  

  

tn.

1 P V I

r. A

. V ‘

J-I .

omllilum. .“I?! -* inn . J  

 
 

  

run: GRADONIETER uaxx.

Au Inltrurnent that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

Sent ponpaid on receipt of price, 8:40.

THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuquo. Iowa

 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING OO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings.

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Arhesbury, Mass.

 

    

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINP.

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire. gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its sta'eIiness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light andv grow

ing bolder, bulStS forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. S'I‘EA MBOA'I‘ (‘0..

WAYNE ST. WHARF, DETROIT, Mrcn

illustrated

 

“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR Is Equlpped Wlth Them.
AMESBURY, mass

 

 

  
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY—LONGEST LIFE—MOST ECONOMICAL

COLUMBIA DRY CELLS

 

 

  

  

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

  

 

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

Ongripgolit'iit;n eta-er O I L E R leII interest you.

rite for description.

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flint. Mloh.

oumoun mums
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

DIAMOND OHAIN & MFR. 00.. INDIANAPOLIS

THE

WITHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

27 Themes Street, New York.
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Thousands of

Chains have been

damaged by

interferences

and unfavorable

conditions.

For the future

we demand

Sprockets better

than the average

of the past,

and we will no

longer shield

manufacturers

who neglect to

give this question

proper attention.

In designing your

cal< select

the chain you

consider right and

leave plenty of

space

for a wider and

larger chain.

THE WHITNEY

  

 

Are your Sprockets

cut to the correct

bottom diameter

with cutters correct in

form?

Are your Sprocket

teeth too wide and

too straight on

the sides?

Have the sharp

corners of your

sprocket teeth been

removed after

cutting?

Are your sprockets

in line?

As a manufacturer

do you inspect every

sprocket by comparing

it with a correct

model or master

gauge, or do you

accept anything so long

as it. has the right

number of teeth?

MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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a” \“s
( )8 most heartflg extenb to our patrons

anb frienbs everywhere our sincere

Y Y
ye best wishes for a 1boltbay 5eason of

“’Ev’t%w‘fl surpassing (Boob Gheer.

We are not unmindful of the good-will

that has been so generously manifested on

the part of our pat'ons during the past

year; and for this, and for the constantly

increasing liberality of their patronage,

we are deeply grateful.

We pledge you that an earnest effort

will be made to merit a continuance of .

your valued confidence.

(IDorgan & Wright

(thago

 

  

“75 RE()
The extra seat carries two people facing forward, and when not in use is folded

down snugly out of the way. 8 h. p., 1000 pounds, 25 miles per hour.

 

5 Prizes out of 7.
In the New York Motor Club's great six-day economy test

The Reo 8 horse power Runabout (shown above) carried. .. I)

' Ii passengers 682 miles for 33.81% per passenger.

' By this feat this car won two medals—The Gold Medal for

all cars up to $1500 in price; and the MacMurty Medal for least ignition trouble, having none at all.

The Reo ’Bus with exactly the same horse-power as the Touring Car referred to

below carried ten passengers 682 miles tor $2.93 per passenger (including ferriage).

And won three prizes :—The National Trophy for Economy per passenger; the W. J. P. Moore

Trophy for Economy per mile, including tire charges, which were only 4 3-10 cents; and the

Morgan Trophy for the least gasoline per passenger, which cost only $1.60.

Thus 5 prizes out of 7 went'to the splendid REO capacity and power.

WRITE FOR Rio BOOK THAT TELLS WHY.

REO I906 TOURING CAR, [6 h.p., 1,600 pounds, 90 inch wheel base, 5 passengers, side-door detachable tonneau, speed 35 miles per hour, $1250.

Sales Department, Lansing, Mich.

REO co" R. E. OLDS, Pres. R. M. OWEN, Sales Manager.

Agenda: throughout the United Slain.
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T0 SELLERSO AND USERS

. CLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

  

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who have

the right to manufacture and sell G & J Tires:

    

G & .1 Tire ('20. _ Goodyear'l‘ire& Rubber Q0.

Hartford Rubber Works 80. Fisk Rubber Go,

Morgan 8* wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich ('30. ' Vehicle Tire ('20.

Diamond Rubber ('30. Qontinentaleaoutchouc (‘20.

6&JInn: 60.
lndianapolis, Ind.
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ELMORE i

ANNOUNCEMENT.~

During the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows, 1905, we were approached by

hundreds of automobile owners, saying, “If you people would only put out a four-cylinder

two-cycle car, you would simply have the rest beat out of sight. It would be practically the same

as an eight-cylinder of the four-cycle type, with about one-fourth the complication, and as steady

running as a clock.” Well, we have built the four-cylinder, and it is all you expected, and more.

You may have already heard this from persons who have seen and ridden in it, but you have never

heard us say so. We, therefore, take this occasion to announce that it is our firm conviction

that not only have we exceeded the most sanguine expectations of our friends, but that in all essen

tial points we have the best four-cylinder car ever built. \

 

 

Our two-cylinder two-cycle car is a worthy successor to our Model 11, which, for relia

bility, as is well known, has never been excelled. It is in the details of construction that we have

made our great advance, and in changing from chain to shaft drive we accede to the popular de

mand for a two-cylinder car of that type. Among the details we have improved is in using a new

planetary gear running in oil, a popular make of circuit breaker, heads cast solid with cylinder,

and on both cars we use the famous Hill PreCision Oiler. But, as said above, there are so many

things we want to talk to you about that we hope you will at once get into communication

with us.

We have made so many improvements on our 1906 Models that we have not the space

to speak of them here, but our literature will explain them all in such a manner that you will

readily see we have a car with the exact features that have been talked of for years as being most

desirable, but are impractical on any four-cycle car on account of complication, rythm of motion,

power, etc., but which come perfectly natural to our two-cycle. The action and power of an

eight-cylinder car with one-fourth the complication does it all. Ask f0r literature.

NOTE- Will exhibit in New York City at Madison Square Garden ONLY.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, - - - Clyde, Ohio.

mm
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YOU MUST TAKE A RIDE
in the

50 HORSEPOWER

THOMAS FLYER
to fully understand and appreciate its powerful con

struction perfect mechanical parts and excellent finish.

*"\

“Mum 7 ~ .-_.
l ' \' i3‘ ('ry‘ -’ Pf

 

 

  

PRICE $3500.00 f.o. b. BUFFALO.

As a result of three years of constant study, ambitious deter

mination and hard work, we have in the new Thomas more fine

bearings, more improved devices proving power, safety, comfort and

durability than any automobile made at home or abroad.

_“ Every stock Thomas Car guaranteed to show sixty miles an hour before leaving the factory."

All we ask is an opportunity to show you and every man that we can prove the statement—

“ The Nearest Approach to Automobile Perfection.”

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

1416 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Largest Manufacturers of 50 Horsepower Cars in the World,

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacture".
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ficamalile
“EASILY THE BEST BUILT OAR IN AMERICA.”

15=20 H. P., $3.000. 30=35 H. P., $5,000,

Both with complete touring equipment.
  

TYPE E

Tap and Luggage Carrier extra

16-20 H. P.

 

$3000.

 SPECIFICATIONSV OF 1906 MODELS.

Type '- B " LocomobIIe—IS-ZO H. P.

PRICE, $3,000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 6 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier. set of tools,

extra parts, iack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double s de entrance seatln 5; extra wide doors; fltted

wrth top irons; color and stripn optional.

MOTOR, 4-cylinder, 3% Inch bore, 4 inch stroke.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened forgings; all cams integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal I. pe. rom t and positive in action.

IGNITION make-and-brea , w th ir dium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension, our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have Inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

m on

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES internal expansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear Wheel spoke.

AXLES, "1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES, 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 93 Inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 

  
l‘ype " l1 "VVI.ocomobiieT——30-SSVII. T I)

PRICE, $5,000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 6 brass lamps, orn, tiro carrier, set of tools,

extra parts, jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5 to 7; fitted with top

irons; extra wide doors; color and stripin optional.

MOTOR, 4_cylinder, 4% Inch bore, 5% Inch stro e.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened for ings; all cams integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined rom one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve,

GOVERNOR, centrifugal zips, prompt and positive in action.

IGNITION, make-and-bre . with iridium contacts.

MAGNETO, low tension, our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBL‘E UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

m ss on.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES internal ex ansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, "1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES, 34 inches x 4% inches on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 106 inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 

The £0camabile Company Of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK Broadway and 76th BL

PHILADELPHIA. 34. N Bro-4 lt.

Mont” Auoer'aslr'fll o/ Lr'unud

A usmh'h Mann/“Men

BOSTON. 15 Berkeley BL

CHICAGO. TIM Michigan Ave.
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The Ford 4 Cylinder Runabout
This car—Model N—is the biggest revelation yet made in Automobile construction. A car of this-type for less

than $500.00 seemed an impossibility, but here it is.

4 Cylinder—15 H. P. Direct Drive. Speed 40 miles. 78-inch Wheel Base. Weight 700 Pounds.

  

. FORD MODEL K.

Six cylinders—4o H.'P. 4 to 50 miles per hour on high gear. Perfected magneto ignition. Mechanical oiler.

:14 inch wheel base. Luxurious body for 5 passengers. Weight 2,000 pounds. Price, $2,500.00.

No further particulars will be given until these cars are shown for the first time at the Automobile Club of Amer

ica’s show at the 69th Regiment Armory, New York, Jan. r3th to 20th.

DELIVERIES FOR MODELS N AND K WILL NOT BE MADE BEFORE MARCH.

1906 will be a “ Ford Year.” Agents who have closed with us can congratulate themselves.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, l‘lich.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association, Chicago

BRANCH IS: l41-i49-r5l-r53 Columbus Ave., Boston; r793 Broadway, New York; 727 MainLSt" Bufi'alo; Broad and Buttonwood Sta, Philadelphia;

r413.Michigan Ave., Chicago; Cleveland and Kansas City.

Canadian Trade lupplied by Ford Motor Co. at Canada, Ltd. Walkerville,0nt.
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Pope-Hartford Model E

is the result of our 28 years of experience in mak

ing and marketing mechanical vehicles and is the

latest product of our famous Hartford Factories.

Motor: consists of 4-cylinder, vertical, water cooled

engine with cylinders cast in pairs; all gears encased;

brake test 28-30 H. P. Transmission: sliding gear,

three speeds forward and reverse. Carburetor:

specially designed, insuring economy in fuel consump

tion and maximum power. Control: throttle and

ignition levers on single sector that does not revolve

with wheel. Drive: bevel gear through propeller

shaft to the rear axle. Tonneau: non-removable,

dust proof, double side entrance. Design: artistic

in conception and execution.

While great attention has been given the essen

tials of construction it will be found that no detail has

been overlooked. Everything that will contribute to

the user’s comfort and convenience has been embodied

in this “MO-date CE“- . Price $2500.

Pope-Hartford Model G

is our 2-cylinder, opposed, :8 H. P. touring car. The

engine is under the hood and all parts are accessible for

 

 

 

inspection and repair. This is our dependable 2-cylin

der machine of last year with such minor changes as

has been suggested by a seasons use. Price $1600.

We exhibit in New York at

Madison Square Garden only.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD, com.

Bosron, Mass, 223 Columbus Ave.

New YORK CITY, N.Y., 1733 Broadway.

WASHINGTON, D. C., 819—14th St.

SAN_FRANCisco, CAL, 451 Mission St.

A. L. A. M.

  

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

3?

WHITE GENERATOR

Above is illustrated the generator or the White

steam car, together with burner, vaporizer, pilot

llght and gasolene connections. A glance is sufficient

to show that the White generator is totally unlike

any other boiler ever designed. We might point out

how wide this difference is by calling attention to

the fact that in the White generator the water is at

the top and the steam at the bottom. In every other

type of steam-making apparatus, water is at the

bottom and steam at the top.

If the coils or the White generator should be

unwound and straightened out, the generator would

be seen to consist of a single long piece of steel

piping. Could anything simpler than this be con

ceived? The capacity of the tubes is comparatively

small; 1. e., the amount of water and steam contained

therein at any one time is small. The tubes will

safely withstand a pressure of many times that

which it is possible for the steam to attain. Could

any safer arrangement be imagined?

As regards the superior reliability of the White

system, that is a matter which has been amply dem

onstrated by the continuous victories and notable

achievements of six successive models of “The Car

[or Service."

WHITE SEEJFN‘E COI‘IPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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HUTQMQDBIL

FOR 1906.

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 I1. P.

 

 

Price, $2,000.

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive. Shaft,,bevel gear.

. Frame. Pressed Steel.

5 Wheels. 32x4.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1 100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

  

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Better
 

get in line now.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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siDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

For Trucks and Commercial Vehicles. Conceded to be the Best

Motor Truck Tire in the market today.

The Rubber is strictly Our Own Stock. It has never been duplicated and

Frequent Attempts at imitations have but emphasized

Diamond Superiority.

THE DIAl‘lOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jeflenon Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—808 Million St.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. mills—3966 Olive St. DENVER%£22 BOIton Building:

PHILADELPHIA—30m N. Broad BL CHICAGO—167-169 Lake 8!. MINNEAPOLIS—611 Fir" Ave. B.

BUFFALO—715 Main 8!. CLEVELAND—323 Huron Bl. ATLANTA—94 North Prior St.

 

A car especially and suitably designed for

American roads. Has less parts—more com

pactness—more room for entrance—more

road clearance than any other car—Northern

encased and protected mechanism—and

Three-point motor support insure a perfect

alignment of mechanism under all conditions.

Four full elliptic springs—four inch tires—our plan

of placing all mechanism under front hood—and a

twenty-four inch fly wheel reduce vibration to '

the minimum By far the best designed, best

equipped and best finished two-cylinder car ever made

1906 MODELS!

Model "K" 30 h. p. Touring Car with gas and

oil lamp equipment, . . . . $301K

20 h. p. Limousine, . . $2500

20 h. p. Touring Car with gas and oil lamp

equipment, . $1800

7 h. p. Sturdy Northern Runabout with lamp

equipment, . . .

For details of our cars and other information

Wl’ite “5 3! once- The SIlent Northern Touring Car. 20 h. p. Double Side Entrance. SL800.

"V‘x-"

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit. U. S. A.
Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

New York City Agent: PEI‘ER FOOARTY, I42 West 38th Street.

WE WILL IXHIBIT AT M \DISON SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, JAN. l3 To 20, AND AT CHICAGO IN FEBRUARY.
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SECTION OF LOCKlNG QING YOUR TIRE OEE

AND ON IN LESS

THAN A MINUTE

Tells exactly what is accomplished

by means of the

Goodrich Quick

Detachable Construction

And a visit to our Exhibit at the New York

Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

will afford you the opportunity to see our

claims proved.

Perhaps you may wish to make dead sure

and detach and attach the tire yourself. It is

a pleasant little pastime with all the old time

hard work ieatures cut out. You will enjoy

the experience and be imprtssed with the fact

that the Goodrich Quick Detachable Tire and

Rim is a great achievement in automobile tire

building.

Space in Central Boxes directly

over Madison Square entrance.

The B. F. Goodrich C0.

AKRON, OHIO.

BUFFALO, 731 Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO_ 392 Mission St.

BOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

CLEVELAND, 416 Erie St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Conzress St.

DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

LONDON. E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.
 

 

What

Royal Tourist

'” Owners

Arc Writin’.

I_"More pleased with Royal than any car I have ever owned. Have owned about :5,

both foreign and American."

"Mine has run about 4,900 miles this season, and has had absolutely no repairs.”

“Since June nd i have toured about 6,000 miles, and during this time 1 have never

once stopped on the road to make a single repair or adjustment."

“The Royal Tourist which i purchased at you has run about 6,000 miles, over hard

country roads and sharp hills, and total cost of repairs will not exceed 53.00."

“i have run this car about 6,000 miles and have given it some hard usage. The ex

pense for repairs has been $3.25."

'_‘Ar‘t’s delighted with my Royal. Have runit nearly 2,000 milt s, and have had no te

pairs.

'“We have been over 7 500 miles, at this date, without a repair or replacement of any

kind or description, except to tires."

Ask any olourAgents to show you reproduction of letters from which

these remarks were taken.

nolsr.
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS! C. A. DUERR & CO“ New York, N. Y.; G. J. DUNHAM.

Boston, Mass; THE McDUI-‘FEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago, 11L;

G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolis. Minn; AUTOMOBILE & SUPPLY CO.,

Lim., ToronlO, Ont.; MOTOR SHOP, Philadelphia. Pa.; WEST—

MINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis. Mo.; STANDARD AUTO

MOBILE CO., Pittsburg, PL; AMOS—PIERCE 8; CO., Syracuse,

N. Y.; THOMPSON SCHOEFFEL CO., Rochester, N. Y.; GUS

lI‘EOY’ER, San Francisco, Cal.; Member A. L. A. M. Send tor cats

8‘16.

  

 

THE 1906

DUQUESNE
Four-Cylinder Runabout is a Winner

Light

Strong

Roomy

Powerful

90inch wheelbase. Four-Cylinder. Four-Cycle. Air-Cooled.

Made of the best material obtainable, and strictly high

grade in every particular.

Starts from the seat by a foot lever, no cranking.

Full control on steering column, no side levers.

Speed, 40 miles per hour.

Price, complete with cape top, $2,000.00.

Duquesne Construction Co.

JAMESTOWN, N.‘ Y.

  

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St and 162.") Broadway. ,
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ONE]

OF OUR 1906 MODELS

Model F $3500.00.

‘ MOTOR, 4 cylinder, vertlcal cylinders, 5%x5, cast in pairs. Cylinders and pistons ground.

Engine develops by brake test :10 II. P. Water Cooled. IGNITION, jump spark, with quad coil

and storage battery. TRANSMISSION, sliding gear, with three speeds forward and reverse.

Hess-Bright ball bearings throughout. REAR AXLE, shaft drive, floating type. FRONT AXLE, I

TIRES, 341436. EQUIPVVHEEL BASE, 114 inches.beam drop forged one piece, nickel steel.

MENT, includes all necessary tools of the best quality, 2 side la_mps, 2 acetylene head lights,

with generator tail lamp and tube horn. W,” W, ’x‘im i

MODEL K, 4 cylinder. five passenger touring car. 35 H. P. Sliding gear _ 1‘

transmission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . .. Price, $2,500, ( v

MODEL B, 4 cylinder, five passenger car, 24-28 H. P. Sliding gear trans- .

mission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Price, $2,000 1

MODEL C, Five passenger car. Double opposed motor, 20 H. P. Planetary r

Price, $1,250transmission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MODEL H, Two passenger runabout. Double opposed motor under hood.

Price, $800Direct drive. 14 H. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Wayne Agent can supply a high grade car at any price his customer may demand.

‘NI car for the customer.

6 have thc proposition for the agent.

Write for Agency arrangements and descriptive matter if you can‘t wait till the Shows.

New York and Chicago Shows. of course; 69th Regiment Armory, New York.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, Micro:
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Exclusive Features that Appeal

to Discriminating Buyers

MODEL “R” FOUR CYLINDER TOURING CAR.

Roller bearing vertical en nes- Cylinders, 6%":8"; 50 H. P. Cast separately. Sliding gear transmission, with exclusive de

vice whioh prevents possibiity of burring or stripping gears and permits instant change from hi h to lower speeds with

pvrfeci. safety and without nose. Posi ve cooling system operated at very low cost of power. In ividuai and special lubri

cntion. Carburetter which assures perfect mixture in all temperatures and under all climatic conditions. Master

Clutch, that has no leather surfaces to wear. Takes hold easily and gradually, without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclusive

universal joints. that do away with wear on pins, run in housing packed with grease. One piece nickel steel rear axle. with

beveled sproeket gear, driven by roller pinion; thrust eliminated, friction reduced, noiseless; all in a bath of oil. Roller

bearings throughout. 108-inch wheel base. 60-inch tonneau,wlth ample room for two folding chairs. Six to 60 miles an

hour on high gear. Weight, 2.750 lbs. Price, $3,500, F. O. B. Kokomo. Full head and tail light equipment. Horn and tools.

Every important feature of the 1906 HAYNES rollerbearing engines, master clutch. transmission, universal

joints, rear axle, sprocket and roller pinion is exclusivewith and found only on the HAYNES. Every detail has

been develoned-in the HAYNES factory and with exact reference to every other part. There is perfect harmony

throughout the entire mechanism. This is the reason that in the HAYNES car there Is less than 10% loss of power

between the engine and rear tires. It lathe reason that Its cost of maintenance, upkeep and operation is so remark

ably low, and that for 14 years it has had the acknowledged reputation of being a car of pro-eminently high

quality.

Its cylinders are extra large. They hold compression perfectly and give high wwen When changing gem-s

the transmission device never allows the momentum of the fast moving car to be thrown against the power of the en

sine. with its consequent strain to the entire mechanism. frame and tires. a fault common to all other types of trans

miSSIOH- N0 danger 01' Stripping EBB-PB 01' 0f gearing Plimbing out of easing, which constitutes the chief objection of

fered to large shaft-driven ears.

Roller hearings give noiseless operation. Large flexible springs insure riding ease and long life to tires. Simplicity

of control, all parts immediately accessible. Honestly built. Body of cast aluminum and wood. Grey curled hair and

hand buffed leather upholstering. All materials—metal or wood—are tested for strength and flexibility at double se

verest road requirements.

These are some reasons why the HAYNES gives such satisfactory service at a low rate of cost for upkeep. Others

are given in our new catalogue, sent prepaid upon request. For prompt attention address Desk 20.

“ The Bar that the Repairman Seldom Seas."

Chicago 14“ “Whig” Am THE-HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Indiana

' New York, 1715 Broadway. Members A. L. A. M.

  

 

 

 

6 ti. P. Touring Car 8 ti. P. Tourabou

$1450 $780
THE CAR that made a perfect score in the Glidden Tour—1,004 miles nithont a single adjust

ment. No car at less than twice the price made AS GOOD 3. record. No ear AT ANY PRICE

did better.

THE CKR that won a victory over all cars costing from one to two thousand dollars in the

"Climb to the Clouds” at Mt. Washington. Unlike some contestants, we did not have to send three

cars to get' one up, but sent the SAME car up THREE TIMES.

THE CAR whose regular stock 8 H. P. Runabout type won the race at Long Branch August 19.

making four miles in 5 min. 33 see, and defeating cars listed at several times the price.

The automobile that has done these things MUST be worthy of your consideration. Look at

as many cars as you please, but don’t buy before seeing the Maxwell.

 

   

  

The agency field is filling fast. if you contemplate

applying for a Maxwell agency, better do it now.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

  

1;" TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Central \Vestern Representative; Members of American Motor Car Manufacturers' AssociaticlL New York Agents:

A. F. CPI/ACE“ Awents in principal cities, MAX‘NF:I.I.~RRISCOE, INC

Foreign Representatives (except Canada and Mexico), RICHARD IRVIN & CO., 26 Broad St... New York City.

4r
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Waltham-Orient l’iodel R, $2,250.

The Keystone of the Air-cooled Arch.

The Car of To-day Must do More than Look its

Price. The high priced, high powered motor car is all

right—it has its place and its purchasers but the popular

demand is for a car of moderate price, reasonable speed

that will be maintained up-hill as well as on the level

road; that will arrive on time and return when expected;

that will keep on the road and out of the repair shop;

that can be operated economically and safely and does

not require the employment of a professional chauffeur;

that will remain in service winter as well as summer.

It must look well—ride well—run well—and keep

well. That’s where your pleasure comes in. You pay

your good money for it and you have a right to expect it.

'It is because it combines all of these important

and necessary features that

The Waltham-Oricnt is the Leading

American Car 0f its Price.

FIVE TOURING MODELS FOR I906.

Model R, a Swell Special 20 H. P. . . . . . .. $2,250

Model N, 20 H. P. Tourist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,000

Model L, 16 H. P. Tourist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,750

Model M, 16 H. P. Runabout, Detachable

Tonneau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,750

Model K, 16 H. P. Two Passenger Run

about . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,600

 

  

The Lowest Priced Motor Car Made in the World.

A Greyhound can run a mile as rapidly as a five

thousand dollar Racehorse, and he can course through

the sand and up the cliffs where the thoroughbred cannot

follow; which only gors to prove that price, bulk, weight

and power rating do not necessarily mean the first to

finish nor the one to get nearest the top of the mountain.

The Buckboard is the Greyhound of Motor Cars.

It makes no pretensions to being the thorough

bred horse, it has no five thousand dollar price tag on

it, but is simply in a class of its own, equally a pleasure

to its owner for it serves its purpose and serves it well.

WHY ?

BECAUSE: It creates interest quicker than any

car you can represent. It conflicts with no other sales.

It makes Motorists out of Horsemen and Cyclists. It

SC": to owners of the " thoroughbreds ” for daily service

to the station, the country club or the seashore, It sells

for Rural Mail Routes, Telephone and Telegraph Lines

men, Parcel Delivery, etc. It requires less time and

trouble for each sale, and less subsequent expense and

repairs. It has an operating cost less than one-third of

any other motor car in the world. It will run 35 miles

to the gallon of gasoline, and 100 miles to the pint of

oil. It has a maximum power ratio of 40 to 1. No

other car exceeds 18 to 1. It will climb 40 per cent.

official grade and run 30 miles or more per hour. If you

will write us we will send you forty other reasons.

 

We are alive for live agents. Write for specifications and agency proposition.

We will exhibit only at the New York, Chicago and Boston Shows.

Distributing Depot.

New York—The Waltham Mfg. Co., I615 Broadway. Chicago—The Waltham Motor Car Co., 433 Wabash Ave. Boston—Waltham-Orient Motor Car Co., Auto Aread

Lo! Angela—Diamond Motor Car Co., 1604 S. Main St. Philadel hia—Martin & Hart Motor Co , :15 N. Broad St. Baltimore—Auto Supply & Storage Co , i416 Madison Ave.

Providence—The Shepard ornpany.

Waltham Manufacturing Company,

Cincinnati—Queen City Auto Co., 538 West McMirkcn Ave.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY,

WA LTI'IAl'I, HASS , U. S. A.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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We certainly have no monopoly in good motor cars this year. The

best American cars are all good, and we only put in a bid for our car at

$2250 (Model S, 4 cylinder) because it 'has an individuality worth knowing

before you buy anything else. Have your trial run in it and then you can

purchase or not, but you will have learned something about compactness,

power and style that may stand you in good stead. If you want a lower

priced car The Two Cycle (Model L) at $1250 is apt to be “it.” We don't

have to more than refer to The Two Cycle because every one knows about

it. Ifyou want to read up a little, make use of the coupons below.

WE WILL EXHIBIT AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, - - - - Lansing, Mich, U. S. A.
Member A. L. A. M

 "T' 'rcouwou HIR(* ———~— i——i 1'

CATALOGUI COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, Mch.

CALENDAR COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH

Enclosecl find l0 cents, for which send your An

moron TALK ccuvou

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MIC“.

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

  

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked.

 
 

- i

E E
. 1 . . . z

Lancingeresled. Denver), cars g Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for ham- 3 TALK_ a magazine ducted ‘0 automobilina. mm m

Model 5.... Passenger 3 mg) for I906- Design by G°°I8° Gibbs- 3 me {or I year. .5

‘5 Model L... Traffic Cars..__ 5 5

. u 0

Name Name . h > . . ....__ Name \

Adam" Address ._ V. . H. _.... Address ~—  
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This AUTO TIRE iS both DURABLE and LIVELY
When you buy an ordinary Auto

Tire, you have to decide a difficult

question.

is it best togetahard. inflexible tire,

which will rack your bones and soon put

your car out of business, but which will

last a season or more

Or—

To get a soft. resilient, easy riding

tire, which will go to pieces in a short

time because it won‘t stand the wear

and tear of the road?

Momentous question.

And either way you answer it—you

lose.

Because if you decide on the hard

tire, it means breakdowns 0n the road,

and consequent liberal use of a farm

er's team. It means constant repairs to

your engine, a car always in the shop.

our aching joints are thrown in for

good measure.

And if you select the soft tire, it

means punctures. tire explosions and

tire troubles generally. And you have

to buy new tires every little While.

It‘s Money—Money—Money. either

way.

You'll envy Rockefeller before you

get through.

Now ou can dodge this momentous

question it you will.

Because the Goodyear Detachable

Auto Tire has all the GOOD points of

THE GOODYEAR TI

It's easy for anyone to understand

WHY this is true. Read carefully, and

see for yourself.

First, look at the section of the Good

year Tire in the center column. Notice

the crescent shaped portion in solid

black where the Wear of the road comes.

That’s dense. firm rubber, as tough as

rawhide—practicall no wear out to it.

It's what the bar tire is made from.

Now right underneath this is the re

mainder of the outer tube (shown in

grey) which is made from pure para

rubber. as resilient and springy as it is

possible for rubber to be. It‘s the same

as the seldom-used soil tire.

These two different kinds of rubber

—the dense, tough composition, to take

the wear, and the soft, elastic rubber, to

make you ride easy—are made into one

solid piece by a special rocess. You

can‘t skin the two kinds 0 rubber apart

with a knife. Try it if you doubt.

The dense rubber and-the soft rub

ber together make a tire that‘s almost

as durable as a solid tire, a tire difficult

to puncture yet one which is as resilient

as a man could reasonably ask.

Our "Good News Book" tells more

about the good points of this trouble

saving tire. You ought to get it now.

for the Goodyear Detachable Auto Tire

with Universal Rim will be "the only

tire" next season.

MPANY, Grove St., Akron, Ohio

both the hard and the soft tire with the bad {cat

ures of neither. 

Donne, Tough

Rubin

Sell. Spring,

r Rubber

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

UNIVERSAL

  

RE 6‘ RUBBER C

  

Branches in the tollowln cities: Boston, 6 Mcrrlmnc 8L; New York, Cor. Nth St. and Broadwn

Philadelphia, 152?

y- Chicago, 110 Lake St..: Cincinnati, 242 E. Filth St: St. Louis, 712-71‘ Morgan St..;

Spring St.; San Francisco, (it-o. P. Moore a Co., 5% Golden Gate Ate; I3

_

uflulofliii Main St., Denver, 2.!) Sixteenth St.; Detroit, 212 Jeflerson Ave.

—BAILEY TREAD furnished on Goodyear Tires (all sizes) when ordered—

TIRE ECONOMY
COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for consideratiOn in

selecting tire equipment.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

 

TURNER SOLID TIRE
ENDLESS)

STOP EXPERIMENTING and end dissatisfaction by adopting

a. tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks,

Broughams,

Hansoms, Surreys,

Victoria,

Hotel ’Busses,

Hose Wagons,

Ladder Trucks,

Chemical Engines,

Water Towers:

Fire Engines.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Branch Houses :—-NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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Model Fourteen
  

Looks good, doesn’t it? It is good inside and out, with eVery modern feature refined to

the Rambler standard, than which there is no higher. The motor is four cylinder, vertical, 2o

25 horse power, giving a full horse power to each 90 pounds dead weight of the car with full

equipment.

A sliding gear transmission that is simple, positive in action and noiseless. Three for

ward speeds and reverse.

Shaft drive, the entire shaft and universal joint enclosed, the latter in an oil bath.

Wheel base [00 inches, wheels 32 inches with 3 1-2 inch tires.

Finish and trimming in keeping with the whole, that is, the best obtainable.

Price with lamps, horn, and full equipment of tools, $1,750.

. Thos. B. Jeffery & C0.

Main Office and Factory - - Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Branches:

Boston, 145 Columbus Ave. Chicago, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street. Milwaukee, 457-459 Broadway.

San Francisco, 10th and Market Streets. New York Agency, 134 W. 38th St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

ASK FOR COPY OF DECEMBER RAMBl-ER MAGAZINE.



THE MOTOR WORLD.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

 

Volume XI. New York, U. S. A., Thursday, December 2|, I905.

 

POPE FILES lllS REPORT

Reorganization Nearly Completed, he Sees

Larger Profits Ahead—Figures lor the Year.

 

The annual report of the Pope Manufact

uring Company was made public last week.

It covers the twelve months ending with

July last and is as follows:

  

  

 

  

  

~ 1905. 1904.

Gross earntn s ............... ..$7,801,145 $7,226,589

Expenses an costs .. 6,496,396 6.995.793

Net earnings . . 1,304,749 1,230,796

Other income . .. '753 62,158

Total income . .. 1,303,995 1,292,954

General exp. and interest .. 1,216,775 1,241,961

Balance net earnings ....... .. 87,219 50,992

'Loss

ASSETS.

Cost of properties ........................ ..$18,553,906

Deferred charges to operations 346,

Stocks and materials . 2,668,998

Accounts receivable 692,928

Bills receivable . . . . . . . . .. 82,687

Miscellaneous investments $6,283

Cash ........................................ .. ,519

Total ..................................... . $22,894,260

LIABILITIES.

Preferred stock ......................... $2,429,676

Second preferred stock ............. .. 9,183

Common stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Bankers' loans ........................... .. 825,

Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 306,206
  

Payrolls accrued . . . . ., 51,518

Reserve for renewals 75,000

Surplus ............... . . .. 23,859

Total ......................... ..$22,894,260

In his report to the stockholders President

Albert A. Pope says:

“In the reorganization of the business of

the company industries in several factories

were found to be not only unprofitable, but

of a description that it seemed impossible to

continue at a profit. The liquidation of such

industries seemed to be inevitable, and thus

far has been accomplished with the least

possible loss. Other departments of the

company have shown large profits, which

have been nearly absorbed by the losses and

expenses of liquidation and the cost of

maintenance of unoperated factories, the

latter item amounting for the year to $90,

264. These unavoidable burdens on the

earnings of the company are, I believe,

largely a matter of the past.

“The manufacture of automobiles, which

is now the larger part of the business of the

company, is a comparatively new industry,

and it has taken much time and money to

experiment and produce goods of a standard

quality. '

“The amount of business done by the

company during the first months of the new

fiscal year considerably exceeds that of the

corresponding period of the year just ended,

and now that reorganization is nearly com

pleted and losses from liquidation will be

limited, the results of the company’s opera

tions should be more satisfactory."

 

May be Licensed Purchasing Department.

The Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers is contemplating the estab

lishment of a purchasing department. How

deeply the subject has been gone into or

whether and definite steps have been taken

is not known.

The first and only intimation that anything

of the sort is in view is contained in a casual

line in a circular letter issued to the mem

bers of the association, which summarizes

the several departments that have been estab

lished and adds “prospectively a purchasing

department." On the face of things, this

mere reference appears to be fraught with

possibly far reaching importance, and is sug

gestive of co~operative buying.

 

Miller Enters Buffalo and Detroit.

Charles E. Miller has “invaded” Buffalo

and Detroit, which brings the number of his

branch houses to six. The Bulfan store has

been established at No. 824 Main street, and

will be_ the largest of the Miller branches; in

fact, it will be Miller’s Western distributing

depot, and permit the delivery the Western

orders the day of or after their receipt. The

Detroit store will be located on JetTerson

street. The execution of the lease, however,

is still pending.

Firestone Increases t) $500,000.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, has increased its capital stock from

$200,000 to $500,000. Much of the new money

is to be used in the exploitation of the new

Firestone mechanically fastened pneumatic

tire, which is now practically ready for mar

ketlng and which is to be pushed with un

common aggressiveness.

 

Ranier to Open in Chicago.

Having firmly established the Rainier car

in the East, the Rainier company is now

reaching Westward. It is making ready to

establish a branch in Chicago.

GETS BACK AT GOODYEAR

Relieves Pressure for Debt by Claiming $150,

000 Damages—Three Sides of the Case.

Joy unrestrained pervades the ranks of the

Unamalgamated Order Of New York Auto

mobile Promoters and Press Agents.

It was caused late last week, when

Charles Blake Cisco, assignee of a claim of

the New York- Broadway Rubber Tire Co.,

filed an action against the Goodyear

Tire and Rubber Co. in the Supreme Court

of Kings County, N. Y., for $150,000 dam

ages, in which breach of contract and “re

straint of trade” was alleged. The Un

amalgamated Order which has a keen and

devouring appetite, and which has found

tire manufacturers generally to be “poor

pickings" of late, executed a cakewalk on

the receipt of the news, and then drew forth

their trusty hammers, battleaxes and color

ing pots and proceeded to “get busy." The

chief promoter in the Order is reported to

be still delirious with delight. He tried to

force the tire makers to supply about $1,000

worth of their goods to assist one of his pri

vate money making schemes, and when they

refused to be coerced he acquired a sandbag,

and ever since has been industrioust fan—

ning the atmosphere with it.

The delight of the Order was increased by

the added news that the stock in the Good

year branch had been attached to secure the

claim. The attachment was, of course,

promptly released when the Goodyear at

torneys had their inning, and the branch is

doing business as usual.

According to the best information obtain

able, the Ncw York-Broadway Rubber Tire

Co. owes the Goodyear Co. some $15,000, for

which notes are in existence. The first note

was considerably overdue, and the Good

year peopie were pressing for payment. Pre~

vlously there had been some friction over

the alleged failure of the New York-Broad

way Co. to maintain prices, and to their

method of selling tires outside the territory

allotted them, Greater New York. When

the Goodyear pressure for payment became

uncomfortable and was accompanied by re

fusal to continue delivery of goods, presto!

the New York-Broadway Rubber Tire Co.
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saw itself damaged all of $150,000 worth,

and promptly assigned its claim to Charles

Blake Cisco. Cisco is one of the concern’s

salesmen or employees in Brooklyn to whom

it is said the idea of being mixed up with so

much money or the thoughts of it has caused

no little perturbation.

Meanwhile, there is promise of interesting

developments on the Goodyear side of the

controversy.
 

Brock Becomes Day's Lieutenant.

If M. I. Brock’s resignation as sales man'

ager of the Autocnr Co. proved a surprise, his

New York connection, which the Motor World

remarked last week, will cause even more

eye opening. He is to become assistant man

ager of the Association of Licensed Automo

bile Manufacturers. “to reiieva the general

manager from much of the detail and rou

tine business of the office in order that he

may have the necessary time to devote to the

more important matters of litigation, patents

and the direction of the general policy of

the association." Mr. Brock, who is a lawyer

by profession, is, because of the fact, un~

usually well fitted to be the right hand man

of General Manager Day, in itself no mean

compliment. He will assume his new duties

on January 20.

Selden Suit Against Gallaher.

E. B. Gailaher—usually mistakenly called

Gallagher—has been made a defendant in

suit for infringement of the Selden license.

Gallaher has been selling the Richard-Bra

zier car in New York without the formality

of obtaining a license. Several years ago he

, did have such license, but it was revoked be

cause of his alleged failure to pay his “dues.”

In addition to Gallaher, the Selden attor

neys have filed another batch of infringement

suits against some twenty prominent persons

who are using unlicensed imported cars.

Buckeye’s Big New Buildings.

The new buildings of the Buckeye Mfg. Co.,

at Anderson, Ind., makers of the Lambert

car, have been completed, and last. week the

factory began running two shifts, eleven

hours each. The new buildings are built: of

steel and concrete. The repository and paint

shop measures 600x50 feet, the assembly

room 140x50 feet, the pattern room 90x32

feet, the boiler room 30x90 feet and the en

gine repository 50x100 feet.

Court Says Stockholders Must Pay.

Judge Sears, of Omaha, Neb., has handed

down a decision in the suit brought by Ed

ward S. Stout, receiver of the defunct Omaha

Gus Engine 8: Motor Co., in which he holds

that the stockholders must pay their sub

scriptions to meet the indebtedness of the

concern. The amounts the stockholders must

pay range from $250 to $40,250, totalling

$73,942.

Maxwell in Solid Mahogany.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. is making

ready a limousine car, the body of which

will be of solid mahogany, with French plate

glass trimmings. It will list at $2, .

In the Retail World.

In addition to the Packard line, A. Jackson

Brady has taken the Peerless agency for De

trolt, Mich.

E. L. Mathewson, of Denver, 00]., has

taken the agency for the OldSmobile and

Thomas lines in that city.

The Imperial Automobile Co. has opened

salesrooms at No. 1,024 Boylston street, Bos

ton, Muss. The Dolson car will be handled.

In addition to the White and Rambler lines,

the H. T. Hearsey Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

ind., has added the Pope-Waverly electric.

Work was commenced last week on the go

rnge of Edwards & Peck, Rye, N. Y. When

completcd this will be the only garage in the

town.

Sigmund Frucht, Plainiicld, N. J., has pur

chased the Long property, on Park avenue,

where he will erect a garage. It will be of

one story, 80x27 feet.

The three Grant Brothers, well known in

Detroit, have combined and taken the local

agency for Buick cars. Previously each was

in business for himself.

Harry R. Drake & Sons, Newark, N. Y., are

erecting a fireproof garage, 40x80 feet. It is

being built of cement blocks. The firm will

handle the Rec car exclusively.

The West Coast Motor Car Company, Los

Angeles, Cnl., has changed its title to the

Middleton Motor Car Company. The Auto

car will continue to be its leader.

Schenck Brothers, Great Neck, N. Y., who

maintain- one of the largest carriage re

positories on Long Island, have “taken on"

automobiles. They will handle the Ford.

H. Bernard Hallam, who this season hand

led the Cadillac and Winton lines in Seattle,

Walsh, has removed to Sioux City, Iowa,

where he will have Reo territory for that city

and vicinity.

Pending the lease of larger quarters Joseph

T. Montfort has temporarily located at No.

1,309 Sycamore street, Cincinnati, Ohio. He

will represent the R00 in Southern Ohio and

Northern Kentucky.

J. P. Schneider, of Detroit, has taken the

local agency of the Oldsmobile and Pierce

lines. The deal for the former was closed

by Roy D. Chopin, sales manager of the Olds

Motor Works, last week.

The recently incorporated Colonial Automa

bile Co., St. Louis, Mo, has established itself

at No. 3,944 Olive street, where Reos will be

handled. Charles E. Lane is president of the

company and S. J. Kcificr manager.

H. D. Aldrich, who operates as the Flush

ing Automobile Agency, Flushing, N. Y.,

has taken possession of his new brick gar

age at 107 Broadway. For 1906 he will

handle a slice of Ford territory on Long

Island.

The Metropolitan Automobile Co., which

will handle Autocars in New York, has lo

cated at No. 2,182 to 2,186 Broadway. S. F.

Randolph and his colleagues are the intcr

csted persons; in fact, the Metropolitan Auto

mobile Co. is but a change of name, Autocnr

Co. of New York being deemed too sugges

tive of a branch house. Mr. Randolph will

be the active manager.

A. M. Fuller, who was connected with the

Los Angelcs, Cal., branch of the White Sew

ing Machine Co., has been made manager of I

the recently formed Success Automobile Co.

The Success company will handle the Winth

on the Pacific Coast.

The Hamilton Automobile Co., of Chicago,

has opened temporary salesrooms at No.

1,337 Michigan avenue, in the building Occu- -

pied by J. W. Hayden, agent for the Prest

O-Lite gas tanks, and H. P. Braustctter,

agent for the Queen cars.

0n the occasion of his last visit George F.

Kehew, sales manager of the C. H. Blom

strom Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich., finally

enthroned the Queen car in New York City,

and quite fittingiy with the Majestic Automo

bile Co., at Broadway and Fifty-fourth

street.

The Eastern Automobile Co., 326 North

Broad street, Philadelphia, have let con

tracts for the erection of an addition to their

salcsroom and garage, which when com

pleted will triple their “elbow room." The

concern is handling the Peerless and the

Stevens-Duryca cars, and is ready to take

on one more line

A. J. Smith and C. S. Anthony, Los An

geles, Cal.. agents for the Elmore car, have

contracted for the erection of a new sales

room and garage at the northwest corner of

Tenth and Main streets, that city, to be com

pleted February 1. Until then the agency

will be at the Mills 8: Price garage. No. 830

South Main street.

On Saturday last, 16th inst., Judge Amend,

of the Supreme Court, appointed Rudolph A.

Seligman receiver for the Pioneer Automo

bile Cnmpus Motor Co., which formerly did

' business at No. 54 West Forty-third street,

New York City. The application was made

by the National Battery Co., a judgmcnt

creditor for $366. The company was incor~

porated in July, 1903.

William Newman, formerly manager of

William E. Metzger's retail store, has se~

cured the agency of the Welch motor car and

the product of the Soules Mfg. Co., of Grand

Rapids, for Detroit, and will shortly “open

up” at the corner of Alexander and Wood

ward avenues. The new establishment, in

which a garage will be included, will be 225x

150 feet, and it is expected that it will be

one of the most pretentious of the local col

ony. ‘

Edward Inman and J. B. Connolly haw

purchused the interests of J. H. Nunuily,

Ernest Woodrufl, D. Woodward and William

Klser in the Atlanta (GIL) Automobile Co.,

and this company has consolidated with the

White Motor Car Co., taking the name of the

former. The company will handle the White,

Cadillac and Franklin cars, and do a general

storage and repair business at Nos. 89, 91

and 93 North Pryor strcet. Edward Illinnn

will be president of the reorganized company,

and J. B. Connally vice~prcsident and mum

tiger.
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CHICAGO MAKES ALLOTMENTS

How its Show Space has been Apportioncd—

Long List 01 Exhibitors.

The allotment of space for the Chicago

show was 'completed last week. The distri

bution and full list of exhibitors are as fol

lows;

Coliseum—Main Floor.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., 96 and 97;

Autocar Co., 5 and 6; Baker Motor Vehicle Co.,

85 and 86; Bartholomew Co., 91 and 92; Cadillac

Automobile Co., 100 and 101; Corbin Motor Ve

hicle Co., 83 and 34; Duryea Power Co., 13; Elec—

tric Vehicle Co., 14 to 19, inclusive; Elmore Mfg.

Co., 60 and 61; H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., 102 to

104 inclusive; Ford Motor Co., 111 to 113, inclu

sive; Haynes Automobile Co., 7 and 8; Holman

Automobile Co., 95; Thomas B.'Jci!ery & Co..

42 to 47, inclusive; Knox Automobile Co., 55 to

59, inclusive; Loeomobiie Co. of America, 48 to

51, inclusive; Mitchell Motor Co., 80 to 82, inclu

sive; National Motor Vehicle Co., 76 to 79, in

clusive; Northern Mfg. Co., 69 and 70.

Olds Motor \Vorks, 62 to 67, inclusive; Pack

ard Motor Car Company, 34 to 37, inclusive;

Peerless Motor Car Co., 9 to 12, inclusive; George

N. Pierce Co., 105, 106 106% and 107; Pope Mfg.

Co., 20 to 26, inclusive; Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,

93; Reliance Motor Car Co., 94; Royal Motor Car

Co., 98 and 99; F. B. Stearns Co., 40 and 54;

'J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co., 27, 28, 29 and 41;

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., 68; Studebaker

Automobile Co., 38, 39, 52 and 53: E. R. Thomas

Motor Co., 30 to 33, inclusive; Waitham Mfg. Co..

89 and 90; Wayne Automobile Co., 87 and 88;

\Vhite Sewing Machine Co., 26-107, 108, 109 and

110; Woods Motor Vehicle Co., 71 to 75, inclusive;

Winton Motor Carriage Co., 1 and 4, inclusive.

Armory—Main Floor.

Adams Co., A50; Acme Motor Car Co., A41:

Automobile Importing Co., A14; American Loco

motive Automobile Co., A3 and A4; American

Motor Truck Co., A2; Buffalo Electric Carriage

00., A30; Buckeye Mfg. Co., A17 and A18; C. H.

Biomstrom Motor Co., A8 and A9; Berkshire

Automobile Co., A5; Cleveland Motor Car Co.,

A24, AQ5 and A26; John L. Dolson & Sons. A40;

Daimler Mfg. Co., A31; Dayton Motor Car Co..

A27 and A38; English Daimler Co., A24; Knight

8: Kllbourne, A10; Kansas City Motor Car Co.,

A6 and A7.

Logan Construction Co., A48; Lozier, Motor

Co., A36; Oscar Lear Automobile Co., A45; H.

Sargent Michaela Co.. A10; Moon Motor Car Co.,

A49; Marion Motor Car Co., A47; Maxwel-Bris

coe Motor Co., A34 and A35; Molinc Automobile

Co.. A33; McCrea Motor Truck Co., A39; Palais

de i'Automoblle, A32; Panhard 8; Levassor, A16;

Reo Motor Car Co., A42 to A44, inclusive; Rapid

Motor Vehicle Co., A37; Rainier Co., A20 to A23,

inclusive. Synnestvedt Machine Co., A46; Smith

& Mabley. Inc., All to A13, inclusive; Soules

Motor Car Co., Al; Ralph Temple, A15; Western

Tool Works, A28.

Armory—Gallery.

The Automobile, A81; American Lamp Co., A61;

Automobile Accessories Mfg. Co., A59 and A60;

Eugene Arnstein, A56; Cycle and Automobile

Trade Journal, A74; Culver Novelty Co., A86;

Chicago Caloric Engine Co., A66; Gearless

Transmission Co., A83 and A84; Hancock Mfg.

Co., A76; Hutchinson Electric Horn Co.,

iiorseless Age, A68; Hicks Speed Indicator Co.,

A53; Kinsey Mfg. Co., A71; Look Electric Co..

A66; Milwaukee Rubber Works Co., A82; Mich

elin Tire American Agency, A51; J. B. Mc

Keague, A52; Motor Age, A55; P. Reilly & Son,

A80; Speed (‘lmnglng Pulley Co., A62; Tritt Elec

tric Co., A69; Ventilated Cushion Co., A85; Way

Mufller Co., A51,

a

\

A72 ;.

ColiseumAZd Floor Annex.

Automobile Supply Co., 264; Aerocar Co.. 217

and 248; Beckley-Ralston Co., 222 to 22-1, inclu

sive; Cook Rly. Track Appliance Co., 280; Conti

nental Caoutchouc Co., 274 to 278, inclusive: Co

lumbus Buggy Co., 241 to 243, inclusive; Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Co., 245 to 238, inclusive; Cull

man Wheel Co., 257; Dac Automobile Supply

House, 288 to 289, inclusive; Dayton Folding

Tonneau Co., 285; Dorris Motor Car Co., 233, 234.

239 and 240; Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., 217; Duff

Mfg. Co., 268; Excelsior Supply Co., 272 to 273.

inclusive; Galois Tire Co., 287; Hendee Mfg. Co.,

‘283; Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., 279.

Knoblock-Hcldeman Mfg. Co., 221; London

Automobile Supply Co., 263; Limousine and Car

riage Mfg. Co., 219 and 220; Manhattan Storage

Co., 269 and 270; Madison-Kipp Mfg. Co., 266:

Motor Car Equipment Co., 260; Motorcar Com

pany, 250; North Chicago Machine Co., 281;

Nordyke & Marmon Co., 227 and 228;,Railway

Appliances Co., 271; Sherwin-Williams Co., 286:

Samson Leather Tire Co.. 261 and 262; Standard

Carriage Lamp Co., 225; Universal Storage Bat

tery Co., 218; Volta Battery Co., 282; Vesta Acu

mulator Co., 259; Windsor Automobile Co., 51

and 252: Whiteley Steel Co., 26.

Annex—F lrst Floor.

Auburn Automobile Co., 122; Austin Automo

bile Co.. 119 and 120; Buick Motor Co., 114 and

115; Chicago Automobile Mfg. Co.. 116; Jackson

Automobile Co., 123 and 124; Pierce Engine Co..

125; Pungs-Finch Automobile and Gas Engine

Co., 121; Tincher Motor Car Co., 117; Vehicle

Equipment Co., 128 to 130, inclusive; Welch

Motor Vehicle Co., 126.

Coliseum—Gallery.

American Electric Novelty and Mfg. Co., 136;

Atwood Mfg. Co., 201; Aurora Automatic Ma—

chine Co., 138; Autocoil Co., 139; Badger Brass

Mfg. Co., 162 and 163; Baldwin Chain and Mfg.

Co., 187; Belden Automobile Transmission Co..

216; Brown-Llpe Gear Co., 186; Brennan Mfg. Co.,

157; Wm. H. Brown, 176; S. F. Bowser & Co..

141: Briscoe Mfg. Co., 134: Byrne. Kingston 8:

Co., 198 and 199; Consolidated Mfg. Co., 191; De

troit Motor Car Supply Co.. 211 and 212; Detroit

Steel Products Co., 208, Diamond Rubber Co.,

142 and 143; Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., 1&:

R. E. Dietz Co., 154; Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co..

150; Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., 193; Firestone

Tire and Rubber Co., 132; Fisk Rubber Co., 161.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., 204; B. F. Goodrich Co..

169 and 189; Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., 1A

166 and 167; Gray & Davis. 165 and ]#166; G. 8: J.

Tire Co., 164; Hartford Suspension Co., 196; A.

W. Harris Oil Co., 179; Hardy Co., 178; Hartford

Rubber Works Co.. 158 and 159; Hyatt Roller

Bearing Co., 151; Hine-Watt Mfg. Co., 146; Inter

national A. 8: V. Tire Co., 155; Jones Speedo

meter, 153; Long Mfg. Co., 184; McGlehan Mfg.

Co., 207; McCord & Co.. 156; Morgan & Wright,

148 and 149; Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., 141',

N. Y. and N. J. Lubricants Co., 180; National

Carbon Co., 133; Oliver Mfg. Co., 192; Pennsyl

vania Rubber Co., 202; Pantnsote Co.. 209; Prest

O-Lite Co., 177; Rose Mfg. Co., 168: Republican

Rubber Co.. 210; Remy Elec. Co., 171; Spicer Uni

versal Joint Mfg. Co., 185; Swinehart Clincher

Tire and Rubber Co., 183; Standard Oil Co.. 175;

Standard Roller Bearing Co., 173; Schwartz

Wheel Co., 172; C. F. Splitdorf. 152; Shelby Steel

Tube Co., 147; Sprague Umbrella Co., 140; Steel

Balr Co., 135; 'l‘imken Roller Bearing and Axle

Co., 188: Tokelm Mfg. Co., 170; Valentine & Co..

206; Veeder Mfg. Co., 160; Week Chain Tire Grip

Co., 200; Wheeler Mfg. Co., 196 and 1917; Webb

Co., 191; Warner Gear Co., 181; Warner Instru

ment Co., 174; Whitney Mfg. Co., 145; Wruy

Pump and Register Co., 137.

 

Packard Gets Import Decision.

In a decision by I. F. Fischer, of the Board

of United States General Appraisers, filed on

Monday last, he sustains a claim made by

the Packard Motor Car Company or De

troit. It was held that the Collector of Cus

toms erred in levying duty at the rate of 45

per cent. ad valorem on automobile forgings.

Instead the board finds that the merchandise

was properly dutiable according to the rate

per pound, or at 35 per cent, varying with

the character of the merchandise. The Col

lector is ordered to make a liquidation of

the entries.

Will Wind Up Without Receiver.

There likely will be no receiver to wind up

the tangled affairs of the Simplicities Auto

Co., of Middletown, Coun., after all. Its af

fairs will be wound up, however, but by the

board of directors—that is, if certain inter

ested persons consent to this plan. At a

meeting of the counsel and creditors in Hart

ford last Friday afternoon an agreement was

practically reached to withdraw the applica

tion for the appointment of a receiver. Judge

Henney represented E. D. Seymour, of New

Hartford, the largest stockholder, owning 310

shares, and the conference adjourned to en

able Judge Henncy to communicate with his

client and see if he would agree to have the

company wound up by the directors. M. C.

IIillery, of Hartford, another large stock

holder, is said to be agreeable to such a

course.

Humy's Creditors to Take Charge.

The Hussey Drop Forge & Mfg. Co.. Cleve—

land, Ohio, is in financial straits. It was

known that it had been sailing close to the

wind for some time, but last week things

grew so threatening that the creditors felt

impelled to act. At a meeting called for the

purpose, it was found that the Hussey lia

bilities were just about double the assets.

and decisIVe action followed. It was recom

mended thnt the Hussey ofl‘icials be called

on to resign, and that the creditors take

over and operate the business until spring.

at least. By so doing, it is believed that

they will be able to realize 50 or 75 per cent.

of their claims.

Maxwell-Brist Choose Chicago.

Chicago finally has been selected by the

Maxwell-Brlscoe Motor Co. as the site of their

Western plant, a suitable building. with 60.

000 square feet of space, having been secured

at Grand Crossing and 73d street. The Max

well-Briscoe idea is to ship the parts of their

cars from their Eastern factories and have

them assembled in Chicago for the Western

trade. The immediate result will be a great

saving in railroad charges and prompt deliv

eries of all Western orders.

 

To Make Ford Motors.

There has been formed in Detroit the

Ford Mfg. Co., capitalized at 6100.000. which

will make engines and ports for the Ford

cars, hitherto made by the Dodge Brothers.

John F. Dodge is interested in the new con

cern, having been made its vice-president.

Other officers are Henry Ford president; 0.

1'1. Wills, secretary. and James Couzans.

treasurer. The Ford Motor Co. will con

tinue to assemble and market the cars.
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FISK TIRE
—THE MOST PRACTICAL TIRE EQUIPMENT

OF ANY AUTOMOBILE—ARE SAVERS OF

TIME, TROUBLE, AND MONEY. 
 

They have all the good points of other style tires, with

better construction, materials,- design, and wearing qualities—

and, besides, important additional features pertaining to safety.

Every detail of construction is in the hands of the most

skilled tire workers, and we invite and urge you to compare

their quality with any other tire on the market.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES

DETROIT. 264 Jefferson Ave.

ST. LOUIS, 3908 Olive St.

KANSAS CITY. 1880 Main St.

MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Hennepln St.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Bridge St.

NEW YORK. 754 Seventh Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 185 N. Broad St.

ATLANTA.v 103 N. Pryor Bl.

SYRACUSE, 423 S. Clinton St.

CLEVELAND, 318 Euclld AVO

BUFFAID, 893 Main St.

CHICAGO. 1251 Michigan Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second Ave.

DOS ANGELE‘S, 1034 Main St.

YOU CAN DEAL WITH US FROM A DISTANT POINT THE SAME AS AT THE FACTORY.

  

 

CADILLAC

UTILITY

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO.

WE WILL EXHIBIT IN NEW

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will climb any hill that any automobile will climb.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel any road that any automobile will travel.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel as fast as anybody ought to ride.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Costs less to operate. Costs less to Maintain.

Requires less attention than any automobile we know of.

Because so many people know these, and some other things, probably accounts for

the fact that more Cadillacs were sold during 1905 than any two other makes com

bined, and won for them the unquestioned distinction of

AMERICA’S LEADING MOTOR CARS.

Detroit, Mich.

YORK AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN ONLY, JANUARY 13-2), 1905
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THE

NEW YORK

SHOW NUMBERS

of

THE MOTOR WORLD

Will Bear Dates

January 11th and 18th.

As always, they will deal with the subject

intelligently and well and be thoroughly

representative of the industry.

  

 

" Starting" from the Seat."

“Self-starting from the seat” has been

1 ore or less of a qualified recommendation,

but one that the majority of manufacturers

of higher priced cars found it necessary to

include in their specifications even though it

cost considerable in the way of extra acces

sories such as a battery and coil system be

side the magneto, in order to be able to do

so. It has in the past, except in the case of

the runabout with crank handle in convenient

reach not meant anything more or less than

that the motor could be started by switching

on the current in case there happened to be

a compressed charge in one Of the cylinders.

But this did not always happen even under

the most favorable circumstances and sel

dom, if ever, after the engine had been

stopped for a length of time.

At least two manufacturers have attempted

to secure a method of starting from the seat

at all times and both of them have accord

ingly done away with the familiar crank

under the radiator. One, an American maker,

has substituted an arrangement, the details

of which are not at present known, to be

somewhat after the fashion of the usual

pedal on the footboard, which through a

geared lever or similar contrivance turns the

motor shaft. The other, which hails from

England, is merely a shift in the location of

the crank from the front end of the bonnet to

the dashboard, the motion being transmitted

by means of sprocket and chains on the en

gine side of the board to the shaft. While

both devices may prove conveniences in their

way, it is much to be feared that when con

siderable turning is necessary there will be

a longing on the part of the individual who

has to do it for a crank in the open—in a

position where there is room “to swing a

cat."  

Development oi the Throttle.

Elasticity of control ever has been the goal

of the internal combustion engine designer,

who has accordingly looked to the steam en

gine as a guide. The development of the

throttle in its present day state of efliciency

has been the outcome of investigation along

this line, and it is generally conceded that

as represented by the best types extant, it

is a method that marks a close approach to

the long sought for end.

Whether in the course of time it will con

tinue to improve and eventually constitute

that degree of perfection beyond which it

is not profitable to go, remains to be seen.

In the meantime foreign designers, appar

ently considering that this limit has already

been reached, have instead of attempting

to replace it with something else, supple—

mented it with an accessory in the shape

of provision for varying the lift of the in

let valve. While not exactly the same prin

ciple this aptly may be compared to the

variable cut off slide valve of the locomotive,

the skilful manipulation of which has so

much to do with the speed as well as the

economy of running. As matter of fact,

some of the devices for accomplishing the

Variable lift of the inlet valves in the gas

olene motor are patterned directly after

steam engineering practice.

So strong is this tendency on the other side

that where comparatively few cars have been

so equipped in the past year, 1906 will

see quite a number, the recent London show

bringing forward several varying types. It

may well be considered as sound engineering

practice to govern an engine by the most

elastic means possible, and for this end it

has been found that the use of the throttle

in conjunction with a variable lift of the in

duction valve is superior to either alone and

permits of a far greater degree of elastic

ity than any method in which impulses are

cut out to keep the speed down.

It appears somewhat strange in view of

the amount of attention that has been de

voted to this feature of the engine abroad

during the past year that it should appar

ently have been allowed to pass unnoticed

by American designers, although in view of

what the coming shows may bring to light,

this statement may not be entirely accurate.

Still, a large number of makers has already

uncovered 1906 models, and in none of them,

so far as appears at present, is this feature

embodied.

The Open Closed Car.

It is with no small degree of satisfaction

that the liberal minded motorist observes

that the drift of popular design in the build

ing of the more elaborate types of body for

general and touring uses is inclining more

and more to the acceptance of ideas which

make for all around utility under every pos

sible condition, even though still following

the general set lines of construction, which

have shaped the four-wheeled vehicle ever

since the days of the post chaise of yore.

Thus, while the average limousine of the

day readily falls under the general classifi

cation of the coupe type of carriage body, its

inodcrnness is revealed in points which go to

increase the comfort and enjoyment of the

occupants in all weathers, and this apart

from those points of technical improvement
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which affect the more vital portions of the

mechanism alone.

The most noticeable efl’ect of this tendency

is to be seen in the arrangements for the

light and ventilation of these bodies which

are being adapted to the more elegant cars

at this time—a tendency to make them ap

pear less like elaborate delivery wagons and

more like sumptuous carriages.

This is observable to a certain extent in the

types of landaulette bodies, which, as now

built, have large window area, and are read

ily manipulated to secure the effect of the

victoria, or open barouche either with or

without the wind shield in front. But it is

even more noticeable in the true limousine

types, to which the area of sash and frame

work material is reduced to the minimum

and the glazing made entirely adjustable

either by hinge or drop arrangements—in

other words, more windows and much larger

windows are the rule. The occupants are

not being “cooped up,” and need no ion

It is being

made easy for them to see and be seen and

to have a close or an open car at will.

A couple of years ago, little relationship

between the types of canopy and limousine

was to be observed. They were intended for

totally different purposes, and each was suf

ficient in itself for the particular use for

which it was intended. The great cost of

the high grade automobile has, however,

necessitated the development of a kind of

body which combines with the advantages

of both these types an adaptability which

neither of them possessed. Hence, they have

been merged into the present form of closed

body, which may be made to yield the free

ventilation of the one, or the complete pro

tection and warmth of the other.

The body designed by the California gen

tleman, which was duplicated for King Ed

ward, and which was re-illustrated in last

week's Motor World, embraces much of the

ideal. The windows are large and drop into

side pockets, and there are divided adjust

able shutters raised to any desired position

to shield from sunlight or draught. These

shutters are well worth general adoption, be

cause, as their designer made plain, while

they add much to comfort, with Lie greatly

increased area of glass, they also serve a

protecting purpose when at speed or in case

of accident.

The demand for the ultra fine bodies is

limited; it is exclusive; yet it is quite im

perative in its requirement of all that is best

in the way of comfortable and convenient

arrangements. It calls for something which

ger peer through more portholes.

shall answer to the same class of use to

which the parlor car is put in railway work,

and only that design fitted to fulfill the de

mand which is comparable with the parlor

car in point of complete utility. Pure deco

rative elegance, the fitting up of an interior

with a. host of folderols and fancies in the

way of writing desks and lavatories. can

_ not serve to much account, for they are not

germain to the chief uses of the motor car.

What is needed is light, and plenty of itiair,

and plenty of it, and protection from dust,

wind and rain.

=

Where Danger Lamps are Needed.

Whether or not a universal lamp law is pos

sible or impossible of passage, there is one

measure which should be brought to the at

tention of our lawmakers before a lengthening

list of serious accidents forces home the need

of emphatic legislation in thonmttor. 'l‘nis is

in regard to the haulage of overhanging

loads by trucks, which are in no way guard

_ ed by signals either day or night.

It is no uncommon sight to observe atruck

laden with stage scenery, steel beams or tel

egraph poles slowly moving along with any

where from six to ten feet of swaying ma

terial projecting behind, menacing other

traffic.

the public from these loads, by day, nor is

any sort of warning of their existence given

at night. A driver following such an attair

in total or semi'darkness is not likely to

notice the extension of the load even though

he sees the team itself.

A case in point which aptly illustrates the

nature of this peril occurred only this week.

A well known motorist and party were driv

ing along a comparatively isolated thorough

fare. '1n the obscurity of growing darkness

they discerned a team ahead, and with no

thought of p0ssible danger ran up to within

a few feet of it before slowing down. Just

as they slowed down they became suddenly

aware of a pile of timber ends which pro

jected from the rear of the wagon. The fore

part of the machine had slipped under the

logs, and had not the driver of the auto

mobile been checked in time a serious acci

dent would haveresulted.

We realize full well that-such loads are

necessary in the field of daily commerce,

and cannot be eliminated, but there should

No measure of protection is given

7 be some measure of protection afl’orded the

other part of the travelling public. A law

compelling such vehicles to prominently dis

play rear danger signals on their projecting

loads at night seems the only solution of the

problem.

The Week’s lncorporations.

Augusta, Me.—-Pontiac Motor Car Co.. un~

der Maine laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—I. L. Fairbanks and L. A. Burleigh.

Evansville, Ind—Windsor Automobile 00.,

under South Dakota laws, with $250,000 capi

tal. Corporators—William M. Copeland et al.

Middletown, Conn—The Middletown Auto

mobile Body Co., under Connecticut laws.

with $50,000 capital. Corporators—C. E.

Neal, F. W. \Voyt-hinske and Felix Janicki.

Los Angelcs, Cal.—Rapp Wave Motor Co..

under California laws, with $200,000 capital.

Corporators—Theodore Rapp, Frederick Det

mers, D. D. Dayton, Charles D. McKelvey.

N. D. Bowsee.

Portland, ble—Park Square Motor Mart

Garage, under Maine laws, with $100,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Oificers and cor

poratorsAPresident, G. A. Hutchins; treas

urer, C. H. Tolman.

Dayton, Ohio.—B0rderwisch & Glancy Au

tomobile Co., under Ohio laws. with $25,000

capital. Corporators—Edward Borderwisch,

1‘}. M. Glaney, O. C. Waveries, L. Y. Cooper

and William G. Powell.

New York City, N. Y.—Zim-Rock Motor

(‘ar Co., under New York laws, with $15,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—Charles E. Zimmerman, Oliver C. Carpenter

and Hartwell P. Heath.

Buffalo, N. Y.——Cleveland Cycle & Auto Co.,

under New York laws, with $2,500 capital;

'to make motors, engines, automobiles. etc.

Corporators—James MacNaughton, F. Louis

Du Broy and M. D. Ashford.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Macbeth Bros.’ 00., under

New York laws, with $10,000 capital; to

make automobiles, wagons, etc. Corpora

tors—John Robison, Magnus Erlksen, Elisha

'l‘. Haise and George MacBeth.

Indianapolis. Ind.—The American Motor

Car Co., under Indiana laws, with $25,000

capital; to make all kinds of motor vehicles.

Corporators—William A. Moore, William E.

Barton and Clifton R. Cameron.

New York City, N. Y.—Hamburg Tire Co.,

under l\'ew York laws, with $20,000 capital;

to make tires for motor cars, carriages, etc.

Corporators—Neil A. Weathers, Millard C.

liunstone and Rose A. Mackey.

Detroit, Mich—The Motor Car 00., under

Michigan laws, with $150,000 capital; to

make automobiles. Corporators—Frank C.

Caughey, Fred Postal, Randall A. Palmer,

George A. Young and Harry G. Radford.

Here's a Non-Freezing Water.

Big Rapids, Mich., is a town that should

justly spring into fame in connection with

winter automobiling, for it boasts of a spring

of mineral water that is capable of supply

ing non-freezing mixture ad lib. It is said

to be proof against atmospheric changes to

the extent of remaining liquid until a tem

perature of 45 degrees below zero is reached.

While the water is saline, it is said not to

leave any sediment.

George F. Kehew, sales manager of the C.

II. Blomstrom Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., is

making a hurried Pacific Coast trip. It will

probably result in an extension of the Queen‘s

dominion.
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FOUR A’S FIRST AUCTION

When Price Was Not Right, Cars Were With

drawn—“Pikers” Make $2 Bids.

 

 

Due to the method of giving it publicity

employed more than anything else, the first

sale of the Auto Auction Association of

America, held last week at 220 West 41st

street, in this city, did not score as heavy a

success as was to have been anticipated un

der more favorable circumstances, particu

larly when the quality and condition of the

cars ofiered is taken into consideration. The

mistake was made of advertising the sale

principally in those papers which make a

specialty of catering to the professional

buyers at auction. Consequently, instead of

attracting individuals anxious to pick up

good cars, there was, as might have been

expected, a congregation of small dealers of

the “two dollar bid” class, as they were

dubbed by one of the members. They were

reinforced by some of the professionals of

the second-hand game, who were were to

see what manner of picking there would be

at this organized auction. They were not

enthusiastic bidders, and did not do much

to liven the game up after the opening fig

ures had been passed. They were doubtless

responsible for starting some of the num

bers at $2 in an attempt to harrass the auc

tioneer and show the backers of the “square

deal" method of auctioning 0E cars that are

neither wrecks nor relics that they are to be

figured with.

Add to this the fact that the twenty-nine

cars comprising the entrants appeared but

an hour or two previous to the time set for

holding the auction, which allowed but scant

opportunity for inspection, and it is not so

much to be wondered at that. there was a

lack of interest displayed when some of the

exhibits were put under the hammer. But

one of a total of thirty cars scheduled to be

sold, a 35 horsepower American Mercedes

of 1904, failed to appear. The remaining

twenty-nine constituted an array of good

cars such as has never been brought to

gether in this city and probably not in this

country for a similar purpose.

As an opener $500 was bid on a Decau

ville 16 horsepower, 1905 model, which was

gradually raised to $2,000, at which point

the exhortations of the auctioneer failed to

tempt further and the hammer dropped on

it at that figure.

The next on the list was a four cylinder,

22 horsepower Locotnobile of 1904, and it

rapidly mounted from its start of $400 to

$1,700, at which figure it also changed

Following this came a two-cylinder,_hands.

16 horsepower car of the same year and

make, which, after some hesitation, was

finally launched forth at $200. It did not

arouse the same amount of interest that its

predecessors and mounted slowly to $900 by

comparatively small bids. It went at that

figure and with it departed apparently cons

slderable of the prospect for a. rapid clean

ing out of the lot that the ready disposal of

the first three augured.

A Winton special that had been built spe

cially for racing was No. 4 in the catalogue,

but it proved a dark horse that could find

fcw backers. It was reluctantly started at

$50 and was withdrawn when after vain

attempts to do better on the part of the

auctioneer it stopped dead at'$400. Al

though more interest was manifested in No.

5, which was a Columbia electric Stanhope,

it fell flat at $900 and met the same fate.

No. 6, a Peerless, four-cylinder, 40 horse

power runabout model of the current year

proved a reviver, however, starting at $1,000

and bringing $2,500. After this a Peerless

24 horsepower motor separate, was raised

to $250 and changed hands. A White steam

er of 1903 was next in order, but found few

takers. It was started at $100 and was fin

ally knocked down at $600. This was the

only steam car sold, Nos. 9 and 11, which

were also White models of 1904 and 1903,

arousing but a modicum of interest. Nor

did a Mors of 1903 fare much better.

If Nos. 12 and 14, which were, respective

ly, a Columbia electric runabout and a Vic

toria, did not arouse sufiicient interest, an

electric hansom cab, which brought out an

opening offer of $2, rather startled the auc

tionccr. The lack of demand for electrics

was evident from the fact that of the five

models entered none were disposed of. Un

lucky 13 was a Peerless 24 horsepower mod

el of 1904, which refuted its hoodoo by start

ing in the neighborhood of $800 and brought

$2,400. In the case of a Pope-Toledo 24

'horsepower, 1904 model, a Pierce-Arrow 32

and a Mercedes 28 of 1905, which were Nos.

15, 16 and 18 on the list, bidders were only

responsive to the extent of $1,200, $2,200

and $3,000, respectively, at which figures

the cars were withdrawn, a proceeding en

tirely justifiable, particularly in the case of

the latter two, considering their list prices

of $5,000 and $10,000, as well as the fact

that they had seen but a single season's use.

0n the remaining cars the bids ranged from

$200 for a 1904 Oldsmobile runabout up to

almbst $1,000 on various models of different

makes, such as the Ford, Cadillac, Pope

Toledo and Locomobile, but one of which

antedated 1904, but there was no spirit

whatever to the bidding and most of them

were withdrawn and no further attempt

made to dispose of them.

 

France's Output of Chasses.

“Where do the French chasses go '2" asks a

writer in one of the Gallic automobile jour

nals. France has twenty large factories

which produce on the average two vehicles

a day, which means 1,200 a month or 14,400

in the course of a year. To this total must

be added the output of fifty smaller fac

tories, which produce on the average of one

car every other day, an estimate that is con

ceded to be very conservative. This would

make the capacity of the latter 750 per month

or 9,000 annually. He therefore arrives at

the conclusion that it is not exaggerating in

the slightest to credit the French industry

with a yearly total of at least 25,000 chasses.

That the major portion does not remain in

France has all along been quite clear. None

of the makers in France carries any stock, for

the vehicles are sold as fast as they are pro

duced. The question then arises, where do

they go? In 1904 the number of cars in

actual use was augmented by 5,000, accord

ing to the official registration, and he ac

cordingly concludes that something like 8,000

may be considered as having been disposed

of at home, which leaves 17,000 to be ac—

counted for. Even though the number actu

ally disposed of in France were taken as

double the ofiicial figures, this would still

leave 15,000. England has proved the best

customer, taking close to 50 per cent, or be

tween 7,000 and 8,000. The United States

likewise proves a good customer, with some

thing like 3,000 to its credit, but: neither the

Americans nor Belgium, Germany, Spain,

Italy and the colonies, which account for the

remainder of the output are as eager takers

of the French cars as the Briton.

Stylish Thief Bagged in Newark.

The man who is out to steal an automo

bile has a larger job on his hands than he

bargains for. At least such would appear to

be the experience of a dapper young man

adorned with a tile and wearing an expen

sive looking fur lined coat, who turned up

in Newark, N. J., from nowhere in particu

lar, just the “South,’I with that avowed pur

pose. He immediately proceeded to take a

few assistants into his confidence, and the

latter in turn made confidants of some Cen

tral Oi'fice men.

‘The detectives shadowed him for three days,

during which time he frequently took up a

stand in close proximity to high priced cars

standing at. the curb, but somehow or other

the chaufi'eur sat on his seat as if glued to

it. Finally he decided, if he was to have an

automobile, he would have to get it in some

other manner, and accordingly proceeded to

take it from the garage of the Motor Vehicle

00. late one night, but the detectives inter

rupted the proceedings. When the magis

trate asked Diamond or Smith, as the

stranger variously styled himself, if he in

tended to beat his board bill, he proudly re

plied that he was no “doormat thief.".

“Miss” as an Aid to Second Hand Sales.

One of the many odd things that comes out

of the Manhattan Storage Co. is a circular

letter relating to second hand cars, which in

variably hears a rather masculine signature

in ink. The signature is, however, always

prefixed by “Miss,” inclosed in parentheses.

What influence this touch of supposed fem

ininity is expected to exert is, like many other

matters, past finding out.

Just Why Winton Went Abroad.

It transpires that Alexander Winton did

not go abroad wholly to rusticate or to visit

the Paris show. He spent most of his time

in Scotland, and as a result there is now a

Mrs. Alexander Winton, who will accompany

him back to America.
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THOMAS REPLIES TO SCHWAB~

His Answer is Specific and Deals With-the-Alr——~ .tD-“vrl-ng31351rimswqxug’u9dwe American“

leged Superiority of Foreign Cars.

 

In a recent public interview Charles M.

Schwab, former president of the United States '

Steel Corporation, was quoted as saying:

“Yet it is notorious that American automo-,

biles have not‘ ranked as high as European

automobiles. The truth is that we have

hitherto made no genuine effort to produce

forged steel working parts of automobiles of

the highest quality. That is one of the rea

sons why our automobiles have not ranked

as high as those of foreign make."

When he read this oft repeated calumny

the red blood in E. R. Thomas, the Buffalo

manufacturer, fired up, and he proceeded to

show Mr. Schwab that he had overdrawn the

case.

“As this seems to be a general opinion, nat

urally fostered and encouraged by foreign

competitors, it seems time that the American,

proud of home industry, should be informed

of the actual facts, which, upon investigation,

will convince the most keptical that quality

of material has been the smallest influence,"

says Mr. Thomas.

“It is true that in the transmission parts

and in the axles and in possibly one or two of

the minor details the foreign manufacturers

have had in the past a slight advantage. It

has enabled them to use smaller shafts and

gears for the transmission, but that does not

matter. American roads demand heavier

mechanism, and we have used the larger

shafts and gears at an expense of some eight

or ten pounds, which has been more than

saved elsewhere.

“There are several reasons why American

automobiles have not in the past ranked as

high as those of foreign makes, quality of

steel being the smallest.

“The leading reason is due to the fact that

the American manufacturer spent many years

in experimenting before reaching his final

conclusions. In the earlier stages of the in

dustry he used electricity as his motive

power; then for one or two years steam was

the popular power. After that he switched

off to horizontal gas engines.

“In the mean time the foreign manufacturer

had adopted the style of vertical motors in

front, now practically the universal design,

and this gave to them the advantage of a

start of several years on the American manu

facturer. The chief advantage'of the vertical

design is its minimum of weight and its ready

accessibility for examination and repairs, in

those days a most important advantage.

“Another great reason why the foreign cars

were considered superior is that the makers

of them first saw the necessity of and intro

duced high power. This was not so much for

the purpose of gaining excessive speeds as it

was for the negotiating of hills and bad roads

without overtaxing the engine and other

mechanism. Higher power was not only con

tributory to the pleasure of the owner, but

_ also eliminated to a large extent the-expenses _

of repairs and delays on the road.

maker was using barely enough power to send

his car over ordinary'roads; and if the vaiVes

~ were 'foul ,or any slight derangements o'c

curred his car mm not climb hills “mar

c'ouie bad roadS.‘l Under the shale (audit-ions

the foreign cars would continue to opera'te'at '

fair speed. This has'ail been reliéiiga'nbii; '

The American manufacturers are usingj'ea‘t-E

er power, and are more than holding their ' _

of travel toffivhich‘., how something like 000 licensed motor ’buses
' ‘ ‘ i- in liondoiivan'd their .average is said to be

H

own under all conditions

their cars are subjected. "’ ' . - ~. ~l
»' 4‘

“Still another reason-for; the bel' ' t that the

foreign carsare superior to those of"Anierii~~

can make is the fhighip'rices asked IOr them: '

But these high prices are one entirely to the ‘

fact that avnuniber or. middlemen {share-the“

profits and uot.becanse of any greater in» iiius.

trinsic value or better workmanship: f

“To sum it all up,'the foreign ears “have

been sold to a certain class of Eastern'buyers' '

mainly because they‘ shine catered to the dé

mand for high power, roominess and comfort,

and because they were a year ahead of us in

perfecting their pernianent designs. Design,

speed, power and size have been-the causes,

not an imaginarylower grade of materials or

workmanship. ' -

“This is proved in our own (are. Last year

we made and sold four hun.lred high powered

and roomy cars. As a' consequence this year

it has become necessary to erect a new fac

tory with a capacity of one thousand 50 horse

power machines which will 86. at seven people

and make a mile a minute.

“The time for the American manufacturer

to supplant his foreign rival on his home

grounds has come.”

 

Germany Opinion of America.

“If America could show a set of roads

equalling even only in some degree those of

France and Germany, where would the Con

tinental automobile industry be, and where,

pray, France?" asks the Allgemeine Auto

mobil Zeitung in a recently published ex

tended resumé of automobile conditions in

various countries. “Europe would to-day

have been left far behind, for it is only ex

perience in building fast cars de luxe that

is lacking in America, and without good

roads it is something that is slowly acquired.

The Vanderbilt races of the last two Years

have helped considerably to develop heavy

touring'cars, and a huge step has been taken

in this direction."

Dealers to Promote Hill Climb.

Los Angeles, Cal., is‘to have a hill climbing

contest some time in January, the exact date

to be set later. This was decided at the last

meeting of the Southern California Automo

bile Dealers‘ Association when President W.

K. Cowan appointed Fred Stamm, H. D.

llyno and Ralph Hamlin a committee to look

after arrangements. The course will prob

ably be from Pasadena to Altadena. There

will be three classes—one for runabouts, an

other for cars costing less than $1,600 and a

class for four cylinder cars.

.10NO0N’S“MOTOR BUS SERVICE

its Remarkable Success and» Expansion—The

Cars Used and the Tire Problem.

 

Since the end of March last, when the

London motor omnibus began business wfith

three vehicles, one company alone has car
A

r riéu 4,s00,000 passengers without a single jac

i-ident' or a~serious breakdown. There are

fnbout 1,000 passengers per day—a statement

of_facts which conveys some idea of the

manner in. which the world metropolis has

literally 'beera,_invade'<l by the motor driven

*1 .
t. .s r ’ .

¢

The vehicles are‘on- the street eighteen

hours' a day, and‘ the piotornien have a con

siderable advantage'over the drivers of the
Y .horse drawn :busds. although the wagesjre

about the sunidf niotdrineti receive $1.62

'per .n'oek~'and\r(tlie; conductors $10.18, but

"-‘ttiose on the horse drawpmehlcles have to

"work fourteen to sixtccn'hours a day. The

' v'anguard" motor 'huses run'eightcen hours'a
day,lbut there are two shifts 'of men to w'prk

them. The horse drivers are found to be the

best raw material for conversion into motor

men, because they have confidence, nerve and

caution and can dodge other vehicles where

a less experienced hand would pull up. he

beginner is instructed at the yard. and t en

‘ has to take a ‘course in driving a practice

'bus under the guiding eye 'of an instructor

until he has mastered the rudiments and'ac-*

quired confidence. 0

London roads are not exactly tracks of

velvet, and tires are said to constitute the

great problem. ' Motor omnibus companies

and tire manufacturers are still in the ex

perimental stage where they are concerned.

The traffic keeps a London 'bus always on the

tilt, dodging here, there and everywhere, as

well as everything and everybody. A 'bus

weighs four tons, and all this means a heavy

side strain on the tires. Filled with passen

gers, it weighs sixltons. , Is it any wonder

that the tire problem as applied to the motor

’bus is to be spelled out in the alphabet of

sorrow? The companies_a.re always trying

tires; half a (10201] have been tried out al

ready, some of them proving absolutely worth

less. , ‘

The first cost of a set is from $450 to $500

bought outright, the makers giving a guaran

tee that the tires will “live” for 10,000 miles;

if they do not, then an allowance or rebate

is made for the shortage at the inquest. An

other way iu which motor ’bus tires are

bought is on a mileage basil—so much per

mile while the tire “lives.” But whichever

method is adopted, the cost figures out pretty

much the same. The daily travel of a motor

~bus is 128 miles with thirty-four passengers,

while the horse drawn vehicle travels only

twenty-seven miles a day with twenty-six

passengers, these figures bcing for full ca

pacity in both instances.
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Motor Truck in the Role of Locomotive.

 

Pulling a load of 73.450 pounds is as easily

accomplished by a 16 horsepower motor as

rolling oil? a log is done by a turtle, think the

officials of the Knox automobile Co.. Spring

field, Mass., after the feat performed by one

of the Knox trucks in that city one day last

week.

As shown in the accompanying photograph,

the truck. which has Just been completed for

a large Chicago drygoods firm, was coupled

to two' freight cars on the New England Rail

road's tracks on \Vilbrahani avenue, Spring

field. One car was weighted to 41,250 pounds,

and the other, empty, weighed 21,200 pounds.

The truck itself was loaded, and weighed

altogether 11,000 pounds, making a total of

73,450 pounds.

The truck was placed a-straddle the ties,

and as the snow gave. little foothold sand

was sprinkled on the surface, but otherwise

  

no attachments were used on the wheels.

When the signal was given the truck started

"up the freight cars without any ditliculty.

and although the tracks are slightly upgrade

at this point, easily hauled the great load.

It is said that after the test it was discov

ered that the brakes on one of the freight

cars were partially set.

It was a test that strikingly shows the

capabilities of the gas engine.

 

Charged m at» was Lettering.

A most amusing instance of the manner

in which the English "bobby" interprets

the law of his land occurred the other day

when one of the fraternity haled into court

the conductor of a motor ’bus plying

through one of London‘s most crowded sec

tions, on a technical charge of loitering.

The offence, it developed was caused by a

breakdown in the mechanism of the ma

chine, which caused a rather lengthy delay.

The magistrate was somewhat nonplussed

at the circumstance, and asked the con

stable whether in case one of a pair of

horses should fall and break a leg, he would

arrest the coachman on a similar charge.

He replied in the negative. The court

scratched its head for a time, and then dis

missed the case on payment or costs.

Whether the company subsequently dis

missed the poor conductor for having got

himself into trouble is not known.

 

Moore Heads the New York.

W. J. P. Moore was elected president of

the New York Motor Club at its annual meet

ing last Thursday night, 14th inst, to succeed

Charles H. Hyde. The other officers-elect are

as follows: Vice-presidents, H. M. Swetland

and It. [1. Johnston; secretary, A. B. Tucker;

treasurer, Frank J. Griffin; directors, M. L.

Downs, Robert W. Had, It. G. Howell and

W. J. Morgan. The treasurer's report showed

the club to he in a prosperous condition.

 

After three readings and three reductions,

the City Council of Urbana, Ohio, has passed

an automobile speed ordinance. An eight

miles an hour limit is the restriction within

the city.

To Improve Asbury’s Thirst Service.

Asbury Park‘s time-honored “arks,” which

have done faithful duty toting booze around

to the houses of thirsty individuals ever since

the Rev. Dr. Ballard and the Ocean Grove

Camp Meeting Association took a dominat

ing part in the politics of her sister city. are

soon to be no more. According to reports

from the seashore resort, the horse-drawn

“arks” are to be replaced by a more modern

“wet goods" delivery service. Asbury Park

is supposed to be a dry town, so the plan is

to get a license 'for a roadhouse just outside

the mile limit and have the hotel orders

telephoned there and then rush the “goods”

to the city in automobiles. Thus a man with

a predetermined thirst need wait but a short

time for a full evening‘s supply of liquid

refreshments. What the \V. C. T. U. thinks

of the innovation has not developed.
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CANNOT SCORCH BY PROXY

Massachusetts Court Upsets That Idiotic Con

tention—Police Must Identify Offenders.

One part at least of Massachusetts‘ des~

potic automobile law has finally been carried

above the courts where a fine is levied re

gardless of all other considerations, and has

been given a setback. Edward W. Taylor,

of Concord, and Charles V. Smith, of Lin

coln, Mass, were summoned to appear be

fore a local court in Concord last summer

and were accused of overspeeding their cars

on the streets of the last named town. Al- 7

though the evidence conclusively showed

that at the time of the alleged breach of law

neither of the owners were in the cars and

that the latter were driven by persons other

than the defendants, they were duly mulcted

in accordance with what has come to be

time-honored precedent in the Bay State.

They forthwith appealed from the decision

and the merits of the case were argued be

fore Judge Gaskill, of the Middlesex Supe

rior Criminal Court, who has just made pub

lic his findings. They are to the effect that

an owner of an automobile who is registered

and has a license is not criminally liable for

overspeedlng when he is not in the machine

at the time. He further ruled that, in order

to convict an owner of overspeeding, the

police must be able to identify him as hav

ing been in the machine, and that it is not

sufficient for the prosecution to prove the

ownership of the machine without connect

ing the owner with the alleged offence. The

point of law which the lower courts have

either been unable to recognize or have wil

fully refused to take into consideration, is

that one person cannot be convicted of a

misdemeanor actually committed by another,

even though he, the owner, may have been

present as a passenger in the car.

It has been a common practice in Massa

chusetts to convict the owner of a car for

overspeeding whethtr he was in the car at

the time or not, and, what is worse, the

great majority of COHVlt‘iOIIS have been se

cured without the complaining ofiicial being

compelled to recognize the defendant as the

person who was driving the car when the of

fence is alleged to have been committed.

The decision will undoubtedly give rise to a

large number of appeals based on the same

state of facts, as this form of procedure is

known to have become an established prac

tice in more than one local court.

Jersey Farmers to Advocate Big Fees.

Those people who till the soil in Mercer,

MiddleSex and Somerset counties, in New

Jersey, and who proudly boast of member

ship in the Princeton Agricultural Associa

tion, have decided to go before the ensuing

Legislature and “ask for the passage of a

law to prohibit the driving of automobiles

at a speed exceeding fifteen miles an hour

in the country and ten miles an hour in the

city; compelling non-residents to pay a li

cense fee of from $25 to $100 per year, ac

cording to the size of their automobiles, and

giving the right to any and all persons to

arrest without a warrant any automobilist

who violates the law, also the right to hale

him before any peace officer, who shall de

tain him and his machine until Justice is se

cured.”

Proi. l'luddy Delivers Some Opinions.

It has taken Professor Xénophon P. Huddy,

of the Rhode Island bar, up to the present to

discover that the legal status of the auto

mobile “has not as yet been judicially de

fined," which is the manner he takes to ex

press bis opinion in the current issue of the

Yale Law Journal.

For want of a precedent, the automobile is

 

classified with all forms of wheeled users of

the road, regardless of the form of their

power. In an Indiana court decision its right

to the highways has been “judicially de

clared to be equal to the rights of the other

vehicles, “and a Massachusetts decision as

serts that “one who is motoring on the streets

and highways may be said to be ‘driving.’ "

It is the final conclusion of the learned pro

fessor, after discussing all the pros and cons

of the matter, that “the hazard to which the

safety of pedestrians, and in most cases per

sons with horses, may be eXposed, results

from the personal part played in motoring,

rather than from the nature of the vehicle.”

 

Bennett Cup Kicked Down Stairs.

According to cablegrams, at the meeting in

Paris on Monday, 18th inst., of delegates to

the International Automobile Conference, the

French club was successful in its efforts to

give the Bennett Cup a kick down to the

first flight of stairs that leads to oblivion.

That is to say, the conference decided that

there shall be no race for the Bennett Cup

next year. It was arranged to hold another

conference in June, 1000, to decide whether

a race for the trophy should be held in

1907 or whether it should be definitely aban

doned. The consensus of opinion was, how

ever, that the contest will be abandoned, the

cup remaining with France. Some of the

touterrees, the cable adds, censured the al

leged bad organization of the Vanderbilt Cup

race on Long Island, whatever that may

mean.

Speedway Schemes Show Signs of Life.

Although the many mammoth speedway

projects were supposed to have died the nat

ural death befitting their kind, such seems not

to be the case. The idea of building a five

mile triangular track in the pine forest,

twelve miles below Lakewood, N. J., has been

disinterred by a party of Atlantic City hotel

proprietors, and one of the same kind is

anxious that automobile manufacturers de

vote $35,000 to help a speedway near his

resort in Indiana. The latest proposition is

nearer home—on Long Island. Somebody has

figured out that a circular speedway, thirty

miles in circumference, can be constructed

near Garden City for $4,000 a mile, or at a

total cost of a trifling $120,000,

ADDING TO THE BURDEN

“Journalistic Enterprise" Evolves an Amaz

ing Measure—Fees and Penalties Galore.

 

 

Outing, a monthly magazine supposed to

be devoted to outdoor life, has seen a way to

obtain some cheap advertising or notoriety

at the expense of motor vehicles. It has had

drafted a voluminous and rather crude meas

ure, which it styles the "Outing Magazine Au

tomobile Bill,” and which it hopes to have

introduced into the legislatures of various

States. The thing is a loosely drawn hodge

podge of existing laws, including some of

their most vicious provisions.

The Outing bill, of course, would require

not only registration, licenses and numbered

tags front and rear and also the State seal,

but “examination by the State board of pub

lic roads.” It is not: content with the $1, $2

or $3 fees now exacted, but would increase

the amount. to $25 per vehicle. Manufact

urers and dealers would be mulcted the

same sum for a general license. For rental

cars or motorcycles the fee would be $2 per

year. Chauffeurs also would be taxed $2

each, and “no person shall employ for hire

as chauffeur or operator of an automobile or

motorcycle any person not specially licensed."

Just imagine a man owning a motorcycle em

ploying a chauffeur to operate it for him!

When a machine is sold Outing would have

the State seal returned to the Secretary of

State, whom it would empower with authority

to suspend or revoke licenses for any mis

conduct.

The other penalties are suspension of

licenses for fifteen days for a first ofience,

thirty days’ suspension for a second offence,

and revocation and a fine of $100 or thirty

days in jail for a third transgression. In ad

dition, any motorist who “fails to stop and

offer assistance to any person or property (it

is not made clear what assistance can be

offered to property) injured by him” shall

have his license revoked. ‘

About the only original thought in the en

tire proposed bill exempts motorists from

suits for damages due to collisions with ve

hicles that display no lights. It does not,

however, say that the motorist shall be en

titled to damages, as should be the case.

To Keep an Eye on Motorphobcs.

To have an eye on any automobile legisla

tion that is likely to crop out in this session

of the legislature the Associated Automobile

Clubs of New Jersey has appointed a com

mittee on legislation, with W. F. Sadler, Jr.,

of the Mercer County Automobile Club, Tren<

ton, chairman. At the same meeting a State

secretaryship was created. J. E. Gill, of the

Mercer club, being named.

 

For a Clubhouse on the Beach.

The new Avalon (N. J.) Automobile Club

contemplates the erection of a clubhouse on

the beach. The house is to contain fifteen

rooms, eight of which Will be Bleeping apart

ments for members.
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l'iow Hopedale Fights the Fire Fiend.

 

   

 

Hopedale, Mass, is proud.. It now has an

electric fire fighting apparatus, and enjoys

also the distinction of being among the first

cities to adopt the approved method of sub

dulng Vulcan's wrath. The novel combina

tion chemical and hose electric wagon re- ‘

produced above was built by the Pope Motor

Car 00., at Indianapolis, Ind., and is being

employed to good advantage in Hopedale.

In a thorough test, in which its speed and

r

/

hill climbing capabilities were tried out un

der adverse weather conditions, the truck

developed a speed of over 16 miles an hour,

and climbed a 13 per cent grade loaded with

300 or 400 pounds above that called for in

contract, with ease. Ten seconds was found

sufficient time for the apparatus to start and

be on the street after the first alarm.

The PopeWaverly electric fire engine is

equipped with 48 cells of exide battery, fur

nishing current for two motors capable of

developing a total of fifteen horse power.

The chemical-equipment was made by the

Howe Engine CO., of Indianapolis, and the

tire extinguishing apparatus includes besides

the chemical engine, ladders, some 1,000

pounds of auxiliary hose, besides the hose

for the chemical engine, buckets and extin

guishers and the usual equipment of axes,

bars and tools.

 

The .Exruses ,They Give When Caught.

From grave to gay, frbm funny to far-'

cicai, are the excuses sometimes given in

court by motor drivers as to why they were

“going a bit fast," says Motoring.

“I was driving to get a marriage license,“

in one instance touched the sentiment of the

bench to the extent of halving the panalty.

Doctors who have proved that they were

travelling in' a hurry to emergency cases

have sometimes escaped soot free, but the

naive excuse of an old wound left as a

legacy from the Boer was suddenly break

ing out afresh, and rendering the driver's

hands incapable of regulating his speed, has

been known to fail in working on the fee!

lngs of some'hard-hearted magistrates.

A 'guileless plea put forth by an excellent

driver that the car'suddeniy ran away and

he was not able" to"'c’iirt"ziii its innate lust.

resulted in a fine of $50 and costs, while a

motorist caught in a trap and timed at 30

miles an hour- was pardoned on the neVer

do-it-again3 principle when he shyly ex

plained that he was seeking a doctor owin

to an- interesting domestic event. ' ' '

Unfortunately for the ingenious genius,

such excuses, although adding materially to

- the gnyety of police courts, are usually re

garded by the bench as being on a par with

those apologists in the Scriptures who “had

married a wife” or “bought an ox," and

could not, therefore, be held responsible for

a defection of duty.

The Tale of a Housemaid.

A specially clever housemald, who had been

seven years in a family which took to motor

ing, was one day laughinglytold by her mas

ter that “if she prdved as Capable as a

chauffeur as she was at housework, he would

employ her in that capacity." She took him

at his word, insisted on learning motor-me

chanics, and at. a salary of $150 a year com

bines the post of chaufl’eur with that of

house-valet-maid. She can do most repairs,

is a capital driver, and after overhauling

her car at the close of a day’s run, waits at

" the family dinner table with the same skill

as distinguishes her at the steering wheel.

The combination of chauffeur. valet and wait

ing maid is one which goes far towards solv

ing the problem of “motoring on nothing a

year." The story. which comes from London,

is almost too good to be true.

How the Horse is Not Diminishinill dis

Some are constantly claiming the fi

placement of the horse with the automobile,

and others are calling attention to the fact

that there are more horses than ever before.

The fact is there is room for both the horse

and the automobile, and twentieth century

civilization demands both and is going to

have both. It is easy enough to see that the

automobile is increasing wonderfully, but

so is the horse. "

At the present time there are about 17,

000,000 horses in the United States. Ten

years ago there were something more than

1,000,000 'less, and in 1890 the Government

statistics show that there were only about

14,000,000 horses in the country. This does

not look very much as if horses would be

driven out by automobiles“

 

Wants Racing on the lee.

Some brilliant Westerrn genius has con

ceived the idea of racing automobiles on the

frozen surface of Lake Harriet. this winter

for the delectation of fashionable liiinnearr

oils and St. Paul folk. All fully insured

martyrs are invited to step forward.

y“
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FAIRBANKS; HIS DEER STORY

It Happened at Night in the Maine Woods

and, of Course, the Deer’s Dead.

 

According to a veracious press agent, Em

met Fairbanks, a prominent Boston sports

man, will have to answer to the game war

dens for Shooting a deer, 'which the latter

clahns was done in self-defence after the ani

mal had charged—upon the occupants of the

motor car. -

According to the story teller, Mr. Fair

banks and party were on their way from

Mattawamkeag to Patten. They were mak

ing the trip in an automobile, and were trav

elling at night along the 01d stage road be

tween these places, which in, one place tran

sects a ten mile stretch'of forest. They were

“bowling merrily along”—press agents in

variably use .this expression when possible—

when the members of the party saw what ap

peared to be two green balls of fire which

seemed to be suspended in the air about five

feet above the road. Mr. Fairbanks immedi

ately recognized the eyes of a deer, and run

ning his machine up _to within a short dis

tance of the. large ,huck, which seemed to be

fascinated by the headlight of the machine,

he turned the headlight on the animal, at the

some time pressing the bulb of the horn.

Immediately the buck was transformed into

a different creature, and, lowering his head,

he made straight for the automobile.

His first attack was on the headlight, and

after completely destroying this he cut one

tire open with his hoof. Just what happened

after this none of the party seem able to tell.

The buck seemed to be on both sides of the

machine at once. They could feel the shocks

as he butted into the car, and once one of his

antlers caught in Mrs. Fairbank's long fur

robe and ripped clear through her dress to

the skin. The animal ripped up a suit case

asvif it was made of paper. The party in

the machine tried to escape by running the

machine away, but it was run ofl the road and

into a tree, and the enraged animal began

anew his assaults on the car. The men suc

ceeded in getting a rifle out of the baggage

under the seat, and the animal was killed and

hung up along the roadside.

~ This thrilling episode puts to shame any of

Peter Fenimore Cooper's brilliant efforts.

 

Whewfiars Must Have Red Lions.

Hyde Fark’slsacred precincts are hence

forth to be open to London owners of certain.'

types of automobiles. Electric vehicles are

to be exempted from the operation of the

ordinance excluding all kinds of motors from

the park during c_e_rtp_ln_ hours ot the day_ in

summer. . , . .'..

The question at once'arises, How are the

London "hobbies," with their scant knowl

edge of things automobile, to distinguish the

cars apart, particularly in view of the great

similarity that now exists and that has led

to the creation of the term “mock electrics"

to describe the gasolene propelled coqu and

other closed types that are' sans bonnet as

well as all other familiar indications of their

kind, except the exhaust? But'the authori

ties have taken this into account and special

licenses will in future be granted for elec

tromobiles.

Cars so licensed-will be adorned with a

large red lion and crown painted on them

and an appropriate penalty has been laid

down for all who counterfeit the device on

cars for which it is not; intended. One of

the conditions of this special registration is

that the owner of the car will he held jointly

responsible with his driver for all offences

against the law.

 

Moose} Dinner. Automobile Style

Messrs. Risley and Hill, of the Electric Ve

hicle Co., Hartford, recently went gunning

for moose. They bagged one of the “bh'dsJZ

and on their return to Hartford tendered the

E. V. oliicials a “moose dinner,” the"‘demon

stration,” as it was styled, being held on the

19th inst. The occasion'set a newfma‘rk in

menus, as witness the one that prevailed :_ '

76° Raw Gasolene Straighmorrdn' Fir'e Balls“

__..-

4 Trembles to the Man

Old Valvoiine Brew-4n Kegs

‘Little Neck ' Clams

Valve Pnsh‘Rodson fligij

‘1

q ..

‘7’

Moose ' and Venison

Smothered with Lock-washers and 'Albany ‘>

Grease

Jelly Electrolyte or Low-tension Magneto

Currants

(“he don’t know which you'll get; it‘s up to

Maxim.)

Self-Starting Boston Baker Mufflers

"Old Style" Look out for the Back—Fire.

Cafe Noord “Spitfires”

Sea-going Cabs and In

decent Hotei Accommo

dations Furnished on

Application Delivery in 90 days

Megargel Lost and Found.

Ilercy F. Megargel and David Fassett, the

two tourists who are peregrinating about the

continent on a Reo car, have been reported

lost "in the deep snow on the mountains west

of Flagstaff, Ariz. According to the dispatch

from Flagstaff, the men left the town of

Williams at 10 p. m. Friday last, and have,

not since been heard from.

The trail has not been traversed for a

month and is covered with deep snow, the

telegram adds. Telegrams sent to all places

along the Santa Fe have failed to locate the

party. A relief eXpetlition, with food, blan

lgets and shovels, startcd‘out at noon-on Mon

day in the midst of‘ a blinding snowstorm.

The next dispatch ¢reseued them in the nick

of time. '
,

Club Gives Knoll a Library Lamp'

H. A. Meldrurn has been elected president

of- the Automobile Club of ButIaio. N. Y., to

 

succeed Augustus H. Knoll, who has retired

-. ~_ .o\u'.-B.Q0_9u;1,t‘ 0f-business.’ At the meeting,

Monday night; this week, Mr. Knoll was

presented with an electric library table lamp

by the members. Other oflicers elected

were: F. B. Hoover, vice-president: 1'). H.

Lewis, secretary; Charles Clifton, treasurer;

Edward H. Butler, E. R. Thomas and S. P.

White, directors. ’ ' ' ' ' '

J' _Agi‘rl ftriedlhe—r'best to stop the car, but was

.- licensed chauffeur in the country.

FRENCH VILLIAN, LATEST STYLE

How Jealous Lucien Obtained R-revenge When

the Proud“ Governess Spurned liii Love.

The newest form of motor melodrama hails

from Paris. A chauffeur named Lucien

Broomednpart Irish and French, engaged in a

garage _in theAvenue Niel, tell desperately

in love with a French nursery' governess

named Claudine Villon. ’

The lady accepted many motor drives from

Lucien. But she rejected-him as a permanent

_ accessory of her heart and life. Dejeuners and

trips by car into the country she did not de

spise. But. she chose another partner for

the non-stop'run thpbugh life. I _

When the date of her'inarrlage was finally

fixed Lucien begged her to take 'a last and

parting trip on his car. To this she consented.

While .whizzing through the Avenue de la

Grande Arniee, the love sick chauffeur once

again implored the lady of his heart to Jilt

her _aceepted lover.

This she-stancth refused to do. In the

Boulevard Lanne the miscreaut motorist sud

denly put in the t0p speed, opened wide the

throttle and leaped from the, car.

‘ Thelady and_)the_motor"ran amuck. The

ignorant of the means. The motor car

crashed against the curb; the young woman

was buried violently out, broke her leg and

sustained other serious injuries.

The lover, Lucien, was arrested, and at the

trial will probably be made by a sentimental

public the hero of the first motor melodrama

of its kind. Doubtlcss he will be the recipi

ent of bouquets and lucrative olfers of mar

riage. For the Paris public dearly loves a

villain of the penny novelette order, whether

guilty of vitriol throwing or oi? launching a

girl on so destructive a journey as that of an

uncontrolled high speed car in traffic.

 I License for a- Twelve-Year-Old.

New Hampshire now comes forward with a

bid for fame in the shape of the youngest

He is

Willie-Carpenter, twelve years young, son of

C. 'H; Carpenter. and a resident of Franklin,

N. H. It is said that the Secretary of State

had grave doubts as to the propriety of issu

ing a license to a twelve-year-old, but the

manner in which the incumbent has tooled

his father’s Oldmobile touring runabout

during the last'season has removed any fears

on this score. He is credited with good judg

paint in driving and is said to be very carel

Why Tilt Scorched and _Was forgiven. _

A man is apt to forget the automobilespeed

laws when the storkpays a visit to his home.

Soreasoned G. A. Tilt when he was asked

to explain to Judge.(‘hatt, in a (‘hicago po

lice court, why helmppened to be driving his

car faster than the prescribed limit. The

judge also was of the opinion that the advent

of _a new son was suiiicient cause to make a

illllll‘ forget himself for the uonce, so Tilt-was

allowed to go home and welcome the arrival.
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MITCHELL'S $l 800 MODEL

 

Despite its Relatively Popular Price it Incor

porates Many High-Priced Features.

At last it would seem that the day of the

good car selling at a moderate price has ar

rived. - Of course, this is not the millennium,

when a man may buy his heart's desire for a

couple of hundred dollars, but it is the day

when the purchaser of an American machine

The transmission of the motive power to

the driving gear is by means of a three speed

transmission, which gives a direct drive on

the highest connection, all gears being out of

mesh at the time. The final transmission is

through a cardan shaft and bevel gears.

The running gear of the machine is mount

ed on 82-inch artillery wheels, shod with 4»

inch tires, spaced 100 inches on the base by

50 inches tread width. The suspension is by

40-inch half elliptic springs, both front and

rear sets being of the same size and pat—

tern. and the steering arrangements give a

  

of moderate price may rest assured that he

is securing a dollar's worth for every dollar

he lays down, and when for an amount of out

lay which a year ago would hardly have

bought a respectable two cylinder light tour

ing machine, he may possess himself of a

solidly built four cylinder car, complete and

etticient in every detail and worthy of his use.

There are in the market at the present

time several machines which come under this

general classification, but none, it is safe to

say, which approaches any nearer to the

ideal than the head of the Mitchell line. This

machine, which is catalogued by the Mitchell

Motor Car Co. as ‘Modei D4, occupies the

somewhat equivocal position of the de luxe

edition of a low priced four cylinder car.

Yet it seems capable of fulfilling all the de

mands of its position without in any way

coming under the classification of the cheap

car—a point which is by no means to be con

sidered lightly. it is simply a full fledged

four cylinder touring car, equipped in the

most modern fashion and mounted in a thor~

oughiy \vorklnanlike manner, comparing fa

vorably with the most expensive iypts, yet

produced in an economical way which permits

of its distribution at a most “t'etching’ price.

In detail the spu-ificatians of Model D-4

include the four cylinder vertical LIJJIOI', di

mensions 4%.“; inches and rated at 2A to 30

horsepower, built according to the best prac

tice of the day and regulated in the most

approved manner. The coaling operation is

performed by the aid of a cellular radiator,

with a suction fan mounted directly behind it.

The carburation is automatically regulated.

and the lubrication of the motor and other

important parts of the machine is by a me

chanical device.

complete and an irreversible control under all

circumstances. The handling mechanism is

simple and efficient, the motor being con

trolled by means of the spark and throttle,

and the foot brake and hand operated emer

gency lever giving ample stopping power for

all possible contingencies. The finish has

been most carefully worked out, and the ap

pearance of the machine is decidedly pleasing

to the eye, while its road performance, which

under favorable conditions reaches up to

forty miles an hour, is all that could be re

quired.

Test That Decided a Truck Purchase.

Although the Springfield Gas Light Co. has

its plant and offices in Springfield, Mass, its

purchasing agent, F. L. Belcher, is evidently

 

streets.

Truck Co., was this: The two trucks were

each loaded with 6,000 pounds of pipe, to

gether with four men, and, starting from the

gaslight company‘s oilice, the drivers were in

structed to deliver their loads seven and

threequarter miles distant and return. The

Atlas, which is reproduced above, delivered

its load in 37 minutes and returned unloaded

in 30 minutes. Its competitor took 7 min

utes longer on the out trip and was 5 minutes

slower on the return.

 

Grout Beats the Lady.

Miss Helen Walker, a St. Lonisan, who

sued the Grout Bros. Automobile Co., of Dr

ange, Mass, for the purchase price of an

automobile, $700, alleging the car did not

equal representations, has lost her case.

.Miss Walker bought the steam car at the

Rt. Louis (Mo) exposition last summer, but

after obtaining another from the factory, on

the ground that the first was defective, and

then deeming the second the same, she

brought suit to recover. The defendants

contended that Miss Walker became fright

cued every time she approached a streetcar

in the machine. and won out.

 

Electric Light for a Penny.

A recently added feature of the Paris tax

amcter cabs is a prepayment device by which

the occupant may provide himself with il

lumination if he so chooses. It is, in short,

a penny-in-the~slot electric light. Just how

much light is considered an adequate return

for this quid pro does not appear, but it is

evident that by feeding the machine with

coin the illumination may be made continu

ous.

Tire Thieves Tour the West.

Appleton, \\'is., has a new kind of thief—

the automobile tire purloiner. The culprits

enter garages and even go so far as to take

the tires from wheels of cars standing in the

As owners in neighboring cities have

complained recently of these tire marauders,

the police believe there is an organized band

travelling from city to city. As yet they

have not been apprehended.

  

from Missouri, in that he “has to be shown"

when it comes to buying motor trucks. The

test of two trucks, which has convinced Mr.

Belcher and resulted in the placement of an

order for an Atlas truck with the Knox Motor

J. A. Cramer, the Buffalo dealer, is adding

a sundry department, and will actively enter

the lists as a jobber. He will keep two men

on the road, covering the Western New York

territory.
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ABOUT CYLINDER CONSTRUCTION

Wide Variation That Prevails and What it

Suggests—Recent Remarkable Departure.

In the matter of cylinder construction, the

common practice of gas engine design seems

not to be approaching a point of finality as

rapidly as it ls in other directions. A consid

erable variation in the methods of casting

the cylinders is noticeable to a very great

extent, the divergeance including not simply

the arrangement of the units in single or

multiple castings, but also in the methods of

jacketing. This fact is all the more remark

able since ln other ways, motor construction

is becoming fairly regulated into stereotyped

lines.

Considering the various ways in which it

is possible to construct the cylinders of in

ternal combustion motors, the different types

naturally group themselves under one of two

heads according to whether they are arrang

ed independently or in groups of two or more

made in a single casting. Those which are

of entirely independent construction may be

complete in every detail, including the com

bustion heads and water jackets; they may

have the jackets cast integral with the main

portion of the cylinder while the heads are

independent, being either air or water cooled;

they may have separate jackets which do

or do not include the heads; or they may

have separate cylinder liners which are en

tirely independent of the main casting and

are forced into place after the part con

taining the jacket and head has been suit

ably machined. Of those which come under

the general classification of multiple cylinder

construction, some have each cylinder com

plete in itself; others are complete in pairs.

answering to the description of twin cylinder

construction; while others have either sep

arate heads, or separate jackets, or both, ac

cording to the fancy of the builder.

In order of development, the complete cyl

inder, including the combustion head and

Jacket, naturally enough takes precedence, as

being the simplest and most legitimate form

conceivable to the mind of the early inves

tigator. Closely following upon the heels

of this type, came the cylinder with separate

bead, made necessary by the Otto type of

slidevaive'engine, which was so largely used

in stationary work for many years. Later

on, the demand for more perfect machine

work, was chiefly responsible for the adop

tion of the separate head which made pos

sible a much simpler casting than otherwise

could be obtained, and one which readily

gave itself to the common boring machine of

the day. Within a very short time, the de

velopment of special boring mills and espec

ially those of more than a single spindle sug

gested to designers the possibility of cheap

ening the first cost of machining and at the

same time increasing the accuracy of con

struction by using a multiple cylinder cast~

ing and machining it at. a single operation.

Hence, first of all the twin cylinder, and

later, the multiple cylinder construction,

which may be extended to embrace three or

four cylinders in a single piece.

In the meantime, other consideration made

the use of independent jackets seem much to

be desired to certain designers, chiefly for

purely mechanical reasons connected with

the pouring of the metal and its subsequent

treatment, and thus, the development of

what may be called the sectional type of

cylinder construction was brought about. In

some instances the single cylinder arrange

ment is adhered to, the jackets or heads or

both being separately constructed, while in

others, the cylinders are made in pairs, and

the jackets and heads are independent. There

seem to be but two extreme variations from

the classification of the two general groups,

both of which are on the order of sectional

construction. One of these, which has been

in use on an English machine of repute for

several years, comprises the use of a sepa

rate tee] liner forced into the body casting

of the cylinder, which includes the lower

portion of the cylinder and the jacket, while

the other, an American innovation at this

time, consists of the application of twin cyl

inder heads to independently cast and jack

eted cylinders. '

The piobiem of cylinder design for gas en

glues which are to be applied to automobile

work, is considerably complicated and alter

ed from the corresponding problem in light

steam engine design, its only precedent,

first of all by the fact that much

greater temperature and pressure ranges'are

to be dealt with, and, second, that the motor

itself, when completed, instead of being

cradled on a solid masonry bed, is suspend

ed upon a more or less elastic framework,

which in itself is liable to considerable

gyration, and the entire fabric is then buffet

ed about over the face of the earth in a

manner which is calculated to set at naught

the most ratiouaiof calculations made ac

cording to the accepted standards of steam

engine design. Of these considerations, prob

ably the most important, is that relating to

the tendency to distortion of the engine it

self, owing to the excessive pressure which

are encountered at certain portions of the

cycle. This factor decreases in importance

in proportion to an increase in the number

of cylinders when the entire structure is

considered, but as far as the individual

cylinders are concerned, is not affected un

less the muitiple construction is resorted to.

In this way, then, a gain in addition to

that due to a possible reduction in the cost

of manufacture, is obtained by the use of

two or more cylinderers cast together, since

each serves to protect the alignment of each

of the others. The ideal engine would, of

course, be one in which there were no sepa

rate stationary parts in the main structure

and, of course, the closer approximation to

the ideal condition, the better, other things

being equal. But, on the other hand an

argument which militates strongly against

the use of multiple cylinders, is that the ex

pansion of so complicated a casting as is

necessary under the circumstances, must at

necessity be very unequal, and as it is quite

customary to use an aluminum base in light

motor cars, the internal strains set up be

tween the two portions of the structure must

be terrific when it is'considered that the co

efficient of expansion of cast iron is some

thing like 45 per cent. lower than that of

aluminum. Also in the case of the base and

cylinders being constructed of the same

metal, it is evident that the difference in

temperature between different portions of

the structure must be sufiicient to cause con

siderable stresses, which ought to be reck

oned with in the design of the motor.

Another argument against the use of this

type of construction and one which furnishes

as well the chief point in favor of the unit

construction, is that of economy of upkeep.

With the several cylinders cast in one, any

derangement in one which entails its being

examined, involves the complete dismantling

of the entire motor, an amount of labor

which otherwise would be unnecessary, and

also, if one cylinder be at fault, the entire

number must in many cases be discarded

in order to replace one, the only alternative

being that of reboring one and fitting it with

a larger piston, in case the bore is aflected.

or, in the possible event of a breakage, the

installation of a new set of cylinders is

inevitable ordinarily.

Principally on account of this flaw in the

success of the multi-cylinder construction.

and also because of the employment of mod

ern rapid production machinery, which makes

possible the speedy completion of a greater

number of individual cylinders than was for

merly possible. the unit type of construction

is in most common use. Its faults are numer

ous, including in addition to the cost factor,

and that of less rigid preservation of the

engine alignments. an unavoidable increase

in the over-all length of the motor, and an

increased complication in the matter of con

nections, both for gas and ignition, and for

the cooling water.

As a sort of compromise between the two,

the twin cylinder type of motor seems to be

retaining a hold which for a time appeared

to be likely to prove sufficiently strong to

oust both of the others. It considerably re

duces the number of separate parts in the

motor through the possibility of siameseing

the ports, and cuts off possibly three or four

inches in the length of the motor, besides

being considerably better structurally than

the individual type, and cheaper to build.

The mere matter of engine length, however,

is not one which is of serious moment in the

design of the ordinary touring car, and the

proper design of the engine base, allowing

for plenty of strength under the cylinders,

would seem to put the unit type on practi

cally equal terms with it, under ordinary

conditions.

Another point in favor of the unit con

strnction, which the multiple construction

does not so readily permit, is the use of

the separate jacket of spun copper which is

clamped in place by suitable gaskets, and in

addition to a considerable reduction in

weight, serves to so simplify the original

casting of the cylinders that they may be of
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practically assured quality'and strength

throughout. This type of construction also

effects a considerable reduction in weight per

horsepower, and makes possible a thorough

ly neat and pleasing appearance in the ma

chine—a factor which is of no little value

when sales to non-technical users are to be

considered. in a single instance, to be sure,

the independent jacket has been applied to

the twin cylinder formation, but its use'has

not as yet become sufficiently general to ur

gue its entire success.

The method of utilizing the advantages of

the unit construction and at the same time

gain the strength of the multiple system. by

using siameseed independent heads, is wor

thy of serious trial. Of course, the use of

independent heads is to be deplored in any

machine which handles such great pressure

THE SIX-WHEELS IDEA

Features of the French Car in Which it is

Embodied—Its Remarkable Flexibility.

Although it is not the development our

week. nor anything of startling newness,

having been frequently exploited in the

French press. the six ‘whcel car made by

Turcnt ct Mery in France under license from

M. Lindecker, certainly proved one of the

attractions of the Paris Salon, ‘

The invention really relates more to a

system of flexible suspension, the outlines

of which are made clear by the sketch

shown, although the extra' pair ‘of wheels

is of course an essential feature, for it is

points on the frame from pins which permit

of their movement about this fastening as

an axis. At their inner ends they carry

the axle of the third pair of wheels, which

are the drivers, and are located exactly in the

centre of the vehicle. The remaining four

wheels are coupled so that all are utilized

for steering, which permits of a vehicle of

unusually long wheel base having a very

short turning radius. This renders the 0th

erwise difllcult performance of negotiating

sharp turns in city traffic very easy. '

Among the many advantages claimed for

this construction those of a more equal dis-'

tribution of the weight. greater ease in steer

ing and entire freedom from skidding stand

out prominently. But in addition, the wear

and tear on tires, not alone those of the four‘

idle wheels, but also those of the drivers, is

  

as docs the gas engine. and on that account,

thcre is likely to be a loss of compression

through the joints between the heads and

cylinder walls unless the greatest of care is

taken in the assembling to insure a perfect

fit, and unless the best of treatment is ac

cordcd the parts when undergoing repairs.

It cannot be gainsaid, however, that but

for this drawback, there is a considerable

advantage in the method, and that it should

be much more serviceable than any method

of bracing or tying between the cylinders

which might be contrived.

In the design of horizontal opposed motors,

there is still considerable variance in the

matter of the construction of heads, and

also, to a certain extent, in jacket construc»

tion. Some very well built motors include

the engine base in a portion of the cylinder

castings, thus making the machine an as

semblage of a very few parts. In certain

cases, the heads are integral with the main

casting, while in others, they are still of

the separate variety. In this, however, as

in the types of vertical motor, there Is no

absolute decision as to any one method as

being of greatly superior advantage over

the others.
 

George E. Blakcslee has contracted for the
erection of aitwo-story frame addition to his

garage on the Boulevard, near Duncan ave

nue, Jersey City. The building will be 40x

09 feet, and cost about $3,500.

    

through the latter that the power is finally

consumed in driving the vehilce. But in

order to appreciate the great range of ver

tical movement of these driving wheels it ,

will be necessary to refer to the photographs

showing a char :1 bane built on this system,

first in passing over a rather deep hole and
in thev second instance meeting with an ob

struction in the shape of a log, without any

of the wheels losing their normal contact

with the road surface. This range is said

to be equal to the total clearance of the

body.

  

The idea of the inventor in devising this

system has been to augment the size of

the car without the necessity of increasing

the amount of power employed. In order

to render possible the use of an additional

pair of wheels, a special system of suspen

sion has been found necessary, consisting

of springs interposed between each pair of

the ordinary semi-elliptical springs 0n the

front and rear of the car. These instead

of being fast to the frame 'of the car as

is customary are joined at their ends by a

pair of springs which close the intervening

space. These are also semi-elliptical, but are

inverted and are hung from equidistant

 

claimed to be far less than where but four

wheels are used. Whether this saving is suf

ficient to ofl’set the greater additionalfirst

cost of an extra pair of tires cannot be said.

The char a bone shown by the photographs.

reproduced herewith has been in continual-

use for a number of months, even taking part

in a hill climbing contest, and is said to bear ,

out all the claims made for it. '

 

When Looking for Trouble.

It has been aptly stated that the diderencc

between a steam and a gasolene engine is,

that it takes but a minute to discover, trouble

in the former, but an hour to right it, where:

as in the latter an hour is spent in locating

the source of trouble, and a minute to set it

right. There is a measure of truth in the

comparison, but much 01' it is based on the

uimlcss manner in which many chauffeurs

set about to look for the cause of a stop. _

One authority has compiled a list of thirty

different “pannes” that may occur to the mo

tor, any one of which may cause it to cease

operations, and advises that they always be

tried in rotation. It is rather a' lengthy

process, but it would be necessary to go

through it far less frequently were each item

tested out thoroughly before going to the

next. System will accomplish in a fraction

of time what aimless dubbing here and

there may never reveal.

The Automobile Storage and Exchange Co.

has taken the agency in New York, New

Jersey and Connecticut for the Moline car.
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RAMBLERS WITH FOUR CYLINDERS

New Cars Full of Impressive Features—Sim

plicity, as Usual. a Keynote.

 

When during the last two years the ques

tion has been put to any of the Rambler

agents, “Why is there not a four-cylinder

Rambler?" the invariable reply has been.

“Because Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. are not

yet ready to build one." From which, con

The models known as Surreys, Types One

and Two, will still be marketed, their con

struction and equipment being unchanged

as far as is consistent with good running

results, and to the line will be added

another Surrey, Type Three, which is a

perfected type of the first in order,

equipped with a body similar to that used

on Type Two. It will have an improved

detail construction, and have a more elegant

ly appointed body, thus satisfying the de

mand for a high grade two-cylinder machine

  

35—40 ll. P. RAMBLER, MODEL 15, CHAIN DRlVE.

siderlng past performances, the

naturally inferred that when the time was

ripe Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. would build

a four-cylinder car, and that when that car

appeared it would be ready for the road, a

finished mechanism, upon which all experi

mental work had long been completed. The

prophets have foretold that the beginning

of the year 1906 would be the psychological

time for the debut of such a car or cars, and

the prediction is fulfilled by the appearance

of the cars themselves, constructed in the

fashion which has made possible the growth

of the Rambler business, and characteristi

cally up to date in all respects.

Including the innovations in the way of

four-cylinder machines, the Rambler line for

the coming year embraces seven distinct and

diiIerent models, four of which are equipped

with two-cylinder engines, and three with

those having four cylinders. Of these. the

most diminutive will be a runabout, Model

Seventeen, having a double opposed horizontal

motor rated at from 12 to 14 horsepower, and

having 4 by 5 inch cylinders. The essential

features of this model will be similar to

those of the present types insofar as gen

eral detail is concerned. The transmission

will be of the planetary type especially con

trived for this machine, and notable for its

light weight. The wheel base will be amply

long a most modern attribute in runabouts,

and the wheels will be 28 inches in diameter

and fitted with 3-inch detachable tires. The

equipment of tools and supplies will be com

plete, making the outfit in nevery respect mm

plete and efficient. As an option, this ma

chine will also be equipped with a detachable

tonneau body and fitted with larger tires.
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driving a live rear axle through a three

speed sliding gear mechanism and cardan

shaft, which is completely inclosed. As will

be seen from the accompanying illustration,

the valves are located in the cylinder heads,

and are actuated by means of vertical tap

pet rods moving rocker arms which are

mounted on brackets carried by the heads

themselves, making a neat and thoroughly

accessible arrangement. This disposition of

the valves also permits the employment of a

simple arrangement of the piping and facili

tates the carrying out of the cooling func

tion. In this, a direct circulation between

the cylinders and the radiator is attained

by means of a positively actuated centri

fugal pump mounted on the cam shaft at

the forward end of the motor. The radi

ator, which also serves as a tank, has a

cooling surface which amounts to something

like 118 feet in the aggregate, which, with

the forced draught of the fan directly be

hind lt furnishes ample cooling effect for

every possible condition.

The primary energy for the jump spark

ignition system' is supplied by a six-volt

sixty-ampere storage battery. the step up

for the secondary being accomplished in a

multiple-unit coil of special construction.

The time of the spark is automatically con

trolled by the adjustment of the throttle
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20-25 H. P. RAMBLER, MODEL 14, SHAFT DRIVE.

of superior fitting and quality, yet market

able at a price lower than that which the

four-cylinder machines command.

Models Fourteen, Fifteen and Sixteen, are

of the quadruple engine pattern, embodying

many new features, and thoroughly in ac

cordance with the demands of common prac

tice in every way. The details include such

familiar terms as, mechanically operated

valves, force-feed lubrication, jump spark

ignition, sliding gear transmission, and

Rambler throttle control, which last fea

ture is common to the entire line. Model

Fourteen is rated at 2025 horsepower, and

Model Fifteen, at 35-40, while the car

known as Model Sixteen, is a Limousine,

mounted on a Model Fifteen chassis.

The power plant of Model Fourteen, con

sists of a vertical 4 by 41-2 inch motor,

“heel, which is arranged to control the

motor in the ideal way for all ordinary con

ditions grading the time of ignition in pro

portion to the amount of throttle opening.

For the purpose of sudden acceleration, a

foot pedal is pr0vlded which acts upon the

gas alone. Thus the feature of “one hand

control," which has hitherto been a strong

talking point, is retained, the use of the ac

celerator being confined to emergencies.

The carburetter has been newly designed.

and is arranged to furnish a properly

graded mixture under all conditions by auto

matic action. It is of the common float

feed type, and its action is not affected by

conditions of load on the motor, the supply

of gas being regulated strictly in accord

ance with the speed. A new mufller also

is provided, its construction being such that
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SIMPLICITY OF RAMBLER PIPING.

the exhaust gasses- are etiiciently silenced

without the acquisition of back pressure. A

muflier cutout is provided for the sole pur

pose, it is said, of aiding-in a proper ad

justment of the working of the cylinders.

The transmission mechanism includes a

flywheel clutch which is interconnected with

the gear shifting lever at the side of the

car in such a way that improper handling

of the gears is impossible. The brakes are

in two sets, the one, an inclosed running

brake, acting on the differential drum on

the axle, and the other being a pair of ex

panding rings inclosed within flanges cast

upon the hubs of the rear wheels, the latter.

being for emergency use. They are effectual

ly equalized. _

The motor equipment of Model Fifteen cru

sists of a 5 by 51/2 inch 35 to 40 horsepower

motor of similar design to that of the type

just described. In other respects also, this

machine is similar to the other exvept insofar

as the difference of power has necessitated

alterations in the dimensions of parts,'with

the exception of the transmission. In this the

drive is by double chains to the rear wheels,

the countershaft being enclosed in a heavy

housing which is made integral with the

gear ease, and extends to the side frame

members, thus forming a very rigid mount

ing. The support of the front end of the

case is upon a single point on a transverse

member of the frame, and that of the rear

end is entirely placed upon the counter-shaft

housing, so that the desirable feature of

three-point support is obtained. As a pro

tection for both motor and transmission

mechanisms, :1 universal joint is placed at

either end of the clutch shaft, thus render

ing the entire mechanism or the plant self

aligning and self-adjusting. The rear

sprockets are made integral with the wheel

hubs and brake drums, their teeth being

out directly in the circumference of a flange

on the latter.

The mounting of this type is thoroughly

in accord with the demands of the best prac

til-c in touring car design, the wheel has-\

iii-ing 112 inches, the tread 561/2 inches, and

the suspension consisting of 40-inch semiv

('iilliil' springs in front and full eliptic in

RAM lilll‘li’t

the r~ar_ both sets being of the same length.

The frame is of pressed steel, channel sec

tion. and the axles are tubular. The fuel ca

  

RAMliliER CHASSIS.

parity is fifteen gallons, and the maximum

speed on the direct drive is rated at fifty

miles an hour.

 

Radiators Hung on Trunnions.

A rather important point in the mounting

of one of the foreign cars which is to h‘

seen at the Paris show, is that the radiato'

is hung upon trunions under the fore part

of the frame tints allowing for a certain

amount of working in the structure with

will any danger of leakages being caused

'i‘APPii'l‘-_01‘ERATiaD VALVES.

as a result. it is beyond a doubt true tnztt

in many instances otherwise unaccountable

leaks have been occasion by no less a cause.

and it is only a wonder that hitherto no

provision has been made to allow for the

warping of the frame without affecting this

most important part of the power plant.

Similar arrangements protect the engine,

and gear case in almost all cars, but the

radiator is generally allowed to bear the

brunt of the manifold strains which are

bound to occur.

 

Pierce's School for Pierce People.

The George N. Pierce Co., of Buffalo, have

inaugurated a school for owners and drivers

of Pierce Arrow cars. The sessions are held

every other fortnignt, and last for a week.

The instruction is entirely gratis, and invita

tions are forwarded to all owners of the

company's cars to attend.

Experts in motor construction and automo

bile manufacture generally take the candi

dates through the rudiments of gasolene en

gine design and operation, basis principles

being demonstrated with the aid of liberal

facilities at hand, and so on up to the higher

plane of efficiency, the class assisting in as

sembling of a complete car during the week’s

course. The makers consider that a more in‘

timate knowledge of the machine on the part

of the owner and driver will make the latter

more capable to effect the numerous minor

repairs which, when neglected, culminate

sooner or later in serious trouble.

 

Telling the Tale Plalnly.

"The Motor Car Dissected" is the title of

what probany is the most readable and in

structive booklet regarding automobiles yet

issilcti. it has just been published by the

Winton Motor t‘arriagc (.‘o. for the "guidance

of \\'illlon sales agents." it is a leather cov

ct‘cd. handsomely printed little volume of

forty-eight pages, of pocket size, in which

in plain, non-technical English Sales Manager

Shanks presents the very arguments and

answers thcin that are neces>ary or that arise

when the sale or purchase of a car is under

discussion. lie takes up each separate vital

part and process, and shows wherein the Win

toll is superior, and does so in a fashion that

lt'tiVCS nothing to be desired.
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DISPLACINCI THE BONNET

How Some Britons are Going About it— Novel

Engine Position in one Effect.

 

 

Radical novelty of design is now a thing

frowned down by maker, dealer and buyer

with one accord. The buyer has but one de

sire and that is to become the owner of a

car that is an fait in every respect and more

The

dealer will, naturally, only put his seal of

particularly as regards appearance.

commendation on something that possesses

the easiest selling qualities and the manu

facturer must conform his designs thereto.

English makers have apparently not fully

weathered this period; some of them are still

in that intermediate stage represented by

something between the Simon pure freak and

the design which conforms in many respects

with current usage, but still retains individu

al features to an extent more than sufficient

to place it in a class apart. In this connec

tion, it is to be noted, that the builders of

the Arrol Johnson car, which, with its double

piston motor, achieved such a victory in the

tourist trophy trials, have made the leader of

their line a car of the regulation type in every

respect.

One of the few cars to be seen at the re

cent Olympia show, which differs from its

confreres to an extent that attracted atten

tion, is the James and Brown. As will be

seen from the accompanying plan view of the

chassis, the engine is of the usual four cyl

inder type, but is placed horizontally with

the open ends of the cylinders, all facing one

way—toward the rear. They are of 4% inch

bore by six inch stroke, and the makers give

the buyer an option on automatic or mech

anically operated induction valves. In the

latter case they are operated from a cam

shaft running across the rear of the cylin

ders. This is driven by a longitudinal shaft

and spiral gearing from the crank shaft. For

merly the flywheel of the engine was placed

between the cylinders and in the centre of

the crank case, but is now on the left hand

and outside, the projecting end of the main

shaft carrying the wheel now running in a

long bearing running right up to the boss of

the flywheel web. The crank case and the

gear box are bolted together before drilling

the holes for the three parallel shafts in order

to insure accurate alignment. In both this

respect, and that of the drive, the car is in a

class of its own. The latter is through spur

gearing to the clutchshaft. The clutch is of

a design exclusive with the house in question

and great ease of manipulation as well as

ctiiciency are claimed for it through the fact

that four springs arranged about the peri

phery are employed in place of the usual

single spring on the shaft. In other respects

it conforms to current practice. A novel

form of differential is also employed, the

final step in the transmission being by means

of side' chains.

This form, however, permits of the elimina

tion of the bonnet, a feature so closely ad

hered to by the majority of other makers

that it is seldom absent regardless of the

location of the engine. There seems to be a

tendency on the other side with certain mak

ers to build cars without bonnets in order to

provide ample room for large closed bodies

cn comparatively short wheelbase. The

front of the car is finished off with a light

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

ornamental dashboard of leather which, with

the driver and “man” sitting prim and erect,

conveys an impression approximating that

of the coachman and footman of the horse

drawn carriage—something that is apparent

ly desired by the Briton.

Portugal as a Market.

The importation of automobiles by Portu

gal showa a growth during four years from

a value of 5537.910 in 1901 to $229,265 in 190-1.

During the first five months of the present

year the imports amounted to a value of $8],

125. Most of the automobiles sent to Portu

gal were built in France, 80 of the 118 im

ported in 1903 being of French manufacture.

The United States ranked second with 13,

Italy third with 10 and Germany fourth with

3. Since that year the record of origin has

not been given. The duty imposed by l'ortu

gal on finished automobiles is $120, and on

chassis $70.

Winton on Lubrication.

“There are more cars worn out through

lack of proper lubrication than are Worn out

through mileage and years of use," is the

sweeping statement made by Winton’s “The

Motor Car Dissected.”

COOLED SPARK PLUGS

Three Types that Aim at the Same Result—

Purposes that are Served.

Practically speaking, it would seem that

the design of the spark plug had reached a

point of finality, since nearly all of the nu

merous and extravagantly advertised types

follow along the. same general lines and are

the same in principle. From no less than

three diiferent sources, however, there has re

cently come a series of attempts at an alter

ation which, in theory at least, should work

to considerable advantage in prolonging the

life of that most essential organ and increase

its working eiliciency as well. Whether any

or all of these are destined to succeed in the

long run it is, of course, impossible to say at

the present time, but there is something dis

tinctly plausible in the principle upon which

they are based and there seems considerable

likelihood that they will be of more than

passing importance in consequence.

As is but too well known to the motorist,

the chief point of failure of the spark plug is

in nearly every case owing'to its accumulat

ing a coating of soot from the burning gases

and oil in the cylinder, which ultimately so

bet‘oals it that it is rendered ineffective

through short circuiting. In most of the bet

ter class of cars the design of the lubricating

system has been so well wrought out and the

carburation has been brought to so great a

degree of perfection that there is but little

trouble from this source, yet there is always

a possibility of some derangement in one or

the other of these functions, causing a fail

ure of the ignition on this account, and even

granted that under ordinary conditions the

common plug of commerce would serve to

advantage, still its value under all circum

stances would be slight were it not capable

of undergoing a considerable amount of

abuse before it gave out.

Some little time ago a plug was illustrated

in the trade press which had the distinguisle

ing feature of being ventilated with pure air

at each induction stroke of the piston. This

was accomplished by the introduction of an

air duct leading through the body of the de»

vice and terminating in a check valve which

opened to the air whenever the pressure

within the cylinder fell below that of the

atmosphere. The theory of the arrangement

was that at all times the plug was surrounded

with a stratum of comparatively pure air,

which not simpiy served to cool off the points

at the time of its induction and render them

less liable to retain deposits of soot, but at

the same time acted as a diluent of the

charge, scavenging the combustion chamber in

the immediate vicinity of the spark and in‘

sin-ing a better ignition flame about the

points than otherwise would be secured.

Still more recently have been brought out

two other pings which are constructed on

similar lines, though each in a slightly differ

ent manner. in one, which is an English pro

dnciion, one of the spark points is of tubular
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construction, and communicates with a duct

in the base of the plug, which terminates in

a check/ valve in the base just outside the cyl

inder. By this means a jet of cool air is pro

jected directly upon the insulated point inr

mediately prior to its use, thereby cooling it

and surrounding it with fresh vapor, while

the grounded terminal is cooled throughout its

length by the passage of the air.

In a plug of American design, which also

recently has been placed upon the market,

the insulated terminal is made the conduit

for the cleansing draught of air, the central

wire of the plug, which otherwise is of per

fectly regular construction, being of tubular

material and furnished at its base with an en

largement which has a cup shaped opening

on its under side. Below this, and held in

place by the wire which serves as the

grounded terminal, is a small metallic hall,

which under the action of the compression

rises into the seat and closes the outlet

through the duct. In this. as in each of the

other forms, the action is the same, a small

amount of air being drawn in at the proper

time to cool the points and scavenge the

charge in the vicinity of the spark.

The most natural cause of failure in a de

vice of this kind would be through a leakage

in the check valve. This might be caused in

any one of a number of ways, and might in

some cases be easily reinedlable, while in

others it would become chronic. In its theo

retically eflicient capacity there can be little

doubt that such a device should be of a cer

tain amount of value both in prolonging the

life of.the plug and in rendering the ignition

of the charge more certain and effective than

it otherwise would be, but the introduction

of so small and necessarily fragile a part as

the check valve in a place which is constantly

being subjected to so great strains, both ow

ing to excessive heat and pressure, would

seem to present difficulties which could not

readily be overcome. That, however, has

nothing to do with the success of the idea.

which seems to be a worthy one.

 

The Chauffeur and the Speedometer.

For ways that are dark and tricks that are

vain the heathen Chince has found his equal

in the professional chauffeur. Although he

has come upon the scene such a compara

tively short time ago, it no doubt would be

possible to fill a small volume with the ways

and wiles that this individual resorts to in

order to ingratiate himself with his employer.

One of the schemes concocted by a member

of this gentry to increase his prestige sounds

thin, but is good enough to be true. lie

boasted of having worked it successfully for

a year, and finally this reached his employer‘s

car. The owner of the machine is very

proud of it and sets a great deal of store

by its distance eating capacity, and was some

what chagrined that his chauffeur could al

ways get the best time out of it. The owner

never drove himself except when the chauf

feur happened to be away, but his efforts

always fell short of bringing the speedometer

hand as far around on the dial. The plan

of the chauffeur, it turned out, was to change

the gearing of the instrument when he was

to drive and set it back when any one else

took the wheel.

SUSPENSION IMPROVEMENT

How a Shock Absorber Has Been at Once

Simplified and Made More Efficient.

 

 

As a result of an exhaustive study of the

problem of motor car suspension, which has

been carried on not simply in an experiment

al way, but through the channels of observa

tion opened up by the application of six

thousand sets of the device on cars in daily

  

THE SUSPENSION ASSEMBLED.

use throughout the country under widely dl

vergent circumstances, the Hartford Suspen

sion Company has produced a new type of

shock absorber for the 1906 market, which

is a vast improvement over the model previ

ously in use. The new type H, as it is called,

  

ALL THERE IS OF IT.

carries out the same principle as the other,

but is designed for permanent adjustment

and automatic compensation for wear, be

sides being constructed in such a way that

its effort is applied in a straight line between

the frame and axle, so that all possible ten

dency to a shearing effect in the device itself

is eliminated.

Instead of the two elements which were

formerly attached to the frame and axle re

spectively and articulated together midway

between, three members are now used, two

of them being paired, and Joined at their

outer ends by rivets, while at the friction

hearing, which is the vital portion of the

absorber, they are separated sufficiently to

permit of the interposition of the third mem

ber. A pair of friction washers are placed

between the two outer sections and the in

ner one, thus securing double the amount of

friction surface provided in the older model,

and thereby reducing the tendency to wear

by one-half.

Both arms swivel upon a hardened steel

bushing which surrounds the tension stud.

The latter is furnished with a lock nut which

ciasps an ofl'set spider washer of tempered

steel binding the moving parts together and

maintaining a constant tension upon them.

This washer, in which the particular merit

of the improvement rests, is comprised of a

circular body portion drilled out to receive

the tension stud, and having five radial arms

projecting from it which are bent down or

offset to form feet, which hold the body por

tion out of contact with the outer arm. Thus

the degree of tension which is put upon the

friction surfaces depends largely upon the

resistance of the arms of the washer and to

a lesser amount upon the adjustment of the

nut. Any amount of wear is in this way

automatically disposed of, and the resistance

of the device made constant at all times.

All the parts of the absorber are made of

spring steel, and on account of the high

grade of metal used, they are appreciably

lighter than the corresponding elements on

last year’s model. The friction surfaces are

hardened to withstand abrasion, and the fric

tion washers are of an especially treated

grade of leather which is particularly dur

able. The adoption of a lock nut does away

with the necessity of a clamping device such

as formerly was used, and renders the mech~

anism exceedingly simple. All suspensions

are tested and adjusted before leaving the

factory, and thereafter need little or no at

tention, being dust proof as well as self

adjusting._ The durability of the device is

shown by the fact that the company’s demon

strating car has now been run something

over twelve hundred miles without requiring

the slightest amount of attention on the part

of the suspension.

The success of the Hartford system is prob

ably without parallel in the annals of the ac

cessory business. The sales have constantly

increased throughout the past year until the

work of manufactm-ing them, which was

originally jobbed out to a well known firm of

machinists, is now done in an independent

plant which is running upon an altogether

satisfactory and paying basis. The influx of

orders from the car builders argues in its

favor as can nothing else, since they are

not wont to equip their cars with parts which

are not absolutely requisitioned by the public.

and the voluntary doubling of his last sea—

son's order by one manufacturer of note

speaks volumes for his own estimation of

the need of supplementary motor car sus—

pension.
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MEASURES POWER MOUNTED

 

ingenious Frenchman Devises an instrument for

the Purpose—How it Operates.

Owing to the difficulties attendant upon

such an operation it is probably safe to

say that the horsepower of a motor has sel

dom, if ever, been taken while in position

on the chassis. M. Herisson, a French in

vestigator, has, however, devised a modi

fied form of Prony brake for this purpose,

which, while scarcely destined to fulfill any

large role from the very nature of the con

ditions, is of considerable interest.

There are three essentials that must be

band is drilled to permit of the placing of

the wooden brake shoes, which are made

of varying lengths in order to correSpond

with the size of fly wheel carried by the

motor under test. The horizontal wooden

lever also has a series of holes drilled in

it, so that the screw r, carrying the fixed

end of the brake band, may be moved in

either direction for the same purpose.

A liberal application of grease to the col

lar is an essential preliminary to the car

rying out of each test. If the duration of

the latter exceeds two or three minutes the

heat developed by the friction is apt to set

fire to the wooden brake shoes, although

provision against this may be made by ar

ranging a jet of water that should be di

rected at about the centre of the flywheel

 

 

  

  

 

ascertained in the carrying out of every

horsepower test. These are a means of ar

riving at th exact amount of pull or torque

generated by the engine, the speed in revo

lutions per minute, and a means of varying

the drag of the brake at will. It will read

ily be apparent that practically insurmount

able diflicnities present themselves in con

nection with the use of a Prony brake of

the usual type in connection with a motor

mounted on its chassis. This modified form

of brake consists of a wooden lever AB, as

shown in the accompanying illustration, car

rying an equalizing weight at the right hand

end, at which is attached the book of a

spring balance supported from a tripod. At

its centre, provision is made for the attach

ment of a metal collar armed with wooden

brake shoes and adapted to encircle the

flywheel of the motor which revolves in the

direction indicated by the arrows.

This arrangement is a substitute for the

weighted lever of the ordinary prony brake

which the vibrations of the motor and

chassis would tend to render uncertain in

operation. The brake itself is suspended at

each end from a book, a series of holes be

ing made in the left hand end to permit of

adjustment for varying diameters of fly

wheel, the pressure being varied by means

of a shaft and bevel gearing operated from

the crank M. A helical spring damper is

placed on the fixed screw at the right hand

end. this serving to suppress any jerking

movement that would be unavoidable other

wise. At co the periphery of the brake

from above. When this is done a screen

must be provided for the carburreter, and

probably for the ignition leads in order to

prevent the water splashing on them. When

these precautions are taken it is possible

to make readings of far greater accuracy

as the balance is permitted to come to rest;

whereas, if the time of making the test is

limited by the necessity of preventing the

apparatus from taking tire through the

amount of heat generated, the balance

spring does not have suflicient opportunity

to remain still.

The next essential is a knowledge of the

speed, and this is readily ascertainable by

means of an ordinary dynamometer if the

end of a shaft with a centre point on it be

accessible. As the latter is made in truing

up the shaft before putting it in the motor

the only difficulty presented is the matter

of accessibility. Owing to the vibration of

the motor and frame at high speeds an ex

act reading by merely holding the instru

ment against the swiftly turning shaft

would be next to impossible, and in order

to overcome this M. Herisson has made pro

vision very similar to that employed in

the brake, that is, the use of a spring to

absorb the unnecessary movement. This is

in the shape of a helice of steel wire con

tained in a small cylinder open at one end.

At the latter point the spring engages the

end of the instrument, while the plain cylin

der is held in the hand.

_But few motors have the main shaft in

an accessible location, and in such a case

acquiring the necessary information is

somewhat more diflicult. An eight tooth

bicycle sprocket is placed on the exhaust

cam shaft, and a thirty-two tooth sprocket

is mounted on a plate adapted to be bolted

to the frame of the motor in a convenient

location. A bicycle chain is employed to

transmit the power. A boss or projection

is made on the larger sprocket, which per

mits of the speed being ascertained by

pressing the finger against as it turns. It

has been found possible to count the revo

lutions in this manner up to 250 per min

ute with accuracy, and as the wheel in

question is running at a speed of one to

eight with relation to the main shaft of the

motor, this gives a maximum of 2,000 r. p.

m. ascertainable by this method.

The manner of conducting the tests is

somewhat as follows: The operator counts

the turns with the aid of the second hand

of a watch and directs an assistant to ap

ply the pressure by tightening the screw;

meanwhile, another assistant in charge of

the motor, manipulates the throttle and

spark advance in order to obtain the great

est amount of power. When the latter point

is reached, the brake band being compressed

to its maximum, the operator counts the

number of revolutions for a determinate

period such as twelve seconds, for instance.

Multiplying this by 40 will give the speed

developed. Taking this result, and again

multiplying it by the pressure indicated

by the spring balance and dividing by 750,

will give the amount of energy expended in

French horsepower, the formula correspond

ing to the English 33,000 foot pounds per

minutes, being the number of ,kilogram

metres per second divided by 75.

With the aid of this apparatus it is possi

ble for the chauffeur to test the power of

the motor in a comparatively short time and

without great inconvenience. By carrying

out such tests after the motor has been in

constant use for a year or more, it is pos

sible to note by comparing the result with

the maximum rated horsepower when new

whether the motor has deteriorated or not.

 

Air Chamber in Cooling System.

An English manufacturer has installed an

air chamber in the cooling system of his

motor for the purpose of steadying the

pointer of the manometer or gauge which

mounted on the dash to show the amount

of circulation of the water. Doubtless the

steadying eifect would also be to a certain

extent imparted to the entire system and an

increased steadiness of flow thus secured

would be of benefit in cooling the cylinders.

 

Inspection Pit Ready for Use.

One of the novelties in the accessory line

which has just been brought out is a corru

gated steel inspection pit which is made and

sold complete in every detail, including

sides, flooring and tap, the metal being pro

tected from decay by a coating of some rc

sisting material. In order to install it, all

that is necessary is to dig a hole in the

ground and bury it to the edge, no sort of

foundation or setting being necessary.
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Kinsey's Lubricators and Radiators.

Given a good engine, it is universally con

ceded that the most important essential to

its continued smooth running and long life

is proper lubrication. No other require

ment means so much to the wearing quali

ties of a motor as a proper supply of the

right kind of oil. But it is easier to get the

proper oil than it is to supply it to every

moving part of the motor that requires it.

just when and where it is needed and in the

quantity required, consistent with the

speed.

The Kinsey Mfg. Co.. of Dayton, Ohio.

who are specialists in sheet and cast metal

parts have made a study of the subject of

lubrication for the automobile motor, and

have as a result placed the “Kinwood” oiler

on the market. The chief aim in its design

has been simplicity. and it has been

achieved by the use of a minimum number

  

of small moving parts, as will be apparent

at a glance at the illustration picturing its

entire mechanism. Particular attention has

been paid to the matter of regulation. which

ranges from half a drop to fifteen drops for

every 320 revolutions of the driving shaft.

All adjustments are outside the case, and

each pump can be worked by hand inde‘

pendently to flood its bearings without dis

turbing them. A constant. uniform pressure

to each lead just when needed. coupled with

instant stopping and starting with the mo

tor, are advantages that make for economy

as well as Cleanliness. A further feature is

the location of the only stuffing box above

the oil level, thus avoiding the possibility of

leaks.

Another specialty of the same manufactur

ers is a line of radiators, of which a sample

is here pictured. It is said to be the result

of careful experimenting to attain ctliciency

and liberal water space without the delicate

construction that sooner or later leads to

opened joints and annoying leaks. In ac

cordance with the well established principle

that radiation is greatest at the points and

edges of a surface, high efficiency has been

secured by the provision of a very large per

centage of the edge fin surfaces. all in close

proximity to and having contact with the

body of water. The water spaces are 3 9-16

by 346, large enough to allow an unob

structed flow without danger of stoppage by

scale or sediment, yet thin enough, in con

nection with the large fln surface, to cool

rapidly. The flat tubes are flanged into

tanks at top and bottom and are of such a

  

shape that decided crystallization does not

cause leaks. In case of accidental damage

the “Kinwood” radiator is easily repaired,

btcause the joints are few in number and

every one of them can be reached with a sol

dering iron from the outside.

Other specialties of the Kinsey Mfg. Co.

are hoods. fenders, tanks, in all styles and

sizes; pressed steel frames, one piece pressed

steel dashes 4 inches deep, brass mouldings

i'or steps. tool and battery boxes, a gasolene

gauge showing the height of fuel in the dark

as well as daylight, and other similar parts

in sheet meal.

Foot armcr Using Exhaust Gas.

l’tilizing the spent gas has long been the

dream of many inventors which few of them

have been able to successfully realize. Wil

lis F. Seaman, of Mineola, N. Y., is one of

the few. lle has made it of use in keeping

the motorist warm~a prominent subject at

  

 

this season or the year—and has his foot

warmer. which is shown by the accompany

ing illustration, ready for marketing. It is

made of cast iron sheathed in aluminum,

and is connected by piping with the exhaust

tube; the degree. of heat is regulated by a

three-way valve. The warmer may be, of

course, placed either in the tonneau or at the

feet of the occupants of the front seat, there

being no limit to the length or shape of pip

ing that may be used.

 

Whom Christian Science Chauffeurs Help.

“it’s no good trying to keep a car in run

ning order by Christian Science methods,"

said the head of a Chicago repair shop. “It

may cure the headache or gout to sit down

and fissure yourself that there‘s nothing the

matter with you. But the lazy chauffeur who

looks after his car on Christian Science prin

cipies brings us our best business.”

Apple’s Automatic Charging Set.

In view of the largely increased number of

accumulators employed for ignition purposes,

an automatic charging set on the car itself

forms a convenience of great utility. It has

been something long desired by numerous

owners in a more perfected and practical

form, and the Dayton Electrical Manufactur

ing Company, have had this demand in mind

when planning their new Apple automatic

storage battery charger for 1906. In size it

is a trifle larger than the old Apple ignition

dynamo and its capacity has been increased

in proportion.

The new machine is designed to generate

three amperes at ten volts at a speed of

1.400 r. p. m., and will charge a four cell

battery at this rate; for a three cell set. or

6 volt battery, the speed may be reduced to

1,200 r. p. m., and for two cells to 1.000. As

shown in the accompanying sectional view, it

is fitted with the Apple 4 inch, bevel drive
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friction governor, but the machine may be

driven by belt, chain or gear, as desired.

Its construction throughout is characterized

by the same high standard of excellence of

material and design usually only found in

large and costly generators. The armature

core is built up of japanned iron discs forced

together under heavy pressure on a brass

sleeve which is in turn keyed to the tool steel

shaft. Hydraulic pressure is also employed

in assembling the commuta tor, which is made.

of segments of drawn copper with mica in

sulation in accordance ,with current high

grade practise. so that there are no screws

or loose parts. The fields are form wound

and heavily taped and shellacked, additional

insulation being forced into the armature

windings by a vacuum impregnating system.

The same iron clad, totally enclosed form is

adhered to. thus excluding all dirt and water.

and it will be marketed with two types of

bearings; a plain bearing type with renew

able phosphor bronze bcarings and wick

lubrication, and a ball bearing type fitted

with Hess-right ball bearings under the cus

tomary guarantee of the latter makers. The

manufacturers of the "Apple" dynamo claim

for it a maximum output at a minimum

speed, as well as the fact that it will not

show a drop in voltage from no load to full

rated capacity.

Winter Care of Tim.

When cars are laid up for the winter the

tires should be removed, and, with the inner

tube inflated, hung in a cool, dry room. It is

also important to care for the rims to avoid

the misting which often comes to later help

wear out the rubbers when put on for use

again. A method of treating rims which has

been found to work efficiently is to put on

two coats of black asphaltum, the second to

be applied at least a month later than the

first.
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TO PREVENT GEAR CLASHING

Friction Clutch Idea Brought to Bear on Slid

ing Gear—How it is Carried Out.

Clashing long has been a drawback of the

sliding type of change speed gear and in‘

numerable attempts have been made to over

come it, most of them taking the form of a

changed arrangement of the pinions them

selves. The desirability of perfecting a gear

that will not possess this disadvantage is

self-evident, for even the experienced driver

is at times not proof against an error in

manipulation of clutch and change speed

levers that results in injuring, if not strip

ping the teeth altogether. The trouble cen

tres in the momentum of the male portion

of the clutch and shaft, which continue to

as well of advantage, has not likewise been

doubled. One leather faced clutch is usually

considered sufficient and the placing of an

other in such an inaccessible place would

he conferring a doubtful benefit on the driv

er whose duty it was to look after them. So

far as expense is concerned, the addition of

another clutch of this type would not be

deemed excessive en the average high pow

ered car, for it is a simple and inexpensive

piece of mechanism. When it is a question.

as suggested by the inventor in his claims.

of placing a friction clutch “of any desired

style," which may be taken to mean those

of more advanced type such as the multiple

disc, not alone the matter of increased in

itial cost would be involved, but the ad

vantages of the plan of placing two of these

clutches where one is sufficient would not be

striking. Such a clutch of approved style is

very small by comparison, and of light discs.
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revolve for a short time after the clutch is

out of engagement.

One of the latest preventives designed for

this purpose consists of a duplication of the

friction clutch, the second one being placed

between the change gear and the propeller or

countershafts, as shown in the accompany

ing illustration. Both clutches are operated

by the same foot pedal and act in unison.

This results in isolating the change speed

gear at both ends whenever it is desired to

alter the ratio. In addition to this, the de

vice embodies two brakes on the clutch col

lar shown at X in ~the illustration. These

are connected with the yokes and act as a

brake on the transmission when the clutch ~

ls withdrawn. This; together with the fric

tion of the gears and the deterrent effect of

heavy oil used in the case. is claimed to be

sufficient to bring both shafts to an instant

standstill. It is further claimed to save the

wear on the teeth which may in consequence

of the certainty of the stoppage be made

square instead of rounded as is customary

in order to avoid too sudden engagement.

Another feature is the greater relief of the

transmission from starting strains due to the

slipping of the two clutches.

But just there comes the rub. It is a

question that would appear to have but one

answer, as to whether in duplicating this

part of the transmission, a source of trouble

  
 

so that it does not possess the disadvantages

of excessive inertia and momentum which

increase so rapidly with

distance from the shaft. _

Nashvillilm’ "Striking Window Exhibit.

When the garage of the Southern Automo

bile Co., of Nashville, Tenn., reaches com

pletion, which will be in the near future, it

is the claim of the citizens of that city that

nothing else of the kind in the South will be

in the same class with it. Its owners are

agents for the White cars, and a striking feat

ure of the establishment will be a huge cen

tral show window containing a car mounted

on a ball bearing turntable. The mechanism

and wheels_of the gar will be kept in motion

while the table revolves, turning it so as to

he viewed from all points. The realism will

be added to at night by the use of acetylene

headlights. Back of this exhibit will be an

ornamental auditorium on a diminutive scale.

from which would-be purchasers may regard

it at every angle without the necessity of

leaving their seats.

 

Stage Line Goes Under.

The Commercial Transit Co., which has

been operating an automobile stage line be

tween Springfield and Jamestown, Ohio, has

gone into the hands of a receiver. Joseph

Lessuer, who secured a judgment for $40.78.

was the petitioning creditor. Clifton P.

Grace was named as receiver.

the weight and -

SPUR GEARS FOR FINAL DRIVE

Few Efforts in that Direction-One Ambitious

Attempt and the Methods Employed.

Up to the present time the use of spur

gears for the purpose of securing the final

drive to the rear wheels of motor cars has

been almost wholly confined to those electric

machines which have been equipped with sep

arate motors directly geared to the wheels,

all attempts at gear drive for steam and gum

lcne machines being confined to the use of the

cardan shaft and bevel gearing. Apparently

this practice is working out in an altogether

satisfactory manner, judging from the extent

of its adoption, and the slight amount of

trouble which is experienced from cars so

equipped: but at the same time it is not at

all surprising to observe that at least one

maker has endeavored to solve the problem of

gear drive by the use of spur pinions mounted

on a sort of supplementary driving axle and

meshing directly with gears upon the wheels,

which themselves run idle on a fixed axle.

In order to accomplish this the gear case

is placed well to the rear of the machine, and

the counter shaft, which is inclosed within it,

is furnished with two sets of universal joints,

which supply means of direct connection with

the driving pinions at either side. The latter

are mounted in dust proof housings, which

also include the driven gears and protect

them. In this way the mechanism used is

precisely analogous to that in the ordinary

chain driven machine, the spur gears being

substituted for the chains.

The same machine is also unique in that it

is furnished with direct drive on both the

third and fourth speeds. To accomplish this

a pair of concentric bevel gears are mounted

on the differential casing within the trans

mission case, with which mesh a pair of driv

ing pinions, the one being keyed to a shaft

which revolves within a hollow sleeve upon

which the other is mounted. The power dis

tribution for the reverse and the two lower

forward speeds is by means of a lay shaft,

and involves no novel features. \thu it is

desired to use the third speed a toothed mem

ber upon the single sliding set is forced into

a corresponding annular space within an en

largement of the outer of the two driving

shafts, thus locking the drive through the

larger of the two pairs of bevel gears. A

further motion of the male clutch member on

the sliding set introduces it into a similar

opening on an enlargement of the inner of

the two shafts, thus securing a direct con

nection with the smaller pair of bevels and

permitting the larger pair to revolve idly.

The principle upon which the change from

second to third and third to fourth depends

is not by any means new, having already been

applied to transmissions having a double

bank of spur gears constantly in mesh; but

from the same token there is no reason why

it should not prove effective in this particular

case. The great disadvantage is, of course,

that the inner shaft, having its bevel gear in

constant mesh with the differential, must con
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stantly turn whenever the car is in motion,

and turn at a different rate of speed from the

surrounding part in which it has its bearing,

but with suitable lubrication there is no ma

terial objection to be offered to it on that

score, so long as it runs perfectly idle and

carries no other gears.

In regard to the method of the drive, it is

evidently open to serious objection on account

of the short length of the counter shaft, in

asmuch as the vertical motion of the body

overthe axles must create a sharp angular

displacement of the ends of the shaft, thus

creating a varying frictional resistance in the

working of the universal joints and causing

serious trouble unless they are constructed

with the greatest of care and are absolutely

protected from dust at all times and suitably

lubricated.

The Dominic's Piston Ring Discovery.

There are all kinds of “experts,” in fact,

it is safe to state that there is scarcely any

other single term in all the great English

language that is so wofully overworked now

adays as this one. And the automobile in

dustry has more than its share of these

same "experts." A New York agent tells

of his latest experience with one of this gen

try and claims that his hair is turning gray

in consequence. He is A. L. Kuli, of the

Wayne agency, who recently sold a car to

a dominie, and as he has a reputation for

veracity second to none, his friends accept

his story as gospel truth.

The reverend gentleman was possessed of

a strong desire to “see the wheels go round”

and accordingly pulled out all the “works.”

IThen he gave it up as a bad job and called

in an "expert" to put them back in place

again. In a letter in which he used up most

of the paper in describing his qualifications

for the title including his vast and unlimited

experience with gas and gasoleue engines,

this expert informed the Wayne company

that it was their turn to furnish their custo

mer with 110 less than sixteen new piston

rings, as his examination showed that every

one of them was broken, and further that

each one was broken in exactly the same

place, in exactly the same way, conclusively

showing the use of defective material!

Paris to Try Gasolene Cabs.

Having experimented with the electric tax

imeter cabs, and found them wanting on the

score of expense. Paris has decided to try

all over again. Two hundred and fifty cabs

have been constructed by a Levallois coach

building house, and they will be fitted by

Renault Frcres with an 8 horsepower two

cylinder motor that has been designed par

ticularly with a view to silent running and

economical operation. Some of them are al

ready in use, and it is said that the total

number will be in service by the end of the

year. Paris is bound to have motor driven

vehicles which can be hired at a reasonable

rate, the chief, if not the only, reason for

doing away with the electric cabs being the

fact that their use came too high for the

average purse.

Coils oi Improved Unit System.

Few owners or drivers realize what a

strong influence the induction coil may have

on the life of the batteries. The amount of

current consumed depends to a certain extent

on the adjustment of the tremblcr, but it

may also be increased by the use of poorly

designed and improperly wound coils, the

efiiciency of which is accordingly very low.

while the connections are all automatic, it

merely being necessary to insert a unit in

the dashboard case to make it ready for

working. A retaining spring coupled with

the accurate tit, insures connection and pre

vents movement. All posts for both primary

and secondary terminals are on the bottom

of the case which leaves the coil unemcum

bered when withdrawn, as pictured by the

  

This will explain to many why they found

it so difficult to get anything like the mile

age claimed by the makers, either out of a

set or accumulators or dry cells; the coil has

been wasting the current to such an extent

that constant recharging or replacement is

found necessary.

It is a phase of the art of coil making

accompanying cut of a two unit set. These

posts are protected by a petticoat extending

around the bottom of the case and serving to

cifectively exclude any moisture. Extreme

simplicity has been sought after in the de

sign of the trembler which is consequently

easy of adjustment, even by inexperienced

hands. Turning a self locking thumb screw

  

that has been made the subject of intensive

study by the Connecticut Telephone and

Electric Company, of Meriden, Conn., in

the design of their apparatus, and as a re

sult, they make the claim that no case has

come under their observation where one of

their coils used more than one~quarter of

an ampere in firing the engine. regardless of

its compression. Their coils are in conse

quence all adjusted at the factory to consume

this amount of current when running.

These coils are made on an improved unit

system, each coll being entirely self con

tained and interchangeable with any other,

up or down is the only operation involved;

the contact screw on the bridge is also self

locking and no tools are necessary for mak

ing adjustments of any kind. In substantia

tion of their success in designing an efl'ective

coil the makers point to a number of rec

ords, among them one oi.’ 12,000 miles with

out an adjustment.

 

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

00., 15-; Nassau Street, New York. "'
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THE 1906 MODEL B

“THE PULLMAN OE AUTOMOBIIES”

Absolutely the highest grade motor car built in this country, bar none, and the only car that

can consistently compete with foreign machines. You will do yourself an injustice if you

decide on your car without investigating this triumphant American production. New style

make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto, Bevel gear drive. Very large and roomy full

aluminum bodies. .

  

MODEL B RAINIER, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

Do you realize fully the great superiority of the “ make and break " over the jump spark ?

Do you know that it does away entirely with the coil, the commutator, the batteries, and the spark plugs, and

substitutes for all these a simple hammer and anvil, mechanically operated, which cannot get out of order.

Do you know that 90 per cent. of the foreign makers have already adopted this method?

Do you know that the RAINIER car is guaranteed not to cost one dollar for repairs within one year of pur

chase, unless you have an accident. and that it stands alone in this respect ?

Learn all about it in our new Bulletin just z'rrued.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York,

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.
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1906

Models

Type C

35

Horsepower

Seats

Seven

Passengers

  

E GATHER from the good opinions ex

pressed by many highly pleased owners of

The Lozier Motor Car, that its

“smooth running, ease of control and

_— all-around reliability," covers about every

thing that is to be desired in a High-grade Motor Car.

The item of low maintainlnce cost and all that it

implies, was correctly calculated in its design, and

is fully guaranteed in its perfect construction. Among

the notably distinctive features that are embodied in

The Lozier Motor Car

may be mentioned—THE USE OF lless-Bnrorr'r BALL

BEARINGS in sliding gear, change speed and differential

gears. Wunurss NICKEL-STEEL FORGED l-BEAM axuas

of heavy construction. DROP FORGED STBERXNG KNUCKLE.

BALL-BEARING WHEELS of large diameter (36 inches).

PLATFORM SPRING SUSPENSION. SOLID FORGED MO-ron

CRANK-SHAFT (arms being webbed out instead of drop

forged—turned, hardened and ground on its own centers).

TRANSMISSION and diHerentia] shafts and flexible shaft

with universal joint of nickel-rial. BAUEI'H‘EII BRONZE

MOTOR nsARINcs. LUNG WHEEL-BASE, 117 inches.

1906 MODEL, TYPE c, 35 HORSEPOWER

LIMOUSINES, LANDAULE'I‘S AND TOURING CARS

now delivering. PRICES $4,500 TO 55,500.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

r BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Cars now showing at R. M. Stlven’ Carriage Rooms, 19 W. 62d St.

Before January at, at our New Building, 55th St. and Broadway.

 

  

  

3 6 "

Wheels

Platform

Spring

Suspension
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POINTS ON PAINTING

Many Mixtures and Processes Necessary to 0b

tain Good Results—About Transparent Colors.

 

“In painting bodies, the first thing is the

priming," says the master painter of a well

known automobile and carriage factory in

“The Carriage Monthly." “Be sure the sur

face ls dry before another coat is added,

which is usually half rough stuff and lead.

This coat should stand for twenty-four hours,

then bad places should be puttled up. Apply

a coat of rough stufl the same day and a

coat each succeeding day until filled. Do not

let over twenty-four hours elapse between

coats. Then let the work stand two or three

days at least. After rubbing, let it dry out

twenty-four hours before coating. After the

body is thoroughly sandpapered and looked

over for further puttying, it is well dusted.

Dusting ls often neglected. If the body is

properly cleaned, dusted, colored and color

varnished, there is very little left to be done.

“The next step is called ‘preparation,’ or

surface coat. This is composed of lampblack

and white lead. To this add two tablespoon

fuls of oil, sufficient to coat the body in hand.

This coat should stand until the next day,

and should be gone over with sandpaper,

lightly, not rubbed with curled hair, a this

produces a glossy surface to which the sec

ond coat will not adhere as well as if it were

sandpapered.

“For the second color, on the black parts

add one and one-half tablespoonfuls of oil to

sufficient black for one job. The black parts

are ready for black japan or black varnish,

the latter being preferred for various rea

sons. Two coats of black varnish are suffi

ient. Put on freely to produce a perfect sur

face for blue panels. On this second color, a

body blue, which comes in three shades—

light, medium and deep—covers better than

anything, and is much more satisfactory than

Prussian blue and white, which were univer

sally used a few years ago. On this apply

a coating of one-half body blue and ultra

marine mixed, and with sufficient binding so

that it will not dry flowery. This coat must

be brushed on thin and even; if not, it will

be shady or streaked.

“It is now ready for glazing with ultra

marine blue, mixed with rubbing varnish;

two coats, of equal strength, over the light

blue. The glaze must be made weaker, or

it will not turn out satisfactorily.

“For lake panel, first apply a coat of Ind

ian red and black over the ‘preparation’ coat,

getting the desired shade through this coat.

Then apply a thin coat of Munich lake, suffi

ciently bound with rubbing varnish so as not

to dry flowery. This coat, as the second

coat of blue, must be brushed thin and level,

and laid 011 as you go along.

“This, no doubt, will be a revelation to

some oldtime painters who have always

taken it for granted that transparent colors

could not be successfully used in this way.

If we give this two coats of Munich lake and

glaze of equal strength, not rubbing the first

coat but very little, we have a beautiful rich

color, which can be rubbed and finished.

“For green panels, color and color varnish

the panels before glazing, which can be

either yellow lake or verdlgris, according to

the shade of green.

“To prepare a body for finishing, give it a

light rub over, wash and dry sponge it. Then

take a sponge with very little water in it, and

rub a dozen drops of sweet oil, well worked

into the sponge. Go over the entire body

with this, rubbing dry as you go along, not

allowing the oil to dry on the surface. Use

old silk curtain for this purpose, which is

thoroughly washed first, and it gives a sur

face that s easily dusted.

“0n gears, when it is necessary to remove

the paint, we burn off the wheels and wood

work and the carriage part instead of scrap

ing, as it leaves the wood in much better

shape, and it can be done more quickly.

On the iron work, we use a paint remover

which works satisfactorily. After the gear

and wheels are properly cleaned and sand—

papercd, apply a coat of lead color. In mix

ing lead color, take dry lampblack and

break it up with coachrnakers‘ japan. Break

up the white lead with turpentine and mix

to the shade required; thin with turpentine

before adding the oil. For the first coat,

add three tablespoonsful of oil to sufficient

lead to coat a coach gear. This should stand

three or four days. As to putty—the less the

better, in fact, if the job is properly burned

off and cleaned up, there will be little need

for putty. Sandpaper this coat and apply a

second coat. of lead, mixed with one table

spoonful of oil. Let this coat stand two days.

It is very bad practice to have more time

elapse between coats than here stated.

“The next step is to sandpaper for color.

For black, blue, green, or dark lakes, use

the same preparation for surface coat as on

bodies without adding any 01]. Thin with

turpentine and use. Do not hair off this

coat, simply dust it.

“For green gears, add one tablespoonful

of oil. This will dry to be colored the same

day. All dark coach greens should be col

ored and color varnished the same day, as

they will adhere better and not chip. Use

body blue on gear, adding two spoonsful of

oil, and glaze with ultramarine the follow

ing day. A slow drying, rubbing varnish

should always be used on gears. On lake

gear, mix a preparation of Indian red and

coach black, getting the desired shade. Gears

should be always made somewhat lighter.

Add two tablesponsful of oil, and, for the

next coat, a thing coating of lake with about

the same quantity of oil. It should be glazed

the next day. One heavy coat of glaze or

color vanish, on a gear that is properly

brought up, is sufficient to make a good Job.

 

“Silent as a ghost, powerful as a lion,

trustworthy as time," are some of the rec

ommendations urged upon the buying public

of overseas by a foreign maker in favor of

his six-cylinder model for next year.

HERE'S THE “TOBOGGAN”

Halls from Oshkosh and is for Winter Use, of

Course—Has Spiked Driving Wheels.

 

 

The inventor who has “perfected” an

automobile for winter use has made .his an

appearance. Cold weather always

brings him in its train, and it is somewhat

to be wondered at that he has not been

more numerous this year or put in an earlier

nual

appearance. This time the news comes from

Oshkosh, Wis., and is in the shape of a re

port that a local firm has been at work for

the last two months upon a motor vehicle

mounted upon runners and adapted to run

over snow of any depth, ice or the bare

ground. Although the machine is in no way

intended for summer use, it is made to run

over the bare ground, to prevent being

stranded. I

The machine cioely resembles a very

much elongated automobile body resting on

runners. It measures thirteen feet in length

from the tip of the forward runner to the

spiked driving wheels in the rear. The run

ners are of the usual type and about the

same width as employed on the ordinary

cutter, but much lower. The object of em

ploying such a long “wheel base" is to ob

tain suflficient under-body to form a “tobog

gan," or snow sliding surface, when the

depth of the latter is sufficient to bear the

vehicle. Power to drive the car is furnished

by a 5-horsepower, 2-cyiindcr air cooled en

gine, weighing only 150 pounds and which

operates at 1,700 r. p. in. But a single di

vided seat is provided, although there is

plenty of room for another should it be

found necessary.

It is really an “nutotoboggan,” the latter

being the most noticeable feature of the con

construction. it begins at the bottom of

the extreme rear of the body, and extends

underneath right to the front, where it is

finished off with the regulation curl front to

finished off with the regulation curl front

to shove aside the snow. This is further

supplemented by a hood four feet in length

housing the engine, gasolene tank—in fact,

the motive power complete, the dashboard

being of the customary type and carrying

the regular fittings. The body only clears

the ground by 1—1 inches, and may be ad

justed to any lesser height.

 

Shield for Winter Protection.

Wonders never cease, and the latest and

greater wonder of them all is the device of a

a British motorist who has contrived a sort

of cape top to keep his feet warm. This in

genious arrangement, which is a veritable

misplaced buggy top, rises from the dash and

completely envelops the driver’s knees, cov

ering the steering wheel and mechanism of

control. When not in use it folds down

against the dash, leaving a wind shield at

the sides, which also serves to complicate the

difficulty of mounting and dismounting from

the driver‘s seat.
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motorist.

  

This is the Pierce Great Arrow 28-32 H. P., with straight tonneau body, cape

folding glass front. Price, without top, $4,000. Cape top, extra, $200.top and

The Pierce Arrow is an American car—the best American car that

has been made—better in proportion to its cost than any imported French

Catalogue and descriptive literature on request.

THE

car—better for American use, American roads and the

It offers satisfaction, minimum of expense in running, perfect

service, and can be operated by the owner.

  

GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

17w Pierce Arrow :x/zibilcd in Madison Square Garden only.

thrown,

Chicago,

New York,

Pittsburg.

Baltimore.

BuflalO.

Detroit.

Denver.

Hartford, Conn,

Houston, Tex.,

Kansas City, Mo,

Ins Angeles.

Louisville.

Milwaukee,

0! lawn & Montreal,

PIERCE AGENTS FOR 1906.

J. W. Mogulre Co., 745 Boyl—

ston St.

H. Paulman & Co., 1321 Michi—

gan Ave.

Harrolds Motor Car Co., Broad—

way, 58—69111 Sta.

Banker Bros. Co.. Baum and

Beatty Sta.

Southern Auto. Co.. 2021 Mary

land Ave.

The George N. Pierce Co., 752

Main St. (Retail)

J. 1‘. schneiticr. 189 Jefferson Av.

The George N. Pierce Co., 1643

California St.

The Miner Garage Co.. 120 Al

lyn bt.

Hawkins Auto. & Gas Engine Co.

E. P. Moriarty 8: Co.. .'012

Grand Ave.

Bush 8; Hurge, Cor. 7th & Main

Sta.

The Zorn—Strauss Co., Inc.

thbnrd Automobile Co.

Wilson 8; Co.. 142 Bank Street.

 
Oakland, 08].,

Philadelphin,

Portland, Mm,

Providence, R. 1.,

Rochester,

San Francisco,

Saratoga Springs.

Scranton, Pa.,

Springfield. Man"

Syracuse,

St. Louis,

St. Paul,

Toronto.

Troy. N. Y..

Utica, N. Y..

The George N. Pierce Co., 1013

Clay St. (Wholesale)

Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co., 201

N. Broad St.

J. A. Dowling.

The Shepard Company.

U. S. Automobile Co., 21 Ply—

mouth Ave.

MJblle Carriage Co., Golden Gate

Ave. & Gough St.

W. L. Hodges, 16 Woodlawn Av.

Standard Motor Car Co.

E. R. Clarke Auto. Co.. 111 Ly~

man St.

Amos—Pierce Auto Co.. 109 S.

State St.

\\'cl=tern Auto. Co., 4701 Wash

ington Blvd.

C, P. Joy Auto. Co., 368 Minne~

rota t.

Ann & Supply Co., Ltd., 24

Temperance St.

Troy Auto. Exchange, 22 4th St.

Uilca Motor Car Co.

American
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The Week's Patents.

806,434. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon Mo

' tors. George M. Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed October 30, 1903. Serial No. 179,161.

Claim—1. A carburetter consisting of a

main casing having an air passage there

through with an induction opening and an

eduction opening, an air inlet structure, a

throttle valve structure and means for secur

ing either of said structures to either the in

duction or eduction openings.

806,452. Driving Wheel for Motor Vehi

cles. Charie S. Bauld, Latrobe, Tasmania,

Australia, assignor of one-half to Alfred

Christian Dehle, Hobart, Tasmania, Aus

tralia. Filed May 3, 1905. Serial No. 258,

597.

Claim.—The combination with a driving

wheeel of a self-propelled vehicle, of a hol

low hub fitted with cogs, on its inner sur

face, said cogs having smooth surfaces

on either side thereof. a T-shaped frame,

rollers at the ends of the horizontal arm

of the T, a spindle carried at the end of

the other arm, a pinion loosely mounted

on said spindle. said pinion engaging With

the cogs and having smooth enlarged por

tions at each end engaging with the sur

faces, and toothed wheels mounted on the

extended ends of pinion carried on the spin

dle.

806,512. Carburetter for Hydrocarboann

gines. Lawrence Abraham, New York, N. Y.

Filed April 1, 1904. Serial No. 201.088.

Claims—1. The combination of a carburet

~ter, a connection for conducting the explos

ive mixture, including air, from such car

buretter to the engine, a throttle valve in

said connection, and a separate valved inlet

for the admission of air only in said connec

tion, between said throttle valve and the en

gine. and means for automatically moving

said air inlet valve as described.

806,520. Metallic Overshoe for Vehicle

Wheels. Henry L. Canne, Dingman town

ship, Pike county, Pa. Filed February 21,

1905. Serial No. 246,724.

Claim.—1. In a metallic overshoe for ve

hicle wheels, comprising an endless metallic

otlt formed of links interlocked transversely :

and longitudinally, an endless chain on one

side of the belt, a sectional chain on the

other side 0f the belt, oppositely disposed

links connecting the side chains with the

belt at intervals, hooks for connecting the

sections of the side chain, and transverse

straps for engaging the rim of the wheel

and connecting the side chains with each

other.

806,583. Starting Mechanism for Explos

ive Engines. George B. Selden, Jr., Roches

ter, N. Y. Filed November 18, 1904. Serial

No. 233,334.

Claim.—1. In starting mechanism for ex

plosive engines, the combination of a driv

ing shaft, a starting crank loosely mounted

thereon, a member movable relative to said

shaft and adapted to remain stationary when

the engine is running forward and to be

driven when the engine is running back

ward, and a cam operable by said member.

for disengaging the starting crank from the

driving shaft, substantially as described.

806,584. Wheel. George . Sheppard. Fill

more, Minn. Filed July 18, 1905. Serial No.

270,277.

Claim.—1. The combination with a wheel

including a felly having circumferentially ex

tending openings therein. of a casing includ

ing two sections disposed at opposite sides

'of the telly and extending oppositely there

beyond. attaching devices engaged in the

sections and lying within the openings. said

devices being arranged to permit of move

ment of the casing radially with respect to

the wheel and circhmferentially thereupon,

means for holding the _casing yieldably

against circumferential.movement inv one di

rection, a cushion disposed between the sec

tions outwardly of the wheel, jaws engaged

between the sections upwardly of the cushion

and extending therebeyond, a resilient tire

engaged between the jaws, and fastening de

vices engaged fn the sections and in the

jaws. . - ,

806,592.. Power Transmitting Device. Clar

ence W. Spicer, Plainfleld, N. J. Filed No

vember 5, 1904. Serial No. 231,502.

Claim.—1. In an incased universal-joint

power-transmitting device, the combination

with two universal joints connected to trans

mit power from one to the other, of a single

casing inclosing both, said ,joints' and ar

ranged to permit angular movement, with

respect to each other, of the driving and

driven members of the device, said driving

and driven members provided with means

substantially closing the ends of the casing.

806,610. Gas Engine. Joseph Williams, Jr.,

Pittsburg, Pa. Filed April 23, 1904. Serial

No. 204.559.

Claim—1. In a gas engine, the combina

tion with a. crank shaft, of .oppositeLV:dis

posed series.of 'cylinders.‘ communicating

mixture-ports connecting the opposite cylin-g

ders, pistons therein connected by .an inter-- ~

venlng framework. and a pitman provided

with a crank~bearing and pivotally connected“

-with- the moving piston structure, substan

tially as set forth. » .l s

806.612. Steering I Mechanism air? ~Motor I.

Vehicles. Herbert W. Alden, Hartford.

Conn, assignor to Electric Vehicle Company,

Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Juné‘16, '1902.

111,816.

Claim—1. A steering mechanism for auto

mobiles comprising a rotating shaft, a hear:

ing for said shaft supporting it solely against

,axially longitudinal movement, a threaded or

gear portion'oli said shaft-engaging- thread

ed or gear portion co-operating therewith,

the latter mounted in a two-armed lever,

connections from said lever to the steering

wheels whereby rotation of the shaft causes

a deflection of the road wheels to steer the

vehicle.

806,623. Resilient Tire. William, F. Beas

ley, Plymouth. N. C. Filed February 20,

1903. Renewed May 11, 1905. Seriai No.

259.957.

Claim.—1. A resilient core for a tire con

sisting of a plurality of sinuous bands of rub

ber, . .- apices of the several bands being

staggered in respect to each other, substan

tially as described.

806,654. Wheel Tire. Louis S._Flatau, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed March 11, 1905. Serial No.

249,542.

Claim—1. A wheel tire of the character

described, comprising a tire member and al

ternating metal and elastic segments or sec

tions forming the tread, the elastic segments

normally projecting beyond said metal seg

ments. '

806,657. Resilient Wheel.

Puyricard, France.

Serial No. 203,907.

Claim—1. In combination in a wheel hav

ing a rim, a second rim of larger diameter

than the first and surrounding the same and a

number of india rubber blocks placed between

said rims so as to form springs, said blocks

having parts of vulcanized india rubber or

Irma Gulot,

Filed April 19, 1904.

Serial No. '

ebonite adapted to receive the rivets .for se

curing the blocks to the rim, substantially as

described.

806.664. Sparking Device for Explosive En

gines. WilliamB. Hayden, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 9, 1905. Serial No. 240,262.

Claim—1. An electrical sparking device for

explosive engines, consisting of a hollow plug

provided with a fixed electrode, a rock-shaft

extending laterally through said plug and pros

jecting from one side thereof, a vibratory

electrode fixed to said rock-shaft and co~oper~

ating with said fixed electrode, an armature

fixed to said rock-shaft, a magnet co-operat

ing with the armature, means carried by the

plug and connected with the armature for

retaining it normally away from the magnet

and for normally retaining the two electrodes

in contact and circuit forming means co-op

erating with the magnet and said fixed elec

trode.

806,684. Steering Mechanism for Self Pro

pelled Vehicles. Herman Lemp, Lynn, Mass.,

assignor to General Electric Co., a Corpora

tion of New York. Filed January 13, 1904.

Serial No. 188,848.

Claim—1. In combination, a driving and a

driven member. a mechanical power multi

plying connection between the members, and

a device independent of the connection for

preventing the transmision of strains from

the driven member to the driving member.

806,714. Exhaust Mufiier. John M. Porter,

Farkersburg, W. Va., assignor of one-eighth

to John F. Laird, Parkersburg, W. Va. Filed

March 30, Serial No. 252,842.

Claim—1. A mufller comprising a series of

cells or cylinders arranged one within the

 

'other, each inside cylinder being of a smaller

diameter and of a shorter length, substan

tially as described.

806,715. Silencer for Internal Explosion

Engines. Nathan W. H. Sharpe, London, Eng

land. Filed March 29, 1905. Serial No. 252,

777.

Claim—1. in a silencer for internal com

_ bustion engines, the combination of parallel

concentric tubes provided with openings lo

cated near their opposite ends, respectively,

and an inlet tube entering the inner tube sub

stantially parallel therewith and provided

with a number of openings, and means lo

cated between said first named tubes for sep

arating the discharge into small streams, sub

stantlally as described.

806,760. Injecting and Mixing Device for

Hydrocarbon Motors. Andre S. F. van de

Putte, St. Petersburg, Russia. Filed August

19, 1905. Serial No. 274,960.

Claim—1. In a hydrocarbon motor, the com

bination with an air inlet, of an injecting

tube extending to the centre of said air in

let, a conical bottom in said air inlet and

. having its point in the proximity of the end

of said injecting tube, a plurality of leading

channels along the periphery of said bottom,

an inlet valve box adjoining to said bottom, a

turbine wheel below said bottom and adapted

to be acted upon by the air sucked in through

the leading channels in said bottom, and a

:prlng pressed inlet valve in said inlet valve

ox.

806,782. Magnetic Clutch. George A.

Damon, Chicago, Ill., assignor to The Arnold

Magnetic Clutch Company, Milwaukee,

\Vis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed

Feb. 21, 1903. Renewed Dec. 7, 1903. Serial

No. 184,229.

Claim—1. In a magnetic clutch, the com

bination with co-acting members, of a yield

ing support for at least one of said members

arranged to permit other than a right line

movement of one of saidmembers in ap
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PENNSYLVANIA CLINCHER

  

No Car is Tire Troubles

Faster Place a Fast Car in

than its a Class with

Tires. .the Farm-wagon.

 

 

 

'PENNSYLVANIARUBBER CO.

J EANNETTE, PA. '

 

 

 

Side-Wire Tires

are used on nine-tenths of all the commercial vehicles manufactured. Why? Because man

ulacturers of commercial automobiles have learned by hard experience that the

“ Firestone ” is the only tire that will withstand the hard knocks that are inseparable

from commercial machines.

Firestone Tires wear like iron. They hold their shape—they give satisfaction.

Then Why Not “Firesione? ”

FIRESTONE TIRE 8r. RUBBER GOMPANY

AKRON. OHIO

New York Chlca go Phlladolphla Boston St. Louls San Francisco Loa Anzolea
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preaching the other member, substantially

as described.

$06,798. Trussed Frame for Automobiles.

Benjamin A. Gramm, Chillicothe, Ohio.

Filed July 28, 1905. Serial No. 271,653.

Claim.——1. In an automobile frame. the

combination of a beam; a hanger dependingr

therefrom; a pair of tie rods extending from

the ends of said beam to said hanger, and a

pair of strut rods connecting said hanger

with the axle members, and said axle mem

bers. ~

806,799. Elastic Hub for Wheels. Edou

ard Grardel, Amiens, France. Filed April

:26, 1905. Serial No. 257,455.

Claim.—1. A resilient hub for wheels

comprising an axle box, a sleeve to which

the spokes are secured, a bag or envelope

interposed between the sleeve and box, and

a plurality of inflated cushions filling said

bag.

806,830. Mixer and Vaporizer for Hydro

carbon Engines. James W. Packard, War

ren, Ohio, assignor to Packard Motor Car

Company, Warren, Ohio, a Corporation of

West Virainia. Filed June 29, 1903. Serial

No. 1%,590.

Claim.——1. In a hydrocarbon engine, a

mixer and vaporizer comprising a gasolene

inlet, a casing surrounding said inlet, an

air valve, adapted to be operated by suction.

arranged about the gasolene inlet within

said c'asing, a second air valve arranged

outside of said casing, and means for manu

ally operating said second air valve, said

air valves being arranged to control iride

pendent supplies of air to the mixing cham

ber.

 

 

New York School of Auinmoiula Englnears
INCORPORATED

I46 West 56th Street, New York City

A High Grade School of Instruction for '

Chaufl'curs and Automobile Owners.

Day and Evening Classes. Now Enrolling Students.

Write, Call or Phone for Particulars,

Telephone, 43I4 Columbus.

THAT WEAK STORAGE BATTERY

  

 

  

  

is apt to cause trouble when you

least expect it. Insure ourself

against all ignition troub as with

- an Apple Automatic Battery

Charger. Battery kept charged.

For information, llsyton Eluciricsl

Ill. 60., 91 law 8111.. Dayton 0

  

  
  

r Storagr Bs'ilcn

(hnrg r

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cents per lino of soven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

‘ FOR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 np-to-date

Thomas Flyer. Used for demonstrating

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY 8: CO., 1323-132; Michigan Ave, ( hicago.

 

F OR SALE—Very cheap, Ford 4 Cylinder; Ford

2 Cylinder; \Vinton 2 Cylinder; Rambler 2

Cylinder; Improved Rambler E, 1 Cylinder; Orient

Bucklmard. Mostly 1905 Cars. Prices and des

criptions extremely interesting, A card will bring

the information. E. S. YOU SE Reading, Pa.

 

A MOBILE steam delivery wagon in running

order at a sacrifice; Reading steam runabout

in fine order, cheap; Locomobile steam runabout

with top, fine order, $175; Model A Cadillac,

clincher tires, baskets, two side lamps, one heads

light, good running order; price $300

STRATHM \N, 175 E. 120th St., New York City.

 

How AroYour Batteries?

A CORRECTIGUT Ifll'l' AIMETER.

will tell you.

Guaranteed,and the price is right.

Send for catalogue and trade dis

countl

Voli Allll‘llllfl. $5.00. Ammhr. $3.50

GUINEOTIGUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC 00.. Inc.

MERIDEN, CONN

SURETY
Messrs. Clemens & Mcr:

were In" of the [our No. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs wliclt

fired 850,000 charges in 24 hours—distance r094 miles.

You can always be just as sure of any of the 47 sizes

of Improved “>tn~Rites” (six types). Insist upon

having “Sta-Rites" in your new car and save bother.

Garden show space No. 78. Armory show space No. 6|

Coliseum show space No. 178

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 Is lfltlhl'! IEI Illll CITY

  

 

 

SEA-RITE
_

"Invl IIIIY YIII' LDIIII"

  

 

 

  

 

The Perfect

l‘lindley Steering Gear

ABSENCE OF BACKLASH

SMOOTHNESS 0F ROIAYIOJV

EASE OF OPERATION

The design and material are identi

cal with steering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships.

When you order your new car, specify the Hindley

MORSE, WILLIAMS 8 CO.

West End Trust Building, - -

Steering Gear.

ENGINEEPS

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

A NEW

AUTUMUBILE

WRENDH.
STERLING

  

Superior

in

Material,

Work

manship

and

Finish.

Length,

8 inches.

Weight,

|2% ounces.

Opens

2inohos.

Thickness

of-Jaw,

5-8 inch.

SEND FUR

BATALUBUE.

 

MANUFACTURED BY

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.

ATTLEBORO, MASS

 

FORKIGN AGENTS

S. GUITERMAN & 00., London, Eng.
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NO HITTIN‘G AND MISSING

when

SPLI‘TDORF COILS

are usedJ

 

 

 

They’re Champions every tlme and

n all classes.

0. F. SPLITDORF,

l7-27 Vandewater Street.

New York.

 

 

OR LAUNCHES

Mr. Dealer, why not handle a line that you know will satisfy

your customersinstead of taking chances on “ Just as good "lamps.

Your profit in as much or more on Soiars and your customers “stick.”

  

=erte us ro-day for prlces on our l906 llne.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

NEW YORK OFFICE: ll Warren Street

 

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workman from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE GAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and lhc easieal l0 operale and mainta'n.

“ Marks a NCW Era in Automobile CODSII'UCHOH.”

luv-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

"eabody, Mass., U. S. A.

  

 

 

COL. SPRAGUE

AT THE SHOWS;

Yes, he will be there

WITH HIS TOPS.

You can't help but find him, and his

Wonderful Tops;

“MADE THE SPRAGUE WAY,"

“THE SPRAGUE mm," “BETTER.”

You might better wait and buy a SPRAGUE

TOP than to buy an imitation and then wish

you HAD bought a SPRAGUE TOP.

A SPRAGUE TOP IS DIFFERENT;

CALL AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE.

The Sprague Umbrella C0., = Norwalk, 0.
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The manufacturer who equips his cars with

Wodometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

THE VEEDER MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers,

Counters and Fine Castings.

 

 

“ THE OLD SHOW IN THE NEW ARMORY"

Sixth Annual Automobile Show
of the Automobile Club of America

SIXTY-NINTH REGIMENT NEW ARMORY

Twenty-sixth Street near Fourth Avenue, New York City

JANUARY 13 to 20, 1906

LEADING AMERICAN AND FOREIGN EXHIBITORS

Gasoline Steam Electricity

The Open Exposition of a Great Industry
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THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS

MADE FROM SELF-HARDENING STEEL

"‘.T'i"“lllll1lllll!l'll" ‘ >

‘ r

.e_.__,_T

n

—~ "fifip‘rou‘s

TWO PAIRS OF CHAINS IN 75,000 MILES.

EALING, Lennon, February lg, 1905.

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd.

Dear Sim—We are using a Napier Car for conveying our“ RISIN' SUN " METAL POLISH throuihout ENGLAND, calling at the various stations en route to

replenilh the loads. We estimate the rar ha: now covered a distance of 75,000 mileu' in about three years and five months, running daily with scarcely any delay, the

only renewals worth mentioning were Brasses to Pistom, Chain! only once (BRAMPTON’S), tyres frequently, CON NOLLY’S large eolide have proved the moat durable.

Yours faithfully, JOHN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain it you order it that way, and it won’t cost you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain the kind that breaks and stretches and have to be replaced every few hundred miles. All standard sizes in etoclt to fit

American and Foreign cars.

We are Sole United States Agents for this Line at Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Sites.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

MANUFACTURER JOBBER

CHARLES E. MILLER EXPORTER AND I’MPORTEIR’

HOME OFFICE: 97-99-10l Reade Street, New York City, N. Y.

BRANCHE‘: Broadwav and 38th Street. New York. Phlladelphla. Pa.-—3|8-320 N. Broad 5t.

Boaton, Mum—202404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—40! Erie street.

  

 

MICHELIN

 

 

Used on 90% of the high-grade American

and European cars.

>_MORE PURE RUBBER, THEREFORE MORE RESILIENT,

’ THEREFORE LESS WEAR AND TEAR ON THE ENGINE

AND

CARRY MORE GUARANTEED WEIGHT PER WHEEL

THAN ANY OTHER PNEUMATIC TIRE MANUFACTURED.

THINK IT OVER.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

E. D. WINANS, Gen’l Mgr.

l'elephones—{ 32‘: } Madison Square, New York. 6 West 29th Street, New York

BRAA 01155 IN ALL LARGE 01715:.
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Our New Factory

MM@EHB@S©@W
Self-starting from the Seat |

 
 

“America’s Finest Motor Car ”

1906 Models—4o and 60 H.P.

now building, In WILKES-BARRE, PA., will be one o! the

largest and most modern automobile plants in existence.

“'2 will move into this new plant about January r, 1906. Address until then . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holygke, Mags.

MATHESON MOTOR OAR CO

 

 

 

 

Hitchimz Post for Automobiles

CUTS OFF THE FUEL SUPPLY

 
OZ

mszvaIl>O

OZ

(1

O

 

  
WITN-USN;R'mm<rn-:—lVi'VO-ltlt 

 

Gasolene Lock Valve

LOOK YOUR ENGINE BEFORE YOUR OAR IS STOLEN

Delivered any part of United States, $5.00

JANNEY, STEINIVIETZ 8:. COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA (AGINTS WANT") PENNSYLVANIA

  

  

 

 

 

  

THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING co.

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled I'loop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

 

  

 

  

General Electric Welding under Thompson

Electric Welding Patents

  

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

 

 

DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL. BRASS and COPPER

PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

  

 
 

  

Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

  

  

 

 

 

  

, won’t be complete un

\' less equipped with a

top of some make.

Why not specify

LONDON TOPS? They are absolutely dependable as

to design, material, fit and workmanship. Nothing bet

ter can be produced.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY C0.

1233 Mtchlgan Avenue, Chicago.

Chicago Agents for the St. Louis Supplementary Spiral SDr111(5
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THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coo'ers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

THE WHITLOCK COOLERS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, r904, 1905, I906.

Tl-IE WHITLOOK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

 

 
 

  

i. a _

RESULTS OF VANDERBILT ELIMINATION CONTEST

0n Mn: Inland Courae. Sat., Sept 23, Average Time,

Aimolt 57 Miles per Hour,

The care of these two leaders were ewipped with the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

SUSPENSIONS, which enabled t em to win. Only 59 seconds leparated them.

lsl. DINGLEY, (Pope-Toledo, 60 H.P.) 2 Hours, 50 Seconds.

2d. TRACY, (Looomohlls. 90 H.P.) 2 Hours, 1 Minute, 49 Seconds.

The third car ran 19 minute: behind the leader

AND WAS WITHOUT THE TRUFPAULT-HARTFORD SUSPENSIONS.

Racing or Touring. i you mat to Finish Among the Leaders Equip Your Car with

THE TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBER.

Hartford Suspensions Were on All the Winning

Cara in These Prominent Contests Recently Held.

(llldden Tour: French Eliminating Trials; Gordon Bennett Rare; Ardennrl

Circuit Race, French; l.000 Mlle Track Record. Guy Vaughn.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

69 Vestry Street, New York City
Eowaan V. HAR'rroan, Preaident

 

MIDCLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.

SOME OF THEIR

ADVANTAG ES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pervious to Rust. Will

not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

 
 

  

 

THE MIDCLEY MFC. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

High Class Touring Cars.

Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills.

l906 Models ready December I5th.

16 H. P. $2000. 25 H. P. $2500. 40 H. P. $4500.

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

I623 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 

 

108 Pages.

 

 

 

“Tho A. B. l}. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

50 Oents Per Copy

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

l54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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King

’ Automobile

Tops

'“ Light, Strong and Durable

Made in any style, color or size, for any machine.

Prices reasonable. Send for illustrated catalogue

and samples.

King Manufacturing Co., - - Springfield, 0.

Prompt Shlprnmtl Guaranteed.

 

 

 

 

Piesitsflill t Automobile

ee Parts

Frames

  
_ I r. ‘a._ a .r

'i, M , g . - r}

A. 0. SMITH CO.

Milwaukee, WIS.

 

 

 

Parsons’lianganese Bronze Castings.

'._\
.=

  

Sole Makers

THE WILLIAM CRAIIPAL SONS SHIP 8t ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.

We are prepared to estimate on your 1906 Forgings.
Satisfaction Guaranteed -

  

Thousands of our

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

  

Have vou secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SONS COMPANY, New Haven Conn.
 

 

  

 

Hill Preoi_si_on [liters
Feed oil with absolute certainty, in adjustable, meas

ured quantities, regulated by the operator without stop

ping the motor, and at intervals proportionate to the

speed of the motor. N0 valves 'tO clog. They do not

employ gravity, nor pressure, but 5110'! the oil to the

bearings. Oil thickened by cold does not stop their

perfect operation. Smoke IS prevented.

THE STEEL BALL CO.,

832-834 Austin Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

“Continental” Motors Are Standard

A- ‘ “continental” Motive Poler quplreot,

consisting of z or 4 cylinder Motor, (10 to 40 H. P.) anem

bled with. our Friction Ring Clutch. and Shaft Drive

Transmiumn, is a superb outfit for your car. Sold in

combination or separately.

GORREGT OESIGI

llGHT WEIGHT

HIGHEST EFFIGIEIIGY

RIGHT PRIGE

AVOID INFERIOR IIIITATIOIS

    

Ask for printed matter.

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 w. LAKE STREET, ' ‘ CHICAGO ILL

K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Representative.

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

  

"omens. "
\\\\_

  

 

THE BILLIHGS & SPEIIGER 00., Hartford, Conn.

  

 

“Automobile Brand”I

Aluminum

Oasfings.
The Right Sort

at the Rich! Price .

{Y'fi

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

llGHT MFG. Alli] FOUNDRY GO. Pottslovm, Pa.
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‘ gPREST-O'LITU:

'- a gas TANK -

  

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

Ne cleaning of generators: No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads:

Never wnra out; Tipa never clo‘; Economical; No

carbide flpply to carry; Burn as many lightl ea 6&

sired from one tank; No waste; Safe—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No Odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The lioncenlraied Acolylena 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. 0! New York.

iLoganCar

We know something 0! especral interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Logan (Zonstructton (Zompanp,

Chilllcoihe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

 

110 West 38th Street,

The Grant Gasoline liar
or I906.

Send for Particulars.

GROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE OO.,

ORANGE, mass.

voovmvemmemomw;

‘Tpunlnri GAB
THE F. B. STEARNS 60.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. a. A. 3

WWW”.

 

 

   

A. R. MOSLER

1679 Broadway

‘ \l\\liv‘\l:y§‘zyfl
:'v - ~ an. »— "‘J

-——~i NEW YORK

“ SPILHRE" Plugs actually SPIT FIRE, while others

_ spark only. Ask your dealer or

wnte us for New Booklet of rooo Mosler Ignition Outfits.

WW: Ira/‘1' to re: you at the Madison Square Garden

A utonméilr Slurw, spar: 202,]nnuary 13th In 20th, inclusive.

Springlield Top

(Pat. ISQK)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body 60.,

368 Birnie he,

Sringiield, Mass.

l

  

 

 
  

 

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials CheaplyI while Exceptional

Transyfirtation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great arkets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compariy, Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOVER, Agent, "I Broadway, ew York itv.

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE BEST woN-Fneezrgg
SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE U .

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solutlon ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

CARBONDALE CHEMICAL 00., - Garhondale, Pa,

TIIE IAARIOR IAOTOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRIOE, s l 500.

Air cooled. I6 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Buy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO" TIIIOIAIAPOLIS. IIO

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Chain Company

— MAKI —~

Automobile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Clears.

 

 

Baldwin ChalTI & Mfg. 00.,

Worcester. Mass , U.S.A.

  

 

Name_ _ _

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(line motor "(Kiloth

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue of_

 

 
  

Automobilist's

Automobile

should be equipped with a IONES

SPEEDOMETER for the reason that

it is recognized as the only practical

speed indicating device.

(L The accuracy of the JONES SPEED

OMETER is obtained by the mechani

cally perfect application of an absolutely

unchangeable law. Its standard of per

fection will never be equalled by devices

based on theories. In the development

of our Speedometer we experimented

with a large variety of devices, employ

ing the principles of hydraulics, pneu

matics, magnetism, electricity, etc., but

after exhaustive tests, discharged them

because found lacking in one essential

r0 another.

(L Theoretical accuracy does not neces

sarily mean practical accuracy ;__nor

does initial accuracy mean permanent

accuracy,

(LOur Speedometer Protection Tag

will protect you against unwarranted

arrest; this is presented free with each

instrument. Probably you may find

some interesting speed items in our

‘Speedometer’ Bulletin. Copy sent free

on application.

JONES SPEEDOMETER

132 West 32d Street, - New YORK.

TRADE
    

 

 

 

 

 Address,__

 

  

 

 

FENDERS
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INDIVIDUAL OLU'I'OH.

'l‘wo Speed- end Reverse.

  wan ls MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS-,5l

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. we have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., ' Syracuse, N. Y,

SLIDE GEAR.

Direct II'IVB. Three Speed. and Reverse

  

 

 

KiIIESIIIII Barhuretar.
OVER 31,000 I” USE

htented Mayra, 1903.

Other Pntenu

Pending.

  

KINDSTDN
Carburetors, Mufflers, OparIt-Oolls,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlcee. etc.

i . lillllllfiflfl .

J". MIIF‘FLERmm-‘uur I.

BYRNE, KINRSTDN l 00.. KoIolno, Illd.. II. S. A.

   

 

  

Put. In. :0, tool.  

Tmml GRADONIET ER sunk.

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you an ascending or descending.

Sent polrpald on receipt ol price, 81.50.

TI‘IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuqno, lowei

 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING 60.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls, "

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings.

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

 

ATWOOD NI FC. CO.,

Arhesbury, Mass.

  

G'RAY? DAVA5 '

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE

PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINF.

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire. gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moon rises in its stateliness, at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. S'I‘EAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE ST. WHARF. Dx'rnor'r, MICH

“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped Wlth Them.
AMESBURY, MASS

 

THE BEST FOR IGNITION PURPOSES
 

  

SDLIINIBIA DRY SELLS

 

Send

for

  

 

 

  

Catalogue.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

“' on positive over will interest ou.
driven eight eed 0 I l- E R Write [or dBle'lyPfiOfl

DIAMDND mums
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

Auto Brass & Aluminum CO» PM Ilvh- numouu GHAIN & MFG. 00.. mmmpous
27 Themes Street,

THE

WIIHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION CO.,

New York.
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Soo |906 Model “WHITNEY” BHAINS at the Automobile Shows. :

Thousands of

Chains have been

damaged by

interferences

and unfavorable

conditions.

In the future

' we hope for

Sprockets better

than the average

of the past.

Send for our new

Catalog

and see instructions

about lubrication

and care

of a chain.

In designing your

car select

the chain you

consider right and

leave plenty of

space

for a wider and

larger chain.

  

DETACHABLE TYPE—~PATEN’1‘ED.

Are your Sprockets

cut to the correct

bottom diameter

with cutters correct in

form?

Are your Sprocket

teeth too wide and

too straight on

the sides?

Have the sharp

corners of your

sprocket teeth been

removed after

cutting?

Are your sprockets

in line?

As a manufacturer

do you inspect every

sprocket by comparing

it with a correct

v model

or do you

accept anything so long

as it has the right

number of teeth?

THE WHITNEY MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.
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2*" \e

15 most heartily exteno to our patrons

_ ano frienos everywhere our sincere

ek 2!: best wishes for a ibolioaiz Season of

‘5' ' surpassing (Boob Glbeer.

We are not unmindful of the good-will

that has been so generously manifested on

the part of our patrons during the past

year; and for this, and for the constantly

increasing liberality of their patronage,

we are deeply grateful.

We pledge you that an earnest efiort

will be made to merit a continuance of

your valued confidence.

(Inorgan 8 Wright

zhicago

 

YOU MUST SEE

THE NEW FOUR-CYLINDER

WO-CYCLE ELMOR
To be exhibited in NEW YORK at MADISON SQUARE GARDEN only.

When you have examined this practical constructed TWO-CYCLE four-cylinder car you will readily understand why

it produces more power than any similar sized motor of the four-cycle type; why actually fifty per cent. of the moving

parts are done away with; and why the cost of up-keep is reduced fifty per cent. A careful examination of the two

cycle Elmore will convince you that it is the most economical car in the whole world. We have the positive proof of

this in facts and figures from hundreds of users. ,

The two-cycle four-cylinder car can go anywhere without change of gear; picks up quickly and runs smoothly and

quietly up hills and over the roughest of roads. No jerking or jarring, always a steady rhythm of motion.

Besides these superior points think what it means to cut out one, two or three cylinders at will; to do entirely

away with all inlet and exhaust valves, with their attendant complicated mechanism; to eliminate from 16 to 20 parts on

every cylinder; to secure a steady unbroken application of power; to throttle down on the high speed to two miles an

hour or fly along at the rate of 45 miles; to climb steep, difficult grades without strain or effort, holding at a high

v rate of hill speed.

The wonderful improvements and mechanical advantages of the 1906 Two-Cycle Elmore are covered fully in detail

in our new catalogue and special literature. Write for them at once, for it certainly is worth your while to learn all

you can about the most economical and sensational car of the moment.

ELMORE MFG. CO., 1104 Amanda St., Clyde, Ohio
Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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T0 SELLERSO AND USERS

OLINCHER TIRES

r We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires.v Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made ,

from one of the following named manufacturers, who are

licensed to manufacture or sell under the G &] Patents:

G & .1 Tire ('20. GoodyearTire&Rubber(‘Zo.

Hartford Rubber Works (20. Fisk Rubber 80.

Morgan & Wright. International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich ('20. . ‘ Vehicle Tire (~30.

Diamond Rubber (‘20. ' ('Zontinentaleaoutchouc (‘30.

GaJIrma Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Waltham-Orient l'lodel R, $2,250.

The Keystone of the Air-cooled Arch.

The Car of Today Must do More than Look its

Price. The high priced, high powered motor car is all

right—it has its place and its purchasers but the popular

demand is for a car of moderate price, reasonable speed

that will be maintained up-hill as well as on the level

road; that will arrive on time and return when expected;

that will keep on the road and out of the repair shop;

that can be operated economically and saiely and does

not require the employment of a professional chauffeur;

that will remain in service winter as well as summer.

It must look well—ride well—run well—and keep

well. That’s where your pleasure comes in. You pay

your good money for it and you have a right to expect it.

It is because it combines all of these important

and necessary features that

The Waltham-Orient is the Leading

American Car of its Price.

FIVE TOURING MODELS FOR 1906.]

Model R, a Swell Special 20 H. P. . . . . . .. $2,250

Model N, 20 H. P. Tourist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,000

Model L, 16 H. P. Tourist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,750

Model M, 16 H. P. Runabout, Detachable

Tonneau

Model K, 16 H. P. Two Passenger Run

about . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,600

We are alive for live agents.

New York—The Waltham Mfg. Co., |6|5 Broadway.

Providence—The Shepard Company.

Waltham Manufacturing Company,

 

Friction Drive Buckboard flodel BB, 5400.

The Lowest Priced Motor Car Made in the World.

A Greyhound can run a mile as rapidly as a five

thousand dollar Racehorse, and he can course through

the sand and up the cliffs where the thoroughbred cannot

follow; which only goes to prove that price, bulk, weight

and power rating do not necessarily mean the first to

finish nor the one to get nearest the top of the mountain.

The Backboard is the Greyhound of Motor Cars.

It makes no pretensions to being the thorough

bred horse, it has no five thousmd dollar price tag 0.1

it, but: is simply in a class of its own, equally a pleasure

to its owner for it serves its purpose and serves it well.

WHY ?

BECAUSE: It creates interest quicker than any

car you can represent. It conflicts with no other sales

_ It makes Motorists out of Horsemen and Cyclists. It

sells to owners of the “ thoroughbreds ” for daily service

to the station, the country club or the seashore, it sells

for Rural Mail Routes, Telephone and Telegraph Lines

men, Parcel Delivery, etc. It requires less time and

trouble for each sale, and less subsequent expense and

repairs. It has an operating cost less than one-third of

any other motor car in the world. It will run 35 miles

to the gallon of gasoline, and 100 miles to the pint of

‘oil. It hasamaximum poner ratio of 40 to I. No

other car exceeds 18 to 1. It will climb 40 per cent.

ofiicial grade and run 30 miles or more per hour. If you

will write us we will send you forty other reasons.

Write for specifications and agency proposition.

We will exhibit only at the New York, Chicago and Boston shows.

Distributing Depot.

Chicago—The Waltham Motor Car Co., 433 Wabash Ave. _ “ M A

Lee Angela—Diamond Motor Car Co., 2604 S. Main St. Philadelphia—Martin & Hart Motor Co , :15 N. Broad St. Baltimore—Auto Supply & Storage \ o , min I a son ve.

Bolton—Waltham-Orient Motor Car Co., Auto Arcad

Cincinnati—Queen City Auto Co., 538 We st McMickeu Ave.

GENERAL OFFICB5 AND FACTORY,

WALTHAl'l, l'lASS., U. S. A.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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NO—SIXTY MILES AN HOUR

IS NOT NECESSARY—

But it’s a Satisfaction to know that you can attain that speed if you

wish in the 50 H. P.

  

Why do we emphasize the fact that every stock Thomas is guaranteed to show sixty

miles an hour before leaving the factory? Not because that is its chief claim upon your

consideration. Not because the average owner cares to travel at any such speed. But

because the extraordinary efficiency of the Thomas in that respect is merely an indication

of its absolute perfection in every other respect.

We believe 50 H. P. to be necessary to the highest degree of smoothness, easy riding

and comfort in taking steep grades or rough roads, and picking up speed quickly without

changing gear on crowded streets. That is what the Thomas furnishes—full 50 Horse Power.

The Thomas does not merely court comparison with the best American Car—it invites

competition for all-around efficiency under any and all conditions with the best cars made

anywhere in the world.

The sixty-miles-an-hour guarantee as we have said is merely incidental to its perfection

in every other point.

We would suggest that your investigation be made as early as possible.

this great factory will not entirely meet this year’s phenomenal demands.

Even the increased capacity of

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

1416 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Member! Association of Licensed Automobile Mnmmwmm
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“EASILY THE BEST BUILT OAR IN AMERICA."

15=20 H. P., $3,000. 30=35 H. P» $5,000. '

Both with complete touring equipment.

  

TYPE E.

To; and Luggage Carrier rxlra.

15-20 H. P. $3000.

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF 1906 MODELS.
 

Type ‘1 E ” LocomoblIe—I5-20 H. P.

PRICE, 83.000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, horn. tire carrier, set of tools.

extra parts, iack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double a de entrance seatin 6; extra wide doors; fitted

with top irons; color and strip ng optional.

MOTOR, 4-cylinder, 3% inch bore. 4% Inch stroke.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened forgings; all cams Integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from cne solid forging.

LUBRICATOR. large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type, prompt and positive in action

IGNITION, make-and-break.

MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN. placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT,

mission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type. metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal expansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES. “1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES. 32 inch X 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 93 Inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 

between clutch and trans

  

Type “ I1 ” Locomoblle—30-35 H. P.

PRICE, $5.000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, horn. tire carrier, set of tools,

extra. parts. jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seating 5 to 7; fitted with top

irons; extra wide doors; color and strlpin optional.

MOTOR, 4_cylinder. 41/; inch bore, 5% Inch stro e.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened forgings; all cams integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LU BRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic. with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal type, prompt and positive in action.

IGNITION, make-and-break.

AGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

LUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machinery.

RONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and revere.

DRIVE. double side chain.

DouBLlE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

m SS on.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal ex ansion, metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Boltedtoeach

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, “1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES. 34 inches x 4% inches on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 106 Inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 

The £ocomobile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

\‘VW YORK Broadway and 10th St,

PHILADELPHIA. 249 N Broad St.

Member Anocialivn n/ Linn-ml

A "fv'l'wbile Manufadurn:

BOSTON. 15 Berkeley at.

CHICAGO. 18M Michigan Ave.
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AUTOMOBIL

FOR 1906 '

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P.

Price, $2,000.

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

Wheels. 32>...

Wheel Base. ror inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a.

$1 roo.oo, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Better
 

get m line now.

c. n. BLOMSTROM MOTOR co
DETROIT, MlCl'l.
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POPE-TOLEDO
Type XII.

35-40 H. P. Price, $3,500.

This car is absolutely the fastest and most powerful

touring car ever built. Think of a stock car with

regular gearing doing 76 miles an hour. Isn’t this

convincing that the power the POPE-TOLEDO motor

developes is transmitted to the Iwheels? Type XII

will carry seven people at 30 miles an hour, and its

noiseless, smooth running engine will be scarcely more

exerted than when idling.

{Jar has 54 pounds of total weight per horse

power, only 10 8-10 pounds engine weight per

horse-power. Note this significant fact.

THE WHEEL BASE IS ONLY 104 INCHES.

Yet the car seats comfortably seven people, with

room to spare.

DOUBLE DIRECT OUTSIDE CHAIN DRIVE,

of course; and a transmission made of specially

treated steel of 225,000 pounds, tensile strength, the

strongest, most efficient, sweetest running transmission

ever constructed

Send for catalogue of

20-25 H. P. ' Double Side Entrance. Price, $2,800.

30-35 H. P. Front Entrance. " 3,200.

35-40 H. P. Double Side Entrance. “ 3,500.

50-60 H. P. Double Side Entrance. “ 6,000.

ORDER NO W FOR EARLY DELIVER Y.

Be Sure The Name POPE

Is On Your Automobile.

POPE - MOTOR CAR CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

wa YonK CITY, N. Y.,

Bosrou. Mass,

WASHINGTON, D. C.,

A. L. A. M.

1733 Broadway.

223 Columbus Ave.

819~r4th St.

  

 

 

Indianapolis

- Ju

Open Steam Outed

Fitted with Flap

Wide Edges

This tire is fitted with a flap, which

protects the air tube from screw heads in

the rim and from moisture, and does away

with the necessity of fabric-covered tubes.

The special edges and the flap constrict

against the channel of the rim in such a

way as to prevent creeping. It is entirely

open steam cured, which gives the tire

exceptional strength.

For full information apply to any Of

the following addresses:

Indianapolis

549 East Georgia St.

ehicago Denver

429 Wabash Ave. I528 Gourt Place

Detroit Minneapolis

247 Jefferson llve. 2| South Second St

Boston San Francisco

43 eolumbus Z-lve. 327 Van Ness Ave.

Buffalo Portland

9 West Huron St, 64 Sixth Street

@leveland Los l-lngeles

337 Huron St. l038 South Main St.
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SMOB
  

Standard Runabout, Model “B”

Price, $650.

For 1906 we have brought out, in addition to our well known curved dash runabout (the “you see them wherever you go"

kind), a straight dash or “piano box" runabout, which we sell at the same price. This style appeals strongly to a certain class of

I drivers.

It has a simple single cylinder motor, with 7 h. p.

It is unique and attractive and possesses all the most desirable features essential to a satisfaction-giving runabout.

It is lever controlled. Starts from the seat; has safety device to prevent

all danger of back fire; eflfectlve and easily operated brakes, and many attractive and serviceable features, making it up-to-date

and desirable in every way—u big value for the money, and essentially a car for business utility.

Use the Catalog Coupon below for further particulars regarding the Standard Runabout. Model "B." price $650; the Palace

Touring Car, tour-cylinder, Model “S,” price $2,250; two-cycle Model “L,” price $1,250. or any of our commercial vehicles.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, - - - -
Member A. L A. M.

Lansing, Mich, U. S. A.

Our New Models will be on Exhibition at the Madison Square Garden Automobile Show, Jan. 13 to 27.

  
T NRIK churon MRI!

CATALOGUE COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

CALENDAR COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

Enclosed find I0 cents, for which send your Art

Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for harn

Kindly send me inlorrnation regarding cars checked.

I am interested.

CUTCOUPONall:

 

Model 8.... Delivery Cars.... . . .

Model S_ v H Passener ing) (or I906. Design by George Gibbs.

‘4 Model L. . .. Traffic Cars. . ..

Name _

Address V H H _V V Addre“ U .. H .

UT

 T

MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH.

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have Moro}?

TALK- 2: magazine devoted to automobiling, sent to

me for I year. “

Name

Address ...... .. - i
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Diamond

SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

For Trucks and Commercial Vehicles. Conceded to be the Best

Motor Truck Tire in the market today.

  

The Rubber is strictly Our Own Stock. It has never been duplicated and

Frequent Attempts at imitations have but emphasized

Diamond Superiority.

THE DIAl‘IOND RUBBER COl'lPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jeffereon Ave. BAN FRANCISCO—608 Mission St.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER—822 Boston Building,

PHILADELPHIA—804406 N. Broad St. CHICAGO—161469 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 First Ave. 8.

BUFF ALO~715 Main St. CLEVELAND—323 Huron St. - ATLANTA—94 North Prior St.

  

 

  

TO BE EXHIBITED AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN,"NEW:YORK., JAN-'l3 TO 20, AND AT CHICAGO IN FEBRUARY.

Better than ever. Motor enlarged afford

ing 20 h.p. and with wheel base increased

to :06 inches, and longer and heavier full

elliptic springs it will fully sustain its reputa~

tion of being the quietest and easiest running

car in the world.

Other Notable Improvements: Brake pedal fitted

with ratchet and pawl; pressed steel brake drums rn

rear wheels, with external contracting brake bands

lined with Camel's hair belting 3 inches wide, afford

ing an exceptionally large and efiicient braking

surface Bodies ironed for tops. Improved catches

on side. entrance doors.

Write for catalogue and full information about

1906 MODELS:

7 h. p. Sturdy Northern Runabout with lamp

equipment. . . $650

20 h. p. two Cylinder Car with gas and oil lamp

equipment. . . . . . . $1800

20 n. p. Limousine, . . . . . . #2800 w , MM"...
Model “K” 30 h. p. four Cylinder Car with gas 1" i

and Oil lamp equment. - - - - $3000 Silent Northern Touring Car. Double Side Entrance, Four-Inch Tlres. 0n and Oil Equipment.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, U. S. A.
Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

New York City Agent: PETER FOGARTY, 142 West 38th Street.
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EPOCG
The Car of today, tomorrow and the years to come.

_Built by practical men.—

  

  

Here is the one motor car driven by a reliable, lest-proven air-cooled motor.

The vital factor in every car is the motor.

All Automobile authorities- people who have had most expenence—concede

that many improvements are necessary in water- cooled motors—too many me

chanical complications, too much weight, too many troubles.

The same authorities agree that in the reliable, success-proven air-cooled motor lies the solution of most

all motor car troubles. ' .

The Aerocar has such an air-cooled motor. It has taken eight years of continual efforts, experiment‘

ing, testing, proving and many thousands of dollars to produce this reliable air-cooled motor, but the results

sought have been secured, and they are well worth all the time, labor and money expended.

The air-cooled motor of the Aerocar is of wonderful efficiency in power. Runs with the uniform

smoothness and rythm of an electric dynamo—under all climatic conditions, over all sorts of roads. Has

strength of construction with simplicity of control, giving great durability of service, develops continuous

higher power for weight, and gives greater speed than any other motor.

In the necessary, the vital qualities for satisfactory service, the air-cooled motor of the Aerocar is

supreme—in a class by itself——the motor that “motes” when you want it to serve you.

The body of the Aerocar compares most favorably with any car either foreign or American. It em

bodies the best features of each, is graceful in line, is luxuriously roomy and comfortable; is finished and

upholstered strictly up-to-date.

Aerocar 1906. 24 hp. Four cylinders. Five passengers. 45 miles an hour. 104-inch wheel base.

Shaft drive. Sliding gear transmission. Three speeds and reverse. Leather-faced cone clutch. Hollow

steel dash. Four sight lubricator on dash. Tool box on running board. 34x4 tires. 9-inch road clear

ance, \Veight 2,000 pounds. Fully equipped, ready for the road, including two large gas headlights,

$2800 f. o. b. Detroit.

Will be exhibited and demonstrated at the Automobile shows in New York and Chicago.

The dealer who has the selling agency for the Aerocar will have a gold mine. Territory

being rapidly taken up. If interested write us promptly.

The Aerocar Company, Detroit, Michigan
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RELIABILITY
was demonstrated in the most convincing manner

at Indianapolis, on,November 16th-x7th, 1905,

when a National Stock Car made 1094 3-16

miles in 24 hours, breaking the World’s Record

by 78 9-16 Miles.

 

Al the Al the

NEW YORK SHOW OHIOAOO SHOW

69th Coliseum

Regiment Armory Spaces 77-78-79

ian. 13m to 20ih Fob. 3d lo iOih

  

 

 

  

National Model D, 4 cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price 53,000.

THE DAR THAT BRDKE THE WORLD'S REDDRDS

  

National Model E, 6 cyl., 50-60 H. P. Price $4,000.

AN INNOVATION IN TOURING BARS

Stylish, powerful, smooth runnnig, easily controlled. Aluminum

body, seats seven passengers comfortably, all lacing forward.

WRITB FOR PARTICULARS

NATIDIIAL MDTDR VEHIDLE DDNPANY
IOO7 E. 22d STREET, - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

DISTRIBUTORS

Linscott Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . ..163 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass.

Homan & Schulz Co . . . . . .88th St. ii Broadway. New York. N. Y.

Ralph Temple Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . ..31i Mich. Ave, Chicago, Ill.

Liberty Auto CO. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .138 Bentty St. Pittsburg, Pa.

Tiogn. Auto Co . . . . . . . . . ..Brosd and Tlogn Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Colonial Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3944 Olive St., St. Louis, M0.

The Fisher Auto Co . . . . . N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Mmkr Amerr'ran [Valor Car ManIg/ntturzrr’ A satiation, Clu'cago.

 

  

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

People often inquire, “ Why is it that

the longest tours, the hardest tours, the

pioneer tours, the most interesting tours

are made in White steamers?” The an

swer is simple: because our standing has

always been to design a car for extra

ordinary road conditions. That is why

White cars go ahead where other cars,

designed only for ordinary road conditions,

turn back. Another reason is that steam

power, as utilized in the White car, pos

sesses certain inherent advantages which

cannot be realized through the use of other

motive powers, no matter how highly de

veloped the mechanism may be.

That readable publication, the White

bulletin, describes graphically some of the

more notable tours of recent years, with

maps and other data of interest to all tour

ists. If you have not seen the last three

or four issues, it would be worth your

while to send us a postal asking for them.

 

We will exhibit at lire Armory show in Mw York.

WHITE 353.1552 COl‘iPANY

CLEVELAND, OI'IIO
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Y
Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinders cast separately, 5%x6 inches, 50 H. P. An

exclusive transmission that absolutely prevents stripping of gears. Positive cooling sys—

tem. individual and special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces and takes hold

without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclusive universal Joints that prevent wear on pins.

Sprocket and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear Axle. all exclusive. Roller-bearings

throughout. 108—ineh wheel base, 54—inch tonnean, seating five people. Four to 60

Model RIIFoufgeyllndef Tuurlng @ar. miles an hour on high gear. Weight, 2,750 pounds. Price. $3,500, f. o. b. Kokomo, Full

equipment.

If an automobile weighing 2,750 pounds, plus the weight of five passengers, is dropped over a sheer embankment of seven feet, the

machinery will receive a shock of Just the same severity as it suddenly checked by shifting from high speed gear at thirty miles per

hour to middle speed gear at fifteen miles per hour. In the latter case the engine must act as a. brake, and the entire machine is se

verely strained. With the Haynes transmission this cannot occur. A rachet and pawl device permit the car to coast until the speed of

the car and engine are relatively equal, when the pawl and the engine take up the load. While making the change in speed from high to

middle or from high to low the gear; are running idle. permitting the operator to shift with perfect ease and without danger of burr

ing or stripping the gears. With all forms of transmission except the Haynes, the shock of sudden change of gears may be, and fre

quently is, thrown upon the machine, a thing impossible in the Haynes car. and one of the‘reasons why Haynes cars are so long lived

and cost so little for repairs and up-keep.

This is but one of the exclusive features of the Haynes. Others are its Roller-Bearing Engines, Master Clutch, Universal Joints that

do away with wear on pins. Driving Sprocket and Roller Pinion, etc. There is perfect harmony throughout its entire mechanism, which

makes its cost of operation, up-kcep and maintenance extremely low.

It is perfectly finished in all respects. Only the best of tested materials are used. Body is of cast aluminum and wood. designed by

A leading Parisian body maker. Hand-buried leather and gray curled hair are used in upholstering. Other exclusive features are given

in our new catalogue. For prompt attention address Desk 29.

“The Bar the Repairman Seldom Sees."

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Kokomo, Indiana

CHICAGO, 1421 Michigan Ave. Member A. l... A. M. ‘ NEW YORK, i7l5 Broadway

  

 

 
 

'j_ {The Quality Car”
 

 

(AIR coouan)

Conspicuoul in Automobile Construction, by virtue of its beautiful design, great power, speed, ease of carriage, simplicity of

manipulation and accessibility. It embraces a 20-24 H. P. four cylinder vertical motor, 4%x4% in. bore and stroke, bevel gear

shaft, drive, three speeds forward and reverse Premier sliding gear transmission (mounted on five Hess-Bright type ball bearings),

pressed steel frame. I beam front axle, 32 in. wheels, 4 in. Clincher tires, 106" wheel base, beautiful cast aluminum curved dash, sight

feed precision oiler, cast aluminum hood front and fan, luxurious upholstering, rear seat 40 in. (measure the other cars), irreversible

steering gear. Full gas and oil lamp equipment and generator, horn and BRAKES THAT HOLD—altogether comprising a car

which has no superior in point of merit and luxury.

Price, $2,000 F.0.B. Indianapolis. Model L, De Luxe, $2,250.

Write for catalogue and booklet (S) of Road Experiences.

PREi'llER MOTOR i‘lFG. CO, - - Indianapolis, Ind.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.  
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l906—ST. LOUIS—1906
“ RIGS THAT RUN”

  

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

    

 

    
 

    

  

TYDE XVI

  

32-36 ACTUAL H. D.—$2500.

Our 1906 Type XVI is the crowning triumph of fifteen years experience in building gasoline automobiles. This model represents EVERY

THING GOOD in modern automobile construction. You cannot afford to pay more, and you couldn't expect to pay less. Compare Type

XVI with any other car listing from $3,000 to $5,000, and we doubt if you will find any vast difference in other than the price. An agent

should sell a car that will instantly appeal to all classes. Thousands of prospective purchasers are in the market, a few of them will in

sist on paying $5,000 and over—a few more will insist on $2,000 and under, but eight out of every ten will be the BETWEEN class, if they

can get the satisfaction at a. reasonable price. Type XVI is between the two extremes (in price), but from closest observation, we fail to

see where it will not compare inch for inch with any car built in AMIaItICA. A FAIR, UNPREJUDICED COMPARISON IS ALL WE

ASK. It will carry five people comfortably at any speed from four to fifty miles an hour, absolutely noiseless, no vibration, will negotiate

22 per cent grade on high speed. General finish, upholstering and trimmings cannot be surpassed—no matter what the price.

 

 

MOTOR. Four cylinder vertical, under hood, water cooled, developing 32-30 AL'I‘UAI. H. P. Entire construction highest grade. Muffler reduces noise

to nothing. (Qulctest car in existence.)

VALVES. All are mechanically operated, generOus hen-rings Cramps special bronze throughout. Imge fan behind radiator.

CRANK CASE. Made of special metal. instantly accessible aluminum side plates allow instant inspection of connecting rod, crank shaft, etc. Full

metal pan under engine. -

FRAME. Specially prepared pressed steel, channel section. 4% inch tapered and reinforced. Motor and transmission integral assuring perfect align—

ment under all conditions.

TRANSMISSION. Sliding type. trree speeds and reverse, all gears mad: of special high carbon steel. All shifts made withone lever. Clutch metal

to metal, multiple disc, load is taken up gradually. No matter how sudden the shirt is made the jerk is ABSENT,

GINTROL New style rack and pinion, with ball and socket joints to take up all wear. Spark and throttle control placed conveniently under steer

ing wheel, also accelerator foot pedal to use if desired for QUICK SPEFIDimANGES. _

B‘RAK-E. Three in number—any one of which will hold car on any grade. Same are controlled by both foot and lever at side of car. Application of

foot brake throws out clutch, disconnecting transmission from motor.

Front extra heavy dropped forged I beam, guaranteed not to spring. Rear axle of the floating type all equipped with Timkon roller bearings

  

AXELS.

throughout.

DRIVE. Bevel gear regular ratio three to one. We will furnish lower searing upon request.

SPRINGS. large half eleptic of the best quality obtainable. Front 38 inch, rear 48 inch. Three point suspension throughout, allowing perfect riding

over the worst road conditions.

Our cars contain many individual features of merit, which we have omitted to mention. Our new elaborate catalogue explains every

detail and will be mailed upon request. Fifteen years building experience has taught us the proper kind of material to use and how to use

them correctly. We have simply covered the broad points of general construction that you may compare Type XVI with other makes

costing nearly twtee as much. Some cars may COST MORE—but none are better. “'c have not sacrificed one iota to cheapen our product.

The material throughout is GOOD OLD ST- LOUIS quality from the ground up. Our name is on it and our guarantee back of it.

LASTLY- we are 18$ Closmg all available territory and 0111‘ agency list will be closed solid before the New York show. If we are not

already represented in your immediate vicinity, you had better write for printed matter AT ONCE. Don't wait until show time and be

among the "ALSO RANS". Our agency proposition is most entertaining—it MIGHT pay you to investigate.

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - Peoria, Ill.

SALES OFFICES: 1229-31 Michigan Ave,, Chicago, Ill.
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The Six-Cylinder Ford. ' . ‘ '
  

"Always a year or two ahead." When the single-cylinder car was "it" Henry Ford produced a double cylinder opposed motor, more powerful

and at a lower price.

When the Automobile trade finally awakened to the possibilities of the two-cylinder opposed motor Mr. Ford produced a four-cylinder car at

82,000 that was in a class by itself, the public having been taught to believe that such a car could only be produced at a fabulous price.

And now, having exhausted the possibilities of the four-cylinder car in a touring car class, he has introduced it into the Runabout class, and

in addition otters a six-cylinder car that is proportionately as far in advance of all competition as his first double opposed motor.

This is a wonderful car.

First, its six cylinders, with 40 horsepower, give a latitude of speed never before accomplished in a car of its class and weight, 2,000 pounds,

From tour miles per hour on a high gear up to fifty miles.

While one cylinder of this car will develop sufficient power to drive it along an ordinary asphalt pavement. the whole six cylinders inspire the

driver with the confidence that_there is an enormous latent energy in his motor, ready for any new demand without overloading the motor, making

it the easiest controlled and most flexible automobile motor ever built.

When you have seen this motor in operation you will fully appreciate that we have the smoothest running automobile motor in the world_

Price, $2,500.00.

i

The Ford Four=Cylinder

Runabout.

It is a fact that thousands of these cars are

in course of construction.

Like all Ford cars, this one is a radical de

parture from previous and popularly accepted

designs, and there is a reason behind every

radical idea.

Henry Ford built a tour-cylinder engine for

his Runabout with fewer parts than the old

!ashioned single-cylinder engine had, and the

Ford Motor Co. have an enormous factory

that does nothing but build motors for this

Runabout, with a capacity of 100 complete on

gines every day.

The whole thing is very simple when you go

about it right.

This is why we can build the Ford four

cylinder Runabout for less than $500.00.

We are making 40,000 cylinders,

10,000 engines,

40,000 wheels,

20.000 axles.

10,000 bodies,

10,000 of every art that

goes into the car. Think of it! uch uantities

wer'ii-‘hnevfler heard ‘3)! before. We buy .000 spark plugs—10,000 spark coils—40.000 tires—ALL EXACTLY ALIKE. ‘

e rst Runa out (Model A) we built cost ,000- t ln is the quantity that mums. $30 ye we so d duplicates of that model for $750.00.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, l‘lich.
Member: American Motor Car Manufacturers Association. Chicago

  

BRANCH IS: i47»|49-|5|-i53 Columbus Ave., liostou; l :3 liroadwa Ne Y0 k- ‘ - ' '“l3 MiChigan Ave“ Chicago; Cluydand and a,ma‘wcnyr. , 727 Main St., Bufi'alo, Broad and Buttonnood Sta, Philadelphia;

Canadian Trade supplied by Ford Motor Co oi Canada, Ltd, Walkerville.0nt
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‘ CADILACS

Model M, Light Touring Car, $950.00

i it'li‘i‘

  

 
 

       

  

Motor, single cylinder, four cycle 5-lnch by 5-inch. Ten H. P. Water Cooled.~ Copper water jacket. Mechanical pump feed lubri

cator. Jump spark ignition. Planetary transmission, two speeds forward and reverse. Pressed steel frame, channel pattern. Brake

on extra large ditferentlal drums. Chain drive. Three spring suspension, rocker joint on front spring. more than doubling spring efli

ciency. Wheel base, 76 inches. Tires, 30x3% on Model M; %x3 on Model K. Bodies, Victoria pattern, strikingly beautiful. Pressed

steel hollow dash. Finish, purple lake (-a deep, rich wine color) on body panels and doors, with light carrnine striping; dark carmine

running gear. All parts thoroughly interchangeable. Cadillac quality throughout, olfering values never before equalled.  

Model K, Runabout, $750.00

Our four cylinder line consists of Model II, 30 II. P. Touring Car, at $2,500. Runabout at $2,400 and Coupe at $3,000. Also

Model L, 40 H. P. Touring Car, at $3,750, and Limousine at $5,000. These will be announced in detail later and exhibited at New York

at Madison Square only; also at the Chicago Show. ~

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

Membe s of Association LiCensed Automobi e Manufacturers.
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This is the

ckostdec’

Model 14,

.'\
*

-‘_i \x ,\ I . H§,;Il‘l.\\“} _.
'3

$2.51" jg" i

Its qualities are too many to enumerate here and if the outside

looks good to you, our catalogue and the Rambler Magazine

giving full details of this and six other models are at your service.

Thos. B. Jeffery 8: Co.

Main Office and Factory - I - - Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Branches

Boston, 145 Columbus Ave. Chicago, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street. Milwaukee. 457-459 Broadway.

San Francisco, 10th and Market Streets. New York Agency, 134 W. 38th St.

I:

BRANCHES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

I
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WANTED NO JURY TRIAL

Manhattan Storage Co. Does Not Fight Carr's

Charge of Fraud and is Mulcted.

Apparently the Manhattan Storage Com

pany believes in “Big Bill” Devery’s admo

nition, “When you’re caught wit’ the goods

on you, say nuthin’.” As an answer to the

complaint of George W. Carr, of New York,

in an action brought to rescind the purchase

of a “Columbia Elberon Electric Victoria,"

which was, in fact, a runabout, and to re

cover the purchase price of $300 with inter

est from August 18 last, they merely inter

posed a general denial to each and every

count charging them with having made

grossly fraudulent misrepresentations as to

the character of the vehicle.

Like the Southern "gemmen" apprehended

for invading hen roosts, they “denies de al

legation and defies de alligator.” As a re

sult, Judge Moore rendered a decision with

out opinion in favor of the plaintiff for

$329.50 on Tuesday last.

In his complaint Mr. Carr states that in

stead of being one year old, as wararnted,

the batteries had seen three years’ service;

the car was of the vintage of 1903 instead

of 1904; it was not even the type repre- ~

sented; the tires would not stay inflated for

more than a few hours, and the defendants

made no attempt whatever to fulfill their

promise of putting the vehicle in presentable

condition so far as appearances went, nor

of sending a man to repair it. To none of

these accusations did they find it expedient

to be explicit in answering, in spite of the

fact that a general denial under such cir

cumstances is equivalent to letting judgment

go by default. Nor did they wish to run the

risk of a trial before a Jury—a matter of

right if they cared to demand it. In other

words, they are apparently willing to write

off to the account of profit and loss the

amount it costs to defend the occasional suit

of the man who does not care- whether his

_frlends know he has been “stung” or not.

 

Miller Locates in Detroit.

Charles E. Miller has located his new De

troit branch at 2271/2229 Jefi'erson avenue—

in the heart of that busy automobile centre.

"Borrowers" ot a Good Name Enioined.

The Columbia Dry Battery Co. and the

Vim Co., both of Chicago, will have to find

some name other than "Columbia" for the

dry cells they have been making and selling.

Although that name as applied to dry but

teries long has been trademarked and used

by the National Carbon Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, the Chicagoans nevertheless “bor

rowed" it. The National Carbon Co. did not

relish it, of course, and as a result Judge

Kohlsaat, in Chicago, has granted an in

junction forbidding the use of the name

Columbia Dry Battery Co. or the title “Col

umbia" on any save the ‘National Carbon

(303s cells.

Accessions to Credit Association.

Since its organization on November 29

last, the Automobile Trade Credit Associa

tion has' added the following to its member

ship: Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Penn. Rubber

Co., Trade Advertising & Pub. Co., Automo

bile Supply Co., National Carbon Co., R. E.

Dietz & Co., Hartford Suspension Co., Con

tinental Caoutchoue Co. and A. H. Funke.

The association has, incidentally, waived its

initiation fee of $10 until February 1 next.

 

To .1... Tires in Shelbyville.

According to a dispatch from Shelbyville,

ind., the recently incorporated Shelby Rub

ber Company, of that place, will erect a large

factory for the purpose of manufacturing a

new automobile tire. When it begins opera

tions the concern will,,the message adds, em

ploy one hundred men and fifty women.

 

Changes Name and Doubles Capital.

The St. Louis Motor Carriage Company,

which recently moved from St. Louis, Mo.,

to Peoria, 111., has been re-lncorporated under

laws of the State of Illinois, the name of the

reorganized company being the St. Louis

Motor Car Company. The capital stock of

$50000 has been doubled, and is fully paid up.

Fisk Men Shifted About.

Three managers of Fisk Rubber Co.

branches exchanged places last week. F. C.

Vanderhof went from Buffalo to Cleveland,

Morris l’enrose from Cleveland to Philadel

phia and M. Hoffman from Philadelphia to

Buffalo.

OWNERS ARE UP IN ARMS

Rich New Yorkers Seek to Establish Co-opera

tive Garage—Their Plans and Complaints.

If two hundred New Yorkers who possess

automobiles will subscribe $1,000 each before

February 21 next, the Motor-Car Owners'

Garage Co. will be brought into being. The

movement is well under way, and under

auspices so diflferent from those usually con

cerned with cooperative enterprises that it

must command most respectful heed, and as

it is in the nature of a protest against the

lnethods that prevail in the New York trade,

it is of uncommon significance.

The directing head of the movement is

M. R. Spelman, of H. W. Poor & Co., the

Wall street bankers. Associated with him

are Mr. Poor himself and such well known

and wealthy men as Atwood Violett, W. H.

Wheeler, Henry Low, W. H. Chesebrough

and A. S. Gorham. These are the names

signed to the prospectus of the proposed

company, which bears date December 21,

and which is as follows:

In the interest of OWners of automobiles and

as a. co-operutive measure for their benefit, it

is proposed to form a company to erect a gar

age to house their motor cars and to accom

modate those of others, the building to be

owned in fee by the company and its Opera

tions to be conducted in the interest of the

owners of the cars.

Many of the public garages in this city in

which automobiles are stored are operated in

the interest of some manufacturer, and often

to avail of opportunities for selling new cars

and .appurtenances and for making repairs

often unnecessary and expensive, instead of

giving proper attention to the care of cars in

trusled to them. The result is the neglect of

the real interests of the car owners.

Under the plan proposed and under the sys

tem of management contemplated, many ad

vantages would be secured, among which are

the following:

i. Elimination. of .exactions and unnecessary

charges for repairs, new material, etc.. which

are often incurred without the knowledge or

approval of the owner.

2. A reduction of expenses for supplies and

repairs by maintaining in the garage a. skilled

mechanical department.

3. An improvement in the condition of the

cars by securing more intelligent and con

tinuous supervision of them.

4. The prevention of the use of the cars with

out the owners' knowledge, by a proper tally

upon each car.
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To accomplish these results it is proposed to

organize a. company, to be knowri as the Mo

tor-Car Owners' Garage Company, with a paid

up capital of two hundred and fifty thousand

dollars ($250,000), divided into two hundred and

fifty shares of one thousand dollars ($1,000)

each.

An eligible and convenient site is to be ac

quired, to be owned by the company in fee,

within the boundaries of Thirtieth street, Ninth

avenue, Sixtleth street and Fifth avenue.

On such a site a. fireproof building is to be

erected, of sufficient size to store 250 cars, and

to contain a modern-equipped repair shop, sup

ply rooms. waiting, smoking and bath rooms

for patrons and chauffeurs. ‘

The affairs of the company are to be man—

aged by a. board of five directors, who will

adopt such regulations, establish a system, and

maintain a. discipline that will avoid many of

the defects of the present methods of the pub—

lic garages.

It is proposed to store and repair cars of

other car owners than those who may be stock

holders of the company, if deemed advisable,

and to charge for such service the regular

rates of the public garages.

Careful investigation, by a member of the

committee, of the legitimate expenses and re

ceipts of some of the public garages leads to

the belief that the proposed company will be

able to give its members and patrons the best

possible service at the lowest reasonable cost,

and in addition pay substantial dividends upon

its capital.

The undersigned will act as a committee of

organization to represent subscribers until such

time as a. company is fully organized and a

final board of directors constituted.

The company' will be organized without any

commissions, promotion profits, or expenses

whatever, except the necessary disbursements

for legal services, printing, postage and petties.

Messrs. H. \V. Poor & CO., 33 “’all street.

will act as bankers for the committee, free of

charge, and will receive subscriptions offered

by means of the blank form opposite.

It is understood that subscriptions will not

be binding unless $200,000 of the full amount of

the proposed capital of 5250.000 is subscribed

within sixty days from this date.

When asked by 11 Motor World man for

more specific instances of the abuses and

lapses existing in the present gurugcs, Mr.

Spclm'nn merely repeated those that have

been a matter of general comment during

late years.

Mr. Spelman stated that there is no dis

satisfaction with the charge for storage and

care, but there is dissatisfaction with the

manner of care. (‘nrs that are supposed to be

cleaned, he maintains, are too often not

clean. There is no very great complaint re

garding repair charges. but Mr. Spelman and

his associates think there are so many of

them as to furnish grounds for grave sus

picion. He did not hesitate to voice the

oft-whispered chnrge that many of the re

pairs are “umnnfnctured” in the garages

themselves—that is, that cars are purposely

deranged by some one in order thut repairs

may be effected and bills rendered. Finally,

Mr. Spelmnn mudc plain that the “chant

feur problem“ has n deal to do with the

movement he is engineering. The chauffeurs

and garage eiuploycs are too often hand in

glow, in their bcdevilmcnt. as he proved to

his own satisfaction. (L‘onvinccd that his car

“'llhl being used without his knowledge, he

played detective, with the result of discover

ing that the on: was returned to the garage

at 4 o‘clock A. M. Further inquiry proved

that the \VflU'IIIIJIII and chauffeur hnd cou

splred at this sort of thing for several

months.

The burden of Mr. Spclumn‘s complaint is

that in the existing garages there is a lack

of competent inspection or supervision, a

lack of trustworthy systems and checks and

workmen, and a grievous luck of discipline,

TWO-CYCLE PATENT 8085 UP

Proves so Strong That the Startled Elmore

People Purchase it—Assert That Others

Must Now "See" Them.

 

That there exists a patent on the two-cycle

form of motor will prove startling news to

every one concerned with motors. It was as

big a surprise to the Elmore Manufacturing

Company as it will be to others, and they

have been building two-cycle engines since

they first took up automobiles—and now

things are “coming their way" and the inter

est ln that form of motor is increasing with

the days. It was not until about a month

ago that knowledge of the existence of such

a patent was literally brought home to them.

It “arrived” when a certain Joseph Day, of

Rumford, England, Who walked into the El

more oflice at Clyde, Ohio, calmly announced

himself as the owner of a United States

patent fully covering the two-cycle system.

Véry naturally his statement was received

with incredulity, for the Becker brothers and

their engine designers had carefully evolved,

step by step, an engine that they firmly be

lieved to be original. Careful comparisons

of their plans with those shown in the pat

ent, however, soon convinced them that they

had, unconsciously, started in the trail blazed

by Mr. Day, and, acting on the same idea,

had much perfected and improved upon his

engine. And yet the motor wa, essentially,

the legitimate child of Mr. Day’s brain. There

was no denying that he had a legal, unbreak

able claim to the basic essentials upon which

the Beckers had builded.

And then the Messrs. Becker acted with

true American promptncss. _Were the Amer

ican rights for sale? They were, and Mr.

Day was perfectly willing that the men who

bud made the two-cycle engine the most

talked about factor in the automobile world

should take over the American rights.

So there is where the twocycle engine

proposition stands, and will stand for some

thing like u year, when the Day patent ex

pires. Other makers may manufacture that

sort of. engine if they wish, but the Elmore

people say that it will be necessary for them

all to "see" them first.

 

The Fading of Carey's Dream.

The Carey automobile "factory," of Fair

nionnt, Ind, is said to be in financial straits,

from which there is small hope of its recov

ery. The entire factory force, consisting of

William Carey, owner, manager, secretary

and sole workman, was busy during the

three months of the factory‘s existence on

the construction of one automobile, the only

order received by the factory. The undoing

of the institution was due to an untimely

interference of the Westcrfield Motor Com

pany, of Anderson, Iud., in demanding pay

ment for n gas engine, which the company

bought from them and for which they allege

it never paid, it is also said that the com

pany bought many other pieces of machinery

and considerable material fonthe manufac

ture of the automobile. Carey is said to

have paid for none of them. Carey left

Ftlil'IIiOUIlt some time ago. A few weeks

ago his wife shut up the shop and followed

him. The automobile, which had reached a

state of partial completion and could be run

at a low rate of speed by one who under

stood its character and peculiarities, was lett

at the shop. It will probably be partitioned

among the creditors.

Kaestner Finally Goes Under.

A receiver finally has been appointed for

the Charles Kaestner Mfg. Co., of South

Bend, Ind., on petition of the St. Joseph

Loan & Trust Co., of that city, which claims

the automobile manufacturing concern is in

debted to it in the sum of $13,000. The

trust company asks that the plant and prop

erty of the company be sold to go towards

payment of its claim. The Kaestner Mfg.

Co. moved from Chicago to South Bend

about two years ago, but had not enjoyed a

very roseate existence. Several months ago

a receiver was applied for, but the company

.claimed the action to be mere spite work on

the part of a creditor.

To Build Cars in Newhurgh.

According to advices from Newburgh, N.

Y., that city is to have a real automobile

factory, General Manager E. R. Burroughs,

of the Abendroth & Root Mfg. 00., hav

ing given out that that concern will begin

the building of cars. The output for the

present will be confined to one type—a 30

horsepower touring car. It is added that

the first batch of six cars, all of which have

been spoken for by local parties, will be

ready for delivery March 1.

 

Denies Debt, Claims Damage.

In its ansWer to the litigation instituted

against it by Alfred 0. Dunk, Robert C.

Yates and others, the Detroit Auto Vehicle

Company denies the allegation of not paying

the debts of the absorbed Detroit Novelty

Machine Company, and says that it has paid

more than $7,000. Instead of acknowledging

indebtedness to the complainants it says that

its damage amounts to $20,000.

 

Tomato Will Try Again.

Toronto will make another try at holding

an automobile show early in 1906, and with

last year's flasco in mind, its promoters are

determined to carry the project through this

time. The “first Canadian Automobile Show,"

as it is styled, is scheduled for the first week

in April. No place has as yet been selected

to house the exhibits.

 

Torhemen Buys a Plant.

The 'l‘orbensen Motor Car Company, of

Bloomfield, N. J., has purchased the prop

erty at 010 Bloomfield avenue. After ulter

utions are completed, the company will oc

cupy the building in the manufacture of mo

tors and geare.
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The Week's lncorporations.

Delaware, Ohio—Cook Motor Co. increases"

capital stock from $15,000 to $25,000.

Liming, Mich.—Northway Motor & Mfg.

Mo., increases capital stock from $30,000 to

$50000.

m ,.

St. Louis, Mo.—-Van Automobile Company

increases capital stock from $2,000 to $10,

000, increase paid; assets, $43,076.60; liabili.

ties, $1,953.63.

Chicago, Ili.—Branstetter Motor 10., under

Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital; garage.

Corporators—H. P. Branstetter, H. H. Look

and 0. M. Schultz.

Detroit,~ Mich—Gray Motor Co., under

Michigan laws, with $12,000 capital. Cor

porntors—I)avid Gray, Paul B. Gray and Lu

nmn \\'. Goodenough. -

New York City, N. Y.—Commercial Motor

(.‘ar (0.. under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—P. S. Russell, J. Ingle,

jr., and M. E. Cunlii‘f.

Buffalo. N. Y.—Motor Vehicle Co., under

New York laws, with‘$20,000 capital. Cor

porators—James MacNaughtou, Louis Du

Broy and M. D. Ashford.

New York City, N. Y.—Weed Chain Tire

Grip Co., under New York laws, wrth $100,

000 capital. Corporators—H. D. Weed, H. P.

Iienison and H. E. Chase.

New York City, N. Y.—Twombley Motor

Car Co., under New York laws, with $1,000.

000 capital. )orporators—C. C. Dodge, W. I.

'l‘ombley and J. W. Murray.

New Rochelle, N. Y.—Westchester Motor

(lair Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—K. S. W. Glusser, J. A.

Mnhstedt and F. W. Bender.

Bridgeport, Conn. Miller Garage Co., un

der Connecticut laws, with $35,000 capital,

paid in. Corporutors—Wiliard It. Miller,

.llnni E. Miller and Charles E. I'eck.

Portland, Me.—Snow-Webster Automobile

tompany, under Maine laws, with $10,000

uipital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—l~‘. S. Webster, L. A. Webster and Nathan

Clifford.

New York City, N. Y.—I.ock-Switch Mfg.

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000 capi

tnl; to make automobiles. Corporators—Will

mm A. Courtland, David J. Newland and

William 0. Hammond.

Orange, N. J.—Autom0tor Transfer & Stor

age Co., under New Jersey laws, with $45,

000 capital; garage. Corporators—Isaac R.

 

Lloyd, John Oscar Bali, L. A. McNulty and

Absalom P. Bachman.

Toledo, Ohio—Atwood Automobile Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $40,000 capital. Cor

porators—H. M. Smith, Park L. Myers, Dean

V. R. Manley, Rufus H. Baker, F. L. Mul

bollnud and D. D. Fianner.

Parkersburg, W. Va.—LHambrick Motor Car

Co., under West Virginia laws, with $150,000

capital; to make automobiles. Corporators—

J. W. Hambrick, F. E. Clark, E. W. Strack,

B. I). liehner and D. F. Strack.

Peoria, Ill—St. Louis Motor Car Company,

under Illinois laws, with $100,000 capital.

Corporators and officers—Jesse French, presi

dent; Jesse French, jr., vice-president and

treasurer; Fred Simon, secretary.

Minneapolis, Minn. —- Auto Construction

Company, under Minnesota laws, with $50,

000 capital; to make automobiles. Corpora

tors, P. S. Evans, George A. Hughes and W.

T. Hartson.

Many Changes in Minneapolis.

Several Important, as well as unexpected,

changes have been made in the placement

of Minneapolis, Minn., agencies for 1906. The

Moulton-Jordan Co. will handle the Cadil

lac, which was formerly sold by the H. E.

I‘ence Automobile Co. The Moulton-Jordan

Co. will also handle the Peerless and Frank

lin, and the Pence line includes the Stevens

Duryea, Pope-Toledo, Buick and Autocar.

The Northwestern Motor Vehicle Co. has

taken the Ford, which was formerly sold

by Walter Benz and the Barclay Automo

bile Co., in addition to the Thomas, will

handle the Olds line, formerly placed with

F. G. Winston, Jr. The latter agent will

have the Ilocomobile and Woods Electric. A.

C. Eckbergh will handle the Moline and the

Haynes, the latter car having had no Mil

waukee representative the past year. The

Auto Construction Co. is building a new car,

which will be called the Murphy Special.

Milwaukee's other agencies and the cars

they handle are as follows: A. F. Chase &

Co., Maxwell; G. W. Caplln, Royal Tourist;

Motor Car Co., Jackson; A. C. Bennett, Win

ton; W. C. Thornhill, Frayer-Miller and

Iteo: Haynes Automobile Co., White and

Stoddard-Dayton, and Fawkes Auto Co.,

Rambler.

Escaping Gas Damages Garage.

Ignition of escaped gas in the upper story

of the Southern Automobile Company’s

garage at No. 167 North Third avenue, Nash

ville, Tenn, last Friday, the 22d inst, re

sulted in a fire which destroyed a number of

cars. The damage to the stock of the com—

pany amounted to $1,500, upon which no in

surance was carried. Several private cars

that were stored in the garage also were

burned, but were insured.

 

 

 

Wolverine May Move to Bridgeport.

The Wolverine Motor norks, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., has secured an option on a

tract of land on Bay street, Bridgeport,

Conn, giving a frontage of 600 feet on

Bridgeport harbor, and will establish its

plant there if suitable arrangements can he

made with the common council. President

C. L. Snyder, of the company, ls authority

for the statement that the company will not

move East f0r a year, at least.

 

Rainier Selects Chicago Location.

The Rainier Co‘s Chicago branch has been

established at 12.55 Michigan avenue. F. L.

Cordner, for many years in the theatrical

busineSS, has been appointed its manager,

In the Retail World.

Gregoire & Pearson have opened a garage

on Middle street. Lowell, Mass. They will

handle several well known cars.

The West End Automobile Garage Com

pany, of West Newton, Mass, took posses

sion of their new premises last week. They

are located at 1435-1439 Washington street.

The City Machine & Mfg. Co. is a new

firm that has located at Nos. 9 and 11 Or

chard street, Detroit, Mich. It will make

automobile wheels and do a general repair

business.

The Standard Automobile Company, De

troit, Mlch., will shortly move into its big

new garage at Woodward and Alexandrine

avenues. The company has secured a line of

“sellers” embracing the Packard, Peerless

and Autocar.

\V. B. Thompsonwill build a fireproof

garage at No. 24 California avenue, Atlantic

City, N. J. The plans call for a brick and

stone structure with concrete foundations

and steel structural work. Its dimensions

will be 50 by 100 feet.

With the addition of a new blacksmith

and machine shop, the Orange Automobile

Garage, of Orange, N. J., boasts one of the

largest and best equipped garages in the

State. They now have over 4,000 square

feet of floor space at their disposal.

I Two pieces of property on Seventh street

and Grand avenue, Milwaukee, Wis., meas

uring, respectively, 100x50 feet and 7511150

feet, have been purchased by the recently

incorporated Welch-Esteberg Automobile Co.,

of that city. The erection of a $30,000 gar

age will be begun immediately.

Because his new car was not “all that it

was cracked up to be,” George Mattuck has

begun suit forrestitution against the Rid

dell Automobile Co., of Des Moincs,.Iowa.

Mattuck claims he traded his car for one the

Itiddell company sold, it being represented'

that the new car was worth $1,500; In

stead, says Mattuck, the new car was not

Worth $500. Result, the suit.

The Automobile Outing Co., which has

been operating a line of “Seeing Baltimore"

automobiles, have branched out, and on

January 1 will take possession of their new

garage at the corner of North street and

Madison avenue, handling the Electric Ve

hicle Company’s line of- Columbia electric

and gasolene cars. To enable this move, the

capital stock of the company has been in

creased to $50,000. The company is also ne

gotiating for a lower priced touring car and

runabout.
 

Cramer Heads the Buffan Dealers.

J. A. Cramer. one of Buffalo's (N. Y.) lead

ing dealers. has been elected president of

the Buffan Automobile Trude Dealers' As

sociation. Other offices were filled as fol

lows: Vice-President, W. C. Jaynes; secre

tary, D. H. Lewis; treasurer, John J. Gib

son; executive committee, P, W. Eigner, E,

9, Bull and N. P. Baker,
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to our friends In particular and “the trade” In generah .

We Wish lel a JBrigbt, lbappv,

anb Euccessful thew lljear.

(lbav it llbrove a llgear of lprogress

anb fiatisfactorv Results to Elll.

Ehe jfisk lRubber Gompamz,

Zhlcom falls, mass.

(mdllél’S OI lllt TISII mechanically Td$l¢ll¢d CII’QS.)

 
 

 

 

CADILLAC

UTILITY
THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will climb any bill that any automobile will climb.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel any road that any automobile will travel.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel as fast as anybody ought to ride.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Costs less to operate. Costs less to Maintain.

Requires less attention than any automobile we know of.

Because so many people know these, and some other things, probably accounts for .

the fact that more Cadillacs were sold during I905 than any two other makes com

bined, and won for them the unquestioned distinction of

AMERICA’S LEADING MOTOR CARS.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO. - - - - Detroit, Mich.
llamborl Alloctltlon of LIOQBMG Automobile Manufacturer

WE WILL EXHIBIT IN NEW YORK AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN ONLY, JANUARY 13-20, 1905
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THE ‘

NEW YORK

SHOW NUMBERS

of

THE MOTOR WORLD

Will Bear Dates

January 11th and, 18th.

As always, they will deal with the subject

intelligently and well and be thoroughly

representative of the industry.

 

 

 

Striking at Graft. _

Philadelphia automobiledom has finally

risen in its wrath against the peculations of

the grafting chauffeur and wishes to be un

derstood as having taken up the cudgels to

suppress at once and forevermore the type

of individual who has succeeded in making

himself such a bane to the seller of cars

It is a spasm of virtuous

indignation that has at one time or another

swept over every other automobiling centre

in the country, and the Town of Brotherly

Love is somewhat belated in experiencing

this juvenile malady. New York and Chicago

have had their turns at it, not to speak of

lesser lights.

It is the same old story. Emboldened by

universal concession to his demands, which

are merely the result of common usage

and accessories.

established in the first instance by the dealer

himself, the knight of the wheel has come

to look upon his station as one that carries

“ith it the right to levy tribute. It is a

common every day occurrence, the country

over, for the chauffeur to expect that part of

the purchase price of every article bought

for his employer is coming to him as his

due. It is a tacitly understood arrangement

in garage and supply store alike, and it is

something for which the man behind the

checkbook is in both instances largely re

He did it at first because that

was the generally accepted method of get

sponsible.

ting business when the establishment was

new, and now that it is not alone no longer

necessary, but has grown to proportions

that make it an intolerable burden, there

must be an end to the custom forthwith.

It is not to be inferred by any means that

this is a sweeping statement that takes in

the dealer at large. There are doubtless

some. probably many, who have never bowed

the knee and who are above such a method

of doing business, but there are more than

sufficient of the other kind to have fostered

this illicit practice to an extent that makes

it a crying evil. The Automobile Trade As

sociation of Philadelphia is about to under

take a crusade for its suppression, and one of

the methods to be adopted will be to take

the name of every chauiIeur who makes an

open avownl of his grafting propensity which

must be satisfied as a condition precedent to

the closing of a sale, and report this fact to

his employer. The latter should most as

suredly take a personal interest in aiding to

put down a practice for which he pays more

than any one else. These periodical upheav

als against extortion hava accomplished at

least one good end in uncovering this form

of stealing. If in the full light of such

knowledge the owner is still willing to be

bled by his underling he certainly has no

cause for complaint, and so many are indif

ferent to it'thut the task of eradicating the

evil is a most difficult one. Only increasing

competition that wipes out the generous

margins which make this drain on dealer

and employer profitable will ever wholly do

away with it.

  

About Sell-Starting Devices.

There is a new phase abroad of the desire

for the fitting of self-starting contrivances

of one kind or another. It is the outcome of

the Paris show, this new developmentI and

is merely another illustration of how short

a time is necessary for an extreme to be

reached, once a demand becomes at all wide

spread. The European builder has with one

accord settled down to turn out chasses of

a standard type, so that for the initiated the

interest in the great aggregation of new

models was confined to a search for detail.

and by far the most striking result uncov

eied lay in the amount of attention that a

number of makers had devoted to the provi

sion of something that enabled the car to be

started from the seat.

One maker has gone to the extent of in

stalling a complete compressor nirplant,

every item of which, with the exception

of the source of energy, represents an ad

ditional auxiliary device to iurther burden

an already accessory loaded car. Another

has aimed at the same end in a different

manner, providing an elaborate auxiliary mix

ture generating plant and a pump and its

necessary interconnections between the two

to transfer this product under pressure to the

compression chambers of the cylinders. These

are the work of representative French mak

ers, and where they have blazed the way it

is only reasonable to infer that others will

follow.

Either of these expedients represents some

thing that is the very antithesis of simplicity,

and it is fair to suppose that they will be

fully as liable to derangement as any other

part of the mechanism. Experience would

indicate that they are apt to be more so,

for they are new and untried devices. Then

a descent to the time honored crank will be

imperative, but with a confidence in the new

devices that appears totally unwarranted, at

least two or three makers have seen fit to

discard this ever present aid to the discov

ery of internal trouble, and in such a predic

ament it would seem to be the hay motor

or nothing.
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But there'is another and totally different

side to the question that must present itself

upon a moment's consideration. Nothing but

the selling price of an expensive car could

be made to include such'a costly array of

auxiliaries, and it is naturally on cars of this

type that they have been installed. And

what for? To save the lordly “hired man in

a leather suit" from descending to the ground

and using his biceps. To the owner of such

a car, a chauffeur is an indispensable ad

junct, and even if he be fond of driving him

self, the hired man must do the work. There

is a legitimate demand for a self-starting

device and it is very general, but it must be

something which in the end is as simple as

the crank it displaces and as free from

liability to derangement. The use of what

practically amounts to an auxiliary power

plant for this purpose cannot be other than

a fad of short duration with a limited num

ber of adherents.

The Master and the Man.

Somewhat after the same fashion as the

doctrine of foreordination, the question of

the chauffeur‘s license comes up for discus

sion about once in so often, and immediately

after some mishap in which one of the tra

ternity has been more or less involved.

Usually the subject is introduced by some

one who would cast opprobrium upon the

professional drivers of automobiles as a

class, and wishes to place himself on record

as standing for a system of universal and

complex qualification of members of the

class according to statutory regulation. In

nearly every instance also, the opinions ex

pressed are signaiized by a broad-minded at

titude which would single out the “hired

help" as the butt of the measures which are

advocated, leaving the owner and rightful

sponsor for the welfare of the machine—

sponsor, at least, according to the equitable

rights of the case—free to go as far as he

likes without let or hindrance.

The most recent of these splutterings has

come as a result of a deplorable fatality

which has nipped into the charmed circle

of New York's finest. The author of the un

originai opinion is a man well ‘known in

motoring circles, and should have had suf

ficient experience by this time to form an

idea or two of his very own, and savoring

of more originality. He has told the re—

porters that automobile accidents are be

coming ail too frequent, that something

should be done to remedy the matter and

lessen the peril to the motorist. He has re

i‘crred to a system in use in France, and said

that some such system should be in vogue

in this country. He has referred to the

methods of examining and licensing railroad

engineers, and said that something of the

same sort should apply to the professional

automobile driver. Also, he is quoted as

having made the following statement:

“Of course the law could not be such as

to interfere with the owner of an automo

bile, or deprive the owners of machines from

racing in the proper manner. The owner

takes his own life in his hands, and if the

chauffeur is willing to go with him, that is

a matter which rests wholly with the chauf

feur. If the owner drives his machine fast

he is responsible. If the chauffeur drives

faster than the law allows, no one is respon

sible."

In all of which he has erred to the extent

of overlooking the fact that the laws which

exclude from the manipulation of a locomo

tive all engineers who have not qualified in

accordance with a set and very wise rule,

also exclude all others, including the owners

of the railroads themselves. No person,

whomsoever he may be, is lawfully entitled

to run a locomotive unless he has passed his

novitiate in regulation style. And again.

considering the matter of responsibility for

accidents, although the yellow journals usu

ally lay the blame of serious mishaps at the

door of the capitalist owners of the rail

roads, the followers of the district attorney

usually lay held of the engineer and look

him up without delay, when his train has

jumped a switch point or run by a block

signal.

An analogy fails utterly of its purpose un

less the analogue can be equally applied in

all of its phases to the new case to which

it is turned. Hence, either the cases of the

man who drives a locomotive and the man

who drives an automobile are absolutely sim

ilar, or they are absolutely dissimilar. Also,

it is to be remembered that the word chauf

feur, though used frequently in a restricted

sense, is in France applied with equal im

partiality to all men who drive automobiles

—-whiie they are driving. Therefore, if there

be any logic in the matter at all, the men

who cry for the licensing of chauffeurs

should be prepared to sit up and pass the

examination themselves. If they do not care

to do that, they always may consider them

selves at liberty to deal with the concrete,

and let the abstract take care of itself. The

world is overstocked with those who preach

a gospel which applies to someone else, and

disregard their own salvation. But its poor

gospcl that won’t reach both ways.

PENNSYLVANIA oFFERs PRIZES

One Thousrnd Dollars

Demonstrate Wherein Tire Trouqu Arise.

in Nine Parcels to

 

It is the belief of the Pennsylvania Rub—

ber Co., of Jeannette, Pa., as it is the belief

of very many other persons who have to do

with tires, that most of the so-called tire

troubles are due to either ignorance or care

lessness, or both. The use of deflated tires,

their improper mounting in the rim, their

overloading, their injury by oil or gasolene

drippings——ench and all of these items are

prime factors that make for trouble and ex

pense.

The belief of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

is so strong that they have evolved a plan

to prove it true, and at the same time to

effectually demonstrate that with proper care

and handling here is no reason why tire

costs should average anything like 35 per

cent. of the total upkeep of the car, as their

data embracing many cars and tires shows

is the case.

The plan carries with it the offer of $1,000

in cash prizes, the amount being apportioned

as follows: First prize, $500; second, $200;

third, $100; fourth, $75; fifth, $50; sixth,

$30; seventh, $20; eighth, $15; ninth, $10.

The prizes will be awarded at the end of

the year 1906 to the owners and chauffeurs

of the cars using Pennsylvania Clincher

tires, which complete the twelve month, with

the least tire expense per running mile.

The competition will be held under the

following conditions:

Competitors may enter cars in the com

petition at any time during the year, but

cannot hand in their records before the end

of December.

The car must have traveled not less than

2 r>00 miles.

The distance traveled must be measured

by an accurate odometer.

No bands or protective devices of any kind

may be used on the tires, except that one

band, covering not more than 12 inches of

the tread, may be used temporarily if neces

sary on account of any injury to the tire.

Repairs must be charged at the rates

charged by the company, and all repairs

must he reported in detail at the close of

the year. _

Each competitor must notify the company

of his intention of entering the'competition

and must give the number of miles registered

by his odometer at the time of entering.

To assist competitors, the Pennsylvania

‘ltuhber (to. will supply what they describe

as the most elaborate book dealing with the

care of tires ever issued.

The Glide in Des Moines

The Bartholomew Co., of Peoria, 111., mak

ers of the Glide car, will establish a branch

house at Des Moines, Iowa. S. W. Leonard

will be in charge.
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WHAT WINDAGE MEANS

its Full Effect Little Understood—Illustrations

and Figures that Make it Clearer.

Probably the average motorist has but lit

tle real conception of the importance of the

factor of wind resistance, or windage, as it

frequently is called, in its effect upon the

performance of the machine on the road. He

feels the breeze, which is of the car’s own

making, blowing into his face, and knows

that It varies in proportion to his speed, but

beyond this he is not likely to go unless his

attention is called to the matter directly. It

is quite true, however, that wind resistance

plays a most important part in the matter,

especially when high speeds are to be made.

and that its importance is quite apt to be

neglected when the speeding capacity of the

ordinary car on the road is under discussion.

Like the other factors of rolling friction,

on the road, the matter of gradient, and the

power which is absorbed in the bearings and

other working parts of the machine, not com

monly considered as bearings, the wind re

sistance is proportioned to the speed at

tained, but instead of varying directly with

it, varies in accordance with the square of

the speed. Thus a factor which at moderate

speeds may be of comparatively small im

portance in its effect upon the total amount

- of power consumed, becomes of greater and

greater importance as the velocity is in

creased, until its value may exceed that of

any of the others. It is for this reason that

in the construction of racing machines, the

amount of surface presented'hy the car is

cut down to its lowest terms, being in many

'cases not appreciably greater than the neces

sary area of the radiator. For it is desirable

to reduce the windagc as much as possible.

and evidently the only way to reduce it is

to cut down the amount of surface which is

presented to the body of air directly in front

of the machine.

In an eflort to further reduce the factor

after the area has been reduced to the mini

mum amount, the contour of the body fre

quently is shaped according to the laws of

displacement which are used in boat design,

the air being just as truly a fluid and sub

ject to the same general rules as is water

or any other liquid as far as that alone is

concerned. Just how far this practice

serves to reduce the. resistance to motion

which is imposed by the air, is hard to say

in general. as a great deal depends upon

the shapes of the surfaces used, and in the

treatment of the area which is exposed to

the draught of air which is created by the

car in its motion. But it is safe to say

that the effect cannot be made of very great

importance in the design of the ordinary

touring machine, on account of the amount

of space which must of necessity be taken

up by the body and wings, and indeed, ac

cording to one theory, it cannot be of great

value under any circumstances, since it is

the total sectional area of the machine, or,

roughly speaking, the shadow which it

would cast upon a screen placed directly

before it, which measures the area upon

' which the wind acts.

According to the results derived from his

experiments years ago, Seaton established

the formula:

' w':0.005v'

in which W' is the pressure of the wind

in pounds per square foot, and V is the

velocity of the car in miles per hour, the

constant, 0.005, being derived by experi

ment. This formula has stood the test of

time, and although several others have

been determined by various investigators, it

is generally conceded to be fairly correct.

The actual resistance which the air sets up

and which opposes the motion of the car

is, of course, equal to this quantity multi

plied by the sectional area of the machine,

or the amount of efiective surface which is

presented to the body of air directly in

front.

From the foregoing it will be seen that

even so comparatively unimportant a factor

as the addition of a single passenger to the .

load already in a machine may have con

siderable effect'upon its speed when it is

increased beyond a certain point. Doubt

iess many cars have been charged with be

ing underpowered in more instances than

one because of the simple fact that they

were equipped with cumbersome bodies,

which presented an area so great that by

only a very slight addition of weight and

area the motor was loaded beyond its

proper capacity.

To take a concrete example, suppose the

amount of surface presented by a car of

standard type, and weighing somewhere in

the vicinity of 2,200 pounds, to be 16 square

feet, including the driver and, say, one pas

senger. When it is travelling at the rate

of 600 feet a minute, which is equivalent to

6.8 miles per hour, the windage per square

foot is found to be 0.23 pounds. Multiply

ing this quantity by 16, the area of the

car, the resulting amount, or 3.71 pounds,

represents the total resistance which is 0p

posed by the wind. In this case the as

sumption is naturally made that the air is

practically at rest, and that the machine, as

it were, butts into a body of stationary air.

Similarly. when the machine is travelling

at the rate of 1,000 feet per minute, or some

where in the neighborhood of 111-3 miles

an hour. the total resistance due to wind

age, is found to be 10.42 pounds, and, again,

when travelling at the rate' of 4,000 feet

per minute, which corresponds to 44.4 miles

per hour, the total resistance amounts to

157.2 pounds.

All of which appears to be very vague

and meaningless to the unmathematical

man unless he considers the resistance as

being exactly equivalent to a pull of the

same amount which is exerted upon a rope

hitched to the rear axle of the car. Con

sidered in that light, the importance of the

windage at once becomes patent. The

effect of this is, of course, to diminish the

effective propelling power of the motor,

which, in turn, may be likened to a pull

'upon a rope attached to the front axle of

the car, when the analogy becomes complete.

Thus, taking another example of the same

sort, suppose the car in question to be trav

elling at the rate of 3,000 feet per minute,

or 35 miles an hour, in round numbers. The

draw-bar pull required under the circum

stances would be, according‘to the Church

ward experiments, recently recounted in

these columns, something like 60 pounds per

ton, and the weight of the machine, allow

ing 300 pounds for two passengers, would

be 2,500 pounds. Then, the total draw-bar

pull would amount to, say, 75 pounds. The

wind resistance, according to the method of

calculation here given, would be equal to

93.2 pounds in all. To overcome this back

ward pull, the same amount must be exerted

in the opposite direction, or the pull upon

the hypothetical rope attached to the front

axle, must be increased by just 93.2 pounds,

bringing the necessary draught up to 168.2

pounds in all.

Thus it will be seen that at times the

factor of wind resistance may exceed that

of all other factors excepting that of gra

dient, and may become the most important

in the consideration of the possible speed

of the machine. The analogy of the two

ropes is the best means of studying the prob

lem, as it presents to the mind a graphical

illustration of the effects to be combatted,

and is perfectly legitimate. The appended

table gives a series of speeds in feet per

minute and miles per hour, together with

the wiudage in pounds per square foot, and

the total windage of a machine presenting

a sectional area of 16 square feet of surface,

in approximate figures, and furnishes an in

teresting means of study:

Feet per Miles per Wind Res. Total Res.

minute. hour. lbs. per sq. ft. pounds.

500 5.681 0.1596 2.58

550 6.249 0.1930 3.12

600 6.818 0.2300 3.71

650 7.386 0.2968 4.75

700 7.954 0.3125 5.05

750 8.522 0.3593 5.80

800 9.090 0.4087 6.58

850 9.658 0.4616 7.35

900 10.227 0.5175 8.29

950 10.795 0.5763 9.16

1,000 11.363 0.6384 10.32

1,500 17.405 1.4375 23.01

2,000 22.727 2.5553 40.25

2,500 28.407 3.9918 64.5

3.000 34.090 5.7500 93.2

3.500 39.772 7.8255 126.2

4,000 44.454 10.2202 163.3

4,500 51.131 12.9375 200.2

5,000 56.818 15.9709 249.9

5.500 62.499 19.2982 310.8

6.000 68.181 22.9954 370.9

6,500 73.861 26.9764 434.0

7,000 79.545 31.3020 506.5

7,500 85.225 35.9375 578.0

8,000 90.909 40.8868 ' 7.6

8,500 96.589 46.1554 736.2
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New London’s Up=to-Date Fire Fighting Apparatus;

 

  

New London, Conn., does not believe that

ilopedale, Mass, is either the “whole thing"

or the “real thing." Hopedale may own the

electric “chemical” fire engine illustrated in

last week's Motor World, but New London

possesses the real snorting steamer here pic

tured. It was little more than a year ago

that a number of New London’s progressive

young men banded together as Niagara

llose, No. 1, and purchased this steam pro

pelled combination chemical hose wagon, the

first, so it is claimed, to be used in this

country. The expenditure involved was

$5,500, which the young men raised them

selves, and they are also serving the city

voluntarily, risking their lives in fighting

the “fire fiend."

Niagara No. 1, as the wagon is styled, is

the product of the La France Engine Co.,

of Seneca Falls, N. Y. In general appear

ance it follows closely the lines of the every

day combination “chemical,” with the pos

sible exception of the stack forward. The en

gines, of which there are two of two cylin

ders each, are suspended under the body on

pivots, at an angle of 45 degrees, and are

permitted to sway just a trifle, as may be

necessitated by the motion of the vehicle.

Each engine is rated at 15 horsepower, per

mitting a speed of twenty to twenty-five

miles per hour which can be easily attained.

A peculiar feature of the wagon is the fact

that no differential is employed. Each en

gine, which may be worked independently of

the other, is geared by a roller chain to its

individual shaft, one on each side of the

wagon, a roller chain engaging sprockets on

the shaft and wheels. Despite the elimina

tion of the differential, no perceptible skid

ding is said to result. The body is mounted

one channel steel primary frame, set on el

liptical springs secured to a secondary chan

nel steel frame, to which the axles are se

cured. An ingenious mode of steering is

employed. A four-arm wheel secured to a

vertical post connected to an eccentric steel

plate of solid dimensions, which is secured

by a collar to which a rod knuckle is se

cured to the left hand, comprises the outfit.

The throttle, which controls both engines,

is located in the centre of the driver’s seat;

the reverse is placed on the steering column

under the wheel. The boiler is 28x30, and

is composed of 1,000 half-inch copper tubes,

and is tested to 1,600 pounds, but 260

pounds being maintained when the engine

is housed. Three pumps supply water from

two tanks of 40 gallons' capacity, sufficient

for a run of nine miles. Each engine is fitted

with an individual pump, while a third (au

tomatic), acting independently, supplies

water while the engine is in quarters. 'l‘wo

tanks, each of 30 gallons’ capacity, supply

fuel, but when in quarters city gas per

forms this function, which costs about $18

per month. Thirty-six-inch wheels fitted

with four-inch solid tires are used. The

chemical tanks, which extend along the

sides of the car, are 30 gallons capacity

each, for which 300 feet of hose is carried.

One thousand feet of 21/z-inch hose completes

the equipment. If necessary one engine can

propel the vehicle. The boiler is located in

front, directly behind the front axle. The

wagon was installed during September, 1904,

and has rendered efficient service. That it

is speedy 0. Motor World man can attest, as

the result of a demonstration by the light

of the moon. The members receive but little

remuneration from the city, and this little

is expended for the services of a day watch

man. No night watch is necessary, as sev

eral of the volunteers occupy quarters from

sun-down to sun-up.

Here’s the Newest Windshield.

“Pare-brise" is the title of the newest form

of glass wind shield which is being placed

on the market by a French firm. It consists

of the usual glass panel, but the latter, in

stead of being rigidly fastened, is attached

to a leather apron hung on curved rods so

as to be thrown in by the force of the wind

until it is over the steering wheel and just

in front of the driver. Its advantage lies in

the fact that when the ear is in motion, the

glass is so close to the face of the driver

that there is no chance for the wind to be

drawn in behind the shield, as in the case

of the fixed glass protector. The makers

claim that it is unnecessary to use goggles

in connection with this modified form of

shield, which is made so as to be readily ap

plicable to almost any style of top.

"Safety Valve" ior Pneumatic Tim.

Whether tires have ever actually burst as

the result of pumping them up with cold

air and then heating them by fast running

is something that cannot be said to a cer

tainty, for when a tire has burst, it is usual

ly rather difficult to exactly trace the cause.

But, taking it for granted that this expan

sion is suflicient to increase the internal pres

sure to a degree that threatens the safety

of the tire, a French inventor has devised a

safety valve, termed the “Eclair,” which

may be set to blow off at a certain pressure

in excess of the normal. Not to mention

others that might come with its use, at least

one drawback attendant upon the employ

ment of such a valve would be the necessity

of constantly inflating due to the loss of

pressure each time the tire cooled.
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ABOUT THE PARIS SHOW

Magnificent as a Spectacle but Not Fruitful

in Marked Developments—Some of the

 

More Notable Innovations.

Paris, Dec. 12.--The annual show which

was officially inaugurated in the Grand

Palais by the President of the Republic on

Friday has opened the eyes of a good many

people who thought that the organization of

automobile exhibitions had reached finality

in much the same way as the cars have

reached it. Only a year ago people were

wondering how it would be possible to im

prove on that show with its then unparal

leled blaze of light and decorations setting

ofi to the best advantage a building which

seems to have been specially constructed for

exhibitions of this kind. But if the art of

decoration appeared then to have reached

high water mark it has now attained to the

volume of a flood. The whole building is

bathed in light which amazes. bewilders and

  

C. G. V. DROPPED FRAME AND C SPRING.

been so full of surprises that it is futile to

phophesy.

‘What is the meaning of this extravagant

expense in decorating the Salon? ()r can it

be called an extravagance at all? So much

money has been spent by makers that it will

need a considerable amount of business to

recoup them for the outlay on their stands.

If they have made such great sacrifices it is

evident that they see everything depends

upon making the Sal-m an artistic sincess.

  

RAPIRE WITH OUTSIDE TORTION ROD.

delights the eye as it travels over the glass

roof with its myriad of incandescent lamps

and takes in one stand after another. each

rivalling its neighbor in the beauty of its

decoration.

We do not propose to dwell at any length

upon a subject which would delight the de

scriptive writer and carry his pen along for

hours in a vain attempt to do it justice. It

would provide abundant matter for an art

publication. There are some stands that

have cost $7,000, $10:000 and even more.

Each is a gem of artistic decoration. There

is no overloading, but the whole is charac

terized with the quiet restraint of the true

artistic feeling, and the eye as it rests on

some of the stands conveys the impression

that the art of the decorator has been car

ried to perfection. The Panhard stand is

picked out in soft white electric lights, Gil

let-Forest has a luxuriant arch of rich tai

ence, the Deiahaye stand is hung with crys

tals, and everywhere one is charmed with

the decorations which serve as a costly and

beautiful setting for the vehicles exhibited.

The French have never done anything better.

One naturally asks whether it will be possi

ble to improve on this magnificent display

at future shows. but each succeeding one has

and as a matter of fact it is because the cars

are themselves no longer an attraction of

themselves that it is found necessary to draw

the public by appealing to their sense of sight

and sound. Color. light and music appeal to

all classes, whereas only a small proportion

of the public are sufficiently versed in auto

mobile mechanics to understand and appreci

ate the little points of detail which nowadays

constitute improvements in the autmnwbile.

Superficially there is a noticeable sense of

uniformity about the vehicles exhibited,

much more so than at previous shows. At

first sight it appears as it the majority of

makers are exhibiting the same vehicles as

a year ago except that they are perhaps

more highly finished and differ in powers,

but when we go thoroughly into the details
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POTRON SHOCK ABSORBER.

  

of construction we find many little things

that show how patiently manufacturers are

perfecting their cars and are bringing them

to a condition that leaves us wondering
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whether it will be possible to improve them

further.

While the automobile continues to develop

along its present lines we can scarcely ad

vance much more than we have done at

present, and as all those who have striven

to break away from the standard design have

come back to it there seems to be small

below and around him, a loud hum of a

myriad of voices, and the great edifice filled

with the sound of music. Since then visitors

have been crowding into the building, mak

ing an-inspection of the stands a matter

of no small ditiicuity. It is too early yet to

say whether the business will correspond

with the popular success of the Salon, as
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SIZIARE'S NOVEL SUSPENSION.

chance yet awhile 0f the industry striking

out on new lines of progress. It may possi

bly be done in the future, but for the moment

we have got into a fixed groove, and after ad

vancing with marvellous rapidity for ten

years we are slowing down like an express

train which has got to the end oi! its jour

ney. Whether this is a satisfactory sign or

not it is at the moment impossible to say.

We have yet to see what will be done in the

way of improving little details, many of

which are sadly in need of improvement, and

there is every likelihood that the refining of

all the parts and adapting them more clev

erly to each other will produce a homogene

ity which will result in a car that in speed

and control will have all the elasticity of

the steam vehicle. Makers will still have to

carry out a vast amount of patient research

work before attaining this very desirable

end.

It is becauSe it has become very diflicult

to present sufficient real novelty to attract

the crowd that the organizers of the show

have to adopt other expedients in the way

we have already described. They have made

the Salon one of the greatest functions of

the year. By a free distribution of invita

tion tickets the building on the opening day

is packed with a surging crowd, and the

foreign visitor who looked down from the

galleries saw a sight that could probably be

witnessed in no other city in the world—a

vision of a huge mass of humanity moving

along the gangways, a blaze of light above,

that the Paris Salon has been in any way

afl’ected by the Olympia Show, which was

believed by the British trade to have knocked

the last nail into the coiiin of the French

exhibition. This summary execution has not

yet taken place, nor is it likely to do so for

a long while to come. So far is Olympia

from keeping English people away from the

Salon that the number seems fully as large

as in previous years, a large proportion of

them being of the buying class who are on

the lookout for novelties that they were un

able to find at the London show. The num

ber of American visitors also seems to be

larger, though they are nearly all manufact

urers and engineers who have come to see

what there is to learn about Continental

construction, while there is also a good in

flux of visitors from Germany and Belgium

and other countries. This thoroughly inter

national character of the Salon proves that

it has lost nothing of its prestige, and that

Paris is still the great centre of the Euro

pean automobile industry.

Seeing that improvements are only now

to be seen in matters of detail it is obvi

ously impossible to deal adequately with

the show until many days have been spent

in a thorough examination of the exhibits.

In the way of applications of mechani

cal principles there is nothing new, or at

least nothing has come to light so far as we

have gone with an inspection of the multi

tudlnous exhibits. There is a section de

voted to new inventions which may possibly

reserve some surprises. but the automobile

  

PILIAIN'S DOUBLE DIRECT DRIVE.

agents and others generally spend a few

days in thoroughly exploring the building

with its numerous galleries and rooms giving

off one into the other before placing their

contracts, but judging from the number of

American, English and other foreignvisitors

it may reasonably be supposed that exhibi

tors will not have to complain of the

amount of business done.

There is in any case nothing to show yet

industry is so exacting that no invention

which has not been proved can be regarded

as having any practical value, and the most

interesting things are often passed over by

visitors unless it can be shown that they

have been adopted by the trade. The most

likely things have a disconcerting habit of

failing when put to practical test, and with

the increasing exactions of manufacturers

the work of the inventor is becoming harder
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LUC COURT TELESCOPIC FRAME.

every Year. In the way of gasolene cars we

have seen nothing yet that shows any notice

able departure from standard patterns.

There are nevertheless several interesting

vehicles, notably, a new steam car by the

well known engineering firm of Weyher 8:

Richmond, and a new gasolene-electric ve

hicle about which a good deal is being said

at the moment. \ ' ' ' - '

As regards the general arrangement of

propelling mechanisms there are very few

departures of any interest. Most of the lead

ing firms show little change in their stand—

ard patterns. Decauville have practically

the same type of car that was exhibited last

year. with the exception of little changes in

detail, mainly for facilitating control, while

it must be admitted that the finish here, as

everywhere else, is decidedly superior. In

fact, it is ditficult to imagine how anything

better can be done in the way of adjustment

and finish. A little while ago it seemed as

if makers were returning to the old practice

of casting the cylinders in pairs so as to fa

cilitate the erection, but as yet we have not

seen much evidence of this in the show. The

general tendency is still to east the cylinders

separately, as formerly, but everything is

done to relieve them of any inconvenient ae

eessories, so that the valves and parts are

easily accessible without its being necessary

to remove or touch any other part of the

mechanism. For the same reason on many

of the cars the crank cases are rectangular

engine with the cylinders opposed, but in his

new vehicle the cllnders are side by side. He

has also adopted a feed water heater in the

form of a cylinder through which passes the

exhaust in a spiral tube whereby the feed

water is raised to a sufficient temperature to

appreciably economise the consumption of

kerosene. Exactly the same type of feed

water heater is also employed in the Cha

boche steam car, but in this case a pipe ex

tends from the cylinder along the whole

length of the frame to the boiler at the rear,

this pipe being concentric so that the feed

water in the outer space is brought to a pret

ty considerable temperature by the time it

enters thegenerator. The builders of steam

cars are obviously doing their best to give

them as close an appearance as possible to the

gasolene vehicle, and so far as the outside

goes there is nothing to distinguish them.

Steam is obviously far from being vanquished

by the internal combustion engine, and to a

certain extent it has even made some prog

ress during the year, and it will be seen from

the vehicles that we shall describe later on

 

 
 

COTTEREAU SIX CYLINDERS, CAST IN TRIPLETS.

with side inspection plates, while remov

nhle plates cover the camshatts.

Among steam cars Serpollet has a novelty

this year in a chassis fitted with a double

acting engine. Up till now Serpollet has al

ways employed a four-cylinder single acting

 

 
 

(fAMlLLAC IGNITION CAM SHAFT WITHOUT PUSH RODS.

that the older power successfully fulfils the

conditions of the touring carriage, and that

it is not yet in danger of being finally ousted

from the market.

Among the many minor features of the

cars which, though small in appearance, have

nevertheless a considerable influence upon

the control and running of the gasolene car

is the self-starting apparatus, of which sev

eral specimens of different types are shown

on various cars. Mors employs a system of

injecting a charge into the cylinder under

the action of compressed air. Bolted to the

side of the chassis is a large pump of which

the piston is actuated by hand. The air from

this pump is forced into a small tank con

taining gasolene, and by means of a small

lever on the dashboard‘whleh raises all the

induction and exhaust valves the carbureted

air passes into the cylinders. As soon as the

gas has forced out the exhaust already re

maining in the cylinders the valves are

closed and the charge ignited. This system

is shown in operation in the annex and ap

pears to be pretty certain in action. Quite a

different principle of sell-starter is that

shown on the Renault car, in which the fly

wheel is rotated by a compressed air pump.
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For this purpose the air in a mall cylinder

is kept under pressure by the exhaust, and

when it is required to start the engine the

air passes into a small centrifugal pump car

rying at one end a pinion which is brought

against the toothed flywheel. On starting,

three cylinders work and the fourth re

charges the compressed air tank until the

maximum pressure is reached.

More attention has been devoted to the

production of the “volturette"—the light car

that French manufacturers have up to the

present left it to other builders to supply.

The manner in which American makers have

done this and made inroads on the Continen

tal market has awakened them to a realiza

tion of the fact that it is time to get in line

or,it will soon be too late. One that imme

diately attracts the attention of the initi

ated eye by the peculiarity of its suspension

is the Sizaire et Naudin, a head on view

of which is illustrated. Therunabout is nu

merous, but is kept more or less in ’the

background by makers showing their more

ambitious productions, and on the whole

those exhibited revenl no particular novel

ties.

Tile use of “umortlsseurs,” or shock ab~

sorbers, is a tendency that has become gen

eral, and the prospect appears certain that

the market will in the near future be flooded

with devices of this kind. They range from

the very ncme of simplicity, as in the case

of the Potron—here illustrated, which is

nothing but a supplementary helical spring,

the tension of which may be adjusted by

menus of a nut—up to those that involve

endless complication, and consequently stand

small chance of general adoption. Some six

cylinder chasses are in evidence, such as the

(‘olevcuu, pictured here, but there appears to

be no general desire on the part of the prom

inent makers to follow the lead of English

manufacturers in this respect, although, as

already stated, some firms, such as Panhard

Levussor, will make six cylinder cars -for

British consumption.

One detail noticeable on several curs has

been the transfer of the ignition cam shaft

from its accustomed place to a point directly

under the ignitors in the case of those us

ing low tension ignition, such as in the case

of the Camillac of St. Benol. in almost

every case the tendency to eliminate every

small part from the engine that is not abso- -

lutely necessary is very noticeable, of which

the C. G. V. “Voiture de Ville" and the

Rapid, pictured in the accompanying photo

graph, may be taken as instances. The lat

ter car also embodies somewhat of a novelty

in the location and form of its torsion rods,

which are placed outside the frame and are

supported horizontally from the ends of ex

tension plutes. The Plialn drive, which is

an ingenuous and compact adaptation of the

bevel gear to the needs of the change speed,

attracted considerable attention. An illus

tration of it. with the cover removed is pre

sented here, and it will be seen to consist of

no less than three concentric bevel gears

mounted on the rear axle, forming a com

bination that has the advantage of provid

ing a direct through drive on the third and

fourth speeds.

The seeker after novelties was not entirely

disappointed, for in the Luc Court chassis at

least was to be found something not hitherto

considered a feature of the car. This con

sisted of a telescopic- frame, by means of

which different types of body and different

lengths of chassis could be employed in con

nection with the same motor and transmis

sion. As the detachable portion includes the

driving wheels and rear axle, it affords the

further advantage of permitting of a change

of gear in accordance with the weight of the

body employed. The frame comes apart just

back of the dashboard, the forward part. of

the rear section being supported from a point

under the change speed gear box on n caster,

which is lowered by means of a screw.

 

New Ideas in Two-Cycle Engine.

In view of the increased amount of atten

tion at present being accorded motors of the

 

  

 

 
 

 
 
 

  

two-cycle type, interest attaches to a novel

design evolved by a French inventor. termed

the Torrent motor. It consists of two cylin

ders superimposed with their combustion

chambers abutting. They are connected

through the medium of a distributing cham

ber of novel design which constitutes the

principal feature of the invention. Instead

of utilizing the crank chamber and piston to

generate the initial pressure, a centrifugal

pump driven by friction from the flywheel

is employed. The location of this at the

right hand side in connection with a manl

fold terminating at valves of the ordinary

type in the double chamber already referred

to will be noticed in the sectional sketch.

It will be further apparent that both pistons

are connected although there is but a single

connecting rod and crank shaft. They are

oppositely disposed in the cylinders and as

they fire alternately the crankshaft accord

ingly receives two impulses per revolution.

In the‘position pictured by the sketch the

lower compression chamber is about to fire

and the inlet valve 12 supplying the upper

chamber is open,.while 11 is closed. Both

are actuated through the medium of cams on

the main shaft in the usual manner. At the

end of its stroke the exhaust Is through a

series of ports extending around the entire

circumference of the cylinder in accordance

with the latest approved practise for this

type of engine. With the exception of the

connecting rod and attachments the super

imposed cylinder is in all respects a dupli~

cute of the one upon which it rests. Cool

ing is by means of. water circulation, the

jacket, however, only enclosing the two com

bustion chambers. The remaining features

of the construction do not differ essentially

from customary practise in this respect. Ow

ing to the great height of the motor, made

necessary by placing one cylinder over the

other, it can hardly be said to be a type

available for automobile use.

 

The Thief "Turns" Telephone Trick,

At lat the "con" man has tried his hand

on the garage keeper and the particular vic

tim, W. H. Durphy, the manager of the Elec

tric Vehicle Company’s Chicago branch, is

mourning the loss of $63—the value of a

brand new shoe for a tire. This is how it

happened:

“This is John J. Binnk‘s omce, Mr. Blank’s

secretary talking,” came a voice over the

'phone one morning a few days ago. “HaVe

you a 34 by 4% blank outer shoe?"

“Have none in stock, but can get it in a

short time,” Mr. Durphy hastened to reply.

“Please be so kind," came the request, “as

Mr. Blank is in a hurry. He will send his

chauffeur for the tire.”

A small boy, togged out in the usual leather

cap and coat, put in an appearance a little

later and asked for the tire. He was evi

dently equipped with all necessary informa

tion and was given the article without ques

tion. He threw it over his shoulder and dis

appeared after signing the receipt book, “Sid

Con" (Kahn), and that was the last that has

been seen of either boy or tire. It did not

tnke long to find out that it was all a clever

game, which required for its successful work

ing no other capital than a knowledge of .the

size of tire used by the owner in question

and the fact that he bought supplies from

the victim.

 

Will Use the Metric System.

In reproducing the Berliet car in this coun

try, the Americau Locomotive Automobile

(‘ompuny will adhere to the metric system in

every detail, thus making the American

made car an exact duplicate of the one made

in France. The initial output of the Locomo

tive company‘s plant in Providence will be

200 cars of 24-30 and 40-50 horsepower each.

All will have four cylinders, of course, and

“all working parts inclosed" will be one of

the battle cries.
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The Refinement of the Locomobile.

  

It was hardly to be expected that the 1906

product of the Lecomoblle Company of Amer

ica, manufacturing in Bridgeport, Conn..

would incorporate any very marked depart

ures from previous practice. To have done

so would have been somewhat in the nature

of gliding refined gold. By the early adop

tion and subsequent perfection of such ad

vanced constructions of such features as

four cylinder vertical motors, enclosed tim

ing gears, automatic carburation, sliding

gear transmission, yielding a direct drive on

the highest speed, and solid forgei axles, it

produced a car that was a credit to the mak

ers and to those who used it. This being the

case, the designers have been at liberty to

confine their attention to the improvement of

the minor details from year to year, the ab

sence of distinctly radical changes in the

make-up of the machine allowing opportuni

ty for a process of evolution and elimination

in the lesser parts which has worked out a

most excellent result. The policy employed

in the drawing up of the 1906 models has

been the same as has been previously fol

lowed; in consequence, the new cars are not

essentially different from those of last year

save in point of detail improvement.

The output of the coming season will com

prise two models, to be known'as “E” and

“H,” the one being of 153-20 horsepower, and

the other being rated at 3035. Both are

laid along the same lines, the only differ

ences noticeable between them being due to

the difference in size. Both are at standard

type throughout; are equipped with make

and break ignition, the energy for which is

supplied by tile .kocomobile's own magneto,

and the Locomwlle sliding gear transmis

LOCOMOBILE, MODEL E. 30-35 H. P.. 5.000.

sion, which is practically unaltered. The

frames are of pressed steel construction, the

section of the members being 3-16 inch, heav

ily reinforced by gussets at the corners, and

inset at the dash boards to give a liberal

wheel clearance and wide turning radius.

The spring suspensions are of the semi—el

liptic type, long radius curves being em

ployed, and the axles are of the I-beam sec

tion, drop forged from a special formula steel

stock.

The changes which have been introduced

in the construction of the motors comprise

among others a new method of screwing the

valve caps into the cylinder castings instead

of clamping them in place as heretofore; a

rearrangement of the water piping whereby

the inlet to the jackets is through a pipe

which, entering at the top, leads to the lower

part of the jacket space, where it discharges,

the return being from the top, in the usual

way; a balanced throttle valve which oper

ates without friction, and is not affected by

the suction of the motor; and a change in the

construction of the ignitors so that they are

inserted into the cylinders in the form of

taper plugs, instead of being faced against

the outside of the castings. The action of

the automatic air inlet and the governing

of the motor in general have been improved,

the feature of controlling the spark by shift

ing the igniter cam shaft longitudinally and

the use of spiral cams being retained.

The greatest of care has been exercised in

the construction and testing of the magneto

equipment, from the method of attachment,

which has been reduced to a single nut with

its lock nut and cotter pin, down to the last

details of such points as the sweating in of

screws which are not used for adjustment, to

prevent them from backing out. The matter

of lubrication also has been attended to with

care, overlubrication being made impossible

through the provision of overflow holes in

the oil wells and the installation of protect

ing washers on the armature shafts to pre

vent the oil from working in on the wind

ings.

The clutch is of the aluminum cone variety,

leather faced, and is provided with a double

universal joint in the driving shaft, to permit

of automatic alignment and seating in the

flywheel. The arrangement of the parts is

such that either the engine or transmission

may be removed from the chassis without dis

turbing the other mechanism, the connection

between the two being broken by the removal

of a single bolt in the universal joint. In

the transmission the feature of a manganese

bronze frame or body portion of the case is

retained, guaranteeing a fixed relationship

between the bearings and preventing distor

tion from any cause.

In the mechanism of control an alteration

has been made to the extent of arranging

the spark and gas levers to work over a

stationary quadrant, giving them a fixed re

lation to the driver, irrespective of the po

sition of the steering wheel over which they

are mounted. The pedals are of the push

type, very strongly made, and a foot accel

erator is placed at the right side of 'the foot

board, as in former models. The brakes are

of the usual order, those upon the rear wheels

being internally expanding. while the third,

which is operated by a pedal, is mounted on

the countershaft at the right of the steering

column. This brake is distinguishable for the
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The Stearns Car for 1906. ‘

 
 

great amount of wearing surface which is

presented, that of the smaller of the two cars,

for instance, being 16 inches in diameter by

3% inches wide.

Considering the two models separately, the

smaller, model E, is specified as having a

3%, by 41/2 inch motor, testing up to 22 horse

power on the brake, 93 inch wheel base,

standardtread and 32 by 4 inch tires. It

is fitted with a characteristic side entrance

body seating five passengers, and weighs

something like 1,900 pounds. Model H, on

the other hand, has a motor dimentioned 4%

by 51/2 inches, turning up 40 horsepower on

the stand, and running on 106 inch wheel

base and standard tread; 34 by 4% inch tires

are used, and the side entrance body has a

seating capacity of five to seven passengers.

The machine weighs 2,900 pounds complete

with equipment. Both cars are driven by side

chains, and might be described as being of

the Continental type in so far as that term

signifies a sturdy and serviceable automobile.

 

Inclination of the Fuel Tank.

A most important point in the mounting of

the gasolene tank of a car which is fed its

' fuel by gravity, and one which the early de

signers entirely overlooked and many of later

enlightenment have neglected, is that of slop

ing the bottom toward the side from which

the supply is drawn, and taking the feed pipe

from the rear side of the tank rather than

the front. By this means a uniform flow of

gasolene may be secured until the very last

drop has been consumed, and also when hill

climbing, a greater head is obtained than

otherwise would be possible, owing to the

fluid running to the rear side of the tank.

This feature is embodied in several of the

new cars which'are being brought out, and

is worth consideration when a new machine

is to be chosen.

 

Concerning the l906 Stearns.

One of the “truly American" cars which

always have held a reputation for' substan

tiality and high grade appearance and action

is the Stearns. its appearance in 1906 dress,

as here shown, would seem to indicate that

the F. B. Stearns Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, is preparing to market during the‘ com

ing season just another sush machine as it

built last year and one which is equally up

to date. The type is that of the heavy tour

ing car, and its capacity is five passengers

normally, an additional couple being accom

modated on occasion by the use of a pair of

door seats. The rated horsepower is forty

to forty-five.

The motor is of the regulation four cylin

der type, the elements being cast in pairs. The

high tension magneto system of ignition is

employed, a set of dry cells being provided for

emergency use, and for the cooling system a

tubular radiator with forced draught is used.

A sliding gear transmission giving tour for

ward speeds and the reverse is used. the gear

changes being obtained by the selective sys

tem. The final drive is by slide chains from

a transverse countershat’t to each of the rear

wheels. The frame is of pressed steel, heav

ily made and put together in massive style,

making that essential portion of the n'achine

endurnble beyond all manner of doubt. The

emergency brakes expand internilly upon

drums attached to the rear wheels. while a

foot brake contracts a band on the differential

sleeve. The wheel base is 118 inches, the

tread standard, and the tires 36 by 4 and 4%,

front and rear, respectively. Fully equipped,

the car weighs 3,000 pounds.

 

The Turbine Combustion Motor.

it should be a matter of rejoicing to every

one connected with the automobile industry

that an internal combustion turbine engine

at length has made its appearance, after so

long a period of promise and waiting. The

ltetz motor, which has been on exhibition

at the Paris Salon, may not be in every way

a successful engine; it may not be able to

compete with the types of reciprocating motor

which already are in use. or it may, but at

all events it is a step in advance, and marks

the beginning of a new epoch. ‘

The. motor in question has a series of nine

cylinders arranged vertically' about a central

axis and all opening downward in front of

the face of the turbine proper. The ends of

the cylinders are tapered oftto form jets

through which small bodies of water, in lieu

of the ordinary piston, are impinged against

the vanes of the wheel by the impulse of the

gas.

Paris is a long way from the Bowery, and

the age of the gas turbine may be a long way

off, too, but it is encouraging at least to hear

of a turbine motor that will go, after all that

has been said and done in this country and

elsewhere, and after all the promise which

has been held out to the inquirer through the

columns of “The Patent Gazette."

To Keep Oil from Congeaiing.

It is well to remember that during the cold

weather a thinner oil should be used in the

motor than is employed in summer. In case

a special brand of suitable oil cannot readily

be procured, a simple expedient which serves

to advantage is to thin the regular lubricant

with a small amount of pure sperm oil, the

proper proportion being two ounces to the

pint or less. Sperm oil is included in the

composition of nearly all. if not all, cylinder

oils, and serves a useful purpose; its freezing

point is very low. however, and by increasing

the amount in the mixture :1 very goad insur

ance against congealiug is secured at low cost.

 

“Yes,” remarked the new agent to the

prospe<'-tive buyer, “we have two kinds of

gasolene cars—limousines and llll-liln0\l:‘i'.leS

—but, honestly, I’d recommend a four cyl

inder electric."
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The American Car Finds Favor in Holland.
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Although it is not generally known, the

.Mitchell Motor Car Co., of Racine, Wis, has

for the past year been conducting a quiet

but energetic campaign for foreign trade.

Their Mr. Read has been systematically tour

ing Europe and the tar East in the interests

of the company, and, of course, has estab

lished many agencies. One of his good place

fez-i:
. P - -

  

ments was Holland, where Mr. J. D. Mijer,

of The Hague, is looking after Mitchell in

terests in the land of dikes and windmills.

The above photograph, taken while Mr. Read

was in Holland, shows Mr. Mijer at the

wheel of :1 Mitchell touring car; Mr. Read,

the missionary, is beside him. It will be

noticed Mr. Mijer has a small American flag,

also one of his vown country, mounted on

the dashboard. Whether this was a token

of respect for his guest, the all American

car or both is not stated. Anyway, he looks

pleased. Mr. Mijer recently made a non-stop

run in this car from The Hague to Berlin.

:1 distance of about 500 miles—a performance

that served to turn attention to the car.

 

The Bull and the Red Car.

There have been rumors anent the en

trance ot the motor car into the arena in

Spain, but the following appears to be the

only authentic case on record where the auto

mobile was used for bull fighting, and par

ticularly where the encounter was solely of

the animal's choosing. A bull escaped from

a farm at Neuilly, a suburb of Paris, and

found his way to the Bois du Bologne, where

he immediately proceeded to lay low an ene

my in the shape of a large red car. He fu

riously charged it from the rear, but the

driver saw him coming and put on full

speed ahead. Assisted by several policemen

acting in the role of banderilladores, who

way'ed their capes before the animal in true

bull ring style, the driver assumed the com

bined parts of picador and matador, and the

animal was finally cornered and shot.

 

France Creates an "Assembling" Record.

A record: breaking feat in car, assembling

was performed the other day in a French

factory, when the parts of an S-liol'sello\\'ei

voiturette, being brought together on the

iioor, the. mechanics of the shop started to_

put them together in the presence ofa rep

resentative of the Automobile Club “of

France. In just four hours from the start

the car was entirely completed and out on

the road in charge of its designer. As a test

it was put over something like 750 miles of

road at once and without being subjected to

more preparation than was‘accorded it in

the making. and covered the distance in

sixty-one hours and a halt. ' ,1

flow the Accident Happened.

A Kansas City woman, vwho owns and

drives a neat little gasoiene runabout, had

an accident recently by running into a bug

gy. As she was moving alongvery slowly _

and the buggy was standing still, very little

damage resulted. The buggy was not

harmed, but the automobile’s steering appa~

rntus was slightly broken. Thewoman that

evening was telling her husband of the accl

dcnt. .

. “How did it occur?" he asked.

"Why," replied his wife, “I was just creep

ing along near the curb when a woman

wearing the loveliest new polo turban I erer

saw passed .on the sidewalk, and"—

“That‘s enough; I understand," replied her

husband—Ex.
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CONCERNING CADILLACS

Features of the New Models Made Public—

Several Distinct Innovations Made.

 

 

If the ability to choose from a variety of

machines, all constructed by his favorite

manufacturer, can be considered at all as a

factor for the consideration of the purchaser,

then the Cadillac Motor Car Company, of

Detroit, Mich., should maintain its strong

hold on the public, for it is preparing to pro

duce ten distinct and ditiferent types of car

during the coming season, and all of that

Cadillac quality and with those Cadillac char

acteristics that made those cars head the list

of 1905 sellers. The 1906 line will vary in

price from $750 to $5,000, and will be mount

ed on three diiferent chasses rated at ten,

thirty and forty horsepower respectively. In

each of the models several features which

are essentially Cadillac will be retained in

improved form, Including the independent

timing of the valves, the special form of auto

matic carburetter, the copper water jacket

and the spark plug, which latter has been

used exclusively on cars of this make. On

all of the cars the planetary type of trans

mission gearing will be used, the lower pow

ered machines having two forward speeds.

and those of thirty and forty horsepower be

ing equipped with transmissions giving three

forward speeds, in addition to the reverse.

In detail, the line will consist of a single

cylinder runabout, rated at ten horsepower,

a light touring car, with the same powered

engine, a ten horsepower light delivery car,

a car'of the same power as the foregoing

fitted with a novel form of folding tonneau

body, and a ten horsepower coupe. Model H.

so called, will be a thirty horsepower ma

chine, fitted with a five passenger touring

body, or as an option, with a runabout body.

A form of coupe also will be. mounted on the

thirty horsepower chassis. 1n the forty horse

power linc, two styles will be offered, name

1y, a touring car of roomy and excellent de

sign, and a superlative limousine, the climax

of the series.

in the smaller types of machine the single

cylinder motor is used, the rating of ten

horsepower given it this year being fully up

to its actual ability as shown by repeated

tests, and its performance in general placing

it on an equal footing with other motors of

the same rated output. The economical con~

structlon of the water jackets, which are with

out the disagreeable feature of gaskets,

which might burn or blow out, and which

may be replaced at slight expense in case

01' injury from any source, is too well knoWn

to require more than passing reference in

this connection. In the construction of the

motors and other working parts of the cars

the Cadillac Company employs a rigid sys

tem of testing by means of limit guages,

.which does not permit of the passage from

the plant of a part which is in any way de

fective or under sized, and insures absolute

flexibility and interchangeability in all re

placements. I .. . ..

The system of lubrication of the motor is

one of considerable not'olty, being positively

fed and regulated in accordance with the en

gine speed. An arm, extending from the

lubricator casing toward the flywheel, en

gages a cam, which is integral with that

part. and from it receives a motion which

it imparts to the force pump which cir

culates the lubricant. The rate of motion of

the pump elements being governed by the

speed of the engine, the feed is. of course.

proportional to the demand for oil. Another

novelty which is to be found on these ma

chines is the safety starting device, which is

nothing more complex than a little slide

which is pushed over the opening, into which

the starting crank is inserted, by the/motion

which advances the spark, and which thus

prevents the crank from being applied until

the spark lever has been retarded by the

proper amount to insure immunity from a

back kick.

The frame is of pressed steel construction.

made of a special grade of stock and tested

to a point far above the maximum running

load. The suspension is upon three springs,

two at the rear, and one in front, the latter

being provided with a rocker joint which

fully doubles the etticiency, and permits of

great fiexibilty in the running gear. Artillery -

wheels are used, those in the rear. being

keyed to the live driving axle, while those in

front are mounted on ball bearings. The

method of control is characteristically simple,

the handling of the motor being accomplished .

by the use oi! levers mounted on the steering

column, while the forward speeds are con

trolled by a lever at the side of the car.

while the reverse, and the brake, which is

of large proportions and acts on' the dlifer

entlal casing on the rear axle, are controlled

by foot pedals. The gasolene capacity 'is

seven gallons in all, including one gallon

which is contained in a reserve tank, only

drawn from when the main supply has be

come exhausted and a stop cock opened, the

driver thus being guarded againsttrunning

out of fuel while on the road, by automatic

means.

The thirty horsepower model has a carry

ing capacity of five persons and runs on 32

by 4 inch tires, the wheel base being ninety

eight inches. The motor is of the tour—cyl—

luder vertical order, the cylinder dimensions

being 4% by 5 inches. The total weight of

the machine, including the standard equip

ment, is 2,400 pounds. Model L, the forty

horsepower car, has a 5 by 5 inch motor of

four cylinders, and is mounted on a wheel

base of 110 inches, the tires being 36 by 4

inches in front, and 36 by 4% inches in the

rear. Both cars are essentially similar, be

ing designed along the same lines, and dif

fering chiefly in the matter of power.

These machines are equipped throughout

with the Hess-Bright type of ball bearing,

the wheels, transmission and engine bearings

being included. The transmissions are con

structed in a thoroughgoing manner, all

gears being cut from special stock, ground

and hardened. The drive to the rear axles is

by a cardan shaft, and specially hardened

gears in the bevel pair. The brakes are

double acting, and work on drums attached

to the rear wheels, one set expanding and

the other contracting upon the drums, either

one being of ample power for any emergency.

The spring suspensions are semi-elliptic in

front and three-quarter elliptic in the rear,

affording a very elastic mounting.

Among the distinctive novelties which are

introduced in these cars are the commuta~

tors, which are placed horizontally on a ver

tical shaft, and are provided with an oil

container; the carburetters, which have been

Worked out with especial reference to the

motors, which they feed, and the bodies,

which are of original and exclusive design,

and appropriately drawn for the use to which

they are to be put. The line is uniformly

graded in character. and the elements are of

sutiicient variety to suit the tastes of all who

buy automobiles.

 

Pierce to Build: Fm Engine.

Pittshurg is not the first city to adopt the

chemical fire engine, by any means, but it

would appear to be a pioneer in taking up the

gasolene propelled vehicle for this purpose

for other towns have placed their faith in

steam. The machine, which will be built on

a 45-horsepower Pierce chassis, with extra

long wheel base, has been ordered, through

the Banker Bros. 00., and it is anticipated

that it will be something entirely out of the

ordinary either in automobiles or fire ap

paratus.

it will be equipped with two 250-gallon

chemical tanks, six small fire extinguishers,

ladders, hose and the usual equipment of a

chemical wagon, and there will be room on

the footboards for ten firemen as well as the

chauffeur, who will control the machine. The

car will have sufficient capacity to fight small

fires or to take care of the start of a big

one, and one of the advantages claimed for it

is its speed and the rapidity with which it

can be taken anywhere. Having a speed of

from forty to sixty miles an hour, such an

engine could be rushed to fires in the subur

ban district or in the scattered resident sec

tions of the town, where in case of a fire the

building is likely to be destroyed long before

horse engines and carriages can make the

long run.

This machine will, if adopted by Plttsburg.

create interest all over the country, for its

use will interest not only the city authori

ties, but the insurance interests, who will see

in it a new field for fire fighting and a valu~

able adjunct to the insurance patrols which

are maintained in many cities and which are

always the first at a fire.

——

Novelty in Headlights.

A novelty in headlight construction which

has just been introduced in France is the use

of an iris diaphragm at the front of the lamp

by means of which the beam of light may be

reduced in diameter to a very fine pencil. the

mechanism being controlled from the driver‘s

seat. By thus restricting the diameter of the

beam the light is concentrated on a point far

ahead of the machine and does not interfere

with the vision of drivers of approaching

trafilc.
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NON-STOP WAS SHORT STOPPED

How Two Ambitious New Y rkers Who Went

to Washington Found a "Welcome."

 

 

Two persons, at least, have learned that

the officials of Washington, D. 0., do not feel

kindly toward non-stop automobile runs,

especially if they are not consultedi before

hand or asked to take a hand in the play.

They are C. C. Singer and R. L. Lockwood,

who went down to Washington to try out a

Reo in a 1,000-mile non-stop test.

Wide, straight and asphalted Pennsylvania

avenue is conducive to easy running, so with

hopes high these two New Yorkers, assisted

by a Washingtonian, set out on Monday, last

week. to establish a 1,000~mile non-stop rec

ord, and incidentally put another feather in

the Reo‘s bonnet. But they reckoned with

out their host. Early Tuesday morning Po

licemen Lauten and Van Horn, of the 3d pre

cinct, were rudely awakened from their

dreams, in which expected Christmas Day

handouts assumed an important role, on com

plaint that an automobile was speeding on

Pennsylvania avenue, Northwest. At the time

Sergeant Hodges was watching the car near

the Pease monument; Sergeant Harrison held

a stop watch at the White House and Ser

geant Judge stood near Washington Circle

with a worried look on his face.

Lauten and Van Horn are bicycle police

men and as such are considered pretty good

sprinters, so they were sent off to apprehend

the nervy culprits who dared speed on Penn

sylvania avenue's sacred asphalt at the un

canny hour of midnight. The cycle cops

swore that although they attained a speed of

thirty miles an hour they were left behind

by the little car. As a last resort they lined

up across the street at 15th street and Penn

sylvania avenue to stop the machine on its

return.

Singer was driving at the time and when

he spied the line of bluecoats he realized

the 1,0Q0-miies would not be finished. He

stopped.

The following day Singer was arraigned in

police court before Judge Mullowny. The

officers said the machine was making at least

forty miles an hour. For reasons which he

did not state Singer did not question the

alleged speed. The 1,000-mile stopped run

culminated with the payment of a fine of

$30. The clerk marked the entry paid and

the incident closed.

Gmgu on Battleships.

At last the English naval authorities have

recognized the universal use of the automo

bile. The bicycle stable has long been a reg

ular institution on board British battleships

and cruisers and now the nien-of-war con

tain motor garages.

In the flat space between the boiler-room

bulkhead and the cook’s galley plenty of

room has been found in most warships to

stack bicycles and several motor cars, and

the boat derrick, which hoists out a steam

pinnnce, weighing fifteen tons, makes it a

comparatively easy matter to land and re

ship the cars.

Motoring is becoming increasingly popu

lar in the service, and it is found quite a

comfort to the officers to be able to take

their automobiles with them for spins on

land.

Gabriel Evolves a Shock Absorber.

Having successfully devised a means of

clearing the road, the Gabriel llorn Mfg.

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has undertaken to help

 

  

save the body from jolts and jars while on

the road, even if the latter be rough. The

bump-saving instrument is the Foster shock

absorber of course, which the Horn Com

pany is now marketing. While of the old

dashpot principle, the Foster shock absorber

is unique because of its simplicity and com

pactness. It is a small, light cylinder, made

of cold drawn steel, containing the piston,

which is attached to the frame. The lower

part of the cylinder contains oil, and the sad

den compression of the spring forces the

plunger down against the oil, which acts as a

spring. The plunger head contains two small

valves, so that when the piston comes in

contact with the oil, it' forces it through

these holes into the upper chamber. 011 the

recoil the oil acts as a cushion, and the plun

ger retards slowly, the oil flowing back into

the lower chamber a small portion at a time,

thus relieving the strain for the springs.

The. Foster shock absorber weighs but two

and one-half pounds, is adjustable in every

direction and can be fitted to any car.

 

Tells a Tales of Crankshafis.

For those who are interested in the me

chanical details of automobile building there

are some excellent pointers in a pamphlet en

titled "Fasbioning a Crankshaft," which has

Just been issued by the Electric Vehicle Com

pany, of Hartford, and will be sent free upon

request. It illustrates various methods of

turning out crankshafts and axles, dwelling

at length 'upon the European method of

machining crankshafts cold from solid slabs

of steel, as is done for Columbia cars.

HACKLEY ADOPTS LINKWORK

Californian Bring: it to Bear on Motor Cars—

Thc. Direct Drive That Results.

 

Although the methods most commonly em

ployed for the connection of the motor and

driving wheels of the automobile are those

in which various combinations of toothed

gearing are used, it does not follow that no

more direct means of connection may be

evolved for successful application, or that

the ultimate concensus of opinion will fix

upon the system of sliding gears, or the less

cumbersome one of planetary gearing as the

best for the purpose. As a matter of fact.

there are most attractive possibilities, both

in the friction drive pure and simple and in

the methods of direct drive by means of

linkwork, both of which are receiving their

measure of attention in one quarter and an-'

other. 0f the latter, the latest to come be

fore the public is the invention of George

'1‘. Buckley, of Los Angeles, Cal., which

combines the principles of two well known

mechanical movements in a novel applica

tion to the purpose.

The Hackley system, which has been

adopted by the Direct Drive Power Trans

mission Company, of Los Angeles, employs

an adaptation of the link motion commonly

applied to the reverse gear of locomotives

and other steam engines, which is made to

actuate a pair of roller clutches acting on

the rear axle of the machine through lever

arms. The latter principle is one which was

at one time extensively used on bicycles of

the Star type. As a result of the combina

tion, a means of uniform gradation of speed

and power is obtained, compassing the en

tire power range of the motor, and that with

simple mechanism, which is not expensive

to construct, and which requires little or no

skill in manipulation.

In the only type of car to which the ar

rangement has thus far been applied. a hon

zontal motor is used with crankshaft placed

transversely of the main axis, though the

system is capable of adaptation to any type

of machine. The crank shaft of the motor

has two external cranks formed in it mid

way of the machine. To these are coupled

a pair of connecting rods which are attached

at their rear ends to the extremities of a

pair of swinging links, which are slotted in

the arc of a circle, the centre of which is at

the centre of the crank shaft. The blocks

which are fitted to these are connected by

rods to the lever arms, which are coupled to

the rear axle by means of the roller clutches.

By this means the rotary motion of the

crank shaft is transformed into a recipro

cating motion at the rear lever arms, which,

by virtue of their arrangement, transmit a

practically continuous rotary motion to the

axle. The stroke of the final drive is regu

lated by means of the variable leverage

which is obtained by shifting the link blocks
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in the slotted lihks.‘ Thus, by adjusting the

mechanism for a very long stroke, the maxi

mum of speed is obtained, while by shorten

ing the throw of the arms, the speed is cor

respondingly diminished"with an increase in

leverage and power, up to a neutral point

where no motion is imparted. The reversal

in the direction of the drive is obtained by

altering the arrangement of the clutch dogs,

causing them to take hold on the pulling,

instead of on the pushing impulse, as ordi

narily. _

The control of the system is entirely con

centrated in a secondary wheel mounted

above the steering wheel, and readily ma

nipulated. Thus, the handling of the car

is reduced to its lowest terms, practically

speaking, as the control of the speed is made

absolutely simple and independent of the

handling of any clutch or gear mechanism.

Another point which should have an impor

tant bearing upon the introduction of the

system is that by its construction- the ma

chine cannot roll backward while it is in the

forward gear, the entire system serving as a

backstOp or automatic sprag arrangement,

which should be of great efficiency where hill

climbing is to be undertaken. The rear axle

of the machine is equipped with a differen

tial in the usual way, so that a positive drive

is secured while rounding curves.

The application of link drive to motor cars

is by no means new, and as each 'of the two

movements used in this case is of well tried

worth, even though the arrangement may be

totally out of the ordinary, it has plenty of

recommendation to entitle it to trial and pos

sible adoption. 'Up to the present time the

Hackley drive has not been regularly ap

plied to any make of car, but is manufac

tured under patent right by the Los Angeles

company.

France May Put up 'l'ariii Bars.

According to recent cable advices the

French manufacturers are becoming alarmed

to such an extent at American competition

and the manner in which the products of the

latter are invading their territory that they

have petitioned the government with a view

to the passage of a 'bill placing a prohibitive

duty on all imported motor cars. ‘lt is the

story of the American bicycle all over',agaiu.

It was only by making the price of the latter

exorbitant by means of a high duty that the

French machine was able to hold itsown.

 

 

Honolulu to Set 1 Limit. .‘

A cast iron ordinance to regulate the opera

tion of automobiles in Honolulu has been

presented to the Board of Supervisors and

referred to the county attorney for an opin

ion as to its legality. Besidcs making speed

limits of eight miles an hour in to.\'n and

four miles at the crossing, it providesthat

no person shall run an automobile until he

or she has passed an examination and been

given a certificateas a chauifeur. No car is

to be allowed to run on the streets at all until

it has been registered with the police, except

it be that of a temporary visitor.

"i ‘ -. (I'll! “"1!

'Here’s the Genuine Automobile Bonnet.

{‘Gone to the head" has the automobile,

bonnet, chassis, wheels and tonneau, and

from the interior of the modiste’s head to the

exterior of the cranium of any woman,

 

 

  

\

‘

French or otherwise, with sutlicient courage

to don such a creation. Even the headlights

are reproduced in one of these specimens of

hideous aspect, either of which would be

more than sufficient to counterbalance a far

‘1! )1; (

stronger claim to 'conicllness .of ensemble

than' is possessed by the representatives of

their sex~ beariug'rhcse intended-to-‘be adorn

ments in the accompanying sketches, which

are reproduced from photographs.

Wide Tires and Good Reads

Troy, N. Y., has as a‘ member at its Board

of Supervisors a man who has the courage

of his convictions. He has accordingly drawn

 

up an ordinance providing fo'r the use of wide '

tires on all wagons learryiug 'heuvy loads

through the streets of that city on and after

March 1, 1907. This has been pending before

the ancient city's lawmakers for some time,

but. blinded to the ultimate interests of the

|~eople they-represent by'a lack of foresight

that does not permit them to look beyond

the immediate present, most'of the gentlemen

in question have refrained from coming to

the support of the ordinance. Its chief sup

porter is strenuously upholding it, and the

arguments he brings forth are of great inter

est to every community in the country, for

the question of good roads is universal.

One bright supervisor from a country town

admitted that he was convinced that wide

tires were necessary to preserve the country

roads and were an actual advantage to the

farmer, still he disliked to vote for a meas

ure that imposed an involuntary tax upon

his neighbor. The much greater burden of

taxation imposed upon the same farmer by

the failure to use wide tires evidently never

struck him. It is almost superfluous to state

that wide tires are road makers and narrow

tires road breakers. Nor does it require any

special scientific attainments or knowledge

to appreciate the amount of damage a heavily

loaded wagon with the ordinary sharp, nar

row and rounded tires can do on the best of

roads. But beside the immense saving in

road maintenance brought about by the use

of tires proportioned to the load to be car

ried, there is the further great advantage of

increased hauling capacity with the same or

less power. Numerous tests with the dyna

.mometer by national and State experimental

-.stations have proved that ordinary teams can

haul 40 per cent more weight on wagons with

3-inch tires than with 2-inch. A test in Mis

souri showed that 3.248 pounds could be

hauled as easily on 3-inch tires as 2,000

pounds on 2-lnch tires.

Mention has been made times innumerable

of the system by which such Continental

countries'of Europe as France and Germany

havemalntained their vast network of floor

like roads in a condition that is equalled in

no other part of the world, but it is a story

that will bear endless repeating, at least until

it is taken to heart. Germany requires even

light vehicles to have tires of a minimum

width of 2% inches, and both this and other

European governments compel all road users

to construct their vehicles in a manner that

will impose the least possible wear on its

surface. In France every market wagon and

cart is a road maker. The tires are from

three to ten inches wide, the average being

from four to six, and the rear axle is more

than a foot longer than the fore, so that the

track of the rear wheels is fully one, inch

outside of that of the forward pair. ' '

 

Mather to Head Rhoda Islands.

HWilliam Penn Mather has been nominated

for the presidency of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Club, the annual meeting of which

will be held on Wednesday next. Mr. Mather

is now vice-president of the club. Other

nominees are as follows: For vice-president,

R. Lincoln Lippitt; for secretary, Eugene M.

Sawin; for treasurer, H. D._ .Wilcox. G0“:

crnors, for three years: C. Prescott Knight,

‘ Lowell Emerson; for two years, Darwin Al

my, Charles A. Read; for one year, Charles

A. Russell.

 

The following officers have been selected to

serve the Ogden (Utah) Automobile Club for

the ensuing ycar.: President, 0. J. Stilwell;

vicepresident. Archibald Blgelow; secretary,

Dr. U. V. Withie; treasurer, Dr. F. W. Baker;

captain, L. H. Becraft.

KEITBB
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MAY “MiLK” ALL MOTORISTS

Despite State License, Pennsylvania Court Holds

Local Licenses Legal—Text of the Decision.

 

 

Although Section 14 of Pennsylvania‘s new

State automobile law, which goes into effect

Monday next, explicitly states that “all acts

or parts of acts inconsistent herewith are

hereby repealed,” it seems that Philadel

phia’s individual motorist mulcting system

otherwise knewn as the license act of 1902—

-is not abrogated by the legislative act of 1905.

At least this is the opinion of Judges Will

son, Audenried and Carr, in Common Pleas

Court No. 4, in refusing to grant the in

junction of the Automobile Club of Philadel

phia and the Philadelphia Automobile Deal

ers’ Association against the city authorities

to restrain them from enforcing the iniquit

ous local ordinance requiring the display and

purchase of license tags from the Bureau of

Boiler Inspection.

The decision is taken to mean that all first

class towns and cities throughout Pennsyl

vania may compel automobiles to secure li

censes upon entering their sacred territory.

Thus, to be allowed to travel through that

State a car must be betagged and benum

bered like a veritable department store

many times marked down piece of goods.

Pittsbnrg motorists some time ago lost a

similar case when they questioned the right

of the city to impose a local tax on motor

cars, but they took defeat stoically. Not so the

residents of the Quaker City, however, for

they are going to rupture time honored tra

ditions by displaying a laudable progressive

ness. Their next step will be to obtain an

injunction restraining the city authorities

from enforcing the new State law. Those

interested will carry the case to the highest

court for judgment.

In the opinion handed down by the court

in Philadelphia last week the provisions of

the automobile laws of 1902 and 1903 are

cited, and then it goes on to say:

“It is claimed on behalf of the plaintiffs,

however, that, whatever may have been the

case previously. the condition of affairs was

altered when the act of Assembly of April

19, 1905, came into existence. That statute

enacted that no motor vehicle could be oper

ated within the highways of the Common

wealth untll the operator of the vehicle

should procure a license from the State

Highway Department of the Common

wealth. That department was directed to

enter the application for a license in a par

ticular book, and in a proper case to issue a

license to the applicant, together with two

tags exhibiting the license number and the

number of the year.

“For this license, as well as for the licenses

called for by the ordinance of‘lvu2, and the

act of Assembly of 1903, a fee was to be

paid. It is provided in the statute that no

more than one State license number should

be carried upon front and back of the Le

hicle, and that a ‘license number obtained in

any other place or State shall be removed

from said vehicle while the vehicle is being

used within this Commonwealth.‘

“In regard to the rate of speed it was en

acted that ‘no person or persons shall be al

lowed to use, operate or drive any motor

vehicle on any of the public streets or public

highways of the cities, boroughs, counties or

townships of this Commonwealth at a speed

greater than a mile in six minutes, within the

corporate limits of any city or borough;

while outside of the corporate limits of any

city or borough the lawful rate of speed shall

not exceed one mile in three minutes.’

“There was a proviso that in townships

of. the first class the Commissioner may by

ordinance fix a rate of speed of not less than

one mile in six minutes; and also that the

section containing the provision as to rate of

speed should not permit any person to drive

an automobile faster than is reasonable, ‘re

garding traflic, danger of injury to property

or person, at any time or at any place.’

“It is contended on the part of the auto

mobile people that this act of 1905 must be

regarded as superseding and obliterating the

ordinance of 1902. and as supplying the sole

method of regulating the use of automobiles

within the Commonwealth. aney are tax

payers within the city, and being apprehen

sive that the municipality in making prep

aration for carrying out the provisions of the

ordinance for the year 1905, will be obliged

to make certain expenditures of the public

funds, have filed the bill in this case to pre

vent the public. otiicers from taking any

steps in that direction.

“It is, of course, beyond all question that

if the statute and the ordinance are incon

sistent, or, if the statute can fairly be re

garded as intended to supplant the ordi

nance, the latter must give way and the

statute only have effect given to it. Para

mount authority of the lawmaking power of

the State over the lawmaklng power of the

city must be conceded. The question there

fore comes down to this: Is there any neces

sary lncompatability between the statute and

the ordinance, or does it sufficiently appear

that the statute was intended to furnish the

sole rule of conduct and regulation for the

use of automobiles and similar vehicles '2"

The opinion then states that the city had

full power to pass the ordinance of 1902 and

that this ordinance was better adapted to

protect people using the streets than the act

of 1905. Reference is made to the fact that

under the terms of the ordinance the license

to be obtained from the city is one which is

based on certain examinations which the

court does not regard as inconsistent with

anything in the act. No satisfactory argu

ment was presented against the right of the

city to require guarantees from operators of

automobiles additional to those required by

the State. '

“It has been argued," continued the opin

ion, “that the act of 1905 was intended to

provide that only one license number or tag

shall appear upon the front and back of the

vehicle when operated on the highways, but

we do not regard this to be the proper con

struction of the act. It is provided that only

one ‘State license number shall be carried

upon the vehicle. There is no prohibition

against the carrying of a license which was

not a State license, and the limitation of the

prohibition to Hi single class of licenses im

plies that it was not intended to exclude a

local municipal license from being carried

upon the vehicle.’ As to the word ‘place’ used

in the act, the court does not regard the term

a applying to a city or municipality within

the Commonwealth.

“It seems very plain," the opinion goes on

to say, “that what‘was intended to be en

acted by the clause just cited was that a

foreign license number should be removed

from any vehicle which comes from another

territorial; division outside of the State into

the limits of the State. The language of the

act—‘whiie the vehicle is being used within

this Commonwealth’—the court construes as

meaning that the vehicle in the mind of the.

Legislature was one which came from out

side of the State.

“It may be argued that there is an incom

patibility between the statute and the ordi

nance in the different provisions which are

contained in the two with reference to the

rates of speed at which an automobile may

be driven. The statute provides that no per

son shall be allowed to operate such a ve

hicle above a certain maximum speed under

certain conditions. The question might arise

as to what is meant by the term ‘allowed,’

and as to who or what authority might allow

the use or operation thereof. Perhaps it

would not be straining the force of language

to construe this provision as referring to the

constituted authority having jurisdiction over

highways in any particular district. Aside

from this point, however, it must be noted

that the Legislature only prohibited the driv

ing of automobiles or similar vehicles at a

higher rate than the fixed maximum speed.

It did not state that they might be drivcn at

that rate, except by implication, and that im

plication may be regarded as having been

overcome by the further provision that the

prohibition against exceeding a certain maxi

mum rate should not be construed as per

mitting any person to drive an automobile at

a greater speed than is reasonable.

“It does not seem to us that this restriction

of the force of the provision regulating the

rate of speed should be regarded as applie

able only to a particular case, where the

question of the reasonableness of the speed

might come before a jury, say, in an action

for negligence. In the absence of any pro

hibition against local legislation it would

rather seem that the Legislature intended

that the local authorities having jurisdiction

over such a class of subjects, and having

special knowledge of the conditions of their

own localities, might by ordinance determine

whatshould be a reasonable rate of speed.

“This we believe to be a permissible con

struction of the statute before us, and we be

lleve that such a construction will best pro
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mote the interests of the various communi

ties of the Commonwealth composed of peo

ple living in closely built towns and cities,

and that no unreasonable restrictions are

thereby placed upon people who desire to

make use of the modern horseless vehicles,

with due regard to the rights of others.

“We are unable to find in other portions of

the act of 1905 anything which conflicts with

the ordinance of 1902, and in view of what

we have already stated we have reached the

conclusion that the injunction prayed for

must be refused."

 

Photographs Settled Periury Case.

In a recent trial of one of the bicycle

“scoutsn employed by the London Automobile

Association for perjury in giving testimony

as a witness in defence of a car owner

mulcted for overspeeding, the police wit

nesses were utterly refuted by means of

photographs of the scene of the "trap."

The prosecution hinged entirely upon the

policeman‘s ability to determine when an on

coming car passed a given point, and after

the manner of their kind the “bobbies” took

solemn oath as to the accuracy of their

knowledge. When confronted with the pict

ure they were unable to say whether a man

standing in the road apparently at the spot

indicated by their testimony was in reality in

that position, had not yet arrived at it or had

already passed it. As a matter of fact. he

had passed it by thirty yards, a distance suf

ficient to have a marked effect upon the re

sult of a speed calculation based upon the

running of a furlong. By such methods as

this the English motorist has been squeezed

'to the tune of $5,000,000 in the last year.

Having "Fun" With Automobillsts.

New Haven (Conn) automobilists have re—

cently been made the victims of that now

time<worn scare carried out on a poorly

lighted street with the aid of a dummy fig

ure at the end of a rope. In this instance

its perpetrators have been in the habit of

taking up their stand just at a point where

the driver sees a chance to “let her out a

hit." As the car approaches rapidly the

straw man is yanked out of the darkness

directly into its path, at the expense of the

driver‘s nerves. It means an emergency

stop and a hasty search for the mangled re

mains, while the conspirators hot foot it

down some convenient alley and lnake good

their escape.

Why Holman Left Massachusetts.

“We have no ‘auto-jims’ here and no fresh

cops to take you in for the sake of getting a

little of your money," is the way in which

an ardent automobillst who has disdaint‘ully

shaken the dust of Leicester, Mass, off his

feet for the more peaceable vicinity of Day

tona, Fla., expresses his sentiments. He is

E. M. Holman, a retired jeweler, and owing

to the treatment he and other automobilists

have received at the hands of the local “corn

ltuhbles" and tare gatherers, has sworn that

he would not buy so much as a burial lot

anywhere near that town. He is making it

good by taking up a permanent residence in

a more congenial elime.

 

Here's that Motor Skate.

So many conflicting reports have been cir~

culated, and so much has been said of the

“motor road skate.” that has been drawn

from the imagination, that many were in

clined to discredit the whole story as a fabri

cation, and such a view was more than jus

tified by some of the forms in which the

story has made its appearance from time to

time.

But the motor skate is a reality, after all.

It is said to be the invention of a Swiss en

gineer, and is now actually on the market,

samples of it being shown at the recent Salon

in Paris. It consists of a small air-cooled

gasolene motor, power not given, mounted

upon a miniature chassis running on f.r

wire-spoked, rubber-tired wheels, as may be

seen from the accompanying sketch, drawn

from a photograph. The motor is coupled

  

direct to the rear axle which carries the driv

ing wheels, and lies almost horizontally un

der the foot of the wearer. As it is of the

inside flywheel type familiar on motorcycles.

it has few exposed moving parts. The ex

haust is carried through a curved outlet from

the valve to a muflier that is almost as large

as the engine, lying parallel beneath and

barely clearing the road. Ignition is by

means of the usual battery and ordinary

trembler coil. mounted on the chassis itself,

while the fuel supply is carried in a

tank belted to the waist of the passenger.

The front pair of wheels is mounted on a

small bogey truck in order to enable the

wearer to steer a course, though just how

control of a pair of these loose and ordinar

ily wabbly trucks is maintained, and why

they do not turn at right angles and con

tribute toward sending the skater to the far

beyond is not apparent. A speed of 25 miles

an hour is claimed for the device on a level

road, but no mention is made of how expert

a footehaufleur the wearer should be to at

tain this. These self-propelling skates are

being placed on the market at $120 per pair.

Both Speeding and Loitering Prohibited.

They bring things down to a fine point in

Metuchen, N. .1. Signs which hang on the

outskirts of the borough bear the following

inscription:

“Borough of Metuchen.

“Motor Vehicles. '

“Speed Limit:

“1 milk? minutes.

“No begging or loitering

allowed.”

Dust Leads to Odd Suit and Verdict.

What is deemed to be a “somewhat ref

markable case” by the foreign press has

just been decided by a Paris court. On May

IV of the present year an automobile passed

a cyclist on the road between Paris and

Melun. The motor car raised so dense a

cloud of dust that the cyclist. who was com

pletely enveloped in it, became confused,

swerved across the road into the path of an

oncoming car and was killed.

Actions were instituted against the drivers

of both cars, the one that had actually done

the damage and the one that had indirectly

been the cause of it. The verdict was a fine

of $200 and compensation to the amount of

$600 to the relatives of the deceased. The

driver of the first car was not only relieved

of any responsibility for the accident, but a

claim of $40 for malicious prosecution in his

favor was allowed.

How the Horse Increases.

Many are the predictions of the passing of

the horse, but there is one authority who

openly declares it to be his opinion that the

greater the number of automobiles the

greater will be the number of horses. He is

M. Lavaillard, one of the directors of a Paris

omnibus company, and his contention is that

successive inventions, such as the railway,

have led to the transformation of the horse

—not to his disappearance. He showed that

since the opening of the Paris subway the

Compaguie Generale des Omnibus has pur

chased 3,000 more horses. and that whereas

there were in France 5.386 automobiles. and

a little more than 3.000.000 horses in 1904,

the figures increased in 1905 to 17,704 auto

mobiles and 4,228,000 horses.

 

Sued for Damage to Highway.

Probably the most unique bit of litigation

growing out of the use of the automobile

takes the form of an action brought against

an express company in England for what is

alleged to be “extraordinary traflic damage

to the roads caused by the defendant’s

motors.” Upon consideration it will be seen

that the adverse decision of such a case

would open the way to endless litigation

aimed at all users of commercial vehicles.

It is thought to be a question of such mo

ment to the industry in the "tight little

isle" that the Society of Motor Manufactur

er and Traders has appropriated $250 to de~

tend the action.

 

Even Elephants Are Being Eliminated.

There are few things which the auto

mobile is not credited with having displaced,

and if a list of those that it has done away

with is ever compiled it will include the

rather incongruous item of "elephants." In

stead of travelling about in the gaudily ca

parisoned howdah, perched on the back of

one of these mountains of flesh. the native

East Indian of rank now atfects the motor

car. And his wealth is such in many in

stances ‘that the European must perforce

take a back seat. Most of the high priced

and ultra fashionable cars are the property

of the native princes.

_-__-—l____‘
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ABOUT THE NEW KNOXES

Famous ,Air Cooled Cars Now Right Up to

Date—Full oi Style and New features.

 

 

Up to the present time ears driven by air

cooled motors have been in a class by them

selves in 'more senses than one. They have

been distinguishable by an appearance totally

at variance with machines of the commoner

type—.8. thing which, although placing them”

in 'the class of the unusual, has served the

I valves

upon either side. A notable feature in the

valve construction is that the valves are

mounted in cages, ,which are removable by

the'relaxation of a single nut in each case,

by which means both the valve and its cage

' may be lifted clear of the engine for in

spection or grinding. This removal of the

may be accomplished without the

disturbance of either inlet or exhaust con

neetions. and, of course, without interfering

with the timing or other adjustment of the

mechanism. The cam shafts are entirely on

closed, and are driven from the crank shaft

by heavy gears running steel to bronze. The

  

KNOX TOURING CAR.

more to emphasize the excellence of their

performance on that very account. To many

purchasers, however, this very fact would

serve as a deterrent from investing in a ma

chine which otherwise would be wholly to

their liking, so that, all things considered,

the Model G, Knox car, with front vertical

motor, rated at 35-40 horsepower, capping the

climax of an efficient lineage, yet comparable

in power and mounting with any of the

more conventional machines, should prove a

good venture for the Knox Automobile Co.,

of Springfield, Mass, and a good and safe

investment for the purchaser.

Model G is signalized first of all by the

fact that it is the first air cooled car of high

power to be produced as a regular stock

model, and, second, by the fact that it is

constructed along the general lines which

have been adopted for water cooled cars of

standard type, the details having been

worked out with characteristic thoroughness

and the entire fabric made in a manner

which is authorized by good and established

precedent in the industry. The cylinder

dimensions are 4% by 51,5 inches. The

cylinders are cast separately, and are fitted

with the system of radial grooved pins

for extended radiating surface, which is a

feature of all Knox machines. The air cir

culating fan, which completes the cooling

system, is mounted at the forward end of

the motor, and is driven bya belt from the

crank shaft.

The valves, which are interchangeable, are

mounted in the heads of the cylinders, and

are actuated by short walking beams mount

ed on the heads, which, in turn, are actuated

by push rods driven from cam shafts run

ning in a compartment of the crank case

ment is installed having separate coil and

high tension distributor mounted in the case.

Au auxiliary dry battery is carried as a

standby and for use in starting the motor on

occasion. I

The clutch which connects the engine with

the transmission is of the cone type, fully

enclosed, and running in oil. Unlike most

members of its class, it is without the com

mon leather facing. working metal to metal.

On this account it is absolutely free from

the drawback-0f fierce engagement which

characterizes many devices of its type, fur

nishing, on the contrary, an absolutely

“sweet” engagement under all circumstances.

The amount of oil used is very slight, and

the device requires a minimum at attention.

The transmission is of the sliding gear type.

running in ball bearings, and adapted to

yield a direct connection on the highest gear

with no pinions in mesh. Other merits of

the mechanism are that the shafts are so

short as to preclude all possibility of their

springing when running on the lower gears,

and that the use of one hearing riding within

another, which is found in many transmis

sions, is avoided, thereby eliminating a feat

ure which introduces numerous complica

tions.

As shown in the accompanying illustration,

  

KNOX LIMOUSINE.

crank shaft, which is made of nickel steel,

cut from the solid slab, runs in five liberal

hearings in an aluminum case. which is so

arranged that the lower half may be re

moved for purposes of inspection without

disturbing the adjustment of the bearings.

Four of these bearings are 2% inches in

length, while the fifth, which is at the rear

end of the motor, is 4 inches long. The

wrist pins are tubular and afford a 1% inch

bearing for the connecting rods. The con

necting rod bearings themselves are of the

marine type. bronze bushed.

The jump spark system of ignition is used

with a high tension magneto generator,

which is directly driven from the inlet cam

shaft. A thoroughly modern type of instru

the distribution of the turning effort, of the

motor is accomplished by means of a driv

ing and lay shaft mounted side by side in

Hess-Bright bearings of the automatic type.

The rear bearing of the driving shaft, P, is

bolted to the bottom of the case, and also is

stayed to the rear of the case by means of

the arm, 0, which bridges over the counter

shaft. The sliding member carrying the

gears, C and D, is splined to the shaft, A,

by means of four heavy keys. In successive

position it meshes with gears, F and G, for

the first and second forward speeds. By

meshing E and H, the third speed is ob

tained, the drive up to this point being

through the lay shaft and the bevel gears,

J and E, the latter being mounted on the
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INLET SIDE.

differential casing. For the fourth speed, or

direct drive, the gear, E, is slipped into an

internal gear, V, which is made integral with

the bevel pinion, I, meshing with the second

bevel gear, L, on the differential. With this

connection the gears of the lay shaft are out

of mesh, and in consequence it rotates idly

in its bearings. The pair, I-V, is mounted

upon the shaft, A, in ball bearings, and when

not in use revolves freely with little or no

load upon the shaft. The reverse movement

is obtained by sliding the reverse idler, W.

backward in the case until it meshes at once

with gears C and F.

The shifting bars which operate the gears

are moved at the proper time by a single

lever at the side of the car, which slides

through a gridiron segment, fitted with a

gate as a guard for the reverse. The shafts

are all made of a special grade of nickel car

bon steel, having a tensile strength of 120,000

pounds per square inch, while the gears are

of a nickel chrome alloy, having a tensile

strength of 175,000 pounds per square inch.

The gear case is of cast aluminum, divided

at the centre, and having a liberal inspec

tion port in the top.

The running gear is of equally modern con

struction with the power plant, consisting of

34-inch wheels, shod with 4-inch tires in

front and 41,9-inch tires in the rear, the

wheel base being 112 inches, and the tread

standard. The axles are 01' I-beam construc

tion, made of special steel testing 120,000

pounds tensile, and the steering pivots and

levers are forged from the same material.

The frame is of high grade pressed steel,

tapered in section toward each end, and ot'

the same width throughout. The spring horns

are hand forged from the same grade of

steel which is used for the axles. The spring

suspension is characteristically easy, consist

ing of semi-elliptic elements, the front mem

bers being 42 inches long, and those in the

rear being 54 inches in length. All springs

are 2 inches in width. The mud guards are

of liberal proportions, those in front being

of the plough~share variety, both sets con

necting with the running board at the side

of the machine. The brakes on the rear

wheels are of the internal expansion order.

while a large drum, N, mounted on the coun

—KN()X MOTOR.—

ter shaft, and actuated by a push pedal, is

of the external type. The control of the ma

chine is accomplished by means of spark and

gas levers mounted at the top of the steer

ing column, and also by a foot accelerator.

In addition to the action of the brakes, the

motor throttle is so arranged that the com

pression may be used in retarding the car

at the will of the operator, thus saving the

wear and tear of the brakes.

In the design of the car, matters pertain

ing to the working out of such details as the

length, diameter and spacing of the radiating

pins, and the speed and pitch of the fan,

   

  

 

KNOX TRANSMISSION.

have been worked out with the greatest of

care, and so fine has the development of the

system been made, that the amount of power

consumed in driving the latter auxiliary is

but little more than that required to drive

the circulating pump of a water cooled ma

chine. In all other respects also, including

the carburatlon, which is completely auto

matic, and the lubrication, in which the sys

tem of continuous circulation of oil through

all the engine bearings by means of a pump,

the amount of feed being indicated by a

gauge upon the dash, has been adopted, the

greatest of pains have been taken to pro

duce a perfectly eflicient motor car.

Elimination of ignition Push Rods.

One of the drawbacks attendant upon em

ployment of the make and break system of

ignition for the high speed engine was the

, coinage.

EXHAUST SIDE.

excessive momentum and inertia of the push

rods actuating the hammer mechanism un

less their weight was reduced to a point that

at the outset did not appear practical. This

has, however, been satisfactorily overcome

by the use of rods needle—like in thinness

and weight, but of a steel calculated to with

stand any strain imposed upon it in this role.

Now the designers of the Richard-Brasier

cars have swept away the rods altogether.

and with them the problem attendant on

their use. The ignition cam shaft has been

raised from its customary location at the

level of the top of the crank case, to the

top of the cylinders and above the ignitors

themselves. This is driven by a small ver

tical shaft and bevel gearing and actuates

the ignitors by means of small face cams;

a modification of design that eliminates quite

a number of small parts. Provision is made

for automatically retarding the ignition

when starting, although normally the timing

is fixed.

Pccuiiaritiu oi Pognon's Plug.

Automatic regulation of the sparking gap

is an advantage claimed for the 1906 model

of the Pognon sparking plug. Normally,

which means when the points are cool—only

a distance of four millimetres separates the

points, but as the engine heats up the central

rod carrying one of the platinum terminals

expands in length from the centre of the

plug and carries its point away from its fel

low on the body of the plug, the amount of

expansion permitted just being sufficient to

cause the formation of the proper gap .for the

spark when the magneto is running at full

speed.

For this reason it is claimed to be the plug

par excellence for starting directly on the

magneto. The porcelain of this plug is in

three pieces, forming air chambers and pas

sages all around the conductor, which

touches ihe blocks only at the outer end

through a fitted ring, and between the inner

and centre block by means of another ring

or distance disk. No cement is used in its

construction, so that it may be readily dis

mounted.

Advent of the "Motician."

“.\iotician" is the newest product of word

It comes from abroad, and is de

signed to describe an automobile engineer.

ayru'nJl
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Ponro RICO’S STAGE LINE

Where Three Motor ’Busses have Replaced

33 goaches—l'low Success was Achiewd.

 

"Our actual service experience has been

remarkable in a country which knows not

machinery, and where the nearest repair

shop is 1,500 miles away, and it takes three

weeks to replace a broken part if it happens

to be something you do not have on hand,”

says C. W. Martin, who has completed a

year's operation of automobiles as common

carriers between Camuy and Aguadilla,

Porto Rico, a‘gap in the American Railroad,

in telling of his experiences with the auto

mobile in that country.

“We have been operating a stage line in

the western part of Porto Rico. The dis

tance covered is fifty-four miles (twenty

seven miles each wayi, completing a gap in

the railroad over a section of country so

rough and hilly that the great expense has

prevented the American railroad from build

ing its line here.

“Our work is to take passengers, baggage

and mail from the northern railroad ter

minus to the southern and bring back what

ever may be at the southern terminus. For

this we have five hours and twenty minutes

when the trains are on time (which is not

always the case). We have been running

now just one year without missing a single

day and have carried 7,422 passengers. Not

at passenger has been hurt in any way and

not a domestic animal killed except one too

inquisitive pig and a few dogs.

“I should like to know if there is a rail

road or trolley line that can show a better

record for safety and reliability?

“We have four machines, three used for

passengers and mail service and one as a

‘hospital car.’ Two of the cars for passenger

service are 8-horsepower machines, with a

seating capacity each of eight and the opera

tor, and the third is a 20-horsep0wer, double

opposed motor, fitted with a body designed to

carry fourteen passengers and operator.

“The ‘hospital machine' is always kept

loaded with parts and tools so that if we

receive a wire that something is wrong the

‘ambulance’ is on the road within a minute

or two after the telegram is received. It is

geared pretty high and generally needs very

little time to reach the cripple. Then if the

trouble means an hour's work or more, pas

sengers and mail are transferred to the ‘hos

pital wagon,‘ which continues the trip, and

‘Mr. Cripple’ has his wounds healed right

there in the road.

“Only once have we had to call on outside

assistance, and that was when a crank shaft

broke. Not having an extra one, we had to

have the help of a team or friendly oxen.

Every other machine has come in on its own

power. We have had troubles and many of

them, but it is not to be wondered at, as we

are compelled some days to carry very much

more weight than the machines are built to

carry. ‘ '

“One day the two eight-passenger cars

were loaded to their fullest capacity and the

fourteen-passenger machine with nineteen

crowded into it, was drawing a trailer

weighing a thousand pounds empty and load

ed with fifteen hundred pounds of baggage

and mail. When machines have such a

strain put on them it is not surprising that

parts sometimes give way.

“For a part of the way our road is very

bad, and we bounce over ruts and boulders

and plough through deep sand; then we have

long, steep hills to climb. which intensifies

the strain, and the vibration, caused by using

solid tires, crystallizes the axles, and they

break. That trouble we have overcome by

having straight two-inch axles made.

“We are three weeks from the factory, so

it is often necessary to make sight draft on

our ingenuity. Once the lower leaf of a

spring gave way and it was impossible to

proceed without fixing it. We had no rope

or twine at hand, were at our most distant

point from a telegraph station and had a

load of passengers for the steamer that

sailed next day from San Juan for the States.

A crowd of natives was soon about us, and

one, seeing our trouble, darted into the woods

and returned in a few minutes with a vine

that they use as rope. So we bound up the

spring with the vine and caught the train.

“The wet battery, broken spark plug.

stepped up carburettor, etc., are troubles

every automobilist has, and I will not dwell

on them.

“Once we burned the babbitt'out of a con

necting rod, owing to neglect to set up the

grease cap that lubricates it. The chauffeur

was certainly ‘up a tree’ until a passenger

asked if he had ever tried leather for a hear

ing. Besides being a new idea, there was no

leather, but since it was necessary to do

something the driver cut the soles from his

shoes and fitted the leather into the con

necting rod. It brought the machine in in

time for the train, but I do not recommend

the use of leather in place of babbitt.

“We have some difficulty to secure intel

ligent help. I brought two men down from

the factory, but through one's taking an

other position I was left with only one man

who thoroughly understood the machine. \Ve

have taught several of the natives and two

Americans, however, and now have five good

men.

v

“Onr engines are cooled by threaded pins

screwed into the cylinder enough to allow

thirty-two inches of radiating surface to one

inch surface inside the cylinder. With this

system we can take the long, hard grades

with a full load without overheating, and-I

think have settled for all time that even in

the hottest weather, such as we have. here all

the year, the air cooled engine is not only 'as

good,’ but much better than water cooled.

“When we started our line there were

thirty-two coaches, each seating three peo

ple besides the driver, to do the work our

machines are doing. I say 'to do the work,’

but I should say to do half the work, as the

travel has more than doubled since we

started giving so muchqulcker service. The

coaches died hard; they cut their price in

hlilf, and, of coursewgot some business, but

they have all left the route now except three.

These three have some business, as there

are still some people afraid of the auto
mobile.- ' I

“In the beginning we tried to keep an ac

curate account of the total cost per mile

with each machine. but the men found it too

much _of a problem to keep things straight.

so we can only make an average estimate.

Taking the cost of all gasolene. tires and

parts used and making a fair estimate of the

depreciation-in machines and then dividing

this total by the mileage we figure the cost

to have been about 5% cents a mile, exclusive

of ‘the chauffeur‘s wages. In the States it

would be at least 11/, cents less, on account

of cheaper gasolene, no cablegrams and no

excessive express charges.

“In the face of all our competition, our

troubles early in the game and the natives'

fear of the machines, we will this year pay

a dividend of 25 per cent. We have increase]

our holdings, extra parts and tools, etc.,

about 40 per cent., and have no kick coming

on the automobile as a commercial vehicle."

 

Motor Buo's Revolutionizing Influence.

“It has achieved success, both financial and

mechanical," says the Motor Car Journal,

speaking of the London motor ‘bus, "and the

popular penny form of automobiling has ac

cordingly ibecome ubiquitous,” it adds. There

are few fields now left for it to conquer, for

it is being chartered for theatre parties and

the like, and—say it with all due solemnity—

it has invaded the sacred precincts of Wind

sor Castle. It has also been requisitioned to

convey the King‘s bodyguard from the bar

racks to the castle. It is responsible for

something akin to a revolution in the fares in

London, for to the coming of the motor ve

hicle must be ascribed the sweeping reduc

tions made by railways and ‘bus companies

alike during the last month.

The celerlty with which the motor 'bus

takes people across and through'the metrop

olis is only comparable to the quickenlng of'

transportation facilities that followed the in-'

troduction of the steam railroad many years

ago. The extent to which London is being

awakened from its century old sleep may be

realized from the fact that one company al

ready operating 100 vehicles has no less than

700 more on order, all of which are to be de

livered within the next few months. Lon

don, it may be added, is poor in trolley line.

 

When Accidents Usually Occur.

“Did you ever notice,” remarked an ob~

servant motorist the other day, “that practi

cally all of these accidents in which visits to

country clubs or roadhouses cut a figure oc

cur on the return journies? How many have

you heard of that happened on the outgoing

trips?"
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DEPARTURE IN CLOSED CARS

Afiording the Man of Limited Means a .Car

of that Type-Its Many Features.

 

 

Of the many types of closed bodies that

have been devised to meet the demand for

an all year our none would appear to com

bine comfort and convenience to the extent

that has been attained in the Fouiilaron

doctor‘s coupé, introduced in

France and pictured here. The engine is

an 8-horsepower De Dion of the usual type.

and is mounted on the pressed steel frame. in

accordance with current practice, the remain

recently

equal to five miles an hour up to one giving

twenty-eight miles an hour, to be obtained.

A spring, the tension of which may be safely

regulated while the car is running, is in

serted in the driving gear, and tends to

augment at the same time the diameter of

the two pulleys. It automatically takes up

all play that might be set up by centrifugal

force at high. speeds, and prevents slipping

of the belt. The latter consists of a series

of links or blocks of chrome dressed leather,

mounted on a chain of case hardened steel.

The shaft upon which the second pulley is

mounted is connected with the rear live axle

by means of a cardan shaft in the usual man

ner. The speed may be varied without dis

engaging the gear, which enables practical

  

der of the mechanism conforming to custom

ary standards, with the exception of the

Fouliluron change speed gear. The drive is

through a clutch to a pulley connected to a

second one by a combination chain belt of pe

culiar construction. Each pulley is formed of

two laminated 'jointless cones, the arms or

which are so intertwined that the inner end

or each cone penetrates the interior of the

other. The bottom of the pulley is repre

sented by the circumference limiting the

intersection of the two cones opposed to each

other. One of these cenes is movable, and

can by sliding along the shaft penetrate

more or less into the stationary laminated

eone, and thus modify the diameter of the

bed upon which the belt rests. A lever con

nected to a non-reversible driving mech

anism enables one of the cones of each of

the pulleys to .slide along simultaneously,

but tn the opposite direction.

This movement causes a variation in the

diameter of the pulleys without modifying

the tension of the chain, and enables the

entire gamut of speeds, ranging from a gear

advantage to be taken of all the speeds com

prised between the limits available.

But it is more to the. body than to the

mechanism that attention should be directed,

for it may be said to represent an achieve

ment in the way of two prime attributes—

comfort and convenience—that has seldom

been attained, particularly in the small car.

With a movable front shield and ample sized

windows, it is to all intents and purposes

an open ear. and with these protectors in

place it is closed in a manner that means

the minimum waste of space and places

everything at hand and under cover.

 

For Quick-Drying Finishes.

“Automobile painting and finishing at the

present time is of the frenzied order—a sort

of paint them while you wait style—and to

meet this demand the automobile painter

must either buy a quicker drying roughstui‘f

than he has been accustomed to or make one

as occasion demands," says the Carriage

Monthly. “And on the whole, for this par

ticular class of work, the practice of shop

mixing the stuff is probably the more satis

factory, for the present at least. For an

especially quick stuff suited to needs of work

scheduled for a more than ordinarily rapid

finish, use five pounds of any American tiller

of rep'ute to three pounds of white keg lead.

With equal parts of quick rubbing varnish

and pale drying japan, mix this filler and

lead to a paste sufficiently thick to hold up

right a mixing paddle thrust into its centre.

Then reduce to a thorough brushing con

sistency with turpentine. Three coats of this

material may be safely applied every twen

ty-four hours, or a coat every eight hours.

‘b‘or a two-coat per day roughstuflf, mix

equal parts of the filler and lead, by weight,

as above advised. This brings into the com

position a slightly larger quantity of the oil

lead, but still leaves the mixture an'exceed

ineg quick drying one.

“In mixing these quick roughstuffs it is

the better plan to mix to meet the daily de

mand. lt insures a freer Working and a

surer drying material, and results in a sav

ing of stock, because of all paint shop sup

plies the rougbstui'f supply, by reason of its

lnussy, pasty nature, suffers the greater loss

when mixed ahead of requirements. And in

quick work, such as we have above pointed

out. the freshly prepared surfacing pigment

that dries rapidly through and through is all

important. A substantial aid to the quick

drying of roughstuif consists in laying first

one coat with a horizontal stroke of the

brush and the second one with vertical

strokes. This is an oldtime practice, but it

insures uniformity of application. and there

fore cclerity in drying.“

Now the Quick Detachable Tire Lug.

Detachability is the watciiword of the tire

maker at the moment, and from present in

dications it would appear certain that he

must make it Ills guiding star henceforth.

In the majority of instances the ing has been

discarded forthwith, but the English Dunlop

company has set up a halfway mark by the

introduction of a quickly detachable ing.

The tapped socket, into which this neces

sary but exasperating accessory of tire

fastening usually screws, is split into four

parts instead of being solid. These four

parts are, of course, fast to a ring at their

lower ends, and are supplemented by a

thumbserew slipping over them. By run~

ning the latter down to the end they may be

spread apart, and thus permit of the screw

being seated without turning. The thumb

screw is then brought down, closing the di

vided thread upon the thread of the bolt, so

that it may be tightened up. It would ap

pear to be but a halfway measure at best.

Toy miniature replicas of the modern motor

car are nothing it not up to date. The latest

addition is a full grown crank adorning the

front of the bonnet, the same as on any man

sized car. Here the resemblance ends. how

ever, for at its hidden end the crank termi

nates in nothing more dangerous than a

large ratchet, which produces a most oul

satisfying noise when the crank is “wound.”

it would indeed be an unimaginativejuvenile

owner who would forego this preliminary

before taking his seat at the wheel. _ I
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THE 1906 MODEL B

 

“THE PULLMAN OE AUTOMOBllES”

Absolutely the highest grade motor car built in this country, bar none, and the only car that

can consistently compete with foreign machines. You will do yourself an injustice if you

decide on your car without investigating this triumphant American production. New style

make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto, Bevel gear drive. Very large and roomy full

aluminum bodies.

 

 

  

MODEL B RAINIER, 30-35 H. P. PRICE,$4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

Do you realize fully the great superiority of the “ make and break " over the jump spark ?

Do you know that it does away entirely with the coil, the commutator, the batteries, and the spark plugs, and

substitutesfor all these a simple hammer and anvil, mechanically operated, which cannot get out of Order.

Do you know that 90 per cent. of the foreign makers have already adopted this method?

Do you know that the RAINIER car is guaranteed not to cost one dollar for repairs within one year of pur

chase, unless you have an accident, and that it stands alone in this respect ?

Learn all about i! in our new Bulletin just issued.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

We shall exhibit at the Armory Show in New York. . i
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the light that can be

thrown upon them,

for their fine

construction,

finish and

  

We believe in putting

up a good front,

and our cars

show it‘—

as it will

  

  

also be equipment

shown issuchas

in our 0 invites

N e1 'w ,I ‘ the very

Buildr " closest

ing at inspection.

F i fty - t The Lozier

fifth St. '1/ Car is the

and Broad- / very largest  

Am e r i c a n

Car, and in

p r i c e i t i s

diservedly the

highest. We are now

delivering Limousines, Land

aulets and Touring Cars, 35

Horsepower, Type C, 1906

Model, and every owner Of a

LOZIER MOTOR CAR is one

of experience who has at last

found the ideal in our product.

way, which

we hope will

be ready for

occupancy in a'

few days, and where

we will have a continuous

plate glass corner front,

permitting LOZIER

MOTOR CARs to be

shown to the best

possible advantage.

And they will stand all

  

  

  

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

Temporary Quarters at R. M. Stiver's Carriage Rooms, 19 W. 62nd St., New York City

  

Lg._._.._u

HE»\,K~
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SEEKING TI'IE LIMIT OF POWER

Some of the Many Questions Involved in the

Effort to Check the Wuhge.

The reactions that take place in the cylin

der of an internal combustion motor are nat

urally more complex than those which result

from the use of steam, for in the case of the

latter only the simple processes of expansion

have to be considered, and these have long

been well known. While a complete exposi

tion of the fundamental theory of the steam

engine is a matter of many years’ standing,

there are still unsolved problems regarding

the action of the explosion motor, particu

larly from the theoretical point of view.

The ultimate question is naturally, What

is the greatest amount of energy that can be

generated by the phenomena of combustion

of the gaseous mixture when utilized under

the best possible conditions? And this is

something that modern theoretical chemistry

has solved upon principle at least from every

point. of view, and practically so far as con

cerns the majority of important chemical re

actions, to a degree more or less accurate.

The influences of dissociation have been ex

aggerated, and it may -now be said to a cer

tainty that in practice the temperature of

the explosion is but slightly affected by dis

sociation, this being determined by the spe

cific heat of the products of combustion. It

Is a well known fact that internal combustion.

motors furnish notably less energy than

should be obtainable from them under theoret

ically perfect conditions, contrary to the case

of the steam engine. The speed with which

the explosion is propagated is prodigious;

combustion proceeds in longitudinal waves,

attaining in the case of a mixture of gaso

lene and air a speed of 5,525 feet per second,

with acetylene 9,100 feet and with hydrogen

9,3!30 feet per second. In a'puper read before

the German Union of Engineers in Berlin

recently Nerust states the following conclu

sions, which he arrives at through extended _

observation : ‘

First, the maximum amount of work that

can be obtained from the combustion of a cer

tain substance is exactly calculable in simple

cases, and in others can only be approxi

mated more or less accurately.v Second, the

maximum pressure developed in the explosion

Of a mass of confined gas has been accurately

ascertained experimentally by a number of '

observers. and in the same way they have cal

culated the theoretical loss of'heat at high

temperatures as well as the specific heats

produced by various carburetted mixtures.

in the case of high temperatures the'press

ures observed agreed closely with those cal

culated theoretically, chiefly through the

knowledge of the movements of the waves set

up in the burned gaes.

At the maximum temperature of the explo

sion there is established as a natural result

of the great rapidity of the reaction set up

an almost complete chemical equilibrium, and i

there is in particular at high'temperatnres

the formation of instable products such as

ozone. oxygenated water and nitrogen. The

propagation of combustion in the confined

mixture of gas is produced in part by thermic

conduction in the same manner as ill the case

of slow combustion and in part purely hydro

dynamically through spontaneous combustion

following the propagation of a high pressure

from the strong waves of compression (Ber

thelot’s explosion waves). In mixtures sus

ceptible of sufficiently rapid combustion, the

slow burning is transformed into explosion

waves of greater or less length. The forma

tion of these explosion waves may be ac

celerated by the reflection of the waves of

compression and also by encountering ob

stacles. I

 

Ready Reckoner of Horse Power.

Endless as have been the explanations of

simple methods of figuring horsepower, not

  

to take into account the numerous erudite

dissertations on the same subject. it is very

much to be doubted if the average layman

is one whit better off in this respect than

he was before some innocent member of his

fraternity precipitated this mass of opaque

informative matter upon his head by ask

ing questions. A Frenchman has taken ac

count of this and devised a rapid, vest

pocket calculator which will do the trick

for the veriest tyro while he waits.

This rapid, pocket calculator consists of

three discs, the two small ones being

mounted concentrically on the larger; the

central or innermost disc may be rotated

freely, but the outer ones maintain a cer

tain rigid, relative position. The smaller

disc carries at its outer edge a series of

figures representing the cylinder bore in

millimetres. The middle disc has two rows

of figures, those on the inner circle repre

senting the stroke in millimetre and on the

outer the revolutions per minute. The fig

ures on the large disc give the result in

horsepower. The accompanying illustra

tion pictures the instrument life size.

The simplicity of its working may be an

d"rst00d from the following example: Tak

ing an engine with a bore and stroke of 100

millimetres (3.9 Inches). the figures 100 on

the two inner discs are brought opposite

one another. the position at which they are

shown in the accompanying illustration. The

horScpower will now depend entirely on the

speed; at 1.000 r. p. in. this will be approxi

mately 4 1-2. and at 1.500. 61-2. or at 1.800,

S-horsepower. Tile total output of the en

gine is then readily ascertained by multi

plying this figure by the number of cylin

ders. The instrument is said to be fairly

accurate for anything over 2 inches bore.

its calibration not being sufficiently refined

for the high speeds at which smaller engines

I'ill'l.

RETURN OF BOTTLE GREEN

Once Fashionable Finish Due to Receive Re

newed Favor—How it is Made and Applied. ‘

 

 

Tillie was when bottle green passed among

drivers as a strictly fashionable color, and,

of all the greens, the handsomest. Other

greens, less beautiful, but with more aristo

cratic titles, came into the field, and, to a

very great extent, crowded the staid and

brilliant old member of the family into ob

livion. However, we are again hearing no

small stir concerning this lovely color, and

along speedways and swell avenues this com

ing season we may expect to see much of it

upon the heavy pleasure vehicles, says the

Hub.

in early French coach painting days it was

the practice in painting bottle green to first

apply a coat of lampblack, and then over this

ground to apply successive coats of varnish

_ until the desired shade of green was obtained.

This method, however, was not the produc

tion of a true bottle green, such as the

American carriage painter was able years

later to obtain. For the benefit of readers

who may wish to paint bottle green surfaces

in the near future we advice the following

system:

Prepare the ground color as carefully as

possible, bringing the surface up from the

prilning coat with exceeding skill. so that no

defects may interfere to mar the filished

product. Over a surface thus nrade up add

lemon chrome yellow to ivory black until a

shade approximating bottle green is reached.

Exact quantities cannot be given, owing to

the variation existing ill the strength of the

two pigments as obtained from different

manufacturers, hence it is a matter some

what of color perception on the part of the

mixer in striking for the shade of green de

sired. Whip this color up nicely and thin

with turpentine. Apply to the surface with

a camel‘s hair brush. The day following

take a small quantity of Dutch pink, and add

to it, sparingly, Prussian blue until a rich

shade of bottle green is reached. We use

the word sparingly because Prussian blue

has the coloring strength of a Hercules—in

fact, it is the strongest coloring pigment

known, and a mere atom of it counts im

mensely in the mixing pot. Make this green

of the consistency of ivory black thinned for

use, and apply to the surface with a camel‘s

hair brush. When this coat is dry, next ap

ply a coat of yellow lake glaze made thusly:

Stir the yellow lake into elastic rubbing var

nish to make the glaze, and to a pint of the

yellow like glaze add, say. one gill, mini

nluln measure. of the Dutch pink color. Ap

ply this glazing color freely, as you would

any glazing or color, and varnish coat. Then,

as lllto :l lnirror, one may look and find a

surpassing brilliancy and depth of color. This

color may be striped with charming effect by

the use of black. gold, carnliuc. cobalt, ceru

lean or ultranlnrinc blue, or with dainty lines

of primrose or twentieth century yellow, or

with some of the dashing reds now popular.
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow 28-32 H. P., W1 th straight tonneau body, cape

top and folding glass front. Price. without top, $4.000. Cape t0p, extra, $200.

The Pierce Arrow is an American car—the best American car that

has been made—better in proportion to its cost than any imported French

car—better for American use, American roads and the American

motorist. It offers satisfaction, minimum of expense in running, perfect

service, and can be operated by the owner.

Catalogue and descriptive literature on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Ihe Pierre Arrow exhibited in Madison Square Garden only.

PIERCE AGENTS FOR 1906.

  

Boston. J. W: MRI!!!" C0-. 745 BOYI- Oakland. Cal._ The George N. Pierce CO., 1013

ston st. Clay St. (Wholesale)

Chicano, H. Paulman & CO., 1321 Mlchl— phnadelphla, FoskHugh" Motor Car Co" 201

5“" Ave- N Broad St.

New York. Harrolrds'Motor Car CO., Broad- Portland. Ongonl H_ M Coveyl

gayi‘ “with St: E m d PI-rlland. Me.. J. A. Dowiing.

Pittsburg. Bielsneyr sures. 0.. au en providence. R I” The Shepard Company

Baltimore. Southern Auto. (30.. 2021 Mary— Homes‘er- U- 3- AQlo‘mObne (30-. 21 Ply—

iand Ave. mouth A\e.

Buflnlo. The Georze N. Pierce Co., 752 San Frandsm- MQMIB CRTTIBKB 50-. (3015911 Gate

Main St. (Retail) Ave. & Gough St.

Detroit, J. l'. Schneider. 189 Jefferson Av. 58mm!!! Shrines. W. L. Hodges. 16 Woodie" Av.

Denver. The George N. Pierce CO., 184:; Scranwn- PB“ Standard Motor Car Co.

California St.

Geneva, New York, J~ A. Place.

Hartlord, Conn. .

Houston, Tex..

Kansas City, Mo,

ins Angeles.

Louisvilie.

Milwaukee,

The Miner Garage Co.. 120 Al

lin St.

Hawkins Auto. 8: Gas Engine Co.

E. P. Moriarty & CO., 1612

Grand Ave.

Bush 8: Burge. Cor. 7th 8: Main

Sts.

The Zorn—Strauss CO., inc.

Hlbhard Automobile C0.

Ottawa 8; Montreal, Wilson & CO., 142 Bank Street.

 

Svuitlc, “Tish.

Springfield. Mess..

Syracu se,

St. Louis,

St. Paul.

Toronto,

Troy, N. Y.,

Utica, N. Y.,

Broadway Auto Co.

E. R. Clarke Auto. CO., 117 Ly~

man St.

Amos-Pierce Auto CO., 109 S

State St.

Western Auto. CO., 4701 thh~

ington Blvd.

C, P. Joy Auto. Co., 368 Minne

sota St.

Ann & Supply 00.. Ltd., 24

Temperance St.

Troy Auto. Exchange, 22 4th St

Utica Motor Car Co.
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The Week’s Patents._

806,810. Wheel Tire Attachment. Josiah

F. Horn, Hazleton, Pa. Filed June 21, 1905.

Serial No. 266,283.

Claim.-1. In a device of the class de

scribed, a non-elastic tire casing, and spaced

lugs secured upon opposite sides of and

arched above the casing.

806,822. Carburetter. Orson Millard, Flint,

Mich. Filed April 18, 1905. Serial No. 256,

323. '

Clai.—1. In a carburetter, the combina

tion with an air induction conduit, of an oil

.inlet connected therewith. a valve control

ling said air inlet, an electromagnet for lift

ing said valve and means for energizing said

magnet during the induction of air.

806,860. Spark Igniter System for Ex

plosion Engines. David L. Winters, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed March 6, 1905. Serial No.

248,433.

Claim.—-1. In an electrical ignition system

for explosion engines, the combination of a

plurality of battery cells, a pair of switch

arms, a working circuit having terminal

connections with the pair of switch arms,

each of said switch arms having an indi

vidual contact point and a contact point in

common, and three connections between the

plurality of battery cells and the aforesaid

contact points to divide the battery cells

into twmportions which may be switched

into the working circuit separately or to

gether by means of the pair of switch arms

aforesaid, substantially as set forth. '

806,916. Clutch Controlling Mechanism.

Charles A. Rich, Providence, R. I., assignor

to Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Com

pany, Providence. R. I., a Corporation of

Rhode Island. Filed February 5, 1904.

Serial No. 192,153.

Claim.-—1. The combination with a clutch,

of a cam shoulder thereon. an abutment en~

gaging said shoulder. a trip for operating

said abutment, a travelling dog for operat

ing said trip. and means for freeing the dog

and trip independently of the travel of the

dog, substantially as described.

806,933. Motor Vehicle. Terry Stafford,

Topeka, Kans, assignor of one-half to L.

Anton Smith and Clement Smith, Topeka,

Kans. Filed April 5, 1905. Serial No. 254,

014.

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the com

bination of a frame, a rear axle connected

with the frame, a gear case connected with

the rear axle, a socket carried by the for

ward portion of the frame, a ball comple

mentary to said socket arranged and mov

able therein and having a bore, a transmis

sion gear case fixed with respect to the ball,

a shaft connecting the gearing in the two

cases, a tube interposed between and con

nected to the two cases and inclosing the

said shaft, and a shaft connected with the

gear in the second mentioned case and jour

nalled in the bore of the ball'and provided

in front of said ball with means whereby

the shaft may be connected with a motor.

806,957. Vehicle Brake. John Curry, Van

couver, Wash. Filed November 16, 1904.

Serial No. 232,986.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle brake, the com

bination of a brake drum B, having a secur

ing fulcrum plate G and the brake rope

opening 9 and slot 11 therein and means to

secure the drum to the axle; the two armed

frame C, formed as shown in Fig. 5 with

one side curved, and partly grooved on the

side, and having means to secure it to the

axle; a transverse brake bar D, having the

bell crank lever 16, the triangular bell crank

lever E. grooved on its shorter sides, and

means to secure the brake bar to the axle;

a wheel provided with a cylindrical metal

hub casing H and means to secure the same

to it; the coil brake rope 10 having means

to secure one end thereof to the triangular

bell crank lever E and the other to the

frame C, and having the brake shoe K pro

vided with the segmental friction pieces

formed as shown in Fig. 6 and having

means to secure them to the brake rope;

power transmitting mechanism, having

means to connect the same with the brake

bar I) and the brake; all substaniaily as de

scribed.

807,032. Coupling for Tire Charging

Valves. George W. Kellogg, Rochester,

N. Y. Filed February 1, 1905. Serial No.

243,699.

Claim—1. In a coupling, the combination

of the hose fixture a coupling to connect

said fixture with a hose, the rotatable tube

12 having one end screw threaded and hav

ing at its other end a stop 5, the externally

threaded sleeve situated between the tube

and fixture to connect the same, and means

for rotating the tube to screw it into a cor

responding tube or nipple.

807,038. Reversible Variable Speed and

Power Transmission Mechanism. John G.

MacPherson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by

direct and mesne assignmentsfof two-thirds

to Robert P. Murphy and one-third to Ralph

L. Gait, Washington, D. 0. Filed October

18, 1904. Serial No. 228,919.

Claim—1. In a forward and reverse vari

able speed and power transmitting mecha

nism, the combination with a fixed speed

continuously revolving driving shaft, a

driven shaft and an intermediate driven

shaft, of a variable speed and power trans

mitting mechanism connected with the driv

ing shaft and the intermediate driven shaft

and consisting of a pair of rocking frames

for regulating the speed of the intermediate

shaft, rods having one end slidably monnt~

cd in said rocking frames. so as to be limited

in their forward and rearward movement,

and a series of gripping members for regu

lating the direction of the movement of the

driven shaft. said gripping members being

so constructed as to grip the entire surface

to which they are attached.

807,048. Transmission Gear for Gas En

gines. Anson G. Ronan, Toronto, Canada.

Filed August 11, 1904. . Serial No. 220,363.

Claim.—1. In transmission gear, the com

bination with the engine casing; a first

toothed pinion; the engine pitman operating

same; a second toothed pinion, and engine

pitman operating same, of the drive shaft

journalled in said engine casing, and a

toothed wheel keyed to said drive shaft and

in mesh with said pinions from which it re‘

ceives energy. ‘

807,104. Change Speed Gearing. Larz W.

Anderson, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The

Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed June 17, 1904. Serial No. 212,

978.

Claim—1. A change gear device compris

ing a driving shaft, a driven shaft, similar

reversed cones of gears keyed to each shaft,

a shaft eccentrically journalled with means

for rotating it, a frame journalled on said

shaft, an intermediate gear carried by said

frame and sliding on said frame in a direc

tion parallel to the axes of said cones of

gears. said intermediate gear being adapted

to engage any two of the opposite gears of

said cones, and means for locking said frame

in position, substantially as described.

807,126. Oleaginous Mixture for Sprink~

ling on Roads, 810. Charles V. Potter, Bal

wyn, Victoria, Australia, assignor to Robert

Maxmillian Hahn, Melbourne, Victoria, Aus

tralia. Filed December 20, 1904. Renewed

November 16, 1905. Serial No. 287,680.

Claim.—The herein described mixture for

the purpose specified consisting in the com

bination of carbolic acid, oil, powdered as

phaltnm, tar, glycerin refuse and water in

the proportions mentioned and prepared sub—

stantially as described.

807,131. Carbureter. John B. Sale, New

York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Andrew

H. Hoag, New York, N. Y. Filed October 9,

1903. Serial No. 176,355.

Claim—1. In a carbureter, an absorbent

member having a thickened edge portion,

and a plurality of air circulation opening.

2. In a carbureter, a plurality of members

each consisting of a flanged and perforated

absorbent cake of solid porous material, the

perforations in contiguous cakes being out

of alignment. said members being super

posed one upon the other and spaced by the

flanges thereof to produce air circulation

channels between their opposing surfaces.

807,144. Carbureter. Benjamin F. Walker,

Bridgeport, Conn. Filed January 16, 1905.

Serial No. 241,198.

“Claim—1. In a carbureter the combina

tion with a body having an air inlet and a

central fuel spraying nozzle, of a cone

shaped-coil spring air throttle through which

air passes and whose smaller coils surround

and rest upon the spraying nozzle and

means for closing the coils to shut off the

passage of air.

807,156. Steering Mechanism. William K.

Cleveland, St. Petersburg, Fla. Filed May

12, 1905. Serial No. 260,183.

Claim—1. Invan apparatus of the class

described. means for supporting and mov

ing a vehicle body comprising a bracket

provided with a casing. a drive shaft jour

nalled in the casing and composed of a cen

tral section and two end sections, the end

section comprising a cylindrical inner por

tion and a squared outer portion, trunnions

on the ends of the central section, trunnions

on the inner ends of the end sections and

arranged at right angles to the trunnions

on the central section, split rings encircling

the junctions of the sections and provided

with radial openings to form bearings for

the trunnions, hollow spindles mounted on

the cylindrical portions of the end sections

and having cup shaped inner ends to receive

the split rings. ball races on the outer sur

faces of the hollow spindles, trunnions on

the inner ends of the hollow spindles and In

line with the axes of the drive shaft section

couplings, yokes journalled on the drive

shafts and provided with hearings to re~

ceive the trunnions on the hollow spindles,

braces connecting the yokes with the body

supporting bracket. hubs journalled on the

hollow spindles and provided on their in

terior surfaces with ball races for coactlng

with the races on the hollow spindles, balls

in the races, diaphragms on the hubs and

provided with squared openings to receive

the square portions of the end drive shaft

sections. and crank arms on the hollow

spindles for turning them on their trun

nions.

807,167. Chain Armor for Pneumatic

Tires. Edward B. Hazleton, Sheffield, Eng

land. Filed December 29, 1904. Serial No.

238,707.

Claim—1. A chain armor for a pneumatic

tire. said armor extending entirely around

the tire and incloslng a part of the sides
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thereof and being provided with the side ex

tensions having eyelets, and wire .cords

passed through said eyelets and secured to

the rim of the wheel, substanially as shown

and described.

807,186. Sanding Device for Automobiles.

Augustus L. Moss, Sandusky, Ohio. Filed

February 8, 1905. Serial No. 244,727.

Claim.-—1. An automobile provided with

a sanding device having pipes terminating

in nozzles and extending at an angle toward

the path to be travelled by the drivmg

wheels, but terminating away from the

wheels, at the inner side of said path, for

scattering sand over a roadway in front of

the driving wheels of the automobile and

across their pathway.

807,216. Variable Speed Driving Mecha

ism. Radford Stockbrldge, Worcester, Mass,

assignor of one-half to Arthur W. Beaman,

Worcester, Mass. Original application filed

October 2-1, 1902. Serial No. 128,552. Divided

and this application filed December 9, 1903.

Serial No. 184,393. '

Claim—1. The combination with a slotted

.vibrating pitman and a crank plate engag

ing the slot of said pitlnau, said crank plate

having a radial slot, of a rotating gear jour

nalled concentrically with said crank plate

and having a radial slot and a rotating ring

interposed between said gear and said crank

plate and having its axis eccentric to the

axis of said gear and said crank plate, said

eccentric ring engaging the slots in said

crank plate and said gear, whereby the ro

tation of said gear is imparted to said crank

plate with a variable movement. '

807,255. Clutch Mechanism for Coupling

Rotatable Parts. Joseph Evans, Birming

ham, England. Filed January 30, 1905.

Serial No. 243,395.

Claim—1. A governing device for clutch

mechanisms. comprising the combination

with a driving and a driven element adapted

to interlock one with the other. of locking

means carried by one of said elements and

engaging the other of said elements for pre

venting the operation of the driven element

by the driving element until said elements

are in position to interlock, and means pro

vided on the other- of said elements and

adapted to release said locking means to

permit of the interlocking of the said ele

ment so that the two elements can be oper

ated together.

807,296. Lamp for Autos and Other Ve

hicles and Purposes. Nicolas Lowenstein,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jone 26, 1905. Serial

No. 267,081.

Claim—1. In a lamp, a reflector composed

of members, the rear one of which is in the

form of a prolate spheroid, and the front one

of which is that of a cone, the reflecting

surfaces of said members being practically

continuities and in unbroken planes, the

burner of the lamp occupying the rear mem

ber of said reflector and located entirely

within the same, a casing and a plurality

of differential lenses on said casing, one be

hind the other and both in front of said re

flector, the inner lens being supported by

arms, so that comparatively unobstructed

space exists in the casing around the peripb

cry of said lens.

807,311. Tire for Vehicles. Rienzi B.

Parker, Hartford, Conn. Filed February 25,

1905. Serial No. 241,281.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a wheel,

of a plurality of tire units each conforming

to the periphery of said wheel; a circular

binder for clamping the units to the wheel,

and devices secured to the wheel and serv

ing to separate the units from each other.

807,322. Exhaust Mufiier. Henry R. Sel

den, Rochester, N. Y. Filed November 16,

1904. Serial No. 233,034. ‘

Claim—1. In an exhaust muffler, the

combination of a casing into which the ex

haust is delivered and which is always open

to receive the exhaust, and spring operated

means fitting in said casing, to receive the

' force of the exhaust and to allow the burned

gases to expand, said casing being provided

with means whereby the burned gases may

escape therefrom, substantially as described.

807,338. Motor Operating with Heavy

Hydrocarbons. Emile L. P. Turenne, Paris,

France, assignor to the firm of Barbier Ben

ard & Turenne. Paris. France. Filed June 5,

1005. Serial No. 263.837.

Claim.—1. In a motor of the kind de

scribed, the combination, with a cylinder in

which a piston is actuated, an explosion

chamber, means for injecting a charge of

finely divided liquid fuel into this chamber

and means for producing the ignition of the

charge, of a tube or channel passing through

said explosion chamber and communicating

with the cylinder, a chamber for air and

water, a valve between this chamber and

the said tube, means for admitting air to the

chamber for air and water, and means to

supplying the said chamber with water, the

said valve opening during the suction stroke

of the piston into the cylinder for the pur

pose of causing the mixed air and the water

to pass from the said chamber for air and

water to the said tube, substantially as de

scribed and shown and for the purposes set

forth. ‘

807,350. Resilient Tire and Means for

SecuringySame in Place. William F. Beas

ley, Plymouth, A. 0. Filed February 20,

1903. Serial No. 144,337.

Claim—1. A resilient tir'e section, con

sisting of a strip having wedge shaped

notches diagonally disposed in its inner and

outer faces. and having apertures of sub

stantially rhombic shape formed in its mid

dle portion. whereby a series of intersecting

t'russed walls are formed, substanially as

described.

807,351. Pneumatic Tire. John H. Bleoo,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Abraham B.

Levy. New York, N. Y. Filed March 2, 1905.

Serial No. 248,002.

Claim—1. A tire comprising rubber hav

ing a plurality of series of spring protectors

embedded therein, spaces being provided be

tween the edges of the protectors of each

series, a layer of rubber being between the

protectors, a layer of rubber within the

inner protectors, a layer of rubber over the

outer protectors, and rubber extending be

tween the edges of the protectors of each

series and uniting the adjacent layers of

rubber, the rubber being vulcanized upon

the protectors, substantially as described.

7,354. Gas Engine. Franz Burger, Fort

Wayne, Ind., assignor of threefourths to

Henry M. Williams, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed

February 13, 1902. Serial No. 93,945.

Claim—1. The combination in an internal

combustion engine. of a cylinder having a

transverse partion forming a chamber at the

rear of the cylinder, 11 port in said partition.

means for introducing air into said chamber

and for compressing the same, a gas nozzle

for delivering gas through said port, and an

lgnlter in said port, substantially as de

scribed. _

807,391. Hydrocarbon Motor. Abbot A.

Low, Horseshoe, N. Y. Filed February 20,

1905. Serial No. 246,418.

Claim—1. In combination with a hydro

carbon motor, a mixing chamber, an inlet

valve interposed between said mixing cham

ber and the combustion chamber, means for

injecting alcohol, naphtha and kerosene oil

either independently or simultaneously into

said mixing chamber, and means for intro

ducing compressed air into said mixing

chamber, and means for introducing com

pressed air into said mixing chamber for

the purpose described.

807,410. Motor Propelled Vehicle. Ed

ward S. Clark. Boston. Mass. Filed Febru

ary 26, 1902. Serial No. 95.758.

Claim—l, In a motor propelled vehicle,

the combination of a rotatable steering post.

a steering lever for rotating said post and

pivoted thereto to swing in a vertical plane,

a cam on the head of said lever, a fuel sup

ply controlling rod motmted parallel with

said post and bearing endwise against said

cam, whereby the fuel supply is regulated

by the pivotal movements of said lever and

cam, substantially as set forth.

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

'8 T—"EAm|iril:an Ball-Bearing (In.

L. S. & M. 8. Ry. 8t Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
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WANTS AIIII FIIII SALE.

15 cents per line or seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

FOR SALE—4o horse power, 1905 up-to~date

Thomas Flyer.

purposes. Very best condition. A bargain. C. A.

COEY 8: CO., 1323-132; Michigan Ave, Chicago.

 

‘ OR SA LE—Very cheap, Ford 4 Cylinder; Ford

2 Cylinder; Winton 2 Cylinder; Rambler 2

Cylinder; Improved Rambler E, I Cylinder; Orient

Buckboard. Mostly 1905 Cars. Prices and des

criptions extremely interesting. A card will bring

the information. 'E. S. YOUSE Reading, Pa.

A MOBILE steam delivery wagon in running

order at a sacrifice; Reading steam runabout

in fine order, cheap; Locomobile steam runabout

with top, fine order, $175; Model A Cadillac,

clincher tires, baskets, two side lamps, one head

light, good running order; price $300

:STRATHMAN, 175 E. 120th St., New York City.

 

 

ANTED—Trained men as instructors in

progressive automobile school. Fitness

proved by examination. Address, INSTRUC

TOR, care of Motor World, Box 649, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Mason No. 1 Steam Engine, At

condition, price $15.00; Victor, 4 H P

Steam Engine, AI condition, $15.00 ;8-gallon Cop

per gasoline tank, $6.00; 4'gallon, $3.00; 5-gal

lon, $4.00; \Vater Column, $1.50; Hand Pumps,

$2.50 each ; 14-inch Steel tube Locomobile bumer,

At condition, $5.00; 16inch, $6.00; Muttler, with

Coil, 52.75; Locomobile Iubricator,_$r.50 each;

Air and Steam Gauges’ $1.25 each; Safety Valves,

$1.00 each. NORTH AVE. AUT0 EXCHANGE,

1423 North Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF

Automobl ie Engineers

Incnmnrllltl. 148 WEST 58th STREET.

Under personal direction of

Prot. Bliss. F. tucks, M. "Lil, Scheol oi Enginurs, Columbia University

Departments include machine tool and forge she I, assemb~

ling and test shops with every type at motor; also aboratories

completely and specially equipped to teach all component parts

of automobiles Day and evening class.

Special Coulee tor Owners.

 

 

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

in every walk of life.

THE WAY TO ACQUIRE

KNOWLEDGE

is to keep posted and the best way

to keep posted is to regularly read

THE MOTOR WORLD

Nothing of moment in the Automobile

world escapes it.

It is an uncommonly valuable $2 worth.

Used for demonstrating

THE

Londop

Tops‘

Style'

Durability

Quality

LUIIDUII AUTO SUPPLY 00.,1233 Mlchlgan Me., Chicago,

  

t5. "ati‘iiafj

never bother the owner of an

Apple Automatic Sparker. It

is a perfect storage battery charger.

Easily applied to any automobile,

launch or stationary engine Write

for further information .dllaylgn Elle- B utcry

' . . .,I on ' ‘ ~tncallig 00 it lssrcrll I art 0 (harem.

  

 

users, drivers, repairmen, chauffeurs

and others wanted all over the

country; 50,000 machines built this year in United States,

affording great opportunities for men trained in this coming

business; six cents a day will qualify you for good wages

in this field; in which the demand is such that ability counts

ahead of pull and length of service. For full particulars, address

THE CORREPONDENCE SCHOOL OF AUTOMO

Bl LE ENGINEERING, Suite r357, Flatiron Building,

Stop Experimenting and Use

“INVADER” OIL

The Oil That Graphitizes.

For Air and Water Cooled Cylinders.

Manufactured only by \

CHAS. F. KELLUM & 00., 128 Arch Street, Phlladolnhia
 

 

STE-RITE
-_

"onvs IIIIY rnl LDIIEEY.‘

SURETY
Messrs. Clemens & Merl

were sure of the tour No. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs which

fired 850,000 chirges in 14 hours—dis ance 1094 miles.

You can always be just as sure of any of the‘47 sizes

of Improved “ ta-Riies" (six types). Insist upon

having “Sta-Rites ’in your new car and save bother.

Garden show space No. 78. Armor show space No. or

Coliseum show space 0. r78

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225. Inst lruailrrlr III "III CIT!

  

 

 

-—S*P'L1I-T~LD-@-R*Fr

pee-Inks»
C. F. SPLITOORF

17-27 VANDEWITER SYIZETt NEW VOIK~

  

 

The Ball Improved Transmission

and REVERSE GEAR

—FOR—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 01" srtm GEARS

Patented April 19, 1901; Nov. 3, 1903; Jan. 12, 1904;

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

50 Greenpolnt Ave., Brooklyn, 1". Y.

Western Agtn: J. H.

eb. 23, 1304

  

Neustadt Co., St. Louis. Mo.
 

  

 
  

the use of

an automobile is subjected.

That Recent Lamentable Accident

caustd by the loss of a nut off the steering gear, would have been avoided by

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS.

They are the only nuts that can forever withstand the shakes and strains to which

Locks automatically and absolutely Made in two

pieces, it combines the three forces of wedge, screw and lever, forming a COm.

bination lock of immense power.

Made in all sizes, and of universal application.

COLUMBIA uur & BOLT 00., Inc., “maps”, com

Write for catalogue.

 

  

 

The Deriect

Hindley Steering Gear

ABSENCE OF BACKLASH

SMOOTHNESS OF ROTATION

EASE 01' OPERATION

The design and material are identi

cal with sieering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships.

“when you order your new car, specify the Hindley

MORSE, WILLIAMS 8 C0.

West End Trust Building, - _

Steering Gear.

PNOINBBRS

Philadelphia, Pa
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GET ACOUAINTED WITH THE GROUT.
The Car oi Quality and Simplicity.

A Four Cylinder Water-Cooled car of 30-35 H. P. with slide gear

transmission, built on sound, sane principles, lacking not one of the

accepted a'tributes of a high-class car, and listing at $2,500.

SPECIFICATIONS:

30-35 H P.. 4 cylinder. balanced motor, high tension ignition using 0' e coil with dis

tributing commutator.

Forced ventilation by ian.

Mechanically operated valves.

Inlet valves interchangeable with exhaust valve'.

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion transmitted to these levers by

movement of steering wheel.

Gear, three speeds and reverse actuated by single lever.

Wheels, 32 inch wood artillery, ball bearings, 4 it ch tires.

Armored Frame.

Steerine by irreversible worm and sector, dust proof and oil tight.

Lubrication, mechanically operated oiler. a definite amount or oil to all cylinders, crank

bearings. connecting rod bearings, etc.

Lubric tin: system has received great attention and is particularly thorough. It is non

adjustable. that is. set at the factory and needs on'y to be supplied with oil.

Top and headlight with generator.

We're Ready to Talk to Live Agents,

MADE BY

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Orange, Mass,

New York Agency, MUNSING & CHAPMAN, 1888 Broadway.

 

THE

Modern Car.
40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

112 inch wheel base.

Individually cast cylinders. Battery and high tension

magneto ignition.

Individually designed bodies.

PRICE, $7,500.00.

28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive

lOZ-lnCh wheel base,

Battery and low tension magneto ignition.

Bodies to your own taste.

P RIOE , $4,000.00.

WU. 5. sale representatives of Societe L'Oieo plugs for

battery and magneto Ignition. Absoiuieiy soot-proof.

THE VIQUEOT COMPANY,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

BROWN-LIFE GEARS

Irreversible Steering.

_ , Bevel and Ghain Drive

. liilierenlial.

' Many Sizes and Models

Slioing Gear Trans

mission.

, K. FRANKLIN PETERSON. 166 Lake Slreol,0hlcago, Ill. % Direct Far-wry

rnos. 1. warm, 11 wins“ Street, rm York. salesmen

SNAS E. MILLER, 97 Reade Street, New York, 1

318-320 N. Broad St, Phlladolphia, L Sales Agent

202'204 Bolumbus Avenue, Boston, Carrying Stock.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. l

POST & LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn. Eastern Sales Agents.

QJROWN-LIPE GEAR 00., 200 S. Settles St, Syracuse, N. Y.

   

 

 

RIDE ON AIR!

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

“ SHOCK ELIMINATOR."

(PATENT ALLownnl

r > ON GOOD ROADS—

"" . t They Allow you to use and

I enjoy the full elasticity oi

EASY FLEXIBLE

SPRINGS, OBSERVE we

say "full elasticity.”

ON BAD. DANGER

OUS ROADS—They con

trol the to. violent sprin

lay B OT H U P A N

WN, OBSERVE we

say “both up and down.”

THEY TRANSFER

J TH E LOAD and strain

"a irom the springs to the axles.

‘ ' "., 1‘ THEY PREVENT spring

'l istortion and breakage

THEY LESSEN THE

WEAR and tear on tires

THERE ARE NO ADJUSTMENTS.

This should interest you because .—

It adds to your comtort and saiety,

It eiiects a direct saving in “upkeep.”

Write for full particulars.

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

49 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mass.
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SECTION OF LOCKING RING

  

  

)..

th'étzre WHEEL
.

SECTION OF RIM

 

 

YOUR TIRE OEE

AND ON IN LESS

THAN A MINUTE

Tells exactly what is accomplished

by means of the

Goodrich Quick

Detachable Construction

And a visit to our Exhibit at the New York

Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

will afford you the opportunity to see our

claims proved.

Perhaps you may wish to make dead sure

and detach and attach the tire yourself. It is

a pleasant little pastime with all the old time

hard work features cut out. You will enjoy

the experience and be impressed with the fact

that the Goodrich Quick Detachable Tire and

Rim is a great achievement in automobile tire

building.

Space in Central Boxes directly

over Madison Square entrance.

The B. E. Goodrich Co.

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK, 66—88 Reade St. and 1825 Broadway.

BUFFALO. 731 Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 302 Mission St.

BOSTON. 161 Columbus Ave.

PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

CLEVELAND. 416 Erie St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St.

DETROIT, 30 E. Contresa St.

DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

LONDON. E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

 

What

Royal Tourist

Owners

Arc Writin’.

“More pleased with Royal than any car I have ever ownedv Have owned about :5,

both foreign and American."

“Mine has run about 4,900 miles this season, and has had absolutely no repairs."

“Since June ad I have toured about 6.000 miles, and during this time I have never

once stopped on the rrud to make a single repair or adjustment."

“ The Royal Tr urist which I purchased of you has run about 6,000 miles, over hard

country roads and sharp hills, and total cost of repairs will not exceed $3.00."

- “I have run this car about 6,000 miles and have given it some hard usage. The ex

pense for repairs has been 53 25."

“‘An: dellghted with my Royal. Have run it nearly 2,000 milts, and have had no re

parrs.’

“We have been over 7 500 miles, at this date, without a repair or replacement of any

kind or description, except to tires."

Ask any ofourAgenta to show you reproduction of letters from whlcl:

than remarks ware taken.

' ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS! C. A. DUERR & CO.. New York, N. Y.; G. J. DUNHAM.

Bog Mass; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chlcago, 11L;

G. W. CAPLIN, Mlnneapolle. Minn.; AUTOMOBILE & SUPPLY CO.,

le., Toronto. Ont.; MOTOR SHOP. Philadelphia, Pa.; WEST—

MINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis. Mo.; STANDARD AUTO

MOBILE CO., Pittsburg. PL; AMOS—PIERCE & CO., Syracuse.

N. Y.; THOMPSON SCHOEFFEL co.. Rochester, N. Y.; GUS

lEOYER, San'Franclsco, Ca1.; Member A. L. A. M. Bend (or cats.

zue. ;

 

THE 1906

DUQUESNE
Four-Cylinder Runabout is a Winner

Light

Strong

Roomy

Powerful

90inch wheelbase. Four-Cylinder. Four-Cycle. Air-Cooled.

Made of the best material obtainable, and strictly high

grade in every particular.

Starts from the seat by a foot lever, no cranking.

Full control on steering column, no side levers.

Speed, 40 miles per hour. ’

Price, complete with cape top, $2,000.00.

Duquesne Construction Co.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

  

,
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We believe that'a very large portion of the tire-troubleisufi‘ered by Motorists is due to

their ignorance in regard to the care and proper manipulation necessary for the preservation of

motor-tires. . ‘ _

We also believe that, with the proper encouragement and instruction from the Manu

facturer, the Driver of a Car can materially reduce his tire-expense, which is now so large an item _

in the cost of operation. ' v - ‘~ '

We have, therefore, decided to offer cash prizes to the amount of

$1,000.00

for a TIRE ECONOMY COMPETITION to continue throughout the year 1906.

Every Owner or Driver of a motor-car is eligible to enter this contest.

The prizes will be awarded according to the tire-expense per running mile. Contestants

may enter at any time during the year, but must complete 2,500 miles before the close of the

competition. p '

We will forward particulars of this competition and instructions for the care of tires on

request. '

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

IEANNETTE, PA.

 

 

  

Side-Wire Tires

are used on nine-tenths of all the commercial vehicles manufactured. Why? Because man

ufacturers of commercial automobiles have learned by hard experience that the

“ Firestone ” is the only tire that will withstand the hard knocks that are inseparable

  

from commercial machines.  

Firestone Tires wear like iron. They hold their shape—they give satisfaction.

Then Why Not “Firestone? ”

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

AKRON. OHIO

New York Chlcago Phlladolphla Boston St. Louls San Francisco Los Anzelea
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How to' Know When Your Tire Gets Flat
9. season it a bell rang as soon as one

of our tires began to get flat?

upposing this were possible.

For you know the ordinary tire begins to

rim~cut as soon as the air begins to leak out.

And generally you don‘t know a thing

about it until you are riding on the rim.

Then it's too late, for the damage is done.

Nothing remains for on to do but say

things unfit for publication and make the

best of it. Isn‘t that gospel truth?

a l- a I

Now there's a sure way to know when

your Tire is leaking—without watching it—

without worrying about it—without getting

out of the car.

If you have the Goodyear Universal Rim

on your car, it will sound an alarm before

the air in your tire is exhausted to a rim

cutting point. And this is the wayit does it:

The flanges of the Goodyear Universal

Rim (which hold the tire in place) are cir

cles of steel which slide on and off the base

of the rim. as a ring slides on and otf your

finger. When both flanges are in place, a

"key" ring or locking ring. keeps the outer

flange from being forced 05 by pressure of

HOW much money would it save you in

Inaldo Flange Ontaide Flange

* Base 0! Elm \

,- Split Looking Ring

 

 i

Fig. \Zii‘jirlf-l
  

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER CO.,
cities: Boston, 6 Merrimno BL; New York, Oor. 64th St. and Broadway" (ihic o 110 Lake St:

Spring BL; San Francisco. Geo. P. Moore Q 00., 596 Golden Gate Ave; fiuflulgfl

BAILEY TREAD furnished on Goodyear Tires (all sizes) when ordered__

Bmohol in the followln

Philadelphia. 1
 

 

the tire. When used for Goodyear Universal (the

tire that wipes out 90 per cent of all tire troubles)

the Universal Rim would be assembled like Fig. 1.

As soon as the air

in your tire leaks out

to the d an ge r point,

it lets the outer

flange slide inward

slightly. except

where the valve

stem comes. This

leaves about 56 inch

  

l-b int-h play

  

of the locking ring

and the bottom of

the flange (see Fig.

2,) and Just as soon

as the air leaks out

to the danger point,

this binding ring

' begins to tinkle like

a bell, saying to you plainly and unmistakably:

" Shut Down! Stopil Your Tire is beginning

to rim-cut!!!" If you heed this call, you have

saved the cost of a new tire.

t l- a at

This is oni one of the reasons why the Good

year Universa Rim will preserve any tire to a

ale old age.

There are others of even greater importance.

It you get a puncture, you can remove our

tire to make the repair in 30 seconds—and it re—

quires no tools but the hands. It's as easy to

remove and put back a tire on a Good ear Univer

sal Rim as it is to put on and take 0 your cufls,

and it takes but little more time.

playbetween the top " '

  

1§ Main St; 1')

This is all there is to removing a tire from

the Universal Rim. See how easy it is.

Unscrew the Thumb Nut which holds the

valve stem tight against the rim. Push the

valve Stem

up into the

T i r e (t h is

lifts the steel

p la t e which

hold a t h e

flanges in po

sition.)

Spread and

remove t h e

locking ring

' with your fin~

gers. It is split for this purpose at

a point alongside the valve stem. See

Fig. 3. Pull off the outer flange ring.

Slide otf the whole tire, or sim ly

pull out the inner tube as you pre er.

It has taken less than half a minute. And

after the repair is made, another 30 seconds

and you are ready to pump up.

* - a a a

The Goodyear Universal Rim will take any Goodyear

Tire [Detachable or (‘linchvrl or nny I'llfllifli‘d clincnrrhre

on [he murer If your cur hna Goodyear Univeranl Rll'lll

you can have a tire of n difierent make on mrh whnl if

you wish. And it will take limathnn a minute per wheel

to change from one make of ure to another, without the

use of a single tool. * *

Get our "Good Newn Book" and see the many other

convenient money envin and time waving features of the

Good ‘ear Universal Rim when uswl in connection with

the oodyonr Detachable Auto Tire. This hook will ho

found intensely Interesting to the Manufacturer. lh-uh-r

or Rider because it allows a sure way 0! relic! from all

tire trouhleo.‘

Grove Street, AKRON, 0.

Cincinnati, 212 E. Fifth St; St. Louis. 7123714 Morgan 8L;

enver, 'ZZU Sixteenth Se; Detroit. 242 Jeflerson Ave.
 

 

SIXTH NATIONAL

Automobile Show
 

AT
 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

NEW YORK

January 13th to 20th, 1906

JAi'lES C. YOUNG, Manager

SPECIAL NOTICE
The trade admitted free up to 1 o’clock each day upon presentation of business

card and registering name and address at the BUREAU OF INFORMATION
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Barpenler

Nickel-mame Steels.

M
Crankshafts and Axles forged only in Slab Form, slotted

and finished to size; then oil treated in our Projectile

Department. Shafts and Axles thus made of our No. 1

AUTO NICKEL-CHROME STEEL average:

Tensile Strength, - - - 130,000 |hs_ ' _ ..

5mm: llmll, - - - 114,000 ms. \

Hllollnllgflailiiilniliflili; - - — - - ~

SPECIAL ALIIJJYED STEELS

ill’

\. Mr. Ueaicl, why not ndnuie a line that you. know will satisfy

your customersinstead of taking chances on " Just as good "lamps.

22 profit in 35M ormon Solars and your customers “stick.”

erte us to-day for prices on our l906 line.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

Works: Reading, Pa. "8' Ylilk mil“: 1 BTDIHII]. NEW YORK OFFICE: I I Warren Street

 

 

COL. SPRAGUE

AT THE SHOWS.

Yes, he will be there

- WITH HIS TOPS.

You can’t help but find him, and his

Wonderful Tops;

Elegant in Finish. “ WAY,"

uuuuuuus *u uuuuuuuuuuuu “THE SPRAGUE 10190," “BETTER.”
Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Best Materials Obtainable. . .

You mlght better wait and buy a SPRAGUE

TOP than to buy an imitation and then wish

you HAD bought a SPRAGUE TOP.

both as to éonstruction and control‘and the easiest to Aoperate and maintain.

“ Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY' ' The Spraguc Umbrella C0., = Norwalk, 0.

Peabody, Mass., U. S. A.
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Timken=Lemoine Front Axle.

Much of the satisfaction resulting from the use of Timken Roller Bearings is

due to the simplicity of construction,——few parts and every part a special feature.

We think this explains why it is easy to sell so many of them and why owners

of machines demand them.

A good automobile is no stronger than its weakest part. Can you afford to

have anything but Timken bearings?

Positive adiustment. No loose parts.

the wear.

 

Perfect end thrust and you can take up

All types front and rear axles, Lemoine or Elliott knuckles, direct and chain

drive rear axles, truck axles, wheels, channel rims.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.

Main Office and Works: CANTON, OHIO.

 

TURNER SOLID TIRE
ENDLESS)

THE CORRECT TIRE

FOR

Delivery Wagons,

Heavy Trucks,

Broughams,

Hansoms, Surreys,

Victorias,

Hotel 'Busses,

Hose Wagons,

Ladder Trucks,

Chemical Engines,

Water Towers,

Fire Engines.

  

TIRE ECONOMY
COST OF MAINTENANCE is main factor for consideration in

selecting tire equipment.

MAKE CAREFUL COMPARISONS.

Don’t be prejudiced by poor results obtained from cheap tires.

STOP EXPERIMENTING and end dissatisfaction by adopting

a tire that has demonstrated its worth by years of use under

all conditions, and to thousands of satisfied users

PROVEN LOW COST OF MAINTENANCE.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Branch Houses:—NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS

MADE FROM SELF-HARDENINO STEEL

TWO PAIRS OF CHAINS IN 75,000 MILES

EALING, Lonoou, February l3, 19°5

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd.

Dear Sirs:—We are using in Napier Car for conveying our “ RISIN’ SUN ” METAL POLISH throughout ENGLAND, calling at the various stations en route to

replenish the loads. We estimate the car has now covered a distance of 75,000 miles in about three years and five months, runn'ng daily with scarcely any delayt the

only renewals worth mentioning were Brasaes to Pistons, Chains only once (BRAMPTON'S), tyres frequently, CONNOLLY’S large solids have proved the most durable.

Yours faithfully, JOHN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain if you order it that way, and it won’t cost you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain the kind that breaks and stretches and have to be replaced every few hundred miles. All standard sizes in EIOCIK to fit

American and Foreign cars

We are Sole United States Agents for thls Line of Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Sins.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

JOBBER,. MANUFACTURER

E. EXPORTER AND I’MPORTER

HOME OFFICE: 97-99-101 Reade Street, New York City, N. Y.

BRANCHB“: Broade nd 38th Street. New York. Philadelphia, 91,—318-320 N- Broad St.

Boston, Mum—2 404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—408 Brle Street.

  

 

MICHELIN

Used on 90% of the high-grade American

 

 

and European cars.

MORE PURE RUBBER, THEREFORE MORE RESILIENT.

° THEREFORE LESS WEAR AND TEAR ON THE ENGINE

AND

CARRY MORE GUARANTEED WEIGHT PER WHEEL

THAN ANY OTHER PNEUMATIC TIRE MANUFACTURED.

THINK IT OVER.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

E. I). WINANS, Gen’l Mgr.

Telephones—g gg?}Madison Square, New York. 6 West 29th Street, New York

BRAACHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.
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“Melitllnesofig”

Sell-starting from the Seat l

 
 

 

“America’s Finest Motor Car "

1906 Models—:10—45 and 60—65 H.P.

now building, In WILKES-BARRE. PA., will be One 1)!th
our New FaCtory largest and most modern automobile Plant! in ill‘lcnu

We will move into this new plant about January I, 1906. Address until then . . . -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holqua' Mags,

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. J

MATHESON MOTOR OAR CO.

 

 

 

 

SEAMLESS STEEL

TANKS

Boat Whistle Tanks—

Compressed Air—

Gasolene Fuel—

Automobile—

Hydrocarbon Lights—

Air Brakes—

 

Gas Engine Compress

 

INTERNAL DIAMETERS

4 in. 5 in. 6 in. I in. 8 in.

9 in. 10in. 12 in. 14 in. 16 in.

ANY LENGTH UP TO 60 in.

TAPPED TO ORDER

 

Janncy, Steinmetz & C0.

PHILADELPHIA

Write for List—Send Specifications

  

 

THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING CO.
 
 

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

General Electric Welding under Thompson

Electric Welding Patents

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL, BRASS and COPPER

PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

 
 

  
 

 

 

Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

 

SC'ZI-IRHDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

 

SIMPLE FIND ZIBSQLUTELY ZIIR TIGHT.
 

sl" ._ MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown In cut, are made in four lengths as

'

   

 

  

shown. Cut ls exactly half lee of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

MANUFACTURED BY

II. SQHRADER’S SQN” Inc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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THE STANDARD AMERICAN OOOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the ‘

VANDERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. it did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coo ers of the lilGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

TIIE WI'IITLOOK OOOLERS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, [905, 1906.

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.

_ 

 

TBUFFAULT-HABTHIHD Sunni ABSORBER

AN AUTOMOBILE NECESBITY.
  

l

The automobile fitted with the Hartford Shock-Absorber rides

like a rocking chair. There is no jolting, no pitching, no skidding,

no lost power. -
It prevents the breaking of springs BECAUSE it absorbs the

shock and checks the rebound.

It DOUBLES the life of tires because there is less slipping and

skidding.
It increases the speed because it saves slowing down and pre

vents lost traction.

All the great speed contests of 1905 PROVED it to be an

absolute necessity to racing cars.

It is even more valuable, howeve', to the man who wishes to take

his motoring comfortably. It is the only device that makes the auto'

mobile possible for old people or invalids.

.Write for booklet and testimonials.

Oars under I500 lbs., 840. Over I500 lin., $60

PROMPT DELIVERIES

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO

69 Vestry Street, New York City
Rmvum V. dun-Pom). President

 
 

 

 

1

MIDCLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.

SOME OF THEIR

ADVANTAGES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pcrvious to Rust. Will

‘ not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

Sac Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

  

 

 

 

 

 

& High Class Touring Cars.

6 Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills.

l906 Models ready December l5th.

16 H. P. $2000. 25 H. P. $2500. 40 H. P. $4500.

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

I623 BROADWAYI NEW YORK

 

 

 

 

“The A. B. l}. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard oi understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Cents Per Copy.

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING OOMPAIIY,

l54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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King Automobile Tops

The best possible tops iii the lowcSt possible prices '

FEW-w, . The top is an important parti ‘ of the equipment of the upto

date automobile. If you wantone with plenty of style, light

in weight, yet strong and dur- ‘ I

able, investigate the KING .

line. It is the most complete ‘

on the market. Any style, any

  

 

  

color, any size, made for any

machine. Get ourcatalogue,

l d ‘ . dI 32323? Sirch‘liéelri‘é‘whlfi A . O . S M IT H CO .

King Manufacturing Co., - - Springfield, 0. Milwaukee, w|8_

Prompt Shipments Guaranteed.

I _>

 

 

 
 

Satisfaction Guaranteed -

Parsons’Mangangsg Bronze castings, rWeare preparedto estimate on your1906 Forgings.

Thousands of our

  

stock yokes are

now in use, having

  

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile manufac- I

  

“a turers.

Have vou secured our prices?

Sole Makers

"'E “"u-“t” “A” * 8°“ 3"" a "m"! THE M. SEWAHD SONS GUMPANY, New Haven Conn.

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.  

 

 

 

“Continental” Motors Are Standard

“iiontinenial” Motive Pfllti Equipment,

consistingI of a or 4cvlinder Mr ter, (10 to 40 H. l’.) assem

bled wit our Friction Ring Hutch. and Shaft Drive

Transmission, is a superb outfit for your car. Sold in

Combination or separately.

CORRECT DESIGN

Hill Preciiinn [liters
Feed oil with absolute certainty, in adjustable, meas

ured quantities, regulated by the operator without stop

ping the motor, and at intervals proportionate to the

  

speed of the motor. N0 valves to 6102. They do not LIGHT WEIGHT

employ gravity, nor pressure, but shoot the oil to the HIGHEST EEHGIEHLY

bearings. 01] thickened by cold does not stop their .~ RIGHT PRICE

perfect operation. Smoke is prevented. Ask for printed matter. AVIJID IHFEHIUH IMITATIUHS

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

COI, 240-244 W. LAKE STREET, ' ' CHICAGO ILL.

Aust'n Ave" Chicago, U. s. A. K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Representative.

 
 

 

 

 

“Automobile Brand"I

Aluminum

Gasfings.
The Right Sort

at the Ritzht Price .

Tllfl Vilflllilll Illfil gets Illlll'fl. IIililS Till" 196 III Billililll ll? PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND enemas.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Conn. mil" MFE- “"1 FUUNUHY lill- Polisiwn. Pfi

  

 

  

AUTO

WRENCH
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AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No cleaning or generator-e; No water needed;

Light alwaye ready; Light lteady on rough roads;

Never In." out; 'l'ipl never cloI; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many light! u (1*

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

The concentrated Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license trorn The

Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

ofQuality

We know something 0t especial interest to

dealers and users. Write us, and we will tell you

Logan (Zenstructten (Zompatw,

Chilllcothe, Ohio.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

“0 West 38th Street, New York.

 

That

Car

 

BUY A

WAYNE
and save all arguments

 

 

 

0..“mmWe”..0;

irnunmn are
E THE F. a. s'rrranus co.,
I CLEVELAND, °“I°| U. .a A.

MMWOO;

  
 

MOSLER TIMERS‘F'.

and DISTRIBUTERS

are constructed on. a

Scientific Principlefis

All! your dealer or write us for

New Booklet of 1906 Moaler Igni

tion Outfits.

A. R. MOSLBR 6: C0.

1679 Broadway. - New York

WW; Ira/iv to sit/you a! the iVndl'a-an Square Garden

A utomohlc Show, Spar: 202,]anuary 13th to 2011:, inclurr'vl.

Springfield Top

(Pat. rXQr)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

366 Binnie Ive.. ‘

Srlngileld. Mass.

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinda are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other rt oi the United States.

It looking for a location, or an invutment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Waahin on, D. C.

W. A. MOVER, Agent, in Broadway, ew York itv.

THE aoLVAY PROCESS courPANY'e

“ KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE ass-r NON-FREEZING
SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up m IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solutron ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

GARBMDALE CHEMICAL 00 , - Garbnndale. Pa.

TllE MARION IIilTllll Gill
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, O I 500.

Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiful in

design and finish. Elly riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it. I

MARION MOTO R CAR co., "munmusi "'0

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

The Baldwin Chain Company

— MAKI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprocketl, Spur and Bevel

Clare.

Baldwin Chain & Mtg. 00.,

Worcester. Mass , U.S A.

  

  

 

 

Name_ . _

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed iind $2.00,ior which enter my subscription to

(the (lbotot Worth

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue of _ ,

 

Addressm_  

 

 

 

 
1"

  

 
  

Automobilist's

Automobile

should be equipped with a JONES

SPEEDOMETER for the reason that

it is recognized as the only practical

speed indicating device.

(L The accuracy of the JONES SPEED

OMETER is obtained by the mechani

cally perfect application of an absolutely

unchangeable law. Its standard of per

iection will never be equalled by devices

based on theories. In the development

of our Speedometer we experimented

with a large variety of devices, employ

ing the principles of hydraulics, pneu

matics, magnetism, electricity, etc., but

after exhaustive tests, discharged them

because found lacking in one essential

:0 another.

(L Theoretical accuracy does not neces

sarily mean practical accuracy ;——nor

does Initial acouracy mean permanent

accuracy.

(LOur Speedometer Protection Tag'

will protect you against unwarranted

arrest; this is presented free with each

instrument. Probably you may find

some interesting speed items in our

‘Spccdometcr’ Bulletin. Copy sent free

on application.

JONES SPEEDOMETER

l32 West 32d Street, - NEW YORK.

TRADE
  

 
 

 

 

  

FENDERS

gal
'ltti/

illneorr. "rm. Hill.

TAN KSnann- Hc'rolv, "wall. I. J.

  

 

HOODS
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INDIVIDUAL ULU'IUB.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  won ls moor IMPORTANT Tlllll lllE

TRANSMISSION OEAIIS?

What is more important than selecting the right one P

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y,

BLED! GRAB.

Dlreet I'lve. Three Speeds and Rose"

  

 

 

Kintslon llarhurolor.
0VER 31,000 I” USE.

l‘steuted Mayu, 1903.

Other Patents

Pendiul.

 

 

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, 8teerlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.

4 magma ._:"l MIJFFLERacor-o’llr w

  

 

BYRIIE. KINGSTON l 00.. Kolomo. lnd.. U. S. A.

  

 

Put. In. so, 1901.
  

mo! ORA00METER aunt.

All Instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascendlng er ducendlng.

Sent pestpald on rscelpt el prlce, h.p.

‘I‘I'IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuqus, lows

 

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING OO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings,

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

_Ar‘nesbury, Mass.

 

  

 

MOONLIGHT ON

LAKE ERIE
PASSENGERS ON D. 6: B. LINE

WITNESS A GLORIOUS

SIGHT

 

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is

sublime. At twilight as the sun, like a

golden ball of fire, gradually descends

from view in the western horizon. the

moOn rises in its stateliness. at first mod

estly spreading its mellow light and. grow

ing bolder, bursts forth in one pure sheen

of grandeur.

Send two-cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D. & B. STEAMBOAT Co.,

WAYNE ST. WHARF. DETROIT, Mrcnv

GRAYS DAVIS '
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equlpped Wlth Them.

AMESBURY, MASS
 

L

l HIGHEST EFFICIENCY—LONGEST LIFE—MOST ECONOMICAL

  

 

 

 

  

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

  

 

 

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

from either brass or aluminum

On Contract Basis.

Our positive ower wrll interest ou.

driven sight eed o l L E R Write for description.

Auto Brass 8: Aluminum Co., Fllnl, Mich.

onmouo OIIAINS‘
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

OIAMOND OHAIN & MFO. OO.. INDIANAPOLIS
27 Themes Street,

THE

WITHEBBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

WITHERBEE IGNITION 60.,

NOW YOVIt.
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Sea was mum “WHITNEY” BHAINS at the Automobile Shows. §

Thousands of Are your Sprockets

Chains have been cut to the correct

' damaged by bottom diameter

interferences with cutters correct in

and unfavorable form?

conditions.

 

Are your Sprocket

t th t 'd dIn the future 66 00 W1 6 an

too straight on

' we hope for

the sides?

Sprockets better

th than 6 average Have the sharp

of the ast.
P corners of your

sprocket teeth been

Send for our new removed after

catalog cutting?

and see instructions

about lubrication Are your sprockets

and care in line?

of a chain.

 

As a manufacturer

' ' 'n ect eveIn de51gnlng your do you 1 SP ry

car select sprocket by comparing

the chain you it W1th a correct

consider right and mOdel

leave plenty of or do you

space accept anything so long

for a wider and as it has the right

number of teeth?

  

larger chain.

DETACIIABLE TYPE—PATENTED.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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CLINCHER BAILEY TREAD

These Tires Have Met THE AUTOMOBILIST’S

Idea of What a Really GOOD Tire Should Be.

They have commanded popular favor THROUGH SHEER FORCE OF MERIT

They have earned—and will occupywa BIG place in the 1906 auto tire business.

15"“We invite the most thorough and candid investigation on the part of every tire user who believes that he has a right to expect a toll dollar's

worth of tire SERVICE in return for every dollar of cost.

NEW YORK SHOW SPACES,

Madison Square Garden, No. 83. 69th Regiment Armory, N0. 4|.

MORGAN 81. WRIGHT, Chicago.

NEW YORK (Uptown—214 W. 47th St.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine Ste. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—265 Jetterlon Ave.

CLEVELAND—347 Huron St. SYRACUSE—212414 S. Clinton St.

NEW YORK (Downtown)—17 Warren 8t.

MINNEAPOLIS—711410 Hennepln Ave.DENVER-3562 Broadway.

A'l LANTA—35 Edgewood Ave. ST LOUIS—638 Vandeventer Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO—1067 Mission St. DOS ANGELES—MO 8. Main St.

 

 

 

 

.“zfieflu.
.77.,07

ODERSSEA LO ' THAN WORD
The West Indies Transportation Company of Havana, Cuba, after using seven of our commercial cars for the past year, has just placed an

order for four more, which is positive proof that our cars have given satisfaction. This is only one of many.

We are pleased at any time to demonstrate that it will do the same for you.

 

Air cooled can be used

Capacity 6000 lbs.

Speed 10 miles

every day in the year.

Chassis adapted to any

" per hour. style oI body.

  

  

 

THREE TON STAKE TRUCK

Wrile far Cam/11"“ am! rlddrrn a/ nearrrl agent.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO., Springfield,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WATB'LBSS KNOX COMMERCIAL AND PLEASURE CARS.

CARS

Mass.

Litnols'r AND Ornns'r MANUl-‘ACTURIRS or GAsoLan Coarsrnrrcuu.

We exhibit in New York, Madison Square Garden only January 13-10.
Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacture".
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T0 SELLERSO AND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

F' We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

- suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American'

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who are

L licensed to manufacture or sell under the G 8:] Patents:

G & J Tire (‘30. GoodyearTire&Rubber Q0.

1 Hartford Rubber Works (20. Fisk Rubber 30,

i Morgan & Wright International Automobile &

~; B. F. Goodrich co. Vehicle Tire @0

i Diamond Rubber (‘20. Gontinental @aoutchouc 60.

H‘

0&JIIRIE Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

\__-___.c._-e_~__-<
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BI’OCG ‘
The Car of today, tomorrow and the years to come.

-Buiit by practical men.—
  

- It

Here is the one motor car driven by a reliable, teat-proven air~coolecl motor.

The vital factor in every‘Car is the motor.

All Automobile authorities -- people who have had most experience—concede

that many improvements are necessary in water cooled motors—too many me

chanical complications, too much weight, too many troubles.

The same authorities agree that in the reliable, success-proven air-cooled motor lies the solution of most

all motor car troubles.

The Aerocar has such an air-cooled motor. It has taken eight years of continual efforts, experiment

ing, testing, proving and many thousands of dollars to produce this reliable air-cooled motor,but the results

sought have been secured, and they are well worth all the time, labor and money expended.

The air-cooled motor of the Aerocar is of wonderful efficiency in power. Runs with the uniform

smoothness and rythm of an electric dynamo—under all climatic conditions, over all sorts of roads. Has

strength of construction with simplicity of control, giving great durability of service, develops continuous

higher power for weight, and gives greater speed than any other motor.

In the necessary, the vital qualities for satisfactory service, the air-cooled motor of the Aerocar is

supreme—in a class by itself—-the motor that “ motes " when you want it to serve you.

The body of the Aerocar compares most favorably with any car either foreign or American. It em

bodies the best features of each, is graceful in line, is luxuriously roomy and comfortable; is finished and

upholstered strictly up-to-date.

Aerocar [906. 24 hp. Four cylinders. Five passengers. 45 miles an hour. 104-inch wheel b358

Shaft drive. Sliding gear transmission. Three speeds, forward and reversef Leather-faced cone clutch.

Hollow steel dash. Four sight lubricator on dash. Tool box on running board. 34x 4 tires. 9-inch road

clearance. \Veight 2,000 pounds. Fully equipped, ready for the road, including two large gas headlights,

$2800 f. o. b. Detroit.

Will be exhibited and demonstrated at the Automobile shows in New York and Chicago.

The dealer who has the selling agency for the Aerocar will have a gold mine. Territory

being rapidly taken up. If interested write us promptly.

The Aerocar Company, Detroit, Michigan
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The Largest Factory in the World

Devoted to the Manufacture

of High Powered Automobiles

now in course of construction will be taxed to the full limit of its capacity

to meet the extraordinary demand for the magnificent

A 50 H. P.

Tl‘iAS FLYER
 
 

The story is the same in every big city in the country—the complete supremacy of

this wonderful car conceded on every hand and agents begging for a larger allotment.

There is nothing accidental about this extraordinary enthusiasm. It is the logical outcome .

of years of painstaking experience and preparation, culminating in a car which represents the

most costly and the most perfect possible construction throughout. The 1906 Thomas

marks the arrival of the long-expected American car which will wrest supremacy from the

finest foreign product. Just one indication of its marvelous efliciency is the fact that

Every Stock Thomas is Guaranteed to Show

Sixty miles an hour before leaving the Factory.

. We are merely consulting your own interests when we advise you to get in touch with

the nearest Thomas representative at the earliest possible moment.

THE E. R. THOMAS—MOTOR co.,

1416 Niagara Street, BUFFALO. N. V.

Member! Alloclatlon of Lleennd Arienmnhile Mlnnfacturnri.
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fieamalile
“ EASILY THE BEST BUILT OAR IN AMERICA."

15=20 H. P., $3,000. 30-35 H. P., $5,000.

Both with complete touring equipment.

 

 
 

'l‘YPE E0 15-20 H. Pa 03000.

Top and Luggage Carrier extra.

 

SPECIFICATIONS MODELSs

Type " E” Locomobile—IS-ZO H. P!

 

 

Type “11 " Locomobile—30-35 H. P.

PRICE, $3.000, ready for touring. PRICE, 85,000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 6 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier, set of tools, EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, orn, tire carrier, set of tools,

extra parts, jack, lock box for tools and lubricants. extra parts, Jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY double sde entrance seatin 5; extra wide doors; fitted BODY, double side entrance seating 5 to 7; fitted with top

Irons; extra wide doors; color and stripln optional.

 

wit top irons; color and strlpn optional.

MOTOR, 4-cylinder. 3% inch bore. 4 inch stroke. MOTOR, Leglinder. 4% inch bore, 5% inch stro e.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened forgings; all cams integral. CAM SHAF , hardened for ings; all cams integraL

CRANK SHA T, machined rom one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical Iubrlcator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOVERNOR, centrifugal tine, prompt and positive in action. GOVERNOR, centrifugal t pe, prompt and positive in action.

IGNITION make-and-brea . iGNITION, make-and-breali.

MAGNETO, low tension, our own design and manufacture. MAGNETO, low tension. our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

ALUMINUM PAN, placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface. _

TRANSMISSION 3 forward speeds and reverse. TRANSMISSION, 8 forward speeds and reverse.

omve, double side chains. DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and transDOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

m on.

RUNNING BRAKE. double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal ex ansion, metal to metal.

mission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, internal ex ansion, metal to metal.

  

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Bolted to each COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROC ET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke. rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, “1" section hand-welded axles. . AXLES, "1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound. RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES, 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels. TIRES, 34 inches x 4% inches on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 93 inches. WHEEL BASE, 106 inches. -

CONTROL. spark and gas levers on steering wheel. CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel,

 
 

For 12c in stamps we will mail 12 souvenir postal cards showing various views of {he LOCOMOBILE in the Vanderbilt

(Yup Race, makin the best showing of any American car in any international contest. For 10c in stamps we will mail a

rive-color poster s owing the LOCOMOBILE finishing the race. Printed matter of 1906 cars on application.

The £ocomobi/e Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK Bngy “'1 761]; 5g Mrmhr Auaa'ativn a] Ls'crnud BOSTON. 15 Brick, lg

PHILADELPHIA, m N. Broad 8!. Automobile Mani/um: CHICAGO. 1350 Michigan Ave.
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HUT®M®BILES

FOR 1906

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P.

Price, $2,000.

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. P '°ssed Steel.

Wheels. 32a.

Wheel Base. 101 inches.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. All cylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it’s

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive Of industry. Better

get in line now.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO

DETROIT, MICH.
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$2600

The Autocar Factory will produce two models during 1906: A

modern-to-the-minute, five passenger tourer of extraordinary car

power and buoyancy; and the widely-known Autocar Runabout—

power Increased, and control changed from Ieft~hand lever steer

with spark and throttle levers. to right-hand wheel steer with spark

and throttle control grips in the rim of wheel.

The Autocar new Type XII is the biggest. broadest and most

powerful car ever produced in The Autocar Factory. Four-cylinder

vertical motor; water cooled; 24 (James Watt) horse power. Sliding—

zear transmission; three forward speeds and reverse. Shaft drive. 1n~

ternal and external hub brakes. Characteristic Autocar control»—right

hand wheel steer. with spark and throttle control grips in rim of

wheel. Satisfying in looks luxury, speed and performance, and mod

erate in price. S2600.

  

$1000Type X. - - -

The Autocar Runabout has 12 (James Watt) horse power, two—

cylinder horizontal opposed motor, in front; It has shaft drive with

sliding—gear tralsmlssion—three forward speeds and reverse.

is the best runabout built has long been a. settled fact.

gulshed as being the first and only motor—car which is

Standardized

That it

It Is distin—

 

The Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

. ,, eliab11131
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Gpen Steam Gured

Fitted with Flap

Wide Edges

This tire is fitted with a flap, which

protects the air tube from screw heads in

the rim and from moisture, and does away

with the necessity of fabric-covered tubes.

The special edges and the flap constrict

against the channel of the rim in such a

way as to prevent creeping. It is entirely

open steam cured, which gives the tire

exceptional strength.

For full information apply to any of

the following addresses:

Indianapolis

549 East Georgia St.

@hicago Denver

429 Wabash Ave. 1528 Gourt Place

Detroit Minneapolis

247 Jefferson Ave. 2] South Second St.

Boston San Francisco

113 Golumbus Ave. 327 Van Ness Ave.

Buffalo Portland

9 West I-Iuron St, 64 Sixth Street

@leveland Los Hngeles

337 I-Iuron St. lO38 South Main St.
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The Palace Touring Car, Model “S”

Price, $2250.00.

If you want STYLE—you have it in Model S, the latest and most approved European theories and designs, thoroughly adapted

to American requirements. The front door, first introduced by us, keeps out cold, dust, and adds to the finished appearance of

the car.If you vwant SPEED—you have it in Model S, surplus power for hill climbing and difficult roads, and all the "legs" you can

possibly use.

If you want STABILITY—yon have it in Model S, high-grade material, careful workmanship and every part thoroughly in

spected and tested to do its work and do it right. >
That’s Model S—STYLE, SPEED, STABILITY. A "i (A "4“" '

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, - ¥ - - Lansing, Mich, U. S. A.
Member A. L. A. M.

We will Exhibit at the Madison Square Garden Automobile Show only, Jan. 13-20.

01' couFQN NII(WV‘__~ ~ ~~ ficur c NIII— ' 7

CATALOGUE COUPON CALINDA‘ COUPON

OLDS MOTQR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH. LANSING, MICH.

‘

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked. 5 Enclosed find IO cents, for which send your Art

i am interested.

MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING. MIcH.

: Enclosed find 25 cents, ior which have Mom/e

Calendar (chc from advertising and suitable for item

 

 
 

 

Modcl 8 Delivery c." TALK- a magazine devoted to automobiling, sent to

Mac! Sm. 9”“an ing) for l906. Design by George Gibbs. me for l ya". “7

Model L... Traffic Cars... :5) 2'

Name
lame Name

Address _ Address Address
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Diamond

SiDE WIRE SOLID TIRES
EXCEL IN THIS TYPE. .

  

THEIR RECORD IS A DIAMOND RECORD

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?

interesting Facts as to Weights and Sizes sent on request.

THE DIAl‘IOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK-78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jeftenon Ave. SAN mmcrsco-ooa Minion Bl.

BOSTON—174 Coiumbun Ave. ST. DOUIS—m Olive St. DENVER—322 Boston Building,

PHILADELPHIA—304.306 N. Broad St. CHICAGO—167469 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 First Ave. 8.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CLEVELAND—323 Huron St. ATLANTA—94 North Prior 8t.

  

 

 

 

TO BE EXHIBITED AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN,"NEWIYORK, JAN-fl3 TO 20, AND AT CHICAGO IN FEBRUARY.

Better than ever. Motor enlarged afiord

ing 20 h.p. and with wheel {base increased l

to 106 inches, and longer and heavier full

elliptic springs it will fully sustain its reputa

tion of being the quietest and easiest running

car in the world.

Other Notable Improvements: Brake pedal fitted

with ratchet and pawl; pressed steel brake drums on

rear wheels, with external contracting brake bands

lined with Carnel‘s hair belting 3 inches wioe, afford

ing an exceptionally large and efficient braking

surface Bodies ironed for tops. Improved catches

on side. entrance doors.

Write for catalogue and full information about

1906 MODELS!

7 h. p. Sturdy Northern Runabout with lamp

equipment, . $650

  

20 tiictii'itittvr‘i<(e)li(tj.yu“Ger c.ar TithFasfnd, 0“ famgrg Silent Northern Touring Car. Double Side Entrance, Pour-inch Tires. (in and Oil Equipment.

20 h. p. Limousine, . . 32800

Model "K" 30 h. p. tour Cylinder Car with gas

and oil lamp equipment, . . . .

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, U. S. A.
Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

New York City Agent: PETER FOGARTY, I42 West 38th Street.
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‘TIIC'QLD PROOF
, , fix": ‘_ 4.,”

' ZomWeaiMr
Has no effect on an ORIENTAlR-COOLED CAR.

Good for twenty-four hours a day and 365 days a year.

Five Touring Models

Model R 20 H.-P. $2250

Model N 20 H.-P. $2ooo

_ - Model M :6 HQ-P. $1750

"- Model L 16 H.-P. $1750 '

Model K 16 H -P $1600

  

Model R. $2250

A car of the utmost simplicity. Looks 'well, ride!

well, runs well and stay: well.

  

  

Model BB. . $40.:

Orient Friction-Drive Buckboard

The lowest riced motor car in the world. 4 H.-P.

AIR-COOL ‘D. “’eight, 550 lbs. Gasoline con

"sumption, one gallon to 35 miles. ()il consumption,

one pint in 90 miles Maximum power, 40 to 1. \Vill

'clim grades and drive through sand that no other

motor car, of any horse power, can negotiate. Speed

30 miles an hour.

.Wrz'te for our new 1006 Cara/0 c, which fell: fire

A lR-COOLED S ORI'.

WALTHAM M FG. CO.

Waltham, Mass., U. S. A.

Alembtr: Axs'n Lirenud Auto .Mfrs.
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RELIABILITY
was demonstrated in the most convincing manner

at Indianapolis, on November 16th-17th, 1905,

when a National Stock Car-made 1094 3-16

miles in 24 hours, breaking the World’s Record

by 78 9-16 Miles.

 

mm ,,f*r mm

NEW YORK SHOW I OHIOAGO SHOW

69th , 1 Coliseum

Regiment Armory ‘ g ’ Spaces 77-78-79

Jan. l3lh I0 ZOIII Fl). 31 to IOlh

 

 

 

 

  

National Model D, 4 cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price $3,000.

THE OAR THAT BROKE THE WORLD’S REOORDS

  

,Nationll Model E, 6 cyl., 50-60 H. P. Price $4,000.

AN INNOVATION IN TOURING OARS

Stylish, powerful, smooth runnnig, easily controlled. Aluminum

body, seats seven passengers comfortably, all facing forward.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIOLE OOMPAIIY
IOO7 E. 22d STREET, - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

DISTRIBUTORS

Linscott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..163 Columbus Ave" Boston, Mass.

Homan & Schulz Co . . . . ..8Bth St. & Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Ralph Temple Auto Cu . . . . . . . . . . ..311 Mich. Ave, Chicago, Ill.

Liberty Auto C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..138 Beatty St., Pittsburg. Pa.

Tioga Auto Co . . . _ . . . . . ..Broad and Tioga Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Colonial Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3944 Olive St., St. Louis, M0.

The Fisher Auto Co . . . . . ..330 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Member A merican [Ila/or Cor filauufachrrrrr' Assoriulz'an, Clu'caga.

  
 

 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

    

New WHITE CATALOG.

There has been just issued a new

catalog of the White steam car which

we believe will prove of interest to all

motorists, actual and prospective.

The catalog comprises a brief histor

ical sketch, tracing the development

of steam machinery; a concise and

lucid description of the White system;

references to the continuous successes

of White cars, commencing in 1901;

and full specifications, prices. etc., of

the Model "F" side-entrance White

cars, of which we can make imme

diate'deliveries—touring cars, victo

rias, limousines, runabouts, landaulets

and extension landaulets. The cata

alog is printed in three colors and is

handsomely illustrated.

Sent free upon request.

wnms 55mm; COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinders cast separately, 5%16 inches, 50 H. P. An

exclusive transmission that absolutely prevents stripping of gears. Positive cooling sys—

tern. Individual and special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces and takes hold

without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclusive universal joints that prevent wear on pins.

Sprocktt and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear Axle. all exclusive. ROIler—bearings

throughout. 108-inch wheel base. 54—inch tonneau, seating five people. Four to 60

Model RIIFour.ey"nder Touring ear. miles an hour on high gear. Weight, 2,750 pounds. Price. $3,500, f. o. b. Kokomo. Full

equipment.

If an automobile weighing 2,750 pounds, plug the weight of five passengers. is dropped over a sheer embankment of seven feet. the

machinery will receive a. shock of Just the same severity as if suddenly checked by shifting from high speed gear at thirty miles per

hour to middle speed gear at fifteen miles per hour. In the latter case the engine must act as a brake, and the entire machine is se

verely strained. With the Haynes transmission this cannot occur. A rachet and pawl device permit the car to coast until the speed of

the car and engine are relatively equal, when the pawls engage and the engine takes up the load. While making the change in speed from

high to middle or from high to low the gears are running idle, permitting the operator toshlft with perfect ease and without danger of burr

ing or stripping the gears. With all forms of transmission except the Haynes, the shock of sudden change of gears may be, and fre

quently is, thrown upon the machine. a thing impossible in the Haynes car, and one of the reas0ns why Haynes cars are so long lived

and cost so little for repairs and up-keep. .

This is but one of the exclusive features of the Haynes. Others are its Roller-Bearing Engines, Master Clutch, Universal Joints that

do away with wear on pins, Driving Sprocket and Roller Pinion. etc. There is perfect harmony throughout its entire mechanism, which

makes its cost of operation, up-keep and maintenance extremely low.

It is perfectly finished in all respects. Only the best of tested materials are used. Body is of cast aluminum and. wood. designed by

a leading Parisian body maker. Hand-buffed leather and gray curled hair are used in upholstering. Other exclusive features are given

in our new catalogue. For prompt attention address Desk 29.

“The ear the Repairman Seldom Sees.”

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Kokomo, Indiana

CHICAGO, [421 Michigan Ave. Member A. 1.. A. M. > NEW YORK. I7l5 Broadway

  

 

 

  

Quality Car”
(AIR coouan)

DECIDEDLY THE

SEASON’S SENSATION

If orders are a criterion of desirability and value: if demand is an index to merit, the Premier for 1906 will meet with

popular favor. -

The car is not “freakish” in any sense, but is an elaboration of former fundamental Premier ideas, to meet the demand

for a larger, more powerful, faster cur. '

It embodies a 2024 H. 1’. motor, four cylinder, vertical. set longitudinally upon a pressed steel frame. Transmission of

selective type, three speeds forward and reverse; shaft drive, bevel gear. Long wheel base. large wheels and tires, curved

cast aluminum dash, sight feed precision oiler, full equipment of five handsome lamps, generator, and tube horn, together

with full set of tools and tire repair outfit. ~

Body is of graceful tulip design, splendidly upholstered in best quality hand buffed, water grained leather, hair

padded; comfortable. roomy tonneau. carrying five passengers without crowding; luxurious full elliptic springs with special

shock absorbing head. It is a splendid. handsome looking car—one of the most ornate and artistic we have ever seen, and

fully as good as it looks. Plenty of power, and all the speed you can use.

Two styles of touring car body on practically the same chassis, eacu offering phenomenal value.

$2,000.00 and $2,250.00 F. O. B. Indianapolis. >

Send for catalogue and booklet (S).

PREi‘llER moroR riFo. co. - - Indianapolis, Ind.
Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.
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19 6—ST. LOUIS—1906
“RIGISv THAT RUN”
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TYDE XVI

32-36 ACTUAL ll. D.—$2500.

Our 1906 Type XVI is the crowning triumph of fifteen years experience in building gasoline automobiles. This model represents EVERY

THING GOOD in modern automobile construction. You cannot afford to pay more. and you couldn't expect to pay less. Compare Type

XVI with any other car listing from $1,000 to $5,000. and we doubt if you will find any vast difference in other than the price. An agent

should sell a car that will instantly appeal to all classes. Thousands of prospective purchasers are in the market, a few of them will in

sist on paying $5,000 and over—a few more will insist on $2,000 and under, but eight out of every ten will be the BETWEEN class, if they

can get the satisfaction at a reasonable price. Type XVI is between the two extremes (in price), but from closest observation, we fail to

see where it will not compare inch for inch with any car built in AMERICA. A FAIR, UNPREJUDICED COMPARISON IS ALL WE

ASK. It will carry five people comfortably at any speed from four to fifty miles an hour, absolutely noiseless, no vibration, will negotiate

22 per cent grade on high speed. General finish, upholstering and trimmings cannot be surpassed—no matter what the price.

MOTOR. Four cylinder vertical, under hood, water cooled, developing 82-36 ACI‘UAL H. P. Entire construction highest grade. Muffler reduces noise

to nothing. (Quietest car in existence.)

VALVES. All are mechanically operated, generous bearings Cramps special bronze throughout. Dirge fan behind radiator.

CRANK CASE. Made of special metal. Instantly accessible aluminum side plates allow instant inspection of connecting rod, crank shaft, etc. Full

:netal pan under engine.

FRAME. Specially prepared pressed steel, channel section. 4% inch tapered and reinforced, Motor and transmission integral assuring perfect ailin

mcnt under all conditions.

TRANSMISSION. Sliding type. three speeds and reverse. all gears mad: of special high carbon steel. All shlIts made withone lever. Clutch metal

to metal, multiple disc, load is taken up gradually. No matter how sudden the shirt is made the jerk is ABSENT.

CONTROL New style rack and pinion, with ball and socket joints to take up all wear. Spark and throttle control placed conveniently under steer

ing wheel. also accelerator foot pedal to use if desired for QUICK SPEEDUHANGES.

BRAKE. Three in number—any one of which will hold car on any grade. Same are controlled by both foot and lever at side of car. Application of

foot brake throws out clutch, disconnecting transmission from motor.

h AXhBLS. Front extra heavy dropped forged I beam, guaranteed not to spring. Rear axle of the floating type all equipped with Timken roller bearings

t roug out.

DRIVE. Bevel gear regular ratio three to one. We will furnish lower gearing upon request.

SPRINGS. Large half eleptic of the best quality obtainable. Front 38 inch, rear 48 inch. Three point suspension throughout, allowing perfect riding

over the worst road conditions. .

Our cars contain many individual features of merit, which we have omitted to mention. Our new elaborate catalogue explains every

detail and will be mailed upon request. Fifteen years building experience has taught us the proper kind of material to use and how to use

them correctly. We have simply covered the broad points of general construction that you may compare Type XVI with other makes

costing nearly twice as much. Some cars may COST MORE—but none are better. \Vc have not sacrificed one iota to cheapen our product.

The material throughout is GOOD OLD ST. LOUIS quality from the ground up. Our name is on it and our guarantee back of it.

LASTLY. We are fast closing all available territory and our agency list will be closed solid before the New York show. If we are not

already represented in your immediate vicinity, you had better write for printed matter AT ONCE. Don't wait until show time and be

among the "ALSO BANS". Our agency proposition is most entertaining—it MIGHT pay you to investigate,

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMDANY, - Peoria, Ill.

SALES OFFICES: 1229-31 Michigan Ave,, Chicago, Ill.
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The Six=Cylinder Ford. _ . l
  

"Always a year or two ahead." When the single-cylinder car was "it" Henry Ford produced a. double cylinder opposed motor, more powerful

and at a. lower price. -

When the Au'tomobile trade finally awakened to the possibilities of the two-cylinder opposed motor Mr. Ford produced a four-cylinder car at

$2,000 that was in a. class by itself, the public having been taught to believe that such a car could only be produced at a fabulous price_

And now, having exhausted the possibilities of the four-cylinder car in a touring car class, he has introduced it into the Runabout class, and

in addition offers a. six-cylinder car that is proportionately as far in advance of all competition as his first double opposed motor.

This is a wonderful car.

First, its six cylinders, with 40 horsepower, give a latitude of speed never before accomplished in a car of its class and weight, 2,000 pounds.

From four miles per hour on a high gear up to fifty miles.

While one cylinder of this car will develop sufficient power to drive it along an ordinary asphalt pavement, the whole 51,; cylinders inspire the

driver with the confidence that there is an enormous latent energy in his motor, ready for any new demand without overloading the motor making

it the easiest controlled and most flexible automobile motor ever built. ’

When you have seen this motor in operation you will fully appreciate that we have the smoothest running automobile motor in the world.

Price, $2,500.00.

The Ford Four=Cylinder

Runabout.

  

It is a fact that thousands of these cars are

in course of construction.

Like all Ford cars, this one is a. radical de

parture from previous and popularly accepted

designs, and there is a reason behind every

radical idea. , I

Henry Ford built, a. four-cylinder engine for '

his Runabout with fewer parts than the old

fashioned single-cylinder engine had, and the

Ford Motor Co. have an enormous factory

that does nothing but build motors for this

Runabout, with a capacity of 100 complete en

gines every day.

The whole thing is very simple when you go

about it right.

This is why we can build the Ford i'our

cylinder Runabout for ' .

We are making 40,000 cylinders,

10.000 engines,

40,000 wheels,

10.000 of every art that

goes into the car. Think of it! uch quantities

were never heard of before. We buy 40.000 spark plugs—10,000 spark coils—40,000 tires—ALL EXACTLY ALIKE.

The first Runabout (Model A) we built cost 0, ' 'It is the quantny mu counts. 83 000—3 et we sold duplicates of that model for $750.00.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Flich.
Member: American Motor Car Manufacturers Association, Chicago

BRANCHES: i47-l4g-lsi-t53 Columbus Ave , iiostolr 17:: 8t 1713 Broadway New York' M '_ . _ . ‘ 5 _ . i -
.41; Michigan Ave., Chicago; |916 s. s. Euclid st, Cleveland;7;ca7.3fins.‘i'.iiilgil,°kiiiuoaf iiifyguuonwwd 5"" Finladelplua

Canadian Trade supplied by Ford Motor Co of Canada, Ltd, Walkerville,0nt
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Model M. Single Cylinder Car, $950.00.

anv THERE’S 61 LOT a

.. l or TRUTH IN THIS.

Inna/m ~\

9 CADILLAC MOTOR CAR co. ,, »
7 DETRQIT, MICH.

Members of Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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‘ This is the

%\\§n\e\~°

Model 14,

$1750.

  

Its qualities are too many to enumerate here and if the outside

looks good to you, our catalogue and the Rambler Magazine

giving lull details of this and six other models are at your service.

 

Thos. B. Jeffery & Co.

Main Office and Factory - - Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Branches

Boston, I45 Columbus Ave. Chicago, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

Philadelphia, 242 N. Broad Street. _Milwankee, 457-459 Broadway.

San Francisco, loth and Market Streets. New York Agency, 134 W. 38th St

BRANCHES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN DIAMONDS

Akron Manufacturers Present Some Unexpected

New Things in Tires and Tubes.

Those “gentle intimations” which during

recent weeks have radiated from the Dia

mond Rubber Co., and which indicated that

there would be “something doing” when

the Diamond's 1906 announcement was

It then

became known that the Diamond Rubber

Co. have not less than four distinctly new

developments in tires ready for presenta

tion to the public.

There is a brand new solid tire and a flat

tread pneumatic tire. but from the stand

point oi.’ general interest probably what is

termed the Diamond Diaphragm tube con

stitutes the most sensational departure. In

brief, this is a tube within a tube. It the

outer or normal tube is punctured, the inner

tube or emergency tube can be inflated with

out removing the tire from the wheel. The

outer tube can be repaired in the usual way

and made to serve again and again. The

interior tube is for emergencies only. The

Diamond fiat tread tire is of the regular

Diamond wrapped tread construction, with

an extra thick tread made perfectly flat.

The extra thickness increases the wearing

possibilities of the tire and the flatness of

the tread tends to prevent siippiny and skid

ding.

The Burnham tire protector also is some

thing of a novelty. It consists of a heavy

shoe of rubber and fabric much resembling

a tire casing without the beads or ciinchers

by which a tire is secured within the rim.

The shoe is placed over and around a worn

tire, and when the latter is inflated the shoe

is held immovany in place. In effect this

protector amounts to a tread which can be

removed or applle at will.

While enthusiastic over all their produc

tions, the Diamond people are particularly

enthused over their new solid tire. which

they believe marks a new era in that de

part’ment. This new tire has what is known

as a wire mesh base, one of the advan

made, “came true” late this week.

tages of which is that it can be attached to a

wheel without the aid of machinery. The

side wire type of 'solid tire also will be re

tained, and. almost needless to add, the fa

mous Diamond wrapped tread detachable

clincher tire, which outwardly diifers little,

but which nevertheless has been improved

by reinforcements and a tougher tread.

 

Whiting to Succeed Brock.

When M. I. Brock drops the reins as sales

manager of the Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.,

to become assistant manager of the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

they will be taken up by Allen II. Whiting,

who has been selected to fill the vacancy. Mr.

Whiting, who is a brother-ln-law of A. L.

ltlker, of the Locomobile Company, is no

stranger to the trade, having been sales man

ager of the Edison_Storage Battery Company.

Previously he was connected with the Elec~

tric Vehicle Company and the Lansden Com

pany.
 

End of the American.

The Prudential Trust Co., as receiver for

the American Motor Carriage Co., of Cleve

land. Ohio, has filed its final report and

closed up the aiIairs of that concern. The

statement shows that the cash on hand. ac

cording to the report of October 29. 1904,

was $18,715.27. A dividend of 30 per cent.

was paid the stockholders, which amounted

to $18,314.69. The remainder was paid out

as court costs and for records.

 

Extending the Berkshire Branches.

The Douglas Andrews Company, sole dis

tributors of the Berkshire cars, have prac

tically completed arrangements for the open

ing of branch houses in Boston and Chicago.

The latter will be in charge of' N. ii. Van

Sicklen. Jr. The Andrews people already

have a branch in Pittsfield, Mass, and, of

course, headquarters in New York.

 

Picard to go to Philadelphia.

In addition to the new place in Chicago, the

Hunter Company are making ready to open a

branch house in Philadelphia. A. J. Picard,

who recently resigned the sales management

of the Walter Automobile Company, will be

installed as manager.

“ CLUB GARAGE ” UNCOVERED

It: Sponsors Located by The Motor World—

Thelr Story of Their Big Proiect.

 

Coincident with the issue of a tastefully

printed prospectus by the "Club Garage of

America" giving as its address, 51 Broadway,

the Automobile Club '0: America apparently

deemed it advisable to again call attention to ~

the fact that there is no connection between

this projected garage and the A. C. A. garage

which is now being built for the club uptown;

the notice reminded the members that the club

has not indorsed the “Club Garage 0! Amer

ica" and warned them that there appears to

be a desire on the part of the promoters to

trade on- the name of the organization.

As this was the second notice of like im

port that had emanated from the Automobile

Club of America, and as the printed matter of

'the “Club Garage" was suspiciously barren

of names it appeared that fire must be lurk

ing amid the smoke.

“Room 41, at 51 Broadway,” which is the

building of the Wells, Fargo Express Com

pany, proved to be the oiiice oi! the St. Louis

Car Company; the door bears this sign, also

the title “The Club Garage 0! America—D.

M. llarvey.”

When approached by a Motor World man

and asked for explanations, Mr. Harvey was

found quite worked up over the A. C. A. warn

ing. lie immediately disclaimed any inten

tion 01' trading on the name or repute of the

Automobile Club of America.

“This is not a brand new scheme that has

just cropped up overnight, or within a month

or two, as this notice would seem to imply,”

said Mr. liarvey. with considerable heat. "It

is practically a year ago that the Club Gar

age ot America was incorporated under the

membership corporation law 0! the State of

New York as a co-operative organization—

sometime before the A. C. A. had decided to

build its own garage. I do not wish to

claim any credit for it, but, as a matter of tact_

it was not until they determined not to en

tertain my proposition that the club voted to

build its own garage.

“With George Kobusch, president of the St.
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. solely to protect its members b

/

Louis Car Company, as my financial backer,

I proposed to the A. C. A. to put up a build

ing the greater part of which was to be used

by them as a garage, while I was to use a

portion of the same place, but entirely inde

pendent of them, for the same purpose, that

is, a public garage.

“They were to have all the space they re

quired for storage and other purposes and

nothing but their own sign was to be used on

their part of the building, facing on Broad

way, while an entrance on 62d street was to

be used for the remainder. The club declined

my proposal, but it did not cause the collapse

of my plans.

“To show you that there is something more

substantial than air back of the project, here

is the lease of the northeast corner of 62d

street and Broadway from George C. Boldt to

Mr. Kobusch personally. It is to run for ten

years with the option of a renewal for the

same period, and a contract already has been

placed with the General Supply and Con

struction Company for the erection of a six

story and basement building to be completed

by May 1 next.

concrete construction, and will have 13,350

square feet of space on each floor.”

Mr. Harvey exhibited the lease in proof of

his statement. He also stated that Leander

Richardson, Editor of the New York Inquirer,

a weekly publication of the “g0ssipy” type, is

president of “The Club Garage of America.”

This is the language in which the prospectus

outlines the project:

This organization has been formed to lift a

great weight from the pleasure of motoring, and

bring within reason the expenses attached to

keeping cars in proper condition.

The main objects of the Club Garage are to

keep machines in first-class condition and to but

a stop to extortions that are known to haVe

been practised.

Another aim of this organization shall no to

supply efficient and safe chauffeurs. The club

has subscribed to a clipping agency for all mat

ter printed in reference to automobile accidents,

and these accidents will be investigated to de

termine whether or not the chauffeur is respon

sible. By this method it will be possible to

eliminate all undesirable and unsafe men. Walt

ing rooms will be provided for chauffeurs on

duty, with direct telephone communication.

In order that you may know that your ma

chine is not being used by others. especially

your chaufleurs, without your permission, :1

record will be kept of every time your machine

goes out and how long it is gone. A duplicate

of this will be mailed you every day.

The Club Garage will not under any circum

stances pay commissions to chauffeurs on the

purchase 01' any supplies, equipment, repairs.

etc. This is one of the most extravagant evils

of motoring, and can only be eliminated

through the instrumentality of an organiza~

tion of this character. which has been tor-med

conscientious

service and respect for their rig ts.

The receipt system will be used entirely.

The services of the Club's legal agent will be

at the disposal of members day and night 1'0.

the purpose of furnishing bonds. etc.

The Club Garage of America will operate gar

ages of similar character in Boston, Philadel

phia, Chicago, St. Louis. etc., and branches at

the principal resorts during the season. The

courtesies of membership are interchangeable.

thereby assuring you a

service wherever you go.

By joining in this movement you can aid in

placing motoring on a business basis. whereby

the expenses can be kept within a reasonable

limit and the efficiency and service at least.

doubled.

Initiation ice for membership in the Club

Garage of America is 825. There will be no dues

eXCept storage tees, etc.

uniformly high-class

It will be of reinforced .

In the Retail World.

The White Sewing Machine Company have

established branches in Troy, N. Y., and New

Haven, Conn.

John Pflieger, 1602 Bushwick avenue,

Brooklyn, is establishing a garage at that ad

dress.

Snyder & Smith, Orange, N. J., have add

ed an electrical charging and repairing plant

to their establishment. It measures 80 by

40 feet

The latest addition to the Philadelphia

automobile dealers is the Hamilton Automo

bile Company, located on Broad street, above

Race. They will handle the Stoddard-Day

ton. '

Plans have been filed with the Manhattan

Buildings Bureau for the remodelling 01' the

two story and attic stable at 347 Amsterdam

avenue, New York City, into a garage for

Eugene Meyer, jr.

Nolan & Smith, Los Angeles, 081., are hav

ing built for them on Main near Tenth

street, a steel and brick garage. It will be

one-story high, measure 85x174 feet, and

cost about $15,000.

A brick addition, 40x85 feet, is being built

to the two-story building at 535-537 South

Los Angeles street, L0s Angeles, Cal, for

Richard P. Blaisdell. It will be used for a

garage and will cost $9,000.

Edw'ard Borderwlsch has been elected

president of. the recently incorporated Bor

derwlsch-Glancey Automobile CO., of Day'

ton, Ohio. Dr. I. Y. Cooper is vice-president,

and E. M. Glauccy. secretary-treasurer.

The Lowell ()iass.) Automobile Corpora

tion has changed hands. * N. I). Goff has

withdrawn, and Harry Noyes and William

H. Greene, formerly connected with the busi

ness, will be associated with 1.. H. .1. Read.

The firm of Clark & Matthews, machinists

and electricians, Itutlnnd, Vt., has ti'iken O.

H. Coolidge into partnership and changed

its name to the Rutland Machine & Auto

mobile Co. A new plant is contemplated.

John E. Lloyd has leased the new three

story and basement building at No. 2‘20

West Tliirtieth street, New York City, for

a long term of years at an aggregate rental

of $60,000. It will be used as a garage.

George C. Boldt, proprietor of the Wal

dorf-Astoria, has sold the 110le northeast

i-Omer at Broadway and Sixty-second street,

New York City, to the American Co. A six

story garage will be erected.

The Chadwick Motor Company, which has

just been incorporated, will locate on '34th

street. New York. in the former Decnuville

establishment. The Chadwick car will be

handled. C. S. Jackson, former manager of

Wannmnkcr’s automobile department, will be

the active man in the new concern.

The Maine Motor Carriage CO., of Port

land, the oldest agency in the State of

Marine, has so outgrown its present location

aft—44 Plum street that it has been forced to

erect a new garage, which is now in course

of construction at the corner of Free and

South streets, convenient to hotels and the

atres. It will be open night and day. The

Maine Motor Carriage Co. has also made a

change in its line, having taken on for 1906

the Thomas, Stevens-Duryea and Olds.

The Week's lncorporations.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Br0wn Lipe Gear CO.,

under New York laws, with $150,000 cap~

ital. Corporators—A. T. Brown, Willard C.

Lipe and Penfield Chapin.

Bay Shore, L. I.—Covell & Crosby Motor

CO., under New York laws, with $20,000 cap

ital. Corporntors—A. A. Crosby, C. H. Co

vell and W. M. Allison.

New vYork City, N. Y.—Cliadwick Motor

Car CO., under New York laws. with $50,000

capital. Corporators—A. W. Pross, C. E.

Reed and George Muirer.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Carlson Automobile (10.,

under New York laws, with $15,000 capital.

Corporators—C. A. Carlson, Chalmers Dale,

Jr., and C. W. McKelvey.

New York City, N. Y.—Ansonia Automo

bile Co., under New York laws, with $5,000.

capital. Corporators—E. G. Potter, G. R.

Kelso and F. W. White.

Boston, Mass—Boston Auto School, under

Massachusetts laws, with $5,000 capital; to

conduct automobile school. Corporators—W.

E. Cooper and E. F. Edwards.

Brooklyn. N. Y.—Hicks Speed Indicator

CO., under New York laws, with $3,000 cap~

ital; to manufacture speed indicators. Cor

porutors—E. P. Hicks, C. R. Johnson and

Carl Knotl'.

Watertown, N. Y.—“'ntert0wn Automobile

& Supply CO., under New York laws, with

$5,000 capital; to deal in automobiles and

supplies. (‘orporators—Lintoln G. DeCant,

rerley A. Pitcher and Joseph A. McConnell.

New Orleans, Ln.—The Tracy Antomo

bilium, under Louisiana laws, with $50,000

capital, to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—W. J. Tracy, William P. Tracy, VVillinm

Bradley, L. A. Ducros and A. D. Hen

riques, Jr.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—Sharmun-Ottinger

Automobile CO., under Utah laws, with $25,

000 capital; to deal in automobiles. Cor

porators and officers—President and treas

urer—Samuel H. Shannan; vicoprcsidcnt,

Adolph Ottinger; secretary, A. Sclieidcr.

Montgomery, Aim—Van Dusen Motor Car

CO., of Jefferson County, under Alabama

laws, with $25,000 capital. Corporators—A.

t_. Kahin, E. W. VnnDuscn, Jr., C. S. Creel

man, R. D. Johnston, Jr., and B. C. D. Van

Dusen. ' .

A delegation of forty Mormons. headed

by President Joseph Smith, visited Kenosha.

\\'is., Thursday, of last week, and were

taken through the factory of Thomas B.

.lct’fcry & (.‘0. One of the party was Norris

Farr, who proudly .,boasts of eighty grand

children. \Vhethcr Mr. Farr ordered Rumb—

lcrs for the little runabouts is not stated.
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HOW EXPORTS ARE SWELLING

October Shipments Still Further increase the

Handsome Total—Where Goods are Going.

 

 

Judging from the second detailed monthly

report, American automobiles are going

strongest in England and the British pos

sessions, as next to the English item of $27,

005, comes British Australasia, with $25,

571—the largest items on the list—and Brit,

ish North America with $11,996. The only

others approaching these are Other Europe,

with $15,085, and Mexico, $12,738.

As compared with October a year ago, the

increase is relatively substantial—slightly in

excess of 25 per cent, though actually not

very large; from $106,111 to messes. 'But

in the case of the totals for the period of

ten months ending with October in 'the past

three years, the increase is vastly greater,

the amounts being $1,419,e81 for 1903, $1,

082,991 for 1904 and $2,449,010 for 1905.

The detailed report for the month of 0c

tober and for the ten months ending with

October, 1905, is as follows:

 

10 Months

Ending

Exported to— October. October.

United Kingdom . . . .. .$27,000 $631,787

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,028 202,058

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,808 103,806

ltaly.. 5,580 159,905

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . 15,085 237,902

British Jorth America.. 11,996 513,761

BJQXiCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,738 162,780

Other West , Indies and

Bermuda . . . . . . . . 6,009 131,361

South America . . . . . . . . 6,974 55,913

British East Indies . . . . 2,495 31,097

British Australasia . . . . 25,571 111,119

Other Asia and Oceaniea. 287 60,878

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,791 33,528

Other countries . . . . . . .. 222 3.116

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l29_389 $2,499,010

 

The Garage Keeper and the l. O. U.

When it was announced that an anti-graft

law had been passed at Albany the sufferers

from the wiles of the importunate chauffeur

heaved a mighty sigh of relief for they

thought in their simplicity that their troubles

from that source were at an end. Bright

young manhood refuses to be squelched,

however, and now the man in the leather

coat, who formerly levied direct tribute from

the garage keeper, borrows from him small

sums of the needful, giving in return his

modest little “I. O. U," which, at the end of

the month, the downtrodden G. K., above

mentioned, twists up tightly and uses to light

his pipe, in which capacity it serves a use

ful end, and seems to infuse a taint of sober

reflection into the fumes of the bowl.

 

Evidence of French Fearlulneu.

France is awaking to the fact that Ameri

ca has sapped the foundations of her trade

in more ways than one and that unless

something be done the structure is apt to

topple. The publishers of L’Auto, the 0111

clal organ of the Automobile Club of France,

and the semi-official representative of a

number of manufacturers, have accordingly

decided to establish in New York “a bureau

of information," a sort of private consulate

as it were, to keep an eye on American trade

conditions. The idea is to aid the French

maker in taking advantage of the Ameri

can market. Georges Dupuy, a well known

explorer and writer on sports, has been del

egated and will have charge of the bureau,

which will have to do not alone with the

importation of French cars, but also with

the exportation of American cars to

France.

 

Rogers’ Wide Sweep of Country.

_ G. Vernor Rogers, secretary of the Mitch~

ell Motor Car Company, Racine, Wis.,

touched New York last week in the course

of a sweep around an unusually wide circle;

in fact he probably has covered more ter

ritory during the last few months than any

other man in the automobile business. His

route carried him through the South and to

'Cuba; then to the Pacific Coast, which he

‘ traversed from Seattle to Los Angeles, and

then to New York. As a result, the output

of the Mitchell Motor Car Company is prac

tically sold. -

With conditions in general Mr. Rogers

was more than satisfied and’he spoke in high

terms of the future of the. Northwestas an

automobile centre. His mention of streets

a quarter of a mile wide rather staggered

his hearers, but when he explained that over

the hard, level prairie a driver could make

his own road the meaning was matle"'piain.

He also stated that the prairie turf is so

hard that the rains, even through the long

rainy season, do not effect it and in conse

quence there is good driving the year round.

 

Landgreis Obtaining More Room.

lmndgraf Brothers, or rather the Simplex

Automobile Co., who build a car by that

name at Mishawaka, Ind., are enlarging

their plant. Another story is being added

to the present building, and two two-story

additions measuring, respectively, 50x24

feet and 70x24 feet, are in process of con

struction.

 

Pontiac Choose: It: Officers. '

The Pontiac Motor Co., recently organized

in Detroit, Mich., to manufacture commer

cial and combination commercial and pleas

ure motor vehicles, have elected the follow

ing officers: President, Dr. H. V. Welles;

vice-president, George E. Fisher; secretary,

Albert Burton, and treasurer, F. I. l’erry.

Wu Wheeler, Now Rendt.

The \Vheeler Mfg. 00., Detroit, Mich..

makers of tops, has changed its corporate

name to the Bands Mfg. Co., after W. C.

Bands, its manager. In all other respects

the concern remains the same.

 

The Buggies Automobile Company, 01'

Ware, Mass, has completed its first car. It

is a delivery wagon and will be tested by a

local butcher.

BILL FOR FREE ALCOHOL

Introduced into Congress for Third Time—

What it Propom and the Stumbling Block.

 

 

What is thought to be the beginning of

the end of the three years' campaign for

free alcohol backed by a number of the most

powerful industrial interests in the country,

was brought about last week by the intro

duction of a bill to that eifect before Con

gress by Representative Calder-head. This

is the third time the matter has been

brought before Congress, only to be sideL

tracked and lost in the mass of proposed

legislation which comes up for consideration

annually, but which seldom sees the light.

In the present instance, however, its intro

duction is the culmination of an educational

propaganda on a scale rarely resorted to as

a means of influencing legislation and only

possible to large interests, for more than

$50,000 has been spent in the preparation

and dissemination of literatureo'u the sub~

ject, principally in agricultural communi

ties. ’ ,‘

There has been~ considerable difficulty in

convincing the “solons” at Washington that

the public revenues were not in danger, and

that the measure was not one on which the

“booze” interests took an antagonistic stand.

__The excessive tax of $2.07 per gallon on

commercial alcOhol has practically prohib

ited its use except for such purposes in

which denaturized alcohol is not available.

Another difficulty was the matter of regu

lating the process of denaturing the alcohol

and prescribing what substance could be em

ployed, and it will be noticed that this has

been left entirely to the Secretary of the

Treasury.

The provisions of the bill are as follows:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress aSsemblcd:

That on and after the passage of this act

no internal revenue tax shall be levied or

collected on ethyl alcohol of domestic pro

duction which has been rendered undrinka

ble or unfit for use as a beverage, prior to

withdrawal from distillery bonded ware

house.

Sec. 2. The Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary

of the Treasury, shall prescribe the neces

sary regulations to carry this act into effect.

Sec. 3. That any person, or persons, who

shall rectify or purify ethyl alcohol which

has been removed from distillery warehouse

free of tax, under the provisions of this act.

so as to remove or separate therefrom by

any process whatever the substance, or sub

stances, which have been added thereto for

the purpose of rendering such ethyl alcohol

undrlnkahle or unfit for use as a beverage,

shall, on conviction. be subjected to a fine

of not leSs than five hundred dollars nor

more than five thousand dollars. and be im

prisoned not less than six months nor more

than three years.
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NQNEYANDTEMPER
ITHOUT FISK Tnuzs youdare

simply wasting Time, Money,

Temper,—and Comfort. They

are thenzonly tircs constructed

, on Strictly Scientific and Practical

1': Principles.

Positive Locking Device, insuring SAFETY

Y I. - .- All Air Above the Rim, affording COMFORT

...:r:' _ -
I . ~\ " . .. Superiority of Quality, guaranteeing DURABILITY

‘ - Our production for '06 is the finest that we

' have ever offered, representing, not merely high

grade exterior evidences, but Honest Quality—

“Fisk Quality" that is at present unsurpassed.

Truly, ’twill be Worth Your While

To Buy Fisk Tires.

CO"

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

    

  

  

  

  

CADILLAC

UTILITY
THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will climb any bill that any automobile will climb.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel any road that any automobile will travel.

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Will travel as last as anybody ought to ride,

THE SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLAC

Costs less to operate. Costs less to Maintain.

Requires less attention than any automobile we know of.

 

Because so many people know these, and some other things, probably accounts for

the fact that more Cadillacs were sold during 1905 than any two other makes com

bined, and won for them the unquestioned distinction of

AMERICA’S LEADING MOTOR CARS.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO: — - - - Detroit, Mich.
lumbar! Alloclatlon of Licensed Automoblle Manufacturer;

WE WILL EXHIBIT IN NEW YORK AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN ONLY, JANUARY 13-20, 1906
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TELEPHONE, 2652 JOHN.
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WThose who are interested In motor vehicles

will find the facilities and information of our of

tlce always at their command.

To Facilitate Matters Our Patrons Should

Address us at P. O. Box 649.

Cable Address, "MOTORWORLD," NEW YORK.

Entered as second-class matter at the New York,

N. Y., Post Office, November. 1900.

 

New YORK JANUARY 4, 1906.

 
‘

 

THE

NEW YORK

snow NUMBERS

of

THE MOTOR WORLD

Will Bear Dates

January 11th and 18th.

As always, they will deal with the subject

intelligently and well and be thoroughly.

representative of the industry.

 
 

 

Giving the Devil his Due.

Due to the occurrence of the occasional ac

cident, which from the prominence of those

who suffer the consequences is given wide

publicity under scarcheads inveighing against

the criminal recklessness of the automobile

That there is

ample cause for at least a portion of the

driver has become general.

tirade that springs into new life the country

over under frequently recurring stimulus,

cannot be controverted, but if the numerous

reports of mishaps that give rise to eloquent

editorial flights on the part of the wiclder

of the pen to “abolish these rampant jugger

nauts," be carefully investigated, the conclu

sion is inevitable that the amount of smoke

is utterly disproportionate to the fire be

hind it.

Apart from the fact that more attention is

accorded one trivial accident in which an

automobile is concerned than three fatal horse

runaways, it is really about time that the

“devil got his due." The chauifcur, even

though he be the “imported reprobate" who is

credited with stopping at nothing short of

murder and arson, is only a human being and

to state that he becomes transformed into a

monster merely through the act of seating

himself at the wheel of a high powered car

is childish. More than that. he is only a ser

vant. While the accident occurs while the car

is under his sole guidance it may be taken

for granted that the disaster was due to a

disregard of common sense on the part of the

driver, if nothing worse, and facts have borne

this out in such a number of instances that

it has come to be looked upon as a conclusive

presumption. It is merely the old, old story

of “when the cat is away.”

But when the owner of the car is in it, his

servant must do as his superior wills. The

importance of the chauffeur is usually much

exaggerated, and the fact that he must obey

orders and disregard his own judgment as if

he had none is too often overlooked. Except

in the case of the owner who is dominated by

his chauffeur, and the latter incumbent fre

quently takes his cue from the ruler of the

kitchen, the car is virtually under the con

trol of the man who pays the bills, and a re

fusal to carry out orders would simply mean

the necesaity of seeking another berth. The

owner is at all times morally and legally re

sponsible for the acts of his servant, and the

fact that disaster and death follow compli

' ance with his orders by the chautfcur should

certainly not be cause for casting the onus

entirely on the latter. There is scant doubt

that he sins as much as if not more than,

he is sinned against, but it is at least fair

that the faults of his master should not be

laid at his door as well.

 

The Men at the Show Stands

As the maker's plans for the show season

are being matured and his preparations

brought down Well toward a state of com

pletion. there is one matter which should

not escape his attention, and one which,

trivial and unimportant though it may seem,

is by no means of slight import to his in

terests. He may have upon his stand the

best of machinery, tastefully displayed and

well finished; he may have prepared the

public for its reception of his various little

"surprises" with all the assiduity which is

possible in a well planned advertising cam

paign; he may have a good location, good

surroundings, good neighbors and good at

tendance, and yet fall far short of the mark

which he has set. down as a probable re

sult of the week's business, if he has not

also taken the greatest of pains to train

and properly equip the stud of assistants

who are to handle the tiresome business of

cxplaining'und demonstrating his wares to

a weary and footsore public.

The task of repeating an explanation of a

certain train of comparatively simple mech

anism over and over again through the en

tire duratiou of the show season is by no

means an easy one. Every exhibitor is

straining his every nerVe to capture and

hold the attention of the visitor. The vis

itor, whether he means "business," or wheth

er he is prompted merely by idle curiosity,

soon becomes wearied of the strain of sub

mitting to a tedious cramming process and

soon enough ceases to accept with credulity

and interest the usual statements as to ex

cellence of quality and perfection of work

manship. He wants to know what is new:

he wants to know “how it works," and upon

the demonstrator devolves the troublous task

of determining whether or not he is Worth

considering in the light of a probable pur

chaser, or whether he is merely being

amused.

Because of the drudgery which is con

nected with this task many exhibitors are

wont to put upon their stands one or two

young men who are notable for their glib

tongues and their ability to parry embar

rasing questions. Such as those are to be

soon at every show in far too great abund

ancc, either for the gratification of the earn

cst public which has come to be shown, or

the maker who has come to show. Often
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enough they are but little acquainted with

the business, know far too little of the de

tails of the machine they are attempting to

demonstrate and are apt to be inclined to

ward freshness, and have a leaning toward

the fair sex_ when evening comes and the

real work of the day is to be done. Such

youths, either through lack of knowledge

or sheer inefficiency, frequently turn away

an inquirer with an insufficient answer, leav

ing him to shift for himself, or, if he be per

sistent, give him such a mart rebufi that

he is fain to leave forthwith. Others. in a

desire to shine as great white lights in the

business, tell all they know and a great deal

more, revealing in the process some most

astonishing gaps in their fund of informa

tiOn.

That it is almost as diflicult a task to find

good show men at reasonable prices as it is

to perform well in the capacity itself, is

known only to those who have been through

the mill themselves.

loath to break up his force for so short a time

and cart around with him a lot of men who

would be worth more to him in the shop

than on the road. And again, he is hampered

by the fact that the men who are most

fitted with the technical knowledge, usually

cannot tell what they know in intelligible

language.

hand, knows little or nothing of the mechani

cal end of the business, as a rule. Hence,

in many cases, he feels obliged to pick up

The average maker is

His office force, on the other

some hanger-on at the show as a demon

strator, trusting to him to turn over to some

of the regular salesnien such of the flotsam

and jetsam as seem likely to prove worth

talking to. The result, however, is not al

ways of the best, from the credit stand

point.

Probably the best demonstrators and sales

men are those who have "graduated" from

the shops and have undergone a considerable

training on the road. They are not easy

to find, except in the pseudo type, which is

never stationary in any capacity long enough

to learn its ins and outs, nor are they easy

to procure as a general thing, for those who

are worthy are always fully engrossed at

show time. Whoever they be, they must be

gentlemen, in the sense of white linen and

black shoes; they must be polite, and patient.

and intelligent; they must be well informed

on the whole of the business, and, above

all, they must not be "knockers." The show

attendant may seem of less importance than

the show, but he is a factor to be chosen

with care and trained with precision.

Concerning Prompt Deliveries.

Prompt deliveries haVe ever been the guid

ing star of the most successful manufacturers

and they obviate a deal of worry as well as

the necessity for much diplomatic lying on

the part of the agent who has to act as the

go between to pacify the customer anxious

to possess his new car. But good intentions

even when backed by well laid plans based

on the output of ample manufacturing facili

ties often become impossible of fulfilment

long before the time comes to carry them

out. This has been the case in every selling

season during the past three years and there

is no reason why the cry of “cars, send us the

cars," will not rise from the agent all over

the land before 1906 is far advanced.

True, most of the larger makers had their

plans for 1906 cars worked out and the cars

themselves on the road in the hands of test

ing crews months in advance of the time

that this was considered necessary in previ

ous years, and hundreds of cars of next

year's model have been turned out—a goodly

number of them sold—long before the c10se

of the present year. This, as a rule, is only

possible with an organization complete

enough to build the car from the ground up,

and there are not a great many such. There

are, in fact, comparatively few makers who

do not now rely upon the partsmaker for at

least some of the components of their vehicles.

The parts specialist fills a gap not provided

for by any other factor in the manufactur

ing economy of the small builder and it is

not too much to say that without him the

same number of makers could not flourish.

But he is apt to prove a thorn in the side

during the coming season, for, overwhelmed

with orders, the matter of deliveries is

bound to be a bone of contention and few

of the dates contracted for are apt to see the

arrival of the parts at the builder's factory.

"Held up for parts without which it is im

possible to ship the car" is not. at all likely

to be given as an excuse to the buyer, but

whatever form the jollying condolence hand

ed out by the agent to smooth over the im

patience occasioned by enforced waiting, this

will be in numerous instances the substance

of the hidden reason.

Refinement Rather than Experiment.

While it is evident beyond the shadow of a

doubt that the cry of those who predicted

radical changes of many kinds in this year's

cars has been utterly refuted by what has

already been brought to light both here and

abroad, it must not be concluded that the de

tailed changes chronicled are merely matters

of personal taste on the part; of the various

designers.

The seeker after novelties at either of the

foreign shows must have come away disap- '

pointed, for there was a decided lack of inno

vation in evidence, whether on the part of old

established houses or of newer and smaller

builders, who are more prone to bring forth

such attractions. Further, the instances in

which any departure from previously accepted

standards were present were so far from be

ing numerous that it was necessary to sift

a great deal of chaff to find any wheat—the

searcher found it incumbent upon him to in

spect a great many cars and to look them over

closely in order to discover their distinguish

ing features.

Nevertheless, when the detail uncovered here

and there is added to that discovered on all

as a whole, it will be found that there is more

or less food for reflection on ‘the part of the

designer and that several modifications of

what has hitherto been considered as settled

practice are due to pass through the test of

daily use on the road for the next six or

eight months. Considered in the aggregate,

it must be conceded that the occasional de

parture was so slight in many instances that

none but a keen observer, familiar with all

that has gone before, would be competent to

detect it or to recognize in what respect it

differed.

It would appear that not a few builders

have apparently come to the conclusion that

the most profitable policy by far is to let well

enough alone, and the great measure of suc

cess attained in the last year, both mechani

cally and financially bears this out so strongly

that it were folly not to take advantage of the

precedent thus set.

Some sagacious personage would have it

that when you have taken a piston out of its

cylinder for any reason the proper thing for

you to do before you put it back is to turn

it down around the head a little bit, so that

it will go back again more readily than it

otherwise would. That may be true enough,

but if you do, you had better order another

can of compression before you start in, as

you will be likely to need it before you have

finished.

No word is forthcoming from France to

say whether the light runabout which was

thrown together in four hours and then driven

over 750 miles of country road in less than

sixty-two hours was afterward relegated to

the scrapheap or preserved for exhibition as

a relic.
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I’IERE'S TI‘IE MOTOR COMEDY

It's Written Around the Vanderbilt Cup and

Oldfield Will Help Supply the Thrills.

 

The automobile play has “arrived.”_ It

will stage under the title “The Vanderbilt

Cup," an “eight cylinder musical comedy,

with three shoes and eight tubes." It is

now on the road—“being tried on the dogs,"

is the theatrical expression—preparatory to

its presentation at the Broadway Theatre,

New York City, during the automobile

shows. It is billed for two weeks hence,

when “Veronique” will vacate the Broad

way,

Although their names do not appear in the

cast it is understood that Barney Oldfield

and Tom Cooper will make their debut as

real actormen and supply the climaxing

thrill in the second act, which represents the

scene in front of the grandstand at Mineola

at the finish of the race for the Vanderbilt

Cup. These two racing “cracks” will drive

real racing cars on rollers and to give the

touch of realism to the scene the moving pic

ture machine will be brought into play. It

will be remembered Oldfield went through

a fence-it was a paper one, though—at

Poughkeepsie last summer, while a moving

picture camera recorded it. The cast in

cludes some well known stars and catchy

songs without limit. There will also be lots

of ulsters, leather caps, goggles and the like.

Miller, the New York supply man, having

furnished some $400 worth of such “artistic

touches." _

Some idea of the magnitude of the elabor

ate production may be gleaned by a perusal

of the artists in the cast as well as the syn

opsis of scenes:»

Newt. Oflut, a hill climber, Will T. Hodge;

Mrleilletts, mother of Dorothy, Grace Gay

lord Clarke; Theodore Banting, an equitable

attorney at law, and other things, Otis Har

lan; Miss Carstairs, Dorothy’s music teacher

and chaperon, Marie Stone; Dorothy Willetts,

Elsie Janis; Dexter Joyce, a lightning con

ductor, Aubrey Boucicault; Clerk of the Mar

Jorie Wellington llotel, Charles Abbe; Mrs.

Hillrave, Blanche Chapman; Mrs. Sylvester,

Kate Mayhew; Mrs. Il‘ilestrom, Grace Gris

wold; Mrs. Herkimer, Blanche River; Mrs.

Dillenberg, Sallie Berge; Mrs. Ostrand, Marie

Messner; (Stockholders in the Marjorie Wel

lington Hotel, known as the Six Crusty

Dames.) Winnifred, first bell girl of the M.

W. Hotel, Violet Duval; Gwynne, second

ditto, Edith Spotford; Pearl, third ditto. Mar

garct Love; Celeste, elevator girl of the M.

W. Hotel, Kate Buckley; Kate Crooks, the

porter, Ella Hatten; Inkle North, Western

Union Messenger girl, Lilliam Nicholson;

Gaspard, an honest French chauffeur, Henry

Bergman; Curt Willetts, who “got rich

quick” ; uncle of Dorothy, Henry V. Dopnelly;

Clarinda Larkspur, who objects to a speed

limit, Edith Decker; Senator Boxwood, of the

State of Washington, Jncque Kruger; Arthur,

his chainless hopeless, F. Newton Lindo;

Rose, Dorothy Kent; Lily, Annette Steele;

Violet, Eloise Steele; Pansy, Elsa Bhinhard.

(Four flowers of the comic opera.)

Synopsis of Scenes—Act, 1.—Scene 1. The

Willetts’s Home—(No Gasolene). Scene 2.

En Route to New York—(Get a Horse).

Scene 3. The Marjorie Wellington Hotel, New

York City (An Up-to-Date Garage).

Act 2.—Scene 1. The Veranda' of the Gar

den City Hotel, L. L—(The Perfect Clutch).

Scene 2. Parking place at Mineola, L. I.—

tspace $50 a foot). Scene 3. In front of the

Grand ‘Stand, Mineola, L. I.——(100 Miles an

Hour).

Act 3.—-Scene 1. Boat Loft at the Brooklyn

Navy Yard, Converted into :1 Reception Hall.

Scene 2. Another Part of the Brooklyn Navy

Yard. Scene 8. Launching a Battleship.

 

Oldfield Gets the Medal.

Barney Oldfield has been presented with the

gold medal emblematic of the National Cir

cuit championship of the American Automo

bile Association, which petered out to as near

nothing as possible before the season's end.

He scored 26 points. The others who figured

in the running and their scores are as fol

lOWS: Louis Chevrolet, F. I. A. T., 13 points;

Webb Jay, White, 10; Charles But-man, Peer

less, 6; Dan Wurgis, Reo, 6; Guy Vaughn,

Decauville, 4 ; Emanuel Cedrino, F. I. A. T., 4;

Earl Kiser, Winton, 2; Herbert Lytle, Pope

Toledo, 2, and Montague Roberts, Thomas, 2.

"Bell’s Palsy" a Winter Atfllction.

"Bell‘s palsy" is the latest afiiictlon to

visit itself upon the motorist, and a physi

cian is authority for the statement that it

is the result of driving an automobile in

winter weather when one side of the face

is exposed to the cold more than the other.

The most recent sufferer is said to be suffer

ing from paralysis of the entire left side of '

hls face and is not alone in his misery, fdr

he is claimed to be the third victim. It

apparently travels in threes, for the doctors

state that three weeks are required in

which to gain relief.

Milwaukee Pay: a Motorist's Bill.

Because workmen carelessly left a manhole

unlighted the city of Milwaukee, Wis, will be

forced to pay for the automobile of Dr. A.C.

Sidler, which was completely demolished in

a collision with the standpipe. The blame has

been sifted through the various heads of the

departments until it finally has been placed

upon the men who last worked on the man

hole. Therefore the city will pay the cost

rather than fight the case.

Copley Exact: It! " Blood Money."

Taking advantage of the present discus

sion anent Pennsylvania's new automobile

law, the borough council of Coplay has en

acted a law to mulct motorists while it may

by providing for an annual tax of $8, limit

ing the speed to eight miles an hour and

stipulating the usual regulations regarding

lights, brakes and horns. Violations are

punishable by a fine not exceeding $100 or

imprisonment of not more than thirty days.

MOTOR CARS AS~ BAGGAGE

Result is a Railroad Car of New Design—

May be Used for Horses, also.

 

It has been a problem of growing import

ance for the railroads how the elaborate

equipment annually carried to the summer

home is to be transported, particularly when

the distance is represented by the stretch

from Chicago to Bar Harbor or something

similar. The matter has been brought to a

climax by the appearance of the automobile

as one of the most important of these house

hold chattels for which special provision

must be made and some of the Down East

lines are already planning ahead for next

summer’s demand. This is true of the Bos

ton and Maine Railroad, which has already

ordered a combination automobile, carriage

and horse baggage car that will form part

of the regular express trains, so that to

gether with his trunks and band boxes, the

summer visitor may have his stud of both

cars and horses dumped on the platform

when he alights at his destination.

On the outside the car will look like an

ordinary baggage coach having a “monitor”

roof with ventilating windows on each' side

above the curved part. At the ends of the

car will be large double doors opening out

from the middle, seven and a half feet wide

and eight feet one inch high.- On each side

of the car also will be doors, two of them,

one eight feet and the other four feet wide.

inside will be sliding stallstor the accom

modation of sixteen horses; and gates to

shut the horses in are also provided. When

there are only a few horses, or when car

riages or automobiles are to be shipped in

stead, the unused partitions for the stalls

will be slipped back against the sides, giv

ing a clear passage through as large a part

of the car as desired.

There will be, of course, a man to travel

with the horses and feed and water them

or to look after the carriages and automo

biles. The private coachman or chaufi’eur

will be allowed to watch his charges closely.

 

Reduced Rates to Florida.

Reduced freight rates on automobiles to

Florida will prevail from now until spring.

The Florida East Coast, Railway is to grant a

half rate of $1.93 per 100 from New York or

Boston to Ormond, Daytona, or any other

point on the line of that railroad. This rate

will hold throughout the winter and is not

limited to the twenty days embracing the

tournament season.

"emery Cracks Kilometre Record.

(fables from' Paris report that on December

30. Hemery, driving an eight cylinder, 200

horsepower Darracq machine, from a flying

start, covered a kilometre in 203-5 seconds;

equivalent to doing a mile in‘slightly over

33 seconds. 'This beats the previous record

by four-fifths of a second. The dispatch

does not state where the trial was made or

whether it was ofiicially timed or not.
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PossibleDevelopmentsinBodyDesign.
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WILL TEST MORE THAN TIRES

British Promoters “ Take on ” Lamps and

Speed meters—How these will be Judged.

 

 

In conjunction with England‘s tire trials,

which are to be held in the early part of

next month, it has been decided to “ring

in" a few side lines, such as trials for speed

ometers and lamps.

It will be recalled that, as published in

the Motor World when the conditions of

these trials were first made public, the en

trance fees are very stilt—$500 per set of

tires being the minimum in case not more

than ten sets were entered, and $250, should

thirty or more be entered. This has con

siderable bearing upon the additional trials

proposed, for according to the conditions of

the latter, it will be the pleasure of all en

trants of the minor accessories to help de

fray the eXpenses of the tire trials. In ex

planation, it is naively stated that as “Those

who enter tires in the competition will have

to provide cars and drivers," and pay round

ly for the privilege, which is not stated,

“some reimbursement will be made from the

fees received from the accessories." Anen

trance fee of $125 will he charged in the

case of speedometers, $75 of which will be

placed to the credit of a common fund to be

distributed among the tire entrants as a

contribution toward the cost of running the

cars. The entry fee for lamps is somewhat

less, and of the latter 25 per cent. will be

devoted to the same end. Entries for both

close January 31.

The conditions of the trials for the ae~

cessories are as follows:

The speedometers entered for trial (which

shall be chosen from stock by the club)

will have to be provided and fitted by the

entrant. The instruments will be required

to run during the whole of the tire trials, or

such shorter distance as the club may de

termine, and no adjustments will be permit

ted except in the depot either before or

after a day's run. All instruments entered

for trial will have to be fitted with a mileage

recorder. The entry fee, which must ac

company the application, has to be made

on the official form of the club, and will be

$125 per instrument.

The speedometers entered for trial wiil be

observed on the road, and they will be cali

brated both before and after the trials. The

following points, inter alia, will be taken

into consideration in making the awards,

vim: Accuracy, durability, the effect of re

versing the car on the subsequent accuracy

of the instrument, price, rapidity of re

sponse to variations of speed, simplicity of

construction and attachment, steadiness of

reading.

The instrument adjudged to be the most

meritorious, provided there are at least three

entries. shall receive the club’s gold medal,

and the second best. provided there are at

least six entries, shall receive the club‘s

silver medal. 'A certificate of performance

will be issued to each competitor. At the

end of the trials the speedometers used dur

ing the trials shall remain in the possession

of the club, to be dealt with as the club may

decide.

In connection with the lamps there will

be sections for gas and oil lamps. In the

former category it is provided that all gen

erators shall be charged once a day by the

entrants, and that the entries shall be di~

vided into three classes, as follows: A. Gen

erators, the points to be taken into consider

ation, including the cubic feet of gas gen

erated, the dryness and steadiness of gen

eration, ease of cleaning, smell, power of

retaining charge, and cost of gas supplied.

B. Lamps, without generators. the tests to

be concerned with the candle power of the

central beam of the lamp per cubic foot of

gas consumed per hour, the distribution of

light over an agle of 35 degrees in a horizon

tal plane, the non7tarnishlng of the reflector,

freedom from fracture of the exposed glass,

quality of construction and of attachment,

fitting, ease of cleaning, price and condi

tion after trial. A

In Class C.(for self-contained lamps) all

the points enumerated will be taken into

consideration.

With regard to oil lamps these will be

placed in three categories, viz., head, side

and tail lamps, and in making the awards

regard will be paid to the candle power of

the central beam of the lamp, time of burn

ing with one filling of the reservoir, ease of

filling, trimming and lighting. the attach

ment of the reservoir to the lamp, the de

vice for raising and lowering the wick, non

tarnishing of reflector, quality of construc

tion, and absence of defects during the road

test. In connection with tail lights, regard

will also be paid to the means aflorded to

the driver for ascertaining if the tail lamp

is alight, and the adaptability for the pur

pose of illuminating the number plate with

out unduly projecting behind it.

Bay State Elects Officials.

At the annual meeting and election of the

Bay State Automobile Association, Boston.

Tuesday afternoon of this week, the reports

of the several ofiicers and committees

showed the club to be in a healthy condi

tion. Numerically it numbers 394, while

financially it is strong and vigorous, having,

with all bills paid, over $3,000 cash balance.

These officers were elected: President, Lewis

It. Speare; vice-president, Harlan \V. Whip

ple; treasurer, Herbert L. Bowden: secre

tary, J. Fortescue; directors. John C. Ker

rison, Charles E. Fay, E. A. Gilmore, F. A.

Hlnchliffe and J. A. MacAlman.

 

Regulating the Searchlight.

The searchlight evil has been mitigated in

Philadelphia, or at least in Falrmount Park.

The Park Commission decided that with the

beginning of the new year automobillsts may

carry as many lights as they please on their

cars when riding through the park, but that

no movable searchlight will be permitted.

'of the question.

LOCAL LICENSE IS HELD LII"~

Pennsylvania Supreme Court 'Grnnh anllnjunc

tion—Much Mixed State of Affairs.

 

- w.

Philadelphlansvhave won a point in their

fight against the iniquitous double taxation

system now in vogue in the City of Brother

ly Love. Briefly, the situation is this: An

act of Legislature declares that automobiles

must carry a State license tag, but no other

tag. An ordinance of the Philadelphia Coun

cils declares that all automobiles must carry

the city license tag. '

Thus, motOrists were placed'between the

devil and the deep blue sea. If‘ they showed

the city license, they smashed the statute

and subjected themselves to the penalty in

such case made and provided. If they failed

to show it, they broke the ordinance i'nto

smithereens and became liable to the pun

ishment which the ordinance prescribed. The

law laid hold of them “coming and g'o'ing"

and likewise down the middle, and the 'only

way they could avoid becoming lavv-breakers

was to leave their cars in the garage. That

this absurd and anomalmls 'condition of

things should continue was, of course, out

The Automobile Club of

Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Automo

bile Dealers’ Association took it upon them

selves to see if the law could play both ends

against the middle. But Common Pleas

(‘ourt No. 4, as told in last week’s Motor

World, decided that the loeal ordinance

must be complied with.

To have the law defined beyond question.

an appeal was immediately taken to the Su

perior Court. In the meantime Highway

Commissioner Hunter said that if any auto

mobilists carried other than the State li

cense upon their cars they would be liable to

arrest. In spite of this, Chief Lukens, of

the Bureau of Boiler Inspection of Philadel

 

‘ phia, went ahead and ordered his local tags,

2.500 of which arrived last Friday.

“The best laid plans of mice and men gang

oft awry," and so it proved in this case.

Late Friday afternoon Chief Justice Mitch

ell. of the Supreme Court of Pennylvania,

issued an order which effectively restrained

the local authorities from enforcing the or

dinance until the argument is heard in the

case. That means that one license tag only,

that issued by the State Highway Depart

ment, will be sufficient until the case is de

clded by that tribunal. If the regular pro

ceedure is followed, it will not come up un

til March, but Attorney Ira J. Williams, for

the automobilists, has petitioned for a hear

ing next month. The 0m0lill order of Judge

Mitchell reads as follows:

“It is ordered that the appeal heretofore

taken in this case shall be superscdeas, and

the respondents and the City of Philadelphia

are enjoined from enforcement of the or

dinance of December 22, 1902, pending the

appeal."
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NE OBJECTS TO “BLOWERS”

Also to Armored Tires—Seys' they Destroy'

Roads, Hence Pile on Taxation.

 

Schemes to regulate mechanically pro

pelled vehicles are like the poor—they are

omnipresent. Bills asinine and bills more

so, some even attaining the superlative de

gree of irrationality, have come and, like

Caesar's ghost, have as unceremoniously dis

appeared, but each legislative season is, and

seems destined to be until the end of time,

productive of a prolific crop of motor regu

lative measures raised by cornfcd sophisti

cated legislators.

The latest scheme is to tax automobiles on

the basis of damage they occasion to the pub

lic highways. This is the feeble excuse for

another chance to get a whack at automo

biiists, and, as yet, has only reached the

suggestive stage, but as that anglicized Irish

revolutionist. George Bernard Shaw, ex

presses it, “You never can tell just what’ll

happen." The suggestion to tax automobiles

on this basis is made by State Road Com

missioner E. C. Hutchinson, of New Jersey,

in his annual report which has just been

submitted to Governor Stokes. The commis

sioner only makes tue suggestion, but h0pes

some member of the Legislature will take it

up. The commissioner believes that if high

speed machines are to be allowed the use

of the highways, and, he naively acknowl

edges, there is no imminent indication of

their prohibition, they should be taxed in

proportion to the maximum speed of which

they are capable, which, he claims, is a fair

measure of their powers of destruction.

To offset the “increasing havoc wrought

by automobiles," the passage of “restrictive

legislation to eliminate armored tires, chain

tires and blowers" (presumably meaning

inutiiers) is also urged. In that part of his

report bearing on the use of highways by

automobiles, Commrssiouer Hutchinson says:

“The automobile is now a recognized

means of conveyance, and as such is entitled

to the use of the highways, but there are

certain appliances used upon them which are

very detrimental to our roads. They are

the armored tire, the chain tire and the

blower. The damage done to the surface of

our macadam and gravel roads by these ap

pliances is so great that the question of

remedy is creating considerable agitation all

over the dififerent counties of the State. The

temptation to get all the speed possible out

of any means of locomotion is irresistible;

therefore, no one should be allowed to run

a machine upon our public highways with

out first obtaining a license, granted after

proper examination, as the majority of acci

dents are caused by the incompetent chauf

feurs. If the high speed machines are to be

allowed on our hignways, they should be

taxed in proportion of the maximum speed

of which they are capable. In other words,

they should pay for the damage they do, and

all money paid into the State treasury for

such licenses should be applied to the main

tenance andrepair of our roads.

“The \dustfiraised b; an autOmobile, when

running at the rate of less than twenty

miles an hour, is not any worse than that

raised by many wagons, but when this limit

is exeeeded, the automobile becomes the dust

nuisance. Many cures for the dust annoy

ance have been suggested, as the sprinkling

of roads with crude oil and different solu

tions of absorbent salts. These will prevent

the dust, but are too expensive to be gen

erally used. Our remedy, therefore, would

be the strict enforcement of the speed limit,

the abolition of armored tires, chain tires

and blowers, and a sprinkling of all im

proved roads early in the morning and in

the evening. This would preserve the roads

and would reduce the cost of repairs very

materially, at the same time giving us a bet

ter, smoother and more dustless surface than

we now enjoy. There is no better or cheaper

way of preserving our roads than by sprin

kling. Water for that purpose can be ob

tained at neighboring streams, and in those

sections where there are none, from wells

driven beside the road. In either case it is

better and cheaper to pump the water intoa

tank, from which it can be drawn into the

wagons, thereby saving much time."

A5 to the damage wrought by narrow

gauge tires, Mr. Hutchinson says: “There is

one other cause of unnecessary wear and

damage to our roads that should be removed.

It is the narrow tire on heavily loaded wag

ons. The present law provides that town

ships may allow a rebate of taxes to all own

ers of wagons or carts, used for the trans

portation of merchandise, having tires of not

less than four inches in width. We would

suggest that this law be amended so as to

include every municipality in the State. The

premium of $1 per year for each wheel would

be money well and profitably expended, as

the resultant saving of our road covering

would be many times this amount, to say

nothing of the added comfort to all. Massa

chusetts and Connecticut have gone still fur

ther and‘impose a penalty not exceeding

$100, on all wagons having tires of less than

a prescribed width for a given size of axle.

As they are, next to New Jersey, the leading

good roads States, we think that their ex

ample might be profitably followed by us.

“The enforcement of the requirement of

the new road law, passed last winter, that

the counties should keep the roads, built un

der State aid, in good repair, or haVe the

moneys due them withheld until the State

Commissioner of Public Roads should certi

fy that they have been placed in good repair,

has had a marked eiIect upon the condition

of our roads. Their surface is smooth, their

sides are free from weeds and grass, the gut

ters and ditches are clean, and unsightly and

injurious pipes and culverts have been re

moved. The change is so marked in some

sections that the roads are hardly recog

nizable, but if our vigilance relaxes, We fear

that the local authorities will become care

less. The result would be that New Jersey

would lose the reputation which it now has

for being the home of good roads. Other

States claim preeminence in agricultural

products or manufactures, but New Jersey’s

position as the first good roads State in the

Union is as yet unchallenged. As we have

so long excelled, we are naturally anxious

to hold the high position we have gained."

The report shows that during the year

1905, 67.78 miles of roads were paid for un

der the State aid act. The total cost to the

State was $164,648.99. The regular appro

priation for the year was $270,000, and there

was an additional appropriation of $15,000 in

the supplementary bill. The balance availa

ble for roads under construction is $120,

583.54. Since the passage of the State aid

law in 1892, 1,111.31 miles of road have been

built in the State under the act, the total

cost of which to the State was $1,925,441.14.

The result of the year's work, in brief,

is 07.78 miles of road finished and 38.46

miles in process of construction, a total of

106.24 miles. The commissioner says that

when the above roads are paid for the ap

propriation will be so nearly consumed that

road work for the year 1906 will have to

cease, unless the Legislature sees fit to grant

an appropriation of at least $130,000 in the

supplemental bill.

To Make “Borrowing” a Misdemeanor.

Without waiting for promised legislation.

F. G. Robinson, manager of the Automobile

Storage & Trading Co., of Albany, N. Y.,

has taken the initiative towards the intro

duction of a bill in the present session of

the Legislature, making it a misdemeanor

for garage employee or chauffeurs to take

cars from garages without permission. Mr.

Robinson’s bill, which he has drafted and

will have introduced, is far-reaching and is

designed also to protect owners who leave

their cars in the street. It is one of the in

explicable vagaries of the law that a chauf

feur cannot be convicted for taking a car

and returning it, unless there is intent to

steal. Mr. Robinson asks every owner in

the State to write his Assemblyman or Sen

ator to vote for his measure.

The Ghost is Here, too.

It took a long time to materialize, but the

automobile ghost is now here. It appeared

almost simultaneously in localities widely

separated. A Pittsburg, Pa., cemetery claims

its motor “hant,” and all Surrey, in far 011‘

England, is said to be perturbed over the

appearance of a “phantom white motor car

driven by a woman mufiied and swathed in

cloudy chiffons.” Rabbits' feet are reported

to be at a premium in both places.

 

Welch Buys Ron’s "Tea Kettle."

‘Andrew J. Welch, of Hartford, Conn., has

bought the freak Ross steam car which was

driven at Florida last winter, but which dis

appeared from view after it plunged through

the fence at Brighton Beach in May, nearly

killing Joe Nelson, its driver. Welch will use

it for exhibition purposes at Charter Oak

Park, Hartford, next summer.
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The Assoeiation of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers is going to reveal to the pub

lie the typical “Automobile Girl,” also the

typical chauffeur, at the Madison Square

Garden show. They are after-thoughts, but

will be in harmony with the prevailing de

 

Evolving the Motor Fire Escape.

An automobile fire escape is the latest ad

dition to the ranks of the thousand and one

uses to which the motor vehicle is being

put. The apparatus is but an enlarged edi

tion of the jack in the box idea—the lazy

tongs, on a scale commensurate with the

height of modern buildings. The frame

work of the lazy tongs is constructed in such

a manner that the external places of junc

tion of every second pair of legs are ad

justed to serve as supports for platforms

which can be put up to correspond with the

various heights of the floors of a burning

building. A gangway is hinged to each plat

form, from which descent may be had with

the aid of a rope ladder.

0! Course, these are, all details that have

,N,, QThe Lady

It)“ 1.

and the

 

sign. The lady and the "tiger" have been

created of white stafl, more‘than life size,

and will be useful as well as ornamental.

The figures are to be placed on pedestals,

the outstretched arms denoting the route to

the concert hall. The “girl,” who already is

being used on the show posters, has been

 

little bearing on the question of the motor

vehicle transport which is to convey the ap

paratus to the scene of operations, but that

is a matter of secondary importance. and to

tell the truth, the inventor has not had time

to consider it, nor for that matter, the actual

working of his fire escape, for it has not get

beyond the paper stage as yet.

What "Batch" Can Do Blindfoldedl

Speaking of the genial secretary of the A.

A. A., one of his admirers, a country daily,

says: “Mr. Batchelder is an expert motorist.

and it is said that blindfolded he can take

an automobile entirely apart and put it to

gether again." What Batchelder said when

he read this admiring comment is not a mat—

ter of record.
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erolved of a shell and will support the

monogram 0f the association. From the top

will extend streamers of electric lights, giv

ing the efiect of strings of pearls. Both she

and the chauffeur are deemed works of art.

They are depicted by the accompanying i1

lustrntlons.

When Careful Driving is Necessary.

A timely warning has prevented many an

accident, but there are signs of danger ap

parent to the careful and observant driver

which are not to be gleaned from guide

boards. And one that it is particularly ad

visable to bear in mind at this time of the

year is the fact that a fresh fall of snow is

apt to smooth over some bad ruts, as well

as other depressions in the road. They may

be anywhere from an inch or two to half a

foot in depth and with the earth frozen solid,

form a trap for the wheel that may tear of!

the tire if it does no greater damage in the

shape of overturning the car, as has been

known to occur. Slow and careful driving

should be the rule over all such seemingly

innocent surfaces.
-¢
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GOOD ROADS MOST POPULAR

c .

Official Canvass oi Vote Proves it—Preparing

Now to Build the Roads.

 

 

Not until this week was it officially an

nounced that the $50,000,000 good roads ap

propriation had been passed at the last gen

eral election in New York State, along with

the six other constitutional

which came up for decision at that time,

andkthatf— too, with practically a two-thirds

majority.

,Although it had been understood pretty

gaierally that the amendment had been

passed, the exact figures were in considerable

doubt, and the full significance of the vic

tory for the good roads movement could not

be appreciated. The results, which were duly

ceriiiied to on Thursday by the State Board

of Canvassers, at Albany, show that this sixth

claiiZse, which is technically known as an

amendment to Article 7 of the Constitution,

received nearly six thousand more votes than

did'eithcr of the other measures, and that it

passed by a majority of 383,188 for, as against

117,181 in opposition to it.

As will be remembered, this result com

pletes the ratification of an amendment

which was first passed by the legislature of

1903, was again sanctioned by the legisla

ture of 1905, and has now become fully es

tablished by the final, decision of the people.

As it stands, it permits the executive body

of the State to bond itself annually in the

sum of $5,000,000 for ten years, the entire

amount to be outlald in the construction of

State highways according to a mot ingenius

system of division of the cost between the

corporations of the towns which receive the

most direct benefit from the improvement,

the counties in which they are situated, and

the State: by which means the quality of

the roads constructed will be absolutely uni

form as far as is possible, and the cost to

the local, and frequently impoverished com

munities, which are most in need of the

improvement, will be merely nominal.

The work of constructing the highways is

already well under way, in accordance with

the provisions of the Fuller-Plank law, and

the HigbleiArmstrong Good Roads law, sev

eral thousand miles being already complete

and as many more being in immediate con

templation. The passage of the new law

will, however, forward the work considerably,

and will insure the completion of 1,400 miles

of road, which are included in the scheme

within the period covered by the bond is

sue. As summed up in his recent annual re

port, State Engineer Van Alstyne gives the

conditions which at present obtain, practically

as follows:

Since the HigbieArmstrong Good Roads

law went into effect in 1898 up to December 1

last, fifty-one counties have petitioned that

6,900 miles of roads be improved. Of this

amount plans for such improvements have

amendments

'- "i

been approved by county boards of supervis

ors, embracing 2,038 miles of road.

Of the 2,038 miles approved by supervis

ors, 704 miles have been constructed, leav-'

ing 1,334 miles, the total estimated cost of

which is $12.627,398, of which the counties

have appropriated oneuhalf, or $6,313,699. The

State has appropriated nothing toward the

other half.

From the above statement it appears that

the coming legislature should appropriate

$6,313,699 to provide the State's share of

those roads that have already been approved

by the various boards of supervisors, who

have made an equal amount of money avail

able. It is probable that before the legis

lature adjourns at least $1,000,000 more will

be appropriated by the counties, making it

necessary for the legislature to provide about

$7.000.000 during the session of 1906 to equal

the amount appropriated by the counties. It

is very desirable, says the State Engineer,

that this or some other amount of money be

made available as early as February, 1906,

so that the roads may be advertised and the

contractors can make arrangements to secure

the necessary plant, machinery, tools, labor,

etc., for starting their work at the earliest

possible date.

The State Engineer recommends that the

roads improved under the Higbie-Armstrong

Good Roads law be maintained by the State

from funds obtained by the taxes now paid

by the abutting property owners and from

a tax to be paid by owners of automobiles

for licenses, supplemented by such State

money as might be necessary to keep the

roads in a proper state of repair. The last

amount should not be much greater than is

now paid out by the State under the Fuller
II'lank law toward maintaining the State built

roads in the money system towns. To carry

out the provisions. of the Fuller-Plank law

next year the State will have to appropriate

$500,000. .

It is probable that in the near future the

State will have to provide a new prison. The

State Engineer recommends that the site

of this prison be located where the able

badied male prisoners may be usefully em

ployed in operating a plant for crushing stone

to be used in the building and repairing of

State, county and town roads and such other

improvements as may require the use of

broken stone. During the construction of

the barge canal there will be millions of

cubic yards of rock excavated at different

places along the line of the canal and placed

‘in spoil banks, where. under the terms of the

contract, the excavated rock remains the

property of the State.

The State Engineer suggests that the site

of the prison be located on the west bank

of the Hudson River, where trap rock can be

used without injury to the scenery of the

Palisades, or adjacent to one of the spoil

banks, where the stone necessarily excavated

for the barge canal may be crushed for use

on the public roads and works of the State.

He also recommends that the Higble-Arm

strong Good Roads law be amended to per

mit the planting of shade trees on roads that

are maca'dhmized. These trees will even

tialiy keep the shaded macadam roads from

drying and ravelllng out and thus decrease

the cost of maintenance.

 

How Wide Tires Help Highways.

Troy, N. Y., has as a member of its Board

of Supervisors a man who has the courage

of- his convictions. He has, accordingly.

drawn up an ordinance providing for the

use of wide tires on all wagons carrying

heavy loads through the streets of that city

on and after March 1, 1007. This has been

pending before the ancient city’s lawmakers

for some time, but, blinded to the ultimate

interest of the people they represent by a

lack of foresight that does not permit them

to look beyond the immediate present, most

of the gentlemen in question have refrained

from coming to the support of the ordi

nnnce.

One bright supervisor from a country town

admitted that he was convinced that wide

tires were necessary to preserve the coun

try roads, and were an actual advantage to

the farmer, still he disliked to vote for a

measure that imposed an involuntary tax

upon his neighbor. The much greater bur~

den of taxation imposed upon the same

farmer by the failure to use wide tires evi

dently never struck him. It is aim0st super

fluous to state that wide tires are road

makers and narrow tires road breakers, nor

does it require any special scientific attain

ments or knowledge to appreciate the

amount of damage a heavily loaded wagon

with ordinary sharp, narrow and rounded

tires can do on the best of roads. But be—

side the immense saving in road mainte

. nance brought about by the use of tires pro

portioned to the load to be carried, there is

the further great advantage of increased

hauling capacity with the same or less pow

er. Numerous tests with the dynamometer

by national and State experiment stations

have proved that ordinary teams can haul

40 per cent.'more weight with three-inch

tires than with two-inch. A test in Mis

souri showed that 3,248 pounds could be

hauled as easily on three-inch as 2,000

pounds on two-inch tires.

Mention has been made times innumerable

of the system by which such Continental

countries of Europe as France and Germany

have maintained their vast network of floor

like roads in a condition that is equalled in

no other part of the world, but it is a story

that will bear endless repeating, at least.

until it is taken to heart. Germany requires

even light vehicles to have tires of a mini

mum width 0f 2% inches. and both this and

other European governments compel all road

users to construct their vehicles in a man

ner that will impose the least possible wear

on the road surface. In France every mar

ket wagon and car is a roadmnker; the tires

are from 3 to 10 inches wide, _the average

being from four to six inches, and the rear

axle is more than a foot longer than the

fore. so that the track of the rear wheels is

fully one inch outside of that of the for

ward pair.
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RULES FOR TOURIST TRIALS

Revised Regalations‘ that Will Apply and that

Will Discourage the "Freaks.

 

Conditions under which the contest for

the Tourist Trophy is to be run off this

year have just been made public by the Au

tomobile Club of Great Britain, and while

the distinngnuishing characteristic of this

event—a limited fuel allowance—has been

retained, a number. of changes have been

made that are of interest. The date is to

fall between May 31 and October 1 in each

year, definite notice being given not later

than February 1. Although not definitely

announced, it appears to be considered set

tled that this year’s event will be run in

May. Despite the great amount of comment

raised last year over confining steamers to

the same allowance as gasolene cars, it will

be noticed that this has not been altered,

and any steam cars entered will be restrict

ed to one gallon of fuel for each 25 miles

run. As 10 to 12 miles represents the maxi

mum of which the steamer is capable under

favorable conditions, this is a prohibitive re

striction.

“The competition shall take the form of

a race for touring cars, irrespective of the

country of their origin, with a limited

amount of fuel, under the following condi

tions,“ in brief sums up the raison d’etre

of the event.

The following is a résumé of .the more

important conditions governing it:

The race shall be held under the compe

tition rules for the time being of the club.

Cars maybe entered by members of the

club or-of any recognized foreign or colonial

automobile club.

Special awards may, at the discretion of

the club, be given to those cars competing

in the race which are entirely of British

manufacture, such cars to comply with the

Bennett Cup rules so far as the country of

origin is concerned. The distance of the

race, including controls, shall be not less

than 150 and not more than 300 miles. The

car completing the course in the shortest

time shall be the winner, subject to com

pliance with these regulations, and the en

trant of the car shall, on signing the bond

and effecting the insurance required by the

club, become holder of the trophy.

The fuel to be used shall be provided by

the club, and shall be petroleum spirit hav

ing a specific gravity of 0.695 to 0.705 at

60 degrees Fahrenheit. For 1906 the al

lowauce for both gasolene and steam cars

shall be one gallon for every twenty-five

miles, if the course be ‘in the Isle of Man,

and shall be an equivalent amount if the

course be elsewhere.

The weight of the chassis shall be not

less than 1,275 pounds. Accumulators and

other ignition apparatus, the tires on the

wheels, the bonnet, tanks (empty), and

dashboard, shall be treated as part of the

chassis. The load carried by the chassis,

exclusive of fuel, oil and water, spare tires,

spare parts, luggage, and provisions, shall

be not less than 1,125 pounds, made up of:

The body and accessories, such as mud

guards, and the driver and one passenger,

with ballast not to exceed 300 pounds.

The chassis shall be in all respects of the

ordinary touring type, and the car shall

conform in all respects to the requirements

of the British law. The chassis shall have

not less than four road wheels. The tread

hall not be less than 4 feet, and the wheel

base shall not be less than 8 feet. All

tanks shall be fixed in the ordinary stand

ard position.

Efficient silencers must be fitted to all

cars, and no form of auxiliary exhaust re

lease will be permitted. The number of

gears in the gear box shall be restricted to

not more than four speeds forward and re

verse, except in the case of a variable speed

gear. Every competing car shall be re

quired to show that it is capable of being

driven half a mile at twelve miles an hour

on the level on the top forward gear and

without the manipulation of the clutch.

Every competing car shall be required to

show that it is capable of ascending a hill

of 1 in 6 on the high gear without a flying

start.

The body shall be in all respects of the

ordinary touring type. substantially con

structed, properly upholstered and furnished,

comfortably seated for driver and three pas

sengers facing forward, two in front side

by side, and tWO behind side by side.

The body of the car shall be easily re

movable, and this removal shall not en

tail disconnecting any part of the ignition

apparatus, lubricator connections, fuel pipe

work, the fixings of any tank, or any pipe

connections to the tank.

Between the start and finish' of the

race the driver and his mechanic only shall

be permitted in any way to assist a car, and

no stores, supplies (except water), spare

parts or spare tires, other than those actu

ally on the car at the start, shall be taken

on the car during the race. Everything (ex

cept fuel) which is on the car at the start

must be carried throughout the race.

Not more than two cars by one manu

facturer will be accepted.

The entrance fee for 1906 has been fixed

at $100 per car.

Every car entered for the 1906 race shall

be provided with fuel tanks of a capacity

and description to be specified, which shall

be made, fixed and connected in accordance

with the specification to be issued by the

club not less than three months before the

race.

Any loose ballast required by these regu

lations shall consit of canvas bags of sand

containing not more than 50 pounds each,

and shall be provided by the competitor.

If after the race the weight of chassis

and weight of load carried, respectively, are

found not to conform to the regulations, the

car shall be disqualified. The club reserves

the right to cut open any of the fuel tanks

and to take such other steps as it may deem

necessary to examine the fuel system of any

car on the conclusion of the race. In any

case the fuel tanks of the first three cars

will be cut open on the conclusion of the

race.

FIVE TlED FOR TROPHY
 

Remarkable Result of Australian Reliability

Tcst—" Run-off” Failed to Break Tic.

One of the most uncommon events ever

held was the Dunlop Motor Reliability con

test, November 14 to 18, from Melbourne to

Sydney, Australia. It was uncommon in

that seven of the contestants went through

with perfect scores, necessitating, under the

rules, a run off. In this only two cars

dropped out, and as five cars again scored

the maximum points, it was decided to call

the contest at ‘an end and inscribe the names

of the five on the trophy. If one of these

contestants wins the contest next year, the

trophy will become his property.

Four classes were provied for in the con

test: Motor_bicycles, single cylinder cars,

cars up to 12 horsepower and cars of more

than 12 horsepower. The distance from Mei

bourne to Sydney is 572 miles, but the jour

ney was divided by days, Euroa being the

destination on Tuesday, Albury on Wednes

day, Gundagai on Thursay, Goulburn on Fri

day and Sydney on Saturday. In all thirty

one machines started, three of which were

of American manufacture, Oldsmobiles. Un

til Goullroid the contest was easy, although

bad roads were encountered for the greater

part of the Journey. From Goulurn to Syd

ney, 129 miles, the last stage of the contest

was in the nature of a non-stop run, and as

hills of more than ordinary grades were en

countered, the trial was rigorous. However,

seven contestants scored the maximum num

ber of points as follows: S. H. Day, 8 horse

power De Dion; W. B. Wilkinson, 8-10 horse

power Talbot; George Hobbs, 18-28 horse

power Mercedes; W. A. Grimwade, 10 horse

power Argyle; H. Tarrant, 8-10 horsepower

Tarrant; A. Fauvel, 12 horsepower Richard

Brazier, and J. W. Moifatt, 10 horsepower

De Dion.

As these were all tied for first honors, a

non-stop test was then run over a distance

of 132 miles, from Sydney up to Medlow

Bath, on the Blue Mountain, and return.

No finality was reached, however, as Fauvel

was the only contestant to drop out, his de

feat being caused by a broken spring.

As these contestants were on even terms,

it was decided to hold the run-off on the

return trip to Melbourne, under non-stop

conditions, three points being deducted for

every minute or part thereof spent in re

pairs during the return trip, any contestant

losing 10 points to drop out. of the contest.

The start was made Thursday, November

23, and the destination was Goulburn, 129

miles. At Goulburn Hobbs, Moffatt, Day

and Wilkinson had perfect scores, and Tar

rant and Grlmwade Were charged with 3'

points each, the former having lost one mini

ute replacing the cooling fan belt, and ther

latter having accidentally stopped his mo—

tor while getting out of the car. Friday‘s

run was from Goulburn to Gundagai, 121
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m' es. ,It was marked by an accident to

M att, in the De Dion, which puts him out

of the running for'good and all. He ran

into a culvert and the car capsized, smash

ing the front wheel. Hobbs again ran with

a clean score; Day was given 2 points for

changing a sparking plug, and Wilkinson

scored 3 on account of accidentally stopping

his engine while filling the gasolene tanks.

Saturday’s Journey was from Gundaiga to

Albury, 121 miles, and not one of the con

testants was penalized. The last and final

run was to Melbourne, the most severe of

the series, 136 miles of the 201 being classed

as bad. All the cars finished within the

time limit, although Grimwade scored 3

points for accidentally stopping his engine

at Euros, and Wilkinson was given 3 through

for the same reason. The total points deb

ited for the return trip were: Hobbs, 0; Day,

2: Tarrant, 3; Grimwade, 6; Wilkinson, 9.

As none had been debited with the 10 points

which were necessary to count out, all five

were declared winners and their names or

dered engraved on the trophy.

Priests Apply for Papal Permission.

Having duly received the official sanction

of the head of the church, it would appear

that the automobile is due to become an of

ficial institution of Catholicism, for in view

of the Pepe’s example, several of the

younger cardinals are anxious to do likewise,

and have accordingly asked Pontifical per

mission to employ the motor car for their

diocesan visits. “So much time is lost by

delay on the railroads," constitutes the bur

den of their lay by which these prelates of

the Church hope to open the way to the en

joyment of a privilege which they have long

envied, but hesitated to adopt for lack of

precedent. The latter takes the form of a

permit to Cardinal Satolli.

Linking the Past and the Present.

"A living anachronism” is the most apt de

scription that can be accorded an electric

Vehicle built in France for a Paris per

fumery house and exhibited at the recent

Salon, for, with its ornate body in the style

of Louis XV, resting on pneumatic tires and

guided by a wheel rising behind the regula

tion bonnet, it combines the sixteenth and

the twentieth centuries. With its bright coi

ors and artistic panels, it is said to have

formed a most striking exhibit, and is but

another illustration of the fact that there is

no phase of the carriage maker’s art that is

not readily applicable to the motor car.

 

Germany to Pile on Taxation.

That portion of the automobile industry

which centres its interest in Germany is

greatly alarmed over the proposed motor tax.

This, according to a calculation based on the

probable rate of 100 to 150 marks per car,

would involve an annual increase in the in

ternal revenue of something like 3,500,000

marks, or $833.000—an amount which is not

likely to be overlooked as a possibility when

the national expenses are rapidly increasing

and the necessary funds are much needed.

The Mi nstrel a

LEW DOCKSTADER

Christie and the Cow.

Walter Christie tells the following story on

himself:

“One day in August,” he said, “I was down

in Southern New Jersey and took a run out

into the country, and somehow got lost. 0n

toward dusk I found myself at the meeting

point of four crossroads and unable to tell

which road would lead me back home.

“So I pulled up and waited, and soon a

boy driving a cow appeared.

" ‘My lad,’ I said, ‘I want to get to Cape

May.’

“The little fellow stared at my big racing

car, and then he said calmly:

“ ‘Well, just foiler this cow an’ ye'll get

thar.’ "

 

Scorching as an Aid to Bankruptcy.

“Fined for furious driving on ten or twelve

occasions, costing in all about $1,250 in pen

alties and costs," was one of the causes of

his bankruptcy, attributed by a recent appii

cant for legal relief. The unfortunate was

a London publisher.

 

Hill Heads the Brocktons.

The Brockton (Mass) Automobile Club has

elected the following officers for 1906: Pres

ident, G. W. R. Hill; vice-president, H. R.

Burbeck; secretary, Dr. Edward Bryant;

treasurer, Albert Leighton,

  

nd the Motor. Cam.

IN HIS 1906 RANIER.

Now Comes the Motoring Dentist.

“No one who has ever faced the ordeal of

convoying a shrinking, shrieking child for

a much needed visit to the dentist would

fail to appreciate the dental practitioner who

makes his rounds in an automobile," says a

diSciple of the drill and forceps, who is like

wise a devotee of the motor car to an extent

that leads him to believe in the efficacy of

bringing the dentist to the patient where the

latter prefers it, whether from taste or ne

cessity. “I can pack my entire parapher

nalia, including my big drill with its pain

ful pointing finger, and an assistant into

my car and be ofl at five minutes’ notice,”

he adds.

How to be Safe in a Fog.

A paternal government not having seen fit

to prescribe a code of rules and regulations

for the guidance of land navigation in a fog

or to adopt those already established for

marine use, the irrepressible S. F. Edge has

taken it upon himself to fill the gap for

foggy, murky London. He says the best way

to drive in a fog is to sit very low and to

have a lookout man seated on the footboard,

so as to take advantage of the side lights.

Likewise, keep as close to the curb as pos

sible. It might be added “go slowly," but

no mention is made of this particular, pos

sibly because Edge, who gives the advice,

is not generally reckoned a “slow coach.”
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STEER ROPING, NEW STYLE

Accomplished in Record Time but it Was

Exciting While it Lasicd.

Pursuing a steer from a standing start

across a large arena, roping, throwing and

tieing it in the remarkably short time of

thirty-one seconds, is a record that stands

alone in the history of the motor car.

This was accomplished in the full view of

thousands of spectators at the last conven

tion of the National Association of Cattle

men held in Fort Worth, Texas, not long

ago. The performance was the outcome of

a bet of $500 between two wealthy cattle

men of the State, one of whom was an auto

mobile enthusiast, having unbounded confi

dence in the ability of the motor car.

0. J. Corkhill was attending the conven

tion in the interest of the Oldsmobile Com

pany, and was induced by the cattlemen to

make the attempt, and tells of its accom

plishment as follows:

"The first that I knew of the idea," said

Mr. Corkhill, “was when E. B. Walters and

A. H. Wharton talked about the relative

merits of the automobile and the pony. Wal

ters was saying that the machine could not

be used on the ranch and consequently it

was of no use to him. Wharton, who has

owned an automobile for several years, re

plied: ‘Now, I know better than that. You

can catch and rope a steer just as well with

a bubble as with a pony, and I‘m willing to

bet money on it.’

~“‘I’ll just take you on that. You cannot

catch a steer in an automobile to save your

life,’ was Walters's answer.

“The conversation went on in this wise

for half an hour or more, and sums rang

ing from $10 to $1,000 were mentioned.

Finally, however, $500 was agreed upon as

a bet.

“The next thing was to pull the affair oif

as soon as possible, and it was decided that

the feat should be tried the next day, some

time during the roping contest. I knew

both of them well, but of course it was up

to Wharton to make the arrangements, as

he was the one who had to prove that it

could be done.

“I was standing near, so he turned to me

at once with the remark, ‘Well, Corkhill, I

guess it‘s up to you to help me put this

through. Will you take your runabout into

the ring to-morrow, and make a try at a

steer? Don’t be afraid of the machine;

smash it to smithers if you have to.’ ”

“First of all I looked up Bill Dillingham,

one of the best ropers on the ranges. I ex

plained what I wanted, and he readily agreed

to do anything he could. Wishing to make

sure of it, the next morning we took the

car, which was an ordinary seven-horse

power runabout, and went out to experiment

a little. We cut a steer out of a bunch after

a little maneuvering, and succeeded in rop

ing him.

I

- “Thus encouraged, we waited confidently

for the afternoon to come around. The steers

were penned in a corral at one side of the

grounds, and let out one at a time by means

of a narrow chute. The grand stands and

the bleachers were packed by thousands of

people from all the surrounding territory.

The bet had circulated throughout the whole

town, for it was different from anything

that they had ever heard of, and naturally

they favored the bronchos, having always

been accustomed to place their faith in

them.

“When about ten or a dozen had been

roped in the usual way by the cowboys, one

of the judges strode over to us and said,

with a broad grin, ‘Well, get your cow pony

out, and let us see what you can do.’

“Without further ado, we drove over to

a position alongside the chute, and a steer

was let out. We took up the chase immedi

ately, but were handicapped more than one

on a pony, for he can attain full speed in a

couple of Jumps, while we had to warm

up more gradually. So he had a pretty

good lead when we hit our gait. It did

not take us very long, however, to close up

once we were started. We followed him

across the enclosure, but had to come quite

close, for Dillingham always works with a

28‘f00t rope.

“Just as the steer commenced to turn Bill

gave the lariat a swift fling, landing the

noose squarely over the horns. As it settled

along his flank I turned the machine sharp

ly at right angles with the course, gave the

rope a twist around the steering post, and

then, sudden as a streak of lightning, you

might say, came the strain. The machine

spun half way around, something snapped

and the frame quivered and shook. But the

steer was thrown hard and flat on the

ground. I can still hear the thud as it

struck.

“The crowd set up a cheer that I have

never heard equaled. They stood on top of

the chairs, waved their hats, and yelled as

if mad. Without waiting to look around Bill

jumped out of the car, ran over to the steer,

hog-tied it, and held up his hands for time.

From the instant that the steer had been

let loose, until he was thrown and tied, the

stop watches had been held on us, and the

whole operation had consumed but thirty—

oue seconds, while the best time made with

a. pony was 1:11. A just comparison of the

two cannot. be made, though, for only one

can work with a pony, while in the car there

were two of us, one to run it and the other

to do the roping.

“On carefully examining the ear I found

that one of the lamps had been broken oil.

but no further damage was sustained, al

though I had expected all the time to find

the frame rather badly loosened up all

around.  

The Latest Shade—When on earth I was

a motorist.

His Satanic Majesty—Then you can crawl

under this furnace and see what is the mat

ter with this grate. It seems to be clinked

up.—Ex.

HORSEMEN ERECT A GARAGE?

Brooklyn’s "Swell" Club Now in Possession

——Its Many and Varied Conveniences.

 

 

With the completion of the new fireproof

garage of the Brooklyn Riding and Driving

Club in connection with the other club bulld

ings facing the Prospect Park plaza

Brooklyn, the automobile has invaded pre

cincts where for years Dobbin has reigned

supreme. It was formally opened by the

club last week and is believed to represent

the finest example of its kind of which

Brooklyn can boast. In connection with the

opening there was a small exhibition of

cars furnished by dealers for the occasion.

The automobile has not been Dobbln’s only

rival, for ten years ago when the club's

large coach house was built an elaborate

bicycle room was included and at. times it

sheltered hundreds of the silent mounts,

which, however, have long since disappeared

to make way for their four wheeled, power

driven competitors.

Thirty-five thousand dollars have been

spent on the new building and as it is the

result of more than a year’s study of the

best- examples of its kind, both at home and

abroad, nothing has been left undone to

provide for the comfort and convenience of

car owners.

The garage has a frontage of fifty feet on

Plaza street and of 110 feet on Flatbush ave

nue. It is a two story and basement struc

ture. Although it is proposed in time to

add a third story so as to balance the three

story clubhouse at the other end and com

plete the symmetry of the group of build

lugs.

Aside from the outside brick facing the

garage is entirely of heavy concrete con

Sl'l'llOtiOll. The walls, the floors, the stair

cases, the roof are all of concrete. There

is scarcely a sliver of wood in the entire

structure. It is believed to be absolutely

fireproof. But as an extra precaution each

of the rooms in the building and the stair

cases are provided with metal doors, fitted

with a device that would automatically close

them in case of a fire starting among any

of the machines. The action of heat would

melt a soft metal strip. releasing weights

that would close the door. The "gas house“

is an entirely separate building in the rear,

6 by 12 by 8 feet. It has a capacity of 280

gallons of kerosene and 560 gallons of gaso

lene. The fuel is drawn into the garage as

wanted, by a system of improved pumps.

The basement is intended for the accom

modation of electric machines. Here are ten

outlets from _the electric switchboard.

through which the current comes from the

street, and ten machines can be charged at

the same time. Near by is a shop for the

repair of that class of machines and the

adjustment of batteries. There is a hy

draulic lift in the floor which renders the

attaching of batteries to the machines an

easy matter. The big switchboard is a spe

in
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on design of J." Ford, the superintendent

of the garage. It allows for ten outlets

with only two meters, and each line is in

dependent.

The east side of the basement is to be

reserved for "dead" storage; that is, cars

that are not being used from day to day. In

the basement, as well as on the first and

second floors there are a turntable and a

washstand. The latter is supplied with

water from a swinging arm overhead, so that

the hose does not encumber the floor. There

is an incident in connection with the turn

tables that shows how rapidly automobiles

are developing. A year ago when the plans

were drawn the largest turntable in any

garage in the city was ten feet in diameter.

It was thought that elei'en foot tables would

certainly be large enough for all the pur

pose's'of the new garage. But now that

the building is done it is found that a fifteen

fo'ot table is needed to accommodate some

of the machines." It has proved to be u did!

eillt task to rip out the concrete in which

the tables are set. so that it may be de

cided to superi‘mpose a fifteen foot top on

the present table, lapping over all around.

Oh the way up from the basement, it may

b'e 'w‘ell' to describe the elevator. or lift,

Which is the latest type of electric manu

fa'eture and big enough to aecommodate‘the

largest private car. It has a safe capacity

of 6,000 pounds. The doors on each floor

part horizontally, half going up and half

sliding down. These ride against the doors

on the other floors, so that it is impossible

to‘have the doors on more than one door

open at' the same time. The halves of each

door counterbalance, so that it is no trouble

to operate them by hand.

'On the main floor there are three entrances

fol-*machlnes from Flatbush avenue, and an

emergency entrance from Plaza street, to

be used in case the approach to Flatbush

avenue is blocked.

In addition to the room for cars on the

second floor, there is a large, light machine

shop; where expert machinists will be on

duty constantly. It is fitted up with lathes,

electric milling machines, shapers, grinders,

a power back saw, a 20inch power drill, a

14-inch sensitive power drill and an electric

air compressor for pumping up tires. There

is an inspection pit five feet deep. In con

nection with the machine shop there will

he a storeroom and a stockroom. Here will

be kept a large supply of tires and parts for

various machines, so that there may not be

any delay in' fixing up a serious break. One

olithe features of the second floor is a good

sized-room for chauffeurs, fitted with rugs,

tables and chairs. It has a good view upon

the park plaza, and will be supplied with

reading matter. There are lockers for the

chauffeurs, and a special telephone for them.

The walls of the building are sixteen and

eighteen inches in thickness. The finish in

side is white. The building is heated

throughout with steam from the main power

plant in one of the other buildings and

lighted by electricity. It has a capacity for

the storage of about one hundred cars.

the motor Woribu

The Motor Car as a House Climber. t \

 

“Climbing the side of a house,” is a figura

tive expression which is literal in this case,

as the roof only constituted the sides of the

house referred to. The foregoing photograph

shows that even buildings are one of the

obstacles it is easy to surmount in Sweden.

it depicts F. Karlstrom going over the apex

  

of a brick structure at Landskrona to win

a wager. It is of-particular interest to

Americans, as the car employed was an

American creation—an Orient buckboard—

the feat giving a good idea of the power

added' by the new friction drive adopted

by the Waltham Mfg. Co. -

  

‘ “When horses fall, the automobile is usu

ally impressed into service," observed a dis

ciple of economic labor the other day. Such

seemed to be the case at Tarrytown, N. Y.,

recently when, through failure to ~obtain

horses to pull the heavy rollers over a new

piece of road, it was in danger of not being

completed for weeks and perhaps ruined by

rains. The Maxwell~l3riscoe Motor CO.,

which has its home in Tarrytown, filled the

deficiency to a nicety, however. The heavy

roller was hitched to an 8 horsepower run

about, and the little car started up the road

with its load as though such was. an every

day occurrence in its career. Tarrytown

people were dubious as to the result, but

when, two days later, they. woke up and

saw the rough surface rolled as smooth as

asphalt, they opened their eyes wider. The

horses would have taken three times as long

to do the work, to say nothing of the in

crease in the cost.
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ABOUT THE NORTHERNS

Old Models Improved and New Ones Embody

Striking Departures—Air Clutch Included.

 

 

One of the distinctly sensational innova

tions of the show period will be the new four

cylinder Northern car, upon which the North

ern Manufacturing Company, of Detroit,

Mich. will install a complete air control. as

recently stated in the Motor World. For this,

_ tions. For (hanging the speeds, a small wheel

' is placed above the"steering wheel, which

handles all forward motion in conjunction

with the clutch. while the reverse is obtained

by means of a foot pedal. The engagement of

the clutch which is entirely controlled by com

pressed air, is one of the most attractive

points about the machine, and one which is

likely to cause it considerable notoriety. The

operation of one of the brakes by compressed

air. also is a novel feature and one which

taken together with the air clutch will make

 

 

  

NORTHERN RUNABOUT WITH NEW "DOCTOR'S TOP."

the Northern people claim distinction as being

the first machine to be equipped with an air

clutch and air brakes. In addition to this. the

line will be complete in that it will comprise

no less than four other types of machine,

based on two different types of chassis, both

of which though known to the market already

are much improved in detail construction.

The headliner, will be a 2,250-pound ma

chine, of generally standard construction as

far as many of its features are concerned, will

tand on 112 inch wheel base, and be rated at

30-horsepower. The cylinder dimensions will

be 4% by 5 inches, and the cylinders will be

cast_separateiy with the jackets and heads

integral. Both sets of valves will be mechan

ically operated and placed directly in the cyi

inder heads where they will make for the

greatest possible power. The features of radi

ation, carburation, and ignition, will be per

fectly normal and according to the tenets of

common practice, the latter function being ac

complished by the jump spark method. stor

age batteries supplying the necessary energy.

The transmission is to be of the cardan

shaft type, the change speed gear being

mounted on the rear axle according to a most

successful precedent, three forward speeds

and a reverse being secured by the combina

the machine of exeeedingiy smooth and simple

manipulation.

The hand brakes which are of the contract

ing band type, and are actuated by an inter

locking lever, are lined with camel‘s hair belt

ing, and act upon pressed steel drums which

are installed on the rear wheel hubs. The

mounting is upon 32-inch wood artillery

wheels, fitted with 4-inch tires. and the mod

ern type of body is siting on full elliptical

springs both front and rear. The compressed

air for the clutch and brake mechanisms is

furnished by a small pump installed on the

motor, while a constant supply is held in a

large tank mounted on the chassis. The hand

levers for controlling the clutch, air brake,

throttle and gas valves, are mounted on the

steering post in close proximity to the steer

ing wheel. The trial car, which is now in the

road, has given a good account of itself over

many miles of country highway, and is capa

ble of developing full sixty miles an hour.

The two cylinder Northern touring car for

1906 will contain all the essential features of

the 1905 prototype, including the fully en

closed mechanism and combined flywheel-fan

arrangement. It will embody also several

improvements, among which will be an in

crease in power which is made possible by

the enlargement of the cylinders. The di

mensions of the new type are bl/Iinch bore

by but-inch stroke, and the rating will be 20

horsepower, as against 18 in the correspond

ing type of last year. The wheel base has

been increased to 106 inches, and the springs

lengthened out appropriately, so that a con

siderable improvement in the riding quali

ties of the car has resulted. The brake pedal

is now fitted with a ratchet, and the brake

bands are lined with camel‘s hair belting.

The drums are now made of pressed steel,

and are very strong. which fact, taken in

connection with their exceptional size, the

bands being three inches wide, gives a most

complete control of the car at all times.

The specifications not included in the fore

going comprise, 30 by 4 inch tires, 1,4 by 2 by3

inch angle steel frame; automatic compensa

ting carburetter, of Northern design; bevel

gear drive; direct connection on the high

speed with a driving ratio of 3-1; low and

reverse gear ratio of 0-1; foot throttle and

hand lever control, and weight 2.000 pounds.

The machine is mounted with an attractive

type of body of special design. The Detach

able Tonneau two cylinder car is a machine

of practically the same type as the touring

car, except for the body. which will have

a removable rear seat of the Surrey type

mounted without doors. In all other points,

the construction of the two cars will be the

same. Also, the Touring Runabout. which
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will be another of-the features of the line,

will be of the same basic type, the body be

ing distinctive, however, and the wheel base

nntional, the choice of 88, 100 and 106 inch

length being given the purchaser.

The 7-horscpower Sturdy Northern Run

about, remains practically the same in design

as it has been during the last year. The

feature of the trunion body hanger upon

which its reputation for easy riding has been

based, will of course be retained, as an ex

clusive detail. The general particulars of the

machine are as follows: Wheel base, 70

inches; tread, standard; tires, 28 by 3 inches;

control, by foot throttle and hand spark ad

vance. The engine dimensions are 4% by 6

inches, and the speed of the motor varies from

150 to 800 revolutions per minute. The speed

ratio on the high gear is 3-1, and on the low

and reverse, 9-1, the transmission being by

single chain to a live axle, and the change

speed gear being of the planetary type. Igni

tion is by jump spark, two sets of five dry

cells furnishing the current. The carburetter

is of the Northern compensating type. and the

total weight is 1,000 pounds.‘

Reversing the Motor on New Plan.

In an effort to do away with the transmis

sion mechanism, a Belgian inventor has

adopted the somewhat doubtful and wholly

novel expedient of providing for the reversal

of the motor by arranging the idistributing

mechanism of the gas and ignition in such a

way that it can be altered by the simple

manipulation of a couple of levers mounted

above the steering wheel and ordinarily per

forming the usual functions of the throttle

and spark advance. These levers have a

neutral point midway of their travel at

which the valves are not lifted and the igni

tion circuit is open. Motion in one direction

from this point gives a distribution suited to

the forward rotation of the motor, and in the

other, that suited to the reverse rotation.

The alteration in the distribution is efl’ected

by the use of a duplicate set of cams, while

the alteration of the point of ignition is car

ried out in the usual way. The starting of

the motor in the reverse direction depends

upon the use of the charges compressed in

the cylinders at the time when it was last

stopped, and evidently the success of the

Scheme depends entirely upon the makers'

ability to produce a motor which will in

variably start on compression.

Protecting the Steering Gear.

One of those little refinements which “help

some," which was to be seen on several of the

cars at the Paris Salon, was a flexible brass

covering for the joints of the steering gear,

which up to the present time have been left

unprotected for the most part, or at best

wrapped up in leather bags. The contrivance

was simple, easy of application and seemed to

fulfil all of its requirements.

 

For 1906 the Standard Automobile Com

pany, of Utica, N. Y., will handle the Ford

line in that city.

LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY'S CAR

Features of the French Machine Which the Big

Concern Selects for Reproduction Here.

It is not diflicult to imagine that the task

which confronted the promoters of the Amer

ican Locomotive Automobile Company, of

New York, when having decided to produce

a motor car, they began to cast about them

for a machine all ready made which would

satisfy the complex requirements of a most

exact manufacturing system, and at the

same time meet an existing demand in the

lnarket, was one of extraordinary difficulty.

Their ultimate choice of the Berliet, as be

ing most suitable for the purpose, is not sim

ply extremely flattering to M. Berliet, its de

gether. The frame? is made of imported

pressed nickel steel, and is inset at the front

to permit of properly swing-ing the steering

wheels and securing a wide turning radius.

The construction of the engine frame and

gear case is such that the frame is sufficient

ly strengthened without the use of cross

members, and the stability of the structure

by no means lessened in the simplification.

The cylinders are of twin construction and

are fitted with interchangeable valves of

standard type. The lubrication of the motor

is by the conventional force feed system,

from a lubricator mounted on the dash, and

from splash in the crank case. For ignition'

the Simms-Bosch low tension system is used.

A honeycomb radiator is used, with in

duced draught from a fan constructed in the

flywheel. Water circulation is effected by a

centrifugal pump mounted directly behind
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Si.‘s'ner, but at once stamps the car as being

of the most thoroughgoing excelirnce, for the

decision was not arrived at until a thorough

canvass had been made of' all the leading

makes of car, and their respective merits

put to a most discriminating Comparison.

The points in the construction of the Ber~

liet which lead to its adoption for American

manufacture under the protection of the gi

gantic locomotive corporation were, that it

was one of the very few machines to have

undergone little or no radical alteration in

its make-up from the time of its first con

struction; that it had been the first to em

body in its construction the features of make

and break ignition, honeycomb radiator and

mechanically operated valves; that it was

essentially a simple car, and that its original

maker had continued to use only such ma

terials of construction from the first as

would contribute to the successful perform

ance of a first-class automobile. llavlng

fixed upon the type of machine, the next

step was to arrange in full detail for the

construction of an American replica ot‘ the

car built under American shop method ~', and

according to the American standards of shop

production. These now having been com

pleted, the American Berliet is presented to

the American public at the beginning of the

new year in types of 25 and 40 horsepower.

Throughout it is of the so-called continen

tal type, all parts being made of selected

stock, carefully machined and rigidly put to

the radiator. The control of the motor is

maintained by means of a ball governor

mounted on the end of the exhaust cam

shaft, and actuating a throttle valve within

the carburettor. The latter is of the float

feed spray type, designed to automatically

yield a uniform mixture under all circum

stances. The manipulation of the functions

of ignition and throttling is accomplished by

a pair of levers mounted above the steering

wheel, a foot pedal being used largely as an

accelerator.

Through a metal to metal clutch taking

hold of the interior of the fly-wheel, the

power of the motor is transmitted to a four

speed sliding gear transmission of approved

pattern. The gear changes are obtained by

the selective system, and the mechanism in~

volvcd is simple and positive to the last de

gree. A specially treated chrome nickel steel

is used both in the gears and shafts, insur

ing for them long life and good action.

Throughout the machine, wherever possible,

the D. W. F. type of ball bearing is used.

thus making the car at once easy running

in all its component parts, and free from

any possibility of derangement through poor

adjustment.

 

A noteworthy characteristic of the 1906

models of the leading Continental builders is

the increase in the width of the brake drum,

some of the cars on view having brake

drums four inches wide.
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SELF-STARTING DEVICES

Details of those Employed by Two of the Big

French Manufacturers.

 

 

Self-starting has finally assumed a degree

of importance where it has come to be re

garded as indispensable by a number of prom

inent makers, and it goes without saying that

the coining season will see a greater variety

of devices for this purpose in use than was

hitherto thought possible. At least three of

hand of the driver, and a means of- diverting

the carburetted mixture into the cylinders,

which is controlled by the handle, H, mounted

on the dashboard alongside the tank carbu

retter, that has been given the euphonious

appellation of “dynamogenc.” In order to

start, the driver simply draws the lever H

toward him and works the handle of the

pump, which is then in communication with

both the carburetter and the cylinders; the

last step in the process is switching on the

ignition.

The Richard-Brasier cars are to be equipped
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RICIIARD-BRAZIER SELF-STARTER.

the foremost French builders, Renault Freres,

Richard-Brasier and the Mors, have at

tempted the solution of the problem in a

manner that involves quite an imposing array

of accessories. Of the three none is more

elaborate than the Renault.

It consists, in brief, of a complete compressed

air plant. The storage tank has a capacity of

five cubic feet and is situated under the

driver‘s seat. It is charged from the com

pression chamber of the rear cylinder of the

motor through the usual check valve. To the

rim of the flywheel is bolted a gear which

meshes with the pinion of a small and very

compact three cylinder motor. Normally the

two are not connected, a lever on the dash

simultaneously putting them into mesh and

opening the compressed air valve of the small

auxiliary motor which turns the engine over.

Opening the throttle and turning on the cur

rent will then cause the motor to take up its

usual cycle of operations without further

extraneous aid, and a reverse movement of

the lever referred to severs all _conncction

with the starter.

Next to this, measured from the point of

its elaborateness, comes the More self-starting

device. As a matter of fact, there is little to

distinguish them on this score, except that

probably the first cost would be less in the

case of the latter. This contrlvance takes

the form of a means of supplying the cylin

ders with an explosive mixture under pres

sure directly instead of resorting to an out

side source of mechanical power to accomplish

the same end indirectly. It consists of an

auxiliary carburetter, C, mounted on the

dashboard as shown in the line sketch of the

device herewith; a hand pump, P, attached

to the chassis in a position convenient to the

with a self-starting device, which is as yet

said to be in the experimental stage and will

not be adopted until more thoroughly tried

out; but, judging from the lines along which

this firm is working, the result will not alone

be far simpler, but is apt to prove more

effective and less liable to derangement. The

sole object in view has been to provide a

means of turning over the engine by hand

I»
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without the necessity of leaving the seat.

Nor has this firm been so ready to discard the

crank altogether. It has been retained in its

usual form, as will be apparent from the ac

companying line sketch. If a start is to be

made with its assistance, the lever M is

pulled, which, by means of a fork, pulls the

free wheel, P, out with ratchet teeth, into en

gagement with the ratchet hub A keyed to

the engine shaft. In case the start is to be

made from the seat, it is only necessary to

depress the foot pedal K, which insures the

meshing of the ratchet; the lever L is then

drawn back sharply, and this, through the

medium of the cable- and pulleys shown,‘ turns

the wheels P and with it the hub and motor

shaft. When the lever L is returned to its

normal position the wire cable is tautcned by

a spring, which prevents it from becoming

slack. As the amount of movement obtain

able in this manner is necessarily limited, any

slackness of the cable would impair the effi

ciency of the device. The makers claim that

it is nothing unusual for the motor to start

on one pull of the lever.

The Belt Bobs Up Again.

Nothing short of actual experience will

suffice to convince the man whose gray mat

ter becomes thoroughly permeated with an

idea. Regardless of the utter lack of suc

cess that has attended the efforts of others

in the use of the same device and its total

abandonment for something proved to be in

finitely better, he is bound to have his fling

at it, cost what it may.

Thus it is that one of the light cars shown

at the Paris Salon was equipped with the

ancient and exasperating belt drive. The

latter is not depended upon cntirely, as gears

are used in combination. The car is a light,

two-seated runabout, with a single cylinder,

8 horsepower vertical engine, set at right

angles to the customary position. That is,

facing across the car instead of fore and

aft. A train of sliding gears adapted to

give two speeds forward and reverse is

housed in an extension of the crank case,

the shaft projection beyond the casing car

rying on its end a pulley of the usual type.

Through the medium of two belts, fixed to

gether at intervals with spring pieces, this

is connected with a double pulley mounted

on a countershaft at the rear. The latter

is practically in two parts, each having con

nected to it at the inner end one-half of the

double pulley, the other end terminating in

a pinion, which meshes with an internally

toothed ring attached to each of the driving

wheels, which are supported on a fixed axle.

By the use of a double pulley and the di

vided countershaft the necessity of a differ

ential is obviated, the belt slipping slightly

on the corresponding part of the pulley in

rounding a corner.

The need of a clutch is likewise overcome

by mounting the gear box so that it may be

swung backward slightly, thus slackening the

belt, which is entirely encased from end to

end—an expedient of doubtful value to take

the place of the customary “idler,” which

had such an exasperating habit of “snip

ping" the belt in two when applied over pre~

cipitately. Despite the costly experience of

pioneer makers with this form of transmis

sion, there are still those who are willing

to pin their faith to it, particularly in Eng

land.

The business of the W. F. Stewart Co..

manufacturers of automobile and carriage

bodies at Flint, Mich., has so grown that the

company will build a large brick addition to

its plant. It will be U-shaped, three stories

high, measuring 600 by 60 feet.
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NEW TRUCK FROM BUFFALO

Characteristics ofrlhc New Vehicle—Even Sand

Boxes are Provided.

One of the 1906 products of the Auto-Car

Equipment Company, of Buflalo, N. Y., will

be the three ton gasolene track here illus

trated. which. judging from its stable appear

ance should prove a most efficient factor in

its own line of work. It is of thoroughly ap

proved design throughout, and is built of well

tried materials worked up in thoroughly

workmanlikc style.

U y .

mn- ' 1
fangs ,

The frame is made of seasoned oak, of 7

by 2',~Q-inch section, mortised at the corners

and armored throughout with steel plates,

3-16 by 6 inches. The wheel base is 95 inches,

and the tread 52 inches, although upon order,

a 75-inch tread will be furnished. The artil

lery wheels are of wood, fitted with fourteen

spokes, two inches wide, and adapted to take

on 36-inch tires. Endless rubber tires are

used, being four and five inches in width in

front and rear respectively. The. frame is

mounted on semi-eliptical springs in front,

and platform suspension in the rear, all

springs being 2% inches wide and ribbed to

preserve the alignment of the leaves. The

axles are of hand forged solid stock, both be

ing of 2‘,§-inch square section. The steering

arms are drop forged, and are of ample pro

portions.

The motor is located in the fore part of

the machine under the driver‘s seat, in a

vertical position. It is of the tour cylinder

  

pattern in common use. and develops 84-horse

power on the brake running at 1,000 revolu

tions per minute. The valves are mechanical

ly operated. and are constructed of a special

brand of stock which is particularly suitable

for the work. Jump Spark ignition is used

with multiple distributor and single vibrator

coil. The water circulating pump is gear

driven from the main engine shaft and draws

from the cellular radiator mounted in front

under the rootboard.

, The. transmission is of the sliding gear type,

giving three speeds in advance, and a reverse,

the final drive being by side chain from a

counter shaft enclosed in the gear box, to the

rear wheels. The gears are all of 6-piteh

size, with one inch face, hardened. The dif

ferential. which is enclosed in the case is

equipped with Timken roller thrust bearings

to take up the strains of the bevel gears. The

clutch shaft is fitted with a universal joint of

approved type which serves to secure a free

drive under all circumstances. The counter

shaft is supported at the main frame mem

bers by means of heavy brackets which are

fitted with especially long bearings. The

chains used for the final drive are of the rol

ler type with 1%-inch pitch.

The mechanism of control is centred about

a heavy vertical pillar topped by a 16-inch

wood rimmed wheel. There are two sets of

brakes, those for emergency use being of the

internally expanding variety, setting up on

drums cast with the rear sprockets. and

bolted to the rear wheels. The normal speed

of the machine is ten miles per hour,

subject, of course, to the conditions of the

road. Thetoqaspere beam, is ma hrtegral

with the body, and is 'of the stationary type,

but variations from this can be secured at the

option of the purchaser. At the front of the

driver‘s seat is a glass screen or wind shield,

which reaches from the footboard to the top.

The remainder of the enclosure is secured by

means of heavy duck storm curtains which

can be rolled up when not in use. The body

is fitted with a drop tail gate and chains,

while a pair of side gates are also fitted for

greater convenience in loading under certain

conditions.

One very noteworthy feature which though

counting abong the lesser details, is still of

no little importance to the driver, is that the

rear wheels are fitted with sand boxes which

can be made to discharge by opening a set of

valves accessible from the seat. In general

appearance, the neat and rational lines of the

structure, taken together with its evident

usefulness, furnish a pleasing basis, which is

well set off by a plentiful amount of brass

trimming, serving to accentuate its combined

utility and symetry.

“Names” in Ignition!

British ingenuity has just devised what is

known as a "new" ignition system, which,

upon analyzation, resolves itself into a jump

spark system, the primary energy being

furnished by a patent generator, which

feeds the induction coil through an auto

matic switch, which throws in a set of ac

cumulators when its voltage varies above or

below a certain standard. The accumulator

series is broken up into two sets for ignition,

each set being used alternately, while the

entire series is used for lighting purposes.

Considering the invention merely in the light

of the principles involved, it would seem as

though the inventor had been conning over

the old files of some of the American trade

\veeklies.
 

Increased Uses of Plate Glass.

A noticeable feature in the construction

of several of the more elaborate closed

bodies to be seen on the stands of foreign

exhibitors at London and Paris, is the use

of small French plate windows of heavy

beveled glass. The object in their-use is

probably to increase the sumptuousness and

cost of the structure, and it cannot be de

nied that the effect is pleasing insofar as

mere appearance is concerned. The neces

sary increase in the amount at sash must,

however, cut off a certain amount of light

and dissect the view of the occupant into

a group of thumb nail pictm'es.

"Invasion" that does not Invade.

Lend ear to the startling statement that

the “Humber cars have invaded America."

Of course, it is not mentioned whether it is

North, South or British America that has

been invaded. From the same source comes

the statement that it is “surprising to the

average American buyer" that accessories

are furnished with the cars in question.
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q, TIRE TENDENCIES‘ABROAD

Produced Little that is New—Non

Siiid Devices Show Novelty.

 

But for the extent and variety of the de

vices designed with a view to preventing

slipping, the exhibit of tires at the Paris

Salon is said to have been commonplace and

uninteresting. In fact, the ingenuity of the

French maker seems to have been directed

entirely to this end, so far as toaring car

tires are concerned. For heavy trucks the

Ducaslie' tire, consisting of rectangular

blocks of vulcanized rubber attached to a

flat section rim and encircling it in two rows

with their edges overlapping, presented a

departure from customary practice in this

regard sufficient to attract more than pass

ing attention.

Quite a novelty in the design of a tire

with the non-skidding device integral is

termed the Gailns. On to this tread and

engaging on each edge with the bead are

placed a number of plates with their edges

turned in. Each plate extends across the

tread and over each edge, and is about an

inch wide. Spaces of something like a quar

ter of an inch are left between them. The

plates are kept in position by steel rivets

passing from end to end and right through

the thickened rubber trend of the tire side

ways. While the beaded edge of the tread

prevents lateral movement, the long rivets

keep them the proper distance apart and

prevent them from closing upon another un

der the tangential strain of the drive.

One of the novel modifications of the ty

pical non-skidding device of continental ori

gin embodied not alone a departure in de

sign, but also a new material—vulcanite

fibre. In the shape of bars about one and a

half inches wide and three-elghths of an inch

thick, these were fastened to the usual cov

ering of chrome leather, vulcanized on the

regulation flat tread tire. On each of these

bars, three in a row. are rivetted hardened

steel studs, the idea evidently being to sup

ply a material in which the rivets will have

a much firmer seat than in leather.

Of the detachable variety of anti-slipping

and skidding devices, the Herauit, appeared

to be in a class of its own.

It consists of a complete chrome leather

band encircling the wheel, and having scal

lopped edges. Each scallop terminates in a

metal hook or grapple, which books under

the beaded edge of the wheel rim. All round

the centre of the band i fixed another thick

leather band or belt about two inches wide,

and at intervals of about an inch all along

this belt are rivetted a number of malleable

flat iron plates rectangular in shape. These

project considerably above the surface of

the tire, and form not only an eflicient non

skid appliance, but also allow of a good grip

being taken of the ground in greasy weather

and prevent that slipping round of the wheel

on the road which conduces so much to the

rapid wearing out- of tires and tire covers.

Owing to the number of the hooks by means

of which it is attached to the rim, there is

little danger of its creeping'or coming of!

the tire. '

The demand for means of readily detach

ing the heavy touring car tires appears to

be as strong on the Continent as elsewhere,

and several makers have attempted to meet

it by supplying a variety of devices, the ma

jority of which take the form of the ‘de

tacnable edge rim. A typical example of this

is that used on the Peter‘s Union tire, of

German make. The detachable edge of the

steel channel rim has on its inner periphery

a circular bend or channel, fitting into a

corresponding groove in the wheel rim. This

edge is slipped over the bed of the rim and

is drawn down into its groove by a right and

left hand sleeve operated by a turnbuckle.

In order to detach the tire, the strain on

this sleeve is eased off a few turns, which

permits the lifting of the detachable edge I

and the complete tire can then be slipped-oi!

the rim. In placing the tire, the inner tube

is first inflated so as to be perfectly snug in

the outer cover, thus preventing its being

nipped between the rim and bottom of ‘the

shoe in putting it on.

That old and familiar friend, the pneu

matic ball tire, which has clung to existence .

despite the lack of appreciation shown it by

users, came forth at the show in a new

guise. It is now as a component part of Le

Securitas metal elastic wheel that it is again

on the scene. The latter consists of two flat

steel rims on a wooden felloe, the space be

tween them being occupied by a number of

inflated rubber balls, while the outside rim

carries a solid rubber tire. The rims are

held in position by side plates bolted on and

adapted to slide over each other. The latter

also prevent any injury to the balls as well

as the ingress of dirt.

Davenport Dealers Agree on Rates.

Davenport, 1a., automobile dealers have mu

tually agreed upon a schedule of prices for

renting and storing machines for the ensuing

year:

Gasoline—Any quantity. per gallon, 17%

cents. Gas engine oil—Any quantity, per gal

ion, 75 cents.

Storage of cars—No insurance; runabouts,

per month, $9; touring cars, per month, $15.

Price includes washing and polishing all brass

parts once a week. Delivering cars and call

ing for same, extra, per month, $3.01). Extra

washing—Runabouts, 500; touring cars, 750.

Extra poiishing—Runabouts, 25c; touring

cuts, 500. >

Dead storage—Itunabouts. per month,$3.00;

touring cars, per month, $3.00.

Livery—First hour, $3.50; SQL'OIM] hour,

$2.50: and every hour thereafter. To Rock

Island Arsenal, per person, 50c; return, from

Rock Island Arsenal, per person, 50c; call at

residence, extra, 25c: return to residence,

extra, 250.

Labor—Automobile repairs, per hour, 60c.

NEWNESS iN MAGNETOS

Of Two New System: that Appeared at Paris

One Sums Full of Promise.

A review of the tendency of French de

sign in regard to ignition appliances as rep

resented by the exhibits at the recent salon

may be briefly summarized in the single

word, "magneto." The continental maker

now pins his faith so strongly to the alter

nating current machine, and particularly to

the low tension type, of late that it is sur

prising to note that but one or two new

claimants for fame in this field put in ap

pearance among the many shown. The sev

eral makers whose machines have come to

be known as standard were, of course. amply

in evidence, and it is worthy of note that

even in minor detail their designs have not

undergone a change. Considering the fact

that it has been customary to make changes

as often as three times a year in some cases

this would appear to bear testimony to the

fact that some approach to finality of design

has been reached.

Probably the only really new magneto

shown was that placed on view by the Mai

son Brlgnet, of Paris.

In this type there are four sets of field

magnets mounted in the form of a hollow

cylinder through which the armature with

four pole faces rotates on ball bearings. The

armature has a primary and a secondary

winding, and four distinctbreaks ofthe mag

netic field are obtained at each revolution

of the armature shaft. A very simple high

tension distributor is used, and the whole

takes up- much less space than is the case

where the horseshoe type of permanent mag

net is employed, whiie owing to its construc

tion it can be run at half the speed for a

given purpose than is the case with the usual

type.

In the Carron system there would appear

finally to have been evolved an arrangement

beautiful in its simplicity and lack of parts.

It is what may best be termed a purely elec

trical system of ignition as apart from the

power taken from the motor to drive the

magneto and generate the current; the lat

ter performs all the offices of exploding the

charge. It is something that numerous

American experimenters have long sought,

but apparently none of them have ever gone

beyond designing the plug. The latter is

nothing more or less than the familiar elec

tro-magnetic device operated electrically by

the same current that is relied upon to pro

duce the spark. Probably half a dozen such

have been evolved in this country in the

past few years, none of which has up to the

present met with anr general success, some

of them never having [asset] the experimen

tal stage. These plugs consist of nothing

more or less than the time-tried solenoid and

plunger—in daily use to the number of

thousands throughout the country, principal

ly in the form of circuit-breaker actuating
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devices on generator switchboards. They

are relied upon through the actuating im

pulse given them by the current to operate

the circuit make and break in the cylinder,

in place of the mechanically moved hammer

and anvil which they displace, and neither

in principle nor design has any inherent de

fect been found to characterize them. But

their use in connection with batteries or any

other source of energy requiring to be con

stantly renewed has proved impractical ow

ing to the large amount of current consumed.

This would appear to be the only reason that

has mllitated against their adoption.

In the Carron system this is overcome by

the employment of a substantial low tension

generator of the simplest type, with the sin

gle wound, H type of armature. The opera

tion of the plugs in which the plunger is

held under the tension of a spring against

the magnetic pull, is timed so as to coincide

with the period of highest induction in the

magneto armature—the crest- of the wave, or

point or maximum output of the machine,

which results in a very heavy spark. For

show purposes a huge model of the plug was

exhibited in connection with the lighting

mains, and the resulting spark is said to

have been blinding.

 

Gabriel's Newest Horn has Eight Notes.

The person who wrote the perverted prov

erb, “By their toots ye shall know them,"

must have had the Gabriel horns in mind

when he rhapsodized for the saying is ap

plicable. The Gabriel Horn Manufacturing

Company has been making 'two, three and

four chime horns that jerk out discordant

and unmusical notes, but their latest crea

tion—an eight chime horn—is claimed to be

musical. Like the other models the new

horn uses the engine exhaust for "breath,"

the exhaust being regulated by a valve and

worked by a foot lever. The eight pipes are

made of brass, lacquered to prevent tarnish

ing, and can be attached to either side or.

under the car. A keyboard arrangement is

placed on the side of the seat to sound the

notes. It is claimed that any ordinary tune,

of one octave range, without sharps and flats,

can be played upon it. If such is the case its

scope of utility would therefore be unlimited.

 

Names for Motor 'Buses.

Soon London's motor 'buses will be in the

same position as Pullman cars and apart

ment houses in this country—hard put to it

for want of appropriate names. “Pioneer,”

"Vanguard" and “Arrow” have already been

pre-empted by some of the first comers in

the field, and are said to recall the old time

horse-drawn affairs that were considered

wonders in their day, some of which were

known as “Marvels,” “Monsters” and “Fa

vorites,” the last of which still exists. The

rush for names is said to be such that it is

the custom to incorporate nominally with a

capital of $500, merely to pre-empt a name,

some of those said to be “ear-marked” for

future exploitation being the "Mercury,"

"Rocket," “Dart” and "Express."

EVOLVING THE GAS TURBINE

Another Effort in that Direction Makes its

Appearance—How it Operates.

 

Somewhat similar in its construction to

the Retz motor, to which reference was re

cently made in these columns as having been

the only gas turbine on exhibition at the

Paris show, and the first ever to be seen at

an exhibition of the sort, the Ekersley rotary

motor, another unlooked for outcropping, is

however, constructed on the jet principle. In

the latter the action derived from the ex

ploded gas is wholly impulsive, no attention

whatever being paid to the expansive proper

ties of the working fluid, once they have

reached the rotary member of the motor.

As will be seen 'from the accompanying

diagram, it consists essentially of a cylinder

fitted with an automatic admission valve and

means of ignition in the usual manner,

which, however, is not fitted with any form

  

of piston, and which terminates in a sort of

jet, the opening from which is closed nor

mally by a valve held to its seat by a spring

of just suflicient strength to retain it in the

closed position except during the period of

explosion. The cylinder is mounted in close

connection with the casing which encloses the

rotary member, the axial line being tangen

tial to the periphery of the latter. The ro

tary member itself consists of a series of ra

dial vanes’of V-shaped cross—section, which

are mounted on a common boss or hub, which

is fast upon the driving axle of the motor.

In action, a mixture of gas and air is ad

mitted under pressure to the cylinder, where

it is retained by virtue of the tension of the

spring, k, the valve, g, closing the admission

port, f, as soon as the cylinder or combustion

chamber is filled. The ignitor, h, then fires

the charge, and the sudden increase in pres

sure causes the valve, 1, to open against the

tension of the spring, k, and the burning

charge issues with great velocity against the

vanes, b, of the rotor, c-d, causing it to re

volve with great rapidity, the spent gases

issuing from the exhaust port, X, after hav

ing done their work. Some sort of carburet

ter and compressor are, of course, essential

to the device.

it is evident that the effect of the expan

sion of the charge against the vanes of the

rotor would be precisely the same as though

the gas were a perfectly inelastic fluid, and

the action and power derivable from the mo

tor would be similar to that obtained from

, novels.

0. water.wheel.of‘simiiar constructihn. De

spite this drawback, which would apparent

ly deprive the gas of all further usefuim

as soon as any one portion of it became im

prisoned between a pair of vanes by the pas

sage of the second of them by the port or

opening into the cylinder casing, e, the prin

ciple seems readily applicable enough, and

should produce a rapid and smooth working

motor, albeit one which would not be over

eflicient.

Protecting the Machinery from Dust.

In the refinement of the motor and its

housing, no attempts have been made up to

the present time to guard the external parts

from the clouds of dust which are constant

ly being sucked into the hood from the

radiator, both under the induction of the fan

and from the natural draught of the ma

chine itseif. As all the exposed parts of

the mechanism are more or less fully coated

with oil, the result is that they soon become

gritty and carry more or less of foreign mat

ter into the hearings in which they work.

This eifect is even more marked in ma

chines of the type in which the fan is in

corporated in the flywheel, for there the

draught carries all foreign matter through

the entire length of the hood and drops it

behind the flywheel, while in the type in

which the fan is mounted directly behind

the radiator the greater portion of the dirt

falls on the fore part of the motor, leaving

the valve stems and other parts compara

tively free. Evidently the remedy is to be

wrought out by some method of screening

the blast after it has done its work in the

radiator, or else by deflecting it away from

the motor altogether and relying entirely on

the efliciency of the water jacket to main

tain the proper working temperature.

 

Motors to Dust More Mules.

Mexico Consolidated, a mining company

in the country from which it derives its

name, has ordered a motor truck, according

to Boston advices, with the view of replac

ing the old method of transporting ore by

mule teams. The present cost for hauling

ore is $21.50, Mexican currency, per ton,

and it is calculated the new method will re

duce the cost of haulage $6 or $7 per ton.

So far as known, it wil lbe the second time

the automobile has been used for this pur

pose.
 

What the Thieves Found.

According to advices from Utica, N. Y.,

thieves entered the old plant of the Black

Diamond Automobile Co., at Niagara and

Broad streets, one night last week and re

moved a quantity of brass pipe and fivecent

Just what part the novels played

in the former manufacture of automobiles

is not stated.

 

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor World Publishing

Co.. 154 Nassau street. New York. "\
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ELECTRIC CHANGE GEARS

Invention ls Persistent Despite Failure of Early

Type—Two of the Late Comets.

 

 

Despite the small amount of success that

has thus far rewarded the efforts of those

who are seeking the perfected change speed

gear through channels that involve the use

of electricity, there appears to be no let up

on the part of these investigators, as it is at

tested by the frequent appearance of such

devices in the patent records.

As has been referred to in these columns

on several occasions in connection with de

scriptions of similar devices previously

brought out here and abroad, there would

appear to be no inherent defect in the use of

electricity and its related force, magnetism,

for this purpose. Experiments carried out

with widely varying types of apparatus all,

however, based upon the same principles,

have demonstrated beyond a doubt that an

electromagnetic clutch or change speed gear,

is not alone a possibility, but holds forth

alluring promise of simplicity and flexibility.
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such- a , change speed gear the: 'engine

could be'run almost continuously at a speed

that would always approximate the normal,

regardless of the road condition, load or

grade. Numerous forms of governors have

been devised to prevent such a mishap in the

case of the small ignition dynamo, but as the

speed of the average automobile motor varies

so rapidly and through such an extreme

range this has been found difficult and it is

nothing unusual to burn the armature out.

 

 

  

  

   

 

PLANETARY CHANGE SPEED GEAR WITH

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC CLUTCHES.
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ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION.

But a condition precedent to its successful

application on the every-day car involves a

solution of the problem that has bothered

automobile builders for years—the mainte

nance of a satisfactory source of current on

the vehicle.

Probably the generation of a small amount

of current at a much higher voltage than

that usually employed for ignition purposes—

such as 50 or 100 volts by means of a small

direct connected generator driven by the en

gine, may not be attended by the same dif

ficulties that have made themselves felt in

the use of small direct current generators of

any kind on the automobile. With a speed

constantly fluctuating between such widely

varying limits, it has been found a difficult

matter to prevent the dynamo from being

burned out through over-speeding, or failing

to generate sutiicicut current when the speed

dropped too far below normal. There is, of

course, the possibility that with the aid of

Whether with the aid of a change speed gear

that promises so much in the way of flexibil

ity it would not alone be possible but prac

tical under ordinary conditions to have the

motor run at a rate of speed so nearly uni

form as to render its rise and fail a negligible

factor. remains to be seen.

In the most recent attempts at the solution

of this problem of which two have appeared

recently, both being credited to the General

Electric Company, it is noticeable that for

the first time, an effort has been made to

apply the principle to the planetary type

of change speed gear, the latter, a half

sectlonal elevation of which is shown

in the accompanying sketch, makes use

of independent magnetic clutches so ar

ranged as to hold either the internal gear or

the axis of the planetary gear stationary,

and to lock either or both to the driven

member. As will be seen, the general prin

cipie of the gear is in general the same as

in the purely mechanical type, the gear on the

driving shaft being surrounded by the usual

plurality of pinion, a new feature consisting

of the use of a ring-shaped member sur

rounding the shaft and which is supported on

the axes of the gears. There is, further, the

usual internal gear, revolubiy mounted, and

the magnetic clutches are adapted to hold

either this or the ring-shaped member re

ferred to stationary, or to lock either or

both to the driven member.

The second follows in the main the lines

laid down by previous investigators in this

field; that is, the use of two generators, or

ratner a generator and a motor. In this

case, as will be seen in the illustration, the

change speed gear box itself is made to act

as a common field piece for both, to which the

pole pieces are bolted. The driving shaft

enters at “the right hand side. and instead of

carrying the armature directly upon an ex

tension of it, the drive is through planetary

gearing, which is visible in partial section.

The two machines are interconnected, both

electrically and mechanically and means are

pavided for varying the speed and torque of

both.  

How Price of Rubber is Affected.

It used to be a common remark that so

narrow is the margin between the produc

tion and consumption of rubebr that the loss

of a single cargo at sea would notably influ

ence prices, says The India Rubber World.

The assertion has had partial proof of late,

though as yet no important cargo of rub

ber has ever been lost on the high seas. But

recently a shipload of 210 tons went down

in the Amazon, and the first effect was an

advance in London prices.

This was only temporary, however, since

stocks were larger than for some time, and

the hope prevailed that the sunken rubber

would be raised. It now appears that all

of the Cyril's cargo has been salved but

seventeen tons. But a' single ship has some

times carried a thousand tons of rubber

from the Amazon, and the loss of such a

quantity in midOccan would indeed upset

all market calculations. The shippers might

be protected by the insurance companies,

but the world would miss the rubber. A

consoling feature of the Cyril's case is that

rubber is not injured by so slight an acci

dent as being dumped in the bottom of n

river for a few weeks. It is, indeed. sub

ject to fewer ill lnfiucnccs than almost any

other cargo known to commerce.

 

More Room for Boston Show.

In order to provide as much space as pos

sible for the Boston show almost all the

seats in the balcony of the Mechanics' Bulld

ing,,where it is to be held, will be removed.

The additional room thus created will be

divided among the applicants who unfor

tunately found themselves in the discard on

the first allotment.

To Sell the Simplicies.

'l‘hc work of winding up the affairs of the

Simpliciiics Auto Company, of Middletown,

t‘onn., which was first marked with consider

able trouble. is progressing rapidly. The pr0p

erty has been lnventorled, and an attempt will

be made to sell the plant as soon as the

aflairs are in shape.
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The Week's Patents.

808,221. Speed-Changing Gear. Charles G.

Simonds, Schenectady, 'N. Y., assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed August 27, 1904. Serial

No. 222,374.

Claim—1. In a speed-changing gear, a

driving shaft, a pinion thereon, a planetary

gear engaging said pinion, a revolubly

mounted internal gear concentric with said

pinion and engaging said planetary gear, a

driven member, and magnetic clutches adapted

and arranged to hold either said internal gear

or the axis of said planetary gear stationary

and to lock either or- both to said driven

member.

808,237. Tachometer. Caryl D. Haskins,

Brookline, Mass, asignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York. Filed

March 29, 1900. Serial No. 10,593. '

Claim.—1. A magnetic speed indicator,

comprising a field magnet, a movable arm

ature and a movable low-resistance part in

separated parts of the field of force of the

magnet. one of the movable elements being

revoluble and the other being oscillatory but

biased to a normal position of rest, substan

tially as described.

808,263. Power Transmitting Mechanism.

Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass, assignor

to General Electric Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed November 26, 1902. Re

newed August 22, 1904. Serial No. 221,706.

Claim—1. The combination of a motive

device, a current generating device having

relatively movable members, connections be

tween one of said members and said motive

device, means for transmitting power through

the medium of the reactive force exerted be

tween said members when current is being

generated thereby, and means for transform

ing a portion of the electrical energy of said

current into mechanical energy. and applying

it to the connections of the motive device.

808,289. Clutch. Alfred Lee, Bellingham,

Wash. Filed December 20, 1904. Serial No.

237,702.

Claim.——In a device of the class specified,

a loose member having an annular flange, a

flanged disk arranged within said flange and

provided with a radially-arranged recessed

arm, said disk being provided with a periph

eral groove terminating at one end in a stop

shoulder. a band arranged within the groove

and having one end fitting against the shoul

der. and its opposite end extending partly

over the recess of said arm. a lever pivotally

supported within the recess and having its

outer end engaging against the free end of

the band, a setscrew carried by the inner end

of the lever, and a cam pin movable through

an opening in said arm and serving by en

gagement with the set-screw to operate the

lever.

808,306. Transmission Gear. Bennard H.

Pomeroy, St. Louis, Mo., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to St. Louis Car Company, a.

corporation of Missouri. Filed August 22,

1904. Serial No. 221,661.

Claim—1. In a transmission gear, the

combination of a driven shaft, a series of

driven gearwheeis of varying diameters fixed

to said shaft, 9. drive shaft, :1 series of driving

genrwheels of varying diameters loosely sur

rounding said driving shaft and having taper

ing faces at their sides, a slide collar pro

vided with tapering faces adapted to engage

the tapering faces of the driving gearwheels

to permit the collar to pass into the central

openings of the driving gearwheels. means for

reciprocating said slide collar, shoes carried

by said slide collar, and means for spread

ing said shoes to said driving gearwheels,

substantially as set forth.

808,307. Clamping Device for Pneumatic

Tires. Harry' K. Raymond, Akron, Ohio;

‘Maximilian C. Schweinert, West Hoboken,

N. J., and Henry P. Kraft, New York, N. Y.

Filed March 18, 1905. Serial No. 430,769.

Claim.—1. In a clamping device, the com

bination of a main nut and a lock nut, tele

scopically connected, and being capable of

relative rotation.

808,336. Internal Combustion Heat Engine.

John L. Bogert, New York, N. Y. Filed Octo

ber 26, 1904. Serial No. 230,017.

Claim—1. An internal combustion heat en

gine comprising two cylinders, one being a

firing cylinder, and both provided with com

pression spaces that communicate by a pas

sage, a check valve in the passage open

ing away from the firing cylinder, pistons in

said cylinders. and a shaft having cranks

respectively connected with said pistons, one

of said cranks being located in advance of

the other so that one of the pistons will have

passed its inner dead point at the moment of

ignition of a charge compressed by the other

piston, substantially as described.

808,423. Vertical Explosive Engine. Alex

ander Winton, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed No

vember 12, 1904. Serial No. 232,488.

Claim—1. A vertical explosive motor for

motor vehicles, comprising a vertically ar

ranged crank case with an open side ending

at practically the centre of the crank shaft

axis and cylinders supported by the upper

portion of the crank case and partly over

hanging the open side of the casce, the said

crank case forming an immovable support

for itself and the cylinders with their co

operating parts, and a removable cap portion

for the open side of the crank case adapted

to be laterally removed therefrom. whereby

access to the crank case can be readily ob

tained from the side thereof for the purpose

of inspection. adjustment or substitution of

the parts therein, substantially as described.

808,426. Cushioned Tire. Charles W. Adsit,

0watonna, Minn. Filed March 3, 1905. Serial

No. 248, 202.

Claim—1. The combination with a wheel

rim of the two series of spring plates

detachably clamped to said rim and making

up a resilient sectional tube, a spring hoop

having grooved edges with which the in

turned ends of said spring plates interlock,

and a sheath int-losing said rim, spring

plates and spring hoop. and having its

edges clamped to said rim. substantially as

described.

808,572. Gas or Gasolene Engine. John

Palmer, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by direct

and mesne assignments, to F. S. Rutschmann,

trustee, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 16,

1904. Serial No. 216,841.

Claim—1. The combination, in a gas or

gasolene engine, of a cylinder containing two

separated chambers, each with an exhaust

therefrom. connected pistons, one in each

chamber, an inlet for the motive fluid. com

munications between the inner and outer ends

of each cylinder chamber. said communica

tions being independent of the exhaust pas

sages, and valve mechanism independent of

the piston and operated from the engine shaft,

said valve mechanism providing for the flow

of motive fluid from one end of the cylinder

to the other. while the exhaust from the lat

ter end of the cylinder is open. whereby the

first inflow of said motive fluid serves to expel

the spent gas from said end of the cylinder,

substantially as specified.

808,579. Rotary “five for Gas Engines.

Fayette M. Seeley, Lansing, Mich. Filed July

14, 1904. Serial No. 216,510.

Claim—1. In a rotary valve, the (ombina

tion with an engine cylinder having a cylinder

port, of a valve housing, the said housing hav

ing circular, depressed valve seats provided

with inlet and exhaust ports in communica

tion with the said cylinder port, ~the said

housing having a shaft bearing extending

centrally between the said valve seats, a

shaft revoluny in said bearing, disk valves

arranged in said seats and secured to the

shaft, the said valves having suitably dis

posed ports, and detachable heads covering

the said valves, substantially as described.

808,551. Ignition Device. Leon J. Le Pon

tois, New Rochelle, N. Y., assignor to Poly

phase Ignition Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed November 7, 1903. Serial

No. 180,176.

A sparking system comprising two or more

insulated electrodes located in the ignition

chamber of an internal combustion engine,

ground connections for said electrodes, and

means to simultaneously disconnect said

electrodes from their ground connections so

that the respective circuits of a polyphase

current generator leading to said electrodes

may be simultaneously interrupted.

808,552. Magneto Alternator. Leon J.

Le Pontois, New Rochelle, N. Y., assignor

to the Polyphase Ignition Company, a cor

poration of New York. Filed September 24,

1901. Serial No. 225,853.

A polyphase alternator comprising a rotor

consisting of a, permanent magnet, having a

plurality of separately magnetized steel

laminae, substantially annular in shape and

so magnetized that two consequent poles

are formed at opposite ends or the same

diameter.

808,553. Method of Igniting Combustible

Mixtures. Leon J. Le Pontois, New Rochel

le, N. Y., assignor to the Polyphase Ignition

Company, a. corporation of New York. Filed

September 24, 1904. Serial No. 225,854.

The method of producing sparks suitable

for igniting combustible mixtures, consist

ing in alternately short circuiting, one of

two alternating currents differing in phase

from each other near the period of minimum

intensity of its alternation and while it is

short circulted interrupting the other, at or

near the period of the maximum intensity of

Its alternation.

808,554. Apparatus for Generating and

Utilizing I’olyphase Alternating Currents for

the Ignition of Explosive Mixtures. Leon

J. Le Pontois, New Rochelle, New York, as

signor to the Polyphase Ignition Company,

a corporation of New York. Filed October

7, 1904. Serial No. 227,548.

A system for igniting combustible mix

tures in internal combustion engines, com

prising a polyphase alternating current gen

erator, having its rotor driven at a speed

proportional to that of the engine shaft, and

means for varying the time of operation of

the sparking device constructed to connect

electrically said device to the generator at

the time of generation of either of the alter

nating currents or both of them jointly ac

cording to the respective intensities.

808.307. Clamping Device for Pneumatic

Tires. Harry K. Raymond, Akron, Ohio.

Maximillian C. Schweinert, West Hoboken,

N. J.. and Henry P. Kraft, New York, N.

Y. Filed March 18, 1905. Serial No. 250,769.

(.‘laim.—1. In a clamping device, the com

bination of a main nut and a lock nut. tel

escopically connected, and being capable of

relative rotation.
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A GOODFRONT
the light that can be

thrown upon them,

We believe in putting

up a good front,

 

 

and our cars //// \\ for their fine

5 h 0 w it ~ I, construction,

as it will finish and

also be equipment

5 h 0 w n \\ is such as

1 n O u r _‘ 1nv 1t es

N e w ‘ the very

Build closest

ing at ” inspection.

F i fty - The Lozier

fifth St. , ," Car is the

and Broad— ' \ very largest

way, which \ 'i/ American

Car, and in

price it

diservedly

we hope will

be ready for

occupancy in a

few days, and where

we will have a continuous

plate glass corner front,

permitting LOZIER

MOTOR. CARS. to be

shown to the best

possible advantage.

And they will stand all}

is

the

highest. We are now

delivering Limousines, Land

aulets and Touring Cars, 35

Horsepower, Type C, 1906

Model, and every owner Of a

LOZIER MOTOR CAR is one

Of experience who has at last

found the ideal in our product.

  

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY
Temporary Quarters at R. ‘M. Stiver's Carriage Rooms, 19 W. 62nd St., New York City
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The Pullman of Motor Cars

Catalogue and Cars Now Ready.

  

1906 MODEL 8, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

During 1905 the Rainier was the hit of the season in New York, the most critical of

markets. Not a single dissatisfied customer and orders galore for the new car from former

users. Only favorable comments everywhere. Before you decide, investigate the Rainier,

carrying the world’s broadest automobile guarantee.

Make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto. Bevel gear drive.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Chicago Branch: 1253-1255 Michigan Ave. (after January 15th).

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO., 121 Massachusetts Ave.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

We exhibit In the Armory Shows in New York and Chicago.
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The Week’s Patents.

807,457. Driving Attachment for Automo

biles. Benjamin A. Gramm, Chillicothe,

Ohio. Filed July 28, 1905. Serial No. 271,

652.

Claim—1. The combination with the frame

and driving mechanism of an automobile, a

shaft readily attachable to and detachable

from said mechanism; and a support for said

shaft readily detachable from and attachable

to the outside of said frame.

807,479. Carburetter. Julius H. Mason,

Duncan Falls, Ohio, assignor of one—fourth

to Wilson S. Sprague, Zanesvllle, Ohio, and

threeeighths to Spencer M. Garrett, Philo,

Ohio. Filed March 10 1905. Serial No. 249,

358.

Claim.—1. In a carburetter, the combina

tion with fuel supply means, of a mixing

casing, a valve yieldably held to normally

cut on? the supply of fuel, an air admitting

valve having a stem adjacent the fuel valve.

and means carried upon the stem of the air

valve for moving the fuel valve to admit

fuel when the air valve is moved, and means

for adjusting the said last-named means to

vary the relative movements of the valves.

807,536. Vehicle Wheel. Stanislaus Berens,

Lagrange, 111. Filed April 14, 1905. Serial

No. 255,479.

Claim—In a vehicle wheel, the combina

tion with a hub having a series of radial

sockets, a series of rods secured in said sock

ets, a tubular section loosely surrounding

each of the said rods at their outer portions,

a spring located in each of the tubular sec

tions between its outer end and the inner

end of its rod, means on each of the tubular

sections to regulate the tension of the spring

therein. and a rim secured to the outer por

tions of the tubular sections, substantially

as described. -

' 807,537. Pneumatic Tire. Edgar M. Bird

sall, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Mary B. Birdsall and one-half to Fletcher J.

Barron, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed January 26,

190. Serial No. 261,665.

Claim.—1. The combination of an inflata

ble tire section, a connecting tube arranged

in the end of the section and communicating

with the air chamber thereof, and an in-,

'flatable packing interposed between said

tube and the surrounding portion of the tire

section, substantially as set forth.

' 807,569. Explosion Motor. Barton 8. Moly

neux, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed March 5, 1904.

Serial No. 196,657.‘

Claim.—1. A motor comprising a movable

impulse member, a pressure chamber having

an outlet whereby the contents of the cham

ber are directed against said impulse mem

ber, a valve contrqlling saidoutlet, and a

piston arranged to be acted upon by the pres

sure in the chamber and operativer connect

ed with said vaive, substantially as set forth.

807,611. Non-Skidding Cover for Tires. Ed

ward Fairburn, Brighouse, England. Filed

July 24, 1905. Serial No. 271,086.

Ciaim.—1. In a tire armor, the cdmbina

tion, with a channel-shaped ring of leather,

of a. series of leather rings, a series of ring

formed of metallic links, both series of rings

being arranged in the said channel-shaped

ring, and pins pivoting the said links to

gether and passing through the said leather

rings and the flanges of the said channel

shaped ring.

807,612. Vehicle Spring. Samuel Furmidge,

St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Supplementary

Spiral-Spring Company, St. Louis, Mo., a

corporation of Missouri. Filed November 16,

1904. Serial N0. 232,934.

Claim.--1. In an auxiliary or supplemen—

tary vehicle spring, the combination of a

means for connecting same with the vehicle

supporting spring, a separate means for con

necting same with the leaf-spring, a pair of

helical springs connected to said first-men

tioned means, members rigidly connected to

said helical springs connected also with said

second-mentioned means, said helical springs

being wide enough across the top to accom

modate all lateral play of the parts in rigid

connection therewith which connect same

with the leaf-spring, substantially as de

scribed.

807,623. Motor Vehicle. John W. Lambert,

Anderson, Ind. Filed April 3, 1905. Serial

No. 253,469.

Claim.—1. In a motor vehicle the combina

tion of a driving disk, a driven disk and a

shaft carrying this latter disk, movable bear

ings on this shaft, means for shifting these

hearings to engage and disengage the driven

disk, springs pivotally depending from the

frame of the vehicle and supporting the rear

axle thereof, so that aid axle may move

bodily forward and backward, sprocket

wheels connected to the rear wheels, sprocket

wheels on the driven shaft and chains con

necting said sprocket wheels, and adjustable

_rod connections between the rear axle and

said movable bearings, for the purpose set

forth. ~

807,627. Power Transmission Device.

George W. Marble, Chicago, 111. Filed De

cember 7, 1904. Serial No. 235,867.

Claim—1. The combination with a friction

wheel of a friction disk on each side thereof,

means for adjusting said friction wheel ra

dially of said disks, adjustany connected

levers engaging the outer sides of said disks

and means engaging the same acting to move

said disks simultaneously one into and the

other out of engagement with said friction

wheel.

807,633. Tire. John F. McCanna, Chicago,

Ill. Filed August 15, 1904. Serial No. 220,

726. ‘

Ciaim.—1. A device of the class described,

consisting of a rim, and a series of circum

ferentialiy-abutting blocks having flat tread

surtaces and inclined sides and ends and

radial abutting portions.

807,692. Yieldable Gear.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Serial No. 241,089.

Claim—1. The combination of a shaft, a

wheel secured to the shaft, a gear concentric

with and rotatable relative to the shaft and

having a friction surface, a split band loose

ly titted around the circumference of the

wheel, a key secured to the wheel in a posi

tion to react upon the thrust end of the band,

and a mechanism by which a force is applied

to the slack end of said band for actuating

the band upon the said friction surface.

807,744. Vehicle Tire. Charles A. Immler,

Akron, Ohio. Filed January -26, 1905. Se

rial No. 242,790.

Claim.—1. The combination with a clencher

rim having inturned flanges forming chan

nels, of a solid rubber tire to tit said chan

nel, having a longitudinal convex or oval

headat the centre of the side of said tire,

having at intervals loop springs containing

one or more convolutions at their centre,

and embedded transversely across said tire

and near the base of said tire with their

ends extending outward and slightly upward

to the outer edge of the said tire and con

Harry B. Stilz,

Filed January 14, 1905.

tained within- the inturned flanges of the

clencher rim, with key made with a washer

at end to be inserted in the base of said

tire. said key to have a hole or opening

through its end near.the washer for the

purpose of permitting the ends of the ion

gitudinal wire to pass through, said key to

have a square end to pass through an open

in in the clencher rim and felly and to be

held in place by the telly plate, which has

a square opening in its centre and which

plate is made to fit over the telly, all as

substantially shown and described.

807.748. Elastic Vehicle Tire.

Knadier, Akron, Ohio.

Serial No. 272,089.

Claim—An improved tire for a vehicle

wheel consisting of an endless body of elas

tic material, provided throughout with an ap

proximately centrally disposed annular open

ing elliptical in cross-section, the major axis

of which is radial with the wheel on which

the tire is mounted, and further provided

with a cut extending from said opening to

the base portion of the tire circumferentially

throughout the entire tire body, the base por

tion of said tire being so formed as to fill and

be compressed by the rim in which said tire

is mounted whereby the edges of the base

portion along said cut are maintained in con

stant contact excepting under the influence

of excessive pressure applied to said tire,

said tire body being further provided with

a convex tread and side portions united by

concave lines and concave portions extending

from the lateral convex portions to the base

portion of the tire.

807,771. Speed Changing and Transmission

Gearing. Irvin H. Pleukharp, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed May 10, 1905. Serial No. 259,

804. > '

' Claim.—1. The combination with a gear

wheel, of a larger gear around the same,

ratchet means connecting said gears, pinions

in mesh with the respective gears, and means

for turning either of said pinions.

807,789. Guiding Device for Motor Vehicles.

Zachary T. Sweeney, Columbus, Ind. Filed

June 22, 1905. Serial No. 266,452.

Claim.—1. A guiding device for motor ve

hicles comprising a hood carried by a steer

ing wheel of the vehicle and extending for

ward therefrom, adapted to contact with an

obstruction and to deflect the steering wheel

to, guide the vehicle past the obstruction.

807,831. Folding Foot Rest for Automobile

Tonneaus. Ralph A. Leslie, Cleveland. Ohio,

assignor to The Winton Motor Carriage Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed July 15, 1905.

Serial No. 269,836.

Claim—1. The combination with a vehicle

having a front and a rear seat, of a folding

foot rest located between the seats and

adapted to be supported in a rearwardiy in

clined position in front of the rear seat to

form a foot rest for the passengers of the

rear seat.

807,832. Steering Axle for Motor Vehicles.

Thomas J. Lindsay, lndianapolis, Ind. Filed

July 14, 1905. Serial No. 269,677.

Claim.—1. The combination of a T-shaped

spindle structure embodying bearing portions

and ends beyond the hearings to receive a

steering arm, a steering arm adapted to be

removany secured to one of said ends, a

two-part bearing structure in which said

spindle structure is mounted, an axle. and

means whereby said two~part bearing struct

ure is securely united to said aXle.

807,839. Flexible Rim for Vehicle “’heels.

William G. Marr, Springfield, Mass, assignor

of one-third to James P. Hillard and one—

Godfred

Filed July 31, 1905.
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third to Richard J. Talbot, Springfield, Mass.

Filed March 1. 1905. Serial No. 247,902.

(ilalm.—1. In combination with a wheel for

vehicles, sections. each having a spiral

spring, a metal rod. :1 socket for said rod

and a cover, fitted to the spokes or on the

rim of a wheel, a flat spring between each

spring section curving in the centre toward

the hub of said wheel. a sectional tire, each

tire section bearing on two spring sections

and on the spring between each of said

spring sections, substantially as specified.

807.940. Magneto Alternator. Leon J. Le

Pontois, New Rochelle, N. Y., assignor to

PolyPhase Ignition System Company, a cor

poration of New York. Filed October 20,

1904. Serial No. 239,310. -

Claim—1. An alternating current generator

having a field magnet consisting of a perma

nently magnetized ring formed of a continu

ous steel ribbon. pole pieces located at 0p<

posite ends of the same diameter and coils

supported thereon, and an inductor mounted

to rotate in close proximity to said lpole

pieces.

807,950. Gas Engine. Robert Longtine and

Edward Double, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Au

gust 17, 1904. Serial No. 221,062. .

Claim—1. In a gas engine. in combination

with the cylinder and piston, an exhaust

valve, means for opening the exhaust valve

the pressure of the exhaust gas. a rod

carried by the exhaust valve having a notch,

a pivoted locking bar for engaging the notch.

and lneans co-operating with the piston for

actuating the locking bar.

807.958. Motor Vehicle Running Gear. Ran

som E. Olds, Lansing, Mich. Filed October

29, 1904. Serial No. 230,470.

Claim,.——1. In a motor vehicle running gear,

the combination with the front and rear

axles, of a rigid underframe' comprising

front, rear and side members. the rear mem

ber forming the rear axle sleeve and central

gear casing inclosing the transmitting gear

for the live axles, and the side members

composed of forward and rear portions, the

forward portions of which form the sides of

a semi-independent forward portion of the

frame and support the frame upon the for

ward axle and the rear portions of which

are separably connected with the rear cor

ners of the forward portion of the frame,

one of said rear portions forming with part

of the rear member and gear casing an inde

pendent detachable part of said underframen

. 807,961. Metallic The. Walter J. Paton.

Galva, Kans. Filed June 14, 1905. Serial

No. 205.251. ‘

Claim—1. A tire composed of a plurality

of tubular sections. each section consisting

of relatively movable members, means con

necting said members, and a spring inter

posed between said members. -

807.968. Suspension Device for Vehicles.

Peter H. Seery, Newark, N. J. Filed July

14, 1905. Serial No. 269.604.

Claim.—1. A member having a cam pro

jection on one face, a second member having

a depression on its face constructed to re

ceive said cam projection. means for holding

said faces in resilient contact and means for

rotating one of said members.

808,002. Differential Gear. Robert H.

Brockman, New York, N. Y. Filed July 27,

1904. Serial No. 218,360.

Claim—1. The combination of two driven

members, a belt connecting the two, a mem

ber engaged with the belt intermediate the

driven members, and a gear wheel adapted

to receive a driving movement, the gear

wheel having an orifice therein in which the

last-named member is loosely mounted.

808,0“. Differential Gearing. Frank M.

Haldeinan and Bluford W. Brockett, Cleve

land, Ohio. Filed September 29, 1905. Se

rial No. 280,582.

Claim—1. In a differential gear, the com

bination with the axle sections, of driven

gears upon said axle sections, beveled driv

ing pinions diametrically opposed to each

other with respect to said driven gears for

driving the same, and spur gear differential

driving mechanism for said pinions wholly

within the peripheries of said driven gears.

808.074. Tire-Cover. Jean C. Ilufour, Char

cnton. France. Filed April 3, 1905. Serial

No. 253.513.

(‘laim.—1. In protective and non-skidding

tire covers for the wheels of automobile car

riages or other vehicles the combination of a

double tread placed exterioriy on a leather

cover which completely surounds the air tube;

studs or rivets on the tread band to produce

an unpuncturable and non-skidding pneu

matic tire; means for preventing the leather

of the cover to be cut by the rivets, said

means consisting in an intermediate leather

band and washers; a leather crescent-shaped

layer composed of two parts with a free space

or gap between them: another similar con

tinuous layer.

808.208. Jack for Automobiles. Lee R.

Maxwell, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Filed Novem

ber 11, 1904. Serial No. 232.337.

Claim—1. A jack for elevating automo

biles or other vehicles, comprising base bear

ings, supports fulcrumed in said bearings.

trackways secured to said supports and

adapted to be tilted by the weight of the

automobile, and means of maintaining the

til‘ackways in substantially horizontal po

5 tion.

808,210. Internal-Conibustion Engine. Ed

ward S. Palmbla, Waukegan. Ill. Filed De

cember 14. 1904. Serial No. 236,784.

Ciaim.—1. In a device of the class de

scribed, the (‘Ollli'lillfltifill with a cylinder of

an engine having an inclosed crank case, of

a piston movable in the cylinder and open

ing between the cylinder head and crank case.

a check_valve closing said opening, an ex

haust port opening from the cylinder head

and an inlet port opening into the crank case,

valves controlling said ports and means for

operating said valves to produce two-cycle

and four-cycle movements of the piston.

808,220. Power-Transmission Mechanism

for Automobiles. Charles D. Simonds. Sche

nectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York. Filed

June 22, 1904. Serial No. 213.042.

Claim—1. In a power transmission mech

anism. a driving shaft, a gear carried thereby,

a driven shaft, a gear carried thereby. a

dynamo-electric machine, a shaft carried

thereby, two gears carried by said shaft and

engaging the first two gears respectively, and

a second dynamo-electric machine connected

in circuit with the first.

808.234.

Gooch, Dayton, Ky.

Serial No. 252.136.

Claim—1. In an emergency brake. a head

suitably mounted, a member movany secured

thereto adjacent a wheel, a rack on said mem

ber. a toothed wheel adapted to engage said

rack, a shaft on which said toothed wheel is

mounted, a chain secured to said shaft and

adapted to be wound thereon and means for

unwinding said chain. -

Emergency-Brake. Walter M.

Filed March 27, 1905.

 

 

  
Luxuriously Finished

Limousines

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE C0.

a Specialty

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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WANTS AND FDR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words. each with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Oineyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

F OR SALE—Very cheap, Ford 4 Cylinder; Ford

2 Cylinder; Winton 2 Cylinder; Rambler 2

Cylinder; Improved Rambler E, 1 Cylinder; Orient

Buckboard. Mostly 1905 Cars. Prices and des

criptions extremely interesting. A card will bring

the information. E. S. YOU SE, Reading, Pa.

 

A MOBILE steam delivery wagon in running

order at a sacrifice; Reading steam runabout

in fine order, cheap; Locomobile steam runabout

with top, fine order, 8175; Model'A Cadillac,

clincher tires, baskets, two side lamps, 'one head

light, good running order; price $300

STRATIIMAN, 175 E. 120th St., New York City.

 

ANTED—Trained men as instructors in

progressive automobile school. Fitness

proved by examination. Address, INSTRUC

TOR, care of Motor \Vorld, Box 649, N. Y.

 

FOR SALE—Established Automobile business,

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD WHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas 'and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING 00.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Steel Balls,

Ball Bearings,

Roller Bearings.

Automobile Axles.

Send for Catalogue.

BIG SALE OF

Fur Coats

$15.00. 19.00, 25.00 and 29.00.

All worth double the price.

FUR LINED COATS

$24.00, 20.00, 35.00 and 39.00.

All marked down to [-2 their value.

E. J. WILLIS CO.,

8 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

 

    

 

 

   

Our entire organization has from the very first been de

voted exclusively to the building of Commercial Vehicles.

The succ ass of “ Rapid " motor wagons is due to the fact that they

,1. are built with the idea of giving heavy continuous service, and carrying

heavy loads.

, Th: wagon illustrated weighs 2230 lbs. and carries 3000 lbs. easily. _

Rear Wheel measures 34 inches; front wheel 32 inches; solid tires. The,, double side chain drive insures a maximum of power delivered to thez-inch solid steel axles. The cut illustrate: only one of our many bodies.Size and style of body furnished to meet your requirements. 45:1:

$2 One Ton. $1,400; 1 1.2 Ton. $l,800. 3,; 
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GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

Agents can secure territory by writing me now. before all choice allot

Our new factory is a guarantee of prompt delivery.

Address F. R. HENRY, Sales Manager,

RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Pontiac, Mich.
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if you have any trouble with

your ignition. wnte us about our

Apple Automatic Buttery

Charger. No trouble to put on

any car or engine. For full in

formation write, Dayton Ellcllltll

Ill. 00., 91 learn Bldg, Dayton, 0.

  

Automatic

Sp :1 rkcr

  

SUB-AGENTS IAGKSDN TOURING

BARS, 20-24-40 H.P. ‘

The East Liberty Automobile Co., Pittsburg. Pa.. wants

agents in every County in Pennsylvania, West of Tioga

County. Also ‘tlte at West Virginia. Good proposition.

 

Stop Experimenting and Use

“INVADER” OIL

The Oil That Graphitizes.

For Air and Water Cooled Cylinders.

Manufactured only by

DNAS. F. KELLDIA & 00., 128 Arch Street, Phlladelnhi

 

 

Write for territory

SfiRma
"ITAYI III-1‘ run all!!!“

SURETY
Messrs. Clemens & Men

were In" of the four N0. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs which

fired 850,000 charges in 24 hours—dislance 1094 miles.

You can always be just as our: of any at the 47 sizes

0! Improved “Sta-Rites" (six types). Insist upon

having “Sta-thes" in your new car and save bother.

Garden show space No. 78. Armory show space No. 61

Coliseum show space No. 178

THE R. I. HARDY CO.

215 West lrllllm III TONI CITY
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is concerned.

Baltimore.

. Boston.

Buffalo.

Chicago,

Denver.

Detroit.

Geneva. New York,.

Hartford. Conn.,

Houston. Tex..

Kansas City. Mo._

ins Angela!

Loulm ille,

Milwauki-e,

New York.

Ottawa 81 Montreal,

Oakland. Cal-

semi-enclosed top.

cloned tor, $350 extra.

front, $50 extra.

is a machine.

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the Pierce

Arrow is made.

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of any

automobile made in this country, but the price seems low when com~

plred. not only with the small cost of maintaining, but with the long

time of service given.

Pierce Arrows are never out of date as far as effective service

This is the Great Arrow Victoria Tonueau, Ito-115 Ii. P. with

Price without top, 85,060.

@ape top, $20G extra.

Semi-en

Folding glass

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fact

that they appeal most to the most mechanical minds. An automobile

The more a man understands about the principles of

8UFFHL0, N. Y.

(Iatalogue and descriptions maili d on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERQE QGMPRNY,

Members Association of Licensed Automolile Manufacturers.

LIST OF DEALERS:

Southern Auto. (70.. 2021 Mary—

land Ave.

J. W. Maguire Co., 745 Boyl

aton St.

The George N. Pierce Co., 752

Main St. (Retail)

ll. Paulman 8: Co., 1321 Michi—

gan Ave.

The Genrze N. Pierce Co.,

California St.

J. P. Schneider. its? Jefferson Av.

l. A. Place.

The Miner Garage Co.. 120 Al—

lyn St.

Hawkins Auto. & Gas Engine Co.

P. Moriarty & Co.. '812

Grand A'e.

Bush 8: Burge. Cur. 7th K: Main

Sta.

The Zorn—Strauss Co.. inc.

Nihilnrd Automobile C0.

llarrol'is Motor Car Co., Broad—

way. 58-59th Sta.

Wilson 8; Co.. 142 Bank Street.

The George N. Pierce Co., 1013

Clay St. (Wholesale)

1041!

 
Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Oregon.

Portland, Me,

Providence, R. 1.,

Rochester,

San Francisco,

Saratoga Springs.

Scranton. Pa.

Seattle. \Vash .

Springfield, Mama,

Syracuse.

St. bouil.

St. Paul.

Toronto.

Troy, N. Y..

Utlca, N. Y.,

Pierce Arrow Exhibited in Madison Square Garden Only.

Fons-Hughes Motor Car Co.. 201

N. Broad St.

Banker Bros. Co.. Baum and

Beatty Sta.

H_ M, Covey.

J. A. Dowllng.

The Shepard Company.

U. 8. Automobile Co.. 21 Ply

rrouth Ave.

Mobile Carriage Co., Golden Gav

Ava & Gough St.

W. L. Hodges, 16 Woodlawn Av

Standard Motor Car Co.

Broadway Auto Co.

E. R. Clarke Auto. Co., 117 Ly

man St.

Amos—Pierce Auto Co..

State St.

\Vestcrn Aul0. Co., 4701 “‘an

ington Blvd.

C_ P. Joy Auto. Co., 368 Minn

aota St.

Auh & Supply Co.,

Temperance St.

Troy Auto, Exchange. 22 41h :4!

Utica Motor Car Co.

10'.) P.

Ltd.. W
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“ THE OLD SHOW IN THE NEW ARMORY”

Sixth Annual Automobile Show

of the Automobile Club of America

SIXTY-NINTH REGIMENT NEW ARMORY

Twenty-sixth Street near Fourth Avenue, New York City

JANUARY 13 to 20, 1906 '

LEADING AMERICAN AND FOREIGN EXHIBITORS

Gasoline Steam Electricity

The Qpen Exposition of a Great Industry

 

PENNSYLVANIA CLINCHER'

  

The flat-tread facing type will be exhibited

for the first time at the New York Shows.

  

PENNSYLVANIARUBBER CO.

  

JEANNETTE, PA. '
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ONE

Wayne Model 11, $800. Two-Passenger Runabout.

MOTOR. 2-cylinder opposed under hood. Cylinders. 4%)(4. developing 14 II. P., \vater~cooled.

TRANSMISSION, planetary gears. with DIRECT BEVEL GEAR DRIVE. (‘ontrol is by a single lever,

which engages the high speed clutch and reverse. The brake. and slow speed are controlled by foot

pedals. WHEELS, 28x3. EQUIPMENT, complete set of tools.

The strong features of this car are the extreme simplicity of the engine and transmission. The

crank case and transmission case form one casting, and the entire engine can be taken apart or assem

bled in half an hour.

MODEL F, 4 cylinder car, cylinders 51/; x5, 50 H. P. Seating 7 people. . .. Price, $8,500

MODEL K, 4 cylinder, 5 passenger touring car. 35 H. P. Sliding gear trans

mission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Price, $2,500

MODEL B, 4 cylinder, 5 passenger car, 24-28 H. P. Sliding gear transmis

sion Price, $2,000

MODEL C, 5 passenger car. .Double oppOSed motor, 20 II. P. Planetary

transmission Price, $1,250

-The Wayne Agent can supply a high grade car at any price his customer may demand.

We have the BEST_~" forthe Mom.
proposition for the Agent.

Write for Agency arrangements and descriptive matter, if you can’t wait till the Shows.

New York and Chicago Shows, of course; (69”: Reyimcnt Armory, New York).

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
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Per/21:11} Sim 16’

Simply 115:0”

  

\

TheEvnlutinn of the Maxwell Doctrine-Maxwellllars

The Doctrine:

lst. A cylinder of 5 inch bore with 5 inch stroke is ideal for a double opposed gasoline motor.

2nd. A double opposed motor, 5 inches by 5 inches, when properly made, develops, about 20 ACTUAL horsepower.

3rd. To use four cylinders tor motors of 20 or less horsepower is unnecessary because thereby the number of wearing parts

is unnecessarily increased.

4th. 20 ACTUAL horsepower, not momentum or fly—wheel horsepower, is enough for every requirement except excessive

speed or extreme fashion. Therefore, a two cylinder, 5"x5" double opposed motor is the best, and IT IS AS EVEN LY

BALANCED AS FOUR CYLINDER CONSTRUCTION, is very much less complicated and much more reliable. It

would take four 4"):4" cylinders to develop the same power as two 5"x5" cylinders, properly made.

6th. Four cylinder cars appeal largely to “Fad and Fancy" only; TWO CYLINDER CARS PRODUCE RELIABLE SERVICE.

The unprecedented successful record of the Maxwell cars during the season of 1905 prove the WISDOM of the above written

' Reasons for the succrss of the MAXWEl L.
Common sense was the motive of its construction, not the impulse of “tad and fancy."v i

A 5"x5" horizontal double opposed motor for a touring car and a 4"x4" for a tourabout have been proved the ideal types for service

and reliability.

MAXWELL HORSEPOWER Is demonstrated by the ACTUAL CONTINUAL TEST, not by the flash system of testing which in

cludes that resulting from the inertia of the fly-wheel. Therefore, MAXWELL HORSEPOWER is ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

MAXWELL CARS ARE SPLENDIDLY MADE AS WELL AS PERFECTLY DESIGNED.

MAXWELL FEATURES in the PERFECT MAXWELL CAR.

MULTIPLE DISC CLUTCH, encased and running in oil, self-adjusting.

BEVEL GEAR DRIVE, combined with double universal joint avoiding filthy stretching chains.

THREE POINT SUSPENSION, resulting in the adaptability of the car to the unevenness ot the road without straining the me

chanism.

NATURAL CIRCULATION OF WATER, automatic in action, and eliminating all pump troubles.

METAL BODIES, eliminating the opening up of seams and the checking of bodies. _

GREATEST SIMPLICITY, RELIABILITY AND ECONOMY, resulting in the lowest cost of upkeep, maintenance and operation.

It “doesn't take a V 4 f >

mechanic to adjust, ‘ _.*:

to maintain and to run 7’ _

a MAXWELL car.

MAXWELL CARS are

sold under the positive

‘ guarantee that A5

, 4‘oooo A CAR cannot t I,_ , , .. a.

. Jesus?" 1 be sold at: lower price, .1 "Te. ‘
-~

H. Tourabout.

 

 

Model H. 16-20 H. P. Touring Car, Model L. 10

Price, $1450.00. Price, $780.00.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY,

CHICAGO. Main Office, TARRYTOWN, N. Y. PAWTUCKET.

Member; American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association. '

BRANCHES.

., . X ELL-BRISCO (XL.“Axifimefsee-W- “mmsaszsasrm CO I“ WMAXWELbBRISCOE McLEQD co“ FISHER AUTOMOBILE CO., RICHARD IR‘VIN & 00..

Damn Mich Indianapolis, ind. Foreign Representative.

, .
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A New

Pneumatic Tire
MADE BY

Firestone

Tl-IE RUBBER TIRE SPECIALISTS.

After exhaustive experiment and careful study of the requirements of pneumatic tires, we

have invented a tire which has every possible good feature of the best, with practically all of their

objectionable features eliminated.

Firestone pneumatic tires have withstood the most exacting tests during the past two years,

and we can assert positively that we have more nearly reached the point of absolute perfection

than has yet been attained by pneumatic tire makers.

Firestone Tires are sightly on the wheels. Good, practical common sense and accurate knowl

edge of the rigorous requirements of a good tire are apparent to the most casual observer. The fast

ening device is positive and will securely hold the tire under all conditions, and, whether inflated 0r

deflated, there is no possibility of creeping or rim cutting. The most inexperienced person can

easily remove the tire in two minutes and replace it in the same time, and he cannot pinch the in

ner tube, because in the Firestone construction it simply cannot be pinched.

For‘ many years the name FIRESTONE has stood for the highest grade of excellence in

solid tires. We know the tire business in every detail. We know we have a pneumatic tire which is

without a peer—a tire which will receive and merit an extensive demand. To enable us to meet any

demand which may be made, we have erected immense new buildings and equipped them solely for

the manufacture of pneumatic tires.

OUR FACILITIES ARE ENORMOUS. OUR TIRES ARE RIGHT. Our success

ful business career has demonstrated our ability to accomplish what we undertake.

We want you to know more about Firestone Tires. Study them. Examine them as closely

as you please, and we know you will be a Firestone customer.

Write for Illustrated Booklet. '

FIRESTONE TIRE 6: RUBBER CO., Akron,O.

Branches: NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO DETROIT ST. LOUIS
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The manufacturer who equips his cars with

W odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasOnable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

 

 

THE VEEDER MFG. co., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers,

Counters and Flne Castings.

 

 

1906 Touring Car.16 h. p., 1,600 pounds,

90 inch wheel base, 5 passengers, side

door detachable tonneau, speed 35 miles

per hour, $1250.

  

  

i The REO Face

No worry; no mind strain; no

anxiety goes with a REO car.

The few simple operating de

- > vices are placed exactly ready to

the hands and feet. Every movement is as natural as walking.

The feeling of surplus power under absolute command; the sense of strength, certainty and comfort; the assurance of

getting there and back; these make the satisfied expression of the REC face.

REO I906 RUNABOUT, 8 h. p,, 900 pounds, 2 passengers, 25 miles per hour, $650. With folding seat to carry two extra passengers facing

forward, $675. IT.

We exhibit at the Old Show in the New Armory, January 13 to 20.

Sales Department Lansing Mlchlgan.

REO CO., R. E. Olds, Pres. ' R. M. O’vven, Sales Mgr.

_ Agrnn'e: throughout tire Um'led States.

I ,\

  

“\—
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THE SIMPLEST ENGINE IN THE WORLD.

THE TWO-CYCLE ELMOle
When you understand that the two cycle Elmore engine does away with 18 to 20 parts on each of the four

cylinders. and absolutely eliminates all inlet and exhaust valves with their attendant mechanism, you'll agree with

us. won't you, that this is the simplest engine in the world?

Do we need to point out that this also reduces the cost of operation and upkeep to the minimum and makes

the Elmore the most economical as well as the simplest of engines in the world?

From whatever standpoint you examine the two-cycle Elmore, equally impressive and sensational features pre

sent themselves. The four cylinder cur produces approximately as much power as would eight cylinders of the four

cycle typkproduces it in a. continuous and unbroken application that will carry the car indefinitely on the high speed

under any and all road conditions.

Again, it is the most successful self-Starting engine in the world. Again, you can cut out one. two or three

cylinders at will, both spark and gasoline. With one cylinder cut out the difference is imperceptible except in speed;

with two out, barely noticeable. Do you see the economy of this?

Again, you can throttle the Elmore engine on the high speed down to two miles an hour. Again, the Elmore

will take a 16 per cent. grade on the high speed with approximately as much ease as it travels on the level road.

I j lIt starts with a smooth gliding motion that is delightful, and dips down and over uneven spots with a minimum

0 o t or jar.

The four cylinder Elmore at $2500 and the two cylinder Elmore at $1500 are two cars whose manifold exclusive

lfeatures demand your most serious consideration. Learn all the wonders of the two-cycle type by getting in touch

with the nearest Elmore agent or by writing for our new descriptive catalogue and books of information.

THE EQMORE MFG. CO., 1104 Amanda St., Clyde, Ohio

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 

The Bunneuiing Link Between

Home and Uiiice.

Isn’t it significant that most men who can afford more

than one motor car own a POPE-WAVERLEY ELEC

TRIC? The reason is simple. Without cranking, oil

ing, or soiling the gloves it starts right 03 in any

weather. No water to freeze up, always ready, simple

and safe. It is in 'a class by itself—an ideal about town

carriage for the trip to and from the ofiice, the theatre.

the shopping tour, calling, or the spin to the suburbs or

the country club.

We'make Runabouts, Surreys, Stanhopes, Chelseas,

Physicians' Road, Station and Delivery Wagons. Also

trucks on specification.

STATION WAGON,

WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE. Price $2,230.

Be Sure The Name POPE

Is On Your Automobile.

We exhibit in New York at Madison Square

Garden only.

New YORK CITY, 1733 Broadway.

.’ Boston. MASS., 223 Columbus Ave.

\VASHINGTON, D. C., 819—r4th St, N. W.

SAN Funcrsco, CAL, 45: Mission St.
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SECTION or LOCKING time

  

SECTION or Rim

YOUR TIRE OFF

AND ON IN LESS

THAN A MINUTE

Tells exactly what is accomplished

by means of the

Goodrich Quick

Detachable Construction

And a visit to our Exhibit at the New York

Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

will afford you the opportunity to see our

claims proved.

Perhaps you may wish to make dead sure

and detach and attach the tire yourself. It is

a pleasant little pastime with all the old time

hard work features cut out. You will enjoy

the experience and be impressed with the fact

that the Goodrich Quick Detachable Tire and

Rim is a great achievement in automobile tire

building.

Space in Central Boxes directly

over Madison Square entrance.

_The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON, OI'IIO.

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St and 1625 Broadway.

BUFFAID. 731 Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St.

BOSTON 161 Columbus Ave.

PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

CLEVELAND, 418 Erie St.

(.‘HIt‘AGO, 141 Lake 8!.

DETROIT. 80 E. Contreras St.

DENVER, 1H4 Curtis St.

LONDON. E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

 

 

_ What
- f - ~ Royal Tourist

Owners

Arc Writin’.

"More pleased with Royal than any car I have ever owned. I'Iave owned about :5,

both foreign and American."

“Mine has run about 4.000 miles this season, and has had absolutely no repairs."

“Since June ad I have toured about 6.000 miles, and during this time I have never

once stopped on the rn id to make a single repair or adjusimeni."

“ rhe Royal TI urist which I purchased of you has run about 6,000 miles. over hard

country roads and sharp hills, and toial cost of repairs will not exceed $3.00."

“I have run this cat about 6.000 miles and have given it some hard usage. The ex

pense ior repairs has been $3.25."

“Am delighted with my Royal. Have run it nearly 1,000 milis, and have had no re

pairs."

"We have been over 7 500 miles, at this date, without a repair or replacement of any

kind or description, except to tires."

Alk any olour Agents In show you reproduction of letters Irom which

the" remarks were taken.

nolAL
THE ROYAL moron CAR co., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTSt C. A. DUERR 8: CO.. New York. N. Y.; G. J. DUNI-IAM.

Boston, Mass.; THE McDUFFEE AU'IOMOBILE CO., Chicago, 111.;

G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolis. Minn; AUTOMOBILE 8r. SUPPLY CO.,

le.. Toronto. Ont.; MOTOR SHOP. Philadelphia. Pa.; WEST

MINSTER AUTOMOBILE CO.. 8!. Louis. Mo.: STANDARD AUTO—

MOBILE CO., Pittsburg, Pm; AMOS—PIERCE & CO.. Syracuse.

N. Y.: THOMPSON SCHOEFFEL 00., Rochester, N. Y,; GUS

BOYER, San Francisco, Cai.; Member A. L. A. M. Send to:- cute

lo‘ue.

You’re alwavs sure of

A FINE FAT SPARK

with

SPLITDORF COILS

 
 

 

 

 

That's why everybody uses them.

0. F. SPLITDORF,

l7-27 Vandowater Street.

New York,
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IMPROVED

Truffault= Hartford '

snocK ABSORBER. .
AN AUTOMOBILE N.ECESSITY.

Insist that your car be equipped with the original

Trullault-Hartiord Shock Absorber.

Increases the speed.

Enables cars to proceed at highest speed over all

obstructions. _ ..
.'>I

Doubles the life of tires.

Prevents lost traction.

Absolutely prevents breaking of springs.

Makes cobble-stones and rough roads seem like

asphalt.

  

New model absolutely self-adjusting. Requires no attention after application.

Adopted by the Pierce Great Arrow, Locomobile,

Matheson, Richard-Brasier, Peugeot.

' Don’t be misled by devices made on principles which we have discarded.

CARS UNDER 1.500 LBS., $40.00. CARS OVER 1,500 LBS., $60.00.

(Four Suspensions.) (Four Suspensions.)

See our exhibit at the Madison Square Garden Automobile Show, Section "2, Elevated Platform.

 

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY,

We are the Sole American Agents for the eelebrated Gobron Brillle, the finest Automobile in the World.

E. V. Hartford, President. 67 VESTRY NEW YORK.
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Ch 1' . .goa'égeiomGoodyearUniversalRam

UPPOSING you were 25 miles from home. and

your tire exploded. And you hadn't another

with you. And when you stopped at the gar

age. the man said: “ I‘m sorry. but I haven't

a single tire of that make."

Wouldn't it make you mad?

()5 course it would. if you had an ordinary rim.

But if you had a Goodyear Universal Rim. you

would smile and say: “Bring on any old tire. as

long as it‘s a clincher my rim will take it." And in

less than three minutes you would be enjoying the

scenery once more.

Because it isn’t an all-day job to take otf and

put on a tire when your car has

Goodyear Universal Rims. Just

jack up the wheel and in 30

seconds the old tire is ofl'. and

in another 30 seconds the new

tire—ANY kind—is on. You

need no tools but the hands—

I and are "fixed up" and on the

road while the man with ordi

Fiznwl nary rims is hunting tor his

crowbars and levers.

You see the flange comes

right off on Goodyear Uni

versal Rims.like Fig. 1.

And then a 30-inch tire (for

example) slides right on to

the 30-inch rim like Fig. 2. as

easy as you would put on yoor

hat. On an ordinary rim you

would have to pry that ISO-inch

tire over a 31-inch flange.

  

Figure 2

  

You know what a profanity-inspiring job that is.

and it doesn't do the tire any good, eit er.

Now this is all there is to taking off and putting

on a tire when you have Goodyear Universal Rims.

See how simple and easy it is.

are the remov

l 2 3 4

Fiunrea able flanges

(rings). which can be adjusted to any clincher tire.

No. 2 is the base of the rim attached to the felloe

oi the wheel. It can be used without fitting on any

standard wheel built for the standard clincher rims.

No. 4 Is the locking ring. which holds the flanges

.. in place.

It you have decided to re

lieve yourself oiall tire troubles

and in consequence ride Good

year Detachable Auto Tires. a

The rim is

made up of four

parts. like Fig. 3.

Nos. 1 and 3

  

Figaro 4

section of the rim. when put together. would be like

Fig. 4.

Or. it you ride an ordinary clincher tire. the rim

section would look like Fig. 5.

The ring which holds the

flanges in place is split at a point

alongéside the valve stem. like

Fig. .

It can't be removed (and. of

course. the tire can't come 05)

presses against it.

This flange is kept tight against the ring by a

.
,.

(malt,

Figure 5

while the flange

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER CO.,

Branches in following cities: Boston. 6 Merrinmc St.. Now York 53 W. 47th BL; Chicago. 110 Lake St.; Cinolnnntl. 242 E. Fifth Sn; St. Louis. 712-716 Mor an St.: Cleveland. 89 Frank

fort St; Philadelphia. 1521 Spring BL; San Francisco. Goo

We furnish ALL SIZES of Tires with BAILEY TREADS it desired

 

 

  

  

. 15. Moore & Co.. 5% Golden Gate Ava; Buflalo. 719 Main St.; Denver. an Sixteenth St..

plate which slips

over the valve

stem. like Fig. 7.

W h e n y o u

wish to remove

the tire. loosen

the nut which

holds the valve

stem down. and

push the stem

up through the

rim. This pushes

up the plate and

lets the flange

ring slide inward. like Fig. 8.

Then liit out the locking-ring. slip

OK the flange. and pull 06 the tire.

Time. 30 seconds. No tools but

the hands.

T h 0 s e w h o are

weary of tire troubles

are specifying Good

year Auto Tires on

Universal Rims. This

equipment cost: no

more than the ordinary

kind. and multiplies

  

Figure 6

  

Figure ‘7 Finnrofl

the pleasures of motoring many times.

Ask for our “ Good News Book" and find out

all the good points of the Goodyear Auto Tire and

Universal Rim. It's of vital interest to the Manu

facturer. Dealer or User who is satisfied with noth

ing but the but.

Grove Street, Akron, 0.

etroit. 242 Jeflerson Ave.

 

 

 

SIXTH NATIONAL

Automobile Show
 

AT
 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

NEW YORK

anuary 13th to 20th, 1906

JAMES C. YOUNG, Manager

SPECIAL NOTICE
The trade admitted free up to I o’clock each day upon presentation of business

card and registering name and address at the BUREAU OF INFORMATION
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1906 Acme Card—Specifications, Type XV

  

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$8500. Complete with two 18 in., width, rear, 52 in.. Transmission . . . . . . . ..Prn.ctically

side Oil Lights. two Acety- depth. 18 in. Selective Sliding Gear. di

lene Head Lights and Gen- Leather . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Best Quality. Hand Buried. rect drive on 3rd speed.

orator. Tail Light and Horn. Pebble Grained, French Speeds . . . . . . . . . . . .... 4 speeds forward and one

Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Touring Car. Finished. reverse on one lever.

Seating Capacity . . . . ..7 persons. Frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cold Rolled Nickel Steel. Gem's . . - . - - - - - . . . . . .. Chrome Nickel Steel. oll

Weight. . . .. . .2600 lbs. 180,000 lbs. tensile strength. tempered. 212.000 lbs. ten

“'heel Baa ..114 inches. Axles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Front Nickel Steel. drop sile strength.

Tread. ..56 inches. forged, "l" Beam Spring Bearings . . . . . . . . . . . .. Annular Ball~ tull type non—

(‘leurunce ..10 inches. Seats integral with Axle; adjusting. Lemoine pattern.

no Double Side Entrance Ton- rear 1% in. square, Nickel Sprag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Internal Rachet in Sprock

neau. divided Front Seats. Steel forged. at of eacn Wheel.

made of best seasoned Ash. Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..40 H. P. Vertical. 4 cylin- Bolts and Nuts . . . . . ..All Bolts and Nuts through

Poplar and Basswood. der. mechanical valves. out car. case hardened, and

Seats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sott Edged. Spring Cush- Clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Multiple Disc, running in locked with Spring Lock

ioned Seats and Backs, oil. self-contained. no end Washers and Cotter Pins.

width. tront, 19 in.. depth. thrust on bearings. Gearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Speed up to 50 miles an hour.

ACME) MOTOR CAR COMPANY, I - Reading, Pa.

To try an Acme is

to buy an Acme

Acme Motor Cars
p'ove on actual, practical road demonstration every

essential feature of advanced and perfected autos

mobile engineering today.

The Acme claims of superiority are based on these

cardinal points:

liiglmsl Dower in Droporlion 10 Weight

Highest Eliiciency Ease oi Control Denuiy oi Design

Strength and Compnclness Smooth. Quiet Running

GUARANTEED FOR 365 DAYS

Acme Motor Cars are built entirely and wholly by the

Acme Motor Car Company, which means there are no

bought parts for assembling—n0 unknown quantities.

TYPE XIV—$2750. Of the same practical construc

tion as type XV. Greatly improved in arrangement and

larger body than last year. Three Speed Sliding GearTrans

mission 30 Horse Power, 4 Cylinder Vertical Engine.

Speeds up to 50 miles an hour. Demonstration by ap

poiniment.

indestructible.

 

 

 

III B

ill]
Q Q T": SIMDLE CAR”

\ %

 

 

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE CAR

lN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and miiniain.

“Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody. Mass" U. S. A.

Built

  

Carpenter

Nickel-Chrome Stools.

Crankshafis and Axles forged only in Slab Form, slotted

and finished to size; then oil treated in our Projectile

Department. Shafts and Axles thus made of our No. 1

AUTO NICKEL-CHROME STEEL average:

Tensile Strength,

Elasilo llmll,

130,000 lbs.

114,000 lbs.

Elongation, - - - - 19%

Reouolloooiiroa, - - - 60%

SPECIAL ALIFOYED STEELS

or

GEARS, SPRINGS, VALVES, FOBG|NGS, ETO.

THE BillPElllEll STEEL 00MPANY,

Works: Reading, Pa. New York Office: 1 Broadway.
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Col. Sprague’s Exhibits at the Shows.
AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN,

Space No. 168 Concert Hall

AT 69th STREET ARMORY, -

Space 54 Gallery.

AT CHICAGO SHOW,

Space 140 Gallery.

The Shrague

Auto Inns.
'I'he Sprague Idea,

Made the Sprague Way

OUR NEW TOR—See the curved irons on the bows. This is the only right way to makelhe bows; they are straight on the Ir wer ends.

The drop forgings will stay in place, and they make a neat, substantial job. See them at the shows. Send for our catalogue.

THE SPRACUE UMBRELLA 60-. ' . Norwalk, Ohio.

  

 

  

  

 
 

 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

SOLID TIRES
IMPORTANT

The Successful Commercial Vehicle Tire must be cured in one piece, with its retaining

device (no matter of what variety) vulcanized into the tire as a part.

OTHERWISE THE ATTACHMENTS RUST.

'RUBBER

The wires in a TURNER ENDLESS SOLID are rust proof being imbedded in the tire.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

Branchel:—BOSTON, NEW YORK, CLEVELAND, DETROIT, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CHICAGO,

DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS
MADE FROM SELF-HARDENIBO STEEL

‘l "W

,rq—_

TWO PAIRS 0F CHAINS IN 75,000 MILES.

EALING, Lounorr, February lg, 1905.

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd.

Dear Sirsz—We are using a Napier Car for conveying our “ RISIN’ SUN ” METAL POLISH throughout ENGLAND, calling at the various stations en route to

replenish the loads. We estimate the at has now covered a distance of 75,000 miles in about three years and five months, runn‘ng daily with scarcely any delay, the

only renewals worth mentioning were Brasus to Pinon, Chains only once (BRAMPTON'S), tyres frequently, CONNOLLY’S large solids have proved the moat durable.

Yours faithfully, JOHN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain if you order it that way, and it won’t cost you or the manufacturer any n ore tlan

an inferior chain the kind that breaks and stretches and have to be replaced eve. y few hundred miles. All standard sizes in stock to fit

American and Foreign cars

We are Sole United States Agents for this Line of Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Siles.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

~ MANUFACTURER JOBBER

CHARLES E. MILLER EXPORTER AND I’MPORTEIQ,

HOME OFFICE: 97-99-10] Reade Street, New York City, N. Y.

BRANCHES: Broadw and 38th Street. New York. I‘hlladelphia. Pa.—318~320 N Broad 5t.

Bolton. Man.— 2-204 Golumbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—408 Erie Street.

  

 

MICHELIN

 

 

Used on 90% of the high-grade American

and European cars.

MORE PURE RUBBER, THEREFORE MORE RESILIENT.

° THEREFORE LESS WEAR AND TEAR ON THE ENGINE

AND

CARRY MORE GUARANTEED WEIGHT PER'WHEEL

THAN .ANY OTHER PNEUMATIC TIRE MANUFACTURED.

THINK IT OVER.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.,

E. D. WINANS. Gen'l Mgr.

Telephones-g 52‘; } Madison Square, New York. 6 West 29th Street, New YOYk

BRAA 0115s 11v ALL LARGE cums.
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r Self-starting from the Seat w

“Matheson”

“America’s Finest Motor Car ”

1906 Models—4o—45 and 60—65 H.P.

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

 

 

 
 

our New factory new building, in WILKES-BARRbEl, PAlganllige'tzgagése MATHE 80 N MOTOR CAR co

We will move into this new pighgteslzoz‘idjarzxyTfiISZ. “Name; Tmfil then . . . . ' . . . - . . . . . . . . . . - . Holyoke, M898.

L Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. 1

Motrin! Post for Motorboats THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING (:0N S O

T

O 0

P

o 5 OPEN HEARTI'I STEEL BILLETS
A T

s 1' Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

0 5 Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel
L E Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers’ Sets

E S

N General Electric Welding under Thompson

E 5‘ Electric Welding Patents _

M - . .

N E Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

0 IE and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

(1 E SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

o 5 Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

' DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.
H I I G a s o I e n e L o c k v a I v e PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL, BRASS and COPPER

LOOK YOUR ENGINE BEFORE YOUR BOAT IS STOLEN PLATING' TINNING, GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

Delivered any part of United States, $5.00

JAN " 5" STE ' "ME" 8" 0° "' P“ "Y Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, comm.

PHILADELPHIA (mm WANT-n) PENNSYLVANIA

  

 

 

 

 

 

will be found on Rambler, Glide, Dur yea

and other cars

At The Shows.
Just our regular construction.

. ‘ Nothin unusual or outside of what we make ever to .

At Chicago show we’ll be in the Coliseum—

Annex—Gallery.

‘ ' __ ~ _ ‘ _ r > , . As well as on the cars named and others.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO., 1233 Michigull Ave., Chicago.
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THE STANDARD ANIERIDAN GDDLER.

THE WHITLOOK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANOERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full duty.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

TH E ONLY CELLULAR OOOLERS MADE

IN AM ERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

I906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efficiency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coo‘ers of the HIQHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting

TNE WNITLDDK DDDLERS
continuously for the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906.

THE WHITLOOK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

HARTFORD, conm.

     

mu)an

Pressed Steel Wheels.

SOME OF THEIR

ADVANTAGES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pervious to Rust. Will

not Dish oi- Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

THE MIDGLEY MFG. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

THE 1906

DUQUESNE
Four-Cylinder Runabout is a Winner

Light

Strong

Roomy

Powerful

90inch wheelbase. Four-Cylinder. Four-Cycle. Air-Cooled.

Made of the best material obtainable, and strictly high

' grade in every particular. .

Starts from the seat by a foot lever, no cranking.

Full control on steering column, no side levers.

Speed, 40 miles per hour.

Price, complete with cape top, $2,000.00.

Duquesne Construction Co.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

  

 

 

 

E AUTsum omoe

z$ High Class Touring Cars.6 Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills.I906 Models ready December I5th.

16 H. P. $2000. 25 H. P. $2500. 40 H. P. $4500.

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

 

l623 BROADWAY,

_

“The A. B. I}. of Electricity"
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard 01 understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Cents Per copy.

THE IAIITOR WORLD PUBLISHING BDNPANY,

I54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

NEW YORK
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[Ring Automaile Tops “ i, p

The best possible tops al the lowest possible priccs. . - The o>is n'm or -' I . '5"... 1 ,

.. 3;, t1 so P lantPart ’ ‘ {flat Automobile

  

 

  

of the equipment of the upto

date automobile. If you wantone with plenty of style, light

in weight, yet strong and dur

able, investigate the KINGline. It is the most complete

on the market. Any style, any

color, any size, made for any

machine. Get ourcatalogue,

' is d "s a u:Va-lllrllllllgt plirirchpalsleeelsae‘thYe. A I o I s M I T H co l

I King Manufacturing Co., - - Springfield, 0. “Mame, w,,,_
Prompt Shlpmentl Guaranteed.

  

  

  
»’v ...,, 4- v

 

 

 

 
 

Parsons’ Manganese Bronze Gasungs. lwtare oreoaregaggpgjggglgugnayggg1906 Furious

_..' .- '2 Thousands of our -- I I 7

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile manufac- ii

turers.

  

Have vou secured our prices?

Sole Makers

T“ “"“W‘ “A” “ 8°“ 8"" “ “N” THE M. SEWAIII] SUNS GUMPANY, New Haven Conn.

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.

"ill "901$le fliers 1""‘a' flononnuou

 

 

 
 

 

  

consistingI of z or 4cylinder Motor,(|o to 40 H. P.) assem

bled wit _ our Friction Ring Clutch. and Shah Drive

Transmission, is a superb outfit for your car. Sold in

combination or scplrately.

' . “‘r' OURBEGT DESIGN

' . LIGHT WEIGHT

c ' HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

t ‘ mono PRICE

Feed oil with absolute certainty, in adjustable, meas

ured quantities, regulated by_ the operator without stop

ping the motor, and at intervals proportionate to the

speed of the motor. No valves to clog. They do not

employ gravity, nor- pressure, but shoot the oil to the

bearings. Oil thickened by cold does not stop their

perfect operation. Smoke is prevented. Ask for printed matter. AVIIIII INFERIOR IMITATIUIIS

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

00-, 240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - - CHICAGO ILL.

Austin Aye" Chicago, u_ SI A_ K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Representative.

 

 
 

 

 

“Automobile Brand”I

Aluminum

Castings.
The Right Sort

at the Right Price .

  

 

  

" AUTO

WREN

The wrench that gets them. Does your 196 iii contain it? mes...” “one Fee e“... m, BEAR...“

THE BILLINGS & sPEnotn 00., nannn, Bonn. llliIlT MFE- IND FUUNBBY lili- PMISMII. Pa.
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AND AVOID ALL LAMP TRounles.

No cleaning of generators: No water needed;

Light always ready; Lixht steady on roth roads;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical;

carbide supply to carry; Burn us many lights as de

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No

GET A CATALOG.

The iioneentrated Acetylene 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. of New York.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

1&0 West 38th Street, New York.

The Grout Gasoline Bar
“for I906.

Send for Particulars.

GRUIIT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE 00.,

ORANGE, MASS.

odor.

 

  

 

 

  

" i My“) i As “IL" 1679 Broadway

ii " ll SPlT FIRE. 'h'l l1

Sim-FIRE Plugs "$2.! 0.], Ask yoirbifilfli
WIII: us for New Booklet of 1905 Mnsler Igmlion Ou fiza.

A uramnbilr S/rmu, Space 203,]mmary 131/1 to 2011:, inc/urine.

S'nnngtield Top v > y ,
poem4m

ALUMINUM ' * ' ‘

BODIES. '

Iiody Go. 'y,’ - “gm .15 r
3" limit his", _. AV!“ I iTHE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL."

SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50" below

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN. _

Air cooled. 16 horse power developed. Beautiful In

design and finish. Elly riding. Speedy. Durable and

MARION MOTOR OAR CO., 'llliilllllriiLIS, liiil

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

 

 

The

  

 

Hindley Steering Gear

ABSENCE OF BACKLASH

SMOOTHNESS OF ROTATION

EASE OF OPERATION

ABSOLUYE CONTROL 0]" CAR

cal with steering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships

when you order your new car, specify the Hindley

MORSE, WILLIAMS 8 CO.

West End Trusi Building, - -

NEW YORK

W‘IV: Ira/1' Ia set you at {he Madison Squar! Gard-'1:

(Pat. 1890

Springfield Metal _'-. -‘ ‘ /

Sringtisld. Mass.

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING

zero Fahr. Put up In IO—lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

CARBOXDAIE CHEMICAL CO , - Carbondale. Pa.

PRICE, SIBOO.

dependable. We build it.

design and maier'al are identi

Stecring Gear.

ENGINEERS

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

Name: . _

Addressm

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor “(Merle

‘ur one year, commencing with the issue 0LA,

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

There is only one way to know your

speed—accurately ! Attach a J 0 n e s

Speedometer to the dash of your car.

This instrument is the most necessary

automobile accessory in use to day and

therefore should be the first item on the

list, for your new car’s equipment.

JONES SPEED'OMETER

62 West 32d Street, - NEW YORK.
 

 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF
. -

Automobile Engineers

Inca orllld. 148 WEST 58th STREET.

nder personal direction of

Fret. Cliss. E. Lucite, ILE. Pli.ll_,Sclieol of Engineers, Columbia University

Departments include machine tool and forge sho s, assemb

ling and test shops with every type at motor; also aborstories

completely and specially equipped to teach all component parts

oi automobiles. Day and evening class.

Special Course for Owners.

 

  
 

 

 

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers oi all ltinds are in osiiion to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while xceptional

Transtrtahon Facilitiel place them in touch with all the

Great arkets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Tnverscs Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, writs

M. V. RSICI-IIARRS Landcand Industrial Agent,

ouinern way ompan Washin on D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, in Broadway, iiw York itv:

The Baldwin Chain Company

— MAXI -

Automoblle Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

Baldwin cnni & Mfg. Co.,
Worcester. Mass , U.S A.

  

'0.OW...”WM

‘Tnunmn one
THE F. n. STEARNS co.,'

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. 8. A

WWWOOO;

ithTT RDLLERBEflPJNGS

TURN FRICTION mro ENERGY

HYflTT ROLLER BEfiRlNG COHPflNY

HfiRRlSON NEW JERSEY

APE YOU FROM HISSOUPI?
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TRANSMISSION GEARS?
What is more important than selecting the right one ?

we are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y,

Kinzslnn Barhurelur.
OVER 31,000 I” USE

. Patented Mayra, 1903.

J Other Patenu

’ (I l a .

  

 
 

How AIIIlYIiuI Balte Ii Is?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT AIIETEI.

will tell you.

Guaranteed, and the price is right.

head for catalogue and trade dis

lcoun S. l

Volt Ammuler, $5.00. lIIIIIIlteI. $3.50

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELEOTBIO 00., Inc.

MERIDEN, CONN

ff/lfi/[fffrfiffl-l'l/B/f/él

BESTMADE FOR ' .

AUTOMOBILE cansmucrmu. ' 'l

SEND SPEClFlCATlONS < - "

wr. .Quorr. PRICES .. ~

Shtgtltgtttlhtit U3.

  

RANDS MFGCO.
MACOMB o eraueIAn s . armour. MIC"
raw-"Iv WHEELER MA FACTURINO COMPANY  

 

 

Pending.

   

 

 

KlNllllN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steerlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces. etc.

, time _- ,
."I MUFFfiFEr __ #01" i"

  

,

"I, al'JIIYU

  

smut“ amus-aw‘(Ok‘ivuuum.

 

 
 

BINIIE, KINGSTON I OO., Koiomo, IIIII., U. S. A.

GRAY»is DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR lsEqulpped With Them.

 

AMESBURY. MASS

I THE BEST FOR IGNITION PURPOSES

OOLIIMBIA ORY OELLS
Ct l .NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0_ I aaogue

SPEFJiLQEllLRJlQEFTS "'AMUND 9“le WITHERBEEEBATTERY

Send

for

  

  

- Replace your worn out chain with S I I 'II' Pl 0,, p0,,,,,,0:,,,,c°"t'ad Ba§'§},,,,,,,,,,_ a “ DIAMOND," which fits II V68 8 gm IIIII III OIII

drive-ragweed o I LE R anrordmfipfiw- any standard sPmkm- WITHERBEE IGNITION co

e I - 'I

All"? Brass 8‘ AIllmlmlm C0” fill", "'“h- DIAMOND OI'IAIN 8r MFG. OO.. INDIANAPOLIS 54! West 43d Street, New York
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See H106 Model “WHITNEY” GHAINS at the Automobile Shows.

Thousands of

Chains have been

damaged by

interferences

and unfavorable

conditions.

In the future

we hope for

Sprockets better

than the average

of the past.

Send for our new _

Catalog

and see instructions

about lubrication

and care

of a chain.

In designing your

car select

the chain you

consider right and

leave plenty of

space

for a wider and

larger chain.

DETACHABLE TYPE—PATENTED.

Are your Sprockets

cut to the correct

bottom diameter

with cutters correct in

form?

Are your Sprocket

teeth too wide and

too straight on

the sides?

Have the sharp

corners of your

sprocket teeth been

removed after

cutting? 7

Are your sprockets

in line?

As a manufacturer

do you inspect every

sprocket by comparing

it, with a correct

model

or do you

accept anything so long

as it has the right

number of teeth?

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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MORGAN ziWRIGHT TIRES

ARE. qoonTiRizs

  

 
 

 

  

CLINCHER BAILEY TREAD DUNLOP

These Tires Have Mel THE AUTUMUBIIIST’S Idea of What a Really

6000 Tire Should Be.

They have commanded popular favor THROUGH SHEER FORCE OF MERIT

They have earned—and will occupy——a BIG place in the 1906 auto tire business.

IEF'We invite the most thorough and candid investigation on the part of every tire user who believes that he has a right to

expect a full dollar's worth of tire SERVICE in return for every dollar of cost

NEW YORK SHOW SPACES,

Madison Square Garden, No. 83. 69th Regiment Armory, No. 4|.

MORGAN 6t WRIGHT. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK iUptowni—~214 W. 47th St. CLEVELAND—347 Huron St. ST. LOUIS—538 Vandeventer St.

‘ “ lDowntowni~17 Warren St. DAYTON—417 E. 5th St. DENVER—1562 Broadway.

SYRACUSE—ZlZ-ZH S. Clinton St. DETROIT—265 jefierson Ave. _ SAN FRANCISCO-1067 Missmn St.

BOSTON—228 Columbus Ave. MINNEAPOLIS—7l7-7l9 Hennepin Ave. LOS ANGELES—940 S. Main St.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Vine St: ATLANTA—35 Edgewood Ave. PORTAND—Bo 6th St.

4-CYLINDER

M O D E L G

WATERLESS

The pioneer builders of air-cooled cars.

Present model G the most satisfactorily

cooled automobile ever made. It is also

THE HIGHEST OF ALL HIGH

GRADE CARS

35-40 H. P. Prlce, $4,000.00

Exceptionally roomy and luxurious; ample power and speed maintained under all conditions of weather and roads.

~

Fitted with either tonneau Or limousine bodies.

We shall exhibit at Madison Square Garden only in New York, January l3th to 20th, our full line of four

cyiinder and two-cylinder pleasure cars, also a large line of gasoline commercial cars.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO. - - SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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T08EllE|l8°éAN|l USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

w We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

 

 

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made

from one of the following named manufacturers, who are

licensed to manufacture or sell under the G 8:] Patents:

G & .1 Tire Go. _GoodyearTire&Rubber (‘20.

Hartford Rubber Works (‘30. Fisk Rubber 630.

Morgan & Wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich ('20. Vehicle Tire 630.

Diamond Rubber ('30. Qontinentaleaoutchouc Go.

0&JIIRE Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Autocar

Control

is simple, easy and abso~

lutely reliable- It is far in

advance of any other motor

car control yet devised, and

is, in itself, of such import

ance and advantage as to

make The Autocar the most

desirable car on the market—

American or foreign.

Throttle and spark are ac

curately and positively gov

erned by the grips in steer—

ing wheel: An exclusive

Autocar idea that appeals to

novice and expert alike; and

particularly to the man who

desires to drive his own car.

The Autocar driver is free

from complicated apparatus.

Guidance and speed-regula

tion are simultaneous; and

the control Of the car be

comes as natural and auto

matic as walking.

The clutch is operated by

a foot-pedal. Another foot

pedal controls the brake.

The gear shift lever, out

side ear-body, gives ready

control of speed changes.

The emergency brake is con

trolled by a second outside

lever, interlocked with the

clutch; applying the brake

throws out the clutch, ren

dering the motor powerless

to move the car.

 

 

 

The Autocars are exhib

ited in New York only at

Madison Square Garden

 

 

TYPE XII. Five Passengers. $2,600.

Four cylinder vertical motor—24 James Watt horse power (26 h. p. on test)

Shaft drive. Sliding-gear transmission. Three speeds and reverse. 100-ineh wheel base.

56-inch tread. 32"x-i" Fisk “Heavy Car" type tires. Internal and external hub brakes—no

brake on driving shaft. Holley vaporizer, Autocar type, at side of crank case. (.‘oii radiator.

(‘Tlrinnk shaft bearings oiled directly. Speed 40 miles. Climbs grades up to 15% on direct

u ‘re.

Big, broad and luxurious—extraordinary in road-covering and hill-climbing ability—unex

ampied reliability—with exclusive simplicity of control. and moderate in price. The logical

Selection 01' the greatest number of touring ear-buyers.

  

TYPE X. Two Passengers. $I,OOO.

Two horlzontll-opposed cylinders, in front—l2 James Watt horse power ( I 3 h . p. on test)

Shaft drive. Sliding gear transmission. Three speeds and reverse. 76-inch wheel as

oggisnech Htgfigd.‘2g'gz3;_Fiskt‘gielztv‘y-ear”[typeltires Mechanical (gelar-driven) oiier on 0230i

. y ' izera rg ronto moor. d 35 t 40 .15% on direct drive. Spec 0 m les Climbs grades up to

HigherThe best Runabout; made better and standardized.

powered and changed from left-hand lever steer to right-hand wheel

steer with characteristic Autocar Control.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE AUTOGAR 00., Ardmore, Pa.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

" eliabflil
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The Largest Factory in the World

Devoted to the Manufacture»

of High Powered Automobiles

now in cOurse of construction will be taxed to the full limit of its capacity

to meet the extraordinary demand for the magnificent

50 H. P.

TAS FLYER
"‘Q‘N?“ __L'\j

  

The story is the same in every big city in the country—the complete supremacy of

this wonderful car conceded on every hand and agents begging for a larger allotment.

There is nothing accidental about this extraordinary enthusiasm. It is the logical outcome

of years of painstaking experience and preparation, culminating in a car which represents the

most costly and the most perfect possible construction throughout. The 1906 Thomas

marks the arrival of the long-expected American car which will wrest supremacy from the

finest foreign product. Just one indication of its marvelous efficiency is the fact that

Every Stock Thomas is Guaranteed to Show

Sixty miles an hour before leaving the Factory.

We are merely consulting your own interests when we advise you to get in touch with

the nearest Thomas representative at the earliest possible moment.

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

1416 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licenged Alimmnhlle Manufacturom
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“EASILY THE BEST

15=20 H. P., $3,000.

  

’I‘YI’E H. I4OCOMOBILE

ficamlile
BUILT OAR IN AMERICA."

30=35 H. P., $5,000,

'~

{30-235 H. P. 85,000.

  

Tof and Luggage Carrier extra.

   

SPECIFICATIONS OF 1906 MODELS.
 

Type ‘4 E " Locomobrle_I5-20 H. P.
   

PRICE, $3.000, ready for touring.

EQUIPMENT, 5 brass lamps, horn, tire carrier. set of tools,

extra. parts, Jack, lock box for tools and lubricants.

BODY, double side entrance seatin 5; extra wide doors; fitted

with top irons; color and strip ng optional.

MOTOR, 4-cylinder, 3% Inch bore, 4% Inch stroke.

CAM SHAFTS, hardened (orglngs; all cams Integral.

CRANK SHAFT, machined from one solid forging.

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical lubricator.

CARBURETER, automatic, with balanced throttle valve.

GOV RNOR, centrifugal type, prompt and positive in action.

IGNI ION, make-and-bresk.

MAGNETO, low tension, our own design and manufacture.

ALUMINUM PAN. placed underneath the machinery.

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet.

CLUTCH, cone type with ample surface.

TRANSMISSION, 3 forward speeds and reverse.

DRIVE, double side chains.

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

mission.

RUNNING BRAKE, double acting type, metal to metal.

EMERGENCY BRAKES, Internal expansion. metal to metal.

COMBINED BRAKE AND SPROCKET DRUM—Bolted to each

rear wheel spoke.

AXLES, "1" section hand-welded axles.

RUNNING BOARDS, rubber covered and brass bound.

TIRES, 32 inch x 4 inch on all four wheels.

WHEEL BASE, 93 inches.

CONTROL, spark and gas levers on steering wheel.

 
 

fype “ I1 ” Locomobile-30-35 H. P.

ESbfiE'M‘éaS‘h' £61“ “'1 ‘°“"“%, rass amps, orn, tire carrier,
extra parts, Jack, lock box for tools and Iubricagetg. or too“.

BODY. double side entrance seating 5 to 7; fitted with to
irons; extra wide doors; color and stripin optional p

MOTOR, 4_cylinder, 4% inch bore, 5% inch stro e. '

CAM SHAFTS. hardened forgings; all cams integral
CRANK SHAFT, macnined from one solid forging I

LUBRICATOR, large mechanical Iubricator. '

auitFJmaltic. with balanced throttle valve.

, cen r uga ty e, rom trimkefind-break}? p p and positive in action.

, ow tension, our own design and manufALUMINUM PAN, is placed underneath the machingi-ivlm'

FRONT FENDERS, have inner wings extending to bonnet

statesmen“ ample ‘
orwar s eeds and .DRIVE. double side chains. p reverse

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT, between clutch and trans

mission.

RUNNING BRAKE double acting ty e, metal t(E385gfiféflgYBFBEQEE/fkgntgrnal cexpiinsion. megalnigtariietal

. PRO KET _ 'rear whee! spoke. DRUM Bolted to each

.36hashél’éfigtéogshandggvelded axles.

, ru er covered and bTIRES, 34 inches x 4% Inches on all {our whereai'ss.s bound.

WHEEL BASE, 106 Inches.

 

      

For 12c in stamps we will mail 12 souvenir postal cards showing various views of the LOCOMOBILE in the Vanderbilt

Cup Race, making the best showing of any American car in any International contest. For 100 In stamps we will mail a

five-color poster showing the LOCOMOBILE finishing the race. Printed matter of 1906 cars on application.

The acocamabile Company Of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK, Broadway Ind 76H: BY._

PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. BM 8!.

Member Association a/ Licnuvd

A ulamobr'lz Manufacturer!

BOSTON, 15 Berkeley 5t.

CHICAGO. 1864 Michigan Ave.
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HUTQMQBILES

FOR 1906

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P.

 

  

Price, $2,000.

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive. Shaft, bevel gear.

Frame. Pressed Steel.

' Wheels. 32x4

Wheel Base. 101 incnes.

Transmission. Sliding gear.

Front Axle. Solid-Forged.

Ground Parts. Allcylinders,pistons,piston rings,

crank shafts, valves, universal

couplings and transmission shafts.

Equipment. Five lamps, horn, tools and stor

age battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Better
 

get in line now.

C. H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO

DETROIT, MICH.
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We will Exhibit in Madison Square Garden Automobile Show January 13-20. Space No. 39.

The “Matheson” touring car is designed to compete principally with the very finest and highest

priced cars of foreign make. Its exceptional qualities and superior operation can only be fully appre

ciated by actual comparison with others, part for part, and by actual long-distance road

demonstration. It is, without any exception, far and away the most thoroughly mechanical, the

strongest built, the most powerful, the fastest, the handsomest and the most completely equipped car

- on the market to-day.
  

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES:

 

Self-starting from the seat ' Four copecially powerful brakes; two are water-cooled.

Make-antl-brcak ignition with magneto. Hill-pawl prevents car backing down grailc.

Four-cylinder vertical engine. lrrcvcrniblc stwring gear.

All valves in the head mechanically operated. Axles, special nickel-stool for'gings; I-beam pattern.

Valves never require rcgrinding. Nit-kcl-stccl frame, cold rolli-il pres-soil.

All valve-actuating mechanism, on top of engine quickly accessible. Flexible reciprocating rotary spring suspension, eliminating all torsional

. strains on front and rt'lli‘ springs.
‘Ehsence 0' ‘lhmflnn' Long half-ciliptic springs front and

Solar-Icon in operation. ” Na...

. , u ’

Automatir, “hie-range. multiple npra; America 5 FinCSt M0t0i' Car. Radium“ hnneycomb “no”

carburetor; will stay adjusted and l

\'3P"r12*‘ any grad!" 0‘ ga""'1\‘ne- (lanolcne tank. capacity 20 gallons.

Ania-'23:.“ “peed “mum h) H“ l 99 Metal pan underneath car.

Automatic lubrication, multiple. posl- Til-fl. 3,; x 4 inch” "Gm; 36 x 41";

live. force feed. inches rear.

Clutch, multiple-disc, metal to metal. , “'hecl base, 40-45 H. l’.. 112 inches.

p '1

“'ill run thousands of miles with- 6043..) H_ 1," HS mohmt

out adjusting.

 
 

 

 

  

, - . ‘ SirIc-entrancc aluminum bodies, su
sudlii‘c'xklfiegav‘lmnsm“38‘0". c h r O m t H‘ P' H' P. pertily finished: thr- unparalleled

. )r ltl‘llnn if .I. M. ulnliy & Po.

Roller hearingn on all wheels. With Complete Equipment Below. ‘8‘,',‘., 3,,,.,,..‘_,,u,,g,., hummus“.
Double (.‘haln drive. ’ _ i ’i ’ — v ’ upholstered.

Extra large bearings throughout. insuring long life. Weight, 40-45 H. P.. 2.980 Hm; 60-65 H. P.. 3.160 lbs.

Hess-Bright (imported) ball bearings on transmission shafte, iiil'fcrentlalfipccd guarantor-d: 40-4-5 H. P.. 60 miles pi-r hour. 60-65 H. P.. 70 miles per

shafts, steering knuckles. and in clutch actuating flil't'llllllit-iiii. hour. Geared for greater speed, it (losiri-ri. ' ‘

Our Complete Equipment Consists of

Cape-Carter top. 'I'oilct set or comb. brush, mirror, Truli’ault-Hartlord shock absorbers, Reserve tank lubricating oil.

Storm curtains, whisk broom and soap ease. Acetylene generator or gas tank, , Joni-:4 i,)rloiiivtcl"Speedometer.

Standing glass front. Tool and accessory lock drawers. Acetylene headlights, oil side \Yati-r-gaugc.

Detachable folding seats. with Folding baggage rack. lamps. tail lamp. Dashboard 8-day clock

1823' bucks. 'i‘irc irons for carrying extra Large dragon horn. Monogram on doors.

Foot cushions. tires at side of car. (“himo horn. Complctc not tools anv

Mats front and rear, ‘ Tircv covers, waterproof, Gasolcnc gauge, tin- rcpair outlit,

Large leather wallet. Coat rail. Grademoti-r, Extra parts, etc.

Complete catalogue giving lull details mailed on request.

HATHESON HOTOR CAR CO., _ = - - WiLKES-BARRE. PENN.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. (Formcr'y Holycke, Mm.)

N. 8.—0ur new lactory In one oi the largest and most mrdern automobile plants in the world.

m
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Oldsmobile Model 3- Oldsmobile Model L.

Price $2250. Price $1250.

You are cordially invited to

inspect our exhibit at Madison

Square Garden, January 13-20.

If you can’t come, write

today for new book on Model

S—just off the press.  

Oldsmobile Model B. ' Oldsmobile Model B.

Straight Dash, Price $650. _ Curved Dash, Price $650.

QWEW'

01.05 MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich. u. s. A.

  

 

(- - r

Member A. L. A. M.cur coupon an: ——— UchupON Hz" ’ * JY

CATALOGUE coupon i CALENDAR coupon moron TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS QLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH. LANSING, Mch. u LANSING, MICH

“
:

Kindly send me information regarding cars cthlurd. E Enclosed find l0 cents, for which send your Art § Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

I am “Iterated- : Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for fiam- cl: TALK a ma aline devokd ‘0 au‘omobili “m ,0

Model B. A .. Delivery Cars.... g . . . I g i 8 “8' '

Modfl S. > H Passenger 8 ing) for 1906. Design by George Gibbs. 3 m: for I ea! K7

[1 Model L... Traffic Cars. . t. E ’5 y I

0

Name 0
l1ame '" Namc _ 

Address v H Address V V >7 - Address "a

_. . w H. > >7 . l , . .... _ _ \_ n___ . _V_,__ V ,v V _ n V______,,_ r.__._...._r.._l.__._.."mu-mm
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AMERICAN ICCIIMIITIVE

MCTCB CAR
BERLIET

A

TOURJOURS PRE l‘.

  

Sizes 24-30 and 40-45 Horsepower.

Built under BERLIET Licccce.

Recognized Leading Foreign Car. Selected by our

Engineers to reproduce in this country.

Using French materials and methods

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE SHOW,

69th Regiment Armory, 26th Street and Lexington Ave.

AMERICAN LCCIIMCTIVE AUTCMCBILE CCMPANY
I776 Broadway, New York.

N
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.316 Fig“? IERICTION‘DRIVE

() 0 BUCKBOARD

WITHIN

YOUR

REMARKABLE 1'7"} GRASP
MOTOR CAR ‘ ~ A

FOR

MADE BY THE "

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING

WALTHAMMASS. U.S.A.

  

THE BEST SELLING PROPOSITION IN AMERICA

Write for Terms of Agency and for Catalogue telling the Storv
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The Haynes has many exclusive features that assure for it a wonderfully low maintenance and

up-keep expense.

In a 6,000 mile trip, made in early winter, from Kokomo, Ind., to New York and Boston via

Albany, returning over the Allegheny Mountains by the National Road, the repair expense was but

$1.50.

Roller-bearings throughout, make the loss of power between the motors and rear tires less than

10 per cent, and account for the ease with which the car went up the longest and steepest grades in

crossing the mountains.

The Haynes exclusively has roller-bearing engines; a Master Clutch with no wearable surfaces,

which takes hold without jerking; a transmission that positively prevents burring and stripping of gears;

and a roller pinion and rear axle that overcome every objection to shaft driven cars.

Other exclusive Haynes features are given in our new catalogue. For prompt attention address

Desk 66.

  

flod l “0' Four-Cylinder Touring Car.

Cylinders cast in pairs 41,4x5 in., 28 to 30 H. P.

Transmission, cooling system, lubrication, master

clutch, shaft drive, universal joints, sprocket, roller

pinion and roller-bearings and body same as on

Model 97-inch wheel base. 4-inch tires. Ton

rzeau scaling three persons. Four to 40 miles an

hour on high speed. Price, $2,250, I. o. b. Kokomo.

Full equipment.

l'iodel "R" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.

Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinders cast

separately. 5%:(6 inches, 50 H. P. An exclusive

transmission that absolutely prevents stripping of

gears. Positive cooling system. Individual and

special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

and takes hold without jerking. Shaft drive. Ex

clusIVe universal Joints that prevent wear on pins.

S rocket and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear Axle.

l exclusive. Roller bearings throughout. 108-inch

wheel base, 54-inch tonneau, seating five people.

Four to 60 miles an hour on high gear. Weight.

2,750 pounds. Price, $3,500, I. o. b. Kokomo. Full

equipment.

   

  

“The Car The Repairman Seldom Sees”

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Chicago, 1421 Michigan Ave. KOKOMO, IND.

Members A. L. .\. M.

New York, I75l Broadway
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Modern Commercial liars
(Gasoline and Electric).

Trucks, Delivery Wagons, Omnibuses and Sight-Seeing Cars

Capacities: r to 5 Tons. 9 to 30 Passengers.

High Sliding Gear,

. Powered, Transmission,

4-cylinder, 3 speeds

Vertical and

Motor Reverse.

  

J-THN GASOLINE TRUCK.

Built for Business and Pleasure.
@ Our 4-cylinder Sixteen Passenger \Vagonette will be placed in service between the Armory and Madison Square -

Garden for the convenience of visiting agents and interested parties, absolutely free.

Powerful, Comfortable,

Quiet Running. Luxurient.

  

lZJ’ASSENGER GASOLINE \\".\(L()NETTI'I.

Look for these 1906 models at our exhibit at the Armory Show. They exemplify the highest type

of modern commercial car construction.

CAJALOGS AZVD INFO/Cll/AYIOAT 01V REQUESZ.

THE AUTl] UAR EQUIPMENT BUMPANY, Mfrs, - Bullalo, N. Y.

/
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COLUMBIA ELECTRIC BROUGHAM, MARK LXVIII.

N New York, London, Paris and other large cities Columbia Electric Broughams, Landaulets

and Hansoms are the favorite vehicles of people who demand and have the best of everything,

~ These carriages are made for private use only and no others compare with them for motive

efficiency, exclusiveness of design, perfection of detail and finish, and luxury of furnishing. For

town use they provide the ideal motor service.

At the AUTOMOBILE SHOW, MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, we are exhibiting

a complete line of these superb carriages—also the lighter COLUMBIA ELECTRICS,

VlCTORlA-PHAETON and RUNABOUTS which, in their class, are no less distinctive in

point of exclusive design, and equal superiority.

Catalogues of all Columbias, Electric and Gasolene, on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

NEW YORK BRANCH: 134-136-138 West 39th St.

CHICAGO BRANCH: 13324334 Michigan Avenue.

BOSTON: Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., 74-76-78 Stanhope St.

PHILADELPHIA: Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 N. Broad St.

WASHINGTON: \Vashington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th St. and Ohio Avenue.

PARIS: A. Bianchi, 5 Rue dc Berri.

 

Member Association of Licensed Auto Mfrs.
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MANUFACTURED BY

THE WI'IITLBBK BUIL PIPE 00.
Engineers, Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Flnlahera.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
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MANUFACTURED BY '

TllE WI'IITLOBK GOIL PIPE 00.

Englneers, Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Finishers.

Hartford, Conn" IU. 8. A.
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of the Automobile Manufacturers showing at

the “Garden” and a large percentage of those

showing at the “Armory”, using cylinders

with integrally fast wateriackets, have their

Cylinder Castings

made by

Waterbury, Conn._

CYLINDER clé'fmas.

Send patterns and we will submit

sample castings and quote prices.
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Notice to Automobile Buyers

YOU OWE it to yourself TO MAKE a careful investigation BEFORE making your selection.

Too many people buy motor cars nowadays \NITHOUT SUFFICIENT scrutiny, and ARE GUIDED

by a too implicit confidence in the advertised claims, many of which ARE NOT borne out by past rec

ords or the facts.

Paint and varnish are put on by one manufacturer about as well as by another, but paint and var

nish are but a SMALL PART of an automobile. Some motor cars resemble, metaphorically speak

ing, the Isle of Cyprus, “Fair without, but filled within by dead men’s bones.”

The POWER of an explosive motor is in direct ratio to the size of its cylinders. Cylinders with

a 5 inch stroke and a 5 inch bore. when properly constructed, DEVELOP about 10 ACTUAL horse

power. THIS IS ACTUAL HORSE POWER, not advertised horse power.

The cubical measurements of a 4x4 inch cylinder are about half of those of a 5x5, and consequently

it will develop but half the power. By using four 4x4 inch cylinders, therefore, NO EXTRA horse

power results thereby, yet there is in this amplification of parts ALWAYS a likelihood of disorder.

Perhaps you are not up in the manner of measuring the horse power of a gasoline motor. There

is NO GREATER FAKE in any industry than the horse power fake in automobile advertising.

The manner actually used for ascertaining horse power it may be well to explain. A brake is con

structed of a band with a fibre or wood lining. This band partially surrounds the periphery of the

flywheel. To one end of this band is attached a lever. The other end is held to the floor or frame of

the testing stand. A spring balance of the same form as is ordinarily used by butchers and grocers is

fastened to a hook in the floor or frame out towards the end of the lever. The revolutions of the fly

wheel exert a pulling pressure through the band and the lever on to the spring balance. The number

of pounds pulled on the spring is then computed according to an accepted formula into horse power.

The principle of the formula is so many feet of traVel of the rim of the flywheel to so many pounds

pull on the spring, figuring the length of the lever, and the result is foot pounds, there being 33,000

foot pounds to I horse power.

Where the Fake Comes In

SOME manufacturers speed their motors up at a terrific rate, and then for A SECOND or a frac

tion of a second apply pressure on the brake band, thus throwing the inertia of the flywheel, IN AD

DITION to the power of the motor, against the spring. This method, therefore, represents not only

the pulling power of the flywheel, BUT, ALSO, the additional force necessary to reduce the momen

tum. You have often watched a butcher weigh meat. He will throw a pound on his spring balance,

and before the hand has a chance to settle back into its true place he will collect pay for two pounds

from his customer. This illustrates the wrong way.

THE ONLY TRUE AND PROPER \VAY is that which is USED BY THIS COMPANY,

which is to apply the test for HOURS at a time, providing means for keeping the brake band cool.

That is why the MAXWELL Tourabout and the “Gentleman’s Speedster,” though rated by us AT

ONLY 10 HORSE POWER ACTUAL, is the EQUAL in results, hill-climbing and general road per—

formance to many cars of several times its rated horse power.
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The Evolution of the Maxwell

Doctrine—MAXWELL CARS

The Doctrine :

lst. A cylinder of 5 inch bore with 5 inch stroke is ideal for a. double opposed gasoline motor.

2d. A double opposed motor, 5x5 inches, when properly made,develops about 20 ACTUAL horse power.

3d. To use four cylinders for motors of 20 or less horse power is unnecessary, because thereby the

_ number of wearing parts is unnecessarily increased.

4th. 20 ACTUAL horse power, not momentum or flywheel horse power, is enough for every require—

ment except excessive speed or extreme fashion. Therefore. a two cylinder, 5x5 inch, double

opposed motor is the best, and IT IS AS EVENLY BALANCED AS FOUR CYLINDER

CONSTRUCTION, is very much less complicated, and much more reliable. It would take four

4x4 inch cylinders to develop the same power as two 5x5 inch cylinders properly made.

5th. Four cylinder cars appeal largely to “Fad and Fancy" only; TWO CYLINDER CARS PRO

DUCE RELIABLE SERVICE.

The unprecedented successful record of the Maxwell cars during the season of 1905 prove the

WISDOM of the above written DOCTRINE.

Reasons for the SUCCESS of the MAXWELL:

Common Sense was the motive of its construction, not the impulse of “fad and fancy.”

A 5x5 inch horizontal double opposed motor for a touring car, and a 4x4 inch for a tourabout, have been

proved the ideal types for service and reliability.

MAXWELL HORSE POWER is demonstrated by the ACTUAL CONTINUAL TEST, not by the

flash system of testing, which includes that resulting from the inertia of the flywheel. There

fore, MAXWELL HORSE POWER is ACTUAL HORSE POWER.

MAXWELL CARS ARE SPLENDIDLY MADE AS \VELL AS PERFECTLY DESIGNED.

Maxwell Features:

Multiple Disc Clutch. Bevel Gear Drive. Three Point Suspension.

No Pump. Great Reliability and Economy. Metal Bodies.

MAXWELL CARS are sold under the positive GUARANTEE that AS GOOD A CAR

cannot be sold at a lower price.
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10 H. P. MODEL L TOURABOUT.

» 1:

Per/2:11} Sim 1.0
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- J

$780 (F. O. B. Factories).

GLIDDEN TOUR.

Perfect score, 1.004 miles with

out a single adjustment, made

with Model H. FOUR FIRST

CLASS CERTIFICATES.

LONG BRANCH.

Model H won the two mile tree

for-all race for cars costing trom

$1,000 to $1,700, defeating cars a!

several time: its rated horse

power.

Model L won the tree-tor-all

handicap race. making a. mile in

1 minute 18 seconds.

. fig}

CHICAGO, ILL.

l‘.

, Mil ‘l

16-20 H. P. MODEL H TOURING CAR.

$1,450 (F. O. B. Factories).

i 7

I i; x _ . , .

16-20 H. P. LIMOUSINE.

$2,000 (F. O. B. Factorie).

MAIN PLANT, TARRY'I‘OWN, N. Y.

“CLIMB TO THE CLOUDS."

Up Mt. Washington. Model 8

won the evant and the highest

honors in its class. GOLD

MEDAL.

CAPE MAY RACES.

Model L won the runabout event

tor cars costing $1,000 or less.

Model H won the mile race for

stock cars oi! 20 h. p. or less.

POUGHKE‘EPSIE RACES.

Model L defeated the entire

field, including a. 24 h. p. Fiat, 15

h. p. White, 30 h. 9. Rec, 24 h. p.

Peerless and 20 h. p. Stoddard

Dayton.

~~ _/PAWVTUZCKET, R. I.
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“'AVERLY RACES.

Model L won the five-mile han

dicap against eight cars in the

fastest time ever made on the

track for that distance, the track

two laps to the mile, in 5 minutes

33 seconds.

PHILADELPHIA MOTOR CLUB

RACES.

Model L won in the runabout

class.

  

Model L won a special road race

betxyeen Baltimore and Washing

ton. a distance of 40 miles, in 1

hour 4 minutes, breaking the rec

ord held by a 40 h. p. car by 36

minutes. The time made by the

MAXWELL was within tour min

utes of that made by the Congres

sional Limited tver the Pennsyl

vania Railroad.

It is noteworthy that after this

sterling performance the car was

driven back to Baltimore without

its engine having been stoppi-il

since it left that city.

BALTIMORE RACES.

Model L won every race in the

meet, defeating cars of doubleits

rated power and several times its

cost.

" " ,10 H. P. GENILEMEN’S SPEEDSTER.

~ The “50 an Hour” Car. $800 (F. O. B. Factories).

!

  

---. _ ‘25:? . , _ v -

16-20 H. P. "DOCTOR" MAXWELL.

With Top, $1,375; Without Top, $1,300. $1,400 (F. O. B. Factories).

(F. O. B. Factories.)

16-20 H. P. DELIVERY WAGON.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY,
Member; American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.

fACTORIES:

; CHICAGO, lll. Main Office, TARRYTOWN, N. Y. PAWTUCKET, R. l.

WWII BRANCHES.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE, INC, MORRISON TYLER MOTOR CO., MAXWELL-BRISCOE CHASE (XL.

New York, N. Y. Boston, Mass. Chicago, Ill.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE McLEOD CO., FISHER AUTOMOBILE CO., RICHARD IRWIN & CO.,

Detroit, Mich. Indianapolis. Ind. Foreign Representative.

AGENTS DESIRING TERRITORY SHOULD APPLY AT ONCE.
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The Car for today, tomorrow and the years to come.

_Bulit by practical men.  

 
 

The one motor car powered and driven by the one practically tested reliable

air-cooled motor—with a record of 3500 miles without an adjustment to con

necting rod or bearings being necessary.

AEROCAR SPECIFICATIONS.

MODEL—A.

PRICE—$2800, f. o. b. Detroit.

BODY-"Side Entrance" Tonneau.

COLOR—Royal Blue.

SEATING CAPACITY—Five persons.

TOTAL WEIGHT—2000 ounds.

WHEEL BASE—104 inc es.

WHEEL TREAD—5-i inches. -

TIRE DIMENSIONS—Front, 4x34.

“ “ rear, 4x34.

STEERING—Worm and nut.

BRAKES—Two (rear hub) and transmission.

GASOLINE CAPACITY—20 gallons.

FRAME—Pressed stccl.

MOTOR POWER—24 h. 9.

NUMBER OF CY INDERS—Four.

CYLINDERS ARRANGED—Vertical in line.

COOLING—Air.

IGNITION—Jump spark with storage battery.

DRIVE—Shaft, bevel gear.

TRANSMISSION—Sliding gear.

CLUTCH—Leathcr-faccd cone clutch.

SPEEDS—Three speeds forward and reverse.

ROAD CLEARANCE—9 inches.

STYLE 0F TOP—Extension. -

 

DETAIL INFORMATION.

The frame ls of pressed steel. and sufficiently strong so that there is no possibility of its sagging'

or becoming distorted from the hardest possible use to which the car may be put.

The four cylinders of the motor are cast separately and are of a peculiar, symmetrical. flanged.

construction. The bore is 4 inches by 4 inches stroke. Both cylinders and pistons are made of a

special gray iron mixture. very hard, fine grained, and close. and without speck or blow hole. The

construction of piston and rings is such that it prevents an excess of lubrication accumulating on

topt of piston, obviating the usual deposit of carbon, generally found on either air or water cooled

mo era.

The crank case is in two pieces, and are fine specimens of aluminum castings. with handhole

plates, making bearings and connecting rods easily accessible to inspection.

The mechanically operated valves, located in the cylinder head, are interchangeable and made

of nickel alloy.

The crunk shaft is of generous proportions, made from high carbon steel, hammered, forged.

rough-turned and ground to size. Phosphor bronze and nickel Babbitt bearings, of ample wearing

surface, are found throughout the motor.

The commutator is placed in a vertical position, which is very accessible. Both primary and

secondary wiring are incusod in fibre tuhe.

Carburotnr is thoroughly automatic, making starting almost instantaneous and fuel consump

tion very economical.

Lubrication Is of the splash system, through the agcncy of a Hill Precision Oller.

(in addition to the peculiar construction of the cylinders to facilitate air cooling. a 15-inclu

fan Is used the six blades of which are made of sheet brass. It is carried on Hess-Bright ball

bearings. The construction of this fan is theoretically and practically correct, the blast being con

centrated directly on the cylinders. On a still day, against the wind. the fan is unnecessary. the

motor cooling entirely by the movement. of the car. Some of these motors have been run 3500 miles,

without an adjustment to the connecting rod or bearings being necessary.)

If possible, examine the Aerocar at the Automobile Shows. Let us give you a. practical demonstra

tion of its running merits.

Illustrated descriptive literature mailed on request. \Von’t you send for it.

The selling agency of the Areocar will prove a bonanza of profit. Territory going

fast. If interested write promptly.

The Aerocar Company, Detroit, Michigan
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Sle WIRE SOLID TIRES
EXCEL IN THIS TYPE.

  

THEIR RECORD IS A DIAMOND RECORD

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?

Interesting Facts as to Weights and Sizes sent on request.

THE DIAI'IOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, omo.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jeflerzon Ave. SAN mmcrsco-oos Ill-ion 8t.

BOSTON—174 Columbm Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Ollvo St. DENVER—822 Boston Building.

PHILADELPHIA—804406 N. Broad St. CHICAGO—167469 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 Fir-t Ave. B.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CLEVELAND—323 H.1ron St. ATLANTA-94 North Prior 8!.

QQPs
See our exhibits In

New York at Madlson Square Garden cnly

POPE-WAVEIILEY ELEGTRICS

Great Variety of Up-to-Date Models.

$850 to $2,500

{Pope Motor Car 00., Ind'anapolis, Ind.

1 POPE-YULEDU TOURING BARS

20 H. P., Front Entrance, . Price $2,800

45 H. P., Side Entrance, . Price $6,000

35-40 H. P., Side Entrance, . Price $3,500

And a Complete Line of Other Models.

Pope Motor car 00.. Toledo, Ohlo

POPE-HARTFORD TOURING BARS

18 H. P.,2 Cylinder, . Price $1,600

20-25 H. P.,4 Cylinder. . Price, $2,500

Pope-Tribune, new model, Price
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ST.L®UIS
1966

“ RIGS THAT RUN”

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   
 

 

   

   

TYPE XVI -

32-36 ACTUAL .H. D.——$2500.

Every AUTOMOBILE, no matter what the PRICE, STYLE or CONSTRUCTION, contains some

in its builders' estimation places it above its competitors.

some one HAS THE BEST, but a fair verdict cannot be rendered by any one man.

an entire MOTOR CAR no more than one individual constitutes a MILLION DOLLAR ORGANIZATION. An engine may be

absolutely perfect, but if the power is not transmitted correctly to the rear wheels the car is a FAILURE, and vice-versa.

To build a successful car. the manufacturer must give as much attention to the smallest details as the largest. THE ST.

LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY are the Pioneer Automobile Manufacturers of the UNITED STATES. FOURTEEN YEARS

of BUILDING EXPERIENCE has taught us CONSIDERABLE. We know the material and style of construction best adapt

ed for AMERICAN roads and CONDITIONS. We know how to manufacture intelligently and economically. WE KNOW that

TYPE XVI is equal to any AUTOMOBILE built in America. Our claim is not based upon any ONE exclusive feature. It’s

“RIGHT” all the way. Compare our specifications with cars listing from $3000.00 up. then make arrangements for demon

stration at any 01' the Coming shows. We still have some valuable territory at our disposal and our AGENCY PROPOSITION

is just as thorough as our car. _

AGENTS who have already contracted for over two-thirds of our ’06 product tell us that “TYPE XVI” will be the car

of the year. We KNEW this four months back. If you are INTERESTED, it will be a pleasure to tell you WHY.

ENGINE. 32—36 ACTUAL H. P. 4 cylinder water cooled.

IGNITION. Jump snark. Splitdorf coil. Pitsfield timer.

TRANSMISSION. Sliding train. 'i'hrce forward and reverse.

REAR AXLE. Floating type, bevel, Tlmkem roller bearings throughout.

FRONT AXLE. I section, drop forged, roller bearings.

FRAME. Cold rolled pressed steel, special stock, channel section, lull pan inundcr hood covering entire engine

individuality which,

Every manufacturer strives to have the best, and undoubtedly

ONE exclusive feature does not constitute

Storage battery and dry cells.

WHEEL BASE. 110 inches.

WHEELS. Superior duality: second growth hickory.

TIRES. 32 by 4 inches; optional.

VALVES. Mechanically operated; all interchangeable.

CARBURETTER. Float feed; automatic governor requiring no adjustment.

BRAKES. Transmission, foot and emergency lever, ii in number.

BODY. Exceptionallv roomy: will carry seven people; upholstering. general appearance and workmanship un—

sur aimed.pEQL‘lPMENT. Two brass side lights. one tail light. two head lights, full tool equipment, baggage haul, etc.

1006 CATADOG. GIVING FULL DETAILED DESCRIPTION. NOW REALY.

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

SALES DEPT: 1229 Michigan Ave,, Chicago, Ill.

Peoria, Ill.

1
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.The Six-Cylinder Ford.
    

“Always a year or two ahead." When the single-cylinder car was "it" Henry Ford produced a. double cylinder opposed motor, more powerful

and at a lower price.

When the Automobile trade finally awakened to the possibilities of the two-cylinder opposed motor Mr. Ford produced a. tour-cylinder car at

82,000 that was in a class by itself. the public having been taught to believe that such a car could only be produced at a fabulous price.

And now, having exhausted the possibilities of the four-cylinder car in a touring car class, he has introduced it into the Runabout class, and

in addition otters a six-cylinder car that is proportionately as tar in advance or all competition as his first double opposed motor.

This is a wonderful car.

First, its six cylinders, with 40 horsepower, give a latitude of speed never before accomplished in a car of its class and weight, 2,000 pounds,

From four miles per hour on a high gear up to fifty miles. j;

While one cylinder of this car will develop sufficient power to drive it alongan ordinary asp halt pavement, the whole six chinders inspire the

driver with the confidence that there is an eno rmoiis latent energy in his motor, readyéor any new demand without overloading the motor, making

It the easiest controlled and most flexible automobile motor ever built.

When you have seen this motor in operation you will fully appreciate that we have the smoothest running automobile motor in the world.

Price, $2,500.00. 9

The Ford Four=Cylinder

Runabout.

It is a. fact that thousands of these cars are

in course of construction.

Like all Ford cars, this one is a radical de

parture from previous and popularly aceeptcd

designs, and there is a reason behind every

radical idea.

Henry Ford built a four-cylinder engine for

his Runabout with feWer parts than the old<

tashioned single-cylinder engine had, and the

Ford Motor Co. have an enormous factory

that does nothing but build motors for this

Runabout, with a. capacity of 100 complete en

gines every day. . - .

The whole thing is very simple when you go . , ' ' ' ’ . . ' . V _ _

about it right. ' x ‘ ;

This is why we can build the Ford four- '" '

cylinder Runabout for $500.00.

We are making 40.000 cylinders,

> 10,000 engines,

40.000 wheels,

20,000 axles,

10.000 bodies,

10.000 of every part that .

goes into the car. Think of it! Such quantities

were never heard of belore. We buy 40,000 spark plugs—10.000 spark coils—40,000 tires—ALL EXACTLY ALIKE.

The first Runabout (Model A) we built cost $30, 000—yet we sold duplicates of that model for $750.00.

it is the quantity that counts. 0'

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich. .
Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association, Chicago 1

BRANCHES 147-149-5145; Columbus Ave., Boston; 17:: 8: I713 Broadway, New York; 727 Main St., liufialo; Bread and Buttonwood Sis, Philadelphia

- rqr; Michigan Ave., Chicago; 19:6 S. E. Euclid bi" Cleveland; 308-310 E. nth 31., Kansas City.

Canadian Trade supplied by Ford Motor Co of Canada, Ltd- Walkerville,0nt
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Automobile Axle and Annular Ball Bearing Department

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING GUMPANY

48th 8‘ Girard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Send for New Catalogue.
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Grooved Bali Thrust.

[1

Journal Roller Bearing.

  

Full Type.

  

0

“M ,y,
- Q 0 - '

m l'l r1 Pea

Journal Boiler Bearings.

ii

  

 

a ~_.._

Bevel Gear Axle.

Front Axle. Lemoine Axle.

Chain Dri ve Axle 

  

Fifi?! 0 e., ~‘~.~"Poq,5

Roller Bearing Hangers. 3““ Tim“! (‘OHM- Journal Roller Bearings.

Sleeves and Casings.

K N

1“... "j

ionoqfi'bq

  

Roller Bearing with Casing and Sleeve. Front and Rear Hubs.

STANDARD BULLER BEARING BUMPANY

48th & Cirard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Annular Bali Bearinz. song for New Catalogue. Bali Retainer.

Silent Type.
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RELIABILITY
was demonstrated in the most convincing manner

at Indianapolis, on November 16th-17th, 1905,

when a National Stock Car made 1094 3-16

miles in 24 hours, breaking the World’s Record

by 78 9-16 Miles.

 

 

At the

NEWYORK SHOW '_ CHICAGO SHOW

69th _ .. i ‘ .l Coliseum

Regiment Armory ' ' ' ' ' Spaces 76-77-78

Jan. i3ih to 20th

0 .l. >\,..
. " ', :-' 2

far" 3.51 “‘1 t"?

 

 

National, Model D, 4 cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price $3,000.

7 AN INNOVATION IN TOURING OIIRS

National, Model B, 6 Cyl., 50-60 H. P. Price $4,000.

Stylish, powerful, smooth runnnig, easily controlled. Aluminum

body, seats seven passengers comfortably, III facing forward.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHIOLE OIIIIPINY
I007 E. 22d STREET, - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

DISTRIBUTORS

Linlcott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..168 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Human 6‘: Schulz Co. .. .88th St. A Broadway. New York, N. Y.

Ralph Temple Auto 00 . . . . . . . . ..311 Mich. Ave._ Chicago, Ill.

Liberty Auto Co.... 138 Beatty St., Pittsburg, Pa.

'I‘ion. Auto Co . . . . .. .BI‘OId and Tiogn Bta. Philadelphia, Pa.

Colonial Auto C0... . . . . . . . "3944 Olive St... St. Louis, M0.

The Fisher Auto Co . . . . . ..830 N. liiinoie St... Indianapolis, Ind.

Mmber A merimn [Ha/or Car r'llanufacturrrr' Association, Chicago.

  

  

  

< ‘ Feb. an to 10m. 7

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 

  

" OIIIS'TEAM iS rm: WORLD’S STANDARD

MOTIVE POWER.

On land and on sea, steam power is recog—

nized as the most reliable, the simplest and the

safest. No power other than steam is ever ser

iously considered by engineers for important

. work. The tremendous development of elec

trical machinery has served only to increase the

importance of the steam engine which is, in

almost every electrical installation, the “prime

mover."

In adapting steam power for use in the auto

mobile, it was early found that some radical

changes would be necessary in the conventional

designs of steam machinery. The White Sys

tem, introduced in 1901, has from the first fur

nished a complete solution of the problem, as

has been abundantly demonstrated by five years’

of continuous White success.

The achievements of White cars in all en

durance and reliability contests and the notable

t0urs made each year by White owners are the

most inspiring and convincing chapters in the

history of American automobiling.

See our exhibit at Me Armory Show in [Vera York.

WHITE Nil'imihos COI‘IPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The manufacturervwho equips his cars with

W}, odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

THE VEEDER MFG. co., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclom'eters, Odometers, Tachometers,

J . Counters and Fine Castings.

 

 

10,000 MILE TIRE—MICHELIN

King of all Pneumatics

FAMOUS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

EXAMINE THEM AT

 

 

Space 145, Madison Square Garden, January 13th to 20th

 

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.

6 WEST 29th STREETrNEW YORK
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MADISIIN SQUARE GARDEN

January 13in in 201i, l9llB, Inclusive

SixthNaiinnalAuinmuhileShnw

The most complete line of American and Imported Cars and of

Parts and Accessories ever exhibited. Madison Square Garden

has never before been so beautifully and artistically decorated.

Gasoline -- Automobiles
(AMERICAN)

APPERSON .......... ..APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE 00.

AUTOCAR . . . . . . . . . . . ..AUTOCA.R CO.

BUICK ............... ..BUICK MOTOR co.

CADILLAC . . . . . . . . . . . ..CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO.

COLUMBIA . . . . . . . . . . ..ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

ELMORE . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO.

FRANKLIN . . . . . . . . . . H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO.

HAYNES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.

HEWITT . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I-IEWITT MOTOR CO.

KIRK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..KIRK MFG. CO.

KNOX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.

LOCOMOBILE . . . . . . . ..LOCOI\IOBILE CO. OF AMERICA.

MATHESON . . . . . . . . . ..MATHESON MOTOR CAR CO.

NORTHERN ......... ..NORTHERN MFG. co.

OLDSMOBILE ....... ..OLDS moron wonxs.

PACKARD . . . . . . . . . . . .-PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.

PEERLESS . . . . . . . . . . ..PEERLESS LIOTOR CAR CO.

PlERCE-ARRgcmd.....GEORGE N. PIERCE co.

POPE-HART H .
POPE_TR|BUNE “HUIPOPE MANLFACTURING CO.

POPE-TOLEDO ..... .. POPE MOTOR-CAR co.

ROYAL-TOURIST .....ROYAL moron CAR co.

S.-M.$|MPLEX . . . . . . ..SMITH 8: MABLEY INC.

STEARNS . . . . . . . . . . . . B. STEARNS CO.

STEVENS-DURYEA ...J'. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.

STUDEBAKER . . . . . . . ..STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO;

THOMAS FLYER .... R. THOMAS MOTOR co.

WALTER CAR ...... ..WALTER nuromomma co.

WALTHAM-ORIENT ...WALTHAM MANUFACTURING CO.

WINTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

(IMPORTED)

CLEMENT-BAYARD . . .SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTO CO.

EAZRA‘CQV . _ . . . . . . . . . . . AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTO CO.

DAIMLER (English) HIDEC VILLE T M _DECAUVILLE AU AU 0 OBILE CO

05 DIETRICH . . . . . . . ..DE DIETRICH IMPORTING 00.

F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . ..HOLLANDER & TANGEMAN

MERCEDES .........

PANHARD .......... SMITH & MABLEY INC.

RENAULT . . . . . . . . . . ..
ROCHET-SCHNEIDER' AUTO IMPORT CO.

Electric Automobiles

BU FFALO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BABCOCK ELECT. CARRIAGE CO.

CANTANO . . . . . . . . . . . . . CANTANO ELECT. TRACTOR CO.

CO LU M BIA . . . . . . . . . . . . ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

COLU MBUS . . . . . . . . . . . . COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.

GALLIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GALLIA ELECTRIC CARRIAGE CO.

POPE-WAVERLY . . . POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

STUDEBAKER . . . . . . . . STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENTVEHICLE EQUIPMENT CO.

Commercial Automobiles

COLUMBIA . . . . . . . . . . . . ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

H EWITT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .HEWITT MOTOR CO.

KNOX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.

OLDSMOBILE . . . . . . . . . OLDS MOTOR WORKS

POPE-WAVERLY . . . POPE MFG. CO.

STUDEBAKER . . . . . . STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENTVEHICLE EQUIPMENT 00.

All Gasoline Automobiles exhibited at the Garden are

licensed under Geo. B. Selden U. S. patent No. 549,l60.

ASSUBIAIIIIN 0F LIBENSEII AUTUMIIBILE MANUFABIIIIIEIIS
7 East 42d Street, NewYork
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M El fulfillment

of llbropbecv

  

  

Produced by a determination to fulfill NOW the prophecy of ultimate supremacy for American

Automobiles—the result of devoting one factory for 10 years to one perfect model.

We buy material in any country that produces the best for the purpose; but American machinists

finish it all—they spend over two thousand hours on each car finishing parts otherwise complete.

'More time and care than any other touring car receives.

Fitted parts are required when picked up at random to snap together like your watch lid, hang light, yet part in the

 

 

hands.

By what process could any maker anywhere produce a better car?

After producing this car we figured the coat and sellingpri

missions on our only competitors, make our charge—$4.25

Where is another so made?

ce- We were pleased to find that the duties and excessive corn

barely half the cost of any foreign ca that makes a comparison

We seek communication with those who will appreciate this car- For such it will give a service greater than any other

mechanism the world has produced- Shall we rend our book of details?

SPECIFICATIONS

l-section axles, forged in one piece.

Frame, pressed steel.

\Vheel base, 118 inches.

Double chain drive.

Transmission equipped with Imported Hess-Bright

bearings.

\‘Vheels, 36 X 4 front, 36 x 4% rear, mounted on

imported Hess-Bright bearings.

THE E. B. STEARNS CO.

Member: A. L. A. M.

3005 Euclid Avenue

CLEVELAND. 0.

New York Branch, in W. 89th St., Geo.

F. Woolston, Mgr. Boston Agu, Reed

Underhill Co., an-ngolumbus Avenue.

Chicago Agts, Githens Bros. Co.,r328-1334

Michigan Avenue.

 

 

40-45 h. p

4-cylinder motor, forward under hood. _

Transmission 4 speeds forward, one reverse, selective

t pe.

Ignitiorli, jump spark with magneto, batteries and

cor .

Carburetor. double automatic. I

Gears and shafts, special chrom‘e nickel steel.

Crank shaft machined from solid billet.

 
 

  

 
 

  

Agents, equipped to

handle such a car,

desired.

Special body, price on application.
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Positive action brings positive results.

The steady consistent efforts of the Rambler factory to produce a perfect car for the pur

poses of their various models have resulted in Model 14.

In this car is exemplified that staunchness of c0nstruction, simplicity of control and per

fect accessibility that have been the features of the earlier models.

It is a medium weight five-passenger touring car, with a four-cylinder motor, 20-25

" I

~. 11f.“

horse power, sliding gear transmission and shaft drive. *3 _.

Every detail is strictly up to the minute, and an examination will convince you that it is

easily the car of the year.

NEW YORK SHOW SPAGE B-Ilry

Thos. B. Jeffrey 8: Company

KENOSHA, WIS.
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RAILROADS TO REDUCE RATES

Eastern Lines Will at Last Reclassify

Tires—Now Pressing Westerners.

The tire manufacturers have drawn “first

blood" from the railroad companies. Fol

lowing a cry of “don't shoot," the latter

literally have “come down,” that is, in their

rates. The Eastern Freight Association

Committee has given assurances that after

February first rubber tires will be given

the benefit of third-class rates, instead of

being mulctcd first—class as at present. The

carload rate will also be reduced.

It has taken several years’ effort on the

part of the manufacturers to bring about

this result, which, however, will apply only

to shipments east of the Mississippi River

and north of Washington, D. C. It was

not achieved until the railroads concerned

were threatened with being halcd before

the Interstate Commerce Commission and

it was made plain that the tire interests

had accumulated a mass of evidence to sup—

port their allegation of excessive and dis

criminating rates. This evidence all tended

to show that goods of far greater value

and occupying more cubic space were being

accorded far more favorable rates.

It is expected that the Western railroads,

against which the Fisk Rubber Co., acting

for the tire industry, filed a bill of com~

plaint with the Interstate Commission, also

will now begin to see the light. The Fisk

complaint is directed against the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago & North

Western, the Chicago, Burlington 8:

Quincy, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, the Chicago, Rock Island 8: Pacific,

the Colorado Midland, the Denver & Rio

Grande, the Great Northern, the Missouri

Pacific, the Oregon Railroad & Navigation

Company, the Oregon Shirt Line, the

Southern Pacific, the Union Pacific, the

\Vabash and the Wisconsin Central Rail

way Companies.

These railroads are exacting a rate of two

and one-half times first-class, which makes

the charge on less than carload lots in ex

cess of the express charges. The action

taken by the Fisk Company is not in any

way connected with the present railroad

rate agitation, and its only significance is

in the classification of rubber tires in gen

eraL
 

Importer is Permanently Enjoined.

Stephen de Feher, who traded in Phila

delphia under the high-sounding title, the

German and French Automobile Industrie,

has been “tied up” by a Selden injunction.

After he had imported a number of un

licensed cars, he was sued in the United

States Circuit Court for the Eastern Dis

trict of Pennsylvania, for infringement of

the Selden patent, No. 549,160. de Feher

filed an answer denying the validity of the

patent, but submitted no proofs and in

terposed no defense. Judgment was there

fore entered in favor of the Electric Vehi

cle Co., and Horace Pettit, Esq., appointed

master to assess the amount of damages,

following which a perpetual injunction was

issued.

Dolsons Become a Corporation.

The Dolson Automobile Co. is the new

corporate name for John L. Dolson 8r. Sons,

Charlotte, Mich., the carriage makers who

build the Dolson car. The company has

been reorganized with a capital of $100,000

and will devote its time to automobiles ex

clusively. John L. Dolson has been made

president, D. Elmore Dolson, secretary, and

W. Elton Dolson treasurer of the new com

pany. '

 

Leavitt and Bill Separate.

Leavitt & Bill, of San Francisco and Los

Angeles, one of the important jobbing

houses on the Pacific coast, unexpectedly

dissolved partnership on the lst inst. The

senior partner of the firm, I. W. Leavitt,

who is at present in the East, will retain

the San Francisco business, while I. T. Bill

will remove to Los Angeles and take charge

of the house there.

Benjamin Goes to Buffalo.

C. A. Benjamin, long sales manager for the

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., has switched from

gasolcue cars to electrics. This is to say,

he has resigned his position with the Frank

lin and engaged with the Babcock Electric

Carriage Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.

TURNS ON $150,000 CLAHVIANT

Goodyear Retaliates Quickly and Hard—

Attaches Everything in Sight.

It is probable that the New York-Broad

way Tire Co. now wishes it “hadn't.” The

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. has shown

them that two can play at the game of liti~

gation and as a direct result, keepers have

been for several days in charge of the New

York-Broadway establishments in New

York and Brooklyn, while their bank ac

counts have also been tied fast in legal

' knots.

It will be recalled that about a month

since the New York-Broadway Rubber

Tire Co. caused to be instituted an action

against the Goodyear Co. for $150,000

damages for alleged breach of contract

and other things, and promptly attached the

Goodyear assets to secure the claim. The

Goodyear people quickly filed a bond and

released the attachment. They pointed out

that the "damage" complained of did not

commence to be felt until they began press

ing the New York-Broadway Co. for an

overdue account.

If by filing their suit for $150,000, the

latter hoped to relieve the pressure, they

were sadly mistaken, for last week the

Goodyear Co. retaliated by instituting pro

ceedings to recover the amount of their

bill, some $4,000. They went about it in no

uncertain fashion, too. They attached

practically everything belonging to the

New York-Broadway Co. on which they

could lay their hands. This included the

bank accounts and the stock in the tWO

stores. Keepers were duly placed in charge

of the latter and there they were at last

accounts, the New York-Broadway Co. ap~

parently having found it difficult to obtain

the necessary bonds to release the attach

ments.

Detroit Body Plant Destroyed.

Fire of an unknown origin last week al

most completely destroyed the factory of

the Michigan Automobile Body Co., at

1425-1441 Gratiot avenue, Detroit. The loss

was $10,000 with $5,200 insurance.
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The Week's Incorporations.

Lenover, Pa.—Chalfant Motor Car Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $50,000 cap

ital. Corporators not named.

Brooklyn, N. Y.--Trans-River Auto Co.,

under New York laws, with $15,000 capital.

Corporators—A. T. Herd, O. R. Ferguson

and C. W. Baker.

New York City, N. Y.——Eagle Tire Re

pair Co., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital. Corporators—J. G. Battle, Jr., E.

J. Krimsky and L. J. Reynaud.

New York City, N. Y.-—DeDietrieh Im

port Co., under New York laws, with $250,

000. Directors—W. C. Allen, Charles

Raoul-Duval and C. H. May.

Milwaukee, Wis.-—Krueger Automobile

Co., under Wisconsin laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Edward Krueger,

W. H. Hathaway and George J. Besnal.

Hamilton, Ohio—West Side Motor Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital. Cor

porators—John E., Clara A., Charles C.

and Katie C. Schmitt and Clarence Murphy.

Denver, Col.—Denver Auto Goods Co.,

under Colorado laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in accessories. Corpirators—H. O.

Cartwright, Smith McKay and J. W. Foas

ter.

Toledo, Ohio.-Cooney Carriage Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to make

Cooney, John McGettigan, Charles R. Bow

man, Josephine S. Lindsay and John V.

Todd.

New York City, N. Y.—Cryder 8: Co.,

under New York laws with $3,000 capital;

to make automobiles. Corporators—H. C.

Cryder, T. A. Havemeyer and Townsend

Morgan. ‘

Oklahoma City, Okla—New Motor

Roadway Co., under Oklahoma laws, with

$150,000 capital. Corporators—Theodore A.

Johnson, Richard G. Strobhard and A. E.

Ashbrook.

Detroit, Mich—B. Webster Co., under

Michigan laws, with $10,500 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators—Benjamin

\Nebster, R. H. Mockbridge and H. R.

Mockbridge.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Hugo Tollner & Sons,

under New York laws, with $25,000; to

deal in automobiles, vehicles, etc. Corpora

tors—Hugo Tollner, Hugo Tollner, Jr., and

Edwin Tollner.

New York City, N. Y.—Brcese, Lawrence

& Moulton Motor Car & Equipment Co.,

under New York laws, with $100,000 cap

ital. Corporators—S. S. Breese, A. J.

Moulton and H. C. Dickinson.

Bridgeton, N. J.-—Standard Amusement

and Manufacturing Co., under New Jersey

laws with $50,000 cauital; to conduct gar

age.-—Incorporators—Albert R. MeAllister,

Clarence Crane and Elmer H. Crane.

Jersey City, N. J.-—The Automobile

Wheel and Rim Co., under New Jersey laws

with $200,000 capital; to make wheels, rims

and appliances. Corporators—Isaac Hodge,

E. C. Turner and Edgar J. Hodgson.

Toledo, Ohio—Safety Storm Front Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

make plate glass storm fronts for automo—

biles. Corporators—A. H. Merrell, John M.

Ormund, James York, N. O. Einter and J.

N. Reid.

Lockport, N. Y.—American Motor Truck

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital, to make commercial vehicles. Cor

porators—H. J. Babcock, Robert Hall,

Chas. R. Bishop, Burt W. Hall and Henry

C. Eddy.

Knoxville, Tenn.—Scarborough-Schultz

Co., under Tennessee laws, capital not

named; to make automobile tire protectors.

Corporators and officers—W. W. Scarbor—

ough, president; C. E. Schultz, general man

ager; C. W. Henderson, secretary-treas

urer.

Kitto Coquettes with Des Moines.

Eastern inventors and promoters who

fail to astonish the inhabitants of this sec

tion of the country or to revolutionize pres

ent day methods by their schemes, seem to

take Horace Greeley’s suggestion, “Go

West, young man!" in all its literalness.

E. J. Pennington, of “vibrationless motor"

fame, whose methods have been revealed

in the Motor World from time to time;

Wm. F. Carter, of the unidentified “million

dollar American Mfg. Co., Inc., of Wash

ington, D. C.,” who is still seeking some

fruitful branch upon which to light; and

others, all have gone West.

\Vm. H. Kitto, an ex-employe of the Eisen

huth Horscless Vehicle Co., who organ

ized the Simplicities Auto Co., of Middle

town, Conn., which built one automobile

during the one year of its interesting exist

ence and whose affairs are now being

wound up with the usual loss to its stock

holders, is the latest emigrant. _A Des

Moines, Iowa, publication states that Kitto

is in that city for the purpose of “promot

ing a factory to manufacture arctic radia

tors, supremus carburetters and eventually

gasolene motors."

Mr. Kitto, who is “an Englishman, for

merly having lived in London, where he

has had a wide experience in the manufac

ture of automobiles,” says the paper, “would

prefer to locate in the West as he believes

it ofi'ers more opportunities and that it is

in the West that the automobile trade is to

be heaviest during the coming years.”

Extent of Lumber Used.

A Western manufacturer is authority for

the statement that more lumber is used in

the manufacture of bodies and tonneaux for

automobiles than for carriage bodies; in

fact, from three to four times as much.

"There are about two automobiles built to

every carriage," he says, “and when it is

considered that a body for the ordinary four

or five passenger automobile contains as

much wood as two or three ordinary car

riage bodies, it can be easily understood

why every body factory in the country is

taxed."

In the Retail World.

W. D. Grow, Marysville, Cat, has pur

chased a plot at Third and F streets, on

which he will build a garage.

Another story is being added to the gar

age of E. C. Horton, at White Plains, N. Y.

The alterations will be finished next month.

F.~ E. Lockwood, Norwalk, Conn., is

erecting a brick garage to replace his old

repair establishment. It will measure 40 x

85 feet and will be finished by May 1.

Luther W. \Vright, South Norwalk,

Conn., is preparing to erect a three-story

brick garage, 61 x 63 feet, at that place. It

will be completed by May 5.

George J. Dunham, the Boston agent for

the Royal Tourist car, haS'been forced to

enlarge his salesrooms. He has taken an

adjoining store and is now occupying from ‘

No. 182 to 188 Columbus avenue.

To secure necessary elbow room, E. S.

Hessels is enlarging his garage at White

Plains, N. Y. When completed the estab

lishment will measure 135 x 56 fee t. A ce

ment floor is one of the improvements.

William W. Pope & Sons, of Franklin

Furnace, N. J., have purchased ground at

Stanhope, N. J., on which they will erect

a garage. The firm will deal in new and

second-hand cars and do a general repair

business.

The King Mfg. Co., Springfield, 111., who

make the King tops for automobiles, have

leased the building in Main street between

Centre and Factory streets. As soon as

necessary alterations are made the top

makers will move in.

The Morrison-Tyler Co., of Boston,

Mass., is remodeling its showrooms on

Massachusetts avenue. The company has

taken an adjoining store and removed the

partitions, thus throwing the whole place

into one large establishment.

The Central Garage, 107 South \Vatcr

street, Rockford, Ill., formerly owned by

Seeburgh 8: Miller, has again been sold.

F. I. Miller, who was a senior member of

the firm that sold out .about two months

ago to Lundstrom & Peterson, has bought

it again. A number of improvements are

contemplated.

Stamford, Conn., will have one of the

most complete garages in the State when

that of William Clark, now building, is

completed. It will be fire-proof through

out, of cut stone and cement construction

and will be fitted with turntables and up

to-date machinery. Its dimensions are

40 x 90 feet.

A. A. O’Neill & Bro. have leased the

large building at the corner of City Hall

avenue and Randolph street, Norfolk, Va,

and as soon as improvements are made

will open the only garage in that city and

which will be one of the largest in the

South. The building measures 40x100 ft!“

The firm will feature the Rambler cars for

1906. ‘
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RAIDED BY THE POLICE

When Daimler was an Object of Suspicion

—H0w the Motor was Evolved.

In an interesting interview with the two

sons of Gottlieb Daimler, the founder of the

in the Allge

meine Automobil Zeitung, several

motor industry, published

points

concerning the very earliest days of his un

ceasing labor to popularize the automobile

transpired, and they form a valuable addi

tion to the history of the whole movement.

Gottlieb Daimler’s great idea in life was

to possess a vehicle driven by motor-power

at a time when the gas engine industry was

in its infancy and an internal combustion

engine using gasolene as a fuel almost un

heard of. The first steps taken were to

improve the ignition of the gas engine, and

Maybach, who has somehow or other since

been lost to fame, and Daimler, carried on

their experiments in a tiny shop at Cann

statt, on the very spot where the Daimler

memorial stands to-day.

Cannstatt was then a small town, and

these secret experiments, of which every

body had heard and nobody knew the

raison d'etre, aroused the suspicion of the

police. One night the two inventors were

sitting plotting and planning, when admit

tance was desired in the name of the law,

and a whole body of police officials entered

to arrest the—coinersl After profuse ex

cuses were made by the police, when they

discovered their mistake, Daimler and

Maybach were left in peace to continue

their work on the engine.

\Nith much experimenting the speed of

the experimental motor was increased to

600 revolutions a minute, 200 being the ut

most until then; and as soon as the ignition

was improved, Daimler devoted his atten

tion to the construction of a vertical in

place of a horizontal motor.

The first automobile motor was built into

a bicycle, to which little safety wheels on

outriggers were added in both sides, as none

of the Daimler family could ride a wheel.

All the additional castors ever accomplished

was to attempt to throw the rider at every

turning. Nevertheless, Adolf Daimler, In,

once managed to ‘ride the mile and a half

from Cannstatt to Unterkheim, without

more than two accidents. It was hardly

a pleasant ride, as the exhaust was im

mediately beneath the saddle, which be

came hotter and hotter, till young Daimler

preferred to dismount.

This somewhat discouraged the builders,

and they determined to fit the motor into a

boat. A workman, sworn to secrecy, car

ried the motor, carefully wrapped up, to

the Neckar in the small hours of the morn

ing, and trial spins were undertaken until

dawn, when the motor was again taken

away with the same secrecy. These trials

were successful from the start, but it is in

teresting to note that at this time there was

such a fear of the unknown qualities of

gasolene that electric wires strung on por

celain buttons, were fitted all around the

sides of the boat, and the public was in~

formed that it was driven by electricity.

After Gottlieb Daimler's success with the

motor-boat he returned to his pet idea, the

car. He ordered an ordinary horse-drawn

phaeton, and upon this he fitted up the 1%

h. p. “standing clock” shaped motor. Soon

after this motor phaeton came the steel

quadricycle, and both these vehicles are

now in the Munich museum. The steel

cycle possessed all the principles of the

latter-day type—vertical motor, speed

changes by means of sliding gears,

differential gear, the same as the present;

in short it was absolutely a motor-car.

Daimler, who was of the slow-going but

very sure type, was only prevailed upon by

much pressure to manufacture, as his motto

was “either something good or not at all."

He found his fullest and earliest apprecia

tion in France, where Levassor introduced

the Daimler productions, and by so doing

laid the foundation of the firm of Panhard

& Levassor.

Features of Matheson’s New Factory.

The plant of the Matheson Motor Car

Co., now building at Forty Fort, a suburb

of Wilkesbarre, Pa., is rapidly nearing com

pletion and the company will soon move

from its present location in Holyoke, Mass.

The main buliding has a width of 80 feet

and a length of about 600, about a city

block. In addition to the main building

there are three buildings on the lower side,

which are connected with it. These build—

ings will be used for engine and boiler

rooms.

The roof is of the style known as saw

tooth. The length of each tooth is forty

feet and the rise is ten feet. In the face

of these teeth are set windows. These,

with the large windows on each side of the

building, will give plenty of light for the

carrying on of the work.

On the side of the building a suite of

offices is being constructed. It will con

sist of a general office, three private ofiiCes,

drafting room, directors‘ room and lava

tories, and will occupy a space 100x20 feet

in size. In another corner of the building

is a space twenty feet square, which will

to be used for car washing.

The construction of the floor is novel and

gives promise of great durability. The

natural earth floor was first rolled well, and

after this a 6-inch layer of tar concrete was

laid upon it. This concrete is formed of

cinders mixed with tar instead of cement

and is absolutely waterproof. On top of

this planks averaging 8 inches in width and

3 inches thick and tongued and grooved

are laid together. These, too, are covered

with tar. Tongued and grooved maple

flooring is laid on this foundation, making

a floor that is proof against dampness.

 

Due to transposition of cuts in last

week’s issue of the Motor World, the $5,000

Locomobile was made to appear priced

$3,000. Both cars are good values, but

there has been no reduction of $2,000 as the

transposition might convey.

MITCHELL'S DARING Movs
\

Common

 

Decide to Meet the Horse on

Ground—Ready to Assume Contracts.

 

Probably the most satisfactory and far

that the

motor car has seriously entered the in

reaching evidence commercial

dustrial arena as an actual rival of the horse

is contained in the move made this week by

C. P. Skinner, manager of the Mitchell

Motor Vehicle Co., of New York, which

concern is unique in that it devotes itself

wholly to the commercial car.

In his efforts to induce the big manufac

turers and merchants to adopt‘the more

modem means of transportation, Mr. Skin

ner has invariably been'met by'that suc

cinct Missourism, “Show me.” He met

with it so often that he determined to show

them in the most convincing fashion—that

of meeting the horse on common ground.

As is fairly well-known, very many of

the big establishments employing scores of

horses and wagons are not the owners

thereof. They are the property of contract

ing truckmen who supply and care for the

animals, wagons and drivers-and do the

trucking for the firms for a stated sum per

year. And, in brief, this is exactly the idea

which the Mitchell Motor Vehicle Cb. pio

poses to follow. They will furnish the

motor vehicles and the drivers and take

care of them.

It is a bold but convincing move that

Lseems to leave absolutely no room for

skepticism of any sort. The merchants

who have been doubtful about the superiorf

ity of the motor, or who' were disinclined

to make a large investment in motor

wagons, have had the way cleared for them.

Prayer-Miller Gets New York Garage.

The Prayer-Miller Motor Car Co., New

York, has leased the Thomas salesroom

and garage at Forty-ninth street and Sev

enth avenue, now occupied by H. S. Houpt.

They will take possession early in the

spring, when Houpt removes to the new

Thomas building, now being erected at Six

ty-second street and Broadway.

 

Changes in Cleveland.

The Cleveland branch of the Hartford

Rubber \Vorks Co. has been removed from

77 Bank street to 1831 Euclid avenue, nearer

the automobile center of the city. The former

manager, George Ostendorff, has been

transferred to Bufialo, having been suc

ceeded by H. R. Anderson, of Hartford.

Rose Will not Close Branch.

The Rose Mfg. Co., makers of the Never

out lamp, have decided to continue their

branch at 107 Chambers street, New York.

This means that the arrangements for

giving the Eastern agency into other hands

have been annulled.
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TAKES BUTA

MOMENTTO

TS attachment to a perfectly filat rim

insures the all important Ease of

Detachment,—without the aid of

,¢ crowbars or pickaxes. And yet its rim

], locking device makes it the one tire that

V. absolutely cannot come off the rim of its

own accord whether deflated or not.

Add a Distinct Completeness to Automobile pleasures

obtainable by the use of no other tire made. If not

positively essential, they are at least a necessity to

those who wish the Least Annoyance. Enduring

Service. and Comfort.

q71e FISK RUBBER CO., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Write us for booklet: “Economy on Tim: Smacrxon"

  

 

1 9 0 6

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Runabout, $750 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Touring Car, 950 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Folding Tonneau Car, 1,000 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Coupé, 1,200 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 30 H. P. Runabout, 2,400 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 30 H. P. Touring Car, 2,500 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 30 H. P. Coupé, 3,000 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 40 H. P. Touring Car, 8,750 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 40 H. P. Limousine, 5,000 CADILLAC

C MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Detroit, Mich. U. S. A.

The largest manulacturers of Motor Cars in [he World,

Members of Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

We will exhibit in New York at Madison Square Garden only and in Chicago at the Coliseum. H,
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The Show of Independence.

Probably nothing more happily described

the progress of the American industry at

those periods of twelve months that were

marked by the successive shows held in

New York than the characterizations which

the Motor World applied to them on the

occasion of the last one, viz.:

l903—The Show of Promise.

1904—The Show of Progress.

l905—Thc Show of Achievement.

And no term will better describe the pres

ent state of the industry than— '

1906—The Show of Independence.

The American industry is now full grown.

It is not mere vainglory to say that it no

longer looks to France or Germany or to

any other country for hope, faith, charity,

or inspiration. It has assimilated all that

Europe was able to teach, it has thrown

back its shoulders, and standing squarely

on its own feet and relying on its ideas,

and with cxportations nearing the three

million mark, America no longer asks odds

of any nation. It is independent of all of

them.

The long list of American cars that run

just as smoothly, just as noiselessly and

endure as well as any foreign car has

lengthened greatly during the twelve

months, and it is a fact that these cars are

simpler, easier to operate, easier to care for

and easier to repair than any foreign car

and that they require less repair.

When price is considered, there is two

and three times the value in the American

car that there is in the imported car; in

deed, it is fair to say that the domestic in

dustry has reached that point when the pur

chase of a foreign car may be said to be

merely an indulgence—the indulgence of

wealth.

It gives the very wealthy a chance to

have something that his neighbors cannot

possess—that vicious spirit of rivalry which

exists in the society of our big cities to a

marked extent.

The show will emphasize what the ex—

hibition of last year clearly indicated—that

there is actually no sound reason why any

American should purchase a foreign built

car, unless he wants a special one, and then

it may be added, if he would pay the Amer

ican manufacturer as much as he pays the

foreign one it could be obtained right here.

It would be odd indeed if the American

designers and mechanics, who evolved and

produced so much of the machinery that

has made the foreign car possible, could

not, when they applied themselves to the

task, best produce the wares the machinery

was designed to produce. They have done

that very thing'and the shows of 1906 will

serve to convince the world of it.

 

Passing of “Automobile.”

Although it may not strike the average

person as being noteworthy, yet it is an

indisputable fact that the passing of the

automobile has become a present day rc

ality. Not that the mechanically propelled

vehicle has run its gamut of popular favor

and has accomplished its need of useful

ness, not that it is to cease to be an import

ant factor in the history of the world, and

a part of the essential equipment of the

business universe, but that the automobile

as such is ceasing to be, and in its place

is coming the motor car.

The vehicle of mechanical auto-propul—

sion has been in the course of existence,

by turns, a horselcss carriage, a horscless

vehicle, a motor vehicle, motor carriage,

auto-vehicle, auto-car, and just plain

“auto"—save the markl—besides being an

In addition to these, it has

been graced with a host of purely general

appelations relating to its motive power,

its analogy to the locomotive, its imita

tion of some other type of machine, or the

name of its maker. In England, they have

dubbed it “motor” and say it with challeng

ing emphasis.

automobile.

In France, they are more

anxious for the thing and less for the name,

and so automobile it remains.

In this country, on the other hand, they

are profoundly disturbed lest they get behind

the times, and so it is becoming a motor

car. Of the comparatively few manufac

turers who tell their occupation in the

name of their firm, fully one-half sub

scribe themselves as being motor car mak

ers, and qualify the noun according to taste.

Among the users, talk of automobiles is in

the wane, and talk of‘motor cars is on the

increase. To be sure, there are still to be

automobile shows in abundance, but it is

a curious fact that their exhibits will be

composed largely of motor cars.

 

Treading on Dangerous Ground.

While other statesmen have handled the

subject with gloves, Governor Stokes, of

New Jersey, in his annual

to the frank in dealing

with the so—callcd “automobile question"

and in advocating the now popular trend

toward revocation of licenses. He states

in this exact language why he would have

enacted a law imposing such a penalty:

“It would deprive the chauffeur of his

message

legislature, is

means of livelihood and the pleasure driver

of his means of recreation."

Although not usually so plainly stated,

it is well-known that this is the underlying

idea of all such enactments or suggested

enactments. It is an idea that cannot be

too soon put to the test of the highest

court in the land. We have opposed it from

the beginning and will continue to oppose it

until that test is applied. It is a highly

dangerous precedent in a republic in which

"life, liberty and happiness" to all is a

constitutional guarantee.

If it is possible legally to deprive the

chauffeur of his means of livelihood and t0
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render useless a certain form of property

that contributes to the owner's happiness,

the step having been made easy, why will

it not become legal to deprive other work

ers of their tools of trade and other owners

of the use of other property?

Dodging that question should not be

made easier than dodging the undoubted

fact that every citizen is entitled to “life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness,” which

includes the inalienable right to use the

public thoroughfares without let or hind

rance, so long as he is free to enjoy it.

There is a place for the malfactor. When

he is not confined in that place his right

to earn a living and his right to the free

use of his personal property cannot, in our

opinion, be abridged ever so slightly. That

principle is worth fighting for.

  

Awkwardnes to be Overcome.

Apart from the constant demand for im

provements in minor detail and the specific

needs of change which are peculiar to but

one or two types of machine there always

is one supreme problem which is very ob

viously "next" on the calendar of the motor

car designer. One time it was the trans

mission, then, perhaps, it was something in

relation to the distribution of the gases in

the motor, then it was the delineation of the

body. Now, the thoroughly rational type

of side entrance body having for all time

displaced the clumsy disposition of the rear

entrance in all styles of cars, there remains

for final settlement the troublesome matter

of so arranging the mechanism of control

that the driver's seat will be equally ac

cessible from either side, and yet simple and

easy of access under all circumstances.

The disadvantage of the present arrange

ment as found upon all cars, practically

speaking, whether of the touring or run—

about class is that in order to reach his

seat the driver must enter the car from the

opposite side. This is made necessary from

the fact that the steering wheel lies rather

close to the seat itself, and that the emer

gency and speed levers effectually block the

entrance and egress of any but an accom

plished acrobat from that side of the car.

In many cases as well, the step on the

driver‘s side is encumbered with tool or

battery boxes, and thus is made uselcss for

its basic purpose. In certain instances

where the entrance of a normal individual

from that side would be quite possible or

dinarily, the emergency brake lever when

applied, as indeed it always should be when

the machine is left at rest, swings down

into a. diagonal position, forming a gate

across the otherwise free passageway.

In the larger types of car, which are most

frequently driven by the “hired man,” who

retains his seat so long as the machine is in

service, this is of comparatively slight im

portance, save that in case of mishap, or

the necessity of his dismounting to start

the motor, the passenger in front must fain

submit to having a person of “lower caste”

crawl across his or her lap with clumsy

grace. In the case of the runabout or light

car, on the other hand, where the driver

usually is the host as well, it becomes his

duty to assist his passenger into the seat,

and, having adjusted the robes, to climb

over to his own position contorting himself

with the best possible grace in order to

dodge in behind the wheel. Another point

which militates very distinctly against the

present arrangement in nearly all machines,

is that since the common custom of the day

dictates the placing of the control upon

the right side of the machine, and the rule

of the road indicates, no less strongly than

the traffic regulations of most large cities

dictate, that the car when brought to rest

shall have its right side to the curb, both

passenger and driver must walk around

to the outside of the car in order to clamber

in.

It is comparatively easy to suggest some

means for obviating the difficulty and awk—

wardness of the arrangement, but the actual

burden of final eradication must rest with

the makers, and, as a matter of fact, the

problem is less easy of solution than it

seems. Thus, the placing of the mechanism

of control on the left side of the machine,

which has frequently been tried, would do

away with but a portion of the evil, while

the other alternative of placing it in the

centre is readily to be discarded as forming

a barrier between the occupants of the

driver‘s seat. The use_ of a tilting steer

ing post is of distinct advantage, but has

no effect upon the clearing of the entrance

from the driver's side, as it fails to effect

any change in the position of the outside

levers. Probably the most obvious solution

of the difficulty from the viewpoint of pres

sent standards of manufacture would be to

use a tilting steering post in conjunction

with side levers set well back, an emergency

lever of the “pull up" type and a clear step.

The motor car of the day is a finished

and elegant mechanism, capable of perform

ing its requirements with credit to itself

Yet it has its

faults, both individually and as a class, and

and its maker at all times.

of these the most offensive and inclusive,

the one most to be deprecated, is this mat

Most

assuredly, it is the next problem to be taken

ter of the entrance to the front seat.

up in the order of refinement.

 
 

Accident that Points to a Moral.

As an illustration of the profound extent of

the knowledge possessed by even the most

erudite scribe regarding the internals of the

automobile, there may be cited the descrip

tions blazoned forth by two of New York's

best dailies, of an accident that occurred

early in the week. The “chef devver" of the

two is the following:

“Mrs. Blank was run over by an auto

mobile yesterday afternoon as she stepped

off a surface car at Broadway and Seven

tieth street. The machine passed over her

and a hot coal from the carburettor dropped

on her dress setting it on fire. In a moment

her entire clothing was aflame. The driver

of the machine instantly stopped and, run

ning back with rugs from the car, put out

the blaze.” The second account given to

the public under an aegis that prides itself

highly upon the accuracy of its news and

never lets people forget that fact, stated

that the “flames from the carburetter were

responsible for the fire."

What actually happened, as a matter of

fact, was that the woman’s dress was set

afirc from the exhaust. It forms a striking

commentary, not alone on the deep ignor

ance of the average scribe in this respect,

but likewise that the position in which the

end of the exhaust pipe is placed is capable

considerable underof doing damage

propitious circumstances. Those who have

all along advocated a change in this respect

to a horizontal position some distance from

the ground may now add another and some

what substantial support to their conten

Raising the exhaust so that it will

indirectly

tion.

not impinge either directly or

against the road surface may be preventa

tive of other things than dust raising.

 

Someone who evidently never tried it,

tells the motorist that when he has had the

misfortune to lose the starting crank, the

best and only way for him to restart the

motor is to put the gears in the low speed,

switch on the spark, and then push the

machine along the road until it starts. In

most machines, the low gear gives the

motor so great a leverage over the driving

wheels that is is very nearly impossible to

stir them when the clutch is in. The high

gear should be used instead, but the motor

ist should be ready to pull out the clutch

at the first “cough,” or else he may be left

standing all alone in the middle of the wait
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22 Nominations for the 27 Events—A. G.

Vanderbilt Enters a Motor.

It is now definitely known who and what

will constitute the magnets to attract win

ter boarders to the Florida cities at the

forthcoming Ormond Beach carnival, Janu

ary 22 to 27. As disclosed by the official

entry list which closed Tuesday night, there

are twenty-two cars in all, twelve of which

are from abroad. Although the names of

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., E. R. Thomas and

other prominent American motorists were

prominently linked with the affair in the

advance press reports they are notably ab

sent from the official list.

With 27 events and but 22 entrants it is

plain that there will be no crowding on the

sands. “Headliners” will predominate;

stock cars have evidently been deemed of

small importance. It is true that one stock

car event, and one only, has been provided,

but the entrants in this are the products of

only two factories.

In the widely advertised “two miles a

minute class" the speed qualities of the cars

entered are unknown. The 250-horsepower

special of A. G. Vanderbilt, of which

nothing practically is known; the promised

ZOO-horsepower Darracq, which has not yet

arrived, the 110-horsepower Christie, a 100

horsepower Darracq, a 90-horsepower

Thomas, a 110-horsepowcr F. I. A. T. and a

new Stanley steam car make up the en

trants. A Jacksonville publication has

taken upon itself the task of conducting a

voting contest to decide the most popular

girl in Florida. Like a May queen in Cen

tral Park she will “crown” the victor in

this class with a gold wreath, but as most of

the probable winners are already married

this banishes any thought of possible ro

mance growing out of the result.

Following are the entries received up to

the time of closing the list on Tuesday

night:

One Hundred Miles for Minneapolis $2,

000 Trophy.—George \N. Young, New

York, 110 h. p. 4 cylinder car; C. A. Coey,

Chicago, 90 h. p. 6 cylinder car; S. F. Edge,

London, 80 h. p. 6 cylinder car; Hollander

& Tangeman, New York, 110 h. p. 4

cylinder car; I. R. Harding, Boston, 90 h. p.

4-cylinder car; Alfred G. Vanderbilt, New

York, 250 h. p. 8 cylinder car; \Nalter

Christie, 110 h. p. 4 cylinder car; Napier

Motor Co., Boston, 80 h. p. 4 cylinder car;

English Daimler Co., New York, 45 h. p.

4 cylinder car; A. Darracq & Co., Paris, 200

h. p. 8cylinder car; A. L. Guiness, London,

100 h. p. 4 cylinder car; A. Darracq & Co.,

Paris, 80 h. p. 4 cylinder car.

One Mile for Dewar Trophy.~—A. L.

Guiness, Dublin; A. Darracq & I Co.,

Paris; Alfred G. Vanderbilt; Ford

Motor Co., 105 h. p. 6 cylinder car;

Hollander 8r Tangeman; S. F. Edge, Lon

don, Hollander 8r Tangeman; Stanley

 

 

 

 

Car. H. P. Cyl. Nation. Owner. Driver Events

Special . . .. .250 . . . . ..8 . . . . . .United States ..A. G. Vanderbilt. . Sartori . . . . . . . . . . . .11

Darracq . .200 . . . . . .8 . . . . . . France . . . . . . . . . Darracq et Cie. . . . Hemery . . . . . . . . . . 9

Fiat . . . . . ..110 . . . . ..4 . . . . .. aly . . . . . . . . . ..Hol-Tan Co....... Lancia . . . . . . . . . ..11

Fiat . . . . . ..110 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..Italy . . . . . . . . . ..G. W. Young .. Fletcher . . . . . . . . ..11

Fiat . . . . . ..110 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..Ital . . . . . . . . . ..Hol-Tan Co. . . . . .. Cedrino . . . . . . . . .. 8

Christie 110 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..United States Christie . . . . .. Christie . . . . . . . . .. 6

Napier ..100 . . . . ..6 . . . . ..Great Britain ..S. F. Edge . . . . . . .. Earp . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9

Ford ..100 . . . . ..6 . . . . . .United States .. Henry Ford . . . . .. Ford . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Darracq ..100 . . . . . .4 . . . . ..France . . . . . . . ..A. L. Guiness. . . . . Guiness . . . . . . . . . .11

Thomas .... 90 . . . . . .6 . . . . ..United States ..C. A. Coey . . . . . . .. Coey . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Mercedes . 9O . . . . ..4 . . . . ..Germany._.... ..1. R. Harding Hardin . . . . . . . . .. 6

Napier .. . .. 80 . . . . . .4 . . . . ..Great Britain ., Napier Co. . . . . . . . Hilliard . . . . . . . . . . 4

Darracq . 80 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..France . . . . . . . . .Darracq ct Cie. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Darracq .. 80 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..France . . . . . . . ..Darracq et Cie....——— . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Daimler . 45 . . . . . .4 . . . . ..Great Britain . . English Daimler C0. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

\Nayne 45......4 . . . . ..United States..Wayne Auto Co.. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

\Vayne , . . .. 45 . . . . . .4 . . . . ..United States . .Wayne Auto C0. . Kull . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Reo . . . . . . .. 32 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..United States ..R. E. Olds . . . . . ..Wurgis . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Fiat . . . . . .. 30 . . . . ..4 . . . . ..Italy . . . . . . . . . ..Hol-Tan Co. Cedrino . . . . . . . . .. 5

Pierce 30 . . . . ..4.. ....United States . .1. E. Bristol . . . . .. Bristol . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Stanley .. 30. . . .Steam . . .United States . . F. E. Stanley .. . . Stanley . . . . . . . . . .. 9

Stanley . 30. . . . Steam . . .United States

Motor Car Co., Boston, Mass; 20-30 h. p.

2 cylinder car, George W. Young.

Two Miles a Minute Race—Alfred G.

Vanderbilt, Walter Christie, A. Darracq &

Co., A. L. Guiness, Ford Motor Co., Hol

lander & Tangeman, Stanley Motor Car

Co., C. A. Coey and George W. Young.

Five Mile Open Championship—Hol

lander & Tangeman, S. F. Edge, Stanley

Motor Car Co., A. L. Guiness, A. Darracq

& Co., Alfred G. Vanderbilt, George W.

Young.

Ten Mile Open Championship—Same as

in five mile.

Fifteen Mile Open Championship—S. F.

Edge, Hollander & Tangeman, A. L.

Guiness, A. Darracq & Co., \Valter Christie,

Alfred G. Vanderbilt, George W. Young.

One Mile Heavyweight Championship

(gasolene). — Hollander & Tangeman,

George W. Young, Alfred G. Vanderbilt,

W'alter Carlisle, A. Darracq & Co., A. L.

Guiness, J. R. Harding, S. F. Edge.

Five Mile Heavyweight Championship

(gasolene).—S. F. Edge, I. R. Harding, A.

Darracq & Co., Walter Christie, A. G. Van

derbilt, George \V. Young.

Ten Mile Heavyweight Championship

(all p0wers)—George \V. Young, H01

lander & Tangeman, Alfred G. Vanderbilt,

A. L. Guiness, J. R. Harding, Stanley Motor

Car Company, S. F. Edge.

Mile Middleweight Championship (gaso

lene).-—-Hollander & Tangeman, 2430 h. p.,

4 cylinder; A. Darracq & Co., 80 h. p. 4

cylinder; Reo Motor Car Company, 32 h. p.,

4 cylinder car; Wayne Automobile Com—

pany, 40-50 h. p.. 4 cylinder car.

Five Mile Middleweight Championship

(gasolene).-—Same entries as above.

Ten Mile Middleweight Championship

(all powers).-—Hollander & Tangeman,

Stanley Motor Car Company, A. Darracq

8i Co.

The Stanley steam car is the only entry

for the one and five mile steam car cham

pionships. .

The only entry in the ten mile Corinthian

championship and the ten mile Corinthian

handicap, for amateurs only, is A. L.

Guiness.

Ten Mile Open Handicap—George W.

E. Stanley

Young, Hollander & Tangeman, I. R.

Harding, English Daimler Company,

\Nayne Automobile Company, Napier

Motor Company, Reo Motor Car Company.

Fifteen Mile Price Handicap (for Ameri

c antouring cars, fully equipped).—Stanley

Motor Car Company, Wayne Automobile

Company, I. E. Bristol, Brooklyn, 30 h. p.,

4 cylinder car; Stanley Motor Car Com

Panyt

Thirty Mile Free-for-All Championship

(for American built cars).—-Stanley Motor

Car Company, Alfred G. Vanderbilt, Wal

ter Christie.

Baltimorean Gives Three Cups.

J. H. Friedenwald, a wealthy Baltimorean,

has given out that in order to create an in

terest in automobile racing in that locality

he will give three valuable prizes to be com

peted for by stock touring cars. He pro—

poses to give one cup for a race of touring

cars from Baltimore to Washington and re

turn; another for a race from Baltimore to

Gettysburg and return, and a third for a

race from Baltimore to Frederick and

thence to Hagerstown and return. The

time of holding the events he leaves with

the club willing to take charge of arrange

ments. Mr. Friedenwald stipulates that the

cars must each carry five passengers and

there must be five or more cars in each

event. The contests will be more in the

nature of endurance tests than speed events,

the trophies to be awarded to the car mak

ing the best allround showing. He will

supply timers, etc., at the different points,

and the autombilists will have no expense

except the running of their machines.

Waco Cries for Licenses and Lamps.

The Waco (Texas) Automobile Club de

cided to ask the city authorities to adopt a

license system; to compel each owner to

number his machine plainly, with illumin

ated letters at night, and to regulate the

speed at which cars may be driven on the

streets. The officers elected are: Presi

dent, W. W. Cameron; vice-presidcnts, \N.

B. Hays and Walter V. Fort; treasurer, W.

W. Seley; secretaries, Frank Kirksey and

M. T. Biel; captain, R. T. Dennis; lieuten
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4 I Possibilities of Motor Development

 

With the marked increase in favor which

is being accorded the two-cycle principle at

this time, a question naturally arises as to

the relative practicability of the combined

two and four cycle type, which was exploit

ed at the Chicago Show nearly a year ago.

The utility of the four-cycle engine is now

beyond question, the advantages of the two

cycle engine are manifold and in many ways

recommend it more strongly for motor car

use than the more common type, and, more

over, it seems now to bid fair to gain that

material advantage which can come only

when it is given the attention of a number

of different designers each approaching its

problems from his own independent stand

point. Hence, the query as to the advan

tage and possible practicability of a-com

bination of the two types in an effort to

eradicate the ever troublesome difficulty of

the transmission and change speed mechan

ism.

Basically, the characteristics which dif

ferentiate the two are, in the four-cycle

type, ’an impulse every fourth stroke

of the piston, a period of induction which

lasts, during an entire stroke, an equal

period of compression and a ratio of ex

pansion which takes its limitations only in

accordance with such purely external con

siderations as govern the installation of the

motor in its car. In the two-cycle type, on

the other hand, there is an impulse every

second stroke, an extremely brief period of

induction during which the charge is ad

mitted into the cylinder under pressure due

to a previous compression, a period of final

compression which is equal in duration to

the period of expansion, and a ratio of ex—

pansion which is limited by the necessity of

exhausting the contents of the cylinder to

atmospheric pressure before the piston has

reached the end of its out stroke. From

the standpoint of efficiency, there is a sim

ilar contradiction of advantages, for while

the four-cycle type has, in its best develop

ment, the highest thermodynamic efficiency

of any heat engine, and the corresponding

measure of the two-cycle type.is consider—

ably lower, on account of the limited ratio

of expansion, the mechanical efficiency of

the former is lower than that of the latter

by a considerable amount because the in

ternal absorption of power is continuous in

both cases, while the number of impulses

in the second is twice as great as that in the

first. Thus the two-cycle motor, while in

theory nearly twice as powerful per pound

weight, or per cubic inch of cylinder ca

pacity is more wasteful of fuel than the

other type. And, finally, it is to be noticed

that the two-cyle type, in its present state

of development, is not susceptible of so

great a variation in speed and power as is

the other, and that in general it is not

capable of being run at so high a speed,

which is not, however, of great moment to

the law-abiding citizen.

The scheme of the combined motor, is

merely that of utilizing the two—cycle prin

ciple whenever the demand for power is in

excess of the normal, as for instance, in

starting, and in hill climbing, as well as

for a more even driving effort at the rear

wheels, while for all normal driving at me

dium and high speeds, the more economical

four-cycle would be adhered to. In other

words, supposing for the moment that the

power per cycle were the same in both

cases, then for the same total output, the

motor would turn but half as fast when two

cycling as when running four-cycle. It is

a matter of fact, of course, that the relative

speeds would not vary quite in the ratio

of two to one, but they would approach it,

and would in some cases aproximate it

pretty closely. In this way, by combining

and overlapping the speed ranges of the two

different cycles, a machine would be ob

tained in which the possible variation of

speed would be in excess of any machine

yet constructed. Also, the fact that in the

lower ranges of speed, the power would not

be diminished materially and the efficiency,

though lower than that at high or normal

speed, would still be greater than that

which is obtained from the four-cycle type

alone when running under throttle control,

should militate in favor of the arrange

ment.

From the purely mechanical standpoint,

there should be little hindrance to the car

rying out of the scheme. Although the

'. commonest form of the two-cycle motor is

valveless and depends for the distribution

of the gas upon the action of the piston in

uncovering ports in the cylinder walls at

the proper time, the same action could be

obtained by the use of valves; in which case,

all that would be necessary to effect the

change in the cycle would be to cause an

alternation in the actuation of the valves,

either by the introduction of a different

set of cams, or by any other convenient

mechanical means at hand. In the one

case, the supply of gas would be drawn

directly into the cylinders from the car

buretter, while in the other it would be

taken first into the crank case where it

would be compressed in the manner com

mon to two-cycle machines, and then

forced into the cylinders afterward. In

manipulation, the control of the motor

would not be unlike that of either type, the

handling of the gas and ignition being un

altered by the change in cycle, and in all

other respects, the motor would be quite

similar to the prevalent types of machine

except that it would have a duplicate set

of valve gears, and that this would necessi

tate an additional lever to enable the driver

to alter the distribution.

Other things being equal, this last clause

would seem to constitute the chief disadvan-

age of the system, inasmuch as it would

involve the cncurnbering of the motor with

an amount of mechanism which is now

entirely unnecessary. On the other hand,

by this very means, the car itself would be

rid of the necessity of a change speed gear,

so that barring a single clutch, there wonld

be no mechanism other than that of the

direct transmission of the power from the

motor to the driving wheels. This, then,

mightbe taken as an advantage which

would so~ofiset the disadvantage of the in

creased mechanism of the motor, and in

general increase the simplification of the

type of car as a whole, that the drawback

would be lost sight of.

Up to the present time, the motor car

manufacturers, who comprise the only class

of gas engine builders who are working for

a variable speed unit, have contented them

selves in the use of either one or the other

of the two distinct types. Both are at pres

ent passing through the refining fire, and

doubtless each will emerge with enough of

argument in its favor to warrant its use to

a large extent. Whether or not the com

bined motor will come into any sort of

favor, is as yet, merely a matter of conjec

ture. It is possible that each of the tWO

types will be developed to such a point of

sufficiency that the merging of the two

will not be a necessity. And yet, it is no!

at all unlikely that when the present tide

which trends visibly toward a multiplication

of cylinders shall have had its run, and the

market shall have fixed upon some one type

of cylinder construction as a standard, that

there will be a still manifest need of flex

ibility and efficiency which can only be

served in the manner herein indicated. It

is one of the “problems of the future" that

cannot wholly escape the attention Of the

thinking man.

PAUL PRY

The start of the tire trials of the Auto'

mobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland

has been postponed from February 1_t°

February 15, the last day of entry being

fixed for January 31. The speedometer end

lamp trials, the conditions governing WI'IICII

were published in the Motor World Ia“

week, will be held at the same time
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Marking a Twentieth Milestone

  

GEORGE W. BENNETT.

On January 19th, George W. Bennett,

sales manager of Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.,

Kenosha, \Vis., will round out an anniver

sary of uncommon interest, that of twenty

years service in the Jeffery or Rambler in

terests.

It was in 1886 that Bennett first linked

with the firm of Gormully & Jeffery, then

and for many years engaged in the manu

facture of bicycles. He traveled the South

ern States for them until called to the

Washington (D. C.) branch in 1889, of

which he became assistant manager. Ben

nett saw the firm grow into one of the

largest and most famous in the world. In

1895 he was transferred to Brooklyn, N. Y.,

where he managed the Rambler branch

and made a reputation for himself. In 1899

Gonnully & Jeffery disposed of their prop

erty t0 the American Bicycle Co.-—the

so-called “bicycle trust"—and Bennett, as

one of the Rambler’s valuable “assets,”

went with it, the following year becoming

Eastern sales manager of the big institu

tion, which comprised some 44 factories.

When the “trust” was reorganized, Bennett

was appointed Southern manager with con

trol of all branch houses and travelers in

the South. Mr. Gormully had died and Mr.

Jeffery retired for a short spell, but the lat—

ter was too full of nervous energy to long

remain in retirement, and in no time at all

was again in the commercial arena building

Rambler automobiles. In 1902 he called

his old lieutenant to him and there he has

been ever since, with duties and responsi

bilities greatly enlarged and in every sense

Mr. Jeffery’s right-hand man, his wide and

ripe experience contributing in no minor

degree to the impressiveness of Rambler

success.

In whatever position he occupied, Ben

nett was never a negative quality. He is

essentially a positive force who rather en

joys the sight of an obstacle and who be

lieves in marching straight at it in prefer

ence to reaching it by devious detours. He

is no “trimmer.” He has the courage of

his convictions and knows how to stand

up for them. Bennett despises cant and

bumptiousness, always keeps close to earth

and does not try to force himself to believe

that he cares a damn for the man who cares

not a damn for him. He is indeed very

THOMAS B. IEFFERY.

much “on the level," is George Bennett,

and true to those who are true to him.

 

Figures that tell a Story.

The city of Detroit, Mich., runs an

“around the island" phaeton service at ten

cents per passenger. An individual cor

poration has an automobile line over the

same route charging twenty-five cents per

passenger. For the year 1904 the phaetons

carried 12,572, and the automobiles 11,903

passengers. For three months in 1905 the

phaeton carried just eleven fares, while the

other line had 12,853 passengers. The con

clusion is obvious.

Where the Doctors Lead.

Newly-published statistics show that

there are 21,524 cars in France, as compared

with 17,107 in 1904, 12,983 in 1903, and 1,672

in 1899. Of these, 1,109 are used by doctors

and pharmacists, 359 by manufacturers, 211

by distillers, brewers, etc., 254 by commer

cial travelers, 153 by agriculturists, a like

number by tailors and the clothing industry,

and 125 by metallurgists. In Paris itself

there are 3,589 cars, and in Rhone 54,9,
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Forcshadows of the Shows '

 

If there is any one feature of the exhibits
at the twoishows, those in Madison Square

Garden and in the Sixty-ninth Regiment

Armory, that will “stand out" and cause

the beholder, whose mind runs back a year

or two, to rub his eyes, it will be the dis

play of closed cars.

It will not be surprising if the closed

car predominates at both shows. It is

essentially the development of the year.

It is, of course, merely a development in

body design and construction, but the fact

does not lessen its import or its conspicu

It points to all around utility

It indicates that the

motor car has ceased to be merely a fair

weather vehicle.

ousness.

and all the year usage.

Twelve months ago the limousine was

practically the only type of closed car to

be found, and at that it was not very nu

merous. The “covered car," the one with

the canopy or the cape top, with or with

out a glass front, was the form of would-be

all-weather car most strongly in evidence.

This applies, of course, to the gasolene and

steam vehicles. In electrics, the closed

car in a diversity of patterns long had been

before the public; and what makers of elec

trics had done those who deal with the

other two powers have now done. The

brougham, the landaulet, the victoria and

the coupe all may be said to have developed

during the year, while the limousine is now

the rule and not the exception.

The body-makers have done their work

well, too. While some of the bodies do no

great credit to the vehicles to which they

are fitted, generally speaking, they

magnificent specimens of the art, both in

design and finish. Again speaking gener

ally and of the tonneau type more particu

are

larly, body designs now follow two dis

tinct and well-defined models—the straight

line and the “sea-shell" or curved line pat

terns, the latter having received an un

expected amount of favor.

In dealing with tendencies as a whole it

is naturally impossible to separate one show

from another. There is so much in com

mon between the cars exhibited at both that

it would be a profitless task to attempt to

differentiate, '

Suspension has been a subject upon

which much has been written and more

said during the past year, but in glancing

over the situation it is easy to perceive that

makers generally have decided not to make

any radical changes, but to leave the‘ prob

lem of improvement in the hands of the

devisers of auxiliary devices for the time

being. It is equivalent to a confession

of inferiority in a way, for if the suspen

sion were in every respect equal to the de

mands made upon it there would naturally

 

Number exhibitors both shows . . . . . . . ..433

“ “ Garden “ . . . . . . . . .197

“ “ Armory “ . . . . . . . . .236

“ Makes cars at both shows . . . . . ..125

“ “ “ Garden “ . . . . . . . .. 44

“ “ “ Armory “ . . . . . . . .. 81

American cars at Garden “ . . . . . . . .. 33

American “ “ Armory “ . . . . . . . . . 63

Foreign “ “ Garden “ . . . . . . . . . 11

Foreign “ “ Armory “ . . . . . . . . . 18

American “ “ Both “ . . . . . . . . . 96

Foreign “ “ “ “ 29

Exhibitors showing “ “ . . . . . . . . . 83

be no necessity of doing anything

to supplement it. Whether from gen

erally accepted present lines, which are

nothing more or less than an en

larged edition of the horse-drawn carriage

and truck, a suspension can be evolved that

will meet all the requirements of the vastly

different motor car, must remain a ques

Sufiice it to

say, considerable difl‘iculty has been found

tion for some time to come.

in overcoming the plunging action of either

the semi or the full elliptical spring and as

the various forms of shock absorbers ac

complish this more or less satisfactorily, it

is easy to see that they will be very gen

erally used. The adoption of the platform

type of rear spring was an evident attempt

to overcome this drawback, but judging

from the few adherents it has maintained—

less now than ever, it would appear~this

end does not seem to have been reached.

There can be no doubt that the business of

manufacturing spring damping and butt

ing devices has before it an era of unexam

pled growth and prosperity. In one in

stanca, at least, the buffer is advanced as

a substitute for the pneumatic tire, but it is

not at all likely that this will be followed

very largely as a precedent.

From the suspension it is but a step to

the frame and in this will probably be found

a part of the car that has undergone the

least amount of change, and moreover that

is least likely to be the subject of new de

signs in The channel section.

pressed steel frame, comes so close to

being universal that the chance for any in

novation creeping in here is remote. It is

more than probable that within the next

year or even two even the few builders of

future.

low priced cars who have not already got

in line in this respect will fall in with the

remainder. The pressed steel,frame is even

now a feature of some of the lightest run

abouts, the only dissenters being builders

of cars whose designs do not follow gen

eral lines in other respects._

Probably the greatest departure notice

able is to be found in the motor—that is, it

is one that cannot fail to strike even the

uninitiated. Increasing the number of cyl

inders by fifty per cent. has been hailed as

the panacea of all ills by some makers who

have hitherto pinned their faith to the four

cylinder motor. Of all the cars shown, it

is safe to say that something between 70

and 80 per cent. will be equipped with what

has come to be regarded as the standard—

the four-cylinder type. But there will be

enough six-cylinder models in evidence and

a sufiicient number of them will find pur

chasers to place a coterie of six-cylinder en

thusiasts on the road during the coming

season to demonstrate once and for all

whether the advantages outweigh the dis

vantages. This can never be conclusive,

however, for there will always be those

who will pay the increased expense in order

to have something out of the ordinary run,

and in such hands it would appear that six

cylinders constitute a feature that has come

to stay. But that this number will be so

limited as to make it unprofitable for the

several makers who have listed such a

model, to continue to do so, or that they

will find it expedient to discreetly drop

further progress in this direction in favor

of a return to four cylinders at the end of
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the present year is a matter upon which it

would be rash to prophesy.

\Vhere the four-cylinder engine is con

cerned, it is noticeable that two distinct

types have sprung up, varying with their

power. Thus it will be readily noted that

those rated 30 horse-power or under are

still generally of the familiar twin cylinder

type, but that over this there is a marked

tendency toward the adoption of the inde

pendently cast cylinders. They are in evi

dence on such a number of cars that there

is little doubt that this represents a feature

of design upon which the majority are

agreed. This may be explained by the

greatly increased size of the castings

brought about by the demand for more

power. In some instances the present in

dependent single cylinder castings are but

slightly inferior in size and weight to for

mer twin cylinders. None of the radical

departures advocated here and there, such

as the plan of offsetting the cylinders on

the crank case, have apparently come in

for any serious consideration, so that the

motor as a whole will, with the exception

of the differences just alluded to, enter upon

1906 in most respects the same as it was

a year ago.

In the matter of valves there is little of

novelty to record; the mechanically op

erated valve was already an established

fixture a year ago and the automatic valve

may now be definitely said to have passed

beyond the ken of the automobile motor de

signer. There is still a divergence of opin

ion as to the proper location of the valves.

A leaning toward placing them in the head

is noticeable, possibly as a'result of the

effect that air-cooled designs have had upon

the water-cooled engine. It has now become

more or less general in the'latter type to lo

cate the valves on top of the cylinder, as in

the Premier, and this has been adopted in

numerous instances in the water-cooled

type.

W'hile the four cylinder motor predomi—

nates the field so largely the horizontal op

posed type may be said to be holding its own,

though it must be recorded that most of

the makers of such machines have added

four cylinder models to their line.

Also somewhat of an increase in the use

of the twin cylinder vertical type for run

abouts and light cars, as evidenced by the

Mitchell and Pope Tribune, is to be no

ticed. On the runabout the single cyl

inder is still adhered to in a few prominent

instances, but there have defections rather

than accessions to the ranks of its sup

porters.

Air cooling may be said to have found

itself during the past year so that the lean

ing toward this factor of simplicity during

the coming season will be represented by a

much more extensive showing of cars of all

types than has hitherto been thought pos

sible. The present year really marks the

advent in numbers of the modern touring

car with an air cooled engine. The growth

that the type has attained during the past

year and particularly the conclusive demon

stration of the fact that there appears to be

no limit to the size of the successfully air

cooled motor, so far as the automobile is

concerned, has once for all, put a quietus

on those doubters who never expected to

see the air-cooling win out, except in a very

 VWhere the Cars will be Found.

GARDEN

Autocar Pope-Hartford

Apperson Royal

Babcock“ S. & M. Simplex

Buick Stearns

Cadillac Stevens-Duryea

Cantano“ Studebaker“

Columbus“ Thomas

Columbia]! Vehicle Equipment‘

Elmore \Naltham-Orient

Franklin Walter

Haynes Winton

Hewitt Darracq

Knox Rochet-Schneider

Locomobile Clement-Bayard

Matheson Decauville

Northern DeDietrich

Olds F. I. A. T.

Packard C. G. V.

Peerless Renault

Pierce Panhard

Pope-Waverly‘ Mercedes

Pope-Toledo Gallia"l

*Electric. “Electric and Gasolene.

ARMORY.

Acme Moon

Aerocar Moore

Ardsley McCrea (elec.)

Austin National

.Auto-Car EquipmentPittsburg (elec.)

(gas & electric) Premier_

American Mercedes Pungs-Finch

Atlas Queen

Ariel Rainier

American Berliet -Rapid

Baker (elec.) Rambler

Berkshire Rauch & Lang (elec.)

Chadwick Rev ,

Cleveland St- Lou‘s

Christie Stoddard-Dayton

Commercial TWnyI'd

Corbin quueot

Crawford Wayne

Crown Welch

Compound White (steam)

Dolson Windsor

Dorris Wolverine

Duryea York

Ford Peugeot

Prayer-Miller De Leon

Glide Hotchkiss

Grout Zust _

I‘roquois Westinghouse

Jackson C. G. V.

Johnson (steam) Leon Bollee

Lambert Brasier

Lane (steam) Berliet

Lansden (elec.) Mor_s

Logan Napier .

Lozier Delauney-Belleville

Marmon - Martini

Marion Panhard

Maxwell Daimler

Mitchell Spyker

Moline Argus

limited field sharply bounded by the restric

tion of low power. The building and suc

cessful running of an air-cooled engine

rated at 100 horse-power—the Premier

racer—as well as the marketing of the

largest stock car of the type ever shown

by a firm that has made a name for itself

in this respect hardly calls for comment.

This is the Frayer-Miller. There will cer

tainly be more than a round half dozen of

cars with air-cooled motors, but in every

other respect the counterparts of the stand

ard type of touring machine the world over,

such as the Corbin and new Knox models.

Upon these cars have been installed dummy

radiators patterned after the water-cooled

machines, which give them a most conven

tional appearance.

There is a marked tendency to take up

the long neglected two-cycle engine which

has hitherto had but one supporter, the El

more, and develop it in the same manner

that has brought success to other types,

and its adoption by such a concern as the

Olds Motor Works is an indication of great

portent. Neither this nor the air-cooled

type can be said to be sufficiently numerous

to constitute a general trend—they are both

comparatively new and both more or less

novel by comparison, but they show such

a marvellous growth, particularly in the

case of the former, that they must be con

sidered in the light of candidates for in

creasing favor.

In ignition, there is more and more incli

nation toward the use of the magneto, the

high tension type now being very largely

used on the more expensive machines. The

construction of the magneto by a. car

manufacturer, as in the case of the

Locomobile, is a noteworthy instance of

the independence which is so widely mani

fest this year. Needless to say, the lower

priced cars still adhere to the jump spark

system.

What may be considered as portending

the ultimate disappearance of the splash

system of lubrication is to be found in

the gradual, but none the less, certain in

crease in the adoption of the continuous

feed pressure system for the lubrication of

the moving parts of the motor. It is true,

that so far this has been used in but a lim

ited number of instances to the exclusion

of the splash system, but it shows that

there is a tendency in this direction.

Speed changing tendencies take the form

of a desire to perfect the sliding gear type,

and this has been carried out to such an

extent that this form predominates. The

planetary gear has neither lost nor gained

ground; it is still used by those who have

made a feature of it in the past, but its

adoption for a heavy car with three speeds

forward, as in the case of the Cadillac heavy

touring car of last year, does not appear to

have found any response in the designs of

other builders. It will, of course, continue

to hold its own where the runabout is con

cerned. The use of the selective system of

gear changing has found new adherents

and it is probable that it now largely ex

ceeds in number the direct lever type.

The cardan shaft for final drive has come

into pretty general use. It has now, with

a limited number of exceptions, been ex

tended to all types of car, from the very

heaviest down to the light runabout. The

exceptions to it take the form of runabouts

or light cars that have been on the market

for several years, using a single chain drive,

and the highest powered cars with double
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chain. In a measure it would even seem

to be supplanting the single chain, as in the

case of the Maxwell tourabout.

Of course, the general increase in the use

of the anti-friction bearings, both of the ball

and roller type, should not be overlooked.

The adoption of one or the other of the two

types has become general in all the more

elaborate cars, and to a much greater extent

than heretofore in those of less pretense.

Tentatively, and just stepping over the

border by a small margin as if not to ap

pear too radical, at least a few makers,

among which may be cited the Lozier, the

Rainier and the Cleveland, have paid heed

to the plaint of the tire maker for larger

wheels and these cars will accordingly be

equipped, the first with 36-inch, the

others with 34-inch size. But there

is more in this than appears on the sur

face. The tire maker has placed himself

on record as advocating the increased

wheel diameter with a correspondingly

larger tire as pointing the way to a large

measure of relief from tire troubles and tire

maintenance.

But it is a cure that comes high and in

the opinion of the majority is a form of

relief that may hold the promised ultimate

lessening of the tire bill, though they are

hardly willing to pay the price to obtain

it.

In this connection, may be mentioned the

most marked development that has been

brought about—the general trend toward

the mechanically fastened tire. \Vhile the

clincher still retains its vogue and will

doubtless constitute a very substantial per

centage of all the tires turned out during

Functions During Show Week.

Saturday, January 13—8 p. m., opening of

New York shows.

Monday, January lS—Meeting American

Automobile Association racing board at

Armory.

Tuesday, January 16—Meeting directors

New York State Automobile Associa

tion at Armory; afternoon.

Meeting directors A. A. A. at Armory;

afternoon.

Meeting Society Automobile Engineers

at Hotel Grand, 8 p. in; informal dinner

at 6 p. m.

Meeting and election, The Motor and

Accessory M’f'r's, Inc., Hotel Astor,

8p.rn.

Annual Meeting National Association

Automobile Dealers, Hotel Victoria.

Wednesday, January 17—Open meeting

for A. A. A. members at Armory, VVed

nesday afternoon.

Luncheon and entertainment Ilyatt

Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J., at

\Valdorf-Astoria Hotel, 9 p. m.

Meeting National Association of Auto

mobile Mannfacturers at Hotel Victoria,

Broadway and Twenty—seventh streets,

8 p. m.

Saturday, January 20—Annual banquet

Automobile Club of America at Waldorf

Astoria Hotel, evening.

 

the coming year, there are few makers who

have not come to the conclusion that the

time is ripe for the advent of a perfected

mechanical fastening. Users generally have

become reconciled to the fact that the non—

puncturable, last-forever tire is an illusion

that stands small chance indeed of ever as

suming any more solid form and are con

tent to put up with the weakness of the

pneumatic tire in order to enjoy its ad

vantages. But as long as the necessity for

repairing is an ever present quantity, it

may as well be robbed of as many of its

terrors as possible. There is no chance of

evading the issue; no choice but to make

the repair or further damage the tire by

riding it flat, so that the demand has been

for means of facilitating the process as

much as possible and bringing it more

within the ability of one man to effect.

Those makers who have had their ears to

the ground have not been backward in de

tecting the approaching rumble and the

result will be the presence of a greater

number of mechanically fastened tires on

the market during the coming year than

ever before.

To revert to the mechanism temporarily.

there is one very decided tendency con

nected with no part of the chassis in par

ticular, but having a very important hear

ing upon all, and that is the importance of

the role assumed by the study of the metal

lurgy of the car's motive power and sup'

port. The choice of the very best materials

for every individual purpose—in no other

way can maximum strength be combined

with minimum weight, and it is something

that henceforth will be made the sub_'(.-ct

of extensive study with a view to further

refinement.

THOSE WHO WIHL EXHIBIT AT BOTH SHOWS.

American Ball Bearing Co.

Anderson Spark Plug Co.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.

Auto Supply Co.

Badger Brass C0.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg Co.

Belden Automobile Transmission C0.

Bowser & Co., S. F.

'Brown-Lipe Gear Co.

Briscoe Mfg. Co.

Byrne, Kingston & Co.

Charron, Girardot et Voigt.

Columbia Lubricants Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

Continental Rubber Works.

Cramp & Sons’ Ship & Engine Building Co.

Dac Automobile Supply House.

Dayton Electrical Manufacturing Co.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Dietz & Co., R. E.

Duff Mfg Co.

Eastern Carbon Works.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg Co.

Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

G. & J. Tire Co.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.

Goodrich Co., The B. I".

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., The

Gray 8: Davis.

Hardy Co., The R. E.

Hartford Rubber \N'orks Co.

Hartford Suspension Co.

Harris Oil Co.

Hatch & Brittain, Inc.

Herz & Co.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

International A. & V. Tire Co.

iron Clad Mfg. Co.

Judson & Downing Co.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co.

McGiehan Mfg. Co.

Miller, Chas. 12.

Morgan & “'right, Inc.

Mosler & Co., A. R.

National Carbon Co.

New York & New Jersey Lubricant Co.

New York Sporting Goods Co.

Ofeldt & Sons, F. \V.

Oliver Mfg. Co.

Panhard et Levassor.

Parrish & Bingham Co.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

Prest-Oditc Co.

Prosser & Son, Thomas.

Railway Appliance Co.

Remy Electric Co.

Renault Freres.

Republic Rubber Co.

Republic Rubber Tire & Shoe Co.

Rose Mfg. Co.

Rubay, Leon.

Sibley & Pitman.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.

Splitdorf, C. F.

Springfield Metal Body C0.

Sprague Umbrella C0.

Standard Welding Co.

Steel Ball Co.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.

Trade Advertising & Publishing Co.

Twentieth Century Mfg. Co.

Vceder Mfg. Co.

Warner Instrument Co.

\Varner Gear C0.

Webb Co.

\\"heeler Mfg. Co.

“'hitlock Coil Pipe Co.

\Vhitney Mfg. Co.

Witherbee Igniter C0.

\Villis Co., E. J.

\Vray Pump & Register Co.
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-. The Show in the Garden

'

TOTAL NUMBER EXHIBITORS, 197

CARS, 44; OTHER THAN CARS, 153

T was at just this time one year ago that the Motor World

electrified all who had to do with automobile shows by exclu

sively publishing the news that the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers had secured Madison Square Garden

for a term of years and that the exhibition of 1906 to be held

under the auspices of what may be termed that exclusive organ

ization. The news created a tremendous sensation. A move of the sort was soL

unexpected that it was not generally credited at the time. Before the week closed,

however, the news was fully confirmed.

This action of th A. L. A. M. marked a distinct and visible parting of the ways.

It put an end to the alliance between the Automobile Club of America, the

National Association of Automobile Manufacturers and the Madison Square Gar

den Company who jointly had conducted the previous shows and required an

entire recasting of lines and readjustment of affairs.

y

This readjustment will be made apparent on Saturday night next. So far as

concerns Madison Square Garden enough is known to say that it will result in the

creation of a new standard for industrial exhibitions. It will be wholly unlike any

thing that has gone before, whether at home or abroad. For the week, the build

ing will be Madison Square Garden on the outside, a Roman garden within, but

set with such “chariots” as Roman never dreamed of. The entire interior of the

building has been transformed to obtain this Roman effect, which has been car

ried out with a lavish hand, but always with an eye to quiet elegance and refine

ment. The entire scheme is one of harmonious blend. The colors, the signs, the

lights, the carpets, the decorations, all will be in harmony. There will be no riot

of color, no offense in contrast, no jarring, no discord of detail.

The color scheme will be white and gold with contrasting tints, and so thor

oughly will the Roman effect be carried out that the round iron posts which have

been used to support the chain barriers between spaces will be discarded and special

posts of staff, designed in the prevailing style of architecture, be made for the

show. The floors are to be covered by a specially woven golden bronze carpet, of

which more than 6,000 yards will be used. The chains which will be strung

between spaces will be bronzed to a tint almost like that of the carpet.

The walls of the short main entrance-hall or lobby are to be covered with

greens to simulate a forest effect, and no part of the buliding as usually seen inside

will be left uncovered. Immediately inside the amphitheatre there will be staff

figures of the “Poster Girl," the “Automobile Girl” and the “Chauffeur,” all larger

than life size. Under the “Poster Girl" there will be a fountain in which frogs

and fish will spout water on which changing colored lights will play. The Fourth

avenue or rear end of the amphitheatre will be covered by a large drop curtain,

upon which an Italian garden scene will be painted. The box partitions at that

end are to be draped to reSemble columns, so as to blend harmoniously into the

picture presented by that end of the building. The ceiling will be entirely hidden

by 12,000 yards of torquoise blue bunting, in which 27,000 golden stars will twinkle.

All of the decorations, including evergreens, will be fireproofed.

  

Staff columns placed ten feet apart will support classic cornices bearing the
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signs of each exhibitor. Thousands of electric

lights will be placed along the edges of the

cornices and new electroliers have been

specially designed to do their part in il

luminating the building. Silkoline between

pilasters of white and gold will decorate the

balconies, enriched by sprays of smilax.

Instead of a main aisle through the cen

tre of the amphitheatre and two side aisles,

as in former shows, there will be but one

aisle, extending around the building in an

oval. The centre of the floor has'been used

for a solid block of exhibition spaces, ex

tending from the fountain back to almost

the end of the building. Other show spaces

have been laid out along the sides of the

building, with plenty of room between

them and the centre spaces to allow the

public to examine the displays without the

discomfort and crowding of former shows.

All of the messengers, attendants and

others will be uniformed. No “price” or

"sold" cards will be allowed on any auto

mobile and the giving out of souvenirs has

been prohibited. Absolutely no smoking

will be permitted at any time. The rule is

to be rigidly enforced and the “drawing

three employees and hello girls will be re

quired to operate the exchange, in addition

to the attendants at the various stands.

The credit for this great work—for it is

  

 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.

room atmosphere" of the show preserved.

Horn tooting also has been tabooed.

Striking evidences of the completeness

of the arrangements will be found in the

telephone exchange, which will be the

largest private one in the world, called into

existence to do its part for a week. There

will be 150 telephones in operation with

long distance connections, so that any ex

hibitor can call up his factory, even though

it be situated in the \Nest. Sixty-five trunk

lines will run from the building to the Mad

ison Square telephone exchange, a larger

number even than can be found at the \Nal

dorf-Astoria, which is the largest private

exchange in regular operation. Twenty

a great work—rests with the A. L. A. M.

Show Committee, George Pope, chairman;

M. I. Brock and C. R. Mabley.

 

Of all the cars staged the one which is

the nearest approach to a sensation and

which will attract all comers for at least a

look at its “innards” will be the new North

ern four-cylinder car with its air control.

In itself, the use of compressed air on the

car is not a novelty as one maker or another

has applied it to some purpose, such as the

application of the brakes or the governing

of the motor, during the past two or three

years, but heretofore it has not been called

upon to operate the clutch, gear changing

mechanism and brakes all on one and the

same machine. It will be the leverless

aspect of the car that cannot fail to attract

the eye accustomed to seeing the inevitable

hand levers, generally at the driver’s right

hand, which have in the past two or three

years been reduced to a minimum of two,

but which appear to stand little chance of

further reduction in the future except by

the use of some such flexible medium as is

employed in this case.

In its way the two-cylinder two-cycle

Oldsmobile also savors of the sensational.

Its adoption by the pioneers whose name

it bears was one of the “startlers” of the

season, and the car that led to the move

cannot well fail of wide interest and atten—

tion, though it may serve to lessen interest

in the new four-cylinder, four-cycle Olds—

mobile, the largest car ever produced by

that old and experienced concern. In other

respects, too, the Olds line will be complete,

runabout, wagonette and a diversity of de—

livery types serving to make it so.

In every case where the name two-cycle

is mentioned the mind naturally turns to

the Elmore people, and at their stand will

be found not simply a revamped form of

their well-known machine employing this

type of motor, but as well a brand new four

cylinder car still fitted with the same type

motor, and noteworthy as being the first

quadruple engine of its class to be put upon

the market. Because of the way in which

the limelight has been cast upon the two

cycle motor during the last few weeks, quite

as much on account of the stamp of the

makers who are giving it their attention at

the present time, there is sure to be a week

long radiance pervading the Elmore ex

hibit; its makers have earned the right to

smile.

Probably next in the order of novelty will

come the air-cooled cars, of which the

Knox has been so long a leading exponent,

and the Knox exhibit will be distinguished

by the first air-cooled, four-cylinder ma—

chine to be built throughout on the lines

laid down by current design as applied to

machines of the more conventional type,

and, too, the largest air—cooled car ever

in a regular stock model of four cylinders.

With its imposing proportions, straight line

body, “dummy” radiator and other modern

trappings it is totally devoid of that “gin

gerbread” appearance that has been too

much of an air-cooled failing. It looks like

a real motor car.

Some of the cars shown will be note

worthy because of the slight amount of

alteration has been found possible—some

thing which argues a very different story

from what it would have done a couple of

years asgo. One of the most prominent

among’fhese will be the Stevens Duryea,

which is practically a reproduction of last

year’s type, yet is by no means out of date

or behind the times. Another car which is

practically unaltered in design and in which

refinement only was possible, is the Loco—

mobile, which also is notable in that it is

equipped with a magneto constructed in it!
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entirety by the makers of the car. Of the

machines which have been altered to a

greater degree, though not in a way which

is readily appreciable to the layman, there

will be the big four-cylinder Columbia, cost

ing $5,000, the Pope-Toledo, the Pierce, the

Thomas, the Packard, the Orient, the Peer

less, the Apperson, have undergone consid

erable improvement in one detail or

another, while the Royal and Haynes cars,

counterparts of those which starred in the

double elimination prior to the Vanderbilt

Cup race last fall, are of new design, though

each retaining its former characteristics,

  

GEORGE POPE.

Chairman Show Committee.

which substantially is true also of the

Stearns.

Of the makers who have brought out

large cars are the Autocar, the Cadillac and

the Pope—Hartford, each of whom have

added a four-cylinder model to its line.

The exhibit of electric vehicles will be

very complete and will include, among

others, a novelty in the way of an electric

chemical fire engine, which is adapted to

give smooth and reliable service under the

rigorous conditions which such apparatus is

expected to serve. The exhibit of the Co

lumbia electrics will be, as usual, impres

sive not only in appearance but in variety.

It will include practically every type of

closed car to which the makers of gasolene

vehicles have but just seriously turned their

attention. The Pope-Waverly also has

“come on" remarkably in this direction, as

its exhibit will make plain.

No tire of repute, whether of foreign or

domestic manufacture, will be found miss

ing, and there is no lack of newness in the

tires themselves in the means of attach

ment; in' fact, the progress of the mechan

ical fastening will be made plain for the

first time. The big house of Goodrich has

been “won over" to that form of fastening

and its “quick detachable" tire will at the

show be demonstrated to the general public

for the first time. The same is true of

the Firestone pneumatic, the newest

product of the Firestone whose solid tires

long have been a byword. This Firestone

mechanically fastened tire is so new, indeed,

that many will see it at the show for the

first time. The Perfected Dunlop fasten—

ing and the new ring or flange that permits

the use of the Dunlop tire on any clincher

  

CHARLES CLIFTON,

President A. L. A. M.

rim is another recent and far-reaching de

velopment of no mean order. The Fisk

and the Goodyear mechanically fastened

tires were earlier or earliest in the field and

require mention only in passing; their spurs

are already won, so to speak. The Diamond,

the 81 J and the Morgan & Wright con

cerns still pin their faith to the clincher tire,

though the Diamond holds a Fisk license

and the othertwo are privileged to and ac

tually are producing mechanical fastenings

that are counterparts of that employed on

the Perfected Dunlop. The Diamond Rub

ber Co. is, however, contributing four de

partures—a solid tire with a wire-mesh

base, a wrapped thread Diamond with a flat

thread, a double or diaphragm inner tube

and a tire protector or removable tread

which is made wholly of rubber and fabric

and which, when applied, is held in place

solely by inflation, without the use of beads

or “shoe lacing." The Pennsylvania and

Michelin adhere to the clincher type of tire,

the former introducing a flat tread; the

latter previously had a tire of this type.

In accessories there is nothing surprising

ly new or startling. A birdseye survey of

the list of accessory exhibits will quickly

grasp the few real novelties, as, for in

stance, the Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.’s

shock absorber, of the "House" spring re

coil check, the principle of which is simple;

it'is enterely automatic, and, works by a

spring contained in a steel cylinder attached

to the axle and the body of the car. Be

sides the introduction of an eight-chime

horrr, the Gabriel Horn Co. also are pre

senting a shock absorber, the Foster, which

is actuated by compression, a plunger in a

cylinder containing oil furnishing the de

sired rcsistance. The Dayton Electrical

Mfg. Co. have brought out the Apple auto

matic cut-out and voltmeter. Holley Bros.

are presenting a new magneto in addition

to its line of carburetters. Accessories like

the cars, themselves, however, are rapidly

settling into well defined standards, of

which such as the Jones and Veeder speed

ometers and odometers, the Solar, Atwood

and Gray & Davis lamps; \Vhitney,

Diamond and Baldwin chains; Springfield,

Sprague, Rands, King and London tops; B.

8: S. wrenches, Kingston carburetters, Tim

ken, Standard and Hyatt roller bearings,

Prest-O-Lite gas tanks, Midgley pressed

  

W. E. METZGER.

Vice-President A. L. A. M.

steel wheels, Briscoe and \Vhitlock coolers

and radiators; Hill precision oilers, Truf

fault-Hartford shock absorbers; Hardy

plugs and Splitdorf coils may be mentioned

to better convey the meaning.

 

The Exhibitors and their Exhibits.

An alphabetical list of the exhibitors at

the Garden Show, giving their location, and

the nature of their wares:

M. F.—Main Floor.

E. P.—Elevatcd Platform.

F. T.—First Tier Boxes.

S. T.—Second Tier Boxes.

E. II.——Exhibition Hall.

Bs.—Basement.

Bl.——Balcony.

C. H.-—Conccrt Hall.

A

Allers & Co., New York, Space 118, B1 and

S. T._Specialties.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, 0.,

Space 97, E. P. and F. T.—Ball bearing

axles, wheels, etc.

American Darracq Co., New York, Space

16, M. F.—Darracq touring cars.

American Electric Novelty and Manufac

turing Co., New York, Space 176 C. II.—

Electrical goods and self-starter.

American and British Mfg. Co., Space 211,

Bs.

Anderson Spark-Plug Co., Space 121, B1

and S. T.—Spark Plugs.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo,
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Ind, Space 1, F. M.—Apperson four-cyl

inder touring cars.

Atwatcr Kent Manufacturing Works, Phila

delphia, Pa., Space 81, E. P. and F. T.—

Electrical specialties.

Atwood Manufacturing C0., Amcsbury,

Mass, Space 91, E. P. and F. T.—Lamps.

Aurora Automatic Machinery C0., Aurora,

111., Space 99, E. P. and F. T.—Thor

Motorcycles and fittings.

Auto Brass and Aluminum C0., Flint, Mich,

Space 119, B1. and S. T.-—Forcc fccd oil

crs and parts.

Auto Coil C0., The, Jersey City, N. J., Space

101, E. P. and F. T.—Spark coils.

Auto Import C0., New York, Space 19, M.

F.—Rochet-Schneider touring cars.

Autocar C0., Ardmore, Pa., Space 22, M. F.

—Autocars, two and four cylinder models

of improved type.

Auto Supply C0., The, New York, Space

126, Bl. and S. T.—Sundries and sup

plies.

Automobile, the, New York, Space 149, B1.

and S. T.

Automobile Top and Cover Mfg. CO., Inc.,

Space 215, Bs.—Tops.

B

Badger Brass and Manufacturing C0., Ken

osha, Wis., Space 102, E. P. and F. T.—

Solar Acetylene Gas Lamps.

Baldwin Chain and Manufacturing C0.,

\Vorcester, Mass, Space 63, E. P. and

F. T.-—Baldwin detachable and riveted

chains, llouse Patent Recoil Check.

Barnes Gear C0., Space 156, B1. and S. T.

Belden Automobile Transmission C0.,

Space 177, C. 11.

Benford E. M.. Space 206, Bl.

Billy, C., Space 116, Bl. and S. T.—l.amps.

Bowman Automobile C0., Sidney B., New

York, Space 14, M. F.—Clement-Bayard

cars.

Bowscr 8r. C0., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind..

Space 184, C. H.-—Gasolcne storage out

fits.

Brennan Manufacturing co., Syracuse. N.

Y., Space 89, E. P. and F. T.—Brcnnan

motors and transmissions. _

Briscoe Manufacturing C0., Detroit, Mich,

Space 72, E. P. and F. T.—-Radiators, fen

ders, etc.

Brown-Lipe Gear C0., Syracuse, N. Y.,

Space 60 E. P. and F. T.—Difierentials,

steering gears and sliding gear transmis

sions.

Bryne Kingston & C0., Kokomo, Ind.,

Space 67, E. P. andv F. T.—Kingston

automatic carburetters and mufflers.

Babcock Electric Carriage C0., Buffalo, N.

Y., Space 34, E. H.—Electric vehicles.

Buick Motor C0., Jackson, Mich., Space 13,

M. F.—Buick two and four cylinder cars.

Space 48a, B. S.—Buick commercial

vehicles.

C

Cadillac Motor Car C0., Detroit, Mich,

Space 4, M. F.—Cadillac cars, one, two

and four cylinders.

Cantano Electric Tractor C0., New York,

Space 38, E. H.—E1ectric fore carriage.

Champion C0., Albert, Boston, Mass, Space

152, B1. and S. T.,—Ignition outfits.

Chandler C0., The, Springfield, Mass, Space

111, E. P. and F. T.—Namep1ates.

Chicago Battery C0., Chicago, 111., Space

190, C. H.—Dry batteries.

Carpenter Steel C0., Reading, Pa., Space

210, Bs.—- Nickel chrome steel frames.

Columbia Lubricants C0., New York, Space

141, Bl. and S. T.--Monogram lubricating

oils.

Columbus Buggy C0., Columbus, Ohio,

Space 37, E. H.—Columbus electric car

riages.

Consolidated Mfg. C0., Toledo, 0., Space

B RAK E.

170, C. H.—Yale California motor bicy

clcs.

Continental Caouchonc C0., The, New

York, Space 147 B1. and S. T.—Conti

ncntal tires.

Continental Rubber \\'orks, Erie, Pa., Space

110, E. P. and F. T.—~Continental tires.

Cooper-Hewitt Electric C0., New York,

Space 209, Bs.—-Hewitt Mercury Arc rec

tifers.

Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building

C0., the Wm., Philadelphia, Pa., Space

129.—Manganese bronze castings.

D

Dac Automobile Supply House, New York,

Space 142, B1. and S. T.——Supp1ies.

Dayton Electrical Manufacturing C0., Day

ton, O., Space 104, E. P. and F. T.—App1e

ignitcrs and storage battery chargers.

Decauville Automobile C0., New York,

Space 17, M. F.—-Decauville cars.

DeDietrich Importing C0., New York,

Space 39, E. H.——DeDietrich cars.

Diamond Chain Mfg. C0., Indianapolis,

Ind, Space 196, C. H., Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber C0., The, Akron, 0.,

Space 51, E. P. and F. T.—Diamond

tires.

Dictz C0., R. E., New York, Space 93, E. P.

and F. T.——Dietz lamps.

Duff Manufacturing C0., 'The, Allegheny,

Pa., Space 137, B1. and S. T.—Barret

automobile jacks.

E

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.,

Space 195, C. H.—Eastern ignition cells.

Edmunds 8: Jones Mfg. C0., Detroit, Mich,

Space 179, C. ll.—“E. 81 J.” automobile

lamps.

Electric Vehicle C0., Hartford, Conn,

Space 41, E. H.—Columbia electric car

riages.
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Space 47, Bs.—Columbia commercial

vehicles.

Space 12, M. F.-—Columbia gasolene tour

ing cars.

Elmore Manufacturing Co., Clyde, 0.,

Space 9, M. F.——Elmore two-cycle, two

and four cylinder touring cars.

English & Mersick Co., New Haven, Conn.,

Space 143," B1. and S. T.—Metallic auto

mobile supplies.

Fine, Horace E., Trenton, N. J., Space 200,

B1.—Automobile monograms, license

tags and ornaments.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

Space 64. E. P. and F. T.—Firestone side

wire and detachable pneumatic tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

Space 103, E. P. and F. T.—Fisk mechan— "

ically fastened tires for automobiles.

Franklin Manufacturing Co., H. H., Syra- '

cuse, N. Y., Space 11, M. F.—Franklin

air cooled automobiles.

Funke, A. 11., New York, Space 122, Bl.

and S. T.—Lamps, horns, supplies, etc.

G

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., Space

55, E. P.—G & J detachable tires.

Gabriel Horn Manufacturing Co., New

York, Space 186, C. H.——Gabriel horns

and Foster shock absorber.

Gallia Electric Carriage Co., New York,

Space 42, E. H.-—Gallia electric vehicles.

Gas Engine Whistle Co., New York, Space

162, B1. and S. B.—Watrous spent gas

whistle.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., The, New Haven, Conn.,

Space 175, C. H.—-Gilbert tire covers.

Goodrich Co., The B. F., Akron, 0., Space

109, E. P. and F. T.—-Goodrich tires.

‘ Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., The, Akron,

0., Space 53, E. P. and F. T.—Goodyear

tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass, Space 56,

E. P. and F. T.—-Lamps.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.—

Space 194, C. H.-—Lamps.

Hardy Co., The R. E., New York, Space 78,

E. P. and F. T.—Sta-rite spark plugs.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn., Space 108, E. P. and F. T.—Per

fected Dunlop, Hartford and Turner tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York, Space

193, C. H.—Traffault Hartford Suspen

sion.

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. 1.,

Space 180, C. H.—-Motor car lubricants.

Hatch 8: Brittain, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio,

Space 198, B1.—Parts.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.,

Space 27, M. F.-—Haynes touring cars.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass, Space

201, B1.—-Heinze motor car coils.

Herz & Co., New York, Space 92 E. P. and

F. T.—Spark plugs and ignition supplies

‘in general.

Hess-Bright Manufacturing Co., The, Phila

delphia, Space 52, E. P. and F. T.——Ball

bearings.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York, Space 48,

E. H.—Hewitt gasolene cars.

Space 48, Bs.—Hewitt commercial vehi

cles.

Hooker & Co., Henry, New York, Space

212, Bs.—Bodies.

Hollander & Tangeman, New York, Space

18 M. F.—-F. I. A. T. cars.

Holly Bros., Detroit, Mich., Space 191 C.

H.-—Holly magnetos and carburetters.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.,

Space 58, E. P. and F. T.—Roller bear

ings.

Hydraulic Oil Storage Distributing Co.,

Detroit, Mich., Space 204, Bl.—Snell sys

tem of hydraulic storage.

I

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., The, Chicago, 111.,

Space 160, B1. and S. T.—Wixon com

pound air pump and Imperial Lyon head

light adjuster. . ,

International A.'& V. Tire Co., New York,

.Space 73, E. P. and F. T.-—Tires.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., Space

170, C. H.—Gasolene storage tanks.

J

Jones & Co., Phineas, Newark, N. J., Space

85, E. P. and F. T.—-Wood wheels.

Jones Speedometer Co., New York, Space

85, E. P. and F. T.—Speedometers and

Odometers.

Judson & Downing Co., New York, Space

135, B1. and S. T.—Automobile parts of

every description.

K

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass,

Space 29, M. F.——Knox automobiles, in

cluding new four cylinder air-cooled type.

Space 50, Bs.—-Knox commercial vehicles.

L

Lackawanna Leather Co., Space 158, B1.

and S. T.

Light Manufacturing and Foundry Co.,

Pottstown, Pa., Space 88, E. P. and F. T.

—~Aluminum.

Locomobile Company of America, Bridge

port, Conn., Space 31, M. F.—Locomobile

touring cars.

Lunkenheimer Co., The, New York, Space

188 C. H.—Lubricating devices.

Manhattan Storage Co., New York, Space

203 Bl.

Manufacturers’ Foundry Co., The, Water

bury, Conn., Space 71, E. P. and F. T.—

Motor castings.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.,

Space 39, E. H.—Matheson touring cars.

McCord & Co., Chicago, 111., Space 178,

C. H.—-Lubricat0r.

McGiehan Manufacturing Co., New York,

Space 75, E. P. and F. T.—Odometers.

Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., New York, Space 15,

BI. and S. T.—Goggles.

Mesinger Mfg. Co., New York, Space 205,

Bl.-—Mesinger tire band.

Michelin Tire, American Agency, Inc., New

York, Space 145, B]. and S. T.—Michelin

Tires.

Michigan Steel Boat Co., Space 216, B5.

Midgley Manufacturing Co., Columbus, 0.,

Space 107, E. P. and F. T.—Pressed steel

wheels.

Midvale Steel Co., Midvale, Pa., Space 128,

B. L. and S. T.—Steels.

Miller, Charles E., New York, Space 139,

B1. and S. T.——Sundries and supplies of

every description. -

Motor, New York, Space 124, B1. and S. T.

Motor Age, Chicago, Space 127, B1. and

S. T. -

Motor Car Equipment Co., The, New York,

Space 148, B1. and S. T.—Supplies for

automobiles. -

Motor Car Specialty Co., Trenton, N. J.,

Space 82, E. P. and F. T.—Lea tire pump.

Motor World, New York, Space 144, Bl.

and S. T.

Motor Way, The, Chicago, 111., Space 136,

B1. and S. T.

Motsinger Device Manufacturing Co., Pen

dleton, Ind., Space 62, E. P. and F. T.—

Motsinger auto sparker.

Morgan and Wright, Inc., Chicago, 111.,

Space 83, E. P. and F. T.—Morgan and

Wright clincher and detachable tires.

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York, Space 202,

ISL—Mosler timers, Spit-fire spark-plugs.

Mutty Co., L. J., Boston, Mass, Space 125,

B1. and S. T.-—Automobile top materials.

N

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Space

115, B1. and S. T.—“Reliance" batteries

for electric vehicles.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, 0., Space

66, E. P. and F. T.—Columbia dry bat

teries.

National Sales Corporation, New York,

Space 199, B1.—Sundries.

New York Carriage Top Co., New York,

Space 214, Bs.-——Tops.

New York and New Jersey Lubricant Co.,

New York, Space 96, E. P. and F. T.—

Lubricants.

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York,

Space 153, B1. and S. T.~—Supplies.

Noera Mfg. Co., The, Waterbury, Conn.,

Space 157, B1. and S. T.—Lamps, pumps,

etc. '

Northern Manufacturing Co., Detroit,

Mich., Space 7, M. F.—Northern touring

cars and runabouts, compressed air con

trol.

o .

Ofeldt & Sons, F. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Space 159, B1. and S. T.—Ofeldt's steam

specialties.

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich., Space

10, M. F.—Olds touring cars and run

abouts.

Space 49, Bs.-—Olds commercial vehicles.

Oliver Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.,

Space 76, E. P. and F. T.—Automobile

jacks.

P

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 21, M. S.-—Packard cars.

Pantosote Co., New York, Space 167, C. H.

—Pantosote for coverings.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Ltd., New

York, Space 123, B1. and S. T.—Tools.
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Parish 8: Bingham Co., Cleveland. 0., Space

74, E. P. and F. T.—Steel frames, parts

and fittings.

Peerless Motor Car Co.,

Space 23, M. F.——Pe.erless touring cars.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.,

Space 61, E. P. and F. T.—Tires.

Pierce CO., George N., Buffalo, N. Y.,

Space 29, M. F.—-Pierce Arrow touring

cars.

Pittsficld Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass,

Space 96, E. P. and F. T.-—1gnition out

fits.

Pope Manufacturing CO., Hartford, Conn.,

Space 8, M. F.——Pope Hartford touring

cars.

Space 46, Bs.—Pope Hartford trucks.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, 0., Space 24,

M. F.—Pope Toledo touring cars.

Space 40, E. H.—Pope Waverly electrics.

Space 45, Bs.—Pope commercial vehicles.

Post 8: Lester Co., The, Hartford, Conn.,

Space 154, B1. and S. T.—-Lamps, horns

and supplies. .

Prest-O-Lite CO., Indianapolis, Ind., Spac

185, C. H.——Prest-O-Lite gas tanks.

Prosser 8: Son, Thomas, Space 130, Bl. and

S. T.

R

Railway Appliance CO., Chicago, 111., Space

207, B1.—Auto-Cle wrenches.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., Space

187, C. H.-Remy magnetos.

Republic Rubber Co., Space 172, C. H.—

Tires.

Republic Rubber Tire and Shoe Co., New

York, Space 155, B1. and S. T.——Tire

shoes.

Rose Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Space 106, E.‘ P. and F. T.—cherout

lamps.

Roth Jack and Tool Co., Space 120, Bl. and

S. T.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0., Space

5, M. F.—Royal touring cars.

Rubay, Leon, New York, Space 150, B1.

and S. T.—French specialties.

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield, N.

1., Space 143, B. L. and Si T.—Lamps.

S

Sampson Leather Tire CO., New York,

Space 146, B1. and S. T.—Sampsun

leather tires. '

Schwartz \Nheel Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Space 174, C. H.—Wheels.

Semi-Dry Battery CO., New York, Space

164, B1. and S. T.

Sibley & Pitman, New York, Space 161,

B1. and S. T.--Supplies.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

Space 87, E. P. and F. T.~Steel tubing.

Sof’fan, M., New York, Space 117, B1. and

S. T.——Hercules tires.

Smith & Mabley, Inc., New York, Space

15, M. F.—Imported cars.

Smith & Mabley Manufacturing Co., New

York, Space 28, M. F.—S & M Simplex

cars.

Smith 8: Co., Edward. New York, Space

114. BI. and S. T.-Specialties.

Spicer Universal Joint Manufacturing C0,,

Cleveland, 0., _

Plainfield, N. 1., Space 79, E. D. and F. T.

-—Spicer universal joints.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York, Space 54, E. P.

and F. T.—Igniti0n apparatus.

Springfield Auto Top and Upholstering

Co., Springfield, Mass., Space 213, Bs.—

Tops.

Sprague Umbrella CO., The, Norwalk, 0.,

Space 168, C. H.—Tops.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass, Space 70, E. P. and F. T.—Bodies.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., Space 169, C. H.-—Ball bearings,

axles, etc. -

Standard Welding CO., The, Cleveland, 0.,

Space 98, E. P.'and F. T.—-Rims, tubing,

etc.

Stearns CO., The F. B., Cleveland, 0.,

Space 32, M. F.—Stearns touring ears.

Steel Ball Co., The, Chicago, 111., Space

65, E. P. and F. T.—Hill Precision oilers.

Stevens Arms and Tool Co., Chicopee Falls,

Mass, Space 1, M. F.—Stevens-Duryea_

touring cars.

Studebaker Automobile CO., South Bend,

Ind., Space 30, M. F.—Studebaker touring

cars.

Space 35, E. H.—Studebaker electric vehi

cles. . '

Space 44, Bs.—Studebaker commercial

vehicles.

Swinehart Clincher Tire and Rubber CO.,

Akron, 0., Space 68, E. P. and F. T.—

Swinehart tires.

T

Timken Roller Bearing C0., Canton, O,

Space 94, E. P. and F. T.——Roller bear

ings.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.,

Space 26, M. F.—Thomas touring cars.

Trade Advertising and Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., Space 140, Bl. and S. T.

Twentieth Century Manufacturing Co.,

New York, Space 95, E. P. and F. T.—

Lamps.

U

Utility CO., The. New York, Space 77, E. P. .

and F. T.—Electrical Specialties.

v -.

Valentine & Co., New York, Space 181, C.

H.—Varnishes. .

Vacuum Oil Co., New York, Space 165, 131.

and S. T.—Lubricants.

Veeder Manufacturing Co., The, Hartford,

Conn., Space 57, E. P. and F. T.—Odo—

meters, Tachometers, etc.

Vehicle Equipment Co., Long Island City,

N. Y., Space 36, E. H.—Electric vehicles.

Space 44, Bs.—Electric commercial vehi

cles.

Ventilated Cushion Co., The, Space 208,

B1.

W

Waltham Manufacturing Co., Waltham,

Mass., Space 8, M. F.——-Waltham-Orient

cars.

\Valter Automobile Co., New York, Space

2, M. Ii—W'alter ears.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis, Space

68, E. P. and F. T.—Speedometers.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind., Space 90,

E. P. and F. T.--Gears.

Way Mufiler Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Space

134, B1. and S. T.—Way Mufflers.

Webb Co., The, New York, Space 192, C.

H.——-Speed indicators.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York,

Space 189, C. H.—Weed chain tire grips.

Wheeler, F. H., Indianapolis, Ind., Space

80, E. P. and F. T.—The Schebler ,car

buretter.

Wheeler Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich,

Space 175, C. H.—-Tops.

VVhitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn.,

Space 105, E. P. and F. T.—Whitlock

coolers.

Whitney Manufacturing CO., Hartford

Conn., Space 59, E. P. and F. T.—Whit

ney chains.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York, Space

162, B. L. and S. T.—-Witherbee igniters.

Willis CO., E. J., New York, Space 138, B.

L. and S. T.—Specialties and sundries.

VVinton Motor Carriage C0., Cleveland, 0.,

Space 25, M. F.-—Winton touring cars.

Wray Pump and Register CO., Rochester,

N. Y., Space 100, E. P. and F. T.—

Pumps and pressure registers.

\Vray Pump and Register Co., Rochester,

N. Y., Space 100 E. P. and F. T.—Pumps

and pressure igniters.

Motor Wagon vs. Horse Costs.

Here is the itemized account, kept by a

Chicago merchant in a long and thorough

trial of various motor cars compared to

two double-team horse wagons whose work

was done by one twenty horse-power auto

mobile averaging fifty miles a day:

  

Per month.

Labor, driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $75.00

Gasoline to run fifty miles per day . . . . . . . .. 26.00

()il, lubricating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

Batteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

Painting, $30 per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.50

Repairs, besides tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.00

Tire_rnaintenance, solid tiru cost per set.

  

 

51:0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00

$5.50

Cost per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l,806.00

Per month.

Cost to keep five horses, $20 . . . . . . . . . . .. $100.00

Shoeing five horses, $2.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50

Wagon repairs and painting, $5 . . 10.00

harness repairs, $1.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00

Labor, two drivers, $60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120.00

' $246.50

Cost per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$2,958.00

Cost of operating and maintaining twelve

horse-power, 1,500-pound delivery car, fifty

miles per day:

  

Per month

Labor, driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . $65.00

(iasolene to run fifty miles per day . . . . . . .. 16.00

Lubricating oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

llattcries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Painting, $30 per annum 2.50

Repairs besides tires .. . . . . , 20.00

Tire maintenance, solid tires . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50

_ $121.00
Cost per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l,452.00

Cost of maintaining two single horse

wagons to do the work of one motor truck:

Per month.

Cost to keep two and one-half horses . . . . .. $50-20

Shocing two and one-half horses, $2.50...“ “~63

Repairing and painting twu wagons, $5.... 12' o

Revairs, two harnesses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- “~30

Lalvor. two drivers, $60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. lV-llv

83.“

Cost per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....-....$2,259.00
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The-Show in the Armory
 

TOTAL NUMBER EXHIBITORS, 236

12': m,“
w. "’9' -
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4., m ‘11.. ,1] ‘5

TOTAL CARS, 81: OTHER THAN CARS, 155

“Removed—The Sixth annual automobile

show, held for five years in the old Garden,

to the magnificent new armory, Sixty-ninth

Regiment.” .

This is the way the Automobile Club of

America states the situation. There’s de

fiance in every line of it, and defiance fits

well with armories, and also in those who

will display motor cars in the Sixty-ninth’s

armory, from Saturday night to the Satur

day following. They are making those cars

and displaying them in defiance of the Sel

den patent, which is responsible for the

show of “the firm across the street."

Just as that patent brought together those

who comprise the Licensed Association, so

it was responsible for the Armory show,

which, though appearing a club affair, yet

has as a “silent partner" the American

Motor Car Manufacturers' Association, the

roll of which holds the names of nearly all

of those who rank high as' “independent”

manufacturers and who snap their fingers at

Selden patents and the like; indeed, in the

exhibit of one of them, the Ford Motor Co.,

will be found the original Ford car, now ap

pearing archaic and toylike, but which is

expected to bear strongly on the matter of

patent independence.

In every respect will the armory show

prove more democratic than the “other

one." It will have a greater number and

diversity of exhibitors and will be much

richer in those cars that are more nearly

within the means of the masses. There will

be fewer heavy ears and more light touring

cars and runabouts, and in whatever class

the dominant question of price will be

found answered more nearly as the popu

lar demand would have it answered.

Also there will be those features that en

tertain as well as interest and that will

serve to make the armory show the popular

show. In the temporary theatre on the

fourth floor each afternoon and evening the

Vanderbilt Cup Race can be enjoyed, as

well as other vitagraph presentations of the

Bennett Cup Race, Mount Washington

“Climb to the Clouds," the Ormond-Day

tona Beach races and recent airship doings

on the other side.

While the automobile in all its up-to-date

advancement and all that is allied with it

will be contained somewhere in the mam

moth structure, space has been found in the

gymnasium for the Aero Club of America

exhibit. It is probable that the “Aero Club

No. l," the dirigible balloon which Leo

Stevens, the famous aeronaut, designed, will

be suspended from the top of the curved

roof in the big drill hall. What should

prove another attractive object in the air

ship department will be Prof. Alexander

Graham Bell’s kite, which, though of enor

mous size, is by its peculiar tetrahedral

principle of construction, literally as light

as a feather and is still so strong and sub

stantial that it has recently supported in

flight for a long time a man weighing 165

pounds and tackle weighing 62 pounds.

Then there will be Santos Dumont's “No.

99,” the small airboat he used to call his

runabout, and which, in many ways, has

served him better than his larger machines.

He found it to be the most reliable and

handy of all, and tempted its master to use

it in place of a cab when going about town

in Paris. Next will come Captain Bald

win’s clever imitation, the “California Ar

row,” that helped its designer to save the

reputation of aerial flights at the St. Louis

Exposition, and, guided by the intrepid Roy

Knabeshue, was the first motor-driven craft

to sail above the streets ,of New York.

In this section will be exhibited every im

, portant development in aerostation brought

forth in this country, in addition to much

from a foreign source. Besides the bal~

loons and dirigible airships of all forms

there will be parachutes, aeroplanes, tetra

hedral, box and other kites; lifting ma

chines, both with propellors and wings;

lightweight motors, metrological instru

ments; a complete collection of the liter

ature of mechanical flight; pictures of vari

ous famous flying machines, both in flight

and at rest, and an exhibit of materials and

accessories. In short, this exhibit will con

stitute a complete exposition of all that has

been achieved in the solution of the great

est unsolved mechanical problem that to

day c0nfronts mankind.

Something out of the ordinary in the

show and indicating another direction of

motor departure, will be a motor battery
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wagon, loaned by the Ordnance Depart

ment'of the United States Army. This

wa'gon‘ is provided with a lathe, forge and

necessary equipment for almost any kind

of emergency on the battlefield.

As'the building has just been completed,

there will be no attempt made at elaborate

decoration, the show committee believing

that the public will be much better pleased

to'realize the architectural beauties of the

fine big drill hall than to have it hidden by

colored bunting. The committee, however,

has planned an effective and artistic scheme

of stand decoration that is expected to

blend into the industrial picture harmoni

ously and invitingly without detracting

from the character of the exhibition, all

decorations, signs and lights having been

provided by an official decorator. The

members of the show committee decided

against elaborate decoration, as it was their

opinion that such a plan would have a ten-'

dency to absorb some of the attention

which otherwise would be fully centred on

the exhibits.

 

Despite the prominence of the Selden in

terests the ranks of the independents have

expanded amazingly during the last twelve

month, and it is significant that many of the

newcomers, far from being mere “fly-by

nights," have come with good financial

backing, are promoting thoroughly legiti

mate goods and promise to prove important

additions to the industry.
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As the season of 1906 opened so very

early and many of the makers have had

their new cars on the road for a number of

weeks or even months, many of the exhib

its, while new in one sense, will be un

veiled for the first time on Saturday night.

Therefore the show will be one of compar

ison quite as much as a mere exhibition of

the new and curious, and all the more valu

able to the observer because the announce

ments already made public will have pre—

pared him for what is to be found there,

and, by the same token, will have sharp

ened his appetite for what is to come. The

\Vest is unusually well represented any may

be said to have come East in force. The

number of Western cars is, indeed, sur

prising and well shows the expansion of the

industry and typical of that portion of the

country there is a deal of independence of

inventive thought displayed.

Among the distinct innovations probably

none has been given more in the way of

publicity, and none will attract more at

tention that the Ford four-cylinder run

about. The idea of a light four-cylinder

car at less than $500 has been a sort of poor

man's dream for years. Many have said

that it never could be realized, others that

it would come in time. But none except

Henry Ford has had the temerity to at

tempt so radical a departure from current

practice, no matter what his opinion may

have been as to the possibility of the idea.

Consequently, this first little quadruple

engined machine will be regarded with curi

osity by all and with an equal degree of in—

terest. In addition, the Ford line will in

clude a sensational six-cylinder car which,

like its little brother, will be the lowest

priced thing of its class ever offered to the

public.

Among the makers who are making their

debut this year, and consequently will at

tract a good measure of attention, is the

Aerocar Company, which presents an air

cooled machine, thoroughly up-to-date,

judging from its general specifications, and

backed by interests that lack nothing. Then

there is the American Berliet and the

American Mors and the American replicas

of standard foreign products manufactured,

the one by the American Locomotive Co.

and the other by the St. Louis Car CO.,

names in themselves sufficient guarantees.

Also there is the American Napier of sim

ilar derivation. In addition there will be

the Viqueot, the Crawford, the York, the

Iroquois, the Moon, the Dorris and the

\Vindsor, all entirely new so far as New

York shows are concerned.

Of the notable new models of makes

which already are well placed in the mar

ket will be the new four-cylinder Ramblers,

the Ranier, the Cleveland, the Mitchell, the

Lozier, the Maxwell, the National, which

has made such an impressive mark during

the year, the well-heralded Reo, the air

cooled Corbin, the Wayne, the VVelch, the

St. Louis, the Queen, the Austin, the
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Glide, the Premier, the Berkshire, the Mar

mon, the Marion, the Pungs-Finch—all cars

with reputations. The Austin, embodying

among other new and exclusive features an

improved system of double ignition, and a

patent spring controller which absorbs the

recoil is a new Western production of

some interest, while another car which

will prove considerable of an attraction will

be the six-cylinder Prayer-Miller, rated at

40 horsepower, and equipped with the

unique system of air cooling which caused

so much comment at the shows a year ago,

and which has accredited itself so well

during the past season. Among the cars

of long established makers which will be '

seen for the first time at any show will be

the new Grout gasolene, whose maker

plumped for the internal combustion motor

early in the season, with apparently very

successful results.

  

I. B. BARTHOLOMEW,

Treasurer A. M. C. M. A.

Nor will the commercial type of vehicle

be neglected several newcomers being

noticeable among others. Of these the

Autocar Equipment Company will present

one of the most attractive from the stand

point of general utility and stability. It

will be gasolene driven, and embodies sev

eral features worth nothing. Among the

electric vehicles will be seen the Lansden,

with its unique arrangement for drawing

power from a trolley wire, shown for the

first time, and, also, there will be the Ranch

8: Lang, the Atlas, the Rapid, the Cham

pion, the Iroquois, the Commercial and the

Logan.

The steam-driven contingent,

makes a brave showing, despite its paucity

in numbers, will be entirely confined to the

Armory Show. It will consist of the \Vhite

—an exhibit which always proves a strOng

attraction— the Lane and the Johnson

Auto-Carriage, which last, though by no

means new, in the sense of being untried,

yet embodies many distinctive features, and

is placed on exhibition in New York for the

first time.

There will be no less than five different

exhibits of motor cycles, including the

Indian, the Curtiss, the Wagner, the Read

which '

ing Standard and the Marsh.

have its quota of new features.

The diversity of accessories also is great

est in the armory show. The Foster and

House shock absorbers will be there, likewise

Each will

  

. JAMES CUUZI'INS.

Chairman American Motor Car Manufacturers

Association.

the Diezeman and Sheddan, each of them

a recent development; the Gabriel horn, the

Hutchinson electrical horn and other horns

will be shown, Charles E. Miller having

several novel ones that never have been ex

  

ROGER B. McMULLEN,

Manager A. M. C. M. A.

hibited before; indeed, and as usual, Mil

ler’s display will be practically an aCCes

sory show in itself. There is little of im

portance that it will not contain, and the

delver after novelties and good things will

find “rich picking” at Miller's big space.

The Apple storage battery charger and the

Edison battery, too, will be found in the

armory, not to mention Splitdorf’s ignition

outfits and the other electrical apparatus

which will be found in unusual abundance.

The thousand and one knicknacks, most of

them of real use and some of them curious

to behold, will abide for the week in the

armory. >

In tires, too, the armory show will be

more prolific, thanks to the annual outcrop

ping of non-puncturable “wonders,” most

of them previously unheard of and which

once the show is over go their way unob

served and unsung. No show is complete

without them. But the standard tires,

those of proud repute, are not lacking. The

Firestone mechanically fastened air tire

will be shown_for the first time, likewise the

new Diamond diaphragm inner tube and flat

thread tire; the'Pennsylvania flat thread

tire also will be displayed for the first time.
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BENJAMIN BRISCOE. '

Auditor A. M. c M. A. '

The G. & 1., the Morgan & Wright, the

Goodrich, the Hartford Dunlop, the Good

year, the last named three not only' in

clincher form but also with their new

mechanical fastenings comprising remov

able rings or flanges, and the Fisk, first in

the field seriously with} a mechanical means

of securement—each and all of 'them will

be in evidence, as a matter of course, it may

well be added. ‘

 

Exhibitors and Spaces.

The exhibitors at the armory show—

alphabetically arranged, and the waresthey

will display, are as follows:

MF.—Main Floor.

B.—Baaement.

G.-—Gallery. _

GA.-—Gallery Annex.

Gym.—-Gymnasium.

' A

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa., MF,

Sec. B2.—Acme 4-cylinder touring cars.

Aerocar Co., Detroit, Mich., MF, Sec. B2.—

New 4-cylinder 24 h. p. air-cooled Aero

car.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, 40.,

G, Space 27.—Ball bearing axles, wheels,

etc. ‘ I

. ' _i
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American Generator Co., New York City,

Gym., Sec. 5.—Gas generators.

American Locomotive Auto Co., New York

City, MF, Sec. D3.—American Berliet

touring cars.

Anderson Spark Plug Co., Boston, Mass.—

Spark-plugs.

American Peugeot Automobile Co., Passaie,

N. I.—Peugeot cars.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass., B,

Sec. A2.—Metz and Marsh motor bicycles.

Archer & Co., New York City, MF, Sec.

C and BL—De Leon and Hotchkiss cars.

Aster Co., New York City, MF, Sec. D and

G, Sec. F.—-Aster motors and accessories.

Ardsley Motor Car Co., Yonkers, N. Y.,

MF, Sec. A4.—Ardsley 4-cylinder touring

car.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

111., G, Space 32.—Thor motorcycles and

fittings.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich., MF, Sec. BZ.—Austin cars.

Auto-Car Equipment Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

B, Sec. C1.--Gasolene and electric trucks,

delivery wagons and passenger ’busses.

Auto-Lock Plug Co., Inc., New York City,

Gym., Sec. 7.-Lock switch.

Automobile Topics, New York City, MF,

Sec. Kl.

Auto Supply Co., New York City.—Sup

plies.

B

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis., G,

Space 8.-Solar acetylene gas lamps.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., New York City,

MF, Sec. B.-—Baker electric cars.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass., G, Space 25.—Baldwin detachable

and riveted chains.

Bartholemcw Co., Peoria, Ill., MF, Sec. A4.

—Glide cars.

Beldcn Auto Transmission Co., Pittsburg,

Pa., G, Space 69.—Transmission gears.

Bertelli 8: Co., New York City, MF, Sec.

Kl.—Zust cars.

Berkshire Automobile Co., Pittsfield, Mass.,

MF, Sec. I.—Berkshire cars.

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. H., Detroit,

Mich., MF, Sec. F.-—Queen cars.

Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Fort Wayne,

Ind., G, Space 55.—Gasolene storage out

fits.

Boyle & Co., John, New York City, G,

Space 6S.-Robes.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., G, Space

15.-Radiators, fenders, tanks and metal

specialties.

Boehm & Levine, New York City, Gym,

Sec. 4.—Supplies.

Brown, F. M., New York City, A, Space

66.-Specialties.

Brown, W. H., Cleveland, Ohio, G, Space

30.—Dust shields.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y., G,

Space 42.—Gears.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind., MF,

Sec. BZ—Lambert friction driven run

abouts, touring cars and trucks.

Byrne, Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind., G,

Space 48 and 48a.-Kingston carburet

ters and mumers.

C

Carey Motor Co., B, Sec. AZ—Automobiles.

Central Park Auto Storage Co., New York

City, MF, Sec. D.—Automobiles.

Chadwick Motor Car Co., New York City,

B, Sec. E.—Chadwick cars.

Charron, Giradot & Voigt, New York City

—C. G. V. cars.

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

MF, Sec. E2.—1906 30-35 h. p. Cleveland

car.

Columbia Lubricants Co. of New York, New

York City, Gym., Sec. 7.—Oils and

greases.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn., G, Space 47.—Connecti

cut spark coils and ammeters.

Cook’s Railway Appliance Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich., G, Sec. J.—Automobile jacks.

Commercial Motor Car Co., New York

City, B, Sec. CZ—Gasolene commercial

cars.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City, G, Sec. A.-—Tires.

Continental Rubber Works Co., Erie, Pa.,

G, Space 67.—Tires.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.,

City, G, Sec. l.—Tircs.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn., MF, Sec.C.—Corbin air

cooled cars. _

Cramp & Sons, Wm., Philadelphia, Pa., G,

Space 57.—Castings, manganese bronze.

Crawford Automobile Co., Hagerstown,

Md., B, Sec. A'l.—4-cylinder vertical 24-28

h. p. Crawford touring car.

Cryder & Co., New York City, MF, Sec. El.

—-Leon Bollee cars.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H., Hammondsport,

N. Y., Gym., Sec. 4.—Motorcycles.

D

Dac Automobile Supply House, New York

City, Gym., Sec. 6.-Supplies.

Daimler Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,

MF, Sec. Al.—Amcrican Mercedes cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio, MF,

Sec. A2.-—l906-Model D Stoddard-Dayton

touring car.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio,

G, Space 13.—-Apple igniters.

Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.,

B, Sec. K.—2-cylinder 2-cycle Crown de

livery wagon.

Detroit Motor Car Supply Co.,

Mich., G, Sec. 58.—Supplies.

Detroit Tool Co., Detroit, Mich., Gym., Sec.

4.—Tools.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., G, Space lO.—Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, G,

Space 7.—-Diamond detachable clincher

tires. '

Dietz Co., R E., New York City, G, Space

23.—-Lamps.

Dolson Automobile Co., Charlotte, Mich.,

Dolson 2 and 4-cylinder cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo., B,

Sec. A2.—Dorris cars.

Durycn Power Co., Reading, Pa., MF, Sec.

B2.—Duryea cars.

Dufl Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa—Barrett auto

mobile jacks.

New York

Detroit,

E

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. 1.,

G, Space Iii—Ignition cells and battery

conectors.

Edison Storage Battery Co., Glen Ridge, N.

1., G, Sec. H.—Storage batteries.

Edmunds 8: Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

G, Space 33.—E. & I. gas and oil side

lamps.

E. H. V. Co., Middletown, Conn., MF, Sec.

F.—Compound cars.

Electric Rubber Mfg. Co., G, Sec. E.—

Tires.

English Daimler Co., New York City, MF,

Sec. A1.—Daimler cars.

Everlastic Tire Works, Chester, Pa., Gym.,

Sec. 9.—Tire filler.

F

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, G, Space 46.—Firest0ne pneumatic

and solid tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

G, Space l4.—Fisk mechanically fastened

tires.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., MF, Sec.

A2.—Ford cars, including new model 4

cylinder runabout and 6-cylindel' hiring

car.

G

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

G, Space 20.—Gabriel horns and Foster

shock absorber.

Gallaher, E. B., New York City, MF, Sec.

'A3.—Brasier and Cleveland cars.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., G, Space

26.—-—G & I detachable clincher tires.

Gearless Transmission Co., Glens Falls, N.

Y., G, Sec. G.—Direct drive transmission.

Gleason, Peters Air Pump Co., New York

City, G, Sec. A.—Pumps.

Goebel, F. A., Marietta, Ohio, Gym., Sec. 7.

—Switches.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio, G, Space

9.—Goodrich detachable and clincher

tires.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, G, Space 3.—-Goodyear detachable

and clincher tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass., G, Space

2.—-Headlight, side and tail, oil and acety

lene gas lamps.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich, 61

Space 68.—“Autochime" horn.

Grout Bros. Automobile Co., Orangc,

Mass., MF, Sec. Bl.—Grout gasolene

cars.

H

Hamburg Tire Co., New York City, G, 5"

B.—Tires.

Hardy Co., R. E., New York City, 6, 5Pace

61.--“Sta-rite" spark-plugs.

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.,

G, Space 34.—Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn., G, Space 1.—Perfected Dunlop dc“

tachable and Hartford clincher and

Turner tires. .

Hartford Suspension Co., New York CIWI

G, Space 38.—Trufiault-Hartford suspen‘

sion.
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Hatch & Brittain, Cleveland, Ohio—Parts.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass, MF,

Sec. C.—Indian motorcycles and attach

ments.

Herz & Co., New York City.—Spark-p1ugs,

switches, timers, etc.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

G, Space 53.~—-Ball bearings.

Hicks Automobile Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Gym., Sec. 9.

Hjorth & Co., Wm., Jamestown, N. Y.—

Wrenches.

Hill Mfg. Co., Bnfialo, N. Y., G, Sec. J.—

Tops, wind shields, bodies and seats.

Horseless Age, New York City, G, Space

67.

Hollingshead Co., R. M., Camden, N. 1.,

Gym., Sec. 5.—Castings.

Hutchinson Electric Horn Co., New York

City, G, Sec. D.—Electric horns.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.,

G, Space 37.—Roller bearings.

I

International A. 8: V. Tire Co., New York

City, N. Y., G, Space 22.—Tires.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., G,

Space 45.—Tanks.
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Iroquois Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y., B,

Sec. B.

Iroquois Motor Car Co., Seneca Falls, N.

Y., B, Sec. A.—Iroquois trucks.

J

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.,

MF, Sec. A2.—-—Jackson cars.

Jefl'ery & Co., Thos. B., Kenosha, Wis., MF,

Sec. B1.—Rambler cars.

Johnson Service Co., New York City, MF,

Sec. J.——Johnson steam car.

Judson Co., J. G., New York City, Gym.,

Sec. 10.—Supplies.

K .

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, G, Sec. E.

—Radiators, hoods, fenders, tanks,

pressed steel frames and dashes.

Klean-Al Mfg. Co., New York City, Gym.,

Sec. 2.—Soaps.

Knox Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Mass,

MF, Sec. BZ.-—Atlas trucks.

L

Lane Motor Vehicle Co., Poughkcepsie, N.

Y., MF, Sec. B1.——Lane steam cars.

Lansden Co., Newark, N. J., MF, Sec. C.—

Electric delivery wagons.

Lear Automobile Co., Oscar, Columbus,

Ohio, MF, Sec. H.—Frayer-Miller air

coolcd cars.

Lewis & Matthews Co., Boston, Mass, B,

Sec. A2.—Aricl cars.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa,

G, Space 19.—Aluminum castings.

Lock Switch Mfg. Co., New York City,

Gym., Sec. 2.—Switches and tire pressure

device.

Lipman, Carl E. L., Beloit, Wis.—-—Lipman

rotary pumps.

Logan Construction Co., Chillicothe, Ohio,

B, Sec. E.—Logan cars.

Lowenstein, F., New York City, Gym.,

Sec 2.—-Spark—plugs and Duplex igniters.

Lozier Motor Co., New York City. MF,

Sec. Bl.—Lozier cars.

M

Madison Kipp Lubricator Co., Madison,

VVis., G, Sec. D.——Valveless oil pumps

and force feed lubricators.

Manhattan Auto School, New York City.—

Manhattan automobile heater.
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Manufacturers Red Book Pub. Co., New

York City, Gym., Sec. 2.

Mfgrs. Com. Co., New York City, Gym.,

Sec. 3.—Brokerage.

Mills Mfg. Co., New York City, G, Sec. C.—

Specialties. -

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

MF, Sec. A4.—-Marion air-cooled cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y., MF, Sec. A4.—Maxwell cars.

Mason, Norris N, New York City, MF, Sec.

A3.——Leon Bollee cars.

Mayo Radiator Co., New Haven, Conn.,

Gym., See. 1.—Radiators.

Mendel Dale & Co., New York City, MF,

Sec. K2 and B, Sec. D.-—-Berliet cars.

Metallic Rubber Tire Co., Jersey City, N.

J., Gym., Sec. 2.—Tires.

Miller, Chas. E., New York City, MF, Sec.

K4.—Accessories and supplies.

Miller’s Sons, Wm. P., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

G, Sec. G.—-Lubricants.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis., MF,

Sec. A4.—Mitchell 4-cylinder cars.

Mitchell Punctureless Pneumatic Tire Co.,

Swampscott, Mass, B, Sec. G.-—Tires.

Moline Automobile Co., Moline, Ill., MF,

Sec. 32.—-Moline cars.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo., MF,

Sec. B2.—30—35 h. p. 4-cylinder Moon

touring car.

Moore Automobile Co., New York City.—

Moore 40 h. p. car.

Morgan, B., Newport, R. I., Gym., Sec. 9.—

Single piece valves and hose couplings.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, Ill., G,

Space 41.—Morgan & Wright clincher

detachable tires.

Mors Automobile Co., New York City, MF,

Sec. A3.-—Mors cars.

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York City—

Spark-plugs, timers, etc.

Motor, New York City, G, Sec. G.

Motor Car, New York City, Gym., Sec. 8.

Motor Car Equipment Co., New York City,

G, Space 63.—Sundries.

Motor Way, Chicago, Ill.

McCord & Co., Chicago, Ill., G, Space 56.—

Force feed lubricators.

McCrea Motor Truck Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

B, Sec. B2.—Commercial vehicles.

McGiehan Mfg. Co., New York City, G,

Space 62.—Speedometers and odometers.

N

Napier Motor Co. of America, Boston,

Mass., MF, Sec. A3.—Napier cars.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio, G,

Space 17.—Columbia dry cells.

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York

City.—Supplies.

N. Y. and N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City, G, Space 49 and 49A.—Lubricants.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., MF, Sec. A2.—National cars.

Nordykc & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

MF, Sec. B2.—Marmon cars.

0

Ofeldt & Sons, Nyack, N. Y., G, Sec. B and

B, Sec. A2.—Fuel regulators, water tube

boilers, regulators, levelers, etc.

. Prest-O-Lite

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., G, Space 31.

—Peerless automobile jacks.

P

Palace Automobile Machine Co., New York

City. -

Palais de L’Automobile, New York City,

MF, Sec. Al.-—Renault and Delauney

Belleville cars.

Palmer 8r. Christie, New York, MF, Sec. D2

and MF, Sec. A3.—Christie and Martini

ears.

Panharu & Levassor, New York City, MF,

Sec. Al.—Panhard cars.

Parrish & Bingham Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

G, Space 52.—Pressed steel frames.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa., G,

Space 36.—-Pennsylvania tires.

Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co., Pittsburg,

Pa., B, Sec. A2.—Commercial vehicles.

Post Mfg. Co., New York City, Gym., Sec.

10.—Tire protectors.

Co., Indianapolis, Ind., G,

Space 59.—-Prest-O-Lite gas tanks.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

MF, Sec. A2.—Premier air-cooled cars.

Prosser & Son, Thos., New York City, G,

Sec. C.

Pungs-Finch Automobile Co., Detroit,

Mich., B, Sec. A2.—Pungs-Finch cars.

Q

Quinby & Co., J., New York City.—Bodies.

R ,

Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, Ill., G,

Sec. E.—-Wrenches.

Rainier Co., New York City, MF, Sec C.—

Rainier cars.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

B, Sec. E.—Commercial delivery wagons.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.,

B, Sec. A1.—Electric cars.

Reading Standard Cycle Mfg. Co., Read—

ing, Pa., B, Sec. Bl.—Reading Standard

bicycles and Thoroughbred motorcycles.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind, G.

Space 29.—Remy magnetos.

Reo Motor Co., New York City, MF, Sec.

B2.—-Reo cars.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio,

G, Space 64.—Tires.

Republic Rubber Tire and Shoe Co., New

York City, Gym., Sec. 8.—Tires and tire

covers.

Richard, Francos, New York City, G, Sec.

B.—Automobiles.

Rollins Mfg. Co.,

Sec. 2.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., G, Space

6.—Neverout lamps.

Rubay, Leon, New York City.—Sundries

and supplies.

Boston, Mass, Gym.,

S

St. John Rubber Tire Co., New York City,

B, Sec. I.—Solid cushion tire.

St. Louis Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

St. Louis cars.

Saks 8: Co., New York City.—Clothing.

Safety Electric Elevator Co., New York

City, Gym., Sec. 3.

Scandanavian Fur and Leather Co., New

York City, G, Sec. L.—Clothing.

Sheddan Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md., Gym.,

Sec. lO.—Perfection air cushion.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa., G,

Space Zl.—Seamless steel tubing.

Sherwin Williams Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Gym., Sec. S.—Paints.

Sibley 8: Pitman, New York City—Lamps.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Plain<

field, N. J., G, Space 44.——Spicer univer

sal joints.

Splitdorf Co., C. F., New York City, G,

Space 24.—Splitdorf spark-plugs, coils,

commutators, and ignition apparatus.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Conn.—

Sprague Canopy tops.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass, G, Space 50.—-Tops and aluminum

bodies.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., G, Space 5.—Steel balls, bearings,

axles, etc.

Standard \Velding Co., Cleveland, Ohio, G,

Space 28.~Rims, tubing and parts.

Steel Ball Co., Chicago, Ill., G, Space 12.—

Hill precision oilers.

Survey Map Co., New York City, G, Sec.

B.—Maps.

T

Teel & Co., E., Medford, Mass., Gym., Sec.

8.—Windshields, tools, etc.

Twyford Motor Car Co., Brookville, Pa.,

B, Sec. H.——Commercial cars.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton.

Ohio, G, Space 18.—Roller bearings.

axles, etc.

Thermo-Electric Co., New York City,

Gym., Sec. 3.—Ignition apparatus.

Trade Adv. and Pub. Co., Philadelphia, G.

Space 60.

20th Century Mfg. Co., New York City, G.

Space 4.~Lamps and generators.

U

Uncas Specialty Co., Norwich, Conn., G,

Sec. H.—Leavitt secondary distributers

and timers.

V

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., G, Space

4.-—Odometers, tachometers, etc.

Veedeer Vibrator Co., New York City,

Gym., Sec. 8.——Vibrators.

Viqueot Co., New York City, N. Y., MF,

Sec. F.—-Viqueot cars.

W

Wagner Motor Cycle Co., St. Paul, Minn-

Gym., Sec. 3.—\Vagner motorcycles.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind., G, SP3“

16.--Warner gears.

\Vray Pump and Register Co., Rochester

N. Y.——Pumps and pressure registers.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis., 6.

Space ll.-—Speedometers.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich., MFY

Sec. A4.—Wayne cars.

Webb Co., New York City, G, Space 40-”

Speed indicators.

Wells Light and Specialty Co., New York

City, Gym., Sec. 7. _

\Velch Motor Car c0, Pontiac, Mich., MP

Sec. Bl.—Welch cars.
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Westinghouse Companies, The, New York

City, B, Sec. Fl.—Westinghouse Schaid

touring ear and electric converter and

mercury vapor lamp.

Wheeler Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., G, Space

51.—Tops.

W'hite Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland, 0.,

MF, Sec. Bl.—White steam runabout and

touring car.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn.,

G, Space 39.-—Whitlock coolers.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., G,

Space 43.-—Whitney chains.

Wichman, John C., New York City, B, Sec.

K.—Automobile Gesell-schaft.

Willis Co., E. 1., New York City, G, Sec.

K.—-Sundries and supplies.

Windsor Automobile Co., Windsor, Ind.,

B, Sec. I.—40 h. p. Windsor car.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York City, G,

Sec. J.—Storage battery igniters.

Wolverine Automobile and Commercial

Vehicle Co., Dundee, Mich—Wolverine

2-cylinder cars.

\Vorcester Pressed Steel Co., Worcester,

Mass—Ball bearings, sheet metal special

ties and forgings.

Y

York Automobile Co., York, Pa., B, See. J.

~York cars.

 

The Man with “No Time to Read."

Think of a man in these days of stren

uous competition, when, in order to succeed,

one needs to know every wrinkle connected

with his business, declining to subscribe

for a journal published in his interest on

the curious pretext that he has “no time

to read," sagely remarks a contemporary.

One might, with almost as much reason,

swear off eating on the ground that he has

“no time to eat." Starving the brain is

just as bad policy as starving the body, and

that is what a man does when he refuses

to subscribe to a paper published in his

interests. Of course, everybody recognizes

the necessity for feeding the body, but very

few comparatively feel the same necessity

for feeding the brain, and yet these same

people will complain that they are not get

ting along satisfactorily; that they should

have a show to make a good living as per

haps somebody else does.

The reason the other fellow does better is

because he knows more, and the only way

he can know more is by feeding his mind

with practical information such as can be

obtained from the columns of the up-to—

date paper published for his benefit.

“Motor Mania," Australian Style.

“Motor Mania" has taken a new form in

New South Wales, according to a report

from Geelong. A man, while walking in

the road, was seized suddenly with the idea

that he was a motor car. He began to run

about wildly, and, under the impression that

he was traveling at the rate of sixty miles

an hour, dashed blindly into trees, fences,

and walls. Before he could be restrained he

was black and blue from head to foot.

LAMPS FOR ALLZVEHICLE:

Big Fees and Revokable Licenses for Motor

Cars, Only, Urges GOVernor.

 

 

In his annual message to the New Jersey

Legislature this week Governor Stokes paid

considerable attention to the question of

automobile legislation. As the Governor

has taken the initiative in broaching the

subject dearest to the hearts of his col

leagues in South jersey, there will no doubt

be an influx of automobile bills before the

Public safety,

said Governor Stokes, is still menaced by

session of 1906 adjourns.

the use of motor vehicles, and for this he

ascribed two reasons—failure to execute

the law and reckless driving. The message

advocated a graduated license fee for cars

and revocable license fee for drivers.

The full text of that part of the message

bearing on the subject of automobiles is as

follows:

“No little attention was given by the

Legislature last year to the regulation of

automobiles on the highways. The repre

sentatives of the various interests agreed

upon a measure which the Legislature

adopted. Public safety, however, is still

menaced by these motor vehicles. For

this two reasons may be assigned~—failure

to execute the law and reckless driving. In

a discussion of this matter, it is well to

know just what the law is. Under its pro

visions automobiles are not authorized to

run at any set rate of speed. Their speed

must at all times be regulated so as not

to endanger the life or limb or injure the

property of any person.” Judge Swayze so

charged in the case of Kutz vs. Patten. The

law, therefore, would seem to be stringent

so far as the speed limit is concerned. At

tempts to enforce this provision of the act

have not been successful and the violators

have suffered severe penalties. No law will

enforce itself, however, and inaction on the

part of municipal authorities encourages

wilful and continued violations.

“Every legislative provision, however,

should be made to remedy any just ground

of complaint in connection with the use of

automobiles upon our highways. The dam

age done through the use of these machines

to the surface of our macadam and gravel

roads should be compensated for and means

to prevent reckless driving provided. A

graduated license fee for cars might be

charged and devoted to the repair of our

damaged roadways.

“Locomotive engineers, who run upon a

defined track, are required to serve several

years of apprenticeship before they are per

mitted to take charge of an engine. An

automobile capable of running from fifty to

seventy-five miles an hour is granted the

right of way upon our streets and highways

and is driven in some cases by amateurs

who have had little or no experience in the

handling and management of such power—

ful machines, whose eyesight may be de

fective or who for other reasons may be

entirely incapable of appreciating the re

sponsibility they have assumed. It would

seem that drivers of automobiles or chauf

feurs should be required to have a license,

and this license should be revoked upon the

violation of its provisions, under proper

rules and regulations. The revocation of a

license will go far toward halting reckless

driving, as it would deprive the chauffeur

of his means of livelihood and the pleasure

driver of his means of recreation. It might

be provided that deliberate reckless driving,

whether of automobiles or horses, resulting '

in injury to person or property, should be

punished by imprisonment.

“Vehicles of all kinds using the public

highways should be required to carry lights

at night for the protection of themselves

and the public."

 

The Dangers of the Road.

A French automobilist gives the follow

ing interesting statistics of dangers in the

road gathered in the course of 1,000 miles’

travel on the public roads:

Vehivles abandoned by their drivers. . ...75

Drivers who refused to move out of the

way . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..51

Drivers aslecp'on their vehicles . . . . . . . .. 8

Drivers on the wrong side of the road.. .35

Drivers not holding the reins . . . . . . . . . ..12

Vehicles without lanterns . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..31

Drivers resting their horses in the mid

dle of the road and at dangerous

turnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Drivers walking behind their vehicles.. ..18

Several vehicles fastened together, and

having only one lantern . . . . . . . . . . . ..10

Saddle horses left standing . . . . . . . . . . . ..13

\Vandering dogs which had to be avoided.85

In the above list, of course, the word

“vehicles” applies only to horse-drawn

vehicles.
 

Want Busses for Ladies Only.

Motor-buses for “Ladies Only" is the

latest plea in London. It is said by femin

ine workers and others employed daily in

the world’s metropolis that the struggles

involved in boarding motor—buses result in

ruffled hair, hats askew, and general per

sonal dishevelment. Men, it is stated,

“catch women by the shoulders, swing them

to one side,'board the buses, and com

mandeer all the vacant seats." When re

monstrated with, they remark, “I have to

go to work. You're only going to do silly

shopping." As a matter of fact in the early

morning hours most feminine motor-bus

passengers are also going to business.

Hotelman Will Build his own Speedway.

From San Diego, Cal. comes the news

that John H. Gay, a hotel proprietor, will

build a circular-mile track at that place,

to be used exclusively for automobile

racing. The oval will be constructed on

the Lakeside Hotel property, and, it is said,

work will commence immediately.
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Chicago to Reproduce Cheshire Cheese.

Cheshire Cheese, the famous old London

inn, will have a counterpart in Chicago

when the new home of the Chicago Auto—

mobile club is built. The architects are at

work on the plans and have decided to copy

the quaint hostelry. It is estimated that the

cost of the building alone will be about

$75,000. When it is completed the autoists

of Chicago will have one of the finest club

houses and garages in the country, it is

announced.

Although a site has not yet been selected

it is expected a location will be decided

upon in a few days.

The new clubhouse will be built of ce

ment and rough timbers. To preserve the

appearance of an old English inn it will be

only three stories high. A broad porch

will run across the front and a picket fence

will inclose the yard. There will be forty

sleeping rooms for the accommodation of

the members, and a ladies’ cafe in addition

to the dining room. But the principal at

tractive place to cat will be in the old grill

room, which will be in the front of the

building. Under the same room of the

club house and in the rear will be the gar

age.

 

Where the Thieves are Busy.

A few years ago the safety of a car left

in a busy thoroughfare was never in ques

tion, for persons of precarious honesty re

garded the automobile as a dangerous

weapon to the uninitiated. But now auto

mobile knowledge is by no means unknown

to the man in the street, and the feeling of

awe and respect towards the automobile is

passing away. That is clear by the atten

tion that inventors have paid to the devices

intended to prevent the starting of the car

by anyone but the owner or his driver.

But the only danger of theft is by no

means confined to the car. In some places

so serious have been the depredations $qu

fered by motorists in the pilfering of port

able articles from cars left unattended for

a few minutes in public thoroughfares, that

local organizations in England have taken

up the matter and, in one case, an auto

mobile club has decided to employ an at

torney to prosecute on behalf of any of its

members who trace such thieves.

 

Shakespeare With a Gasolene Flavor.

Shakespeare up to date, appears in vari

ous guises according to the spirit of the

times. Naturally enough, his paraphrasers

of the present day devote themselves to

motoring matters, but seldom with as much

success as is seen in the following quota

tion from the Sporting Times:

“Who would hotels bear,

To sweat and grunt under a garage fee,

But that the dread croppers after dark,

The unexpected contour from whose slopes

No motorist returns, incurs their bills,

And makes us rather funk those hills we have

Than fly down others that we know not of?"

Quakers Travel 1000 Miles Non-stop.

Bespattered with mud, but otherwise in

as good condition as when it left the gar

age, a 1906 model 30-horsepower Peerless

touring car, was driven into the garage of

the Eastern Automobile Co., at 324 North

Broad street, Philadelphia, Wednesday

night of last week, having completed a

noteworthy non-stop run of 1,062 miles.

The car, which previously had been used

for demonstrating purposes by the Phila

delphia agents, set out on Monday, lst inst.,

to make a 1,000 mile non—stop run, with W.

H. Savage at the wheel and carrying four

passengers. The course was from 324

North Broad street to the old York road

to Ogontz, thence to Fox Chase, Rhawn

street, to Castor road, over the Bustleton

pike to Grant avenue; thence to Torresdale,

Holmesburg, via Church road, to Ash

bourne, returning by York road and Broad

street to the garage, a distance of about

36 miles. The trip was made in twenty

eight relays. The route was particularly

trying, for there are more than a score of

stiff hills to climb, a dozen bridges, numer

ous stretches of cobblestone and three rail

road crossings. The weather conditions

for the first two days were all that could

be desired, but on Wednesday the men had

to drive through a steady downpour. of rain

and over ice covered roads.

During all this time the motor was not

stopped once, and at no time was the car

without its full capacity of five passengers.

During the run of 1,062 miles 91 gallons of

gasolene and two gallons of cylinder oil

were consumed. The cost per mile, there

fore, was 1% cents, or $0036 per passenger.

Diamond tires were used-and not a punc

ture or blowout occurred. The car finished

with the same set of tires as was put on

at the start.

The official relays, giving the number of

miles and driver, follows:

1, 72.3 miles, H. W. Savage; 2, l08.3 miles,

J. R. Maynes; 3, 144.2 miles, H. W. Savage;

4, 180.2 miles, J. R. Maynes; 5, 216.2 miles,

H. W'. Savage: 6, 252.1 miles, J. R. Maynes;

7, 288.1 miles, H. W. Savage; 8, 324.1 miles,

H. W. Savage; 9, 360.1 miles, J. R. Maynes;

10, 396.1 miles, J. R. Maynes; 11, 432.1 miles,

H. W. Savage; 12, 463.2 miles, H. W. Sav

age; 13, 468.2 miles, H. W. Savage; 14, 540.2

miles, J. R. Maynes; 15, 576.2 miles, H. W.

Savage; 16, 612.2 miles, H. W. Savage; 17,

648.4 miles, J. R. Maynes; 18, 684.5 miles,

J. R. Maynes; 19, 720.6 miles, H. W. Sav

age; 20, 756.7 miles, H. \N. Savage; 21, 792.7

miles, J. R. Maynes; 22, 828.7 miles, J. R.

Maynes; 23, 864.8 miles, H. W. Savage; 24,

900.9 miles, H. W. Savage; 25, 937 miles, J.

R. Maynes; 26, 973 miles, J. R. Maynes; 27,

1,009.1 miles, H. \V. Savage; 28, 1,062 miles,

H. W. Savage.

 

When Russel Sage was in a hurry to get

to his office in answer to the demand for

call money the other day he used an auto

mobile. With its assistance he succeeded

in clearing $70,000.

Where Oiled Roads are General.

California has nearly 3,000 miles of roads

which have been transformed from dusty,

and often almost impassible highways, into

excellent avenues by the use of crude petro~

leum as a road dressing.

Out of the fifty-seven counties of the

State, at least forty now have oiled roads;

. the use of oil on roads is as much adapted

to cities as to the country, and there are

over 500 miles of city streets treated in

this manner.. There are also nearly 1,100

miles of oiled railway roadbed in the State.

The first experiment in oiling roads be

gan in 1898 and it was found that when oil

was applied it immediately began to bind

together all the loose particles and formed

a stratum resembling asphalt.

California now occupies a foremost posi

tion as regards mileage of good roads, as a

result_of this successful method of treating

highways.

As an Aid to Church Fairs.

Now the automobile has entered the pre

cincts of the time-honored church fair. At

this season of the year these functions are

many, and the innovations that have been

introduced have been innumerable, but it

remained for the Baptist Church of Brook

line, Mass., to introduce the automobile.

One of the parishi0ners loaned his machine

and chauffeur to the fair management, and

nightly sight-seeing tours of Brookline are

being made. The fee charged is 50 cents a

person, and the income of the fair has been

materially increased by the use of the

horseless vehicle.v

 

How the Kidnapper was Caught.

Enoch Coffey, a Kansas man, kidnapped

his brother’s boy at Kenesaw, Neb., and

boarded a train with him. He was ob

served by the boy’s father just as the train

was pulling out. The father immediately

secured the assistance of an expert motorist

and together they climbed into a substantial

touring car, which belonged to a friend, and

which happened to be standing nearby. For

thirty miles the race between the train and

auto continued—and the automobile won,

with the result that the father secured his

son and the arrest of the kidnapper.

Shirts will Hold the Money.

Although it does not conduct a haber

dashery, the Hamilton County Automobile

Association of Noblesville, Ind., has about

it something that savours of gentlemen’s

wearing apparel, Brown Shirts being in

cluded in its ofiiciary. At the last meeting

Horace Brown was elected president, El

bert Shirts, treasurer, and Dr. H. S. Harrell,

secretary.

Pine Bluff Motorists. Organize.

Pine Bluff, Ark., motorists have organ

ized as the Pine Bluff Automobile Club,

with the following officers: President, Dr.

R. G. Thompson; vice-president, J. M. Par

ker; secretary-treasurer, L. O. Knox.
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Factors that 'Affect Power

 

Well may it be said that there is no con

sideration of greater importance to the

motorist than that of the disposition of the

power of his car, yet it is safe to say that

not one in fifty of the men who are in

timately familiar with the action of the

motor car are able to account for the out

put of energy from the motor, telling in so

many words just what becomes of it. It is

indeed an important consideration, for it

involves, when taken up in detail on an ana

lytical basis, a thorough comprehension of

all that transpires in the mechanism under

all sorts of conditions, and also a thorough

understanding of the purely mechanical

principles which are involved in the trans

formation of the dormant energy which is

stored up in the limpid fuel to the snappy

propulsive effort which acts at the driving

wheels, in dragging the machine along over

the road, and, indeed, a knowledge of just

how that efiort is to be accounted for in

pounds and ounces, and what becomes of it

ultimately. ’ . a

Naturally enough, a complete analysis of

the many different forces which are brought

into action in the propulsion of the motor

car is an extremely diflicult thing to accom

plish, because of the infinite number of ex

traneous conditions which are to be taken

into account. But it is possible by making

liberal allowances for some of them, and

by making one or two rather sweeping and

inclusive assumptions, to arrive at a demon

stration which shows pretty clearly what

becomes of the power, and shows it with

sufficient accuracy for all practical pur

poses. In doing this, it is better to con

sider merely the transformation of the po

tential energy which is served up by the

motor, and to show the method of its ab

sorption by the various parts of the

mechanism and finally by the forces out

side of the machine, and to consider the

motor itself as delivering a certain known

amount of actual or brake horse power,

rather than 'to go back to the fuel itself and

follow its combustion and the resulting im

pulsive efiort through the mechanism of the

motor itself. So that any reference to efli

ciency in the following paragraphs may be

taken as indicating a purely mechanical

quantity, and totally apart from the consid

eration of the heat transfer within the

motor, or to its own ratio of mechanical

transformation.

The disposition of the power of the motor

may then be accounted for in five difierent

ways, since there are five distinct and dif

ferent groups of factors which combine to

absorb the effort delivered at the crank

shaft. They are (l), the losses due to in

ternal resistances in the machine, (2) the

losses due to rolling friction, or, roughly

speaking, the resistance which is offered by

the road to the passage of the wheels, (3)

the losses due to the gradient or inclination

of the road, which are sometimes positive

and sometimes negative, (4) those losses

which are caused by curves in the road, and

(5) the losses due to wind resistance. Each

of these groups is very comprehensive, and

involves numerous considerations which do

not appear at the outset, the entire quintet

combining to form in the aggregate a prob

lem which in novelty and complexity is

probably without equal anywhere in the

entire field of mechanical engineering. To

reduce each to an entirely accurate quanti

tative value for any general or specific case

is well nigh impossible at the present time,

and, indeed, certain of the factors involved

are of such a nature that they can only be

got at by methods of approximation, and

that by experiment rather than close cal

culation. Fortunately, however, these are

such as have but a slightly important bear

ing upon the really significant matters con

nected with the design and construction of

the machine, and hence are more useful in

the discussion of theories than in the real

life of the motorist.

Those losses in power which are due sole

ly to the internal resistances of the machine

are accounted for in the friction of the vari

ous bearings and the power taken up by the

gearing. These, of course, vary exceeding

ly with the type of machine, the sort of

care which is normally given to it and the

sort of lubrication which is accorded it.

Without going too deeply into the detail of

the matter, sufiice it to say that, according

to tests made at different times and under

various conditions, the efficiency of the

transmission varies from 50 to 75 per cent.

ordinarily. That is to say, the power which

is available at the rear wheels of the car is

from 50 to 75 per cent. of that which is actu—

ally delivered by the motor at the crank

shaft. This quantity varies not simply with

the age and condition of the parts, but also

with the arrangement of the speed changing

gear, since, for difi'erent'speeds, different

numbers of gears are used thus offering re

sistance to the effort of the motor. Some

difference also is occasioned by the nature

of the final drive, the efiiciency of the

double chain method of transmission being

probably very high when the chains are new

and free from dirt, and falling to a consid

erable lower figure when they become

fouled, as they soon do on the road. With

the cardan shaft drive, on the other hand,

the efiiciency which may be very high when

the machine is standing upon jacks, or run

ning on perfectly level roads under normal

load, is considerably afiected by the oscilla

tion of the springs, and may fall consider

ably under such circumstances.

_The question of the resistance of the road

which has to be overcome by the wheels‘

involves not simply the condition of the

road, whether it be wet or dry, rough or

smooth, and soft or hard, but as well the

condition of the tires and their size, and the

diameter of the wheels. Moreover, the

question is not a little affected by the re

silient quality of the tires and the fact that

under the driving action of the transmis

sion they tend to surge or drag upon the

rim, at times working backward and for

ward under the action of the driving force,

all the time bulging at the tread and re

ceding as the springs oscillate, thereby con—

stantly altering their cross section and ma

terially affecting the friction of the road.

Without going into the considerations

which are involved in this way, suffice it to

refer to the recently quoted experiments of

Churchward which were published in these

columns, in which all these minor tribu

taries to the rolling friction were grouped

under the single head of “drawbar pull"—-a

quantity which is well known in railroad

work, and represents simply the amount of

effort which must be exerted upon the car

from any source whatever in order to drag

it at the speed indicated under the known

governing conditions. These results, though

purely empirical, are fully as accurate as

could be arrived at in any other way, and

cover all ordinary cases with suflicient pre

cision for all practical purposes.

The effect of the gradient upon the pro

pulsive effort of the motor is precisely

the same as though the work were done in

raising it vertically to a height equal to that

of the hill or grade, and then driving it

along a perfectly level stretch of road equiv

alent in length to that of the incline. That

is to say, the hillclimbing effort may be di

vided into two parts, and the total effort

will be that which would be necessary to

drive it along the level for a distance equal

to that of the incline, plus the number of

foot-pounds necessary to raise it to an equal

height. Similarly, in descending a grade,

the power consumed is equal to that neces

sary to propel the machine on the level,

minus that which would be consumed in

raising it. Hence, when the grade is of
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sufiicient pitch to make the vertical com

ponents of the actual propulsive force, or

the force which would be necessary to lift

the car vertically, equal to or greater than

that which is required simply to move it on

the level, the machine will run of its own

accord and the service of the brakes must

be called into requisition in order to stop it.

To the average driver of a motor car it

would hardly seem possible that the curva

ture of the road could have any possible ef

fect upon the force used in driving the car,

the idea of a resistance due to curvature

being an entirely novel one, and one which

is not self suggestive. The actual value of

this quantity is, however, comparatively

slight, as the provision of a balance gear or

differential in the driving axle allows for the

rotation of the outer and inner wheels at

different speeds consequent upon the vary

ing lengths of their respective paths on the

curve and the chief factors to be encoun

tered are those due to the added internal

resistance of the differential mechanism,

which is normally out of action, and the in

creased rolling friction of the tires due to

the change in their direction of motion.

Added to these, in the case of any close cal

culations, would be the gyroscopic effect

due to altering the planes of rotation of the

various wheels of the machine, an effect

which is far too complicated to be under

stood in the net effort of its resultant, and

one which is of rather doubtful magnitude

under ordinary conditions.

In a recent article in the Motor World

the question of wind resistance was taken

up in a general way, and the great variation

in its effect illustrated, as well as the fact

of its tremendously increased importance

when high speeds are to be taken into ac

count. In this connection, then, it is

enough to recall the fact that the windage

is proportional to the square of the velocity

of the car, and that its actual value for any

given case is equal to .005 of the square of

the velocity expressed in miles per hour, the

result being expressed in pounds resistance

per square foot of efiective surface pre

sented to the wind. Needless to say, this

quantity is vastly affected by the direction

and intensity of the external wind, which in

this way sometimes acts as a help and at

others as a hindrance to the progress of the

car. When there is a following wind, its

effect upon the total amount of surface pre

sented by the car should be subtracted from

that which is due to the velocity of the car

I itself, or, in other words, the wind which

the car itself is creating due to its motion.

In the case of a head wind, on the other

hand, this factor should be added to the re

sistance due to the motion of the car. From

which it will appear that the effect of the

windage may have a much more important

bearing upon the performance of the ma

chine than at once would be indicated by

the simple law of the square of the velocity.

By way of illustration of the foregoing,

the example may be taken of a hypothetical

car which may be supposed to move on a

windiess day along a perfectly level asphalt

road of uniform surface. This car is of the

typical order, is rated at 20 horsepower,

weighs 1,900 pounds, and may be supposed

to present a total area of 16 square ft. when

carrying four passengers. The combined

weight of this load, at an average of 150

pounds per passenger, is 600 pounds, thus

making the weight on the tires 2,500

pounds. When running on the high speed

this machine has a direct drive through the

counter shaft, and a final transmission by

double chains to the rear wheels. By this

arrangement, the driving effort of the motor

is carried to the wheels through the medium

of one pair of bevel gears and one pair of

chains, no other possible sources of internal

resistance being present except the bearings

of the transmission. Then, supposing that

the efiiciency of the bevel gears be taken as

85 per cent., and that of the chains, when

running in the best of condition, as 90 per

cent., the total efficiency of the transmis

sion would be .85x.90—.765, or 76% per

cent. These allowances may be fairly lib

eral, or according to the opinions of some

engineers, they may be rather low, but

they represent the average of several re

sults, and may be taken as accurate enough

for purposes of illustration. Then, select

ing the resistance of the bearings, which

in this car, are supposed to be of the latest

ball-bearing type, and consequently “fric—

tionless,” the power available of the rear

wheels, will be 76% per cent. of 20, or 15.30

horse-power. Thus, about one-quarter of

the power has been used up before the

serious business of propelling the car has

been even attempted, and indeed, some

authorities place it is high as one-third

on the average.

Now, suppose that this little car is travel

ing along the ideal road at the rate of 3,000

feet per minute, or about 34.09 miles an

hour, the drawbar pull, according to

Churchward, is something like 60 pounds

per ton, which, since the car and its load

weighs a ton and a quarter, amounts to 75

pounds. The windage, that is to say, the

resistance due to the motion of the car

through a body of stationary air at this

speed, is equal to 5.75 pounds per square

foot, or expressed in its total as applying

to the entire surface presented by the ma

chine and its occupants, is equal to 92

pounds. These two amounts, the drawbar

pull, and the windage, being added, give a

total of 167 pounds which represents the

amount of effort which must be applied at

the imaginary drawbar, in order to secure

the desired effect. This force must be ap

plied through a distance of 3,000 feet per

minute, in order to attain the desired speed,

and the product of these two is the number

of foot pounds of work, which must be

exerted at the drawbar per minute in order

to propel the machine. Now the value of

the horse—power is defined as being equal

to 33,000 pounds per minute, and hence, to

find the horse-power necessary to propel

the machine under theSe ideal conditions,

it is necessary to multiply force necessary

to move the car, by the distance in feet per

minute through which it acts, and to di

vide this by 33,000, or;

167 x 3,000

33,000

That is to say, 15.18 horse-power will be

necessary to propel the car at the rate of

34 miles per hour under these conditions,

and as the amount of powen available at

the rear wheels is 15.30, it is evident that

the difference of .12 horse—power represents

the amonnt of extra power or possible ac

cleration available when the motor is doing

its full rated work. ‘

By comparing the five sources of loss or

absorption of power, especially considering

those conditions which relate solely to fac

tors of resistance external to the car,

namely, the rolling friction, the factors of

curvature and gradient, and the wind re

sistance and taking into account the fact

that no road, no matter how good it may

be when judged according to the criterions

of highway construction, is absolutely uni

form in its conditions, absolutely straight

and uniformly curved in its course, or of

absolutely uniform grade for any consider

able distance, it will be seen that these fac

tors must be constantly varying throughout

a wide range, and that they must be as

hard to determine with even a fair degree

of accuracy, as they are to provide against

in the construction of the machine.

15.18 ii. p.

Moreover, when it is considered that in

addition to this extremely variable load

which is thrust upon the motor and all its

subjoined mechanism, thereby creating in

it a multiplicity of stresses which are not

all germane to its primal function, but

rather serve as a very important hindrance

to its action, the machine as a whole, is

being thrust ahead and jolted over a surface

of constantly altering quality, and is being

forced to adapt itself to the conformation

of the road without in the least disturbing

the proper relation of any of its parts or

interfering with their action, the greatest

wonder of all is that the machine can be

made to go at all. The greatest wonder

is that it does not come to grief at the first

mole-hill and fall in a heap. And then there

comes a wave of the profoundest respect,

almost of awe, for the man who has been

able to contrive and achieve albeit through

the assistance of hundreds of other men to

be sure, but none the less by means of his

own grey matter, a really successful motor

car. ‘ H. P.

 

Thomas Higginbotham, arrepairman, of

Waukegan, Mich, has learned that “there‘s

many a way to turn an honest penny," and

at the same time learned some of the utili

ties of the gasolene motor. Now that the

condition of the roads prevent his driving

his car with comfort, Higginbotham has

jacked up his car and attached a chain from

the sprocket to an emery wheel. He claims

he is able to sharpen skates more rapidly

and with less muscular energy than for

merly.
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PRIZES FOR SELF-STARTERS

Paris Contest Results in a Tie—Many of

the Devices Fail Utterly.

 

In explanation of the number of self

starting appliances which made their ap

pearance at the Paris salon, and to which

detailed reference was made in these col—

umns last week, it is said that they were the

result of the offer of a prize for the most

efficient device of this kind put up by M.

Deutsch. No less than 17 different .devices

were entered for the contest, but only 11

put in appearance

In the opinion of the judges “Le Cino

gene" and the Mors self-starters were tied

for first place and accordingly divided the

grand prize between them. The first named,

has been on the market for some time and

probably has been more widely tested than

any of the others. It consists of a drum in

which liquid carbonic acid gas is stored

under pressure, in connection with a small

motor which is attached to the crank shaft

at the place usually occupied by the hand

crank. The expansion of the gas in the

cylinder moves the piston and this in

turn actuates the shaft through the medium

of a rack and pinion. The piston is auto'

matically returned to the end of the cylinder

by a spring upon the escape of the spent

gas.

The More consists of a special carburetter

and pump connected with the cylinders by

means of which the driver may put a charge

under compression in any of them. The

operation is completed by switching on the

current.

The Saurer, which is designed only for

four-cylinder motors, consists of a device

for injecting compressed air into the par

ticular cylinder of the engine that is about

to commence its downward stroke. The

Renault also uses compressed air, but in

conjunction with a small independent

motor.

The Battault is a sort of motor gun. A

percussion cartridge produces a powerful

impulse which causes' a flywheel in the

“gun” to revolve and the latter imparts its

motion to the crank shaft of the motor.

This is by no means a new idea as both the

“match” and “gun”. ideas have been em

ployed on large motors which could. not

be started by hand under any circum

stances. But it has always been in direct

connection with the engine and not as an

independent device that they have figured.

The Sjilsky enables the driver to turn

the crank shaft from over the seat by means

of levers, as in the Richard Braisier and the

Genevrier. In the Guerrard, pressure from

the exhaust is stored and re-expended to

give the start. The same idea is taken ad

vantage of in the Pellorce, except that it

takes the form of a dynamo and set of ac

cumulators to- store the energy. The

dynamo gives the engine its initial impulse.

In the Buisson et Renardy, a pedal arrange

ment connected with the shaft through a

ratchet and lever is employed. The Lemale

is the only one of the spring type and was

granted the third prize. It consists of

powerful helical spring automatically wound

by the motor, a ratchet and pawl prevent

ing overwinding, and is of a type that has

been shown in this country some time ago.

The Phillipe consisted of a small turbine

motor adapted to be moved by carbonic
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acid, compressed air or water under pres

sure.

In the tests, the Guerrard and Genevricr

failed to start the engine at all while the

remainder functioned with more or less

success. “Prizes of encouragement” were

also awarded the Saurer and Pellorce by

the jury.

Contest for Town Cars.

The contest for automobiles for town use

was conducted by the Automobile Club of

France, in Paris, was decided on the 215t.

and steam cars, the other for electric vehi

There were two classes, one for gasolene

cles, each being subdivided into four classes

on a price basis. The cars were required

to cover a circuitous course of 100 kilos

(62% miles) in turns, the awards being

based on regularity of running, fuel con

sumption, comfort and elegance and finish

of the body work. The competition started

at 6 a. m., with 27 starters. Of these 21

finished before 1 p. m. The first prize was

awarded to an Aries car in the first class,

the running time of which was 3 hours 56

minutes 42 seconds. A Vedome took hon

ors in the electric class. Its time was

4:33:12.
 

Wherein American Makers are Ahead.

With the steam hammers of three and

four thousand pounds that are being put

in some of the leading automobile factories

it is claimed that no small fractures or

flaws are possible in forgings, which is a.

big advantage over the methods pursued in

some foreign factories, where the forgings

are made almost by hand, the workmen

using small hammers. Visitors to Europe

say there are many ways in which Ameri

can manufacturers lead the foreigners

now, especially in the making of parts by

machinery, which is much more accurate

than that done on the other side by hand.

IMPROVEMENT IN IGNITION

How it Evolved from the Hot Tube and the

Tendencies of To-day.

 

Discarded by makers with one accord but

a few years ago as only being suited to the

requirements of the slow speed engine, the

low tension, make and break system of

ignition is again in the ascendant and its

prevalence on this year's models exhibited

at Paris may well be put down as one of

the most noticeable developments of gen

eral acceptance. When the internal com

.bustion motor was first settled upon as the

power of the motor car of the future, the

designers of the latter found it in a rudi

mentary state, particularly with regard to

the system of ignition employed.

Probably the pioneer method of explod

ing the charge was the Otto slide valve

used in connection with an open gas flame

—obviously one totally unsuited to the

needs of the motor car. There appears to

be some uncertainty as to the chronology

of the inventibn of the various systems of

ignition, but in all probability the hot tube

method followed the use of the pocketed

flame, of which it was a consistent develop

ment. Whether the discovery of the cata'

lytic method preceded or was approxi

mately coincident with that of the use of

an electric current for the purpose is unim

portant, but these, supplemented by spon

taneous combustion through high combus

tion comprise the catalogue of known

methods.

No attempt was ever made to employ

Otto’s invention on the automobile motor,

the hot tube used on the first Diamler and

Panhard motors marking the pioneer ap

plication of any system in this role. It is

hardly necessary to state that its use was

open to numerous objections, not the least

of which was the necessity of heating the

tubes prior to starting and the cooling

effect of the wind upon them, frequently

reducing the temperature to a degree that

prevented the occurrence of the explosion.

A few missed explosions allowed the tube

to cool so much that reheating was neces

sary. In the light of present day advances

this all reads like ancient history, but it

is surprising to recall that the hot tube was

retained on the Panhard car as recently as

1902.

So far as known this method was not ex

perimented with for automobile use in this

country. It was prevalent on stationary

engines at the time the investigators first

took up the problem of applying the gas

engine to the motor car, but even in that

field, it then had a competitor in the shape

of the electric current. Credit for the de

velopment of the latter in this connection

must really be accorded the marine engine

designer. Being the only practical method

that lent itself readily to his needs, the use

of a spark caused by suddenly separating
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or wiping two contacts, was for a number

of years standard on small boat motors.

Some automobile engine builders fol

lowed the lead thus set, while others started

right at the outset with what has come to

be known as the jump spark, and 'it was not

long before the latter had the field entirely

to itself. Crudity of design brought about

the downfall of the make and break system

at that time and it is not to be wondered at

that methods and apparatus suited to the

requirements of low powered and low speed

motors should have proved inedaquate

when transferred to a sphere imposing so

much greater demands upon them. Lack

of suitable means for advancing and re
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tarding the time of ignition was a further

drawback and burdened with these disad

vantages the system fell into disuse. But

the jump spark system has fallen short of

fulfilling the bright promise held out by

it and while marking the greatest advance

yet made, it appears that its erstwhile pre

decessor is capable of development to a

degree greatly surpassing it in simplicity

and reliability. Hence its recrudescence

which bids fair in the course of time to put

it at the head of the list.

Rather a novel variation of the principle

of providing as great an amount of radiat

ing surface exposed directly to the air in a

mufiler is embodied in what is termed the

“radio” silencer, of British origin. It con

sists of six tubes a foot or more in length

with their open ends terminating in alum

inum exhaust chambers, the whole being

bound together by a bolt passing longitud

inally through the center. In appearance it

resembles a miniature steam radiator more

than anything else. The exhaust enters at

one end and traverses the length of all six

tubes in rotation before issuing. It is

claimed to give a perfect scavenging

action. -

SPRAYING 'ms GASOLENE

Multiple Nozzles now Coming into Use—

One of the More Recent Creations.

 

Following the lead of other Continental

designers, the builders of the C. G. V. ears

have adopted a multiple spray nozzle type

of carburetter, though it is interesting to

note that while such makers as Renault and

Diamler have adopted no less than four in

dependent outlets for the fuel into the mix

ing chamber, in this instance but two are

relied upon.

One of these is naturally the normal out

let which is at all times open and is suffi
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cient to supply the needs of the motor while

running light. This jet is likewise always

open to the air on one side and to the suc

tion of the motor on the other. To augment

the Speed the usual accelerator pedal is

employed and in this instance controls the

air-outlet and suction passage of the larger

jet simultaneously, which immediately puts

the latter into play. A hand regulator is

further provided in reach of the driver by

means of which the suction of the motor

may be placed in communication with the

chamber of the larger jet by a single move

ment. The speed may be varied to any

point within the range provided merely

by depressing the accelerator pedal more

or less.

Both nozzles are connected to a common

float feed chamber maintaining a constant

level, this part of the apparatus not being

'shown in the accompanying drawings. The

relative positions of the two jets as well

as their connections are made plain in the

sectional elevation, Fig. l. A and B represent

the respective mixing chambers and ab the

jets proper.

arrangement of the various parts may be

had by reference to Fig. 2. In this partial

section it will be noted that the tube D

connects the mixing chamber of the smaller

nozzle to the common intake f, to which

it is attached as a branch. The larger tube

f opens in direct communication with the

cylinders through a manifold attached at c.

In order that the small spray may be worked

A better idea of the general ,

independently, a flap valve g is provided

in the main inlet f below the point where

d enters it. This arrangement is made clear

in the sectional elevation Fig. 3. By clos

ing this flap valve the suction of the engine

can only reach the small nozzle, thus cut

ting off the other one. As the small cham

ber is always in direct communication with

the outer air it may thus be readily isolated.

But in case the air inlet of the large jet has

not been closed entirely the two mixing

chambers A and B communicate with one

another through the small opening 0, fig 1,

F'le

-l"-' . .
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and a sufficient quantity of air thus reaches

B without in any way diminishing the pres

sure in chamber A. The air inlet of the

large chamber consists of a tube rising

above it and which is pierced with a num

ber of holes. A cylindrical cover pierced

with holes to correspond is so arranged as

to be revolved. This cover is held in place

by the tension of a spring bringing it

against a stop in which position it

closes the air inlets to a great extent. The

flap valve g in the fuel outlet proper and

the air inlet k are controlled simultaneously

in the following manner.

On the axle of the flap valve g, is fixed

on the outside, on one side, a regulating

lever s connected with a regulating pedal,

and on the other side is a second lever t.

On the other part and on a protruding point

on the outside of the cover k a curved fin

ger v has been fixed, which can place itself

in theway of the circular movement of the

lever, as can be seen in the illustration

(Fig. 1.) As soon as the automobile driver

moves therefore the lever s by means of the

intermediation of the pedal, a simultaneous

opening of the flap g and the rotation of

the cover it takes place, and this allows the

air to enter. The more the pedal action

ceases to work on the lever, the more it

closes the flap, and at the same time the

spring turns the cover in the reverse direc

tion and places it at rest.
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v1906 MODEL 8, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS EOR ONE YEAR.

During 1905 the Rainier was the hit of the season in New York, the most critical of

markets. Not a single dissatisfied customer, only favorable comments every“ here, at d

orders galore for the new model from former users. Before you decide, investigate the Rainier,

carrying the world’s broadest automobile guarantee. >

Make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto. Bevel gear-drive.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Chicago Branch: 1253-1255 Michigan Ave. (after January 15th).

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO., 121 Massachusetts Ave.

Good Agents wdnted in unassigned territory.

We exhibit in the Armory Shows in New York and Chicago.
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LOZIER 1906 MODEL, TYPE D, 40 H. P. CAR

F THE SATISFIED cus

tomer is the best adver

'sement, the LOZIER

MOTOR CAR enjoys a

most unique position.

Every customer is a satis

fied customer, and the fact

that each is, in addition an owner with large

Automobile experience, makes his expression of

satisfaction with THE LOZIER MOTOR CAR

an advertisement of the VERY BEST—Ask one

of them—and then see our line of Limousines,

Laudaulets and Touring Cars. '

The Lozicr Motor Car is a high-grade product

with years of Motor building experience back of

it—the name of “LOZIER” being a guarantee

of all that is best in high-class construction.

Our new 1906 MODEL TYPE D, 40—H. P.

TOURING CAR, is shown above, and it is a

most beautiful car. The price'is $5,500, and among

its features of construction may be mentioned

the long wheel-base, n7"— 36" wheels -—4"-4%'

tires —55” tread —Io" clearance. Platform-spring

suspension. Weldless I-beam nickel

stcel forged axles. Dust-proof irre—

versible steering column. Ball-bear

ing steering knuckles—nickcl-steel

forgings. Large ball-bea'ring wheel

hubs. Noiseless sliding gcar trans

 

  

  

transmission gear slides of nickel-stecl—gcars

ground to gauge. Self-contained annular ball

bearings in thrust, transmission and differentials.

Speeds—selective type—four forward and reverse

—one lever for all. Dogend-ratchet back-stop

on differential shaft. Noiseless exhaust. Dust

proof internal 'expanding emergency hand

brakes. Powerful foot brake on differential

shape. High power motor. Annealed pistons.

Interchangeable valves and parts. Webbed

crank-shafts. Crank—shaft bearings hardened and

ground on own centers. Combination bronze

and babbitt crank and crank-shaft bearing boxes?

High tension magneto. Positive force‘feed lu

‘ bricator. Large radiator. Automatic carburetor

with balanced throttle controlled by governor.

Speed controls on stationary quadrant at top of

steering-wheel. Automatic disengaging cam on

starting crank. Self-contained, large face, cone

clutch—simple adjustments. Dust-proof alumi

num case under motor and entire transmission.

Noiseless fiber cam-shaft driving gears. Cottered

nuts throughout. Small oilers for chassis springs.

Camshafts of crucible steel—cams

integral. Nickel‘steel clutch shaft—

double universal joints. Cylinders

bored and ground. Chain adjustments.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

NOW READY. Send for it.

THE LOZIER v MOTOR COMPANY

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Sc: our Exhibit at [he Automobile Show, fan. 13 lo 20, at 69f}: Regiment Armory. “ 771:

OLD 5/2010 in Me JVEW Armory." are in Section B, an the Main Floor.
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The Week's Patents.

808,622. Friction-clutch. Frank H. Ball,

Plainfield, N. 1. Filed June 29, 1903. Serial

No. 163,608.

Claim.-—l. In a friction clutch the com

bination of an annular friction-surface a

split friction-ring adapted to act on said

surface; a carrier for said split ring, the

ends of said ring having a limited circum

ferential movement on said carrier; and

mechanism for actuating the free end of the

ring to set the clutch, each end of the ring

being adapted to become either the driving

or free end according to the direction of

movement of the clutch the ring being

driven with a clutch moving in one direc

tion from its end.

808,625. Construction of Wheels. Thomas

R. Beaumont, Park Place, London, Eng

land. Filed November 29, 1904. Serial No.

234,775.

Claim.——1. In a wheel in which a seg

mental wooden felly is surmounted by a

metal tire, a wedge-shaped plug between

adjacent se ments of the felly; removable

adjustment-iners between the outer end

of the plug and the tire, a bolt countersunk

in the tire and threading the said liners

and plug, and a nut on said bolt engaging

over said plug; substantially as described.

808,732. Change-Gearing. Castor H. A.

Dissinger, Wrightsville, Pa. Filed October

1, 1903. Serial No. 175,293.

Claim.l. In a change-gearing wheel pro

vided with a series of eccentric pins, an

engine-shaft, a clutch-drum and a clutch

member on said shaft, said clutch-drum

having connections with the pin-provided

wheel, a pinion adapted to engage the pins,

a lever for shifting the pinion, and springs

to automatically throw the device out of

operation when the lever is released.

808,765. Wheel Structure. Joseph Led

winka, Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half

to Charles Berg, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

September 10, 1904. Serial No. 223,956.

Claim.—1. In a wheel structure, the com

bination with a suitable rim, of a tire se

cured thereto and consisting of fibrous

material divided into two sections in a

plans traverse relatively to the wheel-axis,

the fibers of one portion being inclined,

with reference to said plane, in one direc

tion and the fibers of the other portion be

ing inclined in the other direction, said two

sections forming the complete tire.

808,769. Power-Transmission Device.

George W. Marble, Chicago, Ill. Filed

December 15, 1904. Serial No. 237,011.

Claim—1. The combination with a motor

shaft, of a plurality of pairs of shafts driven

therefrom, the shafts of each pair being

driven oppositely, a plurality of driving

friction members on said shafts, a driven

friction member adapted to be engaged

by either of the driving friction members

of one pair of shafts in driving and of

another pair in reversing, a driven shaft,

and an operative connection between the

same and the driven friction member.

808,779. Electric Generator. Benjamin

P. Remy and Frank I. Remy, Anderson.

Ind., assignors to Remy Electric Company,

Anderson, Ind., a Corporation of Indiana.

Filed May 27, 1905. Serial No. 262,668.

C1aim.-_—In an electric generator, the

combination, wrth stationary poles, of a pair

of_annular segmental poles iournaled within

said stationary poles and provided at the

ends With_JQurna_l-bearings, an armature

mounted Within said annular poles and hav

ing shaft-sections journaled and supported

in the journal-bearings of the annular poles,

means by which the armature may be angu

larly moved within the annular poles, and

means by which the annular poles may be

shifted within the stationary poles.

808,828. Cover for Vehicles. William

Findlay, Edinburgh, Scotland. Filed De—

cember 6, 1904. Serial No. 235,685.

Claim.—In a device .of the character

described, the combination of a plurality

of stationary tubular pillars, tubes telescop

ing in said pillars and adapted to be raised

and lowered therein, a casing connecting a

pair of said tubes and permanently secured

thereto, a pair of supplementary casings

hinged to opposite ends of said first-named

casing and adapted to be swung out from

said casing, spring-actuated rollers in each

of said casings, and covers wound on said

rollers and adapted to be unwound there

from.

808,902. Gas-Engine. Newton Crane,

Boston, Mass, assignor to Newton Crane

Gas Engine Co., Boston, Mass, a corpora

tion of Maine. Filed May 23, 1903. Serial

No. 158,420.

Claim—1. An engine comprising com

municating cylinders forming the Sides of_a

polygon, and double—acting pistons in said

cylinders.

808,915. Carbureter and Igniter for Hy

drocarbon Engines. Arthur B. Goodspeed,

East Orange, N. 1., assignor to Industrial

Development Co., New York, N. Y., a cor

poration of New York. Filed March 10,

1904. Renewed June 9, 1905. Serial No.

264,531.

Claim.—-1. An igniter for internal com

bustion engines, etc., comprising a shell for

external contact with the charge to be ig

nited and communicating internally with

the external air and a carbureter and burner

placed within said shell and comprising

alined tubular members connected respect

ively with a hydrocarbon-supply and an

air-supply and terminating centrally within

said shell and means for spreading radially

the burning gases, substantially as de

scribed.

808,958. Spark-Ignition System for Ex

plosive Engines. Richard Varley, Engle

wood, N. 1., assignor to The Autocoil Com

pany, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

March 28, 1905. Serial No. 252,458.

Claim—1. In an ignition system for ex

plosion-engines, the combination of an in

duction-coil, an igniting device, and means

whereby according to the Speed of the en

gine a single spark or a series of sparks

will be created at the igniting device.

808,965. Clutch. Roy L. Woodard, Rich

burg. N. Y. Filed January 31, 1905. Serial

No. 243,523.

C1aim.—1. The combination of a clutch,

of a shaft, a loose pulley mounted thereon

and having a perforated rib, a collar

rigidly secured to the shaft, a plurality of

arms proiecting from the collar and pro

vided with laterally-extended brackets,

radially-moveable pins guided by the arms

and provided at their outer ends with tool

engaging surfaces accessible through the

perforations of the pulley-rim, said pins be

ing provided with peripheral threads,

clutching-shoes having threaded openings

for the reception of the threaded portions

of the pins and provided with lugs engag

ing said brackets to prevent independent

turning movement of the shoes, said pins

being independently adiustable with rela

tion to the shoes to which they are at

tached. clamping-nutsmounted on the pins

for holding the shoes in adiusted position,

friction-blocks carried by the shoes, and

means for operating the pins.

808,974. Protector for Pneumatic Tires.

Henri David, Paris, France. Filed January

20, 1904. Serial No. 189,856.

Claim.——.~\n antislipping. removable pro

tector for pneumatic tires, comprising. a

series of independent narrow metallic strips

secured upon and extending traversely of

the tire, each of said strips being bent at

two points to form a central tread por

tion and diagonally-arranged substantially

straight srdes having eyes at their extremi

ties and fastering means passed through

said eyes to hold the strips upon the tire.

808,975. Friction-Clutch. Hermann G.

Dittbcnner, Minneapolis, Minn, assignor

to Diamond Iron Works, a Corporation of

Minnesota. Filed August 29, 1904.- --Serial

No. 222,500. .

Claini.——1. The combination, with a shaft,

of a loose pulley thereon, a member fixed

on said shaft and having a surface to be

gripped, arms pivoted on said pulley and

provided with gripping-blocks to engage

said member, a sliding sleeve, plates pivot

ally connecting the ends on said arms, and

links pivotally connecting the ends of said

plates with said pulley and said sleeve, the

links between said plates and sleeve being

substantially at right angles to the latter

when the clutch is locked.

809,019. Device for Calculating Horse

Power. Eugene M. Scoville, Wipahu,

Hawaii. _Filed January 31, 1905. Serial

No. 243,497.

Claim—1. A calculating device compris

ing a pair of scales, one being provided with

a stationary gage-point, and a slide having

a scale adapted to register with one of the

first-mentioned scales and provided with

a rider slidably mounted thereon and

adapted to register with the other station

ary scale and with the gage-point.

809,040. Vehicle-Wheel. Manuel G. Babio.

New York, N. Y.. Filed March 6, 1905.

Serial No. 248,479.

Claim.—1. In vehicle-wheels, an inner

and an outer hub, one mounted loosely

around the other, said outer hub bein

provided with gearing on the eriphera

surface of the inner rib of the hug, a circu

lar pneumatic tube fitted in the outer hub

and having constant bearin s u on .the

main hub by means of an en less and in

tervening between the two, a hollow bolt

in connection with said pneumatic tube,

and chains connecting the two hubs, which

chains are in independent series, acting

in opposite directions.

809,081. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Sydney S. Williams, Chicago, Ill. Filed

September 2, 1902. Serial No. 121,746.

Claim—l. In an internal-combustion en

gine, the combination of a cylinder having

a piston, a plurality of ignition-chambers

each communicating with both ends of the

cylinder, and valves controlling the com

munications of the chambers With the cyl

inders.

809,082. Internal-Combustion

Thos. Wright, Jersey City, N. 1.

February 17, 1904. Serial No. 193,961.

Claim—l. In an internal-combustion en

gine, the combination of a plurality of

working cylinders, a plurality of pump-cyl

inders arranged alternately with respect to

the working cylinders, a crank-shaft com

mon to all of the cylinders, means for sup

porting all of the cylinders to turn around

the center of'said shaft, pistons operating

in the cylinders, connections between the

pistons and the crank, means controlling

fluid movement between the various cylin

Engine. .

Filed
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This is the Great Arrow Victoria Tonneau, 110-45 H. P. with

semi-enclosed top. Price without top, $5,000. Semi-en

closed top. $350 extra. eape top, $200 extra. Folding glass

front, $50 extra.

  

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fa C

that they appeal most to the 'most mechanical minds. An automobile

is a machine. The more a man understands about the principles of

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the Pierce

Arrow is made.

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of any

automobile made in this country, but the price seems low when com

pared, not only with the small cost of maintaining, but with the long

time of service given.

Pierce Arrows are never out of date as far as effective service

is concerned.

Catalogue and descriptions mailed on request.

 

 

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE GOMPHNY,

BUFFHLO, N. Y.

  

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

Pierce Arrow Exhibited in Madison Square Garden Only.

  

LIST OF DEALERS:

  

  

  

 
Baltlmol-e, Southern Auto. Co.. 2021 Mary— Philadelphia, Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co., 201

land Ave. N. Broad St.

Boston, J. W. Ma‘ulre Co., 745 Boyl— Pittsburg. Bunker Bros. Co.. Baum and

ston St. Beatty Sta.

Buffalo. The George N. Pierce Co., 752 POI'l-lflnd. 01'080". H. M. Covey.

Main St. (Rem-ll) Portland. Me., J. A. Dowllng.

Chicago, ll. qulmsn & Co., 1321 Mlchi- Providence. H“ L The Shepard Company.

gun ve. \ '

R h . . -Denver. The George N. Pierce Co., 1643 DC “ter' Ema} filigmomle C0' 21 my

v camomla st“ San Francisco Lbbll Carrie C Gold nGetv

Detroit, .1. P. Schneider, 189 Jefferson Av. ' A“ a ‘Gougff sf" e

GEneva. New York. 3. A. Place. Saratogn Springs. W. L. Hodges, 16 “’oodlawn Av. aw"

Hartford, Conn., The Miner Garage Co., 120 Al- Scranton_ Po... Standard Motor Car Co.n ‘ T g“ A t & G E l C Seattle, “'ash. Broadway Auto Co. .: v

°"' °“- “- a" M ‘1 °- 8" “5 “° °- s ringfleld. Mass., E. R. Clarke Auto. Co. 111 - '
Kansas City. Md, P. Moriarty & Co.. £812 9 man 5L ' Ly .("and Ave‘ Syracuse, Amos—Pierce Auto Co.. 109 S. Q '

Los Angeles. Bush & Burge, Cor. 7th & Main State St. a?“

Ste. St, Louis. Western Auto. Co., 4701 Wash

Louisville, The Zorn—Strausl Co.. Inc. lngton Blvd. e,

Milwaukee, lllbbard Automobile Co. St. Paul. c, P. Joy Auto. Co., ass Mlnne- .1?“

New York, liarrolds Motor Car 00., Broad- 5011 m

way, 58—6901 Sts. Toronto. Auto 8. Supply Co., Ltd., 24

Ottawa & Montreal, Wilson 8; Co., 142 Bank Street. TempemnCB 51

olmuuo. Cal., The George n. Pierce Co., 1013 'fmv. N- Y-- 'l‘mv Aulo- Exchlnse- 22 4th 5!

Clay St. (Wholesale) Utiea, N. Y.. Utica Motor Cu- Co.
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ders, said means comprising connections

between the pump-cylinders and the two

working cylinders adjacent thereto, and

valves controlling said connections and

seating against pressure in the working

cylinders.

809,17l. Steering Device. Alexander T.

Brown, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Brown

Lipe Gear Companv, Syracuse, N. Y., a

co-partnership. Filed May 11, 1904. Serial

No. 207,463.

Claim.—l. A steering device for vehicles

comprising a driving member having inter

nal substantially helical teeth, and a driven

member arranged eccentrically relatively to

the driving member and provided with teeth

engaging the internal teeth at one side of

the driving member and separated from

said internal teeth at the diametrically 0p

nosite side of the driving member, substan

tially as and for the purpose specified.

809,185. Explosive-Engine. John F. John

son, Chester, Pa. Filed October 19, 1904.

Serial No. 229,133.

_Claim.-—1. In an engine, the combination

With a cylinder, of a reciprocatory piston

mounted thereon, a tubular extension carried

by_ the piston and’ reciprocating therewith,

said extension having a port, means for in

troducing motive-fluid-supply charges into

the extenSion, a cut-off located within the

extension and arranged to close the port

thereof, and means for holding the cut-off

against reciprocation.

809,205. Vehicle-Wheel. George D. Mun

sing, New York, N. Y. Filed March 20,

1905. Serial No. 251,103.

Claim.—l. In a vehicle-wheel, an inner

rim, a hub, spring-spokes having their outer

ends bent, a two-part clamp to adjustablv

hold the hub end of each spoke and having

bearing in the hub. and a channel-shaped

over which the outer bent ends of said

spokes take and around which said bent

ends are capable of rotation, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

809,211. Starting Means for Gas or Sim

ilar Engines. Francis L. Orr, Thurman,

Iowa, assignor of one-half to Mark Mor

row, Percival, Iowa. Filed February 21.

1905. Serial No. 246,753.

Claim.—1. An explosive-engine starter,

employing an air-storage tank, a c‘arbureter,

an air-passage way leading from the stor

age-tank, through the carbureter and into

the combustion chamber of the engine,

means for re-storing the air-tank, means

operating to arrest action of the storing

means by pressure in the storage-tank, a

spark-plug with battery and suitable elec

tric circuit, ,for ignition of the explosive

mixture in the engine combustion-chamber,

a_communicator device driven by the en

gine, a valve in the air-passage way leading

from the storage-tank, a solenoid or similar

device having electric supply and a CllteOllt,

adapted for operating the said valve,

brushes adapted for adjustment into circuit

closmg contact with the commutator bv

operation of the solenoid, a normally open

circuit-closer adapted for closure through

operation of the solenoid, the spark-coil and

battery being in electrical circuit with the

commutator—brushes. the engine spark-plug,

and the poles of the normally open circuit

closer, substantially as described.

809,235. Induction-Coil Vibrator. Rich

ard Varley, Englewood, N. J., sasignor to

The Antocoil Sompany, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed February 25, 1905. Serial

No. 247,215.

Claim.—-l. An induction-coil comprising

a vibratile element fixed at one end and

carrying an armature_at the other. in com

bination With a tension screw adapted to

positively increase the tension of said ele

ment when working outward.

809,262. Contact Device for Induction

Apparatus. Ralph 0. Hood, Danvers, Mass,

assignor of one-half to Warren D. King,

Peabody, Mass. Filed April 11, 1905. Serial

No. 254,921.

Claim—1. In a contact device for induc

tion apparatus, the combination of a casing,

a flexible closure therefor forming there

with a substantially air-tight chamber and

contact-points, one of which passes through

the said flexible closure.

809,268. Sparking Ignition System. Leon

J. Le Pontois, New Rochelle, N. Y., assig

not to Poly-Phase Ignition System Com—

pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed

November 17, 1904. Serial No. 233,165.

Claim.—1. A sparking ignition system

comprising an alternating-current generator

of the inductor type, said generator c0n

sisting of a stator having a field-magnet in

the form of a permanently magnetized ring

wound from a continuous steel ribbon, sym

metrically-located polar projections se—

cured to said ring, coils wound on said

polar projections, an inductor mounted on

a revoluble shaft whose axis is coincident

with the axis of said stator and constitut—

ing a rotor, a circuit-breaker rigidly secured

to said stator, a cam mounted on the rotor

shaft and adapted to actuate said breaker

at the period of maximum current genera

tion. a transformer, and means for shifting

said stator and breaker relative to said

rotor and cam respectively so as to modify

at will the time of sparking.

Lubricating the Shaft Drive.

A point in connection with the lubrication

of the cardan joints of shaft driven ma

chines is that although there is little or no

danger of their receiving injury from dust

or mud while the machine is running, owing

to the effect of the centrifugal force of the

rotating parts, when it is brought to rest, if

there is a coating of either on the outside

of the joints, it is very likely to work into

the bearings. Consequently, when such

parts are notv properly protected by leather

or metallic covers, they should be washed

05 with care as soon as the car is brought

in from the road, and then lubricated plen

tifully.

In Case of Radiator Troubles.

In nearly every case of failure on the

part of a radiator, the cause may be directly

attributed to the vibration of the machine,

and the distortion of the frame when run—

ning over rough roads. As a matter of pre

caution, it is well to place under the sup

porting arms bits of sheet rubber which

will serve to absorb the majority of the

strains. Pieces cut from a discarded inner

tube will be found to answer very well for

this purpose.
 

To Preserve the Accumulator.

To preserve accumulators during the

winter, a motorist advises that if the car be

not used during the winter the ignition

cells will keep in good condition if all the

electrolyte and dilute sulphuric acid is

emptied, and preferably distilled water

substituted. A disused battery put by with

out taking this precaution is apt to become

badly snlphated, and is practically incur

able.
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A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19054906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

ANTED—Trained men as instructors in

progressive automobile school. Fitness

proved by examination. Address, INSTRUC

TOR, care of Motor World, Box 649, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Established Automobile business,

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD WHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana.
 

MUST be sold at once for the account of pur

chasers of 1905 Royal Tourists: 1904 Peer

less, fine condition, canopy top, gas tank, price

$1,500; 1905 Royal Tourist, fine order; r905 Pope

Toledo, type 8, penfect condition, canopy top. Ohio

Sales Agency, THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.,

330 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. 0
 

OR SALE—One Model D. Cadillac Automo

bile in first class condition full lamp equip‘

ment and cape top. Also one Model F. Cadillac,

in first class condition. THE COOK 8: STOD

1) 4RD CO., 22nd and P St., N, W . Washington,

D. C. '
 

FOR SALE —Very -cheap, Searchrnont four

cylinder; Ford two cylinder; \Vinton two

cylinder; Rambler two cylinder; improved Rambler

E, one cylinder; Orient Buckboard; mostly 1905

cars; prices and descriptions extremely interesting.

A card will bring the information. E. S. YOUSE,

Reading, Pa.

users, drivers, repairmen, chauffeurs

and others wanted all over the

country; 50,000 machines built this year in United States,

affording great opportunities for men trained in this coming

business; six cents a day will qualify you for good wages

in this field; in which the demand is such that ability counts

ahead of pull and length of service. For full particulars, address

THE CORREPONDENCE SCHOOL OF AUTOMO

BILE ENGINEERING, Suite 157, Flatiron Building,

New York City.

FORCE FEED LUBRICATION.

eeeeee

 

 

  

Constant Sight Feed. No Liquid!

MCCORD & 60-. l407-80 Old Colony Bldg. , CHICAGO

E. J. DAY 8: CO., Pacific Coast Distributors,

3:4‘326 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Don’t Miss Willis’s

EXHIBITION IIT BOTH SHOWS

Space 138 at Madison Square Garden

Room K at the Armory

Where Everythlng New Will be Found.

 

E. J. WILLIS CO.,

8 PARK PLACE, new YORK



aso' zine motor mono.

, THE MARMON

“A MECHANICAL MASTERPIECE "

 

  

THE ONLY CAR WITH DOUBLE THREE POINT SUSPENSION.

DOUBLE THREE POINT SUSPENSION must not be confused with fixed THREE POINT SUSPENSION;

it is the ONLY CAR which has a PIVOTAL THREE POINT SUSPENSION for both frames.

Solid cast aluminum body on one frame, power plant on another, each suspended on THREE PIVOTAL POINTS

This eliminates the binding and twisting strains inevitable in rigid suspension of all other cars.

Also permits the use of a rigid shait drive without the use of cardan ioints.

Every part is manufactured under one roof excepting tires and lamps.

Automatic force lubrication in engine, with constant and uniform flow through a hollow crank shalt directly into

engine bearings, crank and piston pin bearings. Allows a distance of 500 to 1000 miles on less than on gallon of oil

for the engine.

__ We will exhibit at the Armory Show.

' ' 'Model C, 211 H. P., $2,500. Model D, 32 H. P., $3,000.

ALSO chassis and solid cast aluminum body parts. All patented features will be thoroughly explained and dem

onstrated at any time during the show by

Greater New York Agent. E.

_ 2824 BROADWAY.

TELEPHONE, 2636-7 RIVERSIDE 110th St. Subway Statizn at Door

N0RDYKE 8 MARMON CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

MANUFACTURERS

Established ass;
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'New jones Comb'nation

SPEEDOMETER - ODOMETER

_For the dashboard of your automo

bile. indicates the speed with positive
 

 

Our entire organization has from the very first been de
aceuracy. Registers tfi Season mile- ‘14," _

age traveled 11? miles afid 'ltcnths‘lto voted exclusively to the building of Commercial Vehicles.

10,000 mt es. e tsters t e n m1 e— u- .wage in miles andgtenths to mopn-liles. g? The success of “ Rapid " motor wagons is due to the fact that they

Thle mtledfivtrtlrfis all}; blaCk}tfl‘3Clt110nal 5:“ are built with the idea of giving heavy continuous service, and carrying

mi es, re . e rip regts er as a

stop-watch mstaiitztneous resetting heavy wads

Stem. Speed is indicated and mileage Elf The wagon illustrated weighs 2230 lbs. and carries 3000 lbs. easily.

cumulatively recorded whether the car

go forward or backward.

THE DASH BRACKEt is adjusta

bl_e to permit the instrument being set

5'4“

42'
1?

Rear Wheel measures 34 inches; front wheel 32 inches; solid tires. The

double side chain drive insures a maximum of power delivered to the

_ gyfl z-inch solid steel axles. The cut illustrates only one of our many bodies

at'IefiyEdegfielgFaFglébNNECTION is Size and style of body furnished to meet your requirements.

adjustable and permits the passing of is:

the shaft through thfe floor; through or ~0ne To", $l04m’ l [-2 To", $1,800

around either end 0 the car. ‘53;

The principle and general construc- 2‘3): GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

tion of our new instruments remain es~ ,3?»

sentially the same as in previous mod< Agents can secure territory by Writing me now. before all choice allot‘

2135;231:2565 fiziiondélggéfltiltl; geritugleagcf ments are gone. Our new factory is a guarantee of prompt delivery.

possible in their highest form. ~ ’1‘, t \

Complete catalog upon request. (I ’_f Address F. R. HENRY, Sales Manager,

New York rx/zibit Madison Square Garden L j

only—fanuary 13-20. W"

. 0 I

JONES SPEEDOMETER' #- RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Pontiac, MlCll.
132 West 32d Street, New York.{we-1e; m ._

  

 

 

 

 
 

| 000 M|LE$ , WEAK BATTERIES * SUB-AGENTS JAGKSDN TOURING

on 1-2 gallon of i never bother the owner at an
CABS, 20-2440 »H.P.

isapelfect storage battery charger. .‘l The East Liberty Automobile Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,wantl

Easily applied to any au‘omobiICY ' H" azents in every County in Pennsylvania, West of TioglI I . ' -, _ .

D A U I :z‘r‘xigrsfzgfigyi'o?31:50:23: ‘ suigmatk County. Also State of West Virginil. Good proposition.

- at cry ~lrlcsl Mtg. to. I1 Bum Bldg..§llaylnn n Charger Write for territory

 
H \-._ _

  

 
The famous 1906 Peerless justcompleted its 1,000 mile non- i 7 w l S U R E T Y

sto run on this amount. Th "u" """ m mm“- Mews- Clement Merl
p , 8 were In" of the tour No. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs which

only Oll “58d. fired 850,000 charges in 24 hours—distance :094 miles.

You can always be just as sure of any of the 47 sites

 
 

  

 

. 0! lm roved "eta-Rites” (six types). l'nsist u n
Manufactured by léaviE:"ISta-Rites"riqn yogrAnew urban! save blo't er.

er enstow space 0.7 . rmo owlpace 0.6!

CHAS. r. KELLOIVI & 00., c. r. 5mm; °°“"““"“°""’“3‘°""
THE R. E. HARDY OO

l28 Arch St, Phlladelphla, Pa. "W “mm-1m "rm-M
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 THE SIMPLEST ENGINE 1N T ; WORLD.

THE TWO-CYCLE ELMOle

 

When you understand that the two cycle Elmore engine does away with 18 to 20 parts on each of the four

cylinders, and absolutcly eliminates all inlet and exhaust valves with their attendant mechanism, you'll agree with

us. won't you, that this is the simplest engine in the world?

Do we need to point out that this also reduces the cost of operation and upkeep to the minimum and makes

the Elmore the most economical as well as the simplest of engines in the world?

From whatever standpoint you examine the two-cycle Elmore, equally impressive and sensational features pre

sent themselves. The four cylinder car produces approximately as much power as would eight cylinders of the four

cycle type—produces it in a. continuous and unbroken application that will carry the car indefinitely on the high speed

under any and all road conditions.

Again, it is the most successful self-starting engine in the world. Again. you can cut out one. two or three

cylinders at will, both spark and gasoline. With one cylinder cut out the difference is imperceptible except in speed;

with two Out. barely noticeable. Do you see the economy of this?

Again, you can throttle the Elmore engine on the high speed down to two miles an hour. Again, the Elmore

will take a 16 per cent. grade on the high speed with approximately as much ease as it travels on the level road.

lIt starts with a smooth gliding motion that is delightful. and dips down and over uneven spots with a minimum

of 10 t or or.

The four cylinder Elmore at $2500 and the two cylinder ElmOre at $1500 are two cars whose manifold exclusive

features demand your most serious consideration. Learn all the wonders of the two-cycle type by getting in touch

with the nearest Elmore agent or by writing for our new descriptiva catalogue and books of information.

E MORE MFG. CO., 1104 Amanda St., Clyde, Ohio

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Watch -

for the

Silen t

At Madison Square Garden, Jan. 13th to 20th. Our 1906 line will be the sensation

of the show—the most distinctive and interesting cars on the floor.

No doubt about it. Watch.

  
1906 MODELS! 7% a“.

- . ‘b ‘ ‘

Sturdy Northern Runabout, 7 h. p. single '-' ‘,~_ §

cylinder, with oil lamp equipment..... .. $050 ".r ~ ‘

20 h. p. two-cylinder Touring Runabout,

with gas and oil lamp equipment . . . . . . . .. .1700

20 h. p. two-cylinder Touring Car with de

tachable side entrance tonneau, and gas

and oil lamp equipment.................. .. $1800

20 h. p. two-cylinder Silent Northern Tour

ing Car, double side entrance, with gas

and oil lamp equipment .................. .. $1800

h. p. Limousine. with gas and oil andelectric light equipment .................. .. $2800 a. .

Model K, 30 h. p. four-cylinder Touring Car,

with gas and oil lamp equipment . . . . . . . .. $3000

 

Advance catalog sent free on request.

W . . SILENT NORTHERN TOURING CAR

l'lle 01' 1t- 20 h. p. 5 passengers. Tlres 30x4. (in and Oil llmp equipment. $1.800

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, U. S. A.
lMernber Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

New York City Agent: PETER FOGARTY, I42 West 38th Street.

 

PENNSYLv/iwmfi CLINCHER'

  

The flat-tread racing type will be exhibited ,'

for the first time at the New York Shows.

  

PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER CO.

J EANNETTE, PA.
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ONE

OF OUR 1906 MODELS

 

~ vw‘h,’

Wayne Hodel K—$2500

MODEL K is a 4-cyliuder car with cylinders 4% x 5, cast in pairs and water cooled. Full

35 H. P. Sliding gear transmission. Three speeds forward and reverses Equipment includes

all necessary tools of the best quality, 2 side lamps, 2 acetylene head lights with generator,

tail lamp and tube horn. Tires 32 x 4.

M d l P 4-cylinder car, cylinders 5% x 5,50 H. P. Seat

0 C ing 7 people. Price. $3,500.

M d l H 2-passenger runabout, double opposed motor un

0 c der hood, direct drive. 14 H. P. Price, $800.

4-cylinder, 5 passenger car, 24-28 H. P. Sliding

B gear transmission. Price, $2,000.

M d l C 5-passenger car. Double opposed motor,20 H. P.

0 C Planetary transmission. Price, $1,250.

‘Af car for the customer.

6 have thg proposition for the Agent.

New York and Chicago Shows, ofrcoufse; 69”: Regiment Armory, New York_._

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
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THE MODERN CAR.

Designed for those “who know." The majority of VIQUEOT

buyers are those who have had extended experience with various

foreign cars.

The VIQUEOT incorporates in its construction the latest and

most approved French mechanical practices in a manner best calcu

lated to withstand the hard usage on American roads.

We import the chassis only the purchaser exercising his own

individual taste in the selection of body design.

28-32 H. P. 40-45 H. P.

See us at the Armory Show.

THEVIQUEOT COMPANY

217 WEST 48th STREET, - - - NEW YORK CITY.
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\

THE

G Ii 0 UT 4 BYlINDEIl
30-35 H. P. PRIBE, $2,500

(m . . . .
- Read the followmg specifications

and then think it over:

80-35 H. P., 4 cylinder, balanced motor, high tension ignition,

using one coil with distributing commutator.

Forced ventilation by i'an.

Mechanically operated valves.

Inlet valves interchangeable with exhaust valves.

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion trans

mitted to these levers by movement of steering wheel.

Gear, three speeds and reverse, actuated by single lever.

Wheels, 32-inch. wood artillery, ball bearings, 4—inch tires.

Armored frame.

hSteering by irreversible worm and sector, dust proof and oil

tig t.

Lubrication: Mechanically operated oiler, a definite amount of

oil to all cylinders, crank bearings, connecting rod bearings, etc.

Lubricating system has received great attention and is particu

larly thorough. It is_non-adjustable, that is, set at the factory

and needs only to be supplied with oil.

Top and headlight, with generator.

GROUT BR08- AUTOMOBILE 00., Orange, Mass.

NEW YORK AGENCY: MUNSINC & CHAPMAN, I855 BROADWAY

THE CAR

~ WITHOUT A

D v v j g D WEAK spor

HE buyer of a Model F. Cleveland can safely eliminate the cost of repairs as a. factor.

Its economy is a tangible nSSct. due to harmony ot strength, design and construction.

The repairs on 50 1905 cars in constant use averaged $4.00, including time.

One Boston car ran 6,000 miles at a repair expense of $3.90. One New York car

ran 9,000 miles at a. repair expense or 86.00—84.00 of which was for spark plugs.

The CLEVELAND has real, solid, tested, standing-up ability. The complete chassis is

made by the Garford Company, the largest manufacturers of exclusively high grade automo

hile parts and chassis in America. It has no weak spots; we guarantee you against them.

Price. $3.500 to $5,000, depending upon body equipment. .

The ignition is by the imported Simms-Bosch low tension Magneto, with which all impor

tant foreign cars are equipped. The spark is make and break and controlled by the speed or

the engine—doing away with spark plug. coils, intricate wiring and batteries. This ignition

, was used on the first seven cars in the last Gordon Bennet Cup Race.

The carburettor is automatic and requires no adjustment. It will not flood. The exhaust

on the muffler prevents dust from coming in the rear of the car. W’eight, 2,400 lbs.. equipped

for the road.

' I

st  

 

 

 

 

The Model F

30-35

Horse Power

\
.

\\

‘
‘\\ \\

'\\\§\| CK

  

SHOWING TIIIC CLEVELAND MODEL F, EQUIPPED

WI'I'H THE TULIP BODY.

SPECIFICATIONS.

4-cyllnder 30-85 H. P.

Imported simms-Boseh Magneto—automatic make

and break spark.

Direct drive. Nickel steel l-beam front axle.

34x4-inch wheels. Ball bearings. “'heel base, 104

Inches.

Simplest control, 5 to 55 miles on high gear.

Absolutely noiseless.

Body option Victoria or Tulip, no illustrated.

  

Price, $3,500.00 to $5,000.00, depending upon Body Equipment. The 20-H. P. Model

D will ‘be continued without change. Price, $2,800.00. Both models guaranteed for one SHOW'ING THE CLEVELAND MODEL D, EQUIPPED

year. Catalogue and full information on request. WITH THE VICTORIA BODY.

CLEVELAND MOTOR CAR CO., Dept. ll, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gen. ‘Eastern Distributing Agent, E. B. Gallaher. 228-230 West 58th Street, N. Y.; Boston agent, Butler Motor Car CO., 998 Boylston Street.

Boston; 90. (.nlifornia agent. A. P. Worthington, Los Angeles, Cal. Cleveland Auto & Cycle CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

OWUIK ‘0 the unusual interest in the Cie\'eland car agents in unassigned territory are advised to enter into early negotiations.

how York Automobile Show, 69th Regiment ArmorY. Space E-Z.

w
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I st.——Simplicity.

2 nd.—Efficiency.

3rd.—Maximum Strength.

4th.~—Noiseless.

Belden Tyne Rear Axle Transmission '

Belden Type Chain Transmission

ONLY 2 GEARS.

THREE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE.

AT NEW YORK SHOWS:

January 13th to 20th, Madison Square Garden, Exhibit No. 177

January 13th to 20th, 69th Regiment Armory, Exhibit No. 67

AT CHICAGO SHOW:

February 3rd to 10th, Coliseum, Exhibit No. 216

Write for

Booklet “B’

'BELliEN AUTUMUBILE TRANSMISSIUN nnnv,
l005 Bessemer Building, Pittsburgh. Pa.
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6&JIIRIZS

for the

Season of 1906.

One Gure Wrapped Tires.

Vulcanized in Open Steam.

Strong and Tough.

Most Durable.

Highly Resilient.

The best tire made

for automobile use.

Write us.

6&JIna:Co.

Indianapolis.

Depots 1

Detroit @leveland

San Francisco

Buiinlo

Denver

@hicngo

Boston

Distributing Agencies:

Portland - Keats 8: Go.

Los ilngeles - Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber 30.

Philadelphia I Phlln. Auto-Tire Repair& Rubber 30.

Minneapolis - Plant Bros

  
 

“SGGT-PRGGF” PLUGS

Proof” Spark Plugs win the McMurtry

Medal in the Six Day National Economy

Contest. Ninety per cent. of all contests

  

won in America were won by cars using

“Soot-Proof" Plugs.

It will save you trouble.

  

Specify them when
  

ordering cars.

Imitations? Sure, but that’s flattery.

  

  

INGESTRUGTIBLE, $2.00.

REGULAR, $1.50, GUARANTEED.

Your jobber has them.

  

  

C. A. MEZGER, Inc.,

203 W. 80th Street New York.

NATIONAL SALES CORPORATION, Factory

Sales Managers 256 Broadway, New York.

  

 

 

Pennsylvania

Clincher Tires

should be specified on your new carif you

want to enter the

$1,000 Tire Economy

Competition

You would pay a good premium for an insurance policy

against break-downs. '

Then buy the best tires that can be made

and you will carry your own insurance.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

JEANNETTE. PA.

 

NEW YORK : 1605 Broadway, CHICAGO: I66 Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA: 615 ‘4. Brand Street

BOSTON: l67 Oliver street
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SEGTIONOFLOCKINGDING SEcrloquRIM THAN A MINUTE

Tells exactly what is accomplished

by means of the

Goodrich Quick

Detachable Construction

And a visit to our Exhibit at the New York

Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

will afford you the opportunity to see our

claims proved.

Perhaps you may wish to make dead sure

and detach and attach the tire yourself. It is

a pleasant little pastime with all the old time

hard work features cut out. You will enjoy

the experience and be impressed with the fact

that the Goodrich Quick Detachable Tire and

Rim is a great achievement in automobile tire

building.

Space in Central Boxes directly

over Madison Square entrance.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK. 8M8 Reade St and 1625 Broadway.

BUFFAIJO. 731 Maln St.

SA.\v FRANCISCO 392 Mlaslon St.

BOSTON. 161 Columbue Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

CLEVELAND. 416 Erie St.

(‘HH‘AGQ 141 Lake St.

DETROIT. 30 E. Conzresl St.

DENVER, 1444 Curtls St. ..

LONDON. E. C.. 7 ,Bnow Bill.

  

  

 

 

 

CONNECTICUT

SPARK COlLS
Hold the

World's Records for Endurance and Efficiency

NEW 1906 CATALOGUE

Giving fullest Details of

THE ROYAL TOURIST
Just from the press—yours for the asking

Model G, $3500.00, 40 H. P.

RQYAL ‘
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

  

AGENTS! C. A. DUERR & CO., New York, N. Y.; G. J. DUNHAM.
gonvovn. orgi‘fni‘ McDHFILEiE Chicago. “L: the Iul' Catalog No. 12 W, whlcll glv‘s lhe proo!

. . , nneapo e. um; I a SUPPLY CO.,

le.. Toronto, Ont.; MOTOR SHOP. Philadelphia. Pa.; REY

00'!releamggowa » "mn- cm
., a urg. L; & CO., racule. .

N. Y.; BCHOEFFEL co.. Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL fioron Nlflonll “I”. Corp- Futory Sllu Hun-zen

CAR AGENCY. San Francisco. (19.1.; NEW YORK. CLEVELAND. cruc‘uo

Member A. L. A. M. k _

_. _. ~ - SEE US AT THE ARMORY

 

 
  

 
- _
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Save money on gas

Don’t buy gas under danger

ously high pressure at a cost of

$50 to $60 per thousand feet,

when you can quickly and safely

make your own gas ofabetter

quality at a cost of less than 1%

cent per hour.

W
Patent Invertible

Safety Gas Producer

for lighting motor-cars and boats,

is built on an entirely new principle

and makes gas only as needed
nor danger of explosion.

Turn it on and it is ready to light instantly

Turn it off and generation stops at once.

No after-generation, odor or waste.

This light is projected with the greatest

power and brilliancy by

Mirror Lens Searchlight

Money back if not satisfactory.

_Write for free bOOkltl

Rose Manufacturing Company,

Larg'rrt Sn: Vfd/Ig/lf ['iulory in 111: U'or/d.

918 Arch St., Philadelphia. ’

  

  

  

Tue PREMIER Moron

MANUFACTURING Co.

of INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

manufacturers of

PREMIER
THE QUALITY CAR

air cooled

will exhibit at the Sixth Annual Show of the

Automobile Club of America

in the 69th Regiment Armory

“The Old Show in the New Armory "

New York City, Jan. l3lh to 20th

Also at the Coliseum, Chicago, February 3rd to

10th, 1906, where they will be pleased to

meet old friends and greet new ones

 

 

  

 

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Best Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE

CAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to

operate and maint tinv

“ Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mass., U. S. A.
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WhyGoodyearDctachabchutoTircsWon’tRimCut
HEN an Auto Tire gets rim-cut,

it‘s time to feel for your pocket

book and ask yourself, “ What

tire shall I get mart time?”

For a rim-cut tire is

pretty near its finish.

And the chances are

ten to one that if you

are forced to ride

around the block on a

deflated ordinary tire

with ordinary rims

yourtirewill be rim cut

before you get there. _

Because ordinary rims ["4" 1

are just like a dull jack-knife. Now if

» you wished

to cut a

strap with

t h a t d u l l

knife, and

the strap

was held

like Fig, 1 you couldn't do

it, because

  

  

way the ordinary rim cuts the ordinary tire. When

the tire is inflated, like Fig. 3, even the tremendous

weight of the car is not sufficient to cause the rim

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

Now look at the picture of the Good

year Auto Tire on the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim (Fig. 5.) The portion of the

rim against which the tire rests forms

the arc of a large circle. That rim can

,»--~.~ no more cut the

  I" \ tire than you could

'1 have cut the strap

‘\ by using the han
  

gar; _dle of the knife in

”‘m stead of the blade.

Fix-6 Notice the

edge of the ordinary rim used with 0rdi~

nary tires (made into a circle), in Fig. 6,

and compare with the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim, used with Goodyear Auto

Tires (Fig. 7.) .

Then you can see I

more clearly what

we mean.

We (and others) a

have ridden the

Goodyear Auto

  

Fig. 7

Tire on Universal Rims absolutely flat

for 25 miles on rough roads without

  

o u r _ serious injury to the tire. We have

strength the evidence it you would like to see it.

would not This is only one reason why wise riders

be great are specifying Gooodyear Auto Tires on

h Universal Rims for their new cars. Our
e n o u g ' “Good News Book" gives ALL the reasons.

Fig. 4Fig.3

take the strap like Fig. 2, with a little

sawing you can cut it. That’s exactly the

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY.

to cut the tire. But just as soon as it gets partly

difflated 01‘ flat. like Fig- 4. then the Tim begins urers. Dealers and Riders seeking relief

to cut it, just as the knife did the strap in Fig. 2. from tire troubles.

Grove Street, Akron, Ohio.
cities: Boston, 8 Merrimac SL: New York '58 W. 47111 St.; Chicano. ill] Lake St..; Cincinnati, “2 E. Fifth St; St. Louis. 712-714 Moreen St. : Cleveland, 69 Frank

596 Golden Gate Ave.; Buflalo, 719 Main St. ; Denver. 20 Sixteenth St.;Dotroit. 242Jeflerson Ave.

Bill: if You It is intensely interesting to Manufact

anchen in followin

fort St.;Philnde phia, 1521 Spring St.; San Francisco. Goo. l’. Moore a 00.,

 

 

RISCOE RADIATORS
ALWAYS IN FRONT

   

We are in the midst of our most prosperous season and are proud of the popularity of our

product as evidenced by its general adoption. '

Briscoe construction has won out through its merits both of design and construction. Both

of our plants are busy with orders from the most representative car builders. We have shown

our ability to provide the best results for those wishing either tubular or honeycomb radiators.

We have also enlarged our line of products to embrace all the sheet metal parts required on

both water and air cooled automobiles.

Our exhibits at all the shows will be well worth visiting by automobile manufacturers and

assemblers. We will have on exhibition the latest designs in which we have made up our

several styles of trustworthy radiators as well of samples of new methods of water circulation

developed by us in our experimental department. We may be found at the Garden in Section

72, Elevated Platform, at the Armory in Section 15 Gallery, at the Coliseum in Section 134, and

at the Detroit Armory in Section 27 Gallery.

Our two plants bring BRISCOE PARTS within reach of all automobile builders and our

workmanship remains—THE VERY BEST,

WE ARE MAKERS OF

Both Honeycomb and Tubular RADIATORS.

Iron and Aluminum HOODS AND FENDERS.

Sheet metal DECK BOXES, SEATS AND MUFFLERS.

Ornamental HOOD FRONTS for air cooled ears.

Galvanized iron and coner Gasoline and Water TANKS.

Plain and ball bearing lSC FANS.

Concave Sheet Metal DASHES.

Write to our nearest office for estimate.

.BRISCOE‘MFG co. .2
DETROIT, MICH. NEWARK, N. J.
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To Try An Acme Is

To Buy An Acme

Acme Motor Cars
prove on actual, practical road demonstration every

essential feature of advanced and perfected auto

mobile eneineering today.

The Acme claims of supenority are based on these

cardinal points:

Highest Power in Proportion to Weight

Highest Elliciency Ease 0! Control Beauty 0! Design

Strength and Compuctness Smooth, Quiet Running

GUARANTEED FOR 365 DAYS ‘

Acme Motor Cars are buil' entir Iy and wholly by the

Acme Motor Car Company, which means there are no

bought parts for assembling-no unknown quantities.

TYPE XIV—$2750. Of the same practical construc

tion as type XV. Greatly improved in arrangement and

larger body than last year. Three Speed Sliding GearTrans

mission. 30 Horse Power, 4 Cylinder Ve tical Engine.

Speeds up to 50 miles an hour. Demonstration by ap

 
 

 

pointment.

Specifications, Type XV

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..sasoo. Complete with two 13 m., wldth, rear, 52 'ln.. Tmnsmiulon------- “Practically Indestructible.

side Oll nghts, two Acety- depth, 18 In. Selective Slldlng Gear. dl

lene Head Lights and Gen- Leather . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Best Quality, Hand Butted. ‘ rect drive on 3rd speed.

orator. Tail Light and Horn. Pebble Gralned, French Speed! - - a - - - --------- 4 speeds tor-ward and one

Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Tourlng Car. Finished. reverse on one lever.

Seating Capacity . . . . ..7 persons. Frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...Cold Rolled Nickel Steel, Gears . . . . . . . .-....... Chrome Nickel Steel, oll

Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2600 lbs. 180,000 lbs. tensile strength. tempered, 212.000 lbs. ten~

Wheel Base . . . . . . . . ..114 Inches. Axles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Front Nickel Steel, drop slle strength.

Tread . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..56 Inches. rnrtzod “1" Beam Spring Bearings . . . . . . . . . . . .. Annular Ball, full typo non—

(‘lenranco . . . . . . . .. ..10 inches. Seats Integral with Axle; adjusting, Lemolne pattern.

Body . . . . . . . . . . . ......Double Side Entrance 'I‘on- rear 1% in. square, Nickel Spra: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Internal Rachet ln Sprock

neau, divided Front Seats, Steel forged. et of each Wheel.

made of best seasoned Ash. Engine . . . , . . . . . . . .. 40 H. P. Vertical. 4 cylln- Bolts and Nuts . . . . ...All Bolts and Nuts through

Poplar and Basswood. der, mechnnlcal valves. out car. case hardened. and

Seats . . . . . . . . . . . . .....Sott Edged. Spring Cush- Clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Multlple Disc. running In . locked with Spring Lock

toned Seats and Backs, . oil. self-contained, no end Washers and Cotter Pins.

width. tront. 19 m., depth, thrust on bearings. Gearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Speed up to 60 miles an hour.

ACME MOTOR OAR COMPANY, - - Reading, Pa. 

 

0e

E AUT1fJ\.\\R OM08,

Q' _£.,2_ (6:9

20-24—$2500. 30-35—S3000.

45-50—$4500.

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

l623 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 

Here‘s a new horn that

sells splendidly to the

retail trade because of

its handsome appearance

and odd sound. lt is

called the Monstre. Deal

ers and jubbers can han

dle it to great advantage.We shall show the iul ,

Volier line. ' I

IS IT FUN OR BUSINESS THAT BRINGS

you to the show? If it is fun, you will find us very ab

stemious, Puritanical and stupid. H it’s business we

have some new things which mean rapid sales and good,

long profits to you if you are a dealer. We shall show

them to you and tell you the prices, at our space in

Madison Square Garden. It will pay to see what We

have.

THE POST & LESTER (30..

Hartford, Conn.
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THE LARGEST AUTUMUBIL

  

WE CLAIM I FIRST PLACE

We carry in Stock, and Offer for Sale, THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE

    

And do not substitute or offer SOMETHING JUST AS G001).

"TRY M_ILLER”

This expression has now developed into a TRADE TERM. The public,

which in the past has experienced difficulty in obtaining automobile supplies,

 
 

should give us a trial, by mail, or a personal visit.

We are rapidly developing our Automobile J‘upply Business so that, by

constantly being on the lookout for novelties and supplies, we are occupying

that position in the flutomobile World, that we have held for so long in the

Cycling world.

BRANCH HOUJ‘EJ‘ are being opened so that we may keep pace with the

growth of the pastime, and the public may depend upon obtaining

géggRATE IN PRICE

ON THE GROUND FLOOR

We will exhibit, at the Automobile Show, held by The Automobile Club

of America, at the 69th Regiment Armory, January 13th to 20th.

ROOM “K” MAIN FLOOR TO THE RIGHT OF ENTRANCE

 

 

 

Madison J‘quare Garden, J‘pace I59

Our Complete I906 Catalogue will be ready February lst, I906, and will

be the most complete catalogue of its kind ever issued,

and will be mailed on request

97-99- IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRAIONII: Phil-delphia, Pn.—3l8-320 North Broad St. Boston. Mum—202404 Columbul Ave. Cleveland, °--4°‘ If“ U!

Iuflllo,—824 llnln It.
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is the season to ORDER the

best equipment on the market

for 1906 productions. If per

fectly synchronized timers and

distributors are what you need

Either or both types will be sent for trial to

reliable manufacturers.

Place your order early,

if you early want your

order.

Further particulars and .

wiring diagram on rc~

quest.

  

Irreversible Steering

 

 

Differentials

, 190$ Transmissions (the latter all sold

‘ " g'i’scsmfg for the the present.)

c. L. ALTEMuseco....i.".E.. iladelphia. Pa. ACCEPTED “5 STANDARD

IMPROVED KELLY GENERATOR Weed Ghain Tire Grips

Tubular Burner: and Casing for J‘feam Boilers

ARE UNEXCELLED ARE NECESSARY AS GASOLINE

UR new and lmrpuved Burner is made of one continuous steel tube with cross

tub: below which is connected With each coil, giving an even distribution Of

 

gas over the entire surface of the burner.

The walls of the burner being of uniform size give :1 perfect and powerful fire.

No incon

venience or

damage

should the

burner be

come red

hol. no back- ‘

firing as

 

QUICKLY

ATTACHED

CANNOT

‘ " lNJURETlRES

there are no

air tuhcs

swaged in

the coils as

is the case

with a

double sheet

stccl burner.

  

  

GIVE POSITIVE TRAC TION
  

 

Generators alone, . . . . . . $25.00

llurnt'rs Eur :4 incl; r.[ioilt-rs, . . . . 20.00 In Mud! sand? Snow and on wet Asphalt

Burners or 16 inc oi ers, . . . . 25.00

Burners for 18 inch Boilers, . . . . 30.00 send for raider M

liurncrs for 20 inch Boilers, . 35.00

Burner Casings, cxtra, . . 5.00

Mum... KELLY HANDLE 3A,; CO. WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP COMPANY
by‘he CLEVELAND, OHIO, U, S. A, 88 Moore Street. New York

CHAS. E MILLER
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

Boston. Mum—202404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland,O.-406 Irh It.

qufl|0,—824 mun or. "7"" "IN" Hirewu and

\

 

SRANONII: Phlladelphll, Pl.—3l8-32O North Broad St.

  



(the motor WONG.

PROOF AGAINST

Heat, Grease, Oil and Water

.0 nice majority of I906 cars made

in the United J‘tates will be

equipped with it.

 

Combination High Tension

Not a single complaint

to date !

Combination Low Tension

Samples and Prices?

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, Warren, 0., u. s. A.
IGNITION

 

Price otVAqunmun Vulcanizer, oom<

plate, 1“. 0. B. Topeka, Kansas,

U. S. A., $7.00 Net.

 

PATEFTRD.

SIZESANDPRICES.

TOPEKA,KANSAS.U.S.A.

Sizetofit2}or8-inchtires... Sizetofit3orSl-inchtires Sizetofit4oriii-Inchtires

5"?
in
O

as
a!

°2

:32
50

mg;

10...,

3%:

~s
i=5
0%:

535

or:
@211

>Es
Zak

< go"
“'6
__0

w:
an

E.

2

Willvulcnnlzeapatch2}byatinchesonany

THE“Plli"VULGANIZEH.

sizetirefrom2ito6inches.

instructionsforoperationgowitheachoutfit.
Inordering,beparticulartogivethesizeof

’rculursuponapplication.

Twoconscementand6inchessquareofPara

yourtires.

Ironvulcanierweighs6lbs.;aluminumweigh»

The“Pig”vulcanizerriaremadeofalumin

only,andweighfrom4to7poundsboxed,accord

treewitheachoutnt.

"Siltch-in-Tlme"VulcanizerCo.,Mfrs.

ingtosize.

er:
m

'21

z

<

a

._|

=

>

|.|.|

E

'T

E

:r':
u

':
'—

m ‘mmui “mi-va. 'rr '0 '3

“moldrnoa 'Joziun0[i\_\ non-isug)

 

Sizetoflt“orb~iuehtires..............:...:

 

\.

“UNEEIJME” TIRE TillILS
Remove the Largest Tires in 3 Min. Time

SIMPLEST SAFEST SUREST

Simplest, because there is nothing to get out of order; Sulest. be

an se there are no sharp points or edges to cut the tire; Surest,

because no matter what the size of the tire or the inexperience of the

operator the tire can be removed in three minutes.

Think of the Saving in Time, Money and Trouble

Price Reduced to - - $2.50 Per J'et

Write for Booklet. Special Inducement to Deniers

“ UNEEDME" TOOL co.

59 E. Spring St., Cohsmbus. O" U. S. A.

nnnmumnnmuunmmunmlnm.“nunnnnsusnneurosis-nunnun-nunsrunner"u"nun-n“urn-nuns"sun-null).

 

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

nun = - ."5' Philldelphln. Pn. are 320 mm. Broad St. Boston, Mass.—202-204 Columhul Ave. clever-n.1, o.-4oe em or.

'u".|°'_':‘ ".ln .h RIYAIL IRANCN :—Brcnny pad 38m Street, New York City

_ V _ ‘ ' r In ‘ , ‘

u _ Detroit, lich

. - - . - . . . _

  



the flbotor Worth.
 

 

Woodworth Detachable Tread

FOR 1900 '

  

Is perfect in every detail. Our new construction mak

ing a partially flat tread, has the efiect of increasing

the wearing surface, and making the studded strip

maintain its position exactly on the middle of the tire,

even when the tire is flat. Our new wire side-ropes

 
 

  

 

  

O

(:30 can be very quickly and easily adjusted, making it

0° possible to apply the tread in less than I5 minutes, and

0° with very little efiort. The tread prevents punctures,

'\ 00 skidding and wear. Suitable for any make of pneu

oo matic tire, old, or new. Does not rot the fabric like a

()0 vulcanized tread. Adds to the appearance of the ma  

chine.

Compare our prices with others which do not give

one-half the value.

 
 

PRICE LIST

  

  

  

 

26 x 2 . . . . . . $8.00 each

_ 26 x 2% . . . . . . 10.00 "

~ ~ , 28 x 3/ . . . . . . 11.00 “

_. ‘1\ 2 x 212 . . . . . . 11.00 “

\utjltl“é@@* 28 x 3 . . . . . . 12.00 “

v:- ' 28 x 3% . . . . . . 14.00 “

30 x 2% . . . . , . . 12.00 “

, , 30 x 3 . . . . . . 13.00 “

30 x 3% . . . . . . 15.00 “The Automobile Trre Emergency Strap 30 x 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ 16m ..

7 I H

DOES for the automobile tire what tape does for the bicycle Z, 1 2/2 ' ' ' ' ‘ ' a

tire. {I Made of special chrome leather absolutely un- 32 3y ' ' ' ' ‘ ' 16'00 :4

affected by water. H Is 32 x 3 2 ' ' ' ‘ ' ' I8'00 11

applied by buckling one 3 1 2y ' ' ' ' ' ' I '00 (1

end to a spoke, winding 34 x 2 ' ' ' ' ' ' Ig'oo u

tightly around the part- 34 3V ' ' ' ' ' ' 18'00 (I

1y inflated tire and 34 ii 3 2 ' ' ' ‘ ' ‘ I '00 n

buckling the other end. 34 4y ' ' ‘ ' ' ' zg'oo u

1i Will enable a person 3% 3: ' ' ' ' ' ' I6'00 “

to run a hundred miles 36 2 ‘ ' ' ' ' ' 18'00 u

with a bursted, rim-worn 26 x 3% 19:00 11

or badly cut tire-shoe. u

- . . . . . . 20.00
1T Makes it safe to take 4, u
long trips without an 36 X 4/2 ' ' ' ' ' ' 2'00

extra casing.

One size fits all tires. CO.

PRICE, - - - $1.50 Each

For Sale by dealers, or sent postpaid

on receipt of price.

CHA$_ E MILLER, .............. ......... -.
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.i

A" annexes; a _
""“B'PNI. PL 318-320 North Broad sr. Bolton. Misa.—202-204 Columbus Ave. Olcvallnd,0.-406 we 8:.
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801. Manufacturer.

NEWTON UPPER FALLS, - - MASS.
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(the motor mono.
  

  
V ., - '0 v

- a»
\

  I

IMPORTEII

GILBERT

  

  

LAI'IP COVERS FOR ALL MAKES

Prices, SLOO 10$l.75

  

GILBERT TIRE CASE

PRICES

Enamel Duck, - - 54,00

Fabric Leather ~ - 5.00

INNER TUBE CASE

Price, $l.50

 

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

Per Pair, 51‘50

 

 

  

STORI'I APRONS

Runabout Size, - - - - - $10.00

Tunncau, “ - - - $l4.00 and $16-00

 

  

 

  

,/

(

TOOL ROLLS

PRICES ._ _7
AW HIDE BANDSwlrhoug T0015, 52,00 R Pmczs STEERING KNUCKLE BOOTS

warn Tools - oso PRICES

' ' Plain—all sizes, - - - $1.25 Enamel Duck - - - - $0.50

With Non-Skld Rivets, — - - 1.50 Leather - - - - 75c. to 1.00

,-.----

  

ER, 5..............

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

ladelphla, Pa.—3l8-320 North Broad St.

qulnlo,-024 llaln It.

5
' BRANONE‘ : PM 

 

  
Bolton. IllBl--2°2'2°‘ Columbua Ave. Clovuland. 0.—406 Id. 8:,  

oomm, man,



the 0130th Worth.
 

 

produces a more brilliant lustre, gives better satisfaction, togggtzlsaflf'rérffi

works easier and faster, and wastes less than a kit packed in a

wooden box with

“GLQBE” M ETAL sliding top, $4 pint

each Cement and ~

#5
\_

N0TH 1 NG [Hillel’s "lliamnml" iumamzmu sunsmme

Acid Cure. a piece

of emery cloth and

2 brushes for apply

ing cement and

acid.

Price, lull. SI 20

    

Fox 5110? Usz.

We furnish this

substitute in boxes

containing one pint

each or one quart

each, cement and

acid solution.

Prlce. “.50 Ind {2.75

if HUM

imnm

W l ml i|

Mill“ all"

1i

Q n. -

7; {fl L ) UIIW

I

in" i '
1mm ii

 
 

  

  . i i _‘ MILLER’S

Eat Away or Wear Ofi' the Metal

It is an Absolutely Pure Polish

SOLD BY Ten pounds of this compound added

CHAS. E. MILLER Z? $142123?131335;.Wi15r11‘I???

pound can, $1.00.

  

  
  

 

[ml III ‘ H

lmmfll ~
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THE “ADVANCE”

SLOW SPEED

Rotary Circulating Pump

 
 

NOT BUT

g “ BETTER THAN “ BETTER THAN

EVER" ‘ ANY”

flade Right First v

:f MANUFACTURED BY flade Same Way NOW

K & s R I N All Bronze and Brass

310 w. Chicago Ave. cmcmo, ILL. TWO SIZES { gggggggggg

~ ~
7‘02.) Efficiency of these pumps is illustrated by. the fact that our yz-inch size is successfully
[s

cooling 2. number of 4 cylinder 4%” x 5" motors running at y: motor revolutions.

I
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

'4 I

IIN'ICNiI- "I'M-limb. Pa.—3l8-820 North Broad 8!. sum". Ilium—202404 Columbul Ave. Clovu!nnd.O.—4°0 In. tr.

Iu'lnlo,-024 Illa It. "' Yuk c", Doha", Ileh. 3"

v . _ l I ‘ - ' l ‘ U l n I n n n - I l _ '.‘~

. . - - ‘ e l I n n I n n u - n n n l I I | n I ‘ ‘.

 

 



Ebe flooth "Motto.
  

PLY HOUSE IN AMERl
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Single Cylinder Two Cylinder FOIIr Cylinder

Duh Coll Dnsh Coll Duh g."

Pittsfield Spark Coils

are as nearly perfect as it is possible to make them. The insulation is of the best and we

guarantee that it cannot be punctured or ruptured. It has an extremely fast vibrator,

and all adjustments are by lock nuts. Made for one, two, three four and six cylinders, dash

type; and one, two, three and four cylinder box type. Smallest and most efficient American

Coil made.

  

The 1906 Jewel Spark Plug

is of the same excellency of manufacture that has made this plug so popular throughout the

country, the difference being that it is much shorter, the core being ground on a taper into the

shell, which makes it easy to remove and clean, and it is also made with a novel connection

which does away with the binding nut and also obviates the trouble of twisting the core by a per

son using a wrench or plyers for fastening the nut. The advantage of a plug of this kind can

readily be seen. We are daily receiving large orders for them.

The 1906 Pittsfield Timer and Switch are now ready

For further information address

PITTSFIELD SPARK COIL, COMPANY

Pittsfield, Mass.

lllll“|\lilllllll\lll\\ll\IIlI\l\llll\\\lllIIIIIIlll\\\\\\ll\.IIllllllillllllllllllllllillllllll\'lll‘

' _‘_ _ _..._...-....._.-.-..‘... _ ‘ i
-------------- I‘

~~~~ -----------~
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANONEU: Phllldelphln, Pl.—3l8-$20 North Broad 8!. sum». Main—202104 Columbul Ave. eluoinna,o.-ooe In. It.

.u".|°'_.:‘ ".m n_ RITAIL lRANcM z-lrolwny and 38m Street, New York City mum" .lch ..

~--._ , . " ’ ' - - - n ' . "J
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the motor Worm.
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(6 THE LARGEST AUTUMI]
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Z'Ibe Motor Motto.

fEll'lii,

THE [ARGEST AUTUMUBILE- S“

R M . C Cape and Extension Tops '

clear body when down.

ands anufacturlng ompanyI forced Sockets.

MACOMB AND BEAUBlAN STREETS : : z : : DETROIT, MICHIGAN _—

Our Patented Extension Tops,

Semi Limousine and Canopy

Tops with concealed body

I P ' h'hl .
We manufacture O S for any make of car 2%

Extension Top with either

F C . T ‘ Slat lron or Socket Construc

aCtory aPaCIty 5,000 0pb Per annum tion. Also Joints if desired.

 

 

-WM. C. RANDS
Manufacturer and Jobber oi

Automobile Equipment, Top Materials, Bowsockets, J‘upplies, Adjustable Lamp

Brackets, Concealed Body Irons, Etc.

5! to 55 Macomb J‘treet DETROIT, MICHIGJQN

n

  

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. ;

IRAICNE' : Fhllldolphll. P-.-a|a-sao Ilonh Brood 8!. Bolton. Ilium—202404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland. O.-406 Ill. It. .

IllflllG|-U2O In» or. In York cl 6
_ _ _ _ ~ . I _ I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ‘ ’ ' ‘ _ _ _ ‘ _ __ ‘7 mm", Itch. __..

- - . . a r - s . a - I - . - . n - I - ' ‘ , ‘ ' ~ - - - - . . _ - . . . , _ I _ _ . .. - ~ ~ ' ' '

  

  
  



the motor mono.
  

e/l/eoer \MZSS

PLUG

For l906

Patent Applied for

imported Porcelain

Can't Short Circuit

Can't Soot Over

Greatest Air Space

Electrode and Cup Shaped

Cap Made From One Piece

Steel

All Jar Taken From Por

celain

Expansion Allowed For

Just Original Spark Plug

Sense

NO TROUBLE WITH

A NEVER MISS

Any Thread
 

FULLY GUARANTEED

$l .50

Miller, Eastern Agent.

  

Charles E

  

BRANONI' =  

Iu'lale,~020 Illlt I"

  

c
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

Phlladelphla, Pe.-3l8-820 North Broad It.

u n
.,>’

 

YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST

NOWTRYTHEBEST—NEVER-MISS

  

UUSE IN AMERIGA

  

 

 

33 r/3 per cent. more of real Automobile and

of over 200,000 of sati

Battery Connections, Terminals and Voltammeters.

PORCELAIN PLUGS, }

sfied motorists who use and swear by the Never-Miss Pings, Coils, Chain Tools,

ANY SIZE, ANY CAR, THE RIGHT

PLUG AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Motor Boat satisfaction if you will join the army

$1.50
 

MICA PLUGS,

LAVA PLUGS.

Ignition troubles ended with Never-Miss.

One-third faster, one-third farther, and besides

you get back.

Just a Step Ahead in Quality

And a Step Behind in Price

When a competitor gets out his

little hammer he is our best adver

tiser. You know the game.

Every Knock a Boost.

Don‘t throw away those Batteries. Four out

of five may be good. Find out with a Never

Miss Combination Voltammeter. Absolutely reli

ahle and fool proof. Can’t get out of order. No

wheels or springs. Gives the voltages and am

peres. Just right size for pocket. Cornplcte,.

with a Russia leather case, $5.00. You can save

the price of one the first 3 months.

NEVER-MISS SPARK PLUG CO.,

Withcrbcc . Storage Battery Ignitcr

Over 112,000

Present Capacity 1200 Batteries Per Week

“Every Battery Guaranteed

Every Customer Satisfied.”

Recognized as the .Most Satisfactory Means

of Ignition

This battery is now endorsed and

ing automobile and motor boat manufacturers.

Every battery guaranteed to give satistfaction or purchase money refunded.

Can you afford to consider anything else for your ’06 equipment?

Write for descriptive pamphlet.

    

LE

  . i

.
Bolton. Ilene.—202-204 Columbue Ave.

NEVER-MISS

WIRE TERMINALS mm

BATTERY CONNECTIONS

PATIN‘I' “Pl-180 FOR

Never-Miss Connections used by 90 er cent. of the
manufacturers and jobbers in 1905. Ppoor connections

cause endless trouble. Avoid by getting the non-trou

ble kind. Get the corrugated terminals, they do not

(ciost any more but are [00 per cent. better. 50c. the

oz.

 

  

  

  

NEVER-MISS

Handy Chain Repair Device

  

The above cut shows the biggest little device on the

market. Chains repaired in 5 minutes. No soiled

hands or temper. Your tool kit incomplete without

one. Get one tit-day. you may need it to~morrow. 75c.

LANSING, MICH.

Now in Use.

used exclusively by 45 of the lead~
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{the motor mom.  

HONEY makes the mate go. PE'IROLEUH makes the motor go

But the OIL that makes the car go best, is known as

LUBROLEINE

LUBROLEINE Non-Carbonizing C‘ylinder Oil for Gasolene Motors.

  

LUBROLEINE CYLINDER OIL

For Steam Motors

LUBROLEINE ENGINE OIL

For Burlngs

  

This oil is especially manufactured for

lubricating the Cylinders of Gasoline

Motors It has a high fire test. will not

carbonize or gum, and Is perfectly safe.

Packod in l, 5, 10 in]. GIBI. blrroll and bolt bbln.

C L YMAX - s YN 0 V I A CENTAUR GRAPHITE GREASE

soudified 0“ or cup Grease for Automobile. and Motor Bonn. Axle

I'Oll AUTOMOBILES AND MQTOR BOATS Bonrinil. Chain. 1nd Gour

  

  

  This high grade lubricant

is a combination of the fin

est grades of mineral lu

bricating oils. It is imper

vious to heat, cold, water

or steam. Will 'not gum,

and contains no acid, alkali,

or any ingredient injurious

to finest metal surfaces.

It is not affected by cli

matic changes, and retains

its consistency under all or

dinary degrees of tempera

ture.

 

MANUFACTURED BY

“mm.

H. "

FISKE BROS. REFINING CO., '3&15°'d 8"!»

  

This preparation is a per

fect combination of the fin—

est American graphite and

a high grade lubricating

grease. While it is of a

pasty consistency, it is not

affected by climatic changes.

It is impervious to heat,

cold, water or steam,“- will

not gum, and contains no

acid or any ingredient in- '

I, jurious to the finest metal

surfaces.

Its anti-friction qualities

are unexcelled.

Packod in l. S. 5, IO, 85, 50 lb. cnnl. ban-roll and half hblo.

NEW YORK ‘

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

Bolton. Mum—202104 Columbine Avl. Cleveland, O.—406 [M It.
IRAIIOIIII: Phlladelphll, Pl.-3lB-320 North IIOId lt

II"..|.,-.2. Illa It.

  



the Motor morlb.
  

I'IBRZ-TII'IEII

BOUCIIE I’IERCBDES

PUCK SWITCH

PATENT SAFETY SWITCH

HERZ DISTRIBUTOR CABLE

OSCILLUM REDIVIVUS Q C0, DETACHABLE CABLE

  
GUENBT-COILS

WHISTLE TANKS

CABLES k WIRES

ARI'IORED IGNITION
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I

i

a. a. PUMP cum. malnrzns TERMINALS =

COHPLETE IGNITION OUT- MAKERS OF THE FINEST IGNITION MATERIAL WIRE TERFIINALS WITH 5

HT; aznuu. runs. 187 Elm51r==t LONDON. VIENNA GROOVE 5

NEW YORK :

S

H Bougie Mercedes Hen i

e" 1909 - =
Timer ( Dlatn- ;

Absolutely Self-Cleaning b t 2

One at H , u 01' E

‘0 ere I testimony: '0‘, =

"0M1 “ D" 11' 'os- DASHBOARD E

— 61‘01/40 “I have In“ using 2 or Sclentlflcnlly E

The B." no”!!! 1 your plugs nnce November, "‘6 :

Clrcu“ ['m” two jtar: ago. I should say Mnhuncany :

Bra-k", leven days a week. . . Peri.“ :

I'Inde "ARTHZR W. YALE. One Coll [or III :

‘ “:525 hestnut, Street c under. 5

W246! any “Phila., Pa " P: ‘80 :

olor ‘ / P on '

W Price, ‘2. , E

- s

OsciIIum . Guenet §

Redlkue Coils 5

A Spark :

PuCk Intenelller and ‘ P11“ Elsiezze E

The Switch Spark v ram: 5

Wm, "I Indicator Pflc. :

contacts “ 'hmm' 'i 1 cyl. — lo 5

under dun Colland 2 cyl, — 20 E

and Water- Plugs "e 3 cyl. —— 48 :

Prool Cover Wmmng 4 cyl. -— 59 2

Price-$1 v I ‘ Reductlon Ior E

Dnhbonrd ~->-‘_--_'_ ~‘ J. U. VIbrnlor :

5| so \ ‘ " I E

BB.P.ump i

A Power or E

"IIIGIIAII' E

I v Mp 5

Double Elston E

§\\§ Snlety Valve :3

§ hel ht,9ln. ;

‘\\_L‘~ Weight. 1 IM- :

Price. £

Herz Patent ‘5‘“ i

Groove ;

Herz’s Patent Foot Lever Smtch Terminal;A um; SAVER PAR EXCELLENCE Auorted Boxes 2.?
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HE Auto — Cle

Wrench fits any

nut on any car.

Saves time, trouble

  

and expense.

It is made in two

sizes, the individual

or regular set; the

large or shop set.
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The Auto-Cle comprises all the above This illustration showsjhow the Auto-Ck:

parts, and they are all carried in the i can be used easily in any space w

leather case shown above. and at any angle.

3; 9! A Positive Mechanical

Automobile Lubricator
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//
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We show a Six-Feed Lubricator in illustration, but same can be constructed with any number of f: eds desired; this Lubricator is also

construgled ‘ ith either Rotary or Ratchet Drive; the body is made of aluminum and hithy polished: the Sight-Feed

Bridge, Packing Nuts, Stems and elbows as well as Filler Plug are made of brass‘ high y palished and plated.

American Lubricalor Co., 93-97 Catherine St, Detroit, Mich., U. M.
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AUTOMOBILE

Improve your circulation

Il—“LOBEE

Circulating Pumps

have .a train of satisfied

users everywhere—are the

most universally endorsed

of any Pumps made.

  

PQt.atd

SUPLY HUUSE IN AMERICA

t»? " "DD

  

Geer Pump Centrifufel Pump

If you want flood circulntion on 7001' A“\0m0bilm Llunch or Meter Beat, on.

A LOBEE PUMP AND NOT AN IMITATION.

Then are mere LOBEE CIRCULATING PUMPS in us than all other makes combined which dononstraieathelr tflicioncy and durability

Write tor Booklet—It‘s InterestingLOBEER'PUMP Q. MACHINERY Co. (Inc.,) 140-152 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y., u. s. A.

 

u BAY STATE " HAMPERS are the beat for design, material and money

'- 1?“ “a.” _ :27, ‘ ,1 .... 7,. i r

r. , i.t%f_'l'n“. '5 .-.. . \.

(var-1w ‘< ima\ . n 1

  

Rear Bumper for Side Emir-nee Cars

Are water and dustproof. We make several

styles of Hampers for side entrance cars, which

conform to the body and add to the appearance

of the car.

Prompt Deliveries. Made by the

RATTAN NOVELTY CO.

Springfield, - - - Mass.

 

AUTO SAFETY DRIP PAN
MADE OF

  

lieavy Galvanized Steel with Heavy Rod in Rim

*" . 1‘s.
' erv~0‘0-SIKF Dimple”; I

No. l. Runabout, size 35 in. x 47 In . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

No. 2. Touring Car. size, 35 in x 95 In . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Placed on floor under auto the pan catches all oil,

grease and gasoline. Easily cleaned. Keeps floor

bright and clean. .

This pan has no sharp edges and when on floor, it

auto is backed over edge it Will not injure the tires

nor injure the pan.

ALL PANS ARE SHIPPED SBCURELY CRATED

PRICES 0N APPLICATION

Dover Stamping 8: Mfg. Co.

385 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

 

THE) TRUCK

For moving auto

mobiles in the

crowded garage;

in the private barn;

in the work and

paint shop; in the

factory. One man

can load and push the automobile sidewise to any desired

position in one-half the time it takes to tell you about it.

Time is money—it saves time.

In all lines of warehouse work this is the most useful

Patent Truck on the market. Two men and only two

Handy Trucks can load the largest automobile for

shipment easily. Try them and you will never be with

out The All-Steel Handy Truck.

Weight only twenty-three pounds each. The

cheapest and best. Once used always used.

PRICE '15 PER PAIR

Chas. E. Miller, Selling Agent

HANDY

~JQ
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SHOCK ABSORBER
 

 

Insist that your car be equipped with the original Truifault-Hartford Shock Absorber

.1.»er

Increases the speed. Enables cars to proceed at highest

speed over all obstructions. Doubles the life of tires.

Prevents lost traction. Absolutely prevents breaking of

springs. Makes cobble-stones and rough roads seem like

asphalt. ‘

New model absolutely self-adjusting.

Requires no attention after application.

  

Adopted by the Pierce Great flrrow, Locomobile, Matheson, Richard-Brasier, Peugeot.

 

DDII'I BE IIISlED BY DEVICES IMDE DH PHIIICIPLES WHICH WE HAVE DISCARDED

CARS UNDER 1,500 LBS , $40 00 CARS OVER 1,500 LBS., $60.00

(Four Suspensions) (Four Suspensions)

I'IAIITFDIEI) SUSPENSIDN COMPANY

We are the Sole American Agent. {or the Celebrated GObI'OIl Brille.

“The finest Automobile in the world."

  

 

E. V. Hartford, President. 67 Uestry J‘treet, NEw YORK

" CHAS. E MILLER,
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANCNE': Phllldelphln, Pn.—3l8-320 North Brand 8!.

Iullnlo,-824 Illa It.

Benton, Mll$.-:°2‘2°‘ Columbul Ave. Clovollnd,0.'406 Erie 8:.

Detroit, Itch.
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i» PERFECT IGNITION
IS ADMITTED BY THE KNOWING ONES TO BE POSSIBLE

ONLY WHEN

SPLITDOIZF IGNITION
IS USED.

  

See Our 1906 Types

All prominent Manufacturers use our apparatus

if they have an eye to please their customers by

minimizing the chances for trouble

  

1906. Four Cylinder Dash Coil,

WITHOUT COVER

  

Don t Forget Our Exhibn‘s at Both Shows 19% Four cylinder Dash Con

WITH COVER

 

You will see something new in ignition and will leave a satisfied visitor.

. C. F. SPLITDORF, l7 =27 Vandewater Street,
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)1 SMITH’S SPARK TESTER

AND SKIP FINDER '

  

SMITH'S SPARK TESTER—(Full Silo)

  

This little instrument is of great value to all motorists. By its use they are enabled to ascertain the nature

and intensity of the spark which is occurring at the sparking point to spark plug, while the plug is in the cylinder and

under compression, thereby doing away with the necessity for removing the spark plug from the cylinder and test

ing same and trying another plug to see if any trouble they may have is due to a fouled or imperfect spark plug.

Price $2.00

 

MANUFACTURED BY

DUCK BRAKE COMPANY

335 Broadway, N. Y.
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Miller’s Combination Siren Horn

This is a combination of the ordinary horn and the Siren Horn, and the only one of the.I kind on the market. Special Catalog

mailed on request. Price of this combination horn is $50.00.

“ La Bassoon ” Horns “ La Tuba” Horn

_ This is one of the latest ideas in This is another one of the

elbow and is distinctly new. You latest (double bend) style of

will notice from the cut that this horns, similarto “La Bas

‘; horn is made with an extra coil soon.” Fitted with adjust

in the body of the horn similar able brackets and produces

" to "La Tuba.” This extra coil has a deep and lasting tone.

the result of producinga very deep and Three sizes, complete with

musical tone. All our horns are spun tube. Price each,

from heavy brass and are highly pol- _ .i

ished. The illustration Shows the .d- 57'00' “'50' 59'”: -.n_justable bracket fitted to both horn and - I

No. 8, Our Leader
tube so that they may be attached to

This horn is fitted with 40-inch

any kind of a car and in any position

desired. The reeds and bulbs are guar

tube, screen and adjustable

brackets)Diam

anteed for one year.

eter of bell, 52

inches. Fur

nished in pol

ished brass and

nickel plated.

Price, complete.

0. asabovo, $4.80.

  

  

  
  

  

N0. 15L.B. Diameter of bell, flinches. Polished

brass only. Complete with 40 inch flexible tube and.

screen, $9.50.

-No. 14 L. B. Same as No. 15, except diameter of‘bell

s 6% inches. Price, complete, $8.00.

CHAS. LLER,
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANCHE': Phlladelphln, Pa.—3l8-320 North Broad St. Boston. Ream—202404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland, 0-‘406 if" 5'

  

, .Q'
.....I'

    

  

Detroit, Itch.

\ _
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Irma/.(TAl-l"
Spark Plug

IS BREATINB A SENSATION AMONG AUTOIIIBILE OWNERS,

IANUFAOTUHERS AND THE TRADE 0N ACCOUNT OF ITS

NOVEL FEATURES AND SIIPLE GONSTBUGTION

It embodies no lreak idea or experiment; Is any to repair or replace

porcelain, and Is thoroughly mechanical throughout. The term ol

porcelain is such that the plug Is as "Soot-Prool” as any plug can

be. The Rajah Clip Terminal snaps into place, mailing Instantaneous

Tu: RAJAH zigzzrwo gun Moon ron connection A; at): >_;.,

mo-r no
NO CHANGE IN CONSTRUCTION AFTER “"5" °

' THREE SUCCESSFUL SEASONS—AS NONE

IS NECESSARY ‘

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY Sun: 1

co" waShingten St" N' Y' RAJAH colL TERMINAL

p} MIL LE R’ s “DIAMOND”
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_. Vulcamzmg Substitute
\ ‘I In CURE

‘ .2 TOURIST KIT. Fer tourists we furnish a kit packed in a. wooden box

I r ceqcflf ‘ 1 / I

 

with sliding top, i pint each Cement and Acid Cure, a piece of Emery Cloth

‘ and 2 brushes for applying Cement and acid.

Price, each' $1.20

For Shop use. We furnish this substitute in boxes con

taining one pint each or one quart each, cement and acid

solution. Price, $l_50 and $2.75

MILLER’S ANTI=FREEZE COMPOUND

Ten pounds of this compound added to two gallons of water will not freeze at 15 degrees

in'" "m- Price of lO-pound can, $1.00

. Mssrillmncfliw f'

i
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MILLER OIL GUN

Furnished in polished brass

No. 1, size of barrel, 1 x 8 inches. Price, each $0.75

No. 2, size of barrel, 11} x 9 inches. . 1’11“. full 1.25

  

I; F; 97-99- IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

‘

.

. l , ‘3" I'm."In 'hllldelwhll. Pa.-3|8-320 North Broad u. Boatou. Mum-202104 Columhul Ave. Cleveland. 0--406 Evie Ir

.__. .u".|.'_.a‘ u.“ .'_ RETAIL IRANOII z-IIOIIY . 00".)". "mph

_ _ _ _ - I I l a I-i I g g p I I I n u Q I I I I Q - - I . . - .

. Q a a I I I . "1 7 Ca
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STA-RITE

“sravs RIGHT THE LONGEST"

6’”BESTPROOF .
in the world that "Sta-Rite" plugs stay right longer than any other plug is the fact that they

are used exclusively by the largest and most critical manufacturers.

  

 
 

 

 
 

  

THE R. B. HARDY 60.. FORD MOTOR COMPANY

225 West Broadway, Automobile Manufacturers

New York City DETROIT, MICHIGAN, Dec. 6, 1905.

GENTLEMEN:
\Ve enclose herewith our order No. 9159 for 10,000 Sta-Rite plugs, same as we used

last season.
Will say that we estimate our requirements for the season to be about 35,000 plugs and

will forward further specifications a little later.

Very respectfully,

FORD MOTOR CO.

0. B. W. By J. H. O'BRIEN.

OUR DETROIT BUSINESS ALONE WILL APPROXIMATE 70,0C0 PLUGS IN 1906

We have six types of ignition plugs, forty-sevcn‘sizes. \Ve meet requirements of all

manufacturers; and dealers find our line complete, satisfying and profitable. Send for new

twenty-four page catalogue of plugs and coils.

Improved No. 4A See our Exhibit, Space No. 78 at Garden, N0. 6i at Armory, Nu. i78 Coliseum, Chicago

Porcelain Plug. $i.50 .
Fbc R. E. HARDY CO., 225 w. Broadway, N. Y. City

ATWOOD MFG. CO., High Grade Lamps and Generators

  
  

Se arable Mica Plug,

J", N0.Az4. $1.75.

Parabolens

N0. 55

Gas

Headlight

_ No. 5!

Oil Sidelight

  

No. 32 Parabola Lens, 8 _in., $32 per pair.

No. 33 Parabola Lens, 9 in., $40 per pair.

Dimensions of N0. 33.

Height, exclusive of bail, 10% in.

  

Length, 10% in.

VERY LATEST- Diameter of glass, 9 in. ‘

NO. 3" Oil, $12-00 per pair. Distance between lug centers, 7 m.

Diameter of lug hole. r5/32.

Height, exclusive of bail. 12% in. No. 32 size smaller than No. 33. made without Paraboia

Diameter of glass, 0% in. Lens and with Bausch 81 Lomh Mangin Lens Mirrors at same

Length of body, 8 in. price.

‘cHASI
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

  

JUBBER

 

 

 

 

  
BRANCHES: Philadelphia, Pa.—3l8-320 North Broad St.

Boston. Maas.—202-204 Columbua Ave. Cleveland, 0.-406 Eric 9:.

lul'aio,-824 Main It.
Detrolt, Ilch.
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GRNS Don’t be Shocked.

Only $30.00.

Blow from exhaust, enabling the driver to give entire attention to the

car, eliminating constant watching which mars the pleasure of an auto ride.

\Vam without frightening, having a clear, far-sounding musical blast.

Are made of highly finished brass, in three sizes.

- r ‘ Nothing to get out of or
' M ' der and are easily attached to

any car—steam or gasoline.

Have you heard our eight

chime horn? An octave on

" which you can play any tune.

When purchasing be sure the horn has our trade mark.

The Gabriel Horn will be on exhibition at the New

York Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden, and

No. 20, 69th Regiment Armory.

er'llfar Catalogue and Pn'rn. ‘

GABRIEL llllllll MlllllFllllURlllE UllMPAllY

Foster Shock

Absorbars

insure the Automo

bilists absolute com

fort and safety—at the 7

highest speed, on the ‘

rockiest road.

Our Shock Absorb'

ers retard all motion

going Up not going

MANUFACTURED BY

- - 981 Hamilton Streot,'fllevalan'd. ll.

New York lleprmelltllo, 148 West 56th Strut.

SCADER UNIVERSAL VALVE

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895.

Manufactured by,

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc.

28-30-32 Rose Street, New York.

Up and Down. The

Automobile has

springs for the pur

pose of retarding the

motion going down.

They are economi

cal, simple, compact,

substantial, weighing

only 2 1-2 lbs-, adjust

able in every direction

and can be placed on

any machine manu

factured.

  

Simple and Absolutely Air Tight

Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular

equipment for G & I Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Clincher

l, Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and New Goodyear

Detachable Motor Tires; our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve being

the standard for 2 1-2 inch and 3 inch fires and our No. 725 Motor

Tire Valve being the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS
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TIMKEN PRODUCTS
ARE STANDARD.

HERE’S TrlE PROOF:

America’s Best Automobile Builders Using Timken Roller Bearings and Axles on 1906 Cars.

WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland. DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO., St. Louis Mo.

Ohio. MATHESON MOTOR CAR CO., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.-. Detroit, Mich. AUSTIN AUTOMOBILE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn. THE BARTHOLOMEW CO., Peoria, Il .

POPE MFG. CO., Indiana olis, Ind. MICHIGAN AUTO CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE C ., Hartford, Conn. HEWITT MOTOR CO., New York City.

ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland. Ohio. NAPIER MOTOR CO., Jamaica. Plains, Mass.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y. AUTO VEHICLE (‘30.. Los Angeles. Cal.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO., Springfield Mass. RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Pontiac, Mich. ,

KNOX MOTOR TRUCK 00.. Springfield, Mass. MACK BROS. MOTOR CAR CO., Allentown, Pa.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing, Mich. N. Y. TR NSPORTATION CO., New York City.

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich. ELLWEL -PARKER CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

NORTHERN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich. BERKSHIRE AUTO CO., Pittsfield, Mass.

DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO., Dayton, Ohio. SMITH AUTO CO., Topeka, Kan.

BUCKEYE MFG. CO., Anderson. Ind. THE ADAMS CO., Dubu ue, Iowa.

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR CO., Peoria, Ill. LOUIS S, ROSS, Newtonv lle, Mass.

05%;? LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO., Columbus. GAETH AUTOMOBILE WORKS. Cleveland, Ohio.

0. DOLSON AUTOMOBILE CO., Charlotte, Mich.

BUICK MOTOR CO., Flint. Mich. HOLSMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. Chicago Ill.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO., Indianapolis, Ind. THE ADAMS MFG. CO., L'I‘D., London, England.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

We make everyItype of front and rear axles for every kind of work, and many ranging from

the heaviest of trucks to the lightest runabouts.

Roller Bearings, Steering Knuckles, Wheels and Channel Rims,

2.513212".%22"§'25..., TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.
New York CitY- Works and General Office, CANTON, 0.
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CHAINS

The structural variations in automo

bile chains are much more striking and im

portant than is commonly supposed. The

indispensable elements in the manufacture

of a high-class chain are first-class ma

terials and workmanship. It is easier to

  

bined than it is to prove it.

No chain factory uses as good stock

as ours.' "Diamond" rivets are made from

nickel steel—that’s their distinguishing

characteristic. Their tensile and shearing

strength is from 50 to 100 per cent. higher

than in the case of rivets made from inferior

stock. “Diamond” side links are also made

from special analysis carbon stock, and

all holes are reamed to size and pitch—exclusive advant

ages we boast for our product. We test every pound of

stock before it passes from our warehouse to our factory.

Good workmanship is not associated with poor fac

tory equipment. The physical condition of our plant is

unrivaled—in fact, it is not even approached. Making

nothing but chains, we are necessarily specialists in every

branch of such manufacture. The degree of attention we

pay to our business is shown in the many little refinements

of practice which are to be observed only in our estab

lishment. This attention to details may not serve to ex

plain the superiority of "Diamond" chains, but it is cer

tainly very suggestive of it.

  

"Diamond" chains fit any standard sprocket. They are

unrivalled for accuracy oi manufacture,

strength and durability.

NEW YORK SHOWS

Garden Show, Space 196

Armory Show, Space 10

CHICAGO SHOW

Space 182

 

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS
  

pretend that these elements have been com- ‘

 

 

  

  

' Q‘s» -( ‘ ,'

Kai/45's 7 / '

“EVERYTHING

DRUP'FURGEB”

q“ ‘

That means that our Auto Tools

  

are the strongest and most durable

that can be made. They last a life

time. The steel selected is of the

highest grade. In design our tools

are thoroughly up to date.

They iii The hand

They are handy to

manipulate.

They are readily

adaptable.

  

They are never lail

ing in use. ‘

 

  

 

r "s

W

THE B. 81 8. AUTO WIIEIIUII is a

tool as necessary to your car as the

engine itself. Don’t fail to get our

catalog of Auto Forgings and Tools.

The Billings 8:. Spencer 00.,

Harlinrd, Benn.
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Col. Sprague’s Exhibits at the Shows.
AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

Space No. 168 Concert Hall~

AT 69th STREET ARMORY,

Space 54 Gallery.

AT CHICAGO SHOW,

Space 140 Gallery. '

in Sprague

Auln laps.
The Sprague Idea,

' Made the Sprague Way

OUR NEW TOR—See the curved irons on the bows. This is the only right way to makethe bows; they are straight on the lower ends

The drop forgings will stay in place, and they mike a neat, substantial job. See them at the shows. Send for our catalogue.

THE SPRAC-UE UMBRELLA (30.. ' . Norwalk, Ohio.

 

 

   

  

  

 

  

 

“ CONSTRUCTION OF

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

sour) TIRES
IMPORTANT

The Successful Commercial Vehicle Tire must be cured in one piece, with its retaining

device (no matter of what variety) vulcanized into the tire as a part.

OTHERWISE THE ATTACHMENTS RUST.

RUST
EATS RUBBER

The wires in a TURNER ENDLESS SOLID are rust proof being imbedded in the tire

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

Branches z—BOSTON, NEW YORK, CLEVELAND, DETROIT, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CHICAGO,

DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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A Spring Recoil Check
(HOUSE PATENT)

An automatic, frictional device perfectly controlling the

recoil of the springs

Its attachment to the body and axle of the car is easily made and so arranged that it is

flexible, so that any oscillating or lateral movement of the car or running gear cannot strain

or break its parts, and no oiling or adjusting is required. '

A protection against broken springs.

Prevents the quick recoil over rough places which lifts the rider from the seat and

makes travel fatiguing.

Permits the free action of the springs over smooth roads, but steadies the movement of

the car over rough places and to a large degree relieves the weight from the tires when

striking severe obstructions in the road.

Makes fast riding, with comfort and safety, possible.

  ‘AXLE '- i f _ / For Fuller Description send for

V ' Circular, Deptv C.

Balwin Chain 8‘ Mfg. Co.

WORCESTER, MASS.

Show Space, 69th Rezimont Armory, No. 25

“ Mndlson Square, No. 63

Coliseum, Chicano, No. 187

 

 

RIDE ON AIR!

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

“ SHOCK ELIMINATOR."

I (PA-rnu'r ALLOWED)

I0 e- rnme lees ~ o W»
I . "J ‘ They Allow you to use and

enjoy the full elasticity of

EASY FLEXIBLE

SPRINGS, OBSERVE we

say “ full elasticity."

' ON BAD, DANGER

‘ OUS ROADS—They con

trol the too violent spring

lay BOTH UP AND

WN, OBSERVE we

say “both up and down."

THEY TRANSFE R

‘ TH E LOAD and strain

from the springs to the axles. ~

THEY PREVENT spring

istortion and breakage

7

Crankshafts and Axles forged only in Slab Form, slotted

and finished to size; then oil treated in our Projectile

Department. ShiflS and Axles thus made of our No. 1

AUTO NICKEL-CHDOME STEEL average:

Tensile Strength, - - - 130,000 lbs.

Elastlo llmlt, - - 114,000 lbs.

Elongation, - 19 %
Reduotlon of Area, - - - 60 % wgfigndlifasrsffinlm

SPECIAL ALLOYEO STEELS I THERE ARE NO ADJUSTMENTS.

  

"if 'n s cu a crest you aunt—GEARS, sanss, VALVES, FORGINGS, no. T‘" h 'd“ "“

Write for full particulars.

It adds to your comtorl and saicty,

lt effects a direct saving in " up keep."

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

Works: Reading, Pa. New York Office: 1 Broadway. , 49 COLUMBUS AVENUE Boston, Mm
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LONDON AUTO SUPPLY co.

' LONDON TOPS

- ,._‘ Nothing unusual or outside of what we make every top.

.

‘

\

I

,-‘
t§

will be found on Rambler, Glide, Duryea

and other cars

At The Shows.
Just our regular construction.

At Chicago show we’ll be in the Coliseum—

Annex—Gallery.

‘ ‘ As well as on the cars named and others.

- Miohigaxm Ave., Chicago.

 

 

 

BOAT TANKS
lT SEAMLESS

. n OIL f,

OUTLE

I ' _ \ A

 

  

1:

LEAKLBSS

JlllNEY, STEINUETZ ‘ 00-, Phlladolphln

TANKS FOR AIR WHISTLES

HITCHING POST

-ItDl'l'I‘|I>m -IIDI'IIFUC(D

 

Lock your Engine before your Boat is Stolen

Delivered any part of United States, $5.00

JANNEY, STEINMETZ 8i CO., . Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 

THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING CO.
 
 

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers' Sets

General Electric Welding under Thompson

Electric Welding Patents

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

Small Angles.

SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

and Cycles. Tees and Channels

DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL, BRASS and COPPER

PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

 
 

Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

  

 

 

 
The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

. k  

I I-"‘Amerit:an Ball-Bearinq to.

L. S. 8‘ M. S. Ry. 8; Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.

Iv
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BROWN-LIFE GEARS

Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and thain Drive

llltlerenlial.

Many Sizes and Models

Sllrlrng liar Trans

mrssrnn.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON. 166 Lalo Strool,0hlcago, til. } Direct Factory

THUS. I. WETZEL, ll Warren Street, Novv York. Salem“

0M8. E. MILLER, 07 Reads Street, New Yorlr, 1

318-320 N. Broad St, Philadelphia, Sales Agent

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, I Carrying Stock.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. J

  

P0$T in LESTER 00., Hartford, Goon. Eastern Sales Agents

BRIIWN-LIPE GEAR 00., 200 8. Guides 81., Syracuse, N. Y_

MIDCLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.

SOME OF THEIR

ADVANTAGES:

STRENGTH,

ENDURANCE,

TRUENESS,

BEAUTY.

Will not Buckle. Im

pervious to Rust. Will

not Dish or Crush.

Spokes Will not Loosen.

Neither Will Rims nor

Hubs.

 

See Our Latest Design on 1906

AUTOCARS.

Write for Booklet.

THE IVIIDGLEY MFG. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

  

  

 

 

 
 

THE 1906

DUQUESNE
Four-Cylinder Runabout is a Winner

Light

Strong

Roomy

Powerful

90inch wheelbase. Four-Cylinder. Four~Cycle. Air~Cooled.

Made of the best material obtainable, and strictly high

grade in every particular.

Starts from the seat by a foot lever, no cranking.

Full control on steering column, no side levers.

Speed, 40 miles per hour.

Price, complete with cape top, $2,000.00.

Duquesne Construction Co.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

  

 

SPRINGFIELD TOPS
Patented April 05—0tllers Pending.

All Styles oi TODS for All Makes of Cars

  

f, Bodies

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY COMPANY,

366 Birnlo Ave., Springfield, Moll.

 

 

 

 

We are open to consider agency proposition

for the famous

DE DIETRICH AUTOMOBILES

in the cities of Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago

and San Francisco.

DE DIETRICI'I IMPORT COMPANY

3 West Forty-fourth Street, NEW YORK
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King Auto-mobile Tops

The best possible tops al the lowest possible prices

The top is an important part

of the equipment of the tip-to

date automobile. If you want

one with plenty of style,light

in weight, yet strong and dur

able, investigate the KING

line. It is the most complete

on the market. Any style, any

color, any size, made for any

machine. Get ourcatalogue,

samples and prices and you

will not purchase elsewhere.

King Manuiacturing Co., - - Springfield, 0.

Prompt Shipments Guaranteed. r

  

 

Pressed

Steel

Frames

 

  

Milwaukee, Wis.

 

 

 

Parsons’ Manganese Bronze Castings.

  

Sole Makers

THE WILLIAM CRAMP a SONS SHIP Jr. ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.

wee our exhibits at New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and Boston Shows.

 

r We are prepared to oslrmalo on your 1906 Forgings.

Satisfaction Guaranteed - '

Thousands of ourstock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to ,

the leading auto- Q
mobile U

'; turers.

manufac

  

Have vou secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven Conn.
 

 

 

 

 

Hill Precision llilors
Space No. 65, Madison Square Garden Show.

Space No. 12, 69th Regiment Armory Show.

New YORK CITY.

Space No. 135 Coliseum Show.

Cnrcano, Tumors.

THE STEEL BALL CO.,

832-840 Austin Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

 

 

 

  We have made a

specialty of diffi

cult bending for

the past 25 years.

and during thi'z

time our work has

never been excelle

erl—some of it

never equalled. \Ne

should be pleased

to figure on your

requirements when

in want of any

bent stock.

H. S. SHEPARD

& SONS,

New Haven,

Conn.

“Continental” Motors Are Standard

“ continental" Motlre Poorer Equipment,

consistingI of a or 4cylindrr Motor, (ro to 40 H. P.) assem

bled wit our Friction Ring Clutch, and Shaft Drive

Transmission, is a superb outfit for your car. Sold in

combination or separately.

GUIIIIEGT DESIGII

LIGHT WEIGHT

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

RIGHT PHIGE

Ask for printed matter.

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, ' ' OHICAGO ILL.

K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Representative.

  

 

 

 

“Automobile Brand”I

Aluminum

Hastings.
The Right Sort

at the Right Prloo .

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

LIGHT MFG. Alli] FOUNDRY Gil. Pollslovrn, Pa.
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AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES.

No cleaning of generators; No water needed.

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads;

Never wears out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry: Burn as many lights as de~

sired from one tank; No waste; Sate—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze; No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

THE PREST-U-LITE COMPANY. Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene CO., of New York.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

“0 West 38th Street, New York.

 

Tlia Baldwin Chain Company

— MAKE —'

Automobile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

Baldwin ChaiT & Mtg. 00.,

Worcester. Mass , U.S.A.

  

 

3157*
MOSLER TIMERS

and DISTRIBUTERS

are constructed on a

Scientific Principle.

Ask your dealer or write us for

New liooklet of 1906 Mosler Igni

tion Outfits.

A. R. MOSLER &CO.

1679 Bl’OldIly, - New York

  

 

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Aisemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportan'on Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

I! looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, 11' Broadway, ew Yorlr itv.

 

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING
SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE use.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50" below

zero Fahr. Put up in IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

CARBOWDALE CHEMICAL 00 , - Carbondala. Pa.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF
I -

Automobile Engineers

incorporated. 1“ "EST 58"! STREET.

Under personal direction of

Full. Chat. E. Lucite. It. Fh.ll..Scl|oel oi Engineers, Columbia Universiil

Departments include machine tool and forge shops, assemb

ling and test shops with every type of motor; also laboratories

completely and specially equipped to teach all component parts

oi automobiles Day and evening class.

Special Course for Owners.

 

 

 

  

The Deriect

Hindley Steering Gear

ABSENCE OF BACKLASII

SMOOIHNESS OF ROTATION

EASE OF OPERATION

ABSOLUTE CONYYi’OL OF CAR

The design and material are identi~

cal with steering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships.

When you order your new car, specify the Ilindley

MORSE, WILLIAMS 8 CO.

West End Trust Building, - -

Steering Gear.

PNGINEERS

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

Name . . L Li as

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(line (Iboth "(Merle

for one year, commencing with the issue oi__—_ can

 Address

 

 

 

 

 

A NEW

AUTUMUBILE

WRENBH.
STERLING No. 3.

.4, f":

    

Superior

in

Material,

Work

manship

and

Finish.

Length,

8 inches.

Weight,

l2% ounces.

Opens

2inohes.

Thickness

of Jaw,

3'8 inch.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

FOREIGN AGENT'

S. GUITEBMAN & $0., London, EM.
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  

KINGSTON

KIN

 

00 III USE.
  

Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olling Devices, etc.

A Forests". T

CCMBI'=’”Q
rhi\)>i.li'bllfll

WHAT IS MllliE IMPORTANT THAN THE

TRANSMISSION GEARS?

What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?"

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., Syracuse, N. Y,

Direct Drive. Three Speeds and Reverse

  

SLIDE GEAR.

“tin
QIIII I. In. . '

‘Jiilllllllliiillll "

. ,

 

 

 

and REVERSE GEAR

—FOR——

I'ntented Mayra, 1903.

Other Patents
MADE ONLY 01" SPUR GEARS

Pending.

Feb. 23, 1304.

56 Greenpolnt Ave. Brooklyn,

The Ball Improved Transmission

Automobiles and Motor Boats

Patented April 19, 1901; Nov. 3, 1903; Jan. 12, 1904;

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

Western Agra: J. H. N'eustadt Co., St. Louis, Mo.

K. Y.

 

  

 
  

the use of

an automobile is subjected.

bination lock of immense power.

Made in all sites, and of universal application.

  

Double explosion(iii—lng
IIIRI’

va‘

It from the engine.

York Shows.

 

(inrsnmd   

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them.

  

 

IQI' "I! thl’

“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

I HIGHEST EFFICIENCY—LONGEST LIFE—MOST ECONOMICAL

OOLIINIBIA DRY BELLS

 

 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

That Recent Lamentable Accident

caus:d by the loss of a nut'off the steering gear, would hav: been

COLUM BIA LOCK NUTS.
They are the only nuts that can forever withstand the shakes and strains to which

Locks automatically and absolutely Made in two

pieces, it combines the three forces of viedge, screw and lever, forming a com

avoided by

Write for catalogue.

COLUMBIA NUT 8s BOLT CO., "10., Bridgeport, Conn.

THE EXCELSIOR

is the leader of Jump Spark Plugs. It IS the only Plug

that can be cleaned of soot or oil without removing

Costs no more than the common

kind which it outclasses in every feature. See us at New

\Vrite for Bulletin N.

EXCELSIOR SPARK PLUG CO.,

AVA5

Cleveland, 0.

  

AM ESBURY, MASS

 

  

 

from either

 

Our positive

driven sight i123"

 

SPECIAL AUTO PARTS
We make parts from your own design

brass

0n Contract Basis.

0 I L E R wfil'er'fii'fic‘JSti“...

Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flint. Nloh.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

or aluminum

    

WITHERBEE

54i West 43d Street,

THE

WITHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Problem

IGNITION 00..

New York

b

J.,;

.-tv"1““ed:as

t'

'r

.‘I

'3

“\i
r
.

I

w; ‘.  

  

;

'0

is

‘37—."

fish-u.-~ing‘teiiilWflm"?
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At the Automobile Shows notice the great number

of cars equipped with “Whitney” Chains.

The Wrong Way The Rig/76 Way

. 5 I

tab ‘76—;
i
m A Lane 5

i. ( 5,. 9 ,,

—r\r

 

 

8 /6‘

SI'IC'I'IUX' (II: SI’ROCKI‘IT 'FI'IE'I‘I‘I'

TIIRUL'GH LINI‘: Z-Z.

[3— Shows Correct Section for “\VHITNEY"

Chain No. 7.

 

 

  

 

  

CHAIN No. 7. FULL SIZE.

Thousands of Chains have been damaged by inter

ferences and unfavorable conditions.

In designing your car select the chain you consider

right and leave plenty of space for a wider and larger

chain.

Are your Sprockets Cut to the correct bottom dia

meter with cutters correct in form?

Are your Sprocket teeth too wide and too straight

on the sides P

Have the sharp corners of your sprocket teeth been

removed after cutting ?

Are your sprockets in line P

As a manufacturer do you inspect every sprocket

by comparing it with a correct model or do you accept

anything so long as it has the right number of teeth P

  

UETAC Il .\ Ii LE 'l‘\' l' Ii l’.\'l' If .\'T III).

THE WHITNEY MFG. 00., Hartford, Conn.
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MORGAN &WRIGHT TIRES

stand without a peer in point of

the superior excellence of

each individual tire

We have no special tires for special determined effort on the part of Morganoccasions. . Wright to secure and hold your tire busr

ness—and we make no bones of saying so.

This insistence upon individual merit has

caused these tires to be the most generously

advertised tires from user to user of anv

Every tire represents a premeditated and tires on the market.

  

    

Every tire is made as carefully as tho the

reputation of Morgan & Wright depended

upon its behaVior.

  

Investigate them at the New York Shows.

Clincher, Dunlop, Bailey “Won't Slip” Tread.
  

 

SHOW SPACES:

Madison Square Garden, No. 83

  

69th Regiment Armory, No. 4|

  

 

  

KNOX Waterless Commercial Cars.
PULLED FREIGHT CARS—BIG KNOX. TRUCK MOVES 73.450 POUNDS OF FREIGHT UI' GRADE.——To satiety their curiosity, employes of the

Knox Automobile Company made a test yesterday morning or the pulling canarity or one or the new Knox 1ruck5_ with rather remarkable taunt In

spite o! the bad Weather conditions. the truck was able to draw easily two freight cars. one or them heavily loaded, the total welght hauled amounting

to 36 tons. The truck has just been completed [or Marshall Field & Co-. the great Chicago dry goods firm. It was known that it was a powerful machine,

and to test it permission was obtained from the railroad officials to try it on cars on the New England track at Wilbraham Avenue, The truck will mon

connected with two freight ears, one weighing 41,246 pounds loaded. and one 21.200 empty. The truck ltselt was loaded and weighed altogether 11.000

pounds, making a total or 73,450 pounds. As there was snow on the ground, a. little sand was sprinkled to give the wheels a grip, but no chains or any

attachments were put on thl! wheels. Without any difficulty the truck started up the cars, the trlCl-t! being slightly up grade at this point. It was

afterwards discovered that the brakes were partially set on one or the earl—(Springfield Union, Dec. 12, 1905.)

  

 

 

  

We have recently received orders from Marshall Field & Company, Carson, Pirie & lScott, Chicago; Stems Brothers and National Lead Company of New Yorlr, lor the"

Firms of this kind do not spend thousands of dollars for a thing until they are thoroughly convinced that it is the best on the market.

WRITE FOR PLEASURE AND COMMERCIAL CATALOGUE.

KNOXIAUTOMOBILE CO. - - SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Oldest and largest manufacturers of gasoline comnzrclsl c irs. Members A L. A. M,

  
nicks.
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T0 SELLERSOFAND USERS

CLINCHER TIRES

' We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American

' Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

liable with the manufacturers of such tires. Whatever

rights we imay have under our patents will be rigorously

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made '

from one of the following named manufacturers, who are

licensed to manufacture or sell under the G &_l Patents:

G & .1 Tire 80. Goodyear'l‘ire& Rubber (‘30.

Hartford Rubber Works 80. Fisk Rubber 80.

Morgan 8* Wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich ('20. Vehicle Tire 80.

Diamond Rubber (‘30. (‘Zontinentalanutchouc ('20.

GaJhm:Co.
lndianapolis, lnd.
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NEW YORK SHOW CHICAGO SHOW
A D

69th Coliseum

Regiment Armory URANcE Spaces 76-77-78

ian. 13m in 20th Feb. 36 in lilih

was demonstrated in a most convincing way on Nov. 16-17, 1905, at Indianapolis, when a National

Stripped Stock Car made [094 3-l6 miles in 24 hours, breaking the World’s Record by

78 9-16 miles.

WHY BUY AN EXPERIMENT, when for the same price

r that has PROVEN lTS WORTH. .

The Car That

Broke the

World’s ReCOrds

A CAR VERY MUCH AHEAD OF THE Tli‘lES, and which

will be extensively copied in the near future.

An innOvation

in

Touring Cars

National Model D. Four Cylinder. 35-40 H. P. Prlte $3.000

National Model B, Six Cylinder, 50-60 H. P. Price $4,000

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

National Distributors

LINSCOTT MOTOR CO., 163 Columbus A ., Boston. COLONIAL AUTO (30., 394( Olive St., Sc. Lo ' .

ggllfiPAHN’lgEiia’ritljiLiUc'lfi-‘O (1:34 'cTitigan vzoré'hicago MCKINLEY MOTOR CAR C0"- R-OChesur'TIOGA AUTO CO" mad ' T- a st," wadaphia‘ ' FISHER AUTO CO., 330 N. Illinors St., Indiana

polis.

LIBERTY AUTO c w 138 Bean " E_ _’ -t5bur _ ROBT. F. BODA 8: CO.._ 68 E. Noble St., Columbus. 0.

NATIONAL MOTOR CAR AGCY, ms s. . ain s... to. Angcles. FAWKES AUTO C0" Minneavolw and St- Paul

NATlONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, rN‘BiQ'HZLgiigf'iHn.
Member American Motor Car Manufacturers Association, Chicago.
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Why No Car Should Satisfy You

BUT

The Thomas Flyer
It is impossible in these announcements to convey a complete and comprehensive idea of the manifold

mechanical superiorities of the Thomas-Flyer. But it is possible to point out a fiv! dominant features

peculiar to this magnificent car which have won for it the high honor of representing America against the

world in automobile manufacture.

From time to time we shall try to describe for you special features which are essential to your

comfort and satisfaction and which you should insist upon having. In this announcement we

group a few of the special Thomas advantages, calling special attention to the invaluable

Thomas Safety Device.

 

 

THE CAR YOU BUY SHOULD PROVIDE :—A speed of

from six to sixty miles per hour on the high gear, quietly,

smoothly, without rock or jar; fifty horse power; mechanically

operated valves; and separate cylinders—great flexibility, en

abling you to take the steepest grades or the most crowded

streets without change of gear. The car you buy should be

able to take a 14 per cent. grade, etc.

THE CAR YOU BUY should have a dust-proof body.

The Thomas body is patented. There is not a straight line

in its design. Dust suction is entirely eliminated. The dust

does not rise until it is fifty feet behind the car. Ladies can

travel an indefinite distance without fear of dusting their

traveling costumes.

THE CAR YOU BUY should seat seven, as does the

Thomas—two in front and five in the rear. It should have

two revolving chairs which are removable and may be placed

under the cushion. It should be luxuriously upholstered in

the best hand buffed leather, curled gray hair and springs.

Shaw] and coat racks; luggage box for two large suit cases,

straps, tire and tool box.

THE CAR YOU BUY should have a clutch equal to the

Thomas clutch, on which patents are pending. Three metallic

discs—a perfect clutch, not susceptible of any improvements.

After the most rigid and exhaustive tests of thousands of

miles under adverse conditions, with extra heavy loads, the

Thomas clutch has the reputation of never having shattered

the car in starting; slipped or given the least trouble.

THE CAR YOU BUY should have a transmission equal

to the patented Thomas transmission. A point of most vital

importance. Selective type. Four speeds forward and re

verse. Noiselcss. Possesscs the exclusive features of roller

bearing on forward end of main transmission shaft and five

Hess Bright bearings and large ball-thrust bearing with drive

direct on the high speed without a gear or mesh. Very large

spur gear differential. \Nidc faced gears and anti-stripping

device which renders it absolutely impossible to strip the

gears. Gears may be changed between high and low without

passing through intermediate gears. The strongest and most

efficient and most costly transmission in use.

THE CAR YOU BUY should have the commutator on

the dash board. Various attempts have been made at home

and abroad to locate the commutator on the dash board. The

Thomas method has proven successful. The others have not.

THE CAR YOU BUY should have a single coil. With

one exception all attempts to accomplish this have been un

successful save in the case of the Thomas. Only one adjust

ment of vibrator required for all cylinders.

The Celebrated Thomas Safety Device
You do not need to be told how many lives have been lost by cars backing down hill. Are you not entitled

to be guaranteed against the danger of any such accident? Is not the Thomas Safety Device absolutely es

sential to your safety? Every Thomas automobile turned out is equipped with the Thomas Safety Device,

a peculiar ratchet cast integral with the brake and sprocket drum on the rear hubs, the co-acting pawl being

pivoted to the brake spider. It is operated by hand lever on the right side of the dash board, to which the

pawl is connected by a wire cable. This safety device positively prevents the car from backing down hill

should the engine stop. It can be used in place of the brake when stopping on a hill. This makes the

Thomas car particularly adapted for use in hilly sections, and renders accidents from backing an impossi

It is one of the distinctive and exclusive features of the Thomas.

Get in touch with the nearest Thomas representative and place your order at the earliest possible

moment. Write for ilustrated catalogue.

The Thomas Motor Co., - Niagara St., Buffalo, Y.

bility.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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130011105110
“EASILY THE BEST BUILT can IN AMERICA." I

15-20 H. P., $3.000. . 30-35 H. P., $5,000.

Both with complete touring equipment.

  

TYPE H. LOCOMOBII4E 30-86 H. P. 85,000.

Top and Luggage Carrier extra.

“It was hardly to be expected that the 1906 product of the Locomobile Company of

America, manufacturing in Bridgeport, Conn., would incorporate any very marked departures

from previous practice. To have done so would have been somewhat in the nature of gilding

refined gold. By the early adoption and subsequent perfection of such advanced constructional

features as four cylinder vertical motors, enclosed timing gears, automatic carburation, sliding

gear transmission, yielding a direct drive on the highest speed, and solidly forged axles, it

produced a car that was a credit to the makers and to those who used it. This being the

case, the designers have been at liberty to confine their attention to the improvement of the

minor details from year to year, the absence of distinctly radical changes in the make-up of

the machine allowing opportunity for a process of evolution and elimination in the lesser parts

which has worked out a most excellent result.”

(From a recent issue of THE MOTOR WORLD)

For rec in stamps we will mail 12 souvenir postal cards showing various views or the LOCOMOBILE in

the Vanderbilt Cup Race, making the best showing of any American car in any international contest. For rec

in stamps we will mail a five-color poster showing the LOCOMOBILE finishing the race. Printed matter of

1906 cars on application.

The agocomobile Company Of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St, Member Auocz'aliml of Licnum' BOSTON. 15 Berkeley 5t.

PHILADELPHIA. m N- Broad St. Automoer Mann/ater cmcauo. "M uranium Ave.
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FOR 1906 ,
“it? if ; *

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P. Price, $2,000.

SPECIFICATIONS

DRIVE Shaft, bevel gear. FRONT AXLE Solid-Forged.

FRAME Pressed Steel.
GROUND PARTS All cylinders, pistons, piston rings, crank

WHEELS 32 x 4. shafts, valves, universal couplings and '

WHEEL BASE 101 inches, transmission shafts.

TRANSMISSION Sliding gear. EQUIPMENT Five lamps, horn, tools and storage battery.

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it's

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Betta

get in line now.

07H. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO

DETROIT, MICH.
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We will Exhibit in Madison Square Garden Automobile Show January 13-20. Space No. 39.

The “Matheson” touring car is designed to compete principally with the very finest and highest

priced cars of foreign make. Its exceptional qualities and superior operation can onlybe fully appre

ciated by actual comparison with others, part for part, and by actual long-distance road

demonstration. It is, without any exception, far and away the most thoroughly mechanical. the

strongest built, th! most powerful, the fastest, the handsomest and the most completely equipped car

on the market to-day. -

  

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES:

Four especially powerful brakes; two are water-cooled.

Hill-pawl prevents car backing down grade.

Irreversible steering gear.

Axles, special nickel-steel l'orglngs; I-beam pattern.

Nickel-steel frame, cold rolled pressed.

Flexible reciprocating rotary spring suspension, eliminating all torsional

strains on front and rear springs.

Long halt-elliptic springs trout and

rear.

Radiator, honeycomb type.

Gnsolene tank, capacity 20 gallons.

Belt-starting from the seat.

Make-und-break ignition with magneto. .

Four-cylinder vertical engine.

All valves in the head mechanically operated.

Valves never require regrinding.

All valve-actuating mechanism, on top of engine quickly accessible.

Absence of Vibration.

Nolscleso in operation. -

Automatic, wido-nmge, multiple-spray

carburetor; will stay adjusted and

vaporize any grade or gasolene.

 “ America’s FinestTMgtth'Ear.”

Anteaglgxlilc mod control by gov‘ 66 w Metul pan underneath car.

Automatic lubrication, multiple, posl- Tires, 36 x 4 inches front; 80 x4%

tlve, force teed. inches rear.

Clutch, multiple-disc, metal to metal. Wheel base. 40-45 H_ p" 112 men“,

I— J

Will run thousands of miles with

out adjusting.

Sliding-gear transmission,

nickel steel.

Roller hearings on all wheels.

Double Chain drive. upholstered.

Extra large bearings throughout, insuring long life. Weight, 40-45 H. P.. 2,960 lbs.; 60-65 H. P., 3.160 lbs.

Hess-Bright (imported) ball bearings on transmission shafts, dlflerentlalSpeed guaranteed: 40-45 H. P., 00 miles per hour. 60-65 H. P., 70 miles per

shafts, steering knuckles, and in clutch actuating mechanism. hour. Geared for greater speed, if desired.

Our Complete Equipment Consists of

Toilet set 0! comb, brush, mirror, Trul’tault-Hartiord shock absorbers,

whisk broom and soap case. Acetylene generator or gas tank,

Tool and accessory lock drawers, Acetylene headlights, oil side

Folding baggage rack. lamps, tail lamp,

Tire irons for carrying extra Large dragon horn,

tires at side of car. Chime horn.

Tire covers, waterproof, Gasolene gauge,

Coat rail. Grademeter,

Complete catalogue giving full details mailed on request.

HATHESON l‘lOTOR CAR CO., - = = WILKES-BARRE. PENN.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. (F°""°"Y H°ly°k°IM“'-)

N. B.—0ur new factory II one oi the largest and most modern automobile plants in the world.

60-65 H. P., 118 inches.

Side-entrance aluminum bodies. su

perbly finished; the unparalleled

production of J. M. Qulnby 8: C0.

and Moore-Munger Co., luxuriously

 
 

chrome
40-45 H. P. $6 000. 60-65 H. P. $7,500.

With Complete Equipment Below.
 

Cape-Carts top.

Storm curtains,

Standing glass front,

Detachable folding seats. with

lazy backs.

Foot cushions,

Mats front and rear.

Large leather wallet,

Reserve tank lubricating oil,

Jones Odometer-Speedometer,

Water-gauge,

Dashboard 8-day clock

Monogram on doors.

Complete set tools ana

tire repair outfit,

Extra parts, etc.
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THE DOUBLE=ACTION OLDS,

Model L, Price $1250.

The Double-Action Olds {is the most talked of car in America.

Here’s why:

FIRST—Its motor has only three working parts: piston, connecting rod and crank

shaft. It has no valves, no push rods, no bushing, no cam gears, no valve-stems—

IT’S SIMPLER THAN A HORSE.

SECOND—It has an explosion to every fly wheel revolution, instead of one explosion

to every other revolution.

stroke—TWICE THE POWER WITH HALF THE WEAR.

There is no idle stroke. Every stroke is a working

THIRD—It also means that you have a CONSTANT CONTINUOUS POWER

instead of intermittent. It means the use of the high speed (direct drive) where any

other car on hills or heavy going is forced into the second, or hill climbing, gears.

  

\Vrite to-day for Double-Action Booklet.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich. U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.

  

Canadian trade supplied from Cunadizi n Factory, PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Catherincs, Ontario.

-—_—__cu7 coupon "nu

 

CATALOGUI COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

uusmo. MICH.

Kindly send me information regarding car: checked.

 

l am interested.

Model B. . . . Delivery Cars. . ..

Model 5.... Passenger

Model L. . .. Traffic Cars. ‘ ..

l‘ame

Address  

CUTCOUPONHIII

~€UY all!

CALENDAR COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

“memo. men.

Enclosed find l0 cents, for which send your Art

Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for imm

ing) for I906. Design by George Gibbs.

Name __

Address _______________ .7 e

 T

MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING. MICH.

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have Moron

TALK. a magazine devoted to automobiling, sent to

me for l year. K3

Name  

Address  
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AMERICAN [UBHMOTIVE

~ mama BAR
BERLIET

A

TOUJOURS PRET.

  

Sizes 24-30 and 40-45 Horsepower;

Built under BERLIET Licccce.
  

Recognized Leading Foreign Car. Selected by our

Engineers to reproduce in this country.

Using French materials and methods

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE SHOW,

69th Regiment Armory, 26th Street and Lexington Ave.

AMERICAN LUUUMUTIVE AUTUMUBILE UUMPANY
I776 Broadway, New York.
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BAD Mofifm

I wr'rnov'r '

. msmcuurx

The Waltham-Orient is an Air-Cooled Car.

And the advantages of air-cooling in cars of certain power-rating are manifold, each advantage

being a conclusrve argument 1n itself.

1. There is _a great reduction in weight, owing to the absence of radiator. water-jackets, pumps and

plumbing. and of the water supply itself.

This permits lighter proportionate construction throughout, and does not require such large tires.

which are more expensive to renew.

It reduclesuwear on the motor and all bearings, cuts down the expense of repairsI replacements and

Kl" 1 S.

It elirriinates completely the complicated mechanism of water radiation with its constant tendency

to eak

It increases power and speed of the same comparative horse-power proportionate to the decrease in

wei t.

The weight reduction increases the elasticity and responsiveness of the car.

Its extreme simplicity and accessibility make it possible for each owner to adjust and tune his own

car without assistance from an expert but expensive repairer.

A woman can drive it with ease because of the absence of confusing complications of control.

It will run 365 days in the year. It matters not if the thermometer registers 40 degrees below zero;

there is nothing to freeze.

It is equally immaterial if the temperature is one hundred in the shade—the Waltham-Orient system

vof radiation. assisted by a powerful fan, keeps a uniformly cool engine. entirely free from over

heating or pre-ignition. When it is considered that the explosion in the cylinders equals 1600

degrees Fahrenheit, it is apparent that the ordinary range of external temperature is not an

important factor.

‘9‘"“95”???

_. 9

Our catalogue will be sent free upon request, and will tell the entire \Valtham-Orient story.

We are always really for good live agents in unassigned territory. Write for proposition.

, WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

General Offices and Factory, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Haynes has many exclusive features that assure for it a wonderfully low maintenance and

up-keep expense.

In a 6,000 mile trip, made in early winter, from Kokomo, Ind., to New York and Boston via

glbany, returning over the Allegheny Mountains by the National Road, the repair expense was but

1.50.

Roller-bearings throughout, make the loss of power between the motors and rear tires'. less than

10 per cent, and account for the ease with which the car went up the longest and steepest grades in

crossing the mountains.

The Haynes exclusively has roller-bearing engines; a Master Clutch with no wearable surfaces,

which takes hold without jerking: a transmission that positively prevents burring and stripping of gears;

and a roller pinion and rear axle that overcome every 0b ection to shaft driven cars.

Other exclusive Haynes features are given in our new catalo e. For. prompt attention address

Desk 7 . i i ' .

 

flodcl "R" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.

Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinders cast

separately, 5%x6 inches, 50 H. P. An exclusive

transmission that absolutely prevents stripping of

gears. Positive cooling system. Individual and

special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

and takes hold without Jerking. Shaft drive. Ex

clusive universal joints that prevent wear on pins.

Sprocket and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear Axle.

all exclusive. Roller bearings throughout. 108-ineh

wheel base, 54-inch tonneau, seating five people.

flodel "0" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.

Cylinders cast in pairs 4%:(5 in., as to 80 H. P.

Transmission, cooling system, lubrication. master

clutch, shaft, drive, universal joints, sprocket, roller

pinion and roller-bearings and body same as on

Model "B." 97-inch wheel base. 4-inch tires. Ton

neau seating three persons. Four to 40 miles an

Four to 60 miles an hour on hl h gear. Weight. _2.750 pounds. Price, 8500' L o_ Kokomo. Fun hour on high speed. Price, $2,250, I. o. b. Kokomo

equipment. Full equipment.

  

  

“The Car The Repairman Seldom Sees”

The 1906 Haynes Models will be shown at the New York Madison Square Garden Show, Space C-7,

and at the Chicago Show, Coliseum, Spaces 7 and 8.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
OLDEST AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS IN AMERICA.

KOKOMO, IND.

Members A. L. A. M. .

Chicago, 1421 Michigan Ave. New York, l75| Broadway
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Modern Commercial Bars
. (Gasoline and Electric).

Trucks, Delivery Wagons, Omnibuses and Sight-Seeing Cars

Capacities: r to 5 Tons.

    

 

 

9 to 30 Passengers.  

  

Sliding Gear,

Transmission,

High

Powered,

  

4-cylinder, 3 speeds

Vertical and

Reverse.

  

S-TON GASOLINE TRUCK.

Built for Business and Pleasure.
51?“ Our 4-cylinder Sixteen Passenger Wagonette will be placed in service between the Armory and Madison Square

Garden for the convenience of visiting agents and interested parties, absolutely free.

  

    

Powerful, Comfortable,

Quiet Running. Luxurient.

 

 

lZ-PASSENGER GASOLINE WAGONETTE.

Look for these 1906 models at our exhibit at the Armory Show. They exemplify the highest type

of modern commercial car construction.

  

CATALOGS AND INFORZIIAIIOZV 0N REQUESZ.

THE AUTU GAR EUUIPMENT GUMPANY, Mfrs. - Buffalo, N. Y.
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COLUMBIA ELECTRIC BROUGHAM, MARK LXVIII.

N New York, London, Paris and other large cities Columbia Electric Broughams, Landaulets

and Hansoms are the favorite vehicles of people who demand and have the best of everything,

These carriages are made for private use only and no others compare with them for motive

efficiency, exclusiveness of design, perfection of detail and finish, and luxury of furnishing.

town use they provide the ideal motor service.

At the AUTOMOBILE SHOW, MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, we are exhibiting

a complete line of these superb carriages—also the lighter COLUMBIA ELECTRICS,

VICTORIA-PHAETON and RUNABOUTS which, in their class, are no less distinctive in

point of exclusive design, and equal superiority.

Catalogues of all Columbias, Electric and Gasolene, on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

NEW YORK BRANCH: 134-136-138 West 39th St.

CHICAGO BRANCH: 1332-1334 Michigan Avenue.

BOSTON: Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., 74-76-78 Stanhope St.

PHILADELPHIA: Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 N. Broad St.

\NASHINGTON: Washington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th St. and Ohio Avenue.

PARIS: A. Bianchi, 5 Rue de Berri.

For

Member Association of Licensed Auto Mfrs.
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MANUFACTURED BY

THE WlllTLllBK GUIL PIPE 00.

Englnoere, Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Flnlshere.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
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MANUFACTURED BY

THE WHITLOOK OOIL PIPE OO.

Englnoors, Sheet Metal Workers,

Brass Founders and Finishers.

Hartford, Conn" U. 8. A.
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MEMBER

  

  

of the Automobile Manufacturers showing at

the “Garden” and a large percentage of those

  

showing at the “Armory”, using cylinders

with integrally cast wateriackets, have their

Cylinder Castings

\ made by

Waterbury, Conn .

CYLINDER HASTINGS.

Send patterns and we will submit

sample castings and quote prices.
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Simply Per 90!

TheEvnluiinn of the Maxwell Bucirine—Maxwellilars

The Doctrine:

lst. A cylinder of 5 inch bore with 5 inch stroke is ideal for a double opposed gasoline motor.

2nd. A double opposed motor, 5 inches by 5 inches, when properly made, develops, about 20 ACTUAL horsepower.

3rd. To use four cylinders tor_motors 0t 20 or less horsepower is unnecessary because thereby the number of wearing parts

is unnecessarily increased. '

4th. 20 ACTUAL horsepower, not momentum or fly-wheel horsepower, is enough for every requirement except excessive

speed or extreme fashion. Therefore, a two cylinder, 5"x5" double opposed motor is the best, and IT IS AS EVEN LY

BALANCED AS FOUR CYLINDER CONSTRUCTION, is very much less complicated and much more reliable. It

would take four 4"x4" cylinders to develop the same power as two 5"x5" cylinders, properly made.

5th. Four cylinder cars appeal largely to “Fad and Fancy" only; TWO CYLINDER CARS PRODUCE RELIABLE SERVICE.

The unprecedented successful record of the Maxwell cars during the season of 1905 prove the WISDOM ot the above written

Reasons for the success of the MAXWElL.
Common sense was the motive or its construction, not the impulse of “tad and fancy."

A 5’x5' horizontal double opposed motor for a touring car and a 4"x4" tor a tourabout have been proved the ideal types for service

and reliability. '

MAXWELL HORSEPOWER is demonstrated by the ACTUAL CONTINUAL TEST, not by the flash system of testing which In

cludes that resulting from the inertia of the fly-wheel. Therefore, MAXWELL HORSEPOWER is ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

MAXWELL CARS ARE SPLENDIDLY MADE AS WELL AS PERFECTLY DESIGNED.

MAXWELL FEATURES in the PERFECT MAXWELL CAR.

MULTIPLE DISC CLUTCH, encased and running in oil, self-adjusting. .

BEVEL GEAR DRIVE, combined with double universal Joint avoiding filthy stretching Chains.

THREE POINT SUSPENSION, resulting in the adaptability oi! the car to the unevenness of the road without straining the me

chanism.

NATURAL CIRCULATION OF WATER, automatic in action, and eliminating all pump troubles.

METAL BODIES, eliminating the opening up of seams and the checking of bodies.

GREATEST SIMPLICITY, RELIABILITY AND ECONOMY, resulting in the lowest cost or upkeep, maintenance and operation.

  

It doesn’t take a

mechanic to adjust,

to maintain and to run

a MAXWELL car.

MAXWELL CARS are

sold under the positive

\ guarantee t ha 1: A S

_ GOOD A CAR cannot I- V e 1' " 4 be sold at: lower price, - V _ _ ‘Model H. 16-20 H. P. Touring Car, Model L. 10 H. P. Tour-about.

Price, $1450.00. Price, $780.00.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL. Main Office, TARRYTOWN, N. Y. PAWTUCKET, R.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturerl' Alloclation.

I

B RANCH ES.

1.; ,_ MORRISON TYLER 1401308 00., MAXWELL—BRISCOE CHASE m,

“xvlgfw Yogrilsgoné. INC" Boston. Mul- Chicago, In, '

' 1m FISHER AUTOMOBILE OO. RICHARD IRWIN & 0)..
D co" Indianapolis. Ind. ' Foreign Representative.
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The man'who visits the»Packard~~ plant sees

every modern mechanical device that is ap

plicable; sees a thousand rninds concentrated

on a single type of car; feels the Packard spirit

of perfection; then knows why the Packard

stands in a class by itself.

Packard Motor Car Co., Dept. S,

Illllhl clltlo In York Iranch

Llcuud my" "mum" Detroit, M1011. 1540 lmdny
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WHITE LIMOUSINE WHITE TOURING CAR

To Those Who Did Not See Our

Exhibit at the Armory Show:

As was quite appropriate, White cars were exhibited in the

largest space alloted to any company at either Show. No less than

six types of the Model “F” White car were on view and received

the admiration of thousands of visitors.

If you missed this exhibit, the best consolation for you is to read

our new catalog. All of our new models are completely described and

illustrated therein. There is also included a short historical sketch,

tracing the gradual development and perfection of steam machinery

from Newcomen’s engine of 1705, to the invention of the White

generator. Brief references are made to some of the more notable

triumphs of White cars in each year, commencing with 1901.

If you will write to us we will be very glad to send copy of the

catalog and also to put you in touch with our nearest agent.

- , WHIWQSEWINGJ MACHINE COMPANY

\ H; ,...- , n . ' CLEVELAND, OHIO

11-1- . . J

I

   

 

WHITE LANDAULET WHITE RUNABOUT
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The Two-CyCle Principle

Made Plain
 

 

  

“e

1906 Four-Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore.

Everybody should understand the two-cycle principle, which has given the Elmore Carr-its motor prominence " '~A two-cycle engine means a constant, steady application of power, with no interval between the.im'pulscs.' ‘The expansive

force of one explosion is only half way through when another begins. - ' > - ' >

1 a 4 2 Look at Cylinder_N0.; 1.7 The piston of this cylinder is

. . - only half way down, the force of the explosion is still act

? g ing upon it, at the same time that the piston of cylinder
* ' No. 2 is just starting downfron'iianother explosion and

‘ before the force of the explosion ofzthis piston isexhau'sted

i l i the third cylinder will come into action. then the fourth,

I) and so on as long as gas is fed into the cylinder and there
as is a spark to fire it. ' i i ' '

 
  

 
 

:14 1 Simple. isn't it? But listen to this: ' ~ * . I

i < I“ 1‘; All the-inlet and exhaust yalves have been eliminated

  
and actually from 18 to 20 parts on each cylinder. have

been done away with.

\Vhen actually fifty per cent. of the moving parts have

i . .._..T _-._._ . ~ ' ‘ been eliminated it is only natural that the cost of operation

»— 7 ~»" — ’ ' ' ' and up-keep is reduced fully fifty per cent.

 

  

   

The constant, unbroken application of power, only to

be equaled in the four cycle by the use of eight cylinders

and 16 valves; and the small cost of up-keep has made the

TWO-CYCLE ELMORE the sensation of the moment.

You cannot fully understand the broad meaning of

these points of superiority until you have seen the car.

Send for catalog describing the Four-Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore at $2,500.00 and the Three-Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore

at $1,500.00.

Two-Cycle Elmore Engine.

Chicago, at Coliseum.

ELMOle MFG. CO., - 1104 Amanda St., Clyde, 0.
Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Will Exhibit in New York at Madison Square Garden Only.

_I'K“
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The Car for today, tomorrow and the years to come. ' -

  

‘4

—Buiit by practical men.—

.1"?

The Aerooar is a magnificent, handsome automobile in every detail of design, workmanship, equipment and finish. It is

so thoroughly high-grade that it compares most favorably with the highest-priced cars of foreign as well as American make.

It is built by practical men who know from intimate connection with the automobile trade just what the motorist most desires.

The Aeroourembodies to the fullest extent every essential requirement, and the more minutely its mechanical construction

is investigated the more conclusively will this fact be demonstrated. Hence, the severest investigation and the sharpest com

parison are courteously requested.

We again direct attention to the following:

AEROCAR SPECIFICATIONS.

MODEL—A.

o. b. Detroit.PRICE—$2800, f. '

BODY—"Side Entrance" Tonneau. Front doors

(easily detached and complete without them.)

COLOR—Regal Blue.

SEATING APACITY—Five persons.

TOTAL WEIGHT—2000 unds.

WHEEL BASE—104 Inc es.

WHEEL TREAD—66 inches.

TIRE DIMENSIONS—Front, 4134.

TIRE DIMENSIONS—Rear. 4x34.

STEERING—Worm and nut.

BRAKES—Two (rear hub) and transmission.

GASOLINE CAPACITY—20 gallons.

FRAME—Pressed steel.

MOTOR POWER—24 h. 9.

NUMBER OF CYLINDERS—Four.

CYLINDERS ARRANGED—Vertical In line.

COOLING—Air.

IGNITION—Jump spark with storage battery.

DRIVE-Shaft, bevel gear.

TRANSMISSION—Gliding gear.

SPEEDS—Three speeds forward and reverse.

CLUTCH—Leather-faced cone clutch.

ROAD CLEARANCE—9 Inches.

STYLE 0F TOP-Extension.

See the Aerooar at the Automobile Shows if possible, and let us give you a practical demonstration of

its running merit.

Illustrated literature promptly supplied on request. _

For 10 cents in stamps we will mail a beautiful gold-plated scarf pm. . _ _

The agent who will have the selling agency for the Aerooar Will have a profitable busmess. If inter

ested write us promptly.

The Aerocar Company, Detroit, Michigan

 
DETAIL INFORMATION.

The frame is of pressed steel, and sufficiently strong so that there is no possibility at its sazslnl

or becoming distorted trom the hardest possIblo use to which the car may be put.

The tour cylinders of the motor are cast separately and are or a. peculiar, symmetrical, flanged

construction. The bore is 4 inches by 4 inches stroke. Both cylinders and pistons are made or a

special gray iron mixture, very hard, fine grained, and close, and without speck or blow hole. Th9

construction of piston and rings is such that it prevents an excess 0! lubrication accumulating °n

top of piston, obviating the usual deposit of carbon. generally found on either air or water cooled

motors.

The crank case is in two pieces. and are fine specimens 0! aluminum castings, with handholO

plates, making bearings and connecting rods easily accessible to inspection.

The mechanically operated valves, located in the cylinder head, are interchangeable and made

of nickel alloy.

The crank shaft is of generous proportions. made from high carbon steel, hammered, torsed‘

rough-turned and ground to size. Phosphor bronze and nickel Babbitt hearings, or ample wesrlnl

surface, are found throughout the motor.

The commutator is placed in a vertical position, which is very acccsible. Both primary Ind

secondary wiring are Incased in fibre tube.

Carburetor is thoroughly automatic, making starting almost instantaneous and fuel consumP'

tion very economical.

Lubrication is o! the splash system, ,through the agency of a Hill Precision Oilsr.

(in addition to the peculiar construction of the cylinders to facilitate air cooling. 5 15411611

tan is used the six blades or which are made of sheet brass. It is carried on Hess-Bright bl"

bearings. The construction of this turn Is theoretically and practically correct, the blast being con

centrated directly on the cylinders. Running on a still day, the tan is unnecessary, the r110!or

cooling entirely by the movement or the car. Some or these motors have been run 3500 miles. Wllhm“

an adjustment to the connecting rod or bearings being necessary.)
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SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

EXCEL IN THIS TYPE.

  

THEIR RECORD IS A DIAMOND RECORD.

WHY. TAKE A CHANCE?

Interesting Facts as to Weights and Sizes sent on request.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COHPANY,

' AKRON, onro.
NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jaflerwn Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—m Million BL

BOSTON—174 Columbul Ave. 81“, LOUIS—3968 Olive St. DENVER—822 Boston Building,

PHILADELPHu—aoi—BOG N. Broad St. CHICAGO—167—169 Lqu St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 Firlt Ave. S.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CLEVELAND—323 Baron BL ATLANTA—94 North Prior BL

v°P£
See our exhibits in

New York al Madison Square Garden cnly

POPE-WAVERLEY ELEGTBIGS

Great Variety of Up-to-Date Models.

$850 to $2,500

Pope IV otor Car 00 , ndianapolis, Ind.

POPE-TULEDU TOURING CARS

20 H. P., Front Entrance, . Price $2,800

45 H. P., Side Entrance, . Price $6,000

35-40 H. P., Side Entrance, . .Price $3,500

And a Complete Line of Other Models.

Pope Motor Car 00.. Toledo, Ohio

POPE-HARTFORD TOURING BARS
18 H. P.,2 Cylinder, . Price $1,600

20-25 H. P.,4 Cylinder, . Price, $2,500

Pope-Tribune, new model, Price $900

Pope Mfg. 00., Hartford, Corn.
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S“T. LOU IS
1966 ‘

“ RIGS THAT RUN”

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   
 

 

   

   

 

  

TYDE. xvr

32-36 ACTUAL Ii. D.-$2500.

Every AUTOMOBILE, no matter what the PRICE, STYLE or CONSTRUCTION, contains some individuality which,

in its bullders’ estimation places It above its competitors. Every manufacturer strives to have the best, and undoubtedly

some one HAS THE BEST, but it fair verdict cannot be rendered by any one man. ONE exclusive feature does not constitute

an entire MOTOR CAR no more than one individual constitutes :1 MILLION DOLLAR ORGANIZATION. An engine may be

absolutely perfect, but if the power is not transmiged correctly to the rear wheels the car is a FAILURE, and vice-versa.

To build a successful car, the manufacturer must give as much attention to the smallest details as the largest. THE ST.

LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY are the Pioneer Automobile Manufacturers of the UNITED STATES. FOURTEEN YEARS

of BUILDING EXPERIENCE has taught us CONSIDERABLE. We know the material and style of construction best adapt

ved for AMERICAN roads and CONDITIONS. We know how to manufacture intelligently and economically. WE KNOW that

TYPE XVI Is equal to any AUTOMOBILE built in America. Our claim is not based upon any ONE exclusive feature. It’s

"RIGHT" all the way. Compare our specifications with cars listing from $3000.00 up, then make arrangements for demon

stration at any of the coming shows. We still have some valuable territory at our disposal and our AGENCY PROPOSITION

is just as thorough as our car. .

AGENTS who have already contracted for over two-thirds of our ’06 product tell us that “TYPE XVI” will be the car

of the year. We KNEW this four months back. If you ’are INTERESTED, it will be a pleasure to tell you WHY.

ENGINE. 32—36 ACTUAL H. P. 4 cyllnder.water cooled.

IGNITION. Jump spark. Splltdorf coll. Pitsfleld timer. Storage battery and dry cells.

TRANSMISSION. Slldlnrz train. Three forward and reverse.

REAR AXLE. Floating type, bevel, Tlmkem roller bearings throughout.

FRONT AXLE. I section, drop' forged, roller bearings.

FRAME. Cold rolled pressed steel. special stock, channel section. full pan In undcr hood coverlng entire engine.

WHEEL. BASE. 110 Inches.

WHEELS. Superior ouality; second growth hickory.

TIRES. 32 by 4 inches; optional. .

VALVES. Mechanically operated; nll Interchangeable.

CARBURET'I‘ER. Float feed; automatic governor requiring no adjustment.

BRAKES. Transmission. foot and emergency lever, 5 In number.

BODY. Exceptlonally roomy; will carry seven people; upholstering. zeneral appearance and workmanship un

aur assert.pEQIIIPMFINT. Two brass stile lights. one tall light. two head llghts full tool equipment, baggage haul. etc.

1906 CATALOG. GIVING FULL DETAILED DESCRIPTION, NOW REALY.

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - Peoria, 111.

SALES DEPT: 1229 Michigan Ave,, Chicago, Ill.
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THE MODERN CAR.

 
 

Designed for those “who know.” The majority of VIQUEOT

buyers are those who have had extended experience with various

foreign cars.

The VIQUEOT incorporates in its construction the latest and

most approved French mechanical practices in a manner best calcu

lated to withstand the hard usage on American roads.

We import the chassis only the purchaser exercising his own

individual taste in the selection of body design.

28-32 H. P. . 40-45 H. ,P.

See us at the Armory Show.

THE VIQUEOT COMPANY

217 WEST 48th STREET, - - - NEW YORK CITY.
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Automobile Axle and Annular Ball Bearing Department

 

   

snunlnn'nnutn BEARING comm

48th 8‘ Clrard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Send for New Catalogue.
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Annular Ball Bearing.

Full Time.

  

90% I :2 -

J\ IILIIITI Offline-1e» '

\ _‘~ L.

  

Journal Roller Bearings. Rear Automobile Hubs. i‘iain Roller Thrust. Miscellaneous Bearingl.

‘.
_-‘-".

  

mer."
- TFI-EJJC‘44Tfi‘ ' -

‘ .Wmib 7"

  

  

  

I r \“\

‘i I h p ' a J ,1

From A,“ Brvel GP" “18- Chain Drive Axle.

I I D V.

4 , i \

i QQQQQQ , ITO-mill - I
("vee’oover \ m E; a 5...; in,"

Bali Thrust 131111112 Journal Roller Bearings.

/

‘ eegefioe 1, ’

Roller Bearing with Casing and Sleeve. Front Ind REM Hubs.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING OOMPANY

48th 8t Girard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Annular Ball Bevin Send for New Catalogues Ball mm"

Sllent Type.
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The Car of Endurance and Speed.

THE ENGINE THAT IS COOLED THROUGH AIR JACKETS.

  

?"w ‘ -
  

4,_

Four Cylinder, 25 H. P., $3.000, Six Cylinder, 40 H. P., $4,000.

Speed, 50 Miles per Hour. Speed, 60 Miles per Hour.

An American Product, an Imitation of No Foreign Car.

The system of cooling in the Prayer-Miller Car really MARKS AN EPOCH in automobile gas

engineering. There is nothing to compare with the

FRAYER=MILLER AIR=COOLING SYSTEM,

' IT IS DISTINCTIVE. '

A Frayer-Miller car covered more miles in one week than During the last 1,866 miles of this trip the engine never

any other type of self~propelled vehicle. Stopped'

Records for distance and for endurance.

The Frayer-Miller with its novel and striking air cooled'

miles in 6 days, :5 hours and 29 minutes, equal to the system is Up-to-date and Always Successful.

 
 

  

The Frayer-Miller car at Long Branch was driven 3302

Distance from Golden Gate to Hell Gate. The mud guard arrangemenfis novel and new.

EXHIBITING AT THE ARMORY SHOW, NEW YORK, AND AT CHICAGO COLISEUM. ‘

OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO., - - - Columbus Ohio.

PRAYER-MILLER MOTOR CAR CO., - Broadway and 65th Street, New York, N. Y.
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manufacturer who equips his cars with

odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings, I

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

THE VEEDER MFG. 00., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers,

Y Counters and Fine Castings. |

10,000 MILE TIRE—MICHELIN

King of all Pneumatics

 

 

 

FAMOUS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

EXAMINE THEM AT

Space 145, Madison Square Garden, January 13th to 20th

IVIICHIELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.

6 WEST 29th STREET, NEW YORK
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ONE

OF OUR 1906 MODELS

 

Wayne Model H—$800—Two§Passenger Runabout.

MOTOR, 2-cylinder opposed under hood. Cylinders, 4%:(4, deveIOping 14 H. P., water-cooled.

TRANSMISSION, planetary gears, with DIRECT BEVEL GEAR DRIVE. Control is by a single lever,

which engages the high speed clutch and reverse. The brake and slow speed are controlled by foot

pedals. WHEELS, 28x3. EQUIPMENT, complete set of tools.

The strong features of this car are the extrane simplicity of the engine and transmission. The

crank case and transmission case form one casting, and the entire engine can be taken apart or assem

blcd in half an hour. '

MODEL F, 4 aVlinder car, cylinders 5% x5, 50 H. P. Seating 7 people. . .. Price, $3,500

MODEL K, » Hinder, 5 passenger touring car. 35 H. P. Sliding gear trans

' Price, $2,500
mission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

MODEL B, 4 cylinder, 6_ passenger car, 24-28 H. P. Sliding gear transmis

Price, $2,000

Price, $1,250

sion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MODEL C, 5 passenger car. Double opposed motor, 20 H. P. Planetary

transmission

The Wayne Agent can supply a high grade car at any price his customer may demand.

W6 have the T__0Rr for the Customer,

proposition for the Agent.

New York and Chicago Shows, of course; 6911i Regiment Armory, New York,.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
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M/ Ebe JBest

Zlutomobile

  

 

  

, “The best automobile.” Somehow it seems presumptuous to even think of claiming that; but we

honestly believe that we make that car— and with good reason, as you shall see—so why not say it?

Furthermore, we can make you believe that very thing too, it you get close enough to our

product and out ways of producing it.

  

We use the best materials from all parts of the world. We put 2100 hours' labor in

finishing alone—10 months of working days—by American machinists, not “cheap labor."

We follow accepted practice in form, the design refined to the utmost of Simplicity

-—not one bolt an “afterthought.”

  

By what process could any maker anywhere produce a better car? Where is another so made?

After producing this car we figured the cost and selling price. We were pleased to

find that the duties and excessive commissions on our only competitors, make our charge

—$4,250—barely half the cost of any foreign car that makes a comparison possible.

We seek communication with those who will appreciate this car. For such it will

give a service greater than any other mechanism the world has produced. Shall we

send our book of details?

SPECIFICATIONS—4045 h. p.; 4-cylinder motor, forward under hood; transmission, 4 speeds

forward, one reverse, selective type; ignition, jump spark with magneto, batteries and coil; carburettor,

double automatic; gears and shafts, special'chrome nickel steel; crank shaft machined from solid billet;

I-section axles, forged in one piece; frame, pressed steel; wheel base, 118 inches; double chain drive;

transmission equipped with imported HessBright bearings.

" ' _Tl‘lE F. B. STEARNS CO.

~ _ Members A. L. A. M.

~ - ‘ I 3000 Euclid Avenue

AWN CLEVELAND, 0.

. 'l New York Branch, in W. 89th St.,Gen.

Agents" cqmpped t° ‘ Shdtgli’illl‘%ld.,Ligiszyézlngiigmhvizfiat

handle suCh a car, ‘ Chicago A818,Gilhenl Bros. Co-,132&1334

desired. Michigan Avenue_

Special body, price on application.
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Positive action brings positive results.

The steady consistent efforts of the Rambler factory to produce a perfect car for the pur

poses of their various models have resulted in Model 14.

In this car is exemplified that staunchness of construction, simplicity of control and per

fect accessibility that have been the features of the earlier models.

It is a medium weight five-passenger touring car, with a four-cylinder motor, 20-25

horse power, sliding gear transmission and shaft drive.

Every detail is strictly up to the minute, and an examination will convince you that it 18

easily the car of the year.

NEW YORK SHOW SPAOE B-I

Thos. B. Jeffrey 6: Company

KENOSHA. WIS.
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SHAKE-UP IN MICHELIN

Sudden Change Effected in American Rep

resentation—How it was Brought About.

in the Michelin Tire

American Agency hasbrought about an un

Internal friction

expected change in the Michelin represen

tation in this country. that

famous French tire is to be handled by the

Michelin Products Selling Company, New

Henccforth

York. which was incorporated this week,

under the laws of the State of'New York,

with a capital of $100,000. ,

Of this new company, E. D. Winans, who

occupied a like position with the American

agency, will be the manager. It is not defi

nitely known who are his colleagues. It is

known, however, that the change was ef

fected with startling suddenness. Both G.

M. MacWilliam, representing the financial

interests in the Americans Agency, and

\Vinans journeyed to Paris to effect a re

newal of the Michelin contract. Word first

came that MacVVilliam had been successful,

and that Winans was down and out.

This report had scarcely grown luke

warm when cabled advices stated that

VVinans, who had remained in Paris after

MasWilliam sailed for home, had secured

the'plum. Then quickly followed the in

corporation of the Michelin Products Sell—

ing Company, and \Vinans arrived this week

with evidence in his possession that it was

he and the interests he represented that had

acquired the prize sought.

 

Andrews Gets the Bliss.

Douglas Andrews, the New Yorker, who

in three short months has made himself and r

the Berkshire car uncommonly well known

to the trade and public, and who Contracted

for the entire output of Berkshire cars,

made an even more surprising move late

last week when he personally obtained con

trol of the entire production of Bliss cars.

For two years the E. \‘V. Bliss Co., Brook

lyn, N. Y., the big machinery and projectile

manufacturers, have been working on the

car, the "debut" of which was awaited with

no small interest. due to the great size and

importance of its manufacturers. It was

known to be about ready for the market

‘ agent.

when Mr. Andrews unexpectedly stepped in

and contracted for all of the cars that are

in sight and thereby became their selling

The Bliss is a big, impressive four

eylinder machine resembling “the best for

eign creations, and its source leaves no

doubt of its quality and workmanship.

May Make Continentals Here.

It is not improbable that arrangements

shortly will be consummated for the manu

facture of the Continental tire in this coun

try. W'illy Tishbein, representing the

parent German company, is now in this

country, and it is understood is negotiating

to that end with a Massachusetts rubber

company not at present identified with the

tire industry. On the occasion'of his last

visit it is known that Mr. Tishbein en

deavored to perfect arrangements of the

sort with one of the largest tire manufac

turers in Akron, Ohio, but they were- too

busy to undertake the work. If the present

negotiations result favorably, it is stated

that some marked changes will be effected

in the personnel of the Continental Co.'s

present American staff.

 

Buys the Matheson,0utput.

Hereafter the Matheson cars, and all mat

ters pertaining to the sales and agencies

thereof, will be handled by‘the Matheson

Company of New York, which was incor

porated this week with a capital of~$100,000.

This new company. in which the principals

are Charles A. Singer of Manhattan and

Henry U. Palmer of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

purchased the entire output of the Mathe

son factory. and for the time being will

locate at 1619 Broadway, New York City.‘

It is the intention of this new selling com

pany. however. to erect a commodious sales

room and garage in the upper part of the

city which will involve an expenditure of

approximately $50000. Several sites are

now under consideration and a definite se

lection will be made within the next week

or tw'o.
 

Mercedes Agency Changes Hands.

Smith 8: Mabley have lost the American

agency for the Mercedes car. It has been

taken over by the recently organized Mercedes
ImpcrtJ'Compan'y, of New York. ' v ‘

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, January 18. l906. No. l7

WILL ISSUE SANCTIONS, TOO

Accessory Association Takes a Hand in

Show Game—Post Again Made President.

 

H. Winfield Chapin, refusing re-election

to the presidency of the Motor and Acces

sory Manufacturers, Inc., strong pressure

was brought to bear on H. S. White, but

he resisted it, and then, by a rightabout

movement, the pressure was applied to D.

J. Post, first president of the organization,

and, as a result, he is again in the executive

chair.

These presidential by-plays. and a strong

declaration of show independence were the

chief developments of the annual meeting

of the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers.

Inc., which occurred in Hotel Astor, New

York, on Tuesday evening, 16th inst. It

was a largely attended session fully one

half of the entire membership of 136 being

present.

After the reports had been read and the

election of officers consummated, the “dee

laration of independence,” which hadbeen

hinted at in President Chapin's report, was

promulgated. It took rthe form of the fol

lowing resolution:

Resolved, That any member of the asso

ciation exhibiting at any auton‘obile or at

tomohile parts or accessory show not sanc

tioned by directors of this association may

be debarred from occupancy of space from

any or all of these shows. This motion to

become effective May 1st, 1906.

There was no_ disagreement as to the

sense _of the resolution. It made plain that

the accessory manufacturers purpose. being

well and properly represented at all shows.

or not being represented at all, whether the

exhibitions be national or local in character.

and whether they be organized by those in

the trade or by those professional pro_

moters who, seeing a “good thing," attempt

to realize on it. The resolution strikes a

hard blow at the show of the latter sort

which certain Chicago men had incorpor

ated as the Manufacturers and Automobile

Parts Appliances and Accessory Exhibition.

and which had been definitely set for Sep

tember 27th to 29th next. at the First Regi

ment Armory in the Windy City. '
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Several members of the Motor and Ac

cessory Manufacturers had already engaged

space at this projected exhibition and paid

deposits to bind their engagements. How

thoroughly the members of the organization

are in accord, and how well they are pulling

together, was shown by the disposition of

these intending exhibitors. They let it‘ be

known that they would respect the resolu

tion adopted to the extent of forfeiting their

deposits.

The resolution is also in the nature of a

warning to a couple of local show promot

ers who had proceeded on the belief that

the exhibitors of accessories must be con

tent with any locations that may be par

celed out to them. It is the intention of the

M. & A. M. to henceforth be a vital factor

in all affairs dealing with shows of what

ever nature.

Following the adoption of the resolution,

sanctions were granted for the shows to be

held in Buat't'lo, Detroit and Cleveland.

After Mr. Post, who is of the Veeder Man—

ufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn., had

been impressed as president, the other offi—

cers and directors were elected as follows:

First Vice-President, Howard E. Ray

mond, B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, 0.; Sec

ond Vice-President, H. S. White, Shelby

Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.; Third Vice

President, E. S. Fretz, Light Cycle & Mfg.

Co., Pottstown, Pa.; Secretary, J. W. Gilson,

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford.

Conn.; Treasurer, W. S. Gorton, Standard

Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio; and as Direc

tors: H. Winfield Chapin, Brown-Lipe Gear

Co., Syracuse, N. Y.; Clarence E. Whitney,

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.; P. S.

Steenstrup, Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Har

rison, N. J.; C. S. Mott, Weston-Mott Co.,

Utica, N. Y.; F. E. Castle, Gray & Davis,

Amesbury, Mass; M. H. Moflitt, National

Carbon Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Two new applicants were elected to mem

bership, viz.: The Hayes Manufacturing

Company, of Detroit“ Mich., and the Madi

son Lubricating Company, of Madison, Wis.

The report of Treasurer Gorton showed

the organization l0 be in a strong financial

condition. It has a balance on hand of more

than $3,000, with all bills paid.

In his report. the retiring president. H.

Winfield Chapin. outlined the work of the

year. In the course of it Mr. Chapin said:

“The most important business of the Mo

tor and Accessory Manufacturers during the

past year that has required the attention

of the Board of Dlrectors has. of course.

been the shows. We had hoped that during

the present year we would be a partner in at

least the New York show. to receive our

share of the profits as an organization and to

have a hand in the management; but the

unfortunate conditions which resulted in

rival New York shows upset our plans and

we had to make the best of the situation.

“We contracted and called for approxi

mately 11.600 square feet of show space at

Madison Square Garden. 8.060 square feet

at the 69th Regiment Armory, and 10,550

square feet at the Coliseum for our mem

bers, which would not have been possible

without our organization. \Nhile this was

assuming considerable financial responsibil

ity, our members have taken all of the space

contracted for, and the organization is now

relieved of liability.

“In the conducting of future shows,

whether they be for automobile manufactur

ers and partsmakers combined, or for parts

makers only, I recommend that our Board

of Directors continue to do so on the lines

pursued heretofore, namely, to become pro

prietorspf the shows, not merely exhibitors.

We think all will agree that we are entitled

to all the benefits arising from the part that

we take in making the shows successful.

“The past year has been a most prosper

ous one. \Ve have grown in number and

in strength, very nearly doubling our mem

bership, which is now 136, and have accom- '

plished much-of what we set out to do."

 

In the Retail World.

Frank A. Sanford is to re-enter the busi

ness in New York. He has taken the

agency for the Austin car and will locate

at 1843 Broadway.

J. H. Frenier & Son, Rutland, Vt., have

broken ground for the erection of a garage

and repair shop; the former will be 80 by 60

feet and the latter 40 by 60 feet.

l.. R. Parker, of Aurora, has been made

trustee of the bankrupt Monarch Automo

bile Co., Aurora, Ill. He has given bond

in the sum of $40,000.

John Charter and Russell George, of

Sterling, 11].. have formed a partnership un

der the firm name of Charter 8! George, and

will conduct a garage and repair stop at

that place.

The Atwood Garage Co., Toledo, Ohio,

has leased a plot of ground at Collingwood

and Bancroft streets, on which will be erect

ed a one-story brick garage 100 to 200 feet.

Building operations will not, however, be

commenced until spring. .

The Sidney B. Bowman Automobile Co.

has leased the new building at 225-231

west Forty-ninth street. New York, but will

not take possession until May lst. Until

then Bowman will occupy his present place

on Forty-third street.

Grant Bros. Automobile Co. and W. F. V.

Neuman will occupy two of three new

stores comprising the new automobile

building now being erected at Woodward

and Alexandrine avenues, in Detroit. It is

expected that the structure will be com

pleted February lst.

Curtiss & Tomlinson, Derby, Conn., car

riage and automobile dealers. will separate

their business on March lst, when the auto

mobile end of it will be operated as the

Derby Automobile Co. They already have

leased a new garage. 100 x 45 feet. recently

erected on Seymour avenue, to which it

will be removed.

The B. Webster Co. has incorporated in

Detroit, Mich., to represent the Northern

cars in that State. The company will be

located at 251 Jefferson avenue.

The Ford is “taking” in South Jersey.

Last week the Philadelphia branch placed

two agencies, one with E. L. Lacy of Pit

man, and the other with Hahn 8: Hahn,

Bridgeton, N. J.

The Quaker City Automobile Co., of

Philadelphia,, is making extensive improve

merits at its Broad street garage. To se

cure increased room for exhibition' pur

poses the waiting rooms and lockers have

been torn out and light wells are being

installed to better illuminate the building.

The Elston Automobile Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., has been dissolved, the head of it,

S. W. Elston, having acquired an interest

in the Indiana Automobile Co., and his part

ner, E. C. Vajen, having retired from the

automobile business. The Indiana concern

will have the State agency for the Oldsmo

bile and will also handle the Pope-Toledo,

Cadillac, Knox, Autocar, Packard, Peerless.

Winton and Franklin. The Fisher Auto

mobile Co., which formerly had the Olds

agency, is now representing the National

and the Maxwell. -

 

The Week’s Incorporations.

Flint, Mich—Auto Brass and Aluminum

Co., certified to increase of capital from

$25,000 to $75,000.

New York, N. Y.—Darracq Motor Car

Co., under New York laws, with $100000

capital. Directors—L. B. Chase, C. W. Mc

Candless, Judson Hyatt, New York City.

Denver, COL—Rec Automobile Co., un

der Colorado laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Harrison B. Robinson, Lans

ford F. Butler, Milton J. Stair.

Glen Cove, N. Y.—The Hol-Tan Companv.

under New Yark laws; capital, $100,000. D2

rectors—G. P. Tangcman, Brooklyn; E. R

Hollander, C. H. Tangeman, New York.

New York, N. Y.—Michelin Products Selling

Company, under New York laws; capital,

$100,000. Directors—\N. F. Donovan, Brook

lyn; P. W. Logan. F. P. Reilly, New York.

Huntington, N. Y.——The Matheson Company.

of New York, under New York laws; capital.

$100,000. Directors—H. U. Palmer, A. 1’

Palmer, Brooklyn; C. 0. Singer, Larchmont.

New York, N. Y.—Universal Motor Car

Company, under New York laws, with

$500,000 capital. Directors—M. E. Hutchin

son, F. E. Gunnison and Walter Moffatt,

New York.

Monticello, N. Y.—Ameriean-European All

tomobile Touring Company, under New York

laws; capital, $150,000. Directors—C. E. \Venr

ple, New York; G. Y. MacTaggart, H. A. Tay

lor, Brooklyn.

Lenover, Pa.—Chalfant Motor Car C0»

under Pennsylvania laws, with $50,000 (89'

ital. Directors—Harry Chalfant, l'orflce

S. Boyd, M. F. Chalfant, \V. C. Minchsuer,

W'. Howard Chalfant.
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DUTCH PANELING A’I’ CHICAGO '

This Form of Decoration to Make Western

Show Handsome—Other Details.

All In to be harmonious at Chicago, too.

\Vhile it is not known whether a negro lady

or a “boy wonder” will warble in the same

old way, it is known that the beautifying

touch is to be laid on with generous hand

and that no longer will the big Coliseum

look like a crazy quilt 0f bunting. It was

announced long ago that a uniform plan of

decoration would be followed, but it was not

until late last week that it was made known

just what manner of decoration would be

employed. It was then given out that

hardly a square foot of the falls or ceiling

of either the Coliseum of the First Regi

ment Armory, where the overflow will be

housed, will be visible. The walls are to

be covered, upstairs and down, to a height

of ten feet, with a scheme of Dutch panel

ing, the woodwork being of Flemish oak

and the background of green and old gold.

At the top of this there will be a cornice

of staff work representing various automo

bile designs and bearing groups of opal in

candescent globes. The decoration which

covers the roof will extend under the gal—

leries and along the walls to meet the top

of this paneling.

A great deal of staff work is to be used

in the signs and the pillars which support

them. The latter will vary from eight to

twelve inches in diameter and will run to a

height of eleven feet, there supporting the

sign proper, which will be fifteen inches

wide, of black and gold. Suspended from

this sign will be a shirred satin drapery

three feet in depth, and in front of this, sus

pended by chains of old English design, will

be a row of shields, each shield bearing a

letter, the combination of shields forming

the name of the car exhibited in that par

ticular space. The drapery will be of old

gold and the shields will be deep blue with

gold trimmings. The letters will be of

enamel and raised one-half inch. At the

top of the sign there will be staff work of

suitable design fifteen inches wide and

above this again groups of three and five

electrically lighted globes, twelve and six

teen inehes in diameter, supported by arms

which will also be of staff. This work, over

all, will be nearly eight feet in width and

“is expected to eclipse anything of the kind

ever attempted at a show of this character."

Not a pillar or obstruction will be visible

in eight of the buildings. The pillars of the

Coliseum spring directly from the floor and

have long been a Source of worry to ex

hibitors. This year they will be included

in the panelling and lighting scheme, as de

scribed, so that exhibitors under the

Coliseum gallery will be practically en

closed in their private rooms, the front side

only being open.

“Extraordinary lighting effects have also

been arranged for in those particular spaces,

the Chicago Edison Company having pro

vided a set of magnificent fixtures of ex

traordinary brilliancy which have never

before been shown to the public,” is the way

the official announcement reads. In addi

tion, a powerful scarchlight will be mounted

on the Coliseum which will sweep Michigan

avenue “for miles”-—presumably for Man

ager Miles—and permit of demonstrations

at night.

The American Automobile Association

has secured a rate of a fare and a third on

the certificate plan from the Central, Trunk

and New England associations, and Secre—

tary Batchelder reports that the same con

cession is expected from the Western,

Southeastern and Southwestern associ—

ations. The railroad agents, with the sec—

retaries 0f the two automobile associations,

will have ofiiccs on the first balcony of the

First Regiment Armory.

 

Ford Fixes Price and Selects Tires.

The Ford Motor Co. finally has set at

rest all doubts as to the price of their new

four-cylinder runabout. It has been defin

itely listed at $500.

What is almost as interesting, and in its way

as sensational, as the car itself is the fact that

the new Firestone mechanically fastened tire

is to be the standard equipment. The deal with

the Firestone people was consummated this

week.

Winton to Build in New York. -

The Winton Motor Carriage C0. is the

most recent of the New York branches to

prepare to cross the circle—Columbus Cir—

cle, that dividing line between upper and

lower Broadway. They have leased for a

period of sixty-nine years a site at Broad

way and Seventieth street. on which a pala

tial fire—proof 'four-story salesroom and

garage, having 84,000 square feet of floor

Space, will be erected.

 

\ Goodyear Moves in Chicago.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company,

which has just taken possession of a large, new

brownstone Broadway building in New York,

has also “blossomed out" in Chicago. There

the Goodyear branch has been removed from

Lake street to 80-82 Michigan avenue, a big,

six-story structure, a part of which will be

occupied by the Beckley-Ralston Company, job

bers.

Birdsall out of Decauville.

E. T. Birdsall, manager of the Decauville

Automobile Co., New York, has severed

connection with that concern and has prac

tically completed arrangements to go into

business on his own account. He has in

vented a six-cylinder motor which he pur

poses placing on the market.

 

Ludington to Superintend G 8: J.

George Ludington, an old and experienced

rubber man, has been appointed superintendent

of the G. 8: J. tire factory at Indianapolis.

NO NEW omcnzs FOR N.A.A.M.

Old Ones all Reelected and Thomas only

New Director—Treasury Bulging.

During 1906 the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers will be officered

exactly as it was ofiicered during 1905. That

is to say, at the annual meeting, held in the

Victoria Hotel in New York on the 17th

inst, all of the 01d OlTlCCl'S were re-elected

as follows: E. R. Cutler, Knox Automobile

Co., president; George W. Bennett, Thomas

B. Jeffery & Co., first vice-president; Albert

L. Pope, Pope Mfg. Co., second vice-presi

dent; S. D. Waldon, Packard Motor Car

Co., third vice-president; W. R. Innes,

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., treasurer, and

Percy Owen of the Winton Motor Carriage

Co., secretary.

Preceding the election of officers all the

directors save Marcus 1. Brock, were re

elected for the term of three years. They

are as follows: Windsor T. White, White

Sewing machine C0.; C. C. Hildebrand, J.

Stevens Arms and Tool Co., and R. D.

Chapin, Olds Motor Works. Mr. Brock,

who leaves the service of the Autocar C0.

this week, to take up the assistant manage

ment of the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers, was succeeded by E.

R. Thomas, of Buffalo.

Aside from the transaction of routine

business, which included the reading of the

treasurer's annual report showing a snug

nest egg of more than $30,000 on hand, the

election of officers was the only thing

of moment before the meeting.

First American Annunciator.

Joseph W. Jones, the New York manu

facturer of the well known speedometer that

bears his name, has added the Jones Auto-An

nunciator to his list of inventions and produc

tions—the first American instrument of the

sort. It is designed for communicating in—

structions to the driver of a car by the push

button method. The plate, which is fixed on

the dashboard in plain sight of the driver, is

lettered: Start, Stop, Fast, Slow, Left, Right,

Home, Club. Pressure of a button inside the

car rings a bell and also illuminates a particu

lar signal.
 

Minich out, Farming in.

V. E. Minich, sales manager of the Haynes

Automobile Company, Kokomo, Ind., has re—

signed that office to engage with the National

Cash Register Company. He will be succeeded

by Frank J. Fanning, formerly manager of the

Electric Vehicle Company's Chicago branch.

 

Conwell Joins Marion Stafl.

J. S. Conwell has been appointed general

manager of the Marion factory at Indianap

olis, Ind. Conwell “knows his book," hav

ing served for several years as manager of

the Waverly plant.
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ASA MODEL OF

TIRE PERFECTION.

DESIGNED

vamwmmmxmmmanmfi

(FOR SAFETY AND COMFORT).

and constructed a little more careiully

(for DURABILITY),GI€Y have survived are

atlaclis oi many erstwhile competitors, con

tinuing to prove flieir real worth. and leasing

those who used them. until to-day icy are

universally acclaimed

THE IDEAL TIRES FOR PLEASURE,

and THE MOST PRACTICAL

FOR ENDURANCE AND ECONOMY.

It is perha 5 possible to malre as good tires

as the FIS , but we do not know oi any

who is doing so at present.

Let us send you some The Literature.

THE FISK RUBBER 00., Chloopee Falll, Mass.
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' CADILLAC 10 H. P. Runabout, $750 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Touring Car, 950 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Folding Tonneau Car, 1,000 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 10 H. P. Coupé, 1,200 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 30 H. P. Runabout, 2,400 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 30 H. P. Touring Car, 2,500 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 30 H. P. Coupé, 3,000 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 40 H. P. Touring Car, 3,750 CADILLAC

CADILLAC 40 H. P. Limousine, 5,000 CADILLAC

MOTOD CAR COMDAN ,

Detroit, Mich. U. S. A!

The largest manuiacturcrs oi Molor Cars in the World.

Members of Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

We will exhibit in New York at Madison Square Garden only and in Chicago at the Coliseum.
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Extent of the Independence.

If the forecasts of the shows left any

doubt that the best American manufacturers

have drawn fully abreast of the best foreign

manufacturers, the shows themselves _have

thoroughly dispelled it. They amply prove

that the year 1906 is exactly what the Motor

W'orld of last week styled it, i. e., “The Year

of American Independence."

the

world over follow the-same general lines

Freely granting that car designs

and that those lines first were cast abroad

and then taken up here, is to say all that

fairly may be said. If Europe sets a good

fashion America is not usually slow to fol

low it and improve on it, and this is exactly

the case with motor cars. The Americans—

the best American makers have learned

their lesson thoroughly and well and no

longer have reason to fear the rod or the

once superior knowledge of their teachers.

book”

adding a few pages of their own authorship.

They now “know their and are

If they have assimilated many European

ideas, the American manufacturersare not

producing slavish copies. Their ears con

tain a deal of their own ingenuity, much

of which in due course Europe will duly

It is so in nearly all other

lines of mechanical manufacture. It would

be odd, indeed, if it (lid not prove the case

in this instance.

It is a striking and significant fact that

that good old libel, “Amcrica is just about

five years behind France," has not been

heard once on the occassion of the present

Two years ago it was rampant and

“assimilate.”

shows.

last year it was not entirely absent. To-day

It is stilled

America is no longer behind

The cars on exhibition

not a lip gives utterance to it.

forevermore.

any other nation.

prove it, and have put the old libel to rout.

The best American cars will “hold their

own" with any in the world.

 
 

The Most Impressive Development.

If there be any one striking development

revealed by the annual staging of America’s

automobile productions it must be consid

ered that this one has to do rather with the

supports of the car—the wheels and tires

more than to any one feature of the mechan

ism. This may come somewhat in the na

ture of a surprise to many, for there are

doubtless those who have not given the

subject a thought, nor proved keen enough

observers to see it for themselves.

But a few years since, 30-inch wheels

and three-inch tires were considered stand

ards on the great majority of medium

weight cars built in this country with thirty

two inches and a half inch larger tire as a

maximum that was not thought necessary

by many. At the opening of last year this

former maximum had come into 'gencral

use; it had, in fact, been transformed into

a minimum, with thirty-four inches as the

top notch. \Vith the latter came the more

general use of the four-inch tire and nothing

so strikingly illustrates the progress made

during the past twelvcmonth as the preva

lence of this size on cars of the same weight

that formerly employed the

thirty-two by three inch standards.

thirty and

More

significant than this is the number that have

blossomed forth with thirty-six inch wheels

and four and a half inch tires, of which

more than a baker’s dozen can be found at

the shows.

This item of bigger wheels and bigger

tires may appear on the face of it to mean

but little; to be of comparatively insignifi

cant import as compared, for instance, with

an improvement in the motor or other part

of the mechanism. But its importance is

far reaching; it is but a step that makes for

the routing of the pessimist and for

silencing, or at least greatly reducing, the

wail that more than any other thing has

served to injure or confine the industry to

too-restricted bounds—the wail about tire

trouble and the cost of tire maintenance.

The tire makers have dinned this into the

ears of the tire user first, last and all the

time, and without wishing to claim an un

due amount of credit for the result that is

beginning to appear, the Motor World has

dwelt upon it both persistently and con

sistently. It is not difficult to understand

why this should be so. It is a matter of

common knowledge that the smaller the

wheel the more difiicult and uncomfortable

must be the travel over an uneven surface.

The small diameter necessarily causes a

sharp rise in its circumference from the

point of contact on the ground, which is

very small, and it must, accordingly, rise

more abruptly- at obstructions that would be

rolled over easily by a larger wheel and

drop into every depression no matter how

small, that would be bridged by the latter.

Increasing the diameter of the wheel natu

rally enlarges the amount of surface in con

tact with the road and in the same propor

tion reduces theamount of wear to which

any given part of the wheel rim, or in this

case the pneumatic tire, will be subject.

In the case of the pneumatic tire there are

other equally strong reasons, chief among

which is the greatly increased volume iof

air permissible which in turn conduces to

a proportionately increased degree of resil

ience in the tire as a whole. It is yielding '

that saves the tire; resting that wears it

out. The more it yields to the obstructions

placed in its path the longer will be its life.

provided that resilience is not obtained at

the expense of something else.

This use of thirty-four and thirty-six inch

wheels where formerly thirty and thirty

two were standard, and four or four and

a half inch tires instead of three and three

and a half, places the American maker of

pneumatic tires on a par with his foreign

first time.

wheels and larger tires have been a feature

competitor for the Larger

of Continental practice from the first; the

never seen fit to

skimp the diameter'of either the car's

tire manufacturer has

wheels or its tires, and the result has been

manifest in the great advantage obtained.

It is a step in the right direction which in

the next few years is bound to sweep away

a very large part of the everlasting com>

plaint that is now so general regarding the
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pneumatic and result in vastly greater satis

It has

been a long time coming and its advent has

been unheralded and unnoticed, but it is

faction to both maker and user.

here none the,less, here and here to stay,

and with the impressive strengthening and

improvement of brakes and increase of

safety devices that the shows have brought

to the surface, the prospective purchaser,

who is timid of purse or person, will no

longer have cause to hold aloof.

Lengthening of Wheel Bases.

Multitudinous and dire were the predic

tions made but twelve months ago as to

what was bound to happen when the cars

of then unprecedented wheel base were put

to a practical test under touring conditions.

Sagged, twisted and

frames constitute but a few of the unpleas

uttcrly disrupted

ant results that the wise ones foresaw as

coming to the man who had the temerity

to drive one of these monsters of 106 or 108

inch wheel base over the average American

road. The metal that would endure the

violent twisting and surging strains and at

the same time bear the weight of a heavy

body and passengers had not been created,

they said, and what was more, there was

little prospect of ever obtaining such steel.

How great the advance has been in this

direction may be appreciated most fully by

quoting from a commentary in the Motor

World on the then approaching show pub

lished in the first week of January, 1905. It

is there said that “in looking over the lead

ing 1905 models the observer will notice

a number of cars having wheel bases of 100'

When it is recalled that

only a year or two ago such bases as 60 and

inches or more.

70 inches were considered fairly long, and

that only a short time before the dummy

runabouts of unlamented memory were the

vogue, the tremendous change that has been

' made will be apparent.

“It is easy to see that these long wheel

bases increase the car’s liability to give

trouble. This is, of course, well known to

designers and builders and they take what

they deem to be sutiicicnt precaution against

sagging, twisting and buckling frames. It.

can be determined only by actual use

whether they

have to build well and provide against the

severest strains and stresses, and each time

the frame is lengthened the problem of giv

ing it strength to support the engine and

transmission becomes increasingly difiicult.

Whether it has been solved in all cases only

the future can disclose.

have done enough. They.

And this reflected the generally prevail

ing opinion of the time; the great length

cning of wheel bases was regarded with

\Vhat has

come to pass in the interim is so much a

many head shakings and doubts.

matter of common knowledge as not to call

The past year’s experience

that while there is

always room for improvement no error was

for comment.

has fully disclosed

committed in lengthening the wheel base.

It has shown this so conclusively that now

wheel bases of 120 inches or over call forth

no remark. While the drawing out process

has not reached its limit by any means, it is,

however, noticeable that now increased

wheel base does not mean a longer frame

owing to the expedients resorted to of

placing the springs off center. Now, noth

ing but the light runabout falls below the

lOO-inch mark, and even these small, Iow

priccd cars are approaching it.

Wherein Some Testers Fail.

What is life without a hobby?_ Whether

it be chickens or postage stamps, old paint~

ings or cigar bands, it would seem that hu

man nature runs more or less to hobbies.

The automobile owner naturally could not

in reason be expected to enjoy any im-

munity from the ubiquitous germ that takes

such endlessly varying propensities to itself

according to the temperament of the in

dividual in which it finds lodgement, but

the man who is employed to test cars

should certainly not be subject to the

malady, and therein lies a plaint of the

manufacturers.

That considerable time is required on the

part of a new entrant to gain the experi

ence neCessary to become of value to the

maker of a car hardly need be referred to

and this regardless of his qualifications, for

the tester must know his car from the

ground up. the

automobile and the theories of its motor

General knowledge of

are, of course, the best foundation upon

which to build, but without actual experi-

ence with the car upon which he is to work

the tester would be of small value to his

employer and this experience he must get

é latter's expense.

,-Oncc having attained that degree of

proficiency that establishes his value, the

tester should be in a position to take up his

task with a mind entirely free from preju—

dice. Unfortunately this does not happen

to be the case and the manufacturer who

has carefully schooled and watched over

the welfare and progress of some promis

ing candidate for the testing crew feels

aggrieved when the latter, once in that

coveted position, develops a new hobby

that renders him blind to all other possible

sources of trouble. As an example of this,

a complaining manufacturer cites the in

stance of several of the members of his

testing crew who have only been elevated

to that post after long experience, but once

there have developed tendencies that greatly

impair their value. In other words, they

cannot be impartial and look over the car

with an eye single to the location of any

One

of them would never attribute the cause

defect, whatever it may prove to be.

of a breakdown to any other source than

the carburettcr. Regardless of what might

have happened to bring about the involun

this

of no other cause than the carburetter and

tary stop, individual could conceive

was wont to take that essential to pieces

upon very slight provocation.

In another instance, the hobby took- the

form of valves and the victim of its wiles

is credited with having ground in valves

oftener on one car than has ever been re

corded previously since such things came

into existence. Anything from the loss

of power occasioned by absent mindedly

leaving the brake on lightly to an absolute

stop was by him attributed to the valves.

Others became afiiicted

with a leaning toward the ignition or some

and so it goes.

of its component parts and could see noth

ing_but the fault of a battery or coil as the

root of the trouble. Unfortunately the

disease does not fully develop until too

late.
 

 

Regardless of whatever conflicts or con

sideration, it was a fortunate circum

stanc that the shows were this year housed

in two separate buildings. In the light of

to-day it is plain that neither building

would have held much more than half of

the cars it was desired to exhibit, and that

great embarrassment must have resulted.

 

Enclosed please find $2 to renew my sub~

scription to the Motor world, from the is

sue of December 28th. I do not feel that

I can spare a single copy of the paper, as I

derive a great deal of information necessary

to the successful operation of my car; 50

please see that there is no break in my file."

-—A. G. Seaman.

 

Some farmers at least are growing wise.

The National Grange of the Patrons of

Husbandry has duly resolved that the

motor car is “an innovation in modes of

travel which must be accepted.”
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GATHERING ON THE BEACH

Eight Racers Already in Florida—Wreck

Comes Ashore but will be Dynamited.

Daytona, Fla, Jan. 15.—Only seven or eight

of the important racers have thus far put in an

appearance for tuning up on the Onnond-Day

tona beach, owing to various delays, but the

prospects for a successful carnival of speed

never have been so bright a week ahead of the

bleachers, in fact. The capacity of the stand

is about 500 persons. The Ormond and Day

tona contingents have wisely concluded that

their salvation lies in pulling together, and so

great care is being taken to balance the power

between the two places. The preliminaries

have been running far smoother than last year,

and with favorable winds and tides any upset

seems remote. The Clarendon Hotel, a mile‘

and a half north of Daytona, has a garage this

year, making three large establishments of th it

sort accessible here, but there is business

Alexander McDonald's absence is noticeable.

Harding's Mercedes has not yet given an ac

count of itself.

Of Stanley’s Model H, although wonderful

speed is claimed for it, little need be said, as it

was brought here mainly to test its relative

power against the teakettle's successor. The

latter, judging from its first spin to-day, seems

to have almost no speed limit, running with

surprising ease and being handled with excep

tional quickness. Only an accident can keep it

from cutting a big figure in next week’s con

 

  

 

 

C. A. COEY, OF CHICAGO, IN THE SIX-CYLINDER THOMAS, WHICH HE \VILL DRiVE IN THE FLORIDA

garnering. The beach is in tiptop shape. if one

does not venture north of the turn to the Or“

mond station, where treacherous quicksand has

always prevailed. Joe Downey, chauffeur for

J. R. Harding, of Boston, H. W. Fletcher and

others within two or three days have located

this quicksand to their sorrow, Downey being

obliged to work a good share of one night to

extricate the 70 h. p. Panhard in which he

was caught. But for a low tide that lessened

the suction he might be laboring there still. A

big piece of wreckage that came ashore a few

weeks ago is to be blown up by dynamite t0

morrow, which will leave the course free from

- obstructions.

A small stand is about finished close to the

elevated platform extending from the Florida

East Coast Automobile Club's house_near the

South Bridge road. At the front of this stand

“ill be about twenty private boxes, and at the

rear six or eight rows of ascending seats—

SPEED CARNIVAL.

enough for all, with several minor shelters

brought into requisition.

The racers on the ground to date are F. E. .

Stanley's steamer, the successor to the tea

kettle that Louis 5. Ross piloted so well last

season; Stanley's Model H; Clifl‘ord Earp’s 90

h. p. Napier: Emanuel Ccdrino, with the 120

h. p. Fiat; H. W. Fletcher, with a racer of

the same make and power; J. R. Harding’s 00

h. p. Mercedes and Walter Christie's racer.

None of the cars have been here a week yet,

and no determined tilts against time have been

made. There has been greater privacy than

ever over performances. but it is widely under

stood that Fletcher and Cedrino, who were the

earliest comers, have been going “great guns.”

Fletcher’s friends are afraid, however, that he

will not let well enough alone. and so seek to

readjust his Fiat that his "going" at the proper

moment may not be so impressive. Earp’s Na

pier, too, has been hitting a fast clip, but

test. Stanley, who is a hard headed, practical

man of scientific bent. has unbourded confi

dence in his latest preduction, which has pre

viously been tried only on a couple of steep

hills near. Boston. Empty it weighs 1,650

pounds, against 1,750 for Ross's teakettle.

Filled, the difference is about the same, the

new car tipping the beam at 2,100 pounds. It

has only one engine, while the teakettle had

two. but this one can develop almost twice as

much power, and. further, can make 50 miles

without replenishing the tanks. The shell is

of cedar, covered with canvas and painted dark

red, so that spectators will not be dazzled as

by the tin teakettle. Lift the cover off and re

verse it and it makes the tWo perfect halves

of a canoe. The thin boilers are reinforced by

being wout‘d with piano wire, which, while only

one-twentieth of an inch in diameter. enable a_

pressure of 800 pounds to the square inch to be

safely sustained.
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A. A. A. BUSY ALL WEEK.

Four Meetings in Three Days—Resolutions

Passed Favoring Private Speedways.

 

The “big-wigs" of the American Automo

bile Association had a busy week during

show time. At the armory, where the “re

show of the Automobile Club of

America is holding forth, various committee

moval”

meetings were held, starting on Monday

afternoon with a meeting of the racing

board and ending on Wednesday, when an

open meeting for all members occurred.

William K. Vanderbilt presided at the‘

meeting of the racing board Monday after

noon, the chairman, Robert Lee Morrell,

being absent. No business of importance

was transacted. The racing board voted to

recommend to the A. A. A. board of di

rectors that recognition be given to the In

ternational Automobile Racing Association

of Havana, Cuba, which will hold its sec

ond annual carnival next month. E. R.

Thomas, George Isham Scott,-R. L'. Lippitt,

A. L. Riker, J. L. Breese, A. G.‘ Batchelder

and A. R. Pardington were in attendance.

 

Discussion of the good roads question.

was, in the main, the subject of discussion

at the meeting of the directors of the New

York State Automobile Association Tues

day afternoon. A sentiment was shown in

favor of co-operating with other users of

the highways in contributing an annual tax

for maintenance of highways built by State

aid; The following resolution was unani

mously adopted: “Resolved, That it is the

sense of the New York State Automobile

Association that such association should

favor a reasonable provision of law looking

to the motorists of the State paying a share

of the cost of the maintenance of all im—

proved highways built by State aid. pro

vided such maintenance is made by the

State." The reports of ofiicers'and chair

men of committees showed the association

to be in a porsperous condition. The total

membership of the State division is about

2,500 and comprises fifteen clubs. The New

York Motor Club of New York City was

admitted to membership.

 

At 'the conclusion of the meeting of the

board of directors Tuesday afternoon, they

were entertained atluncheon by Emerson

P. Brooks. This was because the board

put itself on record as opposing road

racing except upon specially constructed

tracks. Emerson Brooks and his associ

ates are and have been for a twelvemonth

projecting a speedway in New Jersey.

This resolution bearing upon the subject

was passed: “Resolved, That it is the sense

of the board of directors of the American

Automobile Association that a special

speedway for automobile racing and the

testing of cars has become a necessity, and

that this board encourages the construc

tion of such specdways throughout the

country." A nominating committee, con

sisting of Elliott C. Lee, Walter T. White

and A. R. Pardington was named to nom

inate a ticket for the annual election to take

place in Chicago next month. The affairs

of the association are in a prosperous con

dition, the treasurer’s report showing a

balance of $4,520. There are 62 afiiliated

clubs, with a total membership of over_

 

Winthrop E. Scarritt, former president of

the American Automobile Association, was

the principal speaker at the open meeting

of that association, held in the armory

Wednesday afternoon. After touching at

length upon his pet subject—legislation—

Mr. Scarritt spoke of the decreasing supply

of gasolene. “There are in use in America,”

he said, approximately 70,000 motor cars.

These do not consume as much as the 800.

000 gasolene stoves which are in use all

over the Middle West, where fuel is always

high, audit-is due to the use of gasolene

for such purposes that has been the chief

cause during‘the past five years in doubling

the price of gasolene. The California and

Texas oils are practically barren of gaso

lene distillates, and while the supply of

gasolene is not growing, its consumption is

rapidly increasing. \Nhat is our remedy for

this threatening situation. It lies in the di

rection of vegetable alcohol. At present

the United States Government taxes all

alcohol $2 per gallon. There is no reason

why this tax should not be removed on dc

natured'alcohol, that is, alcohol rendered

unfit for beverage.- Experiments with this

fuel made in France; also in America, by

Prof. Elihu Thompson, show that it may be

utilized as a motor fuel successfully. Ger

many last year used over 70,000.000 gallons

of denatured vegetable alcohol." The ne

cessity of signboardsiwas discussed and it

was decided to have a technical committee

of the association investigate and report

upon means of alleviatingthe dust nuisance. ‘

Among the other speakers were President

Elliott C. Lee, Judge William H. Hotchkiss,‘

president of the New York State Associ

ation; Sidney S. Gotham. president of the

Illinois State Association; A. R. Parding

ton, Augustus Post, John P. Coughlin,

president of the Worcester Automobile

Club; \N'indsor T. White and Emerson

Brooks.

 

“Fourth Frictionless Feast” Was Fine.

About the best attended function of show

week was the “Fourth Frictionless Feast”

of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.. which oc

curred in the ballroom of the Waldorf

Astoria on Wednesday night. At midnight,

when the festivities were at their height,

fully 300 men were in attendance, all ap

parently enjoying themselves to the full.

“Collation” was a mild term for the things

that refreshed the “inner man," and that

Peter Streenstrup. the sales manager of the

Hyatt Co., who was the moving spirit and

master of ceremonies of the occasion, is

“wise,” was proven by the programme of

entertainment. There was but one male

performer on the card. Mr. Streenstrup in‘

troduced all of them, not excepting a Span

ish senorita.
 

Motor Cars get Mail Contract.

According to advices from Santa Fe, N.

M., the post office department has just

given the contract for carrying the mail to

the longest automobile mail line in the

world—from Torrence, the terminus of the

Santa Fe Central Railway, to Roswell,

Chaves County, N. M., over 100 miles,

across a practically unsettled land. At

present mail from Roswell and the lower

Pecos Valley must be sent around by way

of El Paso or Trinidad, a detour of several

hundred miles. The automobile line has

been in operation ten months and is giving

good satisfaction. '

 

Weston Succeeds Dr. Brandow.

At the annual meeting of the Berkshire

Automobile Club, Pittsfield, Mass, Frank

lin \Neston was elected president to suc

ceed Dr. Frank W. Brandow, who could

no longer attend to the duties of the office

because of ill health. The other officers

were as follows: First vice-president, S. G.

Colt; second vice-president, Courtland F.

Bishop; corresponding secretary, Robert

T. Parker; recording secretary. E. H. KCII'

nedy; treasurer, L. A. Merchant.

 

Merion Prepares to Mulct Motorists.

In accordance with the power granted

townships of the first class by the Pennsyl

vania Legislature, the commissioners of

lower Merion have passed an ordinance lim

iting the speed of automobiles to one mile

m six minutes. Penalties of $10 for the first

offence, $25 for the second and $50 for the

third are provided for. Signs to that effect

will be posted.

Odd Accident While Cranking.

Fred T. Shol'es, president of the Cleve

‘land Automobile Club, is confined to his

home because of a rather peculiar accident.

He was cranking his car when his left foot

slipped on the ice and the weight of his

body was thrown sharply on his right ankle.

It was twisted to so great a degree that the

larger bone snapped.

 

Pierce to Enter Foreign Tests.

America, in the form of a Pierce-Arrow car.

is this year to be represented in the Herkomcr

Cup contest and other foreign touring trials.

the George N. Pierce Company having already

decided on this move. Percy Pierce, who won

the Glidden trophy, will pilot the car in the

foreign contests.

The Noise Fully Described.

“The loud, whirring. wheezing, puffing.

coughing. chugging. buzzing, clanking.

rattling, popping machine" is the way Pl

plaintiff in a damage suit in Ohio describes

an automobile.
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\thn one views a glorious landscape, if

he has but half an eye, he is bound to be

impressed. But unless he has the soul of an

artist it is all landscape that he sees. The

pictures within the picture are apt to escape

him or to pass with scant appreciation.

So it is with the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers’ Show at Madi

son Square Garden. Speaking solely from

the viewpoint it is easily the most beautiful

picture which ever supplied the setting for

Advance reports ofan industrial display.

the beauty were not too fulsome. But it is

all one picture. Its very harmony—its en

tire lack of contrasts in adjoining exhibits,

however jarring and offensive to the eye,

makes the task of the word painter no easy

one. There are not many colors into

which he may dip his pen.

The setting of one exhibit is the setting

of all exhibits.

sible.

Particularization is impos

If, from the professional standpoint,

the word jugglcr would have it otherwise,

he would not have it so, if he consulted his

sense of sight.

As it was on Saturday night last, when

the doors were thrown open and as it will

remain until Saturday night next, Madison

Re

move the modern motor cars and it would

Square Garden is almost dreamlike.

be easy to imagine that a playwright had

created a masterpiece of the Roman era and

that all was in readiness for the players
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VIEW FROM THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE GARDEN.

and the populace. The great amphitheatre

bears no resemblance to its usual self. The

heroic white figure of Speed, poised ’tween

the columns of the Roman arch and at

whose feet a fountain plays and golden

frogs look upward, charms the eye at the

entryway. The “Automobile Girl" and the

".Chauffeur,” each with outstretched arm,

and each of gleaming white, one on either

side of the main entrance to the area, stand

as if bidding welcome. Above is the blue can

opy studded with gilt stars; the rails of the

successive tiers of balcony look not at all

like balconies. They are hid by graceful trap

pings of white and sea green, here and there

pinned by white figures of nymphs arising

from a scolloped shell. The centre of the

Garden is bisected by a row of Roman

columns topped by connected cornices stud

ded with electric bulbs so shaded that there

is obtainable that art-gallery effect; the

light illuminates the names of each succes

sive exhibitor, which are fashioned in letters

of gold. Nowhere is there a discord. Look

ing upward from the arena floor one would

not suspect that exhibits were housed in

the upper galleries, They are not to be

seen from below.

The whole effect is as of one beautiful

picture, quiet, refined and restful. The one

slight marring effect is obtained when it is

viewed from aloft. The line of demarca

tion between the exhibits on the main floor

is a slight one—a mere line in the carpeting

of golden bronze. It is not easy to distin

guish one from the other and there are

those exhibitors who have so crowded the

spaces which they occupy that some con

fusion is the result. Their cars are fairly

packed into place. There is not even elbow

room between them. There is no regard

for artistic or even eye-pleasing angles or

positioning. It constitutes a blur on the

picture and if the picture effect is to obtain

another year this detail simply must be con

sidered.

Save the cars themselves, a highly pol

ished chassis or a crankshaft on other part,

or some parts, in the rough, is all that is to

be seen on the main floor. Carpeting,

chairs, desks all are alike. Of the chassis

and parts, it is to be said that their work

manship and polish are such that the for

eign exhibitor no longer enjoys a monopoly

of an exhibit that in former years used to

tremendously impress the beholder and

serve to “convince” him of the alleged sup—

eriority of the imported product. The

American display of chassis and part is in

every detail the equal of those that come

from across the sea and every whit as hand

some to look upon and as impressive.

Although the weather Saturday night

was not enactly propitious and comparative

few free tickets were in circulation, and

though the aisles are much wider than in

~ general terms.

previous years, the Garden was packed as on

all former occasions of the sort. The crdwds

were much like the crowds of yore, and

strange to remark, there was not so much

comment regarding the beauty of‘ the scene

as of right was to have been expected. Al

though it was evident that many of them

were curiosity seekers, all seemed to have

eyes for the cars—or costumes—women’s

costumes. Some of the women, in some of the

most stunning costumes, as usual, became

weary and found rest in the cushioned seats

of the cars most comforting and con

venient. That position also enabled them

to see and be seen to much better advan

tage! There were many, very many, how

ever, who made the circuit of the show and

then betook themselves to the other show

“across the way.” This was going from one

show to the other is distinctly the “proper

caper." Attempts have been made to make

it appear that one or the other is the “so

ciety function," but the result is feeble.

There are as many well dressed, well fed,

well bred people at the Garden as there are

at the armory, and as many at the armory

as there are at the Garden.

So far as the cars themselves are con—

cerned, there are few of them that have not

been already seen or described in at least

It takes painstaking delving

to discover anything of particular interest

that is not already known.
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The Show from the Engineering Viewpoint

By Henry Souther

 

Features are looked for in the Show by

the casual observer, but perhaps the most

important one in the Show will be over

looked by most observers, and that is the

presence of the large steclmakers of the

country. They are in evidence for the first

time with exhibits of samples of their work;

samples of their steel; broken test speci

mens, showing the toughness, ductility and

strength of the steels they have to offer.

It is a very important thing that these ex—

hibitors are on hand, because it shows that

they are now ready to meet the wants of

the automobile manufacturer and give him

the steel he asks for.

The great Krupp Steel Company, of

Essen, Germany, has a fine exhibit, show

ing the products of their concern especi

ally adapted to automobile work. No for—

eign concern, however good, ought to have

found a foothold in this country among the

automobile people, and would not if the

American steel manufacturers had been

willing to believe that the demand for fine

steels would have become so strong as it

is at this moment. The large American

steel maker has been made to sit up and

listen by the foreigner; another illustration

of the fact that competition is the life of

trade and results in what is best. Exactly

the same materials are ofi‘ered by home and

foreign producers, notwithstanding the gla

mour and mystery that the steel agent en

deavors to throw around his particular

stccl. Notwithstanding the fact that each

one of these manufacturers claim that he is

the only one who can produce automobile

steel, steels of equal quality are produced

by all of them, analyzing the same, testing

the same antl behaving the same under the

equally skilled treatment in the hands of

the user, the treatment being quite as im

portant'as the composition and method of

manufacture.

In the past the large steelmakers have

been too busy with customers demanding

a greater tonnage and uses going into

large structures. Now the automobile in

dustry steps into the ranks of first import

ance and, as usual, the manufacturer meets

the demand.

All the talk about the wonderful steels

used abroad will sink into insignificance be

cause of the immense quantity of just the

same steels that are offered by such com

panies as the Carpenter Steel Co., the Beth

lehem Steel Company and the Midvale

Steel Company, all home concerns of estab

lished reputation; makers who have known

for years how to make good steels, but who

have not offered them in the machine mak

ers market because there was no demand.

Their best steels went to the government

for the high-class demands of the torpedo

boats, battleships, guns and projectiles.

Steel for tools demands as much, if not

more care than the steel they are now pro

ducing for automobile construction. No

one imagined a few years ago that the

automobile manufacturers would be willing

to pay the same price for structural steels

as for tool steels, but such is the fact, and

steel of this character is to be seen dis

tributed all over the Garden among the

high priced high-speed Cars.

The spring maker, one who contributes

so much to the easy riding and pleasure

of a car, has also awakened to the fact that

high-class steels will be paid for and he is

ready to put good steel into springs. The

result is that the cars are more easy riding

than formerly, the springs more flexible and

the liability of rupture greatly diminished.

Good steel spring in plenty has always been

available at a price.

Lightness is, of course, a necessity; the

lighter the car for a given strength the bet

ter. The makers of alloys of aluminum

have been making a most careful study and

research for the best alloys possible. Large

concerns who paid no attention to the

automobiles a few years ago have now

started departments devoted especially to

the manufacture of castings of great

strength for automobile purposes. Alloys

of aluminum possess now after this careful

study. nearly tlunltle the strength available

a few years ago, and with a considerable

degree of ductility as well, formerly not

obtainable. Manganese bronze and alum

inum bronze have come to the front and the

casting of them has reached a high degree

of perfection, bringing about splendid com

binations of strength and ductility. Such

concerns as Cramp Ship and Engine Buildv

ing Company and the Light Foundry and

Manufacturing Co. are in evidence at the

show with these wares.

So great has the trust become in alloys

of this kind that prominent automobile

manufacturers like Knox and VVinton have

introduced them into so vital a part as the

front axle, although Knox has always used

an alloy of this description for its front

axle with absolute success.

The casting of automobile cylinders, per~

haps the most intricate and delicate bit of

cast iron in the market, has led to special

ists in this line, as indicated in the exhibits

of the Manufacturers’ Foundry Company.

Such castings as these have been habitually

avoided by the foundryman. The accuracy

necessary in the manufacture of cores and

the setting of them, and then, finally, the

pouring of the iron into these shapes has

discouraged almost all foundrymen. They

could not do it for the price ordinarily paid

for castings and did not think that the de

mand would be so strong as to force the

production of castings at almost any price.

Such a demand has arisen, and, as usual.

has been met by the enterprising foundry

man. At least one of the automobile mak

ers, the Olds Motor \Vorks, have their own
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foundry and pour special irons for the pur

pose.

Construction and Design.

In the construction of the cars there is

variety in plenty, but few freak ideas.

Thoroughly digested sound construction is

the rule. The evolution of the last few

years has told all along the line—well de

signed engines, well designed frames, trans

missions, brakes, steering mechanisms,

axles and wheels. The vitals of the car

have reached a stage of perfection compar

able with older constructions, such as rail

way locomotives and coaches. Structures

reaching the high state of efficiency dc

manded by high speeds and bad roads are

here. The danger of rupture has been re

duced to a minumum and long life in motor

cars is insured. A glance at the axles, steer

ing mechanism, frames and springs _by the

layman is enough to convince him of the

determination to make machines that will

last. The increase in dimension of the vital

parts coupled with the use of steels two

and three times as strong as in the past is

bound to make itself felt.

Long wheel bases, much longer than last

year, are in evidence; even cars of small

power have len’gthened wheel bases. Last

year it was the usual thing to find the front

axle pretty well under the middle of a four

cylinder engine; now it is as often under

the radiator, or as nearly there as else

where—all this with an idea of getting

longer wheel baSes and not longer bodies,

and therefore without increase of weight.

Every type of motor is to be seen, single

and double cylinders horizontal, double cyl

inders vertical and, of course, the four and

six vertical.

Chain and bevel gear drive for all powers

vie with each other for supremacy. There

are strong advocates of both to be found

if you are looking for a discussion as to

the relative value of the two systems. A

fact overlooked by general observers, how

ever, is that in every double chain drive car

there is a pair of bevel gears in the trans

mission box instead of on the rear axle,

as with the so'called bevel drives. This

disposes of the extremists’ argument—that

bevel gears will not do because they con

sume power. They are there in some shape

or other in nearly every car, the only bone

of contention being as to whether they can

be suitably held in place on the rear axle,

it being admitted by all that they are the

right thing if they can be as well held in

place as they are in the transmission gear

case.

The same air-cooled cars are present as

were present last year. There were no addi

tions and no desertions, so it is fair to assume

that the air—cooled engine has satisfied

enough people to make them a perfectly

successful mechanical and commercial ven

ture for the manufacturers. This is the

best proof that the air-cooled engine is a

success and is practical. The water-cooled

motor is, of course, in the majority.

The two-cycle motor has made a step

ahead. The movement started by the El

more and continued by them for so many

years, now has been taken up by the Olds

people. It is a most interesting proposition

from a mechanical standpoint and will bear

watching. This is important when it is

realized that a two-cylinder, two-cycle

motor gives just as many explosions for a

given number of revolutions of the fly

wheel as a four-cylinder, four-cycle motor

gives; and that a four-cylinder, two-cycle

motor is the equivalent of an eight-cylinder,

four-cycle motor. The two-cycle motor re

quires no valves, either automatically or

mechanically operated, thus reducing im

mensely the number of parts in an engine.

The piston of the engine performs all the

functions of the valves of a four-cycle

premotor, coupled with the device for

 

 

  

compressing the charge before it enters the

explosion chamber.

It has some drawbacks, perhaps, in the

fact that a reasonable speed of motor must

be maintained at this time to get the high

est efiiciency, but that is something that

will be taken care of with experience, just

as it has been done with the four-cycle

motor, following increase of knowledge and

experience.

A year 'ago the gasolene commercial

wagon was not an important factor in the

exhibit. This year in the basement is to be

found a very large number of a variety of

trucks propelled by gas engines. They are

to be seen in large and small sizes, four

cylinder and two-cylinder, some vertical

and some horizontal, air-cooled and water

cooled.

During the past year the public has be—

come familiar with the appearance of many

of the various vehicles exhibited, as they

are in common use in the streets of the

large cities, and particularly in the cities

where they are made. The manufacturers

have had them in use for their own pur—

poses so as to thoroughly test them out be

fore offering them to the public. They are

now before the public as a product well

tested, well digested and ready for business.

This year some of them make their first

appearance in a show, but by no means

their first appearance as a practical vehicle.

All of them show evidences of careful

study to make these commercial trucks

practical for the ordinary teamster to han

dle. Engines of the simplest type and

transmissions of the simplest and most

fool-proof construction.

A most ingenious application of the mag

netic clutch is found in the Pope-Hartford

motor truck. A control has been devised

that is as simple as that of an electric

wagon, with no possibility of stripping

gears through ignorant handling and with

no clashing of gears and consequent wear.

The description of the clutch sounds com

plicated, but its manipulation is simple, in

deed.

Motors.

The four cylinder motor predominates,

that is sure, and most of them are cast with

their cylinders in pairs. But there are ex

ceptions. In the Pope-Toledo, for instance,

is found a composite casting scheme with

the straight portion of the cylinder cast

separate and all tied together by cylinder

heads containing the valves, cast in pairs.

Also the Northern shows a four cylinder

motor in one casting, neat in the extreme

as to its exterior appearance.

Of course the air cooled adherents neces

sarily cast their cylinders separately. Some

of the motors, in fact, quite a number. are

supported at three points only, so that no

weaving or bending of the frame is trans

mitted to the engine base construction,

thereby setting up strains in it that should

not be there.

Motors hung upon the main frame or

upon the subframe are both to be seen, and

without accurate count it would be difficult
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to say which has the superiority in num

bers. Sufiice it to say that in all cases the

means of support is very thoroughly and

efficiently worked out, combining simplicity,

strength and neatness of appearance.

Beautifully finished motors are on the in

crease, extremely neat arrangements of in

take and exhaust pipes and, in general, a

finish that equals anything of a similar

nature known to the engineering industries

of the time—just as much refinement, if not

more, than the electric motor or high class

torpedo boat engine.

The Buick people are showing a new

four-cylinder car and it is apparent that

they have followed the daring example set

by the Stevens-Duryea people in combin

  

Inlet side

  

do not support and endorse the idea of a

crankshaft run on ball bearings.

Lubricating Systems.

The variety in lubrication is greater than

ever, and, strangely enough, a new feature

has come to the front; that of neatness con

nected with the filling of the lubricating

tanks. All who have had any experience

with cars know how bad a mess has been

made by careless spilling of oil about the

footboard and dashboard of automobiles.

Trying to fill the tank hurriedly on a long

run, or in the dark garage, oil is spilled.

Now a small tank is carried outside the

frame, so that in case any oil is spilled it

is spilled on the ground. The oil is forced

.(1 #7

glasses, some of them on the lubricating

tanks themselves and some of them on the

dash entirely separate from the tank con

taining the oil; all of them very much neater

than in the past, and all of them so devised

as to prevent badly arranged dripping

devices so that the rapidity of feed is very

hard to see, especially in the dark.

The standard lubrication used on the

Pierce has been followed with modifications

by Several others. In connection with this

there are no sight feeds, no oil boxes on

the dash at all and very short lengths of

lubricating pipes and all these of generous

bore. The principle of flooding the bear

ings and allowing the surplus oil to find its

way back into the tank either by means of
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Exhaust side

THE NORTHERN MOTOR, SHOWING AIR PUMP AND STARTING LEVER.

ing motor, clutch and transmission in one

continuous structure, supported at the front

on two points, at the rear on one, with the

fly-wheel at the front end of the motor.

Stevens-Duryca have carried this same

construction into their big 50 horse-power

six-cylinder motor, and apparently with

perfect success. A demonstration of this

car revealed its smooth running, perfect

control and enormous power. Speed as

low as five miles per hour on high gear was

easily possible, the engine responding

immediately to the opening of the throttle.

The length of this motor as seen from the

driver’s seat is impressive; the front of the

motor is a long way off. There is a feeling

of confidence as to its ability to get there

not inspired by the shorter motors of four

cylinders only.

Perhaps the most unique, daring and

beautiful piece of engineering in the crank

shaft line is to be seen at the Stevens

Duryea stand. An exhibit of the crank

shaft actually used hy these manufacturers

in their six cylinder car is mounted for ex

amination. The feature of it is the large

Hess-Bright bearing in which it rotates;

four bearings containing balls I l-l6 inches

in diameter, about 5 inches in diameter from

center to center—generous in the extreme

and because of this generosity sure to per

form their functions well under any kind

of punishment. It is a beautiful piece of

work and sure to attract the admiration of

the automobile engineers even if all of them

from this low tank to one on the dash

holding just the supply that is now ordi

narily available. Furthermore, the oil tank

has a capacity so large as to make it un

necessary to carry inconvenient and dirty

oil cans under the seat of the car on long

tours. One tank of oil will last from three

to five hundred miles, depending only upon

the tightness of the beatings and the leak

age from the engine. This is more of a

change than appears at first glance. The

pressure in the large tank is supplied by

various means, some machines by a shunt

from the exhaust, some by air pressure fur

nished by a little hand pump; but whatever

the means the additional complication is

well worth while.

Just about the same number of pressure

feeds are found with their sight feed

  

NORTHERN MOTOR.

Showing Commutator, Water Pump and Air Con

nections to Clutch.

a pump or gravity is gaining adherents.

The lubrication in the Cadillac is ren

dered extremely positive by a ratchet pump

working under high pressure, some 60

pounds per square inch more or less, forc—

ing oil to the main bearings of the engine.

This oil after leaving the main bearings

finds its way by centrifugal force to the

bearing surfaces on the crank pins. Other

oil splashed by the gears finds its way into

channels around the crank case, and by

splash to all working parts of the motor.

This renders the lubrication certain.

In the new four-cylinder Oldsmobile,

copious lubrication_ by means of a pump

from a reservoir underneath the engine

base and a large supply tank at that point

has been adopted, channels about the crank

case conducting it to all the bearings. The

same shaft that drives the pump in this

case also drives the commutator, and

should, by any means the oil pump ceaSe

to work, the commutator would also stop

and give due warning of improper lubrica

tion.

Certain it is that proper lubrication in

sures long life in the engine bearings as no

other thing will do. There is no use put

ting the best of babbitt, the best of bearing

bronze or anything else into the bearings

of an engine if they are not copiously and

thoroughly lubricated. No combination of

metals will run dry if indifferently lubri

cated.

Right here in the matter of lubrication is
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to be seen one of the greatest steps in ad

vance in the automobile industry.

In the Northern car there is to be seen

no evidence of lubrication. No tank is in

sight even to contain the lubricant, but

careful investigation reveals a four gallon

tank as a part of the pan under the engine,

this being connected like other lubrication

systems with the crank case, and results in

a splendid system of splash lubrication.

Objections will be raised by some to the

fact that lubricating systems without sight

feeds do not indicate when the lubricating

ceases if anything goes wrong, but such

cars have been equipped with try-cocks

which can be opened a little, and if the oil

is circulating as it should be a flow of oil

will be instantly in evidence.

Valves.

Changes in minor details are_found on

every hand as to the operation of the

valves. All are of the poppet type, as in

the past. That seems to be essential up to

the present time for gas engine purposes.

Automatic inlets are few 'and far between,

and yet they are found on such a splendid

machine as the Pope—Toledo.

The location of the valves, as in the past,

is very equally divided between two on one

side of the cylinder and one on each side,

and all in the heads directly over the top of

the cylinder. Both of the Pope—Toledo valves

are found in the top, one the inlet suction

and the exhaust operated by walking-beam

mechanism. This is a radical departure and

is made a part of their new motor cylinder

construction. The Packard engine has

changed its valves from both on one side

to one on each side of the cylinder, oper

ated by two cam shafts, both the Locomo

bile and Packard being supplied with two

cam shafts.

A departure from the accepted means of

operating valves is found on the Matheson

car, the secondary shafting being near the

top of the cylinders, the motion transmitted

to it by bevel gears from crank shaft. They

use the valves in the top of the cylinders,

operated by cams and cam mechanism that

is exposed.

The Pope-Hartford, four-cylinder valve

motion, is all produced by walking beams

from the secondary shaft and the valves

are located on the tops of the cylinders,

all eight of them being operated mechani

cally. This system has been splendidly

carried out and can not help giving good

service.

It looks as though the location of the

valves was being determined in many in

stances entirely with a view to obtaining

neatness and symmetry in the general ap

pearance of the motor. This being true,

thermodynamic efficiency is suffering in

many cases; not too much, to be sure, but

to some extent.

As time goes on, if automobile engine

development follows the line of steam en

gine development, such things as style and

symmetry will have to take a back seat and

yield to efficiency. When this comes about.

then the valves will all be found in the tops

of the cylinders just as in the many cars

referred to as having them there.

The Apperson car is supplied with valves

on opposite sides of the cylinders, and, in

addition, two sets of spark plugs, one over

the inlet side and one over the exhaust side,

one set being fired by magneto and the other

set held in reserve to be used in connection

with the battery, thus giving two complete

ignition outfits. This system has a fine ad

vantage in being able to find out in all

probability whether any skips or misses are

due to ignition troubles or.to something

else.

The new four cylinder Knox has most

carefully arranged valves in the top of its

cylinders, operated by long walking beams

set at an angle of 45 degrees with the axis

  

POPE-TOLEDO MOTOR.

Showing Automatic Inlet Valves.

of the car, the idea being to give a long

walking beam and as little angular motion

as possible.

The Franklin's valves are all in the heads

of the cylinders as they have been in the

past few years. This arrangement is most

important in the air-cooled car, allowing, as

it does, the diminution of heated area in the

explosion chamber and contributing to the

ease of cooling. The Franklin also adheres

to its exhaust port at the lower end of the

stroke, having found by experience much

assistance in getting the heat out of the

motor as quickly as possible after the

charge is fired. A separate valve is sup

plied at this point mechanically operated.

Carefulness of the workmanship of the

valve operating mechanism and quietness

has been studied, in fact some of the mo

tors operate almost without a sound.

Brakes.

That most important adjunct of the auto

mobile, that which contributes so much to

its safety and efficiency—the brake—has re

ceivcd most painstaking study. Increased

dimensions all around are universal. Brak~

ing surfaces four and five times as generous

as those of the past are to be seen in dozens

of cars. The wire cable replacing steel

rod connections has made decided gains as

connections between levers and the brake -

bands proper. Prejudice against this has

_ ment.

existed in the past but has become fully

overcome by actual use and experience. In

creased knowledge as to the proper ma

terials to be used in the cables and the

proper attachment of them to the rest of

the mechanism has solved the problem, and

the brake cable has arrived and is likely to

stay, because of a great many reliable

features. It is so constructed that both

bands on the rear wheels, for example, take

hold with equal force without necessitating

the minute adjustment that has been re—

quired in the past. It has been no uncom

mon thing to find a car with all the force

applied to the brake band operating on one

wheel, instead of being equally divided be

tween two. This improvement is as it

should be.

The hand brake that pulls toward you in

stead of pushing from you is found in a

great many new places. It represents a

step in the right direction; for, is it not

easier when a brake is to be applied with a

foot on the clutch pushing, to pull with the

arm rather than to push with both arm and

foot?

The greatest novelty in brakes is un—

doubtedly to be found at the Northern ex

hibit, where a brake is seen applied by air

pressure, just as are the brakes in a train

of railroad cars. The air pressure is sup

plied by an air pump driven by a crank on

the end of the cam shaft giving air pressure

at 75 pounds per square inch. This brake is

applied by a little lever on the steering

wheel moved by thumb and finger, and yet

with the air to help furnishing power

enough to lock the wheels where the pres

sure is applied.

Internal and external brakes on a drum

on the rear hubs appear on many cars. Per

haps the number is about equally divided

with those retaining one pair of brakes on

the rear hub and one on the transmission

shaft or propeller shaft, as the case may be,

but in every case increased dimensions are

noteworthy and to be greatly applauded. It

means a brake that will last longer and be

more efficient and to require less strength

in application. A child can bring to a stop

a heavy car with such brakes as are now in

common use.

On the new Peerless models are found a

pair of brake beams that have not their du

plicate in the show. They necessarily give

a perfectly balanced pressure on the rear

hubs, dividing it equally as no other device

can, and all this with absolutely no adjust

They are simple in construction,

consisting of pressed steel girders light and

stiff. Skidding is minimized by this means.

The Thomas engineers have adhered to

their ratchet safety brake on the rear hubs,

in the old form except that they have re

moved the ratchet and pawl to the outside

of the brake drum instead of on the inside

where it has been. This is rendered neces

sary on account of an internal brake on the

rear hubs. This ratchet may be thrown

into action at the bottom of a hill. Take

for example a new driver being taught with

a man at his side. There may be some
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possibility of his missing his gears on the

hill. The car, of course, starts back, the

pawl comes into action on the ratchet and

stops the car instantly. The beauty of this

device is that it is under the control of the

man doing the teaching, being between him

and the driver. Constant use is not ex—

pected in connection with this ratchet, but

when it is wanted it is wanted very badly,

and may very easily prevent a very bad

accident.

  

PEERLESS BRAKE BEAMS.

The Renault brake on the transmission

shaft is of very generous dimensions, both

as to diameter and width; furthermore, the

exterior surface of the metal band is

sharply corrugated, with the idea of dissi

pating heat.

Both Pope-Hartford machines, two and

four-cylinder, have no hand brakes, being

supplied with a full equipment of two sets

of brakes operated by the foot. The ma

terial used for the brakes coupled with the

generous dimensions of the brake, gives a

most excellent feel to them under the foot

  

THOMAS SAFETY RATCI l ET.

and powerful action. It is the use of what

is commonly called camel’s hair belting, re

sembling a canvas material of heavy mesh.

On the Fiat car the application of water

to the brakes is a feature, the brake drum

being supplied with an internal rim into

which a sfmall supply of water can be re

leased at will from the seat, a small tank

mg carried at the side of the chassis under

the dash. The water is caused to flow by

pressure from the exhaust. ‘

It seems to be the general impression

among the engineers that the brake that

should be in use constantly ought to be an

external one, wear being less rapid as a rule

and renewal less difiicult, the internal and

second set of brakes being held in reserve

as emergency propositions.

Clutches.

The all-important clutch has not been

neglected, and it is apparent that no end

of study, ingenuity and time has been cen

tered on this feature. All kinds are in evi

dence—the good old leather faced cone of

accepted type, with or without or springs

  

NORTHERN AIR CLUTCH.

Showing Air Passa e through Shaft and Flexible

Tfiaphragm.

underneath the leather to modify the grip

ping force and make them take hold gently;

the metal cone running in oil, shown on the

new four cylinder Knox; the multiple disc,

the expanding internal band, and finally,

and most novel, the air pressure clutch of

the Northern car.
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Shaft to Prevent Spinning when Released.

The type of friction clutch, consisting of

two discs, the edge of one bearing on the

face of the other, is found only in one little

car, and that is the Orient buckboard. It

necessarily _conduces tremendously t0 the

eflclciency of this little car, and is particu

larly adapted for use with a small high

speed motor like the Orient buckboard. In

finite variation o‘f gear is possible and de

sirable with a motive power of this kind.

It ought to solve their problem to the

queen's taste.

The Northern people have taken the same

air at 75 pounds pressure that they use to

operate their airbrake and applied it to their

clutch. It is transmitted from the air com

pressor to the front end of the crankshaft,

through the crankshaft, which is hollow, to

a diaphragm disc 10 inches more or less in

diameter, which is flexible and has a leather

face. This being pushed outward by the

air pressure amounting to some two or

three tons, presses against the steel disc at

tached to the transmission shaft, the result

being both flexible and positive.

This clutch can be made to slip by using

only a little of the air pressure or can be

made to hold tight with the air pressure full

on. There is no trouble about the align

ment of parts in this clutch, no care is need

ed to make it center exactly in the flywheel,

and it allows of the very unusual construc

tion of driving with the shaft directly from

the clutch to the transmission and bevel

gears on the rear axle. Alignment is not

'necessary, in fact the power can be trans

mitted around a corner as far as the clutch

is concerned. It all depends, to be sure.

upon the air system and its certainty, but

when we stop to consider that we ride daily

in trains supplied with this same air system

and feel safe because the train has air

brakes and air devices, we realize that if the

Northern people use the same care in the

construction of their air system as they

have in the past with the remainder of their

work that nothing is to be feared from this

source.

The importance of aligning the cone

clutch has caused the introduction of flex’

ible connections in the way of cardan and

universal joints between the clutch to the

transmission case_almost universally. Ex

perience has taught that a cone clutch not in

line absolutely does all sorts of queer things

and that lack of alignment has been the

cause of bad behaving clutches more than

any other mechanical point.

On the new four cylinder Knox a device

has been provided that ought to be of much

benefit—a small auxiliary braking device on

the clutch itself which operates automati

cally, so that when the clutch is released

from the flywheel it does not continue to

spin and-render the changing of gears a

noisy operation. The clutch and its shaft

are brought instantly to a standstill. The

gears may be changed without clashing;

when the clutch again engages this little

braking device is released, all without_t‘1e

knowledge or attention of the operator of

the car. It is a complication that simpli

fies and is well worth while.

The Rochet-Schneider clutch is radically

different from others shown, consisting of

a small diameter split steel internal ban'l.

expanding against steel and running in oil.

The "feel" under the foot is extremely deli

cate, due to a long powerful spring. The

Thomas car departs from the cone type

clutch decidedly and uses a larger diameter,

some 20 inches, with the shorter arm of a '

lever pressing against a floating ring and
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binding the fly wheel to it. The Autocar

clutch, although not the same as the

Thomas, is not unlike it in some of its fea

' tures and consists of pinching a ring lugged

to the fly wheel between two floating mem

bers. The Haynes clutch is one of the grip

ping band type, further modified by

springs interposed between it and the fly

wheel, so that it cannot take hold too

sharply.

It is apparent that the clutch problem

has not been finally settled. Had it been

settled there would be no such attempts

as are seen throughout the well constructed

and well considered cars to find something

different. All are familiar with the cone

clutch—all have not adhered to it, but it is

probable that most of them have tried it

more or less. There is as much variety in

the design of clutches as exists in any one

feature of the accepted car of high grade.

Each one has a strong impression that his

is the best. They are all doing pretty good

work, as is shown by the behavior of the

cars. Further developments in clutches may

be looked for.

Transmission. i MM

Those who anticipated a radical change

in transmissions will not find it; the same

sliding gears are in evidence; they vary

only in detail of operation and their ar

rangement. This form seems to have come

to stay and the difficulties formerly existing

have been so thoroughly worked out that

there really is now very little that is objec

tionable. Like much else about the motor

car in its infancy, problems that seemed in

surmountable then have been overcome, and

the Sliding gear transmission is a success.

Three and four speeds ahead with a reverse

are furnished, most cars have three speeds

ahead only. The transmission box is found

mostly under the body between the rear

axle'and the fly wheel. The Packard has

its on the rear axle in the same box with

the bevel gears, aim the new four cylinder

Northern.

With one exception the bevel gears on

the chain driven machines are found in the

same gear box with the driving gears. That

exception is in a foreign car, the Clement

Bayard, where the bevel gears and the

differentials are grouped in a separate box

on the sprocket shaft, leaving the sliding

gears to themselves.

There are two means of operation nearly

equally divided as to numbers, one called

the selective system, wher: the lever works

in an "H" casting, allowing the engagement

of any gear at will without the necessity of

passing through another gear, as is neces

sary in connection with the progressive

system. Both systems have the strongest

kinds of adherents, and it is safe to say that

an operator becomes easily accustomed to

either one or the other, it all becoming a

matter of habit.

A nice detail of the Stevens-Duryea con

trol is the arrangement of the notches in

such a way that change from the inter

mediate gear to the high speed is made by

simply pushing the lever ahead without

thought of a notch and without the neces

sity of raising the latch; and in coming

back simply pulling back the lever with the

assurance that the latch will catch in the

middle notch without any thought being

given to it. This wonderfully simplifies the

change from middle to high and back again.

The Apperson people furnish two forms

of transmission, a four-speed ahead with

the selective and a three-speed ahead with

the progressive system.

The Pierce-Arrow keeps its gear changing

lever under the wheel as formerly, but a

change in their transmission has been made

so that the car is on the direct drive

through to the bevel gears from the enginq

when on high'speed gear. Formerly they

have driven through gears even to the

highest.

 

  

KNOX GEAR INTERLOCKING DEVICE.

The Pope-Toledo transmission is quite

different from any of the others in the fact

that the main shaft and lay shaft are at

right angles to the axis of the car instead

of parallel with it, which, of course, necessi~

tates the sliding motion of the gears across

the car instead of endwise with it. Direct

drive on the high gear is furnished however

just as with the other arrangement, their

system of change being of the progres

sive type.

The Winton Co. adhere to their old type

of two speeds ahead and a reverse with in

dependent friction clutches to the gears,

all‘enc'losed within the transmilsion gear

box.

The planetary system is found of the

three speed ahead and reverse type in the

large four-cylinder Cadillac car. This

company has had one year with this type of

transmission and are satisfied with it; it

has given them good satisfaction even with

the large amount of horse-power developed

m their large motors. The dimensions of

this planetary system are most generous

and herein undoubtedly lies the success.

There are no freaks in the way of trans‘

mission in evidence as there always has

been in the past; the systems are all pretty

thoroughly worked out.

In the new four-cylinder Knox car is

found an innovation in what may be called

a double-faced bevel gear, one face doing

the driving on all speeds but the high, and

the other face of the bevel gear doing the

work on the high gear. This makes the

transmission of power a little more direct

when on the lower range of gears. It is

simple and well worked out.

Safety locking devices controlled by the

movement of the clutch are on the increase.

When the clutch is engaged a bolt or pin

of some kind locks ' the gear shifting

mechanism absolutely. Pressure on the

clutch pedal unlocks it. This makes the

attempt to shift the gears while the clutch

is in out of the question. Of course, ex

perienced drivers never do this, but all driv

ers are not experienced and the device

being a simple one serves a good purpose.

The means of moving the gears are vari

ons and most ingenious, that is the details

of the mechanism between the hand lever

and the point of application on the gear.

Ball bearings of the Hess-Bright type

and large ones at that, are found in a great

many cars in the transmission and it is fair

to say that the use of ball bearings in trans

mission is becoming rapidly into favor.

Yet take such a splendid car as the Loco

mobile and no ball bearings are found, the

perfectly successful arrangement for some

years being shafts of hardened steel revolv

nig in well lubricated bronze bearings, no

trouble of any kind having been experi

enced and long life in the bearings being

the outcome of the practice.

In connection with the transmission it

may be well to mention that several of the

cars have been provided with flanged coup

lings in the shafts between the transmission

and the clutch, so as to allow of removal of

the transmission without disturbing the

clutch and vice versa.

Haynes adopted for his car last year a

roller bevel gear drive and continues it this

year, having had such good success with it.

He exhibits a gear which has been driven

5,000 miles and no wear is noticeable. In

addition to this a form of torsion rod is

used on the Haynes car that is the only one

of its kind in the Show, consisting of a rigid

rod screwed into the bevel gear box nearly

vertical and engaging with rollers on a

cross bar on the frame, free to move up

and down, but absolutely preventing all

torsional movement of the rear axle. The

rollers are large and the torsion rod is

ample in area, the result being that this ar

rangement is giving perfect satisfaction.

On the Peerless ear is found an eccentric

on the fan pulley, as a means of taking up

any looseness of the fan belt. The Peer

less car is also supplied with full pan pro

tection under its engine and transmission.

Control.

The variety of engine controls exhibited

covers the whole possible range. The

simplest form is that illustrated by the two

cylinder Knox car where one lever opens

the throttle simultaneously with the ad

vance of spark, there being but one lever

that controls the engine, with no governor

on the engine to assist or any other means

of control.

The next in point of simplicity is the
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separation of the spark from the throttle

and the use of two levers. one throttle and

one spark control. These are found on top

of the wheel and at the side of the steering

post, then again with the throttle only on

the wheel and the spark elsewhere, all with

out any governor. Then, in addition to

this control, comes an additional foot pedal

to be be used in emergencies, where the

hands are not free because of difficult steer

ing, to control the engine entirely indepen

dent of the hand lever.

Finally, there is the motor with a gov

ernor having a variable spring tension, so

that the speed of the engine may be set at

any given number of revolutions per min

ute within its range, such as is found on the

Locomobile, the Columbia and the Pierce.

Both of these are accompanied by foot ped

als for accelerating purposes, and for use

about town where the traffic is congested

and the hands are busy with the steering

wheel.

Many of the ears have adopted the plan

of placing their control levers on top of

the steering post, and not moving with the

wheel, but always remaining stationary

with the idea that the hand instinctively

finds them regardless of the position of the

steering wheel.

The small Columbia car has a new con

trol consisting of the governor operating a

separate throttle in the carburetter of its

own, and the foot accelerator, another

throttle entirely independent of the gov»

ernor throttle. This avoids all complicated

interlocking devices between the foot ac

celerator and the governor. The governor

holds the car at any speed, and even though

the accelerator may be used temporarily, as

soon as it is released the speed of the car

returns to where the governor was left last.

Thoroughness in the construction, ac

curacy and positive behavior of these con

trols are found in the accurate machine

work used and replacing the former means

of wires and carelessly constructed rods.

Take the Haynes car, for example, which

has at the bottom of the steering post nicely

cut bevel gears transmitting the motion to

the throttle and to the spark advance with

out a chance for lost motion in any way.

The Pierce-Arrow and the Thomas car

are equipped with very painstaking devices

to insure accuracy of movement; in fact

there has been an improvement all along

the line in these nice little details which

contribute so much to the certainty of con

trol.

The use of‘governors is certainly not on

the increase, but those advocating the gov—

ernor last year have adhered to it this year,

only improving the details of the mechan

ism.

The governor spring of the Mark 46 Co

lumbia car is most ingenious being entirely

independent of the governor itself and yet

controlling it to a nicety. It consists of a

number of flat leaf springs which build up

one on the other as required when higher

speed is desired.

In connection with the Elmore control

and their two cycle motors will be found

as a part of it a device for cutting out one

or more cylinders at a time, both as to

spark and gas. For example, running about

town where little power is wanted, any

number of the four cylinders may be en

tirely cut out and the remainder used with

out any loss of gasolene. This is not pos

sible without serious complication with the

four cycle motor.

The increase of electric cutouts is notice

able, a button being supplied on the wheel

which stops ignition for the time being, the

cylinders continuing, however, to pump gas

through them without exploding.

Ignition.

Compared with last season the ignition

problem has undergone considerable

change. Up to this year the magneto has

  

_COLUMBIA ONE-PIECE IGNITION

CONNECTION.

been very little in evidence. This year it

has come to the front very fast in its vari—

ous forms. The Electric Vehicle Company

have adopted the simplest form, doing away

at once with the complicated wiring, spark

coils, commutator boxes, high tension cur

rents and ill-behaving spark plugs. This is

true also of the Locomobile Company, who

used the same thing last year.

Another variety is the low tension mag

neto coupled with spark coil and therefore

secondary current and spark plugs, then

comes the high tension magneto, and finally

the old standby, as far as the United States

in concerned, of batteries working through

spark coils.

All these systems are pretty evenly dis

tributed in their various combinations, but

there is no use talking; the simplest looking

thing is, after all, the low tension current

with the simple make and brake mechanism

adopted by the two concerns mentioned.

The question will naturally occur—How

about the certainty of this low tension cur

rent? The best,reply possible to make is

that it has worked for a year on the Loco

mobile product and that it has worked for

longer than that on foreign machines, and

the thorough testing out given it by the

companies using it demonstrates that it is

working out for them successfully. A hot

large spark results which means instan—

taneous firing of the charge that otherwise

might not ignite with a small spark.

One form of supply of electricity is badly

overlooked, or rather the application of one

form. It is well known that most cars

using the dry battery are supplied with two

sets of four or two sets of five, with a

switch to throw from one to the other when

one set is exhausted—they have the voltage

and amperage of four or five cells, and the

length of life permissible by such a volume.

Years ago the Columbia cars were sup

plied with twenty-five dry batteries in mul

tiples of five connected in series, giving a

voltage of five cells and the amperage of

twenty-five. This means that each indi

vidual cell was drawn on at any given

amount to an exceedingly small degree, so

small that its life was lengthened up to a

point where it would last as long as though

it were not in use at all; in fact, the dry cell

under this system dies of old age and not of

use. Moreover, at the end of a two hun

dred mile run, with this system of using

batteries, they are just as strong as for a

one mile run, not being in the least drawn

down or exhausted. It may be asked,

“What will be done if they do run down?

“You have no extra one on which to switch

over.’I . But such questioners forget that the

life of such a series of batteries is measured

in months and not miles, and that with or

dinary good luck a set of batteries such as

described will last the season without

thought or attention. The increased cost

at first is a little greater ($2 or $3), but the

decrease of annoyance is infinitely great and

people who try this system find that igni

tion troubles almost cease in connection

with them.

Exhaust System.

Greater care and substantiality in the

construction of exhaust systems is the gen

eral rule, larger diameter of exhaust pipes

and manifolds are numerous. Tubes lead

ing to expansion chambers with long

straight runs, free from elbows, are notice

able and numerous. All this kind of im

provement leads to more rapid cooling of

exhaust gases and consequent gain in power

and lessening of noise.

The mufilers this year are generally sim

pler, and this problem has been so thor

ougth worked out that little or no noise

from the engines is heard. It is gratifying

to learn, too, that all this has been accom

plished without increase of back pressure

and consequently diminishing of power.

Cutouts are furnished by some makers

solely for the purpose of being able to note

the sound of explosions and to detect any

irregularity in the explosions, and these

cutouts are more carefully located and bet—

ter constructed, some of them so arranged

that even with the cutout open the exhaust

finds its exit from the same opening as

when the entire mufiler is in service. No

flame is visible, which is a distinct improve

ment. The former practice existing in
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many cars of pointing the exhaust toward

the ground and stirring up the dust has

been gradually eliminated. As a rule, the

outlet of the pipe being horizontal, or near

ly so, so as to shoot the gas directly back

ward.

Shunts from the exhaust are found lead

ing to gasolene tank to furnish pressure to

force the gasolene to the carburetters situ

ated above them, to the jackets around car

buretters and to the tops of oil feed tanks. '

In the Knox car the exhaust gases are

filtered before they are allowed to pass

toward the gasolene tank to furnish pres

sure. The filter is easily accessible and

easily cleaned, which does away with some

of the troubles found with the clogging of

passag es and the loss of gasolene and con

sequent st0pping of the motor because of

it.

Pressure regulators are introduced to so

regulate it as to blow off when the pressure

exceeds the required amount of a pound or

two per square inch.

Axles.

No more radical departure is met in any

thing than in the character of the axles. I

beam sections have been adopted almost

universally in one shape or another for the

expensive cars and for some of the cheaper.

cars, too. A most gratifying increase in

the solidity of this important part has been

brought about. Nearly all front axles are

dropped either by a gradual curve from end

to end or between spring perches.

Generous steering knuckles and cor

respondingly generous wheel pivots in front

and steering arms are to be seen every—

where. Many such axles are forged in one

piece in most extensive drop dies, some

thing that would not have been dreamed of

because of the expense a few years ago.

Rear axles are of I beam construction, too,

and just as strong'and substantial in ap—

pearance.

It is safe to say that there will be nothing

more gratifying to the prospective pur

chaser than this splendid advance and gen

erosity of dimensions at this point.

With the improvement in design has come,

a corresponding improvement in material

and it is common and usual to find in these

axles material from 100,000 to 200,000

pounds per square inch tensile strength,

whereas last year and years previous 60,000,

70,000 and 80,000 pounds per square inch

tensile strength was the limit.

In connection with the rear axle of bevel

gear cars there is the same variety of con

struction as last year, some carrying the

weight of the car on the driving axle, others

carrying the weight of the car on the ex

terior tube and driving the outer end of the

hub by a positive clutch.

Better materials have been brought into

use here. too. and although the size of some

of the driving shafts is smaller the strength

is greater.

In connection with this axle problem it

must not be forgotten that the gain in

strength is fourfold because of the double

gain of increase in size and increase in

strength of the material used. The makers

may have gone to the extreme in this mat

ter, but it is well that they should.

Springs.

Every possible variety of spring is found

among the different exhibits, but of course

the prevailing one is the semi-elliptic front

and rear, some with the cross spring behind

and some not. Nearly all have adopted in

connection with such springs fixed attach

ments with the frame at the front end and

swinging shackle at the rear. This, of

course, is dead right, the idea being that the

axle should be drawn ahead rather than

pushed ahead. Next in popularity is the

semi-elliptical spring in front with the full

behind, coupled with strut rods.

Adherents are found to four full elliptical

springs, but they are in the minority. Then
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comes the modification found on two or

three cars, of the three-quarter spring, the

lower half being arranged like the semi

elliptical but engaging either at the rear or

front with aquarter elliptical spring. It

might be better and more clearly explained

by saying that the forging attached to the

frame and engaging with the spring has

been supplanted by part of a spring.

In years past the Packard car has always

used a cross spring on the front axle, it

being held in line by two generous strut

rods. This year that has disappeared and

give place to the usual type of semi-elliptic

spring.

On one of the foreign cars exhibited the

makers have raised the rear end of their

frame to accommodate a cross platform

spring. This is a noteworthy point, inas

much as it affects the shape of the frame

and the body as well.

As to design, however, distinctly longer

springs are found. No one can say that as

generous proportions are not found now

among the high-priced American cars as

among any cars in the world.

Shock absorbers are gaining ground with

out a doubt. Rubber bumpers as a part of

the regular equipment of the cars are on the

increase, as a tribute probably to the awful

conditions of some of our American ands‘

and the fact that no spring can fully com

pensate for the bumps found by the ordi

nary tourist. and of course it is much better

that the blows should fall on rubber than

on metal.

Bearings.

Bearings are an important feature in an

automobile and have received no end of

study. The result shows a variety of opin

ion as to the right bearings. It is safe to

say, however, that anti-friction bearings

are increasing in favor in one form or

another. Just now the Hess-Bright bearing

is in high favor. Many makers show it as

part of their regular equipment, using it in

the transmission and wheels. The Timken

roller bearing is another extremely popular

one for use about bevel gear housings and

on wheel bearings. The older forms of ball

bearings are found in many of the cars,

consisting of the well rounded cone and

cup used in connection with a generous dia

meter ball. Whatever bearing is found

shows a decided tendency toward larger

dimensions, which is by all means desir

able. Engineers do not fear appearances

in the matter of bearings as much as they

did and do not hesitate to make a large hub

or other container for ample sized bearings

whenever it is found necessary or wherever

it is mechanically possible.

Frames.

It is safe to say that the pressed steel

frame has the call. There are exceptions,

and worthy ones, but, as' a rule, the regula

tion channel shape with the smooth ex

terior and the two flanges extending iii

ward is used, cross members being of a

similar shape. Good, generous gusset plates

at the corners of the frames, and, better yet,

with the Packard the side member is en

larged in the neighborhood of the gusset,

giving generous rivetting surfaces and in

creased stiffness.

Lightening the frames by resorting to

cutting out circles of metal is noticeable in

several cars. The frames are of splendid

shape and design, some having straight side

members from extreme front to rear, many

brought in under the dash with several

inches of inset.

The depth and dimensions of the frame

are not very different although it is seen

that one or two makers are using rather

thinner metal, and rather narrower flanges

and must be approaching the limit of safety

as far as strength is concerned with the ma

terial now available for frames that can be

struck up cold, as these frames are.

Reinforces of various kinds are seen; for

example, the Haynes people have filled the

channel iron inside with a hickory elm at a

point extending from opposite the trans

mission to the front end of the side mem

bers.

The Stearns, Apperson and Thomas truss

their frames from a point about opposite

the rear end of the transmission to a point

about the middle of the engine or there

abouts. This truss consists of two rods

tied at the ends and suported by a strut at

or near the middle' of the rod. This is a

step in the right direction inasmuch as

frames of deeper section are practically

out of the question.

In the new four cylinder Olds is found a

frame which may be called a double frame

in its forward half; that is, there are two

side members extending from the rear of

the transmission to the front of the en

gine, the interior side members being prac

tically the same in size and depth as the

outside members. Moreover, these dupli
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cate side members are tied together at the

bottom with a thin sheet steel plate, giving

an exceedingly rigid frame throughout this

forward and critical part of the frame. The

swaying of the car on rough roads at high

speed will certainly not cause serious dis

tortion at this point.

The Pope-Toledo still adhere to their in

verted “U” flame, which has given them so

much satisfaction, there being in it only a

little change of design to accommodate the

change in other features about the car.

The Autocar adheres to their composite

structure, consisting of a very narrow and

light channel iron pressed steel frame on

the inside bolted to an exterior frame of

wood. This makes an exceedingly rigid

and serviceable structure, carrying out the

ideas used in composite light built racing

yachts and some of the high speed steam

launches. This composite structure pos

sesses features of stiffness and resilience

practically out of the question with simple

steel.

Angle iron frames are found on some of

the first-rate smaller cars. Some of these

frames are reinforced with wood and some

are not.

In the frame forgings for attaching the

springs, however, is found a decided change

in the way of increased strength and

lengthening out of the forgings made

necessary by lengthened springs. More

over, these forgings are neater, better in

design and with considerable thought

given to graceful appearance and form.

The Cadillac on their large car adhere

to the tubular sub~frame supporting the

engine, having found it a most rigid and

light means of support.

Several of the frames show large steel

pans underneath the engine and fly-wheel

firmly riveted to the frame and really sup

porting it to some degree against side

strains. combiningr this function with that

of keeping the delicate motor and mechan

ism free from dirt as far as possible.

In the Franklin exhibit is seen a frame

almost entirely of wood and one that has

given satisfaction now for several seasons.

The Pope-Hartford two-cylinder frame

is entirely of wood and the Pope-llartford

four-cylinder frame is of composite con

struction, being reinforced wood with flat

steel plates. This last construction is

bound to give most excellent results.

Details.

There are a number of little details not

possible to classify that are well worthy

of mention; features not absolutely essen

tian to the existence and proper operation

of a car, but contributing to a greater or

less extent to the convenience of or pos

sibly accomplishing some function in a

clever way.

Take for example the Northern new four

cylinder car. Here the gears at the

front end of the engine driving the second

ary shaft that operates the valves are en

cased in a manner to make them water

tight and are made to pump the water of

circulation for the engine—a double func

tion, consisting of a good set of gears and_

a good gear pump in one.

In this same exhibit is the combination

of a lamp bracket and fender iron that is

worthy of mention and extended use. The

front fender iron is made of a substantial

character and supports the fender and at

the same time the large gas lamps. This

takes the lamps out of the way of the

cranking mechanism of the car which has

been seriously narrowed in some instances

by big lamps. It puts the big gas lamps

directly over the wheel so that the light

is in front of the wheel track that is to be,

and it is also out of the mud, advantages

every one of them worth having. This

scores another double function for the

Northern exhibit.

In the Knox four-cylinder, the gasolene

tank is under the body and a large pipe is

brought forward so that its opening for

filling is under the front foot-board. A
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magnetic indicator is used in the gasolene

tank, which shows at a glance whether or

not the tank is full.

On the Fiat car the gasolene tank open

ing is of a very substantial character and

is so formed as to be its own funnel; not

a very large one, to be sure, but one that

could be nicely used in the absence of a bet

ter one. And also on the Fiat car is a most

excellent scheme—that of supporting the

radiator on trunnions, so that no weaving

action in the frame of the car can possibly

strain the radiator and cause leaks.

The materials entering into the cars are

variously distributed as to quality, each

maker according to his own fancy. Many

use aluminum alloys for their engine base

and engine supports; perhaps it is safe to

say that most of the engines have aluminum

bases and transmission cases. Others.

like the Locomobile, prefer manganese

bronze, with its greater strength, also

greater weight for these parts', others mal

leable iron.

The quality of steel used has been

greatly improved during the last season, no

effort being spared to get what is good.

Tensile strength per square inch have risen

as high as 150,000 pounds and 200.000

pounds, as compared with the strength of

ordinary steels not exceeding 100,000

pounds in common use during previous

years. This means greatly increased ex

pense about the machine shop, necessitates

the use of the highest priced tool steel to

cut such materials and, also, neceSsitates

expensive methods of heat treatment and

annealing and tempering operations, but

the results obtained are worth it all.

The use of castings is on the decrease.

either steel or malleable iron and the use

of forgings on the increase. Take for exam

ple the little Pope-Tribune, two-cylinder.

selling for $900. It has within its makeup

dozens of drop forgings. Examine the ex

hibit of the Packard, showing the wrought

forgings used by them, and it is immedi
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ately seen what an extensive part they play

in the construction of the Packard car.

\Vhen it is considered that the forgings

are made of steel having at least a tensile

strength of 60,000 or 70,000 pounds per

square inch, and may be made of such good

materials as to have a strength of three

times that, as compared with the maximum

strength of the strongest steel casting at

70.000 or 80,000 pounds, coupled with the

uncertainties of blow-holes and undiscover

able defects that may exist in castings, the

policy of using forgings is most wise.

In the old days of the bicycle, every pos

sible device was resorted to in order to

bring the chain pull over between the ball

bearings. In the Thomas car this principle

is found carried out to a nicety, the ball

bearings being directly under the front

sprocket and the chain pull on the axle

being betWeen the ball bearings.

To show the thoroughness of the Thomas

construction throughout it is found in their

exhibit that there are 222 drop forgings en

tering into the construction of their car.

Another clever little detail of the Thomas

ear is found in the easy removal of the com

mutator in case it needs cleaning or wiping

out, which is a desirable thing to do once

in a while. It is on the dash in plain sight

and within easy reach. Removing two

screws allow it to be taken off and put back.

It goes back as it came OH because it can

only be put on in just one way, because of

a little detail in construction.

On the Locomobile car is found some

thing which exists nowhere else apparently,

and that is that the thrust collar and the

clutch operating mechanism is within the

gear box and therefore copiously lubricated

by the flood of oil always present in gear

boxes. This makes the gear box a little

longer, but insures everlasting moving

parts as far as the clutch is concerned.

On several of the cars, notably the Cu—

lumbia and Stearns, are found an aluminum

tread for the running boards and foot

boards. It is light and strong and always

clean and has every appearance of being

rubber and probably the majority of 0b

servers think that it is rubber.

The Pope-Hartford four-cylinder car has

adopted a most efficient means of water

circulation, the water being forced into the

top of the cylinder around the valves by

pump and also being taken out of the top.

thus insuring the coldest water in the neigh

borhood of the valves and around the ex

plosion chamber and at the same time

keeping the body of the cylinder warm, in

all probability at the boiling point, which

certainly contributes very largely to the

efficiency of the motor.

The two-cylinder Buick motor remains

just about as it was. Some refinement has

been introduced in the oiling system and in

carrying a tremendous gasolene supply un

der the bonnet to the amount of 16 gallons.

The radiator is much larger and has been

given the outward appearance of those used

by regular four-cylinder cars, very much

   

 

to the improvement of the car and adding

much to the cooling capacity.

About the only exception to the general

rule of the accepted crank as a starting (IC

vice is that shown by the Northern,

which is a lever and ratchet, so arranged

that the engine is pulled over easily by a

lever located just in front of the radiator.

Incidentally, a safety device is added, whose

function it is to retard the spark to zero

point, that is, so that the explosion does not

come before the piston has reached the top

of the stroke, in case the spark has been

left advanced. This is very cleverly worked

out.

Out in the street, however, there is a

car being demonstrated that has the same

starting device brought out last year and

shown in the basement, consisting of a

heavy spring wound up by the action of the

engine and left locked always ready for

use, all that was necessary to operate it

being-to trip the spring, which had length

enough to spin the engine for a fraction

of a minute, thus starting it and then im

mediately winding it up again. This seems

to work very nicely and takes up about as

much room as a good-sized straw hat on

the end of the crank shaft, the latter

protruding so that in case of accident the

starting crank might be used.

A little detail noticeable 'on French cars,

notably the Clement-Bayard and Rochet

Schneider, is the way the fans on the rear

of the radiator are placed. It is extremely

noticeable that the amount of clearance

between the cutting edge of the fan and

the back of the radiator is extremely small,

that the fans have a peculiar curve on a

straight blade. This disposition of the fan

is so radically different as to indicate an

extremely good reason for so placing it.

It certainly must do away with all eddies

between the fan and the radiator, and must

pull the wind through the radiator most

efficiently. This is a marked contrast with

the careless location of many of the other

fans in the Show which seem to have been

placed by chance or accident and very little

thought given to any real efficiency.

Several of the machines are supplied with

a convenient little device in the shape of

a pointer on the back of the rear cylinder

against which marks on the fly wheel are
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placed to indicate the opening of the inlet

or the closing of the exhaust and all neces

sary details in regard to valve timing; all

this in case during repair the valve timing

is upset, that it may be accurately returned

to the predetermined and correct timing.

One of the talking points dwelt upon

heavily by the Northern people is the fact

that they are galvanizing their cylinders to

accomplish several things. In the first

place the cylinders are being heated before

galvanizing, and during galvanizing they

are annealed and all internal strains drawn

before machining, then in case all sand

and grit has not been removed from

the water jacket inside and out even with

the utmost care, or in case there may exist

a pin hole in the casting at some point, the

galvanizing flows into it, covers and fills

the pin holes and holds the sand. In this

way all sand troubles about the crank case

or in the pumps is avoided, and defective

cylinders are rendered practically impos

sible. Any defect too large to be cured by

this process is liable to be detected by

superficial inspection.

One detail adopted on the larger Pope

cars, however, and the only one seen in the

show, at least among the American cars,

is the auxiliary five-gallon gasolene tank lo

cated at the top of the dash and within it,

thus giving gravity feed to the earburetter

at all times, no matter how steep may be

the hill or low the gasolene supply. The

bulk of the gasolene is carried, however, in

a large tank at the rear of the chassis, the

gasolene being forced from the large tank

into the smaller one by air pressure. This

is a very happy solution of the gasolene

supply problem and one which is pretty

sure to find favor because of the simplicity

following gravity feed and the practical

manner by which it is obtained. Ball bear

ings were used last year on the Pope

Toledo and are used this year Somewhat

larger in dimensions, however, and there

fore extremely efiicient. The double chain

drive is retained as a special taking point

of the Toledo factory.

The wiring of the high-tension devices

on the Royal is worthy of remark. The

commutator is of suitable design permit

ting of no ground wiring completes the

circuit. thus controlling the flow of elec

tricity to the highest degree.

On the Studebaker the muffler has two

exhaust ports pointed backward and a little

outward at an angle of 45 degrees with all

the area of breaking the vacuum that ordi

narily follows a rapidly moving car. The

idea is nicely worked out and makes a very

attractive exhaust arrangement. The ex

haust from each cylinder is carried down

the engine base before it joins the manifold.

In the Studebaker are probably the only

bearings of the kind in the Show. They

are of the plain journal type, but the

marked characteristic is the fact that both '.

turning and standing member are hardened

and gfound, oil being furnished by ring

oilers.

HENRY SOUTHER.

___—

  

 

Accessories

Speed Indicators.

Marked improvements are apparent in

the numerous speed indicators which are

exhibited. The Warner Auto-Meter, made

and marketed by the Warner Instrument

C0., Beloit, Wis., is one that has undergone

several changes, though not of the char

acter to make the instrument undistinguish
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able from last year‘s model. The size of

the speed dial and also of the trip and total

mileage dials has been increased, the en

largement naturally making the register

easier to read from the seat. The casing

at the base of the meter around the flexible

shaft has been lengthened. giving greater

strength. A flexible shaft connects the

worm gear in the instrument to the bevel

gear on the wheel. Its principle remains

unchanged. A magnet revolving freely on

sapphire bearings is its power. The indi

cating dial is suspended in front of the

magnet and a partition separates them, pre

cluding the possibility of afi‘ectation by air.

The dial is mounted on a pivot. A hair

spring holds the dial to zero point and the

magnet, when revolving, has a tendency to

draw the dial in the direction of its revo

lution, while the hair spring opposes its

tendency. The greater rapidity of the mag

net's revolution, the greater the displace

ment of the dial, and when the speed of the

magnet doubles, the displacement is

doubled.

In principle and general construction this

ear's Jones speedometer-odometer is not

11 essentially different from last year’s models,

although several minor improvements have

been made to record the total mileage, ir

respective of the direction of motion. Thus

a car which in the course of a day covers

100 miles forward and five backward, will

record 105 miles. The advantage is that

the entire mileage adds up and also makes

it is impossible fora chauffeur to jack up the

wheel and industriously unwind the result

if his night’s clandestine performance. The

addition of a trip mileage dial, similar to

that employed on the Jones odometer, is

an innovation on the 1906 speedometer

odometer. In this regard a noteworthy

point is that the setback mechanism, in

stead of being actuated by a thumb screw

and a motion analagous to that of winding

a clock, is now instantly operated by a

push button, which resets the indicator at

zero. as in a stop watch. A new instru

ment which is being exploited by Jones is

the Jones tachometer, for indicating the

revolutions per minute of engines and ma

chinery. It is based upon the same prin

ciple—centrifugal force—and containing

the same movement as the Jones speedo~

meter. The tachometer has a four-inch dial.

a heavy standard and small pulley wheel

one and one-half inches in diameter. The

instrument is adjustable and will face at

any angle. The belt driven instruments,

operated from the engine shaft, are made in

two models—Model A, indicating up to

1.200 revolutions per minute. to be geared

2 to 1; Model B, indicating up to 600 revo

lutions per minute, to be geared 4 to l. The

gear tachometers are also furnished in two

models. C and D, indicating respectively up

to 1,200 and 600 revolutions per minute.

Quite a notable feature of the 1906 Webb

indicator is the addition of a total mileage

and a trip mileage recorder and dial. The

principle involved in the \Vebb speed indi

cator is not new. being that of holding a

feather in the air with your breath. It is

constructed with a taper bore and an alum

inum wire or index weighing five grains

which rises or falls in proportion to the

air created by the air pump, which is driven

by a flexible shaft over the knuckle of the

front wheel. The indicator on the right

represents the total mileage to 10,000 and

repeats; the trip registers to 100 miles and

repeats or it can be set to any mileage by

pressing the button and turning.

On the new Veeder tachodometer this

year the speed register is curved, the claim

being put forth that the scale is easier t0

read from the driver's seat and its value has

increased by adding a total and trip mile'

age odometer. There is, theoretically, only

one moving part in the Veeder tachodO

meter. i. e. the small paddle wheel in the

centrifugal pump which is geared dirt-“Cl

to a front wheel of the car. It works some
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what on the order of the thermometer, the

-revolutions of the paddle wheel forcing

the colored alcohol up the indicator tube.

The various Veeder odometers are, of

course, displayed.

Post & Lester, of Hartford, exhibit the

Bullard speed recorder, a combined clock

odometer and speed recording instrument,

the latter marking on a round card every

mile traveled, the speed per hour and stops.

A flexible shaft connects the instrument to

the wheel of the ear. Something very simi

lar is being exploited by the Baldwin Chain

and Mfg. Co., or, at least, will be shown by

them as soon as it is ready to be marketed,

which is promised for the Boston show. It

is the Monitor speed recorder, which has

been adopted by the United States Govern

ment for warships and other steam ships.

In addition to being an electrical speed re

corder it indicates the speed per hour, gives

total mileage and trip mileage or counts

revolutions of the engine per minute. An

electrically regulated arm, the end of which

contains a marking fluid, records on a grad

uated cardboard disk the speed at a certain

mile and to the minute; also recording the

time of stops. While the device shown by

the Baldwin people is the type designed for

nautical use, they state that a smaller in‘

strument designed for automobiles is now

completing six months of hard test and will

be shown for the first time at the Boston

show in March. It will be marketed for

about the same price as the various speed

indicators now in use.

Sibley & Pitman, New York City, have a

new speedometer and odometer which they

claim will fit any car by the substitution of

the small gear on the end of the flexible

shaft which is fastened by a cotter pin. A

dealer may therefore carry a stock with a

few extra gears and fit any car on the mar

ket. The Motor Car Specialty Co., of Tren

ton, N. 1., through its agent, Wm. S. Jones,

of Philadelphia, in addition to the Lea tire

pump are showing a new instrument which

they have named the Lea Speedistometer.

It has no new features. The McGiehan

line of speedometers and odometers remain

practically unchanged. The \Veed Chain

Tire Grip Co. display the Lashar electrical

speed indicator, an ingenious device which

works entirely by electricity.

Lamps.

There are'practically no radically new

features apparent in the exhibits of lamps.

All the well—known makers have improved

old or added new models to their lines and

have seemingly designed upon the prin

ciple that simplicity is beauty in itself. Gen

erators have come in for their share of at

tention, the idea being to make them as

simple of operation as possible and to mini

mize the waste of carbide, at the same time

increasing the efficiency and power of the

produced gas. One of the newest gen—

erators is that produced by the Rose

Mfg. Company—the Neverout patent in

vertible gas producer. It is entirely auto

matic in action and swings on an axial

bracket, a half revolution of the device

starting the generation of gas and vice

versa. It is constructed on a different

principle from that of the ordinary gas

generator. The carbide container is a

metallic cylinder with plain surfaces. When

the gas is turned off the water is at the

some time automatically turned off. Con

versely when the gas is turned on the water

and carbide are brought into contact. It

is made in two types, with single and dou

ble cylinders, respectively. It goes without

saying that the Neverout lamps also bear

‘evidence of the tOuch of the refining hand.

Simplicity and effectiveness also are ap

parent in the generators of the Atwood

Mfg. Co. and the Badger Brass Co. On

the theory that water cooling will eliminate

the dirty residue of decomposed carbide,

thus reducing the burned carbon to dry ash

or dust, instead of the dirty ill-smelling re

fuse, so common in most ordinary gen

erators, have these been constructed. Both

the Solar and the Atwood generators are

made in two sizes, the shape of the two

makes differing, the former being cylindri

cal. Although the Solar parabola project

ors, a combination of ground and polished

plano convex lenses in front of short focus,

surrounded by a German silver reflector,

which is a section of parabola and a spher

ical rear silver reflector, were first_intro

duced last season, several new types are

this year exhibited. The Solar square oil

and the Duplex oil side lamps are new

styles. The Atwood Company also pre

sents several new lamps, conspicuous

among which are the No. 21 swivel gas

searchlight, Nos. 9 and 12 diamond-back

shaped gas headlights. with parabola lenses

and a new diamond backed oil lamp.

New Dietz models include an oil lamp in

two sizes with corrugated ruby backs and

side oil lamps with small side lights, to

throw light on the running board of the

car or on the curb. The famous Bullet

lamps of Gray & Davis call forth favorable

comment, as they usually do. The C. T.

Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., have an

interesting exhibit of their “cold blast oil

lamps," and are featuring the Tourist, a

side lamp with a semaphoric optical flint

lens. The well-known Twentieth Century

and Rushmore lines remain practically the

same, excepting, of course, refinement in

minor details.

In connection with lamps, one of the

brand new things, although the embodi

ment of an old idea, is the Imperial-Lyon

automatic lamp adjuster, made and shown

by the Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., of Chicago.

This lamp adjustor bracket is operated by

the steering knuckle rod to which it is at

tached. It causes the lamp to move with

the wheels, so that before the body of the

car swings around the driver is able to de

termine the lay of the land around the

bend. It can be adjusted to automatically

turn as fast or faster than the wheels.

Charles E. Miller is also showing the Rand

adjustable bracket. '

Horns.

While last year's Gabriel two-chime horn

somewhat suggested a pipe organ, the new

eight chime horn certainly approaches

nearer to that instrument than anything

heretofore attempted. Like its predeces

sors it is the invention of C. H. Foster, and

is manufactured by the Gabriel Horn and

Mfg. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. The eight

chime horn consists of eight tubes, each

giving a clear musical note. Like all other

Gabriel horns it is operated by the exhaust

and it is claimed for the new eight note

instrument that any tune within the scope

of one octave can be played upon it by

simply placing the foot on the exhaust

pedal and working the keyboard like a

piano. A. H. Funke, New York, has a line

of new bulb horns, but they are very similar

to the accepted type of reed instruments,

with the exception of the eight toned bugle

born. The Motor Car Equipment Co., New

York, is howing a new French siren horn

operated by means of a flexible steel shaft

keyed to a leather pulley which comes in

contact with the engine fly-wheel by press

ing a small pedal. The same firm also has

a triple tube chime horn which connects

with the engine exhaust. Charles E. Mil

ler’s line of horns on exhibition are so nu

merous that to particularize would be

diflicult. Two of his features in this line,

however, are the Miller imported combina

tion siren horn, operated by a roller on the

fly-wheel connected by a flexible shaft to

the horn, and the Miller electric horn.

Shock Absorbers.

In shock absorbers there is an imposing

array of all kinds, actuated by all principles.

The best known perhaps, the Truflault

Ilartford Suspension, made by the Hartford

Suspension Co., of New York City, has

been materially strengthened by making

the centre arm double instead of single as

heretofore. The center stud and steel wash

ers are hardened—the latter provided with

five prongs to take up lost motion caused

by wear. This improved locking facility

provides for easy adjustment and entirely

eliminates the former check nut and binder

screws. One of the new shock absorbers

is the Baldwin spring recoil check, manu

factured by the Baldwin Chain and Mfg.

Co., under the House patents. Its con

struction is of the most simple form of

automatic grip. A steel shell or case with

a supporting eye on the top is hooked to

the floor or frame of the car body. Inside

this cylinder is a divided piston covered

with oil-treated leather which contacts with

the sides of the hollow case, a set of toggle

arms butt against each side of the piston

segments and a yoke over the top drawing

thew down is attached to the axle by a

strap. Thus when the jerk upon the yoke

bolt is increased in velocity the friction

upon the sides is multiplied by the square

of the velocity springs in the cylinder re

turning the piston to its normal position

after every action of the checks. The Gab
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riel Company not only makes horns, but

have turned their attention to the matter of

reducing shock which has resulted in the

appearance of the Foster shock absorber, a

neat and effective looking device. The Fos

ter consists of a hollow steel cylinder which

contains the piston, oil furnishing the force

of resistance. The plunger head contains

a circle of valves and when a shock sends

the plunger down the oil flows through

these holes into the upper chamber. When

the recoil comes the force of the oil presses

against a washer around the piston rod

which partly covers the valves, thus allow

ing the oil to flow back into the lower

chamber, a small portion at a time, causing

it to act as a cushion. The old equalizing

spring idea to reduce jars has been brought

out by I. H. Sager in the Sager equalizing

springs, which are simple coil springs of

the barrel pattern with an eye at each end.

One end is fastened to the axle or the

other part of the running gear, while the

other end is fastened to the body or upper

frame work. _

Although there has been an amazing mul

tiplication of accessories, there seems to be

little that can be classed as brand new, that

is, involving new ideas. Many new firms

have entered the field with sundries, some

of them firms who are taking up automobile

specialties as a side line, and that it is prov

ing a profitable venture there is small room

for doubt. The exhibit of the well known

exporter and importer, Charles E. Miller, is

a sundry show in itself, his large stock em

bracing almost everything that has been de

vised for the needs of the automobile or its

user. One of.Miller's latest good things—

and he is always presenting something of

the sort—is a complete tool shop on wheels,

designed for the man who would do his own

repairing, or for the small garage keeper

who finds it beyond his means to equip his

shop with a large and expensive outfit 0n

the strength of a few possible odd jobs.

The “Automo” tool cabinet, as it is styled,

has been designed to meet these exigencies,

and that it will “take on” goes without say

ing. It consists of a substantial hardwood

cabinet with a full complement of tool

drawers, mounted on wheels so that it may

be rolled through any doorway. It con

tains an electric drill with a motor that can

be connected to an incandescent lamp

socket, a combination anvil and surface

block, a swivel machinist’s vise, ofi'set jaws

and pipe vise, dies and taps for threading

bolts, and nuts, chisels, saws, files, calipers,

levellers, squares, hammers, nut and pipe

wrenches, oil stone, metal saws, belt lacing

outfit, wood and iron clamps, drills, files

and all the other necessary tools which go

to make a complete repair shop. Miller is

also the American agent for the celebrated

Brampton chains, and flattering letters of

commendation from their users show how

they are regarded. One of his novelties is

an eight-day clock, which can be attached

to the dashboard. The Miller mica spark

plug does not differ in construction from

the l905 article, but he has added several

foreign patents to his stock. Realizing that

there would be an enormous demand for

jewelry typical of the automobile and its

component parts, Miller is showing an ex

tensive line of watch fobs, buttons, pins,

etc. His line of clocks is large, and the

style of caps, gloves and gauntlets which

he is showing are so varied as to make

choosing difficult. In ignition apparatus,

Miller’s line embraces the types of all the

leading makers, among which might be

mentioned the Splitdorf plugs, timers, coils

and distributors; the Witherbee storage bat

tery igniter; the new Apple battery charger

and automatic cutofi’; the Herz timers, dis—

tributors and other ignition apparatus and

the Kingston coils and plugs. He has also

taken on the Janney-Steinmetz tanks, the

Barrett jacks and the Wray pressure regis—

ter and compound pumps, beside a varied

assortment of lubricants and cleaning com

pounds.

E. J. Willis, another well known New

York jobber, is showing the new Hopkins

autolog, which gives the speed, both in miles

and kilometres, speed and mileage for each

separate mile, speed from 1 to 60 miles an

hour and kilometre speed from 1 to 100 kilo

metres per hour, and the total mileage and

kilometres per trip. His 1906 Yankee

grade meter, which gives the grade going

up or down at 40 per cent, has been per

fected. Owing to a chemical used in its

construction last year the dials became dis

colored, which defcct, as well as other

minor imperfections, have been overcome.

The New York Sporting Goods Co. has

on display a large assortment of domestic

and imported sundries. ' '

Charles E. Splitdorf, the New York man

who makes coils—and has been making

them for years—has introduced a new ball

bearing commutator, the spindle carrying

the hardened steel plunger contact revolv

ing upon steel balls in steel cones, which

reduces the wear to a minimum, produces

a perfect ground and absolutely prevents

freezing in case of neglect in oiling, it is

claimed. Another addition is a low tension

magneto. The armature is of the Siemens

shuttle type, which gives two sparks for

each revolution. He also has a high ten

sion magneto in the course of construction.

R. E. Hardy’s 1906 line of Sta-Rite igni

tion plugs consists of six distinct types and

forty-Seven sizes. Although the Atwater

Kent new spark generator is given this

name, it is rather misleading, as it is simply

a mechanical vibrator and distributor. The

mechanical vibrator has done away entirely

with the timer, all magnetic vibrators and

reduced to a small percentage battery con

sumption. The vibrator, being mechanical.

is worked by the power of the engine and

consumes no battery wear to move it as

does an electrical vibrator. The new mechan

ical vibrator is designed to take the place

of both the commutator and magnetic vi

brator. In the distributor, or what they

term the generator, the four secondary

wires are led from the binding posts

through the bottom of the box to the spark

plugs. The two primary wires come from

the bottom, one leading to the battery and

the other to the ground. Contact is made

directly from the secondary of the high

tension coil to the longitudinal distributor.

A shaft. connected with the “two to one"

shaft of the engine drives the distributor

and also the mechanical vibrator, which is

placed under cover on top of the box. An

advancing lever moves the mechanical

vibrator for advancing the spark. The cur

rent is led into and out of the mechanical

vibrator by sliding contracts, which allows

the advance and retard without the use of

moving wires. A two-point switch allows

the use of two sets of batteries if desired.

An automatic starter is displayed by the

Auto Improvement Co. of New York City.

It is simply a spring which is thrown into

operation by a small release pedal and after

starting the engine it is automatically re

wound as soon as the engine has attained

sufiicient speed, and when fully wound is

automatically disengaged, when it is ready

for the next release. The same firm also

shows a trip detector which is designed to

protect the owner from the unauthorized

use of his car. This instrument is a little

case which can be attached to the dash

board, the pulsations of the engine setting

in motion a balanced vibrator which regis

ters a mark on a paper dial calibrated in

miles. As this detector can be set in

motion even though the car is not moving

it is hardly likely that it will become popu

lar.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.,

have created new carburetters, but in these

the essential features do not differ material

ly from the previous well known models.

The National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

has a tastefully arranged display of their

storage batteries.

The Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., has

gotten out a new film tube radiator, made

up of thin copper tubes, 31/; inch by l-l6

inch, without fins, in which the water circu

lation is vertical. They have also added

the hinge type hood and have designed a

new malleable iron fender fastener. The

factory has been equipped to make the

popular concave curved metal dashes and a

metal box for runabouts is a newcomer.

The Whitelock Coil Pipe Co. is showing 3

line of steel and aluminum hoods in addition

to its line of radiators.

New grease cups and spring key cocks

are shown by the Lunkenheimer CO., who

have made many improvements upon their

force feed lubricators.

Ally rounding off the ends of the Side

pieces of chains less friction is created and

the tendency to jump the sprockets is 1’8

duced to the minimum. This has be¢_"

done by the Whitney Mfg. Co. in all the"

larger size chains. and in addition they have

made several new chains—the No. 3, 94

inch pitch; N0. 7, 1 inch pitch; N0. 12, 1%

inch pitch, and N0. 17, 11,; inch pitch

Other chains shown are the diamond and

Baldwin makes. _

Col. James H. Sprague, Norwalk, Ohio,
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has improved his tops by creating new

styles, the fundamental principles remaining

unchanged. Tops and bodies are also

shown by the Springfield Metal Body Co.

of Springfield, Mass.

SUMMARY OF CARS EXHIBITED.

PLEASURE cans.

Gasolene: v

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8'

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Total gasolene cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110

Chassis:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

Total Chassis . . . . .. 40

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23

Total pleasure cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 173

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 1

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

Total commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

Total gasolene vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . 161

Total electric vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

Total all cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 207

American Darracq Co., New York City.—

Darracq gasolene cars; three four-cylinder

touring cars.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo.

Ind.—Apperson gasolene cars; four-cylinder

chassis, four-cylinder limousine and four

cylinder touring car.

Auto Import Co., New York City.—

Rochet-Schneider gasolene cars; two four

cycle touring cars, two four'cylinder

limousines, four-cylinder chassis.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.»—Autocars.

gasolene; four-cylinder chassis; four-cylin

der limousine, four-cylinder touring car,

two-cylinder chassis, two-cylinder run

about.

Bowman Automobile Co., Sidney B., New

York City.—Clement-Bayard gasolene cars;

two four-cylinder chassis, four-cylinder

touring car, four-cylinder limousine, one

limousine body and one touring car body.

Babcock Electric ‘Carriage Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.——Four electric carriages.

Buick Motor Co., Jackson, Mich—Buick

gasolene cars; two-cylinder runabout and

four-cylinder touring car.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac gasolene cars; four-cylinder chas

sis, four-cylinder limousine, two four-

cylinder touring cars, single cylinder run

about, single cylinder tonneau.

Cantano Electric Tractor Co., New York

City—One electric bus and one electric

brougham.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, Ohio.—

Electric runabout and two-seated carriage.

Decauville Automobile Co., New York

City.—Decauville gasolene cars; four-cylin

der limousine, four-cylinder touring car,

four-cylinder cab.

Dietrich Importing Co., New York City.

-—Dietrich gasolene cars; one four-cylinder

chassis.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Columbia electric and gasolene cars; two

four—cylinder chassis, four-cylinder limous

ine, four-cylinder semi-limousine, four

cylinder touring car, four-cylinder laudau

let, two electric trucks and two electric de

livery wagons, closed bus, brougham, small

victoria, large victoria and two-seated han

som.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio—Elmore

two-cycle gasolene cars; two—cylinder ton

neau, four-cylinder chassis and four—cylin

der touring car.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H.“H., Syracuse, N.

Y.——Franklin air-cooled cars; four-cylinder

chassis, four-cylinder runabout, six-cylinder

touring car and two four-cylinder touring

cars, and four-cylinder light truck.

Gallia Electric Carriage Co., New York

City.——One electric runabout and one elec

tric hansom cab.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes Gasolene cars; four-cylinder chas

sis, three—cylinder limousine, four-cylinder

touring car, two-cylinder runabout, two

cylinder chassis, and two-cylinder touring

car.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York City.—

Hewitt gasolene cars; one-cylinder delivery

wagon, two one-cylinder chassis, two four

cylinder chassis, one-cylinder runabout,

one-cylinder limousine.

Hollander & Tangeman, New York City.

—F. I. A. T. gasolene cars; four-cylinder

chassis, four-cylinder touring car and two

four-cylinder limousines.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

—Knox gasolene cars; two-cylinder truck,

two two-cylinder busses, one-cylinder de

livery wagon, four-cylinder chassis, two

cylindcr tonneau, two four-cylinder touring

cars, four-cylinder limousine and two

cylinder runabout.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.—Locomobile gasolene cars; four

cylinder racing car, two four-cylinder tour

ing cars, four-cylinder limousine, four—

cylinder chassis. ' '

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkesbarre,

Pa.—Matheson gasolene cars; four-cylinder

model engine.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Northern gasolene cars; two-cylinder chas—

sis, one-cylinder runabout, four-cylinder

touring car, two-cylinder touring car and

four~cylinder chassis. ‘

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich—Olds

gasolene cars; two-cylinder Chassis, two

cylinder delivery wagon, two—cylinder truck,

two-cylinder touring car, two one-cylinder

runabouts, four-cylinder touring car, four

cylinder runabout, four-cylinder chassis.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard gasolene cars; two-cylinder truck,

four-cylinder chassis, four-cylinder limous

ine, four-cylinder chassis, four-cylinder run

about.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Peerless gasolene cars; four-cylinder chas

sis, four-cylinder runabout, four-cylinder

touring car, four-cylinder limousine.

Pierce Co., George N., Buffalo, N. Y.—

chassis, four-cylinder limousine, four-cylin

der touring car (limousine attachment) and

four-cylinder touring car.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Ccinn.—Pope,

Pope-Hartford and Pope-Tribune gasolene

cars; two-cylinder runabout, two-cylinder

tonneau, two-cylinder chassis, two-cylinder

touring car and four-cylinder touring car,

two-cylinder truck.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, Ohio.—

Pope-Toledo gasolene and Pope-Waverly

electric cars; four-cylinder chassis, three—

cylinder touring cars, four-cylinder limou

sine; two electric trucks, two delivery

wagons, one electric chassis, three electric

runabouts, one electric brougham and an

electric two-seated wagon.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—

Royal gasolene cars; four-cylinder chassis.

four-cylinder touring car, and two four-cyl

inder limousines.

Smith & Mabley, Inc., New York City.—

Mercedes, Panhard and Renault gasolene

cars; three four-cylinder limousines, four

cylinder touring car, two—cylinder chassis

and two-cylinder bus.

Smith & Mabley Mfg. Co., New York

City.—S. & M. Simplex gasolene cars; four

cylinder chassis, two four-cylinder touring

cars, four-cylinder theatre bus.

Stearus Co., The F. B., Cleveland, Ohio.

-—Stcarns gasolene cars; two four-cylinder

touring cars, four-cylinder chassis.

Stevens Arms and Tool Co., Chicopcc

Falls, Mass—Stevens Duryea gasolene

cars; four-cylinder chassis, four-cylinder

limousine, four-cylinder touring car and

two-cylinder runabout, six-cylinder touring

car. I

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind—Studebaker gasolene and electric

cars; four-cylinder chassis, two four-cyl

inder touring cars, two four-cylinder limou

sines; three electric trucks, three electric

delivery wagons and four electric run

abouts.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

—Thomas gasolene cars; four-cylinder

chassis, two-cylinder touring cars and two

four-cylinder limousines.

Vehicle Equipment Co., Long Island City,

N. Y.—Electric vehicles, four trucks, two

delivery wagons and two theatre busses.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.—

Waltham-Orient gasolene cars; two four.
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cylinder touring cars, four-cylinder run

about, one-cylinder buck board.

\Valtcr Automobile Co., New York City.

—\Nalter gasolene cars, four-cylinder chas

sis, four-cylinder touring ear.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—\Vinton gasolene cars; four-cylinder

limousine, four-cylinder runabout, two

four-cylinder touring cars and four—cylin

der chassis.

Accessories.

Allers & Co., New York—Specialties.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Ball bearings.

American Electric Novelty and Manufac

turing Co., New York—Electrical goods

and Alvin self-starter.

American and British Mfg. Co.—“Evevr

Ready" trip detector.

Anderson Spark-Plug Co.—Spark-plugs.

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Works,

Philadelphia, Pa.—Electrical specialties.

Atwood Manufacturing Co., Amesbury,

Mass—Lamps.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora.

Ill—Thor Motorcycles and fittings.

Auto Brass and Aluminum Co.,

Mich—Force feed oilers and parts.

Auto Coil Co., Jersey City, N. J.—Spark

coils.

Auto Supply Co., The, New York.»—

Sundries and supplies.

Automobile Top and Cover Co., Inc.—

Tops.

Badger Brass and Mfg. Co., Kenosha,

Wis—Solar Acetylene Gas Lamps.

Baldwin Chain and Manufacturing Co.,

\N'orcester, Mass—Baldwin detachable and

riveted chains, House Patent Recoil Check.

Monitor speed recorder.

Barnes Gear Co.—-Gears.

Belden Automobile Transmission Co.

Billy, C., New York—Lamps.

Bowser & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind—Gaso

lene storage outfits.

Brennan Manufacturing Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.-—Brennan motors and transmissions.

Briscoe Manufacturing Co., Detroit,

Mich—Radiators, fenders, etc.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Differentials, steering gears and sliding

gear transmissions.

Bryne Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston automatic carburetters and muf~

flers.

Champion, Co., Albert, Boston, Mass.—

Ignition supplies.

Chandler Co., The, Springfield, Mass.—

Nameplates.

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, lll.—Dry

batteries.

Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pa.—Nickel

chrome frames.

Columbia Lubricants Co.l New York,—

Monogram lubricating oils.

Flint,

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio.——

Yale California motor bicycles.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., The,

York—Continental tires.

Continental Rubber Works, Erie, Pa.—

Continental tires.

Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., New York.—

Hewitt Mercury Arc rectifiers.

Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building

Co., the Win, Philadelphia, Pa.—Mangan

ese bronze castings.

Dac Automobile Supply House, New

York—Supplies.

Dayton Electrical Manufacturing Co.,

Dayton, Ohio—Apple igniters and storage

battery chargers.

Detroit Motor Car Supply Co., Detroit,

Mich—Tops, bodies and wind shields.

Diamond Chain Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., The, Akron, Ohio.

—Diam0nd tires.

Dietz Co., R. E., New York—Dietz oil

lamps.

Duff Manufacturing Co., The, Allegheny,

Pa.~—Barret automobile jacks.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City. N. J.

—Eastern ignition cells.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich—“E. & J." automobile lamps.

English & Mersick Co., New Haven,

Conn—Metallic automobile supplies.

Fine, Horace E., Trenton, N. J.—Auto

mobile monograms, license tags and orna

ments.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio—Firestone side wire tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

-—Fisk mechanically fastened tires for auto

mobiles.

Funke, A. H., New York—Lamps, horns,

supplies, etc.

G 8: J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind—G & J

detachable tires. \

Gabriel Horn Manufacturing Co., New

York—Gabriel horns and Foster shock

absorber.

Gas Engine \Nhistle Co., New York-—

\Vatrous spent gas whistle.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., The, New Haven,

Conn—Gilbert tire covers and supplies.

Goodrich Co., The B. F., Akron, 0.—

Goodrich tires.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., The,

Akron, Ohio—Goodyear tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps.

Hardy Co., the E. R., New York—Sta

rite spark-plugs.

Hartford Rubber \Vorks Co., Hartford.

Conn—Perfected Dunlop, Hartford and

Turner tires. -

llartforrl Suspension Co., New York.—

llartford Trufl'ault Suspension.

Harris Oil Co., A. M., Providence, R. I.—

Motor car lubricants.

New

Hatch & Brittain, Inc., New York.—

United States Emergency Outfit.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell,

Heinze motor car coils.

Herz 8: Co., New York.—-Spark-plugs

and ignition supplies in general.

Hess-Bright Manufacturing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.-—Ball bearings.

Hooker 8r. Co., Henry, New York.—

Bodies.

Holly Bros, Detroit, Mich.—¥Holly mag

netos and carburetters.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.

—Roller bearings. .

Hydraulic Oil Storage and Distributing

Co., Detroit, Mich—Snell system of hy

draulic storage.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., The, Chicago,

Ill.—\Vixon Compound air pump and Im

perial Lyon headlight adjuster.

International A. & V. Tire Co.,

York—Tires.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Mass.—

The,

New

‘Gasolene storage tanks.

Jones & Co., Phineas, Newark, N. J.—

Wood wheels.

Jones, Jos. W., New York City.—

Speedometers and Odometers.

Judson & Downing Co., New York.—

Automobile parts of every description.

Lackawanna Leather Co.—Leatlier fab

rics.

Light Manufacturing and Foundry C0,

Pottstown, Pa.—Aluminum and

bearing metals.

Lunkenheimer Co., The, New York.—

Lubricating devices.

Manufacturers' Foundry Co., The, Water

bury- Conn.-—Motor castings.

McCord 8: Co., Chicago, Ill.-Lubri—

cators.

McGiehan Manufacturing Co., New York.

Odometers.

Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., New York—Gog

gles. V

Mesinger Mfg. Co., New York—Mesin

ger tire band.

castings

Michelin Tire, American Agency, Inc.,

New York—Michelin Tires.

Michigan Steel Boat Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Steel bodies.

Midgley Manufacturing Co.,

Ohio—Pressed steel wheels.

Midvale Steel Co., Midvale, Pa.—Steels.

Miller, Charles E., New York—Su‘ndries

and supplies of every description.

Motor Car Equipment Co., The, New

York—Supplies for automobiles.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Trenton, N. J.—

Lea tire pump, Lea Speedistometer.

Columbus.

Motsinger Device Manufacturing C0-,

Penrlleton, Ind.-—\lotsinger auto sparker.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, Ill.—

Morgan & Wright clincher and detachable.

tires.
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Mosler & Co., A. R., New York—Mos

ler timers, Spit-fire spark-plugs.

Mutty Co., L. _l., Boston, Mass—Auto

mobile top materials.

Rubay, Leon, New York—French

specialties.

Rushmore Dynamo \Vorks, Plainfield, N.

J.-—Lamps.

Sampson Leather Tire Co., New York.

—Sa'mpson leather tires. '

Schwartz Wheel Co., The, Philadelphia,

Pa.—Wheels.

Semi-Dry Battery Co.,

Dunn Semi-Dry Battery.

Sibley & Pitman, New York—Supplies.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pitttsburg, Pa.—

Steel tubing.

Sofl'an, M., New York—Hercules tires.

New York.—

Smith & Co., Edward, New York.—

Specialties.

Spicer Universal Joint Manufacturing

Co., Plainfield, N. ].—Spicer universal

joints.

Splitdorf, C. P., ;\ew York—Ignition ape

paratus.

Springfield Auto Top and Upholstering

C0,, Springfield, Mass—Tops.

Sprague Umbrella Co., The, Norwalk, U.

—T0ps.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass—Bodies.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Axles, etc.

Standard Welding Co., The, Cleveland,

Ohio—Rims, tubing, etc.

Swinehart Clincher Tire and Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio—Swinehart tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, O.—

Roller bearings.

Twentieth Century Manufacturing Co.,

New York—Lamps.

Utility Co., The, New York—Electrical

specialties. '

Valentine 8: Co., New York.—Varnishes.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York—Lubricants.

Veeder Manufacturing Co., The, Hart

ford, Conn.—Odometers, Tachometers, etc.

Ventilated Cushion Co., The—Cushions.

W'arner Instrument Co., Beloit, \Vis.——

Speedometers.

\Varner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears.

\Vay Muffler Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

\\'ay Mulllers.

\\"ebb Co., The, New York—Speed indi

cators.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York.—

W'eed' chain tire grips and Lashar Electric

speed indicator.

Wheeler, E. H., Indianapolis, Ind—The

Schebler carburetter.

W'heeler

l\lich.—-Tops.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn.

—\\/hitlock coolers.

Manufacturing Co., Detroit,

\Vhitney Manufacturing Co., Hartford,

Cunn.—\/Vhitney chains.

\N’itherbee Igniter Co., New York.—

\\"itherbee igniters.

Willis & Co., E. 1., New York—Special

ties and sundries.

VVray Pump and Register Co., Rochester,

N. Y.—Pumps and pressure registers.

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—

“Reliancc” batteries for electric vehicles.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—

Columbia dry batteries.
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National Sales Corporation, New York.—

Sundries.

New York Carriage Top Co., New York.

—Tops.

New York and New Jersey Lubricant Co.,

New York—Lubricants.

New York Sporting Goods

York—Supplies.

Noera Mfg. Co., The, Waterbury, Conn.-——

Lamps, pumps, etc.

Ofeldt & Sons, F. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Ofeldt's steam specialties.

Oliver Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Automobile jacks.

Pantosote Co.,

for coverings.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Ltd., New
York—Tools. I

Parish & Bingham Co., Cleveland, O.—

Steel frames, parts and fittings.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa.—

Tires.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

—Ignition outfits.

Post & Lester Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

—I_ amps, horns and supplies.

Prest-O-Lite Co., Indianapolis,

Prest-O-Lite gas tanks.

Prosser & Son, Thomas, New York.—

Krupp Steel \Norks.

Co., New

New York.—Pantosote

Ind.—

Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Auto-Cle wrenches.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind.—

Remy magnetos.

Republic Rubber Co.—Tires.

Republic Rubber Tire and Shoe Co., New

York—Tire shoes.

Rose Manufacturing Co.,

Pa.—Nevcrout lamps.

Roth Jack and Tool Co.

Philadelphia,

 

DEMONSTRATING CARS LINED UP OUTSIDE

 

THE GARDEN.
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“I fancy that it will surprise a few

people,” was the remark of one of those

connected with it when the armory show

was under discussion a day or two before

it opened. It is fair to add that the armory

Show has done that very thing. Surprise——

agreeable surprise—was almost general.

Generally speaking, chiefly from the spec

tacular standpoint, the show is more rug

ged than the one “across the way,” but it

does not suffer greatly by comparison. The

Automobile Club of America has accom

plished wonders with the Sixty-ninth Regi

ment's building, which, at least so far as the

main floor and gallery are concerned, is ad

mirably adapted to exhibition purposes.

The decorations are simple but effective,

a-n-d-bheing in harmony the effectiveness is

h_eightened. All signs and trappings are of

dark green and gold and the general good

effect has been heightened by the generous

spaces allotted to the exhibitors on the

main floor. As a result, the cars are not

  packed into place like sardines and there is

none of the overcrowding observable else

where.

The armory show has a statue, too—a

heroic white figure of Mercury arising from

the bullrushes, or rather a plot of shrub

bery. Mere occupies the very centre of the

hall and is a distinct addition; as he was an

unexpected due. The A. C. A. also has its

emblem reproduced in giant’s size in elec

tric bulbs and pinned to the bare brick wall

over the archway. The walls, because of,

their size and commanding position, might

have been made the groundwork of a

strikingly impressive picture of some sort.

There are a couple of huge airships sus

pended from the ceiling and a remarkably

complete display of such aerial vehicles

and photographs thereof in the gymnasium

upstairs. But it's a soldier's job to climb

these stairs, so steep are they. And, strange

to say, there is surprisingly little curiosity

displayed in the airship display. The spec
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE ARMORY SHOW FROM THE EAST GALLERY. I ..

tators apparently come to see the cars and

have eyes for little else.

To tell the whole truth, however, there

has been no little grumbling on the part of

some of the exhibitors. Not the ones on

the main floor or the gallery, however.

They'are as happy as larks at sunup. But

once off away from these favored locations

and phew! it is equivalent to entering a

mystic maze.

Upstairs and down and around corners

t"cre are rooms, more rooms, and still more

rooms—rooms to the right and to the left

The exhibit

ors in the furthermost or most snugly hid

and in every other direction.

den of the rooms are the men who are

growling. It Would requiYe a guide to find

them, and as guides are not supplied many

people weary of the task before locating

their objective. It is almost like a game of

hide and seek—out of one room and into

another. On the other hand, in the more

favorably located rooms, the crowd is

packed so closely that it is akin to a foot

 
 

  

ball rush to get into them or out of them

once one is inside. Some of the grumblers

grumbled so loudly that finally they were

permitted to remove their exhibits into the

hallways.

The crowds that have attended have been

large and interested, and even the casual

visitor has found things to cause him to

pause. The highly polished chassis catch

his eye, and of the many that displayed by

the Ford Motor Co. has made him rub his

eyes so beautifully finished is it. It is as

bright as a newly minted dollar. Of the

other extreme is the Areo chassis. It is all

black which means that it is not showy. It

looks strong and essentially businesslike. It

is distinctive because of its blackness. At

the Reo booth is a four-passenger car which

never fails to stop every passerby. The

“Baby Reo” they call it and baby in size it

certainly is. It stands on a small table, but

at. that it weighs 200 pounds. Despite its

tininess it is as complete as the Rec itself

in every detail, motor, spark plugs, clutch

 
 

and everything else, and though toylike, the

Reo folk say it acts perfectly and develops

no mean speed.

On Tuesday, the four-cylinder $500 Ford

runabout put in an appearance at that stand,

which since has been fairly mobbed by the

great crowds that fairly fall over each other

in their eagerness to see the new comer.

The interest in this popular priced car is

than the

prophets anticipated and the Ford attend

intense and far greater ever

ants are busy writing orders every moment

of the day.

I.

THE CARS REVIEWED.

All automobiles look alike to some people

and the same may be said of all shows to

the same class of individuals. In a general

way, of course, the show held in the Armory

resembles that in the Garden, when con

sidered solely from the point of view of the

cars staged. The same general tenden

ciesare in evidence, but, as there is a large

showing of Western cars, in fact theJ
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largest aggregation of Western makers who

have ever come together in New York, it

was to be expected that considerable inde

pendence of thought and breeziness of de

sign would await the visitor in their pro

_dnctions. Another distinctive feature of

t'ie Arn'ory Show lay in the fact that so

many of the ears were marked at a figure

to appeal to a great nuniber of buyers—the

n e lium rnd low-priced cars that are within

the capacity of pveket of the masses.

Motors.

There are several points about the motor

which are of considerable interest to the
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unbiased observer. and a comparison brings

out the good points of both in every in

stance. Predictiens as to' the greater

prevalence of the practice of casting cylin

ders independently find their fulfillment in

no less than seventeen different instances.

such as on the striking new chassis of the

Ford six-cylinder. the National six-cylinder.

all the new and business like members of
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t'ie Rambler four-cylinder family, the Iro

quois and the three new Mitehells, in

cluding the 10 horsepower two-cylinder

runabout that makes a very favorable im

pression, particularly when its extremely

low price is considered. The Acme, Berk

shire and the new four-cylinder Maxwell

embody the same practice, as do also the

Stoddard-Dayton, the Crawford, the York

and the Grout. A particularly novel

feature of the York cylinders consists in
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casting them with the jackets open on the

side on which they abut. These openings.

which are rectangular and extend practical

ly the height of the jacket, are flanged so

that when two cylinders come togct'ier they

are easily bolted one to the other thus mak

ing a continuous water jacket and giving'

the rigidity of a single casting. the joints

being covered with polished brass which

makes a neat effect. A novel departure is

to be found on the Lambert, in which case

all the cylinders are made in one casting—

a method that produces a very solid and

clean appearing motor. Among those em

ploying twin castings are the l.ozicr. the

Cleveland, the St. Louis, the Dolson, the

Ren, Moline, jackson, all the \Vayne four

  

\'ORK-PL'LLMAN CYLINDER CASTING.

cylinder models, the new Dorris, the West

inghouse, \Vindsor, and last. but far from

least, the new Ford runabout, the striking

appearance of the latter's motor arousing

no small amount of admiration from the

spectators who were piled several deep

about it all the time.

Air cooling is constderably more in

evidence than ever before, and has now

  

NATIONAL AUXILIARY GASOLENE TANK

AND OIL TANK.

reached a position where no handicaps are

asked of any rival. It has reached a stage

where all thought of experimentation or un

certainty of success is a thing of the past

There is an addition to the ranks in the

shape of the Aeroear, the appeaiance of

which attracted ‘onsiderable attention,

while the Premier, the Marmon, the Marion

and the Corbin were well represented and

the Frayer-Miller, which has so thoroughly

established its reputation was a center of

attraction owing to the exhibition of the
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new six-cylinder model, which presented a

strikingly business-like appearance. In all

these cases, of course, the cylinders are cast

independently.

Valves.

Considerable difference of opinion on the

part of designers as regards valve placing

was freely predicted, and those who looked
forv diverging standards were not disap

pointed. Out of 46 cars, each one the

product of a different maker, 15 or prac
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GLIDE COMPRESSION RELEASE.

tically a third favored opposite disposition.

as in the case of the new four-cylinder

Waynes, the Viqueot, Bliss, Maxwell:

Lozier, Cleveland and the new American

Berliet. It was also noticeable that the ad

vocates of placing the valves in the head

have increased considerably, one of the

most striking instances being that of the

Dorris motor, which is without doubt one

of the most interesting of the new arrivals

in the field. The Dorris motor, as a whole,

is a piece of finished Work that tnrows great

  

MITCnFLL VALVE ARRANGEMENT.

credit on its designers and builders, and is

one to catch the eye and hold the attention

of the mechanical sharp. In air-cooled

practice the head valve has come to be con

sidered standard. Oneof the notable in

stances in which the superimposed valves

are well worked out is that of the new

comers to the Rambler family in which

both inlet and vexhaust are in the head.

while in the Mitchell touring models the

exhaust is placed in the center of the head

and the inlet at the side. In the Mitchell

runabout both are on the same side, as is

also the case with the Ford runabout and

the Ford six-cylinder model. The Queen

National, St. Louis, Stoddard, Dayton and

  
   

 

the new Moon have both valves on the same

side.

Lubricating Systems

On the vital essential of lubrication

makers seem to be pretty well agreed, and

in the case of the majority of the Western

makers, as well as others for that matter,

they have favored a home product by mak

ing the Hill Precision oiler the standard

equipment in this respect, as they have also

done in the matter of carburation by adopt

ing the Schebler—the number 0" both these

items that are in evidence on cars at the

armory making it appear that the adoption

of these two accessories was very general

indeed. Certainty of lubrication is insured
on the Lozier by the use of no less than I

three sources of supply, a pressure feed

through hollow cranks, scoops on the con

necting rods and a supplementary wick feed

on the main bearingsgwith splash for the

piston and wrist pin. In the matter of

cylinder dimensions there is not a great

deal to be said. Practice has become so

well settled on this point that motors of the

same dimensions will in the majority of in

stances be found to have the same rating,

as, for instance, in the case of the new lead

er of the Ramblers, measuring SxSVZ inches

and rated at 45-horsepower, is found to be

the same as the Maxwell in proportion, the

latter being 5x5, with a rating of 40, or even

as compared with some of the foreign cars

measuring 5%x5% approximately, and rated

at 45 horsepower.

The expedient of offsetting the cylinders

in order to counteract the thrust is a thing

that has been advocated abroad as well as

by some makers of special designs here,

such as the Duryea, and while an advantage

it is something that does not gain ground

rapidly, the Upton, which is a particularly

well thought out car throughout being one

of its new converts for the present year. In

steamers, the White, which easily holds the
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VIEW OF ARMORY SHOW FROM NORTHWEST GALLERY.

title of place, has been increased in horse

power from 15 to 18, with a corresponding

increase in the steaming capacity of the

generator.

4
Transmissions. i

Of course, the sliding pinion type of

change gear has come into very general use

this year, its application to machines which

a year ago would have been equipped with

planetary gears. being one ofthe features

of the show. In design there has been a

marked improvement in the method of lay

ing out the gears, and in the method of se

curing the changes. The gear boxes are

now of neat and accessible construction, and

the gears themselves are cut of large pitch

from ntost excellent stock, and have well

beveled ends to insure smooth engagement.

The use of anti-friction bearings has been

increased to a very great extent, and the

general appearance of the transmission

group as a whole has been vastly improved.

Planetary gearing is used to a limited ex

tent, and the type of individual clutch which

had several exponents a year or two ago

has fallen into disuse. Indeed, the only car

which still adheres to it is the Welch, which

appears this year with some slight improve

ment. _

A census of the exhibits reveals the fact

that 80 per cent. of the cars are fitted with

the sliding gear transmission, 75 per cent. of

these having three speeds beside? the re

l

  

MORRIS CLUTCH AND TRANSMIDSION

Sl SPENSION.

verse and 22 per' cent. having four forward

speeds; On 'the. Logan; touring Ica s and

trucks is.fdund an exception in the shape of

a two-speed sliding gear arrangement.

which gives a direct connection on the

higher arrangement. Something like 6 per

cent. of the entire number are fitted with

the planetary type of transmission, most of

these, naturally enough, being of the lower

priced class. The great exception, which

proves the rule in this case, is found on the

Ford stand, where the planetary usage is“,

carried throughout, even .being applied in

an improved form to the six-cylinder ma

chine which is thereby greatly simplified,

both in construction and operation. Pre

sumably in this case the extreme flexibility

of the motor renders the 'need of a trans

mission practically nil, and hence the use

of the low gears would be confined to start

ing and semi-occasional hill work where the

grade was excessive. The friction type of

transmission is fitted by three different

makers, namely, the Crown, Windsor and

Lambert.

In the construction of master clutches

the greater number of the makers still hold

to the cone type, many of them inverting

the driven member and enclosing it, as is

done very neatly on the Corbin car, and

others, using the ordinary arrangement. but

making the spring self contained and very

easily adjustable, as in the case of the

Lozier. Oyer 50 per cent. of the cars have

cone clutches of one sort or another. Of

these a few are made to run with metal to

metal, and member being closed up and run

in oil, but the majority still use the leather

facing, with relieving springs placed
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beneath it to lessen the tendency to sudden

gripping when the pedal is released. There

is a great deal of variety to be seen in the

precise method of application, and also in

the matter of size, in which the makers do

not seem to have agreed upon any rule as

to the amount of area properly required per

unit of motor power. One of the neatest

arrangements to be seen is on the Frayer

Miller, where the inverted clutch seat is

bolted to the flywheel by mwns of a series

of offset arms which allow for the placing

of the driven member between it and the

flywheel, together with the spring, and at

  

VIQUEOT CAST DISTANCE ROD.

the same time furnishes a perfectly light,

though rigid, construction. The arrange

ment is a decided improvement over that

of last year, and provides for the removal

of the clutch in its entirety without inter

fering with the gear box.

Perhaps a quarter of the cars are fitted

with clutches of the multiple disc order, the

greater number of these being of the heavier

type. The tidiest of these devices is seen

on the Welch car, which though having no

master clutch yet serves as an illustration of

what is possible in the construction of the

multiple disc type. The member in ques

tion is composed of nine elements, consist

  

TRANSMISSION SIX-CYLINDER FORD.

ing of alternate bronze and steel plates, and

it is but six inches in diameter by one and

a quarter long. The application of the

power is made through the medium of a

pair of small dogs, and the whole arrange

ment is so small and compact as to appear

totally inadequate for its purpose, yet its

capacity is far in excess of any possible de

mand. Among the makers who have ap

plied this type with apparent success for

the first time this season are the Premier

Motor Car Co., the St. Louis Motor Car

Co. and the makers of the Upton, Wayne

and Dorris cars—the latter in particularly

commendable fashion. Several of the large

foreign-American machines, like that pro

duct of an all-comprehensive industrial

group, the Westinghouse, also use the mul

tiple disc type to advantage.

On a very few machines are to be seen

a form of expanding ring clutch, the idea

being particularly well brought out in the

case of the York Pullman, in which a single

dog is made to expand a two-part ring by

means of a short toggle_movement. Riding

  

ST. LOUIS GEAR SHIFTING LEVER CONNEC

TION AND FRONT PLATFORM MEMBER

REAR SUSPENSION. _

upon the driven member is a bronze fric

tion ring, the functions of which are to

furnish a bearing surface between the ex-'

panding ring and the flywheel, and to give

a certain amount of desirable yieldability

during the period of early engagement as

a preventative of fierceness. It is a note—

worthy fact that with clutches of this gen

eral type, the force requisite to secure and

maintain the engagement of the working

surfaces is so slight that but a compara

tively weak spring is necessary, and also that

on this account the provision of a special

thrust bearing to take up the reaction of

the mechanism when out of engagement be

comes comparatively insignificant.

In the method of connection between the

clutch and the gear box, is seen this year

more than ever before, a tendency to the

use of the universal joint. Nearly every

car has some provision of this sort, most

commonly placed directly in front of the

gear box. In one or two cars, notably the

Bollee, this joint is placed directly in the
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clutch member, which, in such cases is of

the simple cone type. An instance of the

use of this idea on an American can is seen

in the Chadwick. The benefit from this

is two-fold, since it provides against any

. springing or binding in the shaft from dis—

tortion or disalignment, and also ensures

the uniform seating of the clutch at all

points in its periphery. The increased

usage in this respect marks a decided step

in the making of the ideal car, in that it is

a recognition of the practicable impossi

bility of maintaining a rigid alignment be

tween the different organs of the machine

under all conditions, except in the case of

a comparatively small car where' the com

plete unit construction is possible.

The latter idea has been well carried

out in the case of the smaller Maxwell, in

which the gear case is made a continuation

of the motor housing, and is perfectly rigid

with it. The same principle is applied as

well in an exceptional case in the new

Dorris car, which in many ways shows the

stamp of originality. Here, the gear case

  

CORBIN SPRING TORSION ROD.

is mounted entirely free of the frame, ‘at

the side and rear, being bolted to the fly

wheel housing which is constructed in the

form of a cross member of the frame just

in front of the dash, and also serves a pur

pose in the support of the engine. Within

the enclosure of this framework which is

extended in tapering form, is the multiple

disc clutch and directly behind it, the gear

changing mechanism in which the shafts

are arranged in a vertical plane. There is

but a single sliding member, and the'shaft

runs continuously even on the direct drive,

when it is idle. By driving it at half the

speed of the motor it is claimed that no
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FRAYER-MILLER CLUTCH SUPPORT.

harm can result from this practice, as there

is no load on the gears. This argument is

upheld by several other of the makers who

use the direct connection without discon

necting the lay shaft.

In the matter of the mounting of the gear

box in the chassis, practice varies consider

able, the three point principle obtained by

hanging the rear portion of the case on the

counter shaft bearings or in sleeves which

enclose the counter shaft is rather popular

in the chain drive cars, while the plain four

area arm mounting from the frame, or in

less frequent instances, from the fast disap

pearing subframe.

In connection with the use of the selec

tive system of gear changing, some very

pretty pieces of design are seen on one or
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two of the cars. The Westinghouse, for

instance, in which three sliding sets are em

ployed, has the selective, or pick-up mech

anism for the shifting bars in a case which

is entirely independent of the gear case. A

cam plate provided with a single depres

sion in its face, is made to slide traverscly

of the machine by the motion of the shift

ing lever when passing from one train to

another, thereby allowing one of three

spring actuated fingers to fall. Upon the

lower ends of these finger arms are a sec

ond set of fingers which fall into notches

in the shifting bars under the action of

the springs, thereby holding them in the

neutral position. Within the casing proper.

into which the ends of the shifting rods

extend, are the traverse shaft of the shift

ing lever and an arm carried by it, which

is adapted to engage with one or another

of the rods according to its position. Thus,

when the shifting lever is brought into one

of the slots in the gridiron, the arm picks

up the proper shifting bar, while the cam

releases the rod and permits it to be

moved.

Quite in contrast to this, is the shifiting

mechanism of the American Berliet, which

is enclosed entirely, and from which three

rods run back to the gear case proper, these

and the clutch shaft comprising the whole

of the exposed mechanism, and thus leaving

the chassis quite the plainest to be seen at

the Armory.

In those machines which are driven by

double chains, the differential is almost uni

versally placed in the gear box, a separate

compartment usually being reserved for it.

The construction of the differentials which

are included in those cars which have live

axles is universally neat and efficient to all

appearances. In by far the greater majority

of the cars, the bevel gear type is used, the

spur pattern being regulated to machines

of inferior quality in most cases.

Springs.

Although to the eye of the uninitiated,

there is nothing radically new to be seen

in the way of the spring mounting of the

cars nor the general structure of the parts

of the suspension, still the fact that there

has been a very general lengthening out

of these most important factors in the life

and service of the machine, indicates to the

close observer that the general run of the

designers have come to recognize the bene

ficial results of cradling the chassis on long

and easy springs of comparatively slow

oscillation, and of coupling them.to the

frame in a manner which shall ensure to

them a much greater degree of immunity

from the annoying failure of through bolts

and shackles, which has been a somewhat

prevalent weakness in the past. Far from

showing anything distinctly radical, the

trend of design in that respect may be des

cribed as being a continuation of the ten

dencies of last year, carried out to a degree

which the experience of that period would

he! have sanctioned.

In accordance with the extension in

length of the springs, the number of leaves

has been increased in many cases to give

the necessary degree of strength. In one

or two instances, this has been carried out

to a remarkable extent, as for instance, the

 

  

CROWN FRONT SUSPENSION.

Viqucot, in which is a most remarkable

spring equipment. The front springs are

46 inches in length, and eight leavcd, while

those in the rear are 54 inches long, and

made up of twelve leaves. By this means,

the oscillations of the car when passing over

rough roads are made extremely slow and

  

L'P'l‘ON DUMB IRON 'CONFORMING TO

BODY CURVES.

easy, and at the same time the strength

which is requisite in so heavy a car. is pro

vided. In the American Berliet, is also to

be seen a very long spring equipment, the

rear members having ten leaves. In the

six-cylinder National, too, very liberal

springs are provided, the length between

  

DOLSON AND IROgUOIS REAR SPRING

SHA KLE.

the centers being no less than 50 inches.

From extremes such as these which are to

be seen in the very heavy machines, there

is a fairly uniform gradation in length to an

average of possibly 40 inches on a typical

two. thousand pound car, as in the largest

of the Mitchell cars, and the Model 15

Rambler. The number of leaves used

varies as well, but not to a remarkable ex

tent, the eight leaf type being predominant.

It is noticeable that many of the makers

have placed the springs off centre, at the

rear of the car—a practice which though

offensive to the eye in point of symmetry,

yet possesses the advantage of throwing

the axle well to the rear without necessi

tating the use of outwardly extending

dummy irons. Just how general this prac

tice has become is not of material interest,

but it is by no means unusual. In at least

one instance the same usage is extended to

the front springs, thereby placing the

forward axle well in advance of the motor.

The use of the semi-elliptic spring is still

continued to a very great extent, the pro

portion of the whole being somewhat in

the neighborhood of 65 per cent. Of the

remainder, some 11 per cent. use a combi

nation system in which the rear springs are

of the full elliptic type, while those in

front are semi-elliptic. The use of the

platform construction in the rear, which

seemed a year ago to be coming into vogue,

has been but little altered, those of the for

ei-Jn makers who adopted it at that time

still adhering to it, such of the more

substantial American machines as the.

Lozier, continuing to use it. The fact that

its use does not seem to have increased to

any great extent, by no means brands it

as not.being an improvement over the semi

elliptical type, since it has not been dis

carded by such of the reputable makers as

already have taken it up. On the Austin,

is to be seen the “demi-pincette” type of

spring, or three-quarter elliptic.

Considering the amount of stir that has

been made by the constructors of the vari—

ous shock absorbers which are crowding

into the market, it seems rather surprising

that the manufacturers themselves are not

taking hold of them and fitting them as a

part of the regular equipment of the car.

In the case of the Austin, indeed, a device

of the sort is fitted—an original arrange

ment—resembling the Truffault-Hartford

Suspension, which, in connection with the

unusual method of suspension just cited,

renders the car particularly easy riding.

The imported machines are fitted with the

Truffault type in several instances, though

the practice is by no means universal. On

the Premier, an adjustable coupling at the

rear end of the full elliptic spring is pro

vided, which may be set up to give the

same general effect. In one case only are

supplementary springs used, that of the

Upton car, and there they are of the spiral

type, and attached both to the axle and the

frame. On one or two of the commercial

vehicles, indeed, the use of a buffer spring

is to be seen, but its purpose in such cases

is simply to guard the axle from the shock

caused by the blow of an overloaded body.

Brakes.

Another factor in motor car construction

which is strongly marked at the Show, is

the decided trend toward an increase in

size and area of braking surfaces. This

increase has been supplied to all the cars
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shown but possibly one or two exceptions,

and in some cases has been carried to what

is seemingly a degree of exaggeration,

when considered in the light of what was

called good practice a year or two ago. The

most startling illustration of this is seen

in the Viqueot, which all the way through

manifests its designers’ determination to

sacrifice nothing to serviceability. Here,

the emergency brakes are of the prevalent

internal expansion type, setting up in drums

of pressed steel, of which the driving

sprockets form a part. The drums them

selves are cup shaped and are 5 inches

wide, the diameter being 16 inches. The

braking force is applied through levers

which in themselves are fully 10 inches

long, so that the aggregate equaliZed effort

on the wheels is far beyond the need of any

possible emergency.

In lesser degree, the same idea—that of

providing sufficient brake area so that the

brakes cannot fail to hold even when in

the worst conceivable condition—is mani

fest on a great number of machines. Among

these are the National, Ranier, and the

Rambler, on which latter the foot brake is

enclosed within the gear case. For the

emergency brakes, the internal expansion

type, with complete enclosure of the work—

ing parts is largely to be found on the bet

ter class of machines. The foot brakes, on

the other hand, are as a matter of struc

tural convenience, made of the contracting

type. In every case, the levers and con

nection are made stronger than heretofore

to cope with the general increase in all

around substantiality. On several of the

very large machines, like the Westinghouse,

two-foot brakes are fitted, both being water

cooled. In some cases the water cooling

effect is either accomplished by simply al

lowing a small quantity of water to trickle

down the inner side of the rim of the brake

drum inwardly turned, flanges being

adapted to form a trough to retain it. In

others, the brake shoe itself is jacketed, and

water is caused to circulate through it, flex

ible connections of rubber being used for

the purpose.

On many of the cars some sort of an

equalizing device is used for the emergency

group, the provision of a short beam linked

to the lever at its center, and to the rocker

arms which actuate the two rear brakes,

at either end, as in the Prayer-Miller, is

particularly noticeable for its neatness of

design. Another arrangement which is

found on the Viqueot car is that of a cable

and pulley scheme, a single tension rod run

ning down the center of the chassis and

ending in a pulley through which is reeved

a cable hitched at either end to the two

brake lever arms, which are bent inwardly

at an angle in order to bring them into

the line of tension vof the rod and cable.

It is a curious looking arrangement, but

essentially simple and effective.

On even the very cheapest of the cars,

well drawn braking devices are used, al

though several of the makers still persist

in the use of some sort of belting as a fac

ing for the contracting band type, and many

more adhere to the use of a leather facing.

There is, however, a decided leaning toward

the metal to metal construction, and its

general adoption, except in the flimsiest of

runabouts, is to be looked for another year.

Wheels and Wheel Bases.

An an illustration of the prevailing ten

dency toward the use of what a couple of

years ago would have been an extended

wheel base, it is noteworthy that some 80

per cent. of the cars have a wheel base of

100 inches or more, and but a ragged min—

ority of 2 per cent. fall inside that limit,

they being in every case, cars of the

cheaper order and classed as runabouts.

In fact, as further showing the trend to

ward longer machines, it may be said that

about half of the cars have 105-inch base

or over, the lead being taken by the
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National six-cylinder car, which thus is

given an added distinguishment. Next in

order of length, comes the Westinghouse,

which is in every other way a massive

afi'air, its wheels being placed 120 inches

apart on centres. The American Napier,

the Lozier, and the W'elch, also have very

long bases, while the marvelous sextuple

Ford stands on a 114-inch base. .

This lengthening of the base has been

brought about apparently by a combination

of a_ lengthened chassis and springs set off

centre, the former alteration being accepted

by the designers in nearly every case for

the provision of a more liberal amount of

foot room than ever before was brought

into use in any of the most pretentious of

machines. Nor is this extension of the

foot-board confined solely to the rearward

portion of the car, but is distributed over

the machine in such a way that the affect

of roominess which was sacrificed, when

the transition from animal to mechanical

traction was made, is completely restored.

Fortunately, the increase in the length of

the frame has not been made so great that

any increase in the number of components

has become necessary, for it has enabled

the designer to continue the use of a very

simple structure, only using heavier mem

bers in some cases to give the added

strength which is necessary. Also, the in

creasing use of first-class materials of con

struction in frame building has enabled the

maker to produce chassis which are won

derfnlly simple considering the complexity

of the duty which they have to perform.

Thus, among the heavier machines, the Ber

liet is particularly noteworthy, while among

those of more American derivation, the

Ranicr, and the Dorris are deserving of

mention, while the six-cylinder Ford, with

its arch at the rear to allow clearance for

the Cardan shaft, is most unique.

Few examples of frame trussing are to

be seen, one of the exceptions to the rule

being the Logan touring car, to which a

rather ingenious method of bracing has

been applied.

A somewhat general tendency to increase

the size of the wheels is to be seen, some

38 per cent. of the cars shown having 34

inch wheels, while 34 per cent. or so run

on 32-inch wheels. Of the former, such

machines as the brand new Aerocar. the

Mitchell and the National are examples,

while the Maxwell, Grout, Reo and Corbin

still adhere to the smaller size. Some 10

per cent. of the makers are disciples of the

big wheel, the Lozier, Austin, Welch, and

Berkshire using 36-inch wheels, while the

American Napier stands almost alone in the

use of wheels of different size in front and

rear. As has been predicted, there is a

general tendency to an increase in the size

of the tires used, something like 52 per

cent. of the makers fitting 4-inch pneu

matics to their machines, and 18 per cent.

using 4%-inch tires, while a minority of 16

per cent. use 3%—inch, and only about 8

per cent. the 3-inch size, the latter being,

of course, applied to runabouts. The change

is very marked, giving the wheels a more

formidable, albeit no less substantial, as

pect. Of course, the larger sizes are more

commonly applied to. the types of limou

sine body which are so frequently to be

seen at the Show, and in certain cases the

more ordinary touring equipment is made

lighter, but the general trend is toward a

greater volume of compressed air between

the wheel and the ground,-take it the ex

hibit around.

Drive.

This is a part of the car on which change

has been inticipated by the increasing adop

tion of the cardan shaft, and the recent

accessions to the ranks of the advocates

of the propeller shaft would appear to bear

this sort to some extent. There are on the

other hand, however, quite a few who still

adhere to the double chain and so far as

service is concerned there is little to differ

entiate between them. It is noticeable that

cars of medium power, such as the Grout.

rated at 28-30 horse-power, have adopted

the double side chain. the Berkshire on

their 24 and 35 horse-power. -On"the last

named car is to be seen one of the fer at

tempts ever made to protect the cha'ns

from mud. It takes the form of a remov

able leather case filled with grease. The

St. Louis and the Lambert. as well as the

Bliss, rated at 34, 36 and 30 horse-power,

respectively, also employ the double chain.

In the higher powered cars such as the

Viqueot, Westinghouse, the Berliet, the

Chadwick and the Acme, all of which top

the 45 horse-power mark, the use of the
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double chain is, of course, still

There are, however, cars the

which forms an approach to this mark

which use the cardan shaft, such as

the Prayer-Miller, National and Ford six

cylinder models.

general.

rating of

Among the air-cooled cars the shaft drive

is practically universal such as the Premier,

Marmon, Aero and Corbin. The use of

compensated tension rods has become more

general, this being well worked out in the

Premier and the Corbin by suspending the

inner end of the rod from a vertical piece

attached to the cross member of the frame

and upon which it may move up or down,

controlled by a strong helical spring placed

on either side of it. The universal joint is

likewise a feature that has been multiplied

in proportion to the increased use of the

shaft although an additional use has been

found for it between the clutch and gear

box where it is of great value in preserving

the alignment of the former whether it be

of the multiple disc or cone type.

Then there are the gears of special de

sign, such as the Lambert and the Wind

sor in which the chief feature of the trans

mission is the use of friction, the final

drive in both being with double side chains.

Safety Devices.

It is noticeable that an increased number

of makers have borne the novice in mind

in adding those final touches to the operat

ing mechanism that mean so much to the

comfort of the driver, whether he be inex

perienced or otherwise. The Mitchell,

National and Reo, as well as the Moon,

employ a gear locking device intercon

nected with the clutch so that the latter

cannot be engaged between gears, while

one or two, notably the Lozier, the Acme

and the Napier, are provided with sprags,

this being a feature that is well worked out

in the Lozier. The sprag is of the ratchet

in the case type and is thrown by hand with

a small lever located next to the emergency

brake. It is automatically released by

throwing in the reverse so that there is no

danger of attempting to run backward with

it on. The latter is also true of the Acme.

There is one item in this connection the

settlement of which appears to be as distant

now as ever and that is whether the pedal

brake should. throw the clutch. There

are so many upholders of each side of the

question that there is not much to choose

between them in the way of advantages; it

is a matter of personal preference which

shall be. fitted in the majority of instances.

One radical as well as quite novel departure

which is in fact. but one feature of a very

cleverly designed car in every particular, is

the expedient employed on the Dorris. It

may be termed the single pedal control.

both clutch and brake being connected to

the same pedal. Pushing the latter a certain

distance disengage-s the clutch and further

movement in the same direction applies the

foot brake. The emergency brake on this

C3! sets all the brakes simultaneously. The

Stoddard Dayton also employs intercon

nected pedal control by hitching the throt

tle to the pedal brake—when the latter is

depressed the engine is throttled down, the

clutch also being interconnected with the

  

WESTINGHOCSE GEAR INTERLOCKING

DEVICE.

governor, thus effectually preventing racing

when the clutch is out. This is likewise a

feature of the Iroquois car.

  

NATIONAL GEAR CHANGE INTERLOCKER.

But the diversity of opinion as to brake

and clutch interconnection does not extend

to the emergency, which is with rare excep

tion, made to release the clutch. One of

the cars upon which every operation is car
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ried out independently is the Upton. On

the Mitchell two-cylinder runabout, the

pedal brake and clutch are iiitercoiiected

as also on the Cleveland, the Premier, Jack

son and Bliss, all these four having both

brakes interconnected.

Ignition.

In the matter of ignition there seems to

be a tendency on the part of builders of

cars, the price of which allows liberal lee

way for experimenting, to regard this as a

feature of the car which is far from settled

—-that it will henceforth be a struggle for

supremacy between the renaissance of the

low tension system and the high tension

which is at present now so universal. But

to particularize—to get down to the cars

shown in the Armory, the reverse is found

to be true to an extent that makes the first

statement appear to be entirely unfounded,

for a close scrutiny of all the American

cars staged there reveals as close an ap

proach to uniformity in this respect as it

is possible to attain; there always will be

an occasional exception. American design~

ers, as a rule, have considered this a mat

ter best left to the care of those who have

made it a specialty. How very prevalent

this dependence upon the maker of elec

trical apparatus has become may be real

ized from the fact that in the minds of

many of the attendants, the entire ignition

system means nothing more than the name

of the maker of the coil or some other part.

A question as to the form now used rarely

elicits anything more than “Splitdorf” coil,

“Autocoil,” “Connecticut” coils, or the like.

Contrasted with but a year there is a

change to be noticed; there have been more

acceSsions to the ranks in that time and

they have tended to bring about a still

greater degree of uniformity—one measured

largely by price. Given any ten American

cars of approximately the same price and

few of them will differ in the slightest in

this respect.

It may be wondered how the various

idiosyncrasies of the individual purchaser

are met by anything so closely approaching

universal uniformity, but in this respect the

manufacturer is open to any suggestions

that do not entail revolutionizing the sys

tem entirely. In numerous instances he is

perfectly willing to give the buyer his

choice of the small direct generator, dry

cells or accumulators and in the case of the

National car in both the four and six-cyl

inder models, he gets all three anyway. The

improved Apple igniter and storage plant

are employed, the same as last year, but

the location of the dynamo as well as its

drive have been changed for the better. The

machine is mounted in a vertical position

on the face of the dash-board with its fric

tion wheel bearing against a specially bev

eled face of the flywheel. This location

brings the commutator casing just above

the level of the foot-board which permits

of ready inspection. Electric side and tail

lights are employed and two sets of accu

mulators are provided on both the four and

the six-cylinder models.

This matter of giving the purchaser his

choice in this regard, while nothing particu

larly new, though now much more general

than previously, brings out another thing

very strikingly and that is the manner in

which the popularity of the accumulator
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for ignition purposes has increased. But

two years ago it was viewed askance even

by a great many to whom the increased

cost did not figure as a detriment. They

evidently seem to have come to it in the

interim, for now it is apparently a matter of

indifference to the maker which he employs

and on the cars of the touring type the ac

cumulator is predominant. For instance,

out of 39 cars that may be termed purely

American, that is, designed and built in this

country, more than 20 include accumulators,

many using two sets, the Acme, National

and a number of others, while the remain

der are, in the majority of instances, willing

to include them if the new owner of the car

wishes to so specify.

Despite the many predictions as to the

coming of the magneto on the lower priced

car, it is remarkable to note that on the 39

American cars in question the progress

made represents but a very insignificant

fraction of the whole. Of this number but

five or less than 15 per cent. of the total

have declared themselves in favor of the

alternating current generator, which is with

one exception of the high tension order.

One of this number, the Prayer-Miller,

does not include a magneto as a standard

part of their equipment, but it is made 0p

tional on the six-cylinder model. The six

cylinder Ford is simplified to a great extent

by the adoption of the Holley magneto.

The Holley_magneto is also a feature of the

Grout car. The single-exception to the

prevalence of the high tension advocates

is represented by the Cleveland, employing

the Simms-Bosch low tension with make

and break igniters. The La Coste high ten

sion is fitted on the Lozier and the Rainier

employs the same make as the Cleveland

but of _the high tension system, while

the Austin carries the Remy. Both of the

latter~ use accumulators with multiple coil

in addition. On cars that may be termed of

“foreign extraction,” such as the Bliss, the

American Berliet and the Napier, or which

are built abroad by American capital such

as the Viqueot and the Westinghouse, the

use of the magneto is universal. In the

case of the Viqueot this is the Eisemann

high tension, while on the American Ber

liet the low tension with make and break

is adhered to; the La Coste of the high ten—

sion type is used on the Bliss, while the

Westinghouse employs the Simms-Bosch

high tension. In passing it must be re

marked that some of the much lauded fea

tures of but a year or two since have all

but passed away unmourned. One of these

was the placing of the commutator or dis

tributor on the dash-board where it would

be plainly visible. Of the 39 cars but one

has this feature and it is an entirely new

entrant into the fold. As a means of sim

plifying the wiring as much as possible, it

was noticeable last year that many had

placed this essential at the top of a vertical

shaft level with the upper ends of the cyl

inders, with the drive taken from the cam

shaft through a bevel gear. This is now

almost universal and the commutator is

placed generally at the rear of the motor

except in those cases where some special

feature of the design of the motor makes a

change result in improvement, as in the

Mitchell, where it rises at an angle from the

side of the motor about six inches or so to

within easy reaching distance and makes it

very accessible, or in the six-cylinder

Prayer-Miller, where, owing to the length

of the engine, the purpose intended has

been fulfilled by placing it at the side about

the center of the motor. ltis also vertical

in this instance, but owing to the special

design of the air-cooling jackets is only car

ried a few inches above the level of the cam

shaft, which renders it both easy of access

and convenient to wire. The Berkshire is

one of these exceptions, but differs only in

having the distributor lying horizontally.

A feature of interest in this connection that

should not be overlooked is the use of this

vertical spark timer shaft to carry the gov- '

ernor acting on the ignition, a method of

procedure very cleverly worked out on the

National on which it is an exclusive feature.

  

YORK PULLMAN IGNITION SYSTEM.

Another of the features of which a great

deal was expected a few years ago was the

use of but a single coil on the four-cylinder

motor with a‘ commutator on the low ten

sion side and a distributor on the high. That

experience would seem to have decided

against this form except where there are

other controlling circumstances, would ap'

pear self-evident when it is stated that out

of 39 cars, but five now use it, and, as already

stated, its adoption is dictated by conveni

ence or where this forms but an auxiliary,

as in the case of the Grout as a standby to

the magneto. Such cars as the four-cylin

der Maxwell, the Rambler and the Rec, of

the same type, the Aerocar, the St. Louis,

the Premier, Stoddard-Dayton, Queen and

Wayne, employ the multiple coil which has

the great advantage of making it easy to

get home on two or three cylinders, should

one or more of the coils break down simul

taneously, or where a spare unit is carried

as is often the case, of making light of an

accident to one coil.

On one or two cars, such as the National

_.and the Upton, it is convenient to ascer

tain the condition of the battery at any time

by merely pressing a button which puts the

cells in circuit with a small voltmeter

mounted on the dash. ,

To sum up the situation briefly, the

American maker of the medium priced car is

determined to stick to his recognized stand

ard—the high tension system with multiple

coil and batteries. something what he can

employ in the highest grade manufactured

without paying a disproportionate price, in

stead of experimenting with the more ex

pensive methods that may or may not prove

superior. ,

Without doubt the most novel form of

ignition was found on the York car, or York

Pullman, which is its full title. This is a

most ingenuous arrangement,,very cleverly

worked out. The plugs are centered in the

heads of the cylinders and merely termin

ate in a point projecting slightly above the

ordinary binding post. There are no wires

or any connection whatever visible. Just

above the four plugs in line, and slightly to

one side, is a light horizontal shaft carrying

four brass fingers, so spaced that each one

comes opposite its corresponding plug when

the cylinder is to fire. This shaft is ro

tated by sprocket and chain from the cam

shaft, and also carries on its end a four

point distributor in circuit with the coil and

battery, thus making the system particular

ly simple. The contacts in the distributor

also correspond with the brass fingers on

the shaft so that as the latter come opposite

the plugs in turn the current pasSes. A

slight gap is left between the finger and

post of the plug, which obviates wear.

Something that conduces to certainty of

getting home in case of accident to the igni

tion, is the provision of two independent

sets of plugs with wiring on the Austin,

one set being run from the magneto and

the other in circuit with the accumulators

and multiple coil. Such little refinements

as this and the others already dwelt upon

are, of course, more in the nature of aux

iliary standbys and their value is not fully

appreciated until the occasion arises. These

and the little conveniences here and there

which reveal the amount of attention de

voted .to making his product as complete

as it is impossible to do so by the manufac

turer, may be taken as an indication of the

close study that is made of the owner’s

wants. ' ' '

Details.

it is interesting for the critical observer

to closely study the various cars withian

eye to detecting the presence of those added

refinements, some’of which arc pure utili
ties and iothers a matter of comfort or at

most increased convenience. On the

Frayer-Miller aiid the National,~they take

the form of a voltmeter placed on the dash

in order to make it easy to ascertain the

condition of the batteries at a glance by

merely pushing a button. On the National

also there is a feature that should prove a

convenience on all cars with a gravity feed

and that is a small auxiliary tank, in close

promixity to and slightly above the level

of the carburetter. This contains sufficient

fuel for ten miles running so that there is

no possibility of being stalled on the steep

est hill, no matter how low the fuel level

in the main tank may be. Another feature

of the same car is the greatly added con

venience brought about by the adoption of

an improved method of fastening the pan

beneath the car. In the first place this is

so formed that it does not cover the bot
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tom of the crank case of the engine, and

the latter may accordingly be removed

without disturbing the pan. When neces

sary to examine further back it is only

necessary to unclip six springs instead of

as formerly, by extracting numerous bolts.

To facilitate starting it is noticeable that

a compression release has been provided in

several instances, such as on the Glide,

the Moon and the National. This also

greatly lessens the amount of labor neces

sary when the engine refuses to start on

the first turn or so.

Electrics.

Electric vehicles, whether for pleasure

or commercial purposes, were not expected

to form a very large part of the Armory

Show, but it was not only noticeable that

they punctuated the rows of stands of gas

olene cars here and there, but that they

were productive of several novelties. With

out doubt as complete a showing of electric

pleasure cars for winter use to be found un

der either of the roofs that has been shel

tering the aggregations this week, was to

be found at the Baker stand. Here were

to be seen the most complete and luxurious

_types of the electric Imperial, the Stan

hope, surrey, brougham and station wagon

as well as the runabout. With their luxur

ious appointments that include the last

word of refinement in detail of everything

that can conduc'e t0 the comfort of the pas

senger, they form an exhibit that appeals

very strongly to those seeking a vehicle for

purely city work. Where the passenger is

at the sametime the driver, he is catered to

by having the control inside and nothing

could be more snug or comfortable in bad

weather. The shaft drive has been more

generally adopted, this together with other

improvements in mechanical detail as well

as a better distribution of the weight con

ducing to increased efficiency.

As a matter of fact, the electrics provided

THE REO AND THE BABY.

one of the surprises of the Show in the

shape of the Lansden runabout, the appear

ance of which attracted a great deal of at

tention. This car is unique in more ways

than one. It is not only the first high

speed electric to be placed on the market

as a stock article, but is also the first pleas

sure car to use the improved Edison cells

as the source of motive power. Sixty cells

of llO-ampere hours capacity, or the same

battery as is employed in the one-ton Lans

den electric truck.

The weight has been extremely well

distributed by placing the battery under

a long and slightly sloping deck in front,

with the motor and divided seat at the ex

treme rear. The motor, which is nominally

of three horse-power has an overload capa~

city in excess of 20 horse-power, drives to

a countershaft about midway of the body,

from which long side chains are taken to

the rear wheels in accordance with estab

Co., and which is found to give very satis

factory service on commercial vehicles. The

batteries are guaranteed to give 60 miles

on one charge at an average speed of 25

miles an hour, which represents the top

notch in this respect. A wrinkle that will

be appreciated by the driver who suffers

from cold hands is the provision of elec

trical hand warmers on the steering wheel.

These may be turned on or off at will by

pressing a button. Equipped with four

inch pneumatics shod on the rear wheels

with steel studded non—skid bands this car

sells for $1,800. The same concern also

shows one of its electric trucks of the type

adopted by several large concerns and used

in number with great success.

Probably the greatest misfortune that

ever falls to the lot of the exhibitor came to

the makers of the Pittsburg electric delivery

wagons. After engaging the space and pay

ing the freight and other expenses inci

dental to bringing a heavy electric delivery

wagon all the way from Pittsburg, it was

found that it lacked but a few inches of

being low enough to pass down the run

way to the basement. As the top was a

permanent one, there was no alternative

but to ship it back. This firm’s exhibit ac

cordingly was confined to a light delivery

wagon with a capacity of 800» pounds,

equipped with 24 cells of 11 M V Exide bat

tery and a 3 horsepower \Nestinghouse

motor driving to the rear axle through a

single chain.

Another exhibit of electrical vehicles in

the basement was that of Rauch & Lang,

who show a runabout, a depot carriage and

a surrey. The runabout is equipped with

24 cells of the Willard battery of 108 am

pere hour capacity in connection with a

Hertner type A, one horsepower motor.

The power from the latter is transmitted to

the rear axle by chain. Three brakes are

provided, one of which is electric. On the

depot wagon a Hertner motor of the same

type but of 2% horsepower is employed.

The same battery equipment is used on all
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three types the volume and intensity of the

current being altered in order to vary the

speed by commutating the battery instead

of employing resistances, thus preventing

any waste of current through the latter

source.

SUNVDRIESA

To give a complete résumé of the sun

dries display in the Armory would be to

repeat the story of the same display in the

Garden, for most of the accessory makers

found it advantageous to display their

wares at both shows. With but few ex

ceptions, and these not of a noted char

acter, the same houses are represented in

both places.

A visit to the display of Charles E. Miller,

the ofiicial sundry purveyor to the Auto

mobile Club of America, in Room B, in

the balcony, who here has a more ostenta

tious display than at the Garden, is equiva

lent to “doing the round” of accessory

booths. Here the visitor may see almost

everything devised for the motor car and

save himself miles of walking, besides bur

dening himself with an endless accumula

tion of literature, for Miller's catalogue, en

closed in an envelope for convenience's sake,

contains a fund of information for the pros

pective buyer. There are just two electric

horns on exhibition, and one of these is

shown by Miller. It is useful as well as

novel, as buttons can be attached to any
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part and the horn sounded by any one in

the car. It is an application of the principle

of the telephone transmitter, the electric

current from a dry battery furnishing

the power to sound the microphone.

The other horn is shown by the

Hutchinson Electric Horn Co., of New York

City. There is another novelty in the way

of a siren horn which is shown by Miller,

the Dac Automobile Supply Co., the Uncas

Specialty Co. and the Motor Car Equipment

Co., all of New York City.

A new shock absorber is on the stand of

the Dac Automobile Supply Co., but

whether it can be called original or not is

doubtful, for it is but one of the many va

rious methods of employing friction for this

purpose. A contracting band on one arm

which goes around the hub of another arm

and which is held in place by a helical

spring, furnishes the resistance. The ends

of the arms are attached, respectively, to

the spring and the chassis of the car. An

other absorber in which compressed air

furnishes the cushion is being exploited by

the Sheddan Mfg. Co., of Baltimore.

A little machine that has attracted more

than passing interest is a combination tool.

the product of the Detroit Tool Co. It is

designed for those who would do their own

repairing and also for small garages. It

comprises a forge, with geared rotary

blower, anvil, vise, pipe vise, emery wheel,

drill press, vise clamps, anvil hardy, crucible

 

 

holder, twist drill and tongs, and it is sold

at a remarkably low figure.

The well known line of Excelsior lubri

cants is on the stand of Wm. P. Miller’s

Sons, and the R. M. Hollingshead Co., of

Camden, N. 1., is a newcomer in the lubri

cant field. The “B” line of motor oilers is

shown by the Randall-Faichney Co., of Bos

ton, Mass., and the Gleason-Peters Air

Pump Co., of New York City is exhibiting

its line of famous tire pumps. Although

not a new firm. the Kinsey Mfg. Co., of Day

ton, Ohio, has several new sundries on

show, among them being an ingenious wa

ter and dirt filter and gasolene indicator to

be put in the gasolene tank. The firm also

has a new radiator with flat vertical tubes,

the fins being of copper; and a mechanical

force feed oiler, all these being made under

the Kehoe patents.

There seems to be an overabundance of

devices designed to protect the motor car

owner from the meddling hands. F. A.

Goebel, Marietta, Ohio, has the “Snap-It”

lock switch which work with two keys;

when the current is turned 05 the switch is

locked. The Lock Switch Mfg. Co. is show

ing a device upon somewhat the same lines.

This also has an ingenious tire pressure

regulator, 2% inches long, to measure the

exact pressure in a tire, whether applied

after inflation or during the operation, and

enables the operator to determine the pre

cise pressure the tires are to receive. To
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obtain a desired pressure during inflation

the pressure regulator is set by the scale

to the pressure wanted, then placed in posi

tion between the valve stem and pump noz

zle, permitting the air to enter the tire.

The controlling valve operates to check the

inflowing air and permits the blow off valve

to open when the predetermined pressure is

obtained. If it is desired to ascertain the

correct pressure after inflation the instru—

ment is screwed to the valve stem, after the

regulator is Set, the escape valve mechani

cally opening if the tires are too hard, allow

ing the air to escape until the correct pres

sure is attained, when the valve mechani

cally closes. A safety deviCe which locks

the bonnet and circuit at the same time is

displayed by the Auto Lock Plug Co., of

New York City. The company is showing

a single ,lock plug which can be attached

to any Splitdorf plug. All the devices are

fitted with Yale locks and keys.

Stevens & Co., of New York City, are

showing an imported speedometer—the

Esco, which is hardly likely to become very

popular by reason of its clumsiness. A new

M ILLER'S OWN
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speedometer to make its debut t0 the public

is the Hoffeeker, manufactured by the R01

lins Mfg. Co., of Boston. It gives the miles

per hour, the miles per trip and the total

mileage. It is operated by a flexible shaft

attached to the front wheel of the car. The

Hicks speedometer is exhibited by its mak

ers, the Hicks Speed Indicator Co., of

Brooklyn.

A new style of goggle is shown by the

Mills Mfg. Co., New York. Last year gog

gles were made for persons with defective

eyesight, the lenses being made in the gog

gle to suit the needs of the wearer. Mills

comes forward with a theory that the lenses

fitted this way tend to injure rather than

help the eyesight, and his method is to fit

the magnifying or reducing lens, as the

case may be, into the plain glass mirror

of the goggle, the lenses being set close to

the nose bridge.

Among the other sundry dealers who are

showing at the armory and who are not

represented at the other show are the fol

lowing: Scott Mufller Co., neck mufilers;

\Villiarn M. Poz, waterproof garments; Car

ACCESSORY SHOW IN ROOM B.

bondale Chemical Co., non-freezing solu

tion; Survey Map Co., maps; Robinson Fur

Co., furs; Teel Mfg. Co., wind shields. tire

covers and monograms; Theodore Audel &

Co., technical instruction books; John Boyle

& Co., leather hampers; William Hiram

Brown, dust shields; Hill Mfg. Co., tops;

Cook’s Railway Appliance Co., standard

jacks; Belden Automobile Transmission,

gears; Gearless Transmission Co., friction

transmissions; Bullard Automatic Wrench

Co., wrenches; Le Nonpareil Muffler Co.,

mufilers; Safety Electric Elevator Co., ele~

vators for garages; Crouse-Hinds Co., com

municator and distributor; Never-Miss

Spark Plug Co., spark plugs; Duplex igni~

tion Co., spark plugs; Electric Storage Bat—

tery Co., exide batteries; Francois Richard,

automatic combination alcohol. kerosene

and gasolene carburetters; B. Morgan, car

buretters; Kirkham Motor Mfg. Co., mo

tors; Aster Co., motors, chassis, carburet

ters and ignition outfits; the Westinghouse

Companies, Cooper-Hewitt mercury arc

rectifiers, and automatic compressed air out

lits for garages.
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TIRES.

It goes without saying that the tire manu—

facturers did not “play favorites." They were

in force at both shows, There was but one tire

of moment absent, and it was awaited with

unusual interest, and almost certainly would

have been at the Armory only—the Ajax. That

 

  

FIRESTONE.

tire, for which so many of the “independents”

are standing sponsor, was not quite ready for

showing.

\The one brand new pneumatic tire that made

its appearance was the Firestone; the one new

solid tire, the Diamond, with its wire mesh

base; and never were manufacturers more ear

nestly enthusiastic over their new wares, and,

curiously enough, the makers of the Firestone

long have been famous for their solid tire, and

the makers of the Diamond equally famed for

their pneumatic.

The Firestone follows the now popular

trend, that is to say, it employs a mechanical

fastening, which is a notable addition to the

fund of ingenuity that has been centered on

that form of tire facility. The tire itself is

formed of successive layers of fabric and rub

ber. A wire cable is inserted in each edge of

the tire and the layers of fabric pass around

these cables. This insures holding the tire rig

mi

  

idly in place at all times. Non-corrosive “ears”

or clips are riveted t0 the tire at regular inter

vals with rivets which have large, smooth

heads. The felloe bolts pass through these clips

as well as through the wood felloe and steel

side flanges, insuring utmost rigidity when the

tire is in place. The fire is detached simply by

removing the nuts from the bolt and withdraw

ing the bolt itself. The rim and flanges being

narrower than the tire itself, are claimed to

make for better behavior of the tire in sand

or mud, while the fact that the flanges may be

applied to any standard wheel is a point of

which the most is made, as also is the case of

the outward flare of the flange, which is insur<

ance against rim cutting.

While the clincher type of tire is still deeply

rooted the trend toward mechanically attached

tires is, of course, and has been, apparent dur

ing recent months, unmistakable. Only the Dia

mond, the Pennsylvania and the International,

of the American tires, and the Michelin, of the

French tires that are in evidence absolutely

“remain true to Poll,” that is, to the clincher

fastening. The Fisk and the Goodyear were

earliest in the new field; the show of 1905 saw

the Hartford with a removable ring, and dur

ing the year Goodrich, G. & J. and Morgan 8:

Wright, if they have not entirely crossed the

divide, have so placed themselves that they

may at will travel on either side of it, while

Firestone crossed it at the first bound.

 

  

FISK.

In the face of such accumulated evidence the

mechanical fastening easily may be reckoned

the development of the year.

The B. F. Goodrich Company’s fastening is a

development of the last three months, and

was seen by very many at the show for the first

time. It consists essentially of a rim with a

removable and split flange or locking rim hav

ing two lugs, which engage in a bayonet lock

slot in the rim. No bolts or nuts whatsoever

are employed, and removing the rim and the

tire is merely a matter of seconds.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company's

fastening is a fastening “full grown." It was

one of the sensations of the show of 1905, but

that most crucial test, the test of time and ex~

tended usage, showed how it could be bettereil,

and the perfected Hartford-Dunlop fastening,

or rather rim, is the result.

The principle of the new rim is the same as

the 1905 Dunlop, with the exception that the

turnbuckle works from the under side, the

groove or channel in which the bead rests being

cut out at one point to allow the turnbuckle to

slightly protrude, as can be seen by the draw

ing. The channels themselves are made a trifle

deeper than heretofore, which affords a more

positive adjustment of the beads. This, how

ever, does not tell the whole story, nor convey

a true idea of how far the improvement

reaches, for, as a matter of fact, it permits any

clincher tire to be applied to the rim merely by

reversing the beads in the channel—a factor of

interchangability that is not to be minimized.

Another new and novel feature of the Hart

/
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G & J CLINCHER.

ford-Dunlop is the floating ring, an endless

band made of light metal heavily coated with

zinc to prevent rusting. This band has suf

ficient allowance over the diameter of the rim

at the tire seat to insure ease in placing the

tire and floating ring on the rim in one opera

tion, the ring being practically part of the tire.

When the tire is in place its inside edges bear

against the outside edges of the floating ring.

Then when the metal bead is drawn down into

the gutter by means of the turnbuckle it wedges

against the outer wall of the casing and pre

vents water entering the tire. In addition to

scaling the tire, this floating ring is in effect

an endless lug without the latter's drawbacks.

It is a positive non-creeping device.

While most of the clincher tire makers advo

cate the use of lugs, the G. 8t J. Tire Co. con

tinues to make their clincher with a flap and

to urge its use without lugs or clamps of anv

sort. They are also presenting for the first

  

GOODYEAR.

time the Indianapolis Dunlop tire, which in

corporates the perfected Dunlop mechanical

fastening. Both tires are termed wrapped tires,

in contradistinction to the wrapped tread con

struction which they employed last year. The

tires are cured in open steam in one operation,

which makes for greater durability. Tires \vith
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flat treads are also being offered for the first

time; likewise a complete line of sundries, such

as protectors for spare tires, tube bags, horn

bulbs, etc., in addition to the usual repair

outfits.

Morgan & Wright, like G. & 1., are branches

of the same family tree that shelters the Hart

ford tires, and, like them, are making not only

  

PENNSYLVANIA FLAT TREAD.

clincher tires, but Perfected Dunlop mechani

cally fastened tires as well. There is a deal of

keenest rivalry between the three plants in re

spect to producing the best tires, and in the

matter of comparison it is trade talk that Mor

gan & Wright do not suffer.

Aside from the Fisk mechanically fastened

tire, a smile of satisfaction and significance is

the chief exhibit at the Fisk booth. The Fisk

Rubber Co. were the first people to seriously

and strenuously take up and advocate the me

chanically fastened tire. and the rush in that

direction during the past year has caused them

to acquire a smile that shows no signs of wear

ing off. “Changes? Improvements? We made

ours a year ago,” is the way I. W. Bowman, of

the Fisk staff, answers those questions when

they are put to him; and then he resumes his

  

MICHELIN.

smile. There is, however, something new in

the Fisk exhibit—a red inner tube, which is

claimed to be the last word in respect to

quality.

The Diamond Rubber Co. are now furnish

ing their famous wrapped tread tire with a flat

tread, when it is desired, but it is in the matter

of inner tubes that they have made a striking

departure. They present at the show for the

first time their new diaphragm tube, which is

essentially a tube within a tube, the interior

tube being for emergency use. It is secured to

the outer one for about six inches and lays de

flated within it when not in use. There is a

Separate valve for each tube, placed on oppo—

site sides of the tire, and in case of puncture

to the tube in use the pump is applied to the

valve of the inner tube and it is inflated with

out the usual stop for repairs. The idea of the

tube is not wholly new, but its adoption by a

concern of such wide reputation as the Dia

mond Rubber Co. will give it a standing none

of its kindred of bicycle days ever attained.

The new Diamond solid tire, with its wire

mesh base, is, however, a distinct novelty,

which its makers believe cannot fail of ex

tended use. The wire mesh is moulded into the

  

base of the tire and absolutely holds it and all

of it in the rim without any tendency to “curl'I

up at the sides and leave the rim, as the Dia

mond people say is the case with sidewire tures.

Further perfection of the fastening of the

Goodyear mechanically attached tire also has

been made. It may be a stretch of the imagina

tion to term it a perfection, for it is one of

those little alterations which in themselves are

comparatively insignificant, yet it is by no

means to be overlooked on that account. It

consists of the placing of a little nib on the

end of the locking ring of the universal rim

in such a way that it is now impossible to apply

it except in the proper way, with the ends at

the valve stem. An addition the Goodyear Co.

has added to its line is the Heine Non-Skid

Tread, which has just been brought out. It

consists of a heavy rubber tread, in which are

a series of cup-shaped depressions, spaced

equally about the centre of the tread. In these

are circular metallic caps and washers, topped

by nuts, which bind them in place by means

of studs, to which they are secured and which

extend through the tread to anchor pieces, also

of metal, arranged beneath, but out of contact

with the tread. The construction is such that

it may be adapted to any type of shoe by a

simple process of re-treading.

The International clincher tires are put out

this year in a new section, in which the layers

of fabric are interspersed with layers of pu-‘e

gum in the form of a skim coat. Between the

skeleton and the tread is a similar layer of
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pure rubber fully an eighth of an inch in thick

ness. This construction prevents the layers

from separating and the tread from peeling off

under heavy usage. The International tires are

now made in the round shape for the first time,

on account of which the liability to rim cut

ting is reduced to a minimum. The clincher

bead is made exceptionally large, and the shoe

completely fills the space beneath the tube and

over the rim. thus thoroughly protecting the

tube at all points.

The Pennsylvania Co.’s clincher tires remain

unaltered; the nearest approach to innovation
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NEW DIAMOND SOLID.

is a flat tread racing tire with a corrugated

surface.

The Michelin tire is, of course, very much in

evidence. The Continental is also to be found.

likewise the Swinehart and Motz, the latter

two of which are solid tires of the clincher

type. There is also the Sampson leather tire

and the usual number of leather treads and

anti-skids which are rarely seen or heard of

outside of the shows.
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The Pullman of Motor Cars

1906 MODEL 8, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

  

GUARANTEED EREE OE REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

During 1905 the Rainier was the hit of the season in New York, the most critical of

markets. Not a single dissatisfied customer, only favorable comments everywhere, and

orders galore for the new model from former users. Before you decide, investigate the Rainier,

carrying the world’s broadest automobile guarantee.

Make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto. Bevel gear drive.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Chicago Branch: 1253-1255 Michigan Ave. (after January 15th).

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER moron co., 121 Massachusetts Ave.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

The Rainier Car will be exhibited at the Armory Show in Chicago.
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SUMMARY OF CARS AT ARMORY.

PLEASURE CARS.

Gasolene:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . .. 26

Three Cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 115

Five cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Total gasolene cars , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

Chassis:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

Sixcylinder........................ 1

Total chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Total pleasure cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 215

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Total commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13

Total gasolene vehicles . . . . . . . . . . .. 208

Total electric vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

Total steam vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

Total all cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 228

Acme Motor Car Co.. Reading. Pa.—Acme

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, 4-cylin

der touring car, and 4-cylinder limousine.

Aerocar C0., Detroit, Mich.——Aerocar, gaso

lene, air-cooled 4-cylinder chassis and 4

cylinder touring car. _

American Locomotive Automobile C0., New

York City—Berliet gasolene cars, 4-eylin

der chassis, 4-cylindet‘ touring car and 4

cylinder limousine.

American Peugeot Automobile C0., Passaic,

N. J.—Peugeot gasolene cars, 4-cylinder

chassis, two 4-cylinder touring cars. I

Andrews Douglas C0., New York—Berk

shire gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, 4—

cylinder touring car. Also Bliss cars, 4

cylinder chassis and 4-cylinder touring

car.

Archer 81 C0., New York City.—I-Iotchkiss _

land Deleon gasolene cars, 4-cylinde'r chas

sis.

Ardsley Motor Car Co., Yonkers, N. Y.—

Ardsley gasolene c'ars. 4—cylinder chassis

and 4~cylindcr touring car. ‘

Ariel Motor Cai- C0., Boston.- Mass—Ariel

gaSolene cars. 4—cylinder chassis, 4‘cylin

der touring car. ’

Aster Motor C0., New York City—Aster

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder limousine, 2-cyl

inder runabout.

Austin Automobile Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

——Austin gasolene cars, 4~cylinder runa

bout, 4-cylinder touring car and 4-cylinder ~

limousine.

Auto-Car Equipment C0., Buffalo, N. Y.—

llotel 'bus. '

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.. New York City.—

Baker electric vehicles, one runabout and

three closed carriages.

Bartholomew Co.. Peoria. Ill—Glide gaso

lene cars. 4-c_\'linder touring car, 2-eylin

der touring car.

Bertelli & Co.. New York City—Zust gaso

lene cars. 4-cylinder chassis.

Blomstrom Motor C0., C. H., Detroit, Mich.

-—~Queen gasolene cars, three 4-cylinder

touring cars.

Buckeye Mfg. C0., Anderson, Ind—Lambert

gasolene cars, two 4-cyltnder touring cars,

27eylinder touring car and 2—cylinder chas

sis.

Carey Motor C0., New York City—Carey

gasolene car, 5-rotating cylinder runabout.

Chadwick Motor Car C0., New York City—

Chadwick gasolene care, one 4-cylinder

limousine.

Charron, Girradot & Voigt, New York City

--—C. G. V. gasolene cars, four 4-eylinder

limousines, 4-cvlinder touring cars, two

4-cylinder chassis.

Cleveland Motor Car C0., Cleveland, Ohio—

Cleveland gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chas

sis, two 4-cylinder touring cars.

Commercial Motor Car C0., New York City

—Gasolene commercial. vehicles, one 4

cylinder truck.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn—Corbin air-cooled cars, 4

cylinder chassis, two 4-cylinder touring

cars.

Crawford Automobile C0., Hagerstown, Md.

—Crawford gasolene cars, 2-cylinder run

about. 4-cylinder touring car.

Cryder & C0., New York City—Leon Bollee

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, two 4

cylinder touring cars.

Central Park Automobile Storage C0., New

York~i Spyker 4-cylinder touring car.

Daimler Mfg. C0., Long Island City, N. Y.—

American Mercedes gasolene ears, 4-cylin

der chassis. 4-cylinder limousine.

Dayton Motor Car C0., Dayton, Ohio.—

Stoddard Dayton gasolene cars, 4-cylinder

chassis. 4—eylinder touring car, 4-cylinder

limousine.

Detroit Auto Vehicle CO., Detroit, Mich.—

Crown gaSolene ears, 2-eylinder delivery

wagon, 2-cylinder runabout.

Dolson Automobile C0., Charlotte, Mich.—

Dolson gasolene cars, two 4-cylinder tour

ing cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

Dorris gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis,

4-cylinder touring car.

Duryea Power Co.. Reading, Pa.—Duryea

gasolene cars, 3-cylinder touring car, 3

eylinder runabout.

II. V. Co.. Middletown, Conn—Com

pound gasolene cars, 3-cylinder touring

_ car, 3-cylinder doctor's runabout, 3-cylin

der light delivery wagon, 3-cylinder Vic

toria.

Iinglish Daimler Co., New York City—

Daimler gasolene cars. 4-cylinder chassis,

4-cylinder touring car and 4-cylinder

- limousine. 'Aliord Motor Car Co.. Detroit, Mich—Ford

gasolene cars, 6-cylinder chassis, 6-cylin

der touring car, 2-c.ylinder touring car, 4

cvlinder touring car and 4-cylinder run

about

Gallaher. F. B., New York City—Brasier and

Cleveland gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chas

sis, two 4-cylinder touring cars, 4-cylin

der limousine.

Grout Bros. Automobile C0., Orange, Mass.

—Grout gasolene cars, 4-cylinder runa

bout, 4-cylinder chassis, 4-eylinder tour

ing car.

Iroquois Motor Car Co.. Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Iroquois gasolene cars, two 4-cylinder

touring cars.

Iroquois Iron \Vorks, Buffalo, N. Y.—Iro

quois trucks, 4-cvlinder passenger ’bus.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Jackson gasolene cars. 4-cylinder touring

car, two 2~cylinder touring ears.

Jeffery & Co.. Thos. B., Kenosha, Wis.—

Rambler gasolene ears, 4-cylinder chassis,

two _4-cylinder touring cars, two 2-cylinder

touring cars.

Johnson Service Co.. New York City—John

son steam cars, two limousines.

Knox Motor Truck C0., Springfield, Mass.—

Atlas gasolene trucks, one 2-cylinder

truck.

Lane Motor Vehicle C0., Poughkeepsie,Y.—Lane steam cars, 2-cylinder chassis,

2-cylinder touring car.

Lansden C0., Newark, N. J.~—-Lansden elec

tric vehicles, one truck, one runabout.

Lear Automobile C0., Oscar, Columbus.

Ohio—Frayer Miller air-cooled cars; 4

cylinder chassis, two 4-cylinder limou

smes.

Logan Construction C0., Chillicothe, Ohio—

Logan gasolene cars, two 2-cylinder tour—

ing ears, 2-cylinder runabout, 2-cylinder

truck, 2-cylinder limousine.

.Lozier Motor C0., New York City—Lozier

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, 4-cylin

der touring car and 4-cylinder limousine.

Marion Motor Car C0., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Marion air-cooled cars, 4-cylinder chassis,

-4-cylinder touring car.

Maxwell Briscoe Motor C0., Tarrytown, N.

Y.—Maxwell gasolene cars, two 2-cylin

der chassis, three 2-cylinder runabouts, 2

cylinder touring car, 2-cylinder delivery

wagon.

Mason, Norris N., New York City—Leon

Bollee gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis,

two 4-cylinder limousines.

Mendel, Dale & C0., New York City—Upton

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder touring car.

Mercedes Import C0., New York—Mercedes

cars, 4-cylinder chassis.

Mitchell Motor Car C0., Racine, VVis.—

Mitchell gasolene cars, 4-cylinder runa

bout, 4-cylinder touring car, 2-cylinder

runabout, 2-cylinder truck.

Moline Automobile C0., Moline, Ill—Moline

gasolene cars, 4-eylinder touring car, 4

cylinder limousine.

Moon Motor Car C0., St. Louis, Mo.—Moon

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, 4-cylin

der touring car.

Mors Automobile C0., New York City—

Mors gasolene cars, three 4-cylinder lim

ousines.

McCrea Motor Truck C0., Cleveland, Ohio.

——~McCrea commercial gas vehicles, 2-cyl

inder runabout, 4-cylinder touring car, 4

cylinder limousine.

Napier Motor Car C0., of America, Boston,

Mass—Napier gasolene cars, 4scylinder

runabout, 4-cylinder touring car, 4-cylin

der limousine.

National Motor Vehicle Co.. Indianapolis,

Ind—National gasolene cars, 4-cylinder

chassis, 6~cylinder touring car and 6-cy1

inder limousine and 4-cylinder touring car.

Nordyke & Marmon Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.

——-Marmon gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chas

sis, two 4-cylinder touring cars.

Palais D’Lautomobile, New York City—

Renault, Panhard and Delauney Belleville

gasolene cars, two 4-cylinder chassis, two

4-cylinder touring cars, two 4-cylinder

limousines.

Palmer 8: Christie, New York City—Mar

tini gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, 4

cylinder touring car and 4-cylinder limou

sme.

Panhard & Levassor, New York City—Pan

hard gasolene cars, four 4-cylinder limou

sines, two 4-eylinder touring cars.

Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

——Electric commercial vehicles, electric

deliver wagon.

Premier otor Mfg. C0., Indianapolis, Ind.

—Premier air cooled ears, 4-cylinder chas

sis, 4-eylinder touring car, 4-cylinder run

about, 4-cylinder limousine.

Pungs-Fineh Automobile C0., Detroit, Mich.

' -—-Pungs-Finch gasolene ears; 4-cylindcr

chassis, 4-cylinder touring car.

Rauier C0., New York City—Rauier gaso

lene cars, 4-cylinder chassis. 4-cylinder

runabout, 4-cylinder limousine and 4-cyl

inder touring car. _ _

Rapid Motor Vehicle C0., Pontiac, Mich.—
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LOZIER 1906 MODEL, TYPE. D, 40 H. P. CAR

  

 

F THE SATISFIED cus

tomer is the best adver

tisement, the LOZIER

MOTOR CAR enjoys a

most unique position.

Every customer is a satis

fied customer, and the fact

that each is, in addition an owner with large

Automobile experience, makes his expression of

satisfaction with THE LOZIER MOTOR CAR

an advertisement of the VERY BEST—Ask one

of them—and then see our line of Limousines,

Landaulets and Touring Cars.

The Lozier Motor Car is a high-grade product

with years of Motor building experience back of

it—the name of “LOZIER” being a guarantee

of all that is best in high-class construction.

Our new 1906 MODEL TYPE D, 40-H. P.

TOURING CAR, is shown above, and it is a

most beautiful car. The price is $5,500, and among

its features of construction may be mentioned

the long wheel-base, 117"— 36' wheels —4"-4%'

tires ~55” tread —1d’ clearance. Platform-spring

suspension. Weldless I-beam nickel

steel forged axles. Dust-proof irre

versible steering column. Ball‘bear

ing steering knuckles—nickel-steel

forgings.' Large ball-bearing wheel

hubs. Noiseless sliding gear trans

 

  

transmission gear slides of nickel-steel—gears

ground to gauge. Self-contained annular ball

bearings in thrust, transmission and differentials.

Speeds—selective type—four forward and reverse

—0ne lever for all. Dog-and-ratchet back-stop

on differential shaft. Noiseless exhaust. Dust

proof internal expanding emergency hand

brakes. Powerful foot brake on differential

shaft. High power motor. Annealed pistons.

Interchangeable valves and parts. Webbed

crank-shafts. Crank-shaft bearings hardened and

ground on own centers. CombinatiOn bronze

and babbitt crank and crank-shaft bearing boxes.

High tension magneto. POsitive force-feed lu

bricator. Large radiator. Automatic carburetor

with balanced throttle controlled by governor.

Speed controls on stationary quadrant at top of

steering-wheel. Automatic disengaging cam on

starting crank. Self-contained, large face, cone

clutch—simple adjustments. Dust-proof alumi

num case under motor and entire transmission.

Noiseless fiber cam-shaft driving gears. Cottered

nuts throughout. Small oilers for chassis springs.

Camshafts of crucible steel—cams

integral. Nickel-steel clutch shaft—

double universal joints. Cylinders

bored and ground. Chain adjustments. '

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

NO\V READY. SEND FOR IT.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

See our Exhibit at the Automobile S/zow, fan. 13 to 20, at 691/: Regiment Armory. “ T11:

OLD Show in the NEW Armary.” are in Sec/ion B, an 111: Main Floor.
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Gasolene commercial vehicles, two 2-cyl

inder trucks, 2-cylinder ’bus. >

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland.

Ohio—-E1ectric carriages, one runabout,

depot carriage, and one surrey.

Reo Motor Car Co., New York City—Reo

gasolene cars, 2-cylinder chassis, 2-cylin

der touring car, 2-cylinder runabout, 2-cyl

inder coupe, 4-cylinder touring car.

Renault Freres, New York City—Renault

gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, two 4

cylinder limousines.

St. Louis Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

St. Louis gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis,

4-cylinder runabout, 4-cylinder touring

car.

Viqueot Co., New York City—Viqueot gaso

lene cars, 4-cylinder chassis, two 4-cylin

der limousines.

\Vayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

VVayne gasolene cars, two 4-cylinder tour

ing cars, 2-cylinder touring car, and 2-cyl

inder limousine, 2-clyinder runabout.

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Welch gasolene cars, 4-cylinder chassis,

4-cylinder touring car, and 4-cylinder

limousine. .

Westinghouse Companies, The, New York

City—Westinghouse-Schmidt gasolene

cars, 4-cylinder chassis.

White Sewing Machine Co.. Cleveland, Ohio

—-White steam cars, runabout, limousine,

two touring cars, two extension laudau

lets.

Windsor Automobile Co., Windsor, Ind..—

Windsor gasolene cars, 4-cyhnder chassis,

4-cylindcr touring car. _

York Automobile Co., York. Pa.—-_Pullman

gasolene cars, two 4-cy1mder touring cars.

ACCESSORIES.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Ball bearing axles, wheels, etc.

American Generator Co., New York City-

Gas generators.

Anderson Spark Plug Co., Boston, Mass.—

Spark-plugs.

Aster Co.. New York City—Parts.

Au'ora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

lll.—Thor motorcycles and fittings.

Auto Lock Plug Co., New York City—Lock

switches. ‘

Auto Supply Co.. New York City—Supplies.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar acetylene gas lamps.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin detachable and riveted

chains; house spring recoil check and

Monitor speed recorder.

Belden Auto Transmission Co., Pittsburg,

Pa.—Transmission gears.

Bowser 8: Co., Inc., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.

—Gasolene storage outfits.

Boyle & Co., John, New York City—Leather

hampers, license numbers, splash aprons,

etc.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Radiators,

fenders, tanks and metal specialties. _

Boehm & Levine, New York City—Supplies

Brown, F. M., New York City—Specialties.

Br0wn, J. C., Butler, Md.—Tire grips.

Brown, W. H., Cleveland, Ohio—Dust

shields.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Gears. _

Bullard Automatic Wrench Co., Inc., Provi—

dence, R. I.-—-Aut0matic wrenches.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters and mufiiers.

Carbondale Chemical Co., Carbondale, Pa.——

Non-freezing compound.

Columbia Lubricants C0. of New York, New

York City—Oils and greases.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric C9"

Meriden, Conn—Connecticut spark couls

and ammeters.

Cook's Railway Appliance Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich—Automobile jacks.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City—Tires.

Continental Rubber \Vorks Co., Erie, Pa.—

Tires.

Cramp & Sons, Wm., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Castings, manganese bronze.

Crouse-Ilinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—Ball bear

ing commutators and distributers.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H., Hammondsport,

N. Y.'—Motorcycles.

Dac Automobile Supply House, New York

City—Supplies.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio.

—-Apple igniters.

Detroit Motor Car Supply Co.. Detroit,

Mich—Bodies and tops.

Detroit Tool Co., Detroit, Mich—Combination

tool.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond detachable and clincher tires.

Dietz Co., R. E., New York City—Lamps.

Duane, \N. P., New York—Tops, bodies,

wind shields, etc.

Duti Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—Barrett auto

mobile jacks. ‘

Duplex Ignition Co., New York City—Ignition

apparatus.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.—

Ignition cells and battery connectors.

Edison Storage Battery Co., Glen Ridge,

N. J.—Storage batteries.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

-—E. & 1. gas and oil side lamps.

El'erctric Rubber Mfg. Co., Rutherford, N. J.—

ires.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—Exhide batteries.

Everlastic Tire Works, Chester, N. J.-—Tire

er.

Firestone ‘Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio—Firestone pneumatic and solid

tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicapee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk mechanically fastened tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland Ohio—

Gabriel horns and Foster shock absorber.

Gaulois Tire Co., New York City—Gaulois

tll'CS:

G & 'J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind—G & J

detachable clincher tires.

Gearless Transmission Co., Glens Falls, N.

Y.—Direct drive transmission.

Gleason, Peters Air Pump Co., New York

City—Pumps.

Goebel, F. A., Marietta, Ohio—Switches.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Goodrich

detachable and clincher tires.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

-—-Goodyear detachable and clincher tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Head

lights, side and tail, oil and acetylene

lamps.

Grav-Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

“Autochirne” horn.

Harburg Tire Co., New York City—Tires.

Hardy Co., R. E., New York City—“Sta

rite" spark plugs.

Harris Oil Co., A. \V., Providence, R. I.——

Lubricants

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn—Perfected Dunlop detachable and

Hartford clincher and Turner tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York City—

Trut’fault-Hartford suspension.

Hatch & Brittain, Cleveland, Ohio—Parts.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass—Indian

motorcycles and attachments.

Ilerz 8: Co., New York City—Spark-plugs,

switches, timers, etc.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Ball bearings.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Speedometers.

Hiorth & Co., Wm., amestown, N. Y.—

\Nrcnches.

Hill Mfg. Co., Bufi‘alo, N. Y.——-T0ps, wind

shields, bodies and seats.

Hollingshead Co., R. M., Camden, N. J.—

Lubricants and soaps.

Hutchinson Electric Horn Co., New York

City—Electric horns.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.—

Rollcr bearings.

International A. 8: V. Tire Co., New York

City, N. Y.—Tires.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Tanks.

Iroquois Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.—

Judson Co., J. 6., New York City—Supplies.

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio—Radiators,

hoods, fenders, tanks, pressed steel frames

and dashes, mechanical oilers.

Kirkham Motor Mfg. Co., Bath, N. Y.—

Motors.

Klean-Al Mfg. Co., New York City—Soaps.

Le Nonpareil Muffler Co., New York City—

Mufflers.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa.—

Aluminum castings.

Lock Switch Mfg. Co., New York City—

Switches and tire pressure indicators.

Lipman, Carl E. L., Beloit, Wis.——Lipman

rotary pumps.

Lowenstein, F., New York City—Spark

plugs and Duplex igniters.

Madison Kipp Lubricator Co., Madison.

Wis.——Valveless oil pumps and force feed

lubricators.

Manhattan Auto School, New York City—

Manhattan automobile heater.

Manufacturers Red Book Pub. Co., New

York City.—

Mfgrs. Com. Co., New York City—Broker

age.

Mills Mfg. Co., New York City—Goggles.

Mayo Radiator Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Radiators.

Metallic Rubber Tire Co., Jersey City, N. J

Tires.

Miller, Chas. E., New York City—Acces

sories and supplies.

Miller’s Sons, Wm. B, Brooklyn, N. Y.—.

Lubricants.

Mitchell Punctureless Pneumatic Tire Co..

Swampseott, Mass—Tires.

Morgan,‘B., Newport, R. I.—Single piece

valves, hose couplings and carburetters.

Morgan 8: Wright, Inc., Chicago, Ill—Mor

gan & Wright clincher detachable tires.

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York City——

Spark-plugs, timers, etc.

Motor Car Equipment Co., New York'City

-—Sundries.

McCord & Co., Chicago, Ill—Force feed

lubricators.

MeGiehan Mfg. Co., New York City—

Speedometers and odometers.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio-—

Columbia dry cells.

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing, Mich.~—

Spark plugs.

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York

City—Supplies.

N. Y. and N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City—Lubricants.

Ofeldt & Sons, Nyack, N. Y.—Fuel regu

lators, water tube boilers, regulators, lev

elers, etc.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111,—Peerless au

tomobile jacks.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.

Post Mfg. Co., New York City—Tire pr0~

tectors.

P02, William, New York—Motoring fabrics.

Prest-O-Lite Co.. Indianapolis, Ind—Prest

O-Lite gas tanks.

Prosser & Son, Thos., New York City.—

Quinby & Co.. J., New York City—Bodies.

Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Wrenches.

Railway Appliance Co., Cook’s, Kalamazoo,

Mich—Standard jacks. .

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.—Oilers.

Reading Standard Cycle Mfg. Co., Reading,

(Continued on page 968)
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semi-enclosed top.

closed top, $850 extra.

Iront, $50 extra.

is a machine.

Arrow is made.

time of service given.

is concerned.

Baltimore. Southern Auto. Co., 2021 Mary

land Ave.

Boeton, J. W. Mogulre CO., 746 Boyl

ston St.

Buflllo, The George N. Pierce 00., 752

Main St. (Retail)

Chicago, H. Paulman & Co., 1321 Michi

gan Ave.

Denver. The George N, Pierce Co., 1643

California St.

Detroit, J. P. Schneider, 189 .leflereon Av.

Geneva, New York. .1. A. Place.

Hartford. Conn., The Miner Garage 00., 120 A1—

lyn St.

  

Houston, Tex., Hawkins Auto. k. Gee Engine Co.  

Kansas City. Mo., E. P. Moriarty & Co., 1612

Grand Ave.

in! Angelee. gash & Burge, Cor. 7th 6: Main

Louisville, The Zorn~8trauee Co., Inc.

Milwaukee, thburd Automobile Co.

New York, Harrolde Motor Car Co., Broad—
  

way, 58-60“: Ste.

Wilson & Co.. 142 Bank Street.

1013

  

Ottawa 8: Montreal,

Oakland. Cal., The George N. Pierce Co.,

Clay St. (Wholesale)

  

 

LIST OF DEALERS:

Philadelphia.

Pitteburg,

Portland, Oregon,

Portland, Mo.,

Providence, R. 1.,

Rochester,

San Francisco,

Saratoga Springl.

Scranton, Pm.

Seattle, Wash.

Springfield, Mae...

Syracuse.

St. Louis,

St. Paul,

Toronto,

Troy, N. Y.,

U11“, N. Y.

‘I his is the Great Arrow Victoria Touueau, lot-#5 H. P. with

Price without top, 85,000.

eape top, 8200 extra.

Semi-en

Folding glaee

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fa

that they appeal most to the most mechanical minds. An automobile

The more a man understands about the principles i-f

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the Pierce

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of ant?

automobile made in this country, but the price seems low when con -

pared, not only with the small cost of maintaining, but with the long

Pierce Arrows are never out of date as far as effective service

Catalogue and descriptions mailtd on request.

THE GEQRGE N. PIERGE GDMPHNY,

BUFFHLO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobi‘e Manufacturers.

Pierce Arrow Exhibited in Madison Square Garden Only.

Foes—Hughes Motor Car Co., 2M

N. Broad St.

Banker Bron.

Beetty Bu,

Covey & Cook Motor Car Co.

J. A. Dowling.

The Shepard Company.

U. 3. Automobile Co.,

mouth Ave.

Mobile Carriage Co., Golden Gar.

Ave. & 00th St.

W. L. Hodges, 16 Woodlawn Av

Standard Motor Cu Co.

Broadway Auto Co.

Co.. Baum and

21 Ply—

E. R. Clarke Auto. Co., 11'! Ly

man St.

Amos-Pierce Auto Co.. 109 r.

State 8!.

Western Auto. Co., 4701 Wash

ington Blvd.

C. P. Joy Auto. Co., 868 Minno

sota 8t.

Auh & Supply Co.,

Temperance St.

Troy Auto. Exchange. 22 4th St

Utice. Motor Car Co.

Ltd., 24

  

4o

‘4‘
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THE HILL CLIMBER

  

  

I $1,250

with lamp equipment.

Bristles With Ingenious Features,

an making for

SIMPLICITY, SECURITY

and

EASE OF CONTROL

It is performance, not promise, that has made the reputation of the BUICK.

You can’t do yourself full justice if you make your purchase without examiningit.

: MODEL F. ._., y. 22 Horse Power—each of the 22 the biggest, healthiest sort of a horse.

BUICK MOTOR CO., = = Jackson, Mich.
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BllSS
BUILT BY E. W. BLISS CO., 0F BROOKLYN, N. Y.

|3o 11. RI ‘

Exhibilcd in Room *69Ih cht. Armory “ ‘

Thc Car with

a Dcputation

Bchind It :: ::

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

DOUGLAS ANDREWS, 255%?

1623 Broadway, New York
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TERLINGS

| THAT IMPRINT ON SILVER MEANS NO MORE THAN ON OUR GOODS

THE STERLING BRAND

of Automobile Specialties are

all that their name implies—

TAN DARD OF EXCELLENCE

STERLING TOPS
are the best ever raised

STRONG '

  

STYLISI'I DURABLE

Let us explain to you our proposition regarding tops. It will interest you.

 

The Brightest Light on the Pike at Night

is Shed by

THE STERLING PROJECTOR

l‘OUR STYLES—RECORD LIGHT PRODUCERS

No Lamp at any price excels this line in substantial

construction or beautiful finish

BAUSCI'I & LOMB LENS EQUIPMENT

  

 

Thoroughly Tested During

the Last Two Years.

‘ Price $1.50.

STERLING;

SPARK PLUG

  

SEND FOR 1906 CATALOGUE

The Auto Accessoriestg. Co.
_265-269 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT, MICI‘I.
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IHOTCHKISSl

 

 

Built by the famous gun makers of France

 

 

 
  

Sole representatives in the United States for the Hotchkiss and the

De LEON

35 H. P. $5500

 
 

 

A new car in a new field. A good car and worthy of inspection.

A Guarantee of 365 Days With Each Car

AGENCIES WILL BE ESTABLISHED

ARCHER 8: COMPANY
1597 Broadway NEW YORK 23] West 40th Street

IMPORTED UNDER THE semen PATENT
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SUMMARY OF CARS AT ART-IORY.
I (Continued from page 962)

 

Pa.~——Reading Standard bicycles and Thor

oughbred motorcycles.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnetos. .

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio--

Tires.

Republic Rubber Tire and Shoe Co., New

York City—Tires and tire covers.

Richard Francois, New York City—Car

burcttcrs. -

Robinson Fur Co., New York City—Fur.

Rollins Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass—Speedome

ters.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—cher0ut

lamps.

Rubay, Leon, New York City—Sundries and

St. John Rubber Tire Co., New York City—

Solid cushion tire.

Saks & Co., New York City—Clothing.

Safety Electric Elevator Co., New York

~City—Elevators for garages.

Scandanavian Fur and Leather Co., New

York City.—Clothing.

Scott Mut’fler Co., Portsmouth, Ohio—~Neck

mnfllers.

Sheddan Mfg. Co., Baltimore, .\Id.—Perfcc

l -. ’>_ a»‘

lb.

  

,3

 

 

Guidance and

steering wheel.

THE AUTOBAR 00.,

ARDMORE, PA.

Member; Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.

  

eed-regulation are simultaneous.

Spark and throttle are controlled by grips in rim of

Write for the Autocar Book, descriptive of the standardized Autocar Run- throughout.

about (“he X) and n! Touring-car Type XII  

tion air cushion.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.,

Seamless steel tubing. _

Sherwin Williams Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—

Paints.

Sibley & Pitman, New York City—Supplies.

Smith, R. H., Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Soringfield speedometer.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Plainfield.

N. I.—Spicer universal joints.

Splitdorf Co., C. F.. New York City—Split

dorf spark-plugs, coils, commutators and

ignition apparatus.

Pittsburg, Pa.—

'Sp‘ague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Conn.—

Sprague canopy tops.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass—Tops and aluminum bodies.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.-—Steel balls, bearings, axles, etc.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—

Rims, tubing and parts.

Steel Ball Co., Chicago, Ill—Hill p‘ecision

oilers.

Stevens & Co.. New York—Esco speedo

meter, index funnels.

Survey Map Co., New York City—Maps.

Teel & Co.. F... Medford, Mass—“find

shields, tools, etc.

utocar711-1
 

 

Milton—24 James Watt horse power: (26 H. P. on test). Four

vertical water-cooled cylinders.

inches.

Crank shatt oil tempered.

exhaust valves mechanically operated; fully adjustable.

Rem- Drlve.~—Two drop—forged hardened steel bevel gears, with

inches, stroke 41,4

hearings.

  

driven) oiler,

hovel gear differential.

Thos.—Fisk “Heavy Car" type tires—32 inch by 4 inch.

Trnnsmlsslon.—Sliding gear type.

gears of ample strength, their shafts carried on large Hyatt roller

Splash lubrication.

Trend and “heel Buso.—56-inch trend.

Vaporizer.~Holley vaporizer, Autncur type. at. side of crank case.

Wheels.-—Twelve spoke Midgiey steel artillery wheels.

Axiom—Front mrlc,

ground bearings, with squared ends at the wheels, obviating the use

of keys at that point.

Brakes.—Internal and external hub brakes. A foot lever con

trols the external; side hand lever the internal brakes, the hand

lever first throwing out the clutch.

Controi.—-Right-hand wheel steer with bevel gear and sector.

Spark and throttle control grips in the rim of the wheel. A fool

operated clutch (left foot).

Cooling "term—Coil fin radiator with fan and centrifugal (gear

driven) circulating water pump.

Frame.—Wood. continuous pressed steel channel reinforcement.

Ignition—Large three-cell storage battery, four-point coil. gear

driven spark timer on left side of crank case.

Lubrication.—-Crank shaft bearings are oiled directly. Cam shaft

hearings oiled by continuous force feed of oil from mechanical (gear

as well as by splash.

There is no dependence on gravity.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

Ohio—Roller bearings, axles, etc.

Thermo-electric Co., New York City—lg

nition apparatus.

'Fingley, Chas. O., Rahway, N. ].—Vulcaniz

ing outfits. .

20th Century Mfg. Co., New York City—

Lamps and generators.

Uncas Specialty Co., Norwich Conn—Leav

itt secondary distributers and timers.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Odo

meters, tachometers, etc.

Veedeer Vibrator Co.,. New York_City.—Vi

brators. ‘ "

W'agner- Motor Cycle Co., St. Paul, Minn.—

Wagner motorcycles.

W'arner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Warner

gears. '

\Nray Pump and Register Co., Rochester,

N. Y.—Pumps and pressure registers.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.—

Speedometers. g

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

VVayne cars.

\Nebb Co., New York City—Speed indica

tors.

\Velch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

\Velch cars.

TYPE XI!

$2,600 '

  

Cylinders cast separately. Bore 4

Cylinders and pistons ground to size.

All bearings ground to size. Inlet and

Roller bearings throughout.

Drop forged hardened steel

Three forward speeds and reverse.

100-lnch wheel base.

seamless tubing. Rear live axle of steel.

Seamless tubing. dust-proof case.

Jump spark plugs.

Force-feed oiler is positive

 

KNOWLEDGE l8 POWER

in every walk of life.

The way to acquire Knowledge

is to keep posted and the best way

to keep posted is to regularly read

THE MOTOR WORLD

Nothing of moment in the ‘uiomohile

world escapes it.

It is an uncommonly valuable $2 worth.

 
    

RANDS MFG.CO.
MACONB o stauuum srs. 0(79011'. Mlcn

- "v WHEELER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

  

  

 

How Are Your Batisrlss?

l BOIIEOTICIIT "Illwill tell you.

Guaranteed, and the price is rill"

\end (or catalogue sud trade dil

counts.

Iolt Mlllilill. “.00. Annie! only. 34-”

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC (20-. Inc

MERIDEN, CONh
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Pneumatic Tires
_ _ are designed to do away with all the objec

' ' tionable features which have existed to so

"‘ _ ' " great an extent in pneumatic tires hereto

fore made.

We well knew of the existence of these

objections and laid our plans for the making

of a pneumatic tire which should contain

none of them.

Our success has been demonstrated and

proven in the severest of continued road

tests and it is with the utmost confidence in

their thorough worth that we recommend

ILIRESTONE TIRES and stand back of

t em.

The body of the FIRESTONE TIRE

is unusually sturdy in its make-up. The

fabric used is the best Sea Island Cotton,

carefully selected for purity and strength.

The rubber is the choicest Up—River Para

so scientifically compounded as to give

it the greatest possible wear-resisting

quality.

The tire is attached so securely that it cannot possibly come off, inflated or deflated, no matter

how severe the service.

The union of the tire and flange is extremely close to prevent moisture from penetrating to

the inner surface to the detriment of tubeor casing.

The removal and replacement of a FIRESTONE PNEUMATIC TIRE is accomplished

with the utmost ease and in the shortest possible time.

Any novice can with an ordinary wrench secure access to his inner tube or r ove the tire

complete in less than 2 minutes. The tube may be replaced and the tire refastened in t e same time.

There is no prying or pulling on the tire, and consequently no possibility of causing injury,

such as frequently occurs from the use of old-fashioned tire tools.

Remember, we particularly recommend FIRESTONE TIRES to any one who appreciates

the best the market affords. We know they are supremely good and will give better and more

lasting service than any tire you ever used.

FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES for commercial vehicles have been on the

market for years and have proven the excellence of our methods of construction.

To-day more than 80% of all such tires in use in this countrv are FIRESTONE TIRES.

We invite correspondence and will be pleased to furnish full information and advertising

literature upon request.

Then Why Not “Firestone? ”

-r|-||-: FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER 00., - Akron, om.

BRANCHES:—New York Chicago Boston Detroit Philadelphia St. Louis
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The Model F ‘ THE CAR

30-35 © WITHOUT A

Horse Power ' l _ WEAK SPOT

- All the little improvements—all the claims for speed—are nothing to the surety that YOU

WON'T BREAK DOWN.

1n Cleveland construction every part is designed and put in to stay. The arts that don't

require strength will stand the strain they MAY get. The parts that must stan the strain. are

made of nickel steel for in s of the highest known tensile strength and ion hness. The brains

and ex erience of the air and Company—the largest manufacturers of exc usively high 'grade

automo ilc parts and chassis in this country—who make the entire chassis. and all the ex crtenees

ol' the maker arc coriCt-ntratcd in the Cleveland. It is designed and made so well that R PAIRS

will not figure in its cost of maintenance. The average cost of repairs of the 1905 car averaged

less than $4.00, includin time. '

IT IS THE CAR WITHOUT A WEAK SPOT. We guarantee you against them—and it

is a vear ahead of other American automobile construction. _ i

he Cleveland ignition follows the best foreign practice and the Simms-Bosch low tension

magneto with automatic make and break spark is used—doing away With lllmf) spark troubles

“short circuiting—battcrjes—curls and commutators. The spark is automatica ly controlled by

the speed of the engine and is .

out. of the operator's hands.

This Simms-Bosch mag

, ncto ignition was used on

SHOWING THE CLEVELAND MODEL F, laOUIPPED the first seven cars in the

WITH THE Tl'lvll’ BODY. PRICE. $3500- last Gordon-Bennett cup race.

The carburetor is an

  

  

armamCA'l-‘loxs- advanced and perfected type

4-cyllnder 30-35 H. P, of our own construction. It

imported Simma-Bosch Magneto—automatic make \>'_ automatic—requires "0

and break spark. adjustment—and Will not

Direct drive. Nickel steel I-benm front axle. flood.

Sin-inch wheels. Bull bearings. Wheel base, 104 The mufiler lays the dust

inches. and keeps it out of the car.

Simplest control. 5 to 55 miles on high gear.

Absolutely noiseless.

Body option Victoria or Tulip, as Illustrated.

  

Price, $8,500.“) to $5,000.00, depending upon Body Equipment. The 20-1-1. P. Model

D will be continued without change. Price, $2,800.00. Both models guaranteed for one SHOWING THE CLEVELAND MODEL F EOIIIPPED

your. Catalogue and full Information on request. WITH THE VICTORIA BODY. PRICE $3500.

CLEVELAND MOTOR OAR CO., Dept. ll, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gen. Eastern Distributing Agent, E. B. Gallahor, $28-$30 West 58th Street. N. Y.; Boston agent. Butler Motor Car Co.. 998 Boylston Street.

Boston; So. California agent, A. P. Worthington. Log Angelou, Cal. Cleveland Auto & Cycle Co.. Buffalo. N Y.

Owing to the unusual interest in the Cleveland car agents in unassigned territory are advised to enter into early negotiations.

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW. SIXTY-NINTH REGIMENT ARMORY, SPACE E-Z.

GllllllT
30-35 H. P.

 

 

 

 

THE

4 BYLINDEH
PRIDE, $2,500

Read the following specifications

and then think it over:

80-35 B. P., 4 cylinder, balanced motor, high tension ignition.

using one coil with distributing commutator.

Forced ventilation by fan.

Mechanically operated valves.

Inlet valves interchangeable with exhaust valves.

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion trans

mitted to these levers by movement of steering wheel.

Gear. three speeds and reverse, actuated by single levek

Wheels, 32-inch. wood artillery. ball boltings, 4-inch tires.

Armored frame.

Steering by irreversible worm and sector. dust. proof and oil

  

tight.

Lubrication: Mechanically operated otier. a definite amount of

oil to all cylinders, crank bearings, connecting rod bearings, etc.

Lubricating system has received great attention and is particu

larly thorough. It is non-adjustable, that is. net at the factory

and needs only to be supplied with oil.

Top and headlight, with generator.

GROUT BR08- AUTOMOBILE 80., Orange, Mass.

NEW YORK AGENCY: MUNSINC 8r CHAPMAN, I855 BROADWAY
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America’s Most Famous Car.

HE ROYAL UURIS
All parts produced in the greatly enlarged factory of

THE ROYAL MOTORCAR COMPAN
Cleveland, Ohio. '

RQYAL
40 H. P.—tour cylinder—5 inch bore by 5% inch stroke—bronze bearings throughout engine — commutator

easy of access on top of engine—conical leather faced clutch of large diameter—flat springs placed under leather

makes starting of car progressive—no adjustment ever necessary—sliding gear transmission—high grade bearings

throughout—direct drive on high gear—all gears bolted to g flanges, so that no dependence is placed on keys or

set screws that hold gears in place. Universal joints and pr0peller shaft exceptionally robust, and all wearing

parts of same are hardened. Entire rear axle equipped with roller bearings; front wheels also run on roller bear

ings; steering gear is of worm and segment type, and is very easy in its action; pressed steel frame with drop

forged spring hangers; positive feed oiler; fan draws air through entire radiating surface, of cellular type radi

ator; wheel base, 110 inches; gasoline capacity, 22 gallons.

The entire car is built from the best materials that money can buy. It is designed by' America’s leading

motor car engineer. Produced by competent mechanics, on precision machinery.

This is the reason why the car was able to beat the special built racing machines in the Vanderbilt Elimina

tion.Trials, after turning a somersault that would have put any other car in the world out of the race. This is

also the reason why all of the owners of Royal Tourists are so well atlsfled and have such good service from their

cars. From all of the data that we have been able to secure, the cost ‘or repairs in running a Royal Tourist av

erages less than $25.00 each for an entire season. If you want to know how good a Royal Tourist is, ask some of

your friends who are fortunate enough to own one. '

MODEL G, $3,500, FORTY H. P.

New 1906 Catalogue now ready. Write for it.

T '~ ROYAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, ‘
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

  

   

 

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Mmmmm
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THE MARMON

“A MECHANICAL MASTERPIECE ”

  

 

  

THE ONLY CAR WITH DOUBLE THREE POINT SUSPENSION.

DOUBLE THREE POINT SUSPENSION must not be confused with fixed THREE POINT SUSPENSION;

it is the ONLY CAR which has a PIVOTAL THREE POINT SUSPENSION for both frames.

Solid cast aluminum body on one frame, power plant on another, each suspended on THREE PIVOTAL POINTS.

This eliminates the binding and twisting strains inevitable in rigid suspension of all other cars.

Also permits the use of a rigid shalt drive without the use of cardan ioints.

Every part is manufactured under one roof excepting tires and lamps.

The easiest riding car in America, without any exceptior.

Automatic force lubrication in engine, with constant and uniform flow through a hollow crank shalt directly into

engine bearings, crank and piston pin bearings. Allows a distance of 500 to 1000 miles on less than on gallon of oily

for the engine.

Model c, 24 ll. P., $2,500. Modcl D, 32 n. 11, $3,000..

ALSO chassis and solid cast aluminum body parts. All patented features will be thoroughly explained and dem

onstrated at any time during the show by

Greater New York Agent. E. y

2824 BROADWAY.

TELEPHONE, 2686-7 RIVERSIDE. ~ 110th St. Subway Station at Door.

NORDYKE & MARIVTON c0., Indianapolis, Ind.
MANUEACTURERS

Established 1851
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19051906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq.. Providence, R. I.

 

ANTED—Trained men as instructors in

progressive automobile school. Fitness

proved by examination. Address, INSTRUC

TOR. care of Motor World, Box 649, N. Y.
 

FOR SALE—Established Automobile business,

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD \VHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana.

OR SALE — Very cheap, Searchmont four

cylinder. Ford two cylinder; Winton two

cylinder; Rambler two cylinder; improved Rambler

E, one cylinder; Orient Backboard; mostly 1905

cars; Prices and descriptions extremely interesting.

A card will bring the information. E. S. YOU SE.

Reading, Pa.

 

MUST be sold at oncc for the account of pur

chasers of 1905 Royal Tourists: 1904 Peer

less, fine condition, canopy top, gas tank, price

51.500; 1905 Royal Tourist, fine order; 1905 Pope

Toledo, type 8, perfect condition, canopy top. Ohio

Sales Agency, THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.,

330 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. 0
 

OR SALE—One Model D. Cadillac Automo

bile in first class condition full lamp equip

ment and cape top. Also one Model F. Cadillac,

in first class condition. THE COOK 8r STOD‘

DARD CO., 22nd and P St.. N, W . Washington,

WANTED.

SUB-AGENTS JAGKSON TOURING

BARS, 20-2440 H.P.
The East Liberty Automobile Co., Pittaburg. Pa., wants

azents in every County in Pennsylvania, West of Tioga

County. Also State of West Virginia. Good proposition.

Write for ten'itory

FORCE FEED LUBRICATION.
  

Constant Sight Feed. '

MCCORD C CO.. 1407-80 Old Colony Bldg. . CHICAGO

E. 1. DAY & CO.. Pacific Coast Distributors,

324-326 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

No Liquids.

 

  

 

Equip your cars with

Champion Mufflers

and make them as quiet as an Electric. They

produce no back pressure and are practically noises

less and self cleaning. The best on the market for

Air Cooled Motors. Write for prices.

CHAMPION MFG. CO.

H Alllng Street, NEWARK, N. .I.

  

We Deliver the Goods.

g... Our entire organization has from the very first been de

QieME“:

f;15:1

heavy loads.

geerirw

One Ton, $1.400;

  

  

voted exclusively to the building of Commercial Vehicles.

The success of “Rapid ” motor wagons is due to the fact that they

are built with the idea of giving heavy continuous service, and carrying

The wagon illustrated weighs 2230 lbs. and carries 3000 lbs. easily.

Rear Wheel measures 34 inches; front wheel 32 inches; solid tires. The

double side chain drive insures a maximum of power delivered to the

z-inch solid steel axles. The cut illustrates only one of our many bodies.

Size and style of body furnished to meet your requirements.

I l-2 Ton, $1,800.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

Agents can secure territory by writing me now. before all choice allot

ments are gone. Our new factory is a guarantee of prompt delivery.

Address F. R. HENRY, Sales Manager,

RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE C0., Pontiac, Mich.

 

 

 

SURETY
Messrs. Clemens & Men

STTt-R
_—

-
"IYAYI IIIIY VII Lolltl'r.

  

 

were our! of the four No. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs which

fired 850,000 charges in 24 hours—distance 1094 miles.

You can always be just as sure of any of the 47 sues

of Improved “!~ta~Rites" (six types). Insist u on

having “Sta~Rites“ in your new car and save bot er.

Garden show space No. 78. Armory‘show space No.6!

Coliseum show space 0. :78

TH E R. E. HARDY CO.

125 last lmflny I“ YURI fl"

HYflTT RDLLERBEflPJNGS

TURN FRICTION INTO ENERGY

HYfiTT ROLLER BEfiRING CUHPHNY

HfiRRISON NEW JERSEY

APE YOU FPOH HISSOUPI?

  

 
  

If you have any trouble with

your ignition. write us about our

Apple Automatle Battery

Charger. No trouble to put on

any car or engine. For full in

formation write. Dayton Electrical /

rm. 00.. ll Bum Bld|.. Dayton. 0.

  

  
  

Automatic

5p :1 rkcr
  

Stop Experimenting and Use

“INVADER” OIL

The Oil That Graphitizes.

For Air and Water Cooled Cyllnders.

Manufactured only by

CHAS. F. KELLIJII 8t 00., 128 Arch Street. Phlladelnhla
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HandfulofFacts

(1) Every STANDARD RIM is inspected and

marked with the tire inspectors stamp,

guaranteeing tires fitted to these winds.

(2) STANDARD RIMS arc enduring. In

the process of inspection every rim not

absolutely perfect is thrown out.

(3) STANDARD RIMS have a record of

successful service that inspires confidence.
 

 

“IT’S RIGHT IF IT’S A STANDARD RIM ”

STANDARDWELDING COMPANY,

CLEVELAND.

McCLERNAN 8: OR, Western Representatives, Chicago.

 

 

Luxuriously Finished

Limousines

a Specialty

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE C0.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

 

 

Patent, Sill and Name Plates ol ovary description
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AUTOMOBILE

The quietest and easiest running car in the world. Its perfectly balanced motor, full elliptic springs and extra

large tires (30:4) combined with its encased mechanism and three-point motor support make it the ideal car for

American roads. Extra long wheel base (106 inches) guarantees comfortable easy riding. Our 1906 line includes:

  

Sturdy Northern Runabout, 7 h. p,, with oil

lamp equipment, . , . $650

Silent Northern Touring Car, :0 h. p., double

opposed motor, with gas and oil lamp

equipment, . . . . . . I800

Silent Northern Limousine, 20 h. p., with gas

and oil equipment, . . . . . 2800

Model K, 30 h. p , four-cylinder car, llr 6011 >

trolled, and air brakes, with gas and oillamp equipment, - 3000

SILENT NORTHERN TOURING CAR.

Write for Catalogue. 20 b p. Double opposed motor. Double side entrance, 5 passengers. Tlrel 30x4.

$1,800. Fully equipped, I. o b., Detrolt.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, U. S. A.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

New York City Agent: PETER FOGARTY, l42 West 38th Street.

 

PENNSYLVANIAfi CLINCHER'

To enter the

$1,000 Tire Economy Competition

means something to you in the way of Tire-knowledge.

It may also mean something to be able to exchange old tires for new and receive an allow

ance of 20 per cent. if you buy Pennsylvania Clinchers.

New York, l665 Broadway Chicago, l66 Lake Street

Philadelphia, 6I5 No. Broad Street Boston, l6? Oliver Street

PENNSYLVANIA/RUBBER c

JEANNETTE, PA. ‘
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THE

NATIONAL snow

February 3=10, 1906

WILL BE HELD AT

CHICAGO

Completely filling 100,000 square feet of space afforded by the

Coliseum and First Regiment Armory

Ninety-seven Exhibitors of Automobiles

One Hundred and Thirty Exhibitors of Accessories

An Open Show. A Complete Show.

One admission fee to both buildings, which will be connected by a cov

ered and completely enclosed passage way. Usual courtesies to dealers,

at morning sessions, application lor which must be made at the office in

First Regiment Armory. Further details of

S. A. MILES, Manager

NEW SOUTHERN HOTEL, CHICAGO
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1906 MOTOR

MODELS CARS

 

  

40 h. p., ll4-inch wheel base. _No foreign or American Car at any price can surpass this superb rnachincifor control, com

fort, power and general serviceability. Do not buy a touring car until you have examined every detail of this car and had a

thorough demonstration of its wonderful possibilities.

 

 

41CYLINDER RUNABOUT, PRICE $500

15 h. p., 84-inch whccl base. This car is built in greater quantities than the combined Runabout output of all American factories.

Earl in the history of the Automobile industry Henry Ford took the position that there _should be no restriction in the price of the automobile. The

l'e was of such stupendous possibilities, and so necessary, that nothing should hinder its develo ment restrict its output, or hold up a fictious value,automobi

and the Ford Company has elected to make its own price on its product, and would not become a mem er 0 a price restricting association.

So in making the price on the Ford output. the question was not "how much can we get for_ this car?" but “how low can we sell it and make a

small margin on each one, how many cars must be turned out to get the lowest cost per car, and Will the demand absorb this tremendous output?"

These have been mighty questions. _ _ _ . I

To build the number necessary to sell a six-cylinder car of this class for $_2.§00 and a four-cylinder hiéhirade Runabout {or $500 was a proposition that

staggered every man in the automobile industry, and was doubted and even ridiculed. BUT IT HAS BE N DONE.

SEE THESE CARS AT THE BIG CHICAGO SHOW.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Member American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association, Chicago.

BRANCHEsfil47449-151453 Columbus Ave., Boston; 1721-1723“ Broadway, New _York; 727. Main St., Bufl'alo: Broad and Buttonwood Sts., Phila

delphia; 1413 Michigan Ave., Chicago; 1916 b. h. Euclid St., Cleveland; 308-310 E. 11th St., Kansas Ciiy.

Canadian Trade Supplied by the FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
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Send at Once for the Advance Sheet

I AUIULYTES and iinromrn "onus

Giving Prices. Sizes, Types, and All Details.

  

\__ f/ i

SPACE I22, MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.

; We have the best line of Lamps, Generators and Horns—quality

high, prices low. Better see us at our Space during Show Week, so that

we can prove our claims.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers Street, - - New York.
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Garfurd Parts
We are not exhibiting at the automobile shows. All

our customers, however, are displaying cars in which

a few, many, or all of the Garford products can be seen.

Our absence, therefore, will hardly be noticed.

  

Months ago the- product of our factories was sold—

sold exclusively to makers of high grade cars. We

cannot accept further orders just now. But a more ex

tensive factory equipment will enable us to increase our

capacity for 1906-07.

MOTOR WAGON PARTS

We can promptly execute orders for steering gears,

brakes, sprockets, motor hangers and other parts for

motor wagons.

  

  

They are suitable for all classes of com

mercial power vehicles, from the lightest

to the heaviest.

  

They are not “freak” components of

a wonder working vehicle.

  

Allo Pinion and

Sector Type
  

They enjoy the rare -

distinction of having

been thoroughly tested

for some years past in the

most varied and sevére

kind of commercial ser

vice.

  

Made in Three Sizes

  

Circulars 2, 3, 5, 10 and 11 give information con

cerning them.

THE GARFORD . CO.

ELYRIA, O.

  

Sales Manager: Hayden Eames, Cleveland, 0.

  

  

 

 

New JONES Combination

SPEEDOMETER - ODOMETER

For the dashboard of your auto

. mobile. Indicates the speed with

positive accuracy. Registers the

Season mileage traveled in miles and

tenths to 10,000 miles. Registers the

' Trip mileage in miles and tenths to

100 miles. The mile figures are

black; fractional miles, red. The

Trip register has a stop-watch in

stantaneous resetting stem. Speed

is indicated and mileage cumulatively

recorded whether the car go forward

or backward. -

THE DASH BRACKET is ad

justable to permit the instrument

being set at any desirable angle.

THE SHAFT CONNECTION

is adjustable and permits the passing

of the shaft through the floor and

through or around either end of the

car.

The principle and general con

struction of our new instruments re

main essentially the same as in pre

vious models—for the reason that

the feature of compactness and dur

ability are made possible in their

highest form.

Complete catalog upon request.

New York exlu'fiil Madiron Square Garden

only—january 13-20.

JONES SPEEDOMETER,

132 West 326 Street, New York.
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0&JInnis

for the

Season of 1906.

One Gure Wrapped Tires.

Vulcanized in Open Steam.

Strong and Tough.

Most Durable.

Highly Resilient.

The best tire made

for automobile use.

 

Write us.

6&JImnCo.

Indianapolis.

Depots :

Buflalo Detroit

San Francisco

Ghicago

Boston

@leveland

Denver Philadelphia

Distributing Agencies:

Port land, Keats & 30.

Los lingeles, Ramsay-Hutchlns Rubber 80.

Minneapolis, Plant Bros

 

“SHUT-PROOF” muss

Proof" Spark Plugs “in the McMurtry

Medal in the Six Day National Economy

Contest. Ninety per cent. of all contests

  

won in America were won by cars using

“Soot~Proof” Plugs. Specify them when

It will save you trouble.

  

ordering cars.

Imitations? Sure, but that's flattery.

  

  

INDESTRUGTIBLE, $2.00.

REGULAR, $1.50, GUARANTEED.

Your jobber has them.

  

C. A. MEZGER, Inc.,

203 W. 80th Street New York.

NATIONAL SALES CORPORATION, Factory

Sales Managers. 256 Broadway, New York.

  

 

 

Pennsylvania

Clincher Tires

should be specified on your new car if you

want to enter the

$1,000 Tire Economy

Competition

You would pay a good premium for an insurance policy

against break-downs.

Then buy the best tires that can be made

and ‘you will carry your own insurance.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

JEANNETTE.PA.

NEW YORK : I605 Broldway, CHICAGO: 166 Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA: 6i! Y. Broad Qtreet

BOSTON: l67 Ollver Street
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The universal praise given The Goodrich Quick

Detachable Tire and Rim is today the most note

worthy fact in connection with the automobile tire

industry.

No other quick detachable construction is so simple in its workings or admits of such

quick and easy handling of the tire in detaching and attaching.

No lugs, no clips. no pinching of the inner tube, no possibility of the tire work

ing loose, no bolts, screws or turnbuckles of any sort.

Please write for special booklet.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St. & 1625 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St. CLEVELAND, 416 Erie St.

BUFFALO, 731 Main St. CHICAGO, 141 Lake St.

ST. LOUIS, 3926-28 Olive St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave. DENVER. 1444 Curtis St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. ‘

LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

 

 

 

 

THE 1906 CONNECTICUT

DUQUESNE SPARK COILS
Hold the

h World's Records for Endurance and Efficiency

Four-Cylinder Runabout is a Winner

Light

Strong

Roomy

Powerful

90inch wheelbase. Four-Cylinder. Four-Cycle. Air-Cooled.

Made of the best material obtainable, and strictly high

grade in every particular.

Starts from the seat by a foot lever, no cranking.

Full control on steering column, no side levers.

Speed, 40 miles per hour. '

Price, complete with cape top, $2,000.00.

  

Write for Catalog No. I) W, whlch glves the proof.

THE GONNEGTIGUT TELEPHONE AND ELEGTRIC 00., Inc.

MERIDEN, CONN.

National Sales, Corp. Factory Sales Managers
Duquesne Construction Co.

N W Y0 .N' Y. E RK CLEVELAND. CHICAGO

SEE US AT THE ARMORY

*
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RISCOE

RADIATOR
ALWAYS IN FRONT

We are in the midst of our most prosperous season and are proud ofI the popularity of our prod

uct as evidenced by its general adoption.

Briscoe construction has won out through its merits, both of design and construction; Both of

our plants are busy with orders from the most representative car builders. We have shown our ability

to provide the best results for those wishing either tubular or honeycomb radiators. We have also en

larged our line of products to embrace all the sheet metal parts required on both water and air cooled

automobiles.

Our exhibits at all the shows will be well worth visiting by automobile manufacturers and as

semblers. We will have on exhibition the latest designs in which we have made up our several styles of

trustworthy radiators as well as of samples of new methods of water circulation developed by us in our

experimental department. We may be found at the Garden in Section 72, Elevated Platform, at the

Armory in Section 15 Gallery, at the Coliseum in Section 134 and at the Detroit Armory in Section 27'

Gallery. >

Our two plants bring BRISCOE PARTS within reach of all automobile builders and our

workmanship remains—the very best.

WE ARE MAKERS OF

Both Honeycomb and Tubular

RADIATORS.

I Iron and Aluminum HOODS AND

‘6" FENDERS.

Sheet metal DECK BOXES,SEATS

AND MUFFLERS. ‘

4

Ornamental Hdoo FRONTS for

7;?

air cooled cars.

Galvanized ironand copperGasolineand Water TANKS. '

Plain and ball bearing DISC FANS. l

Concave Sheet Metal DASH ES.

  

Write to our nearest office for estlmate.

‘ ' @RISCOE MFG co.
DETROIT, NIICH. NEWARK, N. J.
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Why Goodyear Auto Tires Won’t Creep

ID you ever try to force an inch

tube over an inch and a quarter

bar—or to put a pair of No. 7

gloves on a No. 8 hand?

You wouldn’t be so foolish, would

you?

But that’s to all intents and pur

poses what the Automobile Man has to

do every time he puts

an ordinary tire on

an ordinary rim. It’s

  

about as hard work as breaking into a

bank, and he goes at it the same' way,

with a. "jimmy" and other burglar’s

tools. Because a 26-inch wheel (for

example) is really 27 inches in diameter,

when you consider the flange. So a 26

inch tire has to be forced over a 27'inch

rim every time you put on a tire, or take

it ofi.

It's a heart breaking job, even for a

strong man, and it takes from half an hour

to an hour each time you do it.

And after you have removed such a

tire a few times, the base of the tire be

comes stretched, and the fabric (used to

strengthen it) becomes broken in places,

11 ntil this tie becomes 27 inches in diameter

instead of 26, a. full inch larger that the face

of your wheel. So you have to bolt it down,

or it will creep, tear the valve out and cause

all kinds of trouble. And even then you

have to keep it pumped up continually as

hard as it will stand. '

Now the Goodyear Detachable Auto

Tire can’t creep, because, in the first place,

it doesn’thave to beforfed on (if "

you use the

G o o d y e a r

U n iv e r s a l

Rim). The 26-inch tire

slides right onto the 26-inch

rim as easily as you would

put on your hat. It doesn’t have to be

pried over a. 27-inch flange.

And next, at the first stroke of the

pump, the tire begins to grip the rim like

grim death, because there is a mesh or tape

of piano wire vulcanized clear around the

tire on each side of the base.

    

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY -

Branches in following citit a: Boston. 6 Merrimnc St.: New York. 251 W. 47th St. ' Chicago. 110 Lake St.; Cincinnati. W East Fifth St:

When the tire is flat these wires are

like this:

And each single wire like this:

The instant you begin to pump, this

wire begins to shorten like this:
  

use '

And when the tire is pumped up

hard, the wire mesh is like this:

Q’O'Q'Q‘Q'Q‘Q’Q’Q.Q Q'.

2'2'Z*1~2~2e1~2e2~2
.I.’..‘.‘.....‘.‘Q‘O‘Q

If you put a Goodyear Auto Tim on

a wood rim, and pump it up hard, the

pressure will be so great that the base

Wlii squeeze a ridge in the wood.

So the Goodyear Auto Tire need be only half

inflated. and it will still have a firmer grip on the

rim than it is possible to secure with plates and

bolts. This. however. is only juslune ntthe good

points of this trouble-saving tire.

You will find other points inour"Good News

Book." It is vitally interesting to every manu

facturer, dealer or user, for it shows the way to

perfect relief from Tire Troubles. It's FREE

Ask for it.

Grove Street, AKRON, O.

$t. Louis. 139 N. Broadway; Cleveland,

W Frunltlort BL; Philadelphia. 1521 Spring st“; Denver, 2!) Sixteenth SL; and Detroit, 2&2 Jeflerson bt.

 

 

 

  

TI'IE PREMIER Moron

MANUFACTURING Co.

oi INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

manulaclurcrs oi

PREMIER
THE QUALITY CAR

air cooled

will exhibit at the Sixth Annual Show oi the

Automobile Club of America

in the 69th Regiment Armory

“ The Old Show in the New Armory ”

New York City, Jan. l3lh to 20th

Also at the Coliseum, Chicago, February 3rd to

10th, 1906, where they will be pleased to

mcel old friends and greet new ones

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASULENE GAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and maintain.

“ Marks a NCW Era in Automobile Construction."

wu-qa' Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mass.,_U. S. A.

Best

  

  

  

 

Q0

  

rm;sana ,,
, . CAR
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BE SURE AND SEE THE

Acme Motor Car Exhibit

At the Sixth Annual Show of

The Automobile Club of America

In the 69th Regiment Armory, Twenty-sixth Street, near

Fourth Avenue

“ The Old Show in the New Armory”

  

Demonstrations every day, of the

New 1906 Model Acme Motor Cars

are built and designed to the smallest detail entirely and wholly by the Acme Motor Car Co. There are no bought parts for assembling—no unknown

EVERY ACME MOTOR CAR IS GUARANTEED FOR 365 DAYS
TYPE XV—TOURING CAR. Double Side Entrance Tonneau, seating seven persons. Divided Front Seats. Engine 45 H. P. Vertical, 4 Cylin

der, Mechanical Valves. Transmission practically indestructible. Selective Sliding Gear, direct drive on 3rd speed. Speeds up to 60 miles an hour

Complete with Two Side Oil Lights, Two Acetylene Head Lights and Generator, Tail Light and Horn—$3,500

TYPE XIV. Of-the same practical and thorough construction as Type XV. Greatly improved in arrangement and larger body than last year.

Three Speed Sliding Gear Transmission, practically indestructible. Engine 30 H. P., 4 Cylinder, Vertical. Speeds up to 50 miles an hour. Complete

—$2y75°

To Try an Acme Is

To Buy an Aome

DEMO"'"gy‘g’tfitmfiti‘firf"”“5"“ ACM E MOTO R CAR CO. , Reading, Pa.
  

 

' THE MAN IN THE oAB
selll splendidly to the ‘ ‘ p t». 4' 4, with his unswerving allegiance to duty, represent:

retail trade because of 1: _ ' ' ‘ V_

itshandsomeappeannce - _. w. a; 3' the oars. forethought and consideration which the

and odd sound. it is ' '___ < ’13,“

called the Moultre. Deal

ers and jobbers can han- ‘ ‘ 1die it to great advantage. I ‘ D.‘

We shall show the lul " ‘ '

Volier line. (I . _ _

is IT run OR BUSINESS THAT BRINGS iii", iii"..i§"i..l'..i§..i°"§§"i. “$111.31
you to the show? If it is fun, you will find us very do who Iowa"! travel from East to West. and vice

stemious, Puritanicai and stupid. It it’s business we torso, over their famous trunk line

have some new things which mean rapid sales and good,

long profits to you if you are a dealer. We shall show

them to you and tell you the prices, at our space in

Madison Square Garden. It will pay to see what we Direct CODDGOIIOIIS BOIWBGII

have- Boston, New York, Buffalo, Glovoland,

& Chicago, Pittsburg, Oinolnnall

Hartford, Conn. and 8t. Louls.
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WE CLAIM FIRST PLACE

We carry in Stock, and Ofi'er for Sale, THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE

  

And do not substitute or offer SOMETHING JUST as Goon.

“TRY MILLER”

This expression has now developed into a TRADE TERM. The public,

which in the past has experienced difficulty in obtaining automobile supplies,

should give us a trial, by mail, or a personal visit.

 
 

We are rapidly developing our Automobile J‘upply Business so that, by

constantly being on the lookout for novelties and supplies, we are occupying

that position in the flutomobile world, that we have held for so long in the

Cycling Illorld.

BRANCH HOUJ‘EJ‘ are being opened so that we may keep pace with the

growth of the pastime, and the public may depend upon obtaining

EVERYTHING 333v»

MODERATE IN PRICE

 

ON THE GROUND FLOOR

We will exhibit, at the Automobile Show, held by The Automobile Club

of America, at the 69th Regiment Armory, January 13th to 20th.

ROOM "K" MAIN FLOOR TO THE RIGHT OF ENTRANCE

 

Madison J‘quare Garden, J‘pace 159

Our Complete I906 Catalogue will be ready February lst, I906, and will

be the most complete catalogue of ils kind ever issued,

and will be mailed on request

 

............so». m“. _ _ _,I ,. a -a - . -. - . . ..,

.....................................................
- -

"1- .. ...........~""" ‘

CH I -

~Q ' o

'la

97-99- IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANCNEI: Frill-dolphin, Pn.-3l8-820 North Broad St

.unl'°'_az. ".m .L RETAIL BRANCH :~Br0ld

  

Benton. "Ill.-202-2°. Columbus Ave. CIovoland.O.—406 I". It.

way and 38th Street, New York Clty

\ .
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—is the season to ORDER the

best equipment on the market

for 1906 productions. If per

fectly synchronized timers and

—

  

 

 

distributers are what you need

Either or both types will be sent for trial to‘

reliable manufacturers.

Place your order early,

if you early want your

order.

Further particular: and

wiring diagram on re

quest.

lllllllll/‘)|I

  

  

Irreversible Steering

 

 

_‘ Differentials

{if ' n 1906 Transmissions (the latter all sold

‘ ' i sccondary for the the present.)

' Distributed

c. L. ALTEMUS &CO..aoL"n§Eiladclphia, Pa. ACCEPTED As STANDARD

wKELLY GENERATOR Weed chain Tire Grips

Tubular Burner: and Casing forJ‘team Boilers

ARE NECESSARY AS GASOLINE

ARE UNEXCELLED

UR new and lm~p0ved Burner is made of one continuuus steel tube with crt-ss

tube below whrch is connected with each coil. giving an even distribution of

gas over the entire surface of the hunter.

The walls of the burner being t.f uniform size giv: a perfect and powerful fire.

 

No incon

venience or

damage

should the

butner he

come red

hot. no back

firing as

there are no

air tubes

awaged in

the coils as

is the case

with a

double sheet

steel burner.

 

CANNOT

' INJURETIRES

- QUICKLY

ATTACHED

 

  

Patented August 13. tom. janunry 31‘ 1905. Other Patents pending.

GIVE POSITIVE TRAC TION

$25“ In Mud, Sand, Snow and on Wet Asphalt

  

Generators alone,

\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\u.mumummuuumuuiinuu\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\l"""\\\\\\\“"‘Illllllllllllll.l|llIl“\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\‘\|\\\\\“""'llll|.|\"

Burners for A4 inc'l: Eoilens, . . 20.00

Burners for 16 inc oi ers, . . . . 25.00
I, Burners for it! inch Boilers, . . . . 30.00 send for raider M

 

 

Burners for :0 inch Boilers, . . 35.00

Burner Casings. extra, . . . . 5.00

“1.5.x... KELLY HANDLE BAR ca WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U, s_A_ 28 Moore Street, New York

-------------------------I.
_‘.-.n~-' * -.

  

E. .............

97-99- IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U- S- A

BRA'WNEI: ’hllidelphla. Farina-320 North Broad St. Boston. Mi55.*202-204 Columhul Ave. Cleveland.O.-406 Eric 3'.

qulalo,—824 thin It. Yolk en,

--..w in“.

  

    

Dotrolt, Ilch.
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PROOF AGAINST

Heat, Grease, Oil and Water

.0 nice majority of I906 cars made

in the United J'tates will be

equipped with it.

  

  

Combiuation High Tension

Not a single complaint

to date I

  

Combination Low Tension
  

Samples and Prices?

THE PACKARD [LECTRIG COMPANY, Warren, 0., U. S. A.

IGNITION o>u: r'E 
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"UNEEIJME" m not
Remove the Largest Tires in 3 Min. Time

SI MPLEST SAFEST SUREST

Slmplefl, because there is norhinz w get out of order; Safest, he

czu'sethere are no sharp points or edges to cut the tire; Sure",

because no matter what the size of the tire or the inexperience of the

operator the tire can be removed in three minutes.

Think of the Saving in Time, Money and Trouble

Price Reduced to - - $2.50 Per J‘et

Write for Booklet. Speclol lnducernent to Dealers

“ UNEEDME” TOOL CO.

59 E. Spring St., Columbus, 0., U. S. A.

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

lin-ton. nue.—aoz-zoa Columnue Ave. ClmllllfldJL-QOO In. It.
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QRAIIONEU: Phlladelphln. P.,-3|8-320 North Broad St.

In".lo,—024 Iain lt. Detroit Ilch

, .
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The Automobile Tire Emergency Strap

DOES for the automobile tire what tape does for the bicycle

tire. Made of special chrome leather absoluter un

affected by water. {I Is

' applied by buckling one

end to :1 spoke, winding

tightly around the part

ly inflated tire and

buckling the other end.

1i Will enable a person

to run a hundred miles

with a bursted. rim-worn

or badly cut tire-shoe.

fl Makes it safe to take

long trips without an

extra casing.

One size fits all tires.

PRICE, - - - $1.50 Each

For Sale by dealers, or sent postpaid

on receipt of price.

  

............................. .

 

  

Woodworth Detachable Tread

FOR 1906

Is perfect in every detail. Our new construction mak

ing a partially fiat tread, has the efiect of increasing

the wearing surface, and making the studded strip

maintain its position exactly on the middle of the tire,

even when the tire is flat. Our new wire "side—ropes

can be very quickly and easily adjusted, making it

possible to apply the tread in less than 15 minutes, and

with very little effort. The tread prevents punctures,

skidding and wear. Suitable for any make of pneu~

matic tire, old, or new. Does not rot the fabric like a

vulcanizedttread. Adds to the appearance of the ma

chine.

Compare our prices with others which do not give

one-half the value.

 
 

PRICE LIST

26 x 2 . . . . . $8.00 each

_ 26 x 2% . . - . . . . 10.00 “

26 x 3 . . . . . . 11.00

28 x 2% . . . . . . 11.00

28 x 3 . . . . . . 12.00

28 x 3% . . . . . . 14.00

30 x 2% . . . . . . 12.00

30 x 3 . . . . . . 13.00

30 x 3‘2 . . . . . . 15.00

30 x 4 . . . . . . 16.00

32 x 2% . . . . . . 14.00

32 x 3 . . . . . . 15.00

32 x 3% . . ._ . . . 16.00

32 x 4 . . . . . . 18.00

34 x 2% . . . . . . 15.00

34 x 3 . . . . . . 16.00

34 x 3% . . . . . . 18.00

34 x 4 . . . . . . 19.00

34 x 4% . . . . . . 20.00

36 x 2% . . . . . . 16.00

36 x 3 . . . . . . 18.00

36 x 3% . . . . . . 19.00

36 x 4 . . . . . . 20.00

36 x 4% . . . . . . 22.00

 

LEATHER TIRE GOODS CO.

801. MlnufactanI-I

bEWTON UPPER FALLS, - -

  

MASS.  

---------------
. ,

“mm-m...» w. .......-v- .1

CHAS. E. MILLER
____________________________m

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
BRANCHES: Phlladelphla. Pa.

—3|B-320 North Broad St

In".lu,-824 Mlln It.

  

Boston. Mum—202104 Columbus Ave.
Cleveland,O-—406 Irlo It. i _

W" e"! Dntvolt, men.
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GILBERT

LAl'lP COVERS FOR ALL MAKES

Prices, $1.00 to $1.75

GILBERT TIRE CASE

PR1 CEB

Enamel Duck, - - $4.00

Fabric Leather - .

INNER TUBE CASB

Price, $1.50

GILBERT '

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

Per Pair, $1.50

r-.,—-~‘l;n,roLeE.R—w;/
,, “~93

STORM APRONS _ _V E

Runabout Slze, - - - - - $10.00

Tonneau, " - - $14.00 and Sui-00

  

 

GILBERT

TOOL ROLLS

\\\\»\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\isi\\

 

PRICES > -~

wmmug Tools, $2,00- RAW HIDE BANDS STEERING KNUCKLE BOOTS

FllOll
Wltli Tools, - run "I"!

Plaln—all sizes, - - $1.25 Enamel Duck - - - $0.50

Wlth Non-Skid Rivet-s, - - - 1.50 Leather - - - - 75c. to 1.00

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

  

IIAIIONIU: Fhlladelphla, Pa.-3|8-320 North Broad St.

lullalo,—I24 valu- at. “'“L “""c" =""°“'

Boston, Iass.—202~29l Columbus Ave. Cluelarid, C..-406 lrlo 8t.

ay and 38th Street, New York Olly

‘ s n

‘ _ n. Dotrolt, Ileh.
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mos

  

produces a more brilliant lustre, gives better satisfaction, tourists we {mm

works easxer and faster, and wastes less than I m packed in l

wooden box with

llllllfll'fi "lllfllllllllll" llllflfllllllllll SllllSllllllll

sl
  

“GLOBE” M"Mp o L I s H _ ngemigréloathprlls;

I "~ ingrldseizieglrtaglllyd
  

  

acid.

Price. lull, SI 1.

  

Fox Suor Us;

We furnish this

substitute in boxes

containing one pint

each or one quart

each, cement and

acid solution.

Price. $1.50 Ill 82.75

  

M I LLER’S

Anti-Freeze Compound

Ten pounds of this compound added

to two gallons of water will not freeze

at 15 degrees below zero. Price of 10

pound can, $1.00.

..., ‘ ‘2

Fin-$511232" "it ’

Eat Away or Wear Off the Metal

It is an Absolutely Pure Polish

SOLD BY

CHAS. E. MILLER

_ Soles r i’ ‘i

, "nesst '

  

  

  

‘llll Huilllhl Ill ‘ '

' .f'lmliimllal ‘~llfllifl

min
  

THE “ADVANCE”

SLOW SPEED

Rotary Circulating Pump

NOT BUT .

“BETTER THAN H BETTER THAN

EVER ” ANY ”

  

l'lade Right First

l‘lade Same Way Now

All Bronze and Brass

INCH PIPE

. INCH PIPE

flANUFACTURED BY

BOOK 8: SEVERIN

3“) W. Chicago Ave. CHICAGO, ILL. TWO SIZES {

Efficiency of these pumps is illustrated by the fact that our yg-inch size is successfully

cooling a number of 4 cylinder 4%” x 5” motors running at V2 motor revolutions.

.~ --. - a.a.n.a .. ._ ,_ _D__ __ ,,,I .I .n»I - .- - . .. ._'

-----------------------------------------------
- ,

CHAS. . MILER,
97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

Phlladelphlu, Pa.-3l8-320 North Broad St. Boston, Mass.—202-204 Columbus Ave

RIYAIL BRANCH hamldwly and 38th Street, New York Olly

\ .
I . \ I 0-“...

.
_ .. -. .. .--- .- .- .- . .~ -_ -.,_._v, _ _ _ _..- -e - ~ -.

BRANOIIII: Cleveland,O.—406 Eric 8!.

lulfllc,—824 Iain It.

  

Detroit, Ileh.  
nu"...
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PITTSFIELD IGNITION SPECIALTIES

For 1906

  

Single Cylinder Two Cylinder Four Cylinder

Dash Coll Dash Coll Duh go"

Pittsfield Spark Coils

are as nearly perfect as it is possible to make them. The insulation is of the best and we

guarantee that it cannot be punctured or ruptured. It has an extremely fast vibrator,

and all adjustments are by lock nuts. Made for one, two, three four and six cylinders, dash

type; and one, two. three and four cylinder box type. Smallest and most eflicient American

Coil made.

The 1906 Jewel Spark Plug

is of the same excellency of manufacture that has made this plug so popular throughout the

country, the difference being that it is much shorter, the core being ground on a taper into the

shell, which makes it easy to remove and clean, and it is also made with a novel connection

which does away with the binding nut and also obviates the trouble of twisting the core by a per

son using a wrench or plyers for fastening the nut. The advantage of a plug of this kind can

readily be seen. We are daily receiving large orders for them.

The 1906 Pittsfield Timer and Switch are now ready

For further information address

PITTSFIELD SPARK COIL COMPANY

Pittsfield, Mass.

  

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
BRAIONE': Phllodelphla, Po.—3l8-320 North Broad St. Boston, Mum—202200 Columbus Ave. Clovollnd,0.-406 [do 8!. i I

Inflolo,—824 Ilnln It. Dotrolt, Ileh. .
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Cape and Extension Tops

Rands ManufacturingCompany have“
Storm Fronts. Heavy Re-in

forced Sockets.

  

  

MACOMB AND BEAUBIAN STREETS : : : : : DETROIT, MICHIGAN

  

Our Patented Extension Tops,

Semi Limousine and Canopy

Tops with concealed body

irons are 11' h lass.._.We manufacture l S for any make of car _—‘g°____

Extension Top with either

- Slat Iron or Socket Construc

Factory Capac1ty 5,000 Tops per annum ,,,,,,_ Alsolomsifdeskfi

itillIIIHIOIIIIIIIIIIIIII)1.

  

  
  

 

WM. C. RANDS
Manufacturer and Jobber ol 4»

flutomobile Equipment, Top Materials, Bowsockets, J‘upplies, Adjustable Lamp

Brackets, Concealed Body Irons, Etc.

5! to 55 Macomb J‘treet DETROIT, MICHIGAN

l
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CHAS. E MILLER, """""""""""" """""""""""""
97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANCHEU: Phlladelphla, Pa.-3lB-$20 North Bread 81.

Inn-lepalo Iain it.

................................\
'
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-

Boaton, lineman-204 Columbua Ave. Cleveland, O.—406 III. 8!.  

Doha", Ileh.
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NOWTRYTHEBEST—NEVER-MISS

  

e/Vever fliss
 

33 1/3 per cent. more of real Automobile and Motor Boat satisfaction it you will join the army

of over 200,000 of satisfied motorists who use and swear by the Never-Miss Plugs, Coils, Chain Tools.

For Battery Connections, Terminals and Voltammctem.

_~ PORCELAIN PLUGS. ANY SIZl‘ ANY CAR THE RIGHT

Pntent- Applied for ' MICA‘PLUGS, ‘ vPLUG 'XT THE ' T_ LAVA PLUGS. RICH PRICE '

[mpl'med Feral“: Ignition troubles ended with Never-Miss.

CW Short Circuit One-third faster, one-third farther, and besides WCan't Soot Over you get back. -

Greatest Air Space

Electrodeand CupShaped Just a Step Ahead in Quality N E V E R " M I 5 5

GP Ma‘k Fm" 0“ Pie“ wmr. TERMINALS AND

Steel And a Step B¢hlnd ll'l Pfi€¢ BATTERY CONNECTIONS

All a Taken Fm Por- Pm"“""wm
l - J When 8 .COMPflfltOI' gets out his Never-Miss Connections used by 90 per cent. 01“ the

“an manufacturers and Jobbers in 1905. _Poor connections

Expansion Allowed For little hammer he 15 our beSt adver“ cause endless trouble. Avotd by getting the non-trou

ble kind. Get the corrugated terminals, they do not

 

 

7:.

  

  

  

,1/

p

>

a
_

a.

g

m.

k

s

A_

Just Original Spark Plug use“ you know the glme- cost any more but are 100 per cent. better. see. the

5"“ Every Knock a Boost. “1'
NO TROUBLE wrm NEVER-MB? _

A NEVER MISS Don't throw away those Batteries. Four out Handy Chain chau- Dance

of five may be good. Find out with a Never

Any Thread Miss Combination Voltammcte-r. Absolutely rcli- )

  

able and fool proof. Can't get out of order. No

FULLY GUARANTEED wheels or springs. Gives the voltages and am

~ - The above cut shows the biggest little device on the
$1 plires' Jun. fight sue for peekc" complete‘ market. Chains repaired in 5 minutes. No loilcd

' “'“h 3 Russ“ loam" “51" $5~°°- You can save hands or temper. Your tool kit incomplete without

the price of one the first 3 months. one. Get one io-day, you may need it to-morrow. 75c.

Charles E Miller. Eastern Agent- NEVER-MISS SPARK PLUG CO., LANSING, MICH.

Witherbee Storage Battery Igniter

Over 12,000 Now in Use.

Present Capacity 1200 Batteries Per Week

“Every Battery Guaranteed

_ Every Customer Satisfied.”

  

 

Recognized as the Most Satisfactory Means

of Ignition

This battery is now endorsed and used exclusively by 45 of the lead-_

ing automobile and motor boat manufacturers.

Every battery guaranteed to give satistfaction or purchase money refunded.

Can you afford to consider anything else for your ’06 equipment?

Write for descriptive pamphlet. Y

  

.............. g ~ __‘__ "r “pr-m.,. We turn,”

- ~t~- --n .. i. .- . t. - -. .. . . . .. . . - -.I -.tlt-is - n -I' - _ _ _. - . . . . - . - ~ - - . ,_.

  

’

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRAICHI‘: Philadelphia, Pn.—3l8-820 Ilerth Broad It. Bolton. llllol-—202-204 Columbus Ave. CleVolnnd,0-—466 Id. lt

IuflllIrOQl "III! .I

  

- u - - t - . . _ _ _ _ , t'

- - . . - . . . . . . . . - . . - t . . . . ~
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LY HOUSE IN AMERICA
9"

  

HONEY makes the mare go. PB'IROLEUI‘I makes the motor go

But the OIL that makes the car go best, ls known as

LUBROLEINE

LUBROLEINE Non-Carbonizing Cylinder Oil for Gasolene Motors.

  

LUBROLEINE ENGINE OIL

For Bearings

LUBROLEINE CYLINDER OIL

For Steam Motors

  

\ll

This oil is especially manufactured for

lubricating the Cylinders of Gasoline

Motors It has a high fire test. will not

carbonize or gum, and is perfectly safe.

  

Packed in I, 5. 10 gal. clan, bars-ol- and bull hbll.

C LYMAX - SYN OVIA CENTAUR GRAPHITE GREASE

S°udifi¢d 0“ or Cup Grease For Automobiles and Motor Booth Axle

I'OR AUTOMOBILES AND MOTOR BOATS Bearingo, Chain. and G001.

, a This high grade lubricant

' r » “ is a combination of the fin

est grades of mineral lu

bricating oils. It is imper—

vious to heat, cold, water

or steam. Will not gum.

and contains no acid, alkali,

or any ingredient injurious

to finest metal surfaces.

_ It is not afiected by cli- ‘_

matic changes, and retains

its consistency under all or

dinary degrees of tempera

ture.

  

This preparation is a per

fect combination of the fin

est American graphite and

a high grade lubricating

grease. While it is of a

pasty consistency, it is not

afiected by climatic changes.

It is impervious to heat,

cold, water or steam; will

not gum, and contains no

acid or any ingredient in

jurious t0 the finest metal

surfaces.

Its anti-friction qualities

are unexcelled.

 

Packed in l, S, 5, IO. 25, 50 lb. cane. barrcll and hnlf bbll.

MANUFACTURED BY

FISKE BROS. REFINING CO.,wNEW YORK .

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
3

‘ BRANCHES: Philadelphia, Pa.-3l8-320 North Bro“ 8!. Bolton. Mum-202404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—406 [do It.
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HERZ-TII'IEII

BOUOIE HERCEDES

PUCK SWITCH 4' _ , - , CABLES & WIRES

PATENT SAFETY SWITCH '3' _ - ARFIORED IGNITION

I'IERZ DISTRIBUTOR CABLE

OSCILLUM REDIVIVUS H (a CO, DETACHABLF. CABLE

5- 5- PUMP CIVIL ENGINEERS TBRfllNM-S

COHPLETE IGNITION OUT- MAKERS OF THE FINEST IGNITION MATERIAL WIRE TERHINALS wlTl'l

FITS “nun. Fame. 187 Elmfitree! LONDON. vnzmu onoove

NEW YORK

0UENBT-OOILS

WHISTLE TANKS

  
  

 

  

   

 

  

  

 

Hen Bougle Mercedes Hen

- Y. W 1909 D- tn_Tuner . . l‘

' ‘ Absoluter Sell-Cleaning

butor
One of B ,

I0 Here I testimony: 'or

I'Iodell t / “ Dec 1:, ‘05. DASHBOARD

.___ \ “Ma “I have been using 2 of Sclenuflwly

\ wram'n ’ your plug! since November.

Tchltczir' "m" tum ymr: ago. I should say M “"11"”

B leven days a week. . , cc .n y

renker __ ' Perfect

Hide Anne: W. \ ALSB, One Coil for III

“1525 enan irecl. C under.
W215! any 4 “Phillq Pa " y ‘80

°‘°" " Pric.

Price. $2. '

Oscille Guenet

Redlkua Coil;

P k A Spark

uc lutenuilier and ‘ Th:c:'n”:e

The Switch 5"“ F" m

with oil Indicator Pr‘c.

com-m It lhows II ‘ cyl- _ ‘6

under dult Conn“ ' 2 cyl. — 29

Ind Water- Plugs are 3 C“. __48

Proof Cover working 4 Cy], - 59

Price. $1 Reduction for

Dnhboard .I. 0. Vibrator

Si 50

  
  

 

BB.Pump

  

  

  

 

  

 
  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 
 

A Power or

Hand All'

7 Pump

I, Double Piston

I "' §\\\\/'/;1 Sliety Velva

‘ ll _§\\\\\\\\ \ \\
he! hi, 9 II!

\ “\Eg W5... 1 iin.

Q ~ . Price

\ Herz Patent ‘5

Groove
’ ' I

Herz a Patent Foot Lever Smtch Tel-mum],

A LIFE SAVER PAR EXCELLENCE Assorted Boxes

Save your Tires and ule the [Inter ls l Brlke 60¢

Ith I IIPrice, $5.00 iatrnctiIon

 

 

 

  

  

CHAS. E. MILLER,

97-99- I O I READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

mummih "ll-down“. P-.-3|a-aao norm Bro-d 8t. Bolton Iila:.—202-20‘ Columhu' Ave. Cleveland, o.-4oe Erie ar.

.u".|°’_'2‘ all" .L RITAIL IIAKCN :—Bmldlv1y .nl‘ zh Street, New York City ourol" ‘lc'h
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HE Auto - Cle

Wrench fits any

nut on any car.

Saves time, trouble

and expense.

It is made in two

sizes, the individual

or regular set; the

large or shop set.

 

a
This Illustration showsjhow the Auto-Cle

can be used easily In any space

and at any angle.

 

 

The Auto-Cle Wrench comprises all the abov

parts, and they are all carried In the

leather case shown above.

“COLUMBIA” 2323;123:1122:le

@' "ll"??? f“.
" were re *- q .

5?? ::‘-’|| "~“I .H'lf 'l';’ 1- i 1 "

_ ill l|| - 11‘ ll .ligl v

  

  

  

  

 
 

 

   

 
 

 

l. 5 l

l I I. ‘

_ f o

0 9 a- :— i gellinwl, O

 

 

 

We Show a Six-Feed Lubricator in illustration, but same can be constructed with any number of feed: desired; this Lubricalor is also

constructed I ilh either Rotary or Ratchet Drive; the body is made of aluminum and hirzhl polished: the Sight-Feed

Bridge, Packing Nuts, Stems and elbows in well as Filler Plug are made of brass, high y polished and plated.

American Lubricator 00., 93-97 Catherine St, Detroit, Mich., U. S.ll.

 

  

-----------.... ., ..-----.---....,-------------_ ,.....---m.. I _

-------------------------------------~

CHAS. E. MILLER,
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

memento: Phlladelphla. Pa.-3l8-320 North Broad sr. Boston, "Illa-"ZOZ-ZOO Columbul Ave. clovolnnd. 0--406 Ev" 8'

IU".|0,-UI4 Mala It.

  

  

Detroit, Mich.
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Imprcv. your circulation

TH—‘LOBEE

Circulating Pumps

have a train of satisfied

uSers everywhere—are the

most universally endorsed

of any Pumps made.

 

  

Patontd

  

  

Gear Pump

It you wont flood circulation on {our Automobile. Lnunch or Motor Boot, no.

A LOBEE PUMP AND NOT AN IMITATION.

There are mars LOBEE CIRCULATING PUMPS In use than all other makes combined which demonstrates their tiiicloncy llitl durability

Write for Booklet—It‘s Interesting

LOBEE PUMP Q MACHINERY Co. (Inc-.) 140-152 Terrace, Bufl‘alo, N. Y., u. s. A.

Cantrifufinl Pump

 

" BAY STATE ” HAMPERS are the best for design, material and money

  

Ros:- Hamner for Side Entrance Corn

  

Are water and dustproof. We make several

styles of Hampers for side entrance cars, which

conform to the body and add to the appearance

of the car.

Prompt Deliveries. Made by the

RATTAN NOVELTY CO.

Springfield, - - - Mass.
 

AUTO SAFETY DRIP PAN

MADE OF

Heavy Galvanized Steel with Heavy Rod in Rim

  

No. l. Runabout, size 35 in. x 47 in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . ..

No. 2. Touring Car, size, 35 in x 95 in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Placed on floor under auto the pan catches all oil,

grease and gasoline. Easily cleaned. Keeps floor

bright and clean.

This pan has no sharp edges and when on floor, if

auto is backed over edge it Will not injure the til-CS

nor injure the pan.

ALL PANS ARE SHIPPED SECURELY CRATED

PRICES 0N APPLICATION

Dover Stamping & Mfg. Co.

385 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

BRAIONEI: Phlladeiphll, Ps.—3|B-320 North Brand 8!.
  

“attain—024 lllln lt.

 

lCHAS.E.

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A.

Boston, MasstOZ-ZOO Columbus Ave

TRUCK

For moving auto—

mobiles in the

crowded garage;

in the private barn ;

in the work and

paint shop; in the

factory. One man

can load and push the automobile sidewise to any desired

position in one-half the time it takes to tell you about it.

Time is money-it saves time

In all lines of warehouse work this is the most useful

Patent Truck on the market. Two men and only two

Handy TrUCks can load the largest automobile for

shipment easily. Try them and you will never be with

out The All-Steel Handy Trucks

Weight only twenty-three pounds each. The

cheapest and best. Once used always used.

PRICE $15 PER PAIR

Chas. E. Miller, Selling Agent

MILLER, ’

  

.

Cleveland, (it-‘06 Erie it.

Detroit, Mich.
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_, IMPROVED

Trullault-Hartlord

SHOCK ABSORBER

 
  

 

 
 

Insist that your car be equipped with the original Truliault-Hartiord ShookAbsorber

Increases the speed. Enables cars to proceed at highest

speed over all obstructions. Doubles the life of tires.

Preoents lost traction. Absolutely prevents breaking of

springs. Makes cobble-stones and rough roads seem like

asphalt.

New model absolutely self-adjusting.

Requires no attention alter application.

  

fldopted by the Pierce Great Arrow, Locomobile, Matheson, Richard-Brasier, Peugeot.

 

I DON'T BE MlSlEll BY DEVICES MADE llll PRINCIPLES WlllCll WE HAVE DISBIRIJED
  

 

CARS UNDER I,500 LBS , $40 00

(Four Suspensions)

HARTFDRD SUSPENSNIN COMPANY

We or. the $010 American Agent. for the Celebrated Gobron Brill.

"The finest Automobile in the world."

CARS OVER 1,500 LBS., $60.00

(Four Suspensions)

E. v. Hartford. President. 67 Uestry J‘treet, NEw YORK

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A.

Boston. Mum—20240. colummn Ave. Clovelnnd,0.—406 [do it.
BIANONEI: Phllndelphll, Pa.—3l8-320 North Broad St

Iuflnlo,—824 loin It.
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PERFECT IGNITION
IS ADMITTED BY THE KNOWING ONES TO BE POSSIBLE

ONLY WHEN

svuroonr IGNITION
I S U S E D.

S tie Our 1906 Types

All prominent Manufacturers use our apparatus

if they have an eye to please their customers by

minimizing the chances for trouble

  

1906. Four Cylinder Dash Coil,

WITHOUT COVER

Don’t Forget Our Exhibits at Both Shows
1906. Four Cylinder Dash Coil.

WITH COVER

 

You will see something new in ignition and will leave a satisfied visitor.

C. F. SPLITDORF, l7 =27 Vandewater Street,

NEW YORK. N. Y.

 

3.. -- -n-nit ~ s .-.- .. ..... .. -- --s ~n --.-.-\r - --.

e........................... .............. . --u- .

" CHAS. E. MILLER,
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S.A- ._

annexes: Phllldelphll. Pa--3l8-SIO North Bread 8!. Bolton, Mus.—202~204 Columbus Ave. Clovolln6.0-'4°6 Iris 8'

.u".|°'_'2‘ all" n_ RIYAIL IRANcN :—lroadw|y and 01 Street, New York Clty mum". ulna.

- , h _

.
‘

~_ ".
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SMITH’S SPARK TESTER—(Full Size)

  

This little instrument is of great value to all motorists. By its use they are enabled to ascertain the nature

and intensity of the spark which is occurring at the sparking point to spark plug, while the plug is in the cylinder and

under compression, thereby doing away with the necessity for removing the spark plug 'from the cylinder and test

ing same and trying another plug to see if any trouble they may have is due to a fouled or imperfect spark plug.

Price $2.00

MANUFACTURED BY

DUCK BRAKE COMPANY

335 Broadway, N. Y.

 

 

-----.... _,. mumps - -»--->-..

...........................................m-v-M" -

HAS. E. MILLER, '
97-99-101 READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANONEI: Phlladelphla. Pa.—3I8-320 North Bread 8!. Boston. "III-’202'20‘ Columbus Ave. OIevolsnd,0.-l°0 am It.

lufllhraz. "fl" .L RETAIL BRANCH z-Eroaday and th Street, New York Olly ne‘m". .lch. __.'

. - - I. -- i , I ' ' ' ' " ‘ ‘ i - i - - . . . _ , _ _ t s . - ‘ ' '
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BRAMPTON CHAINS Made .from Self-Hardening Steel
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Note Heavy Chamlerred Side Plates.

 

Ghe CELEBRATED

  

at the various ata

e months, runningrs and 2v

coo (no 6:.

EALXNG, LoNoorl. February 13, 1905.

ts Sprockets Without Friction

Cleveland, 0.

F

IOI-IN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

bout ENGLAND, callin

Catalog Mailed on Request

. S. A.

B

n about three yea

ce (BRAMPTON'S), tyres frequently, CON

U

Maas.—202-204 Columbus Ave.

'9

Broadway and 38th Street, New York City

5,000 miles i

hains only on

Yours faith fully,

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

CAN BE AND WILL BE FITTED WITH THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN IF YOU ORDER IT THAT

Line of Chnlnn, and are ready to Quote

YN
.

K
.

ROYwEN

BRAMPTON’S

Two PAIRS‘OI‘ CHAINS IN 15.000 nlLts

Boston.

1 were Brasses to Pistons,

w

All Parts of this Chain Polished.

320 North Broad St.

 

RETAIL BRANCH:

.—3lB

\Ve estimate the car has now covered a distance of

PG.

99- IOI READE ST97'

Phlladolphla

AND IT WON'T COST YOU OR THE MANUFACTURER ANY MORE THAN AN INFERIOR CHAIN.

ALL STANDARD SIZES IN STOCK TO FIT AMERICAN AND FOREIGN CARS.

w. a" Sol. United State. Agcnto for thin

IU’TIIO.‘.ID Illa It.

Manufactures-l lntereotinfl Price. on American Standard 8120-.

BRANCNEI:

Dear Sirs:—\Ve are using a Napier Car for conveying our "RISIN' SUN" METAL POLISH throu

WAY,

tions en route to replenish the loads.

daily wrth scarcely any delay. the onlv renewals worth mentionin

NOLLY'S large solids have proved the most durable.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.
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THE [ARREST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA
9— ~29» \\‘/l//@DDD\/u
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Miller’s Combination Siren Horn

This is a combination of the ordinary horn and the Siren Horn, and the only one of the_kind on the market. Special Catalog

mailed on request. Price of this combination horn is $50.00. ‘

  

“ La Bassoon ” Horns “ La Tuba” Horn ’

This is one of thellatest ideas in This is another one of the

s horn,snd is, distinctlyincw. You ' latest (double bend) style of

will notice from thefcut that this horns, similar to “La Bas

horn is made with an extra coil soon.” Fitted with adjust

in the body of the horn similar able brackets and produces

to “La Tuba.” This extra coil has a deep and lasting tone.

the result of producing a very deep and Three sizes, complete with

musical tone. All our horns are spun tube. Price each,

from heavy brass and are highly pol

  

. "Musk

IUIClII

““\u\“\\\t\\\\\\\.\nun\\ms\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\s\\\\\\\blhl’lfllllHUmiinun.nunnn\\\\\\\\\\\\‘~\\\‘\\IlllI|3|AQY||||||HH|Hl

ished. The illustration shows the ad- Slw’ 58'50' 59"0

justable bracket fitted to both horn and '

tube so that they may be atsached to

any kind 0! a car and in any position No. 8’

desired. The reeds and bulbs are guar- This horn is fitted with 40-inch

antced for one year. ‘ - tube, screen and adjustable

brackets.“ Diam

etcr orsbiiif‘s'g

inches. Fur- .

nished in pol

ished brass and

nickel plated.

.- Price, complete.

. .\ s'asabovs, “JO.

  

N0. 15 L. B. Diameter of hell, 7Ilnchos.IPolished

brass only. Complete with 40 inch flexible tube and

screen, $9.50. ’ '

A“w\.\\\\*\~\I\\\\\\\‘l

\

No. H L. 8. Samoa No. :5, except diameter of,bell

‘ s 6% inches. Price, complete, $8.00.

  

\IVIII'I'I.

Iv-l.
. "......'I‘..\Ii

sllmsllr '

, IIILLER,
97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

Blucfiifl Philldelnhls. Pa.—3l8~320 North Broad St. Boston. Noam—202404 Columbus Ave. Cleveland. 0.-406 Eric 8'.

, .u".|°'-'24 a.“ .h RETAIL BRANCH :—Brosny and 3801 Street, New York City

,gjssssg, s"'\\-..,

o " "‘
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THE LARGEST AUTUMUBILE S

  

UPPLY HUUSE IN AMERICA

THE

*“RAJAH”
Spark Plug

IN CREATING A SENUATIUN ANONG AUTUNUBILE OWNERS,

IANUFAOTURERQ AND THE TRADE 0N ACCOUNT OF ITS

NOVEL FEATURES AND SIIPLE GUNSTHUCTION

It embodies no treak Idea or experiment; It easy to repalr or replace

porcelaln, and is thoroughly mechanical throughout. The lorm ol

porcelaln ls such that the plug Is as “Soot-Prop!” as any plug can ‘ V , .

be. The Rajah Clip Termlnal snaps Into place, making Instantaneous ‘ p ,7" {4

wnnection ' YEN“, ..‘nirfi

  

   
  

  

 
THE RAJAH SPARK PLUG AND HOOD FOR

MARINE MOTORS No CHANGE IN CONSTRUCTION AFTER “semi” °' W“ PL“

_- ; THREE succEgslsgIéEssEsAAsRovNs—As NoNE m

w... .1mmm " IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE W

RAJAH AUTO-SUPPLY 00-. 140 Washington St. N- Y. CityMILLER’S “DIAMOND”

Vulcanizing Substitute

TOURIST KIT. For tourists we furnish a kit packed in a wooden box

with sliding topfl pint each Cement and Acid Cure, a piece of Emory Cloth

and 2 brushes for applying Cement and acid.

Price, each $1.20

For Shop use. We furnish this substitute in boxes con

taining one pint each or one quart each, cement and acid , ‘_ ,

solution. price, $l_50 and $2.75

MILLER’S ANTI=FREEZE COMPOUND

Ten pounds of this compound added to two gallons of water will not freeze at 15 degrees

5"“ we Price of l0-pound can, $1.00

  

  

 
  

  

{II 'Hllllllllll I ‘

WWII ~Jul] I"

, III"!!! , = I
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/ Furnished in polished brass

No. I, size of barrel, 1 x 8 inches. Pl'lu, each $0.75

No. 2, size of barrel, 11} x 9 inches. Prlce. 98611 1.25

. MILLER OIL GUN

»-—4

  

IE. '-..................... “

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., "I s. A. a

IRANONII: Phil-dolphin. Po.—3I8-320 North Broad Bl. A Bolton. Itus.—202-204 Columbine Ave. Clovolgnd'°__.°6 ‘m .h _

Iuflolo,-824 loin oz. "7"" "in"PM -

  

I - - - . . , .
_ t ‘ - - ~ - . . . . . . . . - -'

- - . - . ~ - . . . . . . . . i - - -*I "
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"srAYs RIGHT THE LONGEST"

G—hgBESTPROOF

in the world that “Sta-Rite" plugs stay right longer than any other plug is the fact that they

are used exclusively by the largest and most critical manufacturers.

THE R. B. HARDY 00.. FORD MOTOR COMPANY

225 West Broadway, Automobile Manufacturers

New York City DETROIT, MICHIGAN, Dec. 6, 1905.

  

  

 

 

  

   

GENTLEMEN: I

‘ We enclose herewith our order No. 9159 for 10,000 Sta-Rite plugs, same as we used

last season.

\Vill say that we estimate our requirements for the season to be about 35,000 plugs and

will forward further specifications a little later.

  

Very respectfully.

FORD MOTOR CO.

0. B. W. By I. H. O'BRIEN.

OUR DETROIT BUSINESS ALONE WILL APPROXIMATE 70,000 PLUGS IN 1906

\Ve have six types of ignition plugs, forty-seven _sizes. \Ve meet requirements of all

manufacturers; and dealers find our line complete, satisfying and profitable. Send for new

twenty-four page catalogue of plugs and culls.

 

 

 

  

I Improved No. 4A See our Exhibit, Space No. 78 at Garden, No. 61 at Armory, No. 178 Coliseum, Chicago 5 arablc Mica Plug,

Porcelain Plug. $r.5o . 5?"

66¢ R. E. HARDY CO., 225 W. Broadway, N. Y. Caty
,N0.A24. $1.75.

ATWQOD MFG. CO., High Grade Lamps and Generators

  

   

Parabolens

N0. 55

Gas

  

N0. 5]

OilJ‘idelight

  

  

No. 32 Parabola Lens, 8 in., $32 per pair.

No. 33 Parabola Lens, 9 in., $40 per pair.

  

 
 

  

Dimensions of No. 33.

Height, exclusive of bail, r056 in.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\i

  Length, 10% in.
6'... VERY LATEST' Biameterbof glass, 9 in.

' ~ - istance etween lug centers 7 in.
\ N0. 31. Oil, $12.00 per pair- Diameter of lug hole. 15/3z.'

Height, exclusive of bail, 12% in. No. 32 size smaller than No. 33. made without Parabola

Diameter of glass, 6% in. Lens and with Bauseh & Lamb Mangin Lens Mirrors at same
  

Length of body, 8 in. price.

MILLER,
97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S.-A.

BRAIWNKB Phil-“Irma. Pn--3I8-320 North Broad St. Boaton. Maua.—202-204 Columbus Ave. Olevaland,O.-4°6 am at.

  

lulfalo,-024 unln at. ""“L ""6" =-lr<>ldwn Ind 01 SW". New Yeti 6"!

i ." ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ - - - ~ - . _ . _ _ _

DINO", Ilch.
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Blow from exhaust, enabling the driver to give entire attention to the

car, eliminating constant watching which mars the pleasure of an auto ride. '

Warn without frightening, having a clear, far-sounding musical blast.

Are made of highly finished brass, in three sizes.

_ ~ - I - 1 A Nothing to get out of or

' der and are easily attached to

any car—steam or gasoline.

Have you heard our eight

chime horn ? An octave on

which you can play any tune.

When purchasing be sure the horn has our trade mark.

The Gabriel Horn will be on exhibition at the New

York Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden, and

Foster Shock

Ahsmhus

insure the Automo

bilists absolute com

fort and safety—at the

highest speed, on the

rockiest road.

Our Shock Absorb

ers retard all motion

going Up not going

Up and Down. The

Automobile has

springs for the pur

pose of retarding the

motion going down.

They are .economi- ‘

cal, simple, compact, '

substantial, weighing

only 2 [-2 lbs-, adjust

able in every direction '

and can be placed on

any machine manu- '

factured.

No. 20, 69th Regiment Armory.

er'lefor Cam/agar and Friar. MANUFACTURED BY

GABRIEL HllliN MANUFAGIUBINE BUMPANY, - - 981 Hamilton Street,” liltltland. 0..

New York Representative, 148 West 56m Strut.

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895.

‘ _Simple and Absolutely Air Tight

' . Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular

equipment for G & I Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Clincher

Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and New Goodyear

-.' Detachable Motor Tires; our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve being

the standard for 2 1-2 inch and 3 inch tires and our No. 725 Motor

Tire Valve being the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS

  

 

  

Manufactured by

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc.

28-30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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TIMKEN PRODUCTS
ARE STANDARD.

HERE’S THE PROOF

America’s Best Automobile Builders Using Timken Roller Bearings and Axles on 1906 Cars.

WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO., St. Louis Mo.

Ohio. MATHESON MOTOR CAR CO. Wilkesbarre, Pa.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Mich. AUSTIN AUTOMOBILE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn. THE BARTHOLOMEW C ., Peoria, Il.

POPE MFG. CO., Indiana olis. Ind. MICHIGAN AUTO CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE C ., Hartford Conn. HEWITT MOTOR CO., New York City.

ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio. NAPIER MOTOR CO., Jamaica Plains Mass.

H. H, FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y. AUTO VEHICLE CO., Los Angeles. Cal.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO., Springfield, Mass. RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Pontiac, Mlch.

KNOX MOTOR TRUCK CO., Springfield, Mass. MACK BROS. MOTOR CAR CO., Allentown, PtL

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich. N. Y. TRANSPORTATION CO., New York City.

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich. ELLWELL-PARKER CO., Cleveland Ohio.

NORTHERN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich. BERKSHIRE AUTO CO., Pittsfleld, Mass.

DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO., Dayton, Ohio. SMITH AUTO CO., Topeka, Kan.

BUCKEYE MFG. CO., Anderson, Ind. THE ADAMS CO., Du ut‘ue, Iowa.

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR CO., Peoria, Ill. LOUIS S. ROSS, Newtonv lie Mass.

OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO., Columbus, GAETI-I AUTOMOBILE WORKS, Cleveland. Ohio.

Ohio. DOLSON AUTOMOBILE 00., Charlotte, Mich.

BUICK MOTOR CO., Flint, Mich. HOLSMAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago Ill.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO., Indianapolis, Ind. THE ADAMS MFG. CO., LTD., London, England.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., Reading, Pa.

We make everyjtype of front and rear axles for every kind of work, and many ranging from

the heaviest of trucks to the lightest runabouts.

Roller Bearings, Steering Knuckles, Wheels and Channel Rims,

2.513211“4'222"§'25..., TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE C0.
New York City. Works and General Office, CANTON, O.
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DIAMOND

CHAINS

The structural variations in automo

bile chains are much more striking and im

portant than is commonly supposed. The

indispensable elements in the manufacture

of a high-class chain are first-class ma

terials and workmanship. It is easier to

pretend that these elements have been com

bined than it is to prove it.

  

  

“EVERYTHINGlllillP-FURGED”

That means that our Auto Tools

are the strongest and most durable

that can be made. They last a life

time. The steel selected is of the

highest grade. In design our tools

No chain factory uses as good stock are thoroughly “p to date'

as ours. “Diamond” rivets are made from

nickel steel—that’s their distinguishing

characteristic. Their tensile and shearing

strength is from 50 to 100 per cent. higher

than in the case of rivets made from inferior

stock. "Diamond" side links are also made

from special analysis carbon stock, and

all holes are reamed to size and pitch—exclusive advant

ages we boast for our product. We test every pound of

stock before it passes from our warehouse to our factory.

Good workmanship is not associated with poor fac

tory equipment. The physical condition of our plant is

unrivaled—in fact, it is not even approached. Making

nothing but chains, we are necessarily specialists in every

branch of such manufacture. The degree of attention we

pay to our business is shown in the many little refinements

of practice which are to be observed only in our estab

lishment. This attention to details may not serve to ex

plain the superiority of "Diamond" chains, but it is cer

l tainly very suggestive of it.

  

I Thay m lhe hand

  

' 1‘. They are handy in

manipulate.

They are readily

adaptable.

  

They are never fail

ing in use.

 

 
 

“Diamond” chains fit any standard sprocket. They are

unrivalled [or accuracy oi manufacture,

THE B. & S. AUTO Wllillllll is a

tool as necessary to your car as the

engine itself. Don’t fail to get our

catalog of Auto Forgings and Tools.

The Billings &. Spencer 60.,

Hartford, Bonn.

strength and durability.

NEW YORK SHOWS

Garden Show, Space 196

Armory Show, Space 10 I

 

CHICAGO SHOW

Space 182

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS
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Hhe Shows.
d '. AT MADISON SQUAREZGARDEN

' Space No. 168 Concert Hall

AT 69th STREET ARMORY,

Space 54 Gallery.

AT CHICAGO SHOW,

Space 140 Gallery.

The Sprague

Auto lens.
The Sprague Idea,

Made the Sprague Way

OUR NEW TOR—See the curved irons on the bows. This is the only right way to makethe bows; they are straight on the lower ends

The dr0p forgings will stay in place, and they mike a neat, substantial job. See them at the shows. Send for our catalogue.

THE SPRACUE UMBRELLA CO.. ' . Norwalk, Ohi'o.

 

  

  

 

  

 

' t, CONSTRUCTION OF

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

" SOLID TIRES

Il‘IPORTANT

The Successful Commercial Vehicle Tire must be cured in one piece, with its retaining

  

device (no matter of what variety) vulcanized into the tire as a part.

OTHERWISE THE ATTACHMENTS RUST.

'RUST EATS RUBBER

The wires in a TURNER ENDLESS SOLID are rust proof being imbedded in the tire

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS (30., Hartford, Conn.

Branchesz—BOSTON, NEW YORK, CLEVELAND, DETROIT, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CHICAGO,

DENVER, SAN FRANCI $CO, LOS ANGELES.
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A Spring Recoil Check
(HOUSE' PATENT)

An automatic, frictional device perfectly controlling the

‘ recoil of the sprine's

Its attachment to the body and axle of the car is easily made and so arranged that it is

flexible, so that any oscillating or lateral movement of the car or running gear cannot strain

or break its parts, and no oiling or adjusting is required.

A protection against broken springs.

Prevents the quick recoil over rough places which lifts the rider from the seat and

makes travel fatiguing. '

Permits the free action of the springs over smooth roads, but steadies the movement of

the car over rough places and to a large degree relieves the weight from the tires when

striking severe obstructions in the road.

Makes fast riding, with comfort and safety, possible.

For Fuller Description send for

Circular, Dept. C.

Baldwin Chain 8‘ Mfg. Co.

WORCESTER, MASS.

  

Show Space, 69th Rezimont Armory, No. 25

“ Madisoo iquare, No. 63

Coliseum, Chicano, ho. I87

 

 

liarpenter ‘ E. .l. WILLIS C0.

ALL NEW NOVELTIES.

5|REN HORNS,

NEW SPEEDOMETER.

_ NEW TOOL CHEST,
5:3"332123121.;‘Jleit23gi‘t.1112:2353"53%;;2353 NEW SPARK PLUG.

Department. Shafts and Axles thus made of our

No. 317 AUTO NICKEL-CHROME STEEL average:

Tensile Strength, - - - 130,000 lbs. I h A
. Elastic Limit, - - - 114,000 lbs. e maZ O n

Elongation, - - - 19 %

itsriuctionotlrea, - - - 60%

SPECIAL ALLOYEII STEELS
for AT LOWER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

Send for Trade Prices and Catalogue.

 

TIIE CARPENTER STEEL GUMPAIIY. E. J. WILLIS CO.

mm. liaarling, Pa. New York Office: 1 Broadway. 8 Park Place, NEW YORK
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LONDON TOPS
will be found on Rambler, Glide, Durye

' and other cars ~

At The ShoWs.
, Just our regular construction. .

Nothing unusual or outside of what we make every top.

At Chicago show we’ll be in the Coliseum—

Annex—Gallery.

 

  

'\

t

a -. 1'

~_\, 1», V “w; ‘ \
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't-I. ' ' "- . . - . ‘ As well as on the cars named and others.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO. = - ,Michigall Ave., Chicago.

Hilohint Posi'tor Automobiles THE AMERICAN
CUTS OFF THE FUEL SUPPLY I

n . TUBE & STAMPING CO.
0 (T) ‘

P

a 5 OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

A T

s I: Hot and Cold Rolled Hoop,

E 5 Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel ,

E E Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers‘ Sets

N General Electric Welding under Thompson

E 6‘ Electric Welding Patents

M . . .

N E Tublng and les for Automoblles

o E and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

(1 E SHEET STEEL STAMPINGS

0 5 Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

' DIES, TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.H I I I c a 8 Ole n e L o c k v a I ve PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL, BRASS and COPPER
LOOK YOUR ENGINE BEFORE YOUR OAR IS STOLEN PLATING, TINNING‘ GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

Delivered any part of United States, $5.00

JAN N E" ST E ' N ME" 8" 0° M P‘ NY Home Office & Factory, BRIDGEPORT, corm.

PHILADELPHIA (mm WANT-n) PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

  

 

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

" A, competition combined.

  

 

LIIEAmerican Ball-Bearint 00.

L. S. 8; M. 8. Ry. 8i Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
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NO HITTING AND MISSING

when

SPLITDORF COILS

are used.

  
 

 

They're Champions everv time and

In all classes.

0. F. SPLITDORF,

l7-27 Vandewater Street,

New York.

  

 

MIDGLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels

 

 

Made entirely of

Sheet Steel

Dip-brazed forming one

continuous tube.

They are practically in! ‘

destructible, and weigh no

heavier than other types.

Extremes of heat and

cold, of dry weather and

of damp, will not effect

them in the least.

 

Write for Particulars.

MIDGLEY MFG. CO.

Columbus. 0- I

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

TWU no Fllllli oYoLE

Marine Engines.

BROWN — TALBOT CO.,

Salem, Mass.

Members National Association.

Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

 

SPRINGFIELD Fons
Patented April 05—Others Pending. \

All Styles 0! TOPS for All Makes oi Cars
  

Aluminum

‘ Bodles

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY COMPANY,

366 Birnle Ave., Springfield, Man.

 

 

 

 

“The A. B. ll. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard 0t understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Rents Per Copy.

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

l54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

 

 

We are open to consider agency proposition

for the famous

DE DIETRICH AUTOMOBILES

in the cities of Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago

and San Francisco.

  

DE DIETRICI'I IMPORT COMPANY

3 West Forty-fourth Street, NEW YORK
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King Automobile Tops

The best possible tops at the lowest possible prices

The top is an important part

of the equipment of the up-to

date automobile. If you want

one with plenty of style, light

in weight, yet strong and dur

able, investigate the KING

line. Itis the most complete

on the market. Any style, any

color, any size, made for any

machine. Get ourcatalogue,

samples and prices and you

will not purchase elsewhere.

King Manufacturing Co., - - Springfield, 0.

Prompt Shipments Guaranteed. >..-'

  

 

  

Pit-iii " Automobile

teei _ ‘ Paris

Frames

  

Milwaukee, Wis.

  

 

 

nze Castings.

f

Parsons' Manganese B
  

Sole Make"

THE WILLIAM ORAMP & SONS SHIP I. ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna.

wee our exhibit: at New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and Boston Shows.

Satisfaction Guaranteed -

i We are prepared to estimate on your 1906 Forgings.

Thousands 'ot our

  

stock yokes are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile

‘ - turers.

manufac- '1

  

Have vou secured our prices?

THE Nl. SEWAND SUNS COMPANY, New Haven Conn
 

 

 

 

Nill Precision iiilers
Space No. 65, Madison Square Garden Show.

Space No. 12, 69th Regiment Armory Show.

New YORK CITY.

Space No. 135 Coliseum Show.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

THE STEEL BALL 00.,

832-840 Austin Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

 

 

 

  ‘ we have made a

speclalty of ditfi

cult bending for

the past 25 years.

and during this

time our work has

never been excell

ed—some of it

never equalled. We

should be pleased

to figure on your

requirements when

in want of any

bent stock.

H. s. SHEPARD

8: SONS,

New Haven,

Conn.

 

“ continental" Motive Power Equipment,

consistin of a or 4 cylinder Motor,(ro to 40 H. P.) assem

bled wit our Friction Ring Clutch, and Shah Drive

Transmission, is a superb outfit for your car. Sold in

combination or separately.

GIIIIREOT DESIGN

.. i it IIGHT WEIGHT

“' HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

NIGHT PRICE

AVOID INFERIOR IMITATIIIIIS

“ilontinental” Motors Are Standard
  

Ask for printed matter.

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - ' CHICAGO ILL.

K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Representative.

 

 

 

“Automobile Brand”l

Aluminum

Castings.
The Right Sort

at the Riaht PrIcO .

' Q

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

LIIiIlT MFG. ANI] FIlUNIlIlY IiIl. Pottstoun, Pa.
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AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES

No else-nine of generators; No water needed;

Lleht always read - nght steady on roulh roads;

Never wan out; 90 never clog; Economical; No

carbide Ipply to carry; Burn as many ll late as do

Ilred from one tank; No waste: Sato— 0 leaking

gas; Nothing to More: No attention: No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

THE PREST-ll-LITE COMPANY. Indianapollt, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

1w West 38th Street, New York.

 

The Balrlrrln Chair Company

— mun —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

Ballilln Clrali & rm. Co.,
Worcester. Mass , U.S.A.

  

 

' A.R.MCSLER

1679 Broadway

NEW YORK

“ " actuall SPl'l' FIRE, while others

"a"; on]y_ Auk your dealer or

write us for New Bo iklet of r906 Mosler IgnIIIOIl Oll fill

WW: 1w); to :0 you at the Madison SMY¢_ Carri"!

A urornobilz 5km”, Sfor: 202,January 131/: to 20th mrlaumr.

CHEAP MATERIALQ

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in ‘tion to

Alsemble their Raw Materials CheaplyI while Elxceptional

Trans ortation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great glarhets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections ol the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

I! looking for a location, or an investment, write

' M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent1 v- Brnadway, New York ltv.

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'I

“ KAL-KRYSTAL."

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING
SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE use.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solution ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

CARBC'ICALE CliElllCAL CC , - Carbondaia. Pa.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF

- I

Automobile Engineers

lncorporlled. I“ I!" “Ill STREET.

Under personal direction of

Prol. Class. E. inch, I1. Pli.ll..$eilool oi Engineers. Colombia Unlmslll

Departments include machine tool and forge she a, assemb

ling and test shops with eve type of motor; also aboratories

completely and specially equlpped to teach all component pans

of automobiles. Day and evening class.

Special Course for Owners.

  

 

 

  

 

The Perfect

I'lindley Steering Gear

ABSENCE OF BACKLASH

SMOOIHNESS 0F ROYAIIOJV

EASE OF OPERATION

ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF CAR

The design and maler.al are identi

cal with steering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships.

when you order your new car, specify the liindley

MORSE, WILLIAMS 8 C0.

West End 'I'rusl Building, - -

Steering Gear.

suamsans

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

Name_.__fi - . ,

Addresssnmn,‘

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(Ibe motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of_i

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

anew

AUTUMUBILE

WRENCH.
STERLING No. 3.

  

Superior

in

Material,

Work

manship

and

Finish.

Length,

8 inches.

Weight,

l2}4 ounces.

Opens

2inohes.

Thickness

of Jaw,

3-8 inch.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

 

MANUFACTURED 8V

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.

ATTLEBORO, MASS

FOIEIGN AGENT.

S. BUITEIIIMN & 00., lonlion, EM.



CIDQ {DOIOI‘ WONG.

.‘fl’i‘fifl‘ifki‘flfii WHAT IS MOREIMPOBTAIIT THAN THE 0.....-...‘T"..'1?§,'§.‘£'... am...

TRANSMISSION GEARS?
What is more important than selecting the right one ?

We are specialists in that line. We have the know-how,

the facilities and the prices.

Why Cannot We “ Reason Together?”

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y,

Kinqstnn Barhurelur.

564M55-Jfffl-l'l/B/MV

“.41... - BESTMADE FUR

‘ AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION.

SEND SPECIFICATIONS

  

 

    

wr. QUOTE PRICES I

SIRENSTINUOSI. SO.
P\TNSBURG . P A .

BRNK.“ OTTKXS‘ “1W ‘(OKNV Q\\\QKQ\O .

4

KINGSTON

 
 

Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steorlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices. etc.

 

  

THE EXCELSIOR
is the leader of Jump Spark Plugs. It I! "It only Plug

that can be cleaned of soot or oil wllhout nmovlng

  

I! from the engine. Costs no more than the common

kind which it outclasses in every feature. See us at New

  

\ ‘ 7 York Shows. Write for Bulletin N.

‘ tormmr EXCELSIOR SPARK PLUG CO, CICVCISINI, 0.

aRmDAVIs
“Makm of Smart Automobile Lamps." ‘

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped Wlth Thom. AMESBURY, MASS

fin llm

  
 

BYIINE. KINGSTON I OO.. Kokomo. Ind., U. S. A.
 

  

 

I THE BEST FOR IGNITION PURPOSES

OOIJJIVIBIA nnv ems iii"
Catalogue.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATwooo MFG. co.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

THE

WITHEBBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition thlem

WITHERBEE IGNITION 60.~

54| West 43d Street, Now York

“ PERFECTION”

ALUI'IINUI‘I CASTINGS.

Any grade or quality.

Auto Brass 8r Aluminum Company.

FLINT, MIC".

Diltrlct Brunch, 92 Grln old St.
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At the Automobile Shows notice the great number

of cars equipped with “Whitney” Chains.

r—w

% The Wrong Way The Right Way

5 ,
it

7;

A ’52-'53 B
 

  

  

  

, 5 ,, 9 ..

8 /6

SECTION OF SPROCKET TEETH

THROUGH LINE Z-Z.

BWShows Correct Section for "WHITNEY"

Chain No. 7.

 

  

 

 

" in

'anm No. 7. FULL SIZE.

  

Thousands of Chains have been damaged by inter

ferences and unfavorable conditions.

In designing your car se'cct th: chain you consider

right and leave plenty of space for a wider and larger

chain.

Are your Sprockets cut to the correct bottom dia

. meter with cutters correct in form P

Are your Sprocket teeth too wide and too straight

on the sides P

Have the sharp corners of your sprocket teeth been

removed after cutting P

Are your sprockets in line P

As a manufacturer do you inspect every sprocket

by comparing it with a correct model or do you accept

anything so long as it has the right numbsr of teeth ?

  

.‘ :34

“5'

a I

DETACHABLE TYPE—PATENTED.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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A GANDID TALK WITH YOU.

We have been laying awake nights a good deal of late trying to figure out where the profit comes in to you because a certain tire was (said to)

run some fifty thousand miles with no punctures or accidents or any apparent wear, unless the tires ured by yau will do somewhere near as well.

In other words. it strikes us as being pretty slim consolation to know that tires of the same brand you are using have' at some time or other

made good to wmelmdy.

\Ve have been simple enough to believe thatynu were yum/1y concerned in the tires used by you.

we may be wrong.

But of course human nature varies, and

However, in the manufacture of

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

n;er tire i: made/'14:! a: good a: we know 11010 to "201': ii. You are bound to get our lint-mad! tire if you get any.

And because or this every-tire—a-good-tire method, the automobilist who fir'gin: using Morgan & Wright tires canh'nue: 'to use them because
t

they make good to him.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

NEW YORK (Uptown—214 W. 41th St.

NEW YORK (Downwwn)—l'i Warren 8

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Brood and Vine

DAYTON—417 E. 5th St.

MINNEAPOLIS—717419 Henneptn Ava.

DENVER—$62 Broadway.

BOSTON—228 Columbul Ave.

DETROIT—286 Jeflerlon Ave.

ATLANTA—35 Edlewood Ave.

ST. LOUIS—688 Vandovontcr Ave.

CLEVELAND—847 Huron SL

SYRACUSE—212414 8. Clinton 8!.

SAN FRANCISCO—1081 Million 5t.

DOS [manure-040 8. Ill-tn 8t.

nlmanu

an: m Hm

I.

Bil.

  

 

This Automobile differs from the other Automobiles in a number of particulars, clearly discerniblelat a glance to those at all familiar with

Automobiles. The general Knox outlines disclose a distinctive STYLE, which so well pleased the connoisseur, and is found in the product oi no

other manufacturer. These air-cooled Automobiles are exceptionally commodious, unusually durable and economical, and maintain their power

and speed under all conditions of weather and roads.

WRITE FOR PLEASURE AND COMMERCIAL CATALOGUES.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO. Springfield, Mass.
Members A. L. A. M.
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TUSELLERSOANDUSERS

cLINcHER TIRES

F We have commenced and are vigorously prosecuting

  

suits for infringement of our patents against the Pennsyl  

vania Rubber Company and the Michelin Tire American
  

Agency, Inc., on account of the sale of Clincher tires.

  

The sellers and users of infringing tires are equally

  

liable with the manufacturers. of such tires. Whatever

  

rights we may have under our patents will be rigorously

  

enforced. To escape liability purchases should be made
  

frompbne of the following named, manufacturers, _-who are2 ._ fl; Q

licensed to manufacture or sell under the G &] Patents: I

  

G 8: .1 Tire Q0. -' GoodyearTire& Rubber 80.

Hartford Rubber Works ('20. Fisk Rubber Go.

Morgan 8? wright International Automobile &

B. F. Goodrich (20. Vehicle Tire @0.

Diamond Rubber ('20. @ontinentaleaoutchouc @o.

  

0&JIrma Co.
Indianapolis, lnd. 
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Our new
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Goods.

, before all choice allotments are gone.

I l-2 Ton, $l,800.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE _YEAR.

the

has from the very first bl

a1 Vehicles.

s 3000 lbs. easily. Rear wheel measures 34 inches

The double side chain drive insures a maximum of power delivered tc
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The success of rapid motor wagons

heavy continuous service and carr

Our ent

building 0

the 2-inch solid steel axles.

nished to meet your reqn
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Model H, lith shown, -'s our 1 r aucnger runabout. Motrr : eylirder opposed,

under hood. Cylinders 456:4 develoring r H. P. Planetary gear

'ransmission with DIRECT BEVEL GEA DRIVE. The strong

features of this rar are extreme simplicity "it accessibility. The

crank case and tranlmission one form one casting, and the entire

engine can be taken apart Ir assembled in h If an hour. Price,

$800.00.

Model F, acvlircler car, cylinders 5%:5, 50 H. P., seating 7 people. Prire,

5 .1

Model K, 4 cylinder, 5 passenger touring car. 35 H. P. Sliding gear transmis

sion. Price,$2,5°°,

Model B, 4 cylinder, 5 passenger car, 2418 H. P. Sliding gear transmission.

Pricel $2,000

Model c, 5 passenger car. Double opposed motor, 20 H. P. Planetary trans

mission. Price, ‘ l ,250.

With the Wayne Models for 1906, almost every demand for a high grade car can be

successfully supplied.

See us at Chicago Show or write for

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE C0., - Detroit, Mich.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.

  

 

Pope-Hartford Model I:

is the result of our 28 years of experience in making and marketing mechanical vehicles, and

is the latest product of our famous Hartford factories. MOTOR consists of 4-cylinder, verti

cal, water-cooled engine with cylinders east in pairs; all gears encased, brake test 28-30 H. P.

TRANSMISSION: sliding gear, 3 speeds forward and reverse. CARBURETOR: specially designed, insuring economy in

fuel consumption and maximum power. CONTROL: throttle and ignition levers on single sector that does not revolve with

wheel. DRIVE: bevel gear throngh propeller shaft to the rear axle. TONNEAU: non-removable, dust-proof, double side

entrance. DESIGN: artistic in conception and execution.

While great attention has beenIgiven the essentials of construction it will be found that‘Cno detail has been overlooked.

Everything that will contribute to the user’s comfort and convenience has been embodied in this up-to‘date car. (Extension

top $125 extra. PRICE $2500.

Pope-Hartford Model G Z A Z;

W
is our 2-cylinder, opposed, 18 H. P. touring car. The engine is ‘ i ’ .

n ’ r
/

  

  

  

under the hood and all parts are accessible for inspection andrepair. This is our dependable 2-cyliuder machine of last year,

with such minor changes as have been suggested by a season’s

use. PRICE $1600.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

New York City, 1733 Broadway Boston, 223 Columbus Avenue

San Francisco, 451 Mission Street Washington, 819 14th St.. N. W.

  

MODEL F, PRICE $2,500

(Top $125 extra.)
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ficamlile
“EASILY THE BEST BUILT OAR IN AMERICA."

15=20 H. P., $3,000. 30-35 H. P.', $5,000.

Both with complete touring equipment.

  

TYPE H. LOCOMOBILE 30-85 H. 1?- 85,000.

T0) and Luggage Carrier extra.

“It was hardly to be expected that the 1906 product of the Locomobile Company of

America, manufacturing in Bridgeport, Conn., would incorporate any very marked departures

from previous practice. To have done so would have been somewhat in the nature of gilding

refined gold. By the early adoption and subsequent perfection of such advanced constructional

features as four cylinder vertical motors, enclosed timing gears, automatic carburation, sliding

gear transmission, yielding a direct drive on the highest speed, and solidly forged axles, it

produced a car that was a credit to the makers and to those who used it. This being the

case, the designers have been at liberty to confine their attention to the improvement of the

minor details from year to year, the absence of distinctly radical changes in the make-up of

the machine allowing opportunity for a process of evolution and elimination in the lesser parts

which has worked out a most excellent reSult."

(From a recent issue of THE MOTOR WORLD)

For me in stamps we will mail 12 souvenir postal cards showing various views of the LOCOMOBILE in

the Vanderbilt Cup Race, making the best showing of any American car in any international contest. For rec

in stamps we will mail a. five-color poster showing the LOCOMOBILE finishing the race. Printed matter of

1906 cars on application. .

The £ocomobile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK. Broadway and 16th St, Member Association of Licensed BOSTON, {5 Berkeley St,

PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. Broad 5!. Automobile Manufacturer: CHICAGO. 1104 Hickman Ave.
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AUTOMOBILES

    

    

3 MODELS ALL WINNERS

4 Cylinders, 26-28 H. P. Price, $2,000.

SPECIFICATIONS

  

    

DRIVE Shaft, bevel gear. FRONT AXLE Solid-Forged.

FRAME Pressed Stccl- GROUND PARTS All cylinders, pistons, piston rings, crank

WHEELS 32x4. shafts, valves, universal couplings and

WHEEL BASE 101 inches_ transmission shafts.

TRANSMISSION Sliding gear. EQUIPMENT Five lamps, horn, tools and storage battery.

  

We also have an 18 h. p. two cylinder car with detachable side door tonneau list a

$1100.00, and a runabout 12 h. p. at $800.00.

  

Write us for complete details and agency proposition; it’s

so interesting that our factory is already a bee-hive of industry. Better
 

get in line now.

(TH. BLOMSTROM MOTOR CO

DETROIT, MICI'I.
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The Waltham-Orient is an Air-Cooled Car.

_ And the advantages of air-cooling in cars of certain power-rating are manifold, each advantage

being a concluswe argument in itself.

I. There is a great reduction in weight. owing to the absence of radiator, water-jackets, pumps and

plumbing, and of the water supply itself.

This permits lighter proportionate construction throughout, and does not require such large tires.

which are more expensive to renew.

It reduclesllwear on the motor and all bearings, cuts down the expense of repairs, replacements and

tire i s.

It eliniinites completely the complicated mechanism of water radiation with its constant tendency

to ea .

It increa‘ilses power and speed of the same comparative horse-power proportionate to the decrease in

weig t.

The weight reduction increases the elasticity and responsiveness of the car.

Its extreme simplicity and accessibility make it possible for each owner to adjust and tune his own

car without assistance from an expert but expensive repairer.

A woman can drive it with ease because of the absence of confusing complications of control.

It will run 365 days in the year. It matters not if the thermometer registers 40 degrees below zero;

there is nothing to freeze.

It is equally immaterial if the temperature is one hundred in the shade—-the Waltham-Orient system

of radiation. assisted by a powerful fan. keeps a uniformly cool engine. entirely free from over

heating or pre-ignition. When it is considered that the explosion in the cylinders equals 1600

degrees Fahrenheit, it is apparent that the ordinary range of external temperature is not an

important factor.

Our catalogue will be sent free upon request, and will tell the entire \Valtham—Orient story.

\Ne are always ready for good live agents in unassigned territory. \Nrite for proposition.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

General Offices and Factory, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

toes-9999:“
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Palace Touring Car, Model S. Price, $2,250.

with complete lamp and horn equip-oat.

From Boulogne to Paris—202 miles in 7 hours is going some. That's the record made during

the recent Paris show by Dwight Huss, of Oldsmobile Transcontinental race fame, and F. K. Folberth,

driving the first Oldsmobile Four-cylinder Palace Touring Car sent abroad. This particular car was one

of the first of the new models turned out by the factory, and was equipped with a motor driveloping

barely 24 h. p.-—the same model as now built is equipped with motor developing fully 28 hp. In

making the run good French roads helped—but 7 hours is as fast time as that particular course is ever

run by the most powerful European cars. ‘

That’s pretty strong testimony on the subject of Model S Speed. We can give you equally Con

vincing testimony on its Style and Stability. Send today for Model S booklet. It's good reading.

{by} 01.05 MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich., u. s. A.

to
Canadian trade supplied from Canadian Factory, PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Catherines, Ontario.

Member A. L. A. M. -

 
  

ur couron ulna” a-curc an! 7

CATALOGUE COUPON C‘LENDAN COUPON MOTOR TALK COUPON

OLDS MOTOR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS OLDS MOTOR WORKS

LANSING, MICH. LANSING, MICH. LANSING, MICH.

Enclosed find IO cents, for which send your Art

Calendar (free from advertising and suitable for fram

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked.

I am interested.

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

TALK- a magazine devoted to automobiling, sent to

-cu?COUPONHIIK

CUTCOU'OIIMn:

 

Mod ILL... I. C . . .a Model S De “$15822” ing) for 1906. Design by George Gibbs. ( r 1 K9

me 0 car.
K9 Model L... Traffic Cars... y

Name
r‘ame "nu". """"""' "“"‘ """""""" " """“"""' "‘ ""_""' Name

Add,“ Adi-rs: . . r. r. Adam. _
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Diamond

on Commercial Cars exhibited at the Two. New York Shows than

of any other half doZen makes combined.

Diamond total, 28 sets; nearest competitor, 15 sets.

But the ultimate Test is service. There is where Diamond excels.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—$8 Million 8!.

BOSTON—174 Columbul Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. DENVER—822 Bolton Buildin,

PHILADELPHIA—80m N. Broad St. CHICAGO—IG'I-IBQ Lake BC. MINNEAPOLIS—61! FIrat Ave. B.

BUFFALO—715 Main St. CLEVELAND—3H Huron St. ATLANTA—M North Prior 8t.

__norrrnrin ‘—
“ The Silent, Dustless can ”

The Silent Northern Touring Car fills a place among touring cars all its own. It has all the style, elegance and luxurious

ness of the highest priced four-cylinder car, combined with a mechanism which for simplicity. compactness, and case of con

trol is absolutely unrivalled by any car at any‘price. All changes made from steering column and conveniently placed pedals.

No side levers, no belts, no chains, gaskets, truss rods—01: strut rods. N0 complications, no noise, and minimum vibration.

1906 Models

To be exhibited at Chicago, Feb. 3d to 10th

  

 

 

Sturdy Northern Runabout, 7 h. p., with oil

lamp equipment, . . . . , . $650

Silent Northern Touring Car, 20 h. p., double

opposed motor, with gas and oil lamp

 
 

equipment, . I800

Silent Northern Limousine, 20 h. p., with gas

and oil lamp equipment, . . . 2800

Model K, 30 h. p , four-cylinder car, air con- . .

trolled, and air brakes, with gas and oil
. Double opposed motor Flve pauengera. Tire 30x4, lull ul .‘ - - - 300° sumo. F. o. e., Detroit. ' y “1 PM

lamp equipment, .

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, U. S. A.
Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

New York City Agent: PETER FOGARTY, I42 West 38th Street.

Chicago Agent: NORTHERN _MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1449 Mlchlgan Avenue.
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Type X, $1000. 12 Horse Power.

  

Standardized

The superiority of The Autocar Runabout is established by its

performance of past seasons. In power, in speed, in strength, in

safety, in control,—in all of the qualities whose sum is reliability, it

has far surpassed its class. And no other two-passenger car rides

so smoothly, runs so quietly; it is so free from road-difiiculties, s0

accessible, and so easy to care for.

Its position of leadership is made unassailable by an increase of

power in the 1906 model, and adoption of the characteristic Auto

car Control—right-hand wheel-steer with spark, and throttle-control

grips in rim of wheel.

  

The A utocar ( Type X ) Ramadan! it fie lugbnl dmrlopnrelsl in accnribility

contra! and relbzbilily—and is dufingnir/udar the only motor-car In the world

whit/l ir Hami'n vdizrd f/rrnuzlumt.

ANS—Front axle, seamless tubing. Rear live axle, steel; ground

hearings. Squared and drive. no wheel keys necessary

Dust—proof case.

BBAKES.—Band huh brakes on each. w;.eel operated by foot pedal;

and brake on driving shaft. operated by side lever.

mNTROL—Right—hand wheel steer. with bevel gear and sector.

Spark and throttle control grips in rim of wheel (a new

feature on this car). Foot operated clutch. controlled by

the left foot. Caster knuckles.

COOLING.—Centrifugal water pump, gear driven. Coil radiator in

front under the frame.

IGNITION—Taro batteries of three cells each. Rotary spark

timer; double spark coll; jump spark pluzs.

LUBRICATION.—A few parts only are oiled directly. such as steering

knuckles, steering post and gears. Motor oiled by

mechanical (gear-driven) oller and splash. Transmission

and rear construction run in dust-proof cases in bath of

oil. the splash. from the gears lubricating all bearings

and gears.

MO'I‘OB.—Water cooled. TWO balanced, horizontal-opposed cylinders,

in front under the hood Four-inch bore, four—inch

stroke. Mechanical exhaust and automatic inlet valves.

Drop-forged steel connecting rods. Drop-forged steel

crank shaft; oil tempered. Bronze bearings; all bear

ings ground to size.

REAR DRIVE—Two hardened-steel bevel gears and bevel‘gear diifer

eutlal. Driving shaft. ball bearing. Axles, Hyatt roller

bearings. with ample ball thrust bearings.

TIRES.—Fislr "Heavy-Car“ type. 28-lnch by 8—inch.

TRANSMISSION.—Well known sliding gear. or French type. Drop—

forged, hardened-steel gears. Shafts run on bail bear—

ings. Splash lubrication. Three forward speeds and re—

verse.

TREAD AND WHEEL BASE.—Flfty—four-inch tread. Seventy—six

inch wheel base.

VAPORIZER. —Holley vaporizer. Autocar type. in front of motor.

WHEELS.—Twslve spoke Midgley all-steel artillery wheels; rein—

!orced construction. Roller bearings. -

 

THE AUTOGAR TOURING TYPE XII. $2600

Double side entrance. Five passengers,_ ?4 h. p.

4-cylinder vertical motor. Shaft drive. Sliding gear

transmission. Three speeds and reverse.

Write for complete description.

The Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.
Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

1 eliabilig/
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6&JIIRBS

for the

Season of 1966.

Sne @ure Wrapped Tires.

Vulcanized in Gpen Steam.

Strong and Tough.

Most Durable.

Highly Resilient.

The best tire:made

for automobile use.

Write us.

GsJllRli C0.

Indianapolis.

Depots r

ehicago

Boston

Buffalo

Denver

Detroit

San Francisco

Gleveland

Philadelphia

Distributing Agencies:

Minneapolis, Plant Bros Portland, Keats & 60.

Lee Hngeles, Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber 80.
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RELIABILITY
was demonstrated in the most convincing manner

at Indianapolis, on November 16th-r7th, 1905,

when a National Stock Car made 1094 3-16

miles in 24 hours, breaking the World’s Record

by 78 9.16 Miles.

 

'~ Gollsuln

GHIGAGO gig: ,, Spatts76-77-78

SHOW .1 ' 7' Feh.3dtollltl|

 

National, Model D, 4 cyl., 35—40 H. P. Price $3,000.

AN INNOVATION IN TOURING OARS

National, Model B, o Ell" 50-60 H. P. Price $4,000.

Stylish, powerful, smooth running, easily controlled. Aluminum

body, seats seven passengers comfortably, all facing forward.

WRITE FORQPARTICULARS

NATIONAL MOTOR VEIIIOLE OOMPANY
IOO7 E. 22d STREET, - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

DISTRIBUTORS

Limcott Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . ..168 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Homan s. Schulz Co . . . . ..88th St. A Broadway. New York, N. Y.

Ralph Temple Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . . .311 Mich. Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Liberty Auto Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .138 Beatty St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Tich Auto Co . . . . . . . . . ..Broud Ind Tio‘n Sta" Philadelphia, Pa.

Colonial Auto Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “3944 Olive BL. St. Louis, M0.

The Fisher Auto Co... . ..330 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Mush-r A merr'can illotor Gar .‘llauu/urturerr' Association, Chicago.

   

 
 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

W523 '

EXPERT COMMENT

ON THE

EXHIBIT OF WHITES

AT THE

NEW YORK SHOW

“No use to declare anything bad or good about

these great car builders. They stand everywhere

high above critics, and I simply will say that I should

like to own one of their splendid 18 H. P. touring

cars at $2,800. “The generator, with its eleven

helical coils of tubing, is certainly the smallest and

most perfect apparatus of that kind known up to now

and the fact of obtaining ‘all speed’ with a single

lever is not the least point that has recently converted

hundreds of sportsmen to steam automobling ”—George

Dupuy, of L’Aulo, Paris, in M10 York Amen'am.

“The engine, the generator and the transmission

mechanism are identical with those in the 1905 model,

these features having been brought to a high state of

pggfgction.”—Mr1zl York Herald.

“The old reliable White steamer, now entering its

sixth year of service, is shown in eight distinct types.

While the makers of gasolene machines are many,

and their notions of automobile construction quite as

diverse, the White people unaided have developed a

steam car which is considered by its friends to be the

nearest approach to automobile perfection. Its noise

lessness, wonderful control and unique construction,

that make it safe and speedy, put the White in a

class by itself."—Nn1r York Globe.

WHITE RENTAL COl'IPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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W! A CAR or STYLE
The body used on Models "0" and “R"—-1906 Haynes, was designed by a famous Parisian bodymaker. When the two cars were in New York, Boston

and Philadelphia, last fall, they were frequently mistaken for forei n-built machines.

The only two models offered for this year have all the little etails that add so much to beauty, convenience and luxury. Nothing is found wanting.

The lines are racetul and the finish is as rich as it IS possible to produce.

But in ad ition to being a car of great beauty. it is also a car of great comfort, endurance and reliability. It is as dependable as the old family horse.

rarel out of order and always easy to manage. _lv-laynes care in constructwn. in selection of materials and finish, is res onsible for this and make it the car of small cost for repairs and up-lteep. These

points can be proved by demonstration in Spaces S 7.and B at the Chicago how, or by any agent handling the Haynes. Send for new catalogue. For

prompt attention address Desk 4.

MODEL “ R”

fOUR CYLINDER

TOURING CAR

Vertical roller-bearing en- .

gines. Cylinders _cast scp~

arately, 5% x 6 inches. 50

h. p. An exclusive trans

mission that absolutely pre

vents strip ing of gears.

Positive coo ing system. _In

dividual and special lubrica

tion. Master Clutch has

metal faces and takes held

without Jerking. Shaft drive.

Exclusive universal joints

that revent wear on pins.

Sproc et and Roller Pinion . I

and perfect Rear Axle, all ' ‘ V 7
exclusive. Roller-bearings . _ _ . 77 r--'1

throughout. 108-inch wheel

base, 54-inch tonneau, seat

in five people. our to 60

mi es an hour on high gear.

Weight, 2750 pounds. Price.

3.500, f. o. b. Kokomo.

Full equipment.

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILElCO., “Ones.newie:::.:.::'l.;iie..'ezm

OLDBST AUTO VlOBlLB MANUFAC'I UREHS IN AMERICE.

  
  

 

 

“The Car the Re pairman Seldom Sees”
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The Evolution of the Maxwell Doctrine—Maxwell Bars
The Doctrine:

FIRST—A cylinder of five-inch bore, with five inch stroke is ideal for a double opposed gasoline motor.

SECOND—A double opposed motor, 5 in. x 5 in. when roperly made develops about twenty actual horse~power.

HIRD—To use four cylinders for motors of twenty or ess horse-power is unnecessary because thereby the number of wearing

{inns is unnecessarily increased.

FOURTH— wenty actual horsepower, not momentum or fly-wheel horse-power, is enough for every requirement except excessive

speed or extreme fashion. _ Therefore a two-cylinder, 5 in. x 5 in., double opposed motor is the best, and it is as

evenly balanced as fo4ur~cylinder construction. is very much less complicated and much more reliable. It would take

four 4_ in. x 4 in. cylinders to develop the same power as two 5 in. x 5 in. cylinders, pro erly made.

FIFTH—Four cylinder cars appeal largely to "Fad and Fancy" only; two-c linder cars roduce reliable service.

The unprecedented successful record of the Maxwell cars during the season 0 1905 prove t e wisdom of the above written doctrine.

Reasons for the Success of the Maxwell

Common Sense was. the motive of its construction, not the impulse of “fad and fanc .”

. A 5 in. x S in. horizontal double opposed motor for a touring car and a 4 in. x 4 in. or a tourabout have been proved the

ideal t cs for service and reliability.

axwell horse-power is demonstrated b the actual continual test, not by the flash system of testing which includes that

resulting from the inertia of the fly-wheel. hereiore, Maxwell horse-power is actual horse-power.

Maxwell Cars are Splendldly Made as Well as Perfectly Designed—Maxwell Features:

Multiple Disc Clutch Bevel ear Drive Th .p ' t -No Pump Great eliability and Economy Melliel fizzlicssuspenswn

Maxwell cars are sold under the positive guarantee that as good a car cannot be cold at allower price.

BRANCHES: BRANCHES:

Maxwell-Briscoe, Incovaorated Maxwell-Briscoe Chase Company

New York N. _ I .
Morrison Tyler Motor Company Member American Motor Car Manufacturera'Asaoclatlon. Maxwelbnrhgggf 081-422.] comvany

oston, \lass. . D ' 'Fisher Automobile Company maln offlca' Tarrytown' N' Y' Richardcltigvlitn angle-m any

Indianapolis. Ind. Chicago Pawtucket Foreign Representa vea
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ST.L®UIS
1966

“ RIGS THAT RUN”
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TYPE XVI ~

32-36 ACTUAL H. D.——$2500.

Every AUTOMOBILE, no matter what the PRICE, STYLE or CONSTRUCTION, contains some individuality which,

in its builders’ estimation places it above its competitors. Every manufacturer strives to have the best, and undoubtedly

some one HAS THE BEST, but a fair verdict cannot be rendered by any one man. ONE exclusive feature does not constitute

an entire MOTOR CAR no more than one individual constitutes a MILLION DOLLAR ORGANIZATION. An engine may be

absolutely perfect, but if the power is not transmitted correctly to the rear wheels the car is a FAILURE, and vice-versa.

To build a successful car. the manufacturer must give as much attention to the smallest details as the largest. THE ST.

LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY are the Pioneer Automobile Manufacturers of the UNITED STATES. FOURTEEN YEARS

of BUILDING EXPERIENCE has taught us CONSIDERABLE. We know the material and style of construction best adapt

ed for AMERICAN roads and CONDITIONS. We know how to manufacture intelligently and economically. WE KNOW that

TYPE XVI is equal to any AUTOMOBILE built in America. Our claim is not' based upon any ONE exclusive feature. It's

“RIGHT” all the way. Compare our specifications with cars listing from $3000.00 up, then make arrangements for demon

stration at any of the coming shows. We still have some valuable territory at our disposal and our AGENCY PROPOSITION

is just as thorough as our car.

| AGENTS who have already contracted for over two-thirds of our ‘06 product tell us that “TYPE XVI" will be the car

of the year. We KNEW this four months back. If you are INTERESTED, it will be a pleasure to tell you WHY.

ENGINE. 32—38 ACTUAL H. P. 4 cylinder water cooled.

IGNITION. Jump spark. Splitdorf coil. Pitsfleld timer. Storage battery and dry cells.

TRANSMISSION. Sliding train. Three forward and reverse.

REAR AXLE. Floating type, bevel, Timkem roller bearings throughout.

FRONT AXLE. I section, drop forged, roller bearings.

FRAME. Cold rolled pressed steel, special stock, channel section, full pan in under hood covering entire engine.

WHEEL BASE. 110 inches.

WHEELS. Superior uuality; second growth hickory.

TIRES. 32 by 4 inches; optional.

VALVES. Mechanically operated; all interchangeable.

CARBURETTER. Float feed; automatic governor requiring no adjustment.

BRAKES. Transmission, foot and emergency lever, 5 in number.

BODY. Exceptionally roomy; will carry seven people; upholstering. general appearance and workmanship un

su seed.rngUIPMENT‘ Two brass side lights, one tail light. two head lights, tull tool equipment, baggage haul, etc.

1906 CATALOG. GIVING FULL DETAILED DESCRIPTION. NOW REALY. ,_ _ __‘_

ST. LOUIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - Peoria, Ill.

SALES DEPT: 1229 Michigan Ave,, Chicago, In.

I 0- . . . vi
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\Ve do not oFfer you the 1906 Thomas simply on the strength of its supremacy among American cars. \Ve ask you to

consider it upon its ability to out-point in all around excellence and efficiency the finest car made anywhere else in the world.

It will “stand up" under any and all conditions. It is staunch, strong, rugged, powerful and the most beautiful car in

the world.

In describing the Thomas Motor, we will only touch on a few of the points

which are of vital importance for motor perfection. Cylinders 5% x 5% inches and

develop 50 h. p. They have forged nickle-steel connecting rods with five large bear

ings. The cam ,gears for operating all the valves are of the combination type, with

wide face and coarse pitch, thus making them strong and noiseless. There is no

satisfaction to the motorist like that of kn0wing the engine is reliable, and there is

even a greater satisfaction in the knowledge that every special feature of the Xew

Thomas is absolutely essential to comfort and happiness.

We have already brought to your attention The Thomas Safety Device, which

positively renders accidents from backing an impossibilty.

  

  

THE 50 HORSEPOWER THOMAS FLYER

has many new improvements, that are so essential to comfort and satisfaction in motoring, that it is only possible to point out a few of these mechanical

advantages at a time. Watch our coming announcements in this magazine, in which will be described in detail:

The most effective metallic three disc clutch in operation. Gears that may be changed between high and law without passing through intermediate

gears. Hill climbing—will carry five passengers up a 14% grade at the rate of 40 miles an hour. Practical use of chain drive. New dustless body—dust

suction entirely eliminated. A guaranteed speed of from six to 60 miles per hour on the high gear, always running quietly, smoothly and without rock orjar.

In order that you may have a complete understanding of the All-American Car, which at last surpasses the finest foreign product, besides giving

you a true and accurate description of many of its special features in this magazine every issue, we want to send you our illustrated catalogue and special

Thomas literature.

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., - l4l6 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF 50 HORSEPOWER (2le IN THE WORLD.

THE GUARANTEED

FRICTION FOR

DRIVE _ ONE

can _ . YEAR

THE “SENSATION” AT NEW YORK

 

 

  

Will be at the

CHICAGO SHOW

lst Regiment Armory, February 3d to 10th

IF YOU WANT THE

Simplest, Most Durable, Easiest Oper

ated, Built for Service,

Economical Car

Lambert Model 8. Price $3000

Examine the Lamina-rtI

WRITE us FOR CATALOGUE

TOURING CARS, RUNABOUTS AND COMMERCIAL TRUCKS

THE BUCKEYE l‘lFG. CO., = Anderson, lnd., U. S. A.
Members A. M. C. M. A.
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MICHELIN TIRES
It is considered “Chic "_ to have Michelin)

Tires on your car, even in France °

Mr. E. D. Winans begs to announce that a

new and large company has just been incorporated

c0nsisting/ of American and French capital to

control the output of Michelin Tires and products

in the United States under the name of Michelin

Products Selling Company, Inc, 31—3 3 West 31st

Street, New York.

All orders and inquiries for agencies and

goods should be sent at once to

E. D. WINANS,

Gen’l Manager.

Mr. Winans is no longer connected with any

other company or organization who claim to have

American agency for 1906. The only represent

atives in the United States are the MICHELIN

PRODUCTS SELLING co, Inc., of 31-33

West 3Ist Street, New York.
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THE CAR WITH A REPUTATION

But few purchasers are able, from even the most minute examination, to judge the real working

qualities of a car.

It is, therefore, well to consider the opinions of those who have had practical experience with the

car in question, and we confidently refer you to the vast army of Rambler users, particularly those

who, having started with the more modest types, are now using the most elaborate models of the

Rambler line. '

The freely expressed opinions of hundreds of these satisfied owners are at your service.

Model 14, shown above, marks the culmination of years of development in the line. of utility,

power and service. It is equipped with a four-cylinder vertical motor, 20-25 horse-power, sliding gear

transmission and shaft drive. Price, $1,750.

Our catalogue, giving full details, will be mailed upon request.

One of six models to be seen at the Chicago Automobile Show.

Thos. B. Jeffery & Company

KbNOSl'lA. WIS.

  

gMUJ
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ALL DEALERS NOW WELCOME

N. A. A. D. Throws Open its Doors and

Takes a Few “Flings” at Manufacturers.

 

The National Association of Automobile

Dealers has invited the independent or un

licensed dealerl to walk into their parlor

and to join hands with them.

This was the most surprising develop

ment of the meeting of that organization,

which was held on Wednesday of last week

in Hotel Victoria, New York. Despite the

importance of the adoption of this “open

door” policy which was in view previous to

the session, little was known or said of the

meeting, either before or after it; indeed,

there still seems a disinclination to talk of

the proceedings or to discuss details.

In the words of one of those who was

present, three things were done: viz., the

door was opened to all dealers, the dues

were increased from $25 per year to $10

per quarter or $40 per annum, and "thirdly,"

to quote the Motor World's informant, “it

was agreed to forget that there is any par

ticular manufacturer in existence."

From all that can be learned, it is plain

that in the dealers’ association there is a

number of members who are distinctly

“sore”; no other word seems to express

their feelings. It will be recalled that

when the organization was formed last

summer, the membership was restricted to

agents handling licensed cars. They had

certain grievances or suggestions which it

was desired to submit to the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. A

committee was appointed for the purpose,

but a net result was that the dealers were

tactfully informed that the A. L. A. M.

could do nothing as a body, the alleged

grievances properly being matters for set

tlement between each individual agent and

the particular manufacturer whom he rep

resented.

It was learned that at last week's meet

ing of the dealers’ association that there

was a general disposition to consider that

the manufacturers were not inclined to meet

their agents half way and that the import

ance of the dealer is being underrated. Some

.5

genuine bitterness was manifested in dis

cussing the matter, the upshot being the

resolution to cast aside all restrictions and

make the membership open to all

“If the manufacturers won’t meet us half

way, we will build up our organization and

ultimately they may find it advantageous to

come to us. We are their bread-winners,

even if they don‘t realize it"—this is said to

have been the substance of one speech at

the meeting which met with the heartiest

applause and which best defines the dealers'

attitude and sentiments.

There was no election of officers, so far

as can be learned, that matter being wholly

in the hands of the board of directors.

Rearranging the Michelin Lines.

With the Michelin rights secure in his

possession, E. D. Winans has lost no time

in locating the new Michelin Products

Selling Co. He has leased the pretentious

premises, 31-33 West Thirty-first street,

New York, and engaged practically all the

former stafi of the Michelin Tire American

Agency, including Joseph A. Straus, his

first assistant when he managed the agency.

Winans has also placed the Western

representation of Michelin tires with Dan

Canary, of Chicago, who is forming a sell

ing company to handle the famous French

product in that section of the country.

 

Marks Returning with Diamond Ideas.

After spending some time abroad, A. W.

Marks, superintendent of the Diamond

Rubber Co., is due to reach New York

to-day. While absent, Mr. Marks has visited

practically every tire plant of note on the

“other side,” and, it is understood, effected

arrangements or exchanges of information

or processes that will have a marked bear

ing on the Diamond tires of the future.

 

St. Louis Supply House in Straits.

Bankruptcy proceedings have been com

menced against the A. L. Dyke Automobile

Supply Co., of St. Louis, Mo., of which the

Brittons—Robert F. and Roy F. are res—

pectively, president-manager-and secretary

treasurer. The petitioners and their claims

are the Commercial Electric Supply Co.,

$449; Security Printing Co., $1,000; Norvell

Shapleigh Hardware Co., $60,

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, January 25, I906. No. I8
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Bills in Congress Assume Importance—

Public Hearings to be Held.

 

Since the introduction of the bill to

exempt denatured alcohol from taxation by

Representative Calderhead, a few weeks

since, the question has assumed a degree

of importance that bids fair to make it a

matter not easily sidetracked. There are

quite a number of bills to the same effect

now before the House, though none of them

is considered satisfactory. Either they pro

vide for free tax industrial alcohol only in

those industries which use the alcohol on

the premises in the industrial process in

which it is employed, or they make insuffi

cient provision for the control of the alco

hol exempted from taxation, or are defect

ive in some other respects.

Members of the House Ways and Means

Committee are engaged in making ready a

plan of hearings to be held in behalf of the

proposed legislation and are quoted as

saying that there is little doubt that these

hearings will be the most complete and

thorough of their kind that have ever been

had by Congress. It is expected that the

automobile and kindred industries, the var

nish, paint and explosive manufacturers,

the electrical and other industries, all of

which are vitally interested, will be well

represented.

It is now confidentently expected that

since hearings are assured, a number of

other bills will be introduced, one or more

of which are likely to be very thorough

measures. As Chairman Payne, of the

Ways and Means Committee is pledged to

the support of the proposed legislation and

is said to very strongly favor it, there is

little doubt that a bill will be reported to

the House, but even the strongest advo

cates of the plan are unable to predict the

outcome, although they consider the pros

pect unusually bright. Opponents of the

plan are understood to be making prepara

tions to shelve it, and in order to give them

as little opportunity as possible it has been

practically decided to consider no bill that

involves any change in the system of taxing

beverage alcohol, or any that applies to

anything except domestic alcohol.
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The Week’s Incorporations.

Omaha, Neb.—Powell-Bacon Automobile

Co., increased capital stock to $100,000.

Sioux City, Ia.—Sioux City Motor C01

under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital. Cor

porators—George C. Ray et als.

Portland, Maine—Portland Garage Co.,

under Maine laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—Albert

G. Frost and Henry R. Stickney.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Ignition and Sup

ply Co., under Michigan laws, with $25,000

capital; to manufacture automobile supplies.

Corporators not named.

Lexington, Ky.-Lexington Automobile

Co., under Kentucky laws, with $1,000 cap

ital. Corporators—VVilliam T. Muir, Mary

E. Muir and B. M. Herndon.

New York City.—Alpy Transfer Co., un—

der New York laws, with $1,000 capital; to

operate motor stages. Corporators—John

Alpy, Jennie Alpy and Felix Alpy.

New York City—Manhattan Auto-Car

Co., under New York laws, with $1,000 cap

ital. Corporators—B. F. “'renn, F. DeC.

Sullivan and Sidney Hartshorne.

Newark, N. J.—Newark Motor Co., under

New' Jersey laws, with $100,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—Peter

Broderson, James F. Kelley and George H.

Walters.

Ashtabula, Ohio—Palmer Automobile

Mfg. Co., under Ohio laws, with $50,000

capital; to make automobiles. Corporators

-—Richard Conrad, A. Fiske, E. \V. Savage,

J. J. Farrell and II. R. Palmer.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Cronin Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $500 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles and supplies.

Corporators—William N. Cronin, Thomas

J. Fayles and Anna R. Gleason.

College Point, N. Y.—Ray Car, Motor

Boat and Machine Co., under New York

laws, with $50,000 capital. Corporators—

Erasmus B. Raynor, Joseph Laughlin and

James Dunne.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—-Plaza Automobile Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to manufacture motors, etc. Corporators—

Howard B. Sands, Abraham Adelberg and

- Mary H. Sands.

Corning, N. Y.—Corning Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $5,000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobiles. Corpora—

tors—George T. VVolcott, Samuel K. Wol

cott and William W. Cowan.

New York City, N. Y.——Graham & Good

man, Inc., under New York laws, with

$10,000 capital; to make automobiles. Cor

porators—C. W. Graham, J. M. Graham

and F. T. Goodman.

Massillon, Ohio—Forest City Motor Car

Co., under Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital;

to make automobiles. Corporators—H. A.

Croxton. W. E. Stone, W. E. N. Hemperly,

F. F. Taggart and I. A. Koons.

Trenton, N. J.—Philadelpliia Portable

Store Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$150,000 capital; to sell groceries in auto

mobiles. Corporators—H. A. Illman, Frank

I. Richardson and Wilfred B. Wolcott.

Trenton, N. J.—Empire Automobile Tire

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to make automobile tires. Corpora

tors—C. Edward Murray, Charles H. Baker

and A. Boyd Cornell.

Groton, Conn—Thames Motor Co., under

Connecticut laws, with $10,000 capital. Cor

porators—Gurdon Pendleton, Thomas W.

Avery, Charles E. White, Belton A. Copp

and Courtland E. Colver.

New York City, N. Y.—-Duplex Ignition

Co., under New York laws, with $3,450 cap

ital; to manufacture and sell electric spark

plugs and automobile supplies. Corpora—

tors—Fritz Lowenstein, \Villiam T. Hoof

nagle and Ludwig Speigel.

Portsmouth, N. H.—Consolidated Auto

mobile Co., under Maine laws, with $1,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors and officers—H. Mitchell, Kittery; S. J.

Morrison, Portsmouth.

Alameda, Cal—Alameda Garage, under

California laws, with $20,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles and supplies. Corporators—

Paul K. Buckley, Frank Smith, E. K. Tay

lor, William E. Keene, and John F. Butt

rick. _

Croesus Coming from Kansas City.

Two new cars, the Croesus four-cylinder

touring car and the Croesus single-cylinder

runabout, are scheduled to make their ap

pearance from Kansas City, Mo., the Croe

sus Motor Car Co., with G. W. Curtis and

W. I. Bell its leading spirits, having been

formed for that purpose. Scant details
haveibeen given out, but Curtiss, the in

ventor, says that the company has taken

quarters at First and Main streets, that

city, and will turn out twerity-five cars this

season. The touring car will have four cyl

inders, developing 40 horse-power and sell

for about $4,000. It will weigh 2,390

pounds. Its conspicuous feature will be

that no brass trimmings will be used, all the

metal parts being silver plated. The run

about will be a single cylinder affair, devel

oping 22 horse-power, it is claimed.

 

Palmer Completes Organization.

At least one new car will make its ap

pearance at the Cleveland. Ohio, show, to

be held next month. It will be a runabout,

employing a 9 horse-power single-cylinder

two-cycle engine, and will sell for $400

without tires, or $500 complete. The Palmer

Automobile Mfg. Co. has been incorporated

at Ashtabula, Ohio, for the purpose and has

a model car nearly completed. A sales

depot will be established at 731 Schofield

avenue, Cleveland. These officers were

elected last week: President and superin

tendent of c nstruction, H. R. Palmer, of

Cleveland; Vite president, R. Conrad, Ash

tabula; treasurer and general manager, A.

P. Fisk, Aslitabula; secretary and sales

manager, G. Cathcart, Cleveland.

Independent Makers at Breakfast.

‘Nhile luncheons, noon and midnight, and

dinners were the rule during New York

show week, the American Motor Car Manu

facturers’ Association varied the usual order

by giving a breakfast on Friday last at the

Imperial Hotel. Its purpose was chiefly

to acquaint the newer members with the

old ones.

At the breakfast it was announced that

the annual meeting of the association would

be held in Chicago, Friday, February 9th. _

Two applications for membership, at least,

will be acted on, those of the Crawford

Automobile Co., Hagerstown, Md., and the

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Part the Weather Plays.

“The weather plays a bigger part in this

business than many people imagine,” re

marked J. Elmer Pratt, of the Cadillac staff,

one day last week. “In the hight of the

season it is not at all unusual for us to re

ceive 15 or 20 telegrams per day reporting

unfavorable weather and requesting that

shipments specified for that particular date

be held until a later date. \Vhen a factory

like ours, that is producing 40 cars per day,

each due on a specified day, receives such

messages, it requires rapid calculation and

intimate kuowledge of the country and

weather conditions to satisfactorily readjust

the shipments.”

New Orleans Negotiates for Factory.

According to advices from New Orleans,

La., W. L. Judson, of Chicago, who says

his sons are owners of the Continental

Motor Works, is endeavoring to raise $100,

000 capital to start an automobile factory in

the Southern metropolis. The New Orleans

Picayune states that automobiles of the

“Mud King" variety will be manufactured

in addition to gasolene engines for multiple

uses. Forty-eight thousand dollars of the

required amount has been subscribed.

Toronto Sets Show Dates.

March 31 and April 2 to 7 are the dates

which finally have been selected for Can~

ada’s automobile show, which will be held

in Granite Rink, Toronto. Space amounting

to 24,000 square feet in all is at the disposal

of the “International Motor Show,” as it is

styled.

Ohioans Dickering for Owosso Plant.

It is reported from Owosso, Mich., that

the Detroit Trust Co., trustees of the bank

rupt estate of M. I. Stewart & Co., is nego

tiating with an Ohio firm for the sale of the

Stewart carriage factory there for $50,000.

The intending purchasers, it is said, will

manufacture automobiles.

Willis Gets Amazon Tires.

The Amazon Rubber Co., Jamestown, N.

Y., who recently embarked in the manufac

ture of automobile tires, have placed the

Eastern sales agency for their product with

the J. Willis Co., New York.
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In the Retail World.

The Western Motor Co., of Los Angeles,

Cal., has lengthened its line. It has taken

on the Buick.

Smith & \\'alker have started a garage in

Ottawa, Ill. They are located in the Large

Building.

The Napier Motor Car Co., of Boston,

has established a branch in New York, at

Broadway and Fiftieth street.

The Morrison-Tyler Motor Co., of Bos

ton, agents for the Maxwell and Ranier

cars, have taken on the Marion.

The Mosehart & Kelly Co., Houston,

Texas, have purchased a plot of ground,

50 x 150 feet, at Caroline street. Upon it

they will build a garage.

Doolittle Brothers, who have a garage

at 59 Broadway, New Haven, Conn., have

belied their name. A brick addition is now

under process of construction.

The Torbenson Motor Car Co., which re

cently established itself in Bloomfield, N. J.,

has taken the Northern New Jersey terri

tory for the Frayer-Miller car.

A. Fenneman is erecting a garage to be

operated in connection with the Suburban

Hotel, on Park Heights avenue, Baltimore.

Md. The structure will measure 100 x 300

feet.

The Covley & Clark Motor Car Co., Port

land, Ore., is erecting a one~story garage,

100 x 150 feet, at Fifteenth and Washington

streets. It will be completed about

March lst.

A new machine shop, 40 x 65 feet, is being

added to the garage of the Palace Automo

bile Station Co., at 348 Trumbull street,

Hartford, Conn. For 1906 the company has

taken the agency for the Thomas and

Haynes cars.

The \Vhite steam cars will hereafter be

represented in Kansas City, Mo., by the

Missouri Valley Automobile Co., at Fif

teenth and Troost avenue. llenry C. Mer~

rill, who formerly had the agency, is retir

ing from business. '

With J. \V. Reichley as the leading spirit,

a company under the name of the Southern

Pennsylvania Automobile Co., will shortly

begin business at 23—29 Beaver street, York,

Pa. A general garage business will be

done.

The George W. \Vorthing Automobile

Co. has been organized in Fond du Lac,

VVisq and on March 1st a salesroom will be

opened in the Haas building, at Second

and Mary streets. The company will also

conduct a garage and motor livery.

J. A. Clairmonte, of Los Angeles, has

taken the agency for Southern California

for both the English and the American

Napier cars.

a warehouse and garage, 60 x 160 feet, is

to be erectel at Spring and Seventh streets,

in that city. ‘

The Standard Automobile Co., of Pitts—

burg, will move February 1 to that city's

"row," having leased, the corner store of the

In furtherance of the business '

new building at Woodward and Alexan

drine avenues. The Standard line for 1906

will comprise the Packard, Peerless and

Autocar.

The Midland Automobile and Bicycle

Supply Co. has established itself at 1454

Market street, San Francisco, Cal. Henry

Ephriam, of the Ephriam Bros., Buffalo, N.

Y., who made such a picturesque failure

some time ago, is one of the partners.

Benj. Stacy is mentioned as the other.

The Taylor Automobile Co., Albany, N.

Y., is having its garage on Orange street

renovated. The entire rear section of the

old building has been razed and re-erected,

which gives a much needed increase of

room. Concrete floors and metal ceilings

are some of the improvements.

A. W. Gump, who was widely known in

the bicycle boom days, because of his es

tablishment in Dayton, Ohio, has started in

business 'at 1118 and 1120 South Main

street, Los Angeles, Cal., as the A. W.

Gump Automobile Co., with $25,000 capital.

He will do a general automobile business.

1.. II. Elmer, Hartford, Conn., who, under

his own name, has been handling the

Rambler and Ford cars, is about to convert

his business into the Elmer Automobile

Co., capitalized at $15,000. He has leased

new quarters at 1100 Main street, which

will be conducted solely as a salesroom

without a garage annex.

Ambrose West and Laning Harvey have

purchased the controlling interest in the

Auto Machine and Repair Co., on North

\Vashington street, VVilkes-Barre, Pa., and

will make improvements adequate to care

for that city's growing business, this being

the only garage in Wilkes-Barre. The

Thomas. Peerless and Locomobile lines will

be carried.

Henry J. Ullman has sold his interest in

the l’arrlec-Ullman Co., Chicago, to Fred J.

I’ardee, Dr. \N. P. Johnson and E. S. Hamill.

Pardee and Johnson have been identified

with the company for a long time, but

Hamill is a newcomer. The name and style

of the company will soon be changed. The

firm will continue to handle the Packard

and Franklin cars.

The Flint Motor Car Company, of Provi

dence, R. l., which is the agent of the Pack

ard automobile in that city, has installed a

repair and adjustment shop for work on the

Packard cars owned in that State. Elliott

Flint, the head of the company, recently

secured a lease of a building on Pitman

street, in which, until a short time ago,

motors for boats were manufactured, and

has fitted up the shop in a thorough man

ner. The building is 25 x 70 feet.

The McKinley Motor Car Co., Rochester,

N. Y., agents for the Mitchell and National

cars, are erecting a substantial new sales

room and garage at Main and University

streets, which, when completed, will enable

them to properly care for a large and grow

ing trade. A. ll. Sowers, secretary and

general manager, was one of the live agents

in attendance at the New York shows and

declared himself as more enthusiastic than

ever over the Mitchell and National lines

after comparing them with everything else

he had seen exhibited. His one concern was

that he might not be able to obtain enough

Of them.
 

Dealers Refuse to Pay Garage Tax.

Whether the city ordinances levying a

special tax of $60 a month upon automobile

garages in Los Angeles, is constitutional

or not is the problem the Southern Cali

fornia Dealers’ Association is trying to

solve. The ordinance was passed several

months ago, but as the garage was only

one part of the law, the dealers failed to

discover the existence of the ordinance

until an effort was made to collect the tax.

Then W. K. Cowan, the energetic president

of the association, immediately called a

special meeting, which resulted in an unani

mous resolution to stand pat upon the posi

tion taken by several dealers and not pay

the price of “unjust discrimination." Just

what the city authorities will do has not yet

been made plain.

 

Mexican Notables Buy Northerns.

M. \V. Walker, of Mexico City, one of

the many Northern agents at the show,

proudly announced that he had sold the

wife of President Diaz, of Mexico, a North

ern car, and followed up the good work by

selling another one to the Mayor of Mexico

City. Business prospects in the capital city

of the neighboring republic are exceedingly

bright, according to Mr. Walker.

 

Hartford Brings Home Gobron-Brille.

While attending the Paris Show, E. V.

Hartford, president of the Hartford Sus

pension Co., of New York City, secured the

American agency for the Gobron-Brille

car, samples of which are already in evi

dence. The car employs a 35 horse-power

four-cylinder motor, the feature being that

each cylinder contains two pistons.

 

Fire Destroys Drop Forge Works.

Fire on Tuesday night almost totally de

stroyed the plant of the Union Drop Forge

\Varks, Chicago, Ill. The concern made

forgings for a number of automobile manu

facturers, whom the fire may embarrass

considerably.

Lexington Sees a Factory Coming.

Lexington, Ky., has visions of an automo

bile factory “in its midst." If some un

named persons can obtain a site, the new

company, composed entirely of foreign cap

ital, will put “about $75,000" into the enter

prise, and Thomas R. Dewhurst, the local

dealer, will be made resident manager.

 

Buckboarda Going Abroad.

Orders for five Orient buckboards from

far-ofi Tasmania and seven more from

New Zealand in one week, give an indica

tion of the way the little machine is catch

ing on in foreign lands.
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do.

All the air in a Fisk is entirely above

the rim, making the one perfect wheel

cushion.

  

Fisk Tires are

Remarkable

for the Simplicity and Ease with which

they can be repaired, for their Positively

Safe Rim Attachment, their Comfort,

and their Long Service Qualities.

1i Fisks cannot roll on the rim. It is so

firmly secured that there is absolutely

no chance for it to creep—as other tires

lts inner tube cannot get pinched.

1T They are now recognized everywhere

as The Standard for Sterling Excellence

of Design, Material and Construction.

1[ We would like to send you an article on

the subject of different tire constructions.

THE FlSK RUBBER COMPANY,

Chicopee, Falls, Mass.

 

1906

CADILLACS
CADILLAC 10 H.

CADILLAC 10 H.

CADILLAC 10 H.

CADILLAC 10 H.

CADILLAC 30 H.

CADILLAC 30 H.

CADILLAC 30 H.

CADILLAC 40 H.

CADILLAC 40 H.

CADILLA Mm”

P. Runabout, $750 CADILLAC

P. Touring Car, 950 CADILLAC

P. Folding Tonneau Car, 1,000 CADILLAC

P. Coupé, 1,200 CADILLAC

P. Runabout, 2,400 CADILLAC

P. Touring Car, 2,500 CADILLAC

P. Coupé, 3,000 CADILLAC

P. Touring Car, 3,750 CADILLAC

P. Limousine, 5,000 CADILLAC

CAR COMDAN x ,

Detroit, Mich. U. S. A.

The largest manuiacturers 0! Motor Cars in the World.

Members of Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

We will exhibit in New York at Madison Square Garden only and in Chicago at the Coliseum.
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Published Every Thursday by

THE Mum: Womn PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

TELEPHONE, 2652 JOHN.

 

Subscription, Per Annum (Postage Paid) $2.00

Single Copies (Postage Paid) . . . 10 Cents

Foreign Subscription . . . . . . $4.00
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PM Stumps will be accepted in payment for
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“Shaking Down" the Motorist.

It is very evident that, considering the

automobilist a “good thing," those Honor

ables, the Messrs. L'Hommcdieu and Frey

linghuyscn, the one of the New York legis

lature, the other of the New Jersey law fac

tury, mean that he shall be thoroughly

“plucked” and “shaken down.” Their respect

ive bills which seek to impose a per horse

power tax on motor cars make this quite

plain. So far as Mr. L'Hommedieu is con

A few

enthusiastic souls who own automobiles and

who are blessed with the world’s goods,

have undertaken to give assurances that

cerned he is not wholly to blame.

automobilists generally are simply itching

to pay more taxes if the revenue is but ap

plied to road improvement. It was very

nice of those enthusiastic souls to do that

sort of thing, but the hundreds who have

invested their savings in 10 or 15 horse

power cars for the family's sake, scarcely

will relish the kindness. Ten or fifteen

dollars represents 1,000 or 1,500 cents to

them, which they will not pick up in Wall

street ,or a pool room. These less fortu

nately situated individuals, may also be

given to wondering why their rubber-tired

cars are singled out for special taxation,

while the steel—tired carriage or the heavily

loaded farmer's wagon, which do far more

injury to the highways, are permitted to

escape.

' Unfair as is the New York measure it

is little more than comparable with the

New Jersey bill, which, so far as non‘rcsi'

dents of the State are concerned, would

give substance to the old joke regarding

New Jersey being a foreign country. It

To first tax the

car according to the horse-power rating and

certainly is “the limit.”

then impose an additional tax on the oper

ator on the same basis, while making his

use of his property and the public roads,

subject to the whim of any magistrate, is

akin to wringing blood money from the

residents, while to exact a fee from a non

resident each time he enters the State, is

carrying the squeezing process to its logical

conclusion.

If imitation is flattery, Russia and Massa

chusetts shOuld be flattered by the New

Jersey bill.

as ever was proposed.

It is as disgraceful a measure

It is nothing more

or less than an effort to make “grafting”

by the State legitimate—an effort to “shake

down" a certain class of American citizens.

The old cry regarding making the roads

safe is being used to cloak the grab for the

motorist’s pelf.

Suppression of the Noise.

Apart from all consideration of the im

provements in mechanical detail that have

brought it about, it must be generally con

ceded that the elimination of the noise made

by the car in operation has been one of the

advances that means most to the general

public. And if the great extent to which

this had been accomplished in 1905 was

then a matter of general congratulation,

how much more so is it now?

With exceptions that are so few in num

ber that they may be said to be only suffi—

cient to bear out the time honored state

ment of proving the rule, the cars of 1906

are more silent than any other user of the

highway, or of the permanent way either,

for that matter, for there is now less noise

of moving parts than is produced by the

best of locomotives. Probably the only ex

ceptions to the rule are to be found in the

ranks of the single and two-cylindcred cars,

This is

true to a greater extent in the case of the

It is diffi

particularly of the horizontal type.

first named for obvious reasons.

cult to take care of the intermittent power

strokes of a cylinder of such large capacity

in an adequate manner without unduly in

creasing the size of the muffler, although it

is to be noted that great advances have

been made in this direction even here.

The single cylinder car is no longer the

noisy object it was, and the same is true of

the horizontal opposed motor to a much

greater extent than formerly, although there

is still an occasional offender in this res

pect. Even the up-to-date car with a motor

of the standard four-cylinder type is not

entirely blameless, for it is noticeable in the

case of some of them, that while decor

ously silent at all speeds when new, they

begin to wheeze and grunt in a manner akin

to that of their predecessors a. few years

previous, after a little service.

Many causes have contributed to bringing

the modern gasolene car on a par with the

steam and electric vehicles, which have al

ways been held up as models and long

though unapproachable in the matter of

quiet operation. The muffler was at one

time considered the root of all evil in this

respect, and while this preventative of noise

has been wonderfully improved, it is

noticeable that it has been but a factor in

bringing about the result. The adoption

of multiple cylinders has had considerable

to do with it, while means of silencing the

suction in the carburetter and the use of

improved forms of drive have been largely

instrumental, these

has been the improved efliciency of the en

gine itself.

but more than all

The expansion of the burning

gases is now taken advantage of to such a

degree that the average racing motor with

out a muffler makes but little more noise

than its silenced predecessors of a few

years back.

To the constant rotational velocity of the

four-cylinder motor is due the elimination

of the rattling and hammering caused by

the intermittent impulses of the single-cyl

inder motor, which became more and more

noticeable as the effect of wear showed

itself in loose parts and joints, adding their

quota to the general din made by these

old-timers. A long step toward gaining

the confidence of the prospective buyer

was made when all unnecessary noise was

suppressed.

 

Opening of the Shop.

Probably no other symptom can be taken

as better illustrative of the growth and pros

gress of an industry in point of breadth

and general scope than the development of

the atmosphere of the open shop. Not the
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“open shop" against which forces of or

ganized labor are concentrating their activi

ties, but the open shop in which secret

process are unknown—the shop to which

all may have access, even though they be

vitally interested in the work of a rival con

cern. True, the question of the value of

the really secret process or method of at

taining some specific end, still remains, as

it always has been, a moot point with cer—

tain classes of trade, but waving aside all

discussion of the right of the thing, it is a

fact that the greatest manufacturing con

cerns in most lines of work are thoroughly

accessible to all who care to visit them so

long as they be honest in their intentions.

As a result of the sentiment, which breeds

this state of affairs, the manufacturers abate

their natural rivalry to a sufiicient extent

so that they can work together in the for

warding of such interests as are common

to them, and each profits by the experience

of the other, As a result of this, in turn,

makers’ associations are formed, engineers'

clinics are held, and the good of the cause

is advanced at an immensely more rapid

rate than otherwise would be possible.

While the automobile industry was in its

swaddling clothes, the rivalry between

maker and maker was of the harsh sort that

The draughting

room and the model room of the factory

breeds the closed shop.

were as the holy of holies to the common

mechanic, while the mere outsider might

count himself as being truly privileged if

he ever got beyond the confines of the busi

ness office. In those days one or two of the

less independent makers even went to the

expense of purchasing a car of another

maker and then, with great pretense of

secrecy, tearing it apart and measuring it

up for future reference. Happily, however,

for the welfare of the industry, such firms

soon went to the wall, while those who

from the first worked along independent

lines, coming to the conventional stand

ards of design only with a great show of

reluctance, and maintaining their originality

most rigidly, are the ones which to-day are

most successful—not, perhaps, as a result

of their independence, so much as a result

of. the amount of intelligent and thoughtful

effort which they infused into their work.

But in contrast to this state of affairs,

behold, to-day, the spectacle of a maker in

viting his customers to come to his plant

not as casual visitors, but to tarry and labor

with the regular force until they have mas

tered the details of construction of the car,

and at the same time, as must inevitably be

the case, the shop methods as well. And

this, not in a single instance, but in several,

while in other cases, the makers are send

ing out literature to their customers which,

a year or two ago, would have been consid

ered as suicidal to the interests of the con

More than this, behold the case of a

maker offering to loan one of his cars to

corn.

any fellow maker for trial purposes, in order

that the advantages of a particular method

of construction which he particularly favors

may be studied to advantage, and behold

another maker, offering to reciprocate by

,loaning him one of his own cars in return

for it!

would have been considered nothing less

than lunatics, while to-day, they stand forth

Each is

bound to benefit from the example of the

Two years ago both of these men

as men of modern enterprise.

other’s work, and that possibly to the loss

of a certain amount of prestige on the part

of the one; but each, realizing that his de

pendence is on the market, which is only

to be courted by progress along the lines

which most need it, is willing to contribute

to the advancement of the whole cause,

trusting to his own business ability to se

cure for him the toll which is his due, and

which he has earned.

The time has passed when all that is con

tained under the hood and beneath the

chassis of the car is as a scaled book, only

to be opened and read by factory experts.

The representative owner is coming more

and more to understand the workings and

the failings of the mechanism which is un

der him, and, as time goes on, he will tend

to learn more and more of its needs and

capability. The function of the chauffeur is

coming to be that of a hireling who per

forms the tasks which the owner has not

the time nor inclination to do—not what he

could not do if he chose. That being the case,

once a car has passed out of the hands of

the dealer, it is open for inspection to any

one who chooses to investigate its con

More than that, it is open for

reproduction by anyone except insofar as it

struction.

is covered by patents, and those rights

cover it in the shop as well as out of it.

Hence practically nothing is to be gained

by guarding it as some sort of priceless

treasure which would lose its value on sight

Ilence, too, all the

secret methods of the closed shop of a few

by the profane eye.

years ago count for naught, especially as

the employment of spies and gobetweens,

as practiced in those days, brings all of the

labor of secrecy to naught and a lot of

worry goes to waste.

HCENSES ARE AGAIN UPHELD

Motorists Lose Second Round in Unwin

Test Case—Appeal to be Filed.

 

“Second blood" has been drawn by the

State of New Jersey in the case brought by

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers to test the constitutionality

of the various state license and tag laws.

The oFficial title of the case is the State of

New Jersey vs. Unwin, and it will be re

called that in June last, Harry Unwin in

vaded the State “across the river" without

a license number and invited arrest. He

was duly fined $10 by Judge Higgins in the

First District Criminal Court in Jersey

City, which he refused to pay.

The anticipations of the defense have been

fully realized in that the appeal has been

decided adversely to. their interests by

Judge Blair of the Common Pleas Court,

whose opinion sustains the conviction. This

decision does not accordingly carry much

weight as it is but a step in the process,

the next move in which will be an appeal

to the Supreme Court of New Jersey, then'

to the Court of Errors and appeals, Jersey’s

court of last resort, and from there to the

Supreme Court of the United States.

The reasons given by Judge Blair in his

opinion are as follows:

First—The requirement of the statute

that every person should procure a certifi—

cate, at a fee of $1, is not the imposition of

an additional tax upon such vehicle.

Second—That the filing of a certificate

and the $1 fee is a license fee, and its exac—

tiou is the exercise of the legitimate police

power of the State.

Third—That the exaction of this fee is

not the creation of a new and distinct class

among those entitled to the use of the pub—

lic highways.

Fourth—That a distinction may be legally

made in the matter of a license fee between

the manufacturer of motor vehicles and

owners who use them for pleasure.

Fifth—That the law in question, though

it may not accomplish the whole purpose

of its enactment, to wit, the complete iden

tity of the owner of the vehicle, does ac

complish that object in a measure and is

therefore valid.

Virginia Also to Regulate Licenses.

Virginia even is delving into motor poli

tics. Delegate R. E. Byrd, of \Vinchester,

has drafted a bill which he will introduce

into the legislature. the peculiar chief fea

ture of which is the requirement of a license

or permit to operate in Frederick county,

from when the Delegate hails. As no other

counties are mentioned, other senators and

delegates are imploring Mr. Byrd to include

their counties under its provisions. Another

important section is that which gives to

anyone the power to arrest any automobilist

violating the law, without the formality of

procuring a warrant. Of course, heavy fines

are provided for any infractions. .
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NEW JERSEY’S VHOGLIKE GRAB

Bill Offered to Wring More Money from

Motorists—Admission Fee for Tourists.

 

On the supposition that class legislation

-—whereby automobilists are made by laws

to pay for the undoubted privilege of every

free-born American citizen—is just, a few

'of the provisions of the new automobile

bill introduced in the Senate of the New

Jersey legislature; Tuesday of this week, by

Senator Joseph S. Freylinghuysen, of

Somerset, are equally reasonable; but those

few are so over-balanced by the totally

unjust provisions that the good points of

the bill are overwhelmed by the incongruity

of the bad. yVhile it masquerades as a mea

sure for the public safety, it is none the less

a hog-like grab for the money of a particu

lar class.

The bill which the honorable gentleman

from Somerset, who, by the way, owns an

automobile, would have become a law, pro

poses to make the State of New Jersey a

circus tent and its inhabitants the clowns,

by charging a dollar admission to non-resi

dents to get within its sacred confines and

in view of its exhibits behind the shelter of

goggles; to make residents pay so much

per horse-power of their cars for licenses

and additional fees upon the same basis for

the privilege of operating them; gives

power to make arrests without warrants

and power to any and all motorphobic

corn-fed magistrates to revoke licenses;

provides for a

mobiles” whose sole duty will consist of

drawing the fat salary of $3,000 per year,

to be paid by the unfortunate persons who

have been allowed to make use of their

property upon the public roads of the State.

Summarized, the provisions of Mr. Fre

linghuyscn's iniquitous measure are:

1. Provides for a commissioner of motor

vehicles to be attached to the secretary of

State’s ofi‘ice, and for as many inspectors

as may be necessary, who shall have power

of arrest and who are charged with the duty

of detecting violations and obtaining evi

dence of violations.

2. Gives commissioner authority to an

thorize chiefs of police to give certificates

of registration and licenses to operators

and require all persons operating a vehicle

to be licensed.

3. Provides for an examination of all

persons before they are licensed to run

motor vehicles.

4. The commissioner shall keep a record

of his ofiicial acts and shall make an annual

report to the Governor with recommenda

tions regarding the use of motor vehicles.

5. Provides for an annual registration

fee of fifty cents per horsepower for all

vehicles, and twenty-five cents per horse

power for all drivers.

6. Provides for a “Short Time Tourist

Registration" of $1 per day.

7. Limits the number of machines to be

“commissioner of auto!

run under manufacturers’ registration to

five and the number of days which a per

son can have a dealer's machine on dealer's

registration number to five.

8. Limited the age of drivers to eighteen

years.

9. Driver’s photograph must be attached

to his license.

10. Provides that the official numbers on

the machine shall be kept clean and free

from dust.

11. Provides for a rate of a mile in seven

minutes in built up portions of towns, and

cities, at crossings of country roads, and

while passing other vehicles of any kind;

elsewhere at the rate of a mile in three

minutes, but at no time so as to endanger

life, limb or property of any person, and

no speed regulations shall be held to relieve

any driver of the consequences of his neg

ligence.

12. Power to arrest without warrants for

any violation.

13. \Varrants issued

throughout the State.

14. Any person convicted of violating any

of the provisions of this act shall be sub

ject to a fine of not more than $500 and im—

prisonment in the county jail for a period

of not more than sixty days.

15. Any magistrate may revoke a driver’s

license, but the commissioner may for good

cause restore it.

16. All moneys derived from any source

under this act shall become a part of the

State road fund.

17. Part of this State road fund shall be

used by the State road commissioner.to

place suitable signboards at road inter

sections and to provide and maintain lights

at dangerous points at night.

shall be good

 

New York to Tax Horsepower, Too.

It has appeared again—Senator Erving

L’Hommieudieu’s measure to tax automo

biles one dollar per horse-power—and it’s

coming was not totally unexpected, in view

of the fact that the New York State Auto—

mobile Association, last week, as much as

said that New York automobilists would

not mind being taxed should the proceeds

be devoted to the maintenance and care of

State highways.

The gentleman from Orleans county in

troduced a bill in the Senate Monday

night. It proposes to_ mulct automobilists

one dollar per horse-power of their cars,

the tax thus imposed being made a lien on

the vehicle, but the owner is made exempt

from all other taxes, general or local, to

which motor vehicles as personal property

may be subject under the laws of the State

of New York. It is provided that the tax

be paid before the registration of the ma

chine. Motorcycles are. exempted.

Payment of the tax must be made to the

secretary of State, who is charged with the

enforcement of the provisions of the act.

The proceeds of the tax are to be applied

by the State engineer to the construction or

repair of the State highways in accordance

with the provisions of the Good Roads act.

STANLEY SWEEPS BEACH

Little American Steamer Spreadeagles For

 

eign Monsters and Shatters Records

in Every Event—Small Crowd at

the Carnival.

Ormond, Florida, Jan. 23.—Today a

wheeled vehicle traveled faster than any

wheeled vehicle ever traveled before—a mile

in 31% seconds, or at the rate of 113 miles

per hour. It was Stanley’s steam “beetle”

that did the traveling and to tell the truth,

its performance was a mighty good thing

for the Florida speed carnival, as on this,

the inaugural day, the weather, the crowds

and pretty much all else was decidedly

dull.

At 10 o’clock, when the first race was due

to be started, the beach and the ocean were

enshrouded in fog and rain was falling.

It looked like a case of “no race.” An hour

later, however,_the “fog lifted, the rain

slackened to a sprinkle and the competitors

were called out and the hotels notified.

Despite advance reports of overcrowded

houses, there is room to spare in the hotels

here, the number of guests being smaller

than last year. Most of them are interested

visitors, too. They are either trades people

direct from the New York show, or officials

connected with the carnival. To-night

some one suggested that it looked almost

as if a Glidden tour gathering had been

dropped into Ormond. Many of them

were not so interested, however,_that they

cared to stand on the beach in the rain.

The hotel was far more comfortable. As

a result, comparatively few persons wit—

nessed the “beetle’s” wonderful flight.

“Society” is conspicuously absent—not

even Mrs. Howard Gould and husband are

here and in previous years they always

constituted a feature. In fact, Mrs. Gould

grew so enthusiastic last January that in

the presence of the dutiful Howard she

avowed that there would be two or three

Gould racers on the beach on this occasion.

But alas! they are missing.

Albert G. Vanderbilt is here, however, but

he and his party do not mingle with the

“common herd” at' the hotel. They remain

close to their private railway coach in which

they are abiding. Vanderbilt’s much touted

eight-cylinder, 250 horse-power monster

also is here, which is about all that may be

said of it. It has done a lot of groaning and

snorting, but all the Italians and Frenchmen

on the ground have not been able to make

it move. To-day it is said that the trouble

has been located in the clutch and this may

be the case. However, seeing is believing.

When the Vanderbilt “mastadon” runs the

fact will be freely acknowledged.

It is a good thing for the credit of

America also that the Stanley “beetle” is

here this year, else it would appear very

much like a foreign meet. It was the only

American production that competed in t0

day’s events and it won the two in which
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it was started in hollow fashion. It was

not eligible to the other one, which was

won by Vincenzo Lancia, the dashing Ital

ian and the “hero” of the Vanderbilt cup

race.

Auguste Hemery, the Frenchman, who

captured that cup in October last, is here

with a string of high-strung Darracq cars

and to-day gave evidence that while he has

ran away from them with ridiculous

ease, doing the mile in 32% seconds, which

stood as the world’s record for a short time

only. Earp was nearest to it, 7% seconds

behind. Lancia, driving the 110 horse—

power car, which was the sensation of the

Vanderbilt cup race, won the second heat

in 37% seconds, but he had trouble with

his machine and could not gct_it going in

  

 

THE CAR THAT

acquired a bit more style in the interim,

the surliness which his face reflects, is of

the same undiluted brand. When one of

his cars proved over-weight, he promptly

“boiled over" and announced that he would

not race at all. He towed the three Dar

racqs to the stable and his sour face grew

sourer. C. D. Cooke, of the American Dar

racq Co., immediately got busy. He did not

bow down to Hcmery, but instead went

about effecting arrangements with Basle to

drive the cars. When Hemery discovered

the trend of things, a change came over

him and he will drive after all.

The Stanley, which was driven by F. ll.

Marriott, of Newton, Mass, made its phc~

nomenal flight in the most unimportant race

of the day, the one-mile for steam cars, and

the race was made possible only by enter

ing two other Stanleys to “keep up appear

ances." They were, of course, hopelessly

outclassed by the "beetle" and description

is unnecessary. The little racer simply

skimmed the one mile of marble-like sand

in time that almost staggers comprehension

and that is all there is to it. Earlier in the

day, however, it had met “focmen” that

appeared worthy of its steam—the 110

horse-power Italian racer, driven by H. W.

Fletcher, and the 100 horse-power Napier,

piloted by Clifford Earp, of London. They

met the little 30 horSc-power Stanley,

guided by Marriott, in the first heat of the

mile race for the Dewar trophy, popularly

dubbed the “Scotch High Ball Cup." In

this, as in the other event, the Stanley

simply spreadeaglcd the big foreigners. It

  

DID—THE STANLEY “BEETLE.”

ceived, but his generous beard is still parted

by a smile that hardly will wear off. There’s

another man who is doing a heap of smiling

and he has no hair on his full face to hide

it—Herbert Githens, of the G & I Tire Co.

It is enough to say that the Stanley is

shod with G & J’s.

The summaries:

One Mile International, for the Sir

Thomas Dewar trophy—First Heat—Won

by Marriott (30 h. p. Stanley), 32% seconds;

Earp (100 h. p. Napier), second, 40 seconds;

Fletcher (110 h. p. Fiat), third.

Second Heat—\Von by Lancia (110 h. p.

Fiat), 37% Seconds; Ccdrino (110 h. p.

Fiat), second, 38% seconds.

Final Heat—Won by Marriott (Stanley),

in 33 seconds; Ccrdino (Fiat), second, 38

seconds. Lancia did not start.

One Mile Heavyweight Championship.—

First Heat—VVon by Cedrino (Fiat), in

37% seconds; Fletcher (Fiat), second, 39%

seconds.

Second Heat—\Von by Lancia (Fiat), in

42 seconds; Earp (Napier), second, 43%

seconds; Downey (90 h. p. Diamler), third.

Final Heath—Won by Lancia, 37 seconds;

a new competition record for gasolene cars;

Fletcher, second, in 37% seconds; Cedrino,

third.

One Mile Steam Championship—Won by

Marriott (Stanley), 31% seconds. Two

smaller Stanley cars started in order to

qualify the entry of the Stanley racer.

  

  

 

 

THE CAR THAT DIDN'T—THE VANDERBILT "MASTADON."

time to meet the Stanley in the final in

which the “beetle” again finished far in

front, in 33 seconds. Each of its perform

ances to-day was better than the old record

of 342/5 seconds, made on the beach last

year by McDonald, the Englishman. The

beach was wet and heavy, making it seem

plain that with more favorable conditions,

the little car will do the mile in 30 seconds

or better—the long sought two miles a

minute—beyond shadow of doubt.

It goes without saying that F. E. Stanley,

of Newton, Mass, who built the new speed

marvel, is happy beyond_ expression. His

hand is limp from the shaking it has re

Ormond, Florida, Ian. 24.-—r\gain were

Marriott and his Stanley “beetle” and the

acrid Frenchman—Hemery—the Sensations

of the carnival. Marriott drove the steamer

five miles in 2 minutes 47 seconds, cutting

a slice of thirty seconds from the former

record. The sour visaged son of France

who yesterday acted in a not unexpected

childish manner, to-day let his stubborn

ness explode with a bang, which resulted

in his ultimate suspension from participa

tion in the remaining Florida events and

the quick dispatch of a cablegram to the

Automobile Club of France, asking for his

permanent suspension.
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Although wet, the atmosphere was so

balmy on Tuesday that the male spectators

were comfortable without vests, and several

“helpers” divested themselves of coats and

strutted around with shirt sleeves rolled up

to their elbows. To-day, however, the

changed weather conditions made fur coats

a luxury, and several parties built huge

bonfires on the beach in the effort to get

warm. The strong northwest wind was

chilly, but was favorable to record-break

ing—the lone three events being run from

Ormond towards Daytona, to take advant—

age of it.

Several long delays, tiresome and tedious

to spectators and contestants alike, mater

ially shortened the program. To begin with

the start was made an hour late by not hav

ing the timing apparatus in readiness and

then Hcmery’s sulks caused more delay and

friction. There were only three events and

and the day's racing was called off when

the tide was still out because there were

not enough cars to line up, five of them hav

ing been discommissioncd.

Lancia of Italy, and Earp of England,

came together in the first heat of the five

mile open championship. The English

driver led until the four mile mark when he

was forced to slow down to avoid colliding

with a touring car which had been allowed

to get on the course—Lancia went past with

a rush, Earp slowing up and stopping a few

yards‘from the tape. The Stanley “Beetlc's”

wonderful flight occurred in the second

heat and when the result—five miles in 2247

—was announced, no one movcd an eyelash.

Records are now expected of it every time

it starts. Fletcher, in a 110 horse-power

Fiat, was Marriott's opponent, but at no

time did he have a ghost of a chance. Mar

riott's time works out to an average of a

mile in 33% seconds, or 107 miles an hour.

The "beetle" bad a fine chance for another

pinch in the final heat, but a burned hole in

the burner made Marriott coast the last

mile. He was passed by Lancia and Flet

chcr, who finished in this order. The for

mcr's time was 301%.

It was in the second heat of this race

that the trouble with the sour-visaged Hem

cry occurred. In making the turn for the

rolling start Flctchcr and Hcmcry rounded

short and left the steamer behind. The flag

signalled “no go,” but Fletcher and I-Iemcry

continued. When the officials called a re

start, Ilcmery, who has more than once

disgraced himself by his (logged stubborn

ness, flatly refused to run again and told

the judges that if he started again it would

be in the final heat. The officials spent a

painful half hour trying to explain the rules

and G. D. Cook, the Dnrracq's American

rpcresentative, wrestled in vain with Hem

ery. The Frenchman fumed and swore, in

his native tongue, of course, and finally the

A. A. A. representatives got tired of arguing

and suspended him on the spot. Two quick

cablegrams were sent to France—one ask

ing that the Automobile Club of France sus

pend Hemery for good and all, and the

other from Cook to the Dnrracq firm, ask

ing permission to substitute another driver

to take charge of the stud of Darracq cars.

So it is probable that the 200 horse-power

double engine monster may yet compete.

Fletcher, who is now without a car, is the

most probable applicant.

A pitiable exhibition was the middle

weight championship at five miles, Eman

uel Cedrino in the 24 horse-power Fiat and

“Deacon” Holmes at the wheel of a 40

horse-power Wayne being the only starters.

The latter refused to respond to its mas

ter's touch and the Italian won the race in

runaway fashion in 353%. Holmes was

more than a mile behind.

Two of the big racing cars went down

and out in the five-mile heavy-weight cham

pionship. They were Lancia's Fiat, whose

transmission went wrong, and Fletcher’s

Fiat, which broke a piston and the crank

case. Lancia's car may be repaired in a day

or two, but the other is hopclcssly elim

inated. This event was run off in one heat

and resulted in an easy victory for Earp

(Napier) over “Joe” Downey (Mercedes),

Lancia retiring at two miles and his team

mate at three and one-half.

Frank Kulick had the Ford racer on the

course early this morning for a practice

spin, but it did not run satisfactorily and

was taken back to the garage. Louis Chev

rolet attempted also to take the Christie

down the beach, but it broke down a mile

from Ormond and at 4 o’clock this after

noon the Americanized Frenchman was

still coaxing it to mote. A force of me

chanics are working industriously on the

monstrous Vanderbilt car, but their labor

sccms to have been in vain. It is doubtful

if the much touted “250" will be seen in any

of the events, and will not occasion much

surprise if Alfred G. shakes the sand of

Florida from his shoes and hies back to

Manhattan before the week passes.

The summary of to-day's racing follows:

Five mile open championship—First beat

-—Vincenzo Lancia, 110 h. p. F..I. A. T.,

first; Clif’ford Earp, 100 h. p. Napier, sec

ond. Time, 245%. Second heat—Fred

Marriott, 20-30 h. p. Stanley, first; F. W.

Fletcher, 110 h. p. Fiat, second. Time, 2:47

and 3:02. Final heat—Lancia, first; Flet

cbcr, second; Marriott, third. Times,

3:01%, 3:02, 3:03.

Five-mile heavy-weight championship.—

Clif'ford Earp, 100 h. p. Napier, first; Joe

Downey, 90 h. p. Mercedes, second. Times,

2:56 and 329%. Also ran—Lancia, 110 h. p.

Fiat, and Fletcher, 110 h. p. Fiat.

Five-mile middle-weight championship—

Emanucl Ccdrino, 24 h. p. Fiat, first; D. D.

Holmes, 50 h. p. \Nayne, second. Times,

353% and 5:46.

 

Ormond, Florida, Jan. 22.-—Somehow the

preliminary “breathers” at Ormond this

year have been far less interesting than in

1905. The Stanley stcnmcr has been cut

ting au unofficial swnth, but the gasolcne

cars have been laying low. In fact, the

fool kite, commonly called an acro-plane

has attracted more attention than all the

motors. Air navigation, in a simple form,

at least, is clearly to be a part of the winter

program along the East Coast hereafter.

At this writing it seems certain that the

new Richard-Sartori car of Alfred Van

derbilt's will cut no sort of figure in the

speed meeting, whatever it may be able to

accomplish eventually. It arrived here late

Saturday night and Sunday was towed a

couple of miles up the beach. Its power, as

arranged at present, is so great as to cause

excessive vibration which fairly shakes the

machine even into hard sand. Its weight,

too, as has been rumored all along, is about

200 pounds over the limit, with nothing in

sight that can be taken off. “Haste has

made waste" in this instance, but it is very

possible that ultimately this racer of giant

power will accomplish wonders. Its long

bonnct is the distinguishing feature. Time

has foolishly been spent upon details of the

finish, while vital parts of the mechanism

have been so slighted as to put the vehicle

at a serious disadvantage. Vanderbilt was

a long time working his horses into the

blue ribbon class and there is nothing to

indicate that the story will be different

when it comes to steeds of steel and alum

inum.

Earp has been making fast time within a

week in the Napier racer that came out so

near the top of the gasolcne cars last year,

but as under McDonald the green fiycr

has a pesky habit of throwing its shoes at

a critical moment. It lost a rear tire on

Friday and another on Saturday while

tearing along at a hundred mile pace. Lan

cia has not yet accomplished much with his

110 h. p. Fiat, owing to minor accidents,

although he has demonstrated that he is

the easiest, if not the most fearless driver

of the lot. Emanuel Ccdrino and the

plucky Mrs. Cedrino, who rides almost

side-saddle on the Junior, along with Henry

W. Fletcher, George W. Young's chauffeur,

have fairly been leading the Fiat team

when it comes to smooth, regular work.

Walter Christie has been having more hard

luck with his own special racer, owing to

defective cylinder castings which make his

chances appear dubious. Henry Ford‘s

Detroit racer did not reach here until so

late that it has not yet had a chance to

give an account of itself. H. L. Bowden

and J. R. Harding, the two Bostonians,

who with Alfred Vanderbilt, represent the

society contingent, are not seriously in the

struggle and so do not call for serious con

sideration. Whether the society contin

gent is out of Florida racing for good can

not be told for another year, but it cer

tainly looks that way. A manufacturers’

meeting will lack the flourish of a society

affair, but it is likely to prove far more

thrilling. \Vith the first day’s contest only

a few hours away it looks as if Hemery,

with the 200 h. p. Darracq, and the Stanley

steamer, which to-day unofficially shaved

the kilometer mark, in spite of a cracked

cylinder, would prove the stellar attrac

tions. The steamer is certainly the fastest

thing ever seen here for short distances
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and gets away with even more readiness and

ease than distinguished the famous Ross

“tea kettle" of 1905. The beach has been

in good condition for a week past and only

good weather seems necessary to carry

the annual race gathering of the Florida

East Coast Ass<>ciation to success. But

this Florida weather is fickle and furs may

prove more comfortable than linen.

Ormond, Florida, Jan. 22.—Although

Tourist Agent Stratton was aboard the

Seaboard line‘s “automobile special" that

left New York at noon on Sunday and did

his utmost.to make things agreeable, the

passengers “had their troubles." There

were about 75 of them, nearly all identified

with the trade and fresh, or rather tired,

from the New York Show. A cylinder head

blew out near Fairfax, S. C., occasioning

delay, and when the train reached St. Aug

ustine the Flagler minions refused to let

it run over the Flagler tracks to Ormond.

It made a change of cars necessary. While

the crowd growled, the growls were re

lieved by smiles at the misery of the

“other fellow." Manager Kull, of the

Wayne Automobile Co.'s New York agency,

had to engage a special. car on the Southern

Railway for a Wayne'party; it left New

York 14 hours before the other train and

reached here too late Monday night to

make connections for Ormond. '

While waiting at St. Augustine a fearful

thunder- storm. prevailed, making it im

possible to obtain f00d, of which there was

not enough to go around in the railway res

taurant. Everyone agreed that Unless there

are enough trains in future years, the

Florida carnival at Ormond will see them

no more.

Among those who came down on the

Seaboard train were: A. L. Riker, W. l).

Gash, A. G. Batchclder, J. C. Kerrison, W.

H. Hoops, Jr. (Cadillac Co. of Chicago),

W. J. ‘Hart, Jas. Couzens, Peter Streen

strup, Benj. Briscoe, J. 'D. Maxwell,-.C. A.

McQueston, John Van' Benschoten, Her

bert Githens, Frank L. G. Martin,; George

P. Tangernan, O..J. Mulford, John S. King.

and party'.of five, John M.‘ Young and two,

F. J. Regan; A. 'W. Church, Guy Vaughn,

H. B. Joy, H. E. Dodge, E. H. Brandt, Mr.

and Mrs. Henry Ford, Ed. Demar, 'W.

Sutphcn. A.'J. Cooke, Oscar Lewisohn.

and H. S. Smith and wife. - '

 

Glldden Cup Route to be Changed.‘

It has been practically decided'to make a

change in the Glidden tour route as selected

by the Cup Commission a short time ago.

Numerous protests have come to the com

mittee regarding the poor roads, through

Canada, and the Canadian section has been

eliminated. Just what the exact route will

now be has not been definitely determined,

.but the coinmittee will meet within a short

time to plan a ,more satisfactory trip. It

had been decided to start from Bufialu, but

this plan may also be altered.

A. C. A. AGAIN AT WALDORF

Five Hundred and Fifty Attend Annual

Banquet—Novel Efiects in Evidence.

In an atmosphere which suggested the

perfume of a conservatory and in which

there was not the slightest perceptible scent

of gasolene, members of the Automobile

Club of America and their guests, five hun

dred and fifty strong, sat down to the

seventh annual banquet of that organiza

tion in the banquet hall of the Waldorf

Astoria Hotel, New York City, last Satur

day night, 20th inst. The dinner and the

speeches following were so long that many

of the guests who started from Jersey City

at midnight on the special train for the

Florida races, had not time to divest them

selves of dinner clothes.

The decorations were lavish and the

committee on entertainment made good use

of the generous appropriation set apart for

this purpose. The great ball-room of the

hotel was transformed into a veritable

flower garden. Walls, pillars and columns

bad entirely disappeared under the banks

and masses of forsythia, Southern smilax,

Sybodian fern, potted palms and pine.

From the topmost gallery to the floor and

back of the guests' table were solid banks

of the green decoration pierced with elec

tric lights through which the American

flag shone, surmounted by the insignia of

the Automobile Club of America. In the

two tiers of_ boxes extending around the

balconies sat the feminine guests.

It was ten o’clock when the procession

of the ices was started and there the apex

of gorgeousness in banquets was reached.

When the head of the long line of waiters

rounded the screens that shut ofi‘ the hall

leading to the pantry room from the ban

quet hall, a big cheer went up. for the head

waiter carried a red automobile two feet

long and filled with ices. Then came other

automobiles in 'many colors and sizes,

horns, caps and goggles—in “life size.”

The piece de resistance was a large 1906

model car_with a wonged female figure,

typifying ‘specd. standing in the tonneau.

All over the hall were headlights freighted

with ices. The menu cards were enclosed

in “a leather card case, with the club mono

gram op' the outside and the name of the

guest inside.

President and‘toastmaster Dave Hennen

Morrislwas the first speaker. After strew

ing'a few_bouquets of thanks all around he

touched upon the question of governmental

support as regards automobile shows and

races. Among other things he said:

v “The King of England thinks it an honor

to open an automobile show in London;

his Imperial Majesty the German Emperor

thinks it a great honor for him to do the

same in Berlin; the French Republic takes

pleasure in mobolizing 100,000 men to

guard the course of the international race

in France. \Ne are now assuming propor

tions in America in regard to the develop

ment of the automobile which justifies us

in hoping and in asking the national gov

ernment and all the state governments to

do something of the same kind in this

country. I do not wish you to understand

me as believing and advocating road rac

ing. I think there is a very large element

of danger in road racing, and I think every

committee in every country which has had

road racing feels the same way about it.

The only safe and proper way is to have

an automobile speedway, entirely safe

guarded from any intrusion, and I hope that

we shall soon see not only one but a dozen

such speedways in the different states,

East, West and South.

Mr. Morris introduced Alexander Gra

ham Bell, who, however, spoke at length

of aerial locomotion. Only once did he

comment upon the rapid development of

the motor vehicle. The eminent scientist

won applause from the galleries when he

compared the banquet hall as “a fairyland

with the angels in the clouds." The other

speakers were Henry D. Esterbrook, a

lawyer, and Henry Duncan, a carriage

manufacturer.

At the main table on President Morris's

right, was Dr. Bell and on the left Colonel

John Jacob Astor. To the right of Mr.

Bell sat Henry M. Duncan, Jefferson Selig

man, Henry C. Rouse, Colgate Hoyt, Mil

ton ]. Budlong and Samuel H. Valentine.

To the left of Colonel Astor were Henry

D. Esterbrook, William H. McElroy, Gen

eral George Moore Smith, Winthrop E.

Scaritt and John Brisben Walker.

 

Los Angeles Hill Climb in February.

Los Angeles, Cal., will have its hill climb,

this having been decided at the last meet

ing of the Dealers' Association. Passadena

Hill has been selected and the event set for

February 22. Six classes are provided for.

as follows: For runabouts costing less than

$1,000; for runabouts costing less than

$1,500; for all classes of runabouts; for

touring cars costing less than $1,500; for

touring cars costing less than $2,500 and for

touring cars costing more than $2,500. All

cars must carry loaded weight equal to their

complement of passengers.

Austins Choose Their Officers.

At the annual meeting of the Austin Auto

mobile Club, of Chicago, 11]., these ofiicers

were elected: President, J. H. Francis;

first vice-president, C. E. Ingalls; second

vice-president, J. E. Plew; secretary, C. E.

Westwood; treasurer, John S. Wayman;

surgeon, Dr. M. B. McBirney.

 

Club Formed in Erie.

The Erie Auto Club. of Erie, Pa., has

been organized with the following officers:

President, F. H. Payne; secretary. ll. N.

Fleming; governors. F. H. Payne, Fred

erick Densmore, Dr. E. F. Gifford and H. N.

Fleming.
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The Business Vehicles at the Shows

I. IllTCHllL.

Although during the automobile shows,

the commercial vehicles attracted compara

tively little attention, when the shows

closed on Saturday night last, those vehicles

demonstrated practically how great has

been their progress and really gave an open

air show of their own.

Never before were half so many motor

wagons and trucks employed to cart away

the cars and other goods that had been on

exhibition. The vicinities of both Madison

Square Garden and the 69th Regiment

Armory—the latter in particular—were al

most “alive” with them and hardly two of

them were of the same type. It was prob~

ably the largest and most assorted gather

ing of commercial vehicles in practical use

ever seen in New York.

In this connection one of the best and

timeliest demonstrations of practicability

was given before the show by the Knox

"an

Inn

;:

 

  

2. RAPIDS. 3. COMMERCIAL.

trucks. Each of the Knox pleasure cars

staged in the Garden had been loaded on a

Knox truck at Springfield, Mass, and

transported to New York over the common

roads. and although the latter were in mis

erable shape, the mud being hub-deep in

places, the journey of 140 miles was made

without trouble.

The vehicles displayed at both shows indi

cate that the pleasure car is still their foun

dation. In fact, one or two were shown that

are nothing more or less than pleasure cars

having in place of a bonnet over the engine,

an elevated seat such as is found on horse

drawn trucks and electrical trucks of estab

lished design. '

Take, for example, the Franklin light de

livery wagon, one thousand pounds capa

city. If the seat were stripped from it and

the structure that goes to uphold the seat,

a regular pleasure chassis would be left

4. COLU MBIA.

with the engine in the usual position for a

pleasure vehicle.

And this comment is not in the nature of

criticism, because there is no reason why

this should not be so, but it will make plain

to the one who has not seen the truck just

how such a light delivery wagon is evolving

from the pleasure type. The Mitchell

light delivery wagon is another instance

of the conversion of a pleasure vehicle

into a commercial vehicle. The two-cyl

inder vertical engine and its transmission

is applied to a running gear that is

heavy enough to do the work on solid

tires, the seat being mounted over and

above where the bonnet usually is, in fact,

some of the bonnet, as ordinarily used for

pleasure cars, is in evidence.

As a contrast with this gradual evolution

from the pleasure to the commercial motor

car, the Pope-Hartford ZSOO-pound capacity
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motor truck serves as an example. It was

shown for the first time at the Garden.

This truck has been built from beginning

to end regardless of the pleasure end of the

industry. The only relation it has to any

other truck is that of resemblance in style

and design to the horse drawn truck. Fea

tures have been retained that seem essen

tial to either horse or motor drawn' truck.

Yet the efficiency of the mechanical design

 

  

given a great deal of attention. Wool

waste boxes surround the main bearings, a

system has been found to give the best re

sults in connection with the electric truck

proposition; it requiring almost no atten

tion. Little wool waste pockets are also

found at the top side of the cylinders, so

that the piston rubs on them at every

stroke. The oil in these wool waste pock

ets is replaced continuously by a tank

 

 

 

POPE—HARTFORD GASOLENELTRUCK.

has not been sacrificed. There has been a

very happy blending of the essential fea»

tures of a good truck as we understand it

to-day and a good motor vehicle.

This truck is worthy of description in de

tail. As stated, its capacity is 2500 pounds,

but the proportions of the truck are such

that there is no doubt but what a much

greater load could be safely carried and

have the ill effects felt by the tires only.

The seat is high in front, very nearly as

found in the best electric trucks of large

capacity. The axles and wheels are heavy.

the wheel bearings rolling on Timken roller

bearings. Although the weight of the

truck is 5500 pounds, it moves with a slight

push on a smooth surface. The frame

of the truck is of the best accepted

form—4sinch beam, I beams with wooden

cross members, all mounted on regulation

truck springs.

The motive power is a two-cylinder

opposed engine horizontally placed cross

wise on the truck, so that the crank

shaft of the engine is in line the length of

the truck. The motor is hung on a sub

frame built for the purpose and hanging

from it by four bolts, the removal of which

permits the lowering of the motor free of

the truck altogether and replacing it with

another in case of temporary disablement

or in case repairs become necessary. This

is a particularly good feature in any com

mercial car. The motor consists of two

5% x 4% inch cylinders with all valves

mechanically operated. The ignition is by

high tension current and spark plugs, the

current being furnished by dry batteries, 20

in number, coupled in series of multiples

of four. \Vith this system of supply for

ignition purposes no thought need be given

to the batteries for four or five months at

a time if they are kept dry.

The lubrication of the engine has been

situated high up under the seat and having

plenty of gravity flow, and also having

pressure from the crank case as an addi

tional force for insuring constant oiling.

The cranks in revolving pick up oil with

enough to run all day long without replen

ishment. The commutator is attached to

the front side of the engine within easy

reach from the front of the truck and of

the Pope-Toledo type.

Just back of the engine, close under the

floor of the body and accessible through the

floor of the truck, is the transmission,

which is a feature and is likely to become

a very prominent feature in the commercial

truck. It is a new adaptation of a series

of magnetic clutches. With four speeds

ahead and a reverse and all gears in mesh

all the time and magnetic clutches for each

gear, the combination is controlled by a

lever exactly as an electric truck is con

trolled. The power to operate these mag

nets is furnished by a small General Electric

motor driven through a shaft leading from

the transmission and kept at a constant

speed by the governor. This current is

carried to the controller and by the con

troller returned at will to any one of the

six clutches within the transmission.

Some three of these clutches are in use

when the car is in motion and in order that

there shall be no drag to the residual

magnetism in changing from one gear to

another, the magnets are so arranged that

when a change is made from one gear to

another the application of a magnet to a

new gear positively» removes the magnet

from contact with the gear last in use.

  

CHAMPION—MCCREA ELECTRIC TRUCK.

scoops from the crank case, each having

its own pocket to collect the oil.

The cooling system requires no pumping,

the water circulating by thermo-siphon to

a large coiled pipe radiator with corrugated

fins located under the footboard and cover

ing nearly the entire front of the truck

below the footboard. Naturally circula

tion to this radiator will be very rapid and

thorough, all pipe connections being large

and the bends easy. The elevation of the

radiator gives a strong natural current.

The gasolene supply tank is up under the

seat and of 24 gallons capacity, surely

This whole combination runs in oil and will

require no attention whatever.

By means of bevel gears the sprocket

shaft is driven, carrying a sprocket at either

end and by chains to the hub of each of the

rear wheels.

The brakes are of the internal expanding

type on the hubs of the rear wheels, being

applied by foot lever sticking up through

the footboard.

There are two levers on top of the steer

ing wheel, one controlling the ignition and

the other the throttle, no governor being

used. By a small foot pedal resistance is
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thrown into the magnetic field making pos

sible the slip of the clutches, delicate, care

ful and slow movement of the truck being

thus rendered possible.

The steering mechanism is very powerful,

of very generous proportions, the motion

being transmitted from the footboard by

levers to the rear of the engine and thence

to the steering knuckles.

Description of the Knox commercial

wagon seems somewhat superfluous as it

is so well known and so largely used in a

certain field of operation.

The form of engine used by the Knox

people is their regular two-cylinder, air

cooled, opposed under the body, the crank

shaft at right angles to the length of the

body, the same as has been- in use on

their other vehicles for some years. It

lends itself particularly well to medium

weight truck work in the arrangement of

its parts. The control is exceedingly sim

ple, in fact the whole motor is simple.

The transmission is of the planetary sys

tem and is also simple and adapted to the

work for which the Knox truck is built.

The different forms of body supplied

with the Knox trucks are numerous; light

delivery wagons, open express wagons and

finally and not the least important, large

AFTER THE 5H0“! \‘VAS OVER.

passenger wagons seating from fifteen to

thirty. Most of these forms are very famil-~

iar sights about the streets of our large

cities and have all become a factor in de

livery scrvice for dry goods houses and

provision dealers, not to mention express

companies and similar uses.

In the Olds commercial exhibit was

found light delivery wagons especially built

for business purposes and well considered.

The motor is of the two-cylinder vertical

type, under the seat with crank shaft across

the chasm, the power being transmitted

from the crank shaft to the engine by means

of a Morse silent chain to a countershaft

two or three feet towards the rear axle, the

countershaft being parallel with the rear

axle. On this countershaft is found the

planetary transmission system transmitting

its power to the rear axle by double chain.

The transmission gives two speeds ahead

and reverse.

The motor is water cooled with a radia

tor in front under the footboard, circulating

the cooling liquid by means of a pump.

Some of the other details in connection

with the wagon are as follows: The cranks

are set at 180 degrees. therefore balancing

well and easily. The motor is 5 x 5 inches

in dimensions, and is so geared as to give

the wagon a maximum speed of 18 miles

per hour. The gasolene is high above the

motor in a tank at the rear of the dash,

just over the footboard. The lubrication

is supplied by force feed from individual

pumps to each point of lubrication. The

battery consists of dry cells, also storage

battery. The ignition is high tension

through spark-plugs. The means for start

ing guards against accident because of ad

vanced spark. Before the crank can be

attached a sector with a hole in it must be

moved into a given position, which retards

the spark and releases the compression. As

soon as the crank is withdrawn the spark

returns to any point where it may have

been left and the compression becomes full

and operative. This makes starting ex

ceedingly easy and safe, no matter how

careless the operator may be.

There are two types of trucks furnished

by the Olds works, one heavier than de

scribed, geared to only 12% miles an hour.

It is furnished with the same motor and

transmission, the gearing and running gear

being changed to suit the increased weight.

The Packard Motor Car Company ex

hibited several trucks equipped with a two

cylinder vertical motor, sliding gear trans

mission and other details resembling those

of the Packard touring car, the chassis and

running gear being, however, built solid
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and heavy, and well adapted for the in

tended purpose.

The Hewitt Motor Company exhibited

a very heavy and strongly constructed

three-ton truck and a light one thousand

pound delivery wagon.

The large Hewitt truck is supplied with

the now familiar type of marine, four-cylin

der gas engine with open cranks, which is

lubricated by a gear pump of special design,

forcing oil to every bearing in positive

quantities.

The power is transmitted from the en

gine to a transmission of the planetary

type, but of special design, peculiar to the

Hewitt design, and through the transmis

sion to the shaft and cardan and universal

joints of massive size to the sprocket.

shaft and double chains to the rear wheels.

 

wagons. The product of this company also

is widely known in all the larger cities.

Their large five-ton truck has an auxiliary

hoisting plant under the front seat, making

it a most valuable machine for heavy truck

ing of large machinery that has to be

hoisted. The running gear of the equip

ment supplied by this company is peculiar

in the fact that full elliptical springs are

used on both front and rear axles, and that

a thrust pedestal is necessarily supplied to

guide the axles and keep the springs in

their proper position. Solid rubber tires

are used on all these electric wagons and

trucks without exception. On some of its

trucks the Vehicle Equipment Co. employs

the spur gear drive and on others the chain

drive, in accordance with the type of

wagon.

w'Vp

use a!
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and exhaust mechanically operated. The

motor shows 24 horse-power at 800 revolu

tions per minute.

The truck rolls upon large Timken roller

bearings, heavy wheels and solid rubber

tires. Eight dry cells furnish the elec

tricity for jump spark ignition. In the

matter of control, a new feature is intro

duced in the fact that the ignition is

retarded upon the application of the brakes.

The power between motor and axle is

transmitted by a leather—faced cone clutch

upon one end of the crank, the fly-wheel

being on the other end.

A large part of one side of the wide main

entrance of the Armory was monopolized

by the Iroquois gasolene sight-seeing ’bus,

the very massiveness of which did not per

mit it to be overlooked. This is a ponder

 

 

  

THE KNOX TRUCKS LOADED \VI'I‘H THE KNOX SHOW CARS.

The rear tires are of the double type and

mounted on exceedingly strong wheels. The

control is all worked by foot and is of an

interlocking kind. If it is attempted to

apply any one gear, it can not be done with—

out releasing the gear already in use, thus

absolutely preventing the crossing of gears.

Ignition is supplied by a low tension mag

neto with make and break spark.

The light delivery wagon is driven by a

single cylinder motor under the body with

ignition from high tension magneto, and

the power transmitted through a planetary

gear system to the rear axle by a chain.

The same foot control with safety device

is used.

A full line of electric trucks was shown

by the Pope-\Naverly factory in sizes from

one thousand pounds up to three tons. A

line covering the whole range of demand

for delivery purposes.

The Electric Vehicle Company staged

a line of electric trucks and wagons, from

one thousand pounds capacity up to l, 2. 3

andf tons capacity, this last size not being

shown, however. The product of this

eompany is so well known that description

is scarcely necessary.

The Vehicle Equipment Company dis‘

played a full line of electric trucks and

The Atlas truck of three tons capacity,

which was shown in the Armory, is massive

in the extreme. The motor arrangement is

totally unlike anything else to be found at

the present time. It consists of a pair of

twin cylinders horizontal with the heads

pointing forward. On the crank shaft is a

gear driving to the countershaft with a re

duction of about five to one. The gears

on this countershaft mesh with gears on

the axle, all of the spur type.

The change gear mechanism is of the slid

ing kind with three speeds ahead and re

verse, the gears being tremendous in size

and yet operating freely when manipulated

by the change lever at the right hand side

of the operator.

The motor is hung upon a sub-frame sup

ported at the front end by a trunnion

carrying the load upward by means of a

heavy forging to the body and thereby

bringing the weight on the front end of the

sub-frame and on to the springs and inde

pendent of the front axle in front, the rear

end of the sub-frame being upon the rear

axle.

A large radiator is under the center of

the body, also supported on this sub

frame. Some of the details of the motor

comprise a piston oil pump, inlet valves

ous specimen of construction in every re»

spect and serves as an illustration of what

the gasolene motor is capable. It is the

product of the Iroquois Iron Works and

is designed throughout in a manner that

argues well for its durability in the hands

of drivers accustomed to handling heavy

trucks with horses. The engine is of the

standard four-cylinder vertical pattern,

placed tandem, the final drive being by side

chains. It is in brief a very much enlarged

edition of the touring car type, except that

the motor is mounted much higher than

usual owing to the requirements of the

frame. It should give an excellent account

of itself.

Sliunted off into one of the cell like com

partments that subdivided the basement

into a bewildering maze, were the trucks

of the Rapid Motor Vehicle Co. This

firm’s exhibit comprised a large ’bus in ad

dition to one and one and a half ton wagons,

all employing the two-cylinder horizontal

opposed engine as motive power—a type

well adapted to this class of work. The

same firm also exhibited a delivery wagon

body without chassis.

The Logan Construction Co. exhibited

quite an array of commercial wagons, rang

ing from the light delivery wagon up. These,
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including a medium capacity platform

truck and a heavy delivery wagon, were all

equipped with the standard Logan chassis,

consisting of two-cylinder horizontal op

posed motors with a planetary gear on the

light wagon and a two-speed sliding gear

on the heavier types. In addition to other

improvements made on this line of Vehicles,

the heavier sizes embody the Logan truss

frame—a light and powerful type of con

struction that should form an ample guaran

tee against trouble in this direction. _

The Crown light delivery wagon, which

was a neat specimen of the wagon builder's

art that bore such a close resemblance to

the standard horse-driven type that it

seemed as if only the shafts were missing,

was installed in another corner of the base

ment. It is the product of the Detroit Auto

Vehicle Co., and incorporates the friction

drive exploited by this firm. A feature of

the latter lies in its giving direct through

drive on the high speed when the friction

surfaces are idle and out of engagement.

Another exhibitor in the basement was the

Pittsburg Electric Vehicle Co., which had

the tr0uble of bringing the major part of its

exhibit on from Pittsburg only to be com

pelled to ship it back again without being

able to show it, as the runway to the base

ment 'did not permit its entrance. Their

exhibit was confined in consequence to a

single electric delivery wagon of 800 pounds

capacity.

The Auto-Car Equipment staged an elec

tric hotel 'bus which was promptly bought

up by an Atlantic City boniface.

 

Eisenhuth Creditors Again Make Trouble.

It appears that the attachments levied

on the Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co.'s

Compound cars, which were intercepted

while en route from the factory at Middle

town, Conn., to the New York Show, also

included everything in the factory, in which

keepers were installed.

The actions were brought by Mary James

and Marian I. Read, both of Brooklyn, N.

Y. The former seeks to recover $100,000,

and the latter $50,000, money which they

claim was borrowed on notes by the com

pany. The proceedings brought out that

I. E. Gates, of New York City, is president

of the Eisenhuth company.

The suit is returnable to the superior

court of Middlesex county the first Thurs

day in February.

 

New Company to Build Big Cars.

The Huntingdon Automobile Co., has

leased the Underhill Building, in Hunting

ton, L. I., and is making ready to produce

six-cylinder touring cars. August Heck

scher, of the zinc trust, is said to be largely

interested in the company, of which Ralph

P. Kinney, of Cleveland, 0., is president;

F. A. Berthold, of New York, secretary and

treasurer, and J. J. MacMulkin, superin

tendent. The latter previously was con

nected with the Mercedes establishment

and so “knows his book.”

NEW SYSTEM OF COOLING

Radical Departure Suggested and Explained

—Advantages Claimed for it.

It is a matter of common observation'in‘

gas-engine practice, that an air-cooled cyl

inder will develop somewhat more power,

than could be secured from a water-jacketed

motor of equal size, and under otherwise

equivalent conditions, says 5.1M. Howell

in the Scientific American. In other words;

the engine without water cooling isthe'

superior in point of economical perform:

ance. This experience agrees perfectly

with the well-known simple-theory upon

which the production of power is dependJ

ent in all forms of the internal-combustion

motor. ’ ' ' ' ' '

v The gas engine is a heat motor, pure and‘

  

\

  

 

simple, producing power solely by the de

velopment and conservation of a high de

gree of heat. The working fluid is a mix

ture of air and certain inflammable gases,

and the whole is violently expanded by the

instantaneous burning of the contained gas

and the intense heat thus generated. It

must follow, therefore, that a water jacket

or any device which operates to dissipate

the heat of combustion, prior to the mo

ment of exhaust, will also lower the pres

sure and curtail the power of the engine

in a corresponding degree. In the case of

the water-jacketed engine, the cylinder

walls have a comparatively low temperature

and rapidly abstract heat from the burn

ing charge, thereby reducing the pressure

and diminishing the power of the stroke.

But the so-called air-cooled engine, having

a much higher temperature, will therefore,

develop a higher pressure, and for a time ,

at least. or until the cylinder becomes ex

cessively hot. will produce more power.

The amount of heat lost through the walls

of a gas-engine cylinder by the use of a

water-jacket varies with the conditions. A

high piston speed and high compression are

‘factors which have a marked effect in re

ducing this loss; for the reason that in such

cases the cylinder is smaller than would

otherwise be required to develop the same

power. This reduces the extent of water

cooled surface with which the ignited gases

0 _
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are 3in’ contact; and also, by reason-bf the

Quickerz stroke, shortens the time of sucl'

contact.l _" - _ ' _ g ' _ I

i The amount of heat absorbed by a water

jacket may 'readily be' determined in any

given caSe "by a'sin‘iple calorimetric test of

the water hse'd; taking note of its volume,

and 'its _temper‘aturé_ as ' it enters and
,as -it_ leaves 'the-r "jackets But- I have

observed‘; in, 'making. experiments of' '

this, kirid,‘ that the figured result does not

always? account' for 'the deficiency which

exists in’the power of the engine; as com
paredi'withi'theflréat‘ which" sh'ould theoreti-i

cally'be developedfarid -_that too' after‘rnaki-j

ing allbtvaiic'e for an“ other 'apparent- losses.

In expla’pzttiofi- of this; it'rriay be urged that.

the full temperature and‘the total'amount
of heat'generat'ed by" the' complete burningv

of' the fuel, is not; iii :the, ease .of 1a gas-
enginelzcylindei", fullytidcveloped. The com-_

.i
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bustibnfisrrmoremr l-ess‘ imperfect by reason

of contact with an extended metallic sur

face at at a comparatively low temperature.

If this is true, then we have also an indirect

loss caused by incomplete combustion, and

chargeable to the use of water cooling.

The hydro-carbon liquids or gases, which

are the usual fuel of gas engines, consist

essentially of hydrogen and carbon. The

hydrogen is readily inflammable, and under

ordinary circumstances is capable of but

one reaction, resulting in the formation of

the vapor of water. The elastic force of

this vapor, powerfully compressed within

the confines of the cylinder by the heat of

combustion, forms a large part of the work

ing fluid on the pressure of which the piston

is driven. The trouble would seem to arise

from a deficiency in the burning of the car—

bon burning element. Carbon in burning

may form either of two combinations—car

bon dioxide or carbon monoxide. The for

mer is always the result under fairly favor—

able conditions, but in some cases, notably

those in which the flame is confined within

narrow limits and in close contact with

metallic surfaces. the heat is so rapidly

withdrawn that the temperature falls, and

the .process degenerates into incomplete

union with the oxygen of the air, and the

formation of carbon monoxide, the differ

ence being that the amount of heat liber

ated by this degenerate reaction is less than
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one-third that which would result from per—

feet combustion of the carbon and the for—

mation of carbon dioxide. A familiar

instance of this defective form of combus

tion is seen in the attempt to pass a gas

flame through a sheet of gauze or cloth

made of fine metallic wires, or to conduct

a flame through small metal tubes. In these

cases, the cross‘sectional area of the pas

sages is very small, and the extent of cold

metal comparatively large, with the result

that the temperature falls below the kind

ling point, and the flame is extinguished or

reduced to the monoxide reaction described

above. That these instances have a parallel

in the conditions which exist in gas engine

practice, seems probable. It is obvious,

however, that such an effect must be more

marked in the case of small engines than in

those having large cylinders, and could

easily be determined in any case by a care

ful analysis of the exhaust.

In regard to other methods of cylinder

cooling, little need be said. Aside from

the various methods of air cooling, the in‘

jection of water directly into the cylinder

seems to be the only alternative. But this

method, unless very sparingly applied, is

worse than the use of an external jacket.

It was one of the first cooling systems tried

in the early days of the gas engine; and al

though modern designers sometimes at

tempt to revive it, is has usually proven

unsatisfactory. This is evidently for the

reason that the water in direct contact with

the burning charge must greatly modify

its temperature, while the cylinder walls

would be only indirectly affected, and might

still be insufficiently cooled. Then, too, the

introduction of too large an amount of

water into the cylinder of a gas engine, re

sulting, of course, in the immediate pro

duction of a body of steam, antagonizes

combustion, and renders the ignition more

difficult, and in the case of a four-cycle en

gine, has a tendency to destroy the vacuum

produced by the retreat of the piston, filling

the cylinder with steam on the suction

stroke, and thus interfering with the in

spiration of the charge. And still it is true

that a'small quantity of water, if properly

regulated, may be injected into the cylinder

of an air-cooled motor with much advan

tage. In this case it moderates the exces—

sive heat of the contact surfaces, and assists

lubrication by saponifying the oil and

loosening any carbon deposit, which may

otherwise adhere to the cylinder walls.

But after demonstrating the disadvan

tages of water cooling. the fart still remains

that red-hot metal surfaces can not be con

tinuously worked under heavy pressure in

air-tight contact._ Some means must be

adopted whereby the destructive effects of

heat on the cylinder and piston may be

obviated. Thus it seems that in the present

state of the art, the efforts of the gas en

gine designer are opposed by a conflict of

natural conditions, and that he must so

construct his engine that durability will be

secured at the sacrifice of economy.

In the figure which accompanies this arti

cle there is shown the high-pressure cyl

inder and piston which has for its object

the utilization of the greatest possible

amount of available heat in a cheap liquid

fuel, viz., crude or partly refined mineral

oil. It may be noticed that this cylinder

consists oftwo external parts, viz., the com

bustion chamber a, the internal walls of

which are protected from the heat by a lin

ing of refractory material, indicated by the

dotted surfaces; b is the cylinder proper,

wherein the piston and rings work in air

tight contact. This part of the cylinder is

water-jacketed in the usual manner. The

admission and exhaust valves are located

in the head of the combustion chamber, this

member being also partly jacketed to pro

tect the valves. The piston c is of the elon—

gated type, that is, of somewhat more than

the usual length, and having the rings

near the forward or open end, the other

end being covered by a thick cap d, of the

above-mentioned refractory material. The

elongation or extended part of the piston,

with its refractory cap, is slightly smaller

than the bore of the combustion chamber

lining. This allows the elongated part to

reciprocate within the combustion chamber,

and to effect the necessary displacement

without actual contact. Leakage past the

piston is stopped by the rings at the oppo—

site end which works within the cool part

of the cylinder proper. The exhaust passes

into a second and larger cylinder on the

same shaft, where it delivers its remaining

power in the well—known manner common

to all compound engines. The cycle may

be either two or four, but in either case,

pure air alone will be admitted on the

charging stroke. This air is compressed

on the return stroke to a very high degree—

300 to 500 pounds per square inch. The oil

begins to enter (forced in by a pump) at

the commencement of the power stroke,

and without the use of any igniting device

whatever, is instantly fired by the heat of

compression, maintaining the required pres

sure throughout the stroke, in the manner

of those engines which operate upon the

well-known continuous combustion system.

A gas engine constructed upon these

lines would possess the following advan

tages: It would be perfectly adapted to the

use of the cheapest liquid fuel known. The

injurious effects of heat upon the working

faces of the cylinder and piston would be

avoided. The losses incident to the use of

the water jacket would be totally elimin

ated. The conflicting requirements en

countered in the present methods of de

sign would be obviated. The engine would

be as durable as any other, and its thermal

efficiency would be the highest possible in

a heat motor.

Concerning the advantages of compound

ing, it should be observed that the exhaust

from an engine operating upon the above

system has a very high pressure (100

pounds per square inch) and the gain by

this means would therefore be considerable.

Regarding the character of this proposi

tion for a new gas engine, it is virtually a

' English arts

composition of at least three expired pa

tents, and its value therefore does not con

sist in the novelty of its elements, but in

the peculiarity of their combination. Certain

other known devices might also be involved

in its final construction, but this would de

pend upon the mechanical details of the

arrangement by which the oil was deliv—

ered to the cylinder, rather than to the

operative principle of the engine.

The temperature of the linings and piston

cap—owing to the constant inspiration of

fresh air through the inlet valve—would

never exceed a dull red heat, and the valves

would not become much hotter than is

ordinarily the case in any gas engine.

The drawing shows the piston at the ex~

treme end of its outward stroke, the length

of which is in this case, about equal to the

cylinder bore.

It is not essential that the compression

pressure should be as high as 500 lbs. (men

tioned above), as the charge would be self

igniting at a point considerably below this

figure.

The Coming of Springs.

Dr. R. Lovell Edgeworth, an old time

writer, writing in the year 1678, wrote an

essay on the construction of roads and car

riages, which appeared in a printed. form in

1817 brought out by a London publisher,

says the Carriage Monthly. The writer

demonstrated that springs'were as advan

tageous to the horse as to the passengers

and he built a vehicle for the society of

and manufacturers, which

awarded him three gold medals for his suc

cess. In this conveyance the axle trees

were divided and the motion of each wheel

was relieved by a spring. During the 18th

century 12 patents were taken out for

springs. -

A subsequent writer, a Mr. Thrupp, in

his History of Coaches, says “that under

springs were invented in 1818 by a Mr.

Windus with a view of easier riding and to

afford greater relief to the under carriage

from direct concussion.” The elliptic spring

was invented by Obadiah Elliott; in 1805.

For this improvement he received a gold

medal from the Society of Arts. The ellip

tic plates were almost straight and were

conected by a shackle coupling at each end.

The drawing accompanying the patent

specifications vshows two plates only, but

the specifications provided for more if

necessary. The patentee said his invention

consisted in building any four wheeled car

riage without a perch or crane. As soon

as the invention proved to be all that was

claimed for it, the construction of heavy

C springs declined. C springs were again

revived in the ’60's, but since 1870 they

have been on the decline and have almost

ceased to be made for two and four wheeled

carriages. The invention of the elliptic

spring has influenced carriage building and.

in time the design of the automobile, more

than any other invention in that depart

ment.
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HUDDY TALKS 0F LAWS

“Too Much Horse Sense in Most of Them,”

he Says—Subject Well Handled.

 

“One of the most interesting things con

nected with automobiling is the legal status

of the motor car on the highway,” said

\K'inthrop E. Scarrit, in introducing Xeno

phon P. Huddy, who delivered a lecture on

before

the Automobile Club of America, on Tues

“We know that the

horse was here a thousand years ago," he

continued, “but the automobile will be here

a thousand years after the horse has gone."

Prof. Huddy confessed to an utter lack

of knowledge regarding the automobile it

“The Legal Aspect of Motoring,”

day evening, last.

self and also held himself willing to correct

his legal knowledge of it, should any of his

audience think fit.

“It is hardly necessary to mention that

the automobile constitutes personal prop

erty and the fact that it is property, affords

to its owner protection from legislative and

official oppression," he said. “Speaking gen

erally, the automobile is a vehicle and it is

to be classified with other vehicles such

as the carriage and the street car. The

highest courts of several States, in con—

sidering that the automobile is propelled by

a power within itself, is of unusual shape

and form, capable of high speed and pro

duces more or less puffing, have declared

that these features make such a horseless

vehicle a source of danger to pedestrians

and persons in horse-drawn vehicles.

“It is particularly noticeable, however,

that up to the present time, no court has

decided or stated that the automobile

itself is a dangerous machine. \Vhat

ever language the courts have used, ap

parently condemning motoring, has been

directed against the careless or reckless

chauffeur or operator—not against the ma

chine. One who operates an automobile

should possess something more than expert

knowledge of the machine's construction,

or the best mode of operating to obtain the

highest speed. The hazard to which the

safety of pedestrians and persons with

horses may be exposed, results from the

personal part played in motoring, rather

than from the nature of the vehicle. It is

evident, therefore, that the manner of driv

ing the machine and that alone, threatens

the safety of the public.

“It cannot be disputed that the false no

tion that the automobile is a dangerous

machine has no standing and that it is the

liability of dangerous operation that is at

the foundation of all the present adverse

automobile legislation. Eliminate the lia

bility and a good part of the enactments

on the statute books of the various States

must fall. The motor, in addition to its

other advantages, is the most sanitary

vehicle that travels the streets, yet it is

subjected to the most rigid legislative regu

lations—all because of the so-called dan

gerous element in automobiling.

“In almost every legal controversy there

is a question as to the significance of words,

so also the language of legislative enact

ments is often the cause of litigation. The

automobile or “self moving" carriage has

not yet been judicially defined, though

many of the courts have attempted to de

scribe the motor car. The. only definition

extant appears to be that of a law diction

ary which states that the term means “all

motor traction vehicles capable of being

propelled on ordinary roads.” Many of

the automobile acts expressly define the

terms automobile and motor car and it is

quite generally provided that the terms

shall include all vehicles propelled by

power other than muscular, excepting, of

course, motor vehicles running on tracks

and steam rollers. But it has been em

phatically laid down that an automobile is

a carriage. It has also been announced

that the courts will assume judicial know

ledge of the motor and its characteristics,

power of speed and the consequences of

its use.

“In the District of Columbia, it has been

held that a statute imposing a tax upon

proprietors of hacks, cabs, omnibuses and

other vehicles for the transportation of pas

sengers for hire, did not include an electric

automobile, as such was not known nor

in use When the law was passed. In Penn

sylvania there is a decision in apaprent

conflict with this case.

“Turning to the rights of the motor car

on the public highways, we must bear in

mind that the purposes of the public ways

contemplate all lawful means of transpor

tation. The use to which the public way

may be put comprehends all modern means

of carrying, including the motor car. A

recent Indiana case correctly states that

‘in all human activities the law keeps up

with improvements and progress brought

about by discovery and invention, and if

the introduction of a new contrivance for

transportation, conducted with due care, is

made with inconvenience and even inci

dental injury to those using the ordinary

modes, there can be no recovery, provided

the contrivance is compatible with the gen

eral use and safety of the road. It is, there

fore, the adaptation and the use, rather

than the form or kind of contrivance that

concerns the courts.’

“The rights of the automobile on the

public ways are equal to the rights of the

pedestrians and horse drawn vehicles..This

has been judicially declared a number of

times by various courts in the United

States. But it seems according to a Penn

sylvania decision that a turnpike company

has the power to exclude motor vehicles -

from its road because of the danger caused

by their use.

“Owing to the alleged dangerous element

of motoring, many of the State legislatures

have passed enactments requiring the regis

tration of motor vehicles and the licensing

of owners or operators. This, of course,

the State has authority to do under its

police power, which authorizes it to enact

laws for the safety and general welfare

of the people, provided that the legislation

does not transcend the provisions of the

State or Federal constitution. A license

to operate an automobile is merely a priv

ilege; it is not a contract and may be re

voked for cause. And the license is only

a protection within the jurisdiction of the

authorities granting it, though this rule

is inapplicable where non-resident licensed

operators are made exempt by statute.

"Many interesting test cases in reference

to automobile legislation have Been de—

cided. As a general rule the regulations

have been upheld by the courts where the

contention was against their constitution

ality on the ground of class or special legis

lation, discriminating against motor cars

and placing upon them restrictions and bur

dens not imposed upon other vehicles. Not

only is it necessary that people generally

should be educated to appreciate the auto

mobile, but some of our legislators and

judges need a little ‘autornobile sense’

drummed into and much ‘horse sensc'

drummed out of their heads. We have a

horse-crazy court in California which re

cently distinguished itself by protecting the

farmer traveling at night. The Board of

County Supervisors of Marin County, Cal.,

passed an ordinance providing that ‘No

person shall run an automobile on any high

way of Marin County between the hours of

sunset of any day and of sunrise of the

day following.’ A violation was made pun—

ishable by fine and imprisonment.

“A gentleman prisoner convicted under

this law, not wishing to remain in prison,

brought habeas corpus proceedings, claim

ing that the ordinance was unconstitutional

and his incarceration therefore illegal. The

Supreme Court of California, hawever, in

the administratiOn of its ‘horse sense' law,

decided that the ordinance constituted a

reasonable and valid regulation. It is inter

esting to note what the court said in this

case: ‘If the use of the automobile gradu

ally becomes more common, there may

come a time when an ordinance like the

one here in question would be unreason

able.‘

“California is not the only State that has

contributed rich legal literature in the form

of judicial utterances concerning motoring.

An automobilist was fined $25 for exceed

ing the speed limit in Columbus, Ohio, the

statute prohibiting more than 7 miles an

hour. The contention was that the ordin

ance discriminated against the motorist,

because the street cars were allowed to

run faster. The court held such discrim

ination proper because -the street cars are

confined to their tracks and can easily be

avoided, whereas automobiles have no cer

tain course and are, on that account, more

dangerous to the pedestrian.’ The absurd

ity of the proposition is apparent on its

face, and it does not take a lawyer to dis

cover its fallacy.

“How soothing to the motorist as com_

pared with the instances just mentioned, is
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the judicial utterance of the Appellate

Court of Illinois, which held that Chicago

had no power to require by ordinance the

taking out of a license, examination and

payment of a license fee. In this case an

injunction was granted prohibiting the city

authorities from enforcing the regulation.

This is the strongest case decided in this

country, but with fairness to all concerned,

I believe that the principle of this decision.

is wrong. The law making power of a

State or municipality, undoubtedly has the

power to require the registering and licens

ing of motor vehicles.

“An important part of the legal aspect

of motoring surrounds the chauffeur. The

term in legal significance may be said to

mean any person operating a motor vehicle

as a mechanic, employe, or for hire. This

is the specification of the New York act

as well as those of other States. The rela

tion is that of master and servant, to which

attaches all the rights and liabilities con

nected therewith regardless of the form of

employment.

“The statutory requirements are not all

the operator must understand. The courts

have commenced to lay down rules in refer

ence to operating motor vehicles and these

are as binding as legislative regulations.

An instance of this in New York is the de

cision that the motorist is obliged to stop

when passing a fractious horse whether a

signal be given or not. The duty to stop

under such circumstances is independent

of statute and it has been expressly so held

by-the Illinois courts as well as those of

other States. Nor is the operator exempt

from liability for a collision merely by

showing that he was not exceeding the

legal limit at the time.

“The law, however. is not all against the

. automobilist and in favor of others. If he

has complied with the law, his rights on

the road are equal to these of all others.

He has the right to assume and to act

upon the assumption that every person he

meets will also exercise the ordinary care

and caution in leaving the machine unat

tended. It is not necessary, as stated in av

New York case, to chain the machine or

to fasten it to a post."

Prof. Huddy concluded with a lengthy

Comparison of the merits of the English

"Light Locomotive Act" and the “Motor

Car Act" which is an amendment of it,

with American legislation, and to the detri

ment of the latter.

 

According to a recent cable report,

Charles J. Glidden has completed his first

section of the second instalment of his

“several times around the world tour," by

arriving at Calcutta. This first section com—

prised 4,405 miles as well as the longest

automobile tour of India ever made. His

total mileage is now 29,505. The next spot

on the globe to be explored is Burmah,

another fraction of the British Empire of

about 175,000 square miles area, forming

the northwestern part of the Siamese Pen

insular.
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the - motor 'tmiort-U.

. Hers-‘3? Brwbvebls Tim!!

Ha'ving ,reached the“ practical .limit to

which‘a, tiretread may be built-,up without
danger,be ,disiiitrlegatiolnlll throuin service

on the" road.’ the' only: available). method of

further: protecting, the tire from. damage

of any nature arising exterr'nally, would ap

pear to -be -an ',auxiliary; or superimposed

tread of _‘,sir'nillafconstruction,.aa1d. .this in

effect is the prigciple fol-ljowed the Dia

mond Rubber; 0)., Linwthe, .of.their
new,B:urnharn tireprpfcctorwi'lniere is little

that can be_sa_id ,ofj'itsuc‘onstruction that

does not apply ,to: Diapipn'd ,' tires . them

selves, or for. that -matter..to_the automobile

tire in general, 'for it','i;i.'¢|ouip()sed of sev
eral layers of jinpére'giuated fabric

surmounted by a ,thi’ckdayenof'fp'urel gum

which is in turn cover'e‘d‘with't'woistrips

of fabric and _ulp"on,'_wjiipljl, the, tread-proper

rests. , , - s ,
I..ll"l1'

  

TheSe .various' plies 'of material are ac

cordingly vulcanized together in the same

order as in the outen shoe itself, and with

the excepti'on-‘of the foundation of fabric

do not'differe greatly .in thickness from

those of.'the latterav 'VVhi‘le slightly thicker

at its outSide edges! which; are reinforced

with side wires surrounded by the layers

of the fabric' foundation, it cannot be said

to embody anything". Linfthe nature of a

bead. The 'method- ofifastening it purely

constructive. 'tl-t'e'.'protector merely being

slipped over the itioe'Jit‘sel'f and while infla

tion naturally tendsrto:make it grip tighter

it is said thatidwténded experiment has

shown no tendency to creep even when de

flated. The relative proportions of the

tread as compared with those of the tire

itself, as Well asqthe manner of placing it

will be clear-atga glance from the accom

panying sketch gshowing a section of each

in perspective. _'

The Burnham tire protector will be sup

plied in four difi‘erent treads; smooth, of

the regulation Diamond wrapped tread

construction as illustrated, with Bailey

non-slip ' beads, Samson steel studded

leather tread, or the Bar Traction tread,

which consists of rubber bars extending

diagonally across the face of the shoe and

parallel with each other around its entire

circumference. No prices have been made

public as yet, but it is stated that the cost

will approximate two-thirds that of a com<

plete tire.

Mending a Spring Plate.

Some workmen doubt whether a broken

spring plate can be welded and tempered

and made as good as new. Blacksmiths

question v-hether a broken spring plate can

be made to stand the test of a new plate.

The general conclusion is that it can be

done by an experienced workman. The

broken ends should be dovetailed, i. e., the

ends should be split open half an inch and

thinned down and placed on each other

and then heated and welded. The heat

should be as short as possible,in order to

not injure the temper in the other part of

the plate. The parts should be hammered

on the anvil until the united pieces become

cold. Care should be taken not to permit

the welded part to be hammered any lighter

than the rest. If there is too much ham

mering it leaves a place where a break is

liable to occur again.

Increase of Motor Cabs.

As has been the case in other cities so

have automobile cabs become a necessity

in Berlin since their introduction two or

three years ago. They are in such stronl

demand that from 10 o'clock in the morning

until 4 o’clock the next morning the three

stands assigned to them in the metropolis

are always almost vacant. Apart from the

fact that the police authorities are about

to sanction the establishment of new stands,

the necessity of an increase in the number

of Berlin cabs has been felt for a long time

past. and has resulted in the formation of

numerous cab companies. There are at

present 140 of these licensed cabs in Berlin,

and their number will be raised shortly to

270.
 

Direct Drive Discovered Again.

Probably the most interesting outcome

of the agitation following the claim of a

basic patent on the direct drive by Renault

Freres, has been the uncovering of a steam

car built by F. Lamplugh, an Englishman,

in 1896. The original propeller shaft and

back axle are still in use and not only em

body the direct bevel gear drive on a bal

anced gear, but the propeller shaft has the

usual universal joint at each end as well as

a telescopic joint, thus making it in every

respect as advanced a piece of construc

tion as is employed to-day. The date of

its origin anticipates the Renault patents

by fully two years.

The Auto Mechanics' Club, an organiza

tion to provide a place for social entertain

ment for the men working at the automobile

trade and for the study of the technical

points and care of cars ’and to promote

careful driving of autombiles, has been

formed in Denver, Col. The ofiicer's elected

for the first term are: President, E. S. Craw

ford; vice president, Lou Sanford; secretary

and treasurer, L. E. Allmon.
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PURDUE'S TESTING PLANT

Methods and Machinery Used by the

Western University in Trying-Out Cars.

 

talked of

automobile testing plant, which is a pioneer

Purdue University’s much

of its kind, has recently been completed

and it is proposed during the present win

ter to determine the output of power under

various conditions or running of a con

siderable number of typical machines. It

is, of course, a part of the university prop

erty at Lafayette, Ind. The plant follows

lines similar to those of Purdue's locomo

If, on the other hand, the supporting wheels

are frictionless, then the turning of the

wheels of the automobile by its motor will

not result in any pull on the dynamometer,

for if frictionless, the supporting wheel can

offer no reaction for such a pull.

The supporting wheels are in fact neither

blocked nor frictionless, but the design is

to have them turn against a resistance the

value of which may be .varied at will. The

arrangement is such that whatever this

resistance may be it appears as a stress on

the draw-bar. The resistance is regulated

by means of a friction brake to which ref

erence has already been made. By its ad

justment the automobile-may be made to

pull little or much open the dynamometer,

 

 

   

 

L

tive testing plant, the design having been

worked out under the general direction of

W. F. Goss, Dean of the Schools of lin

gineering.

As will be seen from the accompanying

elevation, it constitutes a mechanism upon

which any automobile of any type, whether

steam, gasolene or electric, may be mounted

and driven. When mounted for operation

the driving wheels of the car are carried

by the supporting wheels of the plant. The

latter are mounted upon an axle revolving

in fixed bearings. Thus set up, the car is

then connected with the traction dynamo—

meter shown just behind it and which

serves to keep it from running away.

The energy developed by the machine

is absorbed by a water cooled friction

brake of the familiar Prony type, while

a motor driven pressure blower delivers

air through adjustable piping for cooling

the radiators of steam and gasolene ma

chines and a motor driven exhauster draws

air from a point in close proximity to the

exhaust of the machine, thereby freeing the

laboratory from any noxious gases.

Concerning the theory of action, a glance

at the illustration will make clear the fact

that if the supporting wheels were blocked

so that they could not turn, the car would,

if started, tend to move forward with its

full tractive power even to the extent of

slipping its wheels on the supporting

wheels. This tendency will, of course, be

registered as a pull on the dynamometer.

  

that is, it may run under a light or a heavy

load as may be desired. In all cases, the

energy delivered by the automobile is the

product of the pull exerted at the draw

bar, into the distance passed over by the

tread of the driving wheel. Thus, the

horse-power delivered is equal to the pull

on the dynamometer in pounds, multiplied

by the space passed over in one minute by

the automobile driving wheel, divided by

33,000. The space passed over is most

conveniently found by determining the

number of revolutions of the supporting

wheel since the latter is of fixed diameter;

that is, the determination is based upon the

length of the path traveled, rather than by

the revolution of the driver. This also

provides means for determining transmis

sion losses.

Thompson on Japanese Conditions.

J. W. Thompson, who has just returned

to New York after a three years’ residence

in Japan, was the first man to introduce

the motor car into the Mikado’s Empire,

having used an automobile there in 1900.

He says the roads in Japan are excellent

for automobiling, but that few, very few

cars have been imported owing to the very

high duty. His greatest difficulty was in

teaching the natives the mechanical con

struction of the car so as to make them

capable chauffeurs and repairers. He made

straight for the Garden and invested in a

30-35 Locomobile before leaving.

RESOLUTIONS OF WELCOME

First Motor Car Due, a Mining Town

Takes Official and Jocular Action.

Local automobile regulations have been a

source of mingled anger and sorrow to

users of cars ever since self-propelled vehi

cles came into use in this country. Out in

Newberry, Mich., which is a small mining

town in the upper peninsular of the Wolver-'

ine State, there is a village board of trustees

who have not taken the advent of the auto

mobile so seriously as have the city fathers

of some larger places. 50 when a citizen

of that place purchased an automobile, the

first to be brought into the town, the trus-_

tees formulated the following regulations

for its use: '

“\Nhereas this village will soon be startled

by an automobile under the charge of-an

unexperienced chauffeur, which, said auto:

mobile has, been- fully warrantedv to 'shin,

telegraph poles, scale the sides .of buildings,

and climb fences with‘neatness and dis:

patch, and has a distinct and determine

taste for human gore; and ' ,_ _ _‘ _

“Whereas said automobile, is, a; deadly

weapon, dangerous to the'good health, hap-_

piness and morals of the owner thereof; and

“Whereas it is the desire of this council.

that the children of the community shall re—

tain certain fundamental privileges guaran

teed to them by the Constitution of the

United States, the Constitution of this

State and_the charter of the _Village of New:

berry, the mo_st pimportantyof. these;being_
the right to live; i ,_- __.~;

“Resolved,That“tlre owner of said'automo

bile be andis' hereby .ins'tructedinot'tofr'uh

said machine at a rate exceeding-three mil-es

an hour while.in the village limits;

“Resolved, further, that all the provisions

of the ordinance relative to pounds and im

pounding beasts be and the same are hereby

extended to and include said automobile,

and that the health officer be instructed

to enforce all ordinances relative to

nuisances and noxious smells.

“Resolved, That all parents be and are

instructed to keep their children off the

,(streets at all hours of the day and night

including Sundays and election days.

“Resolved, That the Board of Education

of McMillan township be requested to close

the schools of this village for a period of

three days after the arrival of said auto

mobile, at the end of which time it is esti

~mated that said automobile will be thor~

oughly broken and will stand without tying.

“Resolved, further, that theSe resolutions

be spread upon the minutes of this board,

that a copy be sent to the sorrowing friends

of the owner of said automobile and that a

copy be printed in the official newspaper.”

 

Paul Azbill, of'Columbia, Ky., has estab

lished an automobile stage line between that

place and Campbellsville. The bus em

ployed carries 18 passengers and makes two

trips daily.
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Cars not Exempt in Kentucky.

In Kentucky, an automobile is neither a

horse, team of oxen, dray nor spinning

wheel, and incidentally cannot be held

immune from levy for debt under the sta

tute of household exemptions. This point

was settled last week by Judge Thomas R.

Go'rdon, of Louisville, who handed down an

opinion sustaining a 'demurrer to the

amended answer in the suit of GeorgeCross against C. E. Price, involving a debt

of $300 on a note.

Cross levied an attachment on the auto- '

mobile of the defendant, alleging it to be

worth $300, and the motor car was seized

by the Sheriff. Price alleged that he was

an employe of a mercantile agency, and

needed his auto in his business, which

necessitated his getting rapidly from place

to place.

The defendant’s attorney argued that the

old law, passed in pioneer days which ex

empts from levy for debt certain household

articles and names them, including a dray,

a yoke of oxen, a horse or mule, a spinning

wheel, one shovel, and so on, required for

the carrying on of the farm, that represent

ing the only business interest of the time.

Although nothing is said as to automobiles,

the attorney claimed that the intent of the

statute covers such a case.

Judge Gordon says the courts have

greatly extended the operation of this act,

but that this is a case where its application

would be an exaggeration, since if a man

can hold a $300 car safe from levy he can

also hold the most elaborate and expensive

automobile, repreSenting several thousands

dollars of value, equally free from attach

ment.

“Automaniacs,” Shouts the Agriculturist.

“Automaniacs and modern juggernauts"

were the terms hurled at the motorist and

his car at the annual meeting of the Minne

sota Agricultural Society at its recent ses

sion in Minneapolis. Most of the hurling

was done by the sadly afflicted M. T. Grat

tan, of Preston, who performed the same

service a year ago. As a result of it the

society probably will ask the Legislature

to “do things.”

Mayor Jones, of Minneapolis, who wel

comed the agriculturists, said “me, too," but

in saner fashion. He told them that there

was no justice in barring automobiles from

the highways, but he advised “no mercy

toward the reckless chauffeurs who imperil

lives, and promised that the best minded

owners of automobiles would assist in any

mevoment to control the insane speeding

of men who bring the automobilists in gen

eral into disrepute."

l‘o Open Denmark’s Roads.

Denmark is growing restless beneath the

yoke of its antiquated motor laws, and sev

eral prominent sportsmen have founded a

society for the furtherance of automobilism

in the kingdom. One of the first steps the

society intends to undertake is to harry the

authorities until they are convinced of the

necessity of forming new and more moder

ate regulations. Only the chief high roads

are open to motorists throughout Denmark,

and with the exception of Copenhagen, all

the parochial roads are entirely closed, and

even where the motorists may venture by

day they must not be caught out after sun

down! Denmark is well suited for motor

ing, and its scenery would be most attract—

ive to all lovers of the sport, were it not

for these absurd legislative measures, which,

it is to be hoped, will be speedily removed.

The Editor's Car is For Sale.

The soil in North Dakota is so rich that

the editor of the Litchville Bulletin has

bought a new automobile and is trying to

sell his old machine. This is how he goes

about it in his own paper:

I have a bay Rambler automobile I want

to sell. It is sound in wind and limb,

young, docile, is a good driver and can go a

mile in 2.20. I drove it all last summer and

fall while the other fellows who owned au

tomobiles were patronizing the livery

stables or walking. There isn’t a blemish

on it; no spavins, ringbones or heaves

troubles it and its appetite is healthy. I

feed it gasolene and can go twenty-five

miles on a gallon, or less than one cent a

mile.

The machine cost new $850 and $40

freight, but I will sell it for much less than

that because I have bought a much larger

car for 1906. Or I will trade it for sound

_farm horses from 5 to 10 years of age.

weighing 1,200 to 1,400 pounds. I am wil

ling to trade for horses because I am going

to farm 1,000 acres with hired help this

year and need a lot of horses and good

wishes if I am to pull out of it in a sane

and safe condition.

I will guarantee to teach any man who

wears pants how to run the Rambler ma—

chine inside of two hours so that he can

steer clear of telephone poles and miss

most fence posts. Come in and look at it.

You don’t know anything about automo

biles, but then I don’t know anvthing

about horses, and wouln’t know_a case of

string-halt if I saw it; so it ought to be

easy to trade, and my word ought to be as

good as a horse trader’s.

—The Editor.

Angell Suggests Whipping- Posts.

George T. Angell, the Dumb Animals

gentleman of Boston, who in his day prob

ably has had to skip quickly out of the way

of more than one street car and horse

drawn vehicle, recently had to dodge an

automobile and thinks if his “guardian angel

had not been particularly active we should

have probably lost our life." As a result,

it seems to Mr. Angel] “that the whipping

post would be the most appropriate reward

for the rascal who came so near killing us.”

To Regulate ’Em in Washington.

A bill regulating the speed of automobiles

in the District of Columbia has been intro

duced in the House by Representative

Simms, of Tennessee, a member of the Dis

trict committee. Twelve miles an hour is

the maximum speed allowed within the city

limits and five miles at street crossings, four

miles an hour around curves and four miles

on certain business streets.

What He Gave Without Charge.

Types of all kinds of grafters were to be

seen at the shows last week, each working

after his own peculiar fashion and each of

whom, no doubt, slipped in unbeknown to

the management and set his trap for the

unwary by laying out folders in odd corners

or playing the more hazardous game of

personal canvass among the motorwise and

dollar-foolish visitors.

Probably for sheer unvarnished gall, even

surpassing that of the alleged storage com

pany which, up among the airships in the

armory gymnasium, carelessly scattered

around ochre-colored slips with the inquiry

“What the do you know about auto

mobiles?" and ending with the admonition

not to pay two prices to see the automobile

shows when the alleged storage company’s

colossal exhibit could be seen for nothing,

at such and such an address, was that of the

haggard, amateurish individual who passed

out the following card:

“Notice

“For your benefit,

“If you Do not wish to be skined, do Not

try to buy a car without a practical man.

If you want to get your money's worth,

write or call for me, I am a constructor of

automobiles and practical Chaut’fer, with

knowledge of all gas machines, and being

able to advise and Explain To you every

advantage of all make of automobiles, have

me to protect you and you get all That is

coming to you for less money than without

me. i secure testing rides and everything

to make a complete automobile Without

you having Any trouble.

“All this free Of charge.

“I am respectfully,

l‘

 

List to the “Motor Poet.”

One of those misguided human beings

called “motor poets,” whom the muses

would not inspire, was at his wit’s end for

a rhyme to “magneto ignition” and “cal

cium carbide,” and wrote to his paper for

suggesti'ons. It is now a 100 to 1 shot that

he wishes he had thought it out for him

self. One correspondent suggested that

“eternal perdition" would rhyme nicely with

“magneto ignition.” Another overcomes

the rhyme for magneto ignition as follows:

“Magneto ignition, if fixed with precision,

is so neat an addition, that I tell of its worth

without asking commission." He also has

the modesty to add: “For the rot that I’ve

written on magneto ignition, I must own

that I'm feeling some pangs of contrition."

This is how he rhymes calcium carbide:

“You’ll sit on my near side—oh! halycon

car ride, ’Mid the efi‘ulgence of calcium car

bide."

 

One of Hearst’s “Fine Frenzies.”

“How many human sacrifices will be

made to the God of Go-Fast on the sandy

altar of the Florida beach this winter?”

This is one of the choice spasms from one

of Hearst's papers on the Pacific Coast.
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VARIABLE INLET VALVES
 

Two of the Latest Developments of the

Sort that Have Appeared Abroad.

Evidences of the growing vogue of the

variable inlet as a means of controlling the

speed and power of the motor were not

wanting at the Paris Salon and it is inter

esting to note some of the various methods

by which different builders have attained

this object. In the Lambert, of which

there are several models ranging from nine

of which were

equipped in this manner, this is accomp

lished by the insertion of an adjustable

horse-power upward, all

piece p, inserted between the cam and the

lower end of the valve lifter. As will be

plain upon reference to the illustration, this

piece is joined to a smaller rocker arm at

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MOTOllLOC VALVE.

its outer end, the latter being arranged so

as to be controlled from the driver's seat.

One of these tapering pieces is located at

each valve, the separate rocker arms all

being fastened to a light shaft just below

and parallel with the cam shaft. In addi

tion to being led to.the lever on the wheel

for hand control this rocker shaft is also

connected up with the governor, the influ

ence of the latter being cut out by the hand

lever when desired. By the rotation of the

shaft referred to, b, the wedge-shaped piece

p may be either inserted further or with

drawn more from between the cam and

lifter, the height to which the valve itself

then rises being correspondingly regulated.

On the several four-cylinder models of

the Motobloc cars of varying power.‘ this

is likewise a new feature, though the engine

of this car is in fact, representative of de

partures of various sorts from standard

practise in almost every respect. Its name

for instance, which is literally “motor

block,” is meant to convey the impression

that both the engine and the change speed

gear box are integral, but one chamber

being provided for the reception of the

crank shaft and the change speed gear

shafts. The cylinders are cast in pairs and

in the low powered types the fly-wheel is

sandwiched in between two pairs of cylin—

ders. The valves are all mechanically ac

tuated from the same cam shaft, the induc—

tion valves being located in the cylinder

heads and are operated by rocking levers

1nd tappets. These rocking arms are all

mounted on an eccentric shaft extending

over the tops of the cylinders for their en

tire length and is arranged so as to be con

trolled by a small lever on the steering

wheel in the same manner as is customarily

employed for spark and throttle control.

By revolving this rod more or less the

height of the rocker arms may be varied,
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LAMBERT VALVE.

thus imparting a correspondingly different

lift to the inlet valves.

 

What the Fast Indians Want.

The motor cars and motorcycles have

been noticeable in Bombay, Calcutta and

Madras during the last two years, writes the

French Consul General at the former place.

Moreover, in various parts of India several

schemes have been put forward for motor

services to link up important centers and

to connect health resorts with the nearest

railway. There are now garages estab—

lished in Bombay where automobiles can

be hired by the hour; these appear to be

well patronized.

Natives attach no importance to speed

when purchasing a car, preference being

given to a strong and trustworthy article.

A voiturette, light enough to be carried by

bearers acr0ss the fords, which have so

often to be traversed in India, with wheels

as high as possible. in order to be able to

cross the more shallow fords unassisted, re

tailed at a price not exceeding $930, should

command a ready sale.

EMPLOYS A ROTARY VALVE
 

Ingenious Innovation Incorporated in an

Ingenious Two-Cycle Motor.

 

In view of the greatly increased amount

of attention that the tyo-cycle engine has

come in for of late through recent develop

ments, it is interesting to note that the sin

gle system which has been in practical use

on the other side embodies a radical depar

ture from what is regarded as current prac

tise in this country, not alone on the few

representatives of this type of engine used

on the car, but on the thousands which have

been in constant use for years past in other

fields.
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LEGROS Mu'l'OR.

This is the Legros which made its

debut at Paris a year ago, causing more or

less of a sensation at the time, as it was

the first of its kind to be taken up seriously

in a land where designers are universally

pledged to the four-cycle. As a matter of

fact, this engine cannot be compared with

any of the various differing arrangements

that have been devised to take advantage of

the two-cycle principle, in the majority of

instances by the addition of some auxiliary

apparatus to gain the necessary initial com

pression. It is in a class by itself. In place

of utilizing the base chamber of the crank

as a receptacle for the incoming charge

there to be compressed by the downward

stroke of the piston, as is customary, the

Legros uses a very long hollow piston in

dicated by P in the accompanying sectional

elevation. \Vithin this and concentric with

it is a piece of slightly smaller diameter,

which may best be described as a fixed

piston. This is indicated by F. This ar

rangement, of course, necessitates the use

of outside connecting rods of which there

are two to each cylinder, one oit either side.

Since the engine was first designed a

rather novel feature has been added. This

was first shown at the recent Salon and con
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sists of a rotary valve, which acts both as

an inlet and for the transfer of the mixture

from the compression space to the combus

tion-chambers. As the piston P rises a

charge .of. mixture is drawn through the

valve R and along the passage C into the

compression s'pace 'formed between the two

pistons; On the descent of .the piston 'P

this charge is delivered through the rotary

valve R to the induction pipe T and into

the ciiiiibustion chamber through the usual

automatic valve. ‘ ' ‘

" Ofn'ltlie'e'orfipres‘sion stroke the space be

tween' the two' p'istons is. again being

charged withI fresh mixture from the ear—

burettcr, and upon the explosion stroke a

fresh charge. enters at_ the_ top of , the

cylinder, the'exhaust being gotten rid of in

the-usual!manner,.that vis, by ports uncov

ered by-the 'piston at the end of its down

ward stroke. .The inlet valve is placed di

rectly in the centre of the top of the

cylinder head, the spark plug being located

in the upper right hand corner. Ignition is

by means of a high tension magneto chain

driven frorr a sprocket on the main shaft

which also actuates the pump and the rotary

valve through the same medium.

 

Adaptability of the Motor Car.

Elmer M. Cooper, a progressive farmer

near Cadiz, Ind., is emulating the example

set by others of his fellow tillers of the soil

by employing the gasolene engine as a labor

saving device about the farm. But in addi

tion, Cooper is what might be termed an

automobile fancier: Last summer he gained

considerable notoriety by owning seven

different makes of cars. He purchased

one and in a short time, becoming tired of

it, bought another, finding each nearer to

his conception of the ideal than the previous

one. - '

Cooper has a gas engine which pumps

water all over his farm. The other day this

gas engine was disabled and refused to run.

It meant either pump water by hand, get

the engine fixed or choose some other way

out of it. The resourceful Mr. Cooper

backed his automobile up against the pump

ing apparatus, jacked up one rear wheel,

transferred the belt and started his auto

engine going. The pump worked admirably

and the automobile pumped enough water

all over the farm to water the stock. Be

fore the cngine could be repaired Cooper

had to send away for some broken parts.

It took some time, and in the meantime

the hogs needed shelled corn. The sheller,

of course, could have been operated by hand

but it was too tiresome a process when one

had been used to having it done by machin‘

cry, thought Cooper, so he hitched the

automobile on to the sheller, and in less

time than it would have taken the regular

engine sixty bushels of corn were shelled.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Motor \Vorld Publish

ing Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York.

vApple’s New Storage Cell.

In connection with the improved 1906

model of the Apple direct current generator

and accumulator charger, the Dayton

Electrical Mfg. Co. has brought forth an

advanced type of storage cell for ignition

purposes. Size and weight have been fac

tors of prime importance in connection with

the accumulator ever since it has been

known and they are even more so when it

is to be used for ignition purposes. In the

latter field, the problem has been to keep

down the size of the battery and still main

tain the efficiency and output of one of

much greater bulk.

As the result of considerable study and

experiment with prevailing forms, the mak

ers of the Apple have discarded the latter

altogether and have done away with one of

the plates by making the containing case

of each cell in the shape of a lead bottle.

This constitutes the negative element and

  

the positive is in the shape of a plate

inserted in it and insulated therefrom by

perforated rubber separators. The num

ber of parts as'well as the weight and size

are thereby reduced to a minimum.

The inner surface of the bottle is dove

tailed and the active material pressed into

the recesses thus formed, while the positive

plate is perforated with large square holes

and treated in the same manner thus pre

venting the paste from dropping to the bot

tom of the cell.

In place of merely permitting any fumes

generated to rise out of a vent hole, they

are led ofir through small tubes from each

cell to the bottom of the containing case

and thus outside, preventing in this way

any contact with the metal parts and avoid

ing the consequent corrosion.

Elaborate precautions have been taken

to guard against short circuiting, the only

projecting parts being the rubber corks

in the filler holes and the end connections.

Each bottle comprises a 30 ampere hour

unit and any number desired will be sup

plied in neat japanned cases. The bottom

of the case is made of hard rubber extend

ing down half an inch farther than the

metal while rubber separators are fitted

between and around the cells. Once in

place the units of a battery are covered

with insulating composition applied in hot

liquid form and become practically solid,

in which shape they are well protected.

 

To Prevent “Racing” of Motors.

Single cylinder motors are particularly

prone to race when relieved of the load and

it is suggested that one efficient means of

overcoming this objection without the

necessity of having three hands to manipu

late steering wheel, spark and gear chang'

ing lever, all at the same time, is to couple

return it, once the clutch is re-engaged,

that when the former is taken out in order

to change the gear the spark is automatic

ally retarded simultaneously. In order to

return it once to the clutch is re-engaged,

a spring should be fitted to ordinarily hold

it in the advance position, thus not inter

fering with its control by hand. As the

majority of single cylinder cars in this

country are fitted with the planetary type

of gear-changing mechanism—the rod from

the contact breaker should be connected to

the changing lever so that dropping out of

high gear would actuate it. With such a

device it would be necessary to guard

against back-fires by carefully noting at

every start whether the spring was holding

the contact breaker in the extreme ad

vanced position or not.

Here’s the Motor Car-Boat.

Fournier, Edward, of Minneapolis, not

Henry, of Paris, a scene painter by trade,

and an inventor between jobs, has reached

the climax of his life in the invention of an

amphibiious motor-ear-boat which looks

something like a yawl on wheels, of course,

and “runs equally well in land or sea." By

an ingenious arrangement, the body, which

in this case constitutes the hull, can be de—

tached from the running gear, the driving

mechanism connected with the propeller,

and the rig is ready for deep sea cruising.

Whether the running gear constitutes as

much of an overload for the hull when the

thing is in the water, as the hull does for

the running gear when it is on land, no one

seems to know just at present, but if it

does, the name of Fournier is likely to be

afiixed to “sets” and “drops” for some time

to come.
 

Springs in Universal Joints.

Among other features the new Siddely

cars are equipped with an arrangement by

which a spring in the universal joint on the

cardan shaft keeps the inner member of

the joint from hammering the back of the

outer member, and prevents noise and wear.

The outer member is a square box and the

inner member is also square, bevelled edges

permitting of a sliding but not a rotary mo

tion. and it is between these two parts that

the spring is fixed, keeping them apart, but

allowing the joint to play in and out, as

required by the spring of the frame. The

introduction of springs appears to be a fea

ture of this car, as it is further equipped

in the same manner to prevent wear on the

valve tappets.
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The Pullman of Motor Cars
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1906 MODEL B, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

During 1905 the Rainier was the hit of the season in New York, the most critical of

markets. Not a single dissatisfied customer, only favorable comments everywhere, and

orders galore for the new model from former users. Before you decide, investigate the Rainier,

carrying the world’s broadest automobile guarantee.

Make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto. Bevel gear drive.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Chicago Branch: 1253-1255 Michigan Ave. (after __.nuary 15th).

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO., 121 fiassachusetts Ave.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

The Rainier Car will be exhibited at the Armory Show in Chicago.
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LOZIER

BRANDAND OUR

We have at last en

tered into our own.

It was our

and now it’s your

move—and there is

move,

plenty of space in our

new showrooms to

move all around the

L 0 Z I E R C A R S

in order that they may

be well investigated

from every point of

vie w. The entire

building of four stor

ies and basement will

be devoted to the busi

ness of The Lozier

Motor Company,

with their fine line 0t

High-grade Motor

Cars, Motor Boats

and Marine Motors.

THE LOZIER
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MOTOR CARS

NEW BUILDING To SHOW

 

THEM l-N

1906 Model Cars

are now showing in

Type C, 35 HP. and

in Type D, 40 H.P.

Type E, 60 l-I.P.,

will follow later.

These are all beauti

ful cars, and we have

instockforimmediate

delivery, Touring

Cars, Limousines and

Landaulets, all of

which are built in the

usual Lozier hign~

.grade manner. The

prices of Types C,

D and E range from

$4.500 to $7,500.

and our handsome

Descriptive Cata

logue treats upon the

general features of

Lozier construction.

Wewouldbeveryglad

to send you a copy.
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HAWKINS ON THE HORSE

Pittsburger Points Out Some Very Plain

Truths and Talks of Bigotry.

Dr. John A. Hawkins, one of Pittsburg's

prominent automobilists, is of the “right

sort." In a recent address, he gave his

townspeople some very plain facts and

some very plain figures that should cause

them to sit up and they are of just as much

value outside of his vicinity as within it.

Hear the doctor:

“The report of the coroner of Allegheny

county for the _year 1905 is particularly of

interest to both automobilists and motor

phobes, inasmuch as there are upwards of

1,200 automobiles in daily use within the

county. The report shows that of the 2,119

inquests, death was due to: Railroads, 323

cases; mills, 158; falls, 156; street cars, 81;

mines, 64; murders, 45; natural gas acci

dents, 15; run over by wagons, 13; kicked

by horses, 6; crushed in elevators, 5; struck

by missiles thrown, 4; thrown from carriage

by runaway, l; thrown from automobile, 1;

run over by automobile, 1. One death in

1,000 due to automobiles or motor vehicles,

40 deaths in 1,000 due to horses or horse

vehicles, 40 deaths in 1,000 due to street

cars, 160 deaths in 1,000 due to railroads.

“Railroads have been inexistence more

than 60 years; power-driven street cars

about 20 years, and automobiles three

years. When pedestrians become accus

tomed to look out when passing back of

street cars and stepping off sidewalks, acci

dents from automobiles will be unheard of.

The automobile can be stopped in one

twentieth the distance it takes to stop a

horse going at the same speed, besides,

the auto takes up less room on the street;

does not soil the street; does not cut up

the asphalt, or in any manner injure streets

or roads; never shies at roadside objects;

never runs away when driven by one who

knows how, and need not be hitched. It

is doubly taxed, abused, cartooned and con

demned with its owner to eternal damna

tion by a bunch of evil-thinking, narrow

minded, selfish bigots, who would eagerly

stop the wheels of progress by burning at

the stake, as witches and wizards, all those

who were not of the same mind in religion,

politics and tastes.

“Automobile touring has become a God

send to small towns, opening up moss

grown hotels and bringing more money to

villages than was ever dreamed of a few

years ago. Millions are annually spent by

tourists in France, not because they love

France more, but because the Frenchman

loves our money and is far-seeing, and in~

stead of cursing the automobile he builds

good roads, keeps good hotels and is

accommodating; does not discriminate

between horses and automobiles by unjust

taxation.

“Munsey says: ‘That it is estimated that

there are more than 200,000 people em

ployed in the automobile industry in France

alone, and that the value of cars made in

France has increased in the past seven

years from $2,000,000 to $50,000,000;'

“Think of itl Think of what an industry

bigots and malcontents are trying to throt

tle by unreasonable laws, legislative graft,

and unjust taxation. If these bigots have

no justice in them, surely their fathers in

stilled a bit of patriotism into them, or if

not, their sense of greed should show them

that they are simply trying to kill the goose

that is laying the golden eggs. This class

of so—called good citizens are not the ones

who have spent their good money in agi

tating the building of good roads.- It has

been the bicyclist, and later the automo

bilist. Ask the thinking farmer along one

of our macadamized roads how long it now

takes to bring his produce to the city and

he will tell you he can make the trip in fall,

winter or spring in one-fourth to one-half

the time it formerly took him when the

roads were at their best in the summer.

“Reckless automobilists should be pun

ished, as all other offenders against the

rights of his fellow man, but pedistrians

should not sleep when crossing streets, nor

should a useful mode of travel, the result of

progress, be condemned and all the users be

classed as thugs and lawbreakers any more

than a railroad company or its careful em

ployes be condemned for the accidents of

negligent or careless enginemen or motor—

men."

Up-State Chaufl'eurs Become Ambitious. '

Binghampton, N. Y., now has a chaufi

eurs' training school, established in connec

tion with the Binghampton Chauffeurs'

Club. At a special meeting last week plans

for the school were perfected and it will

be formally opened Saturday, this week.

Lectures on motors and motoring will be

given each Saturday night and will be fol

lowed by a general round table discussion

of the points brought out in the lecture. A

committee was appointed to arrange the

course of instruction and provide for a

regular instructor.

 

Gasolene Chaufieurs Incorporate Club.

The Professional Chauffeurs’ Club of

America, which has its headquarters in New

York City, is now a corporate body, papers

having been taken out last week. Accord

ing to them, it is formed to-promote and

elevate professional chauffeurs as applied

exclusively to the drivers of gasolene en

gines, and to maintain a club house. Val—

entine Koch, Frederick W. Walsh, William

H. Walter, Frederick Brevogel and Marten

J. McGuire, all of New York City, are

named as directors.

Nashville Taxes Hired Vehicles.

Nashville, Tenn, has passed an ordinance

taxing automobiles “owned, maintained or

operated for profit” $15 per annum. Auto

mobiles used for omnibusscs are assessed

$420 per year.

“war” oars DAMAGES

Injured in an Accident he Sues and Wins—

First Case of the Sort. I

An apparent precedent has been estab

lished in Connecticut governing the liability

of the driver of a car for injuries to pas

sengers, received while in the car. By the

decision of Judge Joel H. Reed, in Superior

Court, Hartford, which will, however, likely '

be appealed, Walter G. Johnson, a chauff

eur, of New York City, is entitled to recover

damages in the sum of $2,500 from the Elec

tric Vehicle Co., of Hartford, Conn., or

rather from the Aetna Indemnity'Co., as

the automobile company held employers’

liability insurance.

Johnson was a chaufl’eur employed by

J. J. “"elch, of New York City. When

Welch purchased a touring car from the

Electric Vehicle Co., Johnson was sent to

Hartford to learn its operation. At his,

Johnson’s, request, he was sent out with

John M. Sheehan, one of the testers of the

company. While out with Sheehan, John

son was injured in an accident by colliding

With a team near Longmeadow, Mass. At

the trial Johnson testified that at the time

he realized that the car was traveling too

fast for safety and implored Sheehan to

slow down, but that the latter only laughed

at his fears. In discussing some of the

propositions of law set up by the defendant,

Judge Reed, in a memorandum of decision,

says:

“It is claimed by the defendant that

since the plaintiff was permitted to ride on

the testing car at his request, he was a mere

licensee, and that the rule applies that there

is no duty owing to a licensee by a licensor,

except that he shall not willfully injure

him. The cases cited in the defendant's

brief on this point are all cases illustrating

the rule that a licensee going upon the land

of another must take the land as he finds

it. ‘No case has been cited where the dis

tinction between the duty owed to a licensee

and an invitee has been applied to a case

like this, or to any case not involving an

entry on land, or the use by the plaintiff of

the defendant’s premises."

The judge says that it seems to him that

the doctrine of the liability of a licensee

does not apply, and whether the plaintifi

be considered as a licensee, invitee, passen

ger for hire, or whether the relation of mas

ter and servant existed, the defendant

owed the plaintiff a duty not to injure him'

by gross carelessness. The negligence of

Sheehan should not be imputed to the

plaintiff. It would seem to come with

more force when Set up by a third party

than when set up by the defendant.

The judge continues:

“If I take a person into 'my carriage

voluntarily to ride with me. and injure him

by my own negligence, why should I be

allowed to say that he was guilty of negli

gence in riding with me? It is significant

that no authority has been cited applying to

circumstances like these."
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The Week’s Patents.

809,292. Gas Engine. William T. Fox,

Rochester, N. Y. Filed August 17, 1904.

Serial No. 221,051.

Claim.—l. In a gas engine, the cylinders

having each a piston and arranged in four

pairs, a rigid rod connecting the pistons of

each pair, two crankshafts, one for each

double pair, a main or driving shaft oper

atively connected in the crankshafts, and

means for successively exploding gas in the

cylinders to drive said main shaft at every

quarter-rotation thereof.

809,295. Gas Producer. Jerome R.

George, Worcester, Mass, Assignor to

Morgan Construction Company, Worcester,

Mass, a Corporation of Massachusetts.

Filed July 10, 1903. Serial No. 164,934.

Claim.—1. In a gas producer the heating

chamber having an opening at its top for

the admission of fuel, of a fuel reservoir

placed above said opening and having an

opening in its bottom for the delivery of

fuel to a distributer, a distributer between

the opening in the heating chamber and the

openinqr in the reservoir, said distributer

consisting of a rotating shell smaller at its

lower than at its upper end, with an open

ing at its upper end larger than the delivery

opening of said reservoir and concentric

with its axis of rotation, and with an onen

ing at its lower and eccentric with its axis

of rotation, and a disc inclosed in said dis

tributer having its diameter larger than the

diameter of the delivery opening in said

reservoir, with an annular space around

said disc for the passage of fuel.

809,331. Clutch Mechanism. Michele G.

de Simone, London, England, Assignor of

three-eighths to Domenico Robert de

Simone and one-fourth to The \Vilkinson

Sword Company, Limited, both London,

England. Filed April 14, 1905. Serial No.

255,529.

Claim.—-l. In a liquid clutch, the com

bination of a rotary clutch member having

a circular recess eccentric to the axis of ro—

tation. a second clutch member formed with

radiating cylinders, plungers in said cylin

ders the ends of which engage the inner

face of said eccentric recess, a common

liquid chamber in communication with all

the cylinders, a separate valve between each

cylinder and the common liquid chamber,

and means for operating all the valves to

allow the liquid to flow freely between the

common liquid chamber and the cylinders

and the plungers to reciprocate in the lat

ter under the action of the eccentric sur

face of the second clutch member, whereby

the clutch will run idle, said means also

serving to operate all the valves to close

communication between the common liquid

chamber and the cylinders and lock the

liquid therein and the plungers in rigid en

gagement with the eccentric surface of the

second clutch member whereby both mem

bers are forced to rotate together.

809,341. Vehicle Brake. _Bartholomew

Viola, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed March 20,

1905. Serial No. 250,912.

Claim.—1. The combination with a

vehicle, of a member on a wheel thereof and

having engageable devices thereon, a shaft,

a member shiftable relatively to said shaft,

and adapted to co-operate with said engage

able devices, a hand brake attached to said

member to prevent its rotation when the

same co-Onerates with said engage devices.

and levers adapted to eflcct the relative

movement of said member.

809,333. Car Movement Explosive En

gine. Philip K. Stern, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 22, 1903. Serial No. 140,087.

Claim.—1. In a reciprocating explosive

engine, wherein the motion of the recipro

cating medium is adapted to be translated

into a rotary motion at its flywheel, a

kinematic connection between the flywheel

and the reciprocating element located

within the hub of the flywheel, for convert

ing the motion of the reciprocating element

into a relatively constant rotary motion of

the flywheel and conversely for transform

ing a constant rotary motion of the fly

wheel into a periodic reciprocating motion

of the reciprocating element, together with

suitable valve mechanism for controlling

the working fluid for said engine, actuated

by said flywheel, substantially as described.

809.337. Power Transmitting Mechanism

for Motor Vehicle. Robert Symonds, Jr.,

Kenosha, W'is., Assignor to Thomas B.

Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis. Filed April 7, 1905.

Serial No. 254,378.

Claim.—1. A power transmitting mechan

ism comprising a power shaft and power

wheel thereon; a power transmitting wheel

loose on the power shaft and disengageably

engageable with the power wheel; a gear

rigid with the power wheel and a speed re

ducing gear train therefrom to the power

transmitting wheel; a frame for carrying

the intermediate gear train which is mount

ed rotably about the power shaft, and

means for holding such frame against ro—

tation.

809,338. Power Transmitting Mechanism

for Motor Vehicles. Robert Symonds, Jr.,

Kenosha, \Vis., Assignor to Thomas B.

Jeffery, Kenosha, \Vis. Filed April 7, 1905.

Serial No. 254,379.

Claim.—1. A power transmitting mechan

ism comprising a power shaft, a power

transmitting wheel loose on such shaft; a

driving gear rigid with the power shaft; a

driven gear rigid with the power transmit

ting wheel; a gear frame and a gear frame

therein having an initial wheel meshing

with said driving gear and comprising two

gears in different transverse planes con

nected in the train for opposite rotation and

each adapted for meshing with the driven

gear, said gear frame being movable along

the power shaft and means for moving it

back and forth.

809.372. Variable Speed Gear. Emil A.

Hoefer, Freeport, Ill., Assignor to Hoefer

Manufacturing Company, Frecport, Ill.

Filed July 29, 1905. Serial No. 271,868.

Claim.—1. In mechanism of the class de

scribed, in combination, a shaft, a plurality

of loose gear wheels, stepped and concen

trically mounted thereon, and rotating

means adapted to separately and interiorly

engage and revolve said gear wheels, sub

stantially as described.

809,400. Valve Mechanism for Internal

Combustion Engines. William H. Schoon—

maker, Montclair, N. J. Filed February 11,

1904. Serial No. 193,032.

Claim.—1. The combination of a valve

stem mounted to reciprocate and to‘turn

and having annular or part annular rack

teeth thereon, and a pinion meshed with the

rack teeth, to impart reciprocal movement

thereto.

809,406. Variable Speed Gear. Morton

C. Talcott. Hartford, Conn. Filed October

14, 1905. Serial No. 282,791.

Claim.—l. A gearing having a motor

shaft, gears of diflere_nt_diameters on the

motor shaft, a transmissmn shaft, gears of

different diameters on the transmission

shaft and meshing with the gears on the

motor shaft, the gears on one shaft being

keyed and the gears on the other shaft

being loose, clutches adapted to connect

the loose gears with their shaft, a recipro

catory bar, dogs carried by the bar and

adapted when moved in one direction to

cause the closing of the clutches successive

ly, and a wedge bar arranged to cause a

disengagement of the dogs and allow the

clutches to successively release, substan

tially as specified.

809,409. Pneumatic Tire.

Tillingliast, Edgewood R. I.

S, 1903. Serial No. 146,396.

‘_Claim.—1. A pneumatic tire, having an

air tube constructed of caoutchouc the sur

faces of which are rendered non-viscous

and unvuleanizing for the purpose of facili

tating repairs.

809,421. Expansible Sprocket. Arthur W.

Boon, Brixton, England. Filed January 27,

1904. Serial No. 190,842.

Claim.—1. In a variable sprocket wheel

the combination with a drum having a series

of radically arranged slots, of a series of

adjustable blocks forming a variable cir

cumference to said drum, of teeth pivoted

in recesses in said blocks, and of springs

operating to retain said teeth in their op—

erative positions but allowing them to give

way when they are inoperative, as set forth.

809,451. Double Acting. Explosive En

gine. Joseph W. Kyle and John W. Hicks,

Chicago, Ill., Assignors of one-third to Gar

field G. Bennett, Chieago, Ill. Filed De

cember 17, 1902. Serial No. 125,593.

Claim—1. An explosive engine com

prising a cylinder, simultaneously recipro

cating pistons in each end thereof, a gener

ating and mixing device, a pipe leading

therefrom and opening into each end of the

cylinder beyond the outermost travel of the

cistons, an inlet port in open communica

tion with the pipe and disposed between the

pistons when at their outermost limit of

movement, an exhaust port also opening‘

between the pistons when so positioned, a

sparker positioned to ignite the charge

when the pistons are at their inward limit

of movement, a transverse shaft intermedi

ates the ends of the cylinder, a plurality of

oppositely disposed cranks thereon and

means connecting the outer ends of said

pistons with said cranks and adapted to ro

tate said shaft.

809.475. Motor Vehicle. Thomas L.

Sturtevant, Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturte

vant, VVellesley, Mass, Assignors to Sturte

vant Mill Company, Portland, Me., a Cor

poration of Maine. Filed June 6, 1905.

Serial No. 263,937. ‘

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle the com

bination with a vehicle frame comprising

side beams, of an opposed cylinder engine

frame arranged crosswise of said vehicle

frame and forming a rigid transverse part

of said vehicle frame, said engine frame

being disposed between the front and rear

axles of the vehicle and with the cylinder

portions of said engine frame inside or be

tween the outside parts of said side beams

and approximately central, vertically, of the

said side beams.

809,501. Antivibration Device for Ve

hicles. Georges Grillier, Chicago, 11]., As

signor to The Automobile Importing Com

pany, Chicago, 111., a Corporation. Filed

April 26, 1905. Serial No. 257,495.

Claim—1. An_ .antivibration device for

vehicles, comprising two arms pivoted

Pardon W.

Filed March
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Constant Sight Feed.

McOORD k CO., “07-80 Old Colony Bldg. , CHICAGO

E. J. DAY & CO., Pacific Coast Distribu'ors,

324-326 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

No Liquids.

users, drivers, repairmen, chauffeurs

and others wanted all over the

country; 50,000 machines built this year in United States,

afiording great opportunities for men trained in this coming

business; six cents a day Will qualify you for good wages

in this field; in which the demand is such that ability counts

ahead of pull and length of service. For full particulars, address

THE CORREPONDENCE SCHOOL OF AUTOMO

BILE ENGINEERING, Suite r357, Flatiron Building,

New York City.
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THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

in every walk of life.

The way to acquire Knowledge

is to keep posted and the best way

to keep posted is to regularly read

THE MOTOR WORLD

Nothing of moment in the Automobile

world escapes it.

It is an uncommonly valuable $2 worth.
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SURETY
Messrs. Clemens & Merz

were all" of the four No. 4 “Sta-Rite" Plugs which

fi red 850,000 charges In 24 hours—distance 1094 miles.

You can alwa be just as sure of any of the 47 sizes

of Improved Sta-Rites” (six types). Insilt upon

having “Sta-Rites" in your new car nnd lave bother

Garden show space No. 78. Armory‘lhow space No.61

Coliseum show space o. 118

THE R. E. HARDY CO.

225 list In“!!! I!" IONN Cl"

  

'_ -_- 'Il
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n, can“

"onvn lunar "I mliur.‘

  

 

 

Stop Experimenting and Use

“INVADER” OIL

The Oil That Graphitizes.

For Alr and Water Cooled Cyllnders.

- Manufactured only by

OllAS. F. KEILON 8t 00., I28 Arch Street. Phlladalnhia

WEAK BATTERIS

never bother the owner of an

Apple Automatic Sporker. It

is a ifect storage battery charger.

Easily applied to any automobile,

launch or stationary engine Write

for further information .DIIIDI‘I Elle

lrical Ill. 60.91 lum linguDrylnn n

 

   

  
  

- . Battery ~

Char'gci‘

DIAMOND OIIAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replacé your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

 

DIAMOND OHAIN & MFG. 00.. INDIANAPOLIS

Trademark Registered.

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

as shown in cut, are made in four lengths

Cut Is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cub wlth order.

In canltnln. 25 oentl per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

i905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

OR SALE—Established,Automobile business,

stock and machinery. For particulars

address 'STANDARD \VHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana. ,
 

FOR SALE —Very cheap, Searchmont four

cylinder, Ford two cylinder; Winton two

cylinder; Rambler two cylinder, improved Rambler

E, one cylinder; Orient Buckboard; mostly i905

cars; prices and descriptions extremely interesting.

A card will bring the information. E. S. YOUSE,

Reading, Pa.

MUST be sold at once for the account of pur

Chasers of i906 Royal Tourists: 1904 Peer

less, fine condition, canopy top, gas tank, price

$1,500; 1905 Royal Tourist, fine order; 1905 Pope

Toledo, type 8, perfect condition, canopy top. Ohio

Sales Agency, THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.,

330 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. 0

ANTED—Position by experienced chauffeur.

Address CIIAUFFEUR, P. 0. Block,

Room 6, Columbus, Indiana.

OR SALE—White Flash boilers, complete

with regulator and thermostat, $60 each; 14

and i6-inch Loco and Tonkins boilers, good as

ever, having been replaced by our Stickney Safety

Steam Generators. One 14-inch Barrett kerosene

burner, nearly new, fir 5. A few 14-inch burnt boilers

515apiece. PORTLAND GARAGE, Portland, Me.

OR SALE—Quick returns; two Surre , type i

Ramblers, used as demonstrators; first class

condition, $800 each. One model F Ford, used as

demonstrator,A1 condition, $750. One 1904 Knox,

good condition, canopy top; repainted; original

cost, $1,350, price now. $450. One model C Ram

bler runabout with top, in good condition, $225.

One model E Rambler runabout, in good condition,

5250. One 1904 Olds runabout in good condition,

$250. Further particulars by mail. RICHMOND

JARVIS CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

WANTED

SUB-AGENTS IAOKSON TOURING

OAllS, 20-24-40 H.P.

The East Liberty Automobile Co., Pittsburg, Pa., wants

agents in every County in Pennsylvania, West of Tioga

County. Also State of West Virginia. Good proposition.

Write for territory.

_anVE.

SIMPLE ZIND ABSOLUTELY HIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as

H. SGHRHDER'S SON” Inc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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together and having respectively a casing

and a friction ring in contact therebetween,

the pivot bolt connecting the arms having

a tapered sleeve-nut which fits in a tapered

socket in one of the arms.

809.509. Motor Car. Frederick W. Lan

chester, Edgbaston, Birmingham, England.

Filed June 3, 1905. Serial No. 263,579.

Claim.—1. A motor vehicle in which the

motor is situated in the leg space of the

front seat and in proximity to the dash

board of the vehicle, substantially and for

the purposes set forth.

809,525. Motor Vehicle.

maker, Cleveland, Ohio.

1905. Serial No. 257,434.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a mechan

ism of the class stated, of an axle and a

wheel spindle having non-circular recesses

in their ends, and a universal joint between

the same having connecting necks fitting in

said recesses and having longitudinal move

ment therein.

809,530. Pneumatic Tire Cover. William

A. Sankey, Sutton, England, Assignor to

Frank Reddaway, Manchester, England.

Filed January 24, 1905. Serial No. 242,544.

Claim.-—l. A tire cover having beaded

edges and a wire embedded in each of said

edges, layers of canvas in such tire cover

part of which are secured around the cores

of the beaded edges and the remainder

around the wires in such edges, substanti

ally as described.

809.537. Tire for Wheeled Vehicles.

Frank H. Sterling, London, England. Filed

December 6, 1904. Serial No. 235,755.

Claim.—-1. The combination, with a

wheel rim of spiral springs secured around

the said rim, bridge-pieces arranged around

the said springs, pivotal connections be

tween adjacent ends of the said bridge—

pieces, and flexible connections arranged

radially between the said wheel rim and

bridge pieces and limiting the outward

movements of the said bridge pieces.

809,540. Transmission Gearing. Morton

C. Talcott, Hartford, Conn. Filed October

14, 1905. Serial No. 282,790.

Claim.—-l. In a transmission gearing, a

shaft, gears of different diameters IOOse on

the shaft, clutches adapted to connect the

gears with the shaft :1 bar bearing racks,

Albert Nuina

Filed April 26,

pinions adapted to be successively rotated

bv the racks, and connections between the

pinions and the clutches for operating the

clutches, substantially as specified.

809,560. Combined Sparker and Gov

ernor for Gas Engines. David F. Graham

and Frank A. Fox, Stamford, Conn., As

signors, by inesne assignments, to the

Eisenhutli Horseless Vehicle Company,

Middletown, Conn., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed March 11, 1903. Serial No. 147,229.

Claim.——1. A combined sparker and gov

ernor for explosive engines, comprising a

revoluble cam shaft; a spirally grooved

sleeve mounted upon said shaft; a cam sur

rounding said sleeve and provided with pro

jections entering the grooves of the sleeve

and having an internally threaded recess at

its upper end; ignition contact operated by

said cam, and a governor comprising an

upper head fixed to said shaft, a lower mov

able head having an externally threaded ex

tension engaging the threaded recess in the

cam and screwed partially home, toggle

levers connecting said heads, and weights

on said levers, whereby the cam is given

both a reciprocatory and a rotary move

ment, substantially as set forth.

809,578. Sparking Plug. \Nilliam Otta—

way, Aurora, Ill. Assignor to Aurora Auto

matic Machinerv Company, Aurora, 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed February 15.

1904. Serial No. 193,606.

Claim.-—A sparking plug comprising an

insulating sleeve, a stem which passes

through .the_ sleeve and is provided with a

head at its_inner end, a packing interposed

between said head and an opposing surface

or shoulder on said _sleeve, a cap applied

to the outer end of said sleeve, a second cap

which slides on: the first named cap and the

head of which is perforated for the passage

of the said stem, a nut on the stem adapted

to _bear. against said second cap, and a

spring interposed between said caps and

acting to exert endWise tension, on said

stem.

809,588. Racecourse for Automobiles.

John B. Thomas and Jasper Lynch, Lake

wood, N. J. Filed April 1, 1905. Serial

No. 253,274.

ClaimI—l. A racetrack for_ automobiles,

comprismg two _straight portions crossing

one another at different levels, each end of

each straight portion being connected with

each end of the other portion by means of

loops.

809,614. Internal Combustion Engine.

Henry C. Holloway, Gilroy, Cal., Assignor

of one-half to W'illiam De Hart, \Vatson

ville, Cal. Filed February 6, 1905. Serial

No. 244,458.

C1aim.—l. An internal combustion en

gine comprising a cylinder closed at both

ends, a piston, a piston rod extending

through the stufiing box in one head, con

necting with the crosshead and crankshaft,

inlet and outer nassages contiguous to the

lower cylinder head, automatically oper

ating valves by which gas is admitted to the

cylinder and transmitted therefrom, said

valves operated by and during the move

ment of the single power piston, a receiver

for the compressed gas, an independent

combustion chamber intermediate between

said receiver and the cylinder, and a valve

controlling the transmission of gas from the

received to the combustion chamber.

809,641. Vehicle Tire. James A. Swine

hart, Akron, Ohio. Filed April 3, 1904.

Serial No. 201,248.

Claini.—1. In vehicle tires, a metallic

rim having opposite incurved edges about

its periphery, in combination with a solid

continuous rubber tire in said rim provided

with side ribs engaged beneath said edges,

a binding material interposed between said

rim and tire and cemented to both, and

cross wire extending transversely.

809,564. Exhaust Mufiier. Louis T.

Weiss, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed August 18,

1905. Serial No. 274,742.

Claim.—1. An exhaust mufiller. having

an expansion chamber which receives the

exhaust from the engine, said chamber hav

ing an outlet for the exhaust, and automatic

means controlling said outlet and opening

and closing the latter alternately.

809,656. Automobile Frame. ,Allie R.

VVelch and Fred S. Welch, Pontiac, Mich.

Filed May 25, 1905. Serial No. 262,782.

Claim.—l. In a vehicle frame, the com

bination of a side piece bent inward for a

portion of its length and a strip rigidly se

cured to the bent-in portion of said side

piece, extending beyond said bent-in por

tion at a distance from said side piece and

rigidly secured toward the end to said side

piece.

 
 

  Luxuriously Finished

Limousines

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE C0.

21 Specialty

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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This is the Great Arrow Victoria Tonneau, no-ns H. P. with

semi-enclosed top.

cloned top, $350 extra.

front, $50 extra.

Price without top, 55,000.

eape top, $200 extra.

Semi-en

Folding glass

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fact

that they appeal most to the most mechanical minds. An automobile

is a machine. The more a man understands about the principles of

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the Pierce

Arrow is made.

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of any

automobile made in this country, but the price _seems low when com

pared, not only with the small cost of maintainlng, but with the long

time of service given.

Pierce Arrows are never out of date as far as effective service

is concerned.

Catalogue and descriptions mailed on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERQE ('ZOMPHNY,

BUFFHLO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Autcmobile Manufacturers.

Pierce Arrow Exhibited in Madison Square Garden Only.

LIST OF DEALERS:

Baltimore. Southern Auto. Co., 2021 Mar]

lnnd Ave.

Boston. . W. Maguiro Co., 745 Boyl

ston St.

Buffalo. The George N. Pierce Co., 752

Main St. (Retail)

Chicago, ll. Pnulman 8: Co., 1321 Michi

gan Ave.

Denver. The George N. Pierce Co., 1043

Californla St.

Detroit, .7. l‘. Schneider. 189 Jefferson Av.

Geneva, New York. J. A. Place.

Hartrord, Conn., _ The Miner Garage Co., 120 A1

li'n St.

Houston, Tex.. Hawkins Auto. & Gas Engine Co.

Kansas City. Mo, E. P. Moriarty Q Co., 1612

Grand Ave.

Ins Angeiea. glilih & Burge. Cor. Tth & Main

5.

Louisville. The Zorn—Strauss 00.. inc.

Milwaukee. liihbard Automobile C0.

New York, Harroids Motor Car Co., llroud

way, 58-5ch Sis.

Wilson & Co., 142 Bank Street.

The George N. Pierce CO., 1013

Clay St. (Wholesale)

Ottawa & Montreal,

Oakland. Cal.,

ii. .

 
Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Oregon,

Portland, Me.,

Providence. R. L.

Rochester,

San Francisco,

Saratoga Springs.

Scranton. Pa...

Seattle. Wash.

Springfield. Mum.

Syracuse.

St. Louis.

St. Paul.

Toronto.

Troy, N. Y.,

Utim, N. Y..

Foss—Hughes Motor Car Co., 201

N. Broad St.

Banker Bros. Co.,

Bentty Sta.

Covey & Cock Motor Car Co.

J. A. Dowiing.

The Shepard Company.

I]. S. Automobile Co.,

lrouth Ave. -

M )bll? Carriage Co., Golden Gan

Ave. & Gough St.

W. L. Hod-res. 18 Woodiawn Av.

Standard Motor Car Co.

Broadway Auto Co.

E. R. Clarke Auto. Co., 11‘! Ly

man t.

Amos-Pierce Auto Co.,

State St.

“'estern AutO. C0.,' 4701 Wash

iiigton Blvd.

C. P. Joy Auto. Co., 868 Minne~

sota. Rt.

,\ut\ a Supply Co.,

Temperance St.

Troy Auto. Exchange. 22 4th St

Utiea Motor Cu- Co.

Baum and

21 Ply—

109 S.

Ltd., 24
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H H Built by the famous 35 H. P. Chassis

gun makers of France $6500

e, _,_,°-. . . Sole representatives in the United States

‘- '1‘\ 7 _. fe (ye J for the llotchkiss and the

35 H. P.

$5500

A new car in a new field.

A good car and worthy

of inspection.

A Guarantee of

365 Days with

Each Car

AGENCIES WILL

BE ESTABLISHED

Archer &

Company

1597 Broadway

231 West 40th St.

New York.

  

*L;.

  
‘ r

_ .J’ “'4' '

IMPORTED UNDER THE SELDEN PATENT
 

 
 

THE

Modern Car.
40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

112 inch wheel base.

Individually east cylinders. Battery and high tension

mng ignitin- , GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE GROUT.

  

Individually deStgned bodies. The c" o, 0","), “d Simpudm

PRICE $7 50° 00 A Four-Cylinder Water-Cooled car of 30-35 H. P. with slide gear

' ' ' ' transmission, built on sound, sane principles, lacking not one of the

e - - acce ted attributes of a hi h-clnss car, and listin at 2. 00.28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive P g g s 5

SPECIFICATIONS:

1°2_inch wheel base 30-35 H P.,4cylinder, balanced motor. high tension ignition using 0 e coil \ilh dis

" _ ‘ _ ’ tributing commutator.

Battery and low tenston magneto ignition. Fm“ Y°"“'a“°" W3"

hlecliamcally operated valves.

Bodies to yOur own taste. Inlet valves interrhangeahle with exhaust valve'.

Control on steering wheel to gas and ignition, no motion transmitted to these levers by

movement of steering wheel.

P R I O E , $4,000.00. Gear, three speeds and reverse actuated by single lever.

Wheels,d3; inch wood artillery, ball bearings, 4 inch tires.

‘ I Armore ‘rnme. '
Wu' 8' 80” representatives 0, sealete L Oleo pings for Steering by irreversible worm and sector, dust proof and oil tight.

battery and magneto Ignition. Absolulely soot-proof. Lubrication, mechanically operated oiler, a definite amount of oil toallcylinders,crank

hearings, connecting rod bearings, etc.

Lubricating system ha: received great attention and is particularly thorough. It i: non

adjustable. that is, set at the factory and needs only to be supplied with oil.

’ Top and headlight with generator.

We‘re Ready to Talk to Live Agentl.

MADE BY

LONG 'SLAND C'TY' "' Y' GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE co., Orange, Mass.

New York Agency. MUNSINO & CHAPMAN, I888 Broadway.
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Profit! More Profit. That's what We are all in business for. Every

economical move means bigger dividends at the end of the year.

Auto makers—here’s a lesson in economy.

Send us your welding. We can do it much better because our facili

ties are much greater. We can do it much cheaper because we have the

equipment to produce in greater quantities, with less cost for labor.

We can do it much quicker because this department does nothing else,

and the electric process saves much time.

We can do it better because machines have been perfected that greatly

surpass the work of human hands.

 

“Let us be your Welding Department”

 

THE STANDCARD WELDING co.
LEVELAND.

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES, MCCLERNAN 8t ORR, CHICAGO.
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PENNSYLVANIA CLINCHER

  

Should be classed among those Motor Car parts

which have about reached perfection.

The racing type is the latest development in

tire construction. A car shod with these tires, you

may be sure, is capable of something out of the

ordinary.

  

PENNSYLVANIA'RUBBER CO.

JEANNETTE, PA. '

BLISS
Built by

E. W. BLISS CO., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

 

  
  

Persistent and conscientious adherence to one idea—and that

idea one which we. have demonstrated to he the correct oneh

your after year has made the Premier Motors the efficient, de

pendable ones which we have always built.

30 H. P.

THE CAR WITH A

REPUTATION

BEHIND IT.

DouoLAs ANDREWS

Selling Agent,

1623 Broadway, New York

This, in conjunction with our splendid construction through

out the enr. makes the Premier, “The Quality Car," stand out

boldly among its competitors, evidencing its worth in its

pressed steel frame. 20-24 H. P. motor. selective type, three

speeds forward and reverse sliding gear transmission, shaft

drive, buoyant but firm full elliptic springs. I beam front axle

efficient brakes. perfected lubricating system, light weight.

high power. great speed. pleasing design. comfort and elegance

of equipment. 'i‘hrsc features CAN'T HELP appealing to those.

Interested in the subject of motor cars.

AIR COOLED

$2,000.00 and $2,250.00 F. O. B. lndianapolis

Send for Catalogue and Booklet (S).

Premier Motor Mfg. Company

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

Members American Motor Car Manu acturers AssociAtiun.
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Grooved Ball Thrust.

i \\

\ .
00 I

O

°°° o i.
\ ” Annular Ball Bearing.

00 Journal Roller Bearzng. Pu“ “De

> I’m/ .

Ball Thrust Collars.

  

  

I .

  

Rear Automobile Hubs. Plain Roller Thrust. Miscellaneous Bearings.

  

Total Floor space, including Automobile Axle and Annular Ball Bearing Departme..t, |75,ooo square feel.

  

Front Axle. Lemolne Axle. i ~ -1' "

Bevel Gear Axle.

Ball Thrust Collar.

3;..59
eta-j

Roller Bearing wltn Casing and Sleeve. Front and Rear Hubs.

STANDARD BULLEB BEARING GUMPANY

48th 8:. Girard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Annular Ball Bearinz. Sand for New Catalogue. l'im‘ lieialuwr.

~Allen! Type.
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00

Q
PneumaticgéTires

are designed to do away with all the objec

tionable features which have existed to so

great an extent in pneumatic tires hereto

fore made.

We well knew of the existence of these

objections and laid our plans for the making

of a pneumatic tire which should contain

none of them.

Our success has been demonstrated and

5 proven in the severest of continued road

  

 

 

tests and it is with the utmost confidence in

’ their thorough worth that we recommend

" ILIRESTONE TIRES and stand back of

\ t em.

1 The body of the FIRESTONE TIRE

is unusually sturdy in its make-up. The

.{ fabric used is the best Sea Island Cotton,

’ carefully selected for purity and strength.

I The rubber is the choncest Up-River Para

so scientifically compounded as to give

it the greatest possible wear-resisting

' . quality.

The tire is attached so securely that it cannot possibly come off, inflated or deflated, no matter

how severe the service.

The union of the tire and flange is extremely close to prevent moisture from penetrating to

the inner surface to the detriment of tubeor casing.

The removal and replacement of a FIRESTONE PNEUMATIC TIRE is accomplished

with the utmost ease and in the shortest possible time.

Any novice can with an ordinary wrench secure access to his inner tube or remove the tire

complete in less than 2 minutes. The tube may be replaced and the tire refastened in the same time.

There is no prying or pulling on the tire, and consequently no possibility of causing injury,

such as fre uently occurs from the use of old-fashioned tire tools.

Remem er, we particularly recommend FIRESTONE TIRES to any one who appreciates

the best the market affords. We know they are supremely good and will give better and more

lasting service than any tire you ever used.

FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES for commercial vehicles have been on the

market for years and have proven the excellence of our methods of construction.

To-day more than 80% of all such tires in use in this country are FIRESTONE TIRES.

We invite correspondence and will be pleased to furnish full information and advertising

literature upon request.

Then Why Not “Firesione? ”

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER 00., - Akron, Ohio.

BRANCHES :—New York Chicago Boston Detroit Philadelphia St. Loull
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The manufacturer who equips his cars with

W odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands 'for replace

ments or free repairs.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclomsters, Odometers, Tachometers, F

Counters and Fine Castings.

 

 

 

  

 

 

RIDE ON AIR!

Kilgore Automobile Air Cushion

“ SHOCK ELIMINATOR."

(“run-r ALLOWED)

b
.,

 

 

ON GOOD ROADS—

They Allow you to use and

enjoy the full elasticity of

EASY FLEXIBLE

SPRINGS, OBSERVE we

say “full elasticity."

ON BAD, DANGER

OUS ROADS—They con

trol the too violent spring

‘ play BOTH UP AND

DOWN, OBSERVE we

say “ both up and down."

THEY TRANSFE R

TH E LOAD and strain

from the springs to the axles.

THE Y PREVEBT sprirg

istortlon and breakage

THEY LESSEN THE

WEAR and tear on tires.

THERE ARE NO ADJUSTMENTS.

This should interest you because :—

It adds to your comfort and safety,

It effects a direct saving in “up-keep."

Write for full particulars.

KILGORE AUTOMOBILE AIR CUSHION CO.

49 COLUMBUS AVENUE, Boston, Mass.

  

 

 

 

  

UWN-IIPE GEARS

lrroversilvle Storing.

Bovel and flhain Drive

Differential.
i, - Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding Gear Trans

mission.

x. FRANKLIN PEIERSUN. 166 rm Strontchloago, or. PM: Factory

ruos. 1. WETZEL, 1| WII’IOII Street, or" vm. 5mm"

GIIAS. E. MILLER, 97 Roads Street, New York, 1 -

318-320 I. Broad St., Philadelphia, 581" Ase“!

202-204 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Carrying Stock.

406 Erie Street, Cleveland, 0. l

  

I

POST it lESI’ER 00., Hartford, Conn. Eastern $1185 Agents.

BR0WN7LIPE_GEIIR 00., 200 S. Goddos St., Syracuse, N. Y_
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BI'OCG
The Car for today, tomorrow and the years to come. ,

-Buiit by practical men.  

A sensation at the Show in New York last

week. Recognized by all as the one reliable alr

cocled motor car. Admitted by all as a motor

car of exceptional and especial artistic beauty

in design and equipment.

Specifications: Aerocar, 1906. Model A. 24

H. P. Frame, pressed steel. Body, Side En

trance Tonneau (front doors easily detached

and complete without them). Color, royal blue.

Hollow steel dash. Four sight lubricator on

dash. Tool box on running board. Five p88

sengers. 45 miles an hour. Wheel base, 104

inches. Wheel tread, 56 inches. Tire dimen

sions, front and rear, 4x34. Steering. worm and

nut. Brakes. two (rear hub) and transmission.

Gasoline capacity, 20 gallons. Four cylinders

arranged vertically in line. Air-cooled. I 1—

tion. Jump spark with storage battery. Dr ve.

shaft, bevel gear. Transmission, sliding gear.

Speeds, three forward and reverse. Leather

faced cone clutch. Road clearance, nine inches.

\Veight, 2,000 pounds. Price, fully equipped,

ready (or the road, including two large gas

headlights, $2,800, 1. o. b., Detroit.

  

Will be exhibited and demonstrated at theChicago Show.

Some selling territory yet open. If interested write quickly. Illustrated descriptive literature

mailed on request. If you inclose 10 cents we will send you a handsome gold-plated scartpin.

THE AEROCAR COMPANY, Detroit. Mich.

  

 

  

 

THE TWO-CYCLE ELMGRE
FOUR CYLINDERS CONSTANTLY HELPING ONE ANOTHER BEAR THE BURDEN OF EIGHT

\Vitli four impulses every revolution, the two-cycle Elmore engine produces a power that can only be equalled in the

four-cycle type by the use of eight cylinders. The application of power is always uniform; the force of one explosion

impelling the piston half way through the cylinder when another begins.

Notc.—Cylinder No. 1 shows the piston half way down. The piston of cylinder No. 2 is at this point starting down

from another explosion. Before the force of the explosion on this piston is exhausted

the third cylinder will come into action, then the fourth and then No. 1 again, as long as

gas is fed into the cylinder and there is a spark to fire it.

The Simplest Engine in the World

Actually fifty per cent. of the moving parts done away with. Up—keep reduced

fully fifty per cent. Most successful self-starting engine made.

When you understand that the two-cycle Elmore engine does away with 18 to 20

parts on each cylinder, and absolutely eliminates all inlet and exhaust valves with their

attendant mechanism, you'll agree with us that this is the simplest engine in the world.

One, two or three cylinders may be cut out at will, both spark and gasoline. With one

cylinder cut out the difi'erencc is impreccptible, except in speed; with two cut out—

barely noticeable. Do you see the economy of this feature? '

The fact is, there are so many mechanical advantages about the Two-Cycle Elmore

that you should send for our catalogue and special literature, which explains everything fully.

  

 

 

  
  

 

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

1104 Amanda Street - - - - - CLYDE, OHIO

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The universal praise given The Goodrich Quick

Detachable Tire and Rim is today the most notc

worthy fact in connection with the automobile tire

industry.

I No other quick detachable construction is so simple in its workings or admits of such

quick and easy handling of the tire in detaching and attaching. '

No lugs, no Clips, n0 pinching 0f the inner tube, no possibility of the tire work

ing loose, no bolts, screws or turnbuckles of any sort.

Please write for special booklet.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, . .

AKRON, OHIO.

vv

vvvvv

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St. 8: 1625 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St. CLEVELAND, 416 Erie St.

BUFFALO, 731 Main St. CHICAGO, 141 Lake St.

ST. LOUIS. 3926-28 Olive St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave. DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

LONDON. E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

 

 

A NEW AUTOMOBILE SPEEDOMETER

The “Springfield ”
At last a thoroughly reliable Speed Indicator at a moderate price

Aside from its assistance in complying 'with speed laws and the requirements of public

safety, there is no questioning the satisfaction, the real fascination, of knowing the sgeed at

which your touring car is going, and there is no more satisfying way of knowing than y hav

ing 11 "Springfield" combination Speedometer and Odometer on your dashboard.

No instrument at any cost will tell you more or tell it with more accuracy.

Its mechanical construction is the most correct and most direct application or centrifugal

force; no cams or other indirect movements. Every motion is balanced and almost friction

less. All internal parts are of steel and hardened where advantageous. All bearings are

self-lubricating. It is absolutely water and duSt proof.

An exclusive feature of this instrument is the steady movement of the pointer. No jolts can

divert it from its true position.

Its accurate indication of speed from 1 mile to the capacity of the dial is guaranteed.

The Dial is made of luminous material, and emits sufficient light to show position of

pointer after dark. \

Another exclusive feature is the safety device on our Universal pinion attaching Bracket.

It will not only adjust up or down, out or in, and pivot both ways so as to fit the steering

knuckle of any American built car, but if the pinion should be thrown out of mesh with the

gear by the lodging of any foreign substance, it will automatically return to the correct pitch

line as soon as the gear clears itself.

For any sized Wheel Ilili hoisted Flaxlhia Shaft. correct Length for any min at Our

50Mile Combination Speedometer and 80Mlle Combination Speedometer and.

Odometer ................................. . $45.00 Odometer .................................. ..805.00

50 Mile Speedometer without Odometer.. 35.00 80 Mile Speedometer without Odometer.... 45.00

Patented in U. 5. Oct. 10th, 1905. Patented in Canada, England and Europe. Other patents

pending.

 

 

  

 

MANUFACTURED BY

THE R. 11. SMITH MPG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

ESTABLISHED 1865 INCORPORATED 1883
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’ THE

NAT10NAl. SHOW

February 3=10, 1906

WILL BE HELD AT

CHICAGO

Completely filling 100,000 square feet of space afforded by the

Coliseum and First Regiment Armory

Ninety-seven Exhibitors of Automobiles

One Hundred and Thirty Exhibitors of Accessories

An Open Show. A Complete Show.

Qne admission fee to both buildings, which will be connected by a cov

ered and completely enclosed passage way. Usual courtesies to dealers,

at morning sessions, application for which must be made at the office in

First Regiment Armory. Further details of

S. A. MILES, Manager 1

NEW SOUTHERN HOTEL, cnicAoo
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This AUTO TIRE iS both DURABLE and LIVELY
When you buy an ordinary Auto

Tirehyou have to decide a difficult urgsof'neither.

both the hard and the to” tire with the bad feat lt's easy for an one to understand

WHY this is true. ead carefully, and
 

question.

Is it best togeta hard. inflexible tire,

which will rack your bones and soon put

our car out of business, but which will

as! a season or more

Or—

To get a soft. resilient, easy riding

tire, which will go to pieces in a short

time because it won't stand the wear

and tear of the road?

Momentous question.

1 And either way you answer it—you

ose.

Because it you decide on the hard

tire, it means breakdowns on the road,

and consequent liberal use of a farm

er‘s team. It means constant repairs to

our engine, a car always in the shop.

our aching joints are thrown in for

good measure.

And if you select the :of! tire, it

means punctures. tire explosions and

tire troubles generally. And you have

to buy new tires every little while.

it's Money—Money—Money. either

Donna, Tough

Rubber

wa .yYou'll envy Rockefeller before you

get through.

Now you can dodge this momentous

question if you will.

Because the Goodyear Detachable

Auto Tire has all the GOOD points of

Soil, Sprlngy

llubbor

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

UNIVERSAL

  

see for yourself.

First, look at the section of the Good

year Tire in the center column. Notice

the crescent shaped portion in solid

black where the wear of the road comes.

That's dense. firm rubber, as tough as

rawhide—practical] no wear out to it.

It's what the har tire is made from.

Now right underneath this is the re

mainder of the outer tube (shown in

grey) which is made from pure para

rubber. as resilient and springy as it is

possible {or rubber to be. it's the same

as the seldom~used soft tire.

These two different kinds of rubber

—the dense, tough composition, to take

the wear, and the soft, elastic rubber, to

make you ride easy—are made into one

solid piece by a special rocess. You

can't skin the two kinds 0 rubber apart

with a knife. Try it if you doubt.

The dense rubber and the soft rub

ber together make a tire that's almost

as durable as a solid tire, a tire'diificult

to puncture yet one which is as resilient

as a man could reasonably ask.

Our “Good News Book" tells more

about the good points of this trouble

saving tire. You ought to get it now,

for the Goodyear Detachable Auto Tire

with Universal Rim will be "the only

tire" next season.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY, Grove St., Akron, Ohio

hbllfl in the Ionowlibgf

Philadelphia. Spring BL; San Francisco. 000. 1’. Moore 0 Co., 6% Golden Gate Ava.;

_

—

cities: Boston. 8 Harrion 8L: New York, Cor. Oith Bt. and Broadway Ohio

nflalo;

. 110 Lake St.

9 min St..;

BAILEY TREAD furnished on Goodyear Tires (all sizes) when ordered

Cincinnati 22 E. Fifth St..; St. Lenin. 712-7“ Hal-nu 81:4

enver, El Bixteonth St..; Detroit. 242 Jeiieraon Ave.

—

_

 

 

ASK ANY ROYAL OWNER
If you wont to know how I cur periorml, lllt the man who drive: one.

If you want to know the details oi the Royal Tourist, and lor our

NEW 1906 CATALOGUE

Model G, $3500.00, FORTY H. P.

ROYAL
ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.,

Cleveland, 0.

DUERR & CO.. New York, N.

,\

Y4 G. J. DUNHAM.

Chicago, 111.;

PPPLYRiéO"

8-; Y

BURN MOTOR CAR CO., St. Louis. Mo.: STANDARD A 'I‘ -

:ogmscigaEplfllztéalhurgb Pg; hAlfOS—PIERCE Q 60.. Byrgmg,

. .; .. 0c eser, N. Y.; RCAR AGENCY, San Francisco. Cal.; OYAL MOTOR

Member A. L. A. M.

“mfififfi
at; THE‘ moon-an AUTOMOBILE .o. w. CAPLIN, Minneapolil, Minn; Aurouomngoo' so

Lim.. Toronto, Ont.; MOTOR SHOP. Philadelphia,

 

  
 

Cl

$1,

Pennsylvania

incher Tires

should be specified on your new car if you

want to enter the

000 Tire Economy

Competition

You would pay a. good premium for an insurance policy

against break-down s.

Then buy the best tires that can be made

and you will carry your own insurance.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

NEW YORK : 1605 Broldw

JEANNETTE, PA.

 

IY. CHICAGO: loo Luke street

PHILADELPHIA: 6l5 N. Broad street

BOSTON: I67 Oliver Street
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BE SURE AND SEE THE

Acme Motor Car Exhibit

At the Sixth Annual Show of

The Automobile Club of America

In the 69th Regiment Amory, Twenty~sixth Street, near

Fourth Avenue

“The Old Show in the New Amory”

Demonstrations every day, of the

New 1906 Model Acme Motor Cars

' ACME moron CARS
are built and designed to the smallest detail entirely and wholly by the Acme Motor Car C0. There are no bought parts for assembling—no unknown

uantities.q EVERY ACME MOTOR CAR IS GUARANTEED FOR 365 DAYS

TYPE XV—TOURING CAR. Double Side Entrance Tonneau, seating seven persons. Divided Front Seats. Engine 45 H. P. Vertical, 4 Cylin

der, Mechanical Valves. Transmission practically indestructible. Selective Sliding Gear, direct drive on 3rd speed. Speeds up to 60 miles an hour.

Complete with Two Side Oil Lights, Two Acetylene Head Lights and Generator, Tail Light and Hom,—$3,500. ,

TYPE XIV. Of the same practical and thorough construction as Type XV. Greatly improved in arrangement and larger body than last year.

Three Speed Sliding Gear Transmission, practically indestructible. Engine 30 H. P., 4 Cylinder, Vertical. Speeds up to 50 miles an hour. Complete

—$2.75<>

 
 

  

To Try an Acme Is

To Buy an Acme

mmngge;,,ggiggy,".f""“ 3"” ACM E MOTO R CAR CO. , Reading, Pa.

  

  

 

 
 

IMPROVED

TRUEEAULT - HARTFORD
SHOCK ABSORBER

Insist that your car be equipped with the improved

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorber.

 

Increases t h e

eed.

Enables cars to

proceed at highest

ipeed over all ob

structions.

Doubles th e

life of tires.

Prevents lost

traction.

Absolutely pre

vents breaking of

springs

Makes cobble

stones and rough

roads seem like

asphalt.

, Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Best Materials Obtainable.

MPLE SOLENE New model absolute ly self-adjuning. Requires no attention liter application.

A (Io/fled 1') (Ir: Pint-r Grid! A rrotu, Locomobl'll, Mat/um", Rl'rliitrd-Iiran'zr, Peu

  

"rat, i'Vnpl'tr, Girdron-Brl'lll'r. _

Don't be misled by devices made on principles which we

have discarded,

CAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction anddcontrol’and the easiest to can and" 1500 lbs. ‘40 (four suspensions»

operate an mammm' Cars OVci' 1500 lbs. 860 (four suspensions).

“ Marks 3 "CW Era in Automobile Construction." H‘RTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000. E- v- Hartfoldv Pm- 7 i if 27 Vestry Stgot New York.

WI ARE THE SULI AMERICAN AGINTS [OR THE CILIBRATID

OORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, COBROWBR'LLIE'

 

Peabody, Mass, U. S. A. "THE rmxsr AUTOMOBILE 1N 'rn: WORLD.”
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Bn|.8|1rague’s Exhibits at the Shows.
AT CHICAGO SHOW,

Space 140 Gallery.

The Sprague

Auto Tops.
The Sprague Idea,

Made the Sprague Way

 

  

 

 

 

  

l

OUR NEW TOR—See the curved irons on the bows. This is the only right way to makethe bows; they are straight on the lower ends

The drop forgings will stay in place, and they make a neat, substantial job. See them at the shows. Send for our catalogue.

THE SPRAC-UE UMBRELLA 60.. ' . Norwalk, Ohio.

 

  

  

  

 

CONSTRUCTION OF

] COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

SOLID TIRES 4
l IMPORTANT

The Successful Commercial Vehicle Tire must be cured in one piece, with its retaining

device (no matter of what variety) vulcanized into the tire as a part.

 

 

  

OTHERWISE THE ATTACHMENTS RUST.

RUST EATS

  

IQHEIIBI3HE>IQ

The wires in a TURNER ENDLESS SOLID are rust proof being imbedded in the tile

  

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

Branches :—BOSTON, NEW YORK, CLEVELAND, DETROIT, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CHICAGO.

DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.
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"TWO PAIRS 0F CHAINS IN 75,000 MILES.

Eauuc, LONDON, February 13, 1905.

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd.

Dear Sirsz—We are using a Napier Car for conveying our“ RlSlN’ SUN ” METAL POLISH llll'ouehoul ENGLAND, calling at the various stations en route to

replenish the loads. We estimate the ar has now covered a distance of 75,000 miles in about three years and five months, running daily with scarcely any delay, the

only renewals worth mentioning were Brasscs t0 Pistons, Chains only once (BRAMPTON‘S), tyres frequently, CON NOLLY’S large solids have proved the most durable.

Yours fa thfully, JOHN- EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain if you order it that way, and it won't cost you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain the kind that breaks and stretches and have to be replaced every few hundred miles. All standard sizes in stock to fit

American and Foreign cars

We are Sole United States Agents for this Line of Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Sizes.

‘ Catalogue Mailed on Request.

- AIANUFACTURER JOBBER

E0 EXPORTER AND I’MPORTER.

HOME OFFICE: 97-99-10l Reade Street, New York City, N. Y.

BRANCHES: Broadwlv and 38th Street. New York. Philadelphia. Pa.—3|8-320 N. Broad St.

Boston. Mum—202404 uolumbus Ave. Cleveland, 0.—408 Brie Street.

 

Timken=Lemoine Front Axle.
 

 

Much of the satisfaction resulting from the use of Timken Roller Bearings is

due to the simplicity of construction,—few parts and every part a special feature.

We think this explains why it is easy to sell so many of them and why owners

of machines demand them.

A good automobile is no stronger than its weakest part. Can you afford to

have anything but Timken bearings?

Positive adjustment. No loose parts. Perfect end thrust and you can take up

the wear. .

All types front and rear axles, Lemoine or Elliott knuckles, direct and chain

drive rear axles, truck axles, wheels, channel rims.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.

Main Office and Works: CANTON, OHIO.
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Self-starting from the Seat

“Matheeofif
“America's Finest Motor Car ”

1906 Models—40—45 and 60—65 H.P.

 
 

 

 

now building, in WILKES-BARRE, PA., will be one oi the
our New raCtory largest and melt modern automobile plane in existence. MATHE so" MOTOR OAR 00'

We will move into this new plant about january r, 1906. Address until then . . . . . . . . . . _ , , . . - . . - - HOIYORB, "833

L Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. J

 

 

  

Carpenter
“penny wise

Nickel-Chrome Steels.
and equip a really good car with

“just as good" lamps. The “Night

eyes" are the most important

equipment of your car. Moral, use

is

Crankshafls and Axles forged only in Sfab Form, slotted s

and finished to size; then oil treated in our Projectile

Department. Shifts and Axles thus made of our

No. 317 AUTO NICKEL-CHROME STEEL average:

The Solar line is so complete

that you can select from them the

 

TBlISllB Strength, - - - l3ll,llllll lllS. cogect lamp: :or at“: Style all cf;

_ _ _ ur comp e e ca a ogue W1 e
_ _ _ l/Es' yo: allaboutythe digeren}: patierns

l an rices. ours or t e as in .

Rmummn°llma' ' ' i 603‘ anniin BRASS MFG ouMPAii

SPECIAL ALiLtBYEll STEELS KENOSHA' “'“s_

was, sancs, VALVES, renames, m. I mM 0m“

1 I Warren Slml

THE HARPENTEB STEEL BUMPANY,

mils: Reading, Pa. New York Office: 1 Broadway.

  

  

 

 
  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

T-"§llmierican Ball-Bearint [30.

L. S. 8!. M. S. Ry. 8r. Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U.S.A.
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THE STANDARD AMERICAN COOLER.

THE WHITLOCK

COOLER
was used on the

LOCOMOBILE RACER that finished THIRD

in the

VANOERBILT CUP RACE.

It was never touched during the race. It did its full dutz.

It held its water and kept the engine cool.

THE ONLY CELLULAR COOLERS MADE

IN AMERICA

that were used in the 1905 and 1906 Vanderbilt Cup Races, also the

1906 Gordon Bennett Race.

Quality and efliciency only figure in an event of this importance.

We make coo'ers of the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

The leading makers of automobiles have recognized this fact by

adopting '

TIIE WIIITLOIIII IIIIIILERS
continuously for the seams of 1903, [904, 1905, 1906.

THE WHITLOOK COIL PIPE COMPANY,

' HARTFORD, CONN.

   
 

IVIIDGLEY

Pressed Steel Wheels.
 

Made entirely of

Sheet Steel

Dip-brazed forming one

continuous tube.

They are practically in

destructible, and weigh no

heavier than other types.

Extremes of heat and

cold, of dry weather and

of damp, will not effect

them in the least.

 

Write for Particulars.

MIDGLEY MFG. CO.

Columbus, 0.

 

 

  

 

 

  

E. .l. WILLIS CO.

ALL new nave-1.11:3.

SIREN HORNS,

NEW SPEEDOMETER,

INEW TOOL CHEST,

NEW SPARK PLUG.

Th e Amazon

Clincher Tires

AT LOWER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

Send for Trade Prices and Catalogue.

E. J. WILLIS CO.

8 Park Place, NEW YORK

THE AMERICAN

TUBE & STAMPING CO.
 

 

 

 

 

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BILLETS

Hot and Cold Rolled I'Ioop,

Strip, Sheet and Bar Steel

Copperized and Nickel Plated Oilers, Lamps and Engineers‘ Sets

General Electric Welding under Thompson

Electric Welding Patents

Tubing and Rims for Automobiles

and Cycles. Small Angles. Tees and Channels

SI‘IEET STEEL STAMPINGS

Special Drawn and Rolled Shapes

DIESI TOOLS and AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

PRESSES and DROPS MADE TO ORDER. WELDING

AND BRAZING, NICKEL. BRASS and COPPER

PLATING, TINNING, GALVANIZING and JAPANNING

 
 

Home Office 8: Factory, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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King Automobile Tops

The best possible top: at the lowest possible prices

The top is an important part

ofthe equipment of the up-to

date automobile. If you want

one with plenty of style, light

in weight, yet strong and dur

able, investigate the KING

line. It is the most complete

on the market. Any style, any

color, any size, made for any

machine. Get ourcatalogue,

‘ ~ ‘ samples and prices and you

A will not purchase elsewhere.

King Manufacturing Co., - - Springfield, 0.

Prompt Shlpmenrl Continued.

  

  

Pressed

Steel

Frames l

7 "lg Automobile

‘ Parts
 

 

A. 0. SMITH CO.

Milwaukee, Wis.

  

  

 

 

Parsons’ Manganese Bronze [tastings
  

Sole Make"

THE WILLIAM CRAIPA SONS SHIP A ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, Phllndolphla, Panll.

See our exhibits Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and Boston Shown.

We are prepared to eslrmate on your 1906 Forgings.
Satisfaction Guaranteed -

Thousands of our _ _

spring clips are

now in use, having

been supplied to

the leading auto

mobile manufac

  

turers.

  

Have vou secured our prices?

THE II. SEWIHD SONS GUHPAHY, Herr Haven Conn.
 

  

 

 

Hill Precision [liters

Space No. 135 Coliseum Show.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE STEEL BALL CO.,

832-840 Austln Ave., ~ Chicago, U. S. A.

“liontinenlal” Motors Are Standard

"Continental" Motive Polar Equipment,

conuiotin of a or 4cylinder Motor,(ro to 40 H. P.) unem

bled wi _ our Friction Ring Clutch, and Shit Drive

Tranuniuron, in l luperb outfit for your car. Sold in

combinltion or separately.

CORRECT DESIGN

LIIHT WEIGHT

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

RIGHT PRICE

AVOID INFERIOR IIHITATIONS

  

Ask for printed matter.

Continental Motor Manufacturing Co.

240-244 W. LAKE STREET, - ' CHICAGO ILL.

K. F. PETERSON, Direct Factory Reprelentntive.

 
 

 
 

  

 

  

 

  

AUTO

WRENCH
  

 

THE BILLINGS &. SPENCER 00., Hartford, Conn.

  

 

|

“Automobile Brand”

Aluminum

Hastings.
Tho Right Sort

at the Right Prlco .

  

PHOSPHOR BRONZE FOR GEARS AND BEARINGS.

llliHT MFG. IND FllllHllRY [ll]. Poilsioun, Pit!
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GAS TANK

.PRtsr - o - Lift .

AND AVOID ALL LAMP TROUBLES.

No cleaning of generators; No water needed;

Light always ready; Light steady on rough roads:

Never stars out; Tips never clog; Economical; No

carbide supply to carry; Burn as many lights a de~

aired in one tank; No waste; Bare—No leaking

gas; Nothing to freeze: No attention; No odor.

GET A CATALOG.

TI'IE PREST-U-LITE MPAIIY, Indianapolis. Ind.

Operating under exclusive license from The

Commercial Acetylene Co.. or New York.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

“0 West 38th Street, New York.

 

 

The Baldwin Chain Company

—- MAK! —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Boys

Gears.

Baldwin and & Mtg. 00.,
Worcester. Mass , U.S.A.

  

MOSLER TIMERS

and DISTRIBUTERS

are constructed on a

Scientific Principle.

Ask your dealer or write us for

New Booklet ot 19cc. Mosler Igni

tion ()utfits.

A. R. MOSLBR 6: CO.

1679 Broadsay, - New York

  

 

CHEAP MATERIALB

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Alselnble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Tramwrtation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great arkets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverees Sections of the South which are growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write

M. V. RICHARDS Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern R way Cornpan , Washin on, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, 21' Broadway, ew York itv.

THE SOLVAY PROCESS COMPANY'S

“ KAL-KRYSTAL.”

MAKES THE BEST NON-FREEZING
SOLUTION FOR AUTOMOBILE use.

Neutral and Non-Corrosive—Stands 50° below

zero Fahr. Put up In IO-lb. cans, makes 2 gallons

of solutlon ready for use.

For sale at all Automobile Supply Houses.

CARBCIDALE CHEMICAL CO , - Carbondala. Pa.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF

Auto mobile Engineers

Incorporated. 146 WEST 58th STREET.

Under personal direction of

I'm. Chas. E. locks. M. Ph.ll.. School oi Engineers, Columbia Unlmsiil

Departments include machine tool and forge slio s, assemb

ling and test shops with every type at motor; also aboraturies

comp'elely and specially equipped to teach all Component parts

of aulomobilee Day and evening class.

Special Course for Owners.

 

 

 

The

  

 

Hindley Steering Gear

ABSENCE OF BACKLASH .

SMOOIHNESS OF ROTATION

EASE OF OPERATION

ABSOLUTE~CONTROL OF CAR

cal with steering gears as applied to

United States cruisers and battleships.

when you order your new car, specify the Hindley

MORSE, WILLIAMS 8 CO.

West End Trust Building, - -

The Perfect

design and material are identi

Steering Gear.

PhCIINBERS

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

Name_ . _

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

154 Nassau Street, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Cine motor more

for one year, commencing with the issue oi

Address_______'e—

 

 

 

 
  

 

New JONES Combination

SPEEDOMETER-ODOMETER

For the dashboard of your auto

mobile. Indicates the speed with

positive accuracy. Registers the

Season mileage traveled in miles

and tenths to 10,000 miles. Re

gisters the Trip mileage in miles

and tenths to 100 miles. The Trip

register has a stop-watch instan

taneous resetting stem. Speed is

indicated and mileage cumulatively

recorded whether the car go for

ward or backward.

Complete catalog and Speedometer Bul

letins upon request.

' JONES SPEEDOMETER,

132 West 32d St., New York.

  

 
 

 

S'pnngilald Top

(Pat. 189‘)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Metal

Body Co., ’

366 Birnie he,

Sringiieid, Moss.

  

 

fsxr'n -T1D-®-R*F*

-€~G)'I'-I:-S
C F SPLITDORF

.r-zr VANDEWIYER STICKY. NEW YORK.
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. ‘26“ Two Speedl end Reverie. . — —— Direct II'Ive. Three Speed! and Revere.

You will find each is exactly and thoroughly all right in our

TRANSMISSION GEARS

'ANII BLUTIIIIES

Inquiry and Inspection Invited.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y. '

"Kintsinn Barhureior. I ‘*'“\”°""€="i'°‘ THE EXCELS'OR
is the leader of Jump Spark Plugs. It IS the only Plug

(IVER 31,000 I” USE.

  

 

  

that can be cleaned of soot or oil without removing

it from the engine. Costs no more than the common

kind which it outclasses in every feature. See us at New

“tamed M‘yu’ 'm' York Shows. Write for Bulletin N.

Other Patent:

Pendiel. isms. EXCELSIOR SPARK PLUG co., Cleveland, 0

  
    

 

The Ball Improved Transmission

and REVERSE GEAR

——-FOR—

Automobiles and Motor Boats

MADE ONLY 01" BPUB GEARS

Patented April 19, 1901; Nov. 3, 1903; Jan. 12. 1904;

Feb. 28, 1904.

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS

56 Greenpolnt Ave., Brooklyn, h'. Y.

Western Agra: J. H. Neultadt Co., St. Louis. Mo.

KINSTUN
Carburetors, Mufflers. Spark-Celia,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.

MUFFLER SHUT-01"

  

 

That Recent Lamentable Accident

caused by the loss of a nut off the steering gear. would have been avoided by

theus°°f COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS.

They are the only nuts that can forever withstand the shakes and strains to which

an automobile is subjected. Locks automatically and absolutely Made in two

pieces, it combines the three forces of wedge, screw and lever, forming a com

bination lock of immense po'Wer.

Made in all siles, and oi universal application. Write for catalogue.

COLUMBIA NUT 8L BOLT CO., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

,ii

 
 

  

  

BYIIIE, KINGSTON I 00., Koliomo. Ind., U. S. A.

GRAY?" DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR le Equipped Wlth Them. ‘ AMESBURY, MASS

 

  

 

! HIGHEST EFFICIENCY—LONGEST LIFE—MOST ECONOMICAL

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

THE

66p ,9Muffi‘iifi‘iiifis HIGH-GRADE LAMPS WITHEBBEE BATTERY

n r e or “any Acetylene Gas and Oil 8 I - -
A Y 8 3d q ). v

M, Brass & Aluminum company, ATWOOD MFG. co., 0 ElglllluligilouPigllem
\

FUN" “'¢"- Amesbur Mass
mqu Branch, 92 (ills-old st. y, ' 54' WM" 43d 9"9‘". NBW York

 
 



1056 (the £100th Worm.

At the Automobile Shows notice the great number

of cars equipped with “Whitney” Chains.

DETACHABLE TYPE—PAT ENTED.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

  

The Wrong Way The Right Way

 

 

  

 

. 5'

Pitch 7?“

LGe B

9"

/6‘

    

SECTION OF SPROCKET TEETH

THROUGH LINE Z-Z.

B—Shows Correct Section for "WHITNEY"

Chain No. 7.

 

  

  

CHAIN No. 7. FULL SIZE.

Thousands of Chains have been damaged by inter

ferences and unfavorable conditions.

In designing your car select the chain you consider

right and leave plenty of space for a wider and larger

chain.

Are your Sprockets cut to the correct bottom dia

meter with cutters correct in form P

Are your Sprocket teeth too wide and too straight

on the sides?

Have the sharp corners of your sprocket teeth been

removed after cutting P

Are your sprockets in line P

As a manufacturer do you inspect every sprocket

by comparing it with a correct model or do you accept

anything so long as it has the right number of teeth P

  

i



 

 

ELECTRIC

  

NEW MODELS NOW READY

  

”llllllllllllllllll

other Improvements.

With same Chassis we supply Landaulet, Hansom and Victoria Bodies.

Send for Bulletin No. 75.
 

ELECTDIC VEHICLE COMPANY, HartfordéConn.

NE‘V YORK BRANCH: 134. 136, 188 West 39th St CHICAGO BRANCH: 1413 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON: Columbia. Motor Vehicle Co., '14. 76. 18 Stanhope 8t,

PHILADELPHIA: Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 North Broad 81.

Member Association of Llcenscd Automobile Manufacturers.

"ll

I _'—3.j=':-l~§:~";;;~--. I

’ V“ *2“, t “max-exam. " "
4 1 f t>*- , --—V'!‘Li|.l‘\v$‘

  

New York, N. Y., u. s. A., October 5, 1905. ggggmfiw
  

Town

Carriages

The cut shows the new Columbia Electric Brougham, Mark LXVIII, with

Lightened Construction, Pneumatic Tires, 5-Speed Control, Special Exide Batterv and

WASHINGTON: Washington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th St. & Ohio Ava.

PARIS: A. Bianchi, 194 Boulevard Male-herb“.

lllllllllllu
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The Hartford Perfected Dunlop Tire.

Paris, July 28, '05.

Dear Sirs:— Postal NO. 3.

We have arrived in Paris coming over

the Route Nationale from A11: 163 Bains vie. Lyons

and Nevers. The roads were exceedingly trying, veryv

hard and a lot of "pave" or cobblestones. I had

two punctures. These were the only mishaps in 2156

miles and the tires have stood the hard Work without

showing any other signs of wear and tear. People

here consider this a very good record as many of the

best foreign tires blow out from the heat.

Yours truly,

we jaw.

\Vatch

for others to

fifllouh

g_ _ . .i..__~__.___.

Made by THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS COMPANY, Hartford, Connecticut.

 

 

 

.\ stock i6 H.1‘.

Modelllniade232iJi I §\

miles in the six day,

The performance

of the Corbin i6 11

P. Air cooled motor

non-stop contest at

Long Branch, N. J.

Duplicates of this

car can be delivered

promptly.

iii the non-stop con

test has forever sis

lenred the oppo

nents of practical

Air Cooling.

 

 

THE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE CORPORATION, New Britain, Conn.

PHILADELPHIA bat; No Broad St.  NEW YORK. . “lust ,soi st. BOSTON 163 Columbus Ave.  
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What You Get

For Your Money

is more important than the price you pay.

That is one reason why our cars are so

often referred to as

“Those Remarkable Mitchells”

 
 

MITCHELL 'IOURINO CAR, $1500.FIITCI'IBLI. LICII'IT CAR, $750.

They set up a new standard in price values.

At $750 and $1500 there is nothing that even begins to approach them.

Have you ever taken the trouble to “look into ” the matter?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

RACINE, WIS.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers Association, Chicago.
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of just what may be expected of

1906

in l on
‘7‘? leAP13ED TREt\D ’l‘IPQIE S

Was given by the Vanderbilt Cup Trials.

Eight cars were equipped with Diamond Tires, and not a finger was touched to any Diamond Tire throughout the Race.

5, l1, Dingley, driver of the Pope-Toledo, first to finish, said:

“They are the best tires in the world. I cannot say enough of the

satisfaction I have had from them."

Joseph Tracy, who drove the Locomobile finishing second, said:

“My Diamond Tires gave me absolutely no trouble."

Robert Jardine, driver of the Royal, third in the trials. said:

“Icannot ask for better tires under any conditions.‘

Frank qutt, the Haynes-Apperson driver, taking fourth place, said:

“ From start to finish I had no occasion to give my tires a thought.

Their record was perfect."

  

7

 

   

THE DIAluoxI) RUBBER co., = Akron, Ohio.
  1

The BAKER ELEeTRIe 1

The Baker Electric ‘

Depot Ciarriaqe,

The Mon Bleqanl. of all Electrics.

.

l.

  

  

RLSO

RUNHBOUTS, STHNHQPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETQ.

  

uni

 

WE HRH READY TO TALK BUSINESS

THE BAKER MGTSR VEHIQLE QGMPBNY, QLEVELHND, ®Hl®.

e. B. RIGB, Broadway and 58th Street, New York Agents.
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Volume XI

No. IS

  

10 Cents a Copy

$2.00 a Year

  
  New York, N. Y., U. S. A., January 25, l000.

construction for 1906 far surpasses the best work previously put Into any motor cars,

American or European. We tell all about it in our special illustrated booklets, “Colum

bia Chrome Nickel Steel," “Fashioning a Crank Shaft," “Transmission, Etc.," and

“Consistent Differences.” Each of these booklets will be found intensely interesting

by all who follow the latest advances in automobile building. Mailed on application. IQ ... '

  

MARK XLVI, 24-28 H. P.

  

MARK XLlV-Z 18 II. p.; two opposed cylinders; shaft drivc; double side entrance body scat

ing five persons. Price...'........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,750

MARK XLVI 24-28 h. p.; four vertical cylinders; shaft drive; seats live. Price, Standard, $3,000

I 1; “ Limousine, $4,000 I

MARK XLV" 40-45 h. p.; four vertical cylinders; double chain drive; seats ‘_five, with extra

drop seats for two. Price, Standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .‘ . . . . . .. $4,500 _

\\'ith Victoria, Limousine or Landaulet Body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$5,000 to $5,500

Slparale m tulogue: of Columbia Gasoline Cars, Caluméia Elntn'c Carriage: and Columbia Elulric Commerrial Vehicle: -

will 6: rent on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.
NEW YORK BRANCH: 134436-138 \Vcst 39th St.

BOSTON: Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., 74-76-78 Stanhope St.

PHILADELPHIA: Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 North Broad St.

WASHINGTON. Washington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th and Ohio Ave.

PARIS: A. Bianchi, 29 Ave. de la Grande Armcc.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

CHICAGO BRANCH: 1332-1334 Michigan Ave.

 
 



TIMES CHANGE.

AT THE 1905 SHOWS competitors belittled and decriedHARTFOR I Our Dunlop Detachable Rim

DUNLOP
Notwithstlnding it SWEPT THE COUNTRY.

This year they imitate, but OUR IMPROVED RIM which takes

all makes of clincher as well as Hartford Dunlop and

Hartford Clincher Tires is

\“t—‘VIS‘TILL A SEASON AHEAD” like our

“ One Cure Wrapped Tread ”

HARTFORD .llllllz. AUTO
. . . '~ INCH ERIf Imitation is Real Flattery, we certainly feel its Sincerity. _ CL

TllE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS COMPANY,

HARTFORD. CONN, U. s. A.

  

 

  

  

We only build a few good cars

for those who want the best.

  

’— j; We sell these high-priced cars
~..>.[*. 15 l -_ -

. “Mn-1;; \ only through our branch houses

and our home office.
i - //

_ i _ 7/ _ \ ._ 40 to 95 H. P. in any style of

body.

BRANCH Houses:

New Y0lk, 66 West 43d St.

A _ _ Boston, 43 Columbus Ave.
5.1:-.. __-‘ ‘ e e r 7 i : Philadelphia, 326 N. Broad St.

\ e-‘--*%

ao-u H.P. woo nooaL, sPBcIAL BODY TO ORDER. Chicagm 394 Wabash A“

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., - Kokomo, Indiana.

Members of ths Association of Licensed Automoblis Manui'scturors.

  

  



 

 

 

liliL
MODEL D—4

  

  

  

 

 

FOUR CYLINDERS, 24-30 H. P.

$1800

EMBODIES EVERY APPROVED MODERN FEATURE

 

“You can’t pay more and get your money’s worth.

You can’t pay less and get full satisfaction.”

Send 10c. for a Copy of our 1906 Art Catalogue

IT’S A BEAUTY.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

RACINE, WIS.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association, Chicago.
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Diamond
1906

Wrapped Tread Tires.
45 sets of Diamond Wrapped Tread Tires on cars exhibited at Madison Square Graden; nearest competitor 35 sets.

A

v e . ~ ' 73";

. "I.e ‘ht

_.  
l“ ,2!" I“ L..- _

sentinel“
'tlriqi‘: ~ .

  

85 sets of Diamond Wrapped Tread Tires on' cars at the Garden and Armory Shows combined; nearest competitor 73 sets.

Solid Tires—Diamond Total for both Shows, 28 sets; nearest competitor 15 sets.

Grand total of Diamond Tires, 113 Sets. Next highest grand total, 73 sets.

The Ultinlate Test is Service.

Show figures are worth nothing if the tires have no other recommendation.

 

THE DIAMOND RUBBER. CO., = = Akron, Ohio

THE BAKERuricrrtrc STANHOPE ,

is, _oi' all motor vehicles, the one most desirable from every stand

point for family and professional use.

For iamilv use, it is esneciallv adapted by its extreme

simplicity and ease of OPtrIiIIutl. Any man, woman or child

can drive it after a few hours' practice. There is no trouble

some cranking of a heavy motor, made doubly difficult in cold

weather. No loading with gasoline, oil and water, no trouble

with spark plugs, and on accmrnt of their light weight, the

dangers of tire troubles, skidding, etc., is reduced to the

minimum.

TIIE BAKER STANHOPE is always ready for use at a

moment's notice. The user merely turns on an electric switch,

operates the control lever and away he goes with as great

speed as may be legally used.

BAKER STANIH)PES being noiseless, free from grease

and odor, and always immaculately clean. are ideal vehicles for

the use of ladies when shopping, calling, or driving for pleasure,

and they are so simple to operate that a chautfeur is an incum

brancc. In addition, these

 

  

~‘*

Aristocrats of Motordom
are so superbly finished in every minute detail as to make them

eminently distinguished in appearance, their elegant rclincmcnt

instantly appealing to the most casual observer.

'Ihcse excellent features have enabled us to sell every machine we haw: made early in the season, and obliged us to refuse orders.

()ur line of vehicles comprises Imperials, Stanhopcs, Surrcys. Station Wagons and Rrougliams (inside and outside driven), all superb vehicles

\Il‘QIHILIZHNI refined in every detail and with that high degree of mechanical excellence which has placed and keeps them in the front rank oi the automobile

tilut‘t‘SSlnll.

\\'c dcsirc agents in a few important cities not yet covered.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO., - 22 Jessie St., Cleveland, O.

New York Representative. C. B. RICE, I790 Broadway, Cor, 53th Street,
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